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THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Cliemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, E.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiliu^, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destrojing the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Oentributjng to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as ioUows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :

—
J lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 1b. 30 ,, „ ,, 3
8 1b. 40 ,, „ ,, 4
101b. 50 „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ ,, (Ctuik and me.asurg 10
301b. 150 ,, „ included) 15
401b. 200 ,, ,, „ 10
50 lb. 250 „ ., ,, 13 6
60 1b. 300 „ „ ,

17 6
801b, 400 ,. „ ,

1 17 6
ICO lb. 500 „ „ „ 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
I'rom Mr. Herepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1361.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping (Composition to
analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
(.he mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
giv^eu, I feel sacislied, that while it effectually destroys vermin,
it will not injure the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the

[fleece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerOB
testimonials published. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hbkapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., 4c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of CUemistry.

fjeicester House, Great Dover-street Borough Loudon.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruiuous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thu'ty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL,
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1865,

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ot the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I
have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84 gaUons of
the ' NoK-poisoNous Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being deteiinined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your SPECinc proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in
"three weeks the Sheep were quite cured ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remaricably weU at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGBY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' " R. RENNEY.
BS*" Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no " Non-poisonous "
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacioug
of life. Such advertised preparations must be wholly ussleaa,
or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS £\4, £5, £i, &. £S.

ADVERTISING-.

C, H. AY k CO.,
GENERAL ADVERTISING OFFICES,

78, GRACEGHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.G.
(THE ONLY ADDRESS), ESTABLISHED 1846.

Advertisements of every description received for insertion in all Newspapers, Magazines, Reviews, &c., at th«

»ame rates as at the offices of the papers.

Ebtiraafes for General Advertising. Reduction for a series. Liberal terms to large advertisers.

Advi rtisements are also received for all newspapers, which may be addressed to these offices, withoat extra
etiarges, and replies forvfarded if required.

C. H. MAY & Co., beg to intimate that they receive advertisements of every description and class, from the
most important official announcement to the smallest social want.

dvertiaers desiring the utmost promptitude of insertion for their advertisements, are informed that, in ad-

dition to the ordinary deliveries, special parcels are despatched to all the leading newspapers three times daily.

Important annoUQcements requiring instant publicity in distant localities are sent by special wire, without ia.

rease of charge.

T{is Preeg Manual for 1879, containing a List of Kewspapers published in the United Kingdom, Post Tree 8d
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THE

PLATE.

EMIGRANTS.

Shokthorn IIeifeks, belonging to tiik PnopiiiETons of Canowie Station,

South Australia.

The emigrants were bought of Mr. T. fl.

Hutchinson, the Manor House, Catterick, York-

shire, for 1 ,000 guineas, and, accompanied by Beau
Benedict (37841), a rich roan, 3 years old ball,

purchased of Mr. J. W. Booth, Killerby hall,

Yorkshire, set sail in May last for Cauowie station

as a foundation for a Booth herd. They represent

the three tribes in the Manor house herd, which
has been so successful at the Royal, the Yorkshire,

the Highland Society at Scotland, Northumber-

land, Durham county, Lincolnshire, and most of

the large shows held in England, viz., the Lady,

Gerty, and the Maids tribes, and are nearly related

to Lady Playful, Lady Alicia, Lady Louisai

Dairygirl, Grateful, Gainful, &c. &c., so well

known in the Shorthorn rirg.

The small roan Heifer on the left of the plate is

Lady Agnes, calved March 1st, 1878, got by Pluto

(350o0), dam Lady Agatha by M. C. (31898), gr.

d. Lady Alicia, by King'l James (23971); gr. gr.

dam Lady Alberta, by Lord Albert (21043), gr.

pr. gr. dam Lady of the Manor by Baron Warlaby

(7813), &c., see Herd Book vol. 23. p. 500. The red

and white heifer behind her is Ocean Maid, calved

Feb. 21, 1878, by Pluto (350.50), dam Mermaid by
M. C., gr. dam Pretty Maid by Merry Monarch

(22349), gr. gr. dam Dairy Girl by Brigade Major

(21312) gr, gr. gr. dam Dairy Maid by Perfection

(27059), Herd Book, vol. 22, page4G6. The light

roan heifer facing them, is Lady Lillian, calved

Sept. 0, 1877 by Star Regent (.35G79), dam Lady
Laura by British Lion (.30009), gr. dam Lady
Louisa by K. 0. B. (26492), gr. gr. dam Lady
Sophia by Brigade Major (21312), gr. gr. gr. dam
Lady of the Manor by Baron Warlaby (7813), Herd
Book, vol. 22, page 4GG, and the largest red and

white heifer. Gratuitous, calved Oct. 15, 187G by
Star Regent, dam Gerty 3rd by Knight of the

Shire (20552), gr. dam Gerty by Vain Hope
(23102), gr. gr. dam. Garland by Grandmaster

(24078), Herd Book, vol. 21, p. 783. The bull and
heifers make a first rate sample of Booth. The
Canowie property consists of 70,000 acres of free-

hold land about 130 miles north of Adelaide and

the proprietors expect to shear from 90,000 to

100,000 Merino sheep this year.

THE WILD WHITE CATTLE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The late Rev. .John Storer's beckon "The Wild
^yhite Cattle of Great Britain," recently mentioned
in our Literary Notices, necessarily lacks the
finish which its author would probably have given
it if he had lived to put his accumulation of
notes into more perfect shape and connectedness,
and to sum up his conclusions. It is in reality a
history of the breed or breeds of white catth^ now
existing in a wild or semi-wild state in Great
Britain, together with traditional accounts of
similar herds which have bi'come extinct, and is

chiefly of value as a compilation of facts and
traditions respecting those herds.

With the exception of the autlior's personal in-

Old Series

spection of the sevpral existing herds, and the ob-
servntiona of his conipanions on tliese expeditions
—Mr. Chaudoa-Pole-Gell, and Mr. .Tohu Thornton
— there is nothing very original about the work,
and the accounts written by these gentlemen
tliough very interesting, cannot be said to havo
added much to the sum of the knowledge already
possessed on the subject.

In order to give an idea of the scope of the work
it will be convenient to regard it as it would com-
nienil itself to tlie irener^l reader, the naturalist,

and the agriculturist. The entire book is interest-

ing from an historical and antiquarian point of

view. Mr. Storer commences by commenting oa

B Vol. LXXXVL—No 1.
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'tbo fossil remains of extinct species of the genus

Bl)S, an-i quoting Darwin, Nilsson, and Riitimeyer

to show that, in the opinion of the naturalist, all

our di-niestic species of genus Bos are thedeecend-

. ants of two typical extinct species ; namely, Bos
piimiije)dus, and Bos longifnms. The former is

the " Urus," and the latter a smaller species with

shorter horns. The Urus must have been tamed
towards the close of the stone age and the com-
mencement of the bronze age, according to the

evidence afforded by the ancient Swisi lake-

dwellings, and the shell-mounds of the Danish
: isles ; and the smaller species probably earlier still.

But at the time of Csesar the cattle of the Celtic

Britons were evidently the domesticated de-

scendants of Bos lunrjifrons, and had been derived

from the East with the Celtic tribes themselves.

Subsequently the Teutonic tribes brought with

them to Britain the domesticated descendants of

the Urus or Bos primigenins, "which, in turn,

occupied the greater portion of the land ; the

smaller Celtic cattle being driven to "remote and

inaccessible parts which the English could not

r -ach." Mr. Storer thinks that our Devons, W(dsh,

Ivyloes, Sussex, and Channel Islands cattle are

descended from the early domesticated Bos long i-

frons, whilst the Longhorn, the Hereford, the

Pembroke, and the Shorthorn are descended from
the domesticated Bos primigenius. He then goes

on to describe certain Continental breeds of cattle

•which are also apparently descended from the

domesticated Urus ; such as the Charolais breed of

French cattle, the Friesland, Ilolstein, Hungarian,

Transylvanian, and Russian breeds. Then he gives

a history of the wild white cattle of Britain,

which are admitted by Riitimeyer to present the

closest resemblance amongst existing breeds to the

-extinct Bos primUjcn'ms, and brings much
antiquarian lore to bear upon his subject. Various

extinct herds are referred to, as also the wild whijte

' c ittle of ancient Scotland, and of the more southern

parts of Britain. Then the circumstances are de-

pict:jd under which the remnants of these wild

herds gradually became enclosed in parks, giving

rise to the herds now in existence. Mr. Stortr

gives an elaborate and interesting description

of the Chillingham Park cattle in Noithumberland,

the property of Lord Tankerville ; and of the
' Chartley herd in Staffordshire, which are the only

two herds in England which remain in their

" pristine state." The herd in Lyme Park,

Cheshire, and the one at Burton Constable in the

East Riding of Yorkshire, are next referred to
;

and then the domesticated and polled herd at

Somerford Park, Derbyshire, the recently eztinct

herd at WoUaton Hall, the Gisburne Park herd,

the one at Middleton Hall, and some others. .Last

of all he treats of the wild white cattle of Scot-

land : the extinct herds and those now in existence.

Amongst the latter the cattle in Cadzow Park

—

•linowu as the Hamilton Herd—wexe probably

hornless at one time though now they havere-
• gained these appendages. An appendix to the

book gives a list of localities in which wild white
cattle " or thi4r domestic descendants" have been
proved to have existed, and where they now exist.

This history is derived from a laborious and careful

compilation, and comprises much curious folk lore

and antiquarian research.

To the naturalist Mr. Storev's book contains
little of interest. His facts are not new, and the
deductions made 'from them—when his suggestions
take a sulTiciently tangible form to be called de-

ductions—are more in the character of an enthu-
siast riding a hobby than in that of a naturalist

seeking to solve a problem. It is admitted and
accepted that the wild white cattle are distinctly

of the Urus type; and also, according to Riiti-

meyer, " that the Chillingham cattle are less

altered from the true Primigenius type than any
other known breed." It is also admitted that

certain existing breeds of cattle, already enumer-
ated, have more or less distinctive resemblance to

the true Longifrons type. But, as Mr. Darwin
observes, " although certain races of cattle are the

descendants of the above-named fossil species, yet

it does not follow that they were here first domes-
ticated." And this goes to the very root of the

question—the only question at issue—whether the

existing herds of wild cattle are descended directly

from the extinct fossil species, or whether they are

the descendants of domesticated races—introduced

from the Continent or otherwise—which have since

become feral. Naturalists, as a rule, appear to think

that Bos 2)rimigenius became extinct in Britain

during the pre-histoi-ic period ; Mr. Storer inclined

to the opinion that it did not. He has no
evidence to show for such opinion, but he
is entitled to the purely negative position

that there is no evidence to the contrary.

The facts to hand are few and simple. Accepting
Riitimeyer's deductions, that the remains found in

Swiss pile-dwellings were those of a domesticated

species of Bos primigenius it would go to prove

that the fossil species was domesticated, as he pre-

sumes, " toward the close of the stone and begin-

ning of the bronze period ;" a date immensely
remote from the time of Csjsar. So that it is

useless, from a scientific point of view, to quote
Herodotus and " I)e Bello Gallico." And further,

both Nathusius and Riitimeyer agree that the

osteological character of the Chillingham cattle

is not that of wild cattle

—

fene natiirce.

Riitimeyer says " the Chillingham skull shows in

no waj any marks of that of a wild animal. It

is remarkable rather for the uncommon fineness

and delicacy of its bones, which are never to be

found in the real wild cattle, to -examine which I

hid ample opportunity. I should, therefore, if the

skull had come to my hands from an unknown
source, never have hesitated to declare that it was
cot that of a wild animal." Aiil this is decidedly

in favour of the supposition that the so-called

wild whitec vttle now in existence, together with
all the extinct herds of which there is historical

record, are descended from domesticated species of

a long extinct fossil type ; and that they have
since become fei'al. Mr. Storer takes no adequate

account of the immense lapse of geological time
which must have occurred between the end of the
" stone age" and the date of his historical records.

So that, independent of Cffi?ar's exaggerated de-

scriptive stye—as, for example, stating the "mul-
titude of inhabitants" which he found in Britain

to be " iufiuite," and speaking of the Urus, or wild

bull, as being "scarcely inferior to the elephant in

size"—there is positively nothing to show that his

"Urus" was Bos primigetdus ; it might reason-
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ably have been a doniesticfited descendant of tliat

fossil type, and possibly waa notliinn; more.

And tbo same arg'iime'it will apply even more
forcibly to tbe " wild cattle" of the early J']njrliwh

and Scotch forests. Then with regsird to colour,

Mr Storer comes to the conclusion that the (Jriis

was white, from the fact of all the so-called wild

white cattle of which he has obtained any record

bein<^ white with black or red ears, together with

other corridated distinctive markings. But here,

again, he is at variance with the deductions of one

of the greatest nalnralists of the day. Mr. Dar-
win distinctly expresses it as his opinion that it is

"extremely doubtful" whether Bos primiijenius

was white. And from all the records which Mr.

Storer has compiled it is evident that there is a

tendency to throw back, or revert, to a black colour.

Calves are, in all the herds, occasionally born black

or spotted ; and by the rigorous destruction of

these—that is to say, by a long continued process

of selection—the Jierds have alone been able to

retain their colour type. Again, Mr. Storer ap-

pears to attach no importance to the fact of the

calves of the eastern races, being at first of a
" dark tawny or fawn colour " gradually

losing it and gaining a cream colour, then white.

"Whereas, this fact, and the tendency to produce

black and spotted animals in all white herds, tells

strongly in favour of Mr. Darwin's view that the

original stock was not likely to have been white.

In fact, that portion of Mr. Storer's book which
deals with purely scientific questions is very

weak.
There yet remains to be noticed that portion of

the work which may be of interest to the agricul-

turist as a breeder of stock ; and more especially

to the breeder of Shorthorn cattle. He appears

to have paid too little attention to the influence of

soil and climate in the case of the alteration which
has taken place in the character of the Devon
cattle when bred and fed on the rich pastures of

the southern part of the county. The South Ilam
cattle show no sign of "a cross ;'' they are probably

nothing more than modilied Nortli Devous. The
wild wliite cattle Mr. Storer thinks were the

origin of the Shorthorn breed, and calls attention

to the tendency which is evinced by white Short-

horns to throw black noses and black tips to horns,

and even red or reddish ears. No doubt the blood

of these cattle is to be found in the ingredients of

which the Shorthorn breed is formed. One point

mentioned by Mr. Storer is very curious—though
not perhaps of greater value as evidence than the

black noses, red muzzles, and red or red-marked
ears—namely, that the Ohillingham cattle have " a

faint Ime of red hair, as if drawn by a pencil,"

immediately above the bare skin of the muzzle

;

and this peculiar marking Mr. Storer says that he

has " very often," and even '' generally" observed

on white Shorthorns. But this does not atfect

the breeder in a practical way, except to show
him, if Mr. Storer's description of wild white

cattle is not greatly overdrawn, that the Shorthorn

has not gained much in beauty, or symmetry,
" or flavour," or general excellence—in fact,

in nothing except early maturity and docility

—by his handiwork. Mr. Storer, however,

was an enthusiast ; so much so as to adopt

tho Shorthorn adjectives grandeur, majesty,
nobility, Sec, and even goes so far as to apply soma
of them to a steer. But Mr. .John Thornton is a
man of bui^iness, and has of late made some very
plain and business-like remarks for the edification

of breeders. lie is stated by Mr. Storer to have
remarked of the Chartley cattle, wliich are of a
decidedly " Longhoru " type and chara:;ter, that
they possessed, "in a state of n.iture, most, if not
all, of the points which for nearly a hundred years
we had been trying to produce in the Siiorthorn."
Mr. Thornton's written account of this herd,
given in Mr. Storer's book, closes with tho fol-

iov?ing remarks:—"On the whole, it would seem
that these were a breed of Longhorn cattle with
Shorthorn shapes ; and if—as it is said—they have
been kept pure since tbe herd was enclosed—more
than six hundred years ago—we are forced tc arrive

at tho conclusion that, though other breeds of
cattle may have been brought to a state of earlier

maturity, little or no improvement in conforma-
tion and symmetry has been made in them."'

Coming from Mr. Thornton, breeders of pedigree
stock should read, mark, learn, and inwart^y
digest this statement. O ir author's reupirks on
the effects of in-breeding as exemplified by the
wild white breeds, we must leave unnoticed, at
least for the present.

AMERICAN CATTLE.

F. W. H. writes to the Times .—-

At the present t'me of agricultural depression, wlien neither
landlord nor tenant knows whht is the fate thitt awaiti them,
it may be some satisfaction to be informed whit is the opinion
in America as to the future range of prices of cattle fit to be
exported to this countrj'.

The opinion I quote below is one fornipd by a gpntleman of
much intellifrence connected with our gi-Hz'n^ counties, who is

now in Americx, and wiio possesses no ordinary means of
information, lie writes as follows :

—

" Canada lias little or no more stouk to spare,anntlier monfli
will clear out the surplus stock of the Dominion; but tliere is any
amount to come from the West, especially from Texas, at a
price

; but ihe present absurdly low rates can only I e conritiued
in a time of extreme depression. The best opinion is that the
value of English-gro*n meat will not ultimately be materially
affected."

This opinion is val-iable and may tend to allay the present;

panic as to tiie future value of cattle ; but there is no doubt
a general revival of the world's trade, and consequent increased
consumption woult" bring about a speedy result.

Tiie consumer may think this cold comfort, hut that un-
happy individual does not seem to have materially giined in

the price of meat by the great reduction which has taken place
in that of fat cattle during tiie last year.

It appears to be one of tliose things which nobody caa
understand, that, generally speaking, butchers adhere to much
the same prices now as they did a year since, while graziers
and feeders find so great a reduction.

America is, no donb", the laud of plenty, but even there
neither corn nor cattle will be permanently (rrown and ex-
ported except at a remunerative price. The fluctuations in

tlie price of corn expor.ed from America during the list 25
years of free trade should prevent car giving way to panic.
Much more d'cs tiiis apply to cattle, so distant and so ctslly
and 90 difilcull to move.

NORTH DEVON HORSE SHOW. -We are informed
that there will be 400 hor»es at liie anuuHJ North Uevou
Horse iihuw iu riltoa Park, Barustdble, on July 5lh.
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ALEXANDRA PARK
snow.

HORSE

\Vith the hand of the weatker-gla3S having as strong

an aversion as ever to set-fair, the seventh annual show

of horses at the foot of Musvvell Hill commenced on

June 20, and vi'ill conclude on June 25th. "With its

beautiful site, best of stands, roomiest of rings, un-

rivalled " show stables," list of patrons, executive com-
mittee, liberal prize list, and nice distance from town
the Alexandra Park Horse Show should be a most popular

one. But the success of a London horse show in a money
point of view does not depend on all this, nor on the

knowing ones in horse flesh, or the quality of the horses,

as the takings at the turnstiles have been reduced to the
" shadow of shade" through the Shah or some long-

tailed Bashaw going another way ; and on Friday they

must have been small indeed, as the gathering round the

ring to witness the judging was very thin, with scarcely

anyone in the stand, while there was a lamentable falling

off in old show-goers, for not even Lord Coraberraere and
Sir Watkin were there, nor one of those relics of a slow

and crawling age, which once upon a time, with a " gentle-

man whip" on the box, doing twelve miles an hour on a

macadamized road, was thought the very acme of travel-

1 ug. The clayey soil, though a little sticky, was much
better going for hunters than when hard baked and slip-

pery, though the judges of the harness horses and ponies

thought it a little too soft, and adjourned to the road,

where they had it all to themselves, the paying public

beiug kept back by the police. This was a slight mis-

take, and so was writing the winning numbers on the

teleg'.aph board with slate-pencil, as people do not go to

horse shows provided with opnra or race glasses. Then
the veterinarian would do well to take a lesson from

Messrs. Brown and Percival, as his ofiiciousncss in the

ring was strongly commented on outside; in fact, many
thought he was a judge. The duty of a veterinary sur-

geon is to keep aloof from the judges, and to act when
, called on. The proprietors, too, would be doing the

public more justice if they put an extra carver or two on

in the refreshment tent, instead of keeping those who
paid half-a-crown beforehand waiting for a plate of meat
until the judges had done feeding and had commenced
w ith another class ; also to ponder well, if they wish it

to be a pleasant and popular meeting, before enclosing too

much of the ring off for stands, as even at the Agricul-

tural Hall all round the ring is left like a pit of a theatre;

in fact, you don't pay a shilling to go in and then two-

and-sixpence to see what is going on. The catalogue

by single, double, and treble entry, for many a nag will

be found in three classes, is swollen out to 305,
including His Ivoyal Highness the Prince of Wales
Arabs, which were shown at Islington. The grey when
caparisoned in gold is well worth a shilling to look at,

though for our own part we think a good-looking horse

looks his best without anything on. Mr. Parrington,

Mr. J. M. llichardson, and Mr. A. Maynard, all lovers of

the horse and the hound, took in hand the thoroughbred

stallions soon after ten o'clock. Nov/ what shall we say

for the lot? as Mr. Tattersall would put it, who, though
one of the executive committee, was an absentee, and so

was old Laughing Stock, one of the six thoroughbred
stallions, entered, and so bad as a lot, that the judges

withheld the third prize. Caterers by StockwcU out of

Kelina, by Orlando, is a compactly-built, muscular horse,

with a good head, neck, back, rib, and euds, thighs, arms,

aud fiat legs, ss well f.s being blessed v/ith a nioe spriugy

action. Beaon, by Brother to Stafford out of Miss
©owman by Tosopholite, is a small wiry -limbed horse,

^ith curby-Iooking hocks, and no pretensions to a show
isg. Cbiv'P.lrous, by 4-dveuturer out of Auld Acouaiut-

ance, by Irish Birdcatcher, is a very nic(!'ly made, lengt'ty

horse, with knees aud hocks near the ground, and a free

mover, auJ must have taken second honours if sound in

wind and limb, and correctly entered. Newry, by
Lycades out of Blauchette, by The Baron, for which the

modest sum of £1,000 is asked, is a neat topped, level horse,

with small arms and dicky forelegs. Arcesilaus,by Lycades
grandsire Orlando, " grandam Bjarding School iMiss by
Plenipotentiary." There is a pretty pedigree which gives

the sire and dam of Lycades, and not a word as to the

dam of Arcesilaus, which is a kind of auimal that one

would expect to see a Grand Turk mounted on. Mulatto

by Mcccolo, dam by Sesostris, is a coaching-looking nag,

with coarse, gummy-looking limbs. The roadster stallions

were better, and Prickwillcw Xf., by Tice's PrickwiUow,

out of an Arab mare, having furnished into a very nice

horse, with the exception of a little lightness in his

barrel, and with first-rate action, fairly outpaced Star of

the E ist, which has thickened into a grand-looking nag,

but does not move so freely as he did when we first saw

him at Skiplon- The third horse, King Walter, has a

light middle and by no means a good forehand, aud we
preferred the highly-commended cobby Cleverlegs. There

were eight others in the class, and one or two of theni

fair animals, with action. The four-years-old hunters were

nest—a class of eleven, v;ith the lirst and second Islingtoa

prize horses in, of which we wrote, " la a fair class of

four-year-olds we preferred a stout, hardy, good-looking

black horse, of hunting form and action, of Mr. Nelson's,

called Othello, to Mr. Newton's upstanding chesnut,

Golden Plover, which does not lack form and action,

but wants quality and looks soft." Black Jack, by King
of Hearts, is the same horse as Othello, whose occu-

pation is not gone, and Vi'as placed first, while

Golden Plover had to play third to Mr. Cattle's

Cigarette, a very nice hunting-looking horse, and a good

goer, St. Vincent Taylor's Topthorn, also a hunting-

like horse with bone and action, and a first at the Bath
and West of England, being highly commended.
Golden Drop, by East Coast, a horse which gets very

good stock, is own brother to Golden Plover, and known
last year as " the prize four-year-old, " is a very neatly

built horse with good action, and was declared the best

in the five years old and upwards, up to not less than 12

stone, or more than 14 stone, beating His Majesty by

Lord Hastings, a third prize taker at Islington, and a

horse with his head not nicely set on to the shortest of

necks, running into anything but huuiiiig shoulders;

such ahorse, if he makes a mistake when the least dis-

tressed, must come to grief. Cockney, the best of all

the hunters at Isliugton, was only third. Since he won
at Islington he has been to Norwich, Peterborough, and
elsewhere, aud with his coat staring looked anything

but himself at Alexandra Park. Very many horses iu

show cjndition go wrong, and we thought several in the

<:!asses when galloping round the ring were anything but

clear in their pipes. There were thirty-three in the class,

and nothing better looking than Rosamond from Wollaton,

Nottingham, a dark chestnut bloodiike little mare by
Daltsman, full of the right sort of muscle and a sweet

mover, but she fared not better than Mr.
Battam's Sahidin, a first prize at the Bath and West of

England : or Mr. Barnett's neat nag Harum Scarum

;

Mr. Letts' useful, deep ribbed gray. Criterion ; Mr.
Trist's clever light-weight hunter, Lastleigh ; Mr,
Forncrau's br. g. ; Mr. Sturdy's very neat, but rather

ovcr-topped ch. g. ; Mr. B.ott's Grafi'bam ; Messrs. Alien

and Haynes' Lena; Mr. Sergeant's Pitman; Mr. Blyth's

Windsor; Dr. Waller's Sealskin; and some others,

which v/ere not wanting in form and action, and whise
nuinhers we nussed in so large a class, which was not

surprising considering we had to look out for ourselves as

thcj \Ycre rattling fresh horses ia all sorts of traps up
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Sh(l down anil tiiruinoj about on the road where we stood.

Loukers-ou ou!<lil to have some protection, especially as

this is the only side on wliich you can fairly see the

jndgin;^ without paying to j;o in the stand. There were

several very useful horses atuougat the eleveu five years old

and upwards, up to not less thau It stone, including the

following prixe takers : IJlacklock, Rossington, Hurricane,

Carcw, aud Gambler. Blacklock by Torreador, dam by

Robinson, was lirst at Uoncaster, aud we described him

at Northallerton as a Leicestershire hunter and a grand

mover, when second to Tavistock ; since then he has

greatly improved in form, and being in the best of

humours showed himself to perfection when ridden and

led ; in fact he came up to the description of a made
hunter given by a fashionable London dealer. " That

horse, sir, s°.ems to have invisible wings, or extra legs,

as the case may require them. Nothing stops him, he

can jump a house or go through the pnntry window. No
hounds are too fast, uo day too long for him, he has the

courage of a lion with the docility of a lamb,

and you may ride him with a thread. Weight, did

you say, sir ? He could carry the national debt and

not bale a sixpence," He belongs to the Rev. C. H.
Legard, and was as attractive in the ring as Parson

Yoriek's (Humility) owu brothar to Rosiuante was

when ambling through a village. Hurricane, the lirst

prize Islington weiirht carrier, a very useful horse, was

second ; and the Kiug, a gentlemanly looking one,

scarcely up to the weight, third. Mr. Harvey Bayly's

old horse, Rossington, a winner of several prizes, aud

which at Tattersall's in the Derby week was knocked

down to Mr. Wilson for 300 guineas, now handled by

Mr. Allen, and goin^; veiy high and round in his gdlop,

only came in for a hgh commendation ; and Gimbler, a

first prize Jat Manchester, and a third at Islington, a

horse with a vulgar forehand, but a strong good mover,

for naught. Then Mr. AHeyne's The Niger, Jlr.

Huttou's High Time, and Mr. Stephen's Minnie, aud

Mr. Trist's Carew, a prize taker in the west, were useful

h'lntiiig-like horses. Black Jack, Golden Drop, and

Blacklock now walked round for the Alexandra Park

medal and fifty for the best hunter in the three

classes which was awarded to Blacklock. The fairy-

like ease with which Lady "Walton got over the tan

and won first honours at Islington, also won the heirt of

]\Ir. Wilson, who values her more than gold, and with

Mr. Robinson, her late owner, again on her back, she

beat all comers at Alexandra Park, with a clever hack of

Mr. Robinson's, Silvertail, second. There were twenty-

four in the class, and some very nice nags, including

Rosamond, noticed iu hunting class, aiid several of the

following noticed at Islington, and here last year : Lady
Churchill's Matchless, Messrs. Allen and Haynes, Prince

Imperial, a first at Islington, Mr. Wright's Minnie Hawk,
Mr. MolVatt's Malabar, Mr. Sjmoud's Prince Charlie,

Mr. Parsons' Venus, Mr. Wade's Highlander, Mr.

Villar's Yorkshire Lass, noticed at Bith aud West of

England, and the Earl of Aylesford's Perfection. King
Charles III., another purchase by Mr. Wilson, of Mr.

Robinson, a clever roadster by Denmark, and going all

round with his late owner jockeying him, beat Mr.

Robinson's old horse and a great prize-taker. King
Charles II., now the property of Mr. Maudsiey, and which

did not make use of his hind legs as in former times. Mr,

Robinson said it went much against the grain to have to

beat his old favourite, aud graud-rnade horse, though we
think he never was like many of the high steppers, a

good honest goer all round, but went as if he had been on

the treadmill with his forelegs, and not with

the hind oues. Mr. Ritchie's Lincoln is a very clever,

nice sized, gentlemanly cob, aud Sir Pryse Pryse's'lhe

Dean, which we have seen before, a very neat hack and a

nice stepper. Jliss Moflat's Isabel, Sir T. Kirkpatrlck's

Old Times, and J. Parson's Lang' on were the next be>t

looking. Mr. Wilson was agiin first in the park hacks

and ladies' horses with Sir George WombweU's well-known

l)rize mare Sunbeam, a very neat, nice stej)piug hack, in a

large class with some very good ones iu, which we missed

as they were taken for some tmaccountable reason into the

other ring which is now hidden by gome new stands.

Where there is ao ranch dodging about there ought to be

a man with a bell to give the public whosui)port the show
notice. But we return to iMr. Wilson, the purchaser of

these pri^e winners, to say that he is the owner of tho

famous stallion pony Sir George, V/hich has won so many
Royal firsts, and is a great breeder of ponies, havini? sold

many at fabulous prices. Messrs. Ellerby, Beever

and Aldridge judged the remaining classes, as we
have said, on the road, and had it all to themselves,

commencing with the cobs and ponies not exceed-

ing 11. 3 which we shall sitnply run through as many
have appeared before at Islington and Alexandria

Park, and on Friday came iu first in one cl.iss and then

in another, until we snarsely knew where we were. Por

instmce. Miss Mott'att's Belle, a skewbald, was entered iu

the cub and pony class not exceeding 11.2, then in pairs

not exceeding 14.3, then in single harness not exceeding

1.5 hands, and again in ponies not exceeding 14 hands.

Some of the best looking that we could catch the numbers
of were Mr. ¥. C. Matthew's Reciprocity, Mr. Garnett's

Midge, Mr. Wright's Pick of the Basket, Jlr. Frisby's

Queen Polo and Rattle, ]\Ir. P. P. Newton's Glengynn,

Mr. Crowlher's Clarissa, Mr. Holeswort's The Swell,

Mr. Stephen's Perfection, Mr. Maudsiey 's Queen
of the Fairies, and Mr. Greeuaway's Elastic.

Tiny, a very clever child's pony, is by Mr.
Wilson's Sir George. Of six pairs in harness

not exceeding 14.3 Lady Churchill's clever stepw

ping, neat mare. Matchless, with Lottery, was first, and
H pair of nice cobs of Mr. Groucoek's second, aud the

before-mentioned skewbald. Belle, with a piebald. Beau,

third. Lord Charles Beresford's Snip, a "sensational

mover" headed some nice single harness horses exceeding

fifteen hands, and Mr. Way man's Maritana by Lord
Calthorpe's Don Carlos, a fair lot net exceeding fifteen

hands. It will be seen froni this that there is a nice

little show of horses.

There will be a parade of all the horses, tent pegging,

by the Punjabee Military Troupe, and competition for the

jumping prizes daily, with a variety of other amuseraeuts

to be seen in the park and palace for the sum of one
shilling.

PRIZE LIST
JUDGES.

T. Parriu^ton, Ilelrasley, York.
J. M. Richardson, Uiciby, Lincoln,

A. Maynard, Newton liall, Durham;
T. Elierby, York.
H. Beever, Barnby Moor, R?tford.

E. Aldridge, Chippenham Court, Slough.

Thorcughbrcd stillions.—First prize, £50, J. Goodlilf,'.

Uuating ioQ (Caterer) ; second, £20, C. Groucock, U.iyward'a
Heath, .Sussex (Newry) ; third, £10, withheld.

Roadster stalUons.— First prizf, £30, C. Groucock ( Prick .-

willow XL) ; secoQ.l, £15, Stand S nd Companv, Whitefield,
Manchester (Star of the E.ist) ; third, £10, W. Fcathfirby,-

Escrick, York (King Walter). Highly commended : J. F,
Crowther, Knowl Grove, Mirfield (C'eirerlpg^).

Hinters, four years old.—First prize, £10, T. H. D. Bayly,
Elwiiistovre llous", Newark (Elack Jack); second, £20,
T. Cattle, Shrigsby, York (Cigarette) ; third, £10, F. P^
Newton, Malton (Golden Plover). Highly conamendetri-
St. V, Tajk'r, Pool Farm, Taunton (Topthoru).

Fi"e jears '.4J and uy^vHrds, up to jwl !ebu than I'-J^stose 9^
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more than U Btone.—First prize, £50, F. E. Thompson,

I'ark Street, Hull (Golden Drop); second, £20, C. Rose,

Walton (Bis Majesty) ; third, £10, A. J. Brown, North ^l.u-

shall, Pontefract (Cockney). Highly commended : P. Fon-

neran, Wyndham Mews, Montague Square (Br. g )

Five years old and upwards, up to not less tlian 14 stone.

—

First prize, £60, C. H. Legard, Bojnton, Bridlington, York-

shire (Bkcklock) ; second, £30, 11. Phipps, Northampton

(Hurricane); third, £10, G. H. Piercy, Market Weighton

(The KinK). Highly commended : C, W. Wilson, High Park,

Kendal (Rossington).

The Alexandra Park Gold Medal and fifty sovereigns for

the hest hunter in the three classes.—Prize, C. H. Legard

(Blacklock).

Hacks and roadstern, np to not less than 13 stone or more

than 14- stone, not under 14.2 hands or over 15.3 h?.nds.—

First prize, £20 C. W. Wilscn (Lady Watton) ;
second, £10, J.

Robinson, Coltman Street, Hull (Lady Silveriail) ; third, £o,

R. Wright, Regent Road, Sal'ord (Minnie Hawk). Reserve

number : Messrs. Allen and Haines, Seymour Place, Bryan-

8'on Square. Highly commended : The Earl of Aylestord,

Albemarle Street (Perfection).

Up to not less than 14 stone, not under 14.2 or over 15. .5

hands.—First prize, £20, C. W. Wilson (King Charles III.)
;

second, £10, J. Ritchie, Finchley (Lincoln); third, £o,

Messrs. Allen and Hnnes (Prince Imperial). Highly com-

mended: Sir Pryse Pryse, Gogerddan, Shrewsbury (ihe

Dean), . _, „.
Park hacks and ladies' horses.—First prize, £20, C. W.

Wilson (Sunbeam) ; second, £10, Miss Moffatt, Cottinghara

Road S.W. (Malabar) ; third, £5, Miss Moffat (Charlie).

Highiy commended: T G. Greenaway, Portland Stables,

Eustou Road (Grand Prix).
-n- ^ •

Cobs and ponies, not exceeding 14.2 hands.—First prize,

£20 F. Holesworth, Shipton, Market Weighton (The Swell)
;

secom^ £10, W. H. Maudsley, Sharpies, Bolton-le-Moors

(Queen ol the Fairies) ; third, £5, H. Frisby, James Street,

Buckingham Gate (Queen Polo). Highly commended, 1. G.

Grr-enaway (.Elastic). Commenced, H- Frisby (Queen Polo).

Puuies, not exceeding 12.3 hands high, to carry children —
First prize, £10, W. Maud>>ley (Tiny); second, £5, W.

Foster, Grove Villa, Pcutefract (Toby). Highly commended,

W. Pope, Downham Market, Norfolk (Empress), and Lady

M. GorHon, Wilton Terrace, S.W. (Tom Tit).

Pairs of ponies in harness, not exceeding 14,3 hands.—

First prize £20, Lady S. Chnrchill, Manchester Square

(Lottery and Matchless); second. £10, C. Grouc.ck, (a bay

and grey cob) ; tliird, £5, Miss Uo^M (Belle and Beau).

Single harness horses, four years old ana upwards, exceeding

15 hands. First prize, £20, Lnrd C. Beresford, Eaton Square

(Snip) ; second, £10, H. B. Boardman, Carnforth, L.nca-

shire (The Squire) ; third, £5, Stand S;ud Company, White-

field. Manchester (Extravagance). Highly commended. Lord

C. Beresford (Confidence). Commended, E. AUen^ Lynn,

Norfolk (Princess).

Single harness horses, four years old and upwards, exceeding

14 and not exceeding 15 hauris.-Firstpnze, £20, H. Waym^n,

NeUon House, Donnham Market (Maritana) ;
second, ilU,

J. Davis, Endsleigh Stnet, Euston Square (Florence)
;

third,

£5 J. Brown, Penritli, Cumberland fLady Lonsdale).

Highly cnmraecaed, J. F. Crowthcr (Lady Clarissa), Com-

niended. Miss Mrjffdtt (Belle).
, , , x- t

•

Ponies in harness, not txcfcding 14- hands^First prize,,

£10 J Wilson, Eufield ( Daisy V, second, £10, H. Frisby,(Queeu

Polo); third, £5, H. B. Boardman,—Carnro th, Lancashire

)Lady I abel). Highly com.neuded, H. Frisby (\oung Bosco).

Commended, Miss Moffatt (Belle).
, w i.

Aiabs.-First prize, £15, H.RH. the Prince of Wales

Arab stallion grey) ;
sejond, £5 (Arab stallion bay).
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Agricultural .Snrictics.

THE EGG AND THE RING.—One of the medica' jnurna a

publishes a letter from a physician detailing the following

curious circumstances :-0n the ll'h of February his wile,

after mixing some corn meal for feeding the fowls, missed her

weddin- ring from her finger, and after a fruitless search gave

it up as^ldst. On the 8th of April, while engaged eating an

e'TT&t breakfast, she felt the egg^poon grate against something

hard at the bottom of the esg below the yolK, and on further

investigation found the lost ring firmly fixed by membranous

adhesions to. the bottom of the egg. The eg? was of extra

arge size, aad was laid ike day before.

HEREFOEDSHIRE,
This was about the best lot of Hereford cattle we hare

ever seen in a showyard. The classes were well filled,

and the quality of the stock could not be disputed- Of
course they were at home, and the Alpha and Omega of the

exhibition so far as horned stock are couceriied. But the

entries would have done credit to any Royal showyard
;

and, as a collection of Hereford cattle, the Show has

probably not been surpassed outside the county. The
entries of Herefords numbered 73, bat there were two
classes for groups, so that, allowing for a few absentees,

there must have been more than 80 Herefords on the

ground.

The first class was for " bull, cnw, and ofTipring," in

which vtere four entries, but only three in their places.

Mr. Wm. Taylor's Thoughtful (5063) appeared in bad
company, and so got merely the reserve number. The
cow was an old one, yellow, and with such a ruinp as only

an old Hereford cow can sh( w, and the calf not a very-

striking one. Of course this put him entirely out of the

hunt. IMr. Lutley's Cupid (52S4) won on the strength

of his belongings, having with him the cow Teacher 2nd,

which stood second in her class at Exeter, and a fairly

good bull calf. But the cow decidedly deserves the credit

of the award. The second prize went to j\Ir. T. Myddle-

ton, of Clun, for a very decent group ; all were fairly

good—Violet the 7ih aud her heifer calf helpina: the two-

year-old bull, Hartington, as much as he hdped them.

He was bred by Mr. B. Rogers, of Ptmbridge, Mr.
Aaron Rogers' Grateful, the champion bull at Oxford
last year, was entered but could not appear, as the cow,

Morella, has since died. He was not at the Royal last

year, nor at the Bath and West this year. After this

class of groups came that for bulls calved " on or after

the 1st of January, 1878," which included, of course,

young calves aud strong yearlings. This is certainly a

mistake, productive of great difficulty to the judges and
dissatisfaction to exhibiloTS. It is impossible to get away
from the actual growth and form of a seventeen-months-

old yearling, althoHgh the promise and character of a

ten-months-old calf may be of a higher order of merit
;

the one is, so far, a^d the other may be. The Hereford-

shire Society might easily adapt their standard of ages

not only to the requirements of calves aud yearlings, but

also to the natural ages of the breed, as the calves are

dropped as nearly all at one time as possible, namely, in

April. No one wauls calves until t.^e grass comes, and
there is no grass to speak of until then. The first of

April would be a good date on which to fix the standard

for the age of Hereford cattle. However, the Hereford

men ought to know best what is right and convenient,

and what is the reverse. Of one thinjj there can be no
manner of doubt, namely, that to have such classes for

young bulls and heifers as they ha'/e in connection with

the Herefordshire Society's meetings appears very absurd

to everyone but themselves. Mrs. Sarah Edwards'

Coomassie, for example—say eleven- months old—had to

contend with Ruby, a long, saggy, growing yearling, J4ist

beginning to show himself at a little over seventeen

months old, and it was not to be w^ondered at that Ruby
won. Pie was bred by the late Rev. Archer Clive, and

exhibited by Mr. R. Bridgford, but he is not of equal

quality, nor of as good a character as Coomassie ; his horns

are not a good colour, and his tail is set on rather

high, yet he has good quarters, is good all along the top,

and is built on broad lines. Mr. Carwardine's Albert

Victor came in for third prize, and Overseer, another of

Mr. Carwardine's breeding, was highly commended ; he
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held second place to Coomassic at Exeter, but they were

the only two in the class. Ad niiiiiit, a Ihirtecii-riioiiths'-

old bull, bred by iMr. II. N. Edwiirds and exhibited by

Mr. Win. Tiiylor, held the reserve. Mr. John Morris

showed a very useful bull, Cetewayo, fifteen-nionth»'-old,

which would have stood higher on the list if his tail had

n )t been so high ; that completely spoilt him, though he

is one of a sort one does not often see— long, deep, stylish,

B'ld cut out for a big one. Mr. IFungcrford Arkwright's

Bronihcad had a high commendation, but Mr. Edwards's

President and Mr. John Ewer's Olive Duke were in the

11 st draft sent out of the ring. This was a capital class,

and the judges looked at them a long while before they

made their awards. AVhetlier they did the right thing

with regard to placing Ruby before Coomassie we shall

see when tliey both get a little older. Certainly there

was little room for grumbling, and throughout, thcjudges

—Mr. R. J5ich of liroiiifiuld, and Mr. H. Yeoraaus of

Hay—did their duty in a most painstaking and satisfac-

tory manner. The five two-year-old bulls were not the

best of all the classes, and Mr. Hunserford Arkwright
had an easy victory with Conjurer (5-64), which began

last year by taking first at Oxford and at Bristol as a

Calf, and has taken first as a yearling this year at Exeter.

He is by Concord (4558) out of a cow by Bayleaf (3675).
If he goes on in his present form he will win many a

Bhowyard honour yet. Mr. Wm. Taylor's Tredegar 4th

was not in his place, and the others do not call for special

mention. The old bulls' class cont;ined only three

animals. INIessrs. Lewes and Powells' Telescope, cue of

Mr. Wm. Taylor's breeding—by Tredegar (5077) out of

a dam by Triumph (2S3f>)—was clearly entitled to first

place, and next bira was put Mr. H. N. Edwards's
Durable, just as they were at the Royal last year.

The beifers calved " on or after 1st of January, 1878 "

were all ages and sizes as in the case of the corresponding

diss of the bulls. In this instance a little one wou
;

Mr. Hungerford Arkwriglit's Antoinett—by Ivington

Boy (4662) out of a dam by Sir Oliver 2nd (1(33)—
being, in everything except her horns and lier size, more
than a match for Mr. Carwardine's Apple Blossom,

though the latter has great merit and is of excellent

claracter. The two-year-old beifers were the class of the

show, and here ]\Ir. Hungerford Arkwright's Gaylass and
Abigail, whith were first and second at Exeter the other

diy—aad the former first at both Rsyal and Bath and
West as a calf last year—were left out in the cold.

Cherry 241 h, a remarkably good heifer bred by the JTessrs.

Green, of Leintwardine, was rightly enough placed first.

This heifer was first at Ludlow last year, and has fur-

nished, they say, remarkably well since then. At all

events she is now an exceedingly good one, of great

breadth, depth, and length, and of capital quality; her
style and character too are good, and if she goes to Lon-
don it will probably not be altogether in vain. She is

by Wrexham (42G0) out of a cow by Zealous (184'J).

The second prize went to Nancy 2ud by Ilildebrand

(4G2G), dam by Sultan (4163), bred by Mr.T. Sriddlelon,

of Clun.. She is rather short, but her back, chine, and
quarters are firstrate. Mr. Aaron Rogers, Mr. V. Piatt,

and Mr. John Morris were also exhitiitors, and the names
arc a guarantee for the quality of the stock. The heifers

in calf or in milk were only three in number, Mr. Wm.
Taylor's Lancashire Lass, Mrs. Sarah Edwards's Spangle
3rd, and Mr. T. Myddlctou's Nannette, which were
placed in the order given. Lancashire Lass is taking the

lead of Spangle 3rd this year; she is one of Tredegar's

get. Amongst the cows ]\Irs. Sarah Edwards's Leonora
of course put everything else in the shade, although there

were some good animals wiih heri She is the most per-

fect animal we have ever seen. Then came a strong

class of " four breeding cows iu milk or iu calf,'' and the.

four entries were a show in theraselve?. Mr. Thomas
Mott, of Brampton Brian, wou the firbt honours, ancL
capital cows they were, all of them bred by the exhibitor.
Then came Mr. Lu'ley's lot, only one of which was bred
by him, the othtr three being Iruiu the herds of Mr. John
Hewer, Mr. J. 15. Green, and .Mr. W. G. Precce. Mr,.
Piatt's four were not of his breeding, two coming from
Mrs. Sarah Edwards, and two from Mr. Aaron ll)ger8.
Mr. William Taylor's four were all bred by himself, but
two of them were very old—one 18 years and the other
13 years—so that they had no chance. These are tfta

sort of classes we like to see, as they try the resources of
the herd. The judging for the Champion prizes did not-
take long. Thoughtful was undeniably the best bull, and
Leonora of course the best beast in the yard, which .

secured her theother two prizes.

The few odd entries of Shorthorns, dairv cattle,

Chamiel Islinders, and steers call for no mention. The
sheep wera useful, consisting of Shropshires and Cotswolds..
Amongst the former Mr. Joseph Pulley, Mr. J. C Farmer,
Mr. T. Fenn, and Mr. F. Back were the prize takers;
and Mr. Russell Swanwick had no competition to speak
of with his CotsvvolJs. There appeared to be a fairly

good show of horses.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

IIEREI'OKDS.

Bu'l, cow, and their offsprini.'.—First prizp, J. II. V>. Latlcr,
Brockhainpton, Worcester; second, T. Myddleton, Lljuaven,
Cliin, Salop.

Bull, calved on or after the 1st of January, 1878.—First
prize, R. Brid^iford, Old Castle, Kinaersley ; second, Sarah
Edwards, Wiutercutt, Leominster ; tliird, t. J. Carwardiue,
Stockton Bury, Leoiniuster.

Two-year-oid hull, calvsd on or after the 1st of JanuarVi.
1877—First prize, J. II. Arkwrigiit, II impton Court, Lt-o^
minster ; second, R. W. Bridgwater, Great Perthamel, Tal-
garth.

Bull, calved prevfons to the 1st of January, 1877.—First
prize, J. Lewis and E. Powell, Breinton, Herelord ; second,
H. M. Edwards, Broadward, Lfiominster.

Heifer, calved on or after the 1st of January, 18 78.—First
prize, J. H. Arkwright; second, T, J. Carwaraine.

Heifer, calved on or after t!ie 1st of January, 1877.—First
prize, J. B. Green snd G. II. Green, Marlow Lodge, Leint-
wardine

; second, T. Myddleton.
Hnfer in calf or milk, calved on or after the 1st January,

1876.— First piize, W. Taylor, ShowleCouit,Ledbury ; second^
Sarah Edwards.
Cows in calf or milk.—First prize, Sarah Edwards ; second,

R. Bridgford, Old Castle, Kinnersky, Hereford.
Pair of steers calved on or after the Ist January, 1878.

—

Prize, F. Platf, Upper Breinton, Hereford.
Pair of steers calved on or alter the 1st January, 1877.—

First prize, F. Piatt ; second, Sarah Edwards.
Ox or steer.—First prize, F. Piatt ; second, J. H. Ark-

Wright.

Four breeding cows in milk or in cal*.—First prize, T.
Nott, Letton Court, Brainptou Brian ; second, J. B. Lulley,
Brockhampton, Worcester.

siiortiior:!.

Cow and her olT^pring.— First prize, J. Pulley, Lower*
Eaton ; -second, J. R;mkin, Bryngwyn.

Bull, calved on or after the Lst January, 1878.—Prize.
M. B. Clive, Whitfield.

Bull calved on or nffer the 1st January, 1877.—Prize, T.

.

M. Hopkins, Lower Wick, Worcester.
Heifer calved on or after the lst January, 1873.—Prize, T*

M. Hopkins..

CHANNEL ISL.^NDS.

Cow exceedin? three years old.--First prize. Sir II. Croft,
Bart., Lugwardine Court; second, T. Mauud, Whitehorse
Dairy Farm, Hereford.

DAIRY CATTLE.
P'dir of corts of any breed m milk.—Prlz'^, T. 3IauaJ,
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CliAJinON fUlZES.

Prize of £25 for the best bull exhibited in any of the classes

of the Hereford breetl.—Prize, W. Taylor.

Prize of £15 for the best co.v or heifer exhibited of the

Hereford breed.—Prize, Sarah Edwards.
Prize of £30 for the best bull, cow, or heifer exhibited of

the Hereford breed.—Prize, Sarah Edwards,

Prize of £10 for the best ram of any age or breed in the

show.—Prize, R. Swanwick, A grinultural College, Cirencester.

SHEEP.
SIIllOPsHIRES.

Shearling ram.—First prize, J. Pulley, Lovrer Eaton

;

second, T. fenn, Stoaebrook House, Ludlow.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, F. Bach, Onibury,

Salop.

Five ewes with their lambs.—First prize, J. Pulley.

Five shearling ev^es.—First prize, H. Smith, Sutton Mad-
dock, Shifnal ; second, F. J5ach.

COTSWOLDS.
Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, R. Swanwick.
Ram of any other age.—First and second prizes, R,

Swanwick.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—No entry.

Shearling ram.—No entry.

Ram of any other age.—First and second prizes, H. J.

Bailey.

Pen of five shearling rams.—No entry.

PIGS.
BLACK BREED.

Boar, exceeding nine months old.—Prize, Major Peploe,

Garnstone.

Sow iu or with pigs.—First prize, W, Wheeler, Long
Conipton.

WHITE BREED.
Boar, exceeding nine months old.—Prize, W. Wheeler.

Sow in or with pigs.—Prize, W. Wheeler,
HORSES.

Thoroughbred stallion, entered in Stud Book, suitable for

getting sound anil stout weight-carrying produce.—First prize,

E. W. Bridgewater, Haytoii, Bromfieid, Salop; second, V.
Gailu.rs, Buckton Park, Leintwardine.

Agricultural entire colt, two or three years old,—First

prize, T. Helme, The Broom, Pembridge ; second, A. Smith,

Eaton Bishop, Hereford.

Agricultural mare and foal.—First prize, Lady Emily
Foley, Stoke Edith Park; second, W, J. Lovejoy, The Her-
mitage, Burg hill.

Filly or gelding, three years old.—First prize, R. Bridg-

ford. Old Castle, Kinnersley ; second, F, Piatt, Upper
Breinton.

Filly or gelding, two years old.—Prize, E. Jones, Newton,
Leominster.

Filly or^colt, one year old.—First prize, F. Piatt ; second

W. Badham, Arkstone Court, Kingston,

HUNTERS.
Mare and foal, not less than 15 hands.—First prize, H. J.

Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury ; second, T. Jowitt, the Old Weir.

Mare or gelding np to 14 stone.— First prize B. H. Hill,

The Htndre, Monmouth; second, H. W, Lovejoy.

Mare or gelding np to 12 stone.—First prize, J. L,
Barling, King-street, Hereford ; second, E. Bourn, Park Farm,
Uroitwich.

Filly or gelding, four years old.—First prize, W. Till,

Bailiugham Hall, Ross; second, J, Mason, The Lawns,
Nunnington.

Filly or gelding, thrpe years old.—First prize, R,
Swnnwick; second, H.J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury.

Colt or filly, two years old.—First prize, H. J. Bailey

;

secoud, A. Sheratt, Ocle Pilchard, Hereford.

Colt or filly, one year old,—First prize, H. J. Bailey

}

second, R. Swanwick.
ROADSTERS,

Mare or geldiag, not excedin;; 15 hands 2 inches.—First

prize, J, L, Barling; second, J, H, Arkwright, Hampton
Court,

Cob mare or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches.

—

First prize, J. Hill, Felliainpton Court, Church Strettou

;

seooiid, 11. J, Bailey.

Puny mare or gelding, not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches.—
J'ii'fct priie, 11. J. Hereford; second, A.- Edwards, Etnam-
sticct, Leominster,

PETERBOROUGH.
The fortieth show of the Peterborough Society was

held on June 19 and 20. There was a good show of
horses, cattle and sheep.

PRIZE LIST,
HORSES,

Hunters of any age,—First prize, C. Legard, Boynton,
Bridlington ; second, R. Phipps, Northampton.

Hunters of any age.—First prize, J. U. Stokes, Market
Harboro'

; second, W. Staplee, Osney.
Hunters ol any age, calculated to carry 13 stone,—First

prize, A. J, Browu, North Elrasall Hall, Poutefract ; second,
W. Wright, Wollaton, Nottingham.

Four-year-old mares or geldings.—First prize, T, Flowers,
Ramsey ; second,- R, Horrell, Oakley.

Best jumper in classes 1, 3, 3, and 4.—First prize, J. Green-
ham, Blanknpy ; second, E. Waller, Peterboru'; third, J,
Harrison, Waasford.

Harness horses, not less than 14 hands high.—First prize,

Stand Stud Company, Whitfield ; second, H, Wayman, Nelson
House, Uownhara Market.

Three-year-old hunting geldings or fillies.—First prize, W.
D. Howell, Sleaford ; second, J. Rowell, Manor Farm, Bury.

Two-year-old hunting colts or fillies.—First prize, Hon.
C. W. Fitzwilliam, Alwalton ; second. Earl of Gary sfort, Elton,

Ye irling hunters colts or fillies.—First prize, W, D. Howell ;

second, J. Goodliffe, Huntingdon,
Hunting mares with foal at foot,—First prize, J. Goodliffe

;

second, Lord Esme Gordon, Wnlcot Park,

Best foal in class 14,—Prize, Lord E. Gordon,
Hackney mares, not exceeding 15| hands, with foal at foot.

—Prize, A. Rowell, Bury,
Pair of cart horses, mares or geldiriga.—First prize, C.

Beart, Stow Bardolph ; second, W. Ro^vell, Peterborough.

Cart mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, H. Cooke
;

second, R. H. Griffin.

Three year old cart filly.—First prize, R. Hopper, Whittle-

sey ; secoud, J. Tibbett, Askham House, Doddinston.

Two year old cart filly.—First prize, M. R. Odam, Farcet

;

second, W. Looker, Wyton, Huntingdon.
Two year old cart geldings.—First prize, J, Hopper; second,

C. Golden, The Grange, Benwick.
Yearling cart fillies.—First prize, J. Speecbley, Yaxley ;

second, Blr. Vergette.

Yearliug cart colt«.—First prize, G. V^ergette; second, F,

Watson, March.
Cart horse (mare or gelding) of any age.—Prize, C. Beart,

Stow Bardolph.

CATTLE.

Fat oxen.—First prize, J. W. Rowland, East Ville, Boston
;

second, J. D. Astley, Elsham Hall, Brigg.

Fat cows or heifers.—First prize, J, D. Astley ; second, G.
Chapman, Brook Farm, Exton, Oakham.

Bulls above 2 years old,—First prize, the Marquis of

Exeter ; second, T. H. Bland, Dingley Grange,

Bulls under 2 years old.— First prize, W. Linton, Sheriff

Hutton, York ; second, the Marquis of Exeter.

Bull calves under 1 year old.— First prize, the Marquis of

Exeter; second, J, J, Ellis, Ellistown.

Best Shorthorn in classes from 26 to 28.—First prize.

Marquis of Exeter.

Cows in milk.—First prize, B. St. John Ackers, Painswick,

Gloucester ; second, G, Ashby, Naseby WooUeys, Rugby,

Heifers in calf or in milk under 3 years old.--Fir>t prize,

B. Sf. J. Ackers; second, F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., Osberton

Hall, Worksop.
Heifers under 2 years old.—First prize, C. W, GrifGn,

Werringtoa ; second. Lady Pigot, West Hall, Weybridga
Station.

Calves under 1 year old.—First prize, W. H. Woodhouse,
Woolmers Park, Herts , second, the Marquis of Exeter.

Best Shorthorn in classes from 29 to 32.—First prize, B.
St. J. Ackers.

Cows or heifers of any breed.—First prize, F. J. S. Foljambe,

Eq.; second, J. Turner, Normsn Cross, Stilton.

Cows or heifers of the Channel Inlands breed.— First prize,

Lady Mary Cecil, Burglilcy House ; second, Hon, T, W.
Fitavvilliam, The Ferry, Peterboro'.
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SHEEP.

tiong-woollod rnraa of any jipe,— First and second prize',

ll. Siiutli, tlip(kovp, Cropwell Buth r.

Lon;;-woollei sliearliug rams.—First and second prizRs,

11. Smiih.

Down rams of any ape.—First |.rize, C, U. C. Dormer,

Ron-tliain, Batibury ; second, R. iVl, Kiiowle'^, Colston JJ^issutt.

i'ive loiig-wn.iiled ewes.— First prize, C. S«ll, fopliir Farm
;

second, Capt. 11. C. Catiinjj, JNeedhani Hall, Wisbech.

Five loQg-woollt'd sliearling ewes.—First prize, Citpt. 11. C.

Catliu^ ; second, C. Sell.

Ten long-woolled evpe lambs.—First prize, C. Sell ; second,

C. Catling.

Five lonp-woolled wether lambs.—First prize, C. Sell

;

second, W. Gilep, Clinton, Market Deeping.

Five cross-hred lambs.— First and second prize', F. Batt-

cock, llemingford Abbotts, St. Ives.

Extra Stock.

Five Shropshire shearling ewes.— I'rize, C U. D. Dormer.
I'ivR Cotswold ram lambs.—Frizc, 11. Akers, Black Bour-

ton, Farington.

PIGS.

Boars, large breed —No competition.

Boars, small hreed.— First prize, S. Spencer, Holywell

;

second, II. A. Kilham, T>dd S. Jlary, Wisbech,

Sows, large breed.—Prize, iJ. A. Killiam.

Sows, small breed.—First prize, S. Spencer; second, J. L.

Row, Woodstone, Peterborough.

Boars, Berkshire breed.—First prize, O. E. Duckering,

Wliitehoe, Kirtoa Lindsey ; second, W. G. Makwell, Orton
LonijueviUe.

Sows, Berkshire breed.—Prize, C. E. Duckering.

SUFFOLK.
MEETING AT LOWESTOFT.

' This Show was held on June 19th and 20th. Oa tlia

whole it was the smallest show tiie Sulfolk Society has held

for many years. Tlie entries were—horses, 17'! ; cattle, 66
;

sheep, 157 ; pigS 66 ; implements, 000. The entry oi' horses

was considerably below that of any Show held witliin the last

ten years ; cattle were fewer in number than at Ipswich last

year by two only ; sheep last year numbered 2iJl ; in pigs

there was a small increase, and of implements the entry was
exactly the same as that at Ipsvvich. The falliug-off in the

horses was chiefly in the riding classes, and there was a fair

show of agricultural horses. Tlie cattle, on the whole, were

quite up to average merit ; the sheep show was a good one,

though small, and there was a capital lot of pigs.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

AGRICULTURAL.

Stallions having served not less than 20 mares in the

co'inty in 1879. —First prize, R. Garrett, Carlton ilall,

Saxmundham ; second, M. Biddell, Playford.

Three-year-old entire colts, foaled in 1876.—First prize,

A. J. Smith, Rendlesham (Abbott Sampson) ; second, S.

Wolton, Butley Abbey (Renown).

Two-year-old entire colts, foaled in 1877—First prizn, M.
Blddcll ; second, H. Wolton, NewbournHall (Prince Royal)

third, R. Garrett.

One-year-old entire colt", foaled in 1878.—First prize,

J. Grout, Woodbridge ; second, R. E. Lofft, Trostou Hall.

The Catchpole Challenge Cup, value £100, R. Garrett.

MARES AND lOALS.

INIarea with foals at foot.—First prize, D. A. Green, East

Donyland (Smart); second, the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon,

Easton Park.

Foals foaled in 1879.—First prize, R. Garrett; second,

Duke of Hamilton and Brandon.

Gast Mares.—First prize, 11. Capon, Dennington Lodge

;

second, the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon; third, J.

Grout.
Three-year-old fillies, foaled in 187G.—First prize, U,

Biddell ; second, R. Garrett.

Two-year-old fillies, foaled in 1877-—First and second

prizes, S. Toller, Letheriogliara Lodge, Wickhara Market.

One-year-old fillies, foaled in 1S7><-—First prize, N.
Calchpok, .Bramford ; second, R. E. Lollt.

nAR.\r.s.s,

Mntoh pair for carriage or phart,;n purposes, not less than
11.2 lunils higli, to he exhibited and driven (the first day of
the show) in double hirness.—Fust prize, Colonsl Windsor
Parker, M.P., Clupton Hall; second, J. M. Marsden, Brara-
firld.

M;<tched pair of cobs, between 1.3.> and 14.^ hands hiifh, to
be shown in double harness.— First prize, J. Grout; second,
T. U. Taylor, Eirsliara Park, Bungay.

RIDINO AND CO.VCniNf}.
Thoroughbred stallions adapted for getting hunters, having

served not less than ten mares in the county in 1S79.—First
piize, J. Grout; second. Col. F. Birlow, Hisketon.

Road-ter stallions, havin;; served not less tlian ten mares in
the county in 1879.—Firat prize, T. Harper, Bury St. Ed-
mund'.s; second, J. Grout.

Hunting mares with foal at foot.—First prize, R. E. LoITt
;

second, S. S. Bateley, Southtown, Yarmouth.
llnckney mares with foals at foot.—Nat awarded.
Hunting foal, bred in the county or by the exhibitor.—First

prize, R. E. Lolft ; second, S. S. Batf.hv.
Roadster foals, b.ed in the county or by the exhibitor.—

Prize, R. Garrett.

HUNTERS.
Weight-carrying hunting mares or geldings, not less than

five years old, eiiual to carrying not less than 11 stone.—
First prize, A.G.Lucas, Lowestoft; second, C. Dawson,
NactoQ.

I'our-year-old weight-carrying hunting mares or geldings,
having been bred in the county or by the exhibitor, and equal
to carrying not less than 11 stone.—Prize, Colonel Barlow,
Ha^keton.

Weight carrying hunting mares or geldings, two or three
years old, having been bred iu the county or by the exhibitor,
and equal to carryin;; not less than ll stone.—First prize, K.
Garrett ; second, withheld.

For the best light-weight hunting mare or gelding (not to
be drawn from other classes).—Special prize, W. J. Clark,
Tlielveton.

Hunters jumping best the first day, special prizes.—First
prize, T. Belts, Wiafarthing; second, A. G. Lucas.

RIDERS AND HACKNEYS.
Riding mares or geldings, not under 15 hands high.—First

and second prizes, J. Grout.

Hackney mares or gc-ldinErs, not under 14. hands high, and
not exceeding 15 hands.—First prize, R. Capon ; second, W.
Jex.

Hackney mares or geldings, two or tliree years old, having
been bred in the county or by the exhibitor.—First prize J.
R. Wood, Melton ; second, R. E Lotft.

rONIES.
Ponies, 13 hands high, and not exceeding 14 hands.—Prize.

W. J. Clark,
^

'

Ponies, under 13 hands high.—Prize, T. Harper.
CATTLE.

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bnlls, not under two years old.
—First prizes. Executors of the late J. F. Palmer, Wilby,
Norrdk ; second, A. Taylor, Starston Place.

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bulls, under two years old.—
First prize, R. E. Lofft ; second. Executors of the late J.F.
Palmer.

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bull calves, not exceeding 12
months.—Prize, W. G. Collins, Hunston, Bury St. Edmund's.

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled cow.s, in milk or in calf.—
First prize, J. J. Colman ; second, J. Hammond, Bale.

Under tbree-year-old Suffolk or Norfolk red polled lieifer!»,

in milk or in calf.—First prize, A. Taylor, Starston Place
;

second, R. E. Loft.

Uuder two-year-old Suffolk or Norfolk red polled heifers.—
First prize, J. J. Colman, M.P. ; second, G. Gooderham,
Monewden,

Special prize for the best collection of Suffolk and Norfolk
red polled cattle, J. J. Colman, MP.

Shorthorn bull, not under two years old.—Prize, Marquia
of Exeter, Burtfliley House, Stamford.

Shorthorn bulls, under two years old.—First prize, T,
Rose, Melton Magna ; second, E. A. Green, East Donyland.

Shorthorn bull calves, not exceeding one year old.—Prize,
T. Rose.

^
Shorthorn cows, in milk or in calf.—first prize, D. A,

Green ; second, the Marquis of Exeter.
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Shorthorn heifers, under three years old, in milk or in calf.

— Kirst and second prizes, N. Catchpole, Bramford.

tjliortlioin lieilers, under two years old.—First and second

prizHS, N. Catchpole.

B.iils of any breed, not beinp red polled, Suffolk

Norfolk, or Shorthorn.—Prize, the Marquis of Bristol.

SHEEP.
Suffolk tups of any age.— Prize, J, Smith, Thorpe. Ilall

Ilasketon.

Sheirlii.g Suffolk tup?.—First prize, B, VVoodgate, Great

\V:ildinyfield, Sudbury ; second, the Marquis of Bristol.

Suffolk lamb tups.—First prize, the Marquis of Bristol

;

second, R. Woodgaie.
Pens of five shearlin? ewes.—First prize, Pv. "Woodgate

;

seciind, the Marquis of Bristol.

Southdown lups of any a?e.—Prize, J. J.. Colraan, M.P.

Southdown sliearlmR tup?.—Prize, J. J. Colman, M..P.

I'ens of five Southdown shearling ewes.—Prize, J, J

Colman, M.P.
Short or mfdiura-woolled taps of any pare breed (uot

Suffolk or Southdown), of any age,— Prize, H^ Lambert,

Gieat Abingtou.

Shearling short or mediuffl-wooUed tups, of any pure breed

(not being SuUijIk or Southdown), of any age,—Prize, G.

Cook, Hor^eheat Park, Linton.

Pens of five siiort or mediura-wooUed shearling ewes of

any pure breed (not beiug Suffolk or Southdown.-Prize,

H. Lambert-
Pens of ten ewes, of any age or breed, which have had

lambs this year.—Prize, J. Smith.

Pens of ten s'le'trling ewes, of any breed.—Prizp, the

Marquis of Bristol.

Pens of ten ewe lambs of ativ breed.—Prize, J. Smith.

PIGS.
Boars of the black breeds, not nnder one-year-old.^—First

prize, II. £. Duckpring and Sons, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey
;

second, G, Pettit, Frisloo, Saxmundham.
Boirs of the bUck breed, under one-year-old.—First prize,

W, \V. Flatt, Wantisden ; se^ ond, G. Pettit.

Sows and pigs of the black bred (the pigs not exceeding

ten weeks old).— First priz», G. Pettit.

Breeding so*s of the black breed.—First pri?'?3, the I>uke

of Hamilton and Brandon, K.T. ; second, W. VV. Flatt.

Pens of three young sows of the black breed, piggfd since

November 1st.—First prize, E. E. Duckering ; second, G.

Petti^

Boars of the white breed, not under one-year-old.—First

prizes, S. Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives, Hunts; second, K. E.

Duckering.
Boais of the whi e breed, under one-year-old.—First prize,

E. E. Duckering ; second, S. Spenet-r.

Sows and pigs of the whits breed (the pigs not exceeding

ten weeks old).— Prize,. S. Spencer.

Breeding sows of the wliite breed.—First prize, S. Spencef ;

second, W. Flatt.

Pens of three young sows of the white breed, pigged since

November 1st.— First and second prizes, S.Spencer,

FARM IMPLEMENTS, &r..

Best collection of implements.—Prize, Woods and Cock-

Bcdge, Stowmarket.

T H I E S K

.

On June 20, the tenth annual show of the society was held

i\ the Old Cricket Field, Thirsk, lent for the occasion by Mr.

Hil',ofthe Fleece Ion. The weather in the morning was

threatening, but the sky cleared at noon, and the day was as

fine as could be wished, there being almost an uninterrupted

continuance of sunshine, which w.as the more enjoyable and

agreeable owing to the cloudy skies and rain so long ex-

perienced. Principally owing to the reason j' st stated, there

was a good attendance of company, and the show yard was

favoured with the presence of many ladies, it being calculated

that more persons entered the show jard than on any previous

occasion.

Tlie entries of stock were as follows, namely :—Cattle, 51 ;

sheep, 72
;
pigs, 49 ; horses, 2i4

;
poultry, 211; butter and

eggs, 20; implementp, 72; total, 71'J, being an increase of

ever 100 as compared with last year. Tue display of cattia

was of a superior charac'er. The hull class for animals ahnvR
one and under two years of age was v/ell represented. M".
Rudsdaie, of D^nby,. secured the first honours with a printe

benst, wliose sire was Blr. Bootli's celebrated bull King
James, said to be one of the best bulls of liis class in the

isingdoni. Mr. Yeate'% of Studley, was second with a
splendid bull bred by himself. The cows in calf or milt looked

well on being bn.nglit into tha ring, and Mr. Staraper,of

Oswaldkirk, carried off tmth first and second priz9s, witll

animals tiiat well deserved their marks of distinction. Perhaps
the most important class anongst cattle was that for fat

beasts, a magnificent lot competing. Mr. Ilall, Stockton-on-

Tees, obtained the prize of three guineas with a fine red and
white hei er of good syra^netry and proportions, and of

great wei.<ht. In the shepp and pig department there wa»
nothing to call for any sptcial remark, the various classes

b iug as well or better represented than at any i'orrae.r show^
some of the animals shown being really pdme, particularly as

regarded ewes and large breed pigs. There was a splendid

display of liorsc, not only as regarded number, but also

q lality. The brood mares for breeding weijiht-carrying

hunters consli;uted a prime cla^s, and the animals belonging
to Mr. Robinnon and Mr. Wilkinson were quite up to the

mark of excellence. Ths yearling hun'ers were liigiily spoken
of in every respect, and the two and three years old fillies and
geldings for the field numbered nearly lifiy animals, the whole
of whom were in prime condition, and promise to become
good hunters in future seasons. The agricultural animals ia

the various classes were creditable to the show, and the class

for jumping brought into the ring twelve animals, who com.
peted gallantly lor the prizes in the presence of a dense mass
of spectators fringing the enclosure, and a large gathering of

ladies and gentlemen who occupied the grand stand,. Tiie

special prize of £5 5s., given by Colonel tlie Hon. L. P.
D iwnay, for the best harness horse or pony, was awarded to
Mr. Stubbs, Clifton Greeri, York, and the second prize of
£2 2-^. was given to Mr. Bowman, St. Andrewgate, York, with
Charley. The exhibition of poultry was extensive, and- of
considerab'e merit generally, this being the time of the
vear for the domestic feathered tribe appearing to the best
v^:autage. A display of butter and eggs formed a pleading

.mature olthe show, and the implement section attracted a fair

share of attention, amongst the exhibits beiug a great variety,

of articles modern in character, used in the cultivation of the
the laud.

THOENE.
This annu-al Show was held on June 13th. The

weather was favourable, and the Show a great success, the
entries far esceediug those of last year. More than 190
horses were shown, and among them were many animals
of a first-rate quality, especially the hunters, agricultural?,

and roadster?. Cattle and sheep were very numerous, and
among the exhibitors were some of the principal breeders
in the district. There was an extensive exhibitioa of
pigs, dogs, and poultry, and especially of butter and
e.ggs, in which class nine prizes were offered. Among
the extra stock the celebrated greyhound " Market Day,"
the winner of the Scarbrick Champion Cup and the-

Southern Champion Cup, was exhibited. There was a
large attendance of the public. The following are the
principal prize winners :

—

Horses.-Agricultural mare and foal, J. Coulman, J.P ,

Red House, Thome
; 2, M. Askren, Drain Hou^e, Levels

Hunter mare and foal, T. Mason, Doncaster ; 2, P. Feather-
stone, Moor Town, Brandesburton, Beverley. Roadster mare
and foal, J.. T. Brown, Althorpe ; 2, P. Clayter, Awkley and
Retford. Agricultural or draught.—Y'earling colt or fiilv, 1
and 2, W. Johnson, Hatfield. Two-year-old gelding or filly,

J. Askham, Goole Hall, Bliffe, Selby ; 2,F. Fentiman, Cherry
Orchard, Selby. Tiiree-year-old gelding or fillv, W. Pinder^
Haldenby Hall

; 2, J.. J. Jeff.^rson, Thorgan by House, Du- -
iiington, York. Pair of draught horses, used exclusively for
agriculture, being the property of the exhibitor, J. H..
Simpson, Conisborongh ; 3, J. T. Brown, Althorpe. Gelding
or mare, any age, J. T. Brown ; 2, F. Sliirliffe, Thome.
Hunters.—Yearling colt or filly, T. Dudding, Garlhorpe ; 2,
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ILn. ATex-indcr F. Hood, Airnyn Hall. Two-year old

gfliinp or lilly, 1 and 2, T. Diid(liii(r. Tlirpp-yRar-oliI gelduij;

or filly, A J. Brojvii; North Klmsall Hall, rontpfract ; 2, T.

I)iid(l n:;, Gartlinrpe. Gldingor nmre, Biiy aj;p,. F. E.Thomp-
son, EItii Tree House, Hull; 3, John W'resst-ll, KHventI orpe

Farin, Brijrct. Garriaiie.— Yearlinsj colt or filly, J. H. John-

son, Flockerby Hall, Got. le ; 2, J. T, Brown, Alilinrp", Ddq-

Cii^ter. Twu-year-ohl geidiiif; or filly, 1 and 2, 0. K. Varley,

juii., 'remple Rest, SiUiy. Gcldiiif; or raare, any ape, J. and

T. Rnader, 15. a^on Farm, Holme, York ; 2, John Johnson,

BinKham Hall. RoHd^ter8 — Yearling colt or fiily, R. Jame",

Hi^ii Drewton,^ ISeveriey ; 2, James Roberts, Armihorpe,,

Doneaster. Twd-year-old et-ldiiif? or filly, C unrl E. Leake,

F-.xtleet HhII, Howden ; 2, Wm. WainwriVht, South Dutlield.

Three-year-old uelding or filly, T. J. Browne, U hi e House,

Althorpe; 2,. H. 'I'tiompson, Whitemoor, SelUy. Geldin;^ or

mare, any ge, J, Robinson, Cleveland House, Hull ; 2, J. F.

Cro*ther, Knowl Grove, M. rfield. Weight-carrying cob. any

age, or sex, J. Robinson ; 2, W. U. Blackman, VVressle,

Howden. Lac'y's hackney, any age or 6ex,J. Robinson; 2,

T. E. Morrel, Hellaby Hall, Rolherham. Tony, not exceed-

ing 14 hands, W. Foster, Giove Villas, Poiitef'ruct ; 2, Frank
Iloldsworth, Sliipton. Tony, not exceed'ng 12 hands, Wm.
Foster; 3, Jonas Webb, Melton lloss, Ulceby. Gelding or

rm»re, driven in harness, J. F. Crowther ; 2, J. Hemingway,
Thome. Co^, gelding, or mare under 14'b hands, ia sing'e

liarness, driven in tiie cheek and without bearing rein, R.
Gledhilt, Bradford ;. 2, J. Htmingway.

Cattle.—Bui', any age, John Rowley, Stubbs, Walden,
Poutelract ; 2, Henry F'awcett, Old Bramhope, Otley Bull,

not exceeding two years old, M. Limb, Caley Farm, Otley ; 2,

Jjlin Rowley. Bull calf, not exceeding one year old, Ht-nry

Fawcett ; 2, B. Fletclier, Carlton, Y'eadon. Heller calf, not
exceeding one year old, Jonas Webb, Melten Ross, Ulceby ; 2,

F. Harrison, King Street, Tliorne. Cow, in calf or milk, 1

and 2, Henry Fawcett. ll^ifrtr.in calf or milk, under three

years old, 1 and 2, Jonas Webb. Heifer, not exceeding two
years old, M. Lamb; 3, Henry Fawcett. Best beast (cow or

heifer), in store condition, bred and owned by a tenant farmer
of under 200 acres, in the parishes of Hatfield, Thorne,
Stainforth, Fishlake, and S)kehouse, William Hurst, Tithe

Farm, Hatfield Woodhou&e.
Sheep.—One-shear improved Lincoln or long-woolled ran",

W. Roe, North Scarle Field, Newark ; 3, John Nelson,

Kettleby Thorpe, near Brigg. Improved Lincoln or long-

woolled ram, any pge, Juhn Nelson; 2, Alfred Croysdale,

Whitley Bridge, Poutefract. Pen of five improved Lincoln

or long-woolled ewes, having sucked lambs up to the day ol the

show, W. Roe; 2, T. J. Smith, Hatfield, Doncaster. Pea of

Ave improved Lincoln or long-woolled gimraers, W. Roe ; 3,

T. J. Smith. Pen of five improved Lincoln or long woolled

rams, W. Roe ; 2, M. Askren, Drain House, Levels. Tup
lamb (within 20 miles of Thorn), E. Coulraan, Plains House,
Levels, Thorne; 2, George Outwin, Hatfield Park, Doncaster.

Pigs.—Boar, any breed, John Harris, Hatfield ; 2, Thomp-
son Hannara, Leeds. Sow, any breed, Edmund Ellia, Don-
caster ; 2, T. Hannam. Open gilt, any age, R. Addinall,

Doncaster ; 2, T. Hannam. Cottager's pig, Joe Dean, Ferry
Bridge ; 2, C. Brooks, Hatfie'd Wood llou^e. Boar, property of

exhibitor, resident within tea miles of Thorne, S. C. Brunyee,
Sand Hall ; 2, J. Harris, Hatfield.

—

Leeds Mercury,

HIGHLAND AND AaRICULTURAL.
Tke half-yearly general meeting of this society was held on

June 18th, Mr. Copland in tha cliair» The names of new
members, lOS in number, were read.

PERTH snow, 1879.
Mr. Menzies,. in the absence of Colonel Gillon of Walt-

house, said—I have in the first place,, to report that the com-
petition lor the premium of £1.50 for the best draught stallion,

to serve in the district of the show, took place at Pertli on
the 14th of February, when 38 horses were entered, and that

the premium was awarded to Mr. Dnvid Riddell,. Blackball,
Paisley, for his stallion "^Luck's AH." I have in the next
place, to report that the arrangementsSfor the meeting at Perth,
whicii will be held from the 2Uth of July to the 1st of August
inclusive, are progressing as satisfactorily as could be desired.

The entries closed on the 13th inst., and the following is a

statement of the head of stock, &*., compared with the last

show at Perth in 187.1:

—

Perth. 1879 Perth , 1871'.

Cattle 380 370
Horses 250 177
Sleep SdO* 68fc'

S*ine 60 71
Poultry 250- 301
Wool 10 _
Dairy produce (iO 88
Implements 2,000 l,0i8

ASRICULTURAI- EDUCATION-.

Pi'ofiissor Wilson sain—" I have to report that the exara-
ination of candidates for the diploma and certificates in-

agriculture tooK place on the 31st March and Ist and 2nd of
April, and that the following passed :— For Diploma— Jolin
Malcolm Aitken, Crieff; John Craig, Inuergeldie, Comrie

;

J'ames Cannan, L'rioch, Castle Douglas; Artlnir E.Brooke
Hunt, B.A., Trinity (;ollege, Cambiidge, Peers Court. Durs-
ley, Gloucestershire ; John Wilson, .Jun., Fairfi.-ld, Ijortonr-

Ciickermouih. For First-Class Cf rtifii'ate— ]\Iieh 'el Falcon,
Sainbiirn, Workington; Law ord 1). Glover, findon, \^'orth-

iug. For Second-Class Certificate—James IVl'Laggan, Coble-
lieugh,Dinnet, Aberdeenshire; Robert M. Maltoch, Balhaldie,,
Braco, Perthshire; Robert Menzies Traill, Orkney. The two
prizes of £6 and £t given by the Society to the class of
agricii-lture in the EyJinbnrgh University were this year
awarded by special examination to— 1st, William Martin,.
Dumfriesshire; 2nd, W. J; N. Liddall, Edinburgh. Mr.
Liddell afterwards resigned in favour of Robert Menzies
Traill, Kirkwall ; and R. M. Mallocb, Brac", Perthshire.

VETERIXARY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. Mylnp, in the absence of Colonel Gillon, stid :—" I'

have to report that the annua! examin-ation (or the society's

veterinary certificate took place on the 7th and 8h April,,

when six students presented themselves for the final examina-
tion, and the whole passed. The preliminary examination of
younger students was held at the same timf, when 21 entered
their uarats, and 14 passed.

KEL.SO SHOW, 1S80.
Mr. Menzies further reported that the arrnngemen's for

the Kelso Show, 3880, were just in the same po-diion as they
generally were at this time, and he need not trouble the meet-
ing by going into details..

THE society's OFFICES.
The Hon. George Waluilgrave Leslie moved—"That

it be referred to the Hall and Chambers Committee to con-
sider the number of ehgible houses in Eliaburgh now in thfl

market, and to report upon any really suitable house or house*,
for the offices of this society, where also the society's chemist
may be able to carry out analyses of manures, feeding stuffs,

&c., for the benefit of me:nbers of the society, in the same
manner as is now so efficiently carried out by the RoyaL
Agricultural Society of England."'

After a long discussion this resolution was carried.

CHEJIICAL DEI'ARTME^JT.
Mr. Macke^'Zie ofPortmore said that Dr. Aitken's lec-

tures had been attended with much interest by between fifty

to eiihtv, and he had to intimate that they would be con-
tinued iti future on days more suitable for teoant-farraers^
We are unable to find space for the report of the Chemical
Committee.

BANKERS' BATTLE.—Under this heading the RorkpMts
the following anecdote, in which the two greatest (pecuniary)
potentates of the age were concerned, on what it regards a»
good authority :—At the time of the last great commercial
crisis, when the money market was just beginning to show
signs of " tightness," i\Iessrs. Rothschild lodged a large sum
( i'300,00() we believe) in Lord Ovcrstone's bank— (then Jones,
Loyd.and Co.). This seemed so strauge a procedure that it

aroused the Noble Lord's suspicious, and he bid his cashier
put the money away in a parcel by itself and await further
orders ; wliich was done accordingly. Meanwhile money grew
more and more in demand, and just wlipu the pressure was at
its height Messrs. Rothschild drew achefjue for the £300,000
hoping, no doubt, thereby to embarrass their pui-sant r'lval.

So far from that. Lord Overstone had the exquisite satisfaclioi*
of returning the parcel of money precisely in the state in which
he had received it some months before. It was such a baQatcU&
that he had not even cared to make use of it L
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LORD DERBY ON AGRIOULTURAL
DEPRESSION.

Lord Derby presided at the annual meeting of the

Lancashire Farmers' Club and Chamber of Ajiriculture,

held at the Liverpool Town Hall on June 9tli.

The report of the Council expressed anxious concern at

the present and prospective position of agriculture, and
stated that the foreign competition in animal and vege-

table produce had so increased quantities and reduced

prices that the future was regarded with apprehension by

tome producers. The contiut'illy adverse weather added
to (he farmei's perplexity, while high rents, tithes, and

local taxes pressed heavilv upon his energy. Though
labour was lower, it was still dearer than in the last cycle

of depression, and so also was the cost of all farming

requisites. Often, too, farmers had to contend with re-

strictions as to cropping and with uncertainty as to occu-

pation, some living in constant fear that they would not

be compensated for inexhausted improvements if served

with six months' notice to quit. On the latter point the

Council considered that such compensation should either

be provided by special agreement between landlord and
tenant or legally secured by the Legislature.

Lord Derby, who was cordially received, said he had at-

tended at the request of the Cluh, many members of which
thought it desirable tbey should confer on the present unsatis-

factory condition of the agricultural interest, and to consider

whether anything could be done for i's advantage, a point

upon which there was much diversity ot opinion. His
lordship proceeded : Were we to consider that the distress

which prevailed among farmers was likely to be permanent or
was it temporary in its character ? That was a question on
which a good deal depended, and it was not easy to answer
with certainty. He inclined to the more hopeful view. We
had had in the last two or three years a combination of cir-

cumstances which were not likely to recur all together. We
had had, generally speaking, bad harvests at home. We had
had during the same time abundant supplies from abroad,
which, to the general public was of course a gain, but which
had robbed the farmer of Ids usual compensation for short
crops— a high price for liia produce. He had sold little, and
he had sold that little cheap. We had had great industrial

depression, the effect of whicli on the demand for agricultural
produce had been very perceptible. Furtlier, we had lived

for a long time in constant apprehension of a war on a large
scale, and we had actually been engaged in two wars on a
small scale. Now, any one of these troubles might occur
again, and probably would. But it was very long odds that
we did not have them all, one on the back of the other. No
doubt there was plausibility in the argument of those who
contended that we were only now experiencing the full effect

of the free trade measures of 30 years ago. It took time, they
told us, to develop a new industry and to organise the means
of transit ; but that was now done, and the British fanner
could never again compete against the corn of California and
the western prairies, to say nothing of countries still more
distant. Possibly those who spoke in that sense might be
right—at least so far as corn was concerned, for corn was
easily transported, was easily stored, and would keep. But he
did not think we need be discouraged as yet by anything that
we had seen as to the import of foreign cattle. In meat, and
milk, and vegetables, and some other articles of produce, we
ought to be able to hold our own. If we had against us
cheapness and abundance of land in other quarters of tlie

globe, we had in our favour nearness to the market ; and
even ocean steamers would not reduce the Atlantic to a mere
ferry. Generally, he should put it in this way :—In regard of
whatever would not bear keeping we had a natural protection
against the foreigner ; and in regard to whatever cultivation
required minute care and personal oversight, the small, highly
cultivated farm at home and cheap labour—he meant in com-
parison with tliat of the colonies—possessed advantages which
they were not likely to lose. Looking to the present oaly.it was
impossible to deny that in some parts of Eugland farmers had
great reason to complain. Allowing for some natural exaggera-
tion, there was no doubt tliat tlie distress about whicli so much
was said was severe iu some coauties, real in most, and felt to

some extent, though it might be slightly, in all. Thefe were 3 ime
suggested remedies wliich it v/as only necessary to mention ia
ordrr to put tiiem out of the v/ay. Nobody in Linca^hire was
likely to ask for a return to protection

; and even tnose ^h-j
tdked about reciprocity and the protection of British industry
as regarded other branches of production admitted that im-
ported lood could not again be taxed, S) they mi^ht pass on
to something more practical. One of the suiij^cts moat
frequently discussed by Chambers of Agriculture and
farmers' meetings was the incidence of local taxation. Local
taxes, it was said, fell more heavily on land than on other
kinds of property. (Hear, hear.) He did not undertake to
prove that their incidence was in all respects perfectly just

;

but be was compelled, against his own interest, to point out
that the farmer, though certainly he was concerned, was
not the person primarily concerned in the matter. If all

rates vyhatsoever were taken olf, he would not be a gaicer
in the long run. What was taken off from rates would fairly

enough be added on iu rent. And the same argument applied
to the various proposals which we heard of from time to tiratf

for putting rates on to the owner instead of the occupier. In
regard to the malt-tax, no doubt it was a heavy chariie upon a
certain class of land', and had the incouvenience of falling

unequally on different parts of the country. But it was not a
charge on the farmer, except in the same sense as rent was so.

Take away the tax and the landlord pocketed the difference.

Lord Derby said he would not do more than touch upon tlie

question, deeply interesting as it was, whether we should make
matters better by establishing (if we could do it) a class 'S
cultivators who should be also freeholders. He repeated what
he had said more than once before, that he should like to see

that experiment fairly tried. There was land enough in the

market, and if a few capitalits chose to join, buy an estate,

and divide it into small lots, they might practically test the

question by selling these off, letting the purchasers pay by
instalments spread over a long term of years. The obvious
advantage gained, if the experiment succeeded, was that they

would work on their own ground more zealously than they

would on anybody else's. The equally obvious drawback was
that purchasers would not only have no spare capi'al to expend
on the soil, but, until they had paid off the puchase money,
would be iu the posii^ion of very heavily encumbered owners.

Between these opposite considerations only an actual trial

could decide. But even if that solution were a practical one,

it was one which would take generations to work out, and for

tenant farmers who did not want to buy their farms, and for

the most part had not the capital to buy them, it was no
solution at all. for the same reason we might ignore the

vexed question of large or small estates. The farm, not the

estate, was the unit to be dealt with. For example, the farms^

in a given district were each on an average about 100 acres in

extent. It made absolutely no difference to the way in which
they were worked, whether one, ten, or fifty, were under tlie

same landlord. One exception only to that rule he would

make—there were landowners who were owners oi^ly in name,
whose estates really belonged to their creditors, and who were

driven to press bard upon their tenants because they were hard

pressed themselves. If the present depression continued,

matters would become worse and worse for such persons,

and the question might arise whether some such summary
remedy as was applied by the Encumbered Estates Act
in Ireland might not become necessarv here. That was for

Parliament and for the country to decide ; in the meanwhile

he would strongly warn landowners against that common
delusion that it was always better to hold on to an estate,

however encumbered, rather than to sell, because the price of

land was continually rising. No doubt that had been the

experience of the last fifty years, but it did not follow that the

experience ol the nest fifty years might not be, on the whole,

in an opposite direction. Passing to the relations betweea

landlord and tenant, a great deal of mischief was done by

both parties to the discussion preferring to shelter themselves

under general terras which each side interpreted in its own
favour. The Euglish tenant recognised the fact that his

relation to his landlord was one of contract ; and,- if he under-

stood the subject rightly, the difficulties which from time to

time arose related almost exclusively to matters for which thg

contract had not sufEcieutly provided. That view of the cas

suggested the remedy which would usually be effective—don,,

leave these points unprovided for when you enter on a far
J

Ws sometimes heard it said, " Freedom to coulriwt is
'^''
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notiTn<ip ; tho pRrtios are on too uncnual trrms ; t'lo Ii\w

niusl step in to protect tlie weaker Hide." Now, li-* dii! not

meet that arjjuiiient by a denial of the riirht of ihs Stale, to

iiiterlere. Tiie practical ohji'ctions to Ipgislative intcrferenee

with contracts were exceedingly stroii},'. If tlic iiiconiin;^

tenant was stronir enough to make his own terms, he wanted

no protection; if he was not, he would a>:rce to tiny evasion

of the legal conditions wliich the owner niitjht ])ropose. It

should be recollected that every owner had the choice of

various expedients to escape from an obligation to which he

objected, lie might keep liis lands in his own hands, and

rich men, wiioso fortune was mostly in mon-y and who owned
estates rather for pleasure than profit, were liki-ly to do so if

tliey found the alternative was to lose all control over them.

lie might, again, let it only to tenants wiio he knew were not

able or not likely to insist on legal riglits against him, and, of

course, tliese would not be of the improving or independent

class. 0-, thirdly, he might fix a rent higher tlian he intended

actually to receive, and keep the ditTercnce in reserve to be

collected only in the event of a dispute between himself and

liis tenant. This showed the importance of keeping to the

jilain rue of life, that of letting the two parties to a bargain

settle the terms between them. But he would go fur-

ther. There never was a tiine when it was less necessary for

tenant-farmers to ask the State to make contracts for them.

la the present state of things they were masters of the situa-

tion. With farms lying unoccupied all over the country, it

was the farmer's own fault it he accepted a lease with pro-

visions in it which he thought objectionable. These remarks

as to leaving contracts free applied in principle to all of the

three maiu subjects of agricultural discussion— restrictions on
cultivation, game, and unexliausted improvements. But there

were differences of detail, and a word on each might not be

out of pl'.tce. One of the demands often made by the

Chambers of Agriculture was for what they called "free culti-

vation." He did not think the phrase a happy one. Every,
body was free to cultivate his own land as he pleased, and
freedom by law to cultivate somebody else's land as the culti-

vator pleased meant a transfer of ownership if it meant any-
thing. The question was hardly one for Parliament to deal

with. So long as an owner was left free not to let his land at

all, or to let it to whomsoever he pleased, it was on the face

of it inconsistent to forbid him to impose such restrictions on
the cultivation as the tenant was willing to accept. But he
did not doubt that there was a great deal of truth and force in

the complaint that leases were often clogged with conditions

not applicable to the wants of modern farming, probably not
intended to be enforced, but kept up merely by the force of

routine. The grievance, he thought, might be settled without
any serious diliiouliy. He should have no objection to such
a change in the law as would give the game to the tenants, in

the abseuce of any agreement to the contrary ; but, as it would
almost always be a subject of agreement, the change so made
would be one rather of form than fact. Some people con-
tended that the landlord should have no power of reserving

the game. But that would not only be an arbitrary restric-

tion, it would be altogether useless. The tenant having the

game might let it, and he would naturally let it t)ack again to

the owner. To prohibit that would involve the absurdity that

every owner wsuld be able to shoot over his neighbour's laud,

but nut on his own ; to allow it would leave tilings virtually

as tliey were. A tenant had a right to protection from all

damage by game greater than what he bargained for when he
took bis farm. Something was said in the report as to the
sbortneas of the present notice to quit—six months wherever
the new Act had not been brought into operation. He
thougtit, considering the character of modern farming, the
complaint was a reasonable one. Some owners gave 12
months ; that was not an inconveniently long delay for a land-
lord re-entering into possession, and he thought it might
fairly be made tiie role in all cases. As to unexhausted
improvements, that was not a question whicli could be treated

in a few sentences. No one wished that the landloid hand,

d

conQscate the result of the tenant's outlay; on the other should
the landlord had a right to protect himself against having to

pay for so-called improvements made by the tenant, which
might be of no use to him and might not add to the letting

Value of the farm. These were tlie two rocks between which
he had to steer (Hear, hear). He believed the last Act on
the subject embodied as fair a solution of the points in dispute

as >ve were likely to arrive at. Most of the trouble on this

question arose from wan* of car;> in the firt insta'.e". lis

hsd more than once a^kvd farmers why they hid lad out their

money without .seiurity, knowiu/, prrhaps, tliat tlieir farms

were likely to go into the market. Generally tlie ans.vi-r was
that they aupposi-d they would be fairly dealt with. VVell, if

men would not exercise ordinary prudence, the fault was their

own when they siilTered (hear). Tiie firmers hid always

been in a stronger position than they knew of, and it tliey only

ni ide up their own minds as to what terms tliey ihouglit fair

in regard to this question of improvements tiiey required no
help from the outside. Landlords did not, as far as be could

ever see, want to claim what was not their own. They had a
strong feeling in favour of settling sucli claims amicably au.l

quietly ; and, apart from personal feeling and from a sense of

justice, tliey were too much a'^raid of injuring their party and
ilieir class to be willing to quarrel with those who had the

electorial command of tlie counties in their own liands (Hear,

Lear). Farmers would spoil their own and each other's

chances by being too thick on the ground. Let those who
had sons whom they were bringing up to their business look

outside this island. In America and Australia there would be

room for centuries to come, and in those countrie'^, as long as

a man was on good terms with himself, he could not quarrel

with his landlord (laughter and cheers).

The report was adopted.

ROADS AND ROADWAYS.
A paper read before the Civil and Mechanieal En-

gineers' Society, by Mr. George Waller Willcocks,

Associate Institute C.B.

The highways of a country are the veins through which
the life blood of the body social courses and the commercial
activity of a community is as dependent upon its means of

communication as the life of the human frame upon the

arterial system. In populous towns especially are not wide
clean streets as essential to health as a proper water supply

and good drainage ?

The subject of roads is practically boundless, for the term
" road" may be applied to an Indian track, railway, or even

canal, but in this paper the author confines himself to roads

traversed by vehicles with unflanged wheels, drawn by animal

power or by traction eLgines.

The Greeks do not seem to have given much attention to

the formation of roads, and it may seem surprising that

Athens, notwithstanding its renowned architects and mag-
nificent buildin«cs, was a dirty il'-drained town. It is easy,

however, to account for the absence of country roads for

Hellas has, considering its size, about the largest extent of

coast of any country in Europe. In the wars they seldom

made a permanent conquest of inland territory like their

successors in power the Romans, who pushed their way over

the greater psrt of the then known world. The Roman road-<,

many of which exist at the present day, are monuments of the

skill and enterprise of these great masters. The author pro-

ceeded to give a detiiltd description of the construction of

the Roman roads.

Dr Dyonysius Lardner said a road should be level, smooth,

and hard, or non-elastic. The truth of Newton's first law of

raation cannot be proved by direct experiment, but we certainly

all know that the more external influences are reduced so

much the more does motion become direct and uniform.

The subject is divided into two parts, country roads and
town roads or streets.

COUNTRY ROADS.
Selecting the route of a road through hilly country is by

no means the easy matter which many non-pro'^essional men
imagine. Persons in'erested in the promotion of a new
thoroughfare often grudge the first expense incurred by
engineers in prospecting, thinking that almost a casunl

glance of the country is sufficient, but before finally deciding
the line careful surveys should be made, and trial sections

taken, in fnct the work is similar and requires the same amount
of care and attention as that necessaryto be exercised in the con-
struction of a railway. Some of us, no doubt, call to mind very
modern roads laid out by biassed or ignorant surveyors, which
have become absolute eyesores, de riniental to adjoining

building land. The sites lue ruined, because perhaps it would
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Juve bren bettpr, my i'liperfttive, to have made the road a few

jards on one aide or the otIiPT.

Great attention should be paid to tlie iiahire of river?,

strpains, water course^ anil teneral drainage of the land.

Inlor'm itioa should lie oMaiued from the oUfst iuhab.tanta

of the district concerning the heijiht of floods, in or.-ler that

the bridges and culverts nsay be built hu^e enough to cirry

off the maximum amount ol wnter without causiii;: flooding to

jieijihbouring land. Gradients should be rendered as lifjhi as

possible, not only to ease the traction of carriages

hut also to prevent the washing out of road materials.

Breaking the wheels has a tendency to tear up th« road, and

instead of the u-uhI method adopted it wou d be advi>ab'e to

place a wide piece of wood under the wheels of lieavy

wagaon". This in some parts of the continent is rendered

compulsory. Roads resemble many organic objf-ets in re-

(piiiiugair and light, and therefore it is not advisable to

hedge them too raucli, but only so that tlie fences are strong

enough fo.r the protection ol farmers.

The ground surface below the structure of the road should

he properly prepared to r.ceive the stones, as any extra

amount of metalling is a poor and expensive remedy for

comj^ensating any neglect in this respect. Tiie metalling,

although of the best quality, will be of no ava.l, unless the

foundation is fit to receive \K

The ground if soft should be consolidated by eilheT rolling

or punning, and if likely to be wet shallow grips should be

cut transverselv and filled in with dry work.

The importance of drainage cannot be over-estimated, as

drainage may render a road good which was previously

inferior. When possible drains should be made on either

side of a highway in such a manner that water can readily fall

into them from the road.

Considerable discussion arose between the partisans of

Telford and McAd^ra as to the best method of building the

superstructure ; Telford maintuining it was necessary to

have a rigid foundation properly constructed of large stnnes,

hand laid, thereby forming a solid and non elastic surface,

and McAdam that it was only requisite to place the metalling

directly on the ground and that elasticity improved the road.

McAdam was opposed to the system of mixing a binding of

sand or gravel with the broken stoue, so much adopted in tl e

present day by road makers.

In selecting material for the construction of his road the

engineer is, to a great extent, obliged to take such as he can

obtain from tlie locality, which is not always of the best. It

IS olten found cheaper to use a good road metalling brought

from a distance and costing three or four times as much as

local inferior stone, as the subsequent expense of maintenance

is considerably reduced.

Stone for the purposes of road making should be hard and

tongh to bear the strains, blows,, and vibrations of lieavy

carts. The stone should also be able to withstand all

atmospheric influences without the disintegration of its parts

Among the Trappean rocks, which are noted for their

hardness, are found the best stones for road metalling. Tlis

liir,estones of the older formations are the only limestone,

that can be recommended. Flints and siliciou-i raateriils

although ' ard, are too brittle for heavy traffic, although they

are extensively used in the south and south west of England,

where the chalk system is so predominant.

The reader explained the construction and cost of roads in

Ireland and Ceylon.

The maintenance of roads in Ceylon in the mountain zone

is from 4d. to 6d. per square yard per annum, and in the

plains or maritime provinces from 2d. to 3d. per square yard

per annum. As compared with the maintenance of roads in

Great Britain this cost would seem excessive, but the con-

ditions are totally different, the mountain roads having to

bear a very heavy traffic, consisting of vehicles with one pair

of wheels, the tyres of which are only 2^ inches wide, carrying

an average weight of 1| tons drawn by bullocks, and the

mean annual rainfall in the higher ground is 1G7 inches,

compared to 34 inches, the mean annual rainfall of the whole

of the United Kingdom.
TOWN ROADS OR STREETS.

In dealing with streets it is obvious that one has to con-

sider a set of circumstances differing very widely from tics;

with which we had to hear in mind while treating of country

roads such as the continuous tratRe, and the sanitary and other

requirements of the iuhabitints. To some extent the interests

0*" the ratepayers and owners of horfes conflict, but as tits

trade of a town is to such an extent dependeut on the earri;ige

of goods and passengers it is better to join in one issue and
have a pavement combining as much as possible the lequire-

ments of both parties.

We have insisted, while speaking of country road?, ppoH
the necessity of a good foundation; but this is of far more
importance in a street, as the \ery best system of road service

Would fail unlets the substructure is firm.

MACADAMISED STUEETo.
In small towns and in the less busy streets of large towns

micadimi^ed roads are common, they are, however, not suit-

able for streets with much tr»flic on account of the co^t and
frequency of repairs, and the great expense of scavengering.

from these causes it becomes in large towns the most expen-

sive roadway. In many parts of London the metalling

employed is larger than that requisite for the purposes of
making a good road. A ring 2^ inches in diameter is the

maximum siee through which metalling should pas', and, in

fact, a ring 3 inches in diameter is large enough, but stones

which would not pass through a ring 3 inchea in diameter
are frequently seen.

Some authorities', however, argue that when rollers are used
large stones are better, but the lieavy rollers so often used
instead of pressing the material into place crush the stones

and disturb the loundations, and although a road so madei

may at first look very pretty the traflic will soon show its

weak points. Stte ts such as Parliament Street cost from
2s. 3d. to 3^. 6d. per square yard per annum to keep them in

repair (without scavengering) ; some other streets cost evea
more.

STONE PAVING.
Paving with stone is the most ancient system of forming a

road surface since road- making became a science. The
Romans adopted this method, and still the important
thoroughfares of our large towns are constructed on the

same principles. Although expensive to lay it lasts longer

than any otlier kind of road, so that in the long run it be-

comes the cheapest kind of pavement (asphalte perhaps

excepted), but the noise, accumulation of dirt, and wear
and tear to horses and carriages are serious drawbacks.
In London the joints between the setts are grouted with lias

lime to render the surface impervious to water, but in Hull,

Manchester, and other northern towns the joints are filled

with an artificial asphalte.

Generally it may be said that a granite pavement in the
metropolis, well laid on good concrete foundation, will last,

with occasional repairs, upwards of twenty years, and at a

cost to the ratepayers of only about lOd. per square yard
per annum, including in that annual cost the cost of a new
pavement and its maintenance. The author described the
construction of the streets in London, Manchester, gllull

Warrington, and Exeter.

ASPHALTE.
Although there has been a certain amount of prejulice

against asphalte we still find the Val de Travers Asplialte

Company (who have led the van and fought the battles in

favour of asphalie) laying down their asphalte exteusively in

the city of London. Asphalte becomes harder afrer having
been laid a short time owing to the weight brought to bear

on the surface compressing the component parts of the sub-

stance. Mr. Cubh, in his report to the Paving Committee
for the town of Cambridge, 187S, said :

' With our slight

traffic it seems not unreasonable to infer that a properly laid

asphalte road in Cambridge would hst half a century, and
that with but little repair." Asphalte has certainly the di--

advantage of not always affording secure foothold to horses

during dirty or damp weather, but in dry or very wet weather
this drawback is reduced to a minimum. However excellent

asphalte may be for a level street it cannot be recommended
for steep gradients. Asphalte makes, without exception, the

best of footways, it is smooth, cl'ian, and pleasant to walk
on. Asphalte being impervious no water can accumulate and
cause unhealthy dampness. The author descnlied the

difference between the compressed and liquid asphalte and the

modes of laying.

WOOD PAVING.
In countries where timber is abundant wood has long been

in vogue for carr'ageways. Wood paving should be laid ia

a s'reet with a luoiieiate traffic and plenty of sun and air. In

confined places it soon rols and becomes a source of much
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tiTi))oalOiines«. Thp li'oclts should be laid on a firm founda-

li )n of ciinorelp, and as far »s pns-iljle tli<^ surfacft should be

imi)Prviou<. Fir is tlie. wood eliiclly used for pHvin /, as IIk;

liardcr woods hein;; worn snioolli bfpoim d ovji-rous Riid

slippery. The. best sizes for blocks are li inciies wide, ii'cbes

long, and from 5 to fi inches deep, aad care should be tnlien

that tliev are cut from the parts nearest the lieart of the tree.

Wood should be well cleansed, for otherwise it retains all sort*

oforeanic lilili. The Improved Wood P.ivini; Company were

t'i« first to introduce wood pavement on scientific principles.

Virions improvements by this and other comiianies have con-

siderably expended the wearing power of wooden pavements.

Mr, Ooskay was the first to advocate a close-jointed wood
jiuvement, so tliat a surfaee of the street ciuatructed on his

method would resemb'e the lloor of a house with the grain of

tlv« wood vertical, llenson's wo )d pavement is also a close

join'ed wood paveaient laid on tarred felt. It has been

laid in Oxford and Fleet Streets, and has given general satis-

faction. Tiie asphaltic wo'id pavement iias been laid in the

Strand. The bl >oks are bedded on a layer of asphalte and

the joints are partly filled with the same substance. Sbiel's

comuosite wood pave nent has been laid at Victoria Station,

aad has been severely tested. It is the best wood pavement
for steep gradients, and consists of woid and asphaliic con-

crete. Messrs. W, Laing and Co., of Parliament Street,

Westminster, are the agents for the patentees. I'rosser's

wood pavement is composed of bloi^Vs of wood cut at an angle

of GO degrees, the grain of the wo >d running in the same
direction. It has been laid at the London Bridge Stition of

the London, Brighton, and South-Coist Radway. Messrs.

John Mowlem and Co., of Millhank, lay their blocks on
concrete, which are afterwards grouled with lime and sand.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF^
BRITISH AND IRISH MILLERS.

On June 11th the annual meeting and congress of this

A'^ROciafion was held in the hall of the Worshipful (.'^orapnny

of Bakers, Harp Laue, under the presidency of Mr. Alderman
Had ey. who was supported by Jlr. Edwin Random, of

Bedford; Mr. R. H. Appleton, of Stockton-on-Tees; Mr.

Muir. of Glasgow ; Mr. Richardson, Jlr. Reynolds, Mr. U. J.

Sanderson, Mr. Ford, Mr. Daw, Mr. Ingleby, Mr. Robinson,

Mr. Ashby, Mr. Downing, Mr. Warburton, &c.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said that they

had met to commemorate their first annual meeting, and he

trusted the meeting would be as successful as the one heid

lit year. Althouj;h they confessed to a sone*hat modera fe

programme their aspirations were of a high and noble cha-

racter. The successful formation of the Association might be

justly regarded as one of the greatest achievements of the

present time by their class; for at one time it was a prevalent

opinioa that it was impossible for millers to unite for the pro-

motion of their common interest. During the psst year they

liad not onlv formed the Loudon Millers' Association, but also

Liverpool, Northampton, Colchester, Devon County, Herts,

Wilts, and Dorse!, and in Sliffield and otler places. The
Association took an important psrt in the legi.sla ion of cental

and in obtaining a new Weights and Measures Ac', anl
also in the exposition of the bearing of the new
factories Acts on flour millers. Useful work had alsi be,»n

done in respect of important subjpcts on fire insurance and
tmprovid nietiioi'g of milling. As to the future, he said that

still greater tilurts might be made to secure the organisation

of all great milling centres during the present yea"-. Tl at

could be done in two ways. First, by an adiiress from the

Cunncil to the iufl^ntial millers in diflferent parts of the

coantry urging them to call a meeting of their brethren and
bring before them the benefits of organisation and connection

with the National Association; and, secondly, by personal

visita'ion of the chief districts by the secretary, who sbou d

arrange meetings for the purpose of explaining lie objects and
adva tageg of organisition. With regard to tli*c manufacture

o' flour, millers throughout the kingdom were suffering very

much from competition—not so much from personal competi-

tion among4 themselves as from foreign competition. It was

very important that millers s-liould protect themselves against

the inucdatiug importatiun of fl.jur, and they shuuld aim at

getting the best machinery, «nd should endeavour to secure
the. best and most ec nomical methods of converting wheat
into flour. lu combin ng heartily against attacks of foreijii
manufacturers they would find the means of doing aaay with
local and personal jealuuses, The following words of Mr
Bain, before a conveniion in America would give a clue to
what they were threatened with from America: 'I see no
reiison why, with cheap fu-l and large *ater-po«er ch-ap trans-
porialion, lit- improvements in the processes of millin.' and
first-ciass machinery in nearly every large mill in the Q'uited
Mutes, a bushel of whe^r should leave this cuntry except in
he shape ol ftjur. Whilst our Eaglish (riends justly ridicule
the propoval of our I'ennsylvanian members, who seriously
su'gested an export duty on wheat, they kindly fnrnish us
«i'h a Roland tor onr Oiver in the person of a Lincolnshire
miller, who jUst as seriolusly suggests, as the only remedy for
the decadence ot British miUiug interests, the taxation ofAmerican fl -ar, while A nericau wheat should come in duty
free. However it was not to protection nor to reciprocity
they should look for relief. There was nothing to be honed
lor from those means, andit waj folly to expect any per tia
nent benefit from the adoption of reciprocity. The Con-
servatives wera now as deeply committ-d to free trade as were
Liberals, and it was only recently that the leaderof the present
Go^e-n^lent scouted the idea of returning to reciprocity as pro
tection in disguise. Reciproc ty meant retaliitim. In this
country we had been engaged in taking off duties to show to the
w.-rld that we could, acting upon free trade principles, carry on
our commerce without fear of the rivalry of any other nation
As regarded the flour trade England was peculiarly situated'
because we were the receivers of the surplus of all the grain'
producing countries in the worl.i, whether from America
Australia, Russia, Germany, Turkey, or Hungary and the
posiHou of the English miller was peculiar, because he had to
treat those various kinds of grain, which, havm- each a
different character, required a different manipulation la
consequence of this state of things, however they enjoyed
advantages possessed by no other fl .ur-producin- coiiatry
and it was their duty to turn that knowledge to the be.st
account. There was one country which he had not men-
tioned which would soon exercise a vast influence uoon our
markets, and that country was one of our colonies. Jt was a
colony which possessed capabilities unequalled by any
other colony in t he world, and it was Manitoba in the ex
treme West of North America—a couutry which would
give us wheat in quantities more vast than the quantities we
received from the United States. With a proper knowled-e
ot the trade, and with excellencies and economy in tli econstruc
tion aud working of the mill, they need not fear ev^u the
threatened inundation of flour from America. Milling in
t IS couutrty might be said to be in its infancy. The nature
of raw maerial to be converted by the manufacturer into the
finished prodnct ought be thoroughly understood With the
ph)sical properties of wheat every miller was no doubt more
or less famil'ar, but it was to be feared that a great many
woiild coaie off very badly if they were subjected to a
moderately rigid gram with regard to its chemical composi-
tion. lha», there'ore, was a matter to which they should
devote a special study, because due appreciation of chemical
composition ot wheat was necessary t. enable them to dis-
cover the best method of converting it into flour. He
thought the Council ot Association might well direct their
attention to the establishment—as in Paris and Vicuna—of
8'andard samples of fljur, or rather an approximation to
standard samples. Whatever could be done by millers in other
cmntries could be done by millers in Euglan.i. En.'lisli
in Hers were not prepared to admit superiority. I was simply
a question of the intelligent adaptation of the means to
accomplish a certain end, and it would be a libel upon the*
to suppose that with the ample means at tli.-ir disposal they
<vould be unable to produce flour which would be equal to
t lat produced in any part of the world.

^^':'^-c J5-
Cit.vTT£KTo.N (the Secretary) then read the

report of the Council ot Association, which referred to the
work accomplished during the past year, and touched upon
the branch associations established; the dinner whicn took
place at Brist I, the " Weights and Measures Act 1S7S "
the manufacture of flour, the Bankruptcy Bill, and other
matters.

TheCii.URM.vNmoyed, and Mr. Apfleton seconded the
a .option ol the report, which was carrisd aaanim.usly.
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The statpment of accoRnts npx^ rraJ were also approvpd,

after wliich ttip mpetin<j rpsolvpJ " I'hat in reco^rnition of the

services 'f tlie Secretary he be voted £100 for the past jfiir."

Mr. Apfleton proposed that Mr. Aldermau liad'.ey be

elected president for the ensuing year.

Mr. Downing seconded the propoBition, and it was carried.

The Chairman, in acknowledgement of his re-election,

paid that during the past year the Association had got through

a coasidi'rable amount of useful work. The work to him had

not been unmixed with pleasure for it had brought him into

contact with many in the trade he had not known beforp.

If they all pulled together unitedly they could do a great deal

of good for the trade. If they on'y worked harmoniously to

protect their interests they would meet with that which was

due to them and to the trade they carried on, and in which

many of them had invested much time, labour, and money.

Mr. Heney Robinson was re-elected treasurer, and the

following nine members of tlie Council, who retired in

acci rdance with the rules, were re-elected—Messrs. J ohn Allen

(City Flour Mills, Gloucester), James Appleford (Old

Northam Mill?, Southampton), R. H. Anpleton (Cleveland

Flour Mills, Stockton-on-Teea), F. Ashby (Steam Flour Mills,

Croydon), James Christie (King's Road, Chelsea), James

Davidson (Phosnix Corn Mills, Newrastle-upon-Tyne),

Thomas Downing (Crayford, Kent), John Fairclough (Mersey

Mills, Warrington), and George Ford (City Flour Mills,

Loudon).
After the adoption of the report of tlie Practical Committee,

read by the Secretary, and some remarks by Mr. Thomas

Muir (of Glasgow) upon his experiments as to rolling

operations, it was resolved on the motion of Mr. Ashby,

seconded by Mr. Daw, that the questions of insurance

policies and contracts be referred to the Commercial

Committee to consider and report,

Mr. E. Ransom (Bedford), then read a paper on "The
Future Action of the Association with regard to Weights

and Measures," in the course of which he said that he was

a strong supporter of the cental. The hundred weight

should bylaw be abolished in favour of the cental or new
hundred-weight, as defined by the order in Council of the

4th of February, 1879. He also urged that the Australian

and American ton of 2,000 lb. should replace our present

ton. It was scarcely probable that any G.jvernment would

initiate a great change such as that which he advocated

without (what it would consider) a similarly great and con-

sistent demonstration, not only from every part of the

country, but from every trade concerned. In order to secure

such an agitation it was needful that there should be both

enthui-iasm and perseverance ; it must be consistent, not

petulant, for^^the " vested interests " of the ancient hundred-

weight were enormous. Among a few points which pre-

sented themselves to his mind in favour of such an agitation,

were, first, the neglected provisos of the new Act, viz.

the flat bushel for large things, the avoidance of heaped:

measure, and of the words "quarter," "bushel," "peck,"&c.,

for any weight, as they afforded scope for wholesale prosecu-

tions against individuals, officials, and newspapers. Secondiv,

and chiefly, was that a radical change was required in the

Board of Trades' system of corn returns, which might almost

be said to be rotten and false from the top to the bottom.

The Government were interested in a reform, and the time

seemed already ripe for abolishing all reference to measure

in its returns,

Mr. Warburton also spoke on the sulgect, and said there

was a great deal of work to be done before tliey coul 1 expect

to see a rational system of weights adopted in England.

Thanks were due to the Association lor having taken up the

question so earnestly,

Mr. R. H. Apvleton nest introduced the subject of

"Fire Insurance," observing that the importance of the

question was fully recognised both by American and German
millers, for in their programme it occupied a very conspicuous

place. He then proceeded to lay before the meeting some

practical suggestion?, speaking from his own experience, as

to the prevention of fires and the readiest means to be

adopted to extinguish them when tliey occurred.

At the conclusion of the discussion which followe-', the

meeting resolved, on the motion of Mr. Ford, to rppoint a

special Committee in order to take into consideration tlie

subject of Fire Insurance.

Ml-. H, J. Sanderson introduced the qnesiion of
"Roller Milling," by rending a paper explanatory of Nagel
and Kaeinp's paieut system, and in his opening remarks he

said that there appeared to be signs that the mill stone had
near'y run its course.

A paper on the same subject by Mr, Henry Simin (who
was unavoidably absent), was read by Mr, Ingleby, which
was followed by a short discussion.

The proceedings were terminated by a vote of thanks to

the President.

THE IMPORTATION AND FEEDING OF
AMERICAN CATTLE.

At a meeting of the East Lothian Aericnltural Club, held

at Haddington on Friday, June 6, Mr. Paton, Standingstone,

called attention to an article in the Scohmaitoi the 13th May,
respecting the importation and feeding of American cattle.

That article, he said, was written mainly to show that

American cattle would pay much better than home-bred animals

for feeding, and appearing as it did in the columns of an in-

fluential paper, he did not think the Club should allow it to

pass unnoticed. In the first place he would observe that the

article bore the marks of having been written by or at the

instigation of one who was interested in the importation of

live cattle from America. It went so far as to give the names
of those who had fed such cattle to advantage, and since its

publication he had met some of the gentlemen referred to, and
had conversed with them on the subject. They informed him
that the cattle paid very well, but there was this important

addition, that they were bought early and sold early before the

fall in the market. One great drawback to the feeding of

American cattle, as he had been informed by the gentlemen

named, was that many of the animals never quieted down but

remained in a wild state, causing great bother to the feeders,

while others again were not so wild, but did not feed well, and
in almost every case they had cansed a deal of extra trouble in

feeding. A correspondence has been published regarding the

diseased cattle which came from the States, and a certain Pro-

fessor—evidently employed by interested parties—had reported

that no disease had been imported from America. Two other

Veterinary Professors went from Scotland, however, to inspect

the animals alleged to have been infected, and they pronouncpd

the animals to have been diseased beyond all room for cavil or

doubt, and in that opinion they were backed by the Govern-
ment inspectors. All the best obtainable authorities were
therefore against the opinion of this solitary Professor, who
appeared to be working for interested parties, fie thought
the farmers of this country could not allow such tactics to go
unchallenged, and wihout asserting their convic'ion that the

restrictions now in force were directly for the benefit of con-

sumers, while any arguments got up for the purpose of showing
that farmers suffered hardship by those restiictions could

never be countenanced in agricultural circles. In his opinion,

the Government had taken a wise step alike in the interests of

consumer and producer. He might also mention that on talking

to tlie gentlemen already referred to, he put the question,
" Would you or any of your neighbours be willing to have any
of the present restrictions relaxed ?" The reply was "Certainly

not ; we prefer the restrictions to remain as they are." It was
a noteworthy fact tliat since the adoption of these restrictions

there had been less cattle disease throughout the country than

for many years past. In such circumstances he believed it to

be their duty to watch and see that any side wind which would
alter matters for the worse should be checked in time. Lean
cattle were at present rather scarce and dear, but that would

be remedied in a very short time. Many who never bred

cattle before were now taking to it in earnest, and in some
counties in the west of Scotland where cheese and other dairy

product were almost exclusively attended to, farmers were

turning their attention to the rearing ef cattle. There was no

doubt prices would soon be equalised, but meantime they must
keep a vigilant look-out and nip in the bud all attempts to

misrepresent the effect of restrictions which had for their object

the protection of the cattle of this country against disease.

DOCTOR (to his son) :
'• Johnny, wouldn't yonr like to

be a doctor?" " Nn, ta'her." " Why Johnny ?" "Because

I couldn't event kill u flv."
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^\(\xmnQ (Elubs.

CARMARTHENSHIRE.
THE VALUE OF PtUIGRKE.

At the last meeting; of the Carinarthetuhire Farmers'

Club, Mr. Buckley, of Castle Gorfod, read the foliowiug

paper on the above subject.

The old ssyin^ that " like produces like " is only true to a

limited exteu , and lead«, and h is led, by foUnwing it beyond
thiit limit, to disappointment and loss. As a K<'uer<l and
nndeviatmg principle to be acted upon by breeders of htock,

notliinij c\n be more tallaoioiis. We often, for instance, see

about tliin se^sott of the yexr pnr^ded up and down a prancing

higiily-(ed staliiun—handsome and taking in ap|)parancp ; liut

he is altngpllier incapahlp, with any dfg'ee of dependence, to

be relied upon for pr ipigating aiiylhing as good as hiinspH in

his offspring—or, indeed, any one good leafure or quality he
mny appear to possess. He has no pedinree, or a very im-

perfect one, and is probably aliogether a cliiince anima', kept

as it ws thought he gave some promise wlien a loal of

becoming a fine horse. Do not trust him, for h« cannot give

you any assurance of fultilling what he professes. If his

olfspriDg happen to luve auy good paints or qualities, they

will be counterbalanced by other bad ones. I have often

c illed to mind a remark raiide at an agriouliural meeiia? by

Mr. Gwyn, some years ago, to the elfpct that he would rather

breed (rom an iuditferent-iooking animal with a pedigree than

a liandtorae one without, iaasraucli that the torraer would do
more than he promised, and the lat'er le>iS, which were
certainly in accordance with my own views. We sometimes
heai wr read that certain breeds of our cattle, sheep, pigs, or

Other of our domestic animals, have originated from a cross

with other distinct breeds—say, for instance, that a cross

between the Cotswo!d and Soutlidown sheep produced the

Shropshire or other Down all. ep. That this cannot be the

case— that we cannot improve a breKd,or form a fresh inter-

mediate breed, by the crossing of two distinct breeds is now a

settled questiou. We know Ironi experience tlitt a first cross

between two improved or pedigree breeds usually produces a
robust, beautiful, and often profiiab'e intermediate animal, but
tint type of animal ciunot be contiLued, even when you have
produced a male and female of the same intermediate cross,

for, breeding amona theii^elves, they begin to cry back in the

next generation, and so going on they evenfuaUy become a lot

of mongrels. In Scotlaad the first cross of a pure Shorthorn
with their Ayrshire cows was, and I believe is still, much prac-

tised, as it gave them a larger and very pr"fi'able dairy cow. I

have possessed a cow of this cross ; but it can only be pro-

cured by resorting to the same pure first cross. So also a cross

between a pure Sliorthora and Alderney cow proluce-
perhups the best dairy cow known—she is not ouly larger and
much improved in symmetry, correcting the sharp points, and
flitnessot sides, and giviot; rotundity and breadih, but in-

creasing the flow of milk without mucli reducing its richness.

But this cow, which I have seen, can only be produced by the
first pure cross, as stated. What then becomes ot Mr. Dar-
win's iheory if two breeds of the same species cannot
produce a new intermediate distinct Bpeci^'s. We know that
the most they cm do is to produce a sterile hybrid—a barren
mule. If new sppcies have been produced, as stated, where
are they ? We will only glance in passing at his theory of

the "origin of species," by which the wliole animal kingdom
has originated, and been evolved from a germ—ourselves
among the rest—tlirough the monkey and ape order, requiring,

however, the small period of some hundreds of thousands of

years. Mr. Darwin derives the origin of all cattle from two
or three species of fossil bones foucd in the tertiiry depoM's,
and c'assified as Bos primigenius, Bos longifroiis, and Bos
irochocerus, and lias clothed them with flesh in his imagina-
tion. Wr- are certainly, however, indebted to Mr. Uarwiu for

his Ion? and laborious researches and interesting observations
as to many hidden processes of nature, but we cannot agree
With his deductions from them—so (Hllacious and leading to

couc'usions that really appear foidsh. lluw dilferent from
t'e greatest pliilusopher and astronomer, Sir Isaac Newton,
who arrived at hi« great discoveries by testing the truth at

every step as he proceeded ! But to return a little nearer t'l

our subject—" Pedigree." Ai no breed of uur utuitl fanu

stock has been so long and so pysteoiaticilly improved ss Ihs

Shorthorns, I cannot, 1 tliink,do better toillustrite my subject

tlian to trace a little, as time will allow, the course pursued in

their improvement. There had existed on the banks of thn

river Te r, nnd its locality extendinf; into York-.hire, a betuliful

breed of cattle known as the Tees water, or Old Durham, brefd.

They had been bred by fimiers and gentlemen farmers witfi

niucM care for a period long antecedent to tie time that Cliatl"8

and R'ibert Colling and other noted contemporary breeders
gave special attention to improve them in a more systematic

way. It is, however, from their time—that is about the
year 1875 —that the more organised improvement <'f thil

famous breed commenced. Mr. Charles Colling, of Ketton,
in the county ot Durham, figures as \\\<: most noted imprnvpr
of the breed. How, then, did he set aliout the work P Cer-
tninly not by the introluction of the blood of o'her breed*,

by crossing with thum. Permanent excellence, we may rely

upon it, has never yet been attained in any of (tur breeds of
farm stock by the crude union of iuc.ompitilile tiualities

that nature refuses to blend. I would, however, jist re«

mark here tint Mr. Charlrs Coliing did, at the desire of
Ci'lonel O'Gallaghan, take a c^o^s with a polled Galloway
heifer, and the result was a bull calf that took mainly aft>?r

his sire, lie had horns, &c., showing the superi(T power,
even at that period, of the Slior'horn to imprint his nature oa
his offspring. This cross wa'', however, in ai'ier breeding kept
qui'e distinct from his other stock, and considered inferior for
many gerierati(ms. It was called the " A!lo\," and sold a«

such at his sale in 1810. How a mere slisht variation, to

which the oldest established breeds are siihj'ct, such as a dark
smudne or spot on the miu/Je, cm at this day be attributed to

the Alloy is a marvel. It the Zilu type, wliich has no doubt
been bred iu for untold aeneratiops, were crossed, for instance,
with the mixed English type, it would "ot easily be got rid of,

but show its u>;ly face through sev> r il descents ; and perhaps
in some more remote desc-nt, when thoujlit to be clear of it.

It mi^lit aaain peep out in some most unwelcome feature. No,
Mr. Charles Coiling did not resort to other breeds, but com-
menced by selecting with care and judgment from the breed of
Durham Shorthorns in his own ueijihboiirhood, and whicll
hwd already attained considerable excellrnce. He bongiit Old
Favourite and her daughter, Young Strawberrv, which had
particulerly attracted h:s attention, of Mr. John Miynard,
their breeder, and he had some lilficultv, i' seems, in prevail-
ing ufion him to sell them. In the bull Hubuack he had
noticed, with other good qualities, an unco.union inclinatioa

to fatten, and hought him of his broher Ro'.ert and hiu

partner, Mr. Waisteil, who owned him al that time. He
hought the famous Ducliess hei'er of the a^ent of the Duke of
Northumberland, wliuse stock was noted, having been hred
with care for many years. But to follow the descent through
t'le different families of improved Shorthorns, the Princesses,

D ichesses, Diisies, Fortunes, &"., wiih their eraineat breeders

djwn to tlie present time, would (were I able to do it) take
very ranch more time than is allowed at this Cub for lutro-

ducinii a subject for discussion. Tliesp, it is b'-lieved, may be
called the origin of the celebrated improved Shortliorn breed
of cattle, which for early maturity, incHna'ion to fatten, and
to acqu re. tliC greatest weight with the least offal, are doulitleds

unequalled by any o'her breed of cattle m the world, Tiiera

are, it is stated, right line descendants frcn those named, and
other stock of Ceiling's. It is not surprising that a breed of
cattle with such a pedigree, and bred with care long before

the time of Collin?, should have arrived at such excellence,

and have accumulated the power to transmit those raost

valuable qualities to their offspring. It must require great
attention and skill to keep the breed up to the high state of
perl'eetion it has acquired. No doubt mistakes have fre-

uently been made by inexperienced breeders, who, while
selecting for the fuller development of one particular

point or quali.-y, would sustain a falling off in o'.her. Or
by breeding too lonir in oue family (known as iu and ia
hreedinj/) with the ohj»ct of bringing out more fully soma
particular excellence possessed by tliat family, lie (the
breeder) may be brought to a standstill by the aiiperveuini of
delicacy of constitution and barrenness. To be a succes ful

breeder and jud.'e of improved stuck, whether cattle, sheep,
or any O'her stock, requires cous'derable experience witji a
correct eye as to form and proportion, and a hand or tnuch
appreciatiie of quiiti'y. Now, my desire io this address is to
arrive at an intelii|{eat undrr»taadiug at to the great coQ-
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trolling principle in the formation of those points and qualities

it is so desirable to produce in our farm stock of every kind,

and, indeed, of all our domestic animals, for tlie same great

pervading natural laws operate alike thronali the whole.

How, then, is the power attained by which the forms and
qualities possessed by an animal of an improved breed is

transmitted to his or her offspring? It is not attained by
having been possessed and transmitted through a number of

generations in direct descent ? And does not this power of

transmission to offspring acquire strength on every fresh or

new transmission P And is not tliis equally true of each
separate quality or point transmitted ? And is it not true also

of qualities or points to be avoided as well as of those desired ?

The breeder of improved stock will form his judgment as to

these pariiculars by examination of the pedigree, in which
the Herd Book of the breed will assist him. The word blood

so commonly used to denotfe a thorough-bred animal, as in

speaking of a blood horse, cannot denote anything but pedi-

gree, as the blood of a blood horse, clieniically con-

sidered, would not of course differ from the blood of a cart

horse. Well, the improvement of our native Blacks is at

length taken in hand ; and happily, by noblemen, gentlemen,

and farmers, who doubtless have both the skill and the means
-of carrying it out. And onr black cattle are perhaps in much
the same position and circumstances, having already acquired

some advance, as the old Burhams were when the Collings,

Maynards, and others commenced with them. By following

the same course—selecting animals—the best that can be
found possessing the desired qualities, and breeding those

qualities in^ they will soon acquire the power of reproducing
in their offspring the same excellencies, which power will in-

crease and strengthen as the cultivation of the breed is con-

tinued. It would be rather presumptuous in me to draw a
model of what the future improved native Black is to become ;

but I think I may say that she is not to be exactly of the

iShorthorn ti pe ; but she is to be quite as handsome. The
dairy profits must be taken care of. As she will be a larger

animal, and more well to do in her appearance, she must give

more and richer milk, for there will be no want of plenty of

good fond. Her dairy qualifications will somewhat modify
her form. I should like to see greater breadth, and a rounder
barrel standing on shorter legs. A smaller and finer head,

with a placid eye, particularly in the bulls. The horns can
scarcely be improved with their elegant curve-white, tipped

with black. A more mellow hide covered with plenty ef soft

.black hair.

She's broad in her ribs, and long in her rurop,

A straight and flat back, without ever a hump,
. She's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,

She's fine in her shoulders, not thin in her thighs.

She's light in her neck, and small in her tail.

She's wide in her breast, and good at the pail,

She's fine in her bone, an i silky of skin

—

She's a grazier's without, and a butcher's within,

^he steers will be splendid beasts, and bring the drovers to

our fairs and markets in droves. Good stock are always

attractive, and command the fair and market, and the best

price. That we may know where the best animals are to be
found, and who owns them, we should possess " The Welsh
Black Cattle Herd Book," and try to get our stock good
enough to be entered in it. Uur native cattle acclimatised,

and indeed formed to our climate, soil, and treatment lor ages,

-must with their robust constitution be more susceptible of

profitable cultivation than any transplanted breed. Mr. il.

H. Harvey's observations in the second volume of the " Welsh
JJlack Cattle Herd Book, published at the JFelshman office, are

interesting. His experience in having bred the North and
South Wales cattle together for fifteen years, and without
deterioration, but with iujprovement, must be conclusive tliat

they are the same breed, for had they been distinct breeds, de-

terioration (which is the test) would soon have appeared, and
there would have been no uniformity in his herd of cattle^,

The wonder rather is that the North and South Wales cattle

having been bred separately for a loog period, according to

the taste of their owners, and with the natural variations to

which they would be subject, that the difference of type is

not greater. All breeds, even the most ancient and isolated,

are sabject, more or less, to varia'ion ; aud that variation, if

-.a desiraW.e one, is sometimes cultivated and more fully de-

adxspsL What are called the Wild WJiite Cattle in Chilling-

ham Park, of which there are records of these being there in

the thirteenth century, som'^times throw a spotted call', per-

hnps once in two or three years. It is, however, it is said,

always killed by the keepers. These bt-autilul white cattle

are no more aboriginally wild than our native Blacks would be
under the same treatment. The Wild White Cattle in the
Duke of Hamilton's Park slightly vary—those at Cliarlley are

larger, with other simll variation of type, which shows tiiat

animals of the same breed, if isolated or bred separately, will

not keep a strictly uniform type. The Black cattle were in-

digeuous to Breconshire at no very distant period. 1 was
rather surprised to find this was the case in reading an old

book lent to me, of which I shall endeavour to get another
sight. The Herefords have supplanted them.

FRAMLINGHAM.
Recently at the Frarnliugham Farmers' Club, Dr. J. E.

Taylor, of the Ipswich Museum, delivered a lecture upoa
" The Origin, Circulation, and Functions of Phosphates."

Mr. Goodwya Goodwyu presided.

Dr. Taylor commenced by showing that it was now uni-

versally accepted that phosphates performed very important

functions in the animal economy, but it was a matter of recent

discovery that they were equally important to the health aud
vigorous growth of plants, and more especially of cereals and
leguminous plants. By a peculiar selection, of which there

was no historical account, the vegetable food of man had come
to be composed of just those very plants, or parts of plants,

which naturally contained most phosphates, such as wheat,

maize, peas, &c. We heard a great deal of phosphates at the

present time, when agriculturists were endeavouring to obtain

from the soil as much as it could possibly yield. For some
time past agricultural operations in this respect had been at

high pressure pitch. When we remembered the quantity of

phosphates which were taken in an organic state from culti-

vated soils, that this process went on year after year, and that

in cultivated areas, like Norfolk aud Suffolk, it might possibly

have been going on for a thousand years past, it was very

evident that the soil must have lost its fertility, if in some
form or another these phosphates had not been returned to it.

Instead of that, however, it was a notable fact that the soils

under cultivation in East Anglia, and particularly in Suffolk

and Norfolk, were, perhaps, more fertile now than at any
period in the history of this country. Soils miglit be said to

possess two kinds of fertility—one, their natural fertility, in

which tlie cultivator found the constituents in the soils with-

out having prepared them ; and the other their acquired

fertility, which represented the amount of manurial wealth

with which the soil had been saturated. The lecturer then

proceeded to notice how phosphorus occurred in nature.

Having showed that phosphorus was oi'e of the 64 elementary

bodies with which the chemist had to deal, and that it com-
bined, as phosphoric acid, with a great many other substances,

as lead, iron, magnesia, copper, alumina, &c., he observed that

it was in the condition of phosphate of lime that it seemed to

be most acceptable both to plants and to man. In the flesh

of animals the phosphorus existed as a phosphate of magnesia

or potash ; in the bones of man as a phosphate of lime.

Phosphoric acid was also found in the yolk of egg-, and it

was most important as one of the constituents of [lie grey

matter of the brain, as well as of the nervous system gene-

rally, and without its presence no brain or nerve system could

be in a healthy or active condition. In nature phosphorus

occurred combined in the various ways he had mentioned,

but he would confine his remarks to the phosphate of lime

deposits^ simply premising that the extraction of phosphorus

from iron—as in the ironstone—had been one of the latest

achievements of metallurgical chemistry. The phosphorus
in iron rendered it brittle and almost unworkable—certainly

incapable of being converted into steel. Phosphate of

lime occurred in the igneous roeks, and in those rocks

which had been changed by intense heat in the shape of a
crystallised mineral ot a glass-green colour, called apatite. In
Canada, among the metamorpluc rocks, the thickest deposit of

apatite in the world was worked, for in places this mineral

there reached a thickness of ten feet, three teet of the central

part of tht vein being perfectly pure, or as nearly so as possible.

In England phosphates of lime occurred in nearly every geo-

logical formation, but they were only worked at a profit in the
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lower and upper greensands at Farnhara, in BfidfordsliirR, and
in CHiubridfjeslurp, and at tlie base of tlic red crair in StilTolk,

la Gernianj' they occurred as deposits, lilliuf; up tiie hoUowa
and fissures in old limestone roci<< ; and it whs not ditiicult to

see liow tiiese deposits liad been foruied, for these limestone

rocks were overlaid by a tiiick sheet ol volcanic ashes of ancient

date, and these volcanic ashes contained nearly a half per cent,

of phosphates. It was clear that tlieee phospliates had been

dissolved out of the overlaying stratum by the action of per-

colating water, and had been carried down and precipitated in

the hollows ot the limestone beneath where tiiey were now
beinf( worked by Mr. Arthur Packard, a son of Mr. Alderman
Packard, ot Ipswich. The pho-^pliates of the South of France,

Dr. Taylor went on to say, were richest of their kind in the

vorld, and certainly to a geologist were the most interesting in

point of origin. They also occurred lilling up what iiad once

been great caves and wide fissures |in the oolitic limestone, and
in some pNces it could be seen that the phosphate of lime had
been d' posited layer upon layer, like the coats of an onion,

until the caves iiad been filled up, the phosphate being even as

rich as UO per cent. It varied from this degree of richness to

about 30 per ceut., and, singularly enough, when it was found

in the latter state of poverty, it was always associated with

b mes and teeth of extinct animals, insomuch that the miners

did not like to meet with these interesting relics of a former

world because they invariably Indicated a poor state of phos-

phate. These teeth and bones were well known to geolojist^',

who were able to tell the period at which tli-'j lived. It was
the Miocene period, wiien over this area of France enormous
herds of animals roamed and left their bones to bleach, just as

the bisons now do on the prairies of America. Tiie bones of

animals contained 55 per cent, of phosphate of lime, and when
the skeletons of these ancient animals were exposed to the

weather the phosphate of lime was dissolved out of it by its

action, and carried down to and gradually precipitated in the

caverns and fissures. In that way the French phosphates were
formed. The red crag phosphates of Suffolk were exceedingly

interesting to the geologist, for they often enclosed fossils ; but,

singularly enough, although they were found in the red crag,

they were never found enclosiag red crag fossils, but always

fossils of the London clay period- There could be no question

that the phosphatic nodules, fornaerly aud erroneously called

coprolites when they were believed to he the focces of auiraals,

were of organic origin. They represented, in short, that

portion of phosphorus which had previously entered into the

structure of the soft parts of animals whose hard parts

were found in tlie fossil state. Phosphoretted-hydro-

gen, set fire from the decomposing bodies of animals along

the floor of the London clay sea, had been decomposing, and
phosphoric acid had combined witli lime, little lumps or no-
dulas of flints in the chalk had been formed. The bones and
teeth and shells of the greensand in Cambridgeshire repre-

sented derivative fossils from three or four of the oolitic for-

mations, and at present their origin was not definitely known.
Singularly enough we never met with coprolitic nodules in

their own position except in beds of clay. Clay, when it was
in a muddy state, would allow of phosphatic segregation,

whereas sandstones and limestones could do so with very great

dilBculty ; aud so whenever we came to study the shales of

tlie Silurian rocks or of the coal measures, or of the lias, we
always found abundant nodules of phosphate, allhi.ugh they
were very rarely rich enough to be worked. The rocks con-

taining these had been, during all the ages of the world's his-

tory, when they formed part of the dry land, exposed to tiie

weather action, and tlie phosphates, alter having been formed,

were again broken up, redissolved, and perhaps carried to the

sea, to enter once more into the structures of auimals of a

later period. The fact that pliospha'es are found as the

result of all animal life in every geological period at once
indicates tlieir necessity to the animal frame. On the dry

lands, whatever phosphates may be present must be in a slow

state of dissolving away; and where forests exist it is evident

that the mineral contained in the soil would simply migrate

from the soil into the forests, and back agaiu when the forests

decomposed into the soil. Although there would be a slight

loss from the weather action upon such soils, as fast as the

rocks containing such phosphates weathered they gave up their

phosphates to tlie soil. During the great ioe period, before

man appeared on earth, all the rocks in the North, North-
east, and North-west had been broken up and pouuded by ice

action, aud the remains had been strewn over the greater part

of England, as the upper boulde" cUy well testifies. We
ih-refore find ready to our hand in this respect a soil contain-

certain quantities of phosphates, which have been liberattd

out of these broken rocks. But if we are to obtain rich crops

of eercals itcsn only be dona by giving to the soil that which
seems absolutely necessary to their growth. An analysis of
the different conditions of the different stages of the growth
of wheat plants shows how important phosphorus is to them.
When a wheat plant is in its young stage of growth, say when
it is budding forth its first pair of leaves, the amount of

phosphorus it contains is small. When grown to half its

size we find the phosphorus proportionately greater; thea
when it begins to form the ear it has increased still more

;

and then tlierc seems to be a sudden increase in the secretion

of phospliorus, and in its passage up to that part of the plant

where it is needed, viz., the head, just at the flowering stage.

Tlie pollen of all plants contains phosphorus, and as

wheat and all cereals are what are called wind fertilised

plants, they are known to secrete more pollen than is

absolutely necessary, in ordt-r to enable the wind to blow it

about, and thus to ensure perfect crossing, it follows there

must be a great yielding up, or waste, in the phosphorus con-
tained in the ear of wheat at the time of flowering. This
phosphorus is absolutely necessary to the wheat plant to enable

it to secrete abundant pollen. When the flower head has been
fertilised, the wheat grain begins to set and increase. The
phosphorus in the wheat plant seems now to migrate to this

particular part, so that when wheat corn is perftctly ripened a
larger portion of phosphorus is contained in it than at any
previous period of the plant. NothiuLj could more plainly

prove the function of phosphorus than this. When we place

artificial phosphates in the soil we place them in the conditioa

called solubk", or superphosphates, which are composed, wliea

genuine, of a mixture oi sulphate of lime mono-calcic, di-calcic,

and tri-calcic phosphates, in which mono-calcic phosphates
soould prevail. Phosphate is now soluble, or nearly so,

although the soils contain abundance of iron, a good deal of
this phosphate, when pi iced in them, will unquestionably be
precipitated in the insoluble condition. It is, therefore, abso-
lutely necessary that farmers, before they apply these phos-
phates, should know something of the nature of the soils upott

which they are intended to be placed, and also of the crops
they are intcniiing to rear. Clover, for instance, does not
require so much pho'<phorus as turnips, or pea^, or wheat.
Still, although a portion of the phospiiate remains in t'le soil

in an insoluble condition, there can be little question that it

will be again obtained from it in subsequent years, although
slowly, tor the delicate roots of plants have the power of

making it once more soluble even from its precipitated condi-
tion. This was proved by Professor Sich, who simply obtained
polished slabs of phosphate of time, covered with a httle sand'
which was moistened, and then he planted seeds in them. The
seeds germinated, their roots struck through the sand, reached
the polished surface of the phosphate of lime slabs, and there

dissolved out such quantities of the phosphate as they re-

qiired, leaving on the polished slab an etched outliue of the
work that had been done. It should be remarked that lime
seemed to be the carrier for the phosphorus of the plant, for

phosphorus was found in a plant allhouih the lime with which
It had been previously accompanied might not be chemically
found there. It might be said, therefore, that phosphate of
lime was the readiest condition in which to apply phosphorus
to the soil so as to enable the plants to absorb and assimilate

it. A good deal h d been said lately in he newspapers about
potatoes being cultivated by farmers, and, as far as he was
concerned, he was ci^rtainly in favour ot it, if it was ouly in

order that jieople who lived in towns migiit get cheaper and
better potatoes than at ihe present time. The potato had
been decried by some physiologists, but there could be
no question as to its benefit, especially to people who
have to use their brains, for the potato contains a
great deal of phosphoric acid, and the potato skins a still

larger quantity, and in an easy assimilable state by the
human stomach. Therefore phosphatea, in the shape of arti-

ficial manures, were quite aa beneficial and necessary to potato
culture as they were to the other. The bones of animals,
although more or less solid, were in a constant state of being
taken down or build up with phosphates. The phosphate of
lime taken down from tlitm is carried in the fwces of
animals, and It wa!< this that made the maaure of animals
realiy beueticial. In man the ftecal phosphates were carried
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away cliiefly in the urinp, whilst in animals it was in their i

-dnntt. Tlierpfiire animn.l droppings so far contained more
|

jihosphntes tliHU night soils. l)r. Tajlor poiutfd out ihiu in

Ba!Ure there was a circulation ol phoaphatrs as elaborate and

periVct as the circulition of blood in tlie boily and wnter in

tlie atmo'pliere. Tliere was only tiie same amount, of phos-

phates iu existence now there bad b;'ea when lii'e first began

on the globe, and tlie phosphates so necessary to aninaal

or>;ani-ation, as well as to tlie vetjet- ble kinidora at tlie

present day, luid been equally necessary in all past time, (or

it Very likely entered into the structure ol trention after

creation of ex inct animals and plants, and had been left by

tliem to us as a legacy. (Applause.)

The Chairman asked bo* farmers were to tell the re-

quiremects ol their soils, and whether scientifio knowledge

vas necessary ; and Mr. 11. Gaaard asked wbetner corn or

roots benefited most by superpbosphate, he having noticed the

elfeet of it more in tiirnits tlian in barley.

Mr. Taylor said the larger bulk of the turnip crop always

containing phosphate^, as phosphate of potash, showed that

turnips required most, but wheat would recj aire more, still he

did not consider cliemical analysis of a soil necessary, ex-

.pnrience and observation enabling one totell.tlie characteristics

of the sol. He also funher expl.ined a formation of the

phnsphatio nodules called cproliles. Replying to Mr. Young-

man the lecturer spoke of" flow Crops Grow," by Professor

Chureb, as the only useCul manual. In reply to cllier

questions, he said he should imagine a top dressing was the

best raet:iod of application, since the raia would carry it

-do-vn, but for lieavy soils ploughing iu might be better. For

pota'o crops plouabiiig in would probably be best. Rain

would rather assist the assimilation of phosphates except in

Very poious soils ; the sun would not alfect the matter. TliK

t>p dressing lor wheat would probably be best applied soon

atier germination.

The Chairman, in moving a vote of thanks, expressed to

Dr. Taylor the obligations of the Club for the simple and

lucid w<y in which he had brought before it a scientific aud

diffiiMilt subject.

i)r. Tailor suitably acknowledged the compliment,

Tne Rev. W. W. Bird, iu moving a vote of thanks to the

chairman, suggested that a cour-e ol lectures at FrHriilini;liain

would be much appreciated as at Ipswich ; and Mr. Jeaffreson

expressed siiuilar views.

MIDLAND.
At, the last meeting of the Midland Farmers' Club. Mr. H.

A. Hoviman iiresidinc-, a paper was read by Mr. W. C. B.

Cave upon the breeding and manajienient of horses. Alter

bfitSy glancing ar the liistory of the liorse and its varieties,

he recommended tlose Viho bred horses to do so with a distinct

object. Now that it was not only desirable but essential ta

farm on comn^ercial rules, and to make every department of the

farm pay, it would be wonh while for farmers to study care-

fully whether it would not be more to their advantage and

prolit to breed only first-class animals. He did not mean

pedigree stuck at fancy prices, but good saleable animals—

a

course wliich only required a small extra ou'lay at starting.

When they considered that a horse was not saleable for road

work until he was five or six years old, the folly of breeding

rubbish must be apparent. To those wlio alleged that breedinsf

horses did not pay, he would reply " Try it." Let lliem con-

sider the demand there was for a 15-3 up to 16 fiauds lialt-

br.'d I'orse, US' fill on the farm until five years old, and then

suitaliie (or a trooper, omnibus, van, siiigle-boise car',&i;. It

was the most saleable kind of horse a man coula breed.

When alse was there not a demand for a go3d cart horse?

He did not mean little, undersized tubhish that some breeders

iu this district went in for, and wiiieh were never saleable

fseept for farm work ; bat he meant a hi rse from 16 to 17

hands at least, which the breeder couW work on hi» firm up

to five years old, and tlien sell tor 60 guineas and upwards.

Every farmer might, if he would, sell one or mure of such horses

«very year. These suggestions were intended only for breeders

who did not adopt the course lie recommended. That there

jrmst be many who did adopt it was visible in their own
iown ia the noble animals they sa«r in tlieir railway teams,

and tiatably the omnibus horses of Messrs. Allsopp's Omnibus

t^Coa^aa^. The buying and selling of horses was a delicate

subject for hira to touch npon, but he would give his opinion,

and bis iiearers must reserve their jutgment, A buyer should

adopt one of two courses ; he should either buy from a dealer

and sell to a dealer, or he slioul i buy at auction and sell at

auction. The mistake many buyers made was to buy from a

dealer and sell at auction. If tiiey bougfit at auction, they

must set the advantage in price against the n-k. Auctions

when honestly conducted, and where the buyer's interest was
considered equally with ihe seller's, were undoubtedly valuable

mediums for disposal or purchase. He did not agree with

those who would not put a hunter in hainess. His impression

was that there was no better means of ke-ping hm in condi-

tion during the summer than lij^ht exercise in harness, and
his experience wks that hunters fetched a better price it they

had been broken to h.rness. There was one matter in con-

nection with the purchase and sale of horses which deserved

the strongest reprobation. lie meant tlie system of brilery

which some gentlemen tolerated on tlin part of iheir servants.

A dealer had a liorse for sale, but before a gentleman bought

i' the groom or coachman must see it, and unices the dealer

promised the latter a brilie they knew what was frequently

the result. The blame in the matter restecl principally upon

the masters for not acting more independently. With regard

to tlie caie and management of horses, Mr. Cave condemned
liarsii treatment, attributimg to it a very large percentago of

the vices which wi re found in horses. If there was one

reform more needed than another in the management of

horses, it was the shoeing of them. He was of opinion that

wherever possible, as, for example, in the case of farm

horses, back«, and carriage horses, tfie shoe should be as

ligbi, as was practicable, and there should be no calkings upon

them. The ground surface of the shoe should be accurately

level and the shoe should he imde to fit tlie foot, not the foot

pared to fit the ^hoe. The nails should be as small and as

few and as far fron the heel as was consistent with security,

la the case of hunters, it was necessiry to have calkings on
the h nd shoes to prevent the animal from slipping, but tlie

other side should be rai-ed by thickening to corresp and. For

heavy draught horses, clips, toe-nieces, and calkings were un-

fortunately indispensible ; but the calking should not be too

long, and, above all, Ihe weight sl'ould be equally distributed

over the loot by the toe-pieces being made tlie same heigtit as

the calking. It was really painful to witness the eviienr pain

with which some of their town horses travelled, Tliey ap-

peared to be walking on stilts instead of shoes. The true

function of the Iri g did not seem to be generally understood

It would and it should give securi y to the tread, but too

frequently the shoeing smith either lelt it untouched when it

became bruised and injured, or he pared it away until it took

no bearing at all, and was there'ore unfit to perform the duty

for which it was intended. Unfortunately, in this as in other

matters, prejudice had such a firm ho:d that 90 per cent, of

their shoeing smiths relused to believe that any improveiueut

was possible. Mr. Cave also give some praciical hint?

respecting the feeding of horses, strongly advocating the use

of cut and bruised food.—Some disjusiion followed, iu which
Mr. Lowe commend'-d the reader of the paper for his de-

nunciation of bribery in connection with horse-deaLng.

Unfortunately, similar things existed in connecticn with o her

trades, and he wished thai they were subject to the tame
fearless condemnation.

Mr. R. H. Masfen expressed a doubt as to the profitable-

ness of horse-breeding by farmers, except it was done in sti.d

farms, lie knew that if a man bred half a score during tlie

year of the carriage or the nag kind, he was an exceedingly

fortunate fellow if he brought more tliau two or three ^of

them up to the scratch perfectly sound Hence it was that

the breed of horses was particultrlv dear, as so S'nall a pro-

portion of them were kept soi.ud until a working age. They
were of very little service during their first years, whereas a

cart colt earned hi'< keep at two years old. Wnen they bred

a butlock they knew they could get a good price for hnn even

though lie had a chipped knee or a blind eye, but those de'ecta

in a horse simply precluded all chance of remuuerative sale.

Thus he thouglit that breeding cattle would be considered

more profitable in the Midland Counties than horse breeding.

He believed that horses bred ou hilly ground were much
better than those bred on flat ground, because every day the

colt was bringing his muscular action into play, aud was

likely to prove a much more serviceable animal than thou|(ti
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hft liaJ been brsd in a inar>hy district. In his idea the maia
princifile o: breediiij; w.is never tc use a Imll-hred cire of any

kind, for agricultiirHl [lurposes tliey coulj not do belter than

employ a Cljde.sdale.

WEALTH OF NATiOxVS.
A CATECHISM FOH THE TIMKS.

The following catechism relating to questions raised by

the present reaction iu favour of I'rotedion has been scut

to «is lor pubiicatioii. The writer has evidently thought

much on the sulgect, and we give his stateiQcnt without

couHuitting ourselves to everythin<< that he says:—
What is wealth ? It consists in a man being able to

8U]i|ily all his wants with ths least posible eti'ort.

Win-re does vvealih coiue from ? It comes from labour

ell'ectually ai)|)lieJ to the soil and other kinds of industry,

such as growing corn, cattcii, wool, meat, &«., the raising

ot coal, iron, copper, tin, iScc.,and by mHuufacturiug articles

for the use of man.

Is gold wealth ? No, gold is acknowledged by the

world to be worth a certain quantity of labour, and all

things are adjusted according to the requirements of e^ch

person, and gold is an acknowledged luedium of exchange.

Gold is, really, accumulated labour, or it represeuts it

better thau consumable or perishable goods.

Can a country be poor and yet have plenty of gold ?

Yes, Spain during, or aUer the Amerit^an conquest had

her harbour lull of ships laden with gold and the people

starving. It taught the peojde wherein wealth consisted,

viz., not in gold, but iu being able to supply their neces-

sities.

Why has England become so rich? Because of her

natural advantages; her soil is one of the richest and her

climate one of the best iu the world ; she has a greater

abundance of mineral wealth thau auy other country ; her

iuhabitants are the most industrious. Her motive power

(coal) is of better quality and more accessible thau in any

other country. With the above advantages she has utider-

sold the world's market. She has now such abundance of

capital, machinery and skilled labour, that with free trade

and cheap food, she can siill txp irt, during 1877 and

1878, 252 million jjouuds w irth of produce per year in

spite of the protective duties abroad.

Would she not contiuue to grow rich if a prolective duty

was put on corn ? No, not so fast. The labour market

would rise throughout every department of industry, the

artichs exported could not be made so cheaply, ai\d

fore guers would undersell her mauul'acturers. Exactly in

the same Aay as when the coal famine was in force- Mauu-
factuiiiig interests would soon 11 ig, but in the coal famine

it did not last long enough for us to see the ultimate effect.

Give an instance as to how that will work ? Well, sup-

pose a manufactory was obliged to be worked at sea, and

fresh water was necessary to work it. The captain w;i3 a

protectionist, and said, " This is my own ship, I shall pro-

duce all the fresh water that is supplied at £10 per pipe,

although it could be purchased from passing vessels at 10s.

per pipe." It would cost them so much for water that

other Iree trading mauufacio ies would buy fresh water and

beat them iu the world's market. Whether it is cheap

bread, coal, mouey or water it is all the same.

Now, let us imagine another instance. Suppose

flour, meat, clothing, and tools can be im-

ported at such a cheap r; te that a man can supply his

necessary wants by two days labour, and suppose the

same articles when produced at home cost him lour days

labour, it is plain that iu the former case he has time on

his hands to enrich his country, than by working more

time to keep his own incompetent producers and manu-

facturers Irom starving. The home manufacturers should

discontinue their trade when beaten, like the Cornish

miners did with coppc, when they foand that the same

article could be raised in South America ncir the surface,

and did not require the same expenditure upon labour;

they went out to South America. Every labourer can
see that it is to his advantage, to buy things from abroad
at half the price they can be produ'-cd at home, because'

his 1 ihour produces more wealth and supplies his wants to

a griialer extent than by paying double the price f)r

home manufactured goods and leaving half his wauls un-

supplied.

Can a country be rich and have no gold? Yes, if

exchange could be as easily etfected without as with it.

When oiic man has plenty ol food iu a cold climate, and
no clotliit)g, he is not rich, but if he exchanges his food for

clothing, he increases his weilih; wealth being useless

except to add to the comlort of mm. The French are

rich in wine and corn, the Spanish and Portu;iuete ia-

wine, the Dutch in cheese and butter, the Anitricana ia-

corn and meat, the Australiins iu flocks, and the Cali-

fornians in gyld. A mutual eicbangs enriches each
country, But suppose we can grow corn at £15 per load,

and the foreigners cau supply us at £10 per load. 11

we buy ol ths foreitruer, do we not lose the £15 which'

comes from our native soil ? No; we lose £5 per load-

by producing it at home. If the world's market is £10
per load we lose nothing, because we hold the same value

whether it is in gold or wheat, and can turn it into gold

if we do not want it for food. But, bread happens to be

a more suitable food for the body of man than gold. If

whe'it cannot be grown at the price of the world's mirket,
all onr manul'iicturers find they can be outsold, because

living is cheaper abroad, and people can atlord to fell

articles at prices which would starve those who live under
the artiliciul prices of Protection. If we have Protectiott

our farmers become rich at the e.tpeuse of the rest of the
community. Tliey soon find theirs to be the best busi-

ness ex'ant, they cease to strive to compete with foreigner.a,

but take to fox hunting, shooting, and couising, keep.
pleni;y of game, &c-, which help to consume the wealth of
the land—all which they have a right to do, but not ab
the co!i8uiners' expense. If the farmers tiud they cannot-

corapete vv'th foreigners, they must agiti'-te-for lower rents,

less lithe, fewer taxes, less game, less expensive labour,

better farms, better machinery, and more skilled labour.

The writer cau see no other way.

Many persons think that if we exchange gold for'

fore'gu produce, wc shall lose all our wealth.

They do not realise that if we had a shoA'er of soverei;cn3

or -M-o notes all over the world we should be no richer.

The result would be that gold would be depreciated in

value. If we all had £1 000 now, where we had £1
yesterday, we s-hould be able, at an auction sale, to bid

1,01)0 times higher than yesterday and all articles would'
rise to that extent, But if it should raiu "cats and dogs,''

beef and mutton, brrad and butter, clotliiugand boots and
all other necessities, then our world would suddenly become
rich indeed.

Mr. D. McCiillocb, in the Fortnightly Rzview for last

mouth, states that " For several years past the Americans
have had two price lists, one for Cuiada and the other

tor the United Slates. The price for Canada depends upon
the necessity they are under to make sales, aud it is oltea

as much as SO per cent, below their own price." Mr.
JMcCulloch looks upon that state of things as an evi',

surely auy one would be glad to purchase his requireiuenta

at a reduction of 30 per cent., and it must be a blessing

to all except the home producers, and they ought not to

be a hindrance to the welfare of the rest ot the inhabitants.

He also st3tes that " for years past I7a per cent.

protective duty has been levied on agricultural imple-

ment?, and yet the farmers of Canada are supplied with as

good quaiiiy, and at a cheaper price than any foreign

country could supply thein." If »o, where is tUe need-
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for Pi-otectioD, wtich he is writing to prove ? One would

tbink he was afraid that his own countrymen would prefer

foreign goods of inferior quality, and at a higher price.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION IN
IRELAND.

The Buhlin Correspondent of the Times writes under

date May 29 :—
" The pressure upon the agricult^iral classes, which has

beeu felt throaghont the United Kingdom, has hilherto been

borne with patient endurance by Ireland, through proofs of

its severity are to be found ia the records of the Bankruptcy

Court, and the general stringency of their banking accounts.

No open expression of discontent, however, has been made,

except in a few remote dibtricts, in which it appears to liave

been responsive to sngeestions made for poliiical purposes.

Although the trjing Btason of winter had passed, and there is

now a goodly promise of improvement, the weather having

taken a favourable turn^ and vegetation nov/ reviving, still, as

the landlord or agent pays his customary round of visits to

collect his rents, it is not to be wondered at that signs of em-

barrassment and sufferiug should be more apparent and com-

plaints become more bitter. It is probable, however, that if

a short comparison were made between tlie condition of the

agricultural classes at both sides of the Irish Channel it would

be found that those on this side are, on the whole, better off.

There has been no spontaneous movement on their part to de-

mote anytl\ing like the destitution which is reported to exist

in some districts in England, and, while giving due credit to

them for an unwillingness to express their straiteued circum-

stances, it is hardly to be supposed, that, with abundant means

at hand for letting their misery be known, they sho'aild have

persisted in keeping it so well concealed. It must not be ex-

pected, however, that they will continue much longer to sit

down in silence and apathy under the burden of their priva-

tions and perplexities. A hint has been given which has

quickf ned their intelligence, and murmurs of distress, which

hive a tone of raenace in them, are beginning to be heard.

The subject of a reduction of rent has been broached in two or

three places in the west, and the tenants have been recom-

mnded to demand an abatement. Some instances are related

ef tenants who have followed the advice so far as, with the

full rent in their hand, to insist upon obtaining a remission of

8'J per cent. These, it may be assumed, are rare and excep-

tional cases, occurring in a remote district, where very strong

©pinions have been propagated with respect to the rights of

property ,^but there are symptoms of an incipient agitation

against rent and rates appearing in other quarters which may
cause more uneasiness. What is to be said of the following

resolution which was proposed at the lull meeting of the Naas

15odrd of Guardians yesterday, by Mr. F. B. Fitzpatrick :

—

' That the present agricultural depression, and the painful

prospects of worse times and widesprend distress call for the

greatest economy in the administration of the finances of this

union ; that a i ommittee be appointed to decide and report on

the most expedient mode of retrenchment, and consequently

jeducing the rates in the future to the lowest possible standard.

Tnat relief from the landlords is urgently required in another

direction—viz., by an immediate reduction of rent to an

equitable proportion with current prices and past agricultural

produce—and that we deem it our duty as popular representa-

tives to express our painful regret and astonishment that the

landlords, with very few honourable exceptions, hold to the

hard-and-fast line of rents only reasonable and just in better

times, aud do not come forward in response to tiie demands of

the country with a programme of a reasonable revision of

rents. That such ill policy and want of sympathy with the

people of the country on the part of the landlords call for

greater union among the tenant farmers for their mutual pro-

tection and self-interest, and for a more active and outspoken

line of conduct, and to meet thfir landlords wiih a more formal

aBd outspoken expression of their necessities.' The Chairman

cf the Board, Mr. John Latouche, D.L., oljected to put the

resolution on the grounds that it had nothing to do with the

business of a Poor-Law Board, and tliat it conveyed censure

on the landlords cf the country which was not deserved. He
lematked that the guardians had all worked amicably hitherto,

and he would not be a party to any attempt to sow dissension

between them. As a landlord himself he did not tliiuk be
deserved tiie censure convejed in the resolution. It involved

a charge of misconduct towards his tenantry that was un-
founded. The relation existing between him and his tenantry

was of a veiy friendly nature, and none of them had com-
plained to him that he charged too high a rent, Mr. Feneloa

observed that the Chairman had made it a personal question.

It was not so,but it was well known that what Mr.Fitzpatriek

had pointed to was badly required by the country, Mr. Fitz-

patrick asssred the Chairman three years ago he aid notobjnct

to the discussion of Mr. Butt's Land Bill, which was much
stronger in its purport than Mr. Fitzpatrick's resolution, and
the motion in favour of the Bill was only carried by the Chair-

man abstaining from voting. If the elected guardians of the

people, he said, were prevented from discussing that vital

matter, then nothing was easier for them than to erect a plat-

form and hold a public meeting in Naas. The Baron de

Robeck observed that that was the course which they ought to

take. Mr. Fenelon went on to say that if the landlords did

not hear them there they would have to do so, perhaps in

another place and in a more disagreeable manner, where the

very boldest ideas prevailed. As he persisted in pressing the

resolution, the Chairman vacated the chair, and left the room,
followed by all the ex officio guardians—Major Burrowes, D.L.,

Major Brereton, J.P., Baron de Robeck, D L., Mr. West
Manders, J.P., Mr. E. Moore, J P., Mr. W. Owens, J. P.,

Mr. Fletcher Moon, J.P., Mr. J, Hornidge, J. P.. and
Mr. S. G. Ireland, J. P. After they had withdrawn, Mr.
Fenelon was voted into the chair, and the resolution was then

proposed, and Mr. Tracy, one of the gaardiaas, said he would
vote for it if it would do the tenants any good. He proceeded

to put some questions to the mover, but the Chairman objected,

and required him to put an amendment if he chose. This he
declined to do, and complained that the Chairman wanted to

stifle discussion. The resolution was then adopted unanimously,

and the guardians constituted themselves a committee to con-

sider the part relating to the rules. In this case it will be seen

that the agitators practically admit that the question of rent

does BOt affect the county of Kildare at all, as they make no
complaint against the landlords, but they desire to take part

in a general movement which is intended to dictate to the

landlords, and will be likely to have mischievous effects."

THE DEPRESSED STATE
AGRICULTURE.

OP

At a recent meeting of the Herefordshire Chamber of

Agriculture Mr. Duckiiam read the following paper :

—

The subject which I have beer* asked to address yon upoo
is, I feel, to be one of great national importance. Most un-
questionably the real wealth of every nation consists in the

fertility of its soil and the means taken to develope it.

Mineral wealth is restricted and exhaustable, but science has
shown us that the fertility of the soil is not only capable of
being maintained, but year by year improved; by the applica-

tion of certain ingredients in a concentrated form to supply
that which has been taken from it in the more bulky form to

meet the wants of the consumer. That it is wisely ordained
by Him who cannot err that the very atmosphere we breathe
•flight, buoyant, and pure as it is—tends to that common end,
that the leaves wliich are the lungs of the plant take in and
absorb for the nourishment of the root, that which in its turn
shall supply food for both man and beast, as well as to enrich
the soil for future produc'.ions. These things being so it be-
comes apparent liow important is the interest which is now
felt to be in such a depressed state, and the necessity for an
inquiry into the causes of that depression, and if possible sug-
gest remedies for its relief. This nation, as at present consti-

tuted, is a great and mighty nation, governing the seas with
its fleets, and by its commercial enterprise obtaining food for

its dense population from every quarter of the globe, and I

pray God that that proud positioa may ever be retained. Yet
I feel that it should be the first consideration of the legislation

to foster and guard its inmost wealth by wise and judicious

laws, and that the further wants of the people should be sup-
plemented by equally wise and judicious regulations. Whether
those desideratums, great aud national as they are, have been
duly considered by those who have been entrusted with those
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important duties, are questionaof most pararaount importance,

aud will form lUe sulijccl of tlm first porlion ol my address Cor

yoiir considenition. hut, before doini^so, 1 will brii lly uotice

some of the ideas wliicli have been addressed to llie public

tliroiiffli tlie columns of some of the leading journals of the

day. The idea of a/iiculturiil depression has been ridiculed.

The lower prices of bye-gone days Inve been held up to the

public gtze. The extravagHut niauuer of living of those

euxaged in agriculture, and even the education and cultiva-

tion of the minds of their children, have been adduced as

reasons for the cry of depression, whilst others have volun-

teered to teach them their business. They have been told by

some not to grow corn, but to make the produce of the knd
walk to market in the shape of meat; others have said, " Go
in for the more profitable part of your business, dairy ;" others

"Steam cultivate, drain, and highly manure." Thus have a

whole host of tutors volunteered their advice, but few, if any,

amongst them have ventured to touch upon the root of the

evil ; but on the other baud, they have most perseverinaly en-

deavoured to write down the lew practical men who, like

myself, have had the temerity to challenge their assertions.

That there is an almost unprecedented wave of depression

passing over this kingdom, and that it is most severely felt by

both the agricultural and commercial interests, is only too

well known by those engaged in either pursuit to require

anything to be said by me to prove it. That those interests

have in former years passed through similar vicissitudes and
emerged from them aud flourished, is most unquestionable,

and that they may do so a^jain must be the fervent hope of

all, and of none more so tlian myself, as I believe the real

interests of both trr.de aud agriculture are so beautifully in-

terwoven that it becomes a difficult question to solve when
that of the one ceases and the other begins.

OUR CATTLE TRAiTIG AND FOREIGN POLICY IX COEN
AND CATTLE.

Forty years have now passed since the establishment of free

trade in stock, aud few that I now address cin remember the

depression which followed the repeal of the prohibitory laws,

I may with confidence state that it was much greater than

the depreciation we are now experiencing in the value of our

live stock. Good steers were then sold at £10 per head,

which would now be worth £20 or even more ; but the elas-

ticity of the trade of this country was then rapidly developing

itself, and things soon began to right themselves, when that

direful calamity^ the introduction of foreign diseases, which
were previously unknown in England, spread with alarming

rapidity throughout the length and breadth of the land, and
laid waste many valuable herds. Yet no legislation took

place to check th.eir ravages, and thus many millions worth
of the food of the country was lost, and a very great portion

of its increasing wealth was year by year sent to foreign

countries to obtain that food which would otherwise have

been produced at home, and of a much better quality. Ten
years later, viz., in lSi9, the repeal of the corn laws caused

another depression in agriculture, and a great gloom and
many serious forebodings as to the future of agriculture in

England pervaded during that depression, which extended over

a period of nearly four years. Within that period Isold good
red wheat at 43. 5d., and beans at 3s. 6d. per bushel ; beel at

5d., aud excellent two-year-old wethers out of wool at 4^(1.

per lb. ; whilst wool realised from lOil to Is. per lb. And I

think I may say, without fear of contradiction, that never

was that characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon race—of struggling

under difliculties with a determination to overcome them

—

more grandly di.splayed than by the farmers ol England at

that period. They had fought bravely at the hustings, and
they won the fight which expelled from power Lord John
Russell and his supporters, who had advoc:ited an Ss. per qr.

fixed duty ; but t!\e influence of the potato famine, with all

its concomitant evils, and the rapidly developing trade of the

country, compelled his successor to introduce a more sweeping

measure aud Is. per (jr. was substituted for that of 8s., as pre-

viouily proposed. That shilling- has since been removed.

The discovery of the gold tields of California, and subse-

quently in Australia, gave a great impetus to the trade of this

country,, and was btgiuniug to be felt by the agriculturists

just previous to- the outbreak of the Criraeau War.^ But that

war closed the Russian ports, and gave a sudden rise in vulue

to our cereals, aud those diseases which were undermining the

inmost wealth of this country, and annually withdrawing so

many miilious sterling, were allowed not ouiy to eusl unmo-

lested, but daily fresh virus to be brongTit into the country •.

and the cry raised, for their restriction rem.-iined nulusi'ded by
the legisl iture and ridiculed by the cousumer. \\h. 1st even
many of the stockowners who did not actually sufifer losses ia
their herds and flocks were themselves content to leave things
a-s they were SI) flushe I were they with the temporary im-
provement in prices of all kinds of agricultural produce caused
by that calamitous war. Little had then been done towirda
developing the producing powers of America, and the outbreak
of civil war in that great country further retarded their deve-
lopment. This was quickly followed by the Franco-i'russiaa
War, and as all those years England remained at peac", and
not only retained, but enormously increased, its commercial
position. Almost fabulous fortunes were amassed in a very
brief space of time by those engMged in trade and commerce.
During that period those engaged in agriculture had to contend
with a succession of adverse seasons, yet the visionary pros-
pects of high prices being raaintaiiii'd induced landed projirie-

tors and their agents to uemand higher rents—a demand wliich
many refused to comply with, whilst others felt compelled to
submit to it,, as the mere rumour of a change brought
numerous applicints for their farms, such was the keen com-
petition for land under the visionary and very trausient season
of agricultural prosperity.

But to return to our cattle traffic. The cattle plague was
introduced in 1865,, and allos'ed to extend itself unchecked
and apparently uncared for by the Legislature, until its

ravages threatened the sweeping away of the whole of the
cattle of the kingdom before measures were taken to stamp it

out.^ The restrictions that were then enforced rendered ths
kingdom' free of the other diseases which had for so many
years inflicted so much distress, and in very many cases ruin.
Such dear-bought experience and the unmistakeable efl'ect of
the enforcement of rigid regulations should have satisfied the
most sceptical ol botli our " home and foreign cattle traffic"

being stringently dealt with. But it was not so. The pros-
perity of our trade and commerce vras too great to admit of
any interruption, even when so important an element as the
food of the people was being suicidally swept away from the
land. The statistics obtained Dy this Chamber in 1S73 show
the estimated losses sustained in this county during the year
1872 amounted to £155,2-26. Based upon that estimate, I

made a comparative estimate of the loss sustained in tiie

United Kingdom during that year, showing tlie enormous sum
of £19,510,707; whilst £4,606,582 represented the value of
the imported live stock, being less than a fourth of the loss.

Ti\h information from myself, and much more from others,
waa laid before a select commiitee of the House of Commons,

.

only to be pooh-poohed, and tlie jiidieious regulations asked
for were not granted. Thus diseases continued to lay waste
our home produce until the reintroduetion of cattle plague
in 1877 caused the readoption of stringent regulations, with
the same happy results wliich had attended those of 1866.

After the patient inquiry by the committee of the House
of Lords, the Lird President of the Privy Council introduced'
a Bill, which passed the Upper House,. but, despite all the
convincing evidence that had been given, and the experience
of the very severe national losses which had been sustained,

and tlie further satisfactory proof which to all unbiassed
minds clearly pointed out the course which should be pursued,
that Bill was most severely assailed in the House of Com-
mons by the imaginary representatives of the people, and the
nianuer in which it was divested of some of its provisions has
been made the vain boast of its opponents, but fortunately

sulP.cient powers were vested in the Privy Council to deal
promptly with the reintroduetion of disease, and also to en-
force such judicious regulations for our home tralEc as have
hitherto saiisfactorily guarded our herds and flocks from
further losses. There is now every prospect that free trade ici

live stock will become a v.iluable supplement to our home
productions, instead of being, as it hitherto has been, an
insidious destroyer of the people's food. From the best

information obtainable I made a calculation of the loss sus-

tained by the nation from importsd disea«es during the past

38 years, and, calculating the losses at compound interest,. I
found that they exceeded four hundred millions sterling. It
has been argued that the lossess fell upon the consumer, but;

I maintain that the producer suffered first ; that tliose visita--

tions unduly enhanced the price of animal food; that ihey-'

caused great privations to those uonsuoiers pos8C»siagJja»itedi
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iitcomes and enriched ihs producers of other countries at the

tipense of this uation.

The cuutinued diaiti upon onn branch of industry for so

jnany years CI uld not take place withi)ul being most severely

•felt. In fact, nianv were rained by it, and others very

seriously injured. Whilst this was so on the one hand, it

liaised the price of aiiiinal food to fictitious prices ou ttie other

)i:»nd, which tended to support tlie false value set upon land,

under the iufiueuce of the Crimenn war^ which was bolstered

11 |i by the civii war in the LTuited States, aud subsequently by

the Franco Prus-ian war.

So sensitive are tlie foreign producers of the effect that such

wars have upon this nation that when, with tlie speed of

li.ihtuiiifT, the electric spark conveyed the warlike news Irom

Euffland to America in 1876 an alinist in'iescribable scene

occurred in the Corn Eichange of New York. The daily

papers the next morning represented the corn merchants as

kcreaiiiing with delight at the probability of Eugland being

engaged in war with Russia.

I'HE EFFECT OF THE HEPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS QN
BRITISH ACRICULTUEE AKD THE NECESSITY TOE
LEGISLATION.

The altered conditions of agriculture and the increasing

wants of the country induced a higher ciass of cnltiv-ition by

the free use of fertilizers and a heavy expenditure annually

for feiding stufT-^, so that by increased production the diffi-

culty of foreign competition rany be faced ; and here, too,

came improved machinery and implements to economise and

render more etftctual the labour employed. But all this

lequi.ed the investment of more capital, and gave rise to the

deii%and for security for that capital by an equitable tenant

right. After much discussion an Act was passed having pro-

fessealy that object in view, but, its iitrmissive nature giving

power to bar its provisions, its application is only very par-

tially adopted ; in fact, it is generally rendered nuj^atory, and

the very modest motion ol Mr. Samuelson for the formitioa

of a commit'ee of inquiry was rejected by a considerable

iu«,)orit) of the Hou^e ot Commons.
The severe damages done to crops caused by the over-pre

»prvationof game have hetn repentedly araei upon the Legis-

lature, but liitherto wttljotit effect, and most severe losses

continue to be imposed which are by no means confined to

the lands wliere g^ime is rigidly prfserved. The destruction

of tlie balance of nature and the prohibition of tlie u-e of the

sun have so seriou^ly tended to increase sncli birds as the

voodpigeon, lark, j ickdaw, and rook, that they have become

most seriou'i destroyers of our roof, clover, and corn crops.

I am well aware ot the valne of the rook as an insectivorous

bird but wlieu th.ey are harboured to the extent we now see

them the good they do is more than counterbalanced by the

evil. I am also well awaie that the Uw gives the game to

the tenant, but like the Agricultoral Holdings Act, its pro-

Tisions are usually barred.

FREEDOM OF OCCUFATION.^

The prohibitory agceemeuts enforced as to cropping and

the disposal of the produce of the laod are in many cases

such that the tenant is a mere farm bailitf, tied hand and

loot, only with the following important exceptions: He has

to find the capital to stock and cultivate his farm, he lias to

p.y all rent, litl^es and tas-^s, to incur a'l risl-s ot seasons,

and to pay ior all artilicial manures and feeding stuffs, which

frequently equal another rent.

OUR INCREASED TAXATION.

The tithe rent charge, winch is now upwards of twelve

per C'ut. above the commutation, iiny fairly be taken first on

tlie list. The system under which the tithe averages are

obtained is mo4 unfair to those wlio have to pay. Originally

it^lurns were supposed to be obtained from the Hereford

market, but the law was systema icilly evaded, and the

returns made were so iusignifieaut, I hat Hereford was

expunged Irom the list of markets. Yet the corn sold in

iieielord market is no in>ignifloant t;;iintity, and much of

it passes into factors' hanos to be re sold in distant markets,

wnere returns are made with the factor's profit and cost of

transit added to the price realised by the grower, without

the original low piioe being considered. Besides this, the

Coti'mu atiou Act was based upon the price at which wheat,

uarley, and oals sold per imperial bushel, but the facility

afforded to both buyer and seller of selling by weight has

chused the substitution of weight for measure, and, as the

weight is usuuUy iu ticess of measure, aoiuc four or live per

cent, is thus unfairly added to that impost. In noticing our
taxation, it must be remembered that the law supposes that

tanners make a profit equal to halt their reu'al. I wish my
experience confirmed that supposition, and, I h«ve no doubt
many men wi'l re-echo that wish. The School Boards have
iu many districts imposed an income tax of 2s. in the (lound,

and where they do not exist a voluntary contribution is

obtained to meet the expenses. In this county the luuatic

asylum, which was to cost £40,000, I believe I am right ia

saying, exe eded £80^000^ and imposes an income tax of 2d,

in the pound. The mHinlenanee of the dismrnpiked roads

imposes about a shilling in the poui>d. The injustice of that

imposition has frequently been urged by the over-burdened

ratepayers, who condemned the removal of the turnpike

gUes be ore some equitable provision was made for the proper

maintenance of the rjads, and it may truly be said they
'• asked for a fish, and by the Highway Act of 1878 they

are given a scorpion." On I but it is said tliese are landlords'

matters. Truly when a change of occupation takes place they

become so, but until it di es they are, as I have described

titem, fresli impositious of iucome tax, and here I must ex-

press my surprise that in these days of depression farmers do
Dot (jenerally appeal against our national intOJis tax now
that it is serioasly increased,

THE ADVERSE SEASOINS.

I have frequently heard the remark that the last three or
foi.r years have been most trying seasons. According to my
observations we have iiad lilteen successive trying years,

Cornmeuciug in 1864, which was the driest season on record,

nothing las been experienced like it since 1826, In the

years 1868, 1870, 187'1', and 1876 vre had similar severe

droughts. In such seasons it is next to impossible to secure

the growth of either roots or clover crop?, and as these crops

form the basis for the succeeding corn crops it must be ajipa-

rent that the influence of such droughts is most disastrous,

and the higher the state of cultivation the more severely are

they felt, as the expenditure in manures, &c , is rendered

tutile, ana the pistures become so dried up that ares frequently

lake place troin the sparks of steam engines. To return to

the seasons, 1876 was a rold, wet, and bliahty year, [a

1867 we had a severe frost on tlie '24lh June which again

blighted cur j.rosppcts for corn. 1872 was another cold, wet
year, and much ol the hay crops were flooded, and nearly

the whole spoilt or very seriously damaged. The disastrous

seasons of 1877 and 1878 are too vivid on the mind to require

any remark from me respecting thera.

With such disastrous seasons, snch visitations of diseases ia

onr herds and flocks as those I have described, such serious

increased taxation, aud with rents unduly raised so that no
margin can be le(t to meet adversity, it can be little matter

lor surpries that fuch severe depression is now felt when the

free trade policy of the country is brouffht uninterruptedly to

compete in oar markets, and the produce of the vast corn

fields of America, and the herds of the almost boundless

prairie lands are poured into this country. I was much
snrpried a short time since upon readins? in the 'Times Mr.
Sci.ti's estimate of the cost of production of wheat and

Cattle i I America, w herein he gave the rent of land as co'^ting

ten dollars or £2 per acre. It may be so in some parts of the

Eastern States, although I doubteven that, but it is from the

lar West that we have to look, of both Canada and America,

for the produce with which we shall have to compete. Those vast

territories where free grants of land are made to settlers who
will agree to cultivate it for five years. Tlie corn j;rown iu

the tar West is now conveyed by rail to Chicago, >*here is is

shipped on that vast inland sea (Lake Michigan) from thence

to be conveyed to any part of the known world. The fertility

of the pastures, and the peculiar feeding properties of the

herbage in the vast plains of Texas and su'roundini; States,

where inclement weather is unknown, and many thousands of

cattle graze all the year round ou the pastures which, until

very recently were only kept for their hides, tallow, &c. The
natural advantages of those districts for rearing cattle are

such that no European country can comjjete with, and the

cO't per head of transit by no means eounterbalaucea the ad-

vantages they possess. The rate is, 1 am assured, now do«a
to 50s. per head. Dairy proiluce we have long had Irom

America, and ilie farmers in dairy districts are feeling the

depression in the value of their produce as severely as we are,

therefore it is not any use directing altentioD to that branch
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of our industry. Soil and climate must direct the course of
liubbaudrj lor vvhieti tlieynre best, adap pd.

FllKE TKADE VliRSliS KKCIPIUICITY.

It is worthj of reiiiurk thai, tlie ludu^triea winch forced tlie

priuciplfs ot free trade in cattle and e iru upon tlie attention

of the Le;iislature, under the plea of lowering; the cost of

production, are become tlie forernoft ia the riink deninniling
" llrciprocit)," which is merely another namo lor " Protec-

tion," as it is well known that nil other countries enact heavy

import duties, Eiijilaad alone adinittinp almost everything

duty free Tliis is by some termed a pu'cidai policy, and it

really does appear a iieavy liauilicappinp. A writer in this

Week's Chambers of Agricidlure Journal, who has charly a

g eat love lor llie old coun'ry, hut now resident in Aineriea,

strongly urges i. prottctive duty of twenty-five per cent, upon
all irnpiirtations from oMicr countries that will not adopt the

principle of " 11' liproci'y," and with much force arjjues iu

lavoiir of the estal)li^hInent of such a princijile will our

enoinious colonial posacsbiou', advancing that their producing
powers, particularly those ol Canada, are equal to all the

reciuirements of this country. I may here remark that I have
olteu wondered that the minds of emigrants liave not been more
directed to tlie lar West of Canada rather than the ULited
States.

England is no longer the workshop of the world, and it is

mncli to be deplored that the prestige so long enjoyed for

the excellency of its manufactured goods has beeu in certain

brandies i^o seriously sacriBced by a thirst for rapidly obtain-

insr wealth inducing the manufacture of inferior articles.

Whilst this has been the case with the manufacturers, the

very opposite has taken place with the agriculturists, and
thus almost all kinds of farming stock are in demand for the

improvement of the various breeds iu loreigQ countries.

It cannot be supposed that England can continue to submit
to the drain of wealth which is now being made from oi.

r

shores for mannfactured goods of almost every describable

kinri, in addition to that which has for so many years been
Bent to procure food for the people, without some corresponding

return. When or in what way that return of prosperity will

come is a matter of most serious consideration. 9a long as

the trade of the country contiuues to suffer so severely trora

foreign competition, and remains so depressed as it is, so

long, 1 fear, will the present depressed state of agriculture

coulmue.

THE FUTURE OF BRITISH AGRICUL-
TURE.

Mr. Edward Herringr, of Altofts, read a paper at the

last meeting of the West Riding Chamber of Agriculture,

on " i'he Future of Brilisli Agriculture," in the course of

which he said :

—

We are treading the threshold of a great epoch in agricul-

ture, which demands a complete preparation, and to that end

I will submit to your notice ssveral facts wliieh, on discus-

sion, may enable us to shake off existing impediments and
equip ourselves for the powerliil competition that we fclready

feel, and shall be obliged to tiglit in the immediate Imure.

The question is, Are we as farmers individually etl'ective ? Is

every acre of laud we cultivate producing what it might pro-

duce ? Uo we m.ike as much beef, mutton, wool, and oilier

arlicles, as we might ? Is every requirement so well calcu-

lated that when the frost and snow of a long winter disappear

our horses are strong and well shod, harness in good order,

ploughs and wipplelrees ready. Is there seed corn or guano
to buy when the season arrives lor their use ? Are the tur-

nips done, because not pitted before the storms set iu, and, in

coiisequenre, sheep and bullocks sold off premaiurely, involving

serious loss? Is your grass mower complete—to every uui

bfiiig titiht and knife well rivetted—when hay time conies?

When harvest comes upon us suddenly, maybe, is every

machine and workman ready, each liarvest cart or waggon iu

good running order, roads rutleas, thatch pegs and cords in

their places, with read) -drawn thatching straw at hand— in

fact, ever) thing prearranged so far as human foresight can

attain to the minutest detail, that there may be no let or

hindrance in the prosecution of our work? Having glanced

at the history of agriculture from a scientific point of view,

Mr. Herrini continued—But although scientific men have

confribtited ranch, the miin el»mpn'9 of sofid progress rest

with the skil ul mid observant farmer, many of wlioui have
worked out results vutli an enertiy and perseverance truly

commendable, known enly to fame in their ovvn locnli y,
perhaps, yet having fo(;tprinfs on the sands of time. It w^
however, left for Couain Jonathan to arouse u< from our
lelliargy by the spear of competition— a competition thai is

already making every farmer ;n tins land ask himself lh«
(|iiestion, How am [ to pay my wiy with wheat and birley at
is. a stoii'-, and other cereals brought to our very door Irotn

across the ocean, of superior quality and at a lower pr ce thaw
th.it for which we can grow them j also cheese, butler,, bacon,
eggs, &I-. ? Listly comes the last straw that bre.ks the
camel's back—fresh meat and cattle disease. The question
bc'ore us resolves itself into this- Can we, by a refurmed
and progressive s) stem of n)ana,:ement, successlully compete
wit.i the foreigner? My reply is, I firmly believe we can.
I base my conclusions on the indisputable fact that there is

al undant room for improvement amongst us. Ii has been
truly said, and proved to deinoiistr.ition, that " had and
middling fanning is tlie rule, good larmiiig tlie exceptiim."
The cause of bau and middling farming being the lule will bff

found in the fact that until recent )earseducaiion was not con-
sidered essenliil, uor even useful, to the youth who should
tend the cattle or follow the plough

—

:orgefful, or rattier I
may say ignorant of our living in au aije of progress, when all

must " move on," be he burgher or peasant. That we may
look upon the farmer of tl:e future, let us imagine that his
parents have wisely determined to give him every advantase
of a sound education to fit him lor the struggle—given also
that he is in possession of the natural gi'ts of energy, per-
severance, applica ion, iniiustry, and morality. lie nius',

besides beinj; proficient in the three IVs, have a deep practi-

cal knowledge of chemistry, be acquainted with botany,
geology, animal and vegetable physiology. All the belter tor
his future if lor five years he can be spared the use'ulness on
the farm, likely enough to be looked upon by his parents, to
learn what cannot be acquired at school— viz., business habits
iu some large city establishment, lie will then be in a pre-
eminent position to master the minu'ice of his new profession,

and will soon surpass in practice him who, uncultiva'ed, has
risen from the occupation of crow and pig tenter to tliat of
ploughman, liedger, and stacker. The chemistry of our pro-
iiye enables him to know the composition and mechanical
properties of the soil he tills, the exact depth it may be
worked, and what ingredients or manures he must add in
order to obtain the best possible results from his crop. J
believe the time is not far distant when tlio-e persons not
possessed of the requisite knowledge will seek the advic-. of
the chemist as we do the physician lor our bodily restoration.
How many thousands of pounds have been ignorantly thrown
away in the purchase of unsuitable manures \ Chemistry,
too, will aid him in the choice of feeding stuffs for his catile^

and will at once point cut to him the most economic means
of transferring the vegetable into the animal kingdom. Here,
also, will animal physiology render him as>i.,tance as well,
in the diagnosis of disease with which he, notwiihstanj>a^
good management, will have to cope. Botany and vegetable
physiology will explain to him why wheat yields well and
barl-y perishes in drouiiht—why he, should plou^ili deeply for

roots and shallow for grain. Many excel ent farmers will, I
know, sneer at the coming man, but let it be understood that
learning, minus the natural gifis of energy, jierseverance, tacf^

and disi,retiuu, is of liltle avail. Besides well-ordered brains,,

the farmer luual have sufficient capital, or woe betide him !

Far better be lacking in acres than in pounds, HanJ-to-
mouth farming is simply rniuons in its consequences. Having
tlien secured the man and his money, let us look out for a
farm for him. So important a matter as the rent must be
carefully fixed. Of late, so keen has been the compeiition for
farms, one over-bidding another, that rents have been drivea
upwards by the tenant himself, not the landlor J, who, liow-
ever, is too freijuently blamed. A decided reduction must take
place if tanning is to prosper, otherwise hin towners will have
to take them in hand, with the usuil result of loss and no
rent. If anything is to save the British farmer, it must be
his ability to profitably convert his vegetahle produce into beef
and mutton. Hitherto, as a profitable trausactiju, apart from
the manure made to grow corn, feeding has not been a suc-
cess, Ko doubt one cause of that is the great length ol tim«
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before anima's reach the knife. The prevalent idea that an

aaimal ouglit to be three or lour years old before it is pat up

to feed is grradually beinff exploded, and old over-fed animals

will, I hope, be banished from the shows for fat stock. As

meat manufacturers our motto must be " Quick returns and

fresh faces." It has been allowed on all sides for some years

past that if any farm pays its orcupier it is the sheep farm,

especially where the plan of early feeding is adopted. Turning

b'it-tly to the probable crops and cropping of the future, I

believe that green ciops, at least for drawing off the land, will

not increase in breadlli or expense of production as we better

understand the feeding of stock. Whether corn growing w.ll

pay or not depends on so many circumstances—seasons,

loreign supply, trade, and emigration—that, as I stated at the

beginning of this paper, it would be to court certain failure

to venture prediction. Still, by better cultivation all round,

and by laying down to grass tenacious and unsuitable soils,

difficult to work, and often inconveniently situated for haulage,

a much higher average may be reached. The seed which is

to be put into the ground will not hereafter be the " tailings,"

but selected and olten changed, suitable also to the soil and

situation. No longer may we crop our land by hard and fast

lines of ignorantly framed agreement. The future farmer will

be free to act as his knowledge and skill directs him, and tiie

exigencies of the times demand. Many and various have

been the nostrums propounded to cure the present distress.

Amongst others a return to primitive habits of life. Penuri-

ousness, rather than prodigality, generally speaking, is [the

fault of the farmer. For those who have risen above serf-

dom I plead that a higher standard is required than sufficed

for their forefathers, yet a standard demanding no lavish

expenditure for its maintenance. The farmer quite as much
as the tradesman requires relaxation from business, in what-

ever form most agrt-eable to his tastes. For some years I

have made it an animal practice to give all my workpeople, in

addition to a harvest supper, a summer day's excursion to a

watering place or to the Yorkshire Show, granting them their

day's wages and expenses. Apart from the pleasure in minis-

tering to the comfort of others, it will be found a very pro-

fitable transaction. The narrow prejudices of many of our

workpeople would be removed by their seeing that the world

extends beyond the confines of their own village and neigh-

bouring market town. Another cure propounded is a return

to protection, in the garb of " reciprocity." With Mr. Forster,

the illustrious member for ]5radtord, I believe " nobody in

England has any chance of getting it ; because you may
depend upon it that the large body of consumers are too

powerful ; especially the agricultural interests, knowing that

they cannot get back any protection to their food, and know-

ing that the country will not bear that, will not, as they have

said through the mouths of two or three of their best speakers,

allow the protection which they have been forced to give up

to be carried out at their expense by the manufacturers." The

word reciprocity bears too much resemblance to the old

Jewish law of " An eye for an eye and a tootli tor a tooth
"

to be acceptable to an Englishman. Then we have applauded

the generous consideration of many landlords who have

returned to their tenants a very acceptable percentage of rent.

It is only a very temporary relief, however—a putting off of

the evil day. A. whole year's rent would no doubt put many

a struggling tenant on his legs ; but few owaers, if willing,

are in a position to do that. Far better for them to effect the

necessary improvements on their estates, or, failing that, the

tenant should have compulsory power of compensation granted

him by law, whereby he could be recouped on leaving his

holding lor the value of all unexhausted improvements effected

by him. AVith an eye to the future, let us continue to sup-

port our valuable agricultural societies, which supply us with

information, and provoke in us a commendable spirit of emu-

lation—watching that they do not become the mere encou-

ragers of fanciers and experimenters rather than the competing

ground of tenant farmers. Our chambers of agriculture and

farmers' clubs, when vigorously encouraged, will do more

towards making British farming a success than any other

institution.

DEPRESSION.—First city man (Optimist). How's basr-

nesswithy&u? I can't help thinking things are looking

bet " Second city man (Pessimist). " Drifting fast to

the workhouse! And what makes me doubly anxious is, I

can't think who '11 be left to pay the poor-rate ! \"—Punch.

OUR CROP PROSPECTS.
Mr. Thos. C. Scott writes to the Times-.—
The most conspicuous feature at the present time is the

lateness and deficiency of grass. Almost no stock has as yet

been turned out auywhere—a month after the usual time.

Tlie great hay crop of last year has been nearly all consumed,

and the prospect this year is very iudiffereut ; for not only is

meadow grass late and stunted, but much oi it will have to be

graced for want of keep on the ordiniry pastures. These

circumstances have caused young stock to fall in price and

half-fat auimals to be seat to the butcher, and if we had not

lost the monopoly in the supply of beef and mutton, they would
have enhanced their prices, instead of which they are on the

decline. Hay, however, being an article of expensive carriage,

and one of which we cannot therefore depend on a foreign

sopply, is not unlikely to be double its present low price by

the time the growing crop is secured.

The price of Wheat, on the contrary, is no longer affected

by home prospects and the weather, o;herwise the backward-

ness of the crop at tl«e preseut time, the thinness of the

plants on the ground, and the all but certain reduced area

sown would enhance [,it, instead of whicih it is declining

both in this country and in France, where the cro^j prospects

are much worse than our own. The only data ws have for

for anticipating a good wheat yield, in spite of present ap-

pearances, is the lateness of the crop, which renders it com-

paratively sife against subsequent checks in its growth, early

luxuriance seldom preceding a good crop, and the certainty

that the hay crop will be a deficient one, a sure forerunner of

a proportionately good wheat yield.

Barley has had an indifferent seed bed, and, in addition to

the usual break, much ploughed-np wheat land has been sown,

so that the area under this crop is likely to be much larger

than that of last year. Oat sowing was frequently interrupted

by rain and snow, and the crop is, therefore, at least a fort-

night later than usual. Fine summer weather in the south

may remedy this, but it may be a serious drawback to the

ciop in the north, where it is often overtaken by winter

weather before it is reaped. Green crop sowing has been

seriously delayed by the weather, so much so, that mangel

wurtzel is even now being sown in the metropolitan counties ;

whereas to insure a maximum crop it should have been sown
six or seven weeks ago. The sowing of Swedish turnips and

kohl rabi is being proceeded with, but not on such fme seed

beds as they require, and if the present cold winds continue

the young plants are certain to fall a prey to the fly.

On the whole, then, there appears no very redeeming

prospect " looming in the future" tor the rent-paying farmer,

and no panacea appears as yet to have been found to enable

him to meet his onerous obligations in existing circumstauces,^

THE NITRATE OF SODA WAR.

The Times comments as follows upon tlie war novr

raging between Chili on the one side and Peru and

Bolivia on the other :

—

As to the merits of the quarrel there can be little doubt that

the sympathy of out^siders and neutrals must be given, as we
said not long ago, to Chili. The struggle is in the main a
commercial one, and Chili is contending for freedom of trade^

while Peru has, in its own interests, taken the side of restric-

tion and monopoly. The mineral wealth of the desert territory

of Bolivia which intervenes between the frontiers of Chili and
Peru has been largely developed of late years by Chilian

capitalists. It was very natural, therefore, that the Chilian

Government should desire to come to some direct understanding

with that of Bolivia as to the import and export duties to be

levied on commodities passing through the Btjlivian porta

whose trade had been entirely developed by the enterprise of

Chilian citizens. A treaty for this purpose was concluded and
ratified in 1875, and until a short time ago it seemed to be

working to the satisfaction of both parties to it. The chief

industry of the territory in question was the working of silver

mines and the production of nitrate of soda, the latter, as is-

well known, a valuable ingredient in the manufacture of agri-

cultural manure. The working of this produce aroused the

commercial jealously of Peru, which derives a large profit from

its vast deposits of guano. The Government of Peru had-
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already establislieil a monopoly over the production of nitrate

of soda witliin its own lerrilory, to the injury of Cliilian

capitalists, who had cumnipnced the industry, anil having

concluded an injurious commercial treaty with Bolivia, it en-

deavoured further to extiuKuinh tiie Chilian trade in nitrate of

soda by the purchase of the Chi ian works established on

Bolivian territory in the neighbourhood of the port of Antofa-

gasfa. This etfort failed, but the Bolivian Government, in

violation of iti treaty engagements with Chili, and in fulfil-

ment, as is supposed, of a private arrangi ment with Peru,

imposed a few mouths ago a tax on the export of nitrate of

soda and other products from the ports nnderits control. The
Chilian Government at once protested agaiubt this measure,

but the Bolivian authorities proceeded to levy the tax by force,

and occupied the nitrate of soda works. Thereupon the Chilian

Government despatched troops in sulBcient atrcusth to over-

come the Bolivian resistauce, and this action seems to have

been regarded at Peru as equivalent to a declaration of war.

Explanations were demanded at Lima on behalf of the Chilian

Governmeni and relused, and the Chiliaa Ueet was thereupon

despatched to blockade the port of Iquique. It is reported

that Bolivia is now about to take an active part in the struggle,

and has collected a force of 6,000 men, destined, if Peru can

furnish them with transport, to atteniut the recapture of

Calama, which has fallen into Chilian hands. So far as we
can judge at present, the substantial right seems to be on the

side of Chili. Bolivia has to all appearances violated a solemn

engagement, and Peru has simply used its power and influence

in the endeavour to extinguish an enterprising rival in trade.

It is quite possible that there may be something to be said on

the other side of the question ; but as matters at present stand

it would appear that Peru has pursued a purely selfish policy

and one very injurious to an interest in which the whole world

has a share. Meanwhile it is difficult to see what advantage

can come to any one from this untoward struggle. The much-
Texed agricultural interest ia this country and elsewhere will

suffer yet again from the scarcity and increased price of one of

its most important commodities ; for even if trade were not

impeded, nitrate of soda, the causa belli, has been declared to

be contraband of war.

THE TIPTRBE BUDGET.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The cool complancency with which farmers an"
their friends talk of the duties incumbent ou landlords'

towards everybody, except their own order, is eminently

edifying. They are to let tenants do with their land

exactly what they please—they are to impose no cove-

Dants which will secure proper cultivation—tenants are

to " stand no repairs "—the landlord is to lay out any
amount of money which may suit the fancy of a senti-

mental husbandman, in new handsome cottages for men,
and enlarged, commodious, farm buildings, "suited to the

spirit of the age "—and finally he is to let his land at a

rent that will not cover the interest, or the capital spent

on the homestead, to say nothing of the purchase money
of the acres. Could' nt these apostles of what are called
" liberal covenants," go a little further, and modestly
suggest to an oppressive " landocracy "—I think that is

now the nickname for the unfortunate owners of " dirty

acres "—that in place of pail'ing rent, the tenant should

receive an honorarium for cultivating them ?

But I write, not to dispense opinions, or criticise

strictures, but rather to ask a question. My much
respeeted friend and fellow citizen, Mr. Mechi, has done
that which the wisest of men longed for his enemy to do
—he has written a book— and from time to time he
reports in your columns and elsewhere, his annual balance

sheet. These have beea handled roughly by men, who,
because they have done all their lives, that which he has
done better in hia later years, think he has no right to

know what they arrogate as the monopoly only of their

own experience. The sage of Tiptree is assailed by
determined sceptics. They can't do what he accom-
plishes, and therefore they llatly deny his slatemeuts, and

challenge his facta. His Triptolemoan achievements
are relet,'ated to the regiou of tho nebulous Mrs. Harris,
of whom the envious Mrs. Prig ventured to say," I don't
believe there's no sic'i person !

"
i have no vocatioo tan-

to compom-rc litcs. In both the critics aud the criticised,

such diversity of arithmetical principle is revealed ia
their several statements of account, that, in common with
many others, I despair at coming to any assured conclu-
sion by taking up the slate and " doing a sum ;

" aud I
therefore propose to approach the issue by another route.
The solution of the question involved, is literally of
iufinite national importance. Can any people surmise
the ruiu of their agriculture ? Can England live without
her yeomen, and her peasantry ? Can the Constitution,
can our social eeonomy survive the deletion of our peers,
our lauded gentry, our clergy, and the thousand auxiliary
interests that hang npon their life ? If it be cheaper to
import than grow and produce, what is to pay our rates
and taxes ? What is to recruit our array, if we are all to
become winkle-weavers and thrumsters? You record
thousands of farms reduced to half-rent—as many more
thrown on the hands of their owners—a bankrupt tenan-
try, and struggliug squires. 1 have accounted for this
as for the famines in India, China, Morocco, Egypt,
formerly in Ireland, as what the Roman law called
damnion fatiilc—ihe. act of God—the result of a general
law of cycles of seasons, which Joseph had the wisdom
to allow for, but which we have entirely ignored.—Is the
depression the result of cases inherent in our own nor-
mal condition ? or has it its source in antecedents al-
together exceptional? Land is dearer in France than ia
Eugland; dearer in Italy, in the Netherlands, Holland,
in our Channel Islands. In fact, where in Europe is it

to be purchased at so low a rate as the price of Tiptree
Farm ? Are the burdens on land less abroad than here ?

In other words, is the Protection which prevails all over
the Continent, and in America, less burdensome than
Free Trade ? Our farming tenantry and peasantry are
entirely exempted from the onerous duties imposed to
sustain " native industry " in other countries; they are
n^ot doubly taxed as those of the United States, Canada,
France, Germany are—once by the State, but more,
heavily by the protected fellow citizens. The burdens,
borne by our agriculturists are the creatures of their owa
extravagance—178 millions spent in imported meat and
drink—145 millions in home-brewed beer, spirits and
tobacco. No nation can long stand that ; no other
nation does endure it.

But the question I want you and your readers t&
answer, is this :—The four last seasons have been quite a*
unpropitious at Tiptree as anywhere else. It has had its

long winters, frosty springs, snowy summers, and rotting,

rainy, harvest homes. The soil, 1 understand to consist
of third-rate heavy " three horse " land. At £25 per
acre for the freehold, what better indeed could be ex-
pected ? In the last most unfarourahlc i/car Mr. Mechi
reports all his wheat crop as yielding an 37 bushels to he
acre; this in the worst season, against .in average of 12
bushels in a fine season in America, and oj in Kussia.
In France, in the best years, the yield is greatly below
Tiptree at the worst. Two of Mr. Mechi's fields pro-
duced, the one 6i, the other five quarters, or 52 and
40 bushels respectively. In 1868, one field yielded 6-4

bushels, and 40 acres averaged 56 per acre, followed ia
ISG'J by 52 bushels. In 1878, the barley averaged 36
bushels. What would the good land and culture do ia
average seasons? Now, either these quotations are not
consistent with fact, or, in my apprehension, they solve
the whole question of free competition. Is it, or is it not
true that the land in this country and climate, so inferior
as to be worth only, at the outside, one-fourth of the pri 3

current for the arable laud of I'lauce, the Netherlauj*
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or Gurmany, yields ia the very worst season inore than

three to lour times as much as that of the United States,

Canada, or Russia, in the best ? All the rival wransiling

about balance sheets, omitted items of charge, saddlers'

bills, and farriers' accounts, are disposed of by this state

of the case. ^^ ages are h'tther, tradesmen's charges are

heav.er ia the New World than in the Old. It costs as

much to re-ciaim, plough, harrow, sow, reap, stuck aud
thrash an acre yieldins; twelve bushels as the same area

yielding sixty. The farm house, stables, cowsheds, burns,

granaries, waggons, ploughs, have to be paid for iu Illi-

nois, Minnesota, or Ontario, just, as certainly as in Essex.

The homesteads of France, Italy, the Netherlands, Switz-

er'.aud, or Holland, aie not less am[)le or expensive than

our own. To be sure, the people work harder aud
logger, and are paid less, are more frugal, less wasteful

and expensive than ours. But what can be done at Tip-

tree, can be achieved all over the United Kingdom. It has

no abnormally favourable conditions. The sun has been as

sparing, the frost and rain as lavish of their presence, at

Mr. Mechi's farm, as anywhere else. If we can raise on

one acre as much as other cultivators can on four, it is

unnecessary to look anywhere else than to our own mis-

managfUieut, if we caunot make the two ends meet with

a good lap over. Lord Derby keeps telling us we can

grow twice as much as we do. V/e have the wealthiest

customers in the world to take, at our own doors, every

corn and horn we can grow and breed. We have seen

that foreign produce cannot be sent from Colorado to

Mark Lane, Liverpool, or Glasgow by any means for

nothing. Continental farmers are not ruined. The
Swiss, the Dutch, the French, the Channel Islands tillers

live and thrive—but they do not cultivate forty acres

badly iu place of ten acres well. The facts and the advice of

Mr. Mechi point to the conclusion that our farmers

should occufiy half as much land aud till it twice as highly

as they do. Perhaps peasant proprietories should be largely

interspersed among them. Perhaps also if tenancies

were converted into copyholds at a ground rent with

option of enfrancliisentieut, our agriculture might be re-

juvenated. At all events there are the details of the

culture and produce of Tiptree Farm in the most adverse-

seasons. Are they trustworthy ? If they be, is it not

quite clear that we can meet habitually low prices by

larger crops, and beat the greater chsajniess of foreign

production by a gieater average growth per acre?

No doubt even the highest prices and the largest

production will not enable any class to bear up against

improvidence and extravagance. Wise men save iu good

seasons to provide for the deficiencies of those which are

bad. Free trade has rendered vast compensating advan-

tages to the tillers of the soil. It has relieved them of

the taxes they paid for home-protected trades and in

colonial differential duties. It has increased the purchase

power of wages and incomes by at least 50 per cent. If

the profits of the farmer have been reduced, so in quite

as great a measure have his personal and domestic ex-

ijenses for the like commodities. If he tiaa not chosen

to avail himself of the advantage—if cheapness has not in-

duced hiiu to save more, but only to consume more

—

if he has preferred self indulgence to self-denial, it is very

clear that he cannot both have his cake and eat it.

I am, Sir, &c., Sidney Smith.

The Manor, Feltham, June, 1879.

SOMETHING LIKE A FAMILY MAN.—AVe learn

from one of our conterapDraries tiiat Julin Duun has no

fewer than fieventeen Z du wives, and "a corresponding

number of children." Whatever that may be in precise

figures, it is clear that this, gentlemnn must have added a

a°large increment to the already numerous family of the

" Dunn Browns."

—

Punch,

I THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE.
The following circular has just been issued " to far-

mers aud others interested iu agricultural reform :"

—

It has been long felt by many farmers, as wt-ll as by otheis
who under>t:»nd the necessities of modern fHrmiiip, that the
couditioLis under which tlie cuUivation of the soil is carried
on are highly detrimental to agricultural prosperity, and, as
obstructive to increased production, prejudicial to the
interests to both landlords and tenants, aa well as of the
public at larfjp.

The serious position in which landlords and tenants find

themselves placed urgently demands that every legitimate

effort he made to encounge the development of the resources

of the soil, and the preliminary step iu this direction must be

to free the ^)usine^s of fanning from the trammels of unjust

laws, aud th« cultivftiou of the soil from the unwise aud ia

many cases absurd restrictioua which obstruct its improve-
ment.
The hopes of Agricultural Reform have hitherto proved

delusive, and the reason plainly is because the interests of

those engaged in agriculture are not adequately represented

iu Farl.ament.

The first thing towards the redress of those Agricultural

i;rievauces which have to be dealt with by Parliament i

manifes ly the election of men who really represent the
interests of agriculture.

To accomplish this, farmers have only to assert their politi-

cal independence and elect candidates who really represent

their views, and thoroughly possess their conSlence.

The Farmers' Alliance is organised to help towards the
return of such representative?, as the proper Ciinstitutional

means for the redress of the grievances complained of, and to

promote the other ohjpc's utated in tlir Provisional Pio^ramme,
by the united action of all who are iu (avour of Agricultural

Ketorm.

PROGRAMME OF THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE.

(Subject to amendment at a General Conference of Mem-
bers, to tie held in London, July 2nd, 1879J.

1. To secure the better representation of tenant-farmers in

Parliament..

2. To stimulate the improved cultivation of the land by
obtaining security for the capital of tenants invested in the

improvement of their holdings.

3. To eucoiirage greater freedom in the cultivation of the
soil and the disposal of its produce.

4. To obtain the abolition ot class privileges involved in

the Laws of Distress and Hypothec.
6. To promote the reform of the Game Laws.
6. Tti otitaiu the alteration of all legal presumptions which

operate unfairly against tenant-farmers.

7. To secure to ratepayers their legitimate share in

County Government.
8. To obtaiu a fair apportionment of local burdens between

landlord and tenant.

The subscription constituting membership is fixed at 5s.

per annum, or £5 for li*e ; but to meei the large expenses'

necessary lor the objects of the Alliance it is hoped that many
members will contribute to the lunds in excess of the minimum
subscription.

A Donation Fund has been opened to meet the preliminary

expenses, to which the subscriptions of well-wishers are in-

vited.

The snccpsa of the Alliance must depend on the zealous aud
willing co-operation of those whom it is proposed to benefit,

and they can at present co-operate most effectively by joining

the Alliance themsekes, and by inviting the attention of

frieids and neighbours to its objects, and soliciting them ta

become members.

Signed on behalf of the provi^ionial committee :

James Howard, Chairman.
James W. Darclay, 1 Vice-Chairmen.
R. P. Bleinnerhassett, )

William E. Uear, Hon. Sec.

Temporary Offices, 265, Strand, London, W.C^
May, 1879.
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The following G -nt'exen have consontpd to act on the

Viov]»,ouui L-oiiimiUee, witli power to iidd to llieir number :-

Mr. W. Alexander, li^nf, Kineiirdinesl\ire.

„ J.)l;u C. Alli-ii, Cole Gieen, Hertford.

,, Tlios. A^eliiitr, Roclifs'er.

Sir G. l^Hiriiiir, M.P. tor Kiiicarilincsliire.

Mr. T. liell, Gitesliead-onTyne, Uurliam.

„ 11. 1'. Hleniierliiisspit, M.T.

„ J. 1). Hroiitfliton, iMirket, llarhoro', Leicestershire.

„ J. C. Brown, MP., llcrsliam, Sussex.

,, Jaines Byrne, Siiaiihallyinore.

„ A. McNeel Caird, Genoch, Uunragit, N.B.

„ Tlios. J. Clarke, ll'uhy, Warwickshire.

,, U. Curror, Kdiiibiiri;h.

Ctpt. Deir, Walroiiiin-Naze, Essex. ^
Mr. J. Newton Delf, Bunjr-iy, Norlolk.

„ T. Eary, U.l\, Newark, Not*?.

„ J. G. Ell wards, Stookbriil{?e, Hints.

„ Richard Eiisland, Wells Norfolk.

„ lleiirv Evershed, Kenaiiininn Bark Road.

,, W. t\mler, LpylOMs'oiie, Essex.

„ Joshua Ereemaii, Dersinnhara, Norfolk.

,, F Fr'^enian, M.A., Tof'enlia'n.

,. T. Gavford, Ti.etford, Norfolk.

„ Win. Go'.dler, B-ilshaiP, Forfar.

„ S. lladlind, Clattereoie, Warwickshire.

„ C.T. Hicks, (}t. Holland. Essex.

„ James Howard, Clnphain Park, Beds.

„ J. T. Homer, H insworih, Dorset.

„ G. W. Latham, Simlback, Chesliire.

„ P. Lemon, Reepham, Norfolk.

„ F. Lons, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

„ James Lonp, Heulow, Beds.

,, Wra. Lyall, Caddonley, Selkirk.

^, Wm. McCombie, Tillyfour, Aberdeen.

„ John McCnllocb, Deunie Mains, Lacherbie, N.B.
„ F. J. Mann, Shropliain, Norf .Ik.

„ T. M. Nicol, Kernemuir, N.B.

„ James Odams, Bishoy Stortlord Herts.

„ Win. Riildill, Hiindalee, Jedlmrffh.

„ W. H Robarts, 46, Museum S'reet, W.C.
,, W. Roper, Fraut, Tnnhridpe We'ls, Kent.

„ Tbos. Rose, Melton Ma^na, Norlolk.

„ Edward Seriven, Lei.rainfiton, Warwickshire.
Prof. Sheldon, Sheen, Derbyshire.

Mr. R. Smith, Kimberley, Norfolk.

„ Wm. Smith, Stone of Morphie, Kincardineshire.

„ John Sweetman, Drumbaragh, Wells.

,, Garrett Taylor, Norwich.

„ J. O. Ho«ard Taylor, Thorpe, Norwich.

„ J. Thorn, Kirkhythore, Westmoreland.

„ J. Twaites, Carletoii Forehoe, Norfolk.
Capt. Verney, R N , AnL'lesea.

Sir D. Wedilerbiirn, M.P. for Haddington.
Mr. CharleH Whitehear), Maidstoie.

„ J. S. Willison, Maxwelton, N.B.

Treasurer : Mr. James Odams, The Granee, Bishop Stort-

ford. Hon. Secretary : Mr. William E. Bear, 265, Strand,

W.C.
A Conference of Members only will he held at Exeter Hall,

London, on the Wediii'sday of the Royal Agricnltural Sliow
week, July 2iid, 1879, at 2 p.m., to be followed by a Public

Meeting at 8 p.m. in tiie same place.

The following is a copy of Mr. Lonq's (of Heulow,
Beds) adiiresB to the fanners of Bedfordshire '•—
TO THE TENANT FARMERS OF BEDFORDSHIRE.

Gentlemen,—You have no doubt seen in either the daily or

comiiy papers some nolice of a '" Farmers' Ailiance" lormed

at a melting in London, consisting of Members of Parlia-

ment, tenant fanners, and othtrs interested in promoting the

p-osperi'y f f agriculture. A programme has beeu issued

statins tlie nV.jects of this alliance ; and a committee formed,

of Aliicli Mr. James Howard is appointed chairman.

As one o( the class of ten'int larmers in the countv of

Bedlord I feel it a duty to offer him thus puhhcly ray heary
thanks or the efforts he is making on !beir bel'alf ; and for

this alliance movraicnt, which, I presume, ho was the first to

set on foot. The clear and excellent letters on agricuHurel

depression, which vere wriitiii by that gentleriian to the T m-s

durinir last month, must, 1 thi'ik, have convinced the publio

tint then- is need for some movement on the tenant fanners'

behal , to alforrt him that security hir bis capital invested itt

the land whie'i the A','r cult'iral Hohlinu'S Act acknowledged

to be Awny;/, but whicli also it allowed every landlord to

eva 'e.

It seems to me to he the intere<t and thn plain duty of

every tenant farmer in England to join this Farmers'

Alii nice and to give it bis snoport. Some perhaps may say

" Wliat good will come of it ?" " What alteration in tlie law

as between landlord and tenant can make fHrining protitable

with had seasons audio* prices?" Certainly none; but this

is no r.a^on why th<t which is the tenant's own should not

be legilly secured to him, which at present it is not. Others

may say that the ot jects of this " Farmers' Alliance " ar.'^ too

sweeping and comp.eliensive, and involve t lO much. This

certainly need nor binder anyime from joining it. There is no

fear (I he A'.'ricultural Hildings Act to wi') that any Govern-

meni will grant too much; nor, indeed, do tenant farmers

desire anything unreasonable or nnlair.

No one can travel fr m Bedford to Oxford, or the same

distance in other parts of the c nntry, witnout being convinced

of the greatly deteriorated condi ion of the Und. Sora-tliingj

it IS pluiii, is' necessary to be done il it is retained in cultiva-

tion at all. What mn-t it t e ? The panicea of some land-

lords is, " Put more ctpit^l into vour land." This, however,

IS only half their meaning; they mean also, " Put more

capital into your land that we may be surd of keeping up our

rents and cropping restrictions; " well-knowing, as they do,

that under the present state of the law the tenant, is soon as

he has invested it, has placed his capital absolutely und. r

their control. But where is the money to come Irom? or

who will inve-t it in such times as these at such a ri>k ? I

do nnt for a moment imply that all, or even the majority of,

landlords having this meaning, thoufrh in too intny instances,

where they th'-mselves have not, the ajent is known to act

upon if, and this caiise-i even greater dissatisfaction.

I have, together with all the tenants on the Henlow
Grange estate, the satisfaction to occupy under a good and

liberal landlord, who allows his tenants the tulle^t liberty of

cultivation and sale of produce ; and, although this has

existed for some years, yet I venture to assert without boast-

ing, and without fear of c(m'radiction, that the cultivation of

the parish of Henlow will comp^ire not un avourably with

that of any other paiish in the county. 1 refer to this, not

only to prove that freedom of cult v. tion is not injurious to

tlie laud, tiut ra'her induces a larger outlay upon it. I do not

know if this will be any part of the pro^jramme of the

" Farmers' Alliance." My own opinion and belie is, and has

always been, that a two jears' notice to q^it, with entire

freedom of cultivation and sale of produce, up to (he time of

notice, and from that time a compulsory and strict adherence

to the four-course husbandry in accordance with it-i present

meaning, would be a much better alieratim in the law than

any compensation clauses. It would he much more simple;

applicable in every county; and, I believe, would satisfy the

great body of tenant larmers, without, in any way injuring

the landlords' intere-t ; it would avoid all valuations between

them, which n.ight he a Iruittul source ol dissatislaction, and

all consequent appeals to the Law Courts. I hope tl e Far-

mers' Alliance may adopt this view. It is, I believe, the

principle which is acted on over all the Eirl of Leicester's

estates.

As to any alteration in the Gime Laws in England, I

c:>nlesi tiiat I do not sfe what can be done. The law at

present gives the right of sporting to the tenant; and he by

private arrangement contracts himself out of it. As to any

moral right, there mus' be the same right to keep pheasants

and hares as poultry and pigs; the moral wnmg is where

game is kept—as is too uflen tl;e case—at the tenant's ex-

pense. Tills, liowever, must be left to right itself. In a
thickly-populated and hiibly-civilized country the value of

sporlins; r ghts will nndoubteilly increase, and agriculture will

have to adapt itself t > the phase of the times.

I certain'y ito not de.-ir^-, nor do I believe that the great

body of ten. nt farmers in England desire, to see an) change

in the ownership of land ; they desire only a legal security

for the capital they invest in it, and liberty to cultivate aa

they please. This, I believe, is the maiu object of the
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r*rraers' Alliancp, and fir this reason I hope that every

tenant farmer in Bedfordshirewill join it. Every other interest

in England has seme organization areongist its members for its

whoproteciion; the tenant tarmers, though representiufi(accord-

ing to Mr. Cainl) four hundred milhoLS sterling, have none.

ISIow is the time for tliem to join one. Send 10s., or at least.

5s., to the Secretary of the Alliance, Mr. W. E. Bear, 265,

Strand, London, without delay.

A general election is not far distant. The tenant farmers

will hold the return of county members in their own hands,

and they have the ballot to protect them. If they vote for

any one, be he who he may, who will not pledge himself to

at least tiie princi[;le of giving the tenant farmer a letiftl

security for the capital lie invests—locks up—in tlie land, they

are not worthy of a vote at all.

MILK PEESBRVATIVBS.
The following paper was read before the Society of

Public Analysts, on April 30th, by G. W. Wiguer,

r.cs. :—
The trade in milk preservatives appears to have increased

of la'p, the larger number of quack nostrums in use, and the

greater extent to which they ars advertised, tending to prove

that this is the case ; but the most convincing proof is to be

found in the fact, that the relative proportions of ash and

solids not fat in commercial samples sold in London are not

so uniform as used to be tlie case in genuine milk, or even so

uniform as used to be the case with ordinary samples of

milk, whether genuine or vtatered, as purchased by inspectors.

There is therelore a strong inference that as the ash shows a

relative increase, mineral matter of some kind has in many
cases been purposely added. It is of course highly improb.iDle

that this would be added simply for the purpose of increasing

either the specific gravity, or the amount of solids not fat
;

the proportion which could be added for such a purpose

would not be sufficient to effect the object sought, and
the mineral substances used must be added either as pre-

servatives, or as antiseptics, or must be contained in the form

of mineral impurities in common annatto, or some other

colouring matter which has been added to the milk.

I have recently examined a tew of these colouring matters

and preservative fluids, so-called, in order to see what is

being used af the present time tor the purpose of mixing
with milk, and I append a few notes on the results of the

analyses.

• 's Extract of Annatto is a very dark-coloured

liquid, quite free suspended from matter, sp. gr. lOiO.

It contains :—

•

Volatile organic matter 2'78 percent.

Ash (mineral matter) 395 „

Total solid matter G-?* „
The Ash contained Fe, Na, K, Ca, Al, SO 3, CO 2, with a

a trace of NH3.
This liquid is sold at 2s. 9d. per pint, and it is evident

therefore that it could not pay to use it for the mere purpose

of increasing the " solids not fat " in watered milk, while it

is equally imposssible that the large amount of ash may sensibly

alter the ratio between solids not fat and ash in a sample of

milk to which it has been added for other purposes. Obviously
the only use which could be made of it by a dairyman is to

give a higher colour to milk, butter and cheese.
' 's Cake Annatto at 4s. 6d. per R) contains :—

Moisture 51"2 per cent.

Volatile organic matter 25"3 „
Ash (mineral matter) 23-4 „

A qualitative examination of the ash showed Fe, Na, K, Ca,

Mg, SO3, POs.Cl, CO.2.

It will be seen that the relative proportions of ash and

volatile organic matter do not materially differ from the

Extract of Annatto last referred to, and the results of the

qualitative examination are sufficiently similar to render it

highly probable that the Cake has been prepared from

Extract of Annatto of this class by merely evaporating it to

dryness so as to render it more portable. It is clear that this

Cake Annatto is a far cheaper material to use for colouring,

inasmuch as at is. Gd. per pound it possesses about four

times the relative colouring power—value for value—that the

Extract does. There can, I tliink, be little question that it

has been mixed witti foreign mineral matters, and these of
course may seriously affect the ash of milk with which it has
been used ; it could not, however, be profitably used t<»

increase the amount of total solids, or to diminish the
apparent amount of water in milk.

'3 Cream Sweetener is a liquid sold in canisters at

23. Od. per pint, and 16s. per gallon. The instructions issued

by tiie manufacturers state that it is to be added in the pro-

portion of one pint to sixteen imperial gallons, or in very hot
or thundery weather it is advisable to use a quart

to the sixteen gallons. It is expressly sta'ed that it is

perfectly from adulteration, and that it " assists greatly in

throwing up the cream, and even increases the percentage."

An examination of the fluid shows that it has a sp. gr.

of 1,070.

Total solids 12-5 per cent.

Ash (mineral matter) 4"1 „

The most noticeable feature is that the Sweetener contains a

large proportion of glucose ; the ash consis's almost entirely

of borax and carbonate of soda. Traces of iron are present,

but there is no salicylic acid.

It will be seen that in this case the sp. gr. might some-

times cause a sample of milk to give slightiy erratic results,

and the addition of glucose to milk or sngar is certainly, in my
opinion, a fraudulent admixture. But however this may be,

it seems scarcely feasible that any dairyman could use such a

compound as this, at the advertised price, for the mere pur-

po3e of strengthening watered milk. Even if there were the

inclination on the part of any dairyman to adulterate in this

way, no profit could possibly ensue to him, but only to the

makers of such a nostrum.

-'s Pure Antiseptic Powder fully justifies its name.
or any rate the first adjective, for it consists of pure
boracic acid ; the retail value of boracic acid is about 8d. per

lb., and one cannot help pitying the poor milkmau who buys
this patent medicine at the rate of Is. per 6-oz packet. The
directions for use are very interesting : 6 oz. is to be dissolved

in a gallon of warm water, and each can is to have ^ to 1 gill

(according to the weather) of the solution to every gallon of

milk it contains, and is then to be set aside for the cream to

rise. Clearly the makers of this powder are under the

impression that dairymen generally want to prepare skimmed
milk, instead of to sell the genuine article, as under the Act
they are bound to do.

's Food Preserver has one merit, or perhaps I

should say the proprietors have the merit of being candid, for

they coolly say in their advertisement that " if those using it

do not object to risk a prosecution under the Adulteration

Act, it may be diluted with advantage, as its solution, at the

rate of an ounce in a quart of boiling water will give a

fluid," &c. This seems to be about as clear instructions for

adulteration as any I have recently met with. However, this

Food Preserver, which is described as a harmless, odourless,

colourless and tasteless powder, and which is sold at the rate

of 6d. per ounce packet, or 53. per pound tin, consists

simply and solely of borax. From a list before me I find that

the price of borax is about 6d. per pound. I cannot wonder,

therefore, that the proprietors find it profitable not only to

manufacture, but to advertise such a preparation.

There is another advertisement going the round of the

dairy papers of another compound said to have been of

immense value in preserving milk, and which the vendors say

may be safely used, because it has been certified by medical

authorities. This also consists simply of borax.

In conclusion I think Public Analysts would do well to

carefully examine the ash of milk for the purpose of detecting

borax, or any of these other substances, and then use their

judgment as to what future steps should be taken. I think I

need hardly say what course I should myself pursue.

"A WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING."- Old woman (. f

the ancient faith, dropping on her knee. " Oh, yerRiv'rence

gi' me a Blessin' Ritualistic Curate. " Augh—my good

woman, you mistake. I'm—ah—not of your church"

Old woman. "Musha, thin bad luck i' ye for a Decaiver ! !

"

(Shuffles off in great wrath.

—

Punch.
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''A BOLD P E A S A N T R T."

TO THE EDITOll OF THE MARK LANK EXPRESS.

Sir,—Has it ever occurred to tlio students of social

science to reflect on the fact tliat the number of persons

engaged in agriculture in these isluids is less in the year

187 y than it was at the census of 1821 ? lu the interval

we have nearly douhleJ our population. We have added

millii)us of acres to our cultivated area. Yet there stands

the striking phenomenon that the greatly enlarged acre-

age is tilled by a smaller proportion of hands. When
Malthus was " the rage," the export of our people was

reckoned a gain to the ualion. We have learnt by expe-

rience that man is worth a great deal more than his meat

—and it is certain that with numbers nearly doubled,

they are so little redundant that there is a scarcity in the

supply of labour that has raised wages fifty per cent,

within thirty years. Yet, the larger pay seems not to

arrest the tide of migration. It is computed that each

person reared to the producing age costs somebody £120,

and when he has just reached the faculty of self-support,

we make a present of him to our colonies or the United

States. The drain from the rural districts seems the

most drastic. Our peasantry get more nomadic. Those
who remain behind are those cliitrily who are not worth

much to anybody. What is the cause of the exodus?

Doubtless the rapid development of manufactures and

trade, raising wages to a much higher figure than those

which agriculture can afford, draws all the more able from

the country to the towns. But the depletion of the rural

districts has also other causes. In Scotland, farms, as a

rule, are remote from villages, and every farm has upon

it cottages, not a fevir with pig-styes, and even cow-houses

for the married men, and out-houses or bothies for the

single. The labourers are engaged by the year, not by

the week, and they are paid, to a great extent, in kind—

a

rent-free cottage, land for potatoes and vegetables, grass

for a cow, or an ample ration of milk, an allowance of

coals delivered to them, and a large consignment of oat-

meal. The amount of money or " dry siller" as they call

it, is little, and paid only at the half-yearly terms, as a

rule. By these arrangements the families are kept out of

the village, with all its low life and bad public-house ex-

ample and morals ; the men have no weekly dole of coin

to be spent in drink, whereto they may be tempted by

tippling neighbours ; the families are kept in a sufficiency

of wholesome food ; the children are born and bred on the

farm, and imbibe sentiments of attachment to it as to a

natalc solum—all are under the eye of the farmer, and
the motherly care of the farmer's wife and daughters, to

whom they go in all their troubles ; the " minister"

and the school-master are a sort of connecting-link be-

tween all, and cooperate in seeing the family religiously

educated and punctual in their .attendance on the ordi-

nances of worship. The longer engagement imparts

strength to the mutual sympathies of master and man,
and the latter is put upon the necessity of good conduct,

because the permanent character of their mutual relations

makes the farmer vigilant in requiring evidences of prior

respectability and fitness, while tlie labourer cannot get an
engagement unless his antecedents are satisfactory. By this

arrangement also the peasant is educated to his calling.

A Scotch hiud can do everything about a farm—plough,

sow, hedge, build ricks, thatch, take care of horses, and in

short do all sorts of farm work, 'i'he "Cotter's Saturday
Night" of Burns is no mere fancy picture. It is true to

the life, as 1 have tested it a thousand times. The'' big

ha' Bible" is in every house. I'amily worship is not

forgotten, the parish clergyman examines the whole
household once every half-year, and if the children answer
badly, the schoolmaster ia called to account. I have

kaown many Scotch hinds rise to be farmers. I hare

walked with them at the plough'; all of them were read

in their Bibles, in Burns, some eveu in Scott and Allan

Kamsay. They are stalwart, because being chiefly paid in

food, ample wholesome nourishment is served to the

whole family, whether the necessaries of life be cheap or

dear. They are sober, because tliry have uo weekly money

to spend, and they live away from the villages, and under

the eye of their employers aad wives on the farm. T'heft,

" tarryfingcrs" as they term the tendency, is almost a

superstition among them, like the evil eye in the east. The
pilferer among them " lives a man forbid." Receivers

are not at hand to tempt them, as they would be if they

lived away from the farm, and haunted the beer-house,

whilo their lads and lasses are kept away from the evil

influences of the loose fish of either sex in the hamlets.

The contrast which this social arrangement presents to

that under my observation on this side of the Tweed is

striking and humiliating. There are parishes eveu in the

metrojjolitan couuty where sobriety is the exception and

druukueness the rule. Scarcely auy of the labourers are

housed on the farms where they work. Let me describo

oue. Its area is about 1,800 acres, its population 1,827,

it has 13 public and beer-houses. I do not think one

farm accommodates the families that work for it. Not
oa'J peasant has a cow. The use of milk is the exception

rather than the rule, even for the children. There is a

handful of teetotallers. The rest are habitually bemused

with beer; some of their wives with gin. Many have

been in gaol, not a few for theft. Their hire for service

is weekly. Liberated for robbing one master they are

engaged by his neighbour next week, and no questions

asked. A garden, even a pig-stye, is the exception. There

are convenient receiving-houses for the stolen corn. Scot-

land is contrasted with England for the greater propor-

tion of its illegitimate births. The assumption is a

fallacy attributable to the diffeience in the marriage laws-.

In the village 1 describe, as in many others, not a few live

in concubinage, although their offspring are registered as

legitimate. In the time of pea-picking and fruit and

vegetable gathering, the sale of gin to the women is as

great as beer to the mea. The language in use by the

old, the example set to the young by their own parents,

need I describe it ? Religion ! Each contract of service

lasts for the week, and terminates with Saturday night.

The wages are in the labourer's pocket, and the tap is

just over the way. Need I add the rest ? The wives,

the sons, the daughters each get their weekly dole of

money for labour done, and make their own use of it.

What do you think of the picture? Is it not the direct

result of our social arrangements, and can we wonder

that, no proper provision being made for a stated

and settled country life—no permanent engagements,

no settled local habitations, our peasantry should

become nomadic, and their numbers should decrease ? Let

there be no mistake as to the cause. It is not for want

of employment. The demand greatly exceeds the supply.

The land is not half worked. But the social economy of

the district is vicious, and fails to conduce to habits of con-

tentment and the domestic instincts. There is no local

attachment possible to a place in which one has no secure

and established inhabitancy—where there is no relatioa

betwixt a man's daily work and his home. The farmer

who was asked how he kept his cattle from straying

auswered, " I tether them by their teeth." A constant

shifting of employers, a precarious weekly tenure of one's

house, what could come of that but the exodus which

ought to trouble the mind's eye of every thoughtful states-

man ? The relation of master and man is incomplete

where the farm the ploughman tills is separated from the

home in which his family grows up, and a mere weekly

engagement, in which the parties cry quits every Saturday

uight, what is there ia that to attach either to the other, or
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to impart to tlie peasant the settled senurity of a life-long

habitation. To siip,.ly capitalists with labour, the device

was adopted in parts of Australia and New Zealand of

matin? the price of laud too high for the purchase

power of the poor; but the only result was to drive

settlers from the district. lu the United Stales the

GoverTiment price is 4s. per acre. Every arraoaement

should be made to give to the working man a sense of

permanency in his service and his home. la a sense

quite other than sentimental,

DEPRESSION JN AGRICULTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—To proclaim the present prostrate state of

British agriculture to the world may be considered by

many as equivalent to showing your cards to an adversary,

and an incentive to increased foreign rivalry. But how
else are we to induce the remedies ntcissary to resuscitate

this, our still greatest, national industry ?

There is no data to justify a belief that the prevailing

depression and its causes are merely temporary. Un-

fortunately, unlike the transition state of the astricullural

interest immediately after the repeal of the Corn Liws

when a third of the farming capital of the country was

temporarily swept away, the depression is chrouic and

the causes are permanent.

Bad corn crops, like the last four, were unquestionably

only temporary sources of loss to farmers, because good

and bad years always go in longer or shorter cycles ; but

as these deficient crops brought no enhanced prices,

which, on the contrary, sank a few months ago to nearly

the lowest on record, namely to 38s 41. a quarter, what

prospect is there of more remunerative prices in more

productive years?

The production of corn costs labour, and foreign growers

may not like to continue to sup|)ly us at the present

low rale of 5s. a bushel ; but what else can they d ) with

their surplus produce? Russia, France, Germany, and

our colouies have diminished their supplies, but the United

States have made good, and will continue to make good, the

deticieney. Our agricultural science and capital may enable

us to produce double their crops per acre, but even then

we will have a hard battle to fight against their unlimited

areas of virgin soil. The bounty of nature is against us.

The following extract, however, from the American

Miller gives our home cultivators some hope that wheat-

growing in the States has reached a turnina: poii.t :
—

" What need can we have of a crop of 425,000.000

bushels of wheat ? Such enormous figures merely produce

a cheapness in wheat and flour that is ruinous to farmers.

Little comfort can be obtained from the reflection that

the surplus of wheat and flour can be exported, for the

prices which these commodities now command are any-

thing but remuuerative to farmers and millers. The ex-

port price of flour was lower iu 1878 and 1879 than iu

any year since 1853 ; while the export price for wheat

was lower thau at any time since I860, and lower than

the average price for the last 58 years."

Turuing now to animal food, alive and dead, our newest

and most staggering competitor, its increasiug supply lias

been steady and is certain to eo on, although checked

at the present moment by our Orders in Council relative

to infectious diseases. Its production on the boundless

prairies of America costs literally nothing, the only ques-

tion for its owner's consideration being the cost of land

and sea transport, and these are being rapidly extended

and improved. Bacon, cheese, butter, and other minor

articles of agricultural produce are, at the same time, being

improved and adapted to our taste by the aid of English

skill and experience, and the supply is steadily o.i the

increase. The belief, then, in the causes of the present

agricultural depression being merely temporary mnst be
dismissed from our minds, and the real and perjiianent

ones looked in the face and met. Increased production has

long been recognised as the only means of meeting forei<;a

competition. But how is this to be brought about?
Only by the application of increased capital. And bow
is this to be induced to flow upon the land ?

According to a recent statement of the Premier's it has

taken quite the reverse turn, and he says the agricultural

wealth of the country has decreased to the extent of

£80,000,000 within the last few years. All practical me
of experience and observation will bear out the assertion

that within the same period the condition and cleannesri

of the land has deteriorated to an equal extent, and ths

diminution of the tenant's money capital and of the

nnmber and value of their livestock, are certainly not lesse

What, then, is it requisite to do to stop this recognised

agricultural decadence ? No one can suppose that even,

the outside public can see without regret an industry,

in which we still stand pre-eminent over all other coun-

tries in the vi'orld, go down ; but it is for those more
directly interested to find out and propound the njcessary

remedies.

The liberal abatements of rents which are being exten

sively made at the present time are, no doubt, highly
^

acce[)table ; but they will not meet the case even if made
permanent, the necessity for which is still as doubtful as

the landlord's ability to make them. Besides, adequate

rents are stimulants to exertion, and on high-

farmed lands rent is comparatively a bagatelle to other

items of expenditure. A residence of a good many years

on large estates in England and Scotland, and an intimate

acquaintance with the greater part of the sister island,

enables me to suggest some of the drawbacks

to the prosperity of our national agriculture.

If I place ground - game first on the list

it is not because of its pecuniary importance,

but because it estranges landlords and tenants in

innumerable cases, and destroys the amenities of a country

life. Compensation for damage to crops by ground-game
is often agreed on, but seldom paid, and then only with a

grudge. The stock of ground-game on a farm when hired

may be taken into consideration as an element of calcula-

tion, but there is no law to prevent it being increased or

doubled by the owner, his successor, or game lessee, and
this is often done to the ruin of tenants. Litigation is not

unfreqnentlyresortedto,butseldom with a satisfactory result

to teuants, as the qnantity of game on a farm, like most
articles dealt in by the Jews, can neither be tested by

weight nor measure. Feathered game has the redeeming

merit of destroying insects, but ground game has none.

Let it, therefore, remain the tenant's property as it is by
law in England, unless he chooses or is forced to contract

himself out of it. This concession would cost landlords

nothing. Others, such as improved labourers' cottages,

covered homesteads, land drainage, &c., would ; but

the cost of these can be borrowed from Govern-

ment and from public companies at rates which

tenants under secure tenures would willingly pay.

Improved cottages for labourers have become indis-

pensably necessary, otherwise the labourers will con-

tinue to deteriorate and drift into towns as they are doing

now, bad as trade is. There is no doubt a very general

after regret amongst those who leave their country homes

for town lives, but it unsuits them for a return to their old

occupations, and every endeavour should, therefore, bo

made to retain them. Once th' y were the strongest spoke

in the farmer's wheel, now t ey are the weakest. A
hundred years ago they gave five days work for a bushel

of wheat, now they give two, and that grudgingly.

We have endeavoured to supersede labour by laying

down a million acres of arable land to grass within the
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last ten years, !n llie produce of wliich we OMce thought

we liad a monopoly, but now we have to compete with a

rapidly increaainjc foreign 8U|)pIy, which has greatly

lessened the advantages we anticipated. Liberty of ac-

tion in the production and sile of crops has been such a

general cry and is such an evident necessity, that there is

little need to enforce it by argument. Compensation

for unexhausted condition in the soil at the termination

of a tenancy—not for permanent improvements, which

tenants have no rijrht to make except under ppecial

agreements, or at their own risk— is another element of

value to a tenant, and would keep the laud in a

niaximnni instead of reducing it to and leaving it, as is

generally done, in a niiuimnm state of fertility.

Witness the universal action of tenants under Scotch

leases, in which there ate no such compensation clauses

—

uniform impovtrisbment, involving a succesor in a seven

years' expenditure of hbour and capital to bring it back

to a i>rofilab]e state of productiveness. Fertility in the

soil is our most permanent soui-ce of national wealth, and
it is llierefore every one's interest to increase and mnin-
tain it. To assimilate as near as may be the position of

a tenant farmer to that of a laijdlord appears to me the

only way to draw out latent energy and locked-up capital,

and without the application of these we will never be able

to hold our own against foreign competition. The idea

that was broached last Tuesday night in the House of Lords
of debarring the importation of foreign food by the re-

impo.-ition of import duties, is what the consumers in

this country would never submit to, however benetiuial it

might be to home producers. Self reliance, then, and a

new departure in agricultural relatiouship is our only

hope, aud landlords and the legislature should at once

take the steps necessary to enable this to be realised,

otherwise we will certainly recede, and that soon, from

the place we now occu])y as the first agricultural country

ia the world.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Thos. C. Scott.

7, Moorgate Street, E.O., Mat/ 3.

THE RATCATCHER.

One of the most important fnnctionaries of a country

parish is the ratcatcher, or " vermin destroyer," as lie some-

tiroes prefers to be styled. A. great many species of animals

roust be iiiclu'JeJ iu tlie terra "vermin" if we accept this

last-mentioned title as atrii-tly definitive ; for, as a matter of

fac', 'he " vermin destroyer" is generally a killer of vermin

and somethiug more. Most farmers will agree in including

rabbits with rats and mice under the designation of "vermin,"
but few wouH go to the extent of also including hares and
partridges. Vt-ry often the ratcatcher takes out a game
iicens», aud, being a good shot, is employed by small land-

owners and tHrmers to shout game for thera when they require

a supply for their own u^e or to send to friend-*. Li any case

he must take out a gun license, and this enables him to kill

ratibits—a must useful and lucrative addition to his ratcatchiog

duties.

The ratcatchei usually contracts with the farmers of his

district to keep down ths ra*s and mice on farms for a fixed

sum, paid yearly. This he does by wliat is called ' dressing
"

tlie corn stacks, that is, by placing liquid poison in broken

bottles, pieces of crockery, or old sardine tin", inside tiie corn

stacks, or in other places which rata aud mice frequent. The
deceitful neciar ia imbibed hy the thirsty vermin, which are

thereby destroyed. Where buildings are infested with ra's

ferret* are brought to tnrn them out, when they are shot, or

killed by meu with sticks, or by dozs. The runs in stacks aie

also occasionally ferreted, the rat-cnteher standing witli his gun
ready to shoot the rats as tliey rush out of their hiding places

to avoid their terrible enemie-. But tiiis kind of rat- killing

is usually retorted to when the vermin are not destroyed by

yearly contract, but by so mu^h per head. The contract
system is commonly preferred by farmers, because wl en rats

are paid for at per head the ra'catcher takes good care not to

kill tiiem all, or nearly all, as he has a natural antipatliy to
killing the goo e which la)s for him the golden eggs. Tha
objection to the con' 'act system is that, as the raic.itcher is

sure of his money, be sometimes neglects to "dress" the
stacks as frequently as is necessary, and the rats aud mica
increase accordingly. Such neglect, iiowever, does not pay, as
the neglectful man is likely to be discarded for one more
assiduous ; so he usually does his best to give satisfaction by
keeping the v.-rmin down to a passable extent. Generady,
too, he has a pride in his work, and likes to be considered the
most clever vermin destroyer in his district. Very often a
ratcatcher gets a fame for iiis especial skill, and is in requisi-
tion far and wide. Then the danger is that ha will under-
take to work for more emplojers than he can do ju^tice to.

Tlie ratcatcher who is a clever liand at ferreting rabbits is

sure to have his time fully employed, and iu order to obtain
his services it is usually necessary to make an engagement
with him several dns, and sometimes a week or two, beforo

hand. For this work he will let ratcatching go, as there is

a sporting element in rabbiting which he appreciates, as well
as bftt'Tpiy. As a rule, he brings fe-rets, dog", and nets

with a boy to assist him, receiving a fixed number of rabbits

in payment for his services. Ferreting rabbits in the c dd
weather, during which such sport is pursued, is by no means
all e:)joyraent, efpecially when the cunning little rodents

insist on " laying up " instead of boltin?, and have to be t'ug

out of their barrows after being killed therein by the ferret-.

But the workman has at least warmer work than the sport>.

man for whose pleasure he is emplo' el, aud not a little of tte
interest of the sport consists in the clever mauagenient of tbn
ferrets, and in the skill displayed in finding those ''laid up"
with the rabbits they have killed. Tiiere is a great diff.'ren e
iu the way in which different men perform this last-mentiou'

d

duty. One will have tlie dead rabbit out while another is

merely prospecting to see where he shall dig. A cle\er

ferreter seems to the uninitiated to know by instinct wherR
to "prick in" to fin! his quarry, but in reality it is simply
good judgment, quickened by long practice, which he dis-

plays.

Tiie ratcatcher is often a " character," and nearly always
a great gossip. He mixes with all classes of men in the pur-
suit of his avocation, and thus gets hold of many arausicg
stories as well as the tattle of the district. Not uufre q leutly

he is a chartersd libertine, addressing the gentlemen who
employ him, or come to shoot where he is employed, on terms
of q'jasi-pquality, ».nd cracking jokes with them as if they
were his boon companions— a«, indeed they sometimes are,

fast country gentlemen often making friends of men of th s

class, and even getiing thera to j )in iu driakiug-bouts, at
which tlie ratcatcher is usually an adept.

The ratcatclier's di>gs are quite as interesting a study as their

master is. He is not particular as to breed ; utility, not
oruamen*, being his desideratura. The sharp terrier, the
keen-scented spaniel, the sagacious lurcher, or any clever

mongrel suits him equally well if thoronghly up to tiie work.
Tlie^e animals, if employed oft''n at rabbiting, get their hair

worn close through frequent scrubbings by the bushes, and on
tha'' account they are not often ra'jch to look at, iiowever

well-bred they may be. But they are knowing animals, and
to sre them siaud on the watch close to a hole or run, ready
to dart at a rabbit if it cora-s out on the ditch side of the

fence, where the dogs should always be kept, is as good as
joining in the sport. No sportsman, however keen, enj ^ya a
d-«y's rabbi'ing half as much as these four-footed profe.--

sionals. Tired, and full ot thorns, as they must often get )u

rushing through thick and prickly fences, no day is too long
for them.

The ratcatcher, if not a driking man—and he usually gets

treated enounh to render much expenditure on his own account
unnecessary—usually saves money, and sometimes is quite a
man of prop»rty. In the summer, when his ordinary work is

slack, he commonly fills up his time with thatching, or with
some other skilled work, which ordinary farm-labourers

ci'.nnot perform. On the whole, he is a very useful member
of society, and if in some cases he is a great vagabond as well,

he has the excuse of being suhjoct to greater temptations than
all to the lot of most of us.

—

Mat/fair.

H
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THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SHOW.

MEETING A.T EXETER.

Exeter came out gaily with flags after all, and even

--a. few arches of evergreens sprang up like mushrooms on

the Monday morning. The openiug day was something

awful. It had hcen raining heavily during the previous

wetk, and the yard was much cut up by traffic. Then

Sunday was a showery day, and although there was no

rain on Monday till after ten o'clock, the ground was

anything but pleasant to walk upon. But after ten rain

fell almost without cessation for the whole of Monday,

aad the showyard was soon reduced to the condition of

a bog. The depressing influence of such an opening was

felt by everyone, and people with one consent began to

say that the Society must lose heavily. But wuen

Tuesday opened with bright sunshine and a fine, drying

•wind, hopes revived. Wednesday, again, was a glorious

day, and the show was favoured for the rest of the week

with fair weather. On Wednesday the attendance was

very satisfactory, over nine thousand persons having

entered the yard, while on Thursday, the first shilling

day, over thirty-two thousand paid for admission. The

following is a comparative return of the admissions of the

first four days at the Hereford, Bath, Oxford, and Exeter

Shows :

—

Monday ....

Tuesday ...

Wednesday
Thursday...,

1876.
Heretord.
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nicely raide. The reserve number was Jlr. Cooke's

Nobleman, another biu; limbed one of form. Then
Messrs. Stan''orJ's IIot<[)iir by tlie Kurl, by the Duke,

out of Venture is a ne;>tly made black colt, aud of a nice

size for the county, which came iu for a ooinnieiitlation,

with ilr. Jeffery's Charmer, a deep ribbed, brown colt of

form, but rather slack in his back, with the addition of a

great grass bidly. Colonel IJoyd Lindsay's Netiey is

rather low iu his forehand and liiiht in his arm^, and Mr.

Norris's Beacou^lield, though light, looked like business.

Mr Speed's grey struck us as a trifle too loiia; in the

back—we like length but not long backs, which must

mean weakness. iM«ssrs. E. and A. Stautord's cheerful

looking, compictly built, deep ribl)ed, broad chested, short

legged mare, Poppet, and her foal won as easily in the

brood mare and foal class as Baronet did iu the aged

stallions, beating a nice, active, roan mare of Mr. Cary's,

and a very fair looking chesnut marc of Viscount Sid-

mouth's. A very good looking brown filly from the

Batons, Steyning, Banbury Liss was declared the best

filly foaled in 1877 without opposition ; and in a class of

three fillies foaled iu 1878 the Messrs. Stanford were

lirst and second with two fillies of promise, a brown

agricultural filly by Noble, out of I*opi)ef, and a brown
Clydesdale tilly by the E nperor, by the Duke, out of

Mrs. Brown, wliieh briags us to the end of the agricul-

tural classes; Missrs. Watts and Mayo giving up

their half of the riug to Mr. Harvey Bayley and Mr.

Charles Nainby, who were hard at work at ihe other end

with the thoroughbred stallious, Luuters, hacks, and

ponies.

Considering our thoroughbred horses, like onr

countrymen, are in nearly all parts of the globe, we see

DO cause to be surprised when a horse is occasionally

brought over from some other country able to beat

some of our best, as they do not go iu for early maturity

and forcing young stock for two year old racing, which

in the opinion of many disiuterested men, besides being

cruel, has been uiidermiuiug the constitutions of the

thoroughbred horse for years, and consequently injuring

our brted of hunters aud hacks. There were only five

thoroughbred stallious entered, namely : Locksley by

Toxopholite, out of Mi-s Sarah by Doq John, a nicely

formed, geutleminly looking horse, free from lumber,

short from knee aud hock to the ground, and a decent

mover ; Wa!lseud by Atherstone, out of Metallique by

Monarque, a horse of (air form, is short jointed, but

light of bone ; Hut SLot by Artillery, out of Pleasure

by Haikwaway, an absentee; Skeffingtoa by Ted-

dingtoo, out of Juanifa Perez by Melbourne, an old

fiiend and a varmint old horse of some form with good

enis and limbs, though rather leggy, and a free stylish

mover. He got first honours, though he looks as if he

were on board wages, or out of crib, as he carries very

little flesh. The other was Tassel by the Drake, out of

lielladrum by Chanticleer, a nice, deep, hunting topped

horse, that did not move freely. As a class we thought

it a very fair one, for we have seen many horses iu the

riug much worse, though we should have liked one or

two of them all the belter with a litile more substance.

In the huuting class, mares or geldiugs, foaled before

1875, out of an entry of fourteen there were three

absent, two very bad ones, and one or two middling.

The fight for first honours' lay between those two old

rivals, Messrs. Trist and Battams, as Captain Wright's

Precocity, a big, straight crouped, coaching looking

animal, a wiuuer at Croydon and the Koyal

at Birmingham, took to kicking and grunting

and consequently threw away any chance he may have

had. Mr. Battam's Sa'aclin, by Make Haste, is a nice,

clean made, hunting topped horse that can make use of

bis limbs, aad that struck us as a trifle light below the

knee; while Mr. Trist's Countess, by Safegtiard, is also a

very nice looking, ci)mpacily built mare, with capital

action, but the blue ribbon was handed to Saladin. Cap-
tain D. B. Hodge's L:idy Jane, with form, can go, but

Lieut. Watson's Reindeer we thought a middling one, and
that Mr. Tii.st's Exminster possessed uite form ami
action, while Mr. Battam's The Don was a chesuut of

good shape, barring his shoulders. Palmerstou and
Tavistock, famous as weight-carrying hunters in the

show rings all over the country, were brod in Devonshiic,

but they are exceptions, aud as unlike the stamp of horse

we are describing now as an Oxfordshire Down is to a

Southdown, or as Nathaniel is to Daniel. There were
five decent four-yeai-olds out of the nine entered, two
being absent. Mr. Marriott should keep poor Stella at

home, as she reminds us more of drying cl)tl)("> thaii a

show lady, and Mr. J. 1). Bassctt's Buttercup's sh alders

of beef. Captain D. Burgho's The Tutor and tJandwell

are two fair looking horses. Mr. Taylor's Topthorn, b/
Ley bourne, out of Nellie by Verdcrer, bred in Notting-

bamshirj, has hunting form with bone and action, aud
was awarded first honours ; and Nobleman, by Weather
Star, could move very well ; while another from the same
stable was Selim, a very nice horse, free from lumber,

and a capital goer. The best of tiie three three-year-old

fidies or geldings was Father Thames, a big, upstanding,

rather coarse roan gelding, by Rapid Rhone ; the second
being a short, light backed ribbed bay, bv Umpire, both
of which we have seeu before either at Bristol or Oxford.

The fi'st and second in the two-year-old fillies, colts, and
geldings, were Sydenham, a hunting-like youngster wiiii

bone aud action, and Hazcldou, both from KiKvorthy, and
by Outfit ; the reserve number being Orange Peel, by
General Peel, whose shoulders we did not like. Mr.
M'Gould's Lemon Peel, also by the General, has big limbs,

and at present it is doubllul whether he will make a
hunter or a machiner. Mr. Godfrey's Safeman, by
Safeguard is small and neat, and moves nicely. A very
geutlemauly, hunting-like chesuut colt and a nice mover,
by Citadel out of Pet, with a beautiful forehand, capital

deep middle, and nice wiry looking limbs, but a littla

wanting in the hocks we thought, was much admired, and
is halt brother to the famous light weight show hunter,

Glengyle, which was shown at the Crovdon meeting of
this Society, and afterwards bought by Mr. Hutchinsou
when he won the cup as the best hunter in all the classes

at Alexandra Park ; the second to him here being a nice

bloodlike colt with bone .and action, by Nutmeg out of

Sensation. Thire were three more in the class. Guine-
vere, a very taking mare, by Tremaire, out of Polly by
Rembrandt, walked over as the best hunting brood mare
and foal. Devonshire is famous for hacks. A s'out,

deep, short necked cob took the first prize iu the mares
aud geldings above fourteen hands calculated to carry not
less than fourteen stone, and a useful bay gelJiu?,

Heathfield, the second. Mr. il'Cauu's Irish gelding is a
good looking harness horse, and was commended. Mr.
Trisl's Laslleigh iu this class much pleased us, though
perhaps not up to the weight; be is a very nice horse,

with good m inners, breed, aud action, and a desideratum
as a light weight hunter or hack. Lord Sidmouth's grey,

Silvertail, looked like a maid of all work, aud making
herself generally useful— but, attempting the grand
with high knee action reminded us of Marm Hogfecder
in high-heeled boots. Ladybird was a neat one. A
good sized roadster, nice stepping, roan mare, with light

back ribs, was placed first iu the mare and geldings calcu-

ated to carry not less ihau twelve stone, and Bird on the
Wing, by First Flight, a nice sized, very clever chesnnt
hack of quality, and full of hardy muscle, second. We
hear that he is a good hunter, and has won several

steeplechases; be looked like s stayer, and belongs to

D 2
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Captain Williaraa, who we were told could show one the

way over land and water. Mr. Trist's Brown Bess, Mr.

Villar's Yorkshire Lass, Mr. Sanders' Ballet Girl, and Mr.

Ferris's Hasteaway, were also clever nice looking hacks.

To give Devon its due, most of the horses looked better

when going ; we wish we could say the same for some at

other shows. There were several nice ponies, and Mr. R.

Bouehier James's Topsy, a very neat, merry going, little

black hack, in the (irst class, has met and beaten the first

and second nags, though very nice ones. She was not

shown to advantage, and the ground was a little too

sticky for her. Aaron is an extraordinary deep shouldered

pony, with some fashion and action, and Mr. Pople's

Dandy was one of the best looking of the others.

THE CATTLE.

Dreary as the day itself was the work of looking on

whilst the judges swarded prizes in the Shorthorn Classes.

There was something worth looking at iu each of the

rings,but the really good animals amongst the Shorthorns

could be told on the fingers o( one hand, and not one

•first-rate amongst them. Whether the rain—which

descended the whole time in a deluge of almost Noachian

persistency—had washed off the coating of " grandeur"

with which every pure-bred Shorthorn, however

ugly, is supposed to be invested, we do not

pretend to say. But of one thing we are in

BO manner of doubt, namely, that the Shorthorn

Classes at Exeter were a poorer lot by far than at Oxford

last year, where they were—as a whole—considerably

below par. It was a lucky thing for Shorthorn men that

there were no Champion Sweepstakes Cups this year.

Individual animals could have beaten them easily iu the

Devon and Hereford Classes, and for general excellence the

Sussex division was considerably ahead of them.
•' Wait and see what we are going to do at the Royal "

was a very general remark at Exeter ; and as everybody

is supposed to be preparing to do their best on that occa-

sion we shall be likely to see what they can do for once.

However, it is only fair to speak as we fiud, and we found

a very mean show of SLorthorns at the Bath and West

;

and when the cattle were paraded in the riug before the

Stand ou the second day of the meeting, they not only

failed to compare with other breeds iu point of numbers,

but they had a shabby, " poor relation " look about

them, indicative of being in society to which they were

not equal.

Of the old bulls, of which there were five, it is not

necessary to speak, except tu remark that the only good

animal whose name appeared amongst the entries was not

in his place. In the class under three years old there

were only three, and the choice lay between Colonel Lloyd

Lindsay's Churchill and Mr. J. S. Butts' Duke of

•Hazdcote 48th (39742), and the judges—Mr. Charles

Howard and Mr. W. Ashburner—could not agree.

An umpire being called in the award was given to

Churchill, and no doubt that was right. This bull does

not walk very well, and carries his head too close to the

ground, but for all that he appeared to us to be a long

way the best bull amongst the Shorthorns, and probably

the best Shorthorn in the yard, Churchill has begun very

well indeed : taking second prizes at Oxford aiid at

Bristal last year, the Champion Plate at Woodstock, and

the first prize iu his class at Exeter this year. He will

never be a bull of the very front rank, but with all his

faults he is a very good Shorthorn. The yearlings and

the calves were poor in number and poor in quality ;

Iwo yearling Shorthorn bulls and three Shorthorn bull

-calves—all of them common-place—at the Bath and West
•of England and Southern Counties Association on the

'.sficagioa of Ita one hundred and second meeting ! The

six C0W9 in their places were tolerably good for Short-

horns, and Mr. J- S. Butts' white cow, Annette, won
fairly enough. She is an animal of great width in her

hips, good back and loin, and all over a very fair cow
indeed- Messrs. Hoskins' Carnation 4th, three months
older, a nice roan, is a ma3.--ive but rather short animal,

with good coat and a mellow hide, fairly earning her

second place ; indeed she is in many respects superior to

Annette, but not equal to her in scale. She was third at

the Royal last year. Mr. St. John Ackers' Lidy Carew
2nd obtained a high commendation, but her rump is now
very unsightly. The Marquis of Exeter's Telemacina

was entered but not'shovvn. In the heifers' class—ia-

milk or in-calf— Mr. Ackers' Lady Carew j3rd, in spite

of her rump and other failings, won the laurels from Mr.

Brassey^s Jemima 4th (first in her class last year at

Bristol and at Oxford), a heifer which has grown very

plain on her rump, not in respect of a gob of fat, but in

deficiency of desh between the hip boue and the rump
end. Lady Carew 3rd has also had a calf, which is alive

and doing well, and this fact may have had weight

with the judges, as Jemima 4th shows no more sign of

being in calf than a well-fed bullock. The second prize

was awarded fairly to Sylvia 4th, bred and exhibited by

Messrs. Hoskin & Son, a nice quality heifer, with good

coat and nice quality. There was nothing else amongst

the Shorthorns calliug for special attention.

The Herefords were a very pretty show, the quality, as

usual, being excellent; but most of the animals are already

well-known to frequenters of Show-yards, The seven

old bulls were a credit to the breed, Jlr. W. Taylor's

Thoughtful being at the head of the list, as he was at the

Royal last year, though at Oxford he was second to a bull

which did not appear either at Bristol or at Exeter. He
wears well and will take a lot of beating yet. j\lr. J. E.

Best's Bedford 2nd, a very fat animal hailing from
Cornwall took second honours. Mr. T. Thomas's bull

Horace 2ud, bred by ^Ir. John Price, which was second

at the Royal last year, took a high commendation only, as

he is growing uneven. Mr. Tutley's Cupid was also

there. The bulls not exceeding three years old were only

three in number, and Mr. T. Thomas's Goldfinder, which,

held the reserve at Oxford, was placed before Mr. Car-
wardine's Anxiety, which was second at Oxford last year

as a yearling. Both of these are good bulls, and we like

Anxiety quite as well as his more fortunate competitor.

The yearlmgs were only three in number. Mr. Hunger-
ford Arkwright's Conjurer being first as he was last year

as a calf, both at Oxford and at Bristol. This bull will

probably often be seen again. There was only two bull

calves. The cows and heifers in calf or in milk numbered
but five, and amongst them was Mrs. Sarah Edward's
Leonora, the winner of all the honours for which she

contended last year including the Champion Pla+e at

Oxford. This is probably the best cow, if not the best

animal amongst the horned stock classes, which has ap-

peared in any of our show-yards of late years. It is a

great pity her herd companion, Beatrice, by the same
sire, Winter de Cole (4253), has been obliged to be sent

to the butcher; they were a first-rate pair. Amougst the

yearling heifers Mr. Arkwright's Gaylass 4th, which was

first at both great shows last year as a calf, took the first

place, and will likely win many a show-yard prize in time

to come. Another yearling, Abigail, from the same herd,

was second, being third as a calf at Bristol last year. The
five calves were all good ones, Mr. Arkwright obtaining

the first and Mr. T. Thomas the second place. Thus it

will be seen that there was nothing very new in the com-
petition, and the classes were small ; nevertheless, the

quality was undeniable.

The Devons were, to our mind, the best of all the

horned stock. The number of entries and the constantly
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recurring names of the breeders—familiar as household

words—show cli-arly enoimh how few are the breeders

who make a practice of exhibiting their stock ; and as the

Show was this year iti the very home of the breed we
cannot regard these facts in any other light than as indi-

cative of the Ijieed being in very few hands- This does

not necessarily follow, but it stands to reason that if the

Devon men were in a position to make a large show, and
were i iclined to do so, tliey could not have abetter op--

porUiiiity than that nO'orded by the Exeter meeting. The
entries were 38 only, as against 27 at Oxford and i'i at

Bristol last year. It would not have been unreasonable

to exppci 70 or 80 entries at the Exeter meeting. liovv

ever, the cattle there were good, there is no denying that.

Lord Falmouth is to the front again this year with Sirloin

in the aged class as he was hist year at tlie Royal and
receuily at Dcvonport. This bull is well named for he

has as good a back and loin as even a Devon could be ex-

pected to carry. He is particularly level and of excellent

quality. The second prize animal Copplestone, exhibited

by Mr. A. E. Gould, is a long way behind him thongh

placed second, for although his scale is good he is not so

level nor of snch good characti-r. Mr. Ham's Corrector

which was highly commended, falls off behind, but has a

good forehand. Mr. "Walter Farthing's Lord Newsham,
whi;;h was first at both the great shows last year as a

yearling was placed first, and a very exeellenf- bull he is

;

full of good flesh, very thick in front, good back, and
correct un^'erline. Lord Falmouth's bull which was

eliminated, as no doubt it wi!l be in time. This is parti--

cularly noticeable in the bulls; they do not possess the
" grandeur" of a coarse, badly put together, uueveu
Shorthorn, neither do they possess the coarsenesss of bone,

the weight of brisket fat, shins, legs, and " fourpeuny"
meat which characterises the aristocracy of the boviua
races. We do not know how far the Sussex breed may be
adaptable to hand rearing on arable furms, or how far it

could compete with the Shorthorn as a combined milk-
and-n.eat producing machine ; but there can belittle doubt
that, weight for weight, it is of better consuming value
than the Shorthorn, though inferior in that respect to the

Hereford and Devon. Perhaps some of the Sussex breeders

will favour us with an explanation of the conditions under
which their cattle can be bred to the greatest advantage

;

it would be both inteiesting and useful information. As
before mentioned, the cow and hei'er classes were very
good indeed, and they are very similar to the class of

Di^vons called South Hams, which, from rank pasture and
a mild climate, have increased in size and lost the type
and character of the typical North Devon—a product of

the hills. The yearling heifers and heifer calves were a

very good, level lot, comparing very favourably with
other breeds in the ring when on parade, and doing credit

to their breeders. The principal prize takers were, as

usual, the Messrs. Heasraan, of Arundel, Mr. J. Braby, of

Rudgwick, JMr. A. Agate, of Horsham, and the Messrs.

Stanford, of Steyuing—all in tiie county of Sussex.

Channel Islands cattle were a large and good show,
second at the Royal to Lord Newsham in the yearling

i

the entries numberiug 88 against 102 last year at Oxford,
class, was second to him at Exeter, and we think this is i Mr. George Simpson, of Wray Park, Reigate, being as
^:..i,» „, i.„ :, . i:..i„ ,i <„*:..„ ;„ i,:„ an successful in a large and good competition as he is ia a

small and poor one ; no one else appears to be able to

wrest the laurels from him which he so fairly earns. The
Guernsey cattle appear to carry rather more flesh than the
Jerseys, and their general ap[)earance is more after the

character of some of the French breeds proper. With
these cattle Mr. L James, of Les Vauxbclets, Gueinsej,
and Mr. Baker, of Heavitree, Exeter, were the chief

winners. As the Channel Islands cattle are called

"parsons' cows" we can quite believe that such of the
clergy as may have been present in the showyard had a
rare treat ; and such as were not there should by all

means go to Kilburn next month. Theyshould be able

to make purchases too, now that tithe reat-charges are ;

above par.

(
THE SHEEP.

There was ii)thing very ex' raordinary amongst the
sheep, but there were some good and creditable pens to
be found in all the breeds ; and this division of the show
was a very useful one. The youthdowu classes were very
well filled, considering the locality of the show, 16 sheax'-

ling rams being entered. Mr. Rigden was in luck this

time, securing both first and second prizes with two very
good sheep of the old sort. Both were good and firm
handlers, and good backed sheep. The first prize sheep
was good in his neck, had excellent wool, and looks likely

to be seen again. The other was rather smaller and
shorter, but very thick and useful. The Messrs. Heas-
man showed a good shearling on a larger scale, with ex-
cellent twist and plenty of length about him, but not so
good in front as the one from .Vshcroft which was placed
second. However, the Messrs. Heasman fairly earned
the high commendation they received for their sheep,
^Ir. Chapman got a commendation for one of the rams
shown by him which was ueat, but of no great substance.
Sir W. Throckmorton's, Mr.Neville-Grenville' s and other
flocks were represented. With older sheep Mr. Chapmaa,
was first with the ram for which he obtained a high cora-
raendation at Bristol last year; a very smart sheep, good
in front of his shoulders, good in his dock, and good.
clothes on him. Mr. II. Humphrey showed a very lise.—

right as he is a little defective in his rumps. The year

ling bulls looked very promising as they appeared in the

ring. In this case the decision of the judges was not well

received by ou-lookers. Mr. Farthing won with an
animal that is pleasant to the hand and of nice quality,

but be stands high ou his lea;s, his barrel is small, auJ his

baik not nil that it should be. On the other hand Lord
Falmouth's bull is much thicker in fltsh well laid on and
has considerably more substance and better character.

Amongst the cow and heifer classes there were some very

good animals. i\Ir. Walter Farthing's Prettyface 2nd,

and Mrs. Maria Langton's Temptress 10th, were first

and second in their class, and next to the Hereford cow
L'-onera, Prettyface 2iid has probably more merit than

any other animal amongst the horned stock shown at

Exeter. The yearling heifers, too, were exceedingly

pretty ; Mr. Rolles Fiver's Azalea, and Mrs. Langton's

Temptress 12ib being full of pioinise and likely to be

ornaments to many a future show-yard. Taking the

Devons altogether, they possessed more quality, and
uniformity than any of the other herds shown, not ex-

cepting the Herefords"; but for all that the breed does net

extend itself, and in point of all-round usefulness it has,

like the Hereford, to give way to the Shorthorn which is

inierior to them both in quality, aniformity, and the value

per lb. of its carcase.

The Sussex cattle were a very creditable show, especially

in the cow and heifer classes. The entries, too, were
numerous compared «ith the Devons, especially as Exeter

is so far from their home. The Sussex breeders certainly

show an enterprising spirit which the Devon breeders are

slow to follow. The Sussex breed, as we have often had

occasion to remark, is a very useful one and it is fast

growing into importance. The encouragement given it of

late by show yard committees has had ;he effect of bring-

ing it under the notice of farmers at such meetings, and

the improvement in the breed which his been made during

the past few years is very marked. The defects of

these cattle appear to be a hard hide, ])lain bare shoulders

and badly set-on tails, and general want of quality. In

fact, there is an clement of coarseness which has yet to be
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ful sheep to which second prize was awarded, and the

Messrs. Heasnian took a high commeudatiou for a ram
which is wonderfully good through the heart. The pens

of yearling ewes were a very creditable lot of six entries.

Messrs. Heasmans' pen was rightly put first, and very

useful sheep they were, well matched, good firm handlers

and good wool. Mr. Chapmai was second with very neat

and stylish ewes, some of them leg?y, and they were not

very well matched. Sir W. Throckmorton also showed a

good pen which was highly commended, but they were

Weak and long in their necks. Altoi^ether the South-

downs were more useful than ornamental whi^h is not hy

any means a fault.

Hampshire Downs were in very decent strength, and

Mr. Alfred Morrison took both first and second honours
with shearling rams. He i^ very hard to beat For pens

of ewes, Mr. Read, of Silisbury, and Mr. Parsons, of

Micheldean, were the winners, and the ewes were excel-

lent. Mr. Morrison did not show ewes. The Shrop-

shires were a small but fairly good show, Mr. T. J. Mansell

of Bridgenorth taking the honours in both classes of

rams, and Lord I'^almouth's Cornish flock supplied the

successful ewes, and a very neat pen they were. The
Oxfordshire Downs were few in number, Mr. John
Tread well, Mr. Brassey, Jlessrs. Howard, and Mr. G.

Adams were the exhibitors and prize-takers. The Somer-
set and Dorset homed sheep were of capital quality

having improved wonderfully from their old form. There

were a few Leicesters, Kents, and Exraoor sheep, and a

large show of Devon Long-wools, a coarse breed which

appears to suit the district in which they are bred.

THE PIGS.

Thsre was a large and good show of all the principal

breeds of pigs, especially of Berkshires. Many of the

exhibits were of great size, and it is a certainty that big

pigs have hud their day in this country. Whilst we are

encouraging a class of pigs which grow too large and too

fat for the requirements of the public, our quick witted

American cousins are studying the wants and the tastes

of the English people, and send us bacon and pork

of a size which can be eaten and enjoyed—in fact, that

will sdl readily. Surely it is time our agricultural

societies had an eye to what is really wanted, and arrange

their prize lis's accordingly. Some of the pigs shown at

Exeter were useless for any purpose other than showing,

and making lard afterwards. If pigs were bred which are

of better consuming value we should require less '' hog
products " from the United States, which, in itself would
be something worth striving for.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES. —Cattle — Devons and Sussex: J. Tapp,

Twilchen, Southinohon ; T. Pope, Hornisliam, Warminster
;

and G. N tpper, Wisbjrough Green, Horsham. Shorthorns ;

W, Asliburner, (Jiverstop, Lancaster; and C. Howard,
Be.dingham, Bedford. Herefords : J. Price, Pambridge,

Hereford ; and W. Yfoiuan, Stratton Court, Hereford.

Channel Islands : H. Tait, f\'ind^o^ ; and J. Saitipson,

JLaeliurst, Lyndhurst. Sheep—Ling'^-ools, Leicesters,

CotswoiHs, Drtvon", and Ken's: J. Painter, Buckingham
Prthce R lad ; ana W. Garne, Cirencester. Shortwools,

South Lk)wns, anrl Hampshire Dowiis: J. Pord, Bianilford
;

and T. C. Saunders, Dorchester. Sliropshire, Oxt'jrd

Downs, Somerset and Dorset Horns, and Exmaors

:

KeKling. Pt'ukiidge, Staffordshire; and C. Uobbs, Criek-

(ia'e. UoiiSES— Agricultural: V. tJ. Watts', Dorchester;

an''. H. Mayo, Prome. Hunters, Hicks, and Poaies : T.

H. Bayley, Newark ; and C. M. N.imbv, Grimsby Pigs—
E. Little, Ctiippenham ; and J. Coote. Blandlord.

CATTLE.
Devoa's.

Biill, above three years old.—First priz<>, £20, Viscount
Falniouth, Prubus; second, £10, A. E. Gould, Pollimore.

Bui', above two and not exceeding three years old.—Jirst

prize, £25, W. Parthing, Bridgewater ; second, £10, Viscount
Palmouth.

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.— First

pr ze, £25, VV. Farthing; secoiid, £10, Viscjunt Falmouih.
Bull, above six and not exceeding twelve months idd.

—

First prize, £10, W. R. Fryer, Poole; second, £5, W
Farthing.

Bull calf, above six Hnd not exceeding twelve months old.—
First prize, £10, W. R. Fryer; second, £5, W. Farthing.

Cow, nbove three jesrs old, in miik or in cnlf, —First prize,

£15, W. R. Fryer; second, £10, W. R. Fryer.

Hfifer, in milk or in calf, above two and not exceeding

three years old.— First prize, £15, W. farthing; second, £10,
Mrs. Langdon, Norllimolton.

Heifer, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £10, W. R. Fryer ; second, £5, Mrs. Langdon.
Heifer calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months

old.—First prize, £10 and second, £5, W. R. Fryer.

Shorthorns.
Bull, above three years old.— First prize, £30, Lord

Clinton, Beal'ord ; second, £10, J. H. Dunning, Taunton.

Bull, above two and not exceeiiing three years old.—First

prize, £25, Colonel R. Luyd-Liudsay, Wantage ; second, £10,
S. Bult, Taunton.

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years 'old.—First

prize, £25, Colonel R. Loyd-Lyndsay > sec jnd, £iO, W. H.
Hewitt, Taunton.

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelvemonths old.—
First priz", £10, J. Stratton, Marlborough.

Cow, above three years old, in milk or in calf.—First prize, -

£15, J. S. Butt, Taunton ; second, £5, W. Hosken and Son,
Hayle.

Heifer, in lailk or in calf, above two and not exceeding

three years old.—First prize, £15, St. John Ackers, Pains-

wick ; second, £10, W. Hosken and Son.
Heifer, above one and not exceeding two years old,—First

prizp, £10, W. Hosken and Son ; second, £5, Lord Clinton.

Hei;er calf, ahove six and not exceeding twelve months old.

— Frst prize, i£'10, W. Hosken and Sonj second, £5, Sir H.
G. Smith, Bart.

HeRE¥0RD9,
'

Bull, above three years old—First prize, £20, W. Taylor,

LeJbury ; second, £10, J. E. Best, Fowey.
Bull, above two nnd not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, T. Thomas, Cowbridge; second. £10, T. J.

Carwardine, Leominster.
Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £25, J. H. Arkwright; second, £10, F. Piatt, Upper
Breinton.

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—

•

First prize, £10, Mrs. Edwards, Leominster ; second, £5, T.

J. Carwardine.

Cow, above three years old, in milk or in calf.—First prize,

£15, Mrs. Edwards; second, £10, J. H. B. Lutley,

Worcester.

Heifer, in milk or calf, above two and not exceeding three

years old.—First prize, £15, W. Taylor ; second, £10, Mrs.
Edwards.

Heifer, above one and not exceeding two yea s old.—First

prize of £10 and second of £5, Mr. J. H. Arkwrijiht.

Heifer calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £10, J. H. Arkwright j second, £10, T.
Thomas, Cowbridge.

Sussex.
Bull, above tliree years old.— First prize, £20, J. Braby,

Rudgwick ; second, £10, E. and A. Sanford, Sussex.

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, I. Huth, Waldron > second, £10, J. and A.
Heasman, Worthing.

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £25, J. S. Hodgson, Haslemere> second, £10, L.
Huth.

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—
i'iral prize, £10, J. Braby ; second, £5, J. and A. Heasman.
Cow, above three years old, in milk or in calf.—First prize,

£15, G. Taylor, Petworth ; second, £10, E. and A. Stanford,

Steynbrace.

libiier, in milk or in calf, above two and iiot exceeding

three years old— First prize, £15, J. Braby ; second, £10, ^.

and A, Heasman.
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Il-'ifer, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £10, J, and A. Heasuiiu ; second, £5, E. and A.
Stanford.

Hfil'er c«l'", shove six and not exceeding twelve months
old.— First prize, £10, B. Duke, Aruudel ; necond, £5, J. and
A. lieabniau.

CIIA^NEL ISL.\NDS.

JEK.SKT.

Bull, above two ind not excefdin;; four years.—First prize,

£hi, G. Siiupsou, lleigiite ; second, £5, H. A. lligf(, VVaitou-

ou-Tliames.

Bull, not exceeding; two years.—First prize, £15, G. Simp-
son ; second, £7, Mra. L Malcolm, Lynohurnt.

Cow, exceediujt three years, in milk or iu calf.— First prize,

£15, a. A. Hambro and 11. (J. Saiith, Koehamptou ; second,

£7, O. Simpson.

Heiter, iu milk or in oilf, abote two and not exceeding

three yeus.—First prize, £15, G. Siiopsou ; second, £7, G.
Siinp-on.

Htifer, not exceedinsr two yenra.—First prize, £15^0.3.
Di\oii, Soutlimoltou ; second, £7, (j. Simpson.

GULllNSF.V.

Ball, above tTo and not exceeding four years.—First prize

£10, R. N. G. B.ker, lleavitree ; second, £5,.J. R. Newberry,
lliil Barton.

Bull, not exceeding two years.—First prize, £15, J. Jiimes,

Les Vauxbelets, Guernsey ; second, £7, J. de Garis Grais,

St. Peter's.
,

Cow, eseeelinff three years, in milk or in calf.—Fir<t prize.

*£15, J. James, Les Vauxbelets ; second, £7, R. N. G. Baker
Heifer, in milk or iu calf, above two and not exceeding

three yenrs.—First prize, £15, K. N. G. Baker; second, £7,
W. H. Walroud, Newciurt.

Heifer, not exceeding tvro years.—First prize, £15, and
second, £?> J. James, Les Vauxbelets.

SHEEP.

Leicester.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £15, G. Turner, jun., Thorpe-
lanils ; second, £7, W. Trrmaine, Gran pound.

Kain of any oiher age.—First pr.ze, £10, and second, £5,
W. Treniaiiie.

Pen uf live yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, G, Turner,

jun.; second, £5, \V. Tremaine
COTSWOLD.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £15, T. and S. G. Gillett, Far-

ingdon ; second, £7, J. Gilh tt, Charlbury.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, T. and S. G. Gil-

lett ; second, £5, R. Swanwick.

Pen of five yenrling ewes.— First pr:ze, £10, T. and S. G.

Giliett ; second, £5, J. Gi lett.

Devon Lo'^'gwool.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £15, and second, £7, Sir J. IL
H^allicoat-Amory, Bart., Tiverton.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, and second, £5,

W. Drakiv, Jjaunceston.

Pen of ftve yearling ewes.—First pr'ze, £10, Sir J. H.
Hcatlicoat-Ainury ; second, £5, -. Noni-, Exeter.

lloMNET Maush oh Kent.
Yearling ram.— Piize, £15, W. (!e Chair Baker, Canterbury.

R.m of any other age.—Priz-, £10, VV. de Chair Baker.

Pen of five yearling ewes.— Pnze, £10, W. de Chair Baker.
Southdown.

Yearling ra-ra.—First prize, £15, andsecoad, £7, W. Rigden,

Slurehara.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, C. Chapman

;

second, £5, H. Humphrey, Pulborough.

Pen of five y. arling ewes.— First pr'z", £10, J. and A.
lleasmau. Worthing ;

second, £5, C. Chapman.
Hami'shire Downs.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £15, and second, £7, A. Morri-

son, Tisbury, Wiits.

Ram lamb.— First prize, £10, and second, £5, A. ]\Iorrisoii.

Pen of five yenrlini; ewes.—First prize, i'lO, J. Read, Salis-

bury ; second, £3, W. Parsons, Mieheldever.

SlIKOPSIIIRE.

Yearling r^m.—First I'rize, £15, T. J. Mansell, Bridge-

Dorh ; second, £7, R- ^L Knowles, Bingliam.

Kam oi any age.—First prize, £10, i. J. Mansell; second,

£5, R. M. Kuu*les.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, Viscount Fal-
moutli, Probus ; second, £5, II. Al Knowlts.

OxfoRDsiiiKE Down.
Yearlin? ram.—First prizp, £15, J. Treadwell, Aylesbury ;.

second, £7, A. Brassey, Chippiug Norton.
Rmi of any other age.—First pri/,e, £10, J. Treadwell

;

second, £5, J. and K. Howard, Bedford.
Pen ot five yearlini; ewes.— First prize, £10, A. Srassey ;

second, £5, G. Adnias, Fariugdon.
SOMEIISFT AND DORSET HOR^.

Yearlinsr ram.—First prize, £15, and second, £7, H. Far-
thin?, Bridgwater.

Rim of any other aee.—First prize, £10, J. Culverwell,
Bri'l^water; second, £5, H. Farthinu'.

Pi-n of five shearlinsf e^es.—First prize, i'lO, F. G. L»g5,
Beamiuster; seconl, £5, J. Ma\o, Dorchester.

EXJIOOR AND OTIfER MOUNTAIN.
Ram of any ajie.—First prize, £10, Mrs. Laugdon ; second,

£5, Lord Po'timore.

Pen of five yearling ewps.—First priz», £5, C. William ^,

Barnstaple ; second, £3, E>irl Fortescue.

HORSES.
TOR AfJRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Stallion foaled before 1877.—First prize, £30, E. and A.
Stanford, Steyning ; second, £15, J. Hibbard, Chippenham .

Stallion foiled in 1877.—First prize, £25, Captain Bet's,
Diss

; second, £10, J. S. Hodgson, Ualesmere.
Mare and tbal, or in foal.— First prize, £15, E. and A.

Stanford
; second, £5, E. Gary, Sheptou Mallet.

Filly foaled in 1877.—Prize, £15, E. and A. Stanford.
Filly foaled in 1878.—First and second prizes, £10 and £5,

E. and A. Sianlord.

HUNTERS.
Thoroughbred stallion for hunters.—First prize, .£30, T.

K. Bickell, Limerton; second, £20, Mrs. M. Birrett, Totues.
Mare or gelding, foaled before January, 1875.—First prize,

£25, G. B. Battams, Tavistock; second, £10, W. Trist, Ug-
borough.

Mare or gelding, foaled in 1875.—First prize, £25, T.
Tavlor, Wilton ; second, £10, G. B. Battams.

Filly or gelding,- foa'ed iu 1S7G.—First prize, £15, £.
E<iliie, Chudleigh ; second, £5, R. Swanwick, Cirencester.

Colt, fi ly, or eelHin?, tonled in 1877.— First and second
prizes, Xlo and £5, G. B. Battams.

Colt or lilly foale , lu lS78.— i'irst prize, £10, R. Swm-

•

wick ; second, £5, E. A. Sanders, Exeter.
Mare and foal, or in foal.-Prize, £20, S. W. W. Stephens,

Wndehridne.
Mare or gelding above It hands, calculated to carry not

less than 12 stone.—First prize, £15, G. B. Battams ; sicjud,
£5, C. Williams, Barnstap'e.

PuNIZS.
Mire or gelding, not exceeding It hands.—First prize, £10,

J I Scarbrough, Axmluster ; second, £5, E. I. Scarbrough,
Ax minster.

Mare or gelding, not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, £lfj.
T. Yelverton, Ottery St. Mary ; second, £5, M. Farrant,
Exeter.

PIGS.
LARGE BREED.

I

Boar, above one year and not exceeding two years.—First
prize, £7, R. E. Duckering, Kirtoa Lindsey ; second, £3, J
anil F. Howard, Bed'ord.

Boar, not exceeding one year.—First prize, £7, K. E.
Duckering

; second, £3, S. Spencer, St. Ivps.

Breeding sow.—First piize, £7, R. E. Duckering ; second.
£3 J. and F. Howard.

Pen of tAO breeding sows, not exceedir.g nine months.

—

First prize, £7, R. E Duckering ; second, £3, S. Spencer.
SMALL BREED (l?L CK).

Boar, above one ye .r and not exceeding two ye'(r».—First
prze, £7, J. W. Palmer, Taunton ; second, £3, Rev. W.
11 'Oper, Dorchester.

Boar, not. exceeding one year.— Fir<t prize, £7, J. Q.
S^^nder-, Dorchester; second, £3, Earl of Portsmouth
VVpmb*orihy. '

Breeding sow.—First and second prizes, £7 .ind £4, Earl
of I'ortsmoufh.

!
Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeiliug nine months.

i Firsi and second prizes, £7 and £3, Earl of P ortsmouih.
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SMALL BREED (WHITE).

Boar. aLove one year and not exceediufc two years.—First

prize, £7, S. Spencer; second, £3, R. E. Duckerinp.

Boar, not exceeding one year.—iirst prize, £7, R. E.

Duckeriog ; second, £3, S. Spencer,

Breeding sow.— first prize, £7, S. Spencer; second, £3
I»3rd ftIoreton,Falft-ld.

Pen of two breedin? sows, not exceedin?- nine months.

—

First prize, £.1, K. E, DackerintJ ; second, Lorl Moreton.

BERKSHIRE.
Boar, above one year and not exceeding t>vo ye^rs.— Firs-t

jirize, £7, Hewer B.otliers, Higliwortli ; second, £3, R. E.

Duckenug.
Buar, not esceedinpr one year.—First prize, £7, E. Tombs,

Unraptou ; second, £3, R. Svanwick-
Breeding sow.— First prize, £7, R- E. Duckering, second,

£3, A.. S ewart, Glouceater.

IVn of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine mouths.

—

I'irst prize, <£7, E.Tonibs; second, £3, Hewer Brothers.

IMi-LEMENTS AND MACHINERY.

We notice i at once that this department of the show

•was a small cue, owing to diru^nutioa iu the number of

exhibits by the principal manufaclureis, most of whom
occupied much less space than usually at Bath and West

Shows. Another marked feature of the show was the

lack of novelties. We did not notice a single new

machine or implement of any considerable importance.

Some improvements on old things there were as a matter

of course ; but these were nearly all mere matters of

detail. Any striking novelties and important improve-

ments are reserved to make their first public appearance

at the Royal Show : exhibitors being naturally anxious

to make their mark at the great internatioual exhibition

HOW so near at hand.

Following the catalogue, whicla begins with the machi-

nery in motion, the fiiat stand was that of Messrs.

Crossley Brothers, of Manchester. Their " Otto" silent

gas engines, made from ^ horse-power upwards in size,

are admirably compact and as nearly silent as engines can

be. They may be used for any purpose for which a

fixed engine is required, wliere gas is available, including

chaff-cutting and root pulping. The next agricultural

stand was that of Messrs. John Fowler & Co., of Leeds.

Their 6 horse-power agricultural locomotive is fitted with

new patent valves. Ihey showed also a useful little 3-

horse-power locomotive, adapted for haulage or for

driving a small thrashing machine. This little engine we
do not remember to have seen before. Messrs. R.

Ilorusby & Son, of Grantham, exhibited in this depart-

ment a 5-horse-power and an S-horse-power portable

engine, and two thrashing machines with drum guards.

Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Head, of Ipswich, exhibited

a G-horse-power locomotive engine, constructed from new

patterns, and embodying several improvements ; also an

8-horse-power poi table engine, specially adapted for

agricultural purposes ; and a thrashing machine with

twisted beater drum, reciprocating shakers, expanding

screen, and patent drum guard. A 5-horse-power port-

able engine, suitable for hilly districts and narrow roads,

an 8-horse-power traction engine, two thrashing machines

•with their safety drum guard, and a combiued stacking

machine and straw elevator were shown by Messrs.

Tiicker & Co., of Andover. Messrs- Gibbi^ns, of Want-

age, also showed an engine and thrashing machine.

Messrs. Aveling & Porter, of Rochester, have improved

their locomotive engines by placing the gear between the

brackets, so that the fly-wheel is brought close to the

engine and the width between the driving wheels is

run over. These are decided advantages.

Messrs. Clayton & Shuttleworth, of Lincoln, had a

large show of engines, thrashing machines, &c. They

have increased the size of the boilers iu the engiues so

as to get increased power per nominal horse-power. The
cone and concave of the excellent grinding and kibbling

mills made by Messrs. Nicholson & Son, of Newark, are

now made of cold blast metal cast in chills, thus securing

toHuhness as well as hardness. These mills do thin work
admirably. Messrs. Humphries, of Pershore, ami
Marshall, of Gainsborough, showed engines and thrash-

ing machines.

Various improvements made in their leading articles

by Messrs. Garrett & Sons, of Leiston, were
described in our report of the Smithfield Club Show.
Their engines are now fitted with corrugated fire-boxes,

their thrashing machines with light wronght-iron fore-

carriage and patent drum guard, and their drills with
improved levers. Messrs. Robey & Co., of Lincoln, ex-

hibited traction, vertical, and portable engines ; also a

12 horse-power fixed engine and locomotive combiued, a

telescopic straw elevator, and a circular saw bench.

Ou Messrs, Wallis and Steevens' (Basingstoke) stancj

we noticed a new dram gaard, which appears to us to be
very simple, convenient, and effectual. The most pro-

mment feature iu the guard is in its having a sheet iron

flap or valve as close to the drum as possible, which is

hinged on the lower feed board,, and held open by coming

ia contact with the underside of the upper feed board.

This latter is also hinged in the middle, which on its top

side being depressed lets the fiap loose, which is imme-
diately thrown over the opening of the drum by two fitt

steel springs working behind it. Behind the drum there

is also a hood, the lower end of which is connected by a

chain or otherwise to the upper feed board, so that any
weight coming on this would have the same eifect as above

described of closing the opening to the drum' There is

also an iron standard with a connection to the top of the

hood placed on the opposite side to that from which the

corn is being fed, if anything fall upon this, the hood
becomes depressed and the valve immediately closes.

Messrs. Ruston and Proctor, of Lincoln, showed two
portable engines, and the thrashing machines fitted with
dram guard and self-feeder.

Messrs. McLaren and Co., of Leeds, have simplified and
improved their well-known locomotive and traction

engine. Mr. Hopkinson, of Retford, has improved his

air distributing silk reel by the introduction of beaters for

distributing the middlings. His offal separator and duster,

with conical revolving cylinder, has also been altered for

the better. Messrs. Tangye, of Birmingham, and Hind-
ley, of Bourton, also exhibited in the machinery in-motioi»

department.

For the several exhibits on stands not specially men-
tioned here we must refer readers to our list published

last week.

Crossing over to the stationary exhibits, the first stand

is that of Messrs. Hornsby and Sons, of Grantham. The
modifications made in their excellent reapers and mowers
were described in our report of tue Smithfield Club sho«r.

These are comprised in their " Indispensable" self-rating

reaper, with five controllable rakes; the "M.itchless"

self-raker, with 6 arms and interchangeable rake centres
;

a similar machine with 4 arms, and one-horse and two-

horse back delivery reapers. Messrs. Hornsby also

showed their hedge-cutting machines, mowers, ploughs,

&c. Reapers were also exhibited by Mr. Bartlett, of

Kirsh.

Messrs. Ransome, Sims, and Head, of Ipswich, occupied

much less than their usual space at B.th and West shows.

Besides their usual variety iu ploughs, they showed two

new Anglo-American horse rakes, combining lightness,

strength, and cheapness, and intended to compete with the

Americon rakes ; also an 8ft. rake with 4ft. wheels, and a

number of lawn mowers.

Mr. Walter A. Wood, of London, has made a few im-
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prcrementa in his self-binding reaper. He has introduced

a fdur-rakc controllable self-delivery reaper, of which the

rakts may be made to sweep the pbiiform, or to not as

dummies, by the removal or insertion of pins, there being

one lor each ruke arm. Mr. Wood also showed mowers.

Besiilea their usual display of reapers, mowers, chalf-

cutters. jjulpers, liorse rakes, Sic, Messrs, i'ickley and

Sims, of Leigh, showed a new grinding mill with inter-

mediate motion lixed to it. Their" Novelty" self-rakint;

reaper has been improved since the Bristol show was held.

Messrs, Bnrf;ess and Key, of London, did not exhibit

the self-binding attachnrent to a reaper of which we spoke

80 hopefully in our report of the Suiitbfield Club Show.

We shall hope to see it at the Royal in a perfected condi-

tion. The reapers and mowers ou the stand were the

same as previously described.

Messrs. J. and F. Howard, of Bedford, had a large

show of implements, but they did not occupy much, if

any, more than half their usual space. The " Simplex"

reaper is now made with six rakes, without the stitch

action of the -i-rake machine. There was also the usual

display of ploughs, harrows, horse-rakes, and mowers on

the stand. JMessrs. H. Beare and Son, of Newton AI)bot,

have improved their new haymaker by introducing two

spreds, and making the rakes revolve inside the driving

wLeeU. The Albion Iron Works Co., of llugeley, showed
chatf-cutters, grist, cake, and curd mills, horse-hoes,

horse-rakes, &c. Messrs. Williams and Son have altered

their arrangement for putting their reapers in and out of

gear. They also now make their finger bars hollow in the

middle. A new one-horse self- delivery reaper was on this

stand. Mr. James Pugsley, of Ashburton, showed for

the first time at an exhibition a very strong and simple

roller drill, which he has made for some time for local sale.

Messrs- W. R. Dell and Son, of London, had a collec-

tion of French burr millstones, flour, smut, and wheat-

cleaning machines, and various other millers' machines

and requisites. Messrs. J. G. Rollins and Co., of

Loudon, had their usual attractive collection of American
drills, rake?, lawn-mowers, forks, pumps, axes, vices,

&c. They also showed the " Empire" fan-blowing

American forge, which we believe is new.
Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins, and Co., of London,

exhibited a self-acting horse-rake and a number of the

excellent "Excelsior" lawn mowers. They showed also

McCormick's self-binding reaper, which has been im-

proved in the following details:—The old " pay off" bar

being done away with, and in its place an S shaped oscil-

lating attachment provided. This has greatly simplified

this important part of the machine. Then, again, there is

an improved and extended " traversing motion," which
extends the play from 11| inches to 15^ inches, and this

enables the sheaf to be bound when needed much nearer

the head. The knife, too, is now in two shapes—bevelled

and serrated to suit dift'ereut crops. The shaft is enclosed

in one solid box instead of two ; the leverage is also im-
proved, and altogether the machine, effective as it was
useful, has made a very notable advance.

Mr. R. Boby, of Bury St. Edmunds, exhibited his

well known dressing machines, corn and malt
screens, double-action hay-makers, horse rakes, and hand
seed-drills. The Adriance Piatt " Buckeye" mower,
combined mower and reaper, and self-raking reaper were
shown and used in the trial titlds by Messrs. Keyworth
and Co., of Liverpool, who also had some " Dominion"
churns, a self-acting horse- rake, and a new mortising

machine on their stand. Another " Buckeye" reiiper,

t'lat of Aultraan and Co., was exhibited by Mes-rs.

Edmonstoue and Co., of Loudon, also a mower, a com-
bined machine, a horse-rake, and a manure dropper, all

" Buckeyes." The Johnstone Harvester Company
showed their itlf-rakiug reaper with binder attachment,

which has on previous occasions been described in these
columns. They had also a Solf-iakiug reaper aud mower
combined, aud two light self-r^iking reapers called " Conti-
nental." A new one-horse side-delivery reaper, the " Derby,"
was shown by Messrs. llandyside and Co., who also ex-
hibited rhillips's stdt'-raking and back-delivery reapers,
mowers, a new flexible chain harrow, aud a new knife-
grinder, a very handy Hi tie maeliine.

Messrs. Harrison, McGregor, and Co., of I>eigh, had
some of their successful mowers on their stand and in
the fields. Their sell-delivery reaper has been improved
in detail since we first described it, as seen at Oxford last

year. Messrs. Samuelsou and Co., of Banbury, bad their
usual large selection of their famous reapers and mov^ers.
These machines have in several respects been improved
since last summer, as described in our report of the
Smithfield Club Show, since which we understand there
have beeu no alterations. They also showed turnip-
cutters aud lawn-mowers. Messrs. Corbett aud I'eele, of
Shrewsbury, exhibited their prize combination of w'iu-

nowiug, corn elevating, and weighing machine; also an
improved dressing machine, the Paris prize cake breaker,
some new zig-zag harrows, drills, horse-hoes, cheese
presses, &c. The exhibitors not named in this report
were all mentioned, with their principal exhibits, iu the
list given in our columns last week.

SEEDS, MANURES, &c.

We made a mistake in our preliminary report whea
we stated that the seed firms were represented by Messrs.
Carter as well as by Messrs. Sutton ai:d Son. In our
visit of Saturday afternoon we saw that the seed
stands were closed, and therefore did not go up to them,
and the mistake arose through a reference to a list of
advertisers in the catalogue instead of to that of the
exhibitors. Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, were the only
exhibitors of seeds, roots, grasses, &c. Their stand
was, if possible, more tasteful than usual, and contained
a splendid collection of mangels, swedes, models, and
seeds

;
also 250 specimens of grasses grown by Messrs.

Sutton, and 1,000 samples of vegetable, flower, farm,
and grass seeds, labelled with their botanical and popular
names. The roots were in a tine state of pieservalion,
and a quantity of forage and other plants iu growth
added to the pleasant appearance of the stand.

Messrs. Jas. Gibbs and Co., of Loudon, showed samples
of their turnip, mansrel, corn, potato, aud grass manures
and their feeding cake ; Messrs. Day, Sod, and Hewitt
their well-known cattle medicines; Messrs. Ohlcndorlf
and Co., of London, raw and dissolved Peruvian guano,
guano superphosphate, dissolved bone-ash, and special
mangel aud potato manures; and Mr. Tuorley his cattle
food.

THE FIELD TRIALS.

The mowing machine trials on Monday, when we saw
them, were carried on in the rain. The grass was very
light, so that the trials were really of little use as a guide
to intending purchasers. But as we have before remarked
the mowers of different makers are nearly all efl'eciive
machines, and the chief diflereuee is in the'draught, ease
of working, and durability. All the machines on Monday
did their work fairly well; but some made more noise —
and this indicated more wear and tear—than others. The
first plot was cut by Messrs. Howard's "Simplex"
without a stoppage, the work being well done. This
machine has been altered since we saw it last year by
slightly elevating the back gearing, and by the introduc-
tion ol a stop for preventing the knife from falling out
when turned up for travelling. Ou x\o. 2 plot we saw
no machine at work. .Messrs. Samuelson's mower cut plot
No. 3, and made good work, though there seemed to be
some rattling, which the agent attributed to the lightuts*
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of the crop. The fourth plot was cut by Messrs. Andy side

and Co., with Phillips's mower, but we did not see their

machine at work. Messrs. Picksley, Sims, and Co. made

good work on the next plot with their mower. Their

combiued machine was also in the field. The sixth plot

had uo machine at work on it when we were present.

Messrs. Bureess and Key's mower cut plot 7 well, and

left a good track— a point of some inoportaiice though easy

to attain. The Aultiman and Co, "Buckeye" cut the

next plot. It was exhibited by Messrs. Edmonstore and

Co., and seems to be a very light machine. Messrs,

Harrison, McOreg^or, and Co. made beautiful work with

their very successful mover, which has won 101 first

prizes, cups, aud medals since 1873, ineluding some won

this season ia France. Messrs. Hornsby's machine on

the next plot cut well aud left as wide a track as any in

the field. The Adriance Piatt " Backeye," shown by

Messrs. J. and H. Keyworth, of Liverpool, made clean

work, and seemed to be a particularly light-running

machine. On the 12th plot no machine was at work

during our visit, but Messrs. Osborne and Co. were in

the fidd after we left. Mr. W. A. Wood had a field to

himself on Monday, but the work was done when we

reached it.

It was too wet on Monday for the reapers to come out

;

but on Tuesday they were tried after a fashion in a light

piece of rye. We do not regard reaper trials in green rye

as of much importance. For self-binders especially the

test is an unfair one, consequently we did not stop to see

them late on Tuesday afternoon. The selt-binders

present were McCormick's, shown by Messrs. Waite,

Burnel!, Huggins, and Co., which is reported to have done

its work well, ai we have seen it done by this successful

machine before ; Mr. W. A. Wood's well-i<nowa

machine ; and the " Buckeye," shown by Messrs

Edmonstone. The self-delivery reapers were those of

Messrs. Hornsby, Picksley and Sims, Osborne, Handyside,

Harrison and "McGregor, Howard, Samuelson, Burgess

and Kty, W. A. Woed, and Johnstone Harvester Co.

Messrs. Brenton and Williams had their haud-delivery

machine at work,

Messrs. Howard were at work with their double-

furrow plough and haymaker ;
aud the KolJmoos weed

eradicator, and PamphiUon's dung-spreader were shown

i.i action.

The following is a list of the Principal Exhibits on the

Implement Stands :

—

Stand 1.—Crossley Brothers, Manchester, Gas engines.

2 —C. Hall, Bath, Cooking stoves. ,01.1.
3'._W. OUey and Co., High Street, Borough, Saw benches,

morticing machmes. „ , , ,• u-

4, 5.—J. Fowler and Co., Leeds, Road locomotives, culti-

vating machinery. t. , ui » „
6 7-11 Hornsby aud Son«, Grantham, Portable steam

engines," thrasliing shaking and finishing dressing machines.

8-Ransoraes, S.ras, and Head. Ipswich, Locomotive

engines, thrashing machines.

9, 10, ll.~W. Tasker and Sons, Andover, Traction engines,

Btacking machines. • .v i,

12.—P. and H. P. Gibbons, Wantage, Steam engines, thrash-

ing machines.
, -r i-

•

13, 14..—Aveling and Porter, Rochester, Locomotive engines,

io-ton steam road rollers. d * v,i

15 16 17, 18.— Clayton and Shuttleworth, Lincoln, Portable

steam engines, traction engines, stacking elevators.

19__W, N. Mcholsoa and Son, Newark, Grmding and

kibbling wills, steam engines.

20.-R. and J. Reeves and Son, Westbury, Elevators, pony

gears, brackets and pulleys.

21 22, 23, 21, 25.—E. Humpbric, Pershore, Steam engines,

thrashing machines, cider mills. „ . , 1

26 27 28 29.—Mar-hall, Sons, and Co, Gainsborongh,

Traction engines, thrashing machines, circular saw beQches,

30, 31.—R, Garrett and Sons, Leiston, Portable steam en-

gines, stravv elevators and stackers, seed drills, manure dis-

trihntors, diessing machines.

32, 33.—Robey and Co., Liricoln, Traction engines, thrashing

and finishing machines, straw elevators, saw beu'-hes.

34, 35.— Wallis and Steevens, Basingstoke, Portable engines,

ioi>nmotives,

36, 37.—Rustnn, Proctor, pnl Co., Lincoln, Steam engines

ihrssliiiig and finisiiing dressina; machines.

38.—Brown and Mav, Dfvizps, Portable steam engines.

39.—Nrtlder and Nailer, Wantage, Finishing thrashing

machines.

40.—Watson and Ilii?, Andover, Combined stacking ma-
chines, straw elevs'ors, horse gears, bone crushing mills.

41.—J. Pickering, Stoskton-on-Tees, Pulley blocks, sack

hoists.

42.— U. R. Marsden, Leeds, stone breakers.

42 A.—J. and H. M'Lareu, Leeds, Agricultural locomotives or

traction engines.

43, 44, 45.— F. W. Reynolds and Co., London, Hand power

and .steam ba d saving mac'iinps, mortising machines.

46, 47.—C. Hopkinson, Retford, Middlings pudfiers, portablo

mills,

48.— J. J. Barlletr, "VVimborne, Stacking machines, drag

harrows, whipplelrees.

49 —Pijlyt)lank and Co., Newton Abbot, Sawing machines.

50, 51.—C. Powis and Co., Gracechuich Street, Vertical

steam engines and boilers.

52.— H. Merrifle'd, Exeter, Engines, chopping machines,

53.—Tangye Bros., Birmingliam, Engines and boilers, steam

pumps and boilers.

54.—Newton, Chambers, and Co., Shefiipld, Cookincr ranges,

55, 56.—E. S, Hindley, Bourton, Engines and boilers, saw

benches.

57 — T. J. Constant ine, London, Cooking ranges,

58.—T. Bradford and Co., Manchester and Loudon, Washing

and wring ug machines.

59.—R, Hornsby and Sons, Grantham, Self-raking reipers",

manual controllable rakes, grass mowers, ploughs, turnip

slicers, root pulpers.

60.—A. C. Bamlett, Tiiirsk, Mowing machines.

61.—Rmsome, Sims and He id, Ipswich, Puny ploughs, hay-

makers, horse rake", lawn mowers.

62.—J. L. Tracy, D.)rchP3ter, Grinding mills.

63.—E. Bulled, Devon, Horse waggons.

64.— W. A. Wood, Loudon, Reapers, self-binding harvester,

mower", grindstones.

65.— Picksley, Sims, and Co., Leigh, Chaff cutters, root

pulpers, bruising and grindiug mills, horse gears, mowers,

reapers.

66.—Burgess and Key, London, Reaping machines, mowers
and reapers.

67._J. and F. Howard, Bedford, Ploughs, harrows, rakes,

haymaking machines, mowers.

68.—H. Beare and Sons, Newton Abbot, Manure and seed

drills.

69.—Albion Iron Works Co., Rngeley, Chaff cutters, cheese

pre ses horse h'les and rakes.

70.—.1. Baker, Wi-beach, Corn dressing machineo.

71 —Carson and Toone, Warminster, Chaff machines, turnip

and root cutters, cheese presses.

72.—J. L. Larkworthy and Co., Worcester, Harrows.

73.—The Reading Iron Works Co., Reading, Steam engines,

rakes.

74—G. Kearsley, Ripon, Mowers and reapers.

75_—W. Waide, Leeds, Barrel churns.

76 —Anderson, Abbot and Anderson, London, Driving bands.

77._W. VVhiUaker, Bristol, Millstones,

78.—Everitt, Adams and Co., Ryhurgh, Turnip thinners.

79.—W. Smith and Son, Kettering, Horse hoes,, grindstones.

80.—J. E'ldv, Exeter, Ploughs, turnwrests.

81.—J. WilUams aud Son, Rhuddlau, Chaff-cutters, horse

gears.

82.—J. Smith and Co., Chard, Mills anl corn bruisers.

85.— J. Prout, Liuucpston, Bro-id-cast machines.

81.— G. Beavisjnn., Exmouth, Screwed drags.

85.—B. and J. Brown and Co , London, Lubricators.

86.—J. Pugsley, Ashburton, Turnip and mangel drills.

87.—T. Brinsmead, Devon, Thrashing aud reed making

machines.
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88.—J. Bradford, Crediton, Waggons.
89,—G. IlHtliHway, Cliippenliam, barrel clmrni.

90,—A. S. WhitiDg, Liverpool, Hay ai d maniirfl forks.

91.— Denning and Co., Cliard, Chain drills and harrows,
92 —Diivt-y, Sleep, and Co., St, German's, Turuwrest ploughs,

cultivators, horse rakes,

03.—J, Mnrston and Co., Birmineham, Landaus, Chb^, carts.

9t.— llnynes, Jefferies, and Co , Coventry, Tricycles, bicycles.

95.—The Centaur Bicycle Co., CovtnTy, Tricycles,

96.—Whippell Brothers and Row, Eiettr, Steam enguief,

grates.

97,—W. R. Dell and Son, London, Millstones, dressing

machines, smut machines, peparators.

98.—Standfipld and Co, Exeter, Landaus, phaetons.

99.— Goold Bros., Windsor, Dog carts, waggonettes.

1(50.—F. Ornie and Co., L'indnn, Bench drilling machines.

101.—Bradbury and Co., Bristol, Sewing machiues.

103.—S. and A. Fuller, Bath, Pliaetous,

lU3.—E. Parnell and Sons, Bristol and Eseter, Rick and
horse cloths.

lot.—C. Fupr, Taunton, Landaus, phaetons, carts.

105.— J. 15. I'innock, Bristol, Brougham", phaetons.

106.—J. Roberta and Sons, Bridgwater, Carriages.

107.—J. Siucl.iir, London, Fire eu(;ines, tubing, hose.

108,—Liwreuce and Co,, London, Ivelrigerators, washing
machines,

109.—A. L^on, London, Mincing and cutting machines.

110.— H. Phillips, Exeter, Dry earth closets.

Ill,— Pigott Bros , London, Rick cloths, engine covers, seed

and nose bags,

1 13. - J. Crowley and Co., Sheffield, Chaff cutters, mowers,
rollers,

113.—J, M, Bell and Co., London, Washers, wringers and
manglers.

114;.— J. G, Rollins and Co,, London, Grain drills, lawn
mowers, raarure pumps, churns, wringers.

115, 116.— J. Unite, Loudon, Rick cloths, Sheep nettings.

117.—W. F. Johnson, Leicester, Garden seats, awnings.

118,—J, A. Stephenson, Frome, Weed erad.cator, washing
machines,

119,—J. H. Magfts, Exeter, Stamping machines,
120,—A, Lippit, Shefheld, Rfaping machines,
121,— Davis's " Excelsior" Kniie clearing machines.

121a,—J. Easton and Son, Exete'-, Clod Crushers,

122.—Great Western Pottery Co., Newton Abbot, Paving
bricks.

12!.— H. N. Leduc, Exeter, Hand printing presses.

12-1".—J. Halliwell, Manchester, Combination garden tools.

125,—A. A, Davis, London, Domestic and other inventions.

126,—S. Gritlin and T. A. Fearce, Bath, Domestic inventions.

127,—Moule'e Patent Earth Closet Co,
128,—J, C. Stark and Co., Circular saw and bind sawing

maciiiues,

123.— B. Edgington, London, Rick cloth, corn, seed and flour

sacks, camp b ds,

13'J.—A Kenrick and Sons, West Bromwicb, Coffee drug and
spice mills,

131.—R. Craggs, London, Gsrden knives.

132,—J, White and Co., London, Oil feeders, lubricators.

133.—G. Davies, Loudon, Cemin 8.

134-.— General Noveltv Company, London,
135.—J, Wilding, Poulioa-le-Fylde, Washers, wringers.
136.—J. Stiff and Sons, London, Sewer air traps.

137.—G. D, Thompson, London, Flower-pot covers, mincing
machines.

138.—G. Hopewell and Co,, Topshara, Reversible fire bars.

139.—Maurice de Leon and Co., London, Domestic articles.

140.—A. Shirlaw and Co., Birmini^ham, Screw and die slocks,

tube vices, tube cutters,

I'H.—Denton and Ju'sura, London, Varnishes and paints.

1-42.— \V. Harding, Pewter, Portable greenhouse, cucumber
frames, heating apparatus.

143.—Cranston and Luck, Birmingham, CoDserTatories,
slidinc: wall sliields,

144.—W. Parham, Bath, Horticultural buildings, garden
frames, strained wire fencing,

145,—Sutton and Sons, Reading, Berks, Collection of grasses

in growth, mangel roots, Champion swedes, home-grown
farm, vegetable, and flower seeds, models of vegetables,

potatoes, &o.

146,—W. and H. M. Gonlding, Dublin and Cork, Bone and
erasa manures. sii]).Tplio--nhHte.

117.— Spratt's, Berinondsey, " Fiiirine" dog cakes, game and
poultry meal, ki nnel nie.ncine chests.

14S.—Day, .S m, and Hewitt, London, Stockbreeders' medicina
clie-.ts, n d drench, hi: ck physic balls, red condition powdi rs,

I't'J—L Be,:ch and Co., Dudley, Farinaceous food for cattle,
sheep, pit,'s, .Sji'., condiment for horses,

150,—J. Thorley, London, Food for cattle.

151,—P, VV, Barr and Co , Liverpool, Poultry foods.
15-3.—Ayres, Chambers, and Ajre, Hull, Oilcakes,
153.—J. Gibbs and Co., London, Ammonia- fixed Peruvian

guano, dissolved bones, manures, euperpliospiiate of lime,
feeding cakes,

15i.—S. Pettifer, Crudwell, Tetbury, Medicine chests, condi-
tion powders, si.eep dipping composition.

155.—W. Baker and Sons, Bristol, Dog biscuits.

156.—Diy and Sjus, Crewe, Puntied Dntiield oils, horse
powders, foot rot oils, medicine cheats.

157.—Ohiendorff and Co., London, Peruvian government
puatio, guano superphosphate, dissolved bone ash, special
manures,

158.—Stone and Son, Exeter, Sheep dipping powder, foot rot
lotion, horse powders.

159.—Spouncer and Sons, Gainsborough, Milk substitute for
rearing calves, pi^s, &3., condiment for cattle, sheep, &c,

160.—W. A, Hope and Sons, London, Cattle food, horse con-
diment, game and puultry spice.

161.—Devon and Somerset United Stores Co., Exeter, Blended
teas, coffee pots and urns, perfumes, bags and leather goods.

161a.—S. T. Clothier, Bridgwater, Moulded step, slabs of
paving stone, pieces of kerbstone,

161 B.—J. Slade, Torquay, Devon Tor ranges, kitcheners,
cooking stoves, warm air diffusing and ventilating grates.

161 c.—The Anglo-American Tin Stamping Co., Stourport,
Tinned and enamelled ware.

162.—W, N. Nicholson and Son, Newark, Horseiakes, hay-
makers, harrows, steam engines,

163,—G, Milford, Cullorapton, waggons, farm carts.
164.—J, Luxton and Co., Hatherleigh, Turnip and mangel

drills, haymaking machines, winnowing machines.
165.—Newall and Ogilvie, Bristol, Wheel rollers, harrows,

scuffle drags, horse gears.

166.—Waite, Burnell, Huggins, and Co,, London, Harvester
and self-binder, horserakes, lawn mowers,

167.—Kcll, Meats, and Co., Gloucester and Ross, Com and
seed drills, manure distributors, winnowing machines.

168.—W, Brenton, St. Germans, Mowers, combined reapers
and mowers, drills, grinding mills.

169.— R. and J. Reeves and Son, Westhurv, Liqaid manure
and seed drills, water carts, pumps, ploughs, wliiypletrees.

170.—W. Chamberlain, Kingsbridge, Ploughs, horse hoes,
cultivator or grubber, harrows.

171. — A. Lowcock, Sirewsbury, Grass mowers, combined
mowers and reapers, chaffcutters, root pulpers.

172.—J. Huxtable, South Molton, Double furrow turn wrest
ploughs, double furrow cut ploughs.

173.—J. Wright, Sandford, Waggous, carts, reapers, harrows,
horserakes, garden seats.

174.— II. S. Crump, Gloucester, Sheep racks, sack tracks
cask stands, continuous fencing, cattle hurdles.

175.—S. Pearsp, Exeter, Millstones, grist mills, weighing
machines, hay forks, cooking apparatus, mowing machines.

176.—Hill and Smith, Brierly Hill, Continuous fences, iron
hurdles, iron field gates, tree guards, game proof wire,

177.—R. Boby, Bury St. Edmuuds, Haymakers, corn dressing
machinea, horserakes, corn screens, hand seed drills.

178.—J. and H. Keyworih and Co., Liverpool, Mowers, com-
bined mowers and reapers, churns, raortisinj machine,

179.—Edmondsons and Co, Ljndou, Harves.er and binder
horserakes, sickle grinders.

180.—Whalley, Smith and Paget, Keighley, Washing, wring-
ing and mangling machines, chaff cutters.

181.—W. Huxtable, Ottery, Corn and seed drills, haymaking
machines, horse rakes, cheese press,

182,— H. Norrington and Son, Exeter, Reapers, mowers horse
rakes, ploughs, turnip cutters, feeding troughs,

183.—Garter and King, Exeter, Cooking stoves, hot air stoves
boilers,

'

184,—The Johnston Harvester Co., Londos, Binder attacli-
ments, self-rake reaper aud grass mowers.
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185.—W. Hojp, Exeter, Reaping machines.

]8ii —G. LlewelliQ and Son, Havprlord vesr, Barrel churns.

187.—A. Handyside and Co., Derby, Mowers, reapers, chain

harrows, kni e grinders.

188.—Corbett and Feele, Shrewsbury, Combined corn dressing

and screening machines, chdll cutters, ploughs, wliippletrees,

horse hoes.

189.—T. Bradford and Co., Manchester and London, Washing

wringing and mangling macliines, churns, bone mills.

190 —Harrison, McGregur and Co., Lngli, Cliatf cutters,

pulpers and slicers, mowers, reapers.

191.— C. L. Wray, Newbury, Flour dressing and middlings

dusting machine.

192.— P. Whiteside and Co., Liverpool, Mowing and reaping

machines, chain pump", hay and ra^nur-i forks.

193.— Samuelson and Co., Banbury, Heaping and mowing
machines, turnip cutters, corn lifters.

19l._G K. S otnert aud Co., Bristol, In^^pirators, moulded^

wheels aud otiier castinss, low water alarms.

195,—Penny and Co., Lincoln, Corn screens, sack lifters

barrows, luggage trucks, meat safes.

196.—Lloyd, Lawrence and Co., Loudon, Mincing machines,

pruning sheers, lawn mowers, hay forks, churns and stands.

197._J. Maunder, Ottery St. Mury, Mowing uiachine.s, horse

rakes. Reed-making and thrashing machiues.

198.—" The Farmer " newspaper.

199.—T. Biker, Newbury, Corn dresssing machines, cultivator,

water carts, cattle tr 'Ugh.

200.—The Bristol Waggon Works Co., Bristol, Cuts, drays,

waggons, manure and seei distributors, horse rakes.

201.—J. Mitthew^", Weston-super-Mare, Terra-cotta vases,

pedestals, fountain", roifiug tiles, driin pipes.

202.—N. Huut, Clifton, lein-to greeahoase.

THE HORSE-SHOEING COMPETITION.

The number of entries for the horse-shoeing competition was

unusually large.

Mr. Wm. Miles of Dix's Field, Exeter, has a theory as to

the composition, or rather physiognomy of the horse's foot,

which was once received and believed in by the majority of

veterinary surgeons and farmers, viz., that the hoof, when

coming into contact with the ground expands, and contracts

when lifted. The Balh and West of England Society also en-

couraged the theory, and allowed Mr. Miles to oifer prizes tor

horse-shoeing up to last year, Now, however, the theory has

exploded, and is discarded by the Society. They felt too that

they could not well discontinue this competition, which has

become such a popular feature of the show ; so this year fhei/

give the prizes, which are—1st, three guineas, 2nH, two

guineas, and 3rd, one guinea.

The competition was watched throughout by a large number

of persons, who seemed to take great interest in the proceedings.

Each smith was provided wi h forge and auvil, and was

allowed an assistant. Whatever polish he put on the shoe had

to be doue wiih the ordinary rasp.

The prize winners were:— 1, Philip Rundle, Colebrook ; 2,

W. R. RiJgemen% Enraore ; 3, Henry Butcher, 43, Paris

Street, Exeter. Highly commended, C. Dunford Glastonbury
;

commended, W. Gray, Shirehampton ; commended, J. R.

Buker, Kilhampton.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual general meeting of members vras held on

June 2 in the Couacil tent, the President, Eirl Morley,

being in the chair. The report was read and received.

It showed that the Society was ia a prosperous condition.

The Earl of Coventry vfas elected president for the

ensuing year.

A STRONG SKULL.- Most people have heard of the

Bigger who, when a brick fell from a scaffold on his head and

broke into pieces, looked up and exclaimed, "Tell you what it

is; keep dem bricks off my head or dey'U be all smash, you

Bee ! ' Bat this old juke pales in the presence of an anecdote

from Bristol, wl ich rtlates that on Saturday morning last a

man named Richard Tomes, a widower (small wonder)

attempted to commit suicide by discharging a revolver at his

forehead, " but the skull retisied the bullet, which was ex-

tracted in a flittened coulition." That man ought to marry

again. He could endure it.

—

Blayfair.
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THE AGRICULTURAL HALL HORSE
snow.

The sixteenth annual horse show at Islington took place

on May 31, the Company, as usual, opening on the

Saturday before Whitsuntide, with an eye to the holidays

and catching some of the fry that come from all parts of

the globe and join in the carnival oq Banstead Downs, to

whose bead roll of fame have been added Sir Bevys, winner

of the 100th Derby, and Wheel of Fortune, of the 101st

Oaks Stakes ; but we hope no more ruined homes like

Galloping Hall with its stables, coach-houses, and kennels,

even to the lodges empty, "where silence reigns with lips

of glue," together with cobwebs and mildew : in fact

everything looking as if it were in Chancery, while many

honest families have been turned adrift whose ancestors had

worked on the estate forages by a screwdriver who is

screwing in every direction to bring back the banished lord,

an ambitious youth, who has brought all this chaos and

exodus about in the vain hope not of improving the breed

of horses, but that he " may govern gamblers, be a

blackleg king ; and shine the monarch of a betting

ring" oa which we turn our backs for the more

peaceful circle in the Agricultural Hall. Around th^

ring, in a fair gathering considering the times, we spy

several old stagers whose idea of Elysium is to be

always with horses aud houuds, and for ever hunting of

talking about it, often running into their fox at the

church door to find another directly the parson has left

the wood. In fact, they are quite as great enthusiasts as

&otne lovers of the bovine race whose imaginations appear

to have become bossificd, and to whom, as they go the

round of the shows, "this rounded world with all itg

variet es is nothing but a round of beef." The Hall was

very nicely got up for both man and horse, while the

show as to entries and quality of the animals is about on

a par with that of last year, or at any rate as good as one

can expect in these times when nothing pays, not even

breeding hunters to go with our eighty or ninety packs'

of foxhounds. Come, come, draw it mild—it must pay

someone, and no other nation can touch us in this. A
few minutes after ten, Lords Waterford, Macclesfield, and

Coventry commenced business with the weight carrying

hunters, which we must say were poor, numbering 26 to

30 last year. Hurricane is a hunting -like useful

horse, aud moved very well, though the second Major by

Theobald we do not like, as he lacks quality and does not

go strong and well with his hind legs ; while the third'

horse, Gambler, is a strong and merry mover, of fair

form, but rather short in the neck and vulgar in his

forehead—he was first weight carrier at Manchester this-

year. Mr. BiUington's Loyola, a winner of prizes at

Birmingham and Alexandra Park, and a charger to look

at, is a grand goer, but did not fare so well this year as

last, when he got commended. Then Miss Ireland'^

Cashbox, well known with the L'uke of Beaufort's houuds,

looked like a Leicestershire hunter but may not be up to

fifteen stone, still he was kept in the ring till the

last, though not ridden ; neither was Mr. Taylor's
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Cartridge, a han(1some, hunting like horse whose fore legs

appeared to be a liltle too close togetlier. 'Mr. Weston's

Guardsman, a brown horse, rather straight iu the croup

and who went with his head up, has breed with power and

we should think would leave either of the first three in

the lurch with fifteen stone up across a stiff country.

Perhaps as nice a horse as any in the Hall to look on was

Mr. Leonard Noble's S.alaret, with power, symmetry, good

looks and breed and who improved in his going as he

warmed. Mr. Nelson's The Primate, with four white

legs, has power and form but is a poor mover ; while Mr
Saberton's Jim Crow, with some character can go, and

Taylor's Commander, by Laughing Stock, is short and

powerful, with scarcely enough before the saddle and not

grand iu his movements. Mr. Sharp's Emperor, own

brother to Columbine, is a nice compact horse but not up

to ] 5 stone though he looks like crossing a country. The

first horse Hurricane was number 2G in the catalogue the

last in the class. Only fancy three racing men in the

paddock at Epsom with this year's Derby lotjaraded

before them, and not knoviing anything of their perfor-

mances, trying to place the first, second and third, or

three men of Diomed's year, when horses were put through

such severe trials to test their speed and bottom, dropping

in on us iu our gliss case and Qudiug us s;iving prizss to

horses for what they might do, would they be more sur-

piised than we should in this age of wanders, if on our

way home we saw the Nelson lions trot off for a drink at

the fountains, or more liiiely, being Loudon bred, for gin

and water at Morley's ? Verily we can only judge race-

horses on the course, hunters with hounds, aud entire

horses by what their stock can do. But now a man strikes

the gong—which reminds us of the Eastern Question and

the modern antique—and in come the hunters, without

condition as to weight—twenty-nine all told. The first on

the list is Ivanhoe, a horse of a bad colour but nicely

formed aud a fair mover, which last year won sis first and

seven second prizes with four cups at various small gather-

ings, but here he has to play second to Cockney, by Lon-

don, a compact well built five-year-o'.d, full of muscle with,

out coarseness, and a good goer, in fact a very pro-

mising horse, and though only third at Manchester

in the weight-carrying class, won by Gambler, from the

same stable, he is here eventually awarded the cup as the

best in all the hunting classes. His Majesty, a horse

with not a hunting forehand, was third, while Mr. Ford's

Sunbeam, by Knight of Khars or Brown Bread, is a very

varmint, nice stamp of horse, with model hind leg action,

but shows a little temper—which the best of us do at

times—was only commended along with a middling one

of Mr. Doubleday's, Cockrobiu by name. The Hon.

Henry Bourke's Seamew struck us as avery good-looking

park hack, with breed and action, but too light in his loin

and back ribs for hunting. With Mr. Toyubee's Patriot,

Mr. Gale's Pride of the Dale, Messrs. Emery's Gamebird,

and Mr. Dame's Queen Mab good looks did not go

unnoticed. In a fair class of four-year-olds we pre-

ferred a stout, hardy, good-looking black horse tf

hunting form and action of Mr. Nelson's, called

Othello, to Mr. Newton's upstanding chesnut, Golden

Plover, which does not lack form and action, but

wants quality, and looks soft. Mr. Brown's Kiterfelto,

by Lucifer, beat Golden Plover at Manchester, but

he did not move well enough here to attract the judges

Major Burlou's Shannon, a nice lojkii.g horse by

Massanissa, did, and will be found with the commended,

nevertheless he showed to anything but advantage,

though his jockey had a pair of spurs that reminded us of

cock-fighting. Mr. Cooper's Lord Bo ighlou, by Lord

Roland, wants time to furnish and brush up as he can go-

Mr. Young's Baronet, Mr. Parker's North Lincoln, and

Mr. Robinson's roadster hunter were worthy of notice.

Lord Tredegar's Merry Step is a model of a light weight

hunter, not exceeding 15 2 hands high, and we think wit'^

his beautiful action, ought to have had had first honours

though Mr. Cooper's beautiful April Morn is of capital

form and up to more weight. The judges hung over th;8

decision for some time, " Ah 1" exclaimed an impatient^

dipper, little, Yorkshireman behind us, " They'll nevc^

hang themselves," Messrs. Allen and Haines, who are

quite at home iu scenes of the circle, have, in Hercules, a

clever, old-fashioned weight carrier. Mr. Achurch's

Leonard was commended, aud could step, though leggy«

as could Mr. Bayly's rough and ready looking Red Rover

a very useful cob for the country. Then came the cnp,

with Hurricane, Cockney, Golden Plover, and April

Morn, which we have said was given to Cockney.

Lords Aveland and Norreys, with the Hon. Mr.

Villiers acting for Lord Algernon Lennox, now took ia

hand the riding horses of any height exceeding 15'<i

hands high, and began picking out some of all sorts,

some of the worst and some of the best, we thought,

and placiug them in a line where previous judges have

generally put the pick, and it was laughable to see how

anxious some of the old riders in the ring were to get

in among the awkward squad, when in a moment their

hopes were blasted, the gates were thrown open, and

they were ordered out, looking as they went unutterable

things. The four left in were Bolton, a winner of

thirty-four prizes, first, second, and third, at local shows

in the North ; Prince Imperial and Coronet, two nice

horses ; but we were not in love with the winner,

Kohinoor, and the class was but a middling one, though

fine action and quality were essential. Fine action,

high stepping, and fashionable action, mean about the

same thing, and the freaks of fashion are often as

ridiculous as the freaks of Nature, for at one

time there were nearly as many horses without

tails as there were men without heads, who believed

by docking the poor brutes off close to their rumps they

were streugtheuing their backs. Judging by appearances

again 1 The weight-carrying cover hacks, as a class,

were anything but grand, though there were eight or tea

clever nags. Lady Watton, with Mr. Robinson, up

from Hull, who knows how to make the most of a horse,

quite delighted the lookers on with the Cerito-like step
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n which her lulyship glided over the tan. The second,

Brown Belie, is a rather heavy shouldered roadster of

the Yorkshire stamp, with high and round action, and

does not get over the grouod with the fairy-like ease of

Lady Watton ; the third [)rize, Lincoln, a .clever weight-

carrier. The others we noticed were Mr. Frisby's

Kattlp, Mr. Rubiiison's King Charles 3rd, Mr. Rowell's

Lady Mary, and Mr. Webb's Confidence, and some more,

for which we have not space. There were a few nice park

hacks and ladies horses, and more in the park cobs,

high steppers, to whom the ring was anything bnt a

novelty. 273, a piebald, vas hoisted as winner of the

third prize, but the colours were given to a chesnnt, with

an extra number not ia the class. Then came some very

clever ponies, in a class of thirty, over which the judges

spent some time—in fact both sets took great pains

—

and then handed in their books, the day winding up with

jumping, which much pleased the ladies.

The remainder of the classes, not judged on Saturday,

were disposed of on the Monday. The scenes in the circle

and " the great water jump," were as attractive as ever,

which, with people " big with expectation" during the

week that the Prince of Wales would be there, filled the

Hall to overflowing with men, women, and children, and

pale care with her wrinkles was banished by mirth and

laughter with rosy cheeks. But those who join in horse-

play are always liable to be hurt, and we are sorry to say

there were two or three serious accidents which threw a

cloud over the merriment for a time. A " daily " say

that one of the horsewomen falling in the water jump, so

scared the others that there was only one put in an appear-

ance the next day, but courageous women are not so easily

frightened. As usual there were several winners objected

to for being over the height.

There was something wrong with the entry of Mr.

Robinson's second prize. Queen of the May, in the park

cobs, which let in Mr. B. Holt's Lady Golightly for second

honours—that was not in the class—at least, in our cata-

logue, to which we alluded iu our notice of the show on the

opening day, and the reserve number of the commended.

Matchless, for the third prize. Then Miss Sowerby's

Crafty, was placed first in the single harness class, not

exceeding fourteen three, but was over height, and conse-

quently the reserve number of the highly commended,

Rattle, came in for third honours, which will be seen in

the Prize List.

PRIZE LIST.

Hunters, weight carriers.—First prize, £60, R. Phipps,

Northampton (Hurricane) ; second, £30, J. C. Daw-

son, Nacton, Ipswich (Major) ;
third, £20, A. J.

Brown, North Elmshall Hall, Pontefract ;
Commended,

L. Noble, Henley-on-Thames (Salaret).

Hunters, without condition as to weight— First prize, £60,

A. J. Brown (Cockney) ; second, £25, F. E. Thomp-

son, Elm Tree House, Hull (Ivanhoe) ;
third, £15, C.

Ros'e, MaltoD, York (His Majesty) ; Commended, H.

Ford, Leamington (Sunbeam), and G. Boubleday,

South Warnborough, Odiham (Cockrobin).

Hunters, four years old.—First prize, £50, F. P. Newton
Malton, York (Golden Plover); second, £25, R.
Nelson, Barton Hill House, York (Othello); Com.
meuded, F. Barlow, Hasketou, Woodbridge (The
Shannon).

Hunters, not exceeding, 15 2 hands high, and without

condition as to weight.—First prize, £40, J. Cooper,

East Iladdon, Northampton (April Morn) ; second

£20, Lord Tredegar, Newport, Monmouth (Merry
Step); Commended, A. Achurch, Great Strikely,

Huntingdon (Leonora).

Cup for the best horse in any of the hunting classes.

—

A. J. Brown (Cockney).

Riding horses, of any height exceeding 15.2 hands high.

—First prize, £20, A. F. Quentin, Woodleigh, Chel-

tenham (Kohiuor) ; second, £10, J. Crossley, Chome-

ley Park, Highgate (Bolton) ; third, £5, Allen and

Haines, 70, Seymour Place, Bryanstoue Square (Prince

Imperial). Commended: R. H. Westmorland, Lincoln

Lodge, Reigate (Coronet).

Cover hacks and roidsters, weight carriers, not exceeding

15.2 hands high.—First prize, £20, J. Robinson,

Coltman Street, Hull (Lady Watton) ; second, £10,

C. Rose 'Brown Bell) ; third, £5, J. Ritchie, The

Limes, Finchley (Lincoln).

Park hacks and ladies' horses, not exceeding 15.2 hands

high.—First prize, £20, Miss Moffat, 1, CJollingham

Road, S.W. (Malabar) ; second, £10, G. Cox, Stam-

ford Street, Blackfriars (Sunbeam) ; third, £5, C. B.

Marley, St. Katherine's Lodge, Regent's Park (Tre-

maine). Commended: A. T. Hewitt. 38, Gloucester

Place, Hyde Park Gardens (Zazel).

Park cobs (high steppers), not exceeding 14.3 hands

high.—First prize, £20, W. H. Mawdsley, Sharpies,

Bolton-le-Moors (Queen of the Fairies) ; second, £10,

B. Holt, Seville Row (Lady Golightly) ; third, £5, Lady

Churchill's (Matchless). Commended: A. R. Adcock

(Joco).

Ponies, not exceeding 13.3 hands high, in saddle.—First

prize, £15, H. Frisby, James Street, Buckingham

Gate (Queen Polo) ; second, £8, W. Foster, Ponte-

fract (Novelty) ; third, £5, H. Frisby (Young Bosco).

Harness horses, not exceeding 15.2 hands high.—First

prize, £20, Sir N. De Rothschild, Grosvenor Garden^

(Dame Amy); second, £10, J. Hadland, Norwood,

Beverley (Something Slap) ; third, £5, R. Tompkins

Reading (Confidence). Highly commended : C. Rose

(Brown Belle). Commended : J. Rowell, Bury, Hunt-

ingdon (Lady Mar.O-

Harness horses, not exceeding 14.3 hands high, in single

harness.—First prize, £20, J. Brown, Penrith (Lady

Lonsdale); second, £10, F. Low, Norwich (Lady Sut-

ton) ; third, £5, H. Frisby, Buckmgham Gate, (Rattle).

Highly commended : Lady Churchill (Matchless).

Roadster stallions, four years old and upwards.—First'

prize, £20, The Stand Stud Company, Whitefield'

Manchester (Star of the East) ; second, £15, J, Grou*'
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Woodbridge, Siiffulk (Delight). Highly commended :

W. Flanders, Mildenhall, Suffolk (Reality and Confi-

dence).

Pairs of Phaeton horses, not exceeding 15.2 hands high.

—

Prize, £25, F. T. Cooper, 131, Piccadilly (Daisy and

Brown Bess). Highly corameuded : B. Holt (Patriarch

and Peter), and G. H. Joues, Great Russell Street

(Countess and Duchess).

Extra class, same conditions as above.—Prize, £35, H.

Frisby's (Eclipse and Echo).

^gricultunil .Sacteties.
•

KOTAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Wednesday, June 4th, 1879.

Pres.-nt : Colonel Kiugscote, CB., MP., Trustee, in the

chair; Karl Cath('art, the Earl of Powis, Sir A. K. Mac-

douald, Bart., Sir Braiidreth Gibbs, Mr. Aveling, Mr.

Aylraer, Mr. B )wlv, Mr. Cantiell, Mr. Chandos-Pole-

Geli, Mr. Davies, xMr. Dent, Mr. Druce, Mr. Fo4er, Mr.

Frankish, Mr. Ileinsley, Mr. Leeili, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr.

Martin, Mr. Odanis, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randtll, Mr. Raw-
lence, Mr. Russell, Mr. Shuraton, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr.

Stratton, Colonel Picton Turbervill, Mr. Wakefield, Mr,

Wells, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Wise, Dr. Voelcker, and Professor

Simonds.

Mr. J. Lewis Fytche, of Thorpe Hall, Elkington,

Louth, was elected a Governor of the Society, aud the

following Dew members were elected :

—

Alington, Julius, of Lit'le Barford, S\ Neots.

Alkn, William, of Worksop.
Arctidale, Fri'derick, of Bildock, Xlerts.

Arnott, William, jun.,(>f Eyiishani, Oiforrlshire.

Austin, Willi im, of Tlie Tytlie, Lufon, Beds.

Aylmcr, George W., of Fiacliam, Dowaliarn, Norfolk.

Avhner, Robert, of Wesiacre, Swalfham.
Bajinan, Thos, jun., of Milton Ernest Hsil, Bedford.

Baly, John, ot n<rdingham, Hingliam, Nurlolk.

Barclay, Hredk. John, of Tlie Court, Abertnule, Mont.
Barnes, Fredk. Dillas, of Hirbledowa L')d;e, Cauterburv.

Birnett, Charles George, of Kings Beech, Sininingdale, Berks.
Barriogton, Percv, of Westbury Manor, Brack ley, Bucks.

Bartrum, Rev. Edward, of King Edward 6tb S;;hool, Berk-
liamstead.

Baxter, Henry Phelps, of Southall Green Farm, Southall,

Middlesex.

Beall, John Charles, of Bletsoe Park, Bedford.
Beonet', George, of Buckingham.
Bennett, John, of Wanstro*, Frome, Somerset.
Barridgp, Richard James, of Somerton, Deddington.
Blaslaud, Henry E. D., of Westwood Court, Preston, Faver-

sham.
Bliss. Sephen Valentine, of Park Farm, Weston Underwood,

Newport Pagnell.

Bo?pis, Ernest, ol Wormingford, Colchester.

liougliton, John H., of Clienies, Rickmanswortb.
Brooks, William, of Hamm Court, Weybridsie Station.

Brown, Jamea, ot Needingworth, St. Ives, Ilun's.

Brown, James Clilton, M.P., of Ilolinbush, Horsham.
Browu, William, of Raunds, Thrapston.
Browne, George Allenby, o' LanKtoii, Wragby.
Buck, E., Commissioner of Agriculture and Trade, North-

western Provinces, Allahabad, India.

Burgis, Riehard, of Docking, Kind's Lynn, Norfolk.
Burr^, Robert, of Frogmore House, St. Alban's.

Caldecott, Edwin, jun., of Trueloves, Ingatestone.

Castle, Robert, ot 18, Merton Street, Oxford.

Cathie, Elmand Wm., of Vallance House, Chadwell Heath,
Essex.

Caton, Henry Cooper, of Clifton, Biggleswade.

Chancellor, Horatio, of Cliessingfou Hall, Chcssiugton,
Kingston-on-Tiiames.

Chandler, Joseph, o' Al'ery Farm, Merntham, Red Hill.

Cliarsley, Frederick, of The Lea, Iver. Bucks,
Cliater, Gi'orge, of Love Hill House, Langey, Bucks.
Chater, John W., of Chippenham Ijodge, Slough.
Clarke, Thomas, of Ellesborough, Trintr.

Clutton, Ralph W., of Dovers Lodiie, Reigate.
Cobon, Charles, ol Hockham, Thelford.
Cole, Samuel, of Uelions, lUimpsiead, Havehill, Essex.
Conder, Frederick, of Biggleswade,
Cook, George, ol Fiitwick, Amptbill,
Coope, Edward J., of Gracedieu Manor, Coalville, Leicester-

shire.

Cooper, W. Cooper, of Toddinttton Manor, Dunstable, Beds.
Cope, Charles Henrv, of Wiirginton \jid]i<', Tainwortti.

Crabh, VVilliam, of Border Counties Chemical Maoure Works.
Silloth.

Craufield, George, of Southill, Piggleswade.
Cross, G. R., of Taplow, Maidenhead.
Crouch, Thomas, of Lidliniiton, Amplhill, Beds.
Crutchley, Perey Edward, of Sunniucliill Park, Berks.
Cumberland, John, of Park Square, Luton.
Curl, Thamas, of Sedgeford, Lvnn, Norfolk.
Curlin?, F. W.. of Ringshall Farm, Boistall, Rochester,
Diinty, Wni., of West Hay, Wan^ford, Nortliarnptonshire.

Darliuiiton, John, of New Buildings, Great Haywood, Staffj.

D vy, Thomas, ol Garho'dishara, Thetlord.
Day, TtiOfflMs, of Wintringham Hall, St. Neots.
Dobinson, Henry, of Stanwix, Carlisle.

Darrant, Edwin W., of Wimbotsham, Downbam Market.
Eigle, Francis, of Brightliniisea Hall, Colches'er.
Earpa, Joseph, of East Hall, Wennington, Romford.
Eierton, Herbert, D., of Park Clos.e, Bloxham, Bunbury.
Errington, Robson, of Scotby Farm, Carlisle,

Everist, Riehard, ot Allhallows, Rochester,
Farrey, John, of HarroM Uonger, Bedford.
Field, Francis Hayward. of 18, Merton S'reet, Oxford.
Fitz Gerald, Richard Purefoy, of North Hall, Preston Caa-

dover, Basingst(jke.

Fla-lgaV, Richard, of Addlestone, Weybridge, Surrey.
Fiatt, Thomas, of Eastmoor, Stake Ferry, Brandon.
Fiatt, Waller W., of Barton Bendish, Braiidou.
Follett, Rohert W. W., of Woodside, Old Windsor, Windsor.
Franklin, Charles, of Marston, Amptbill, Beds.
Freraantle, Thomas Francis, M.P., ot Swanbuurne, Winslow,

Bucks.

Fryer, Thomas, of Westacre, Swaff'iam.
Gardner, Ernest, ol Spencers, Maidenhead.
Gerrard, John, of Romford.
Girling, Thomas, of Frostenden, Wans''o'd, Suffolk.
Gladwin, Hamilton F^ne, of 30, Wdtou Street, S.W.
Glyn, Richard G, of Leweston, Sherborne, Dorset.
Goodbun, W. H., of Dosfhurst, Harlington, Hounslow.
Goodden, John R. P., of Compton House, Sherborne, Dorset.
Goring, Charles H., of Shipdham, Thctford,
Gostlinj, Henry V., of Oakley, Bedford.
Gouldbourn, Edward, of Wilkesley, Whitchurch, Salop,
Gray, John, of Bilton House, L'>sbury, Nortbd.
Greaves, R. P., of Grove Hill, Tingewick, Buckineham.
Gren, Brnj^rain John, of Greenford, Southall, Middlesex.
Greenhouse, Howard, of Bishop's Ca tie, Salop.
Grove, Thomas B., of Watercroft, Penn, Bucks.
Gurney, William, of Chalfont St. Giles, Sloui^h.
Haggard, Bazett M., of 2, P;.per Buildings, Temple, E.C.
Hall, ILnry Scott, of D.irmingfoti Court, Hereford.
Harris, William, ot Wjllington, Bedford.
Hayward, Edward Walter, of Hardley Hall, Loddon, Norfolk.
Headington, Edward C , of II )l\pnrt. Maidenhead, Berks.
Iled(;er, Piiilip, of Southampton Dock", Southampton.
Hedges, Herbert, of Sunbury ou-Ti.ames, Middlesex.
Henmap, Amos, of Elsfow, Hardwick, Bedford.
Hensman, Willi.am, of Winweck, Ruj.bv.

Hiatt, T. C, of Quinton House, Ctiippin? Campden, GIos.
Ilibbert, Leicester, of Chalfont Lodge, Slough.
Hig-ins, W. Francis, of Turvey House, 'Purvey, Bedford.
ILpwell, Wm., of Elmstone Lodge, Bedford.
Hill, Daniel, of Greenhill, Harrow.
Hill, John, of Felhamptou Court, Church Streffon, Salop.
lloliushead, John E Iward, of Thrales End, St. Albans.
Horn, George, of Kempston, Bedford.
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Horn, Gporgp, of Clopliill, Ampthili, b,.3s_

- Hughes, John Martin, of Clieuies, Ri.-kiiiatisworth,

lliim'Vpv, Eawar(i,o( Heywood Firtp, Maideuliead.

Huioplireys. Tlioraas, o' Middlcu-n, Oswestry.

Hiissf-v, George Henry, of Plomer Hill House, High
Wycoiiihe, Bucks.

Hutcbiugs, Tliomas o' Bryn Enryn, Oonway, Denbigh,

liid, Edward Murray, of Great Warley, Brentwood.

Inskip, Wiliam, of Sliefford Hard*icke, Biggleswade.

Ives, Georgp, of Bradfield, Norih Walsliam, Norfolk.

J:irvis, Sir Lewis W., of Middletnu Towers, Kmg's Lynn.

Jones, W. H. Quayle, of 12, King's Bench Walk, Temple,

E. C.

Kinder, John, of Leag'ave Hill, Luton, Beds.

King, Thomas, of Widmere, Marlow.

Kingsnorth, Thomas, of Verry Court, Fsversham,

Kirkpatrick, Wrn. Henry, of Scalby Grange, Gilberdjke,

Brough, Yorks.

Lawrence, Arthur, of Great Marlow.

Lee, Gforse, of Hall I'lace Farm, Maidenhead.

Lee, Joseph, of Park Farm, Eonitord.

Lp Gros, Gervoisp, of Seafield, Milbrook, Jersey.

Leigh, Levi, of Nantwich.

Lester, Thomas Goodman, of Veruey Junctioa Farm, Wins-

low, Bucks.

Lindsell, Charles Samuel, of Holme, Bigg'eswade.

Lovell, J<;hu A. of Felmersham, B'^dford.

Lovell, VVm., of Tile Priory Farm, Harrold, Bedford.

Lownde", Wm., of The Biiry, Chesham.

Madderson, Wm., of Fishburn Ferry Hil', Durham.
M»jor, Piichaid Hammond, of Langiey, Slouch.

MaUlon, James, of Cirdingtoo, Bedford.

Maldon, John, of Biggleswad'

.

Mann, Robert Wilks, of Whitehall, H«yps, M'dJlrses.

Manning, Jolm, of Tingrith, Woburn, Beds.

Marsh, John, of Riseley, Bedford.

Marshall, William, of Mere Brow Farm, Weaverham, Ches-

ter,

Marshall, George, of Great Haddam, Ware.

Martin, Joseph Critchley, of Narborough Hall, Narborough,

Swalfliam.

Mathew, William, of Knettisliall, East Harling, Norfolk,

Mayd, William, of Wither-field, Newrtarket, Suffolk.

Mead, William Wells, of Dunton, Winslow, Bucks.

Middleton, J. P., of 5, Hare Court, Temple, E.C.

Miilgeley, Llewellyn, of Wroxton, Banbury.

Mile^, lienry Pv,., of Ham Green, Pill, Bristol.

Mills, John T., of Hyde Farm, Pinkney'a Green, Maiden-

head.

Moore, Frank R., of Littlecot, Pewsey, Wilts.

Morton, John, of Fence J'arra, Stow, Uownhara,

Morton, Joseph, of Stow Bardolpli, Downhara.

Murfet, Thomas W., of Wiggtnhall, St. Mary's, Lynn, Nor-

folk.

Nellist, Thomas, of Crundalls, Bewdley.

Newman. Piob^rt, of llariingtoD, Hounslow, Middlesex.

INorton, Marcus, of Bishop's Casile, Salop.

Omond, T S., of St. John's College, Oxford.

Oaborn, S^r George Robert, Bart., of Chicksanil's Priory,

Biggleswade.

Page, Samuel K., of" Aylesbury, Bucks.

Palmer, Samuel, of Bruiit>fi.-ld House, 60, Finchley Road, N.
Parsons, J. E., of Charwelton, Daventry.

Pattisson, Jacob L , of Clandeboye, Co. Down, Ireland.

Paxton, Jonas, of Bicester, Oxfordshire.

Peel, Arthur Wellesley, of Sandy, Beds.

Perry, Wm., of Clement's Hall, Hawkwell, Roehford.

Teto, William, jun., of Cannon Court, Maidenhead,

Pick, William John, of Bedford.

Pigott, Paynfon, of Thorpe Hamlet, Norwich.

Plowman, Thomas F., of 65, Corn Market Street, Oxford.

Porter, Thomas Stewart, of Clogher Park, Clogher, Co.

T> rone.

Powers, E. F., of St. Andrew's, Biggleswade.

Powers, Hugh Edward, of Riverford, Biggleswade.

Prichard, John, of Llandaff, Cardiff.

Proctor, Jame?, Ivinghoe, Aston, Trin?.

Quint, Samuel, 65, Commercial Road, Mile End, Old Town, E.

Raragill, Samuel S., of Ringway, Altringhara.

Randall, Thomas Gnrney, of England Lane, Belsize Road,

Hampstead, N.W.

Rathdonnell, Lord, of Lisnavagh, Tullow, Carlow, Ireland.
Reed, Thomas C, of Manor House, Newington, Siitiug-

Ijourne.

Reid, Th'ima,'!, of Clifton Reynes, Olney, Bucks.
Reynold, Jolin, of 131, Kenuinstiin Road, S.E.
Richmond, W. C, of Tabley Estate OIBce. Knutsford.
Ridgvvay, Thomas, of Bourtou Grounds, Buckingham.
Riraell, Wm.,of Court House, Chippiug Campdeu, Glouces-

tershire,

Ripley, Henry W,, of Acacia, Apperley, L'-eds,

Robertson, 6. C, of Widmerpool Hall, Nottingham.
R<ise, Wm. M., of Woolston Heath, Rugby.
Rouud, George C , of Little Bealings, Woodbridge.
Round, James, of Birch, ( olchester.

Rundle, Edward, of Deer Park Loge, Tavistock.

Russell, George P., of Manor House, Plumstead, Kent.

Ryde, Charles Bertram, of Poundfield House, Woking,
Surrey.

Sanctuary, Vea, Archdeacon, of Powerstock, Bridport,
Dorset.

Sanders, Edward, of Woburn, Beds.

Sanders, George Walk^r, of Il.ynes, Bedford.
Saul, Joseph, of The Tarns, Abbey Town, Cumberland.
Saunders, J. H., of The Shrubbery, Uxbridge, Middlesex.
Scroggs Wm., of Kidlinetoo, Oxford.

Seweil, Wm., of North Pickenham, Swaffham.
Seymo'ir, Kichard^ juo-, "f Langley Broom, Slough,

Shackel, R'ibertF., of Wes-t Hyde Lodge, Rickmansworth.
Sharp, Henrv, of Frogg Mill Farm, Hurley, Marlow.
Simpson, William Thomas, of Old Buckingham, Attle-

borougb.
Sladen, P. F , of Hartsbourne Manor, Watford.
Smith, David Thomas, of Woolton Court, Littleboarne,

Witigham,
Smith, Henry, of G eat Bardfield, Braintrce, Essex.

Smiih, Jonathan, of Sipson, Slough.

Smith, Stephen, of Harableden, Henley on-Tharae3.

Smith, Thomas H , of Ever, Uxbriclge, Middlesex.

Solomon, Joseph, of Ifield, Gravesend,

Sorby, Richard, of NarforH, S*affhara,

Spalton, Francis Pearson, ot Upper Ilaiigh, Rotherhaiu.

Spalton, Arthur Wm., of Upper Haugli, Rotherhara.

Spelman, J. Jarvis, of Tivet's Hall, St. Margaret's, Scole.

Stanley, Wm. Arthur, of E^st Farleigh, Mudstone.
Stileman-Gibbard, L. G., of Sharnbrook, Bedford.

Stocks, Michael, of Woorihall, Hilgay, Norfolk.

Stride, Charles, jun., of West Lavant Farm, Chichester.

Street, Thomas, of Cople, Bedford.

Stuckley, Sir George, Bart., of Moreton, Bideford.

Sunderland, Major Thomas Joseph, of Ravensdea Grange,
Bedford.

Swaffield, Henry Richard J , of Park Farm, Ampthill,
Beds.

Swinnerton, Joseph, of Cauldwell, Burton-on-Trent,

Tacchi, J., of Beckerings Park, Woburn, Beds,

Talbot, Alfred, of Ditton Farm, Windsor.

Tavistock, Marquis of, of Woburn Abbey, Beds.

Tavlor, Edward Sidney, of Epperstone, Nottingham.
Taylor, John, of Old Rowney, Shefford, Beds.

Thwaites, Arthur, of 1, Lawrence Lme, Cheapside, E.C.
Tinniswond, Robert, of Rose Bank, Dalston, Cumberland.
Tippler, William, of Dukes Roxwell, Chelnisford.

Torr, Edward R.V., ot Westleigh House, Bideford, Devon.
Trow, William, of Ismere House, Kidderminster.

Truell, Henry P., of Clonmannon, Ashford, Co. Wicklow.
Turner, Charles, of Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Vevers, John Edwards, of Varkhill Court, Hereford.

Wade, Samuel, of Uikinton Hall, Tarporiev, Cheshire.

Walcott, Lyons R. S., of Garvery Lodge, Maidenhead.
Walker, D , of Panxworth, Norwich.
Ward, Henry C, of Sianwell, Staines.

Walter, John, M.P., of Bearwood, Wokingham.
Watney, James, jun., of Thorney House, Palace Gate, Ken-

sington, S.VV.

Webster, Richard, of Shottesbrook, Maidenhead.
Wells, George Samuel, of Altb Kettleby, Melton Mowbray.
Whitbread, Samuel, cf 10, Ennismore Gardens, S.W.
Whitworth, Spedding, of Wath-uponDearne, Rotherham.
Williams, Theodore E., of Salterley Grange, Cheltenham,
Willis, Thomas Price, of The Elms, Winslow.. Bucks.
Wigg, Wright H., of East Dereham, Norfolk.
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WiWiin, .T'i')t)n, of ITiiV''!', lht)ri'l;;e.

Wooil, William C, of jMorsloii, Kast Derpliam,

Wiirlry, John, ol' 15rize Norton (Oxoii), Fariiif^don, Berks.
Wrougliton, riiilip, of Woolley I'ark, \\';intiia;p.

York, TlioniaB, of Milton Keynes, Newport i'ugnell.

The namc3 of pandiJiitcs for mciubership having been

read, it was moved liy Jlr. (Jantkicll, seconded by Mr.
^VAKEF^ELO, and carried unaniuiously .

—

That the candidates for election as members of tiie Society,

whose names liave just l>epn read, shall be entitled to the

privilege of membership at the London Kxhibition, on pnying

their subscriptious for 1879, and Bigning the usual conditions.

VIXANCE.

Mr. RwDELT, presented the Report, from which it

appeared that the Secretary's receipts during the past

month had been duly examined by the Committee, and
by Siessrs. Qiiilter, Ball & Co., the Society's accountants,

and found correct. The balance at the Banker's on May
31 vfas £5,238 17s. lOd. This report was adopted.

JOURNAL.
Mr. Dent (chairman) reported that ^Ir. Clare Sewell

Read, M.P., having written to the Secretary that in con-

sequence of the lateness of the season it will he impossible

for the Judges to make a satisfactory report on the

Sewage Farms as early as July, the Committee recom-
mended that the Judges should exercise their own discre-

tion as to the time of making their report, as it is most
desirable that the iuepection should be thorough, but at

the same time they would be glad to see the report, if

possible, at or before the Council meeting on the 5th of

August. The Committee had postponed the consideration

of the question of reports on the Australian aud American
cattle-producing districts.

In presenting this report, Mr. Dent said that the

Council had by no means neglected questions connected

with food supply from America. In the volume of the

Journal for 1877 there appeared reports on the " Ameri-

can and Canadian Meat Trade," by Jlr. Sheldon, on the
" American Cattle Trade," by Professor Alvord, and on

"The Philadelphia Exhibition," by Mr. Coleman ; while

in 1871 the Journal contained a pnperby Mr. Willard on
" American Butter Factories," and another the following

year on " Milk Condensing; and Dairying," by the same

gentleman. At the same time, the Committee would be

very glad, if they had money at their disposal, to send

qualified commissioners both to America and Australia
;

indeed, they had received an offer from a gentleman to

visit the latter country, but at the present time the

Committee could not recommend the Council to vote the

necessary funds. The Committee, therefore, very

reluctantly postponed the consideration of the subject.

Colonel KiNGSCOTE said he was glad to hear the state-

ment which had been made by Mr. Dent, because it so

happened that several gentlemen had recently come to

im, urging hT ra to bring the matter before the Juurnal

Committee ; ut he had replied that such an exhaustive

iiiqniry could not at present be undertaken.

The report of the Committee was adopted, after Mr.

Dent, as Chairman of the Committee, had obtained

authority to print 300 copies of the last number of the

Jmirual in addition to the 8,000 which had been pre-

viouslytordered, in consequence of the large accessions to

the lis of members.
CHEMICAL.

Mr. Wells (chairman) reported that Dr, Voelc'er

had presented his quarterly report, and that the Commit-
tee had ordered live cases to be printed for further consi-

deration. The Wobnrn sub-committee had received INfr.

Paine's valuation and inventory of the live aud dead

farming stock and acts of cuUiviitiou at Cri.wley Mill

Farm and the Experimental field, ucar Wobuin, accom-

panied by the following letter :
—

OK^'TI,^MK^f,—On looking over the farm I liiid it very much
improved—so much so that I was quite astonished, considering
the dilUcult season wc have h.ad, the laud all clean and the
crops looking well, the experimental field much cleaiicr than
last year.— I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant, Jabez
Pai.\e.

This report was adopted ; and on the motion of Mr
Wells, Mr. Davies was added to the Committee.

LONDON EXHIBITION.
Lieut.-Col. TuRBERViLL reported the recommendations

of the Committee with reference to agencies for the sale
of season and other tickets of admission to the Exhibition,
and with regard to the appointment of a purveyor of corn
and meal. 'J'he Committee recommended that the English
Cart-horse Society be allowed to hold their annual meet-
ing in the showyard, provided that the necessary arrange-
ments can be made to avoid clashing with other meetinga.
The Committee further recommended that an application
be made to the Lord Mayor for a further sum of £2,000
from the Mansion House Committee Fund, towards de-
fraying the expenses already incurred on the Exhibition,
The sum of £2G 178. 6d. had been received from IMr.
iiolmes-Pegler, being the amoimt of subscriptions col-

lected by him towards the goat prizes, after payment of
the necessary expenses.

This report was adopted.

VETERINARY.
Colonel KiNGSCOTE, C.B., M.P., reported that there

were no reports on cases investigated during the last,

month from the Royal Veterinary College, A letter had
been received from Dr. Burdon Sanderson, informing the
Committee that owing to Dr. Greenfield not having been
able to obtain material for prosecuting experiments on
anthrax, nothing has been carried out in this direction.
The Committee recommended that the Metropolitan
Board of Works be communicated w^ith in reference to
obtaining information relative to outbreaks of disease of
animals in the metropolis ; and that a copy of the rules
and regulations guiding the examinations for prizes aud
medals for proficiency in cattle pathology be forwarded to
the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland and the Secretary of tho
Highland Society, together with an explanatory letter

suggesting that the prizes should be open to students from
all parts of the United Kingdom, and inviting their co-
operation to carry this into effect. Professor Simonda
had reported that experiments were being carried on at
the Royal Veterinary College with respect to the disease
which is known by the name of Trichinosis,

This report was adopted.

SHOWYARD CONTKACTS.
Mr. Jacob Wilson (Chairman) reported that the

showyard works were well forward, notwithstanding the
weather, and that the work of covering in the sheds has
commenced ; and he also presented the rccommendatmns
of the Committee in reference to various matters of dctaU.

Mr. Wilson added that, so far as the erection of the
shedding and other buildings is concerned, the work is

about comi)lettd, and although the showyard was excep-
tionally large, the arrangements had never before been so
nearly completed at the corresponding date.

This report was adopted.

SEEDS AND PLANT DISEASES.

Lieut-CoI.TuRBEEviLL reported that some leKers from
the Foreign Oflice, relative to destructive insects found in
a portion of the Island of Cyprus, and reports thereon
from Mr. Carrulhers, which had been already forwarded
to the fiovernmen t, had been laid before llie Committee.
'I'he Consulting Botanist reported that he had jjlacrd the
origii.al drawings of the growth of wheat aud of its

diseases, made by Mr. Bauer, in cue of the ixhibition

rooms of the Botanical Department of the British
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Museum, bclievinp: (hat it will tliore be of especial interest

to many agriculturists who will visit Londoa at the time

of the Interuational Exhibitiou.

This report was adopted.

AVith reference to the suggestion made by Mr. Y/.

Yates Freebody at the General Meeting of Members on

lilay 22ad, '' That the Council instruct qualiiied Com-
missioners to obtain, and then to publish, separate

reliable reports as to the corn-growiug and meat-raising

•capabilities of America, Canada, Russia, India, Australia,

and Kcw Zealand, in regard to the probable supply of

.food intended for the English market."

The Earl of Poayis said that Mr. Dent Lad already

stated that at the present moment it would not be coa-

vcuient for the Society to undertake any great expense

upon such an investigation ; and he reminded the Council

that the anual reports sent from each of our colonies to

the Colonial Secretary, and which are printed as Parlia-

mentary Blue-boulis, give considerable information as to

their progress in both corn-growing and meat-producing.

It could scarcely be expected that the Couucii should send

a con:missioner every year to look round those different

countries and colonies, to see the special prospects of the

harvests in the same manner that a great brewer sends

his agent rouLd to Suffolk and Norfolk, to see how the

barley is looking. He thought the American newspapers

generally tell us a good deal of the state of the crops in

the United States ; but perhaps some member of the

House of Commons might speak on the subject to the

Secretary for the Colonies, and ask if any statistics could

-be got for the present year as to corn and cattle.

Mr. Dent said that something more than mere statis-

tics was required. "What was really desired was an

account of the state of the corn and cattle-producing

districts, dealing with their capabilities, the question of

freights, aud in "fact an exhaustive inquiry into the v\hole

matter. Prom this point of view the subji;ct

had been under the consideration of the Journal Com-

mittee for a considerable tiire, as he had previously

stated. ^ However, the home Governraett was in

the habit of receiving reports on the state of

each colony, and there might be information with respect

to the American corn trade in those reports, with which

neither the public uor the Society were acquainted.

Earl Cathcakt agreed with the remarks of Lord

•Powis, and felt so strongly on this subject that he would

like every half-yearly /c*«r«ff/ to contain som.e reference to

the information contained in these Blue-books.

After a further conversation, in which Col. Kingscote,

Mr. Handel], the Earl of Powis, and i\Ir. Dent took part,

•it was unanimously resolved, " That Mr. Preebody's sug-

gestion be referred to the Journal Committee."

In reference to Mr. Mechi's suggestion, " That the

Council send lecturers into country districts to teach the

Principles of Agriculture," it was resolved, on the motion

of Mr. Dent, seconded by Mr. Ilemsley,
_

" That under

present circumstances the Couucii do not think it desirable

to carry out Mr. Mechi's suggestion."

The Council then adjourned till 2.30 on Wednesday,

July 2nd, in the showyard at Kilburn, it beins arranged

that special meetings of the Council should also be held at

.1 p.m. ou each aay during the Exhibition.

NEW MEHrCERS.

The following were elected members of the Associa-

tion :

—

Corbett, James Richard, More Place, Betcbwortb, Surre}-,

Grfatorex, Josppli, Stretton, near 15nrton-ou-Treiit.

Lofft, ]lubprt Emlyn, Troston Iluli, Bury St. Edmunds.
Tilleard, Fredk. D., Grange Club, Guernsey.

Mr. Alfred Gilbey was elected a life member.

DAIRY SHOW.

It was proposed to fix the date for holding the fourth,

annual Dairy Show at the Agricultural Hall for October
ISoh aud four subsequent days, the entries to close Sep-

tember 13th. It waa decided to receive post entries on
payment of an additional fee for one week later, but on
no account whatever to accept any entry after the 20th.

The Pucport of the Prize List Committee was read aud
discussed at length, and after various modifications unani-

mously adopted,

A letter was read from Mr. M. Yv'alker, of Chaddesden,

Derby, recommending the introduction of classes for pigs.

After due discussion it was considered impossible to carry

this out for want of sulTicient accommodation, the

Council being desirous of extending the operations of

cheese aud butter making at the show by offt^ring greater

advantages and facilities to exhibitors. The suggestioa

was, therefore, rejected.

A proposition to reduce the entry fees of stock and
dairy produce by 2.5 per cent, to members of the Associa-

tion was unanimously adopted.

The arrangements for a poultry shovi' were left to be

decided by the Prize List Committee at a future meeting,

ESTABLISHMENT OF A DAIRY SCIIOOt..

J\Ir. Gilbert Murray's motion for the establishment

of a dairy school was, in consequence of the lateness of

the hour, adjourned to the next meeting, as was also

Professor Axe's motion for the appointment of a scientific

committee.

The me.eting adjourned at eight o'clock.

BRITISH DAIRY FARMERS'.
The Monthly Council was held at the Offices, 446,

Strand, on Tuesday, the 3rd ult.—Present : Mr. E. C.

Tisdall (in the chair), Messrs. T. Nuttall, Garrett Taylor,

.John Treadwell, A. Tisd.ll, J. Hoddiuott, J. Welford,

-Gilbert Murray, W. Freeman, \V, Everard, H. Simmons,

E. Dale, Professor J. W. Axe, aud II. S. Holmes Pegler

(Hon. Sec).

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTUEAL.
The mouthly meeting of the directors of this Society

was held on Tuesday, June 3, in their Chauibers, No.

8, George IV. Bridge. Present :—The lion. George

Y'aldegrave Le<ilie, Sir George Douglas Clerk of Peni-

cuik, Bart. ^ Sir John Maijuribanks of Lees, Bart. : Sir

James R. Gibsou-Maitland of Cliftonhall, Bart. ; Mr.
Graham Binny, W.S. ; Mr. Dickson, of (lorstorphine

;

;Mr. Dingwall, R-imornie ; Mr. Ferguson, Kinnochtry ;

Mr. Gillou of Wallhouse, Mr. Hendrie of Larbert, Mr.

Hope, Duddingston ; Mr. Irvine of Drum, Mr. Kirk-

wood, Killermont ; Mr. Mackenzie of Portmore, Mr.
Mjliie, Niddrie Mains; Mr. Pluramer of Sunderland

Hall, Mr. Ritchie of Middleton, Mr. Ross, Bachikon
;

Mr. Smith, Stevenson Mains ; Mr. Smith, Whittiag-

hame ; Mr. Walker of Bowlaud, C.B.; Professor Wilson,

aud Dr. Aitkeu. Mr. F. N. Meuzies reported apologies

for the absence of the Earl of Strathmore, Lord Pol-

warth, Sir Robert Menzies of Menzies, Bart. ; j*<Ir. Cop-

land, Milton of Ardlethen ; Mr. Kenucdy (of Sundaj-

well), Braudleys ; Mr. Murray of DoUerie, Mr. Oswald

of Dunnikeir, and Mr. Young of Cleish.

Before proceeding with the business ou the pro-

gramme, the following resolution was unanimously agreed

to :—
THE LATE ME. SETON WIGHTMAX OF COUKANCE.

" That the directors of the Highland and Agricultural

Society o( Scotland desire to express their deep and sincere

regret at the loss which the society has sustained by the

death of Mr. James Sctoa Wightman of Courance, con-
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voncr (if llip poiinty of "Diimrrios, one of (Iiuir nninber, and

their sense of tlie cfndiul assistance reiiJcreJ by hiiu as a

dirtutor of the sociuly."

THE LATK CAPTAT.V TOD OF IIOAVnEV.

A letter was read from Mr. Williatn Tod of ircathnry

ITangli, reluniinj; his siucere thanks to the directors for

tlic exprcssuin of tbiir sense of the services reudtred to

the society by the late Captain Tod.

NEW JIEMUEIiS.

Tho list of candidates for election at llic general mect-

ine on the ISlli current was submitted, and the secretary

ititiinatcd that additional names could be received up till

the moruiug of the meeting.

GKiVERAL MEF.TINT,.

The proeramme of business to bo brought before the

half-yeaily geneial meeting of the society oa thelSth
was arranged as follows :—El'-ction of members ; arrange-

ments for the general shews at Perth lS7'Ji and Kelso

ISSO; motion by the Hon. Ceovge Waldegrave Leslie in

regard to the society's hall and ch;mibcrs ; reports by
couvener and Dr. Ailken ou the cheinicc.l depnrtment

;

report of examinations for agricultural certificates and
diploma; report of examinations for veterinary certifi-

cates; transactions for 1S79.

PERTU SHOW.
The Secretaky stated that all entries of implements

must be made on or before the Gth current, and that as

Friday, the 13lh current was the l.:st day for loflging

certillcatcs of stock, he would attend at the Koyal George
Hotel, Perth, on that day to receive entries, and to close

the list.

DEPUTATION TO EXniBITION I\ LONDON'.

The Secretary (Mr. Menzies) was instructed to

inform the secretary (Jlr. Jenkins) of the Uoyal Agricul-

tural Society of England that the directors of the High-

land and Agricultural Society of Scotland purpose

sending a small deputation to London to visit specially

the great agricultural exhibition at London at the end of

this month.

NEW ZEALAND STUD-BOOK, ETC.

A letter was submitted from Mr. Robert Wilkin, 4,

LanglanJj Place, Dumfries, scndincr, at the request of the

president of the Agricultural and Pastoral Associaticin of

Canterbury, a copy of the first volume of the New
Zealaad Draught Horse Stud- Book, being the lirst

draught horse stud-book published in the colony.

A letter was also reported from Professor Lorimer,

sending copies of his pamphlet on the Fixity of Tenure.

The SECUETARy stated that he had already, in name
of the directors, thanked Mr. Wilkin and Professor

Lorimer.

SHORTHORN.
A meeting of the Council of this Society was held at

the Society's Rooms, 12, Hanover Square, W., on Tues-

day, tlie 3rd ult. Present: Colonel Kingscote, C.B.,

M.P. (vice-president), in the chair, the Earl of Bective,

ISI.P., Colonel Gunter, Mr. Hugh Aylmer, Mr. H. W
]>eauford, Mr. Edward Rowlv, Mr. it. Chandos-Pole-

Gell, Mr. W. Talbot Crosbie,'Mr. J. W. Cruickshank,

Mr. S. P. I'oBter, Mr. D. Mclutosh, Rev. T. Slauiforth,

and Mr. Jacob Wilson.

The following new members were elected :

—

Darling, John, Beau Desert, Rugelev, Staffs.

Graves, Septimus Perry, Southaiu, Warwickshirp.

Scoby, George, Bt-aillain Grange, Nawton, York.

Walker, Wil iam 'I'luntlinson, Clifton Gruve, York.

Wright, William, Wollaton, Ni.ttingiiaMi.

EDITINfi COMMITTEE.

Colonel KiNGScorE n ported that the Commitfee had

very carefully cousideicd the resolution passed by the
i

.' Conncil in May la^t to insert foreign pedigree? in an

appendix in tlie Herd I5oo!c, and were of o))inion that it

would work di'iadvantagjoiisly. The Committte therefore

recommended that they be entered in the ordinary course-

in the Herd Book, but with a distinguishing nnric

attached to stiuh pedigrees, and that a note signifying

this be placed at the commencement of the list of JUills

and Cows in each volume. That in accordance with the

directions of the Committee at the last meeting, the

Secretary had sent out the new forms of certificate—as to

dates of birth of dam.s, &c.— to those breeders and owners
entering animals whose pedigrees have never before been

recorded in the Herd Book, and these forms had been

rtturneil. The Committee having considered several

pedigrees of this nat'ire, had given some latitude in tiioso

cases where the breeder was unable to furnish all the

particidars asked (or, but who had given satisfactory proof

of the authenticity of the pedigrees of the animals pro-

posed to be entered. That the Committee recommended
that several books of reference be purchased for the use of

the Society at a cost not exceeding £5.

This report was adopted.

Mr. II. Chandos-Pole-Gell announced that with

reference to the purchase of several works of reference, h'^

should be very pleased io present the Society with a copy

of the late Rev. John Storer's work oa the "Wild White
Cattle of Great Britain."

GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE,
jMr. Jacob Wilson reported that the accounts for thn

month of May had been examined by Messrs. Quilter,

Ball & Co., and the Committee, and were found to be
correct ; that the Secretary's petty cash account had been
examined and passed, and showed an expenditure of

.£11 Gs. 9J. during the past month. That the receipts

for the same period had been £95 Is. ; the balance of

the Society's current account at the bankers' being

£702 123. 2d. That the annual audit of tho Society's

accounts to 31st Dtcember, 1878, was held oa the 27tli

ultimo, and that an abstract of the cash account and a
copy of the balance-sheet were now laid on the table.

That the Committee recommended that £300 be placed
on deposit ; also that a ])late, a sketch of which was su'o-

mitted by the Secretary, tor a new cheque book, be
supplied, and that cheques be drawn for various accounts
and salaries amounting to £275. That they had had
before them the final revise of the proposed alterations in

the Articles of Association, which they had approved
of. That the Committee further recommended, that Bye-
law No. 7 be amended, so that for the future it should
stipulate that the Volumes of the Herd Book purchased
by Members shall be for their own use or private pur-
poses, and not for sale.

This report was adopted.

The following report was presented by the Vice-

President :

—

EXCtSSIVE CHARGES FOR CONVF.YANCE OF STOCK BY
KAILV.AY COMPANIES.

I beg to report to the Uonuoil that in compliance with
t'le expression of their wishes at the meeting held on the Ctli

of Mav last, I iiavr, both jjersonally and in cjnjuuclion witli

Mr. Ilarward, brou;;l>t this sutject under the notice of tiie

various railway coiiif'anies.

Immediately after tlie Conncil meeting, Mr. Ilarward and
myself iiad a long interviciv witii Jlr. Grierson, the G neral
Manager of the Great Western Railway, putting before liiai

the fact tliat the present liigh rate of charges for convey-
ance of cattle in liorse-boxes was exercising a prohibitory

cfToct upon the sales of pnre-b.rd animals throughout 1hf>

kingdom, and greatly retaniing the development of the tralfio

in nil superior chisses of stock, both as to purchas'n? at sales

ana privately, aud also in sending cows for service to distant

bulls, thus mjiiring Imth the railway con'paiiifs and the

agriciiltiirnl interest. To meet this ditliculty 1 suggested to

3ir. Grierson the desiribility of special cattl? boxes, which
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should not be padiled, being constructed for this class of

tratlic He remarked tliat it was a current opiniou amongst
railway companies that the traffic was not sufficient to

juslify a special provision for it. I thereupon pointed out to

iiim that this class of traffic was not only now very consider-

ably increased, but was daily increasiuff, and was also greatly

augmented by the large number of agricultural shows held

throughout the kingdom, valuable animals being sent to them
from every quarter. JMr. Grierson kiudly promised to bring

the subject prominently before hia Directors, and represent

to them fully the itatements I had made on behalf of the

Society.

For the satisfaction of the Council I may state that I have
also had both interviews and coramnnications with Mr,
Allport, General Manager of the Midland Railway ; Sir

Daniel Gooch, Bart., M.P., Chairman of the Great Western
Railway ; Lord Richard Grosvenor, M.P., a Director of the

London and North Western Railway ; the Great Northern
Railway, through Lord Colville, Deputy Chairman ; Sir

Edward Watkin, M.P., Chairman of the South Eistern Rail-

way ; Mr. J. P. Knight, Manager, London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway ; Lord Claud Hamilton, M.P., Vice
Chairman Great Eastern Railway.

Mr. Hine has also forwarded to all the principal Railway
Companies a letter and u copy of the minute passed at the last

Council Meeting upon this matter.

Numerous letters have been received by myself, Mr.
Harward, and the Secretary, and a precis of the correspond-

ence is annexed to this report.

I would strongly urge the Council to bring the matter

before the nest general meeting of the Society, and at that

meeting to pass a resolution recoaameuding the railway

•companies—
1. To provide special cattle-boxes for this class of traffic,

the internal fittings of which should pe;mit of the cleansing,

&c., required by the Privy Council to be easily carried out,

provision being made in such boxes for the accommodation of

. the servant who has charge of the cattle.

2. That the existing privilege of horse-boxes travelling

with passenger trains should be extended to this new class of

' cattle-boxes.

3. That a more equitable and uniform scale of charges

should be adopted jointly by the various railway companies

(and instructions thereon given to their agents at every

-station).

This uniform scale of charges to be in force whether the

animal is conveyed over the lines of one or more railway

companies,

(Signed) Nigel Kingscote,

Oa the motion of Mr. H. Chandos-Pole-Gell,
seconded by Mr. E. Bowly, it was resolved un-

animously

—

That the foregoing report be received and adopted, and
that the subject be brought before the next general meeting
of members.

On the motion of the Earl of Bective, M.P., seconded
by Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., it was resolved

—

That the Council of the Shorthorn Society of Great Britain

and Ireland, having reason to fear that attempts are likely to

be made to introduce Shorthorns with fabricated pedigrees

into Bela;ium, we think it desirable to draw the attention of

the authorities of Belgium to their suspicions, with the view
of protecting buyers, and prosecuting the authors of such
frauds. They send out this notice, and hereby invite all

persons to assist them m their etiorts, and to send to the

Council at once any information which can be obtained as to

any such fraud, and the names of any persons aiding and
abetting therein.

At the roquest of the Council, the Vice-President

-ap;reed to forward a letter to the Britis*! Minister at

•Brussels, enclosing him a copy of the foregoing resolu-

tion, and asking him to bring it before the proper
authorities.

On the motion of the Rev. T. Staniforth, it was
resolved that the following additiou should be made to

fchs Eje laws,

That the wives and husbands of deceased members, upon
being themselves elected members, shall be exempted from the
payment of the entrance fee of one guinea.

It being necessary, under the Companies' Acts, 1862-7,
that a second general meeting of members should be
held at an interval of not less than fourteen days, nor
more than one month, from the date of the first meeting,

for the purpose of confirming the resolutions of the Jrst
meeting as to alterations of articles, the Council resolved

that the Second General Meeting should be held at the

Society's rooms, 12, Hanover Square, Middlesex, on
Wednesday, the 23d of July, at 12.45 p.m.

On the motion of Mr. Jacob Wilson, seconded by the

Rev. T. Staniforth, it was unanimously resolved

—

That Mr. E. W. Meade-Waldo of Stonewall Park, Eder.
bridge, Kent (a life member of the Society), be selected to be
the 33rd member of the Council, under the proposed altera-

tion of the Articles of Association, increasing the number of

the Council from 33 to 33.

The draft of the Report of thQ Council to the Annual
General Meeting of Members was read and adopted.

The next meeting of the Couacil was lixed for Wednes-
day, the 23rd of July, at 12 noon.

ENGLISH CART-HORSE.

The usual monthly meeting of the Council of this

Society was held on Tuesday, June 3rd, at the Inns of

Court Hotel, Holborn. Present—Earl Spencer (vice-

president) in the chair ; the Hon. E. Coke, Sir W. B.

Ffolkes, Bart., Major Dashwood, Mr. Walter Gilbey,

Mr. F. Street, Mr. G. Street, Mr. Thomas Brown, Mr
Garrett Taylor, and Mr. G. M. Sexton, Secretary.

NEW MEMBERS.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society :

—

Mr. Christopher Parson", Horseheath, Cambs.
Messrs. J. and W. Birch, Sefton, Liverpool,

Mr. John Ilollingworth, Weston on-Trent, Derby.

After the minutes of last Council had been read and

confirmed.

The Seceetart presented a requisition from Mr.
Thomas A. Spencer, of Clavering Hall, Essex, with signa-

tures of 112 members, requesting the Council to convene

an Extraordinary General Meeting of Members, for the

object of considering the expediency of altering the name
of the Society.

The subject was discussed, and it was thought the

W^ednesday of the Royal Show week would be the mosi

suitable time, and the secretary was requested to commu-
nicate with the secretary of the Eoyal Agricultural

Society with a view to obtain a room to hold a meeting

on the Royal Show ground. The Secretary read several

letters npcn the subject i^ro and con, and also inquiring if

proxies would be allowed to vote.

Rule 33 of the Articles of Association provides that all

questions and matters of this kind shall be decided by a

majority of the votes of the members " actually present."

Mr. F, Street called attention to the fact that the

Royal Society and other Societies in England offered

distinct prizes for Clydesdale horses, but that the High-

land Society of Scotland did not allow English horses to

compete for their prizes, nor offer any special prizes for

them. As no formal notice of the question had been

given, it was left open for further consideration, the

general opinion being that at some future time the atten-

tion of the Highland Society should be drawn to the

matter.

The Hon. E. Coke, chairman of the Editing Commit-
tee, stated that the pedigrees of npwards of 2,000 stallions

had been through the printer's hands, and that about

300 more had been received since notice had been given
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by advertisement tliat entries for the first volume of

the Stud-bDok closed April 30th. Therefore, a great deal

of the time of the committee would now be occupied in

revising the work ready for publication.

At the same time the Council thought that perhaps

many persons who were not members of the Society hud

not noticed the advertisement, and having valuable

stallions would probalily become members at once and

cuter their horses, and by signifying the same to the

secretary their entries could be received if sent at once.

Forms for the purpose and all particulars on appli('ation

to the secretary, Ui: G, M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall,

Ipswiyh.

ROYAL CORNWALL.
MEETIXO AT FALMOUTH.

This show vras opened on June 11th, and there was a

good attendance. The H'cst JJrifoH says :—The show of

cattle, in some respects, was not nearly equal to that of

last year, but in others it was very superior indeed. In

Devon bulls Viscount Falmouth had it all his own way.

His four-year old bull '' Sirloin," which obtained the

prize at Exmouth, and many other prizes elsewhere, was

the oiilv entry in his class, and in the second class, three-

year olds he was again the only competitor. Both were

awarded tirst prizes. In class 3, for bulls not exceeding

two years old, his lordship was also first. He had two

bulls entered for this class, but sent one only, and Mr.
"W. Perry, of Alder, Lew Down, who had entered his

" Druid,'' did not put in an appearance. The second

prize went to Mr. II. Julyan, of Grampound, hut curious

enough this same bull, " INlaster Stowey " by name, beat

Lf.rd Falmouth's at Exeter, which shows the difference

of opinion amongst judges. In the yearlings Lord

Falmouth had two entries out of the three ; but ]Mr.

Julyan here beat him, and carried olF the premier

honours. Mr. Julyan was without a competitor in

Devon cows exceeding three years old, Mr. Perry's cow
not beii.g sent in. In Devon heifers not exceeding two
years old Jlr. John Tremayne, M.P., beat Mr. Julyan,

but there was no other competitor. In yearling heifers

Mr. Tremayne was the only exhibitor. The shorthorns

were much belter represented, especially the younger
classes. In old bulls, of which there were three entered,

Mr. T. Blarney, Veryan, beat j\Ir. Whitford, of St. Erme,
and ^Ir. W. Chapman, Gerrans, with his " Master
Frederick," was first in two-year-old bulls, Mr. Tyacke,

of Merlhen, coming second. ilr. Tiethewy, of Tre-

goose, Probus, had the premier honour in bulls not

exceeding two years old on 1st June; Messrs. Hoskens
"Lord Oxford "not having been sent. There was a

capital class of yearling hulls, there being nine entries.

The heifers not exceeding one year old formed about the

finest class we have seen lor a very long time. There
were twelve altogether, and they were so even a lot that

it required a very minute examination to decide upon the

prize animals, but, after a long scrutiny, the judges

decided on giving the prize to Messrs. llosken's " Rose
of Oxford " 4th, aged ten months. One of the special

features in the cattle show was the large entry of Here-
fords. It is but a few years ago that the association

agreed to award prizes to this class of animals, so few

were there of thcni in the county. They have grown
very rapidly into favour in the county, and they form
almost the best class in the show. The Guernseys and
the Jerseys were never so strongly represented in Corn-
wall as on this occasion.

There was a very good show of sheep, especially of

South Hams, In the yearling Leicester rams the com-
petition lav between Mr. J. Kusewttrne, Nanspi.sker,

^Ir. P. Thomson, Cuhy, and Mr. W. Tremaine, Polsue.

There were eleven entries, and allhough tho compe'itiou

was strong the whole three prizes was awarded to Mr.
Tremaine, who is successfully keeping up the stock left

by his late father, who was so well known as a most
successful breeder of Lcicestcrs. For Leicester rams of

any other age he obtained first and second prize, and
obtained the special prize, and for yearling ewes he had
similar honours, but in this class there was no competi-
tion. There were no less than fifteen entries of South
Ham yearling rams, and the com])etition was very close.

Mr. J. N. Davies, of Mawgan, Jlelston, had three fine

rams, but he failed to get a prize, Mr. R. B. Trant,
Tregrill House, Menheuiot, getting Ist and 2nd. There
were three entries of rams of any other age, and here Mr.
Henry Williams, Linreath, took the first place. Sir J.

II. Amory, Bart., JI.P., Tiverton, obtained the chief

honour in the long wool yearling rams, but Mr. W.
Drakes, Warbstow, beat him in rams of any other age,

taking 1st and 2nd. In yearling ewes, however, the

baronet again stood at the top of the list. In Shropshire
Downs Viscount Falmouth carried oil all the prizes in

yearling rams and ewes, but he was the only competitor,

and Mr. J. T. Ilearle, St. Anthony, was the only com-^

petitor in the class rams of any other age.

The show of horses was pronounced to be the bes

ever seen at any county show in Cornwall, and one of

the judges remarked that he had not seen such a show
out of Lincolnshire or Yorkshire. For agricultural ma'-es

and foals there were six entries, and Mr. S. T. Tregaskis

took the first place. There were sjven entries of agricul-

tural geldings or fillies foaled in 1876, and the first prize

was awarded to Mr. T. Rundle, St. Columb Minor. Mr.
J. K. Martyn, St. Enoder, carried off the premier honour
for agricultural geldings or fillies foaled in 1877 against

five other competitors. There were nine entries of hacks
and hunters, a very good class, and .Mr. Wesley Stephens'
mare was decided to be the best of the lot. There were
six mares or geldings foaled iu lS7o, and Mr. T. O. Bice,

St. Columb, got the first prize, and Mr. Grigg, of Creed,
had a like honour in the class mares or geldings foaled in

1876, calculated for hacks, and he held the same position

in the next class, mares or geldings foaled in 1877
calculated for hunters, in which there were eleven com-
petitors. Mr. N. J. West, Hayle, took the place of

honour in the class of mares and geldings foaled in 1877,
calculated for hacks. Mr. E. Syinons, of IMinver, was
first for colts, geldings, or fillies foaled in 1878. Mr. R.
F. Stephens, St. Austell, had the best five-year-old

hunter in the field up to 1-i stone, and the best up to

12 stone, and iu the latter class there were thirteen

entries. Mr. Richard Quick, Pendeen, had the best five-

year-old hack up to 13 stone, there were eight entries

here.

There was a very fair show of pigs, but there was
nothing very remarkable about them except that they

seemed, as usual, to be very fat and lazy. Lord Moreton,
Gloucester, was the largest exhibitor, and he was first in

large breed boars and in pens of two breeding sows of the

same litter. In small breeds he was not so successful,

Mr. T. Salmon, St. Columb, carrying off thn chief

honours.

THE PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—CATTLE.-Jolin NiclioU?, Aharum ; J. Mappowder,

lilandford ; W. Faulkner, llothcrsthorpe, Northampton ; W.
T. Gibb?, M^nor House, Cothelstone, Taunton ; J. R. Mew-
berry, Ilill Barton, Heavitrep, Exeter. SiiEEr andl'ic;s.

—

1!. Corner, Torweston, Williton, Taunton; T. Potter

Ycllowford, CoUun.pton. Horses. Wliitford,

Trchane, St. Ernie ; \V. lladdall, L«unceston ; Col. 11. A.

F. Luttrell, Badgworth Court, Axbridge, Somerset ; E.-

Aldridgp, Chi[)pcnham Court, Slougli, Berks. liirLEllE.^TS.

—Mr. Short, Fowpy.
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C A T T L E.

UliVONS.

Bulls, exceeding three years old.—First prize, £10, Viscount

i'almouth, TreKOthnan.

Bulls above two and not esceeding three years.—Prize,

£10, Viscount Frtlniouth.

Bulls not exfcediDK two years.—first prize, £8, Viscount

ralinouth ; second, £5, ll. Julyan, Gargass, Grampound.

Bulls not esceediDK twtlve months.—First prize, £6, 11.

Julyan ; second £i, Viscouat Falmoutti ; third, £2, Viscount

Fulaiouth.

Cows exceedinpr three years, in calf^ or, if in milk, having

had a calf within six mouths.—Fir.«t priz,;, £8, U. Julyan.

lleifers not exceeding; two years.— First prize, £1, J. Tre-

jn.\vnp, M.?., Sydenliam; second, £3, R. Julyan,

ileiters not exceeding twelve inouUis.—First prize, £i, J.

Tremoyne.
Shorthorns.

Bulls escpedinR three years old.—First prize, £10, T.

Blamey.Trethenal.Veryan; second, £5, — Whitford, Trehaue,

St. Erme.
Bulls above two and not exceeding three years.—First prize,

£10, W. Uhapraau.Gerrans (Master Frederic) ; second, £3 —
Tyacke,Mertlien ; third, £3, II. Benny, Lidvck.

Shorthorn bulla not exceeding two years.— First pr'ze, £8,

— Trethewy, Tregoose, Probus ; second, £5, — Tyacke
;

third, Ilosken and Sou, Hayle.

Bulls not exceeding twelve months.—First prize, £6, W.
Treraaine, Philleiiih ; second, G. Williams, lluantauiliorne

;

third, £2, — Trethewy.

Cows exceeding three years, in calf, or, if in milk, having

liad a calf within six moulhs.—First prize, £8, liosken and

Sou (Carnation 4th) ; second, £5, — 'i'yacke ; third, £3, —

,

'rrelliewy.

lleifers in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years.—First

prize, £6, Ilosken and Son ; second, £1, Ilosken and Son ;

third, £2, — Tyacke.

Heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £3,

liosken and Son (Hose of Oxford 4th) ; second, £4, Koskea

atd Son; third, £2, — Tyacke.

Heifers net exceeding one year.—First prize, £4, Hosken

and Son ; second, £3, W. Tremaine.
Herefords.

Bulls exceeding tliree years.—Second prize, £5, J. E, Best,

Tremeer, Lauteglos.

Bulls above two and not esceeding three yeafs.—First priz",

£10, Major Carlyon,Tregrehau, Sc. Austell ; second, £6 R.
WichoUs, Trenant, Fowey ; third, £3, — Lutley, Brock-

liaraptou, Worcester.

Bulls not exceeding two years.—First prize, £8, C. J.

Searle, St. Ewe ; second, £5, — Lutley ; third, £3, — Olver,

Ticscowe.

Bulls not exceeding one year.—First prize, £6, Major Carl-

yon ; second and third, £4 and £3, — Tucker, Prideaux, Par.

Cows exceeding til ee year?, in calf, or if in ndlk, having

liad calf within six months.—First prize, £8, W. R. Grose,

Wadehridge; second, £5. — Lutley ; third, £3, W. K. Grose,

lleifers in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years.—First

and second prizes, £G and £4, C. Searle ; third, £2, Mi'jor

Carlyon.
Guernseys.

Bulls.—First and second prizes, T. D. Eva (1, Duke of

Cornwall, 3, Duke of Cornwall Sud), Troon, Camborne.

Cows exceeding three years, in calf, or if in milk, iiaving had

a calf within six months.—First prize, T. D. Eva (Lady);

second, B. Treviihick, Hayle ; third, T. D. Eva (Rose).

Heifers under three years.—First prize, T. D. Eva (Moss;

liose)

.

Bulls.— First prize, H. Hockiu (Sir Charles Znd), Gwithiaa

second, K. Kichoils, juu. (Young Duke).

Jersey cows over three years, in calf, or if in milk, having

had a call within sis months.— First, second, and third, —
Tiemayue, (1, Bluebell, 3, Noise'ie, 3, Countess).

Ileilers under three years.—First and second prizes, J.

Treniavne (1, Datiodil, 3, Anemone) ; third, J. Tippelt, St.

Day (Viskv).

SHEEP.
Liiceslcr yearliug rams.—First, second, and tliird prizes,

AV.Ticniaiue.

Rams of any other age.—First and second prize^f W. Tre-

maine; third, J. llusewarue, Nanspu->ker, lliiyle.

Pens of five yearling ewes.— First and second prizes, W.
Tremaine.

South Ham yearline rams.—First and second prizes, R. B.
Trant, Menheniot ; third, J. Stooke, Plympton.

Rams of any o'her af;e.—First prize, II. Williams, Trefrawl,

Laure'h ; second, J. Stooke, ; third, R. B. Traut.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, J. N. Davies,
Mawg:in, HeLlon.

Loni-wool yearling rams.— First prize, Sir J, H. Amory,
Bart., Kuightsiiayes Court, Tiverton ; second and thiid, W.
Drakes, Warbstow.

Lnng-wool rams of any other age.—First and second prizes,

W. Drakes; third. Sir J. U. Amory, Bart.

Pt-ns of five loug-vvool yparling ewes.—First prize, Sir J,

Amory, Bart. ; second, C. Norris, Morion, Exeter.

Shropshire Downs yearling rams,—First and second prizes,

Viacount Falmonth.
Rams of any other age.—J. T. Hearle, St. Anthony.
Yearling ewes.—First prize, Viscount Falmouth ; second, J.

T. Hearle.
HORSES.

Stallions for agricultural purposes.—First priz», £13, 11.

Laity, Praz", (-rowan ; second, £8, — Hawkey, St. Wenn;
thin), £5, H. Laity.

Agiiculfural mares and foals, or mares in foal,—First prize,

£10, S. T. Eregaskia, St. Lssey
; second, £6, W. Hendy, Rose-

wastis, bt. Columb ; third, £4, W. L. Ilrarle, Feock.

Agricultural geldings or fi lies foalel in 1876.—First priz",

T. Rundle, Kestle, St. Coluoih Minor ; second, Ilosken and
Son, H:iyle; third, W. Richards, Gvvealavellan, Can: borne.

Agricultural geldings or fillies foaled in 1877.—First prize,

J. K. Martin, Retyu, St. Euoder ; second, — Retallack,

Calestoek, Perranzabuloe ; third, W. H. Tremaine, Trerice,

Newlyn.
Agricultural colts, geldings, or fillies foaled in 1878.—First,

W. L. Hearle, Feock.

Hacks or hunters, mares and foals, or in foal.— First prize,

W. Stephens, Hendra, Wadehridge ; second, W. Penrose,

Helston ; third, — Tyacke, Merthen.

Mares or geldings foaled in 1S76, calculated for hunters.—
First prize, T. 0. Bice, St. Columb ; second, R. H. Hocking-,

Nansloe, Helston ; third, 11. Hntonanc-, Gwinear.

Mares or geldings foaled in 187G, calculated for hacks.—
First prize, — Grigg. Creed ; second, S. Hicks, Bodmin;
third, T. J. Harry, I^ansloe, Helston.

Maies or geldings foaled in 1877, calculated for hunters.—
First prize, Mr- Grigg, Creed ; second, E, Davy, Penzance;
third, F. Stocker, St. Ewe.

Mares or geldings foaled in 1877, calculated for hacks.

^

First prize, ISI, J. Vv''est, Hayle; second, F, Stocker, St. Ewe ;

third, C. D. Gilbert, Trelissick.

Colts, geldings, or fillies foaled in 1870.- First prize, Ik
Symons, St. Minver; second, B. Cardell, Trebelzue, St. Colunib

Minor ; third, T. Retallick, Lanivet.

Huuters (mares or geldings) not esceeding 5 years old on
the 1st January, 187'J, up to 14 stone.—First prize, £10, R.
F. Stephens, St. Austell ; second, £5, R. Cardell,Tfebelzue, St.

Couimb.
Huuters (mares or geldings) not exceeding 5 years old on

the 1st January, 1879, up to 13 stone.—First prize, £10, —
Stephens, St. Austell; second, £5, W. and T. Yeo, Bodmin.

11 cki (mares or gehiings) not exceeding 5 years old ou the

1st January, 1^79, up to 13 s'one—First prize, £10, R.
Q'.'c'<, Trewelland, Pendeea ; second, £5, Harvey and Co.^

Hayle.

A special prize of £10 for the best hunter (mare or gelding)

to be tested over hurdles in the shoviyard, aud not to carry

less than 12 stone ; second, prize, £5.—First prize, Mr. Grigg,

Creed ; second, — Tyacke, Merthen.

Cobs (mares or geldings), not exceeding 14 hands 3 inclies,

—First prize, £Q, Vyvyan William", Truro ; secoud, J.

Tteraayne, Constantiue.

Ponies (mares or geldings), not exceeding 13| hands.—
First prize, J. Cardell, St. Columb ; second, VV. H. and T.

Yeo, Bodmin.
Single harness horses (mares or geldings), not exceediug 6

years old on the 1st January, 187'J, and not under 14 h:inds

'6 inches, to be driven aud tested on the aliuwgrouud.—First
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priiJft, C. Norrin^ton, Abbot.' fnlil, riympton ; second,'!'.

OliviT, Truro ; thirJ, B.. Cardell, Trebelzue, St. Culuiub

Min( r.

The prizps olferpd by tbe Locul Committee for horses not

under 16 ImnJs, to he tpstpd over liurdles and at, the water

jump, were awarded to.— First pri/.e, (;. Kllis, M idron, Lucy
;

Bucond, J. W. (irigu'a Lassie; third, O. Dfew, Fuliuouth,

Huntress, L>dy Conner.
riGs.

Larpe breed.—Boars.—First prize, Lord Moreton, Tort-

wortli Court, Gloucester ; second, L. H. Kcily, I'laco House,
Gramponiid.

Breeding sows in farrows, or that have farrowed within G

moutlis.— First prize, 11, and T. llussel, bithuey ; secoiid,

Lord Moreton.
Pens of 2 breedin? sows (of the same litter) not exceeding

13mon'lis.—Prize, Lord Moreton.
Small breed.—Boars exceeding 12 months.—First prize, T.

Sahnon, St. Cohimb ; second and third. Lord Bloreton.

Boars not exceedinji 12 months.— First prize, T. Salmon ;

second, K. and T. llussell ; third, T. Salmon.
t>o*s in farrow, or thai have farrowed witiiin 6 months.

—

First prize, T. Siiinon ; secnnd, Lord Moreton ; third, T..

Sahnon ; commended, Lord Moreton.
Pens of 3 t;reediiig sows (of tlie same litter) not exceeding

12 months.—First prize, R. and T. Ilussel; second aud third.

Lord Moreton.
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Special aud champion prizes giveu by Lord Falmouth
S:lver eup", value £5 each :

—

Best bull in the ya>d.—Lord Falmouth, Uevon, 3 years old
;

reserve, Mr. Lutiey, Hereford-

Best cow or iieiler in the yard.—Messrs. Flosken's

"Carnation 4'ih," Shortliorn.

Best ram in the yard.—Mr. W. Tremaine, Polsue, Leicester.

Best pen of ewes in tlie yard.—Sir J. U. Amory, M.P.,
Devon long wools.

Best pea of pigs in the yard.—Mr. Salmon, St. Columb.

NORFOLK.
MEETING AT DEREHAM.

An original report of this show, for which we had ar-

ranged, not haviny; arrived in time, we quote the following

abridged report from the Xunckh 2Ictcurij :
—

-

" The annual meetina; of the Norfolk .\£;ricultaral Asso-

ciation opened on Wednesday, June 11, under the mo.^t

favourable auspices. The Society now holding a spring

show of horses this description of stock takes the premier

place in the catalosuc. The first class to come into tlie

ling was that of agricultural stcilHons uuder three years

old. The standard Oi merit of this two-year-old lot was
high—higher than has been attained at some previous

shows, though there was too general a preponderance of

evident preparation for show such as makes well nigh

useless very many entire cart horses. Several of the

exhibits were unadulterated Sliire-bred horses ; there was
also one which might claim to ha a Clydesdale, if Mr-
I;au-ence Drew's contention be the true one, that the

Clydesdale and the English horse are very near akin. First

lionours went to Captain Bett's handsome roan Straw-

berry Wonder, massive, full of hair, and with good hone,

but too much fat. His sire was Charley Master's Eng-
land's W^onder, the strawberry roan, now so well known
by his own appearance in the show yard, and by the ex-

cellent stock he has got. This young horse of Captain
JJitt's was iirst at Peterborough, first last week at the

Bath and West of England, where he was greatly

adiaired, and now first in his own county. Mr. F. Street's

Somersham Samson, and son of Lord Ellesmere's Young
Samson was a bigger horse, but not so perfect in form.

Ntilherof these horses was shown iu the yearliug class last

year ; and Mr. Kowcll's Lc Bon 2nd, which was then first,

kas, w ^V(;licvc, not yet been likibitcd this scusou. The

second, a fine yearling of 1S78—Mr. J. B. Ellis's Tom's
Glory—a capital youngster, was now comniended, as was
also H.ll.Il. the Prince of Wales' Duke of Cornwall^
which has much improved since he was shown as a
yearling at North Walsham. Mr. C. Grifriu's Pride of

Birniingliam, a bay, wliich won last year at the Stafford-

shire show, ill competition with all colts under three

years old, was highly commended. Tho ycarliugs were
lar less numerous than last year, there being only live

entries as compared with lifteen. First priza went to Mr.
C. Hearts' King of the Forest, the chesnut colt which
won third at North Walsham, but first at other shows of

last season. He is likely to become a frequent prize

taker if his owner determines to sacrifice him to show-
yard glories. Second prize went to ilr. C. Marster.i'

Wonder of the East, a sen of his Strawberry roan, im-
ported into this district from W'elsLpool—a niceisli

looking horse, and likely to grow into a useful animal.

The reserve, with a commendation, weut to Mr. Grillia

for a bay son of Leviathan, witli a commendation to a

bay out of a Norfolk Hero mare. Leaving the Suffolks

for after mention, the next class of agricultural

horse stock was that of brood mares with foals

at foot. Beart's Lioness being kept over for the Il'yal,

Mr. Garrett Taylor had a comparatively easy victory

with his bay seven -year - old mare by Wecher's
Honest Tom. The class, however, was a strong one, and
second came Bonny, a five-year-old, of Mr. D. Green'3
(Donyland) well-know at shows, by a Suffolk sire, Cant's

Captain, out of a Shire-bred mare. Being of the ri^tht

colour, tbe mare would not oftend the taste of a Siill'olk

man, though tbe characteristics of the Shire- bred might
be detected. Her foal—a chestnut filly—by a browti

horse, was third in the chiss, Mr. Y/alter Wilson's foal by
Mr. A. Hamoud's Lion coming second, though the dam
(11 years old) was third. Fi'-st for foals weut to Mr. G.
Jones's foal by Leviathan, out of a foarteau-vear-old

mare, which was unnoticed in her class. The reserve

mare was Mr. G. J. Smith's five-year-old, a daughter
of England's Glory, and bred by Mr. W^inearls, when he
owned that noted sire. A roan foal of Mr. A. Haniond's,

a promising colt, by Masters' England's Wonder, out of a
Norl'olk mare, was highly coraraeaded, and a chcsnut
filly of Mr. D. Green's, by Cant's Captain, out of the

noted Suffolk mare Smart, was commended. Of younger
mares, there were only two, both good, Captain Bett&'s

Mrs. Jones, and Mr. Welcher's Smart. Three geldings
made up a small, but good class— first, Mr. H. M
Upcher's bay ; second, Mr. W. R. Wdcher's.
The three-year-old fillies were of excellent

quality— first, a Shire-bred of Mr. 11. Hopper's,
second, a Suffolk of Mr. W. Byford's, and highly com-
mended, Mr. C. Beart's Duchess. The prize-winners
occupied the same relative positions at Nortii Walsham.
In the good two-year-old filJy class, the Sandringhara
black. Lady Godiva, first last year as a yearling, was now
superseded by Mr. W. Welcher's Honest Lady, a capitally-

bred oue on the sire's side. Mr. C. Marster's yellow bay,

daughter of his old horse, was highly commended, and a
commendation went to another Shire-bred from Cliatteris.

The yearling nlly cla^s included iiothiug very remark-
able. The pairs of cart horses, however, though not so

noteworthy an exhibit as in the Lyim year, were decidedly
a superior display. Captain Bett's pair, a bay and a
brown, were splendidly shown—the brown, a three-year-
old mare, we remember to have seen and admired at the
Downham Horse show last August; she will, doubtless,

make no iufrcqueut appearance in the show-yard, and
will be hard to beat. The second prize pair, Mr.
Lewell's, were capital active horses ; Mr. Garrett Taylor's
highly coiunieuded good movers aud suited lo a Norfolk
farm. A commtudaliou went to each uair of ilr.
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"Welchrr'g—the wLole class bcin^ thus honoured. In

the Suflblk classes, Mr. D. Green's Smart,

vhose foal, as we have already mentioned, was

coQimended, added yet another to her list of

vinniuga at Essex and Suffolk Shows. The
reserve and highly commended weut to His Grace the

Duke of Ilamilloa for Bright Diamond, which formerly

Tvas in Mr. C. Frost's stud. Of Suifolk cart mares, the

Easton Park Belle of the Ball was placed first—a decision

•which was questioned by some good Suffolk breeders at

first, but atterwards admitted to be right, when the de-

feated but highly commended mare, Mr. ]{. Capon's

Matchett 2nd—winner in 1877 at Sudbury and the

Hoyal, and last year at North Walsham, Ijiswich, and

Paris—came to be more closely examined. The Easton

Park Farm also carried off the prize for a Suffolk filly

under four years old, with Yellow Diamond, bred by his

Grace. There were five other competitors, making for a

Norfolk Show a very strong class.

The show of riding horses was, as a whole, good.

The hunter which won the President's cup, as the best

bred in the county, was Mr. P. Hudson's four-year-old,

clever bay gelding, bred by Mr. H. Parker, North Creake,

and second in its class (weight-carriers) ; Sist going to a

sis-year-old Yorkshire gelding ; and third to Mr. W.
Harvey's bay, bred in Surrey, which was second last year

at North Walsham, and first in the previous year at Diss
;

while Mr. T. Everitt's brown gelding got a commendation.

In the competition of hunters not up to fonrteeen stone,

Mr. J. T. Mill's Harebell—first, if we mistake not, last

year at North Walsham, and winner of the President's

cups—was third to a couple of Yorkshire horses ; other

Norfolk horses being only commended. In the younger

class, however, county exhibits held their own, first going

lo Mr. W. Wright, for a gelding out of an Irish mare

;

second, to jNIr. T. Eose, for one bred in Yorkshire. The
class of best brood mares for breeding hunters included a

winner from Lingley Park Stud.

Shorthorns v.cre a very good entry, as large as at any

previous show. Ou this occasion, however, the old bslls

were excluded from the competition for the Prince of

Wales's Cup, and thus gave the youngsters a chance.

Sir Arthur Ingram and Telemachus Gth put in an appear-

ance, as usual, and, after a sharp fight, the Burghley Park
hull took first place. The two-year old class was a very

long time under consideration, in consequence of the entry

of a bull over-age. The Prince of Wales's Baron Eyedale

first as a yearling at North Walsham, however, secured the

iii'st place, second going to the reserve bull of last year,

Mr. Gunnell's Hon. Neville. In the yearling class there

could be no dispute about the fiast place, that going to

Mr. W. Linton's Arthur Benedict, a grandson of Sir

Arthur Ingram, and good enough to add yet another cup
to the Sheriff' Hutton collection of the coveted " Prince of

Wales " trophies which distinguish Norfolk shows.

Second prize was awarded to the Marquis of Exeter's

Telemachus 7th, a son of the Gth of that name, but by

no menus equal to him in merit, and by many deemed much
inferior lo Mr. John Morton's Hesperus, one of the West
Dereham stock—as was also the reserved bull Admiral,

which was one of the Sandriugham exhibits in the class.

The first prize-winning bull calf, which also came
from Burghley Park, was the only exhibit in the class

from beyond the county, second honours going to Mr.
John Gamble, and the reserve to Mr. John Morton's.

Telemacina was again in the first place among the cows,

from which she was removed for a brief period by Julia

11th. Mr- Griffiia's Blush and Network won first

honours in the next two classes, and second iu the year-

ling heifer class went to a neat, well-modelled, well-

covered roan of the B aydestone stock, and bred by Mr.
H. C. B. Gilbert, The first prize talf came from

Burghley Park, but the second, from Mr. T. Rose's, feeing

one of his Brights—the noted family which has produced
so many superior Bjoth shorthorns.

The Norfolk and Suffolk lied Polled were more numer-
ous than at any previous show— tlie entries numbering
in all Gi, and there being very few vacant places. Mr.
Palmer's bull, Davyson 3rd—shown by the executors—
won first honours again in the old class. In the two-
year-old class, again Mr. A. Taylor's son of Davyson 3rd

was ouce more first, and another, Davyson Gth, yet owned
by Mr. John Hammond, and a very handsome young
fellow, secoud, the reserve and a commended going to Mr.
Colmau's Osnian. A useful bull of Mr. Gooderham'*
was also in the class. The yearling bulls were eigfit in

number, and the competition was so close that the award
was not given until immediately before the judging of

the collection. Iu the end Mr. Palmer's Othello, a

capital handler, with plenty of substance, and as active

as a pony, was, as last year, put first, and Mr. Lofft's

Stout—a bigger bull, and of capital build, but of harsher

touch, was placed second, as last year, commendations
going to Mr. A. Taylor's John Gilpin 2iid, Mr. Colman's

Skobeleif, and Mr. Lofft's Slasher. The bull calves were

very good.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

AGRICULTURAL STALLI0^'5.

Agricultural stallion, four years old and upwards.—Firs-t

prize, £20, with £60 added, the dtand Stud Company, Wliite-

tield, Mancl'.ester (Yonnj Charapioii) ; second, £10, T. D,

Taylor, Bungay (Young Marksman) ; third, £5, W. h. Belts,

Diss, Norfolk (Sir John Falstaff).

Agricultural stallion, three years old.— fi'lrst prize, £13,
with Mo added, G. Taylor, Norwich (Wonder) ; second, £8,
G, Body, Maverland, Norwich (Hercules).

THOROUGH-BRED STALLIONS.
Thorough-bred stallion, calculated to get hunters.—First

prize, £25, with £25 added. Sir R. Beauchamp, Bart. (Zan-

zibar).

HA(rKNEY AND RIDING STALLION,
Best stallion, not under lour years old, suitable for gettinj;

hackneys for saddle or harness.—First prize, £15, with £37
lOs. added, J. P. Coker, East Dereham (Highflyer) ; second,

£10, J, Youngman, Wicklewood, Wymondhara ; tliird, £5,
J. Griggs, South Creake, Norfolk (Model the Second).

Stallion, under four years old.—First prize, £12, with £18
added, J. W. Hunn, Hunstanton, Lynn (INatioual Guard)

j

secoud, £8, G. Jones, Stowbridge, Downhaui (Lord Beacons-

field).

AOraCULTURAL STALLIONS.
Agricultural stallion, under three years old.—First prize,

£13, \V. 11. Bett3, Diss (Wonder) ; second, £8, F. Street,

Hunts (Sarason).

Agricultural stallion one year old. —First prize, £12, C.

Beart, Stow, Downham Market (King of the Forest) ; secoud,

£8, C. Marsters, Saddlebow, King's Lyna (Wonder of the

East).

Agricultural stallion (Suffolk) under three years old.— Prize

£10, W. Wilson, Ipswich, (StarJ.

RIDING STALLIONS.
Stallion, suitable for getting higli-stepping cobs.—P.

Mackenzie's prize of £5, J. P. Coker, Beetley (Beaconsfield).

BROOD MARES AND i'OALS.

Agricultural brood mare with foal at foot.—First prize, £15,
G. Taylor, VVhitlingham ; second, £10, D. A. Green (Bonny) ;

third, £5, G. J. Smith, Ketteringliam (Smart).

Agricultural foal.—First prize, £12, G. Jones, Stow, Down-
hara Market; second, £8, W. Wilson, Seaming; third, £4,
D. A. Green.

Agricultural brood mare and foal (Suffolk).—Prize, £10, D.
A, Green.

Brood mare, adapted for breeding hunters, to be certified to

have produced a living foal subsequent to tlie 1st of January,
1875).— First prizf, £10, S. Bately, Great Yarmouth ; second,

£5, Sir K. P. Beauchamp, Bart., Laugley Park.

Hackney brood mare, to be certified to have produced a
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Jiving fotti 8ubs''(iU(Mit fo tlie 1st of Janiwry, 187f.— I'irst

pri/o, £1U, W. Jlarnoud, Tcnstlioriic, Kakeuliitm (Beauty);
sscoiid, £5, J. Youugniin, Wyniondliaiii (Kitlj).

AGKICULTURAL.
Mare not exceeding six years old.

—

Vtho, £10, AV 11.

13ett8, Dii-s.

Geldinj;, not exceeding th years old.—Prize, £10, II. M.
Ujiclier, Pellwoll,

Filly three years old.—First prize, £12, R. Hopper,

Whittlesey ; second, £8, W. ]5yford, Glen.s'ord.

Filly two years old.— First prize. £13, W. Welcher, Oriston

Hall; secourl, £S, ll.R.ll. tlie Prince of Wales.

Filly one y^ar old.— i'irst prize, £12, C. Griflin, Feltwell

;

Sfcond, £8, J. iSitliolson. Gressenhalj.

Mare (Suffolk) not under four years old.—Prize, £10, Duke
of llaniiiton and Brandon.

Filly (Suffolk) under four years old.—Prize, £10, Duke of

llamillon and liraudon.

TAIKS OF CART nORSES.
Pair of cart liorses, whether mare or geldinp, without re-

Btriclion as to colour, best suited for agricultural purposes,

and which have been the property of the exhibitor at least

three mouths next before the exhibition.—First prize, £12,
W. II. Betts (Lady Dorwent and Miss Sampson) ; second, £8,
J. Lewell, North Tuddfuham (Nelson aud Briton).

HU>'TK11S.

Mare or Gelding, under seven years, adapted for hnntinj;:,

rqual to carry not less than fourteen stones.—First prize,

£15, A. J. Brown, Pontetract (Gambler); second, £10, P.

lludson, Wishton ; third, £5, W. Harvey, Timworth, Bury
St. Edmund's (\^'arrior).

Mare or gelding, under seven years old, adapted for hunt-

ing, not equal to carry fourteen stones.—F'irst prize, £10, A.

J. Brown (Cockney) ; second, £4, F. E. Thompson, Hull
(Ivanhue) ; third, £1, J. T. Mills, Clermont, Watton (Hare-
bells).

Colt or fiHv under five years old, adapted for bunting.

—

First prize, £10, W. J. Wrijilit, FVing ; second, £7, T. Ross,

Melton Blagoa ; third, £i, R. Leamon, Haresfield, Stone-

bouse,

SVECIAL PRIZE EOR HUXTERS,
The President's prize of £10 10s. for the best bunter ex-

liibited in classes 23, 24, and 25, and bred in the county of

Norlolk.—P. lludson, Wijihton.

5IACK^'EY MARES AND GELDINGS.
Riding mare or gelding, above 15 hands and not exceeding

15 hands 3 inches high.— F'irst prize, £10, J. Sudbury, Cant-
ley Cramworth) ; second, £7, R. Allen, St. Germain, Lynn
(Prnccss) ; third, £4, T. G. JN'elson, Norwich (Gentle Annie).

Hackney mare or gelding, above fourteen hands and not

riceeding 15 hands high.— F'irst prize, £10, H. Wayman,
Downhiira Market (Maritana) ; second, £7, S. Leeds, Whit-
well, Reepham (Empress) ; third, £4, f . E. Thompson, Hull
tOrafty).

COBS AND PONIES.
Cob, not less than 13 hands 3 inches nor more than

14 bands 3 inches high, carrying (whilst being judged) at

least fifteen stones, saddle and bridle included.—F'irst prize,

£10, T, Betts, Winfarlhiug ; second, £7, H. BuUard, Uelles-

don House (Cuckoo).

Cob, not less than 13 hands 3 inches nor more than 14
hands 3 inches high.—First prize, £8, R. Leamon, Hares-
field, Stonehouse (Make Haste) ; second, £5, C. Gates, Hep-
worth, Scole.

Pony, not under 13 nor above 13 hands 3 inches hi^h.

—

First prize, £8, W. Foster, Pontefract ; second, £5, F. Gricks,

Mittishall.

Pony, not above 13 hands high.—First prize, £5, R.
Grittus, New Buckenham (Coomassie) ; second, £3, E. P.
Middleton, Hindriugham.
Mare or gelding above 13 hands 3 inches high.—Prize,

£10, R. Allen, St. Germain's, Lynn (Princess).

Cob or pony not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches high, shown
in harness.—Prize, £5, F. Gricks, Mattishall (Goldfinder).

CATTLE.
SUORTUORN.S,

Bull above three years old.—First prize, £15, Marquis of

Exeter, Stamford (Telemachus Gili), roan ; second, £10, W.
Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York (Sir Arthur Ingram).

Bull above two aud not cxcecdiuij three years old.—i'irst

prize, £15, ll.R.ll. the Prince of Wales (TJaron Ryedale)
;

second, £l(), T. Guiuicll, Miltuii, Cambs (lion. Nivil e).

Bull above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £12, W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York (Arthur

Benedict) ; second, £8, Marquis of E.^eter ( relt-raachus 7'li),

Bull calf not exceeding twelve months old,— F'irst prize,

£7, Mirquis of F^xi-ter, Burgliley Park (Great; Northern
Diver) ; 8;cc)ud, £!•, J. Gamble, Shonldhani Thorpe.
A special prize, by tha Patron, ll.H.ll. tiic Prince of

Wales, KG., of £10 lOs., for Shorthorn bull, was awarded to

W. Jjinlon's Arthur Benedict.

Cow above three years old, in calf or in milk,—First priz"",

£12, Marquis of Fjxeter (Teleniacina) ; second, £S, W. C
Giillin, Werrington, Peterborough (LaUy Blanche).

Heifer above two and not exceeding three years old, in

calf or in milk.— Prize, £12, C. W. Grillio, Werrington,
Peterborough (Blush 8iti).

Heifer above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £10, C. W. Giillin (NetworK) ; second, £5, 11. C. B.
Gilbert, Blofield (Lady Gooch).

Heifer calf not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

£7, Marquis of Exeter (Wild Ruse of Geneva) ; secoud, £4,
T. Rose, Wymondham (Bright Musido'ra).

NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK RED POLLED CATTLE.
Bull t,bove three years old.— First prize, £15, Executors of

J. F. Palmer, W^ilby, Attleborough (Davyson 3rd) ; second,

d£10, J. J. Colman, Norwich (Rufus).

Bull above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £15, A. Taylor, Starston (King Charles) ; second, £10,
J. Hammond, Bale (IJavyson Cth).

Bull above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £12, F]xecutors of J. F. Palmer (Othello) ; second, £8,
R. E. Lotft, Stout.

Bull calf not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, £7,
J. J. Colman (Rufus 2nd) ; second, £4, T. Brown, Marhauj,
(Lord George).

Cow above three years old in calf or in milk.—First prize,

£12, J. Haramoud, Bale (Davy 18th); second, £3, Lord
Hastings, Melton Constable (Davy 12th).

Heifer above two and not exceeding three years old in calf

or in milk,—F'irst prize, £12, A.Taylor, Starston (Flirt);

second, £8, 11. Birbeck, Stoke Holy Cross (I'opsey).

Heifer above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £10, J. J. Colman, Norwich (Silence) ; second, £5,
G. Gooderiiara, Monewden (Cherry 2nd).

Heifer calf not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

£7, Executors of J, F'. Palmer (Buxom) ; secoud, £4, A.
Taylor (Needle),

SPECLVL PRIZE FOR EED POLLED CATTLE.'
For the best collection of Norfolk aud Suffolk red polled

animils, to include all exhibited in Classes 40 to 47 inclusive ;.

the points to be especially considered in the various classes

being the breeding qualifications of the animals. The
Breeders' Silver Cup or Plate, value £10 lOs.—Prize, J. J.
Colman.

cows AND HEIFERS,
(Of any breed, not being Alderney, Snorlhorn, or Norfolk and

Suffolk red polled, and not eligible for any Herd Book.)
Cow above three years in calf or in milk.—First prize, £10,.

J. Sharman, Seaming, Dereham (Fill Pail); second, £2, J.
Howell, Little Walsingham (Daisy).

Heifer above two and not exceeding three years old, in calf
or in milk.—F'irst prize, £10, not awarded ; second, £7, J. P.
Sharman.

Heifer above one and not exceeding two years old.—First
prize, £8, W. How, Thetford ; second, R. Horseiy, Ashill.

CHANNEL ISLAND CATTLE.
Bull of any age.—First prize, £12, E H. Wortley, Frettcn-

ham (Napoleon); secoud, £5, J. C. Girhng, Great Hautbois
Rectory (Wallace).

Cow or heifer of any age, in calf or in milk.—First prize,
£13, J. B. Ellis, jun.. West Bar&ham (Walsingham) ; stcoud,
£8, J. E. Groom, King's Lynn (Blue Ruin),

FAT STEEhS, COWS, AND U£iyER3.
Steer of any breed, not above four years old.—First prize ,

£12, J. Wortley Skeyton ; second, £G, J. J. Colman.
Steer of any breed, not above three years old.— First prize

£12, R. Wortley, Sullield ; second £5, J. J. Colman.

_

Cow or heilcr of any age.— First prize, £12, J, Mwjhcw,
Carlctou Colville; tecond, JLU, J. J, Culnisn.
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SrECrAL PRIZE JOR FAT CATTLE.

Mr. James Bicuo's prize of £1U 10s. fortlie. liest fat animal

iu iLc yard,—Piize, J. Majhen, Carleton Culville.

SlIEKP.
SOUTHDOWNS.

Shearlinsr ram.—first tjrize, £10, J. J. Colman ; second,

£5, H.K 11. the Priuce ot WAes.
llaiu of any ajre.— IVize, £10, T. Fulcher, E'raliam.

Pen of five shearliuj enes.— First prize, Sir J. Buxton's

pr ze of £10, G. Jonas, Ickloton.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—Prize, Wyrley Bircli's prize of £5,

G. Jones.

Pen of five wether lambs, bred by the exhibitor from a

11 ick of not less than five score ewes, size and quality to be

t'lkrn into cinsideration.—Prize, Lord VVulsingham's prize of

£5, J, J, Colmau.
LONG-WOOLLED.

Shearling rsm. — First prize, £10, H. Smith, Bingham,
Notts; second, £5, H. Smith.

E-Htu of any age.—Prize, £10, H. Smith.

Pfn of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £10, E,. C. Cat-

ling ; second, £6, P. J, Sharraan, Seaming.
Pen of five ewe lambs.—Prize, £5, 11. C, Catling.

SIIORT-WOOLLED.
(Of any hreed not beintr Smithdowns.)

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, G. Cooke, Liuton;
second, £5, F. Street, Somersham-park.
Ram of any age,— Prize, £10, T. Fulcher, Ei.sham,

Best five shearling ewes.— First prize, £10, F. Street,

Somersham-park j second, £5, H. Lambert, Great Abington,

Cambs.
Five ewe lambs.—Prize, £5, A. M. Robinson, Milton.

ANY BREED.
Two ram lambs.—First prize, £10, H. Lambert. Great

Great Abington, Carah'*. ; second, £5, R. C. Catling.

Five cross-bred ewe or wether iambs,—First prize, £12, J.

B. Ellis, Jan., West Barshara ; second, £S, J. B. Ellis, jua.;

third, £i. A. W. Sewell, Wood Norton.

Pen of three sliearling wethers of any breed.—First prize,

£7, J. W. Siiarman, Hemptoa Abbey ; second, £i, J, W.
Sharman.
Pen of five long-woolled ewes of any age from a flock of

not less than five score, having brought up a lamb or lambs.

—

Prize, £10, R. C. Catling, Wisbech.
Pen of five short-wooUed ewes of any age, having brought

up a lamb or lambs.—Prize, £10, II. Lorabert.

Five black-faced Suffolk shearling ewes.—Prize, £10, R.
Woodgate, Great Waldingfield.

Five yearling ewes and five ewe lambs, the property of and
bred by a tenant farmer, the owner of a flock of not less than

100 breeding ewe?.—Fir't prize, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

K.G.; prize of £10, C. Sell, Bassingbourne.

PIGS.
LARGE BREED.

Boar under two years old.—Prize, £5, R. Dnckering, Kir-

ton Lindsey.

Breeding sow, in pig.—Prize, £5, R. E. Duckering.
Three breeding eows not above eight months old.—Prize,

£5, S. Spencer, St. Ives, Hunts.
BEKKSHIRE BREED.

Boar under two years old.—Prize, C. E. Duckering,
Kirion Lindsey.

Breeding sow, in pig.—Prize, £5, C. E. Duckering.
Three breeding sows not above eight months old.—No

prize awarded. small breed (black).
Boar under two years old.—Piize, £5, C. E. Duckering.
Breeding sow, in pig.—Prize, £5, C. E. Duckering.
Three breeding sows not above eight months old.—Prize,

£5, C. E. Duckering.

SilALL BREED (WIIITE).

Boar undfr two years old.—First prize, £5, S. Spencer,

Holywell ; second, £3, S. Spencer.
Breeding sow, in pig.— First prize, S. Spencer, second, £3,

Rev. T. L. Fellowes, lloningham.
Three breeding sows not above eight months old.—Prize,

£5, S. Spencer.

IMPLEMENTS.
SILVER MEDALS.

F. Savage, of Lynn, lor mole or draining plunglt.

Evcritt, Adams, uud Co., Ilyburgh, lor " The Simplex
"

patent turnip thinner.

Holmes and Sons, NorwicV, one for improved cenliruga]

pump for drainage purposes, a second for new drum guard
and protector ; aiid a third lor a patent turnip Ihinner with
improved gearing.

NOETH-EAST OF IRELAND.

A meeting of the show committee, at which the president

of the Association, General Vi'ic luut Terapletown, K.C.B.,
WHS prf-seut, was held at the idYiis of the Association, the
Ulster Building-^, Belfast, on June 6.

The Secretari reported that the arrangements for the

show, which will be held on the 19tli and 20ih iust., were
nearly complete. He reported that the following railway and
sliip Krraufjements had been concluded, viz., the Great
Northern (Northern Diviiiou), the Bellast and Northern
Counties, and the Bellast and County Down Rulwdy Co n-

panies had agreed to convey live stock and implements to

Belfast, and all returning therefrom unsold, frre" of charge.

The Great Southern and Western, Dablin, Wicklow and
Wexford, \Vaterford and Limerick, M:dland, Great Western,
Great Nortliern, and Newry and Armagh Railway Companies
will cairy back, Iree of cliarge, all returning from the show
unsold. Tlie steam pscket companies have agreed to convey
live stock, machinery, &c., returning unsold, from Bidfa^t to

Greenock, Glasgow, Paisley, Ardrossaii, Stranraer (via Larne),

Barrow, Bristol, Swansea, Cardiff, Whitehaven, Liverpool,

PlyiEouch, Coik, and Waterford, free of charge. He also

stated that he had perfected a contract for the supply of

straw, and had obtained permission lor the band of the Royal
Antrim Artillery to attend the show. He furiher stated thit

Mr. KfTr, who had the contract for fitting up the show pre-

mises, had his work in a forward and satisfactory state, and that

the Tcmperancs League had appjinled a sub-committee to take

charge of the fillinsr of a coffee Jtand ; also, that the entries were
larger than they have been in any year since IStiS, and that

the show of horses would be the largest ever held in Ulster.

He also reported that throus^h the instrumentaliiy of Mr.
Ancketiil, who was then in London, he liad secured samples

of Frieslaud, Danish, Swedish, Nor.mandy, and Dorset butter,

for exhibition. In answer to a question he said that the mem-
bers need not fear tliat their '' ladies'" tickets woii'd be

overlooked. Tiiey were being prepared and would be issued

in a few days. lie further said that it had been decided to

admit the public to the show on the first morning at nine

o'clock, instead of at ten, as formerly, in older that they

might be present when the judges wauld be making their

awards. The secretary also informed the meeting that there

would be a greater number of Scotch and Eoglish exhibitors

of live stock, as well as machinery, than had ever been present-

at any of the shows of the Association.

EIPON AND CLAEO.

The annual show, uuder the auspices of the Ripon
Harrogate, and Claro Agricultural Society, was held

June 11th, at Ripon. This is the second shDW whicli

has beea held since amulgamatioa of the Ripon and
Harrogate Agricultural Societies, and thus far the
results of the union hive been eminently satisfactory.

The weather yesterday was subject for general congratu-

lation. It was a genuine summer's day—a sort of day
which everybody has been longing for much of late. The
farmers from all the country round journeyed to the show
ground, with the comforting rellectiou doubtless that

whilst they were indulging in a holiday their crops were
having a splendid opportunity for making up lost time.

The Council of the society had more than one reason for

satisfaction. They had brought together a show of stock

which was even better than that of last year at Harro-
gate, and the fine weather brought an unusually large

number of people to see it. It was estimated that about

2,000 people were admitted to the show ground, a num-
ber considerably larger than was present on the ilrst day
of last year's show, and 1,000 more than the usual alteu-

dauce when the Ripon show was under the auspices of

the local socie^ty only. The culrica of block vfcre about
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sixty ill advance of the uumbcr entered last year, as will

be seeu froia the following comparative elaterueut :

—

CaMln
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A special prize of £5, given Ly tlie Mayor and Corpora-

tioQ ol llipoii fur tlie best auinaal exhibited ia tliese four

classps.— I'ri/.e, H, Fawcett,

Cattle of any breed or a cross.—Cow for dairy purposes.

—

First prize, N. P. Saowden, lluttoa Moor ; secoiid, G.

Yates,

SHEEP.
LTilCESTERS OR LONG-WOOLS.

Ivam of any age, bred and reared williiu a radius of eleven

miles of llipou or Harrogate.—Eirst prize, W. B. Pearson,

Martun-le-Moor ; second, H. S. Bennett, Borouglibridge.

Pen of tbree shearling wethers of any breed or a cross.—

First and second prizes, VV. B. Pearson.

PIGS.
Boar of any age, large breed.—First prize, D. M. Alexan-

der, narro;;ate ; second, T. Hannara, Leeds.

Sow of any age, lar^e breed.—First priz*", T. Nicholson,

York; second,'!. Strickland, Tiiirsk.

Boar of any age, small breed.—First prize, T. Strickland ;

second, T. Nicholson.

Sow of any age, small breed.—First prize, T. Hannam
second, G. Mangles, Great Givendale.

Cottager's pig.— First prize, W. Boddy, Sinierby ; second,

C. Tldrkell, Marton-le-Moor.
HORSES,

FOR TUE EIELT).

Brood mare with foal at foot, or stinted.—First prizp, J,

T. Uobinson, Asenby ; second, M. AVilkinson, Thirsk.

Three-year-old gelJing or filly.—First prize, J. T. liobinson ;

second, P. Stevenson, Raiaton.
Two-year-old gelding or filly.—First prize, T. H. Foden,

Givendale Grange ; second, V\ . Scott, Boroughbridge.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, 11. Wells, Balderaby
;

second, A. Denuison, Burton Leonard.
Yearling colt or filly by " Due de Beauford."—First prize,

J. Dalton, Sleningford ; second, P. Stevenson.

TOR THE ROAD.
Brood mare with foal at foot, or stinted.—First prize, R.

Martin, Scoreby ; second, G. Thompson, Uutton's Arabo.

Three-year-old gelding or filiy.—First prize, W. Bowman,
York ; second, R. Farnhill, Batley.

Two-year-old gflding or filly.—First prize, Pw Martin;

Becond, G. Thompson.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, J. Swires, Pately Bridge ;

second, R. Farnhill.

EOR THE FARM.
Brood raare with foal at foo% or stinted.—First prize, B.

Bolland, Dudley Hill ; second, T. W. Waterhouse, Apperley

Bridge.

Tliree-year-old gelding or filly.—First prize, W. Farrar,

Easiiigwold ; second. Rev. S. H. Powell, Sharow Lodge.

Two-year-old gelding or filly.—First prize, T. Thwaites,

Harrogate ; second, A. Wilson, Malton.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, T. Chapman, Ouseburn
;

tgcond, H. S. Bennett, Boroughbridge.
Hunting gelding or mare, five and not exceeding seven

years old.—First prize, C. Rose, Malton ; second, J. Aken-
liead, Great Helmsley.

Hunting gelding or mare, four years old.—First prize, F.

P. Newton, Malton ; second, T. Cattle, Sliugsby.

ROADSTERS.
Roadster gelding or mare.—First prize, W, F. Stubbs,

York ; second, H. Clay, Northallettou,

PONIES.
Pony not exceeding 14 hands high.—First prize, F. Holes-

worth, Market Weigliton ; second, \V. Foster, Pontefract.

I'ony not PxceediuK 13 liands high.—First prize, \V. Foster;

second, AY, Gregory, Bishop Auckland,
LEAPERS.

Gelding or mare of any age or height, B. Crossley, Adwal-

ton ; second, H. Brand, Myton ; third, P. Jowett, Hipper-

holme.

Gelding or mare of any age, not to exceed 14| bands high.

—First priza, Messrs. Bolt and Brooke, Halilax ; second, A.
Slater, Tiugley.

—

Zecils Mercury.

ROYAL DUBLIN.
A geuwal meeting of tlic members of this aocicly was

held at Dahlia on June 11, the Duke of Leiusls?

in the chair.

Dr. George Johnstone Stoney, one of the lionorary

secretaries read the report from the council, of which the

following is a portion :

—

It will be within the recollection of the society that the

council reported at a stated meeting last November tliat tlie

government tiad proposed to pay £35,000 in discliarge of
clause y and 10 of the original agreement, which relaie to the

removal of the agricultural sliows from Kildare -street, but
that they had required that the society should also surrender

the accommodation secured to it witiun Leinster House for its

agricultural functions under clause 1. The council expressed

their readiness on behalf of the society to ne>;ociate for the

surrender of clauses 9 and 10, which the government by the

terms of the agreement was entitled to discharge by payments

;

but they stated to the government their great reluctance to

propose to the society the surrender of any of its rights under
clause 1. The government refused to uegociate on this basi",

and the council were compelled to propose to the society the

resolution passed on the 20, h of January last. Through the

kind intervention of Sir Arthur Guinness, to whom the coun-
cil feel that the society is under a deep obligation, an inter-

view was brought about between the Lords of the Committee
of Council on Education and a deputation from the council of

this society, at which Sir Michael Hicks Beach and Mr.
Smith, two of the members of the government who had con-
tracted the original agreement, were fortunately present. At
this interview the deputation were able to satisly the govern-

ment that the statement of the original agreement made by the

delegates in their report to the council ot the 15th May, 187!>,

was correct, and that the society had throug-hout ouly sought
a fulfilment of the agreement entered into in 1877. This
resulted in the government consenting to limit their offer of

£25,000 to clauses 9 and 10, with such an explanation of

clause 1 as removed a difliculty felt by the government, with-

out in effect limiting the rights of the society under that

clause. This is the basis of negociations originally asked for

by the council, and the council has thus been able at once to

conclude the following terms of agreement, which are now
submitted for confirmation by the society :—

1. In consideration of the paymf nt of £25,000, the goveTB-

raent to be discharged from all claims under clauses 9 and 10
of the agreement ot 5th March, 1877.

2. The Royal Dublin Society to retain the right to office

accommodation for its functions in agriculture reserved to it

by section 1 of the agreement of the 5th M^rch, provided that

such ofiice accommodation be same with, and no greater than,

such as would be necessary for the society's functions in

science ; and provided that, if hereafter any anialgamatioa

takesplace between any section of the Royal Dublin Society and
another society, such amalgamation shall not entitle the other

society to any rights of occupation of Leinster House, unless

a special sanction be obtained from the government.

3. The Royal Dublin Society to have the rooms in Leinster

House indicated by a cross on the subjoined plans—viz., four

rooms on the ground floor (A, B, C, and E), one room on tfce

first floor (b), and suitable accommodation in the basement
for a servant and stores. The trustee of the library and
visitors to the museum to have the right to hold their meet-

ings in one of the rooms on the ground floor, either B or C.

4. The Royal Dublin Society to have the use, but not the

exclusive use, of the entrance hall and passages to these rooms,

not only for the purpose of access to their rooms, but to place

the statuary and other works of art reserved to the society by

section 3 of the agreement of 5th March. Accommodation
to he provided for hats and coats in the hall : subject to these

requirements of the society, the space to be available to the

Science and Art Museum, When the library is removed,
apartments to be allocated to a resident olficer of the Royal
Dublin Society. In the meantime provision to be made by

the Science and Art Department for the ordinary cleaning of

the society's rooms in Leinster House,

5. The appropriation of rooms to be liable to revision by
the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, when
the new Science and Art Museum is built, provided that the

Royal Dublin Society does not receive less accommodation by

such new arrangement. Nothing of this sgreement shall

afiVct the operation of clause 1 of the agreement of 5th of

March, 1S77, except so fur as it applies to agriculture.
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0. The nj»ricnlturnl shows to be removoil from KiUlarc-

atreut svithia a year from the payment of the first iostaliiicnt

of £10,000; it being understood that the oiTi-r of t.i-niporary

ofline accommodation mnde l)y Utter dated 2()th November,

1378, to the Irish Government for the Agricultural Section in

Kildare-street, is not renewed.

7. Tlie Treasury to witlidraw the present limit of £300 per

annum on the printing of tho scientilic proceedings and tran-

sactions of the sixiety ; that is to say, that all strictly (.cicutific

proceedinss and transactions of the society, received within

tlie period mentioned in the agreement, will be printed in as

pood a manner as tliose of the Royal Society, and 1,000 copies

furnished to the society free of expense. But the society to

be at liberty to get further copies struck off at its own

expense.

8 Tiie payment o*" £25,000 to be in three instalments :

—

£10,000 this year, £10,000 in iSSO, and £5,000 iu 18S1.

(Signed). Geokge Hamh-ton,
Vice-President of the Committee of

Council upon Education.

May 27th, 1S7S.
G. JonNSTo^'E Stonky,

Hon. Secretary of the lloyal Dublin Society.

May 29lh, 187'J.

€hainbcv0 af ^^giiculture.

CENTRAL.
A Conncil Meeting of the members of this Chamber was

held on June 10 at the Society of Arts, Adelphi, the Presi-

dent, tlie Marquis of Huntley, occupying tlie chair.

At the commencement of the proceedings several names

were struck oif the list of members, in consequence of arrears

of subscriptions for six years.

The Chaikm.vn, after reminding the meeting that a joint

Committee of that Chamber and the Farmers' Club had been

appointed to consider the expediency of holding a meeting in

London during the International Exhibition, said the Com-
mittee met the previous day at the Inns of Court Hotel.

Previous to that, he went on to say he and Mr. Pliipps, acting

on belialf of the joint Committee, made an application to the

Chairman of the Exhibition Committee, Colonel Kingscote,

for the permission from the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society to hold the proposed meeting in the large tent of the

Society in the Show yard, and he had received from Colonel

Kingscote an official reply, stating that the Council, alter

fii.ly considering the matter, much regretted that they could

not comply with the request, as it would be contrary to the

Chirter to allow anything touching on politics to be discussed

under the auspices of the Society.

His lordship went on to sav that, after a great deal of dis-

cussion, it had been decided by the joint Committee, that a

meeting should be held on Wednesday, the 2nd of July, iuthat

hall, and that it would be called " a meeting of the owners and

occupiers of land, held under the auspices of the Central

Chamber of Agriculture in conjunction with the Farmers'

Club. His lordship added that the Farmers' Club were going

to have a dinner in the evening of the same day, and that the

Council of the Chamber were invited to attend it.

On the motion of the noble Marcjuis, seconded by Mr.
DuisiiAM, the payment of the expenses of holding the meeting

on The 2nd of July was sanctioned.

The CiiAiKM.vx said the next business was to consider tlie

expediency of supporting the following resolution, to be

moved by Mr. Chaplin, M. P., viz :
—" Tliat an humble address

be presented to Her Majesty, praving that she will be

graciously pleased to appoint a Royal Commission to inquire

into the depressed condition of the agricultural interest, and

the causes to which it is owing, whetiier those causes are of a

temporary or of a permanent character, and how far they have

been created or can bo remedied by legislation." He had

moved fur a similar Commission iu the House of Lords, and

he had become more and more convinced of the necessity of

such an inquiry, because everybody liad a different remedy and

a panacea lor tlie distress, and everybody had a reason for the

causes of it. The Primo Minister had informed him that

there were three causes for the present depression— first, bad
sea ons ; secondly, general depression in trade and asiriuulturn

througliout tiie world ; and thirdly, the fallin? off in the
prolixity of the gold mines in Australia, Other persons
assrrted tliiit the cau'.e was that tenant farmers hid not suffi-

cient security (cheer»), while some contended that taxation
was pressing too lieavily on the land (Hear, liear). Sume
persons advocated a return to protection as the only means
of getting tenant farmers out of their dilficulty (Hear, hear).
He would move, " That in view of the severe and protracted
depression of agriculture, this Council is of opinion that a
hearty support should be accorded to the motion for a lloyal
Commission of liuiuiry, and that a copy of the above resolu-

tion be sent to the Prime Minister, to the Chancellor of tlie

Exchequer, and to Mr. Chuplin, iM.P."

Mr. CaldkcOTT said he should be very happy to second
that resolution especially after reading what he had done that
day in a leadms article in the Da'di/ News. That article con-
tained an allusion to some returns which had been ordered by
the House of Commons on the motion of Mr. Foljambe, and
concluded with these words :

•' A review of the whole of tlieso

valuable tables suggests that the farmers are suffering from bad
seasons rather than from low prices ; since there is scarcely ono
of tlieir products, except wluat and wool, which is not now
considerably higher in price than it was in days when the
prosperity of the agricultural interest under Free Trade was as
much a subject of national congratulation as its depression is

of commiseration at the present moment." When that was tho
view of one of the most important daily Liberal papers, Mr,
Caldecott went on to say, it was evidently quite necessary that
there should be some investigation, in order that they might
know what were the real causes of the prevailing depression.

Mr. D. Long said he had intended to propose that a depu-
tion should be appointed to wait upon the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, but he uow felt that the best course was to en-
deavour to strengthen the hands of Mr, Chaplin when he
asked for an enquiry (Hear, hear).

Mr. E, Heneage said he thought that one of the strongest
arguments in favour of Mr. Chaplin's motion was that the
legislation of the last 90 years had done a vast deal of harm
to agriculture, hardly a single Act, affecting it badly, been
passed which had not increased its burdens.

Mr. D. Long hoped that Mr. IJhaplin would make a strong
point of the pressure of local taxation.

Mr. Herman Biddell thought they would he better ablo
to judge as to what Mr. Chaplin was going to do when they
had heard his explanation (tlear, hear).

Mr. Chaplin, M.P., said he felt it impossible to resist the
appeal thus made to him (cheers), though he mnst reserve any
general discussion of the question nntil the time arrived for
him to bring his motion belore the House of Commons. Ha
should not have takeu it on him?elf to raise such a serious
question unless he had been deeply impressed with the serious
condition ofagriculture in the United Kingdom; and,although he
thought thar.generally speaking.they knew what the immediate
causes of that depression were, they could not sav positively
wh-ther they were temporary or permanent, it had been
pretty well agreed that the two reasons which had caused
tenant farmers and landlords to suffer loss were undoubtedly a
succession of bad seasons, resulting iu a diminished yield of the
produce, both in quantity and quality, and secondly, that they
had to contend with the bad prices received for the produce.
It; was not quite clear to what those bad prices were owiug.and
whether they were temporary or permanent. Must he ascribe
tliem to the general depression of trade throughout the world?
were they due to the interior quality of the produce, owing to
the bad season ? or must they be traced to the increased and
increasing foreign competition with which they had to contend ?

Those seemed to him to be points on wliich tliey required and
on which tiiey muothave, as accurate information as lliey could
obtain (Hear, hear). If they were owing to the first two of
those causes, then lie thought they might hope that with
a revival of trade their present difficu ties would pass away, but
if, on the other hand, it was shown that they were owing to
the foreign competition, then it appeared to him that the crisis

was likely to be of a permanent character, and it was difficult

for him to arrive at any other conclusion than that the days of
cultivating arable land must be nearly over, lie would net say
that such a state of affairs had happened, or was likely to
happen, but he considered the coudition of agriculture at the
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present momnit to he fufTu'.ifnfly critical and the outlook siifli-

rieiillv elooiiiy to warrant his asking for such an ii.quiry as

wsis siVf;'''''P« 'o '''^ motion he had placed oa tlie paper, lie

TIMS oropinion that all restrictions on the prodnctioa of food

should he withdrawn (Hear, hear), and he considered that the

time had come when tliey ouuht to liave a real, pprmanent,

and substantial relief of loe.il taxation. The other day he received

a circnlar headed " Tlie Farmer's Alliance" ia which four or

five things were raentioucd as havin;^ sompthin<j to do with the

causing oftheu'reat depression of asricnllure.and in which certain

remedies were suggested. If any of these should be discussed at

that meeting he would be quite prepared, with the pernaission

of tlie Council, to express his own views ;
hut they seemed to

him to he somewhat vague in chai-acter, and he thought the

Council would act wir^efy if it refrained from discussing the

suhj.et at present (Hear, liear). lie had observed that evening

an ameudraeut to liis motion on the notic paper of the House

of Commons to the eff- ct that no taxation whatever should be

impo ed on the food of the people. He might remark that

considerable taxation had already been imposed on the food of

the people. Agriculture was taxed in a very unfair proportion,

hnd he did not know that could be the case without the food

of the people being taxed. As regarded foreign importations

no man conkl desire less than he did that the price of the food

of the people should be increased by taxation ; but there was

one thing which it seeraed to him would be a still greater

misfortune to the people than the imposition of taxes upon food

com'ng from abroad, and that was owing to foreign corapetiU'jn

or any" otlier cause becoming so cheap that it would no longer

pav to produce it in this couutry (Hear, hear). That appeared

the greatest misfortune which could happen to the nation. The

wclAue of trade, and the welfare of every person in the cora-

iDunity was bound up with that of agriculture. These things

were inseparably linked together, and if ever it became a ques-

tion whether taxes should be imposed on foreign food, or the

laud of this country should go oui of cultivation he should

prefer the former to the latter (cheers). He had not the

slightest thought of proposing any taxation on the importation

of "foreign food ; and he earnestly hoped that such an enquiry

as he should ask for would elicit information which would tend

to show that the causes of the present distress were of a tem-

porary, and not a permanent character, and that they would be

enabled to look forward to a more prosperous condition of

agriculture than had been seen for some years' past (cheers).

Mr. Ja^iks STRiVTTEN thought that a readjustment of local

taxation afforded almost the only hope of relief from the great

depression.

Mr. H. BiDDELL (West Suffolk) trusted that theagricufural

community would not take the initiative in any movement

opposed to free trade.

Mr. G. L. Fyciite maintained that the Council ought to

give a heart) support to the motion of Mr. Chaplin.

Mr. Gordon (?\'orfolk) concurred in this view.

Mr. Yeue WiUGHT remarked tliat the reciprocity would

take money out of the packets of foreigners instead of its

being taken out of their own.

Mr. Walter Dudding said that when the Act of Eliza-

beth was passed, it waa contempla'ed that all property would

contribute to the poor rate and other local taxa'ion, whereas

in fact only 20 per cent, contributed at present.

Mr. Jasper More said he should like to know why the

collective wisdom of the House of Commons could not decide

the question at issue without the help of a P^oyal Commission,

thi-re having been particular inquiries already on the matters

included in Mr. Chaplin's motion. As regarded prices, he

might remark tliat the price of wheat was higher at present

than it was in 1876 or in 1875. The trnlh was the prices of

agricultural produce varied in different parts of the country,

and it was a great mistake to deal with agricnlture in the

general manner in which it often was dealt with. He happened

to live in a part of the country where they had the good for-

tune to be ignorant of the existence of agricultural depres-

sion (Laughter, and a voice" Where is that ? '). It was on

the Welsh border of Shropshire. Having a farm to let

recently, within two days he had ten applications for it.

Mr. St. John Ackers believed that the agriculturists of

the West of Englmd, from where he came, were entirely in

favour of Mr. Cliaplin's motion.

Mr. Jabez Turner remarked that in that discussion thfy

Eeemed to be forestalling the one about to take pkce at the

meeflnj in July, adding that he was surprised to learn j'lst

before of a Utopia where all the landlords appeared to be
lihrrtil and all the fanners contented (Linghter).

B:irou DiMSDALE said he conld see no advantage in discuss-

ing the question that day, and expressed a hope that tlie

Council would disclaim wishing under any circumstances or
on any consideration for a return of protection to native in-

dustries (Murmurs). In his opinion a revision of the system

of local taxation was the only practicable remedy lor the

present depression.

Mr. Caedecott having seconded the motion,

Mr. Chaplin, M.P., said he was glad to find tliat his

motion met with general approval. As regarded the opinioa

that had been expressed that the House of Commons was per-

fectly competent to decide the question, lie would remark that
lie did not think they were at present in possession of the

necessary information, hut he had not the least douh.t that

when they were they would be found perfectly prepared to act.

There could be no doubt that a vofy great amount ul depr.^s-

sion existed in the agiicultural interest at that moment. Tiie

question was how long could that interest continue under siich

circumstances as the present? Could it stand two years ?

(No). Cou'.d it stand one year? (N i). The answers to

these ques'.ions must be given by theaiselves, and with such
questions before tliem they might all judge of the importance
of the inquiry wMch he intended to propose.

The raoiion was then put and carried unanimously.

The Marquis of Iluntly then retired from the chair in

consequence of another engagement, and was succeeded by
Colonel Brise, M.P.

Mr. Pell, M.P., read the report of the Local Taxation
Committee.
Mr. Pell, in moving the reception of the Report,

said he wished to call tlie special attention of raembera

of the Council representing flooded districts to the lUvers

Conservancy Bll, tlien before the House of Commons. He
did not think the provisions of that Bill had hitherto been
at all adequately discussed either in Parliament or out of it,

and unless they watched its progress carefully owners and
ocenpiers of land in the vicinity of such districts might have

inflicted upon them a serious addition to local taxation for

what they would derive no benefit froai whatever.

Mr. D. Long thought the Local Taxation Conmittee had
not go.ie straight to the point.

Mr. H. BiDDELL pointed out that a new local charge had
lately been composed for the Government audit of local expen-

diture.

Mr. Pell, M.P., snid that matter had not escaped the

attention of the Committee, who had done their best by means
of interviews and in other ways to prevent that new imposi-

tion.

Mr. n. BiDDELL said the local bodies had not paid anything

hitherto, and wuu'd now have to pay two or three pounds a

year for every audit.

The Secretary observed that the matter was brought

before the Council by the Local Taxation Cjmmittee last

February.

The motion having been agreed to,

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., moved, " That this Council is unable

to accept the alterations made in the Rivers Conservancy Bill

as removing the objections expresspd to some portions of the

measure, and is of opinion that farther amendments ought to

be secured in respect of the lauds to be made liable, the persons

to be cliarged, and the levying of the conservancy rate on the

basis of tlie poor rate." The hon. gentleman observed that

two points of objection to the Bill had been partly dealt witli

by the House of Lords, the minimum rating of the uplands

having been reduced from one-fourth to one-sixth of the value,

and a larger representation of occupiers of land halving been

provided for. The grand vicious principle of th« Bill was that

wiiich pervaded nearly all modern legislation—someone else

being made to pay for benefits which people conferred on tiiem-

selves (Hear, hear). Owners and occupiers of land were to

pay for the removal of impediments which they had not

created.

Mr. LiPSCoMBE, in seconding the resolution, alluding to

the contention that recent drainage works had added to (loods,

remarked that it had also taken somethiug from them (Hear,

hear).

In reply to a question from Mr. Lipscomhe,

Mr. Pell said there was nothing in the Bill to prevent
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miinloiivil aniliniiiips from applyin-^ for prrvisinnal ordprs.

Any aMiiii-arv aiitlioiity mijjlit iuhIvb rucU hu applii'«lion, onil

llipy a!l knpw with wliat connentr.itfil encriry tlie rcpreseuta-

tives of towns iu-tfil in refTcucc (o such milters,

Mr. ,T\ui"Z TraxKR ssid in liis opinion tho rp'olu'ion did

not ffo far euou'^li. He objected to any increiise of lociil taxa-

tion nmlor ths present syatem. Ilavin;^ lived for some years

in a district which was aiihj'ct to llooi's, he tlinUiiit that all

general outfalls should h>i made at the nitional expense. If

persons living \w\o\v the uplanii.s ohji'cted lo water bcin;^ sent

down to them, tliii remedy wai in their owu hands—they had

onlv to send it btck ajain (laughter).

Mr. LlTTCE (Ills of Ely) remarked that the Bill would not

only increase the local r:itfta, but would make owners and
occnpiera contribute towards purposes iu which iht-y were not

at all interested.

Mr. W. DuuniNG douhtcd whether drainafre had s^enerally

increasfd the flow froai uplands. The (laestim of taxation

was at all events one for landlords rather than tenants, and it

would he unjust to rate the latter.

Jlr. D. Loxci consplained that the resolution was not d,-finite

pnoni;h, and moved as an amendment " Tiiat the Council

oSjects to the raisin<r of an impost to be levied under the

Rivers Conservancy 15111 by the rating of occupiers, and is of

opinion that the owners of property benefited slioulj be exclu-

sively rated in proportion to the benefit derived."

Mr. Dkckham having seconded this ameudment,
Mr. llouwF.i.L, Q C., M.P., deprecat. d a full discussion of

the question on that occasion, lie would be exceedingly sorry

if the Bill were rejected, knowin<T as he did towns and localities

which suffered very much for want of some general Act, and
feeling that they oujjht not to confine thivaselves to the purely

agricultural view ; but he tliought there had not been siifiicieut

inve^ligation wilh regard to the interests concerned in the

uplands, the intermediate lands, and the flooded lauds, and in

his opinion the best course would be to try and induce the

Government to consent to the Bill beinj referred to a select

commilfee, where all the interests migiit be heard (Hear,

hear). Such a great national object deserved more considera-

tion than it had yet received.

Mr. W. DuuuiNG also hoped that the Bill would not be

T jected.

Tiie CIIATR5I.VN (Col. Bri«e) thought they had all arrived

at the couciu>ion that some Rivers Conservancy Bdl was abso-

lutely necessary, and also that t!ie Bill before Parliament was
not satisfactory (Hear, hear). He agreed \\ith Mr. Rodwell
that the Bill should be referred to a Selerl CoMiniitee.

Mr. D. Long then postponed his ameadmeut until tho reso-

lution had been disposed of.

The resolution having then been carried unanimously, Mr.
Long's proposition was afterwards agreed to.

M-. St. Joiim Ackers moved " That a further inquiry

before a Select Committee of the House of Commons should

be made before the Rivers Conservancy Bill is pnssed."

The motion iiaving been seconded ly Mr. W. Dddding was
adopted.

The next business on the airenda being to " consider the

amendments to the Valuation Bill,"

The CiiAiKMAN explained that though the Government had
con.sented that the basis of valuation should be rent, it was
to be rent on annual tenancies, and leases were not to be in-

cluded.

Mr. W. BiDDi.E thought that the rent to be taken as the
basis of rating should be the aggregate rent of unions, and
uot the rent paid by individual occupiers.

The Secretary reminded the Council that the following
resolution was passed at the meeting in February by 19 votes

against 15. "That this Council docs not approve of the
definition of gri}ss value, and is of opinion that rent paid

should be substituted instead tliereof, as ia tlif; case now in

Scotland."' He added that among fifty Chambers in England,
only two had now forwarded resolutions on the subject.

LIr. BiDDJ.E then moved " That this Chamber is of opinion
that rent should be the aggre;<ate or main basis iu rateable

value, but not be applied iu individnal cases ; iu other words,

it ought to be the basis of valuation for the whole union and
not for single farms."

Mr. Makke (Bedale, Yorkshire) having secoidel this

proposal,

Mr. D. Long moved, and Mr, L.vwR£^C£ seconded the

A. llowing amendment : "That this Chamber approves of the
amendmeut in the valuation Bill as regards the basis of
rati 11^."

After some discussion, both the original resoIuSon and tlii"

amendmeat were ncfjatived in favour of a resolu'ion sub'nitted
by Mr. St. .John Ackers, " re-allirming the opinion of the
Council that rent sh.-uld be the basis of valuation," this pro-
posal being carried by a m:ijority of only two
A paper was afterwards read by Mr. Manfield (West

Snih.lk) ou bankruptcy law with regard to agricultural bank-
ruptcies.

BEDALE.
A 9pcci.nl meeting of this Chamber was held on .Tune

3rd at Bedale, Mr C. Clarke, the Ilennitage, near
Bedale, presiding,

Tho IVesident s&id the corn averages seriously air.'cted
tenants who were subject to corn rents; they gave a basis
upon which to calculate a tenant farmer's prufif, and thereby
alfected the rentals

; and there was the tithe rent cha-ge ail
matters seriously affected by such average. With reference
to the circular sent by the Central Chamber from the Cor.
missiouers of Weights and Measure?, there were more market
to«^na or centres for makin? corn returns by neaily half i-i
ISGi than 1877. In 1877 Hie return had been reduced to

7i';l'
^'^^-'^^S qrs., barley, 1.795,019 qrj., and " o.ats,

1/6,093 qrs., or only half the towns and half the quan'ity of
corn._ As to (ha increased prices, no doubt for many vears
corn in North lorksliire had been sold more by wei'ht than
measure. It had been the rule to ask the weight be'^ore
olkring ,a price. The cu-tom of markets in that neighbour-
iiood had been to deliver 18 stone net, barley 16 stone net
and oats 23 stone net, per sack of four bushels. These'
weights were no doubt in excess of the wei-^-hts of the
imperial bushel. If collectors of returns had not^paid atten-
tion to these matters, great unfairness must have been the
result. As to the enhanced prices of the Ga:e//e average',
there was no doubt but little tail corn was brought to market
for sale, it having for many years been more profitable to
consume it at home. If the great quantities of such corn
during the past uniavourable years had been brou'^ht to
market it would have had a serious effect upon the corn
averages. \\ ith regard to the increased values, this appeared
to be the chief point, and was very unfair to the producer
Originahy tithe was drawn iu kind, either from crops iu the
field or other articles on the farm which were titheable and
were subject to adverse seasons and other iuconvenieuces tiie
same as those of the farmer. But i,ow in t.-king the
averages, they were not taken from the producer, but from the
trader, who added the cost of railway transit, his expenses and
prohts,and from such sales the returns were made. Again, by far
the greater pare of the grain now sold in our markets was of
foreign production and of the best quality, grown in countries
tar superior to our own for corn growinir, the common qualities
never entering our market. This had a tendency to unfairly
raise the corn averages. As regarded the towns to be selertad
for making returns, he suggested that towns where the lands
were most subject to corn averages should be selected, and
those only, seeing that those most interested would have the
opportunity of scrn inising the returns. There were many
other matters seriously affecting Agriculture, which had from
time to time been before the Cl.amber, viz., (he questions
slightly touched upon by the recent HoMings Act, the incidence
ot local taxation, the turnpikes recently thrown upon the rate-
payers, the unfair system of rating for schools and scliool
boards and the vagrant question. These all affi-cted
agriculture, and were worthy of the attention of a Royal
Commission. He therefore thought it was very desirable to
support ilr. Chaplin's motion. An inquiry might do good
and it would do no harm. He was also in favour of Mr*
Long's proposal for a further inquiry to be made into local
taxaiiou.

After some discussion, in which Mr. J. Walker Mr G
J. Roiiixsox, Mr. J. Smith, and others took part,

'

Mr. Teai.k, the secretary, moved :

—

" That the representatives of this Chamber be and are
hereby requested to attend the Central Chamber of Agriculture
to support Ike resoktiou to be moved in tLu House of Commons
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by Mr. Chnjilin, MT., ris to thn df pressed condition of

sgricullural interests, and also the propo-al of Mr. Lon^ for

a de.putalion to the Govprnmeiit as to local taxation, and ti.-e

otlier matters for consideration l)y the Cen'rai Chamber.

Mr. W. Pooi.E seconded the motion, Mr. G. J. EouiNSQN

•fiupported it, and it was agreed to unanimously.

A vote of ihanka to the president brought tlie meeting to a

close.

EAST RIDING^
The monthly mretiaR was held on June 7th at Beverley

Mr. Lee, of Gardhara, in the chair. In considering Mr.

Chaplin's intended motion for a Royal Commission to consider

evidence on aj;ricultural depression, Mr. Park (Cotwick) said

he thought the Chamber ou><ht to give tiie hon. member all

the support in their power, for while manufacturers advanced

the price of goods to recoup themselves for advanced wages,

the farmers received no increased price for their produce, lie

moved a resolution to this effect, which Blr. Dickens (Beverley)

seconded.—Mr. George Langdale (Leaconfield) moved the

previous question, on the ground that Mr. Chaplin had all

the evidence necessary in his possession, and this was carried^

On the subject of corn returns, resolutions were passed as

under :
—

Tliat the average weight per qr. of wheat for the purpose of

corn returns in the EastRiding sliouM be 6 lb. per bushel.

That the present mode of ascertaining the average of cora

Tents is fallacious, inasmuch as tlie returns are often made by

merchants after profits are obtained ; and that towns men-

tioned in the Act should be required to make proper returns.

GOOLE AND MARSHLAND.
The annual meeting and dinner of this Chamber was held

on Wednesday, June 11, at the Ijowther Hotel, Goole. The

report submitted by Mr. T. H. Goulton, the hon. secretary,

referred to the depression in agriculture, and expressed the

hope that the motion of Mr, Chaplin, M.F., in favour of the

appointment of a Royal Commission to inquire into it would

be agreed to. The following appointments were made for the

coming year : President, Mr. S. S. Laverack ;
Vice-presidents,

Mr. John Bladworth, J.P., and Captain Thompson ; Treasurer,

Mr. R. C. T. Lyth ; Secretary, Mr. T. 11. Goulton. At the

rannual dinner subsequently held there, Mr. Laverack presided.

Several subje-^ts relating to agriculture were discussed, the

depression which is felt in this district keenly being most pro-

minent. Upon this subject the chairman, Messrs- Bennett,

Boulton, aud Captaiu Thompson dwelt forcibly, pointing out

the necessity, on the part of the landlord, to meet the farmer.

Comment was made on the increase of both local and imperial

taxation, and this point it was contended must be watched.

On the motion of Mr. Bennett, seconded by Mr- Spilman, it

was decided to memorialise the Goole board of guardians to

ask the magistrates in the West Riding quarter sessiona to

make the highway district coincident with the Goole rural

sanitary authority.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
A meeting of this Chamber was held at Hereford on

June 11th. Mr. D. Edwards presided. It was agreed to

support Mr. Chaphn's motion for a Royal Commission to

inquire info the depression in the agricultural interest. After

a brief discusj-ion on the Valuation Bill, and another on Corn

Returns, on which sut'jects no resolutions were passed, Mr.

Duckham made some remarks on the Rivers Conservancy

Rill, representing it as entirely a landlord's question. No
resuluiion on the subject was moved.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
A meeting of the Couiicil of the Northamptonsh^ e

Chamber of Agriculture was held at the Corn Exchange

on Saturday week, uuder the presidency of Mr. J. W.

Watts, of Harrovvden;

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Adkins) again drew attention

to the arrangements in connection with the subject of Agri-

cultural Science Teaching. A local committee had been

formed for Northamptonshire to endeavour to carry out the

scheme. At present he knew of only cue teacher who had

applied to go np to London in July. That was the prienco

master of Northampton (Mr. Bceby Tliompson"). 11 ih.l

gentleman succeeded in qualifying he (iNIr. Adkins) .should

call the committee together with the view of establishing a

class.

Mr, T. J. Adkins read the circular of the Weights and
Measures Committee of the Central Chamber of Agriculture,

which called attention to the official statement of quantities

of British corn returned as sold in market towns in England

and Wales. This showed in 1861' on 4,092,300 qrs of whear,

2,559,316 qrs. of barley, 508,7-13 qrs. of oats, the towns in-

cluded in the return numbering 290. In 1870 the figures

were 3,398,665 qrs. of wheat, 1,811,678 qrs. of barley,

20&,091 qrs, of oats iu 150 towns. The 1877 return, how-

ever, showed a still further reduction, viz., 1,912,688 qrs.

wheat, 1,795,019 qrs. of barley, 170,093 qrs. oats, in the

same number of towns as in 1877. Tlie committee invite the

assistance and co-operation of the local Chambers of Agricul-

ture throughout England, and they desired to have the opinion

and suggestions of this Chamber on the foUowiug points :

—

(1) The increased prices returned owing to the use of weighed

measures, which are in cKcess of the natural weight of the

grain, aud the failure of the local collectors to convert the

quantities sold into true imperial measures before making the

returns. (2) The enhanced price of the " Gazette " averages

resulting from more corn than was formerly used being now
consumed on the farm in the feeding of stock and not brought

to market. (3) The increased values returned due to the ad-

ditional price following on repeated sales—the prices quoted

often including the cost of carriage and the profit of cora

dealers. (4) The towns, if any, in their district which they

wou'd recommend to be made returning markets.

Mr. Berry considered the return ought to be made direct

by the farmers who grew the corn. At present the produce

was returned several times over, the dealers selling it again at

an increased rate. He thought the best plan would be fur five

or six of tlie leading farmers to give a ret urn of the prices they

made in their particular market.

The HoNOBARY Secretary said he believed at present on]j

Northampton and Peterborough made a return.

Mr. Berry's suggestion was generally deemed to be a good
one, and the Council passed the following resolution :—

" That in order to ascertain more correctly tlte price of corn,

the return should be made by the farmers rather than by the

merchants."

It was arranged that a circular should be sent to each mem-
ber of Council, requesting every one to gather the local opinion

of his own district on the question.

It was agreed, on the proposition of Mr. Chettle, 'o sup-

port Mr. Chaplin's motion, prajing for the appointuieiit of a

Royal Commission to inquire into the depressed condition of

the agricultural interest, and the causes to which it is owing,

whether those causes are of temporary or permanent ct.aracter,

and how far they have been created or can be remedied by

legislation.

Mr. Berry incidentally remaked that the depression ap-

peared likely to be permanent.

Mr. W. Saijll, in alluding to the Valuation Bill measure,

described it as one of th« worst Bills that had been introduced.

He thought the amendments would effect a decided iraprove-

inen'', and he suggested that the Council should signify their

approval of the same.

Mr. Walker commented on the numerical strength of tli"

amendments, and thought it hardly likely they would agree

with th« whole fifty brought forward respectively by the most
opposite parties.

It was deemed desirable to po.stpoue the consideration of the

measure to another meeting.

Mr. Walker strongly protested against the new principle

the Conservancy Bill proposed to introduce of taxing tiie

uplands as well as the valleys for expenses in connection with

the rivers, and moved ;

—

" That in the opinion of this Chamber the Rivers Conser-

vancy Bill should be limited in its application to the aada

which are likely to be benefitted thereby."

Mr. Berry seconded, and it was agreed to.

Mr. W. AuKiNs stated that he objected to the BiUalso ou

account of its permissive nature.
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VARIOUS NOTES.
Our Ciinadian correspondent writes under date May

30lh :—The desperate position in which certain ituiui-

gration promoters and other interests liiid themselves

thronyjh the stoppaire of tho United Statrs tnpply is

evidenced by the following noteworthy paragraph in last

Tuesday's Montreal Gazette, a leading political and cona-

miTcial paper: "Drovers f'roea Ontario state that,

althou;^h plenty of cattle can be found iu the country,

the kinds required for export are getting scarce. The
opinion obtains in the trade, that the bulk of both distil-

lery and stall-fed citlle li". for shipniiut will soon be ex-

hausted, and tlMt tiie demand will have to be satislied with

a less desirable c^lass of beasts." Can a more cogent proof

than this be forthcoming of the enormous amount of lying

we have had for a purpose, and of the accuracy of what
I have told you all along respecting Canediau cattle ex-

port ca])abilities ? Only a fcA' thousand beasts—nearly

all distillery-fed— have this year left Canada lor l'ins.'laiid,

and already the supply " will soon be exhausted !
" Where

are the 2UO,UO0 animals which the Blnglish public were
told were rendy for expnrtaliou ? Such misrepreseulations

are disgraceiul to all couceroed. I have lil:le doulit that

the interests will strain every nerve to get the United
States embargo removed, careless of the possible results

to English herds—because its cjntinuance iuvolvea a

certain and even more severe exposure of the fictions

imposed for the last two yeirs on the English public aud
press.

The London Tunes has a paragraph stating that immi-
gration from the North of Euijlini is increasing— thtt a

p irty of nine or tea fanners have leftth-; Diirham distrii-t

f )r Manitoba, and thit mjie will loll'^w. I am tni'y

sorry lor them. Manitoba and iht' f>inadian North-Weat
are far too cold, rngied, and un.ietlled for Kn^lish firiuers

aud agricultural laljourers. Growls ol' disgust and ai.-.ap-

pointmeut are already heard from Caaalians and others

who have this year been allured to those inhospitable

rtgions, where s'lark.-, Larpies, cormorints, vultures, aud
birds of prey of all kinds are on the look out for " green-

horn " victims from the time tliey arrive till they have

nothing lelt out of which to be victimised. A grasping

land-mouo|)oly, which cares for uothiug but tlie sUisfac-

tion of its own greed, has nearly all the province by the

throat. Indeed, the Rev. Mr. Ross, a Presbyterian

missionary there, iu a lecture delivered in Toronto this

week, ex|)ressed " his surprise to hear so many were going

to Manitoba, in view of the fact that there was no land

in that province available for the setler. The whole of

the land was taken up in reserves aud by s])eculators, and
immigrauis on arriving at Winnipeg would be terribly

disappointed on learning the fact, and they would have to

go west or north of Manitoba to settle. It is indeed melan-
choly to think of English farmers wandering about these

nea ly untrodden wildernesses, seeking for locations—not
getting settled probably till too late to put in eveu a patch
of potatoes, aud (as winter sets iu about the middle or end
of Octobei') thus i^iiged to live ou capital till harvest iu

1800, iu a country where there are no roads or labour

market, and where a poor man is utleily out of place.

"Writing to the (Jlube on the terrible land grub iu those

regions of mud and mosquitoes, Mr. James Uendrick says

it will be so aggravated by the extraordinary huudred-
million-acre European "benevolent" iminigraton lock-

ing-up scheme of the Government, that though he vseit

to Winnipeg to try and find a home, he intends to go to

the States, and he adds that a great mmy Bi ilish piitij.icts

are at the present lime returuiug to D.ikota aud Minue
sola to make homes for themselves. Mr. W. J. Munro,
Toroato oificial assignee, also writes to the same paper

that a great many people have already left ^}anitobu dis-

gusted, aad that " Manitoba is a noor place for a poor

man." He advises intending settlers not to brc.k up
their homes, or move their family till they have seen the
country—advice I always give myself to anyboily who
consults ine about immigration to iiiy part of' this'couti-
nent. Immigrants from England are still arriving at
Quebec, but nobody knows what they can do, or what
will become of them. The Ottawa correspondent of tho
Toronto Globe says that a few days au'o not less than 100
unemployed adult males wrre counted within two blo.k*
from the Ottawa Ciiy llill. Wages are going down.
The Cauiida Southern Railway Comprny announce a re-
duction of tea per ceut. iu wa'.;es, oaing to the increased
cost of running the road * under protection," and thev
have also dismissed a man from eac'i gang. Iu fact the
new Protectiou policy does not seem yet to hare done
more than decre:ts« wages, and give a great impetus to
smuggling. The H ilifax /^ wr(/;r of the l!)th siyn thu
appearances are that, even in midsutniner, tUfirc w.ll bo
great destitution and sulfciing in our midst. Every day
a more or less number of raeu have called tiiiXxQ It -carder
office, endeavouring to get some inlormatioa ab)ut;the
"job" for which some 200 labourers were wauted'oi
the Pacific Railway. One young man stated that vv'ork
was never scarcer in Halifax, and the prospects never less.

The fnuniest thing is that while r.ote.tlio'u was expected
par eiiiincnrc to foster iron manufacture, the only iron
and steel works in the Dmiinio'i have b eu closed under
its operations- The Monh-Ml Iflt/ivax, accepted as a
good authority on commercial matters, says " the only
hope now left to avoid complete national prostra'ioa is a
good harvest." Yet it is iu this position of affairs that
that stupendous piece of folly, the Canudiau Pacific
Railway, is to be puhed ou, and Bitaiu asked to assist
in an undertaking, the craxlness of which is only equalled
by its costliness. Grip (che Canadian I'nnch) gives a
mip of the North- West, in which this huge political
railway is depicted running tortuously through the terri-
to ies of " Humbug," " Folly," " Expense," '' Nonsense,"
"Absurdity," "Ruin,"' " Baukniptcy," aud "Corrup-
tion." The satire is not too strong. U reflects the
opinion of most independent bankers, and justifies what;
the Hon. A. Mackenzie lately taid in the House, that if
he were an English minister he would not "guarantee "a
sixpence. The N. S. or " National Scheme," as it is

called, will infallibly prove moie fallacious than'the N. P.
or "Nalioual Policy." The latter, while checking the
importation of British goofs, his not, as it was sa^d to
be iuteuded to do, much <-lieeked American. A corre-
spondent of the St. John Ulobc says that f,-o:n the 12ili
to the lath iustaut there were only about SiO packages
of goods from England against l,0(iO from the States.
Heretofore the iuiportaliou raliou wa* largely the other
way.

Our Canadian correspondent writes under date June
6ch :—The Oalarlo elections hild yesterday resulted in a
vieiory lor the Mowat administration, and. ou account of
the issues involved, are of peculiar siguititauce and inte-
rest, not only for us but the home public. The Ontario
Government is not necessarily connected with Dominion
poli'ics. Dominion and Provincial questions, as tests at;
the polls, may legitimately stand iusulated ; but in a la ge
number of the constitueucies this contest was waged on
two main issue*— first, a charge that the present " Re-
form" Governcneul have beeu extravatrant, and secondly
that its members had taken part in the Do-niniou contest
last September against the " N.P." or National (protec-
tionist) Policy. Thus the question of Protection o. Free
Trade came up again before the electors. The verdicC
they have prouounced after a few mouths' trial of the new

I

panacea must have an influence beyond this Province
,

In September last Outana, at the geueral election,'

1-'
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returned a ranjority of G6 to 33 in favour of Sir John

Macdonalil
;
yesterday, of 88 constituencies 51 returned

supporters of Mr. Mowat's Free-trade administration,

and on'y 26 opponents. The remaining 10 returns are

expected to be equally divided. Thus the Government

majority in the new House will be about 26—a consider-

able increase of parliamentary strength. The city of

Hamilton—the " Birmiuijham" of Ontario—returned a

Ministerialist, contrary to the expectations of both pir-

ties, because the new Tariff might of course be deemed

likely to have given unqualified satisfaction in a manufac-

turing locale. As for the farming constituencies, a brief

; taste of Protection seems to have been enough for them.

At any rate thev have gone back on their September vote

in exemplary style. The three important York Ridings

have returned Ministerialists, whereas last September

they returned Conservatives. Mr. Mowat, the Premier,

was returned in N. Oxford by 1,400 majority, and Mr.

Crooks, one of his colleagues, in South Oxford, by 1.000 !

The blow to Protection and to Sir John A. Macdouald's

Administration is heavy. Indeed, one is driven to the

conclusion that a general election coming now would

show as signal a revulsion of sentiment thronghout the

Dominion as has been showu in Ontario; the more so

since Sir John and some of the Dominion Cabinet threw

themselves into the Ontrrio battle, and addressed a great

public meeting at Toronto on behalf of the Protectionist

opposition. Moreover, as much of the Ontario patronage

• rests with the Ottawa and not the Toronto administration,

and as all the influence that involves would tell on the

contest, the Ontario Government had an up-hill fight,

and their success is so much the more important and

conspicuous.

Such of your farmers and others as may have been

more or less looking towards Protection as a panacea for

existing depression, cannot fail, I apprehend, to be im-

pressed with this decided and speedy renunciation of that

great cure-all by Canadian agricultural constituencies. A
letter in a leading Toronto paper this morning from a

resident of North Wentworth, near Hamilton, may, I

think, be accepted as a guide to the reasons which,

rightly or wrongly, have swayed the votes of the majority

of the electors. The hopes of much additional work so

far as manufactures are concerned, have, he says, turned

out delusive. Not a single mechanic, for instance, is now

at woik at the big screw factory at Dundas, nor at Ken-

nedy's boiler shops. Such establishments as are in full

work were in full work before Protection. None of the

additional "hum of industry" promised is heard
;
goods

are no cheaper; the extra amount of money guaranteed

is not in circulation. Meantime employers, for such work

as they have, seek to import people from England, while

hundreds of willina Canadian workmen are to-day in a

perfect wilderness of want and misery." >s for the far-

mers, the large agricultural vote rolled up in favour of

the Ministry shows they have—to put it mildly—become

eminently sceptical re the blessings of the " N.P.," and

consequently (though the Mowat Admiuistration has un-

doubtedly been frightfully extravagant in expenditure)

they seem to have condoned that peccadillo, and deter-

mined to retain the administration in office at Toronto as

a counterpoise to their old but now rejected j?«rtC(?e at

Ottawa. In view of the popular enthusiasm on behalf of

Protection last September the Ontario Opposition may be

excused for supposing the " N.P." would be a good card

to play in the Ontario elections. But the result has

shown they would have done better to have confiued

themselves to the issue of extravagance and jobbery, on

.-which undoubtedly they had a strong case.

It is announced this morning that the embargo on the

import atiou of American cattle into the five eastern pro-

vinces of the Dominion which would have expired to-day,

s fcxteaded to September next. This will be a great dis-

appointment to not a few who had been relying on its

withdrawal.

The following from the commercial intelligence of a
Toronto pa;;er of yesterday is significant and amusing :—"Montreal, June 4.—The live stock maiket is fa riy

active. Shipping lots of cattle were eagerly taken iu

Montreal m irket at prices ranging from 4.50 dols. to

5 50 dols. per 100 lb. live weight. The impresoion seems
to have been established at that market that the embargo
against the transport of American cattle will not be con-

tinned longer than the 6th instant, which was the limit

last published in the Order in Council, and owing to this

belief it is thought that some haste has been shown ia

shipping all the distillery fed cattle out of the country."

Just so. If you turn back to one of my former lecters

when this embargo was put on, you will see I wrote :
—

" i'he American stock our dealers have on hand, and the

native beasts now fattening in the Canadian and other

distilleries will, perhaps, serve to keep them going till the

end of April." It seems they have been able to struggle

on till the end of May—and now, being at the end of their

te her, have been scheming and hoping to get the lifting

of the embargo. In this they have failed, and what they
will do now to hide, what Prince Hal calls, the " open and
apparent shame" of their make-believes supplied to the

English papers by the emigration officials puzzles specu-

lation.

Our leaditig financial organs continue to scout the idea

that the Ottawa delegation of Cabinet ministers to Eng-
land will succeed in bamboozling Dowuing-street into

guaranteeing their wonderful " national scheme" of colo-

nisation and railway making. The Montreal Journal of
C''j;«;;M')'ce not only thinks there is "little prospect" of

any [mperiil co-operation by guarantee or otherwise, but

adds, " We confess we entertain the most gloomy fore-

bodings as to this work considering the existing sta^e of

depression in all civilised countries." The Monetary Times

says we have only a handful of white people on our Pacific

coasts ; little mail matter ; no troops or munitions of war
;

that the railway " originates in a mere sjiirit of imitation

of the Union Pacific by official promoters who think this

country with only one-tenth of the population of the

States could perform a similar feat, thou'^h the conditions

in wealth, population, and trade are wholly different."

There is no doubt the scheme is due to the exigencies of

politicians who wish to secure support through the pay and
patronage involved.

Nearly evei-ybody in Canada has been unable to com-
prehend the sudden spnrt of emigration to Canada which

began to set in from England a mouth or two ago, and has

continued vveekly since. Thousands of people want work
here, yet immigrants are arriving at 500 a week! The
secret is now out. There is, the Toronto Globe says,

a private engagement on the part of the Dominion Govern-

ment, with Sir Hugh Allen, for extending the immigratioa

bonus system, so as to recoup that leviathiu steam packet

owner for the 300,000 dols. or 400,000 dols. he put info

the " Pacific Scaudil" fund. The Globe protests against

this as an outrage on the working men of Canada, and

says there are now here "tens of thousands of people"

out of work. It would take a bulky volume to lay bare

the history and. mystery of the Canadian immigratioa
" business."

Our New Zealand (Auckland) correspondent writes

under date April 29ih :

—

It is not without considerable show of reasoa that Old

Aucklanders claim for their province the liuLSt climate,

not only of New Zealand, but of all the Australian

colonies, the weather during the past summer and autumn

now wittiia a couple of days of coming to a close, hav-

ing been simply superb. While the days were warm and

bright, the evenings were deliciously cool, heavy dews
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erery nljiht refresTiing the face of Nature, and in the ia-

tervals between the niiiiialls, preserving growtli and

thereby supplyiag abuiJauce for the Hocks and herds de-

pending ou tlie pastures. Wliile in Sydney, scarce'y

1,200 miles due west, tlie inliabitauta duii.ig the past

Bumiaer have been stewed, and in Leveck;i, the capital of

the Fiji Islands, about the same distance north, the Euro-

pean residents have been parboiled, breaking oul all over

into boils aud blains from the excessive heat, a btate ot

body neither pleasant nor desirable, the dwellers in Auck-

land Province embracing a territory of 17a million acres

have sntfered but little inconvenience from the heat

during the past six months, it being no exaggeration to

Bay that during the whole of that period the weather has

been thoroughly enjoyable, as well as highly favourable

for all agricultural operations. Tourists and mercantile

men arriving from New S.juth Wales, were invariably in

raptures as tte steamer glided amongst the isLiuds outside

of Auckland harbour, when they saw the slopes covered

with the richest verdure, and the entire aspect of vegeta-

tion generally presenting such a wonderful contrast to the

laud they had left but live days before, where there was

scarcely a green leaf, and the pastures shrivelled up by

the intense heat to the colour of the clay. Amongst the

aboriginal natives of this province there has been much
Egitiitiou lately with regard to a portion of the lands still

held by them, and which were confiscated to the Goveru-

nient at the couclusiou of the last war. The lands in

question containing probab!}'' as fine land as there is in

iNew Zealand, are known by the design^ition of the

Wairaale Plains, and although confiscated for rebellion,

Wjre never formally taken pissessiou of. uo su'veys made,

no forts built, aud the natives never drivtu off or inter-

fe.ed with in any way. Sisleni years a tT the event sur-

veys are ordered, and the whole of the lauds, amounting

to majy thousand acres, adverHiicd to be sold in suitable

blocks. The present owners, who have during all these

years remained in peaceable and undisturbed possession,

con'ending that the G >vernment claim has expired by

etiiuxion of time, rose en masse and drove off the sur-

veyors, pulled up their pins, and erased all the marks and

divisions laid down by the Puateta (white man). They
say iu addition to this overt act, that as the principal

instigators of the late war were ail either killed iu batile

or have since died iu the natural course, that it would be

much belter to let things remain as thty are ; in point of

fuel, they sdv iu ditl'citut words, although with the same

iiieauiutr, exactly what the Border Magistrate said to the

S:;otch freebooter, '' Gie the honest man his mear (mare)

again," shake hands and be friends. Njvv this driving

off of the surveyors was an act which might easily have

led to a serious rup'ure between the two races, nay, even

rnigft have been counted a sullicient casus belli for a

war of exienniualion, and Urge bodies ot well-

armed police were sent up to protect the settlers on the

boundary line, who in days gone by would have iustaaLly

beeu murdered. But the Maori is not deficient iu wis-

dom, aud he knows that iu a coufiict with white men
defeat is his doom, and thpy at once appealed to the

Ministry to have their ease inquired into iu the Supreme

Ciunts, declaiing that they were as loyal subjects of

(^iieeu Victoria as the white man himself, and that they

hid no wish to injure any one, but only to have justice.

The Premier, Sir George Grey, true to the temporising

policy in his dealings with the Aborigines, which has

ever been a distinguishing feature of hi< character, aud

which has made him so beloved by them aud hated by

hts political opponents, at once ordered the sales to

be withdrawn pending amicable arrangements be ng

made of oae of the most dlffisult questions that has

cropped up in the affiirs of New Z-aland for many

years. The Aiaories themselves are holdiug iiuajeuse

meetings in connection with this matter, some of th

;

chiefs speaking well, their words being words of wisdom,
when translated, and many exposures have beeu made by
them of the modes by which unprincipled white men
cheated them out of their laud. Blank instruments, to

which the signatures were attached when the pojr igno-

rant creatures were stupified by drink, or misrepresenta-

tion of the wording of the deeds under similar circum-
stances, the filling U|i being done afterwards, are described

in quaint yet faithful and stern lauKuage as the leading

modes by which natives have been deprived of their lands,

without receiving anything at all like their value. The
provisions required for these native meetings, where thou-
sands of men and women are collected from all paris . f

the country, remaining together for a considerable time,

is something enormous, and some of the items in the bill

of fare are rather out of the ordinary run as articles of

aood. In addition to great quantities of flour sent up to

n native meetiusr now going on, sheep, pias, and cattle,

no less than 13,000 dried sharks were provided, a large

ofuinber of casks of sailed eels, and an imuieuse number
of salted albatrosses, specially procured from the Chatham
Islands for the occasion. It seems to be a distitiguishicg

trait of all uncivilized nations—and the bulk of the

Maories are but as yet emerging from barbirism—to ac-

company the transaction of ail business of importance
with a feast, to which everyone, young aud old, who has

the remotest connection with the tribe is invited, and
think it their duty, even at great trouble and inconve-

nience, to attend. Sir George Grey has, no doubt, by his

humane and liberal policy, disappointed many greed}'^ laud-

speculators on this occasion, who expjcted to make for-

tunes out of their purchases ; but if he saves the country
from a civil war, by settling this extre nely complicated

question iu a Court of Eqiity, instead of by the sword,
he will not only retain the prestige of this country as a
popular and prosperous colony, but deserve the gratitude

of all ranks, both here and in the parent couutry.

The public works policy is being pushed on in New
Zealand with considerable vigour, but all operations are

cramped and retarded by the scarcity of labour, aud the
consequent high rate of wages. Notwithstanding the

thousands of labourers annually imported the rate of
wages is as high now as it was twenty years ago. Iu some
districts it is even higher. Shearers get as much as ever

they did, and farm labourers, mechanics, road men,
navvies, and others get higher wages than they have done
for Some years past. All over the colouy farmers have
been greatly distressed, aud have lost much money, not
merely because thej had to pay high wages, but for the
reason that in very many cases they absolutely Ci:>uld not
get the labour they needed, no matter what wages they
were prepared to pay.

The v/hole of the single girls arriving by the Hudson,
immigrant ship, were engaged at rates higher than on any
previous occasion, varying from lOs. to 20s. per week.

The farm hands found employment readily, but the

demand for tradesmen was not brisk.

THE ANGLER-,' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.—The iu-

a i^uratiun uiuner of this S.ioiety took place ou Monday the

y h, iu ttie large room ot the Freemaso is' Tavern, Mr. Thomas
Speckley, the treasurer of the Thames Angling S'jcely, iu tlie

c'liir. Ne irly 250 geutlemen, amongst vfhum were many of

t'le principal melropolitaQ anglers, attended. Tlie toast of the

evening, " The Anglers' Benevolent Society," W4s responded

to by Its founder, Mr. P. Geen, in terms which vi'ere appre-
ciated and responJed to by liberal donations. The Society is

one likely to liave an exteud<-d si^nificHnce as d-sluipd to

embrace other fields of charity in the fijhing iudu-iiri-s b- yoad
tliose the su9.'.rings and necessiticj of which it a,', pr&sent

Uudertakes to amelioittte.
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THE CAUSE OF THE " GID " IN
SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Will you allow me to bring before your readers
(who may psrbaps not have met with the cseful little

work from which it is extracted) a most iuterestiog and
scientific account of the terrible parasite which produces
the most distressing cerebral disease named by VVest

Somerset peasants " MazeuesK," and by scientists the
" Gid," in sheep ? I met with it recently in a clever
little work by Van Beneden, named " Parasites and
Messmates" (Henry S. King & Co., London), The work
contains within a small compass an immense amount of
iiiforraation on a branch of natural history, the study of
which I cannot help believing to be pregnant with im-
portance both to the agriculturist aiid the student of
nil dieine. Just as the much dreaded hnm-m tapeworm
requires two organisms—the fli!sh of the pig and the
liuiDan stomach—to eiitjct its complete development, so
does the ccenurus of the sheep only attain its perlect form
and pass through the last stages of its existence in the
organism of tlie wolf or dog. The following is its his-

tory :
—

" This worm, which has only lately been recog-
nised in this country in its tfcnoid (tapeworm) form, has,

on the contrary, been long known under the name of
ccenurus cercbnilis , this developes itself on the brain of
The sheep, and occasions the disease known as the " Gid."
The disease may be produced artificiHlly. The sheep
which swallows the eggs of this l.-enia shows the fiist

symptoms of it towards the 17lh day. If we kill it at
this time we find on the surface of the brain, either at
the base or the summit, or Sometimes between the
bemisphe-es and the cerebellum, one or more white
vesicles of the size of a pea, and on which no
traces of buds are yet to be seen. This vesicle,

of a milky white colour, and filled with liquil, is

the scolex. Near these vesicles are to be seen
some very irregular yellow furrows, like tubes aban loned
by some tubicolap annedia ; this is the gallery throufb
which the nesicular worm has proceeded to the place
where it is found. A fortnight later, that is to say, about
the thirty-second day, the cocnurus is as large as'a small
nut, and one can see with the n^ked eye some small
nebulous corpuscles, separate from each other, of the same
tor.m and size ; thei,e are the buds, or scoliees, which have
risen up, but which as yet have neither hooks nor suckers.
Eggs of the same tsgaia have been given to sheep at
Copenhagen and at Gressen, with the same result as we
had at Louvain. Ou the fifteenth or sixteenth day the
first symptoms of " gid " declared themselves. At about
the thirty-eighth day the crown of houks appeared, the
suckers were formed, and the whole head of the scoles
was sketched out. All these heads can leave or enter the
s-h*ath al the will of the animal. This worm continnesto
grow for a long time in the cranial cavity, and produces by
its presence the gravest results. The sheep necessarily
dies at last, unless we rem.ove the parasite by means of
the trepan. The coenurus at this point of devtlopmeat,
Kwaliowed by a dog, imdergoes great changes in a faw
Lours. The large ne^icle withers; the difTerent scoliees

nusheath their cephalic extveiniry, become free, j eoefrate
iuto the intestine with the food, and titiacb themselves to
its walls, so as to form as many colonies of tffiaia as there
are distinct heads. A dog which has swallowed a single

rcenurus may therefore contain a considerable number of

tEeaise. The development of this worm proceeds very
lapidly, and it ouly recjuirps three or four weeks to attain

many feet iu lenpjtii. The wolf or the dog follows the
flock of sheep, scatters the eggs in their way, and the
sheep, browsing on the grass with the eggs attached,

become infected with their most dangerous enemy."
And now comes the practical lesson to be drawn from

the above life-history of the parasite. The author con-
tinues

:
" To arrest the disease only one thing is necessary

to destroy by fire the head of every sheep attacked by
the "gid." The rest of the animal may be eaieu without
danger. The coenurus of the sheep is a true calamity whea
in spreads in a country. The animal attacked by it is

lost, and the mischief may be indefinitely propagated by
giving as food to dogs the head of the sick animal, with
thousands of young trenias enclosed within each."

Hoping the above may prove of intei-est to your
readers,

I am, Sir, &c.,
Bristol, Jnite 12th. Eliza Boucher.

PROTECTION IN CANADA.
The following cuttings from Canadian papers, the names-

not being in all cases given, have beea sent to us from
Canada.

The Menetarj/. Times s^ys :

—

The rapid development cf our live cattle exports toBritaitt
ha-i of late somewhat ovfrshadowed our slopments to thtit

country of butter and chre-ie, b icon and hRms. Our exports

to the Mother Count rv of these ariicles amount, however, t(V

aa annual valneof 6.315 9 tS dollars in 1877-8 aui 6,973,177
do|!:)rs in 1X7^1-7. The fi.fures of llie last fisc-il year are:

Butter and cheese 5,850,S83 dollars, b^icon ar.d hvcnf 4.65, .5 M>
d•.ll•^^s, to-rtl 6,.315,9.;3 dollars. Oar new tanrf mu-t, by
reason of the increased dnty on ln>?i, result un avjurably to

the packing or curing for export ot purely Canadiaa iiot; pro-

duct.s ; so tliHt if we are not to be De.iteu entirely io the Briri h-

nurkec by the A'oericdns' lums and b;icon, we sliall have ta

b'ly AiiericHu bogs anil pack fht'Diin bynd for export.

Another paper spys :

—

A visit to n lew of the leadrng merchants in 0''ta-va fins

morninsi resulterl in the in-'ormHtion th<>t the operatioi! o'' the

nowtirrti is mjst oppressive and inconvenient. A whole'ale

de;(l r in fancy gocidi, novelties &o , states thiit yes'erdav he

paid no less than 40 per cent, duty on a consijjument of per-

fumery iaste?id of 25 as previously paid, and the goods wi-re

such as people in inodTaie circniDitaF\ce«, and not the ricli

would purchase. 'I'lie price of almo.->t every article in lii*

busiiie s has been inc-i-ased to the consumer. The rate of

advance lias been thus:—For every lac-ease in liie tariff of 7^
per cent., 10 per cent, is cliaric^d f'e consumer ; for an

increase of 25 per cent. 30 per cent., and of 35 per cent. -iO

percent, lie arjjues t'lat he lus ii4 as m"cli right to expect

a profit on the money pait in the increased tarift" charges as on
the oijjinal price.

One curious result of a retaliatory policy against the United
States can hardly have b;pn anticipH'ed by the Maau'aci'Mrers'

Association, which had so much to do with guiding the fcteps

of Mr. Tilley when he formulated his wonderful tariif. Will

it be believed that cert tin lines of Anerican manu'actures are

coming into Canada at tlieolt rates, the protucrs on the

other sid-' paying the duty ? This is especirtilv the case, we
believe, with liarJware aad iron produc-S generally, and this

may he the iiriiu reason why the omy iron works in the

Dominion, those of London lerrv in Nova Scotia, have bfen

closed down durina; tlie past nmuih. One thins is certain,.

i' this eoes nn Mr. Tilley will der ve a tar greater revenue

Irom United States imports than he was lead to expect, while

the manufacturers who relied uooa the tarilf beiiit; prohibitory,

will have to agitate for .still higher du'lei beiore tliey can.

hope to shut out foreign compeiitioa.

Wxh Eitb SMir ilarketg.

LONDON, SA.TiniD.i.T, June 21.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE,
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE 21.

Some inclinations of a favourable cliange in the weather
have tnanilested tlieinailves lini'iug the course of the past

week, and ou the whole the raiulall has diminished, but
at the SHine time affi-icnltnral advices are by no means
unanimous ou the subject of improvement. The s^iturated

state of tlie heavy soils, particukrly in the midland
counties, which have still'cred most from the recent ti)ods,

has retarded the development and impoverished the con-
dition of the wheat plant, concerning the discoloration

of which complaints are louder than heretofore.

Although scarcely up to a normal point, the temperature

has been warm, and this has to some extent counteracted

the retarding influence of the abundant rain, but the

coinbiuatiou of the two forces has produced a state of

atmosptiere under which weeds of all kinds have so

rapidly increased as to interfere materially with the

growth of cereals. Wheat promises but fairly on the

mixed and light soils, the condition of the plant on all

heavy, low-lying lauds giving rise to well founded appre-

hen?ion, while recent reports concerning barley leave

niui'h to be desired. Grass has grown rapidly, and the

pastures now present a satisfactory, if not luxuriant

appearance, but it will probal)ly be found that the hay
crop Las suffered in point of quility through the absence
of sunshine. Cutiiug lias nut yet com.nenced, and
wheat ears are by no means plentiful, indeed the general

aspect of the country is scarcely more advanced than is

Usually the case at the end of May. In Scolland turnip

sov\ing has been retarded by 'he rainy and unsettled

weather, and potatoes show a weekly plant which make
a speedy return of warmth and sunshine n)0:-e than ever
to be desired. At this time of year weather influences

are usually paramount in the grain trade and any great

amouiit of animation can scarcely be expected to prevail

in the uiaj-ket, while the sun shines; still the amount of

quietude which has prevailed during the past week has

been in a great measure due to the continuance of libeial

imports into London and the United Kingdom generally.

Ttie arrivals of foreign wheat into London amounted to

nearly 5S,000 q's , the greater proportion of which con-
sisted of shipments from North Kussian ports. It is not

Unusual at this time of year to anticipate an increased

drain upon foieigu supplies caused by the depletion of

stocks of homegronu wheit in farmers' hands, but no
improvement in the demand from this cause has yet made
itself felt, as the deliveries at the principal country markets
indicate the existence ol far more abundant reserves than

was expected. 'I'he depressing influence of such supplies

has eounleractcd any apprehensions of a dtncient English

harvest, and prices remain stationary- The demand has

also been limited for all classes of wheat, with perhaps

some slight exception in favour of American sorts which

were rather actively dealt in at the beginning of the

week, as buyers do not appear to think the lowest point

has yet been reached, and have consequently abstained

from purchaing except in such quantities as their imme-

diate needs have dictated. It is, however, by no means

urilikelv that a revival of the Continental demand may

occur to ra'lyeprices iTam their present de_,)ressed level,

aeaiust the efft of the heavy prospeciive supplies from

llussia and America, but until such takes place it is

scarcely to be hoped that the trade will emerge from the

uninteresting monotony which has characterised it for so

long. Butlittle change can be recorded in the position

of leeding corn. Maize has beeu less iii(|uireil for, audspot i

corn has only been prevented from receding by reason
of its scarcity, a state of affairs not likely to last long
considering that the shipments from Atlantic ports t . the
United Kingdom for the week ending lOtti inst. have
reached the enoruKms sum of 209.000 qrs. Grin ling
barley has moved dull, and there is at present no demand
for malting sorts, while oats have receded about
6d. per qr. under pressure of large supplies.
Ttie sales of English wheat noted last week were C'J,426
qrs., at 4l3. 8d., against 2G,»i(i qrs., at 4(5s. 91. in' the
previous year. The London averasjcs for the week ending
June 20th were 42s. 9d. on 573 qrs. Trie imports into
the United Kingdom for the week ending June 14ih wer&
687,335 cwts. of wheat, and 193,663 cwts.ofOour. In
consequence of the unsettled state of the weather, a con-
siderable amount of firmness was apparent in the graia
trade at the opening of the market on ^Monday last, and
factors commenced by asking rather more money for
wheat, bHt their views not being shared by buyers, busi-
ness was restricted and sales were not practicable at any
quotable advance. Transactions were mainly of a retail
nature as the depressing influence exercised by large
present and prospective imports caused millers to limit
their purchases to their immediate requirements, and
checked speculation. The arrivals of English whea* were
3,239 qrs., and there was very little fresh up on factors'
stands. A somewhat improved demand was experienced
for choice lots, which were scarce, and as buyers resisted
ny advance, sales were made at the extreme prices of the
previous Monday, the prevalence of rain having been un-
favourable to the growing crop. The wpek's imports of
forei'^n amounted to 41,691 qrs , of which quantity nearly
22,000 were from North Russian ports. America furnished
8,601 qrs., and Germany about 5,000 qrs., the remain-
der of the supply being contributed by Australia, New
Z'alani, and Egypt. A steady demand was experienced,
particuhrly for American descriptions at fully former
rates, but where Russi n sorts were pressed for sale ex.

ship, holders had to submit to a reduction of 6d. per qr.
The exports were 2,004 qrs. against 404 qrs. in the pre-
cediuij week. There were 310 qrs. of home-grown Barley,
and 2,147 qrs. of foreign, and with a limited inquiry
prices were unaltered for both maltiug and grindinij des-
criptions. Maize, with arrivals amounting to 8,27J qrs.,

was less sought after, but where sales were made previous
prices were fully maintained owing to the scarcity of spot
corn. The imports of oats were laig-;, being nearly 85,000
qr?., and with an active demand prices receded 3d. to 6d.
pr qr. on the week lor all except the choicest varieties.

On Wednesday there were 350 qrs. of Eiu^lish, and 40,020
qrs. of foreign wheat reported. With brilliant sunshine,
and an unusually thin attendance, duliuss reigned supreme
in all branches of the trade, iu the absence of sales, prices
being nominally unaltered foi wheat and feeding stuffs.

On Friday the supply had increased to 760 qrs. of home-
grown wheat, and 57,260 qrs. foreign. Business was
again very inactive, but where sales of wheat were made
Monday's prices were as a rule obtainable. B;irley, oats
and ma'ze were dull and without cha&ge in value. The
imports of Flour into the United Kingdom for the week
ending June 14th, were 193, GG3 cwta. against 138,366-
cwts. iu the previous week. Tlie receipts into Loudon
were 15,098 sacks of English, and 10,686 sacks and
1,400 barrels of foreign. Business has been slow during
thy past weckj but Eu^lish saclcs have changed hands at
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former prires, ani\ holclera of the more saleable sorts of

fdieif^n hiue resisted any decline. The trade has beea of

a hand to mouth character as buyers have only sought to

cover their immediate requirements. The week's arrivals

of beans were 92,295 cAts., and of peas 12.596 cwta.,

showing a decrease of 9,895 cwts. oq the former, and

65.115 cwts. on the latter. Beans have moved off steadily

at last week's currencies, while peas brouj^l.t Is. per qr.

more money at the beginning of the week, but with sub-

sequent increased arrivals the advance was with difficulty

mdntaincd. The deliveries of malt were 16,298 qrs., and

the expoits 1,516 qrs. The trade remains very dull,

but in the limited amount of busine^.s passing,

previous quotations have been obtainable. The
agricultural seed trade remains ib its usual state

of summer quietude, and there has been next to

nothing done either in English or American red ciover-

s-ed. Some slight speculative movement has affected

alsike and while clover, but buyers of trefoil are exceed-

ingly difficult to meet with, although hollers show no

disposition to make any concession on the finer qualities.

Mustard and rape have met a moderate inquiry at fully

last week's prices, but hemp and canary must be noted

slow and the turn cheaper to sill. The country markets

have again been well supplied with wheat from the

farmers, and with the exception of an occasional advance

of 6J. to Is. per qr- quoted in a few exchanges, provincial

trade has uudergone little change. Spring corn has been

dull, and, if anythintr, the turn in buyers' favour. At
L verpool, on Tuesday, the market was fairly attended

and a rather better demand for Wheat was experienced, as

m Hers bought with more contidence, albeit no advance was

oblaiuable. Flour was in moderate consumptive request

and commanded full prices, while beans and peas failed to

attract much attention. With continued large supplies

maize receded ^d. percental, but was not freely offered at

the decline, new mixed closing at 4s. l^d. and old at 4* 3d.

The week's imports included 63,U00 qrs. of wheat, and

54/00 qrs of maize. At Newcastle the wheat trade

continues dull, but prices have not perceptibly varied, nor

his any alteration taken plice in fli ur, for which the

demand has also moved witi;in very narrow limits. Rlaize

remains quiet, while oats have shown increased firmness

At Leeds there has been a fair inquiry for Enulish red

wheat, but foreign has been neglected. O.its have

occasionally brought rather more money and beans are

lirmlv held. At Edinburgh the supplies of wheat and oits

have been limited, and both articles have met a ready sale

a' fully late rales. Barley and beans have been offered

more freely, but sales have been practicable without any

reduction in values. At Leith the weither has been

unsettled aad rainy, but a somewhat higher temperature

has prevailed. The growing crops on the good lands are

looking well, but on the heavy e'ays the plants are sickly

and discolcured from excess of moisture and want of sun.

The v\eek's arrivals of wheat, bailey, and tloui have been

lirgp, and a moderate cousumplive demand has been

experienced at about late rates. At market on Wednes-
day Scotch wheat moved off freely, bul there was only a

retail demand for foreign. Oats favoured sellers, but

other descriptions of feeding corn met a slow sale at

unaltered currencies. At Glasgow wheat has been sparingly

offered and occasionally rather higher prices have bten

obtainable. Flour has been quiet and spring corn u.i-

changed. At Dublin the weather has undergone little

improvement, the rainfall having been considerable. Wheat
has gone fairly into consuraptiou at last week's prices, but

maize has been difficult to sell as holders have declined to

make any concession. At Cork a good deal of raiu has

fallen, but a warm temperature has improved the

appearance of the growing crops. A qu'et eousumptive

demand has been exptrieuced for wheat and maiz ', and

last week's prices have been niaintaiatd lor both articles.

The following are the

during the past month :

—

Reports from Mark Lane

Monday, June 9.

The arrivals during the past week have been : Euglish
Wheat, 3,483 qrs. ; foreign, 50,85? qrs. Exports, 404
qrs. There was a moderate supply of home grown
Wheat fresh up to market this morning, but sales pre -

gressed very slowly, although there was no quotable

decline in value. Of foreign the arrivals were fair, and
with a large artendauce of millers, an improved demand
was experienced, especially fur Spring American descrip-

tions, the full quotations of this day fortnight being
firmly maintained.

Country Flour 16,451 sacks ; foreign, 9,549 sacks and
480 barrels. No improvement could be noticed, the trade

ruling dull for both sacks and barrels at about late rates.

English Barley 343 qrs. ; foreign, 750 qrs. There
was scarcely any inquiry for malting, and grinding sorts

sold slowly at former currencies.

Malt: English, 14 891 qrs.; Scotch, 1,105 qrs.

Exports, 1,713 qrs. Ihere was no new feature iu this

branch of the trade, previous prices being obtainable

where sales were effected.

Maize 8,177 qrs. Exports 1,455 qrs. Owing to the

scarcity of spot corn, sellers were euabled to establish

an advance ot 6(1. to Is. per qr. on the fortnight, on both
round and flat descriptions.

English Oats 114 qrs.; Scotch 301 qrs.; Irish 250 qrs-;

foreign 63,059 qrs. Business was restricted owing to the

liberal arrivals from abroad, and a decline of 3J. to 6d.

per qr. took place on Swedes and inferior Russians.

English Beans 386 qrs. ; foreign 3,465 qrs. Firm at

last weeks prices, but without much business passing.

Linseed 4,335 qrs. Unaltered-

MonJa; , .Tune 16.

The arriv.ils during the past week have been : Enurlish

Wheat, 3 239 qrs. ; foreign, 41,691 qrs. Exports, 2,004

qrs. There was a small supply of English Wheat fresh

up to market this morning, aad factors began by asking

Is. per qr. more money. Buyers, however, held off and

n ) quotable improvement upon last Monday's cu-'rencies

onld be established. Of foreign the arrivals were fair,

a d with showery weather aad a moderate attendance of

millers, a steady consumptive demand was experienced at

about late rates.

Country Flour, 15198 sacks; foreign, 10,686 sacks,

and 1,400 barrels. Sellers demanded rather hiiiher prices

lor botii sacks and barrels, but were not as a rule success-

ful in obtaining them.

English Bailey, 340 qrs.; foreign, 2,147 qrs. Both
malting and grindiug descriptions met a slow sale at

former currencies.

Malt, English, 15,848 qrs.; Scotch, 450 qrs.; exports,

1,516 qrs. lu limited rtquest at about previous values.

Maize, 8 297 qrs.; exports, 50 qrs. The inquiry was

not quite so active as of late for spot produce, but in no
case was any reduction submitted to either for round or

flat corn both being still very scarce.

English Odts, 313 qrs.; foreign, 84,674 qrs. Exports,

37 qrs. The imports being again heavy, a weaker tone

prevailed in the trade, and prices were the turn in buyer's

favour for all descriptions.

English Beans, 323 qrs. ; foreign, 4,663 q's. Exports^

200 qrs. Quiet but steady at former quotation}.

Liuseed, 4,761 qrs. Exports, 3 qrs. Without change.
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Mondny, June 23.

The arrivnla during the past, week have been : EnKli.ih

"Wheat, 3,781. qrs. ; foreign, G7,S37 qrs. Exports, 1,985

qrs. .At this iiioriiing's ni;\rkit the supply of Eiiglibh

Wheat was asraiu small, and fine samples were fully as

dear. Of foreign the arrivals were liberal, and with a

good attendance of millers a steady tone prevailed

throughout the trade, business was of a somewhat disap-

pointing eharacter, as the sales made were not exteu-

sive, aud uo advance on last Monday's prices was obtain-

able.

Country Flour, 15,095 sacks ; foreign, 10,721 sacks

and 8,127 barrels. There was not much activity, but

previous quotations were maintained for both sacks and

barrels.

English Barley, 874 qrs. ; foreign, 0,147 qrs. A
limited inquiry for both malting aud grinding varieties at

last week's currencies.

Malt : Engliiih, 16,370 qrs. ; Scotch, 2,195 qrs. Ex-

ports, 2,403 qrs. Sales progressed very slow5y, but

prices uuderweut no quotable alteration.

Maize, 13,783 qrs. Exports, 413 qrs. Sound corn

on spot was in fair request at last Monday's prices, but

to arrive the tendency was against sellers.

English Oats, 172 qrs.; Scotch, 420 qrs.; foreign'

82,073 qrs. There was rather more inquiry, and if

anything the trade was a shade stronger than on Friday

last, but the continuance of heavy arrivals caused values

to recede slightly on the week.

English Beans, 234 qrs.; foreign, 57 qrs. Quiet but
steady at former currencies.

Linseed, 11,692 qrs.

dejaand.

"Without change in ralue or

CURRENT PRICES OP BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillinga pe .luarter

WFEAT. Essex & Kent, white old — to - new 37 to 43
red old— — new 35

Norfolk, Linclnsn., aud Yorksh. red old — new 3-1

BARLEY Chevalier new 35
Grinding 33 to iO Distilling 34

MALT, pale new 60 to 75 old browu 50
RYE 30
OATS, English, feed 21 to 23 Potato 25

Scotch, feed — — Potato —
Irish, feed, white21 26 Fine... —
Ditto, black 23 24 Pnta.to —

BBINS, Mazagan ...32 35 Ticks 33
Harrow — — Pigeon, old 40

PEAS, white boilers 34 38 Maple 37 to 39 Grey 34
FLOUR, per sack of 380lb8., town households 35

Best country households, 31

Norfolk and Suffolk 23

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 44 to 47 extra — to 48
Konipsberg 48 50 extra — —
Rostock... 45 48 old — —
Poraera.. Meckberg., and Uckermrk red 42 47
Ghirka 33 to 41 ...Russian, hard, 43 to 46,Saxonska 42 46
DaMu^hand Holstein, red — —...red American 39 47
Chilian, white 47...Califoi-n!an 45 j7 ..Australian 18 49
East Indian, No. 1 Olnb white, 41 to 45 ; No. 2 42 43

„ Ord. white 4i to 42 ; red 37 to 39; hard 39 40
BARLEY, grinding 19 to 20 distiding 28 35
OATS, DutC3, browing and Polands 20 to 23 feed 19 21

Danish and Swedish, feea 18 to 20 Stralsnnd ... 19 21
Cana<:a 00 to 00 Riga 16 to 17 Petersburg... 17 20

BEANS, Fr.esland and Holstein — —
ItaUan 35 to 37...Eg.vptian 31 34

PEAS, feeding and maple.. .33 34. fine boilers 35 36
MAIZE, Black Sea 23 25 . Mixed American 23 23
FLOUR, per sack, French 32 36, ..Spanish, p. tiacK 33 35

Hungarian, persack...41 55 ..American barrel 19 22
TAEE8, Spring 32 34

BRITISH SEEDS.
Mustard, per bush., brown 10.s. to 13s., white... 9s. to 11 ,

OHnsiry, iier ((r new 40s. to 44-i fine... 48a. SOs.

Clovers ed, fine red and dark purple 908., com... 603. 64f.
Coriander, per cwt 228. 24s.

Taiics, wiutur, new, per bushel 4s.Od. 5». Od
Trefoil, fine new 2fis. 28s.
Ryegrass, per qr., old and new 22s. 24?.
Linseed, per qr. ...sowing Bos. to 68b., crushing 538. 56s.
Linseed (Jakes, per ton £9 lOa. lo £'10 o«.

Rapeseed, per qr new... t>2s. 66b.
Rape Cake, per ton JB6 to £5 lo*.

FOREIGN SEEDS.
Coriander, per cvrt 228. to 24e.
Cl()"°"~ieed, red 5fis. to 64s white 76rt. 80f.
Hempseed, small 34s. to 36s. per qr Dutch 36s. 38.<..

Trefoil 22s. 24s.
Ryegrass, per new Italian Bale of 2 cwt 32s, 31'..

Linseed, per qr Baltic 51s. to 623. ... Bombay 50a. 61 .
Linseed Cakes, per ton £9 10«. to £9 15s.
Rape Cake, per ton £5 t > £5 lOc,

Rapeseed, Calcutta 62s. 649.
Carraway , 3.b. 35?,

LONDON
Wheat.
Barley

.

Oata..,,

AVERA(}ES
673 qrs. < 9d.

oa.
Od.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ending June 21, 1879.

Wheat 49,426i qrg. 4l8. 8d.
Barley 390^ „ 253. lid.
Oata l,0O;f „ 233. 5d.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
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OORN IMPORTED AND EXPORTED
FOK THE WEEK ENUINS J ONE 14.



CHAMPAGNES.

GRAND VIN DE L'EMPEREUR

TRADE KMlIlK MARE.

NONPAREIL.
Splendid "Wine equal to the Finest Brands, at half the usual Price.

Sole Importers of the Celebrated

GRAND yiN DE CHAMPAGNE.

TRADE SMMt. MARK.

ROUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS.

MADEIRA
Of the FINEST aUALITY, in Quarter Casks and in Bottle, and every

other description of Wines at the

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
CAN ALWAYS BE HAD OF

TUXFORD AND CO.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

48, Fenchureh Street London, KC.
Established 1847.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.



THE

ROYAL FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE LIFE

AND HAIL INSURANCE OFFICE.
ESTABLISHED 840

TO INSURE AGAINST LOSSES BY

FIRE AND HAIL STORMS,
AND TO GRANT

I N S URANCES ON L I V E S .

DIRECT OKS:
Chairman—ALFRED DENISON, Esq., 6, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly.

Deputy-Chairmau—B. P. SHEARER, Esq., 47, Gloucester-place, Portmau Square

Richard L. Loveland, Esq., 4, Hare Court, Temple.
John Reddish, Esq., 9, Highbury New Park.

Major F. Anderson Stebbing, 4, Cleveland Garden*,

Castle Hill, Ealing.

Thomas Henry Burroughes, Esq., 16, Lower Berkeley

Street.

"WUliam Glutton, Esq., 7, Clifton Villas, Penge.

A. J. Duff Filer, Esq., 10, Aberdeen Park, Highbury.

E. J. Hawker, Esq., 37, Cadogan Place, Sloane Street

FIRE.—Insurances at moderate rates.

LIFE.—Insuraoces on equitable terms. Profits divided every five years.

HAIL.—Crops insured against Hail Storms at 5d. per acre.

LOSSES.—Settled promptly and liberally.

AMPLE CAPITAL AND LAEGE EESERYES.
Prospectuses and Reports may be obtained of the Secretary, JOHN SHARP, 3, Norfolk Street, Strand

London, W.C, or of the Agents.

THE

MAEK LANE EXPRESS
AND

AGRICULTUEAL JOUENAL
IS THE

LARGEST AND THE LEADING EARMER^S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR POST.

Office of Publication and for Advertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers

and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price 7d., or £1 lOs. 4d. per annum.

J. C. NESBIT AND SON, Analytical, Agricultural, and Consulting

Chemists (Manager A. Anthony Nesbit, F.C.S., &c.), undertake the analysis

of manures, feeding stuffs, seeds, soils, waters, and all agricultural requisites.

And may be consulted upon the cause of the failure of crops, or any questions

in scientific agriculture. Laboratory: 38, Gracechurch Street, E.G. A
list of fees sent on application.
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THOMAS BIG&,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE. GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boilinjr, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually
fles'troying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injm-ious to

the Flock, preventing the alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as follows, although any other
euantity may be had, if required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2

6 lb. 30 ,, „ ,, 3
8 lb. 40 ,, „ „ 4
10 1b. 50 ,, ,, , 5

20 lb. 100 „ ,, (Cask and measm-g 10

301b. 150 ,, ,, included) 15

401b. 200 ,, ,, ,
10

501b. 250 ,, ., , 13 6
60 1b. 300 „ „ , 17 6
80 1b. 400 ,. „ , 1 17 6

1001b. 500 „ ,, „ 2 5

ghould any Plockmaster prefer bolUng the CJomposition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Heeepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.
• Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions

gU'en, I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin,
i; \vill not injure the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the

I

fleece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerotj

I
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hebapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., &c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry.

<«eice8ter House, Great L/over-street Borough London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which wiU be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles.
Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I
have much pleasiire in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of
the ' Noif-poisoNous Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to hav e
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your Specific proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in
three weeks the Sheep were quite cureil ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remarnably well at present.
In conclusion, 1 believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

" For JOHN TINGET, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' "R. RBNNEY.
R)?" Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convmced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious
of life. Such advertised preparations must be wholly useless,
or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APIARATUS *H.£5, £4, & £3.

ADVERTISING.
C, H. MAY & C 0.,

GENERAL ADVERTISING OFFICES,

78, GMCECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.G.
(THE ONLY ADDRESS). ESTABLISHED 1846.

Advertisements of every descriptioa received for iasertion iu all Newspapers, Magazines, Reviews, &c., at tlie

same rates as at the offices of the papers.

Estimates for General Advertising. Reduction for a series. Liberal terms to large advertisers.

Advertisements are also received for all newspapers, which may be addressed to these offices, withoat extra

charges, and replies forwarded if required.

C. H. MAY & Co., beg to intimate that they receive advertisements of every description and class, from the

most important official announcement to the smallest social want.

dvertisers desiring the utmost promptitude of insertion for their advertisements, are informed that, ia ad-

dition to the ordinary deliveries, special parcels are despatched to all the leading newspapers three times daily.

Important announcements requiring instant publicity in distant localities are sent by special wire, without in-

rease of charge.

Th£ Press Manual for 1879, contaiLing a List of Newspapers published in the United Kingdom, Post Free 5d
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platl:.

"POLLY G W Y N N E S .

"

THE PROPERTY OF CAPTAIN WILLIAMS, E.N. , PILTOX IIOUSK, BARX.HTAPLR.

The trio in our plate represents Ross Gwynne,

Lady Gwynne, and her daughter, Lady Clarence

Gwynne, which are descendants of the Avell known
branch of the Polly Gwynne tribe and a capital

sample, being of good form and quality, with

Shorthorn character throu|,;liout.

In the southern part of Devonshire Shorthorns

are on the increase, but thi? is the only herd in

North Devon, and is composed of two tribes, viz,,

the " Gwynnes " and " Old Daisies," both great

favourites with the public, and going back to the

first volume of the Herd Book. The farm is on

the banks of the estuary of the Taw, a half marine

and half pastoral hamlet, about three miles from
Pilton House, which gets the first of the Atlantic

breezes that our New York cousins are continually

telegraphing arrivals of, reminding the Cai)tain of

his former days of strife—and as the cattle thrive

—of the cosmopolitan powers of the Shorthorn

which do well, contrary to the prognostications of

*he local farmers who predicted failure with any
cattle other than their own North Devons. The
Shorthorns clear out of the park once a year to

make room for the Barnstaple Horse Show, the

largest in the West of England, and in which Cap-

tain Williams takes an active part.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION

The Council of the Institution of Surveyors,

which is said to represent by its members about
one-third the entire landed interest of this coun-

try, has come to the extraordinary conclusion

that the " main cause" of the present agricultural

depression " is the deficieficy of yield under the

last thi-ee harvests, aggravated by the bad season

of 1878 ; and the low prices ara a secondary

cause." The series of resolutions passed by this

body of land agents, which we published on August
4th, is obviously intended to persuade landlords

—and whoever else may be induced to believe it

—that the causes of the depression are

but of a temporary nature, and that the exercise

of a little charitable benevolence on the part of

landlords, in the form of temporary remissions of

rents, supplemented by gifts of manures and
feeding-stuli's, will suftice to meet the necessities

of the case. This transpai'ent sophistry may be

well received by landlords ; but it will fail to con-

vince tenants that they have nothing to do but to

accept what landlords and their agents are pleased

to give them, go on as they have baen going, and
hope for better times. Fanners have nejd of

(Ji.D Skuies.

business-like consideration from landlords and
their agents, but they do not lequirc charit3^ It

is not remissions of rent which have Itecome a iirst

necessity, but a homi fih: reduction of rental
which may be equivalent to the commercial de-
mand for farms. This must come, whether agents
and landlords are willing or not ; unless the
owners of the soil are prepared to farm it them-
selves. We have evidence on every hand that
they are not in a position to do this ; and if farms
lie vacant in a half cultivated state, a gross in-

justice will be done to society, not only in re-

spectof non-production, but alsointhe loss of time
and money which will result from tlie land get-

ting foul. There arc estates to be found, in

plenty, which are rapidly going back in point of

cultivation ; and before they can be got round
again there wiil be hard work and hard money to

be spent up ui them. Here is a case in which the
80 culled rights of property assume a form which
is incompatible with the rights of tlu people—the
social claims v/hich tlie public have on the owners
of land. The law of supply and demand wdi
settle the question of rents m spite of the oppo.

.M Voj.. L.V.WVI.—Nu. i.
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sition of land Hgeiita and the chanty of land
owners. The letting value of land naturally in-

creased when there were forty tenants seeking for

one vacant farm ; and it will as naturally de-
crease now that there are forty farms to

one sceldng tenant. The Institution of Sur-
veyorsj jjowerful though it be in its influence
on landlords, may pass any number of resolutions
without adding a feather s weight of effective op-
i:)Osition to the course which agricultural matters
are taking. Agricultural dei3ression is not in
itself a novelty, though a period of prosperity
prior to the last decade may have rendered some
of the present generation of farmers comparative
strangers to it. But the present position of agri-

culture, now fast ripening into a crisis, is unpre-
cedented in its nature, and will be unprecedented
in its residts. The factors in the case are simple
and patent, namely, the cumulative effect of

certain features of our land laws in relation to a
foreign competition in food-products which has
been evolved—with marvellous rapidity during
the last half-decade—out of the growing civiliza-

tion of ilie world. And yet the Council of the
Institution of Surveyors have the temei'ity to put
before the world, as the grave deductions of

a body of influential and practical men, their
imanimous opinion that tlie difficulties of the agri-

cultural i^osition are the direct result of four bad
harvests, that they are of a purely temporary charac-
ter, and that the remedy is one which may come
•within the bounds of chai"itable benevolence ! It

is not by any means an unusual thing for tenant-
farmers to regard the laud agent and the family
lawyer— oftentimes rolled iuto one—as their
iiatvual enemies, whose i^atcnt interest lies in
serving the owner at the expense of tlie occupier.
How far this view of the case may be generally
true we do not preteiid to say ; but the code of

resolutions emanating from the Institution of

Surveyors, to which we now refer, may enable
our readers to judge for themselves. We take it

that before the cloud is lifted from the agricul-

tural prospect a darker time will have to be ex-

perienced and passed through ; and before agri-

culture can again be prosperous in this country a
re-adjustment of its elements will have taken
j)lace. In this process middle-men of all kinds
will sufler, more, perhaps, than other classes

;

ami laud agents, for example, may find not only
their numbers reduced, but much of their present
O3cupation gone.
Low prices are not necessarily an evil to

the tenant-farmer, and they are decidedly a boon
to the public. It is the amount of profit which has
to be considered, not the price of the article, and
tlie possibility of making a profit is the gist of the
•whole question. With rents as they ai-e now,
with restrictive covenants, the Law of Distress,

game, and insecurity for capital invested in un-
exhausted improvements, no profit can be made
in agricultiu-e under present and probable future
comptlition from abroad. Taken in connection
with existing agricultural burdens and disabilities,

and with defective harvests, low prices constitute a
very serious dillicully, instead of being merely a

secondary matter as the fSurveyora say. Bad

harvests, if long continued, might of themselves
create a depression in agriculture ; but before
foreign competition in food-products assumed its

present dimensions high prices attended defective
yields. Now a bad crop brings scarcely an
appreciably higher price than a good one. The
position is simply that the country consumes so
much corn, and buys what is not produced at

home to meet this demand ; the price of the
whole being mainly determined by the imported
grain, because of its great abundance. So that
a low price constitutes a more important element
in the agricultural difficulty than a bad harvest,

when each is taken per se, as regarded by the
Institution of Surveyors. The fallacy of

their reasoning must be apparent to the
most superficial observer. In whatever direc-

tion we may turn the certainty of low prices

for food products, in the immediate future,

is evident. To those who have made a
careful study of the rapidly increasing produc-
tiveness of the world under the march of civiliza-

tion, the conviction that the home producer must
be put on radically dift'erent tenns as to the con-
ditions under which he cultivates the soil is

overwhelming. The essentially dift'erent condi-

tions under which wheat can be produced, and at

a nuich smaller cost, in India, the United States,

and the Argentine Republic—nut to mention the
European sources, especially Russia, from which
surplus grain-products have hitherto been re-

ceived—wiih their influence on Mark Lane rates

of to-day in face of a disastrous harvest at home,
must bo conclusive evidence of the fact that the

price of bread-stufl's in England will henceforth be
ruled by the exporting power of foreign wheat-
growing countries, rather than by the produce of

our own soil, whether much or little, good, bad,

or indifferent. Then, with regard to meat , we have
to look forward to a produccion on the part of

the United States which, from its marvellous
antecedents, baffles all calculation as to its possi-

ble extent ; to a certain eflbrt on the part
of the Australian Colonies to send us fresh

meat by refrigerative processes on the basis of a
prime cost of Id. per lb. to the exporter ; to pos-

sible efforts on the part of the Argentine Republic
to send us live animals or fresh meat, or both

;

and to a continuation of the exports from the
Continent of Europe. Added to this is the fact

that wool is now grown in various parts of the
world to an extent with which our manufacturing
demand cannot keep pace. And in the face of all

these facts—for they are facts—the Institution of

Surveyors is l^old enough to tell us that the agri-

cultural depression in Great Britain, which has
alarmed the whole world, is merely the I'esult of

four bad seasons, and that the low prices are a
matter of secondary importance ! If this may be
taken as their deliberate and honest opinion, it

will be clear to agricultural readers that whilst

these gentlemen may perfectly well understand
their business and their profession, they do not
understand nor comprehend thecauses,the nature,

nor the magnitude of the agricultural depression,

the issues involved in it, nor the measures by
which it may be remedied.
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ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
Among the various matters now placed under the superin-

tendence of the Local Oovernracnt 15oard not the least impor-

tant is the detection and exposure of tiie adulteration of food.

At the end of the year 187S tlie Board had approved 201

appointments of public analysts in England and Wales, and
these gentlemen examined 1(5,191 articles of food in the course

of that year, and found 2,783 of them, or 17'2 per cent.,

adulterii'ed. As compared with 1877, there is a decided

improvement in the quality of the milk analyzed, though it

cannot be regarded as satisfactory that even now more than
oae-fiftii or the 5,000 of the samples examined failed to reach

the standard of genuineness generally adopted by analysts.

This standard is necessarily low, because the present state of

science does not enable the analyst to pronounce beyond a cer-

tnin limit whether excess of water is due to natural poverty of

milk, of ill-fed cows, or to the dilution of milk which was
originally good. It is to be feared that where the magis-
trates indict only small fines, a good many milk-sellers fiud it

profitable to pay the fines and coutiuue adulterating. Of the

bread examined, about 7 per cent, of the samples were reported

against, for the most part in ennsequence of additions of alum
to impove the appearance. Of the 600 samples of flour, only

11 had been similarly tampered with. Tliere were 904' samples

of butter examined, and 116 were pronounced adulterated. The
sale of a compound of foreign fats in place of butter seems to

be somewhat on the increase. The public analyst fur St.

Giles's district observes, with regard to this article, that
" it is more palatable than common rancid butters,"

and as he also states that the commodity is wholesome
and nulriiions, the ]5oard see no reason agunst its nse pro-

vided it be invariably sold nnder a distinctive name, and
not fraudulently substituted for the genuine product of

tiie churn. As regards coffee, also, the returns for 1878
show some increase of adulteration, briugiug the ratio up to

18'5 per cent. Mixtures of chicory and coffee are still

extensively sold without due warning to the purchaser ; and a
new preparation of coffee, mixed with roasted and ground
date-stoues has been introduced. As regards mustard,^ too, it

may be said that, while some perfectly haru)less and very

palatable preparations of mustard are deservedly popular, they

are too often sold without an intimation to the purchaser that

they are compounds, and not merely mustard Hour. Under
the heads of pickles, jams, and confectionery, the returns

show only a small amount of aduUeratioa. and in very few in-

stances was it likely to prove injurious to health.- Of wine
only two samples out of 76 were reported against, and it is

in'erred that the sophistication of cheap wines is not so com-
mon as is popularly supposed. One of the two adulterated

samples is described by the analyst as a "concoction resem-
bling nothing in particular, and called slierry ;

" the other

was an entirely fictitious claret, coloured with magenta, and is

described as " a most unwholesome beverage." About 5 per

cent, of the 999 samples of beer examined were reported

against, but in the metropolitan district all but six samples
out of 237 were genuine. In most cases excess of salt was
the adulteration, and the use of noxious ingredients seems to

be nearly obsolete. Very different estimates appear to

be made of tha amount of salt that may be naturally pre-

sent in beer brewed from nothing but malt, hops, water,

and perhaps sugar, and to which nothing has since been
added. The analyst for the Strand district found a sample of

Yarmouth ale containing 125 grains of salt per gallon,,

naturally present; and an examination of the materials used by
a well-known London firm of brewers showed that the water
itself contained chlorides estimated »s equivalent to 48 grains

of common salt per gallon, whidi would account for Gl grains

per gallon of beer (requiring a gallon and a third of water),

without reckoning the not inconsiderable amount of chlorides

in the malt, sugar, and hops employed. Nearly half the

samples of spiiits examined are reported against, but this result

is due almost entirely to the practice of diluting spirits with
water, and there is scarcely an instance of the addition of the

pungent ingredients, such as capsicum and oil of vitrol, which
used to be employed to simulate strength in reduced spirits..

The Board observed that probably nobody could drink
'•' genaine " gin, if by that term is meant gin as it eoraes from
the still. But there has been considerable difference of opinion

as to the amount of dilution which should be allowed, and
there seems much need of a settlemcut of this (luciliou b^ the

establishment of a standard by general agreement or by legal

enactment. A foiiith of the 491 samples of drugs were founp
adulterated. The analyst for the West Riding of Yorkshir'-,

noticing the importance of analysis of drug!>, observes that

the dilution of sweet spirit of n'tre by addition of water cauies

a gradual decomposition of tha- nitrous ether on which its

medicinal value depends, thus rendering it worthless. A gooil

many samples of violet powder were examined. No
admixture of arsenic (us in a wcll-kuown case)-

was discovered, but in several inatauces substances

which would aot as irritants rather than as sedatives

were sold '"/ider '"la name of violet powder. The analyst for

llacknp*' reportr. ihaL some samplt-s of cocoa (labelled, it is

true, as mixturea) contained only 10 to 15 per cent of coco;i,

and should have been rather Jescribed as " arrovvroot llavoured

with sugar and cocoa "'—a compound comparatively useless as

fcod. O- the whole, the Ijocal Board say that, though the
growing demand for excessive cheapness lias a tenden'y to

produce spurious imitations, yet, speaking generally, adultera-

tion seems to be diminishing, and its character, where it exist",

is much less noxious thau formerly. The Lauccf Commission
in 185 1-G reported against more than half the samples analyzed

;

in 1877 the proportion was less than 20 pi-r cent, on tha
whole, and in 1878 it v/as little more than 17 per cent., and
less than 14 if spirits are excludi d from the calculation. la
fact, under the Act of 1875 say ihe Board, persons taking
reasonable can' ion may obtiin genuine articles of consumption.
We may add, in regard to tea, that the Commissioners of
Customs, in their account of the quantity of tea imported
found unfit for food, report a great diminution in the teas re-

jected in 1878, and consider that it indicates that so:ne check
lias been put upon the adulteration of this article of food ; and
they add that the principal, if not culy, adulteant in tho
year,.was found to be exhausted tci leaves. Of the 10, 191
analyses above-mentioned, only a small proportion were made
at the instance of private individuals, acdiu many districts all

the samples analysed had been procured by inspectors appointed
under the 13th section of the Act.

—

Times,

IITEQUALITIES OF LOCAL TAXATION,
II. T. ¥,, writing t«> the Times, says :

—

With the unequal burdens imposed upon land as compared
with otherdescriptious of property, it is no wonder that the
owners an! occupiers of land complain. It is a simple fact

that the iacidence of local rating upon real property alone, the

replacing of indirect, by direct taxation alonK r/ith and follow-

ing upon the removal of Protection, have thrown an unequal
share of the burden upon the land.

My neisrhbour A is the owner of 200 acres of land, which he
lets for £ri:-2Q. He pays :

—

£ s, d..

Land-tax 12
lucome-taxj Schedule A—say 11

Total 23
His tenant pays:—

Poor and highway rates 82
Draiuagerate 63
Income-tax, Schedule B—say 7 10
Education rate

Total 175 10
I may say that practically it is almost impossible for tlio

farmer to obbain a return of Income-tax, Sclicdule B, even
though his profit be «/t.

My neighbour B has an income of £SCl) from funded pro-
perty. He pays :

—

£ s. d.

Land-tax

Income-tax—say 20
Pour and highway rates 2 16
Oth^r rates

Total 22 16

A touching instance of filial piety comes from Cork cotinty ^

.

Trxa', where a resident has a set of furniture made from Ibe-
tres uu which hia father wi'.i hauged ten years ago.
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CARSE FARMING.

An Agricultural Corresponilent of the Dundee Adver-

tiser uuder the nom de i)lnme, " Harrow," writes as

follows :

—

What ought to be done with cUy land in this country, now

that the expense or its cultivation has become so great and

the worth of its produce so small ? Those who mingle much

with faraiers and others interested in heavy soils have, no

doubt, often heard the cjuestioa put, and received a great

variety of replies.

To cultivate clay soil in the high prpssure system, which

has been the rule iu most Carse districts ever since the

Crimean War, is now seen to be out ol the question. If

rent ii or should be the surplus of the produce, after labour,

s«ed and manure are paid, then it will not be difficult to show

that under the present system stiff clay soil is worth almost

no rent at all, il cultivated, say in a seven course rot^Uion

of (Y) Hay, (3) Oats, (3^ Po'atoes and Bean?, (4) Wheat,

(5) Turnips, (6) 0:its or Wbe^t, (7) Barley. We take this

rotation as being the one under which the soil is put to

perhaps the greatest strain, and its capabilities most severely

taxed.

Let us take the case of a farm of 280 imperial acres, aud

see what is the approximate anuiial outlay in the cuUivation

of such a farm in districts like the Howes of the Mearns or

Kinnaird, or the Carses of Gowrie or Stirling. We shall

suppose the farm at the moderate distance of a couple of miles

from a railway station. Seven pairs of horses will be required

thorou-hly to' perform the field labour and cartage, ihis no

uractical farmer will deny. What then is the annual expense

of wo'kirg and feeding a pair of farm horses and keeping up

their harness and implements F Well, my details may be

cal'ed in question, but taking one year with ^another ot the

p)8t six, I think the following estimate may be fouud to be

- Eubstanlially correct at least iu its sum :—

Ploughman's money wages,

His milk and meal, tire, light, and potatoes, ...

-Corn for liorscs, 35 qrs. at 25s

Light barley (boiled) 10 qrs. at 253

Hay, 300 stones at la

Keeping up horse harnws, xlioes, carts, ploughs,

and all ?.i-ld iiuplements

Deterioration in value of a pair of horses for one

year, and to cover loss by mortality

Tolls and sundries '

£163 6

A^othing is charged for straw used either as litter or fodder,

since we assume the usual condition of lease to be in force

viz , that the straw is to be consumed on the farm and so

returned to the soil as manure. The horse work on a 280

acre farm will therefore amount roundly to

40 acres wheat, 3 qrs. per acre, at 4.O3. ... ... £210
40 „ barley, 4 qrs. do., at 32^ 256
80 „ oats, 6 qrf. do., at 2t59 624
20 „ bnans, 3| qrs. do., at 403 140

20 „ potatoes, at £12 per acre, ... 210
40 „ tnrnips, at £8 per acre, ... 320
40 „ hay, 200 stones peracre, 8,000 stones, at Is

per stone, 400

£2220

£32
12 10

43 15

12 10

15
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an aTerage seldom or never exceeded on a wliole crop. The
prioe of 40s. per quarter maybe looked upon as the likely

price of tlie future. And evea £iO an acre is uot au extrava-

gant return as a maximum, where the expenses are £7 lO.s.

per acre, without allow ii)(; anytliing for rent. Osts and

barley are not chenp at 2Gs. and SC*. respectively, and six anu

four quarters are fair crops ol these grains, taking one year

with another in sucli a rotation as we specify on clay hnd.

Turnips may be thought too clieaply valued at £8 per imperial

acre ; but frequent lailures of the crop on clay must bo

remembered, and the recent experience of consuiiiiug a good

crop which left litUeor notliing owing to a fall in the price of

beef cannot be ignored. The same thing must be remt-rabered

89 to potatoes. Heavy crops of sound tubers are not the rule

in clay districts, and tlie allowance of bou^ht-in dung and

attitieial manure, which we give above, will not permit of

very heavy manuring to all tlie green crops, if the barley is

to get a fair share, as it ought. Young farmers and foolish

old ones may be heard br^igging of tremendous crops of beans,

from 8 to 10 quarters per imperial acre may be heard of.

according to the care!e-)Siie9s or capacity for bounce of the

speaker ; but crops like those of 1878 must not bs forgotten,

when li tie more was reaped tlian what was sown. Seven

boJU per imperial acre (t. «., almost nine per Scotch) is not a

bad average between extremes such as cri,p 1878 and a return

of 15 boils a Scotch acre, which may be cuu^idered a heavy

crop, and seven bolls is the average per imperial acre we
al ow.

In our last communication we endeavoured to prove that the

farming of clay land in the usual rotation of grain and green

crops as hitherto praciised cannot now be remunerative unless

the soil be held rent free. We shall now examine some pro-

posed remedies. A satisfactory solut'on of present dilUoulties

is of the g'eatest importance to both landlords and tenants.

Present rents cannot long be paid, nor can the present occu-

piers of Carse land escape ruin unless a cliange come, and
come soon. Never before in Carse districts have arrears of

rent been so large, and never before has there been so little

h )pe of their ever being fully paid up. Factors could tell a

tale which would astonish outsiders. Better seasons would,

m doubt, mend matters, but an uninterrupted succession of

good crops cannot be looked for ; and wiih lair average crops,

such as we allowed for in our calculation?, there is no: raarsjiu

Euflieient to warrant half the current rents of clay land. That
substantial relief is to be obtained by liigher prices for grain

We do not expect. However much farmers' friends (?), such

a* Mr. C. S. Read and others, may delight to dangle protec-

tion bifore the ejes of a distressed tenantry, there is no hope
in that direction. And even were the Corn Laws to be at

once reimposed, the temporary benefit ('o be followed we fear

by disastrous results) would accrue to the landlords and to such
farmers only as had a considerable portion of their leases to

run. But '' that flee may stick to the wa'." The Corn Laws
will not be reimpooed, and for the interest of all clashes it is

nat desirable they should.

In different and improved methods of farming tenants must
seek for amelioration of the present situation. Aud if such

new methods are not to be found, or are beyond the reach of

the tenantry from want of sufficient capital or any other in-

surmountable cause, then rents of clay litd must fill, or be
almost abolished, and the loss must ultimately be the land-

lords'.

The greatest item of expense in the cultivation of clay land

is for horse labour. It is natural that in it, therefore, re-

trenchment should be attempted , and the greater employment of

steam power is maintained by many to be the best way to accom-
plish this otiject. Now it is one thing to calculate for how
much an acre of land can be ploughed by a steam tackle, and
finding how cheaply it can be done in comparison with horse

labour, to recommend right and left the adoption of the steam
plough. It is quite another and more diliieult thing to show
iiow steam cultivation can be rendered expedient, practicable,

and profitable in Scottish clays. The sizes of the farms and
of the fields constitute a serious difficulty. The average fize

of clay farms in Scotland is rather under than over 200 acres,

and there is not enough plougliing on such farms to employ a

steam tackle. The difficulty of employing the engines during
summer aud wlien not ploughing is a serious matter. A tool,

i» hose lirsl cost is i'roiu X 1,000 to Xl,oOO, uanuoL profitably

be allowed for more than half the year to lio idle, and Uia

doing of farm-carl age by steani-poner has uot yet been jirovej

by engineers to be profitable. Many farms have already

stationary engines for thrashing, and to add a couple of trac-

tion engines (o the de;:d stock of au ordinary Carse farm is a-

serious consideration in such times as tlie present. Then the

Bv.e of useless end ridges left by steam plough, the shallowness of

the drains in clay soils, and the dilliculiy ol elfectually plough-

ing high. ridged lind by steam-power constitute furtiier diffi-

culties in the proposed change. Besides all whicli, it has not

been by any means proved that such a nuiiber of horses could

be dispensed with, were steam adopted, as to make the cbangn

profitable in tlie case of either l;irge or small holdings. There

are serious practical objections to farmers having joint pro-

prietorship in ploughing machinery ; and steam cultivation by

a public company has been tried in Scotland, and found simply

ruinona. \Vhere the farms are larg-', steam may in part bu

adopted with advantage, especially in cases wliere the engines

can he cm i lyed when not requirid for ploughing. Bi.t

quite a revolution wjuld be necessary b^-fore steam cultivation

could be engrafted upon the existing state of matters in clay

land districts As any considerable relief to the present raco

ot Carse fanners, and as a solution of present diliisultiei', we
fear the utility of steam cultivation is uot yet a question of

practical agriciil ure.

While what may be called Mr. Pront't system is not to h°'

lo iked upon a< a model to be hterally copied by Scotch clay

farmers, we believe a great deal can be said in favour of more
extensive selling off of strav? and other produce than has been

customary. \Vc believe the value of straw as a manure pro-

(:ucer by itself is usually very nnish exaggerated. The
valinble experiments of Dr. Liwes have draA'n general

attention to this subject.

Let us see if we can come to the approximate raannrial

value of the straw grown on such a farm as we supposed in

our former article—280 acres, cropped in a seven-course shift,

and vviih four divisions in wliitc crop. Tlie total breadth of

straw, including bedus, is 180 acres. A fair crop of straw

is 1.2 tons per acre, giving 270 tons as the total produce of

tlie tarm. If this quantity of straw be all used in the con-

sumption of 40 acres of g:ood turnips (say -iO acres at l.j tons

per acre—600 tons) we shill have about 1,000 tons of manure
as the result. This is the very largest estimate of the

manure-producing capability of straw. If any farmer who
has about the extent of land we name will bethink hirasel'',

he will allow that 1,000 tons of dung is a big estiniite of th.?

annual output of his cattle court *. What is the value of

this quantity of manure? When no artificial foods are used

we think 10s. a ton a high valaition. Tiiis gives ns a sum
of £oOO as the total manurial value of 270 tons of straw and
600 tons of turnip?. Tliis estimate, we may remark, is 50
per cent, higher than the values as calculated by Dr. Lawes'

tables, but we wish to give every advantage in the calculation

to the side of those who maintain the great wor :h as manure
of trodden straw and mashed turnips. If asked whether »e
would take the dung of a 2S0 imperial acre farm or a cheque

for £500 we know which we would choose. £500 wou'd buy

—delivered free at railway station—nearly 2000 tons of town's

dun?, or 65 tons of dissolved bones, or i5 tons of guano.

What would the straw and turnips bring if all sold off, as

in the Prout system? Some years ago straw was worth Is. ;

just now it is at the minimmi price of from 6d. to 8d. per

22 lbs. ; take Sd. per 22 lbs., or £3 lOs per ton, as an average

value.

The money value of turnips varies very mach, and the

position of the farm as regards a railway station goes a great

way to determine their worth. But ISs. per ton is not a high

value—free on rail. Here, then, is the value of the straw

and turnip crops, if all sold on the Prout system :

—

270 tonsof stravr, at £3 lOi £'Ji5

COO tons of turnips, al 15s. ... ... 450

From this falls to be deducted the manurial
value (£500) and the worth of the

turnips for feeding (£320),

£1,395

820

Lcavin?, £575

With this snra the farmer wonld have to meet the extra

labour iuvuivcd iu carting oil' the turnips and straw, and
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Ijringing liack a substitnte. We say cj;lra expeiisp, because

turnips are not brought to the steading for nothing, neither is

manure carted from the steading to the fields for nothing. If

the railway station be quite contiguous to the farm, it is as

easy to put the turnips on rail as cart them to a turnip shed

—

easier if the field where the turnips are grown happen to be

close to the railway trucks. Then as to the straw. It is a

bulky commodity, and not cheaply handled ; but where it is

all sent off a cattleman's wages is saved, and £.575 is a large

sum to pay for extra cartage. It would pay the keeping up

nearly four pairs of horses and the wages of their drivers for

a whole year. The carting of 270 tons of straw is uot after

all, such a very heavy undertaking where seven pairs of

horses are kept. What if the cattlemen with a single horse

were kspt at nothing else but carting off straw ?

But then there is the bringing back of the compensation.

This will also vary as the farm is nearer or more distant from

the railway. At most it is but the difference between carting

from the station and lifting the manure from tiie steading

to the field. The quantity need not exceed 1,000 tons, and
the half of the £500 might be better spent on bone and

other phosphatic and ammoniacal manures. Eight horses in

single carts with four men would drive 1,000 tons from a rail-

way station a mi'e distant from the farm in three weeks. The
same force would not lift 1,000 tons from the cattle courts

and cart it to the fields in much less than half that time. The
• extra expense in the case we suppose would therefore be the

expense of four pairs of horses for a period of ten days,

or a fortnight at most, and surely £30 would amply cover it.

Of course, this change in the system of Carse farming need

not be carried to itG full extents Only half the straw and

turnips miglit be sold off, and the rest consumed on the farm.

In any case, sufficient straw and turnips would require to be

kept for the cows and horses.

Mr. George Storer, M.P., whose letter we referred to in our

former communication, says this system of selling off is suc-

cessful in Mr. Trout's case only because it is exceptional, and

he adds that if every farmer were to sell straw it would soon

become of very tittle value. We reply that usually tlie pro-

duction and profitable sa!e of any article is not checked from

any fear of everybody taking to selliog it. Shoemakers don't

say, " We shall give up selling shoes because if everybody

were to make and sell them they would soon fall in value."

W^e do not counsel all farmers to sell all their straw, and this

is not likely ever to liappen. It seems more as if the whole
world had taken to over production of wheat. Eurther, we
have to reply that so far from the market being overstocked

with British straw, an increasisg proportion of the litter used

in our large towns comes from the Continent. While our

farmers are compelled by absurd and antiquated lawyer-made

leases to bury straw which is worth £3 to £4 a ton in open

market, and is only worth say £1 as manure (Dr. Lawes says

12?. 6d.)) foreigners are reaping the benefit. Here is a pro-

tection with a vengeance ! The proprietors, by their restric-

tions on the liberty of the tenantry, are protecting foreigners !

This is a nice illustration of the community of interest, about

which hirds and factors so often speak at agricultural dinners

!

From a suspicion that their tenants cannot be trusted to

manure their land sufficiently, the raRJority of landlords com-
pel them to destroy £3 to £1 worth of straw to produce three

to four loads of muct. This operates against the

community. Straw and turnips are made so dear that

cowfeeders cannot lu some seasons make both ends meet.

Another thing of which we would remind Mr. Storer is this

—Were straw and hay made more articles of commerce tiie

anomaly of sieeiag them sold in one county at double the

price they fetch in another v/ouSi ceas% That fodder is so

various in value in these days of free trade and easy and cheap

commumcatiou by rail and water surely indicates a screw loose

somewhere.
One great desideratum is a cheap and easy mode of packing

straw and hay. Foreigners have more readily acocicmodated

themselves to the riecessities of the case, and send over large

quantities of baled straw ; and the English Governmeut actu-

ally, we believe, purchases at times large lots of foreign straw

and hay for use in cavalry barracks. Here is a subject of

inquiry for the Agricultural Commission,
We may also give a hint on this sudject to the Highland

Society. It is all very nice and pretty to see a fine show of

-eatlle bred aud fed by dukes and lords and gentlemen farmers,

but something more valuable might be aceoraplished by giving

more attention to practical agriculture in these days when far-

mers are at their wit's end how to make farming pay^ A
very interesting competition might result, for instance, if a

premium of £100 was offered for the simplest, cheapest, and

best press-packing machine for hay and straw. We think

straw might he baled as fast as it comes from the threshing-

machine. It would then be posssible to carry it as cheaply aa

minerals by sea or rail. We should be interested to see the

returns of the imports of hay and straw. Their money value

which goes to Frenchmen, Germans, and Dutchmen, might
easily be diverted to the pockets of clay farmers without loss

to proprietors of such land.

One of the objects of the nev/ Farmers' Alliance is to pro-

mote freedom of cultivation and sale of produce. Is it too

much to hope for that one of the lessons of this time of

agricultural depression may be the granting of full liberty to

deserving tenants of clay lands.

THE POTATO CEOP.

"The Wife of a Wiltshire Landowner," writes to the Tintes :

Will you allow me space in your columns for a few remarks
respecting the potato crop, which will again this year prove a

failure all over England ? The failure of the potato crop year

after year entails, of course, heavy loes on the labourers who
grow potatoes and little else both in their allotments and
gardens, hoping to insure a crop lieavy enough to provide for

the home consumption of themselves and their families during
the winter. I need not enlarge here on how potatoes form a
part, and often the principal part, of our labourers' dinner

most days of the week ; the question, therefore, of diseased or

non-diseased potatoes is to them a vital one. Potato-growing
is, however, neither a mystery nor a matter of chance. To
insure successful crops, you must observe several plain rules,

the most obvious and important of which is to plant only from
perfect and undiseased potatoes ; but this is not the practice of

our labourers. It therefore requires no prophet to foretell the

yearly recurrence of the failure of the potato crop and the con-
sequent increase of the disease. The labourer chooses from
his damaged crop the few sound potatoes to save for his winter

consumption ; the second best only (and that means potatoes

which are already touched) are reserved for seed ; the worst

are boiled for the pigs. Every year, therefore, damaged
potatoes being planted^ matters grow worse, and we have to

import more from abroad. The Economist of some weeks
back gave some interesting statistics about the money paid last

year for foreign potatoes. I feel convinced, and I know many
eminent farmers and agriculturists think the same, that nothing
effectual can be done unless the Government take the matter

up and appoint a Commission to investigate affairs. Much
might be done by the introduction of sound foreign potatoes,

depots for the sale of which for seed could be established ia

our country towns and other agricultural centres ; and I also

venture to suggest that science might be called in to aid with
the microscope in the detection and elimination of all germs of

the disease, and do for potatoes what has been already so suc-

cessfully done for pedigree wheat. Experiments in this direc-

tion have been made, and successfnlly, I am told, in the north

of Ireland. Sound, healthy, potatoes are obtainable in other

countries. Mr. Caird mentions the fineness of those grown in

India, and speaks of tlieir entire immunity from dlsea^e ; but

a Commiesion would decide on this and all other mattera per-

taining to this scheme.

MO'VER AND REAPER TRIALS IN FRANCE.—
Messrs. Harrison, MtGregor, & Go's Albion Mowers and
Reapers have recently added to their previous successes in

•France. During the present month vj-e notice that the follow-

ing important awards have been gained byikese mioliines. viz.

:

—The first prize, at Sauze Yaussia, on August 2nd and 3rd, by
the Albion Mower ; the Gold Medal at the International Trial

of Reapers, held at Chaumout, on the 8th and Sth of August,
by the New Patent Albion 1 horse Self-delivery reaper ; the

first prize {ex aguo) at the Concours of Gemozac, by the
patent Albion 2-horse Self-delivery Reaper; and the Silver

Gilt Medal by tbe Albion Mower, at the Coucouis ol Peroiin«
en the Uih. ult
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UNION AND REPRESENTATION OF
TENANT-FARMERS.

The latest, and let us hope the most succRssful, attempt
to get farmnrs to iiuite for tlieir common interests—tlie

Tenant-Farmers" Alliance—has met with strong coudemuation
from several landowner", and is boinj; viewed with suspicion

and dis'avour by many others. Why should this be so?
Why should farmers not unite, la there no necessity

for such action ? The two last questions were answered in

a rather curious fashion by l^ord Ifoughton, as reported in

our columns last week. His Lordship is reported to have
said that he was glad to meet the farmers ai a body at an
agricultural show, " but he was not sure that he, was equally

giad to hear of farmers meeting together for the purpose of

personal combinaiiou against some approaching or present

dangers or dilticulties ; and he was actuated in this by a

reflection that there was uo class of people in the country
who required less the advantage of corabiuatioa than farmers
did.

Unfortunately there are too many his Lordship's ranks
imbued with ideas sucli as these. The action or inaction of

farmers in the past has tended to foster opinions of this sort,

farmers having so long refrained from anything approaching
to combination for any purpose whatever, that some people
may almost be excused for thinking that no class in the com-
munity are so little in need of tiie advantages of combiDation
as fanners.

Though farmers themselves may, to a large extent, be to

blame for encouraging landowners in the belief that the

facts are as stated by Lord Houghton, the opinions expressed

by his Lordship sound very absurdly indeed in critical times

like the present. It appears to us and to many others that,

instead of tenant-farmers requiring the benefits of combination
and common action less than any other class, ihey really are

more in need of them than any other section of the com-
munity. No class have suffered so much from the absence of

mutual understanding and united action as farmers have done
and are doing. No class of the community have so little

security to tlieir capital ; no class would have tolerated so

long the op rations of laws that enable others to pounce,
legally thoui<h not justly, on their property, as farmers have
done. In their negotiations for the hire of land, the tenants

of Great Britain have to approach parlies naturally in a
stronger position. Of this tliere would be no cause of com-
plaint, if it were not that the natural situation of the owner
of the land is at almost every turn unduly for:ified by the

operations of ancient, artificial, and thoroughly one-sided

laws, which prevent the weaker party from meeting the other

on a fair footing.

Farmers have for many years grumbled about the extent

to which, in their bargains with the owners of the soil, they

have felt themselves handicapped, and tlieir capital at the

mercy nf others, by the existence of laws of unequal presump-
tion. Unfortunately, however, they have done little but

grumble, and of course that counts for very Utile in the

estimation of ttiose in whose favour the legal enactments
referred to are supposed to operate. We need not dwell on
what would liave occurred if farmers had looked pfoperly

a'ter their common interests long ago ; but we cannot over-

look two facts— (1), that in no class of free men has there

been so little done in the way of union or sympathetic action

with one another as among the occupants of British soil

;

and (2) that farmers have to cotifcnd with la»s and customs
of a more unfair and fettering character than any other

sectijn of the community has nowadays to labour under. Is

there no connection between thrss facts and circnmstances ?

We are convinced there is : but for the former facts the

latter state of matters would not likely have existed at the

present day.

Whan at length there is a prospect of vigorous action

among farmers of tlie liiglily-rentpd, intelligent occupants of

Briish agricultural holdings, meeting together and working
earnestly for the protection and promotion of their long

neglected interests, it is rather strange, not to say suspicious,

that certain landowners bhould endeavour to throw cold

water on the movement. After the experience many of them
liave had, farmera might be left to judge for themselves as

to the advantages of combination. In auy case Jjjrd Hough-

ton and others who have spoken from the proprietors' side

against union among farmers, should not forget that advice

from such a quarter is apt to be viewed with suspicion.

There can hardly be a doubt that a combined ell'irl on the
part of farmers, not fo seize the property of any other clas%
but to secure tlie removal of laws which confiscate the tenant's
property, would benefit the farming community. Therefore
if, as Lord Houghtou and many others say, the interests of
landlord and tenant are identical, the owners of the soil

should not object to any movement calculated to result in an
adaptation of the land laws and farming customs to the altered

circumstances of modern times.

Lord Ilouiihton "saw no reason why the farmers of this

country should combine against any intcre^st whatever, and
especially against the landlords' interest, and for this

simple reason that the interest of the landlord was really

their own." Tiie ardour of the leaders of the Farmer's
Alliance is not likely to be damped by his Lordship's inabili'.y

to see any reason for their efforts ; nor, on this account, will

many farmers hold aloof from the Alliance. Indeed, his

Lordship is a much fairer aad better opponent than those
who persist in terming the Alliance a party political dodge.
By misrepresentations of that sort some men who are
politicians first and agriculturists next, may be prevented
from joining the Alliance, Gradually, however, farmers are

coming to see that the only dodge in the ma'ter is the
endeavour to convince people that tiie movement has been
got up for party political purposes. It has, of course, beea
nothing of the kind. On the contrary, purely party political

questions find no place on the programme.

The objects of the Alliance, and the facts of th • situation,
were weil put at Birmingham by the chairman, Mr. James
Howard of Bedford, wlio saii), " One of their main o'jecti
was to remove all impedimpnts to progress and iiicreascd

production. They had no object to subserve but tlie interests

of tenant-farmers, and, through them, of the whole com-
munity. Their motto was, " Agriculture first, and politics

afterwards." They welcomed all, whe'her Literals or
Conservatives, to their ranks. For his o*n part lie felt that
the farmers of England had not much to thank either of the
great po'iiical parties for. Whatever might liave been the
case with the Irish farmers, the English farmers certainly

were under no debt of gratitude either to Whigs or To:irt?.

The opinions of tenant-farmers had long been systematically
unheeded in the great council of tin nation, no matter what
Goveruraent was in power," The condition of things described
in the preceding seutenca or two has no chance of being
remedied until the farmers maki.- their inlluence felt in the
councils of the nation. That cin only be acconplished by
sending to Parliament more io/ia Jiie representatives of
tenant-farmers, and this in turn cannot be secured except by
united action and more energy on the part of agricultural
constituencies at election times. This good work the Alliance
is already setting itself to in earnest ; and it is the duty of
all true friends of agricultural progress and reform to support
it regardless of all considerations of parly politics. In fact,

we think that farmers would be nearer their purpose i', at
the coming general election, they would pay less attention
to the side of the House on which the candidate promises to

sit, and more to his opinions and pro'es-i ons on important
questions of land law reform than has hitherto been the c:> e.

Party politics are good enougli in their way ; but a slav bit

adherence to them is not at this juncture the wisest course for
the farmer to adopt. Let the farmers vote for the raa-,
whatever iiis party polit ics reiay be, who has the best pro-
gramme so far as agricultural questions are concerned, and
who proves before the electors that he is sound on tliose

subjects. Do not, if you can possibly help it (and to a very
large extent yon can), send a man to Parliaraeut to represent
a coun'y conetiiuoncy simply because he promises to suppoit
either Beaconsfieli or fill idstoae as the case may be. Elect
the man who comes nearest your own views on agricultural
subjects, and send as m:iny tenant-farmtrs to the llou^e fg
you fiad ready and quaiiiied for such an honourable poet. If
some such course as this is followed in the various countiex,
and the farmers realize the facts that they have grumbled long
enough in vain, and that e-irnest, ma:ily, and uuitnd aciioa
cm now only serve their purpose, we have no doubt the
legislative redress, so long talked and written about, would
out be mujh longer delayed.—JVorM Briliah AgricuKurht

.
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ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTS.
Dr. J. B. Lawes lias seasonably published a record of

the procecdlugs carried out ou his esperimental farm at

R thamstcd since the year 1843. \Vc extrsct from it

the following brief accouuL of the origin, scope, and plan

of the cspcrinicats :

—

Mr. Lawes was the founder of the Eotharasted experimental

station. He coininenced experiments with different manuring

substances, first with plants in pots, aad afterwards in the

field, soon after entering into posessiou of his hereditary pro-

perty at Rothamsted* in 18 i3. The researches of De Saus-

sare ou vegetation vere the chief subjects of his study to this

end. Of all the experiments so made, those in which the

ueutral pbofpbate of lime, in bones, bone-ash, and apatite,

was rendered soluble by lueans of sulphuric acid, and the

mixture applied for root-cropp, gave the most striking results.

The results obtained on a small scale in 1837, 1838, and 1839,

were such as to lead to more extensive trials in the field in

18 to and ISll, and subsequrntly,

In 1813 more systematic fii-ld experiments were commenced;

and a barn, which had previously been partially applied to

laboratory purposes, became almost exclusively devoted to

agricultural investigations. The foundation of the llothara-

gted Expeiiineiital Station may be said to date frora that time

(1"^13).

The Rutharabted station has np to tue present tirae been

eatirtly disconnected from any external organisation, and has

bien maintained e tirely by Blr. Lawes. He has furtlier set

a lart a sum of £100,000, and certain areas of land, for the

continuance of the iuvestigatioas after his death.

In 1851-5 a new laboratory was built, by pubiic subserip-

tion of sgrioiilturikts, and presented to Mr. Liwes, in July

1355, from which date the old barn-laboratory was abandoned,

and the new one lias been occupied.

from June 1843, np to the present time, Dr. J. H.

G Ibert has been associated with Mr. La*res, and has had the

direction of the laboratory.

The number of assistants and other helps has increased from

ti^ne to time. At first only one laboratory man was en>plo>ed
;

h It very soon a chemical assistant was necessary, and next a

CO nputer and record-keeper.

Daring the last twenty-five yeara the staff liaa coasisled

of—

One or two, and sometimes three chemiste.

Two or three general assistants. One of these is asually

employed in routine chemical work, but sometimes in more

geueral work. The eliief occupation of the general assistants

is to superintend the field experiments—that is, the making of

the manures, the measurement of the plotf, the application of

the manure', and the harvesting of the crops ; also the takiug

of tfie samples, the preparation of them for preservation or

aaalysis, and the determinations of dry matter, ash, &c.

Tiiese assistants also superintend any experiments made with

animals. There are now more than 35,000 bottles of samples

of experimentally-grown vegetable produce, of.animal products,

of ashes, or of soils stored in the laboratory.

A botanical assistant is also occasionally employed, with

from three to six boys under him, and with him is generally

associated one of the permanent geueral assistants, who at

oher times undertakes tlie botanieal work.

Two or thrtc (for some tirae past three) computers and

rec rl-keepers have been occupied in calculating and

tsbulating field, feeding, and laboratory results, copying,

&c
One, and sometimes two, laboratory men are employed.

Besi'dea the permanent iaooratory staff, chemical astistance

is frcqueutly engaged in Loudon, or elsewhere ; and, in this

way lor some years past, Mr. 11. lliehter, of Berlin, has been

aliio-t constantly occnpied with analytical work sent from

Kotharaeted,

The field cxporinienis, and occasionally feeding experiments,

also employ a considerable but a very variivbk number of

agricultural labourers.

Nothing has been doue at Rothamstcd in the way o! manure,

feeding-stuff, or seed control.

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

The iaveatigaiiona may be classed uuder two heads :-'

ON

* Rothamstcd is in Ilcrtroi-dshire, twenty five miles from

Loudon, 011 Ike MidUiud Railwiiy, sLatiou, llurijoudi. n.

1.—FIELD EXPERIMENTS, EXPERIMENTS
VEGETATION, Ere.

The general scope and plan of the field experiments has

been ;

—

To grow some of the most important crops of rotation, each
separately, jear by year, for many years in succession on the

same land, without manure, with farmyard manure, and with

a great variety of chemical manures : the same description of

manure being, as a rule, applied year after year on the same
plot. Experiments on aa actual course of rotation, with
different manures, have also been made. In this way field

experiments have been conducted as follows j—
On wheat, thirty-six years in succession ; 13 acres 35

plots.

On barley, twenty-eight years in succession ; 4^ acres, 33
(or 29) plots.

On oats, ten years (including one year fallow)
; | acre, 6

plots.

On wheat, alternated with fallow, twenty-eight years; I

acre, 2 plot?.

On different descriptions of wheat, twelve years ;
4-8 acres

(each year in a different field), now more than 30 plots.

On beans, thirty-two years (including one year wheat and
five years fallow) ; \\ acre, 1& plots. Also twenty-seven years

;

5 plots, 1 acre.

On beans, alternated with wheat, twenty-eight vears ; 1 acre,

10 plots.

On clover, with fallow or a corn crop intervening, twenty-

eight years ; 3 acres, 18 plots.

On turnips, twenty-eight years (including three years'

barley) j about 8 acres, 40 plots,

Ou sugar beet, five years ; about 8 acres, 40 plots.

On mangel wurzel, three years (in progress) ; about 8 acrcs^

40 plots.

On potatoes, three years (in progress)^; 2 acres, 10 plots.

On Rotation, thirty-two years ^ about 2\ acres, 13 plots.

On permanent grass land, twenty-four years ; about 7 acrea

30 plots.

Comparative experiments with different manures have aho
been made on other descriptions of soil, in other localities.

Samples of all the experimental erops are taken, and
brought to the laboratory. Weighed portion* ol each are

partially dried, and preserved for fuinre reference or analjsii'.

Duplicate weighed poiitions of eacli are dried at 100'' C, the

dry matter determined, and then burnt to ash on platinum

aheets in cast-iron muffles. Tlie quantities of ash are deter-

mined and recorded, and the ashes themselves are preserved

for reference or analysis.

In a large proportion of the samples the nitrogen is deter-

mined
la selected cases, illustrating the influence of season

manures, exhaustion, &c., complete ash -anal, ses liavc been

made, numbering in all more than 600.

Also in seleeted cases, illustrating the inftnence of season

and mauurins, quantities of the experimentally-grown wheat
grain have been seat to the mill, and the proportion aud
composition of the different mill-products determined.

In the case of sugar beet the sugar, by polariscope, has ia

most cases been determined.

In the case of the experiments on the mixed herbage of

pe manent grass land, besides the samples taken for the

de'ermination of chemical composition (dry matter, ash,

nitrogen, woody fibre, fatty matter, and composition of ash),

carefully averaged samples have frequently been taken for the

determination of the botanic »1 composition. In this way, ou
four occasions, at intervals of five years—viz.j in 1883,

1867, 1873, and 1877—a sample of the produce of each plot

was taken, and submitted to careful botanical separation, aud
the percentage, by weight, of each species in the mixed
herbage determined. Partial separations hare also been made
in other years.

Investigatioks of Soils.
Samples of the soils of most of the experimental plots have

been taken from time to time, generally to the depth of 9, 18,

and 27 inches, but some times to twice tliis depth. lu this

way about 600 samples have been taken, submitted to partial

mechanical separation, and portions of the mould have l>een

I'iucfully pcei'urcd aud jiri-^^crviTcJ lor aualyait;. lu a large
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proportion of the samples the loss on drying at diflerent tem-

peratures, aod at ignition, has been determined. In most the

nitrogen dcterminHble by burning witli sodn-lirae has been

estimated. In some the carbon, and in some the nitrogen as

nitric acid, liave bren determined. Some experiments liave

also been made on the comparative absorptive capacity (lor

water and ammonia) of different soils and subsoils. The

systematic investigation of the amonut, and condition of

the nitrogen, and of some of the more important mineral

constituents, of the soils of the different plots, and from

different depths, is now in progress or contt-mplated.

Rainfali. and Drainage.
Almost from tlie cnmmencemeut of the experiments the

rainfall has been measured—for twenty-six years in a gauge

of one- thousandth of an acre area, as well as in an ordinary

small funnel-gauge of 5 inches diameter. ¥rom time to time

the nitrogen, as ammonia and as nitric acid, has been deter-

mined in the rainwaters. The chlorine has, also, in some

ca-'es been determined.

Three "drain gausses," also of one-thoBsandth of an acre

each, for the determination of tlie quantity and composition of

the water percolating respectively through 20 inches, 40

iuehes, and 60 inches depth of soil (with its subsoil in natural

8' ate of consolidation) have also been constructed. A more

numerous series of smaller "drain gauses," arranged for the

investigation of the influence of different crops, and of

diffeient manures, are in course of construction. Each of the

ditferently manured plots of the permanent experimental wheat

field having a separate pipe-drain, the drainage waters have

fr. qnently been collected and analysed.

Professor Frankland has drtermined the nitrogen, as

ammonia, as nitric acid, and as organic nitrogen, and also

some other constituents, in many samples both of the rain and

of the various drainage waters collected at Roshamsted. Dr.

Voelcker also has determined the combined nitrogen, and

likewise the incombustible constituents, in many of the

drainage waters.

The nitrogen existing as nitric acid, sometimes that in other

forms, and also some other constituents, are, and for soine

time past have been, determined periodically, in both the rain

and the various drainage waters.

Amount of Water Transpired by Plants.
Por several years in succession, experiments were made to

determine the amount of water given off by plants, during their

growth. In this way various plants, including representatives

of the gramineous, the legtirainons, and o'her families, have

been exj)erimented upon. Similar experiments have also been

made with various trees.

Botanical Characteristics, &c.
Having regard to the difference in the character and amount

of the constituents assimilated by plants of different botanical

relationships, under equal external conditions, or by the same
description of plants, under varying conditions, observations

have been made on tlie character and range of the roots of

different plants, and on their relative development of stem,

leaf, &e. In the case of various crops, but more especially

with wheat and bean?, samples have been taken at different

stages of growth, and the composition determined, in more or

less detail, sometimes of the entire plant, and sometimes of the

separated parts. In a few cases the amounts of dry matter,

ash, nitrogen, &c., in the above-ground growth of a given

area, at different stages of di^velopment have been determined.

The amounts of stubble of different crops have also oeeasioa-

aliy been estimated.

Assimilation os Free Nitrogen,

Experiments were made for several years in succession to

determine whether phnts assimilate free or uncombined
nitrogen, and also various collateral points. Plants of the
g-amineous, the leguminous, and of other families were
ODerated upon. The late Dr. Pugh took a prominent part in

this inquiry.

11.—EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS, Etc.

Experiments with the animals of the farm were commeneed
early in 1847, and liave been continued, at intervals, up to

t e present time.

The following points have been investigated "-

—

1. The amount of food, and of its several constituents,
consumed in relation to a given live weight of animal within a
given lime.

2. The amount of food, and of its several constituents,

consumed to produce a given amouot of increase in live

weigiit.

3. The proportion, and relative development, of the
difTerent organs ur parts of dilferenl animals.

4. The proximate and ultimate composition of the animala
in different conditions as to age «nd fatness, and the probable
composition of their incjease m Ijve vi eight during the fatten-

ing process..

5. The composition of the solid and liq'v.d excreta (the
manure) in relalioi to that of the food consumed.

6. The loss or expemliture of constituents by respiration

and the cutaneous exiialations—thatis, in the mere sustenance
of living meat-and-raanure-making machine.
The general plin of experimenting W48 as follows r

—

To provide data as to the amount of food, or its several
constituents, consumed in relation to a given live »eigl\t of
animal within a given time, and to produce a given amount
of increase in live wei;lr, several handred animals—oxen,
sheep, and pins—have been experimented upon. Sflrtcted

lots of animals were supplier', for many weeks, or for months
consecutively, with weighed quantities of food, selected and
allotted according to the special point under inquiry. Tlie

composition of the foods are determined by analysis. The
weights of the animals were taken at the commencement, at;

intervals during the progress, and at tha conclusion of the

experiment.

The amount, and relative development, of the diff^ren-,

organs and parts were determined in two calves, two lieifers

fourteen bullocks, one lamb, 219 sheep, and fifty-nine pigs.

Tlie percentage of water, mineral matter, fat and nitroge-

nous bubstanee, were determined in certain separated parts,

and in the entire boilies of ten aniinah—namely, one calf,

two oxen, one lamb, four sheep, and two pigs. Complete
analyses of the ashes, respectively, of the entire carcases, of the

mixed internal and other offal parts, and of the entire bodies

of each of these ten animals have also been made.
From the data provided, as just described, as to the

chemical composition of the different descriptions of animal,
in different conditions as to age and fatness, the composion of
the increase wliilst fattening, and the relation of the consti-

tuents st'-red up in increase to those consumed in food, have
been estimated.

To ascertain the composition of Hie manure in relation to

that cf the food coasumed, oxen, sheep, and pigs have been
experimented upon.

In the ease of oxen, the food and litter (sometimes with
an acid absorbent), were weighed, sampled, and analysed

;

the animals were led in boxes, for periods of fram live to nine
weeks, and the total dung produced was well mixed, weighed,
sampled, and analysed. The constituents determined in the
food atfd litter on the one hand, and in the dung on the
other, were diy matter, ash, and nitrogen.

In the case of sheep no litter was used ; the animals were
kept in lots of five, on rafters, through which (but with some
little loss) the solid and liquid excreta pa-sed on to a
sheet-zinc flooring at such an incline that the liquid drained
off at once into carboys containing acid, and the solid matter

was removed two or three times daily, and also mixed with
acid. The constituents determined in the food and manure
were dry matter, mineral matter, sometimes woody fibre, and
nitrogen.

In the case of pigs, individual male animals were experi-

mented upon, each for periods of three, Ave, or ten diys only.

Each animal was kept in a frame, preventing it from turning
round, and having a zinc bottom, with an outlet for the liquid

to run into a bottle, and it was watched niglit and day, and
the voidings carefully collected as soon as passed, which could
easily be done, as the animal never passed eitlier fasces or
urine without getting up. and in getting up Ive rang a bell,

and so attracted the notice ol the attendant. The constituents

determined were, in tiie food and fasces, dry matter, ash and
nitrogen, and in the uriue, dry matter, ash, nitrogen, and
urea.

The loss or expenditure of constitnents, by respiration and
the cutaneous exhalations, has not been determined directly,

that is by means of a respiration-apparatus, but only by
difference, that is, by calculation, founded on the amounts of
dry matter, ash, and nitrogen, in the food, and iu the
(increase) fieccs awl urine.
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ladependently of the points of inquiry above enumerated,

the remits obtained have supplied data for the consideration

of the following questions :—
1. The characteristic demands of the auimal body (for

uitrogeuous or nen-uitrogeuous coustitueuts of food) in the

exercise of mu-cnlar power.

2. The sources ia the food of the fat produced in the

animal body.

3. The comparative characters of animal and vegetable

food in human dietaries.

In conjunction with Professor Way, an extensive investiga-

tion was undertaken on the application of town sewage to

different crops, but especially to grass. The amount and
the composition oi both the sewage and the produce grown
were determined ; and, in selected casss, the composition of

the land drainage-water was also determined. Comparative
experiments were also made on the feeding qualities of the

differently grown produce; the amount of increase yielded by

oxen, and the amount and composition of the milk yielded by
cows, being determined- In this inquiry part of the analytical

work was performed at Rothamsted, bat most of it by Pro-
fessor Way in London.
The chemistry of the malting process, the loss of food

constituents during its process, and the comparative feeding

value of barley and malt, have been investigated.

Although mauy of the results of the investigations above

enumerated liave already been published, a large proportion

as yet remains unpublished.

THE EXPORT OF CATTLE.
THE TREATMENT OF THE ANIMALS.

The following letter appeared in the New York Times.
It was written by Mr. George V/. Johnston, agent of the

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals. He was sent over by Mr. Henry Bergh, the
President of the Society, to inquire into the condition of

cattle coming from the United States while on shipboard.

He writes as follows :

—

To Henry Bergh, Esq., President, &c.

In compliance with your letter of instructions, I have the
honour to submit tlie following report:—On the 5th of April
I sailed for Europe, and since that time have availed rayselfof
every opportunity to gather reliable information concerning
the treatment of cattle on shipboard. I find that the only
animals taken, unless we include cows by special contract, are
ijnllocks, usually about four years of age. These animals are
arranged in stalls composed of stanchions and shifting boards,
and are tied with ropes, head to head amidships. It is said

the animals can lie down within the space occu;pied by their
bodies while standing, and for that reason always have
sufficient room for rest. But, from observation, I am con-
vinced this is an error ; that while it is true the animals may
lie down within the space indicated, still there is not sufficient

room for any movement of the body, and a cramped condi-
tion must follow, resulting in sores and bruises. The stalls

erected for the confinement of cattle are arranged longi-
tudinally along the entire distance of the ship allotted for the
purpose. In large ships, sometimes three, and on rare
occasions four, rows of bullocks are secured. When there
are more than two rows, the same arrangement
is observed of tying them head to head, with their
flanks toward the sides of the vessel. The cattle are
usually confined four in a stall 11 feet wide by 8 feet long,
although, when the animals are large, a length of 9 feet is

allowffd. These dimensions are altogether too meagre and
inadeq'iate, and they have evidently been determined upon in
order that the closest economy of space may be observed. It
is per'ectly obvious that in respect to room, the convenience or
the comlort of the cattle is not taken into consideration. From
inspection, I am led to conclude that at least one-third more
space should be allowed. When the vessel is at sea, daring
the first day, but seldom longer than the second, the cattle
seem inclined to a loss of appetite ; consequently, tliey are fed
lightly, usually given a few ears of corn eneh. By the third
day they recover their appetite and eat all that is placed before
them. I use the words " placed before them" in a qualified
sense, not intending to be understood that the animals are

always well fed. And here it may be parenthetically reraarkeiJ

that the condition of the cattle at sea is very similar to that of

the human being. They experience the novelty aud incon-

venience of the voyage, and seem to feel the irksomeness of tlio

coufiue.nent, allot which soon wears off if they are properly

treated ; in tact their recovery from sea-sickness, which they

seem to experience if the weather is at all boisterous, and
their general behaviour at sea is in many respects not uuUke
the conditions of emigrants when massed in great numbers in

the hold of a vessel. The animals are fed from troughs placed

at the top of the shifting boards, which are so adjusted that

each bullock can receive his full share of food ; all coudiiions,

such as its proper distribution, being observed. The usual

routine of feeding cattle during the voyage is as follows :

—

Hay at 5 in the morning ; water shortly after ; corn at 10;
hay again at 1 ; water at 3 ; corn again at 5 ; hay for the last

time at (5, when their beds are made for the night. The
manner herein described of feeding cattle while at sea has

reference only to cases wliere they are accompanied by their

owners, and are taken on the regular lines. Those unfortunate

creatures which are sent over in ships hastily chartered, with

no arrangements for proper care being shown them necessarily

suffer terribly. They are generally insufficiently fed and
watered, and are left solely to the attention of the sailors.

When drovers are sent to accompany them they are usually

seasick most of the voyage, and those who have suffered from
this malady can imagine how little care animals would receive

from men hardly able to care for themselves. Under such
circumstances, when animals are prostrated by sickness or

broken limbs—there being no veterinary surgeon on board to

determine what shall be done for them—to kill them seems to

be the only merciful way to relieve them of their suffering ;

but there is seldom a butcher on board to do that work
well and quickly. This may be illustrated by the reply a
sailor made to me when I questioned him as to how he killed

a bullock that had lain for hours with its legs broken. " Oh !

I did it with thif," said he, showing me a small jack-knife.
" Well," I replied, "you could hardly have killed him imme-
diately with that knife." " No," said the sailor, " but I gave
him such a cut that he did not get over it."

The drainage of the stalls, in which the cattle are confine'',

is necessarily very imperfect,owingto the uncertain motion of

the ship, especially during a storm ; still, an effort is made,
usually twice a day, where proper attention is given

to the auiraaU, to remove the excrement, and to keep
them in as healthy a condition as possible with the con-

veniences afforded for that purpose. Tliere is, however, great

room for improvement in respect to drainage, and very much
remains to be done in that regard for the comfort of cattle

while at sea. The bedding furnished the animals—usually of

straw or hay—is not removed during the voyage, but is

allowed to accumulate, layer upon layer. This is partly

because of the inconvenience of disposing of it, but principally,

it is claimed, to afford the cattle, owing to the condition of the

material under them, a firmer footing in case of bad weather.

Where the attendance is good each bullock is given about

eight gallons of water—either fresh or condensed—per day.

The number of cattle shipped usually varies from 50 to 50(3.

During the voysigp, in case of the death of an animal, the

shifting boards are taken out, the carcass removed by windlass

to the deck, and throwa overboard. The death rate cannot be
easily obtained, as such information is given with great reluct-

ance but I am enabled to state that the number varies largely,

the conditions being treatment, ship accommodation, and
weather. In some instances as high as 50 per cent, of the

cattle have died at sea. I regret ihat in no case have I fouud

that the subject of ventilation has been given proper attention.

Even the best appointed ships lack in this respect, as the most
cursory examination will determine. This remark has refer-

ence not alone to ships at sea, but to those in port, it being

frequently the case that cargoes of cattle are in the hold of
vessels some days before sailing. Suffocation and death among
these animals, as a matter of course, must follow their standing

for a long period amid sickening exhalations,sti fling fumes from
excrement, the reeking stench of bil^e water, and the poison-

ous air always incident to such surroundings. The results of

bad ventilation are apparent in every season of the year. In

the summer the atmosphere is close and sultry between decks,

more particularly so when the vessel is lying in port, aud in

the winter the cold compels the battening down of hatcheg,
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wliicli prevents all circulation of tiir, except through funnel?,

which are frequently iusuflicicut and improperly constructed.

1 desire to call attention to a matter of most serious importance

conceruiuf? the bliipnient of cattle by a class of irresponsible

epecuiators, who cliarter vessels without ; uy semblance of

proper arrangements for tiie convenience of transporting

cattle. To such an extent lias this nefarious business

been carried on between the United States and Europe, tiiat

the disgrace is being felt by all reputable shippers. 1 fiud

that in a large majority of cases tJie serious complaints of

cattle dying at sea, arriving at tlieir post of destination in a

mutilated and unhealthy condition, and of the improper
sanitary arrangements of vessels are made against those

irregular contractors, who are called in the trade "Jews."
I do not nse the word in its national or offensive sense, bat

with reference to a class who are the most heartless in their

treatment of dumb animals. The usual modus operandi of

these irregular shippers is to take advantage of what they

believe to be a rising market in Europe, pick up as many
cattle as they can find, good, bad, and indifferent—not un-
freqaently the lame, halt, and the blind—charter some vessel

that has come into port "light," make a close bargain with
tlie captain, who, of course, is anxious to take something
liome to cover the expenses of his return voyage, and then
send the animals adrift, trusting to luck or Providence that

enough of them will reach their destinaton alive to make the

speculation pay. It may be said, how do these vessels escape

the vigilance of United States authorities, who are expected

to know of such transactions ? I can only say they do. As
the vessels referred to are not regularly in the trade, they

cannot be easily identified, but it may be reled upon as a

fact that nearly all siiips sailing out of the port of New York
for Europe in ballast can be chartered to carry cattle ; that

such vessels will he found on investigation to be entirely

unfit for the business they are engaged in, and that the

chartering of such ships results in the most revolting acts ot

cruelty to the imprisoned animals.

Under your instructions I have sought the advice of the
best veterinary surgeons, but have been unable to gain from
them much information of a practical character. This has not

been because of any lack of knowledge on the part of those

whom I have occasionally asked, or the absence of a disposition

to impart inforonation, but has arisen from differences of

opinion concerning matters which I desired most to under-
stand. In other words, I find that " doctors disagree " here

as well as elsewhere ; and especially has this been the ' case

with regard to pleuro-pneumonia. in fact, I have been unable

to find any two veterinary surgeons who entertain the same
opinions concerning this disease. There are those who are

still in doubt with regard to its character—taking the ground
that it is the old-fashioned lung distemper ; others that it

has a modern origin, and is not well understood. Those
holding the latter opinion seem to be in the majority. Many
veterinary surgeons insist that the disease is contagion^, while

eome can be found of eqnal reputation who assert that it is

not. In consequence of finding the opinions of veterinary

surgeons so conflicting, I have not recorded them.
In eonclusiou permit me to add that it would afford me

pleasure to speak in commendation of some ships which are

regularly in tlie trade of carrying cattle, snd of the good
condition of the animals on their arrival here, but I caniKit

do so without making invidious comparisons.

TIIE GORILLA AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE,

On the occasion of the Foresters' Fete there were

exhibited for the first time a gorilla and a chimpanzee,

which only a week before had arrived at Liverpool direct

from the West Coast of Africa, and had been purchased

by Mr. Garcia, of Manchester, with whom the directors

have made arrangements for the appearance of these little

animals, which are both young, the chimpanzee being a

male about three years of age, and the gorilla, a female

eighteen months old. They had been placed ia a large

iron cage, and their evident attachment and playful antics

caused great amusement to the numerous relays of visitors

admitted during the day. On WcflnesJay a party of

scientific gentlemen attended by invitation, but the animals

were somewhat reserved, it having been found necessary,

in order to secure them from the injurious effects of

draughts, to place them in a huge glass case, to whicli

they had not quite got accustomed. Among the visitors

were Mr. Alfred R. Wallace and the Rev. .f. G. Wood,
the former of whom, at the request of Mr. Flood Page,

manager of the Crystal Palace, delivered a short address

upon the Anthropoid apes. The gorilla, he said, was the

largest of these apea, attaining when full-grown an average

of 5 feet G inches, as compared with 4 feet 2 inches, the

average height of the orang-outang and chimpanzee. Each
of these three had certain peculiar resemblances to man-
kind, but while the two smaller apes had arms of enormous
1 ngth, their hands reaching almost to the ground, the

arms of the gorilla were relatively short, being very little

longer than those of some men. The hand of the gorilla

also approached more nearly the human shape, while the

ears in the gorilla and in man were wonderfully alike.

The side-view of the face of the specimen under consider-

ation was exactly like that of a negro, as was also the

shape of the head, but when the full face was presented

the peculiarity of the nostrils, which opened forward

instead of downward, detracted from the resemblance.

These animals were peculiarly liable to lung disease, and
if they survived a first winter usually succumbed to the

second. In conclusion, Mr. Wallace announced that the

Rev. J. G. Wood would lecture daily on the Anthropoid
Apes. Mr. Wallace afterwards favoured the attendants

vrith some excellent practical advice as regards ventilation

and temperature, his experience of the orang-outang during

his twelve years' research in the Malay Archipelago

admirably fitting him for this task. Considering that

Gena is the first gorilla which has arrived direct from
Africa, and the third ever exhibited, it is sure to prove a

great attraction, the more so that its companion the

chimpanzee serves to show prominently the differences

which exist between the species. Readers of M. Paul du
Chaillu, on whose accounts of the gorilla much doubt was
at one time cast, will here have an opportunity of verify

ing many of that explorer's statements.

THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.—The com-
pvosition of the Royal Commission on Agriculture just ap-
pointed is a little mixed. The high apostle of territorial

Conservatism, Walter Francis, Dake of Buccleuch and
Qiieensberry, in the same boat with that philosophical Radical
and abstract Republican, Joseph Coweu, of the NewcasUe
Chronicle! I observe another Northumberland man in the
list, Jacob Wilson to wit, without whom nowadays no agri-

cultural function seems really complete. Few men combme
more than he does the fortllor in re with the suaviler in mode.
Being land-agent to Lord Taukerville, he made himself most
useful as a sort of major-domo on the occasion of the Prince
of Wales's visit to CliilliugliKm Castle, the seat of the famous
wild cattle. Jacob accompanied the Prince back to London
in the special train provided by the Great Northern, and at

Newcastle proved of signal service in repressing the ecormous
crowd of roughs who had carried the station by storm, and
who, on the arrival of the train there, threatened almost to
c<rry the Prince also in the exuberance of their loyalty.

Jacob Wilson was equal to the emergency. He got out and
harangued the crowd, sayin? that if they would only stand
back for a few minutes the Prince would address them ; and
80, temporising with ihe excited mob, he gave time for the
officials to get the train started ; and just as it was moving off
he himself made a dash for the carriage-window, like the
harlequin in a pantomine, and was literally dragged in head
foremost. Many thought for this exploit he would receive
hs spurs, and it is still thought he w ill live to become ' Sir
Jacob,'— //'«;/(/.
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ChambetB of ^gticiiltttre.
.^^^ .

HAMPSHIRE.
THE TITHE RENT CHARGE AS AFFECTED BY THE CORN

AVERAGES.

A Meeting of this Charab-er was held at Fareham,
recently Mr. J. Trask in the chair.

Mr. J. T. T'VYNAM opened a discussion upon the subject

of " The Tithe Kent Charge as Affected by the Cum
Averages," by reading a paper of which the following is

a portion :

—

la opening this important question I am anxious first to set

myself riglit with the public upou the often (iispa'ed point as

to the justice of the claim for tiilie, and I will shortly dispose

of it by observing that in my opinion there is no payment to

which the land of Eugland is so clearly and fairly liable as to

thai of tithe. Lind and estates have been bouffht and sold for

long centuries subject lo lliis charge ; it has been considered

aad its value abated from the punhase money paid, and there-

fore does not beiong to either the owner or occupier of the

soil.

It would be "irrelevant to our present discussion if I stopped

to inquire into the more reaonahle doubt which exists as to

the proper cistribution and application of tithes, or whetlier

the Church or the nation has tlie best title to them, but an

indisputable title one or the other undoub'edly has, and the

owners of land^ can only poasess them by redemption by

purchase, as in tlie case o? the land tax, or other legitimate

cliargp, a plan which recommends itself to many as the best

means of settling tor ever tliia mucli vexed question.

The old practice of taking tithes in kind is practically

known to some few of us present ; the tenth shock of wheat—
tlie tenth ' pook " or " wad " of barley, oats, pulse, o"" hay

—

the leuth lamb, calf, and pig—the teuth of everything pro

dace ' on the farm or gardens was formerly taken by the tilhe-

owuer, by his own or hired teams, and the corn, pulse, and
hay stacked or imbarned in the premises of the well-known
parsonage farm.

Tiiis practice led to such ill-feeling and heart-burning

bc'ween the rectors and their parishioners that the less

objectionable mode of compounding for tithes was adopted

some sixty oi seventy years since by the payment of a fixed

sum of money annually, which coiupositiou, in the first

Reformed Parliameu*, elected in 1833, was converted ints the

present rent charge, subjtct to variations regulated by the

corn averages.

It is with this latter payment we have now to deal, and I

Live been inJuced to undertake the introduction of the

s ihject chiefly on the following grounds :— First — Because I

hfjpe to show that the basis on which the Act is founded is

Very iuecjuitable, particularly under the system of free trade,

which did not come into operation until twelve years after the

Tithe Commutcition Act was passed, and wliich was founded

on the prices of corn existing under protective duties.

Secondly—That the addition of the seven years' average

amount of poor and other rates then prevailing to the amount

of the rent charge was unjust. Thirdly— Bi-cause at the

time of its passing I was lessee of the tithes of a large

parish— Whitchurch, in this county—and in that character

had frequent conlerences with the Tithe Commissioners and

Valuers appointed to apportion them. Fourthly—Because I

believe it is a clear matter of justice that if landowners who
virtually pay the tithe rent charge, are to be called upon to

reduce 'their rents to meet the reduced prices of corn, meat,

and other agricultural produce consequent on free trade, th^

tithe owner, whose rent charge was based on prices rul ug

under a system of protective duties, and rates double those now

prevailing, should abate his claims on the land in proportion^

In dealing wi h ay first proposition, the basis of commuta-'

tion, I would observe that the composition paid in lieu of

tithe was taken by the commissioners as the basis, which

compositioi, as 1 have observed, was entered into under the

protection prices, which for the seven years previous to 1835

—the year in which the new Tithe Act was passed—averaged

Vs.—discarding fractions—per bushel for wheat, 3s. 9d. per

buf.licl for barley, and 2s. lid. per bushel fur oats. By way

of il 15 rutiou 1 will lake XlOO as the coiupuaitiou ou a givcu

farm. One-third of this sum was reduced to bushels of wheat
at the 7s. per bushel, oue-third to bushels of barley at Ss. 9d.,

and one-third to busliels of oats at 2s. lid., together making
up the £100 rent charge, called the commutation, at which it

now stands.

Now, before going into the averages, it is right we should
form a fair basis on which the commuted sum should becalcu-
lited. If ws were to take the average prices of this year,

1879, we should find barley and oats about the samR, but
wheat at Ss. instead of 7s. per bushel, or £10 per load, in-

stead of £14. As one-third of the composition named, £100
(£33 6s. 8d.) was presumed to be made up of wheat at the
latter price, ts. per bushel, if adapted to the present price,

£10, we should have lo take off 27^ per cent, on the £33
63. 8d., the value of the one-third reduced to wheat, reducing

it to £2t 5i. 3,1 , or £3 Is. 6d. reduction on the £100 comp j-

sitioB leaving ^90 IBs. 6d. instead of £100 as the commutation
Talu« ou which the averages should act.

As 40s. per qr. for wheat, 30s. for barley, and 233. for oats

are certainly prices quite as high as we should be justified in

calculating upon for seven years together, under the greatly

increased, and ever increasing area of foreign competition, I
submit this calculation as a near approximation of what every

£100 rent charge, as now existing, should be, under our altered

circumstances, making about 10 per cent, reduction on the

original commutation.
But a greater injustice than this was inflicted on the payer

of rent charge, by adding the seven years' average of poor and
highway rates under the old poor law, whose laxity and abuse
were proverbial, to the new rent charge.

Our poor rates in Whitchurch at that time were 7s. in the
pound. At Andover, immediately adjoining, they were macti
higher, and I could name places where, until the new p-or
law of 1834 stopped their ruinous advance, they liad readied
13s. in the pnund. I should suppose the Tithe Commissioners
never did add such a monstrous charge as the latter, but I

know they did the 73. in my parish, making up the £100
ooraposition agreed on under protection prices, and adojjted

as rent charge, to £135.
Of course as the owner of the rent charge had to pay the

rates on the commuted sum, it was but fair that tlie rates

which he would have actually to pay should be tack, d on the

rent charge. But what has he paid since the old poor law was
abolished ? I venture to say not more than 3s. 6d, in the

p mnd, or half what was added to his rent charge for the

purpose of paying rates ; therefore evidently he reeeives

£17 10s. per annum more tlnu his due, and this not for a
definite period, but in perpetuity.

Admitting ray premises to be correct, I think I have shown
that this £100 rent charge of 1836 ought to be reduced 10
per cent, by reason of free trade prices, and £17 10«. by
reason of reduction of rates, as compared with rates added
to it at the time of its commutation, together £27 10s., and
this irrespective of the higher value to which a most im-
perfect return of the corn average lias raised it.

To this second, but somewhat more complicated pait of

the subject, I will not draw your attention ; very many
times during the last twenty-five years I have endeavoured
to show by statements in tlie public papers the manifest un-
fairness of these returns, the great laxity exhibited by the

constituted authorities in collecting them, the smallness of

the returns as compared , with the known sales, and the

total omission for weeks together of aay return of some
particular corn, sometimes of barley, at others of oats,

charfies proved by the returns published in the weekly

averages.

From the great outcry lately made upon the subject, the

comptroller of the Corn Returns has at last been driven to a
stricter attention to his duties, and an improvement has been
effected, but still the returns are such as not fairly to represent

the prices obtained by the growers of corn, which undeniably

is the object of the Act of Parliament requiring these ret urns

On the 26th of June last the House of Commous issued an
order for a copy " of a memorandum addressed to the Board
of Trade by the Comptroller of Corn Returns on the diminu-

tion of the quantities of wheat returned as sold in the different

markets of Englaud and Wales, and on other matter connected

with the corn returns."' This return has been published, and
passing over the question of diminished returns, which seem to

be partially accounted for, I will proceed to notice the more
iwpurtaul question of the re sales of curu by dealers, aixl
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rcturneJ with the sales from growers at eich swccpeding re-eale,

aud the probabl'' quantity of in''crior corn consu-ni-il at ImmH
by f'annfrs, ami coiiHeqiieatly not o()eratin>j upuu the maiket
fi;-v.''s, which reguhite the averages.

11 reference to the re-sales tiie Comptroller observes, in

answer to the order of tl\e iiouse, " lu the Act il is specially

directed, as regards London, tlial factors aud dcHlers, as well

as fanners, are to return the sains they make, not as in otiier

towns the purchases they make." Now, I confess to beluug

to wiiat I believe to be t!ie great majority wlio have hiilierto

remained in total ignorance of any such clause—who did not

know that the fanners selling in tlie London markets made
returns of corn sold, a privilege forbidden their country

cousins.

But the wording of the clause, as gWen by the Comptroller,

completely confirms the justice of the tit'ie-payers' complaint,

viz., that the dealer and factor both add their profit prices on
to the first sale oftiie farmer, and tlie united prices ol)taii'ed

by each, rather tlian the price of the grower, which alone the

Act requires, go to raise most unjustly the averages which
regulate thj tithe-rent charge payments.

i'urther, the Comptrnller volunteers an opinion on this

practice by observing, ' Speaking as a statistician I should he

disposed to object to any change, if it would have tlie elTect of

jielding a different price from what would be obtained ou the

present basis." And what Go jou think, gentlemen, is tiie

sapient and equitable grou id on which this great official

founds this ohjection ? Simply because the comparison of

future years with the past would be tlirown out, and the value

of the record of corn prices, which has now become very great,

would be impaired.

Verily, here is justice with a vengeance ! Statistics must be
held inviolate, even, as here showu, if obtained on false or

equitable returns, and the value of the corn prices of the past

alike false and unreliable, hy the same showing, must be up-

held (or using in i false comparison with the genuine prices,

the 6ure result of an amendment of the present one-sided Corn
Averages Act.

Equally unsatisfactory are the (Jomptroller's remarks in this

precious document on the question of the home consumption
of corn. '• There is no evidence," he says, " of tlie returns

being effected, and of the price being higher than it would
otherwise bp, in consequence of a larger proportion of corn

being coiisu.Tif d by farmers at home than used to be the case."

So reports the Comptroller to the Commons ; he might have
added " But the evidence is ready when your honourable
Honse thinks fit to call for i( ; and while the subject is being

weighed I will submit a little evidence for the guidance of any
parliamentary representatives who may be willing to hear it."

I contend that, ou an average of years, fully one-tenth of

the corn grown is consumed at home, either in the shape of
•" tailings," or damaged corn—and tliat the value of this tenth

is; at least, less by 35 per cent, than the best corn sent to

market. This lower value of the tenth, added to the greater

value of the nine-tenths and equalised by division, would re-

duce value cf the latter (if wheat at 40s. per qr.) by 2s. per

qr., or 5 per cent. On barley and oats there would be the

proportionate reduction, and consequently on the whole com-
muted rent charge of the (arm, £5 per cent, reduction.

1 have now £1^3 10s. against this rent cliarge of £135, and
I claim a further 5 per cent, deduction on the ground of the

higher range of the averages which prevail in consequence of

the large portions of inferior corn, which, although brought
to market, is never returned at all, coupled with the irregularity

of adding the dealers' profits.

Without troubling yoa with an elaborate calculation, I am
well persuaded I am under the n.ark when I put, as I have done,

this last item at 5 per cent.—making an aggregate ol -PS? iOs.

or 27a per cent., no* paid to the t.the-owuer of £135 rent

oh«rge over and above ills legi'imate claim, if based upon
prices on which he may fairly calculate will prevail in the

future of free trade—if a fair aiuonnt were allowed for rates

based upon the averages prevailing since the enactment of the

new poor lawe, in place of the extravagant rates paid under

tlie old poor law, now forming part and parcel of the rent

charges— and if a fair percentage were deducted from the

returns collected on account of the refuse corn consumed on

the farms.

Thus every £100 now standing as rent charges, together wi'h

the £35 added for rates at Ys. in the pound, making £135,.

would be reduced to £93,

This, gentlemen, is the position to which a careful analysis
of my arguments will bring the present tithe rent nharge. I
will now leave the discusson of it in your hands, believing if,

as at present calculated, one of the most inequitable iuipobtg
levied upon the lands ol England.

After the discussion,

Mr. TwYNAM proposed a seiies of resolutions in accordance
witli the M'veral points brought forward in his paper, but,
some dilference of opinion being ininilested, on the motioH
of Mr. J. Gater, seconded by .Mr. W. \Var.\£k, it was
ultimately resolved

—

" That the rent charges, as connected with the corn aver-
ages, is a fit subject for the considera'ion of the Jtoyal Agri-
culiural Commiss on now engaged in the inquiry into tike
question of the present agricultural deprcosioa."

THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.—Lord Beacons-
field's passion for grandiose burlesque Ins rarely found a finer

opportunity for di-play than in the Royal Commission just
appointed to inquire into the causes of agricultural depression.
His contempt (or his followers was pithily expressed years ago
in the never-to-be forgotten declaration about educating the
Tory Party. That contempt is as plainly indicateil now ; but
with such emphesis of pomp and circumstance tiistthe strickea
and bewildered Bcejtians mistake it for god-like compassion.
When lie spoke the language of common sense, telling 1 im their
misfortunes were beyond the scope of legislative remedy, they
had neither ears nor understanding. They would have a
commission ; and he has given them their heart's de-ire.

Never was such a White Elephant. Names, nun. bers, powers
and patronage in amazing abundance. It is the veriest moun
tain of a Royal Commission

; and the offspring of its protracted
labour will fulfil the cl»ssic proverb. The comfort left for the
distressed agriculturists lies in the certainty that most of them
will be dead before the report of the commission reiterates the
hackneyed story of Humpty Dumpty. W^hen Mr. Shaw, the
Irish leader, was asked why he also refused to be a Royal
Commirsioner, he said, with a brogue that would have
delighted Cicero himself, "Timeo Danaos, et dona ferentes."
Mr. Rodwell. QC, who went into Parliament on the bicks of
the tenant-farmers of the Fen Country, is comfortably shelved.
He could hardly refuse, so he gave up the wool-sack witli a
sigh, and will henceforth dream of land law reform on retro-
gressive principles. Mr. Goschen's appointment is a delicate
compliment to reward the Conservative tendencies of that
Liberal statesman. But it is more— it keeps out Mr. Shaw
Lefevre, and Lord Beaconstield thinks that a sine qua nou.
The member for Reading is the Premier's aversion—"I do not
hke thee. Dr. Fell, " &c. The fact is inexplicable—to Mr.
Lefevre,

—

Mayfair,

^'THERE IS A REAPER WHOSE NAME."- One day
Just before harvest, an O.iio farmer went to Cincinnati to buy
a reaper^ A delighted agent collared the Granger and
dragged him into his warehouse. As they walked dunn the
well-stocked room, the farmer, m a meditative moor), quoted
the line, "There is a reaper whose name is death," but i.efore

he could start the next line, the agent broke in :
" Ah yes I

know it, sir; I know it like a book. We handled that reaptr
one season, sir, and l"d take 6,000 dole out of ray pocket this
minute if it would undo tlve damage that reaper did our
business in that one year. You dou'i want it, sir. You don't
want to look at it. The machinery is complicated ; it gKs
out of order easily

;
you have to send clear to Akron for a uevr

piece of gearing ; it does not cut clean, and it nearly kills the
horses. Jams their shoulders all to pieces, sir. I jinow tliat

reaper, sir. It's an old, old style, sir, and yon don't want it.

Now here, sir, [ can show you a reaper that"—But tho
astonished farmer j<ist interrupted him to say he knew that the
reaper he mentioned was an old style, but tie was certain tliat

it did its work well, though, all the same, it wasn't the kind he
wanted, and he had no idea of buying it to work on his farm.
He bought another reaper, bloodthirsty as a Cossack, and red
as an autumn aunset, and the agent told how he sold a reaper
to an old fellow who came in here just dead set for some old
BRe'jine that he had never heard ol before.— Wesitrn Farmer,
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MIDLAND.
A meeting of the Midland Earraers' Club was held on

Thursday, Aug. 31, at the Midland Hotel, New Street, Bir-

mingham. Mr, H. A. flowmaii presided.—After some pre-

liminary business,

Mr. E. Mou.NTFORD CoLEir\N read a paper on " Agricul-

tural Leases and Agreements of Tenancy," or, in other words,

as to the relations which should exist between the owners and

occupiers of land. This was a question,, he said, which most

intimately affected agriculture and agriculturists, and he had

endeavoured to look at it without prejiidixje. He had special

facilities for doing so, because, besides being a tenant farmer

himself, he actsd professionally for several landowners, and as

solicitor he had prepared agreements of teaancy and leases

where the terms had been settled between tenants and land-

ageuts. He urged that in the case of every agricultural tenancy

there should be a written agreement, and he had found in his

experience that farmers were perfectly well able to take eare of

themselves in making their agreements—(laughter, and "Ques-

tion ")—for they knew their own iuferests better than land-

loids or their agents. As to the question whether leases or

agreements should prevail in agricultural tenancies, he was

strongly of opinion that this must be decided by the circum-

stances of each particular case. If a farm were in a bad state

and wanted new buildings, heavy repairs, or draining, and the

landlord were unable or unwilling to do the work, then the

tenant would be very unwise to do it, uuless he obtained a long

lease at a rent to justify him in making the improvements, or

unless he had msde a special arrangement by which the land-

lord should repay him at the termination of the tenancy an

aereed proportion of his outlay on substantial improvements.

Where a farm was in fair condition, and where the tenant had

to find capital for farnaing purposes only and not to make land-

lord's improvements, all that he wanted was a sufficient security

for the unexhausted improvements as a tenant, or sufficient time

to enable him to exhaust all that he was fairly entitled to

exhaust. Leases were not, as a rule, good things for tenant

farmers or for the laud, and he advocated instead a tenancy

terminable by notice of sufficient length to enable a tenant to

exiiaust what he had put into the land at his own cost;. He
did not believe in compulsory asreements by Act of Parliament

though he considered the Agricultural Holdings Act had

already done much good hy establishing the principle that

tenants ought to he paid for their unexhausted improvement?.

(Hear, hear). He believed that the Act had been used much

more than was generally tliought, and where it was excluded,

some compensation for unexhausted improvements was almost

invariably agreed upon to suit the circumstances of the case. In

no case, where it had been asked by a tenant, had he found a

landlord for whom he acted refuse tenants the benefit of the

Act or equivalent compeusation clauses. He next spoke of

the difficulties of making agreements by Act of Parliament,

and said he could not see why a tenant farmer should want

protection from the law when he was perfectly competent to

protect himself, or if not competent, could readily obtain

assistance. The rent which should be paid for the land was a

very important question, and should be settled by the laws of

supply and demand. Tlie rent, when agreed apon, should

be reserved quarterly, but should, as a rule, be paid half-

yearly, at Lady Buy and Michaelmas, each landlord giving his

tenants as much time after those dates as he could afford. He
objected to rent being paid in advance ; and he then argued

that an owner should have the same power of distress for rent

as an owner of houses possessed. With reference to the game

question, he thought the best plan was to fix a value upon the

right of sporting according to the circumstances of each caie,

and then let the landlord pay the sporting rent to his tenant,

or reduce his rent by the sum agreed upon where he exercised

the right of sporting ; and where he did not exercise the right

let the tenant have the right to sport or to let such right to

others. Every landlord who adopted this plan would know what

his sporting right coft him, and the tenant would know
that he was receiving a definite and fixed sura for that right.

All tenants should be protected in some way in their agreement

against the damages by ground game where the owner retained

the right of sporting. (Hear, hear). They should either have

compensation clauses in their agreements, or they si crild have

the rijht to kill the ground game when it was shown to be

doing damage. There was no doubt much damage was done

by ground game where large quantities were kept, but he

believed that bad farming was often responsible for bad crops

when the rabbits were blamed. As regarded the capital which

a landlord should require his tenant to possess, he was strongly

of opinion that a tenant should be called upon in the first in-

stance to show that he had sufficient capital to work the farm

properly. He believed ninety out of a hundred farmers had

not suiilcient capital employed on their farms. After the

weather, he considered the insufficiency of capital was the

main cause of the jiresent depression in the agricultural

world. Many farmers, through want of sufficient capital, were

compelled to sell their corn and their stock at an improper

time, in order to obtain money to carry on their farms ; and

the great majority of farmers, through a succession of bad

seasons, had lost a large proportion of the capital employed by

them in their farms, and in many cases it could never be re-

covered. Every farmer should stipulate for ample farm build-

ings, and where a farm was large the yards should be covered

so that the whole of the cattle might be protected through the

winter months. Every farmer should also stipulate for proper

accommodation for his labourers within easy distance of their

work. There was great difference of opinion as to the proper

person to bear the cost of laying down arable land into perma-

nent pasture. Some landlords paid for the seeds and nothing

beyond, while some landlords made a money allowance when
the work was done to their satisfaction, and some landlords

made no allowance^ One large landowner in Warwickshire
allowed his tenants £5 per acre if the work v«re properly per-

formed, and the rent remained the same for twelve months,
after which date the rent of the field laid down was raised five

shillings per acre, or 5 per cent, upon the cost to the landlord.

This was the most liberal arrangement he was aware of, and
at the same time it seemed a very fair one between landlord

and tenant. Tenants, however, had the remedy very much in

their own hands as regarded being paid for land which they

had laid down to permanent pasture at their ov»n cost, for they

always retained the right to break up such land during their

tenancy, and if the pasture proved a good one, a landlord would
always be glad to allow a tenant a fair compensation before

the tenancy expired rather than have the laud broken up.

Tenants possessing intelligence and capital should be allowed

the greatest freedom as to the system of cropping, selling hay
and straw, and otherwise as to the management of their farm^,

(Hear, hear). In conclusion, Mr. Colemau said that tenant

farmers had for some years had manv difficulties to contend
with, and they were in many cases no doubt hampered with
improper agreements of tenancy ; but public opinion certainly

was tending towards giving tenant farmers greater freedom-,

and the more the aubject was discussed the more willing would
landlords and their agents be to give liberal terms to men of

capital, intelligence, and energy, who might be willing to era-

bark in agriculture.

A discussion then followed, in which Mr. Bowen Jones-

freely criticised the points referred to, urging that the liw of

distraint was most iniquitous, and it was monstrous such a lavf

should remain on the statute book. He further argued that

rabbits should be treated as veimin, and no legal right should
be retained with reference to ground game. He trusted that

the crisis they were passing through in the agricultural would
would be the means, if they tided it over, of more closely iden-

tifying and drawing together all classes connected with the

land-owners, occupiers, and labourers ; and that they would see

more prosperity in the future than they had in the past.—The
Chairman, Mr. Houghton, Mr. Jasper More, and Mr. Fowler
also took part in the discussion ; and Mr. Lowe moved a vote

of thanks to Mr. Coleman for his paper.—Mr. Freer seconded^

and the proposition was carried.—A vote of thanks to the
Chairman for presiding terminated the meeting.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
On August 15 the members and friends of the Tunbridge

Wells Farmers' Club assembled to hear a paper by Mr..

Alexander Jemmet, of Biufield, Berkshire, ou the future

of agriculture and the best movement for farmers to make.
The chair was taken by Mr. J. x>{o.kE£S, the president cf

the club. A discussion foUov/ed,
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Mr. Jemmett, aftpr Rorar introductory remarks as to the

preseut couditioQ of agriculture, asked whether it was right

that farmers should be tied down by restrictious as to the

mode of farming iheir laud, lie answered in tlie negative,

and gare several instances to sliow, that it was neither to the

interest of the landlord or the tenant. The producer's powers

were paralysed by these restrictions so persistently clung to, and

they were a serious check to agricallure. They were trammels

which now fettered agriculturists, and they were a clog to the

due development of the laud. There were large tracts which

could now, by a judicious expenditure, be brought under culti-

vation, and be made profitable. Another subject was the question

of rates and taxes, wliii!li now weighed so heavily upon farmers.

lie considered that \va had uut made much progress in the

mode of larininiT pursued by our forefathers, and he recom-

mended a closer a (|uaintaiicc with the nature of soils, and

a due selection of seeds. To sum up his paper, he recom-

mended freedom of cultivation, security of teuure, by lease or

otherwis", co-operation in sale and purchase, and the query

whether farmers tudlvidually were up to their work.

FARMING IN SOUTH-WEST MINNESOTA.

Another late and deficient harvest must enormously aggra-

vate the ditliculties which beset so many farmers; capital and

creditare seriously shrunk; poor crops, iudilferently saved, do

not pay increasii'g expenses ; the arable land, befouled by wet

Beasons, and often by imperfect cultivation, is not iu a promis-

ing state for producing bountiful returns during the next few

years. Some farmers, fro.n choice, more from necessity, are

accordingly giving up their holdings, and anxiously enquiring

what they are to do. With a wider choice of farms to let,

some take lighter arable or grass lands at reduced rents, and

with more freedom of action. For the second class of heavy

poorer farms, inadequately drained and equipped, it is, how-
ever, difTicull to find tenants, and this difficulty, unfortunately,

will be still gteafer next Michaelmas. Verv many industrious

farmers, who can extricate something from the sale of stock

and crops, will follow Lord Derby's recent advice and emigrate.

Some proceed to the Australian colonies ; the Cape, when
peace is once more restored, will receive a contingent : but

many, preferring a home within a fortnight's run of the old

country, will go to Anierici. Under the British flag in

various parts of Canada, capital and enterprise find satisfactory

investment. At presen*^, however, the great tide of emigration,

not only from Europe, init from the older Eistern American
State?, is directed especially to Illinois, Northern Iowa, and

Minnesota. From friends who have just returned from several

weeks' sojourn in Sonth-Western Minnesota, I received very

satisfactory accounts.

The State of Minnesota lies between 431 deg., and 49 deg

north latitude ; Great Britain and Ireland are north of 50 deg.

Its winter temperature, although lower than ours, on account

of its clear atmosphere and dryness, is less trying. Winter sets

in about the middle of Nov., spring commences towards the

close of March, harvest begins in July, and extends into

August. From the more northern colder States and from
Canada, as well as (rom the warmer relaxing Southern States,

invalids frequently resort to South-Western Minnesota. The
soil is generally a deep, friable loam, easily worked with a pair

of horses. IMuch of it lies in a wide, undulating prairie, un-
encumbered with timber, or even with scrub. A ploughing in

autnmn, and another in spring prepares the land for wheat, of

which the average acreable yield is 17 bushels, but care and
cultivation double and even treble this result. Mr. Houth V. A.
Jackson, State Statistician, in his otlicial reports, records that

in 1877 Minnesota produced 32,280,637 bushels of wheat, of

60 lb. weight to the bushel. This amount can be enormously
increased, and Mr. Vernon Smith, in his recent paper in the

Nineteenth Cent'iry, and other authorities, declare that this

State could itself produce the seven or eight million quarters of

wheat and llour with which America supplements our British

bread stuffs. But other grains are also abundantly and pro-
fitably produced. Barley yields an average of 18 to 30 bushels

;

oats give 40 bushels ; buckwheat, Indian Corn, and amber
cane fiourifh ; vegetables and fruit grow abundantly

;
potatoes

produce 250 to 500 bushels. Not only is there food in plenty

lor man ; graA&es, clover, aud roots arc readily produced fur :

livestock. Large licrds of cattle are being raised; dairying

and feeding are carried on ; hay for winter I'ooJ it easily saved,

without the costly interruptions to which English farmers are

so often sutijpcted ; belts of sheltering plantations are planted,

and handy slieddiug cheaply run up for the protection of live

stock during the winter ; several good herds of Shorthorns are

met with, and distribute superior bulls among breeilers and
dairymen ; sheep are also extending, especially in the upland
districts, whilst some farmers turn their attention to liorss-

breeding.

The lands which produce such varied, good results can at

present be purchased at 20s, to 30^, per acre. They are

mostly within ten miles from water or railway transport ; in-

deed, some lots still unallotted are within a mile or two of the

new lines of railway which are being rapidly puhed into new
districts. When judiciously purchased and well cultivated these

lands rapidly advance in vilue. In this country a rise of one
per cent, per annum is considered very satisfactory ; in the

western world, however, even farming lands, whilst paying a

handsome annual per ceutage, also oltea double their value in

five years.

Ths cost of reaching this promising agricultural country is

small ; £10 or £12 defray the passage across the Atlantic ; £7
is the first-class rate for the forty-eight hoars journey from New
York to St. Paul's—the capital of Minnesota, but on this

charge emiitrants receive handsome deductions. By contract a

convenient house of six rooms can be rapidly built for £200.
Horses or working oxen, ploughs, drags, a reaping machine, a

waggon or two, and a few smaller tools, are the chief farm

requisites. Means of livelihood for twelve months will also

be necessary unless the immigrant will take employment from
some of his neighbours. The land need not at once be paid

for iu full. A deposit of one tenth, and an undertaking to

stock or cultivate a certain proportion annually, and to pay 7
per cent, on the unpaid capital secures the ownership of the

holding. The profits of Minnesota farming soon enable the

industrious man to pay for his claim in full. The ordinary

expenses of arable cultivation consist chiefly in lOs. per acre

for ploughing, 7s, for seed and sowing, 7s. for reaping and
threshing, 2s. for marketing, and say 10s. for interest on
capital. This outlay of 36s. per acre produces on a very

moderate estimate, 17 bushels of wheat, which can be disposed

of at any convenient railway station at 3s. per bushel, making
a gross return of 51s., or a prcfic of 15s. per acre. Some
fortunate settlers in South Western Minnesota, have paid down
the usual deposit of 10 per cetit. on their section, and been

able, from the profits of their first year's farming, to clear off

the whole of their purchase money, and become in perpetuity

prosperous owners of their property. Nor in these new coun-

tries are there tithes and rates, education, sanitary, or cemetery

imposts, such as tax the farmer at home. The State has given

over sections of land, equal to one eighteenth of its total area,

for the perpetual support of the schools, which are now
numerously distributed ; an agricultural college is established,

charities are everywhere springing np. There is abundant
scope in Jlinnsota for other pursuits as well as agriculture.

The Mississippi and other rivers not only afford ready means
for communication, but their waters drive hundreds of tlour

mills, where flour, in rapidly increasing amount, is being sent

to the British markets. In the rivers and lakes fish of various

sorts are plentiful. In the woods, which form abont one-third

of the State, timber aud game abound. The timber

converted in saw and planing mills and in factories is employed
for building and other purposes. From maple and amber cane

sugar is largely manufactured. Shopkeepers, who complain

that co-operative societies have destroyed their business, clerks

and other young men who fail to find satisfactory work in tlii*

crowded old country, as well as farmers and farm
labourers, will find in those healthful, fertile regions of the

West abundant remunerative empioymeat. Steadiness aod
industry will certainly rapidly meet their reward, and small

capitalists will discover in land or iu bubiness rimunerative

investment lor their means,

—

Fi^lay Dun in SArewsl/uii/

Chronicle.

IMost persons have heard of a dead wall, lut a correspondent

writes to say that 1m aclaally has got a jiiving room iu liia

hou«e.
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T3URNHAM BEECHES. By Francis George Heath.

London : Sampson Low and Co.—Everyone knows that

the famous Burnham Beeches recently had a narrow

escape of being; sold by auction with the rest of the estate

on which they stand. Mr. Heath was instrumental in

saving them, by inducing the Corporation of London to

purchase a portion of the estate for the benefit of the

public, Sir Henry Peek "buying the rest. The subject

does not appear to be a very wide oae for a book to be

written upon it ; but put Mr- Heath amoRg some fine

trees, and he will write a volume on them at very short

notice. The little book before ns will serve as a very

attractive guide-book to numbers of Loudoners who have

hitherto often heard of but never visited the charming

woods of Burnham. The history of the parish and the

description of the beeches with the district around

them are done in Mr. Heath's best style, and

the illustrations by Mr. Birkett Foster and Mr.

Vernon Heath are very charming. The volume is very

properly dedicated to the Corporation of London, "in

recognition of the promptitude displayed by that public-

spirited body in acting upon the suggestion made to it by

the author for the acquisition of Burnham Beeches for the

permanent enjoyment of the public." No acts of the

Corporation have rendered it more p-^pular than the

saving of Eppiug Forest and Burnham Beeches for the

benefit of the public.

HISTORY OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. By
Alexandei Ramsay. Edinburgh and London: Blackwood

and Sons.—We noticed this valuable contribution to

agricultural history in our leading columns last week.

THE SUSSEX HERD BOOK. Arranged by Alfred

Heasman, Edward Cane, and George Coote, Lewes

:

The Sitssex Agrknltiiral Express.— In placing this first

voluncie of the " Sussex Herd Book " before the public

the editor does not fail to show the courage of his

opinions when he says ;
" The fact that Sussex animals

make meat more rapidly than any other class of stock

was clearly demonstrated last year at the Smithfield Club

Cattle Show." We should not have supposed that so

important a " fact" could possibly be " demonstrated
'

at a single show. The volume before us is divided into

three portions ; the first containing the names of breeders,

with the animals they have entered; the second, the

pedigrees of the animals \ and the third, the animals

which have won prizes, with the prizes they have won.

It would have been well if a short history of the breed

had been prefixed to these details.

CATECHISM OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
AND GEOLOGY. By J. F. W. Johnston, M.A., &c.

London: Blackwood and Sons.—We are glad to see the

lite Professor Johnston's admirable catechism re-issned

in an enlarged form, as edited and revised by Dr.

Cameron. That this is the thirty-seventh edition

sufficiently shows the public estimate of the little book,

as an introduction to more elaborate works, such as the

same author's " Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and

Geology." We are glad to see that the new chemical

terminology replaces the old one in the present edition.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION. Two pamphlets

one by Gilbert Murray (liemrose and Sons, LonJon), the

other by "A Retired Norfolk Farmer" (Curtis Bros.,

Brighton).—Both are well worth reading, though the

latter is not sufficiently comprehensive, especially in

proposing remediej.
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THE LAW OF DISTRESS. London: Effingham

WiUon.—The summing up of Lord Justice Bag^alay, ia

the case of Lake v. Diippa.is here given ia pamphlet form.

THE SAIDAPET FARM MANUAL AND GUIDE.
By Charles Benson', M.R.A.C. xMadras; Published

for the Government by R. Hill.—Mr. Benson is the

superintendent of the Saidapet experimental farm, and he

has prepared th« volume before us with the object of pre-

serving in a convenient form for refereece various writings

referring to the practice of agriculture in the Madras

Presidency. The boo'i is interesting and instiuctive, as

showing the etforts that have been made to improve

agriculture in India, and the degree of success with which

they have been rewarded. The improvement of the live

stock of the countty is one portion of the subject, aud

various experiments in this direction, as also ia feeding,

are recorded.

NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY. London : W.
Trounce (for the Society of Arts).—This is the report of

the Annual Conference on National Water Supply, Sew-

age, aud Health, held on the 15ih and 16th of May last.

The subject is one of great importance, and we shall deal

with it at some leHgth on a future occasion.

RHYMES IN THE WEST COUNTRY DIALECT,
By " Agrickler." London : Houlston and Sous. As
this is the fourth edition of th« volume before ns we pre-

sume that old fables, stories, and common-places put into

bad spelling have a cliarm for some readers. We fail to

find either wit or wisdom in these rhymes.

HINTS ON BUTTER-MAKING. By H. M. Jen-

KINS, F.G.S, London; Clowes and Sons. As we have ne-

printed this little pamphlet iu our columns, we may
leave it to the judgment of our readers. It was written

by the Secretary at the request of the Council of tJie

Royal Agricultural Society.

THE SACK TRICK.—With refercnoe to a controversy

which in. going on about the wonders of Spiritualism, I express

no opinion here, but it is necesssry to remark that because a

thing appears to be impossibi-e it does not follow that the

accomplisliment ol it ia supfirnatural For instance, what can

be more marvellous at tirst sight than the sack aud box trick

which conjurors sometimes perform? A man is put in a sack,

the neck of which is securely tied up with string and the knots

carefully sealed. The sacis is thea placed iu a box which
stands on a platform above the stsge ; the box ia locked, aud
numerous feals are placed on the cracks where the lid closes.

How utterly incredible it seems that the man can free himself—

•

that is to say until one knows how it is done. The first idea

which will occur to the inquirer is that the prisoner falls

through a trap-door and is released below. Ttiis, however, is

impracticable, for a trap in the platform and another iu the

box could raarcely be made so neatly as to avoid dtttection
;

and besides, visitors are iavited to place strings, sticks. Si?.,

below the platform, any disbttrbancp in the posiiions of which
could be detected. But how is it done? Very simply, indeed,

darkness being secured. The saok is trade of an elastic

fibrous stuff through which the c:iptive can easily make his

way without diaturbiuij tlie neck ; and the hole tlirough

which he has escaped closes behind him ia conspqueuce of tlie

elasticity of the material. He is now free in the sealed box
and what does he do next? The top of the box is so con-,

atructed that when a spring is touched it turns easily upon a

rod inserted longitudinally through the top. There is, ia

fact, a false top, some inches above the :ipparent top where

the locks and seals are. They remain intact while the false

top is now swinging loosely. A second toach of the spring

when the captive has slipped out securely fastens the false top.

The lights are turned on, spectators are summoned to look at

the teaU, which have not, of course, been touched ; the seals

are broken, the bjx unlocked, and there in the box ia the

empty sack, while, to the amazement of all present, who da
not know the secret, the msia who was so firmly entrapped

,

steps forsvaril upon the staje.

—

Spuriiii^ and Dramatic Xeirs,
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THE FORTHCOMING DAIRY SHOW.
The pri?,« list, of tile fourth annual D.iiry Show-, to be held

by the IJriiish Dairy Fanners' Association on the 13th and
four followinK days of October next, contains otters of p'ate,

TTioMpy, and medals to tiie etiina'ed value of about £1,50(1, and
is divided into live stock, comprising dairy-cattle and goats,

poultry and pigeons ; dtiiry produce, including clotted cream
and dairy salt; dairy utensils, comprising apparatus for cheese
and butter making ; vehicles for conveying milk, ii-ilking

machines, and cow-house liitings ; and fiually models aud
drawing of dairy homesteads.

Several alterations and additions aro noticeable in compari-
son with the schedule of last year, tlie most importantof wliich

are the following:—
Cows.—In Shortliorns, not eligible for the Hprd Book.fou'"

prizes are to be awarded instead of three, and the entries will

lie made singly and not by pairs. The " any other breed "

class, both in cows and heifers, will admit pure specimpns ouiy,

in hopes of bringing forward 11 •vons, D.itcii, nod other good
riii\king varieties, the " crossed or mixed " liaving tlu n a class

to themselves. The class for " any other breed of bulls " is

similarly changed to a;iy o'.her pure breed.

GoA-Ts. — An ex'ra class is provided for "maiden''
goats over twc've months and undi'r two years, with a view
to discourage the practice of too early breeding, A silver

medal is offered fer the best kid.

Cheese.—Tie Stilton class is open to makers only, ind
the prices doubled in value to encourage manufacturers. An
additional class appears for " loaf cheese,,'' and one for cream
or soft cheese.

CiiEi;sE Faiu.—Entries here are also restricfed to makers
this year, and the first priz' is a gold medal and £10, instead

of a silver medal and £30. The Champion prize is done away
with in the d-'.eese classes and fair, it being justly considered

impossible to designate tho best cheese out of so many
different kinds.

F'oREiRN Cheese.—This is classiii-.d under the various

known varieties in this country, such as Roquefort, Gorgon-
Z di, Grnyere, farmesan, Edam, Goudar, and Soft Cheese,
instead of the plan previously adopted, as ' French,"
" German," &., thus offering fair competition in each class

between specimens of the same kind, which before could not
possibly be done.

Clotted Cream is now added, with a silver and bronze
medal as prizes for the two best samples of not less than
three pound.

Butter, Fresh.—In order to better apportion th? prizef

to the number of entries, butter made trom head^a"^ oi

Channel Islands cattle, which has generally t mdei- ntsge
over other makes, is classified by itself, the rema being
subdivided into lumps of two pounds and print? of one pound.
Butter, Cured.—Scotch and Welsh this year will com-

pete together in the " any other variety" class.

Butter, Foreign, forms but two classes, " fresh," and
"cured," instead of " fresh, salted, or preserved " being all

jumbled up together under the na.nes of the various countries

whence they are sent, which lias hitherto resulted in a series

of empty classes.

Oairy Salt forms a novelty this yenr, the prise being a
silver mednl. The quality is to be judged by analyiis.

Dairy Utensils.— Medils are offered for the best collec-

tion independently of those shown m action, thus having a
class to tliemselves. In cheese and butter makiiig the fees are
rsduced from £5 to a guinee, in order to encourage manufac-
turers to compete

Milktng-maciiixfs, viitli a silver medal as pr'ee, is also
novelty on this occasion.

Vehicles for the Convkyanci; of Milk have three
classes instead of one, being divided into those for 8t<tion

purposes, lor retail delivery, and for perambula'ors or trucks.

Models AND Drawings viill bedesijjued this year for the
necommodation of from 20 to 80 cows instead ot from 50 to

100, and the lee lor entry is reduced t,y one-half. One great
feature in the schedule U the reduction of entry fe^s to

members of the association, by wliich subscriliers are allowed
the advantage of 25, 30, and, in S'lne instance", 35 per cen^.

discount upon the fees for non members.
Srhfdules may be obtained oljthe hon. secretary, Mr. H. S.

Holmes Pegler, at the offices of the ^uck ty, 41G, Slr.,»Ld.

]G7

OFAGRICULTDRE AND THE LAWS
ENTAIL AND SETTLEMENT.

The Special Commissioner of the Korfollc Xocs, iu
contiuuing his valuable articles on "The Coudition,
Prospects, and Needs of Norfolk A^'riculturists," says:--
And here I may incidentally mention a case wliich i first

heard of in anotiier part of Nor'o k, and which illustrates ons
of the evil effects of our pre>cat system. I heard of a lordly
rr.sidenec and magciiftcep.t estate, "the acreage of which is rep-
resented by five figures, and which apparently returns to its
owner a splendid rent roll of some twenty thousand pounde a
year. My readers need hurdly be told that there are many
cases of liis kind which outwardly feem like a gulden inheritance
bnt which are in reali y noihiug but a gilJed clu'a*. Such is

the estate new possessed by . It mailers not how it
came about, but it is said the present owner never got into
his pocket half of tire twenty thousand, and that, from some
cause, he now possesses very much less than that proportion
of the income, while it is even qupstioncd whether it has not
pretty well reached the vanishing point. Unable to sell
any portion of the land, of course it is heavily mortgaged ; and
this, with other claims on the estate, eats up the rent roll.
At any rate, lam informed the hwyers are now in possession,
and it is well-known that these gentlemen have ways and
means of getting their demands settled irrespective of conse-
quences. The mansion is let to an alien. A rich gentleman
hires it together wi'h the shooting. As a matter of course, he
has no interest in the tenants or in the people of the locality.
His only interest in the place is to get as much sport out of
it as possible. The result is that the gamekeeper is ubiquitous
nnd hares and rabbits and winged creatures multiply to an
alarming extent. In the meantime, the lawyers' demands
must be satisfied, and rent?, even in these te:rible times for
the farmer, are screwed up to the highest pi'ch, the farm
buildings are neglected and fall into dil"iipidatiop, the schoolsm the neighbourhood suffer, and the charities dwindle and die.
Now is well-known to be a kind-hearted landlord. He
would not oppress his tenants

; bat others who have no such
consideration now perform the duties of landlord for hi.-n.
Were he ia a position to manage his own estate, he would
keep his tenants well supplied with farm buildings support
the schools, and aid the charities ; but the management of
the estate has psssed into the hands of those who have no re-
gard for anythi.ig save the immediate claims of their client^
and all things go to wreck and ruin. Now what does the Law
of Entail effect m this case ? It embarrasses and impoverishes
the owner by giving bin a splendid position without the means
to maintain it, while it operates disastrously for the tenants
and the neighbourhood. If could sell a portion of his
estat'^s he might free himself from an incubus, while a large
number of real owners would spring op and give a value to
the land which cannot be hoped for from the hands of a single
fiotitious one. As it is, however, the estate cannot be soTd,
and unless the law be altered it will descend to its nextowupr
burdened with still heavier charges, and thus the evil will be
aggrava'ed rather than lessened. I have no doubt from what
I heard, tfiat cases of a, similar sort might be found iu this
aud other parts of the county, but I am careful not to make
my observations too pointed.

raiCES FROM 1820 TO 1827.-A I'arliamenary return
issued recsLtb sho vs the quantity of grain aud liour
flour imported into the United Kingdom from 1820 to 1827
The -

'
' ~

. ,„,„ era' meat the
avernge price m 1820 was—beasts 3s. id. to 4s. 8d. per stona
of 81b.

;

sheep.Ss. 4-d. to5s. Sd.perstone; 1821. bi-as^8 28 8d
to is. 2J.; sheep, 2s. 2d. to 4s,; 1822, blasts 2i 'to 3* •

sheep, ]s. lOd, to 3s. 2d. ; 1823, beasts, 2-. 4d to 3s 2d''

. -- *^-, i.n, price i

,

butter was £3 I?*., and ch«aae, £2 9^ pp.rcwt. • milk wa>
Is. Id. per gallon. In 1820 Kuglish Southdown wool fetchtd
an average price of Is. 5d. per lb. ; and it fell graduaUy in
succeesiffc years till in 1S27 it only fetched 9d.

M
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FAEMma IN THE SOUTH OF lEELAND.

By J. S.

The most striking feature of the present day in con-

•aeclion with the agricultural interest in the South of

Ireland is the intense desire to posse^is laad, evinced not

by one class alone, but by all alike, from the extensive

farmer who rents hundreds of acres down to those whose

holdings run from five to twenty No matter how

low the price of corn, buttei-, or, for the time being,

cattle and sheep—and even this class of agricultural pro-

duct does occasionally fluctuate in a most extraordinary

manner—and no matter how loud or how continued the

grumblings of those whose receipts are thus lowered it

may be, until the balance very probably has got to the

wrong side, the number of bidders for every piece of laud,

rhe tenant's interest in which is offered for sale, and

the extraordinary sums offered, are astonishing beyoud

• measure. Plain-going people who are in the habit of

paying SOs. in the pound, and who naturally feel desirous

of "making a living for themselves, while adhering to their

principles of commercial honesty, leel it hard to get a

place at what looks to be the value, and find themselves

again and a2:ain outbid by men of a bolder and more

speculative turn, whose first aim is to acquire possession,

leaving the chance of payment as an open question to be

discussed leisurely in the future. It must not be sup-

posed that the farmer who makes such a purchase

acquires any right to or shares any privileges of the

"patentee," or secures the slightest mitigation of his

claim, this staudirag exactly as before, unless in cases

where a needy landlord does occasionally withhold his

sanction to a change of teuauts for the purpose of enforcing

a rise of rent, in which case, if yielded to, the incoming

tenant, instead of quietly taking the exact position of his

predecessor, finds that, notvpithstanding his great outlay

in hard cash, he is saddled with a heavier annual payment.

The purchase money being solely for the interest and good-

will of the outgoing tenant, the latter, when he happens

to be so fortunate as to be under a landlord imbued by

generous feelings, and who does not attempt to cut him

out from the beneficial clauses of the Land-Act—and to

their lasting honour, be it said, there arc many such, the

Earls of Bandon, past and present, being leading examples

— is thus enabled to secure compensation for whatever

permanent improvements he may have effected during his

tenancy, as well as the highest market price for the

increased value of the land since coming into his posses-

sion, the latter being often a considerable sum, when the

land is fertile and the take an old one.

In the absence of a lease, with the agreement only from

year to year, compensation for permanent improvements

—

which in this case may he assumed to be incorporated

with the increased value of the land per acre, and summed
lip in one item, at a certain number of years' purchase-

must be paid by the landlord if he is removing his tenant

for no other reason than the non-payment of rent, and

does not permit a public or private sale, compensation

for disturbance in the case of small farms being also

given on a graduated scale by the provisions of Mr.

Gladstone's Land Act. Evasion of the whole or any

portion of a tenant's righteous claims on the part of a

•landlord, even when supported by a favourable decision

in the lav/ courts, and a rise in rent obtained without

giving him a corresponding payment renders a land-

owner extremely unpopular, and has, as is well known,

led to terrible teprisals, particularly when the

'Celtic popukii.^n have been so dealt with. When an

-outgoing tenant has trusted his claim for compensation to

the issue of a law-suit, it does not by any meaus follow

fchat Le mil be successful ; on the contrary, he may if not

altogether non-suited, be yet so cut down on all his items,

that, after all expenses are paid, he does little more than
stand clear. Even although it is admitted by the oppo-

site side that the whole or at least the greater portion of

the sum claimed, has been expended there are so many
loop-holes for escape, by the so-called improvements being

undesirable and uncalled for on the part of the landlord,

by the fences which were thrown down to square and
straighten the fields, and make them of a size consistent with

the advance of agriculture, and the necessities of modern
husbandary being done without his couseut, or in fact

altogether against his decidedly expressed opinion, that

this portion of the claim is almost certain to come to grief.

Draining, road-making and fence building, the outlay for

which can be clearly shown by reference to books or the

statement of respectable and competent witnesses, and the

necessity for which is not attempted to be denied, may get

cut down to a nom ualsura, on account of the tenant having

had the use of these improvements for so miny years as

to in a great measure reimburse him for the origininal ex-

penditure. Recently applied manure is a pretty safe item

the tenants favour, when suffi;ient proof can be had of its

application to satisfy the court, and so are stables, cow
stalls and other out-buildings,when clearlyjueeedfal, whether

put up with or without the owner's consent, and when
the construction is strictlyoafinedto utility to the exclusion

of ornament. Above all other things a man must be

cautious when he builds, renews, or adds to a dwelling

house on the property of another, as if he is not careful,

he may in a very short time find himself minus both the

house and the money it cost to bnild it, without the most
forlorn hope of recovering a single penny.

In the matter of a resident, the ideas of a farmer and
his family are very much changed within the past gene-

ration, and where a man's father was satisfied with a

thatched house of only a ground floor,or with a second floor

which was only a loft, his own views are much more pre-

tentious, and, if possessed of moderate meaus, he builds a

house of modern construction, the principal rooms possibly

with oriel windows and the internal arrangements com-
bining elegance with comfort. To expect compensation

for such a house in a court of justice is simply to court

disappointment, as the application is almost certain to be

shelved by the observation from the presiding judge that

the whole erection was simply luxurious, and quite out of

keeping with the position of a farmer. With this, or some
other equally lucid argument, which in most cases has the

merit of being final, the unfortunate claimant must rest

satisfied, and th« house which was built with his money,
passes into the possession of the landlord in almost

every instance to greatly enhance the value of his property,

the good residence attracting a superior class of tenant

quite irrespective of the suitability ot the other structures

or the fertility of the land. ^Vith men of generous and
liberal disposition as landlords, it is generally the most
prudent course on the part of the tenant to settle by
private arrangement, or by arbitration, and when of the

opposite character a better bargain will often be made in

the same way than by going into court, as even with the

favourable clausfis of the " Land Act" to aid him, the

plaintiff, unless he can present an usually favourable case,

will find great difficulty in substantiating his claim. On
the whole, it is the opinion of most practical men that the

tenant is not yet sufficiently protected, and until the law is

amended men ot capital will not risk it in a business

which will place them in the power of another, almost

as soon as it is expended, rendering it optional, or at

least dependent, ou that other mau's character and ne:ea=
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iitiea whether the grejiicr portion of aiiiouut iiirty not be for-

feited. It is not, therefore, on account of their iuterosts

being legjlly protected that men evince such an excessive

anxiety to obtain possession of laud, the mere purchase

money beinj; all they are sure of, and even iu this they

are jonietimes IhwarteJ by the landlord's objectinsjto the

purchaser, nor are they much influenced by the likelihood

of its turuinji out a profitable investment or the reverse,

but siraply because the bulk of those who desire to rcmaiu

in Irchuid must go iuto lariniiifi whether they like it or

not, little other occupation beiufi open to them. Tl is

this want of openini; for their industry, talents, or capital,

that compels such a large number of Irish youths to seek

their fortune in the colonies, in the army and navy, in the

civil service, aud in every way open to youn;;; men of !<ood

education, to obtain a respectable liviufj, the systein of

admission toGoveniinent positions by Ciiuipelitive exami-

nation euabliu;; lads of coiaparativ<'ly humble parentage

to take precedence of the sons of gentlemen of good

standing in the coimtrv. Parents have at last got their

eyes thoroughly opsued to the absolute folly of keeping

their children at home to eke out, it may as likely as not

be, a hand-to-mouth living on a small piece of lind,

talking all manner of humbug about love of country,

dignifying it by the name ot patriotism, and, in extreme

C4se8, continually looking forward to an improvement iu

their position by a change of Government, or political

sgitition, which, iu days gone by, was too often the case,

and ended only in misery. Educatiounl privileges being

now within reach of most people, boys begin young to

prepare for examination, by making the particular de-

partmeut they inttnd to try for a speciality, and thus

§:et ia o positions which render theiu self-supporting at a

\e y early ])eriod of their life. The system of pmchasing

the interest of a farm, as now pretty well established i'j

the South of Ireland, although hiiibly advantageous to

the out-going tenant by giving him the full value, aud, iu

eitremely favourable cases, moie money than all his im-

provements ever cost him, with a liberal allowance over

for bis goodwill iu givius; up quiet possession, has yet

the demerit of robbing the incoming tenant of his capital,

and, as a necessary consequence, crippling him iu all his

future opi-raiious, unless uunsuiUy well-to-do. If com-
pelled to raise money by the mortgage of his lease—

a

contingency under existing circumstances often anavoid-

able —he at once places himself under as heavy a rent as

if he had got a new lease direct from the landlord him-

self, probably even more than the latter could have

enforced by puttiog it up to public competition. More-
over, he places himself in a position which involes the

necessity of attending personally to renew his bills and

pay the interest beforehand, the neglect of which would

place him at once at the mercy of the banker, or other

iDoney-lender, any of whom may take more severe and

hasty measures for the recovery of their money than

the owner of the land, notwithstmdiug all the harshness

with which his class are so abundantly credited. The man
who begins farming with sufficieut capital of his owu in any

coantry, no matter where, has an enormous abvantage over

the borrower, the mere fact of a man being able to place his

spare cash to his current account, instead of paying it

away as interest on borrowed money, or instalment of an

old debt, raises his spirits, and euables him to hold his

head proudly aud with iudepeudence among his fellows;

while the tendency of the opposite mode is to sink a man's

spirits to something considerably below zeio, lessening

his energies so much when he feels himself overweighted

as often to render him incapable of attending to the duties

of the farm. It is easj' to tell when a inau has all-hut

exhausted his capital in his inteuse desire to obtain pos-

session, by laying it out iu purchasing the iutt-rest of a

larger farm than its araount would warrant, as he does

not make the slightest altemi)t (a improve flie house'i

farther than to make them passably habitable, or does

anything to gates, fences, or surface improvements ; and

as for drawing manure from a neighbouring town, or any

source whatsoever, to improve the conditio:! of the land,

the idea, from its linancial impossibility, probably never

enters his head. The popular solution of such a dilliculty

is to place a number of milch cows on the farm, aud hand
them over to a dairyman, at a rent varying according to

the style of cattle, ([uality aud condition of the laud, and

facility for disposing of the produce. Ten guineas is

about the average payment hr ea.h cow, nine about the

lowest, and rising to thirteen pounds on really good laud

able to carry heavy cattle, the calves iu the latter case

being valuable, aud bringing in a good slice of the money,

they being the property of the dairyman, with liberty to

keep them on the land until a stipulated date, when they

must be sold, the owner of the cows having the option of

purchase at market price. IModerate as these sums may
appear to many, they yet could not be obtained iu u.

purely butter dairy, unless aided by certain allowances to

the contractor, these consisting of a free Louse and the

necessary oflli;es, a certain amount of fuel, the keep of a

horse or two, and a number of sheep, together with pi;:3

iu unrestricted quaiitily, if they have a wish to keep

thi m. So as to rclncc the labour aecouut of the I'ariuer

to th> lowest possible limit, the dairyman undertakts all

the work, turning out and in the cows, milkiug and feed-

ing them; and so inlinitessiaial is the amount of labour

acti;a]>y kept on such a farm paid by the farmer himself,

that iu years distinguished by a good deal of broken wea-

ther it is practically useless, no single operation of the

whole year being put out of hands in a business-like

manner, or at all in proper season. The number of cows

put on is so arranged as to realise at the contracted prico

per CJW such a sum in the aggregate as will pay rent,

rates, and taxes, interest of money, and the small labour

bill, leaving something of course for the farmer himself

by whica he is to live, but scarcely a penny for c;utin-

gencies, and certainly nothing whatever for general im-

provement. In the attempt to make the sum actually

necessary to keep t-e concern floating, more cows aio

very often put on than the acreage will carry, aud the

cattle sufT.r great hardships daring the winter, few turnips

being provided, and iu consequence milk biit poorly, a

state of things which leads inevitably to a hostile and

biiter feeling between the contracting parties, and not

seldom to a troublesome aud expensive litigation.

Farms thus m maged can be easily picked out by the

initiated in passing through the country by road or

rail quite as easily in fact as those conducted on the

most advanced syslcm of modern husbandry, as they

are mostly characterised by Lrokeu fences, dilapidated

gates, aud furze-grown pastures, while the farm-

yard has a singularly desolate and broken dowu appei r-

ance, caused by the absence of a stack-yard, in itself a

gr.^at ornament to a farmery, aud the want of the labour

so necessary to keep the yards and approaches cleau and

tidy, and the very abseuce of a number of peoj)le bustling

about, gives the entire concern an aspoct from which to

the mind's eye cheerlessaess and discomfort are insepar-

able. About 30 years ago, or just immediately after Ihs

famine, when the country was beginning to recover from

the prostration consequent on that overwhelming calamity,

landlord farming became very fashionable, aud agriculture

was cue of the moat engrossing topics of conversation at;

the clubs, private parties, hunt aud race meetings, and all

places of public resort, aud a new and permanent phase

of Irish prosperity was confidently predicted from the

improvement that was sure to result by the introduction

of iinproveri breeds of sheep aud cattle, as well as the

beat modera implements and machinery. The lending
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J.inclowners, many of whom had large breadths of land

thrown on their hands during the famine years, began to

improve with praiseworthy assuidity and vigour, and
extensive works were carried on in draining, fencing, and
bnilding offices, the great number of unemployed, and

' low rate of wages niliiig at the time, being a kind of

encouragement to go on. IMembers of the very higheet

families mixed freely and on a footing of equality for the

time being with the general public at fair or maAet, and
>even a nobleman might be seen standing over a lot of

sheep, and detailiiig their merits and breeding to the

would-be purchaser, or chafTering over the sale of a single

-ram with as much zeal and apparent anxiety to con'lude
' the bargain in his own favour as the most strug^fling

farmer iu the entire assemblage. While the pursuit of
" gentleman farmers " remained popular, a great de:d of

• good was done to the country in the very way that '.vas

anticipated, and poorer men getting a taste for improved
stock, and better methods of cultivation, began gradually

to imitate the examples thus set them, greatly to their

own benefit, and the general prosperity of the country.

Singular to say, however, notwithstanding the low price of

labour, and the advantages which naturally accrue to a

man working his own land, amateur farming on a krge
scale became in an overwhelming majority of cases, a most
eipensive and money-losing amusement, and after pro-

bably a dozen years' vitality, the idea began to wear out,

and farm after farm was let to tenants, the owners glad

lirst of all at so conveaiently getting rid of a continual

drain on their finances, and rejoiced at the prospect Ihus

opened up of a substantial increase to their income. Vv'ith

large proprietors the " home " farm is still, of course, a

settled institution, the establishment of a landed gentle-

i man being incomplete without it, and many of them afford

examples of good farming, which, notwithstanding all the

improvements that have taken place of late years, prove of

great value to the tenantry on the estate who have the

good sense to copy them. The point on which failure

' aeemed to set in with the extensive gentleman farmer

was turnip growing, and that to a degree which no amount
-of patience or exercis&of ingenuity in lessening the work-
ing expenses could overcome. Some of the lai-ge English

proprietors who hold land in the best districts of Tipperary

and Limerick went into farming on an extended scale,

entrusting the management to men of undoubted experience

and ability, who came over from England for the express

.purpose, and fields were enlarged to facilitate operations,

drained and levelled, expense, in the first instance, being

no hindrance, as not the slightest doubt was entertained

of all being ultimately recouped when everything was got

into working trim. Splendid buildings on the most
, approved plans were erected at great expense for cattle-

* feeding on an extended scale, and nothing was neglected

in-doors or out which was considered necessary

to ensure success, great height and breadth

being the leading Characteristics of the cattle-

stalls, feeding from the head by means of

trucks running en the tramways being introduced also

. at that time as a great improvement. The latter.however,

••was ratber a questionable one, assuming as it did a too

•long and unbroken line of cattle, and although a good
> deal imitated and highly spoken of at the time, has of late

years fallen into disuse. While the preparations were

going on for getting the land put iu working order and
condition suitable for the growth of remunerative crops,

all went well, and glowing reports of the vast improve-

ments being effected, and the excellent prospect at a

future date of i-ealising a handsome profit, always of

course accompanied by the little bill, were sent over

periodically to the proprietors, one in particular being a

well-known nobleman and distinguished statesman of that

Glaj, Bj-auJ-byp, however, the latter, beginning to

wonder at the lengthened period that had elapsed since

the operations commenced, and wearied by the continual
drain of cash, peremptorily ordered retrenchment, which
still not having the desired effect of increasing the
returns, the whole works were stopped, and the lands let

in farms of convenient size. In the whole of the southern
counties of Ireland, which are the immediate subject of

this sketch, instances of this kind occurred, being con-

ceived nearly always in the first instance to give employ-
ment, but notwithstanding the terribly low rate of wages
and the great success attained in the growth of green

crops, the cost outran the profit. The great extent of the

fields, and the vast size of the buildings, many of them
now unoccupied, still testify to the outlay, and stand before

the public montiments of misdirected energy, but with

the one redeemiug trait that the money was circulated

amongst, and greatly benefitted an impoverished popula-

tion at a most trying time. Even the celebrated Blarney
estate, within four miles ef the city of Cork, has since

18G4 been gradually dismembered, farm after farm of

splendidly-laid-out and highly-cultivated land having beea

let from time to time, last year having seen the

greater part of the home farms surrounding the Old
Castle let to tenants, the proprietor, Sir George Colthurst,

retaining only a comparatively small number of acres

surrounding the magnificent modern mansion recently

erected. f>n this estate the late Sir John Jeffries, whose
commanding genius f-s an agricultural improver has made
his name historical, spent a life-time in making it what
it now is, aud for many years it was the scene of improve-
ment on a most extensive scale, hundreds of men being con-

tinually employed, and everything was done substantially

and in accordance with the most advanced ideas of

modern husbandry. Many miles of fences were erected

on a system that combined security with shelter, and now
the lines of planting that form the shelter, iDeing well

grown, they are a great ornament to the district, and the

admiration of the thousands of visitors who annually

throng to the celebrated Castle of Blarney from all parts

of the world. Stretching away on every side until lost

in the distance, now dipping into the valley, and then
again appearing in a straight line on the opposite slope,

they have a splendid effect, harmonizing well with the

surrounding delightful scenery, and breaking the mono-
tonous appearance of the large fields. Morasses were
laid dry that were for agea the abode of waterfowl and
nothing else, and turned into splendid feeding ground
for stock, and hundreds of acres of land on such a dead
level that until undertaken by the late Mr. JeftVies, it

was thought impossible to dry it, have been so improved
by the elaborate system of artercitl drainage

carried out by him, that the crops of meadow
bay yearly taken are almost impenetrable by
the mowing machine. Although so many have found
amateur, or as it is here styled gentleman farming,a failure,

and more especially when the system of convertible hus-

bandry was attempted on Jin extended scale, there are still

to be found men who continue it, aud can show by their

balance sheet that it pays them te do so. For extensive

green cropping and cattle feediug two striking examples

are furnished in the south-west, by the Eirl of Bandon,
on his home farm, at Castle Bernard, and by Mr.
Bence Jones, of Lisselan, Clonakilty, the latter under
probably as wnfavourable conditions as coiild be presented

in any part of the United Kingdom. Much of the land

which he had taken up of late years was naturally light

and unproductive, and still further impoverished by the

careless system of cultivation pursued by the small farmers

who occupied it, deprived in fact of the whole of its natural

resources, and yet by draining deep stirring, and the ap-

plication of lime, dung, and bones in all forms, and ia

almost fabulous quantities, it has been so much improved
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flj to grow crops of all kiuds which would be a credit on

laud of the finest quality. Mr. Jones, at one period of

his life a distinguished Loudon barrister, but retired from

it early to devote his time, taleuts, and energies to the

iuiprovempnt of his Irieh estates, has been able to trans-

fer his abilities to su(;h a different sphere of labour as

agriculture with so large an amount of success as to not

only reap the well deserved reward of a largely iucrcased

income from his landed property, bat also, as in the case

of the late Mr. JeflVies, vastly improve the appearance of

th-e district which has been the scene of bis operations.

Ably assisted in all his plans for improvement by his

energetic steward, Mr. Law, a Scotchman of great and

acknowledged ability in all that pertains to agriculture,

Mr. Jones has organized and perfected a system of farm

management in which liberality is the leading idea.

Every thing from the soil upwards is fed almost regard-

less of expense, and the young stocii are pushed from

birth, never being allowed to stop in their growth or lose

condition, and are thus enabled to be disposed of at the

earliest possible age ripe for the butcher, store stock of

any kind being seldom sold. For young growing stock,

both cattle and sheep, immense quantities of cotton cake

are used in the rough or undecorated form, the result

being liighly satisfactory, both as regards the condition of

the animals, and the improvement of the fields where they

are so fed. For stall fed cattle, a mixture of cake, crushed

barley or other meals is given with the turnips, the high

prices obtained, and the keen competition amongst the

butchers to obtain them, proving incontestably that libera-

lity is the correct policy in all that pertains to stock-feed-

ing. Although in the management of this property there

is much to admire in every dopartment, the great feature

of success is to be found in the growth of the different

Tarieties of green crop, the swedes more particularly. No
labour or expense is spared in the preparation and treat-

ment of the soil, the preliminary operations beginning

immediately after harvest when the entire surface in-

tended for geeen crop undergoes a thorough process of

autumn cultivation, in which Clay's powerful four-horse

grubber takes a leading part, tha-h'arrow following to

shake out the weeds, when alli are carted away aftsr

being collected iu rolls by th» chain harrow. A' deep

furrow is then given by the plough, and the laad lies

clean and dry until spring, when but little more
tiouble is required to make it fit to drill in

the very best style, where no attempt is made
to begin sowing until the soil is in a thorough state of

comminution. But for the system of autumn culture,

the great extent could never be overtaken in spring, while

the season for each crop is caught with perfect ease, when
the work is thus finished months beforehand. Bones are

purchased at wholesale prices throughout the year, frem

men who collect them in every town and village for miles

round, and are ground, at honie by water-power into

suitable sizes for the various purposes required. Although

bone phosphates are also used, the preference is given to

thoaC mechanically prepared, for their lasting effect on

the pastures, and ihe quantity used each year is extra-

ordinary, tho acreage being so extended, and the money
value given to each statute acre close on five pounds.

^Vith good cultivation, plenty of dung, and such an

amount of bones, with a spriukliiig of Peruvian guano to

give the plant a start, it may well be conceived that a

heavy crop of bulbs can be raised however adverse the

season, and in reality the weight per acre is extraordinary,

individual bulls running from 20 to 251b. each, but the

great weight per acre is attained more by uniformity of

size and weight all over the fields than by the extra

weight of a portion of the bulbs. At our visit in 1877
the harvest was just finished, and all drawn to the stack-

jard, the grcattr porli>ju of the luiu Ucinu- built up
;

under substantial wooden structures about SO feet in •.

lenih and 18 in breadth, the timliers used being growu

on the estate, and sawn into shingles by the same power

which drives the bone-crushing machinery. To any one

interested in agriculture the stack-yard was a most in-

teresting and instructive sight of ueatness and tidiness
,

nay, almost elegance being the all prevailing feature, but

above all a vast collection of valuable crops, all perfectly

secured at such aa early period of the autumn (third

week of September) was a scene of itself so suggestive o£

forethought, energy, and judicious outlay as to aaijjly

repay the trouble and expense of a visit, even if that waa-

jiU that was to be seen.

Before leaving a copy of the balance-sheet for the pre-

vious two years was given us by the courteous manager,

in which every shilling of expenditure and every shilling

of the receipts were duly entered under the various heads,'

and on the former being deducted from tha latter the-

result was so favourable as to at once explain the loug.

continuance of Mr. Jones as an amateur farmer, and his

enthusiasm in all that relates to the furtherance and pros-

perity of agriculture. In the South of Ireland, by which

is here meant the Province of Munster, the leading agri-

cultural industry is dairy farming, some men, as has beeiv-

already noticed, devoting their entire acreage to it,.

scarcely breaking up sullicient to grow wmter food be-

yond the starvation point ; others again pursue a system

of mixed husbandry, which nearly always includes tha

dairy, the growth of a greater or less breadth of corn,

according to the suitability of the soil, a proportionate

extent of green crops, and probably tuin out a number

of stiill-Ccd beasts each year, but iu no case do the purely

tenant farmer class adhere so olavishly to a regular and.

fixed rotation, as is done iu some parts of the sisters

countries. Sheep farming claims a large share of atten-

tion, and deservedly so, as with the best and purest

blood of the most valued breeds now so extensively di.-i-

tribu'ed and so easily procured by the smallest occupiers-

this kind of stack- from the short time they take in reach-

ing.malucity, the high prices they invariably realise when

well treated, has kept remarkably well of late years.

T-ha dairy, however, with the great bulk of farmers takes

the most important position, and although undoubtedly

at times carried to extremes, the receipts obtained from it

are ytt so certain aud regular to in a great measure

justify its popularity and entitle it to the position it haa

so universally attained.

A DOG " STORY."—A few raonths ago I made tho

acquaintance of a dog, which, I think, is worthy of a place

among tlie dog.«, aud catf>, and rats, and mules that are help-

ing the pages ol Nature lo determine the degree and kind of

aivira;<l intelligence. " Priest's " is a hotel on the way from

fche C^.laveras Grovu of Big Trees to tlie Yosemite. la former

y«ars, on the arrival of the stage, the laaiilady would send the

dog to the ponltry yard to eatch chickens tor the tourist's

dinner. Now, the dog "takes time by the forelock." The stage is

due at 6 o'clock. About 5 o'clock flie dog saunters leisurely

down the road till he meets the stage, tie then bounds back

to the poultry yard, catclies chickens, biles their heads off, and

takes thcui to the cook ! The number of chijkens he kills

bears a relation to the number of passeaycra^ he saw in the

stage. A gentleman who was stopping.at the helel for a few

dijs went into the woods oue afternoon with a gun. Wficn

he returned, tlic dog came to liim ia much c:c'temeut to see

what game ho had taken. FiBding iiis hands -and his lisg

empty, the dog ran into the forest and returned in less than .

an hour with a bird, which ho gave, with an air of compas--

sion, to the unskilled hunter.— Xaliire.

FO-ND FATHER :
" Well, my son, Iiowdoyon likccollrg-

Jlna in-'frr h.is turned out sonic great men." Y^oiiojt Uu
ful (i'lot expelled) :

" Yta sir, she has just liirued ice OHtt
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Agricultural (Societies.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
At the CouQcil Meetinfr, held July 29th. 1879, at the Grand

Hotel, Briftol, there were preseat—The Right Hon. the Eirl

of Coventry, president, in the chair; Sir J. T. B. Duckworth,

hart., Sir J. W. Walrond, tart.; Messrs. Jonathan Gray, J.

C. Moore-Stevens, 11. G. Mojsey (vire-presidents) ;
Messrs.

J. T. Boscaweu (Hon. and Rev.), W. J. Brown, C, Bush, R.

H.Bush, Frank Drewe (Colonel), Thomas Dyke, Charles

Edwards, Walter Earthing, Antony Gibbs, Frsderick Gill, H.

P. Jones, J. E. Kuollys, Robert Lan?, R. Marker, R. Neville,

S. P. Newbery, Sir J. Shelley, hart., R. Trood (Colonel).

Finance.

Mr. Charlfs Edwards, as Chairman of the Finance Cora-

jnittee, hrcught up the Quarterly Statement of Accounts, He
stated ihst although tlie takings at the Eseter Sliow were

nearly £1,000 in excess of those at Oxford, yet, owing to vari-

ous extra disbursements arising out of the peculiar circum-

stances of the Meeting, it was probable that a considerable loss

would have to be reported on the proceedings of the year,

Peizes at Wokcester.
la the absenca of Colonel Lultrell, Chairman of the Stock

Prize Sheet Committee, it was resolved to defer the considera-

tion of the amounts to be offered in prizes and otherwise at the

forthcoming meeting at Worcester.

Local Societies.

Sir J. W. Walrond, Bart., moved " That a Committee be

appointed to take into consideration our relations with County

Local Associations within our district, with relerence loan

uniform s\s!em of co-operation with them." In the courseof

nn able>peech S'.r John remarked that he felt he only expressed

the opinion of all present in saying that some permanent system

of guidance to ensure the simultaneous and friendly woiking

ol the Local Societies and the Bath and West of England

Society in the districts visited by the latter was eminently

desirable to supersede the present somewhat strained relatione

existing in one or two localities. H-? was not forgetting the

cordiil and friendly feelings manife^ted in many counties in

the past and notably by the Worcestershire Associations in ti.e

present, but lie thought that, some defined arrangement would

materially tend to the advaucement, not only of the Societies,

hut of the farming interests generally. The Council in their

annnal report in June last, had recognised the principle em-

bodied in tbe resolution, and he only asked for the appointment

of a committee who would carefully consider and report upi.n

the best means of carrying oat what all agreed was a desirable

end.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Gray, and earned unani-

rtiously, and the following gentlemen were elected on the cora-

)uittee :
—

The Earl of Coventry, the Earl of Morley, the Earl of Mount

Edgcumbe, Sir J. T. B. Duckworth, bart.. Colonel Lennard,

Coional Lultrell, Messrs. C. T. D. Acland, J. H. Arkwright,

.1. Daw, C. Edwards, J. Gray, J. E. KnoUjs, with Sir J. W.
Walrond, hart., mover of the resolution.

The following new members were elected :—Life member :

—

Mr. Darrell Stephens. Burton Bradstock, Bridport. Gover-

„f,r:—Mr. Richard Odry, Laugdon Court, Werabury, South

D-ivon- Annual members :—Messrs, S. W. Adams, junr., 7,

JJorringdon Villas, Pympton St. Mary ; George Dennis, Croyle

liouse, CoUumpton : William Dymond, Exeter ; S. L. Gilford,

J53, Hieh Street, Exeter; De Burgho Hodge, Sandwell, Har-

berton, Devon ; R. Martiu, Ham Court, Worcester; W. C.

Sim, ivuowle, Clyst St. George, Topshara, Devon : H. B.

tSmith, Hartington Villa, Wells Road, Bath ; John Summers,

Milk Street, Bristol; R. C. Wiikinsoi, Fore Street, Exeter;

G. Willis, Monkatou Manor, Pinhoe, Exeter.

pretty heavily laden. The total number of entries vrns 657,
in-ide up as follows :—Horses and ponies, 133 ; donkeys, 4

;

horseshoeing smiths, 5 ; cattle, 39 ; sheep, 25
;
pigs, 22 ;

dogs, 118; poultry and pigeons, 285 ; dairy produce, 24;
implements 2. Perhaps of all the departments that of poultry

received most attention from ihe visitors, and really some of

the birds shown were of most excellent quality. Among the

horses were some escellent exliibits. In class 17, for foals by

Lord Derby, Lord Stanley, or Lord Dunmore, so equal were

the entries in merit that all but the prizetakers were very

highly commended. Dogs were not very nunjerous.and there

were not a few empty pens ; but what was lacking in quantity

was made up in quality. Cattle were a large show, alihougli

some of the exhibits were of a very high class.

—

Noiihern

Echo.

GLAMORGANSHIRE.
The one hundred and seventh annual eshibition in

connection with the Glamorganshire Gf ueral Agricultural

Society was opened at Cowbridge, on July SOth. The
following is a comparative table, giving the number oi

exhibits during ihe years 1875-9 :

—

1875.

Cattle 67
Sheep 61
Pigs 26
Horses 209
Daii-y Produce 26
Implemciits 31
Pooltiy 140
Sheep Dogs 23
Industrial Utensils... 19

CROOK.
The seventeenth annnal sho^ of horses, cattle, pigs, poultry,

dogs, &-?., under the suspices of the Crook Agricultural

Society, was he'd in the Ciicket Field, near the rnilway station

on Ju'y 30. The weather was all that c ull be desired,

and the ground was in cipi al co idition, with the exception or

two or three places in which the rain had lodged the previous

evening. Tiie attendance of visitors, was. therefore, very

l.irirp, and the special trains vrliiih were run were, as » ruli'.

876.
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Heifer calf under 12 months old.— 1, T. Thomas ; 2, J.

Williams.

SHORT IIOEN.
Two cows, above 3 years old, in calf or in milk, and their

offspring under 12 months old— 1, K. Stratlon, The
Dntfrya, Newport, Mod. ; 2, J. E. Homfray, I'enllyu

Castle, Cowbridge.
Cow above 3 years old, in calf or in milk.—1, R, Stration ; 2,

J. R. lloratray.

Bull above 3 years old. — 1, R. Stratton ; 2, J. B. Homfray.
T«o-year-old bull.— 1, J. K. Homfray; 3, W. Jenkins,

Llanmihangel, C'owbridi;e.

Yeaning bull.— 1, R. Stratton; 2, J. Thomas, Eastfield

House, Cowbridge.
Tv\o year old heifer, in calf or in milk, (or breeding; purposes.

—1, G. W. G. Thomas, The Heath, Cardiff; 2, J. Thoraai>.

Yenrling heifer for breeding purposes.—1, R. Stratton; 2, G.
W. G. Thomas, The Health, Carditf.

Bull calf under 12 months old.— 1, R, Stratton, The Duffryn,

Newport, Mon. ; 2, G. W. G. Thomas, The Ueatli, Cardiff.

Hfiier calf under 12 months old.— 1, R. Stratlon; 2, J.
Thomas, Tallygarn.

PURE OR CROSS-BRED COWS.
Two milking cows, above 3 years olU.— 1, J. Thomas ; 2, D. J.

Jenkins, Lancadle.

Milking cow, above 3 years old^—1, J. Thomas ; 2, W. Smith,
Bovertoa Place, Cowbridge.

WELSH BLACK.
Bull, not exceeding 3 ye:irs old.— 1, J. Grifliths, Penally

Court, Tenby ; 2, D. Thomas, Tullygarn, Llautrissant.

Heiler, not exceeding 2 years old.— 1, J. Gnlhths ; 2, Mrs.
Thomas.
Bull, cow, and offspring, under 13 mouths old, of any pure

treed.—T. Thomas.
PUr.E OR CROSS-BRED STEERS.

Pair of two-year-old steers.— 1, R. Keene, Pencraig ; 2,

W. Williams.

Pair of yearling steers.— I, R. Keene, Pencraig, Caerleon ; 2,

T. Thomas.
SriClAL PRIZES.

Tliree dairy cows, of any breed.—Mr. Stratton, The Duffryn,

Newport, Mon.

SHEEP.
LOXGWOOL.

Yearling ram.—1 and 2, G. W. G. Thomas, The Heath,
Carditf.

Ram lamb.—1 and 2, T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge.
Four ewe lambs for breeding purposes.— 1, T. Thomas ; 2, G.
W. G. Thomas.

Four ewes, exceeding two years old, that have bred.—1, T.

Tnomas ; 2, G. W. G. Thomas.

SHORT WOOL.
Crofs-breds and Oxford Downs to be excluded from this class.

Yea'ling ram.—1, Earl Cawdor and Lord Moreton (prizes

divided).

Ram lamh.— 1 and 3, E. Rees, Swansea.
Four ewe lambs for breeding purposes.—E. Rees.

Four ewes, exceeding 2 years old, thai have bred the preceding
season.— 1 and 2, E, Rees.

Aged ram of any pure breed.— 1, Lord Moreton ; 2, J.

Thomas.
Four yearling ewes of any pure breed.— 1, Lord Moreton ; 2,

T. Thoniiis.

Four wether lambs.- 1, T. Thom^is ; 2, G. W. G. Thomas.
Pen of 4 breeding ewes and one ram of Wehh rrountain

breed.— 1 and 2, D. Thom^>s, Talygarn, Llautris^ant.

Pen of five Welsh mouutitin wetliers.— 1 and 2, W. Wil-
liams, Splott House, Cardiff.

PIGS.

Sow with pigs of any large breed.— 1 and 2, J. Williams.
Sow, with p'gs of any small br>ed.— I, Lord More'on,
Boar of any large brre 1.— 1, J . Williams ; 2, Lord Moreton.
Boar of any small breed.—1, Lord Moreto-i ; 2, J. Wil-

liams.

Boar nnder a year old.—1, Lord Moreton ; 3, Colonelthe Hon.
F. C. MorgiD.M.r.

Pair of sows under a year old.—], Lord Moreton ; 2, Colonel

tlscHon.F. C. M-J.-gaa, M.r.

HORSES.

tlUSBANDRY.
Cart Stallion which shall have covered in the county during

the season of 1879.— 1, M. Lewis, Cardiff; 2, J. Brad-
dick, Cowbridge.

Cart mare in foal, or with foal at foot.—1, J.Williams,
Merthyrmavvr ; 2, U. V/illiaius, Stormy Pyle.

Three-year-old cart gelding or mare.— 1, R. Williams, New-
ton Nottage ; 2, D. Spencer, Flemingstone.

Two-year-old cart gelding or mare.— ), \V. Williams, St.
Bride's ; 2, J, Williams, Merthyrraawr.

Yearling cart colt or filly.— 1, R. Thomas, Margam ; 2, W.
Williams, St. Bride's.

Special Prize.—Pair of cart horses, for the general purposes
of husbandry.— 1, G. H. Davies, Cowbridge; 2, R,
Williams, Newton Nottage.

IIU.MERS.

Thorough-bred stallion, calcu.aled to produce weight- carrying
hunters.— 1, Colonel J. S. Ballard, The Verlauds, Cow-
bridge ; 2, D. Earl, Cross Inn, CardilV,

Brood mare, calculated to proc.uce weij^lit-carrying hunters, in
foal, or with foal at foot.— 1, Colonel J. S. Ballard ; 2, E.
T. Bassett, Crossways, Cowbridge.

Three-year-old geldiugor mare, for a weight-carrying hunter.
—1, J. R. Horalray, Penllyu Ca&tle, Cowbrid-e; 2, W. V.
Huntley, V^elsh St. Donnati's.

Two-year-old gelding or mare, for a weight-carrying hunter.

—

1, E. Thomas ; 2, G. Williams, Miskiu Manor, Llantris-

sant.

Yearling colt or filly, for a weight-carrying hunter.—1, T.

i

Thom.a?, Bear Uulel, Cowhridgr; 2, T. David, St. Athan.

j
Special Prizes.—Weight-carrying hunter, up to at hast li

( stone, witli hounds.— 1, J. Goouwio, Pnory Court, Chel-
I teuliam ; 2, J. M. J. Harris, Treferig, Llantrissaut.

Four year old liunter, up to at least 12 stone, willi hounds.—
1, W. V. Huutley ; 2, W. S. Powell, Eghvysnunyd, Tai-
bacli.

Light-weight hunter.—1, Colonel the Hon. F. C. Morgan,
M.P. ; 2, G. AVilliims, Miakin Manor, Llantrissant ; 3,
Colonel J. S. Ballard.

Mare or gelding, under 6 years old, adapted for harness or
ridiug purposes, the property ot a tenant farmer.—1, J.
Thomas, Boverton Court, Cowbridge ; 2, E. R. Lewis The
Park, Llanilltern ; 3, J. Williams.

Hackney gelding or mare, not under 14 hands 2 inches high,
—1, G. W. G. Thomas, The Heath, Cardiff ; 2, W.
Smith, Boverton-place, Cowbridge ; 3, B. Williams,
Aberyskin Court, Brecon..

Cob, above 13 hands 2 inches, and not exceeding li hands 2
inches high.— 1, F. E. Staoey, LUudough Castle, Cow-
bridge ; 2, W, Hopkin, Ship Inn, Bridgend ; 3, G, W. G,
Thomns.

Cob stallion, not exceeding 15 hands high.— 1, J. Spencer,
Pickelstone House, Cowbridge ; 2, Llewellyn Jones^
Pentyrch.

Pure-bred Welsh mountain pony, not exceeding 13 hands 3
inches high.— 1, K.. Forrest, Tha Greenwood, St. Pagan's

;

2, J. Williams, Llansannor Court, Cowbridge; 3, W,

.

Lowrie, Arcade, \\'ine Vaults, Cardiff.

Prizes were also given for Implement:', Dairy Produce, and.

Foultrv.

HICtHLAND'.
MRETl>-G AT PERTH.

This Show was held on the South luch, Perth, last'

month, opening on July 29 and closing on Aug. ]. The
judging took place on "the first day. The weather has
been very favourable, and the number of visitors larce.

The yard, which is situated ou a beautiful, level, grassy
plain, close to ihc " Fair City," occupies an area of 33
acres, which is the largest yard the Society has had. The
weather being dry, and the ground iu excellent condition,
the same discooaforta which characterised the Kilhurn
Show were not experienced here, a circumstance which, of
course, operated to the benefit, not only of the Society,
but of the irapleiDout makers. Notwithstanding the 4
I'rcsaiuu uf tiaJv, and the uusutihfaotorv c«-idili«ii_
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si;j;ricullure, the Show may be regarded as a great success,

both in point of the numbers and the quality of the

cutties. The Show of the Society was first held in Perth

in lfc29, and the entries then were—cattle 192, horses 53,

sheep "L'jy, pi^s 13, implements 14, while the amount
of premiums offered was i.>53, and the gate drawings

amounted to £163. "\Ye will give the entries of this and

last year, so that a comparison may be made. Dumfries,

1878—cattk 357, horses 328, sheep 621, pigs 39,

poultry 303, dairy produce 235, implements 2,578, the

money offered for premiums amounting to £2,763, and
the sum collected at the door, including that drawn from

the sale of catalogues, was £3,308. Perth, this year

—

citile 383, horses 253, sheep 470, pigs 56, poultry

200, dairy produce 4'J, implements 2,207, premiums
offered .€2,029. The display of Shorthorns has been

surpassed at the previous shows of the Society, still it

is suflicieut to maintain the reputation of this the Scot-

tish National Show. Clydesdale horses were an excel-

lent show, as they always are here. The polled Angus,

or Aberdeen Cillle, formed the iiuest gathering of that

breed which has been seen anywhere, I'erth bting just

on the skirts of the land which is recognised as the birth-

plaeeoi that valuable class of cattle. Of Galloway, Ayr-

shire, and Highland caltip, there was, though not a large,

a very meritorious display. Sheep, especially in the

black-faced classes, were well represeated. Pigs were

small, but good, dairy produce and poultry middling

shows.

In the aged Shorthorn classes, Ajichor was victorious

here as at Kilburu, carrying easy first honours in his class,

and the cup, and Tweeddale gold medal for the best

animal in the yard. Ilis fine shapes and substance were

admired by all, although it must be said that he looked

none the better of his journey across the Irish Chanue
(after the Kilburn event), and then up to Perth. Rear

Admiral stood true to him as an eaeellent second, as he

did in Loudon. The class was not a particularly good

one ; excluding Knickerbocker, from I'oehabers, Duke of

Chamburgh, and Earl of March, which all got honours

respectively, there was nothing attractive.

The two-year-old bulls were headed by Lord Polwarth's

'Warrior Erave, a stylish bull, which carried off honours

at Kilburn. Coming second was Priu#e Alfred, owned
by Mr. Charles Drummond Moray, and third was

. Cossack, belonging to Walter Seott Glendronnoch Iluntly,

both of which animals were well-bred and shapely.

Mr. Williams's (Keith), first yearling bull, is a stylish

iinimal, although a trifle slack in the rib. Second to him

was Harold, the stylish bull belonging to Mr. Nicolsou,

Berwick, which took the cup at Berwick. Earl of

Moray, from Broadland Huntly, made a good third. The
Shorthorn cow class was the largest in the yard, and over

it the judges spent a considerable time, taking about an

hour and a half to decide the awards, The Earl of

I'aukervillo's cow Gaiety 3rd, a handsome, wealthily-

licshed roan, with magnificently developed hind- quarter?,

was first, the Queen coming second with a stylish, well-

bred cow, Cawliua 5th, which has frequently taken

honours. The Duke ol llichmoud and Gordon got third

honours for the substantial, shapely cow which got second

iu the two-year-old classes at Kilburn. In the two-

year-old heifers Mr. White, Aldboruugh, Darlington was

first with his handsome Stanwiok Rose, Princess Louise,

a neat heifer from Ilaydou Bridge, coming second. The

Queen got the third ticket with Cawlina 9lh, which is

well-bred and shapely. In the yearl'ng heifer class Mr.

White again comes to the front with Gaiety 0th, a very

level animal, Sweet Pea, from Dochfour, Inverness,

getting second, aud Jenny Lind 8lh securing third.

I'he polled xiugus or Aberdeen cattle we.e the great

lealiuc of the Show in the cattle classes. Monarch from

Aboyne Castle, Sir Maurice from Eothrcmay Ifousc,

Iluntly, and the Judge from the Castle Balliudalloch were
the winners ; these three beiug excellent speeiraeus of their

breed. Prince Albert of Bawds, Mr. Anderson's, Tarland,

first two-year-old bull vvas a handsome animal, while the

second. Comet, |from Drumin, Ballindalloch, and the

third. His Excellency, from Skine House, Aberdeen,
had many attractive points. In the yearling bulls. Sir

George Macpherson Grant was victorioas with Justice, a

sweet, promising animal ; the Earl of Airlie coming second

with Pontiff, and Mr. William McCombie third with

Gustavins. The aged cows were a large class. Blackbird

of Corskie second, from Gavinwood, Banff, a most hand-

some animal was first easily ; to her came second Sun-

shine 2nd, belonging to Mr. Wm. Skinner, Drumin, with

good style and substance. Sybil 2Bd, of Tillyfour, made
a good third. In the two-year-old heifers, Sir Georgs

Maepherson Grant was first with Birthday, a thick com-
pact shapely animal ; while Mr- Ilarmay, Gavenwood, got

second with Comimubie 2ad ; and Mr. William Taylor,

Iluntly, got third with Kate DUrling. Mr. Skinner,

Drumin, was winner of first honour with Gaiety 3rd,

which was a level, stylish animal
;
Queen Mary 1st, of

Glamis, Glamis Castle, and Pavillion, sent in by the Karl

of Airlie, received the other two tickets next in order.

The 6-alloways were a small but excellent class, and in it

the ehicf honour takers were the Duke of Bucclcuch,

James Cunningham, Tarbreach, James Little, Fauld Long-
town ; his Grace being by far the most successful winner.

In Ayrshires, which formed though not a formidable, a

creditable display, the Duke of Buccleach again took most

of the honours ; Robert Buchanan, |Blairhuogh, Strath-

blane, Robert Wilson, Forehouse, Kilbarchan, and

James Weir, Lanark also taking several honours.

Among the Highland cattle the Duke of Athole, the Earl

of Breadalbane, Mr. John Stewart, of Duntalm Portree,

Mr. James Duncan, Benmore, Greenock, came conspic-

uously to the frout. In the fat stoek sections, the

hoDours were taken principally by Mr. C. S. II. Drum-
raond, Moray; Sir Alex. jNIuir, Mackenzie; Wm,
McCombie, Easter Skene ; Mr. Charles Lyle, Montross;

Mr. William Peterkin, Dingwall; Mrs. McWilliam,

Huntly, and Mr. Jas. Merson, Huntly. Messrs. Bell aud

Sons, Glasgow had forward some American Shorthorns ;

Mr. Pople, of the British Hotel, Perth, some Alderneys ;

the Earl of Breadalbane some Guernseys ; and Sir Joha
Orde, Bart, Lodulphead, some Indian aud white Highland

cattle all of which received some mark of commendation^.

The Clydesdale horses were an excellent display. Mr.
Ei dell's handsome aged stallion horse, Lucks All, which

received lately the Highland Society's prize of £150 to

travel the district in which the show is held, was placed

first in a large class. He took the medal as a ihree-ycar-

old at the Glasgow Agricultural Society's Show, and iu the

same class was first at the Aberdeen Highland Society's

Show. He is a sou of the celebrated horsg Time O'Day,
and has magnificent action, bone, and ftaJhcr, although

some judges are of opinion that he is a trifle short iu the

back. He is also straightish in the hocks. The Garscadoen

horse, Druid, which was the winner of the cup at Kilburn,

was placed second, and would have given Lucks All a

harder run for first honours had he not been put a little

out of coudilion from the tfl'ects of a cold. He was
moving, too, rather short, and herein his more successful

opponent had greatly the better of him. The Bonnie

Breast Knot, belonging to Mr. Riddell, w hich was placed

third, is a substantial well-made horse and has

been a frcqutnt jirize taker in stiff contests.

Bo}dston, owned by Jlr. Millar, Whitchonse, Aberdeen,

I

made a good fourth. In the three-year-old colts Mr.
Riddell's Rostbery, which stood next to the winner of

;
the medal at Glastrow thii vcar, is a vtrv styliih
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borac, aiui was an easy tirst. The Champion of the

North, beloujjing to Mr. JMcNal, Glenochil, Mcushire,

{;ot the secoud priae; this horse has fviie action and a

powerful frame, though wanting iu' style a little as com-

pared with liis more suecessfnl rival. Royal Frince from

Tanuoch, Cumbernauld, which got third, is also a power-

ful, shapely horse, but he was going a little lame, which

in a show ring goes much against any animal. Baron

Knight (Mr. Ironside's) was a fair fourth. Craichmore

Bob, a tine two-year-old bay from Dumgoyack, Strath-

blauc, headed the two-year-old colt class, and was

deservedly followed by an animal from Blackball,

Paisley, and by Lord Colin Campbell, a young promising

horse from^ Newton Mearns. Mr. Johnstone, Loehburoie,

was first with his yearling colt, which he bought at the

recent Merrytoa sale for 365 guineas; a fine youngster

sent in by Mr. Kiddell getting second honour. The
female Clydes lales have been a better show, although they

included some crack specimens. Mr. Picken, Kilmar-

nock, got the tirst honour for his aged mare, Young
Darling, which has fine style and bone, but unfortunately

her foal died, llosie, from West Parm ; ToUcross and

Comely, from Leckiebank, Auchtermuchty, were

deservedly the wioners of the tickets next ia order. Mr.

Martin's Damsel got the tirst ticket in her class, the

inarcs in foal, and she got also the silver medal for the

best female Clydesdale in the yard. She is a mare of

great bone and substance, but she has never yet thrown

a foaL Jess, belonging to Mr. Robert Loder, Towcester,

the champion mare of last year at DUmfries,^ was placed

second ; while Countess, belonging to Mr. Waddell,

Bathgate, which got tirst honours at Kilbarn,, at Paris

this year, and at the Royal at Bristol last year, was put

third. She has remarkable substance and good shapes,

but was moving rather short on Tuesday. In the three-

year-old lillies, Effie Deans, from Auchendnman Farm,

Balloch, which was first at the Highland Society's Show
last year, and has been first every time she has been

sho«n; Adela, forwarded by 51r. Murdoch, Newton,
Glasgow, was second ; and Jeame, belonging to Mr.
Iluuter,^ Coplawhill, Stathbringo, was third, lu other

filly classes Robert Pollock, Newton MearoSf Andrew
McDowall, and Mr. Martin, Balloch, were the prominent

prize-takers. In the draught gelding classes the Duke of

Buccleucb, John Lt-thain Stonehouse came to the

fcont. The hunters and roadsters never form

a conspicuous display at the Highland Society's

Shows, and they certainly did not on Tuesday.

Indeed they wtre on the whole a very middling lot.

The animals belonging to John White, Largo ; John
Henrie, Larbert ; and Edward Lawson, Commander
Henderson, and James Thorn, Strathneigh, which
received first honours, were above average merit. In the

pony classes, in which there were one or two fine animals,

D. D. McL. Macleod, Inverness ; James Menzies, Aber-
feldy ; David Carnegie, Criefl'; Thomas Roy, Bridge of

Ewin, were the winners of the principal honours.

The sheep were not a remarkably good display, if we
exclude perhaps the blackfaced. In that section the prize

animals of Mr. Poyer, Campsie, of Mr. Hawalson,
Mauchline, and Mr. Melrose, Eddleston, were stylish and
well covered. In the cheviot classes, Mr. Johnstone, of

Archbauk, Mr. Elliot, of llindhope, as of yore, carried

oil', all the prizes among them. In the Border Leicesters,

Mr. Tweedie, Porrest, was scarcely so successful as he was

at Kilburn, some of the sheep placed first there receiving

here a minor ticket, Mr. Nisbet, Greenlaw, Miss Stark,

Kelso, Mr. Wallace, Auchenbrain, Mauchline, and Mr.

Drummond, Blackruthven, taking the principal honours.

For wxll-fed Lticesters Mr. Thomas Smith, Powrie,

Dundee, and Mr. Sutherland P]ric, Burghead, i-eceived

honours , as liktwiic for Colswoldt did -Mr. Gibson Wool"

met, and for short-woolled .sheep Mr. Crawford, GliMicarse,

Mr. Buttar, Coupar-.Vngus, and the E.irl of blmlhinore.

Pigs were a small but meritorious show, in which Mr,

Duckcriug. carried almost everything before hiu>.

1-" R I Z K LIST.

CATTLE.
SHOKEItORN.

Tweeddale gold medal, value £21, for best Shorthorn.—

Lord Ratlidounell, for Anchor.

Bulls calved before 1st Janunry, 1877.—1, Lord Ratlidonnell,

Lisnavagh, TuUow, County Carlow, Ireland ; 3, T. Wdlis,

jun., Manor House, Carperby, Bsdale ;
'6 and i, J. Bruce,

Burnside, Fochabers.

Bulls calved after Ist January, 1877.— 1, Lord Polwarth,

Broomliall, Mertoun, St. BoswelU ; 2, C. Stirling, Home
Drum niond, Moray of Abercairny ;3, W.Scott, GleuUronach,

liuDtley.

Bulls calved after Ist J.inuary, 1878.—1, J. M'William,

Stoueytown, Keith ; 2, 1.Nichoiso;*, Murtou, Berwick-upon-

Tweed ; 3, D. C. Bruce, BroadlancI, Huntly.

Cows of any age.— 1, Earl of Tankerville, ; 2, her Majesty

the Queen, Windsor 3, the Duke of Richmona and Gordon

HeKers, calved after Ist January, 1877.— 1, J. Whyte,

Albro, Darlington . 2, T. Lambert, Elriugton Hall, Haydon

Bridge ; 3, her Majesty the Queen.

Heifers calved after ist January, 1878.—1, J. Whyte ; 2,

E. Bailie, of Doclifour, Iverness; 3, J. Bruce.

VOLLED ANGUS OR ABERBEEN.

Bulls, calved before 1st January, 1877.— 1. the Marqais of

Huntly ;. 2, W. J. Tayler, Rotliiemay House, Huntly ; 3,

Sir G. M. Grant, Bart.

Bull, calved after l^t January, 1877.— 1, R. Anderson,

Daugh, Tarland, Aberdeen ; 2, W. M. Skinner, Drurain,

Billin?dalloch ; 3, G. Hamilton, Skene House, Aberdeen.

Bull^', calved after l?t Januiry, 1878.— 1, Sir G, M. Grant,

Bart.; 2, the Eirl of Airlie, K.T.; 3, W. M'Combie, of

Easter Skene, Skene Aberdeen.

Co»3 of any age.—1, J. Hannay, Gavenwood ; 2, W. M.
Skinner ; 3, H. D. Adam8on,Bal(iuharu, Alford, Aberdeen.

Heiiers, calved after Ist January, 1877.— 1, Sir G. M.
Grant, Bart. ; 2, J. Hannay ; 3, W. J. Tayler, Rolhiemay

House, Huntly.

Heilei s, calved after 1st January, 1878.—1, W. M. Skinner;

3, the Earl of Airlie ; 3, the Earl ot Strathmore.

GALLOWAY.

Bulls, ealved' before 1st January, 1877.-1 and 2, J. Little,

t'auld, Longtown ; 3, the Duke of Buccleuch and Qaeene-

berry, K.G.
Bulls, calved alter Ist January, 1877.—1, J. Cmninghara,

Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie; 3, J. Graham, ParcelstowD, Long-

town.
Bulls, calved after 1st January, 1877.—1 and 2, the Duke

of Buccleuch and Queeusberry ; 3, J.. Cunningham.

Cows of any age.— 1, 2, and 3, the Duke of liuecleuch and

Queensberry.

Heiterp, calved after 1st January, 1877.— 1, the Dake of

Buccleuch and Queensberry ; 2 and 3, W. and J. Sbenaan,

Baliir, Kirkcudbright.

Heifer.% calved after 1st January, 1878.—1, W. and J.

Sk ;nnan ; 3 and 3, the Duke of Buccleuch and Queeusberry.

ATRSIIIRES.

BulU, calved before Ist January, 1877.-1, the Duke of

Buccleach and Queensberry ; 2, J. Young, Cobblebrah,

Falkirk ; 3, R. Buchanan, Blairquliosh, Strathblane.

Bulls, calved after 1st January, 1877.— 1, che Duke of

Buccleuch ; 2, R. Wilson, Forehouse, Kilbafchan ; 3, R.
Wardrop, 3arlaff, Old Cumnock.

Bulls, calved alter 1st January, 1878'.— 1, J. Weir, Sandi-

land, Lanark ; 3, Duke of Buccleuch ; 3, A. MDowall,
Auchlralure, Stranraer.

Gow8 in call, of any age, or heifers in caK, calved before

1st January, 1377.-1 and 2, Duke of Buccleuch ; 3, W.
Howie, Finnockbog, luverkip.

Heifers, calved after Ist January, 1877.—1 and 3, Duke
of Buccleuch ; 2, J. Scott, Newlands, Uddingston.

Heifers, calved af'er 1st January, 1878 —1, D»Ve of

Buccleuch; .?, A. M'Dowall, Auclitralurc, Stranraer ; 3, J,

Williamson, (Jrccuhead, \Vi.1ihw,
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JIIGULA.NU.

Bull", calved before Ist January, 1876.— 1, the Duke of

Atliole, K.T. ; 2, J. Duncan, Deumore, Greenock ; 3, llie

Enrl of Breadalbane.

Bulls calved alter 1st January, 1876.—], J. Stewart,

Duntulm ; 2, A. McDonald, Nether, Lergie, Kilmarlin ; 3,

J. M'Gillivray, Ballachroan, Kingussie.

Bulls, calved alter Is--. January, 1877.—1, J. Stewart,

Bochastle, Callandar ; 2, Lord Kinnaird ; 3, the Duke of

Atliole.

Cows ol any age.— 1, J. Duncan ; 2, the Earl of Breadalbane;

3, the Earlof Seafield.

Heilers, cnlved after Ist January, 1876.-1, the Duke of

Athole ; 2, J. Stewart, Duntulm ; 3, J. Stewart, Bochastle.

Heifers calved after Ist January, 1877.-1, J. Stewart, Dun-

tulm ; 2, the Earl of Breadalbane ; 3, J. Stewart,

Bochastle.

PAT STOCK.
Highland oxen, calved after Ibt January, 1875.—1, C. S. fl.

D. Moray, Blair Drummond, Stirling ; 2, Sir A. M. Mac-

kenzie, Bart., Delvine, Dunkeld.
Highland oxen, calved after 1st January, 1876.—1 and 2, C.

S. H. D. Moray
Polled oxen, calved after 1st January, 1876,-1 and 2, W.

M'Combie, Easter Skene.

Polled oxen, calved after 1st January, 1877.—1, C. Lyall,

Old Montrose ; 2, T. Roy, Ballendrick, Bridge of Earn.

Oxen of any other pure or cross breed, calved alter 1st

January, 1876.—1, W. Peterkin, Dunglass, Dingwall; 2,

J.Wallace, Banbeath, Leven.

Oxen of any other pure or cross breed, calved after Ist

January, 1877.-1 and 2, Mrs. M'VVilliam, Bucharu,

Gartly, Huntly.

Cross-bred heilers, calved after 1st January, 1876.—1, J.

Merson, Craigwiliie, Huntly ; 2, \V. Drjsdale, Kilrie, King-

horn.

Cross-bred heifers, calved after Ist January, 1877.—1, W.
Drysdale ; 2, J. Merson.

EXTRA HORSES.
Thoroughbred entire colts, mares and geldings.—Very highly

commended. Sir Alexander Muir Mackenzie, Bart., of

Delvine, Dunkeld ; commended, E. N. Menzies, Balmacneil,

Ballinluig.

PONIES.

Highland stallions, 14-^- hands and under.—1, D. D. M'L.

McLeod, Coulinore, Inverness; 2, Duke of Athole, K.T.,

Blair Castle, Blair-Athole.

Highland mares or geldings, between 13 and 14^ hands high.

—1, J. Menzies, Cochieville, Aberleldy ; 2, D. D. M'L.

MacLeod.
Mares or geldings, between 12^- and 14 hands high.—1, D.

Carnegie, Stronvar, Lochearuhead, Crieff ; 2, Sir J. R. G.

Maitlaud, Bart., Craigend House, Stirling ; 3, A. llalston,

Glamis House, Glaniis.

Mares or geldings under 12i hands high.—1, T. Roy, Ballen-

drick, Bridge of Eirn ; 2rG. Kuox, Nether Milletsheugh,

Newton Mearns ; 3, Mrs. Scrymgeour, Wedderburn of

Wedderburn, Birkhill, Cupar, Fife.

EXTRA rOJJlES.

Very highly commended, John C. Caraerm, of Garrows,

Dunkeld; highly commended, J. M'Duff, Newmill, Perth.

SHEEP.
BLACKEACEH.

Tops, 3 shear and upwards.—1, D. foyer, Knowehead,

Campsie;2 aud highly commended, J. M'Kersie, East Glen-

buck, Muirkirk ; 3, J. Fleming, Pioughland, Strathhaven.

Tups, 2 shear.—1 and 2, C. Howatson ; 3, J. Fleming.

Shearling tups.—1 Knd 3, D. Foyer ; 3, C. Howatson ; highly

commended, J. Fleming.

Peng of 5 ewes above one shear.— 1, D. Foyer ; 2, P. Mel-

rose, West Loch, Eddlestone ; 3, J. M'Pherson, Clunas,

Nairn.
Pens of ogiramers.—1, D. Foyer; 2, R. Buchanan ; 3, W.

Whjte, Spott, Kirriemuir.

CHEVIOT.
Tups, 3 shear and upwards.—1, 2 and 3, T. Elliott, Hindhopc,

!!; Jedburgh.
Tnps, 2 shear.—1 and 3, J. A. Johnstone ; 2, T. Elliott.

Sh*«-.-ling tups.— I, 2 aud 3^ and Tory highly commended, J.

Pens of 5 ewes, above one shear.—1, T. Elliott; 2, W. Mun-
dell.

Larabs.—1, W. Muudell ; 2, T. Elliott.

Pens of 6 shearling ewes or gimmers.— 1 and 2, T. Elliott ; 3,
Sir G. G. Montgomery of Stanhope, Bart., M.P., Stobo.

BORDER LEICESTER.
Tups, 3 shear and upward.— 1, Miss A. Stark, Millendean,

Kelso ; 2, J. Nisbet, ol Lambden, Greenlaw ; 3, R. Tweedie,
The Forres*, Cattenck.

Tups, 2 shear.—1, R. Wallace, Auchenbrain, Mauchline ; 2,

and 3, R. Tweedie.

Shearling tups.— 1. R. Wallace; 2 aud 3, J, Drummond, of
Blackruthveu, Perth.

Pens of 5 ewes above 1 shear.—1, J. Nisbet ; 2, R. Tweedie
;

3, J. Edgar.

Pens of 5 gimmers,—1, T. Ferguson ;2,'R. Tweedie ;3, C. E.
Hay, Bradford House, Belford, Northumberland.

EXTRA CATTLE.
Aldeksjey—Very highly commended. H. W. Pople, British

Hotel, Perth.

Guernsey—Very highly commended, the Earl of Bread-
albane.

Indian—Very highly commended. Sir J. W. P. Orde, o
Kilmory, Bart., Lockgilphead.

HORSES.
Agricultural.

Stallions foaled before 1st Januaiy, 1876—1 and cup, D.
Riddell, Blackball, Paisley ; 2, D. Buchanan, Garscadden,
Mains, New Kilpatrick ; 3 , D. Riddell.

Entire colts, foaled after 1st January, 1876.—1, D. Riddell

2, J. McNab, GleiiochiU House, Menstrie ; 3, M. Dunlop,
Tanloch, Cumbernauld.

Entire colts, foaled alter 1st January, 1877.- 1, P. Crawford,

Dumgoyack, Strathblane ; 2, D. Riddell; 3, R. Pollock,

Green, Newton Mearn?.
Entire colts, foaled after 1st January, 1S78.— 1, J. John-

stone, Lochburnie, Mary hill; 2, D. Riddell ; 3, A. Bracl-
enbrioge, Steventiton M ias, llolv town.

Mares (with foals at foot), foaled before 1st January, 1876.
—1,J. Picken, Laigh Langside, Craigie, Kilmarnock; 2,

J. Gourlie, AVestfarm, Tollcroas ; 3, J. Blyth, Leckiebauk,

Auchtermuchty.
Mares (in foal), foaled before 1st January, 1876.—1, aud

cup, J. M. Martin, Auchendennan Firm, Ballucli ; 2, R.

Loader, W^hittlebury, Towcester ; 3, J. Waddell, of Inch,

Bathgate.

Fillies, foaled after 1st January, 1876.—1, J. M. Martin ; 2,

R. Murdoch, Uallside, Newton, Glasgow; 3, J. Hunter,
Cuplawhill, Strathbungo.

Fillies, loaled alter 1st January, 1877.—1, R. Pollock ; 2, A.
M'Dowall, Auchtralure, Stranraer ; 3, 1). Riddell,

Fillies, foaled after Ist January, 1878.-1, J. M. Martin ; 2,

A. M'Vicar, Woodend, Bathgate ; 3, D. Cross, of Kuock-
don, Maybole.

Draught geldingp, foaled before Ist January, 1876.—1, J.

Letham, East Mains, Stonehouse ; 2, the Duke of Buc-
cleugh ; 3, J. Waddell.

Draught geldings, foaled after 1st January, 1876.—], the

Duke of Bucclegh ; 3, Sir M. R. S. Stewart ; 3, D. Butiar,

South CorstoD, Coupar An^us.
HUNTERS AND ROADSTERS.

Brood mares (with foals at tool), suitable for field.—1, J.

Whyte, Lundin jMill, Lirgo ; 3, R. Williams, The Green,
Wishaw; 3, J. Thorn, Leden Urquhart, Strathmiglo.

Mares or Geldings, suitable for field, foaled before Ut Jan-

uary, 1875—1, J. Heudrie, Lirbert, Stirlingshire; 2, H.
V. Haig, Caraeronbridge, Wiudygates ; 3, C. A. Murray,
Tayraouut, Stanley, Perth.

Mares or geldings, suitable for field, foaled after 1st January,
1877.— 1. E. Liwson, Howrigg^ Thursby, Carlisle ; 2,

A. Crawlord, Pitlowie, Glencarse, Perth ; 3, D. S. Ireland,

Argyle Brewery, St. Andrews.
Mares or geldings, suitable as hackneys or roadsters, between

14 and 15 hands high.—1, Commander G. D. C. Hender-

son, R.N. , Invergowrie, Dundee ; 2, F.Gibson, Woolmet,
Dalkeith ; 3, David Stratton, Edinburgh.

Stallions, mares, or geldings, for leaping.— 1, J. Tlioin ; 3

J. M'Queen, Perth.
LEICESTER.

Tups above 1 shear.—1, T. Smith, Powric, Dundee, », E.

butber!?.nd, Ho-jcval!v; Buighci.J , i\, T. Sainh,
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Sliearliug tuiis.— 1 and 2, E. Sutliorland ; 3,T. Smith.

I'ens ot ewes above 1 shear.—1, E. Satlierlaud ; 2 and 3, T,

Smith.

Pens of 5 gimmers.— 1, E. Sutherland ; 2, T. Smiih.

COTSWOI.U ANU LI.NCOLN.

Shearling tops.—F. Gibson, Woolmet, D<tlkeith.

Pena of 6 ewes above 1 shear.—F. Gibson.

Pens ol 5 gimmers.— F. Gilison.

SIIORTWOOLLED.
Tiirs above i shrar — 1, A. (Jrnw'orri, Pitlowie, Glencarse,

Prrth ; 2 and 3, The Earl of Maudtifld, K.T., Scone Palace,

Perth ; very highly commended, A. Crawlord.

Shearling tups.— 1 and 2, D. Buttar, Coraton, Conpar-Angus

;

3, A. Crawford.

Pens of 5 ewes above 1 shear.—F. Gibson.

Pens of 5 shearling ewes or gimmers.— 1 and very bii^hly

commended, the Earl of Strathmore ; 2, F. Gibson ; 3, A
Crawlord.

EXTRA SECTIONS.
Pens of 5 hiacltfaced wethers not above 4 shear.—1, T. Roy

2, W. Whyte.
Pens of 5 iialf-bred wether hoggs not above one shear.—

1

and 2, D. Buttar.

Pens of 5 croas-bred wether hoggs not above 1 shear.—1, E,
Sutherland ; 2, J. M'Dougall, Goodlyburn. Perth.

KXTKA SHEEP.
Very liighly commended, A. Crawford ; 2, very highly and

hit hly commended, A. Crawford ; commended, the Earl of

MansHeld.
PIGS.

Boars, large breed.

—

R. E. lluckering, Northorpe, Kirton,
Ij'.ndsey.

Sows, large breed.— 1, R. E. Duckering ; 2, W. Macdonald,
Uoodlauds, Pertli ; 3, R. Wallace.

Pens of 3 pigs not above S montlis old, large breed.—1, Dr.
John Batty Tuke, Saughlon llall, Edinburgh ; 2, R. Wal-
lace ; 3, R. E. Duckeriug.

Boars, black or Berkshire breed.—1, C. E. Duckering ; 2, Sir

W. Forbes, Bart., of Craialevar, Fintr»y House, Aberdeen
;

3, R. T. jM. Speir, of Cnldees, Muthil), Perthshire.

Sows, black or Berkshire breed.— 1 and 2, C. E. Duckering
;

3, 6. S. Llojd, M.P., Moor Hall, Suaon Coldfield, Bir-

mingham.
Pens of 3 pig", not above 8 months old, black or Berkshire

breed.— 1 and 2, C. E. Duckering.

Boar-s, small breed.— 1, R. E. Duckering; 2, Sir T. Glad-
stone, ot Fasqae, Bart,, Lsurencekirk ; 3, J, Duncav.

Sow?, small breeu.— 1, R. E. Duekeiiug ; 5}, Her M-ajesty the

Q leen ; 3, Sir T. Gladstone.

Peiiii of 3 pigG, not above 8 months, small breed —1, the Earl

of Taokerville, Cliillingham Castle, Alnwick ; 2, R. E.
Duckering.

The following meetings were held in connection with
the above Society :

—

THE GENERAL MEETING.
A largfly-attended general meeting was iield on Wednesday

July 3'J, in the Committee Room ; the Marquis of Lothian,
President of the Society, presiding.

The following moiion was withdrawn, in consequence of

the absence of the proposer through the death of a near
relative :—

" That any scheme which is likely to lead the way towards
getting increased production by improved systems of far.uing,

combined with tlie breeding ot stocks and general farm
inan»gement, onght to be encouraged and liberally supported
by the lunds ot the Higliland Society."

Mr. Hope, Ij^ith, moved to the elTect that members have
anslyses of manures and fecding-stulfs it the same rules as

IochI societies, by subsidising the Society's chemist to that

estent.

Mr. G. R. Glendinning seconded.

i\Ir. Smith, Slerenson Mains, moved, and Mr. Irvine,
Sheriff of Argyllshire, seconded, that the subject be remitted

to the directors for con.^^ideration.

On a vote being taken, Mr. Hope's motion was carried by a

Isrge majority.

meeting or POLLED ANGVS BREEDERS.
A meeting- of polled Angus breeders was held in the Royal

George Hotel on July 30, the Marquis of Hunlly in the

chair. There was a large iittcndanec ul sle'ck cwucis.

The Marquis of HbMi.v iu oprniug the proceedings stated
that the meeting had been called for the purpo'-e of forming a
eocifty for tlie preservation of the famous polled Angus breed,
and witli the view of fo>t'ring aud improving it in any way
which they possibly could.

Sir George M'Puerson Grant stated that eight years
ago, when the H'gliland and Agricultural Suciety was held at
Perth, an arrangement was come to by which Mr. Ramsay
purchased the cop> right of the polled Angus Herd Book.
Since that time Mr. Ramsay had isnupd four volumes of his
Herd Book, and he (the speaker) suggested that the present
meeting should form a Society to go on in the same good old
lines. Other brteds hid similar societies; and it was lii:ih

time that the polled Angus herd should liave one too. He had
already had communication with gentlemen on the subject,
and he had received the promise of over one hundred guineas
from several inHueutial gentlemen who were anxious to become
life Governors of the Society, as also several intimations of
those desirous to become life members. He suggested that a
Committee be formed to consider the whole matter of forming
a Society, and that said Committee report to a meeting o.'

breeders to be held on an enrly date.

On the motion of Mr. Taylor, Glenbarry, seconded by Mr.
M'COMBIE, Tilly (our, the following committee were unani-
mously appointed :

—

The Marquis of Hnntly, the Earl of Airlie, Sir George
M'Pherson Grant, Bart., Mr. Taylor, of Glenbarry, Mr.
M'Combie, of Tillyfour, Mr. M'Combie, of Easter Skene, Mr.
Farquharson, Alford ; Mr. Harvie, Giivenwood, Banff; Mr.
Robertson, Glamis, Forfar; Mr. Skinner, Drumin; Mr. Grant,
Methlick

; Mr. Walker, Alyth ; Mr. Ferguson, Kinnochtry
;

Mr. Pearson, Johnston Lodge ; Mr. Bowie, Mains of Kelly
;

Mr. Adamson, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Bruce, and Mr. Strachan.
It was agreed to hold a meeting in Aberdeen at an early

date.

CL1T)ESDALE nORSE SOCIETt.

A meeting of this Society was held in the Committee Rooms
on July 30. There was a full attendance of members. Lord
Cecil was called to the chair. The annual report read by the
Secretary, showed the Society to be in a flourishing condition.
It appeared that since the last meeting in February, there had
been added to the roll of the Society 117 members, making
the total strength of the Society at present 402 members ; 10
ot these annual members lorm the majority ; life governors
are second in point of numbers, and life members last. The
finances of the Society were also in a very satisfactory con-
dition. On deposit receipt there was at the Sjci ty's credit
£760, and at 23rd July last they had a current account
jgiOl ]5s. 3d., in all £9il 15s. 3d. Several hints weie
tlirown out as to a more unilorm system of naming horses to
he entered in the Stud Book, aud on the motion of Mr.
Martin, Auchindennan, a resolution to that effect was
agreed to.

LEICEST ERSHIRE.
The show of the Leicestershire Agricultural Society

was held on July 30 aud 31, at Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

The Leicester Chronicle says :—The number of horses
entered for conapetition in the dift'erent classes was 262,
including the draught horses, and a better lot we never
saw at a Leicestershire Show. In class 1, Mr. W. P.
llubbersty. of Wirksworth, Derby, an old exhibitor at

our local show, carried off the first prize with a splendid
animal, well built, and a good noover. The second was
also a nice animal, but the third was much plainer. This
class was on the whole a very fair one. Class 2 was
hardly so good, but Mrs. Barrs' Cornet, v;hich carried
off the £10, was by no means a second rate specimen of
a gelding. The third class, for four-year-old geldings or
fillies, was more up to the m^rk. The first prize-taker
was a gr.-ind mare, bred by John Davis, aud belonging to
Mr. J. E. Bennett, of Theddiogworth

; it was a hunter
all over, but the second was much milder. In the nest
class, for Ihiee-y ear-old geldings, there were only three
entries. The first award was carried otT by a good
horse of its diss, but looking more like a harness
horse than a huulcr, a gwd luover, however, nut\uth-
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stuuding. The second wa^ rather short of bone. Mr.
Hdrdwick, of As'iby, eutered an auimal which was much
commended by the Judges. The three-year-old fillies

were a weak lot, btiog rather common looking. In
Class 6, Mr. Croslaud, of Hinckley, won an easy victory
with a grand chesnut, by Gem of the Peak, bred by Mr.
Jackson, of Drayton Park, Tamworth, and full of bone
and quality. Fur the best two-year-old filly, adapted for

hunting, the Earl of Loudoun was successful with a nice
bay, of good colour, and showing good breeding, but the
young classes, as a rule, looked more adapted for racers

than weight-carrying hunters. In Class 8, for yearling
colts or iillies, this was particularly observable. The first

prize animal was in rather low condition, but was better
in the legs than the second horse. The hacks were a very
useful lot. Here Mr. Jacques, surgeon, of Leicester,

showed to advantage, his first prize evidently being a good
worker. In Class 10, for cobs not exceeding 14 hands
two inches, Mr. A. R. Adcock, of Ecton Manor,
Northampton, took the chief award with his brown geld-

ing Jocko, a grand animal, which has carried off many
prizes at the Oxford and other provincial meetings. The
whole lot were very useful horses, with fine action. The
ponies were powerful, and good looking for the most part,

but some of them were hardly up to showyard pitch.

The mares were not a grand class, although there were
some useful animals. The agricultural department was
remarkably well filled, and there wasnota bad animal in any
of the stalls. In Class 21, Mr. German's was undoubtedly
the best animal judged, being exceedingly powerful in the

limbs. Mr. Audinwood, of Holbrook, Derby, however,

has a grander specimen, which would have run away
with the prize had it been in the yard at the proper time.

Coming late, it was disqualified. In Class 22 the first

prize was given to a splendid horse, but its colour was
defective, and it was rather low in the back. The second

was a very promising animal indeed. In Class 23, for

agricultural geldings or mares (three years old), Messrs.

E. and A. Stanford, of Steyning, Sussex, showed a mare
with which they have been successful at Oxford and
Essex, and whose sire won prizes at the Royal Show four

years in succession, but she did not come up to the

judges' notions this time. The iJlO was given to an

animal with exceedingly good qualities, but rather plain

in the neck and hind quarters, the second being a mare of

great power and substance. In Class 24 the winner

looked more fit for hard work than the showyard, but no

fault could be found with the judgment which placed it

first. In the next class the principal prize-taker was Mr.

Loder's bay, " Darling 3rd," a grand animal, which was
bought by its present owner for a long price. In Class

28, for agricultural mare and foal, Messrs. Stanford

carried off the first prize for the mare with the animal

which took the first prize in her class at Kilburn, and

which was to-day purchased by Colonel Barlow for the

Duke of Westminster, for a large sum—nearly £1,000.

Her foal took the second prize, the first being given to a

larger colt. There were numerous entries in Classes 29
and 30, and the judges had a good deal of difficulty in

giving the awards, but there is no doubt that the best

foals had the prizes.

The show of cattle was larger than last year, and all

things considered, very fair. The first prize fat ox was

an elderly animal with massive loins and splendid hind

parts, and the second was not far behind. Mr. R.

Wright, ofNocton Heath, Lincoln, a well-known breeder

and exhibitor, beat a number of competitors, including

the Corporation of Wolverhampton and the Duke of

Portland, in the class for fat cows or hoifars, with a roan

cow with good back and sides. The Wclverhamptoa
Corporation had to be satisfied with the £5, but they

were viotoiious over Mr. Lodor, of Vt'hitllcbury, aud Mr,

J. J. Sharps, of Broughton, Kettering, who arc usually

so successful. The Shorthorn bull was a very good class,

Mr. Elwell, of Timperley, Castle Bromwich, was awarded
the first prize of £10, in Class 33, for one of the Royal
Windsor stock, a good meaty animal, Mr. Nash, of Fea-

j

therstone, Staffordshire, being second with his two-year

i

roan Duke of Goldsmith. There were only three entrier

in Class 34, for the best Shorthorn bull above one and
under two years. Col. J. J. Ellis, of EUistown, ran away
with the first award of £10, with a splendid beast, very

forward for his age, 1 year 9 months and 2 weeks. Mr.
Orme, of Hoon, Derbyshire, took £5 for his roan. Marquis
of Lome, 1 year 10 months and a week, beating the

Marquis of Exeter's Telemachus 17th, 1 year 8 months
and a day. Class 35, for Shorthorn bulls above one and
under two years, the property of a tenant farmer, was a
rather weak one, Mr. S. C. Pilgrim was justly awarded
first prize for his roan, by Duke of Rothesay, but it was a

moderate beast, and slack about the sbouldera. I>n the

Shorthorn cow (over three years) class, Mr. St. Joha
Ackers, of Painswick, Gloucestershire, sent his light roan.

Lady Carew 2ud, for competition. She has won many
prizes at different shows, and was decidedly the best in

the lot, although some nice beasts were stalled by the

Duke of Portland (who took second prize), Lord Exeter,

and Messrs. T. H. Bland, of Dingley Grange, and J. J.

Sharpe. Mr. Ackers was again successful in the next

class, for shorthorn heifers, this time, with Lady Carew
3rd, which has also taken awards all over the country. la

the shorthorn stirks, Mr. J. J. Sharpe's red, one year

and four months, by Duke of Darlington, was given the

prize of £7- He is a splendid beast, and comes of a first

prize family. The dairy cows were a good lot, but the

animals entered in the class for four of one family were

mild. The entries of long horns were not numerous, but

some fine beasts were in the stalls.

We have again to regret a small show of Leicester

sheep. There were only five entered, and two of these

j

came from Northamptonshire, Mr. Cresswell, of Raven-

[

stone, entering the other three.

]

The show of pigs was small, but good, all the clashes

j

with the exception of class 60 for boars of the T'ain-

j

worth breed, being filled with animal* bettei", perhaps,

than any ever seen at Leicester.

HORSES.
Hunter (gelding or mate) not less than 5 yea-'s old and nnder
10.— 1, W. F. Hubbersty, Wirksworth, Derby ; J.Wood
Belforu, Rugby,

Hunter, gelding or mare, not less than 4 and not exceeding 6
years, the property of a tenant-farmer.—1, Maria Barrs,

Atherstone.

Gelding or filly, 4 years old, adapted for hnnting purposes.—

], J. E. Bennett, Theddiagworlh ;2, Mallabey and Alkiit,

Atherstone.

Gelding, 3 years old.—1, S. Foster, Atherstone W
Sykes, Leicester.

Filly, 3 years old, adapted for hunting purposes.— ], D. Ward
IliQckley ; 2, the E.irl of Loudoun.

Gelding, 2 years old, adapted for Imnting purposes.— 1, J, S.
Crossland, Hinckley ; 2, C. J. Motlram, EUistown

Filly, 2 years old, adapted for hunting purposes.— 1, Earl of
Loudoun ; 2, G. Moore, Atherstone.

,

YearUng (colt or filly), adapted for hunting purposes.— 1, G.
S. de W. Shackletord, Husbands Bosworth, Rugby j 2,

J. E. Bennett, Theddingworth, Rugby.
Hack (gelding or mare), not less than 14 hands 2 inches, and

not e.Kceeding 15 hands 2 inches.—1, J. T. Jacques,
Leicester ; 2, Arthur Dabbs, Huraberstoue-gate, Leicester.

Cob (eelding or mare), not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches.— 1,
A. R. Adcock, Ecton Manor, Northampton; 2, G. Moore,
Appleby Hall, Atherstone.

Pony (geldiug or mare), not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches.— 1,
W. Foftf r. Grove Villa, I'outcfracl , 2, J. H, Stokes, Great
liottJcn iluusc.
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Jlar*", <lie property of a farmpr or tradpsmaii, calcalateil to

breed Inmters, with foal at heels.— 1, S. llubson, Mc-1.

boarne, Derby ; 2, W. G*scoyiie, Turn nortii -road, Ashby-

de-la-Zuuch.

JUMPING PRIZES.

Celdinot or mare, not less than 15 hands), connidered the best

fencer — 1, E. T. Moore, Sjrsptoft Hills, Leicester ; 2, R.

Thirlby, Ashby FoWille, Melton Mowbray.
DRIVING PRIZES.

I'air of horses or cobs (geldinps or mares), shown and driven

in doable harness, nut less than 14 hands biph.— 1, J. T.

Jacques, Leicester ; 2, J. Morley, Sysonby, Melton Mow-
bray.

Geldiug or mare, shown and driven in single harness, not less

15 hands high.— 1, A.. 11. Adcock, Ectod, Northampton ; 2,

J. T. Jacques ; 3, F. Symonda, St. John's, Linchfield.

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
Cart stallion best adapted to the general purposes of agricul-

ture.— 1, W. German, Measham Lodee, Atherstone; 2, F.

ToralinsoD, Sonthwood Ticknall, Derby.

Efltire cart co't (3 years old).— 1, W. Colpman, N,a8eby

Grange, Rugby ; 2, W. H. Wright, Caldecott, Leicester.

'Gelding or mare (3 years old), best adapted to the general

purposes of agriculture.—], R. RatclifT, Newtcn Park,

fiurton-on-Trent ; 2, B. E. Bennett, Marston Trussell Hall,

Market Harborough.
Gelding (2 years old), best adapted to the genenl purposes of

agriculture.— 1, W. H. Potter, Lockiugtou Ground", Derby
;

2, T. Orrae, Hnon, Foston, Derby.

Filly (2 years old), best adapted to the general purposes of

agriculture.— 1, R. Loder, Whittlebury, Towcoster ; 2, Sir

G. Chetwynd, Bart., Grendon Hall Farm.
Gelding (1 year old), best adapted to the general purposes of

agriculture.—1, E. and A. Stanford, Ashurst, Steyniug,

Sussex ; W. Barber, Congerbtone, Atherstone.

For the filly (1 year old), best adapted to the general purposes

of agriculture.— 1, E. J. Foxwell, Hiuckley ; 2, Sir G.
Chetwynd, Bart.

Mare best adapted to tlie general purposes of agriculture, with

foal at heels.—1, E. and A. Stanford ; 2, R, Loder, Whit-
tlebury, Towcester.

Foal best adapted to the general purposes of agriculture,—1

,

R. Loder, Towcester ; 2, E. and A. Stanford.

Pair of cart horses (geldings or mares) best adapted to the

general purposes of agriculture.— 1, Earl Spencer j 2,

Robert Ratcliff, Newton Park, Burton-on-Trent.

CATTLE,
Fat ox, R. Loder; 2, Henry Townshend, Caldecote Hall,

Nuneaton.
Fat cow or heifer.—1, R. Wright; 2, the Corporation of
Wolverhampton.

Shorthorn bull, over two years and under four.—1, John
lEdwell, Timberley, Castle Bromwich -, 2, Thomas Feather-
stone, Staffordshire^

Shorthorn bull, above one year and under two years of age.

—

1, Colonel J. J. Ellis, Ellistown Farm, Leicester ; 2, T.
Grme, Foston, Derby.

Shorthorn ball, above one and under two years^ the property
of a tenant farmer.—1, S. C. Pilgrim, The Outwoods, Bur-
bage ; 3, Mary Ann Grundy, Congerstoiie.

Shorthorn cow, in calf or in milk, over 3 years of age.— 1,
B. St. Johti Ackers, Painswick ; 2, Duke of Portland.

Shorthorn heifer, in calf or in milk, above 2 and under 3 years
of age.—B. St. John Ackers.

Shorthorn stirk, above 1 and under 2 years of age.—1, T.
Nash ; 2, J. J. Sharp, Broughtoo, Kettering.

Pair of dairy cows, in profit, the property of a tenant farmer.

1, S. Robson, Melbourne, Derby ; 2, S. Pvobson,
Four animals of one family, of the Shorthorn breed, inrfuding

a bull, a cow in calf or in milk, and two of their produce,
not less than 6 mouths old.— 1, J. J. Sharp ; 2, T.H.Bland,
Dingley Grange.

Longhora bull.— 1, R.Hall, Thulston Grove. Derby ; 2, R.
Hall,

Longhorned cow, in calf or in milk.— R. Hall.
Longhorued heifer, in cilf or in milk, above 2 and under 3

years of age.— 1, R. Hall ; 2, R. Hall.

SHEEP.
Pure Leicester shearling ram, whether hired or not.—1, G

Tamer, jun. ; 2, G. Turner, jan.

Lincolii Shearling Haw, whether hired or not,— 1, 11. Smith
Nottinglmm ; 2, J. Pears Mere, Lincoln.

Leicester or Lincoln ram, of any other age, the property of or
hired by the exhibitor.— 1 and 2, H, Smith.

Pen of five Leicester or Lincoln ewes, v>bich liave suckli'd
lambs to the Ut of June, 1879.— 1, W. Roe, North Scarle
Field, Newark; 2, Mrs. Perry Ilerrick, Beaumanor.

Pen of five Leicester or Lincoln theaves, under 18 months old
intended for breeding purposes.— 1, No award ; 2, Mrs. p'.

Herrick.

Ten Leicpsteror Lincoln ewe lambs.—Mrs. P. Herrick.
Shropshire shearling ram, whether hired or not. 1. G. Ger-

man, Snarestone ; 2, H. Townshend, Caldecote Hall, Nun-
eaton.

ShroDsbire ram of any other age, to have been in the posses-
sion of the exhibitor six months.— 1, R. M. Knowles • 2.

S. C. Pilgrim, The Outwoods, Burbage, Hinckley.
Five Shropshire ewes, that have suckled lambs to the Itt June,

1879.-1, G. German, Snarestone, Atherstone; 2, W*
linker. Moor Barns, Atherstone.

Five Shropshire theaves, under 18 mouths old. intended for
breeding purposes.—1, H. Townshend ; 2, W. Baker.

Ten Shropshire shearling wethers.—1, J. A. Barrs, Nail-
stone, Hinckley ; 2, W. German.

Ten Shropshire ewes, that have suckled lambs to the Ist June,
1879, the property of a tenant farmer.— 1, J. A. Barrs

•'

2, W. Geiman.
Ten Shropshire theaves, under 18 months old, intended for

breeding purposes, thn property of a tenant farmer.—], J.
A. Barrs; 2, J. W. Fowler, Doniathorpe, Ashby-de-la-
Zouch.

Shropshire ewe lambs, the property of a tenant farmer.— 1,
W. Geaman ; 2, J. A. Barrs.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed.~l, M. Walker, Chaddesden, Derby

;

2, S. Spencer, Holywell.
Boar of the small breed.— 1, S. Spencer, ; 2, W. Walker,
Sow of the large breed.— 1, M. Walker ; 2, S. Spencer.
Breeding Sow of the small breed.—S. Spencer.
Three breeding pigs of any breed, of one litter.—S. Spencer.

WORCESTERSHIEE.
The annual sbovr of the Worcestershire Agricultural

Society was held at Malvern on July 29, 30, and 31.
Barrows Worcester Journal says :—The show of cattle,

if not numerically equal to that of some past exhibitions,
was one of great excellence. Shorthorns were not so well
represented as they might have been, perhaps partly owing
to exhibitors having sent cattle very recently to other
shows, and partly it may be to that" much talked-of de-
pression which if it has tangibly affected anything, has
affected the Shorthorn market. Ilerefords, however, were
a fine display ; and it was only fitting that at a show on
the Herefordshire border Hereford cattle should be con-
spicuous. Some celebrated bulls and cows were exhibited
among the Shorthorns. The Marquis of Exeter's bull,

Telemachns, which gained the 100 guinea cup at the recent
Kilburn show, took the first prize in the class for bulls
above two years old, and also Earl Beauchamp's prize of
£25 for the best bull in the Shorthorn classes. This fine
animal, now 5 years and 7 months old, was much ad-
mired for his symmetrical massiveness. Colonel R. Loyd
Lindsay took the blue ribbon for Churchill, the winner of
the champion prize at Oxford, and a first prize at the Bath
and West of England Society's Show this year. In class
2, for the best bull above two years old, tbo property of a
tenant farmer resident in Worcestershire, there were
only four entries. Mr. T. M. Hopkias received
both prizes. He was placed first with a good well-
built bull, which also took the prize of £10, given
by Mr. T. E. Walker, M.P., for the best beast in
all classes, bred and exhibited by a Worcestershire tenant
farmer. This animal, and others in different classes, were
very creditable results of enterprise and skill on the part
of local breeders. In the next class, for bulls between
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one and two years old, five animals were entered. Colonel

R. Lovd Lindsay obtained the first prize with Stamboul,

a fine beast, which has previously taken severalfirst prizes,

and only carried off a prize last week at the Shrewsbury

show. Earl Beauchamp was second with Stonegrave, a

capital bull for his aae, which had not previously been

exhibited. Mr. J. B, Workman and Mr. James Russell

bore off without any opponents the hononrs of the tenant

farmers' class for the best bull, under two years old. The

next class, for tlie best cow in milk or in calf, contained

some superb cattle, including the Marquis of Exeter's

Teleraacina, which is without rival, and took not only the

first prize in the class, but also Earl Beaucliamp's special

prize of £20 for the best cow or heifer. Earl Beauchamp

was deservedly placed second wilh Madresfield Rose.

Another cow, exhibited by Earl Beauchamp, and one

shown by Mr. T. M. Hopkins, were both meritorious.

Indeed the entire class was one of superlative excellence.

In the cow class for tenant farmers there were only two

entries ; and there was only one in the heifer class for

tenant farmers. Earl Beauchamp took the first prize in

the yearling heifer class with Mayflower.

The Ilerefords were extraordinarily good. In ths class

of bulls above two years old, Mr. W. Taylor, of Ledbury,

was the taker of the first pri^e with Thoughtful, an animal

of considerable reputation, which has obtained numerous

prizes, Mr. J. B- I-utly was second with an animal which

won first prize at Hereford. It was in the class of bulls

between one and two yeare old that the finest display of

Herefords was made ; and the judges had some difficulty

in coming to a decision, Mr. J. H. Arkwright was

placed first with Conjuror, a bull of noble shape and

development, which has won many prizes. Mrs, Edwards

maintains her high reputation for Herefords with

Coomassie, a bull little more than a year old, which had

already taken prizes at Kilburn, Cheltenham, and Shiews-

bury, and which was now awarded a second prize. The

cow class was an excellent one. Leonora, wh'ch has

secured many trophies, and was first at Kilburn

and first last week at Shrewsbury, again carried

olf the red rosette. Two prizes, one of £10 given

by Mr. H. Allsopp, M.P., for the best animal, winner

of a prize in the cattle classes, and the other a

silver cup, value £10, given by the High Sheriff, Mr. E.

Bickerton Evans, for the best 'cow or heifers, were also

awarded to Leonora. The Earl of Coventry was placed

second with Giantess, which took a prize at the Royal

ShoA' last year. The class ol two-year-old heifers was

a small one. Mr. Taylor was first with Lancashire Lass,

a beautiful animal, which has obtained honours at Kilburn

and elsewhere. The Earl of Coventry was second. In

yearling heifers Mr. Arkwright carried off both the red

ard blue ribands. The Malvern Local Committee offered

prizes of £10 and £5 for the two best milking cows.

There were only two competitors. Mr. E. Archer was

placed first, 14, and 13 quarts ot milk being obtained from

his cows; 12 and 11 quarts from those of Mr. Hopkins,

who was second. Mr. Archer took the prize of £5, also

given by the Local Committee, for the best single cow,

CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS,

Best bull in Shorthorn classes.—Marquis of Exeter,

Best cow or he fer in do. do.—Marquis of Exeter.

Bull above two years old.—1, The Marquis of Exeter, Burgh-

ley House, Stamford.

Bull above two years old, the property of a tenant farmer

resident in Worcestershire,— 1, T. M. Hopkins.

Bull above one and under two jears old.— 1, Col, R. L.

Liudsay ; 3, Earl Beauchamp.
Bull under two years old, tlie propprty of a tenant farmer

resident in Worcesterbhire.— 1, J. B. Workman, Lord

Alington; 3, J. Ruste'l, Newland Grange, Malvern.

Cow in milk or iu calf— 1, The Marquis of Exeter ; 2, Earl
Beauchamp.

Cow in milk, or in calf, the property of a tenant farmer iu

Worcestershire,— 1, T. M, Hopkins, Milveru Wells.
Heifer two years old, in milk or in calf, the property of a

tenant farmer in Worcestershire.— 1, H. Tovey, Stoulton,
Worcester.

Yearling heifer.— 1, Earl Beauchamp ; 2, T. Harris.
PEREFORDS.

Bull above two years old.— 1. W. Taylor Showle Court, Led-
bury.

Bull above one and under two years old.—1, J. H. Arkwiig
Hampton Court, Leomnster.

Cow in milk or in calf.— Prize, Mrs. S. Edwards, Wiutercotf,
Leominster.

Two-year-old heifer in milk or in calf.— Prize, Mr. W. Taylor.
Yearling heifer.— 1 and 3, Mr. J. H, Arkwright.
Two beat cows, in milk, of any breed or agf , the property of

a tenant farmer.— 1, E. Archer, Great Malvern,
Single cow, exhibited under the same conditions,—1, E.

Archer,
Best animal winner of a prize in the cattle classes.—Prize,

Mrs. EJwards.
Best cow or hei'er in theca'tle classes.—Prize, Mrs. Eiward^.
Best beast in ah classes, bred and exhibited by a WorcCotei-

shire tenant farmer.^T. M. Hopkins.

SHEEP,
SHROFSHIEES,

Five breeding ewes.—1, G. Graham, the Oaklands, near Bir-

mingham ; 2, Mrs. H, Smith, New House, Sutton Maddock,
Shiltial.

Five theaves.—1, Mrs. H. Smith ; 3, G. Graham.
Shearling ram.— I, M, Williams, Bishtoa Hall, Shifnal ; 3,

G, Graham.
Ram of any age.— 1, Mrs. H. Smitli ; 2, Mr, M- Williams,

Rykl.\nds,

Five breeding ewes.— 1, W. Firkins, Leigh, Worcester; 2, W.
Firkins.

Five tlieaves.—1, W. Shepherd, Brook Farm, Colwall, near

Malvern ; 3, A. Ilarlland, Holliug's Hill, Mathon, Mal-
vern,

Yearling ram.— 1, VV. Shepherd ; also highly commended.

PIGS.
Boar p^g, of large breed.—1, VV. Wheeler, Compton, Shipston-

on-Stour; 3, R. Toramas, Winson Green, Birmingham.
Breeding sow of large breed.— I, R. Tommas ; 3, J. Hall,

Poolend-street, Malvern,
Two hilts of large breed.—1, W, Wheeler ; 2, R, Tomraaa

;

Reserved, II. Toramas.
Boar pigol s'>iall breed.—1, Lord Moreton, Tortworth Caur*',

Gloucestershire ; 3, R. Tommas.
Breeding sow of small breed.—1, Lord Moreton; 3, W.

Wheeler.

Two liilts of small breeds—1, R. Tommas ; 2, Lord Moreton.
Boar pig of Berkshire breed.—1,E. Tombs, Shilton, Bampton,
Oxon ; 3, R. Swauwick, Royal Agricultural College, Ciren-

cester,

Breeding tow of Berkshire breed.— 1, A, Stewart; 3, A.
Stewart,

Two hilts of Berkshire breed.—1, Messrs, Hewer Brothers

;

3, A. Stewart,

Cart Stallion for agricultural purposes (used in the county).—
1, S. Davis, Wollasbill, Pershore ; 2, T, H, ilodgess, Long
Marston, Stratford-on-Avon,

Stallion cart colt, for ajiricultural purposes, under 4- years

old,— 1, W. Hughes, Leigh, Worcester ; 3, B. Bomford,
Pitchill, Evesham,

Cart gelding or mare, 3 years old.—1, W. Coney ; 2, J, W,
Webb, Ridgeway House, Cradley. Malvern,

Cart gelding or filly, 3 years old.— 1,G. McCann, Court Farm,
Malvern ; 3, J. Cridlao, Great Malvern.

Cart or agricultural mare and foal.— 1, W.Hiiles, Cotheridge,

Worcester; 3, J. Gibbs, The Heath, Bromsgrove.

Thorough-bred Stallion, constitutionally souud (lued in the

county).— 1, E. W, Bridgewater, Hayton, near Ludlow,
Egreraont ; 3, T. E. Walker, M,P.

Hunter above 5 years old, equal to li stone weight.—1, T.

Hollanrl, Malvern Link, Kemaicrtoa ; 3, J. Goodwin,
Piiory Court, ChelteuhaiB.
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Hunter equal to 12 stone weight.— 1, Mra. Walker, Verdia-

well Roll, Worcester; 2, C. Haines, Great Oak House,

Tydn, Newport.
Hunter, the property of a tenant farmer, resident in Worcester-

sliire, equal to H stouo weialif. -C. Oakley, Church Farm,

Mathou, Malvern, Cantle-liili.

Lady's horse.—H. J. Baily, Roiedale, Tenhnry.

Harness horse.—W. Hilcs, Cotheridge, Worcester.

Hunting mare or gelding under 5 jears old.— 1, J. Goodwin,

Gendarme ; 2, A. I'otter, Bansford Mills, Worcester.

Geldine or mare, by a lliorouitlihred horse, 3 years old.—1,

H. J. Bailey ; 2, C. Beavan, Morton Court, Tewkesbury.

Geldirg or filly, by a ihorou°;hbred horse, 2 years old.— 1, H.

J. Bailey ; 2, J. Gnodwin.
Two year old colt or liUy most likely to become a weight-

carrying hunter, tlip breeder to be a resident in the county

of Worcester.—E. J. Onley, Bransford.

Weiaht-carryintr cob, not exceeding 15 hands.—1, £10,

G. Carless, Walnut Tree House, Worcester; 2, £5, Mre.

Walker, I'erdiswell ilall, Worcester.

Hnck, not exceeding 15 hands.—Prize, £5 5s., A. Godfrey,

Leigh Sinton, Malvern.

Pony under 14 hands.—], £5, W. E. Tucker, Malvern-road,

Worcester; 2, A. Hickman, Goldthora Hill, near Wolver-

hampton.
Brood mare for producing hunters.—1, £10, J. P. Pope

Nuttall, Much Marcle, near Dymock ; 2, H. J. Bailey.

Mule.— 1, £3, Earl of Coventry, Croome, Severn Stoke ; 2,

£2, S. Bons'or, North Malvern.

Donkey.— 1, £3, N. Wade, Malvern Link ; 2, £2, W. Bur-

row, Gurner's Cottage, North Malvern.

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE.

A special contributor of the 'Norfolk Netes writes as fol-

lows :

—

"They have excluded the reform of the Land Laws from the

programme of the Alliance." So says the Mark Lam Express

of July l-itli. Then is their piogramme equivalent to that of

the play of Hamlet with the Prince of Denmark omitted !

What is to be understood by this determination on the part of

the executive? Does the Alliance intend to convey the im-

pression that it does not consider the condition of the Land
Laws to be a factor in the present agricultural crisis ? Or is

the Alliance afraid to touch such a delicate sabject, lest the

susceptibilities of landowners should be wounded and their

hostility aroused ? The Mark Line Express says that sooner

or later this question of Land Law ,Reform will have to be

taken up by the Alliance ; then why not take it up from the

first ? What has the Alliance to fear ?

Mr. James Howard writes to the Times that " the insecu-

rity of tenure incident to a six months' notice to quit, under

which three-fourths of the land of England has been held ; the

want of security for capital embarked
;

political subserviency
;

inflexible and irritating restrictions as to management aud

disposal of crops ; over preservation of game ; new rates placed

upon the shoulders of the tenants, and, in many cases, tlie

condition of semi-vassalage imposed or felt, have exercised a

most repelling influence. Capital, which is now so essential,

is not forthcoming, nor will it be until the conditions uuder

which it is employed are amended." He goes on to say that,

" as we are entering upon a new era in agriculture, it will be

well for all concerned if the evils pointed out are remedied at

the commencement. The accession of a score of practical

agriculturists to Parliament would be of no little advantage to

this important branch of our industry, and would, I believe,

prove a nationol benefit." This, it appears, is the Chairman's
programme.
No doubt it is in the highest degree desirable to remedy all

these e\ils af the commencement of that new era in Agriculture

of which Mr. Howard speaks—npon which, by the bye, we
have not yet entered—but to exclude the reform of tLe Land
Laws from the programme ol the Alliance is a peculiar way of

setting to work to obtain these remedies. The Marquis of
flartington laid particular stress on the necessity of reforming
the Laws of Entail and Settlement in his recent speech on Mr.
Chaplin's motion in the House of Commons; a speech which
the Mark Lane E.cpret$ describes as marking an "epoch" in

politics. Mr. John Bright writes that the whole question of

Land Law reform, "primogeniture, entails, settlements, the
right of tenants, and tlie interest of the pulilic," is " moving
on rapidly." At a recent meeting of the Cobden Club a vote
of strong and unanimous approval was given to Mr. W. E.
Baxter's series of resolutions to he brousflit before Parliament
next session " against the present Laws of Entail, Primogeni-
ture, and Settlement," and in favor of a simple and inexpensive

mode of conveyancing and registration. And on every
hand, from amongst all classes, and emanating from the most
diverse schools of thinkers, the idea is found constantly crop-
ping up and being expressed with more or less of freedom, that
theie is an evil connected with our system of Land Laws,
which acts prejudicially to the interests of the community.
Yet now is the time cliosen by the Alliance to exclude from
its programme the reform of the Land Laws ! To "rank
outsiders" this may not be altogether incompreheneib'p, but to

some of them—at least—it savors of a policy of moditioatioa

and compromise.
The Hon. Secretary of the Alliance, Mr. W. E. Bear—whose

complete knowledge of the subject in all its bearings is beyond
question, and the soundness of whose personal views thereon
must be well known to most agricultural readers and political

economists—complains, in the Norfolk News of July 12lh, of
the writer (of this and a form'^r communication) predicting

the failure of the Allinnce if it does not aim at the reform of
the Laws of Entail and Settlement; aud contends that "the
Alliance is not at all likely to fail for not going beyoud the
views of fanners in framing its immediate objects."' It is no
doubt true that " few English farmers care anything about the
reform of the Land Laws so far as these atlect ownership ;"

but if such reform is a sine qua nan, the Alliance must neces-
sarily go beyond the present views of farmers. English far-

mers have not as a rule been in the habit of looking on the
Land Laws as the root of the evil by which they are oppressed.
But if these laws are the root of the evil, there is ther fore the
more need—nay, the positive necessity—of setting the matter
before them in its true light. Whatever the root of the evil

may be, the (effectiveness and nl'imate success of the Alliance
must depend on its machinery being constructed to reach and
destroy it. The gist of the whole matter lies in the question
as to what constitutes the root of the evil.

The position of the lenant fanner at the present time may
easily be described. His capital has been reduced by a suc-
cession of bad seasons and low prices for the produce of those
seasons; by restrictive covenants; by game ; by oppressive
taxation and other unfair burdens on land ; by high rents and
dear labour ; and by foreign competition in food products with
which he is unable to contend. The price of his grain crops
is ruled entireley by the available foreign supply ; and the
price of home-grown meat is even now influenced, and will
doubtless ultimately be ruled by an available foreign supply.
There is no possibility of the British producer competirg suc-
cessfully with the foreign producer under the present conditions
of land tenure. This season, and former unfavourable seasons,
have accelerated the ruin of many a farmer ; and have brought
matters generally to something like a cHmax ; but the seasons
have had. nothing to do with the broad facts of the case ia
relation to foreign competition. The causes have been slowly
growing and accumulating, until we are face to face with a
crisis wliich lias no precedent. A retnrnof favorable seasons
would ese the pressure no doubt, but it would not remove the
load. What then is to be done? " Where is the improve-
ment to come from ?" is the question asked on every side. To
enable the British farmer to compete with ths foreign pro-
ducer he must first of all have security for his buried capital,

and then have perfect liberty of cropping, and of selling any-
thing the land will produce. He cannot farm in this way
without spending a lot of money on the land ; and he cannot
obtain money to spend on the land unless it is secured by a
lease with a compensation clause at the end of it, and unless
he has the inalienable and unconditional right to kill the
gronnd game that is upon it. That, as a rule, farmers cannot
obtain such conditions of tenure as these, is a patent fact.

There must be a reason why they cannot obtain them ; and it
is as plain and apparent as the sun.*t noon-day. A large pro-
portion of the land of England is held by limited owners, under
strict entail and settlement. These so-called land owners are
in reality but life tenau's, or rent-charges. After the provisions
of the settlement liave been fulfilled, their income will not
allow of their rendering themselves liable to pay for the unei-
Lansted interest o^ the tenant (in ctat aeecoud tenant canaol
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be found), or in other words, for tlic improvement of the land

beyond a definite contract. They throw small and nieJiuin-

sized farms together to save the expense of buildings, repairs',

&c. : they are unable to drain the land or execute necessary

permanent improvements ; and they clinp to their gam* as

being the one premier object for which they condescend to

live at all on their estates. These are the men who make the

laws ; and these are the men who will maintain them, and the

"privileges" they secure, until a movement on the part of

tenant farmers or the general public, or both combined,

assumes a proportion which will necessitate a reform. The

question at issue is the usages secured by the Land Laws to

one class, versus the interests of the entire community ; the

limited owner versus the people. Not one single clause of

Mr. James Howard's programme, as given in the Times, with

tlie exception of the rating question, can be carried out with-

out a battle with landowners, inasmuch as they all form part

and parcel of the same system. Platitudes will not move them

a hair's breadth ; it will have to be real and down-right fighting

—in facf, war to the knife, but happily a bloodless conflict. A
voting power will have to be organised, and pledged to impose

a certain programmeonevery county candidate for Parliament;

and the first exercise of real working power inside the House

of Commons should be to hew at the roots of the Laws of

Entail and Settlement. Their destruction effected, capital

would be attracted to the soil, for ownership would then be in

fee simple for lives in being. Liberal convenants could then

be granted, ground game destroyed, and the British farmer

would be placed in the only position by which he can reason-

ably hope to compete successfully with foreign food products.

" A score of practical agriculturists in Parliament" would be

better than one, that is to say, if they were not in favor of

laying down land to grass, and not opposed to high farming,

as that one appears to be. But the mere fact of a certain

number of practical tenant farmers having seats in the House,

would not in itself sufGce, becanse they may be all more or

less under landlords' influence. What is really required is for

the farmers of England to use their immense voting power

with one accord for one definite purcose ; namely, to impose on

all candidates for the representation of counties a set pro-

gramme. A few resolute men, who are able public speakers,

might even in the interval between the present time and the

next general election, produce an effect on the minds of tenant

armers, which would materially alter the representation of

ounties. In the interesting article of the Special Commis-

sioner of the Norfolk News, published on July 5, an ominous

remark from an agriculturist is rf corded, namely, " that farmers

are difficult to move ; they will put np with a great deal
;

nothing will rouse them but some dire calamity like that which

appears to be coming upon them ; and then they will carry

everything with a rush, and care nothing for the landlords,

just as at the time of the Reform Bill." A stampede of this

sort would not be a difficult thing to bring about now. With

ruin staring them in the face, what have they to fear from

landlords? INot only so, but the constitntionally timid hive

the ballot-box to shie'ld them from the sctutiiiy of the parson,

the squire, and the land-agent. Nothing is wanting but unity,

resolution, and good guidance.

If the position taken up by the writer is a false one, namely,

that the Laws of Entail and Settlement ate the fundamental

basis on whicii rest all conditions of land tenure, which are

inimical to the interest of the community, by preventing the

maximum production of the land, then let it be demonstrated

to be 80 in these columns.

Apropos to the subject treated above, it may be seen from

outside testimony that the Land Laws are likely to be subjected

to a thorough scrutimy in various parts of the wor d. In

Ireland the tenants' question differs in kind from the tenants'

question in Great Britain, because the tenants' interest in the

soil amounts as a rule to as great or even greater money

value than the fee simple of the land itself. But outside this,

there is Land Law reform needed. At a recent meeting of

tenant farmers held near Ballinasloe the following resolutions

were passed :

—

" The tenant farmers of the districts of Skenagh, Athenry,

and Newcastle, assembled in a monster meeting, declare their

inability to meet their present high rents owing to the marked

reduction in the price of agricultural products, respectfully

demand of the landlords a fair reduciion in order to be able

to tide over their almost unprecedented distress ; also, that the

inhabitants of the several parishes aseenibled express their
sense of indignation al the issue of ejectment processes, which
at the present time are considered harsh ani tyrannical, and
offer to those to be ejected their warm sympathy and practical
support." A third resolution established a Tenants' Defence
Association, *' which will carry on by constitutional raeaus the
agitation now happily inaugurated, and which, if persevered in,

will give them security in the soil, domestic happpiness, and
comfort."

From the Antipodes comes a forcible statement of farmers
difficulties in the Colony of Victoria, Australia. The Gipps-
latid Times remarks " that the farmers of "Victoria might, if

they chose, influence the return of a sofficient number of re-

presentatives to abolish the fijcal burdens placed upon them.
At the general election for 1877 there were of this class of
voters on the ratepayf rs' rolls 23,065, of whom no less than
14,097 did not vote. Ou the general rolls the number of
farmers registered was 1,279 of whom 1,031 refrained from
voting. Tiius, fully three-eighths of the farming interest was
voluntarily effaced at the last election. The total number of
farmers on the register was 39,'t7"2, of whom 15,138 did not
vote. In North Gippsland 450 ratepajing farmers voted,

300 did not ! On the general roll, out of 673 registered, only
343 went to the ballot-box. These figures, the aocuiacy of
which is beyond dispute, give colour to the assertion that too

many farmers of this colony undervalue the franchise. It is

to be hoped they will shake off their apathy at the ensuing
general election." And then Ircm Portugal a recent telegram

states that the GnzeAle '' publishes a decree appointing a Com-
mission, under the presidency of Count Cazal Ribeiro, for the

purpose of inquiring into the cause ot the agricultural crisis

which afilicts the country, and providing a remedy." Whilst
at home we have also a Royal Commission appointed for the

same purpose ostensibly, though in reality it is to be feared

that it is but a device of landowners to throw dust in the eyes

of farmers and the public, and to shelve the whole qcestion

as long as possible.

[The writer of this able article had no right to assume that

Mr. James Howard included the whole of the reform whicli

he thinks desirable in his let er to the Timrs. People do not

always ask for all they want at once.

—

Ed.]

SPOILING THE EGYPTIANS.—To get the better of a

professional card-player is a difficult matter. The Heathen
Chinee did it (for Bill Nye, and the narritor of the story,

were to all intents and purposes professionals), but thep. the

Heathen is a marvel of duplicity, and a man is reckless if he

thinks he has it all his own way. Ah Sin, however, has

some European relations who lately turned up at Aix-les-

Bains, where baccarat and roulette are merrily played. The
young gentlemen is question went to the best hotel, and,

though they were going to start for Turin by the night train,

they strolled into a room to see some play. They were asked

to take a hand, and di.ln't mind if they did, just for a little

while. They did not know much of the game, but, just for

fun, would try a turn or so. Their progress was wonderful,

and they soon became so elated that nothing short of taking

turns at keeping the bank would suit thera. Finally, when
they went to catch their train, they took with them all the

ready-money in Aix-les-Bains. They caught their train, and
disappeared, and then came the exciting part of the story.

When the attendant came to pick up the cards from the table

and floor, the number of nines, court cards, and other winning

numbers, was qnite extraordinary, and out of all proportion

to the recognised opinion, which says that a pack contains

fifty-two cards. Anxious inquiries were made in Turin, but

nothing is heard of the lucky players. Perhaps it was not to

Turin that they were really going. They said they were,

indeed, but then they said uiey did not understand baccarat.

To puti vvilffarly, Aix-les-Bains was decidedly " had."

A SLIGHT OMISSION.—The lady of a Yorkshire baronet

solicited her lord for a dairy farm with which to employ and

amuse her leisure hours. Her prayer was granted, and, being

an intelligent and industrious farmer, her ladyship thove

mightily realising handsome profits by her eggs, her butfer.and

her poultry. "I am sure, sir," said she one dfiy to her in-

dulgent spoute, " I don't know why tenants grumble as they

rio ; 1 find farming very profitable." "Yes, ray dear," he

replied, taking her playfully by the ear, " but you pay me no

rent." "All !" rejoined the lady, after a pause, " Pd forgot the

rent."
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THE FATl^lERS' ALLIANCE.
MEETING IN BIRMIN'GHilM.

A public meeting to explain the objects of the Fatmera'

Alliance was held oa Aug. 'J'th, in the Exchange

Assembly Rooms ; the Mayor (Alderman Collings) pre-

eiding. Amongst those present were Messrs. James

Howard (chairman of the alliance), A. M'Nccl Caird,

^erroch, Wiijtowiishire), T. J. Clarke (Churchover,

Rugby), A. McMillan (Berkswcll), E. Scriven (Learnings

ton), ll.W. Dale, W. Harris, Councillor Powell Williams,

5)r. Barratt, D. Perkins, J. Cadbury, J. Sale, F. S.

Schnadhorst, F. Y. Foultoa, Docwra, Walters, and the

Rev. J, Bury.

The MA.YOR announced that letters of apology had been

Teceived from Mr. John Briglit, M.P., Mr. P. H. Muntz,

MP., Mr. J. Chamberlain, M>P., and thp Eirl of Yarmouth.

Mr. F. Freeman, cf London, and Mr. W. Seotson, of Liverpool,

who had been advertised to take part in the proceedings, were

also unavoidably absent from the meetinj. Mr. Bright, in his

let.er, expressed himself unable to take up any nev/ work, and

he was of opinion that new inin should undertake it. lie

wished the alliance success in the great work which it had

before it (Ipplause). Mr. Muutz, in his letter, said that

the fanners had the power in tlieirown hands, and they should

insist on such reforms as were essential to their welfare. Let

them propose mea at the ne-^t election pledged to carry

•out their views. They could do so if they were determined,

-3ind they would then take that posiiun in the country

to which they were entitled. So long as tiiey were

content with grumbling they would make no progress

(Hear, hear). Tlie Mayor tlien said the meetin°r

had been called under the auspices of the Farmers'

Alliance—an alliance that was founded in April last with the

object of securing certain reforms in the land Ihws. It in-

teuded holding meetings in all the principal market towns in

England, to seek the support not only of the farmers, but of

everyone interested in agricultural reform. He should like to

know who was aot interested in agricultural reform? (Hear,

hear). He was certainly of opinion that the whole commu-
nity at the present moment were more deeply interested in

thi.s tlian in any other question now before them. He was
glad that the alliance had chosen Birmingham in which to

hold its first proviaci&l meeting. He could assure thera of a

very hearty welcome on the occasion, and he could further

guarantee them a great deal of sympathy. The people of

Birmingham were fully alive to tlie importance of the cause

*'hich the farmers had in hand, for it was the people's cause

also. He could promise the alliance every assistance that

Birmingham could give in carrying out their aims (applause).

He might say, however, having in his early dajs lieen much
nmongst farmers, that there were several things they needed

to have said to them by tlie towns (Hear, hear). For ages,

for generations past, there had been a traditional feeling of

opposition, and he might almost say of autigonism, between

the farmers and the towns (Hear, hear). There were strong

prejudices still existing to a great extent. That,in his opinion,

was a very unnatural state of thing", and he believed it would
be found by the farmers and the towns, on examination, that

sacli feeling was unreaHonable, unnecessary, and injurious to

all around (Hear, hear). The farmers lud too easily taken

for granted all that had been said to them by the monopolist

diss of landowners, Tiiey b\d not leaked on every question

on its merits ; they had not s^^fiiciently judged aod acted for

themselves. He would say, further, that the farmers, as a

class, in times gone by, had not been so politically indepeu.

dent as tha townspeople would like to have seen them.

Tliey had been—to their misfortune, not their fault—some-

times under the thumb, politically, of the landowners, whose
actions, as shown by their legislation, had been opposed to the

best interests of the farmers, and of the people generally

(Hear, hear). He was pleased to see that the nieetiug was
thoronghly representative. Every man present tliat alternoon

was presumably in attendance because he had a deep interest

in the question which was to be brought before thera, and from

that point he considered the meeting a most important one

(Hear. hear). He believed a better state of things would

come about, and a better understanding would be arrived it

between the country and the towns. There would be «

recognition that there Was a nnily of interests between tha
farmers and townspeople. lie was quite sure that the tru3
farmers' alliance would be found with the towns, and with, the
men who liad struggled, and succeeded in tlie throwin;? oH' the
burden from their own backs which class privilege had placed
upon them (Hear, hear). Those men, having done that, he
believed, were now ready to assist the farmers to the utmost
in applying to the land those principles which, in the words ot

Mr. Cobden, had wrought such wonders with regard to com-
merce. His worship pointed out how, in many ways, the
commercial classes were suff'-rinK in consequence of the un-
favourable position of agriculturists. Mr. Howard and Mr.
Caird would address them on the land laws, and, therefore, on
tl^^t poitv*, he would merely remark that in Knglani they liad

land laws in existence sucli as did not exist in any other
country in Europe. He had no doubt that the farmers had
read the utterances of the landlords, and especially tlia

recent speech made by Lord Derby, who, in the course of his

remarks, stated that the farmers might emigrate. The
people, however, did not want them to emigrate to Australia
or to America (Hear, hear). They required the farmers
at home, in order to till the land of the country. Bat they
Iiad no particular objection to the landowners emigratin;j
(laughter and applause). Beferring to the Agricultural
Holdings Act, he remarked if that Act had not opened tha
eyes of the tenant farmers, there was really no hope for them.
That Act had been useful one way : it had opened
the eyes of the farmers to the enormous preponderance of
of landowners in the House of Commons, (or surely no otiier

class would have passed such a law as that (applause). The
farmers had a Royal Commission granted to them
(laughter). He recommended that Commiss.on, without
taking the trouble to sit, to draw up a report similar to three
celebrated resolutions which their Pnritan fathers passed when
when they went to fake possession of America—first, " Tha
earth is the Lord's ;" secondly, " lie has ijiven it to the
people;" and thirdl}', "We pre his people" (laughter).
Farmers, he argued, must put their trust in themse ves. Each
man had got a vote, and he had the ballot to protect liim in
recording that vote. If the farmers knew what they wanted
they had the power to get what they wanted, and if they were
not plucky enough to use that power it was beyond human
skill to help them (applause). If they did not take up the
land question themselves the people of the big towns, seeing
how largely that question alTected thera, would speedily settle

it in a manner that the landed aristocracy of England did not
contemplate (loud applause).

Mr. James Howard (Chairman cf tlie Farmers' Alliance)
said there never was a period in the history of this country
when the position of the tenant farmer excited so much in-
terest as at the present time. ]Not only the two classes directly
interested, but the whole nation seemed to be awakening to
the fact that the great industrial interest upon which the food
of the community depended was one of gigantic importance.
(Hear, hear). The vast and ever increasing sums seat abroad
for the purchase of foreign food, amounting, Inst year, to the
enormous sum ef 100 millions sterling, coupled with the un-
raistakeable and lamentable signs of the decay of our own
agriculture, had created a wide-spreid alarm as to the future.
Thoughtful men foresaw in that depression, and the interest
it had awakened throughout the community, the dawn of a
brighter future, and the inau^jnration of a healthier condi-
tion. The general publie, since the great battle for the aboli-
tion of the corn laws, had manifested very little iuterest ia
agricultural questions, or wha', perhaps, might be more pro-
perly described as the politics of agriculture. The general
public had been (ully alive to the importance of manufactur-
ing, mining, and commercial pursuits, but had remained to a
great extent in ignorance of the imparlance of agriculture, of
the enormous sums embarked in the cultivation of tlie soil,

aid of the annual value of the produce of our fields and home-
stead?. Speaking, as he was, in one of the great c-ntres of
industry in England, he hoped he miglit be allowed to dwell
particularly upon the importance of the agricultural interest,

and to supplement the very wise remarks which had fallen from
the Mayor upon that 8n;.ject (Hear, hear). In order to
show the importance of the agricaltural interest, he pointed
to the fact that the annual produce of our fields and home-
steads was estimated at something between 250 aod 300
millions sterling, while the agaicultural and pastoral value
of tha land of the United Kingdom was estimated to be
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worth at least 2,000 millions sterling. The projectors of tjie

Farmers' Alliance entertained the opinion that the great body
of men who occupied the farms of the kinp:doni, and who were
mainly instrumental in producing so much wealth, were en-

titled to a larger share in the government of tlie conntry than

they at present possessed (Hear, hear). The members of the

Farmers' Alliance rejoiced that in the county of Warwick an
association had been started with that object in view (Hear,

Jiear). He sincerely hoped that the example set by Warwick-
•ahire would be followed by every county in England, so that

'they might speedily see a network of svich associations cover-

ing tlie whole country (applause). One object of the Far-

mers' Alliance would be to promote Ia every way in its power
the success of those associations. Great as was the total

amount of the present productions of the soil, he believed
' t'lat, under more favourable laws, under a more perfect

system, the productions of the land of Engknd were suscep-

tible of a very large increase—(Hear, hear)—whieh would be

b^neficiil alike to the landlord and tenant and the whole
community. The Farmers's Alliance did not endorse to the

fall the statement of a certain eminent statesman (Lord

JJerby), that tiie produce of England might be doubled ; but

tiiere was good reason to believe that one-third more produce

might properly be raised, of course under more favourable

conditions of tenure, and under wiser lawa. What would such

aa additional sura mean ? It would mean 100 millions extra

wealth, the greater part of which would go to benefit the

trade and commerce of the country (applause). If only one-

ivtn'ieth part found its way to Birmingham, its effect would

speedily be discovered in extended employment, and the

revival of prosperity. The main ohject of the

Farmers' Alliance was to remove all impediments to pro-

gress and increased production. They had no object to

subserve except the benefit of the tenant farmpr class, and

throagh them the whole community. Attempts had been

made to discredit the Alliance, and to prejudice the miuds

of the tenant farmers by describing it as a political associa-

tion. Some had gone so far as to say that it was a Radical

association. To'all such statements he gave a most \inquatified

denial. Their motto was, agriculture first, and politics

afterwards. (Applause.) If a greater number of Liberals

tlian Conservatives had joined the Alliance, that was no fault

of its promoters, v?ho could not compel people, whether

Liberals or Conservatives to join their ranks. They welcomed
all. That day, for instance, they had the pleasure of being

presided over by the Mayor of the important town of Birming-

ham (Applause.) The politics of the Mayor of Birmingham
• were known throngbout Eneland— (bear, hear)—to be of a

Liberal character (applause.) It might also be said that those

politics were of an advanced Liberal character (renewed

aapplause). Next week the Alliance would hold a meeting in

the Conservative county of Essex, where they would be
- -presided over by a very consistent Tory farmer— (a laugh)—
who was also a very practical agriculturists; and if Mr.
Oaruner, to wliom he alluded, were to displace one of the

political nobodies who now represented that important asri-

cultural county, he (Mr. Howard), for one, would very greatly

rejoice (applause). He might further say that, if the Mayor
of Birmingham should gain a seat at the next election, the

farmers of England might count upon having at least one

more friend (loud applause). For his own part he did

not think the farmers of England lal much to thank

, either of the two great political parties for. What-
' ever might be tlie case with the Irish farmer,

certainly his English brother had no debt of grati-

tude eitlier to the Whigs or tiie Torie (hear. hear).

.Tha opinions of the tenant farmers had been sys-

tpiuatically unheeded in the great Council of the

nation, no matter what Government had been in power. The
demands of the tenant farmers had been either rejected, or,

what was a still greater insult, they had boen evaded. There
was no need to bring before such a meeting as the present all

the legis'ative measures affecting the interests of agriculture

which had come before Parliament. There were questions of

valuation, police-ra*e, game laws, malt tax, cattle disease,

cjunty government, and asricaltiiri-l holdings. He did not

propose to dwell at any lengtli upon those «abject8, but he

desired to refer very brieflly just to one or two of them. With
regard to county government, the views of the farmers had
been totally ignored in the provisions of the Bill submitted

.during the present seasioD. la respect to the legislation on

cattle d seases, the Government had certain views pres3ed uroti
them which were held by the more intelligent farmers of Eng-
land, but those views were systematically ignored. Tlie present
Government was more obdurate than any GoverDmrut which
liad preceded it, for they not only refused to listen to the
farmers, but refused to carry out the recoramendations of the
Select Committee. They never woke up until Mr. Read's
retirement from the Government, and the storm which
followed had brought the Duke of Richmond to his senses.

The main object of the Farmers' Alliance was to put a stop to

sham legislation, to form an association so strong, with a
membership so numerous, that any Government that might be
in power would be compelled to give respectful attention to

them. (Applause.) The tenant farmers of England and Scot-

land were put down at something like 600,00U in number
;

throughout the United Kingdom they numbered consider

ably over a million. They employed a capital in carrying on
their business of something like 400 millions ; and were a
body of men who had only to use the vast power they pos-

sessed in order to send men to Farliament pledged to support

their views, and ii they used that pcra-er, then no matter what
Governraeut was in power, it would become speedily obedient,

and grant every concession to which the farmers were justly

entitled. It might be asked, as it had been asked, what need

there was for another agricultural as Delation, while so many
were already in existence. Tiie answer to that questii n was
twofold. First of all, none of the existing agricultural asso-

ciations had succeeded in obtaining the dianges and reforms

which were enumerated in the programme of the Alliance. In

the next place, it was a singular but rather an anomalous fact

that, notwithstanding the number of existing agricultural

associations, not one was charged with the special dut; of

looking after the interests of the tenant farmer. The Farmers'

Alliance was intended to supply that want. Its chief business

would be to look after the interests of the tenant-farmer class,

both in and out of Parliament. To show how the ira-nediate

pecuniary interesi;s of that class bad been neglected, he

instanced two rather remarkable cases. The Sani':ary Acts

were very valuable enactments, but one would suppose tliit

the cost of permanent improvements in a village would be

placed upon the shoulders of those who had a permanent

interest in the parish
;
yet, as a matter of fact, they were

placed-upon the shoulders of the tenant farmer, who very often

had but an ephemeral and transient interest in the village.

Then there was the important question of elementary education;

and valuable as the measure having that object undoubtedly was,

the fact could not be disguised that, in the rural districts,

it had fallen very heavily upon the tenant farmer. It

deprived him of a great amount of juvenile labour and

imposed financial burdens upon his shoulders which properly

should have been placed upon the owners of the land. lis

was aware that political economists contended that all rates

were ultimately borne by tbeowner of the land. He did not

deny that that was so in the long run ; but in respect of new
rates he did not think the principle had a bearing. Rates,

when once imposed upon the shoulders of a class, had a

tendency to remain there for a longer or shorter period, and

tliey did so remain. In the case ct the property tax there was

a legislative enactment enabling the tenant to deduct the tax

from his rent, and he mnatained that that ought to have been

the ease in regard to the Sanitary, Education, and other Acts.

(Applause.) One of the objects of the Farmers' Alliance

would be to watch these matters in the future, and take care

that no burdens were improperly placed npon the shoulders of

the tenant without raising the note of alarm. He wished it,

hovpever, to be understood that tlie promoters of the alliance

had not put forth their programme as a complete panacea for

the present depression, or all the evils that afflicted agricul-

ture. They were practical men, who knew that the prosperity

of agriculture was very much dependent upon suitable weather

and congenial seasons, and also to a great extent upon the

prosperity of the manufacturing and trading classes of the

country. Apart, however, from thequestion of seasons and c' her

matters over which farmers bad no control, and there

were certain chronic diseases in the lamb system

which called loudly for rectification. Some of these thi_i gs

were set forth in the programme of the Alliance. Ine

tenant farmers, he went on to say, were the only

importaut class in the country which were not directly repre-

sented in Parliament. There were, he believed, 187 members

for English counties in Parliament, and only one of that large
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fl\im1)pr could Im said to bp'.ong to tlie tcnaiit-fannpr nlass.

1« aJvociiting direct rcpreseutstioii of the farmer iu Tarlia-

meiit, it must not be supposed thut the Alliance eritertaiued

any feelint^s of animosity towards tliH territorial class. It

was quite possible to dill'cT from the views of a class without

feeling anything like personal antagonism towards the

members of that class. Mr, Howard tiien pointed out why
several matters, such as the repeal of the malt tax, the laws

of primoy;eniture and entail and settlement, had not been

included iu their pregrRrnmc. He believed that the latter law

had exercised a most baneful influence on llie agriculture of

the country, lie was very glad th^it Lord llartiugton Ir^d

had the courage to denounce such a system, and he was not a

little amused to notice the nunm^r in which the rremier liad

attributed to his lordship views that the latter never really

gave expression to. (.V Voice: "Just like him.'") The
Alliance iiad been blamed for not going into the question of

protection, which came before tliem under tiie guises of ad
valorem duties, import duties, and reciprocity. If, however,

tiiey devoted themselves to that, the elFect of it would be to

postpone and indefinitely strive-off, so far as they were con-

cerned, much more practical and urgent matters. Before the

people would consent to a return to protectioB, they would

demand that the farmer should be put iu the bes-t

possible position for competing with their rivals. He con-

cluded by urging the farmers to avail themselves of the

opportunity for combining (or the promotion of their interests,

an I the securing of their rights (Loud applause).

Mr. McNeel-Cairp said:
—"I have been asked to address

you in regard to the aspect of tlie land questions more par-

ticularly in Scotland; aud 1 must first disclaim the existence

in that country of the unhappy ijealousy between town and

country which the Mayor lias stated to exist in this

country. The poorest ar isan in our towns feels that he is

deeply interested in the reform of these laws, and sympathises

earnestly with those who seek their amendment (Applause).

I will not make that statement without giving evidence in

support of it. We have discussed these questious at great

length during many years, till such a state of public opinion

has been roused that, in this last Session of Parliament, only

one of the whole of the town and county members for Scotland

ould venture to|resist the[principle ofiheBill for abolishing that

priority for rent in favour of landlords which we call hypo-
thec, aud which is analagous to yourhw of distress (/Applause).

We liave had in Scotland for more than two centuries a law

of entail of unexampled stringency, nnder which the owner of

any parcel of land was enabled, by merely executing and
Tej;istering a deed, to settle the land inalienably on his own
family and connections till the end of time; aud though that

law has undergone some modification iu recent years, the

practical effect of these raodiftcatiims has as yet been very

limited. Under that law, there has been an accumulation of

lauded property in the hands of a very small number of

persons to an eKteut which is unpiralleled in any free country.

Sixty-eight persons own among them nearly one half of the

whole land of Scotland (Hear, hear). The land area of

Scotland is 18 millions and some odd hundreds of thousands

of acres; 172 millions of acres are owned by 17")8 persons, a

number who might easily find standing room in this hall.

That small number of persons might by law depopulate the

ciuntry (Hear, hear). The great body of the people

—

3,200,000—do not own a square inch of their native soil

amongst them (Hear, hear). The nominal proprietors of the

entailed Innds are practically an interraiuable succession of

li'e rent-chargers, without the interest, and often without the

means to perform the duties of full owners. You will easily

see how this must operate to the prejudice of the occupiers.

Liws have been made to enable sucli landlords to raise money
for improvements, and these have given temporary relief, but

in the end they inevitably plunge the entailed estates iu

chronic indebtedness. All this exh'bits a state of things

which ouglit to arrest the attention of our higher statesmen,

and to bring about a sounder condition of laud transfer and
ownership. The law-making power has for centuries been
entirely in the hands of landowners. They have a prepou

derating voice also in the appointment of those who adminis-

ter and interpret the law. I am lar from suggesting that

they had any deliberate design to eBtablish laws unfavourable

to occupiers, but it is the natural outcome of an exclusive

possession of power by a single class that there has

grovi'u up a code of laws for determining the relations

between landlord aud tensnl which i^ unjust to tlic farmer^

injurious to the country, and even sliortsiglited and mis-

chievous as regards the true interests of the landlord.

(Hear, iiear). The first branch of the law to which

I wisli to direct your attention is that which relates to tiie

tenant farmers' improvements, and his unexhausted manurcj.

You, Mr. Mayor, liave pointed out tliat the law as to trade

fixtures is entirely ditl'erent Iroin ttie law which is applied to

the fixtuies on a farm. In trade the tenants' fixtures reniaiu

his own, and lie Ciu take them away, or dispose of them ax

he pleases at the close of his tenancy. But the tenant ii»

agriculture, if he puts up a building, or executes drainage, or

does any other permanent improvement on the land wliicli ha

occupies, is by an unreasonable presumption of law assumed

to have intended to make a free gift of it to his landlord.

(Hear, hear). Tlii; diU'ercnce was brou.;ht specially nnder

attention of the Legislature by a special Committee appointed

to consider agricultural dillleulties nearly oO years ago. That
Committee re-coramended that the law as to trade fixtures

should be applied to agricultural ii»iproveraeuts, and a Bill

was brought i«to Parliament for accomplishing tliat just and
beneficial eliange. You liave heard from my esteemed friend

who preceded me how the Agricultural Holdings' Bill took

away by one clause wtiat it pretended to give by another, and

it is instructive to know that exactly the same policy was
pursued ia regard to the "Dill as to agricultural fixture*; for

while it professed to apply the law ot trade fixtures to the

tenant farmer, a condition was added in the Bill that the

farm tenant was to have his rig'it of property iu his fixtures

preserved, only if he had obtained the vrritteti consent of ths

la)uUord. The Act passed in that form, and still stands on
the Statute Book ; but iu consequence of that condition, it

has proved a practioil mockery, and many well-informed

persons who are conversant with these questions are even

ignorant now that such an Act was ever passed, so coiu-

plet-ely lias it gone into oblivion. The great original

principles of law are generally ftunded on reason and coiumou

sense, and wherever they have been found to operate so as to

produce injustice, you may be sure that in Uie course of cen-

turies some twist has been iutroduced in their application

contrary to their origiuil spirit. That observation applies

very specially to the artificial manures wliich a farmer em-

ploys in cultivatiiig h.is farm. His manures are necessarily

incorporated with the soil, hut the original principle of law

in regard to such a commixture is that while the own.»r-

ship remains with the person who has contributed most to its

value, it is his subject to this essential condition that he shall

compensate the man who has also contributed io ilie ec'cnl io

which hi profi's (Hear, hear). It is told of Turner, ths

great painter, "that he h.id such marvellous facility of execu-

tion, that he oceasionally dipped his thumb in paint, and
wiili a few rapid dishes ou the canvas, produced some of

those marvellous effects which have made his name immortal.

Let us suppose that Turner, while in the studio of a brother

artist-, had such an inspiration of genias, and using the paint

and canvas of acother without the leave or the knowledge of

him to whom these materials belonged, created one of those

wonderful works of art worth lioudredp, or it may bu thou-

sands of pouad«, by the use of materials that probably were
not worth haf-a-crown, would be reasonable that the law
should award that valuable work of art to the. man who
contributed towards it the materials which Turner's

genius worked upon? I speuk with reserve of the law of

England with which I am less t&mili_r ; but I say that, ac-

cording to the principles of the old Imperial Code of Home,
which have been adopted in my own country aud m most ot;

the countries of the civilised world, the biw would take a
reasonable view of such a case as 1 am iuiaginiug ; it would
take account of the value cumuiuuicattd to the finished work
by the genius and execution of the artist (Hear, hear). It

would award the ownership of the picture, not to the man
who contributed the hal;-crowns worth of material. It would
give it to the man who hdd made the pic'uie what it is, but
always « ith the just condition that he should compensate the

other for the utmost value of his materials (Hear, heir).

Now observe tliut in the case which I have supposed, Turner
would have been a trespasser. But the farmer wlien he in-

corporates his manures with the soil is carrying out the pur-

pose of his business, for which he occupies the farm (Ilear,

hear). In his case the greater value is with the landowner,

and the ownerghip on the same priuciples goes to the owucr

N 3
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of the land, but when lie appropriates the improvement it

ought to be his on the same condition, that he sliall give

compensation to tlie farmer (Hear, hear). I do not say to

the extent of what it cost the farmer to add his enricliments

of the soil, but to the prolits derived from tlie improvement
by iiim who has appropriated it (Loud applause). At the time

when a diflferent rule was applied to the case of manures, from

that whicli would be applied in any other case of coraraixtii)n

attificial manures were unknown. A farmer was not expected

to apply to the eniicliment of his land aiiythin<; more than

the elements of fertility which he liad derived from it, and that

may in part account for the eslabliehment of sucli a rule ad-

verse to farmers, and when judges have once settled a rule of

law they liave no power to go back on it. That is the pro-

vince ot the Legislature. But now when a farmer in manuring
and preparing his green crop, if he would keep himself abreast

of the times, finds it necessary to expend £G or £8 an acre in a

single year for lime, manures, and work on land whose
intrinsic rent value may be 20»., SOs., or lOs. an acre, it is

manifest tliat the rule which was applied under different cir-

cumstances is wholly inapplicable now (Loud cheers). There-

fore I say that when the farmer claims to have compensation

for his unexhausted manures, he is not asking the creation of

any new riglit (Hear, hear). He asks ths Legislature to

redress a wrong which was done by the courts of law under

circumstances wholly different from those which now prevail

(Hear, hear). He is entitled to say " The law which respects

the property of the landowner ought also to give just respect

to the property of the tenant, and should not confiscate it to

the landowner without compensation, on the plea whicii

everybody knows to be false in fact and in reason that the

tenant must be supposed to iiave intended to make a

Irec gift of it to his landlords. (Hear, hear.) Then observe

tlie effect of such a banetul law. The tenant is

positi^ ely punished by confiscation for doing the best he

could for the interest of the landlord, the country, and

himself. (Applause.) It is a law which is as impolitic as it

is unjust. It operates at every turn by deterring men from

doing their best to extend the growtli of food. (Hear, hear.)

Manures are the proper business of the farmer ; they are net

at all the business of the landlord. I think it is a mistake to

lay the coinpensation for manures on the landowner. I

might remove some prejudices and help to the solution of this

question if the liability for compensation were laid by law not

upon the landlord, but directly on the succeeding occupier to

tlie extent to which he beupiits by the unexhausted manures.

(Hear, hear.) No doubt ii the Agricultural Holdings Act
liad been really operative it would have worked round to that,

though it nominally lays the liabilitj on the landlord, for it is

not to be supposed that landlords, if they paid for unexhausted

manure", would, in reletting the farms, generally give the

benefit of these manures to the new tenant without stipulating

that he should recoup the landlord for them. Therefore, it

would probably be better in any legislation on the subject that

the burden should at once be laid upon the man who truly

reaps the benefit of the unexhausted manures,—that is the

succeeding occupier, whether the new tenant or whether the

landlord himself chooses to be the occupier. There has been

a great deal of apprehension expressed by soma landlords on

an idea that tenants have an interest in establishing rules for

excessive ccnipensatioD. But a tenant farmer, unless he is

qnitting the business, is generally the entering tenant of a

new farm, at the same time that he is the outgoing tenr.nt of

another. He would probably suffer as much by rules for

excessive compensation in the one case as he could gain in the

other. (Applause.) And therefore the real interest of the

tenant farmer is that the rules which may be established on

the subject of compeusation shall be just and reasonable. We
have in Scotland some presumptions of law from which you iu

this country are happily frea. There is a rule of law in

Sfotlanxl, apart from coutraci, that a tenant under a lease

winch does not exceed 19 years is not a liberty to transfer his

lease, (Oli, oh,) Ho cannot even leave it to his widow by will,

flr if he did attempt to do so the landlord, if hs choose (most

landlords v/ould no doubt scorn to do it,) play off the widow
against her eldest sod, and the nldest son against

the poor widow, and give the farm to the

one or other according to the advantages whicli each was
willing to concede to himself (Hear, hear). It is also a

presumption of law in "Scotland which yon have not in

JSagUad, that the game apart fiom contract is reserved to the

landlord (Hear, hear). The chairman of tlie Alliance ins
complained loudly that in England a tenant farmer has only
six months' notice to remove (Hear, hear). I sympathise
with him. It is far too short, and the Legislature has
extended the time of notice in Ireland to twelve months. But
iu Scotland the unhappy tenant may be suddenly evicted on a
notice of only forty days (Hear, hear). The law was other-

wise in my recollection, but about twenty-five years ago a
Procedure Bill for the regulation of the local courts of
Scotland was passing through Parliament, and some astute

landlord got inserted in it an enactment that forty days'

notice before the actual term of removal should be sufficient

for tlie eviction of a tenant. The tenaut farmers had no
representative in Parliament who understood their ii>terest«

or fully sympathised with them, and the clause passed un-
challenged through Parliament before the farmers in Scotland
were aware that snch an outrage had been proposed. It

regulates the notice for eviction to this day (Applause).

Tliere is another presumption of law applicable to all the

three countries of the United Kingdom—that a tenant in

possession of a farm must be assumed to hold for one year

only unless he can show wriiten evidence to the contrary.

Now all presumptions of law ought to be founded on fact and
reason, and it is not a fact nor is it conformable to reason
that a tenant farmer enters on a tillage farm witii the expec-
tation of holding it for only one year. He necessarily oon-
templafes a course of tillage (Applause). In manuring his

green crops he is laying the foundation for that fertilily cf

his pastures which will come into operation at the end of

several years (Hear, hear). It appears to me therefore that

the natural and legal unit of possession which the law should

presume in the absence of direct evidence should be at the

least a course of tillage (Applause). I now come to the

keystone of the great arch of ini^jaity which presses on the

industry of the tenant farmer. I refer to those legal priorities

for rent which exist under the name of distress in England
and of hypothec in Scotland. They are founded on the same
evil principle, the giving by the State of special securities to

landlords for the payment of their rents. Now when such

securities are given, somebody must bear the burden

of the security (Hear, hear). \7ho bears this

burden under "these laws ? The traders, the com.
mercial men, the manufacturers, the general public

—

al

who have dealings with ilie farmer. (Hear, hear, and ap-

plause.) The State lays that burden upon their backs for the

benefit of landlords. It is the same in principle and nearly

the same in results as if the guarantee were given on behalf of

the people at large by the State itself, or as if the State pro-

vided out of the coffers of the country the funds to enable im-

pecunious men to embark in the bu^jiness of farming. (Ap-
plause,) These laws enable landlords without risk to them-

selves to accept the competition for their farms of men whom
they would not deal with as possible tenants but for the

artificial security which the Slate thus provides. (Hear, hear.)

Now let me put to you, the mercantile men end manufacturers

of Birmingham, what would you say if the same principle

were applied to promote competition in your trades ? If it

were announced to-morro«p that the Government were prepared

to interpose the guarantee of the State to enable men without

adequate capital to enter into competition with you in the

businesses which you prosecute with so much advantage to

yourselves and to the country, how long could yon prosecu'e

these trades and businesses at your own risk against sucli

illegitimate competition? (Hear, hear.) Let us suppose

that the Government by State advance, or by State guarantee,

or by legislative securities through priorities of the same cha-

racter as those which it gives to landlords were to encourage

speculators without means to eaibark in your trades to the

extent of one million, would not every honest and legitimate

trader in Birmingham be up in arras against it ? Bat in the

case of agriculture do you think these guarantees at the cost

of the country are linaited to one million, five millions, ten

millions ? No sir, they amount to seventy millions a year,

f Hear, hear.) A perpetual mortgage on the industry of the

country, for the special benefit of landlords— (hear, hear)—to

the great disadvantage of the legitimate farmer. For when
the le-gitimate farmer is pressed by this illegitimate competi-

tion he is put to his choice either to abandon the

business to which he has been brought up or to

submit to unfair conditions as to his tenure and

rents. (Applause.) Now this is the law which above
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evrryihiiif; eiifi wrukniis the farmer iu his Jealiugs witli

Ilia landlord. (Hear, liear.) lie has to conteud with the lalse

competitiou wliicli has beeu engi'.udered by the outrageous

securities given to enable speculators to compete with him iu

liis busines^ (Applause). He has also in making liis bar-

gain to contend with and try to contract himself out of all

those false presumptions of law which have been wrongfully

established «gair.st him. The thiug which lie needs above

everything is real freedom of contract, for freedom of con-

tract is absolutely destroyed by the law of privilege and

priority, and of false presumptions which I have alluded to.

(Hear, hear). I am glad to say that the constitution of this

Alliance contains nothing contrary to the freedom of contract.

The nature and effects of these land law3 have been during

many years thoroughly thrashed cut in Scotland, and 1 would

not faithfully represent the prevalent opinion of the farmers of

ScotIai\d if I did not take this opportunity ot saying that they

are substantially at one on that great (luesiion of free contract.

The Scottish Ch;imber of Agriculture has over and over again

affirmed that principle with absolute unanimity. In 1875
they made a representation to the Government that '" if all

laws of privilege and unequal assumption adverse to the pro-

ducers of food were effectually taken away, there would be no

need to iaterl'ere with freedom of contract." In 1876 they

reiterated that statement, and by unanimous vote submitted to

Tarlianieut " that this chamber earnestly dssires that the

whole relations of landlord and tenant should be based on
true freedom of contract

;

" aud again ia an address to tlie

constituencies, which was unanimously adopted by them a few

months ago, they once more recorded, '' we abide by the

principle of (ree contract, but it is essential to that priuciple

that the law should be just iu its enactments aud presump-
ttons, and should b.old the balance fairly be.tvyeen the enacting

parties." I concede that if we were looking for merely tem-
porary palliative?, the gross inequality in the distribution of

owcership produced by artilicial laws, along with those unjust

presumptions against tenants to which I have referred, and
the state encouragement given to artificial competition for

farms, might bs fairly used in argument as alTurding reason-

able grouuds for saying tint these special laws so

weaken the position of the farmer, and so destroy

liis freedom of contract that it might not be

ua'"air, whil.-t such exceptional laws continue to protect him
by special conditions, to prevent his being deprived of any
relief which the Legislature might think tit to give him. But
the course which alone is provided for in the programme of

this Alliance is the right course—that we ought to seek the

absolute redress of these- irregularities instead of suggesting

that they should be palliated by temporary expedients.

(Applause.) So long as the Iaw holds the balance unfairly

between landlord and tenant I cannot condemn those who, as

a, temporary espedieut, woxild cast a bit of lead into the lighrer

scale to redress the balance. But that is not the way by

which to enlist the sympathies ofcommercial men, or to obtain

the support of respousibie statesmen. I do not believe that

any responsible statesman of the foremost rank would stsnd up
before the country to propose that a false balance should be

redressod by putting a false weight into the opposite scale. I

ara sure that the wisest and the right course, and tbe course

wbioh will afford the least handle to misrepresentation, is to

stand firm by the demand that the lav/ shall hold the scales

absolutely even between landlord aud tenant— (applause)

—

aud when that, is doue aud all laws of privilege

and unjust priority are swept away, I have no
apprelieusion that tlie farmers of this country will not be
as able as any other class of men to hold their own in making
their bargains. (Applause ) It is often a matter of observa-
tion that in times when all trades are depressed the farmers
are more severely aifected, and cry out louder than others. _

Tlie reason is that in the way which I have pointed out they
arc placed under anfair and exceptional laws, and iu times of
dilUculty, .through that cause, they have not the recuperative

power which is found to exist where trade is free, (Hear,
hear.) They are in the condition of an unhappy patient who
has been subjected to a long course of wrong treatment—

a

slight ailment becomes to him a great source of danger,
(llear and applause.) In the language which has been used

by the Scottiah Ciiamber of Agriculture, "we have been set by
our ciuntrymen to wrestle with the foreigner with our bauds
tied." Emancipate the Urmer from theae evil law-, give full

icoye to ftcedoaj of gtowlli, by itcog^uibiug the prujjtrty ot the

farmer in his improvements and manuret,-an<i you will find, iu

the course of a very short number of j curs that free capital

which is now driven by fictitious competitiou out of the busi-

ness will produce results which will largely increase our native

growth ot food, aud add to the fund for wages. (Applause.)

The landlord's rent is neither more nor less than a share ol'

the profit which remains from the pioduce of the land after

the costs of production are paid, and there is no class of raca

who will sooner participate iu the advantages of free and in-

creased production than the great body of landlords who
at present are alraid to encounter the changes which the

pressure of foreign competition renders imperative, (Ap-
plause.)

Mr. McMillan proposed the following resolution:^
"That this meeting, having heard the objects of the I'armcrii'

Alliance explained, approves of the lormatiou of the association,

and recommends farmers and others interested iu agricultural

reform to become members, and so to increase its influence."

As one remedy for the farmers' grievance, he said, there must
be a reduction of twenty to tweuty-five per cent, in the rent

of the land of this country (Hear, hear).

A Voice : lifty per cent (" Hear, hear," and applause).

Mr. E. SCKIVEN, in seconding the proposition, brieily

referred to tlie formation of the Warwickshire Tenant Farmers,'

Association. He contended that the agricultural interest had
not been represented in the House ofCommons (Hear, hear).

The landed interest had been well represented there, aud it

was suf!iciently represented in the House of Lords. He con-

sidered the remarks lately made by Lord Derby as to farmers

eniigratiLg''a3 most unpatriotic (Hear, hear). He advised the

farmers of North Warwickshire to select a candidate to

represent the agricultural interest iu that division of the.

county. They had decided to start a candidate in Souili

Warwickshire, and he certainly hoped they would find a good
man as a candidate for the northern portion of the county
(Applause). Mr. ClmiivE having o ipported the resolution, it

was put to the meeting, and unanimously adopted.

Mr. Caird, propi sed a vote of thanks to the Mayor for

presiding, which was seconded by Mr. W. E, Bear, aiid

carried wi'h acclamation.

The proceedings then terminated.

THE MARQUIS OF RIPON ON AGRI-

CULTURAL REFORM.
At a meeting held at Cleckheaton on J\ugust 2iifl, the

Marquis of Hipon, in criticizing the policy of the Govcrnmeut,
said :—There rni^ht be arguments to be used against tho
e.-itenibioa of the franchise but Her Majesty's Governmenl'a
mode of dealing with ihe matter had beeu simply to ignore it.

That was the mode in which they had got rid of the " small
worm" to be found iu that grievance. There was another
question—as he believed, one of the foremost—requiring set-

tlement at the preeent time. He meant the question ot what
was calied county government, the establishment ot county
boards. He knew very well that it was a question which had
been before Parliament lor many years—in fact, during almost
the whole of the 25 years he had been in public life. But all

questions had their time. There was a period when they wero
discussed and pressed upon public attention and upon succes-

sive Governments by earnest men, and there were times when
the circumstances of the moment compelled public attention to

be drawn to them, and when they were ripe tor settlement. He
ventured to say that this question of county Goveniiueiii was
one of these questions at the present time. He (luite admitted
that it was a diilicult question, but it was an important one,
because the pressure ot local rates is very great, and it «as
most natural that those upou whom they press should claim it

right to be represented iu the distribution aud management of-
them. He looked npon this question also as of great import-
auce for the political education of the people, because it was
certain that very soon—as soon as even they got nuit of Lord
Bcacoiisficld's GovernniRnt—they would have an e.stension of
franchise in counties ; and it was very important that they
should give to those who dwelt ia the counties rural municipa-
lities which might traiu them for the e.xercise of that frauclusp^
just as they are trained in the great towns by the municipalities
and local boards which there exiottJ. The Goveriii-.kcni, li^j.
it waa ttue, brought iu bills uu the iuM^ct ; but what had. !>es
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tliB nature of those iiieasurea ? They brooght in a bill last

ye;tf whioli wasnot a good one. Somuthing might, perhaps,

have been made of it, but they withdrew it. This year they

had brought ia a bill so small, so insignificant, and so wor.h-

less that it had been laughed out of every Chamber of Agri-

culture in the kingdom by their own friends and supporters.

, . . With respect to agricultural distress, he strongly

deprecated the conduct of those persons, whether in or out of

Parlianient, who, whilst they tried to avoid committing them-

s'.lves iu words to the principle of Protection, used language

which had uo meaning, unless it was intended to turn the

thoughts of the farming classes to Protection as a remedy for

the difficulties under which they were suffering. That was

merely to delude the farmers for they must know as well as he

did that to impose a tas on the food of the people was simply

au impossibility. Thank Grod it was impossible. But it was

mischievous to turn aside the thoughts of men from looking to

those matters by which landowners and occupiers might set

their shoulders to the wheel in order to meet the difficulties of

tlie present time, and to set them running afier a Will-'o-the-

wisp of the nature of a corn duty. He did think, however,

that there was something w'lich legislation might do in respect

to agricultural distress. V/hat they wanted was that there

should be tlie freest possible means for the application of capital,

whether on the part of the owner or the occupier, to the laud
;

and that there should be no artificial restrictions which should'

jircvent such an application. He had read witli the greatest

satisfaction liie able speech of his honourable friend and

leader. Lord llartington, made upon the occasion of Mr. Chap-

lin's motion, and he (the Marquis} teartily endorsed the senti-

incnts there expressed.

^gviciiltuval .Soxtettes.

ROYAL OP ENGLAND.
MoBthly Council, Wednesday, August 6th, 1879, The

Biikc of Bedford (President), iu the chair. Earl Spencer,

K.G, Lord Chesham, Lord Skelinersdale, Lord Vernon,

Hon. W.Esiertoii, M.P., SirT.D. Acland. Bart., M.P.,

Mr. Arkwrlght, Mr. Avelina;, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Davics,

Mr. Uruce, Mr. Trankish, Mr, James Howard, Colonel

Kiucscote, M.P., Mr. Leeds, Mr. Marton, Mr. Neville,

]\rr. Odams, Mr. Randell, Mr. Rawlence, Mr. Russell,

:Mr. Saiiday, Mr. Sheratou, Mr. Torr, M.P., Lieut.-Col.

Turbervill, Mr. Wells, Mr. George Wise, and Dr.

A'oelcker,

A number of new members were elected.

FINANCE.

Colonel KiNGSCOTE, C.B., M.P., presented the report,

from which it appears that the Secretary's receipts during

the past month had been duly examined by the Committee,

and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's

accountants, and found correct. The balance at the

bankers' on July 31st was £15,711 5s. 5d. The quarterly

statements of subscriptions and arrears to June 30th, and

the quarterly cash account, were laid on the table. The

Committee recommended that the Secretary be authorised

to sell out £10,000 Ntvr Three per Cents, now standing in

the name of the Society, to meet the claims arising from

the Exhibition at Kiiburn. In presenting this report

Colonel Kiugscote said it had been found impossible to

state the exact loss resultiug from the exhibition, but as

far rs could yet be ascertained, it would come to about

£10,000. This report was adopted.

ciie:mical.

Mr. Wells reported that Mr. Christopher had attended

the Council, and that, at his suggestion, some slight

alterations were ordered in the fittings of the laboratery.

The Committee recommeuded that the balance of Messrs.

Laiiig and Son's account be uow paid. Dr. Voelcker

viaitel the ex ,)erimeulal field at Woburu on the 31st July,

and r-'ported as follows :
—

I found the parts of the field on which the experiments

oil tlio cunriui.oui giowtli of wlieat and* barley are tried,

clean and belter Ihuu 1 aulicipaled iu thio trying season,

The mangolds in tlie r itation experiments are also clean'.

There is a regular plant, but the want of sunshine and heat
lias retarded the growth of the roots, which are still very
backward.

Nitrate of soda, as in the preceding year, is showing a
marked effect upon one of the four rotation acres uow in'

mang-olds.

The clover in the rotation experiments has been fed off

once by sheep, and a fresh lot of sheep will now be put on the

clover.

Both the rotation wheat and barley are remarkably good
and promising as far as the present appearance of these

corn crops goes. The ear of wheat is vtcII set ; and if

the weather at harvest time is propitious, there will be a

heavy yield of wheat on all four aores under experiments,.

The barley also is a line crop,, and likely to yield well this

harvest.

The Committee had received and' approved the report

of the Woburn Sub-Committee,

This report was adopted^

LONDON EXHIBITION.

Lieut- Colonel Pictoa Turbervill reported that'

several bills connected with the expenses of the late exhibi-

tion had been submitted to the Committee., and discussed

by them ; and they also presented their recommendations

in reference to some matters of detail. This report was
adopted.

The Secretary then reported that Dean Stanley's

sermon to the herdsmen and shepherds, in the Exhibition

at Kilburu; was now in course of distribution, as well aa

the pamphlet on Butter-making, ordered to be prepared

at the last meeting of the Council.

GENERAL CARLISLE.

Colonel KiN-GSCO'^E, M.P., reported the recomirenda'

tions of the Committee, that Mr. Christopher Stephenson,

of Naworth, be invited to act as Steward of Forage at the

Carlisle Meeting ; that the offer made by the local com-

mittee of prizes for farms be accepted, subject to the usual

regulations of the society ; and that the Carlisle Show
commence on Monday, July 12th, and close on the follow-

ing Friday evening. The Committee had approved of a

circular submitted by the Secretary with reference to aa

exhibition of damaged machinery to be shown at Carlisle,

and ordered it to be sent to the exhibitors of machiuery

worked by steam power, and to publish it in the agri-

cultural and engineering papers. This report was adopted.

SHO-W YARD CONTRACTS.

Mr. AvBLTNG presented the recommendations of the

Committee with reference to the restoration of the land

and certain footpaths at Kiiburn, surplus hurdles and

sleepers, asid the plan of next year's show-yard at Kii-

burn. This report was adopted.

VETERINART.

The Hon. W. Egekton, M.P. (chairntau), reported

that the Committee had received the followiug report from

Professor Simmonds :
—

During the past month only two or ttiree applications have

been received from members of the Society asking for

veterinary advice, and none of these had reference to any

serious or extensive outbreaks of disease, Tiie first in order

of time was a communication fron Mr. C. W. Hamilton, of

Hamwood, Clonee, co, Meatli, asking for advice relative to

rams afi'ected with suppression of urine produced by an

accumulation of calcareous deposits in the urethral canal. In

the reply which was sent, the causes of the affection were fully

pointed out, with especial reference to the kinds of food and

general management which gave rise to urinary deposits, and

instructions were given as to the selection of food and system

of feeding with a view to the prevention of the malady. Tlie

necessity of exhibiting an occassional dose of aperient medicine,

to be followed by a diuretic, and allowing the animals daily

walking eicrcibc lo iuduec thtui mure frtiiucuUy to evacuate
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the content* of the bladder, was also pointed oat. It mny be

haped Ujat these instructions were satisfactory, as na other

questions liave been asked.

The second comiuuaication came from Mr. Iloblyn.of St.

St. Colanib, Coruwall, wtio telegraphed to the effect that his

cows and youii^ stuck had become suddenly attacked with

swelling of tiieir leet, accompanied with much pain and

laments'). It was at lirst tbousfbt the animals were attacked

with " foot-aiid-raouth disesae," and instructions for their

treatment, and the steps which were to be taken in conformity

with regulations of the Cattle Diseases Act, were promptly

forwarded. The next day a telegram stating that the animals

were all better came to hand, and it subsequently transpired

that the affection was simply due to local causes, and chiefly

from the animals having been kept on wet pasture ground.

The third application for advice was also by letter from

Mr. A. Spurr, West Coker, Yeovil. The case was one of a

discharge of blood with the milk, which had shown itself in a

lieifer which had calved in April last. The cause of luomorr-

hage explained, and instruotions given as to the means to be

adopted to arrest the bleeding. No further commuuiaation
as to the progress of the c.ise has been received.

Mention may also be made of an experiment which was had
recourse to for the purpose of determining wtiether some
sheep imported from America were the subjects of " foot-and-

raoutli disease." The Government Inspec'ors had rightly

determined that they were so ; but, through the kindness of

Pro^ssor Brown, I was allowed an opportunity of testing tlie

opinion by direct experiment. A lamb was selected for this

purpose, and inoculated with a few- scratches made with the

lancet in the front part of each fore foot, immediately

between the digits, where tiie skin is thinly covered with

Lair. On the third day of the inoculation a large vesicle,

perfectly characteristic of '"' mouth-and-foot disease," was
developed in one foot, but no effects were produced in the

other. Tlie progress of this vesicle was regular, and in two
or three days it had declined. The inoculating material was
obtained from the foot of one of the American sheep, in which
broken vehicles were found to exist.

In concluding this report I have to inform the committee
that progress is being made in experiments relating to the

production of trichinosis in different animals from its original

source of introduction into this country from Amer'ca.

The Committee had authorised the Secretary to com-
municate with the Royal Veterinary College to see if

arrangements could be made for the examination of

students competing for the Society's veterinary medals

and prizes from the Scotch Veterinary Schools, similar

to those inaae in the case of Sir Frederick Fitzwygram's

prize. This report was adopted.

On the motion of Colonel Kingscote, seconded by

the Hon. \V. Egei;ton, votes of thanks were passed to

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for allowing the Society

to obtain the use of their land at Kilburn for the purposes

of the International Agricultural Exhibition;, to the

Kilburn Volunteer Fire Brigade ; to Mr. T. Bate (Local

Agent) ; to the District Superintendent of the Post Office;

to the London and Westminster Bink ; to Mr. 0. Claude

llobsoD, Surveyor of the Willesdeu Local Board ; to Mr.
Salter and Mr. Banister, tenants of the laud ; and ta the

clergymen who officiated at the Divine services in the

show yard (viz.. Dean Stanley, Canoa Duckworth, the

Kev. A. H. liutraan, M.A., Chaplain to the Lord Mayer,
the Rev. Dr. Williams, rector of Brondesbury, aud the

Rev. J. C. Wharton, Vicar of Willesdeu), for their

elUcient assistance during the Exhibition. Certificates

Tfcre also ordered to be prepared and sent to the dairy-

maids ia recognitioa of their services ia the International

Dairy.

The Secretaky reported that he had received from Mr.
CarrHthers the following report au the locusts sent by

Her Majesty's High Gomnaissioner from Cyprus, which

was ordered to be published in the proceedings of the

GouQcili and a copy transmitted to the Foreign Ollice :

—

The specimens forwarded to me consisted of several speci-

inensof <!o!opkiii'.s Ualkus, aud two specimens of Tiuiuuoi'ri-

'jon Lzdacri,

The Cahplenvs ilulicus is a migratory locu»l, which is very
destructive to vegetation in the north of Africa aud in Asia.
The specimens first sent from Cyprus no doubt represent early
stages of tins insect, which, in its perfect state, has large wings,
capable of long sustained flight. The 'I'ram'tulrijon, on the
other liand, lias undeveloped wings that arc incapable of flight,

It is stated tli;;i the locusts " at Fapho and Limassol are of
different species 1; nn (he ordinary locust of the island." IVr-
hapa the unexpeciod differences in the movement of theiocutts
may be due to the presence of different species, having very
different habits. It would be desirable to obtain specimens
of all these insects in their perfect state, so that we may dis-

cover what are the enemies that have to be dealt with.
Mijor Bowlby proposes to take steps for collecting the eggs-

between the Ist July and the Ist December, when they are
dormant in the ground. This is certaiuly the stage in the
insect's life when it can be most elliciently attacked. The
female deposite a mass of eggs cemented together with a
raucous substance, in a slightly curved hole which she makes
in the ground within au inch of the surface. This operation is

probably repeated until several egg-c!usters are deposited.
Miijor Bowlby estimates the number of eggs laid by each female
at 'M.

The efficient prosecution of Mnjor Bonlby'a plans for col-

lecting the eggs must; help greatly to ameliorate the plague. I

would, however, venture to subiiit that, as the cgcs
are destroyed by exposure to the sun, the surface of the
ground shouldbe broken up, wherever it is practicable,

by harrowing or shallow ploughing, Tlie eggs will thus
be exposed to the birds that feed on them.and
those tliat escape being consumed will liave their vitality

destroyed by being completely desiccated. Unless some sys-

tematic method ot turning up the whole surface of the earth ia.

adopted by the collectors, this would be a more effective way
of securing the complete Utstructioa of a season's eggs.

When the eggs are hatched, which from Mnjor JSowlby's
report appears to be early in March, steps must be taken to

trap the young insects. The method invented by Mr. Matter,

and adopted by Major Bowloy, appears unnecessarily compli-
cated. If, instead of digging lire pits or trenches for catching
the locusts, in the direction of the line of their progress, they,

were dug at right angles to it, there would be no need to erect

the oil-cloth traps to arrest their progress, and drive them into

pits. TliB young locusts in their progress would fall into the
pits, aud perish at the bottom. The pits or ditches should he
t*o feet wide and two feet deep, with perpendicular sides. No
zinc covering is employed for such ditelies in America. The
use of the oilcloth screen and the zinc cover may be necessary

where the ditches cannot be dug to a suitable depth.
Great beuefit hai been secured in America by urawing light

metal pans over the fields, in which the wingless insects arc

caught. "Agood and cheap pan is made of ordinary sheets-

iron, eight feet long, eleven inches wide at the bottom, and--

turned up a foot high at the back and an inch high at the

front. A runner at each end, extending some distance, behied,
and a cord attached to each front corner, complete the pan, ao'

a small cost. It is easily pulled by two boys ; and by running
several together in a row, one boy to each outer rope, and one
to each contiguous pair, the best work is performed with the

least labour." The bottom of the pan is covered with kerosene,

or some kerosene is floated on the surface of a little water

placed in the bottom. The kerosene is speedily fatal to the.

locust.

Much has been done ia the Western United States to cope
with the locust, where it is often very destructive to the crops.

Dr, Riley, in the "Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Missouri

Entomological Reports," and in his separate work on the

"Locust Plague in the United States" (1877), lias recorded

the experiences of the locu^^, and the various effjrts which
have been made to destroy ir. Copies of these publications

should be in tlie hands of Mijnr Bowlby ; he migtit fiiid some
of the plans described by Dr. Riley lilted for the special coa«
ditions which exist in Cyprus.

The services ot the natural enemies of the locust should not
be under-valued ; and especially should the increase of insec-

trivorious birds be encouraged. Amongst the indigenous bird.s

of Cyprus, there are a considerable number that should te

serviceable in this direction, and some of them, like Glareohi

pratincula, the locust is the favourite food. Pigeons, commou
fowls, and pig^ greedily devour the locust.

WtLLlA.M C'AKKi;nti;R5
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The following ioUer from the Shorthorn Society was

read, and on the motion of Lord Vernon, seconded

by Mr. Davies, the thanks of the Council were ordered

to be forwarded for the grant :

—

Sir,—&y direction of the Council of this Society, I beg to

jiiform you that, on the recommendatiou of the (jeueral

Turposes Committee, the following resolution was unanimously

Adopted at the meeting of the Council held yesterday, viz. ;

—

"That £25 be paid to the Royal Agricultural Society, for

prizes awarded at the show at Kilburu, under the resolutioa of

tiie Conncil of July llth, 187S. At the same time the Com-
niiitee suggest that the Council should make a grant to the

lloyal Agricultural Socii^ty of the sum of £100, towards the

expenses iucurred by that Society in the arrangements lor

tarrying out the giving of the prizes."

I have the pleasure of enclosing you a cheque for the above

amounts. I am, Sir, your obadient ssrvaut,

II. J. HiNE, Secretary.

H. M. Jenkins, Esq., Secretary Royal Agricultural

Society of England.

Several other letters were read, and the Secretary was

iuatructed to return suitable replies in each case.

The Secretary, in conjuction with the Chairman of

the Seeds and Plant Diseases Committee, was aitthorised

to make arrangements for the trial of the samples of

wheat which may be erftered to compete for the Society's

priaes foi' new varieties of seed-corn.

The Council then adjourned over the recess, until

Wednesday, November 5th, the usual holidays having

been granted to the Secretary and clerks.

BEITISH DAIRY FARMERS''.
The monthly meeting of the Council took place on the 5th

Aug,, at tlie Olliccs, ItG, Strand. Present : Dr. Voelcker, iu

Uic clsair, Messrs. E. C. Tisdall, T. Nuttall, H. Tait, W. Free-

man, Garrett Taylor, II. Simmons, A. Tisdall, II. S. Holmes
I'cgler (Hon. Sec), and P. Morrison (Assistant Sec).

The following new members were elected :—

Mr. Hugh C. Smith, Mount Clare, Roehampton, Surrey.

Mr. E. A. Ilambro, Roehampton.
Mr. Arthur E. Woodbridge, Woodcote, Chichester.

The Rev. J. G. S. Nichol, Lichfield Rectory, Micheldcvcr,

Hants.

Mr. G, H. Hill, Powis Street, Woolwich.
GENERAL MEETING.

It was decided that the ana\ial general meeting of the

Society should take place at the Dairy Show, on the I'ith

October, at two o'clock.

DAIEl SHOW.
Prelimiaary arrangements were made for the election of a

Show Committee, also of stewards and judges. With refer-

ence to tlie last-named, a letter was read from Mr. Richard

Good, of Aberlow, County Cork, proposing that the judges of

Kerrjs should be specially selected from breeders of that class

of cattle. It was considered, however, that the entries of

these animals had hitherto been much too few to permit of

special judges being appointed iu these classes.

DEPUTATION PROZi A COMMITTEE OE EXHIBITORS OF TIIE

PLANS OS FARM BUILDINGS AT THE KILBUIJN SHOW.

A letter was read from Mr. Thomas Porter, of the Grange,

Alresford, a member of the Association, referring to the action

of the Royal Agricultural Society m withholding the awards

in the class for plans and models at the late Agricultural Show,
and requesting to know whether the Council would allow the

same designs to be re-eshibited at the Dairy Show. Subse-

quently to the reading of the letter, a deputatic-n from a

Committee of exhibitors had an interview with the Council

upon the subject. After a short discussion, th« Chairman,

addressing the deputation, stated that it would be impossible

for the Council to carry out the request, as the schedule was

juiblished, and there was no class wherein the Drawings
referred to could be entered, the Plans and Models class being

iolely for designs of dairy homesteads.

JOURNAL COMMITTEE,
The Hon. Secretary reported that the new code of Bye-laws

which were iu course of preparation by the Journal Com-

mittee were not in a sufficiently corapTete atate to bo sabrait'-

ted to the tJouncil that day as anticipated. It was proposed-

that Professor J. Wortley Axe be added to this Committee.
The discussion of Mr. Gilbert Murray's motion on the

establishment of a Dairy School, and of Professor Axe's
motion on the appointment of a Scientific Committee, were
deferred on account of the absence of the movers.

Alter taking some preliminary steps towards the election of

a President for the coming year, and transacting certain^

matters of detail with reference to the immediate registration

of the Society, ths meeting adjourned to Tuesday, Sept. 2nd.

DENBIGHSHIRE AND FLINTSHIRE.
The thirty-eighth annual show of this Society was held

at Ruthin on Tuesday, August 5. The Oswesiri/ Advertise)-

says :
—" Early in the morning there was a steady down-

pour of rain, which continued without any intermissioa

until late in the afternoon. The showyard in these cir-

cumstances presented anything but an animated appear-

ance, aud visitors sinking ankle deep in mud found their

visit a somewhat questiouabls pleasure. The show waa
d-ecidedly smaller than has been seen for the la^st nine

years. There were about 7B2 entries, which showed a
considerable decrease bad taken place. The meeting was

attended, taking into consideration the unsettled state of

the weather, exceedingly well, but financially it is feared

the meeting will bs a serious loss to the Society. The
weather apparently created a panic amongst the official*

as well as the public, as the judgings coald not be pro-

ceeded with very quickly on aeeount of dillicullies arising

party from the weather and other causes,, and conse-

quently anything like a complete list of the successful

competitors could not be obtained until after the show had

terminated.
''^ The Shropshire Down sheep were hardly equal to the

average. The Leicester sheep were an unusually good

class, and there had never been better rams exhibited.

Th-e same could be said of the ewes and lambs, both Shrop-

shire and Leicester. The show of Welsh sheep was not a»

good as at previous shows, aud some exhibitors were dis-

qualiCed by shov/ing Cheviot for Welsh. The cattle were

of inferior order, and the day was such that they could

Bot be seen to advantage ; there were, however, one or

two fine bulls. The agricultural horses possessed no special

feature of interest. There was a very large show of a

superior class of cobs, wliich made it a difiicult matter for

the judges to make equitable awards. The implements,,

in which there was no competition, were rather poor. The
butter, especially fresh, v/as of excellent quality ; tub was^

hardly as good as might have been expected. The root

crops v/ere a poorer class, and of rather inferior quality."

CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above 2 and not exceeding 4 years old, bein^ an approved
stock getter.—1, W. Kellett, Plas Newydd, Llaufair

Ruthin ; 9, Sir W, W. Wynn, Bart., Wyno?tay.
Bull, above 1 and under 2 years old.— 1 and 2, R, Blezard,

Pool Park, Ruthin.

Cow, in calf or milk,—1 and 2, J. Roberts, WellllouseParm,
Saltney, Chester.

Heifer, above 2 and under 3 years old, in calf or milk.—1,
W. Kellett ; 2, O. J. Williams, Cefn, St. Asaph.

Heifer, above 1 and under 2 years old.— 1, J. Roberts; 2,

Sir W. W. Wynn, Bart., M.P.
WELSH.

Bull, above 2 and under 3 years old, being an approved stock

getter.—1, G. Jones, Pen-y-bont, Mold; 2, R. Jones,
Pifynnon Wen, Cerrigydrudion, Corwen.

Bull, above I and under 2 years old.— 1, T.Jones, ToiUchaf,
Hafod Elwy, Cerrigydrudion, Corwen; 2, J. Robert!",

Clasmor, Nantglyn, Denbigh.

Cow or heifer, in calf or milk,— 1, G, Jones; 3, J. Jones,

Cacnog, Corwen,
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Hfifer, above 2 and ttndct 3 years old, in calf or milk.— 1 aud

3, G. Juues.

Heifer, above 1 and under 2 years old.— 1 and 3, G. Jones,

CROSS BREED.

Half or cro33-bred cow, in calf or milk.—1 and 2, J. Roberts.

Half or cross-bred heifer, above 3 and unt'er 3 years old, in

calf or milk.—I.W.Edwards, The Brewery, llutliin ; 3,

J. S. Bankes, Soufcliton Hall, Northop.

Half or cross-bred iieifer, above 1 and under 3 years old.— 1,

\V. Edwards; 2, 11. G. Evans, Leylaud Arms, Llanclidan,

Ruthin.
ANY BREED.

Jonr dairy cows of any breed, tlie same not havinf; competed

in any otlier class.— 1, J. Kerfoot, Faenol bach, St. Asaph ;

2, R. Blezard, Tool I'ark, Rutl'in.

Pair of dairy cows, of any breed, the property of a tenant

farmer, the same not liaving competed in any other class.

—

1, W. Edwards, The Brewery, Ruthin; 2, E. Lloyd, Castle

Farm, Ruthin.

Bull calf, calved in the year of the Show.—1, J. Roberts,

Well-house Farm, Saltney ; 2, J. Kerfoot, Eaenol Bach,

St. Asapli.

HORSES.
Brood mare, and foal at her foot, for general purposes o'

agriculture.— 1, S. Deusou, I'wlllialog, Cwm, Rhyl; 2, T*

H. Jackson, Gym Castle, Llanasa, Holywell.

Pair of horses, for agricultural purposes.— 1, T. Foulkes, Kil-

ford, Denbigh; 2, J. T. King, Bodyngharad, Ruthin.
Cart gelding or tilly, above 2 ai d under 3 years old, for

general purposes of agriculture.—1 and 2, W. Davies,

Llysfas), Ruthin,

Cart colt or lilly, above 1 and under 2 years old.—J. Taylor,

Bias Captain, Denbigh ; 2, S. Denison, Pwllhalog, Cwm,
Rhyl.

Tenant farmer's brood mare and foal at her foot, for the

general purposes of agriculture.— 1, R. Hughes, Llandewi,
Llanrwst ; 3, VV. Jones, Pwllglas, Ruthin.

Tenantt farmer's pair of horses, for the general purposes of

agriculture.— 1, R. Hughes, Parc-y-twU, Denbigh ; W.
Edwards, The Brewery, Rutliin.

Cob, mare, or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches

high.—1, T. Roberts, Higher Berse, Wrexham ; 2, T. R.
Parry, Holt-lodge, Wrexham.

Welsii brood mare pony, not exceeding 13 hands high, with
foal at foot. —], J. Davies, Llandegla, Mold ; 2, W.Jones,
Cerrig-y-druidioa, Corwen.

Roadster mare, with foal at foot.—1, T. L. Roberts, Garth-
gjnao, Ruthin ; 3, 0. J. Williams, St. Asaph.

HUNTERS.
Hunter, mare, or gelding, which shall be considered the best

performer over hurdles, rails, and water.—1, H. Lees, Pick-

hill Hall, Wrexham ; 2, Major Walwyn, Gresford,

Wrexham ; 3, W. W. Shand, Gwysaney Hall, Mold.
?TALLI0N3.

Roadster stallion, which shall travel through the Society's

district.— 1, W. Edwards; 2, J. Morris, Llanfair, Ruthin.

SHEEP.

Border Leicester, or other long-wooled ram, not more than 3

shear.— 1, P. B. Davies-Cooke, Shifna hir. Mold; 2, D.
White, Queen's Perry, Flint.

Shropshire-down ram, not more tlian 3 shear,—1, T. W.
Bowdage, T>ddyu-y-gwynt, Mold.

Welsh mountain ram, not more than 3 shear.-—1, T. Jones,

2, E. Thoraai-, Trefnaut, Rhyl.

Sliearling long-wooUed ram.— 1, A. Belfour, Mount Alya,

Rossett, Wrexham ; 2, J. Read, Northop Hdll, Korlhop,
Flint.

Shearling Shropshire-down ram.—1, Major C. R. Conwy,
Bodrhyddan, Rhyl ; 3, T, W. liowdage.

Pen of 3 long-wooUed ewes, which have reared lambs this

season.— 1, J. Read ; 3, P. B. Davies-Cooke.

Pen of 3 Shropshire-down ewes, wh.ch have reared lambs this

season.— 1 and 3, T. W. Bowdege.
Pen of 3 Welsh mountain ewes, which have reared lambs this

season.—1 and 2, E. Thomas, Penisa'r Waen, Trefnant,

Rhyl.

Pea of 3 ewes, of any mountain breed, excluding Cheviot, and

not restricted to Welsh, which have reared iambs this

gcabou.— 1 and 2, E. Thomas,

Three sliearling lonp-wooUcd ewes.—1, D. White, Shottoii

F'irm, Queen's Ferry, Flint ; 3, P. B. Davies Cooke,
Sliifna hir, Mold.

Three sliearling Shropshire Down ewes.— 1, T. W. l^iwdage,

Tyddyn-y-gwynt, Mold ; 2, Major C. R. Conwy, Bodrhyd-
dan, Itliyl.

Pair of loiig-wooUed ram lambs.— 1 and 3, J. Read, Northop
Hall, Northop, Flint.

Pair ot short-woolled ewe lambs.— 1, J. Scott Bankes,
Soiigiitott Hall, Northop, Flint; 2, T. W. Bowdago.

Three long-wooUed ewe lambs.— 1 and 2, J. Read.
Three short-woolled ewe lambs.—1 and 3, T. W. Bowdagp.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed, not more than '1 years.—1, W.

Kellett, Plas Newydd, LUmlair, Ruthin ; 2, Licut.-Col. B.
G. 1). Cooke, Cholomendy, Muld.

Boar of the small breed, not more than •! years.—1 and 2,

Lieut.-Col. B. G. D. Cooke.
Sow (in-pig or milk) of the large breed.—1,T. R. Parry,

Holt Lodge, Wrexham ; 3, Jjicut.-Col. B. G. D. Cooke.
Sow (in-pig or milk) of the small breed.—1 and 3, Lieut.-

Col. B. G. D. Cooke.

ROYAL OP IRELAND,
The annual summer shovir of this Society was held at

Newry, on Angust Gth, 7th, and 8th. The
Freeman''s Jonrital says :—Agriculture has been defined

as " the foundation of manufactures, since the produc-

tions of nature are the materials of art;" but Ireland,

an essentially agricultural country, has not yet realised to

its full extent the truth of Gibbon's definition- Of late

years, indeed, the implements and machinery have become
a more important element of the annual shows, and the
prizes given for flax and cereals are doing something
towards stimulating native enterprise in those directions.

Much has been said and written on the subject of the aid

given by Government and by large societies, like the

Agricultural Society, towards the development of Ireland's

resources and the promotion of her industries. It is

interesting in this connection to turn to a prize list issued

by the Dublin Society in 1771 for the encouragement of

Irish agriculture and manufactures, and contrast the sums
there offered with the aid that the Imperial Exchequer is

so grudgingly giving to the Irish Fisheries and other

native enterprises. In 1771 the Dublin Society olFered

£960 for the reclamatiom of bog, £800 for the reclama-

tion of mountain, £320 for the reclamation of moor,
various money prizes for the cultivation of wheat, turnips,

cabbages, burnett, lucerne, sainfoin, &c. ; a gold medal for

the sowing of the greatest quantity of acorns, £50 for

every rape mill erected, £20 for the cultivation of hops,

and £"200 for madder, making altogether a sum of

£5,981 for agriculture. Then, for the promot'on of
manufactures, £3,831 13s. 4d. was given, of which £G50
was for the silk manufacture, and £600 for the woollen

trade. The linen trade, which is now the staple of Ulster,

is not mentioned in the schedule. Some £209 was-

offered in prizes for the encouragenient of the fine arts,,

and £500 to be given in premiums of 2s. a ton " for every

ton of Irish coals which shall first be brought to and sold

in the city of Dublin between the 1st of July, 1771, in-

clusive, and the 1st of July, 1772." However, the

laudator Icij^pi'ris actl finds little sympathy in "ihe living

present," and, instead of moralising ou the past, it maf
be more prolitable to consider the progress of the Royal
Agricultural Society by contrastiug the entries at som.

recent shows. The totals of cattle, sheep, swine,

horses, poultry, llax, and dairy exhibits at the last

five shows were:—18705 Londonderrv, 357; 1876,
Cork, C7i; 1877, Galway, 493 ;

'
I87S, Dublin,

1,200; 1879, Newry, 4G0. Aud those totals divided

into classes show as follows : Cattle—Londonderry, 99 ;

Cork, 118; Galway, lOG ; Dublin, Ho; Newry, 93.
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aiieep—Derry, 55; Cork, 157; Galway, 122; Dublin,

188; Newry, 74. Swine—D6rry, 60 ; Cork, 86 ; Gal-

way,45 ; Dublin, 58; Newry, 50. Horses—Derry, 44 ;

Cork, 131) ; Galway, 121 ; Dublin, 599 ;
Newry, 99. It

will thus be seen that, as might be expected, the Newry

show surpasses the Derry, but does not come up to the

other shows, which were more conveniently- situated for

the purposes of exhibitors. There is a fair display in

cattle and horses, while in sheep there is a falling off.

In the Shorthorn class there are 31 exhibits, the first

prize being carried off by Lord Rathdonnell's splendid

Shorthorn roan bull Anchor, which was bred by Mr. T.

K. M'Clintock Bunbury, and has carried off first prizes

at most recent competitions. Mr. Vance's Chief of

Lothian was second. The class for best bull ca-lved iu

1878 brought out ten good animals, and the first prize

went to Mr. Richard Ghaloner'a Royal Gipsey, Lord

Clermont's red bull Matchen being second. In Here-

fords there were only two exhibits, both the property of

Mr. G. A. Stephen's, St. Doulough's Dublin, and both

deemed worthy of first prize in their classes. Mr. Owens,

of Blessington, stood unopposed in the Polled Angus

class, in which he showed a very fine pure bred black

bull. Black Knight, which took first prize last year, and

takes another this year. The Ayreshires numbered 20,

and the principal prizes were carried off by Mrs. Hope,

Castleblayney, with the bull Prince, and' the heifer

Beauty, and by Lord Clermont, with a bull bred by Mr.

Robert Paton, Ayrshire, and an Ayrshire cow. In the

Kerry class, Mr. Robertson's famous bemedalled bull

Busaco was missing. That gentleman, however, vindi-

cated his claim &s the most successful breeder of Kerries

in the country by a beautiful animal, Border Chief, which

uained first prize. A Kerry bull, aged one year, named

Isaac Butt, whose sire was Dr. Kenealy and grand sire

Sir Roger Tichborne, was unnoticed by the judges. The

Kerries numbered fifteen, and the Channel Islanders ten.

Iq the Tenant Farmers' class for best cow in calf or milk,

and the best heifer, there were eleven entries ; Leicester

and Border Leicesters numbered 31, and in these classes

Mr, W. Owen, Mr. George Turner, an English exhibitor

from Northamptonshire, Viscount de Vesci, and Mr.

Franks, Mountratli, were well represented. Only five sheep

were shown in the Roscommoa class, all from the cele-

brated stock of Mr. llannan, KiUucan. The Shropshire

class brought 22 competitors, the Naper Challenge Cup

being won by Mr. R. J. Nash, the well-known sheep

breeder of Park House, Glanmore, Cork. Among the

sheep were also shown some Lincolns, five two-shear

pnre Cheviot ewes, and a three-shear Cheviot ram, bred

by Mr. William Calvert, of Bx)strevor. The I05th Light

Infantry exhibited the regimental pet, a shearline fell

ram, bred by Mr. Middleton Moore, Grimes hill, West-

moreland. In swine the principal exhibitors are—Lord

Clermont, Newry ; Mr. David Glenn, Londonderry ; the

Earl of Erne, Mr. John Molloy, 72, Mountjoy Street,

Dublin, who won the first and three second prizes, and

Mr. Thomas Byrne, 39, Lower Buckingham Street, Dub-

lin.' In poultry, Messrs. Mulligan, Belfast; Herdman,

Strabane ; M. Mahony, Baldoyle ; Alfred Field, Black-

rock ; C. Graham, Baldoyle ; and H. M. Charley, Holly-

wood. The show of dairy produce is good, but it is

noticeable that the tenant farmers' class is without a single

eulry. and the same is the case with flax, there not being

a single exhibit. Among the thoroughbred stallious,

eight iu number, is included that splendid auimal, Mr.

Lindsay's Massanissa, bred by Count Lagrange, which

wins the Croker Challenge Cup this year for the second

time; and Mr. Patrick O'Connor, 49, Queen Street,

Dublin, takes second place with his thoroughbred Multum

in Parvo. There are nine agricultural stallions. The

agricultural bruud marcs are only three, aud Mr. Paul's

Clydesdale mare Fanny, which won the Scotch Ilatfcy

Challeuge Cup last year, takes it again. The hunter
class has 27 entries, and several well known exhibitors

from the West of Ireland are missing. The filly section

has 25 entries ; the weight-carrying cobs are eight, and
there are seven ponies in the show. Generally speaking,

the arrangements made by the local committee have been

very good, and will in a large measure contribute to the

success of the show. The Lord Lieutenant, who has

been the guest of Mr. Maxwell Close, M.P., of Drum-
banagher Castle, arrived after three o'clock. He was

received by several gentlemen on behalf of the Council,

and was also presented with an atldress by the Newry
Town Commissioners, to which he replied. The com-

petition for the jumping prizes commenced at four o'clock,

aud by six the show was over for the day. T-he show -of

implements- is a very large and very good one.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

TIIOROUGIIBRED STALLIONS.
The thoroughbred sire in the Englisli Stud Book which in the

opinion of the judges is best calculated to improve and per-

petuate the breed of sound and stout thoroaghbred horsei",

weight carrying hunters, and horses for general stud

purposes.— 1 and challenge cup, T. Lindsay, Derryboy

House, Killylea({h, county Down ; 2, P. O'Connor, 49,

Queeu street," DabUn ; 3, J, M' William, Balljdowo, Ban*
bridge.

AGRICULTURAL STALLIONS.

Agricultural stallion of any breed.— Prize, H. M'Cutcheon,
Edenvale, Newtownards.

Agric'ltural brood mares in foal, or havins: produced a foal in

1878 or 1870.-1 and challenge cup, j: D. Paul, EUenfield,

Drumcondra ; 2, R. Douglas, Portballantras, Coleraine.

Mares calculated to produce weight carrying hunters, in foal,

or having produced foals in 1878 or 1879.— 1 sud 2, T.

D'Arcy Hjey, Dromalam House, Newry ; 3, J. M' Williams,

Banbridfffi.

Agricultural geldings or fillies foaled in 1876,— 1, J. D'.

Paul.
HUNTERS.

Weight carrying hu-nter not less than five years old, able to

carry 15 stone and upwards.—1, R. W. B. Ker, IMontalto,

.

Ballynahinch ; 2, H. Tliompson, Altnaveigh House. Newry-.

Hunter not less than five years old able lo CArry irora list. 71b.

to lost — 1, iM. B. Murray, 5, RoJea place, Dundalk ; 2,

J. Brady, lledbarus, Armagh.
Four-year-old colt or filly calculated to make a weight-carry-

ing iiunter.— 1, H. Tate, Mount stewartj.Newtownards ; 2,

J. Markey, Grange, Naul.

Geldings or fillies foaled in 1876. . calculated to make hunters,

to be shown in cavessons.—1, J. Clarke, Port Hall, Strabacs^

2, J. Hobson, Greenfield, Kilmore, Richhill.

Two-year-old colt or filly calculated to make a weight-carry-

ing hunter, to be shown in cavessons.— 1, E. M. Archdale,

Crocknacrieve ; 2, S. C. Temple, Gowran House, Newry ;

3, J. Dickson, Elmfield, Gilford.

Weigl\t-carrjing: cobs not exceeding 15 Ir^nds.—1, J. C. Lind-

say, Tyrone House, Belfast: 2, J. J. Qiiiun, Barkstoa

House, Newry
Ponies not over IShand.s,, any age, trained.—1,^ AT. Pentland^

Oxford-street, Belfast; 2, Pu. Bullisk, Mountain View,

Portadowa.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, calved on or after the 1st of Janu'iry, 1874.— 1, Lord

Eathdonnell, Lisnavagh, Tuliow, county Garlow ; 2, J.

Vancp, Springfield, Maralin.

Bull, calved in tiie year 1877.—1, R- D. Harrison, llolywood

Htjusp, Holywoed ; 2, John Moody, Lisraw, Poynlzpass;

3, The Earl of Dartrey, Dartrey House, county Monaghan.

Btill, calved in 1878.—1, R.Chalmer, Kingsfort, Moynalty,;

2, Lord Clermont, Clermont Park, Dandalk; 3, J. and W.
Bircb, Seaforth, near Liverpool.

Cow, in calf or in milk.—John Alexander Maiuly Copa^

Drumiliy, Lougliall ; 2, Lord Clermont,
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Ifeifpr, (alvetl in 1878.— 1, S.J. IVrry, Coolcronan llouss,

Bftllina ; 2, 11. Siuilli, Mouutincllick.

IIKREFORUS.

Cow, in calf or iii milk,—G. A'» Stephens, Greenwood
St. Dolougli's.

Heifer, of any age.—G. A. Stephens.

POLLED AN<;U.S.

Bull, of any age.—W. Owen, Blessington.

Cow, in calf or in milk.

—

W. Owen,
lleiler, of any age.^— W.Owen.

AYRSHIRB.

Ayrshire bull' of any age.— 1, Mrs. A. A. Hope, the Castle,

Castleblaney : 2, Lord Clermont, Ruvensdale-park, Newry.
Ayrsiiire cow, in calf or in milk.— 1, Lord Clermont ; 2, Mrs.

A. A. Hope, the Castle, Castleblaney ; 3, i). Tattou
Trynanny-col tage, Glasalougli.

Ayrshire heifer calvidiu 1877.— l,Mrs. A. A. Hope ; 3, Lord
Clermont.

Ayrsiiire heifer calved in 1878.—1, 11. Greer, Bridge-streets

Newry; 2,,Mr3. A» A. Hope.
KERRY,

Kerry bull of any age.—1, J. Robertson, Li Jfancha, Mala-
h:de.

Kerry cow, in calf or in milk.—1, the Eirl of Clonmell,

Bishopscourt, Stralfan, Kerry cow; 2, Rev, W, Richmond,
Baronstoown Rectory, Uiindalk.

Kerry heiler, any age.—1, the Earl of Clonmell ; 2, J. Robert-
sou^

CHANNEL ISLAND,
Bull of any age,—1, Mnjur lliill, Narrow Water, Warren-

point,

Cow in calf or milk.—1, C. K. Cordner, Ilolywood House,
Holywood ; 2, Lord Clermont.

lieiler of any age.— 1, Lord Clermont.

Limited for competition to Tenant Farmers only.

Cow in calf or milk.— 1, R. Bowdcn, Cortober House, Cbote-
hill ; 2, U. Glenn, Kilfennan, Waterside.

Hflifer, calved in 1877-— 1, J. Vance,. Spriugiield,. Maralin
;

2, R. Bowden.
Heifer, calved in 1878.—1, S. J. Marshal!,. Fourtowns, Lough-

brickland! 3, J-.. Wylie, Fourtown, Poynlzpass.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS,

Sliearfing ram.— I, 3, and 3, G. Turner, jun,, Thorpelands.
Rim, of any other age.—1, G. Turner, jun.

Five Shearling ewes.— 1, G. Turner, jua.

Ten of pure slicarliug Leicester ewes.—2, U, Tait, IVIouiit-

stewart, N-ewtownards, county Down,

BORDER LEICESTERS,

Shearling ram—1 and 3, Viscount de Vesci, Abbeyleix,

Ram of any other age.— 1, Viscount de Vesci ; 2, T. Mont-
gomery, isallydrain, Duumurry.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—-1, T. Montgomery.

LONGWOOLLED OTHER THAN LEICESTERS OR BORDER
LErCESTERS.

Shearling ram.—1 and 3, G. Shannon, Mountm'illick.

Ram of any other age.— G. Sliannon. Mouutmellick.

ROSCOMJrON,
Shearling ram.— 1 and 3, B. Hannan, Riverstown,. Killucan,

Ram of any other age.—] and 3, B. Hannan,
Fen of live shearling ewes,—B,. Hannan.

SirROrSHIRE.
Shearling ram.—1 and Challenge Cup, R. J, Nash, Park

hoiisr, Ghinraire, Cork ; 2, C. W. Hamilton, Uamwood,
Clouee,

Ram of any other ae;e.—1, S, Gordon, Mount Kearney,
Newry; 2, C. W. Hamilton.

Pen of five shearling ewes.— 1, J. Nash, L'lke Lodge, Glan-
mire, Cork ; 3, Miss Rose, Mullaghmorr, Monaghan,

BL.VCK-EACEU,

Ram of any age,—1 and 2, W. Beattie, Crocknacunnie
Petligo.

Pen of five ewes of any age.—1 and 3, W. Beattie.

Limited for Competition to Tenant Farmers only.

Pen of tiveewcs of any nup.— 1, J, Nash, Lake Lodge, Ulau-
mere, Cork ; 2, J, W'ylie,

PKiS,

COLOURED BREED.
Boar under 18 months old.— 1 and 2, Lord Clerinoiu,
Boar over 18 montlis and under 30 mouths old.— 1, R, H,

Metge, AUilumney House, Navan ; 2, Lord (;icrm'>nt.
Breeding sows under 18 months old.— 1 and 2, Lord Clermont.
Breeding sow over 18 months old.— 1 and 2, Lord Clermont.
Sow audlitter of not less than six pigs under 3 months old.—

1 and 2, David Glenn, Kiltinnan, Waterside.
Three breeding pi^s of the same litter, above 3 and not ex-

ceeding 8 mouths old.—1, David Glenn ; 2, Lord Clermont,
ATlin'E DREED.

Boar, nnder 18 months old.— 1, J, L, Naper, Loughcrew, Old-
castle ; 2, David Glenn.

Boar, over 18 and under 36 months old,—1, G. Thompson,
Camoly, Newtownhamilton ; 2, T. Butler, Priestown House,
Priestown,

Breeding sow, under 18 months old.—1 and 2, J. Molloy, 72,
Mountjoy Street, Dublin.

Breediaer sow, over 18 months old,—1 and 2, J. Molloy.
Sow and litter of not less than six pigs under 3 months old,—

1, J. Molloy ; 2, T. Byrne, 39, Lower Buckingham Street.
Dublin,

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, above 3 and not ex-
ceeniug 8 months old.— I, the Earl of Clonmell, Bishops-
court ; 2, T. B^rne,

Limited for competition to Tenant Farmers only.
Breeding sow over 6 and under 18 mouths old,— 1 and 3, D,

Glenn, Kilfennan.
Breeding sow, over 18 months, in pig or with a litter under

three months old,— 1 and 3, D. Glenn.
DAIRY PRODUCE.

Firkin of butter of not less than 651bs weight, independent of
the firkin, made on the farm of the exhibitor during the
season of 1879.-1, 11. Scott, Druramadd, Armagh; 3 and
3, D, Patton.Trynanny Cottage, Glaslough.

Cool of butter not less than 301bs weight, independent of the
cool, and made on the farm of the exhibitor during the year
1879,-1, D, Patton; 3, H, Stevenson, Drummiller,
Jerritspass,

Three rolls or prints of fresh butter.—T. Valentine, The
Moat, Straudtown, Belfast,

YORKSHIRE.
MEETING AT LEEDS;

Angust has comc'at last, but we saw v-ery little sign of
harvest on our way to the forty-second annnil show of the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society, held on the 5th, 6th and
7th at Leeds, which overybody, whose genius has a topo-
grai)hical bent, knows perfectly well is one of the busiest
of the many manulacturing towns of Vorkshirc, and that
its iuhabitants do not consume their own smoke, but are
ispaloiis advocates for an equal distribution of rit^hls and
privileges, so much so that we heard some of them backed
Isouomy for the Goodwood cup. It is isouomy too, alias
fair play, that is wanted, not only oa the farm belweea
landlord and tenant, but in the show ground among the
horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs; for many exhibitors and
showgoers freely admit that our agricultural exhibitions
as now conducted, encourage the forcing and pamperinn- of
stock intended for breeding purposes.which is as injurious
to them as forced yearling sales and two-year-old racing
are to the thoroughbred horse,or as the atmosphere of Leeds
must be to the hundreds of ghastly pale-faced young womea
and girls which thronged the road to the show ground

;

for it is commoa in a show yard to see horses
as puffy in the wind and with corporations, and
no doubt livers, like Sir Tuubclly Guzzle's bulls so
laden with flesh that they hobble along like dear
old, gouty Gambado, cows made up to rival the famous
Hottentot Venus, and, to please those with wisdom at
their linger ends, rams and ewes panting for breath, and
boars and sows in a state of obcsety that they cannot
stand on Ihcir legs for any length of time, so that it

pu/zslcb mc Low they arc goiuy; to propagate their guud
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qualities. Agricalltiral distress! wc exclaim, as nothing

but overfed auimals meet the eye. Agricultural extra-

vagance aud heinous waste that no other country could

su|)porl year after year as we have done, aud we fiimly

believe that it would have paid nineteeu out of every

tweuty exhibitors better in the long ruu if they had gone

iu for rearing horses for use, and what old Cobbet called

plain, wholesome, patriotic beef, mutton, bacon, milk and

butter. How many of these made-up animals have diad

of over-feeding ? How many promising young things have

gone all to pieces before they have half reached the year

of maturity ? Heifers patchy aud uneven at two, and fine

grown two-year-old colts that never get any bigger, and

that cause nothing but disappointment to the purchaser
;

grand looking hunters that have made their exit roaring

like bulls—and how many exhibitors do we miss that have

castup thebalancesheetand cut it. Conduct shows properly

choose men for judges^ that will set their faces against such

Tvuste audits injurious efl'ects, men that will go for health

and vigour ; then we shall not hear an owner say of a

horse, " I have not had time to fatten him," or at noon

on a show day the leader of a bull, that had walked a

couple of miles on the previous night, "He ha'nt got his

wind yet, sir," nor have fat cattle shows all the year

round.

Yorkshire was not much more fortunate as to

•weather than Alexandra Park, Bath and West of England,

or the lloyal
;
yet, though we were often over our boots

in a sloppy, soaking mud, still we were thankful that it

was no worse, as we saw that many fields were entirely

under water on our way down, and at Sandy a railway

bridge gave way where the flood was very bad. The

yard, as usual, was nicely arranged, but there were one

or two intruders other than the judges in both the horse-

rings, a thing we do not recollect to have seen at a York-

shire Show for some years. As a Show, when compared
with previous ones, it was small, many of the classes

being remarkable for the smallness of the entry ; but

those that were entered were good, and included

EQOst of the principal pri/;e-winners at previous

shows in the horse, shorthorn, sheep and pig classes.

There were three hundred and thirty-two horses entered

and of these only sixty-eight were agricultural. The first

on the list of agricultural stallions, three years old and

upwards, was the Worsley Hull iiag. British Wonder, a

handsome, massive, symmetrical four-year-old chesnut by

Masters' England's Wonder, and a horse which as a two

year old was first at the Koyal, Liverpool, and at York,

put second to a very moderate Clydesdale, but he is not

only first in his class here as at the Royal, Kilburn, but

awarded the Champion cup as the best agricultural or

dray horse in the yard, beating his stable companion, the

good looking and active Young Prince of the Isle, a

wiener at several of the principal shows, as well as a

champion cup horse at Kilburn, and which has now to

take third place to JModern Type by Topsman, a horse

that we said in our Kilburn report, like Messrs. E. and

A. Stanford's Baronet, was worthy of a commendation
wiien shown as a Clydesdale'; but we do not say that he is

better tban Young Prince of the Isle, nor do we say that

he may not be overlooked again at the next show. We
prophesy nothing as to what judges might do. The Stand

Stud Company's Young Champion, 12 years, looking very

fresh, aud Master of Arts, a big-topped horse were highly

commended, while the reserve and highly commended at

Kilburn, the handsome Sir John PahtatF from Diss, was

banished—" banish i'at Jack aud banish all the world."

The others were the narrow but active Carleton Torn,

the leggy, flat- ribbod King of the Valley, King o' Clyde,

a fair three year old of the Stand Stud Company, and
Brown Stout, which, if good for anything, is a very

deceiving horse. Samsou ^iid, Scutlaud Yet, Kcuown,

and Just It were abseutecs. Samson Ith by .yatnaeiT; , S»
nice-topped horse wtth good action, and a champion cup -

horse at Kilbui-n, headed the entire colts foaled in 1877,
with another good mover of Lord Ellesmere's, King of

the Shires, second, the others being J. White's Points-
man, J. Crowther's Champion Tom, and a chesnut with
white legs of the Stand Stud Company. The six agri-

cultural mares were a good class. Mr. Loder's Maggie,

.

a Clydesdale by Lord Fergus, and a second mare at

Kilburn, came in here for first honours. She is a capital

stamp of mare with depth on a short leg and mevry
action, and Jess, a clever mare from the same stable was
third ; while Lord Ellesmere's Honest Lass, a good-look-

ing mare that formerly belonged to Mr. Purser, of Bed-
ford, was second, and Honest Lady and Beauty from the

same stable, which were second and third at Kilburn,

came in for a commendation between them. The others-

were Mr. PuUiane's Patti and Mr. Tune's Doxey. The
Stand Stud Company's Ptoyal Duchess, and E. and A.

Stanford's Poppet, which won at the Royal, were
absentees ; the latter we hear is now the property

of the Duke of Westminster. Lord Ellesmere with two
entries was first iu the yearling agricultural colts or fillies,

and Donald, a very poor looking thing of Mr. Pease's,

was placed before I\Ir. Miller's neat bay by Honest Tom,
which lookers-on thought a palpable mistake. In a good '

class of agricultural geldings Mr. Loder came in first

with Jeanie Sproat, a nice-headed, long, deep, powerful

Clydesdale filly on a short leg, and the Stand Stud Com» -

pany with Beauty, a handsome, lengthy filly, which
stepped like a Cleveland—a Cleveland that can step. The
three year old agricultural geldings and fillies were very

good indeed, Mr. Cronshaw taking first honours with

the fine grown, thick-set Cyprus, a second at Kilburn,

The Rogue, a very fair looking gelding being second, aud

Mr. H. Miller's Thunderer, a neat nag on a short leg

third. Lord Ellesmere's chesnut by Grand Prince being

the reserve number and highly commended as at the

Royal. The commended were Mr. Loder's Lovely End,

Earl Ellesmere's Jewess, and Mr. Dunnington's Tom, all

nice looking. Lord Ellesmere's Ploughboy, a well made,

,

stout, active six year old galding was proclaimed the best

horse for dray purposes, and at Kilburn the best agricul-

tural gelding. Princess Dagmar, a fine powerful mare
being second, and the Earl of Ellesmere third, with Sul-

tan, another weighty, good-looking horse which was also

the third agiicultural gelding at Kilburo. The commended
were R. Loder's Jess, a bay with a nice head, good form,

and short limbs, and Brock a useful one of J. Jackson's,

Captain Rett's Mrs. Jones is of nice form, with springy

action. Lord Ellesmere's Beauty a useful one, and so is

T. Simson's powerful Captain, v/ho carries his own head,

a coffin one. Seventy-five pounds only brought the fol-

lowing thoroughbred stallions into the ring, the short,

deep-topped, one-eyed Cedric by Voltigeur, out of Carry

by Kind Caradoc, The Due de Beaufort by Vcutrc St.

Gris, out of Dame d'Honueur by the Baron that we de--

scribed last year when second at Northallertcn, and again

when first at Kilburn , Muleteer by Mogador, out of

Roma by Oxford, a compactly built chesnut horse with

loaded shoulders, Bourbaki by Adventurer, out of Pru-
dence by Voltigeur, a small, black wiry horse, aud a third

at Northallerton, but not pleasing to look upon as he re-

minds one of the undertaker, while the other was the var-

mint hackish-looking llaby, by Arthur Wcllesley, out of

Remnant by Neville, and which was placed before the

Due de Beaufort at Northallerton, but now plays

third to him, and the Muleteer second. The
£100 for thoroughbred stallions for getting hunters

aud carriage horses, with conditions as to serving mares

in the neighbourhood of Leeds, only brought five into the

ring, the only j^ooJ ouo being Buudsiuau, by Boadiioldei',
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out of Maid of the WoUls, by Sir Tatton Sjkes, n very

useful good-limbetl h'intiu<;-!ilce horse; the commeudeJ
Gleufallan by Pretender out of Maid of llic Glen, ia of

fair form, while Dannerberg by Prime Minister out of

Mystra by Epirus, and Prince of Prussia by Ked Cross

Kuifilit "out of Miss Garforth by Plantaganet, had

nothing to eommeud them, and the owner of Young
}Iastings must have had but a few loose ideas of what a

thorough-bred horse is to send such an animal into the ring

as one. The hunting marcs and foals with eight out of au

entry of twelve in the ring v.as not a grand class for York-

shire, as the first, Jezebel by King Caradoc out of

Canute by Kighthorn, we did not think right in her

shoulders ; the second, a black mare by King Caradoc

pleasing us better, as she was full of old hunting character

with high wither and deep shoulders ; while the third, a

chestnut five-year-old by Grand Master, dam by General

•Williams, horses well-known in Y'orkshire rings, had not

a hunting forehand ; and old Goahead, a winner of many
c pri?;e as a bunting brood mare, was passed over, as she

is beginning to look like a seedy swell,nothing but a beggar-

ly lot of remnants. W. Smytli's grey Suowflake is a line

old mare, but is not the Snowfiake which won at Kilburn,

and in Yorkshire for years; and Mr. Mason's Baroness
was a neat mare vyith a nice foal by The Due de Beaufort.

Thirteen yearling hunter colts or fillies made a very good
class, as many were remarkable for breed and symmetry,
the winner being by The Dnc de Beaufort ; and the five

two-year-old hunting geldings were also good with

Sportsman by Baron Cavendish, and Cyprian by High-
'thorn, which is a curious name for a gelding second.

There were four out of £ve good two-year-old fillies,

Eondiraid, the winner, being hy Bondsman, the winner
of £100 for thoi'ough-bred stallions ; and the second's,

Signora, shoulders did not please us. Eleven three-year-

old hunting geldings made a good class, the fight being

between a chestnut by Kighthorn, Prime Minister by
^Vulcan, and First Flight by Argyle out of Goahead, three

•very nice horses. Three out offourof the hunting fillies were

very promising, and the four-year-old geldings very good,

the first being the second at Islington as Othello, which was

described as a very useful, hardy-looking, hunting-like

horse when the property of Mr. Nelson, he then became
the property of Mr. Harvey Bayly, and won the first

money at Alexandra Park and Lincoln. The second,

iFCaterfelto, is a hunting-like horse, but a slug, and was
second at the Royal and Manchester and first at Don-
caster. The third, Cigarette, is a nag of quality. Golden
Plover, the first Islington four-year-old, which beat

'Othello (dits Black Jack, has been sinking lower and lower

in the show world, and only came in for a commendation.
Princess, a blood-like, wiry mare, was the best of the

four-year-old bunting rcares, with a thcrough-bred,

'Coromandel, for her second, the property of Messrs.

Cholmley, who had several nice thorough-bred youngsters

on the ground, and mostly chcsnuts. Blacklock, the

second to Tavistock at Northallerton, first at Alexandra
Park, and second at Kilburn, is a gentleman all over, and
grand goer, and headed a good class of nine up to fifteen

fltone, with Nobleman, a round goer and consequeutly
slow, as his second, which we have described before, and
the third. Gambler, of Manchester, Islington, Alexandra
Park and Kilburn renown, from the same stable. The
reserve number was the Primate,a rather slow horse from
Barton Hill House. Among the others were J. Aken-
sbead's Scotsman, J. Booth's Baccy Box, and Dunhill's

Newstead. Golden Drop, by East Coast, the crack four

year old of last year, was first of the twelve stone hunters.

Cockney, first at Islington, third at Alexandra, and
first at Kilburn, being second, and His Majesty, whose
forehand we do net like, third ; the reserve number
being a very neat grey, Birchrod. \V. Base's Cornet,

F. Thompson's Ivanhoc, A. Brown's Huntsman, nnd J.

I/ett's Criierion were in the class, and four or five others.

The coaeliing classes wcie very fairly represented,

fifteen stallions coining into the ring out of an entry of

twenty, and many of the lookers ou were surprised to

see Lord Penzance, a horse of very nice form and quality

and a good mover, a first at York, Northallerton, and
Kilburn, put on one side for a couple of two year olds.

Liberal, the firet prize, being a rather nice colt and
Conservative a fair one. This is a bad wind np for

his lordship, as' the colt is soli to go to Paris. R.Nclson's
Sultan, R. Reynold's Climax, F. Leake's Count, and
some other good looking ones were in the class. Three
out of the four coaching mares and foals were very good,
with a beautiful Princess first, and a fine Princess second,
while the third was the neat, short legged Flora, a first

at the Royal this year in a class of three. The yearlings,

two-year-old geldings, and three year old fillies were a
moderate lot ; the two year old filly was a fair one. and
the three year old geldings a very good class indeed,

headed hy a very stylish nag Hark Forward. Twenty-four
roadster stallions were entered, and seventeen made their

appearance in the ring, the famous Star of the East being
in his usual place, with Prime Minister, a beautiful stamp
of roadster with quality and fine action, second; King
V/alter was highly commended, and Sir Charles coinmeu-
ded for his loaded shoulders, while Sir George Wombwell,
Young Perfection, Englands Pride, Sir Alfred, and Tele-
graph were nice nags. Mr. Miller's Belle, of the four
brood mares and foals, was a long way the best looking,
though Lady Mary is a very clever cobby mare. There
were two clever three-year-old hackneys out of four, and
the celebrated Lady Watton and King Charles 3rd beat one
that did not move v/ell with her hind legs in the gelding
or mare class up to 15 stone. Then Sunbeam, wonderfully
improved, and about the nicest horses we see in the show
rings, headed a good class up to not less than 12 stone,
his second being Silvertail, also well-known in the ring,
and very nice made clever stepper, E. Matthew's Zephyr,
J. Ellis's bay, R. Gledhill's Snowfiake, and W. Storey's
Colleen Bawn were the best looking of the others. There
were some few clever ponies. The prizes for horses in
harness were given by the local committee, the Stand Stud
Company winning the prize for pairs with a handsome pair
of Cleveland carriage horses which, we were told, win
wherever they go, and in single harness with Extravagance,
a very grand goer, while their mare, Countess, had to play
second to Erl King, a very neat giey stylish stepping gig
horse.

The Shorthorns were a small collection, but very good,
and as most of them have been noticed over and over
again in the Xoirk Lane Exprcsa by the Shorthorn critic,

we shall say which were there. 'I'he families wei-e Lord
Exeter's Sea Gull, and ofispring Telemachus Gth, Tcle-
machus 9th, Sea Bird and Great Northern Diver.

r. J. Savile'sFoljambes Sweetheart 28th, and otTsprnug
Sweetmeat, Sweetheart 33rd, and Sweetheart 34th-
W. H. Wodehouse's Countess, and offspring Corosande,

Countess of Woolaiers, Couatesa Mary, and Countess
Amy.

H. Fawcett's Branhope Darling, and offspring Braa-
hope Darling 2ad, and Royal Lancaster.

Stand Stud Company Rosa, and offspring Eosaiina and
calf.

The Shorthorn bulls of any age above three were
Attractive Lord, Rear Admiral, Pioneers, and Count
Townley, and placed as we have put them. Rosacruz,
Sir Arthur Ingram, and Royal Windsor were entered but
not on the ground. The Shorthorn bulls above two were
Vice Admiral, Peter the Great, Petrucio, Baron Haws-
worth, and Valentine Duke of Clare. Rothschild was
entered, but not oa the ground.
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The Shorthorn bulls above one year old were Arthur

Benedict, Master Harbinger, Lord Arthur, and Northern

Hero. The Shorthorn bull calves above five

and not exceeding twelve mouths old were

Oxford Rose, and Paul 2ud, four others

were in the catalogue but not in the flesh. The Short-

horn cows of any age above three, were Teleraacina,

Gaiety, Grateful, Innocence, Maggie Mildred, Lady

Carew, Blooming Bridesmaid, and Rugeri Niblett. Short-

horn heifers, not exceeding three years old, were Lady

Carew, Azucena, May Bell, and Flirt. The Shorthorn

heifers not exceeding two, were Kirklevington Empress

3rd, Gainful, and Cleveland Lass, Snowdrop, Titania,

Rosea, Deborah, Julia 17th, and Lady Brougham. The

Shorthorn heifer calves, above five and not exceeding

twelve months old, were Lady Wild Eyes 15th, Dowager

2ud, Crome, Wild Winsome 4th, Serenity, Countess, and

Laura 18 th.

Mr. Berryman's Dairymaid which, when first at North-

allerton, he said gave her pedigree in the pail night and

morning, was only second here in a good class of dairy

cows, but we could not see a grander, and think it was a

u mistake in not putting her first.

The show of sheep was good throughout, the Leicesters

being well represented by selections from the flocks ef

Messrs. Hutchinson, Borton, Jordan, Brown, Creswell,

Kendall, Dobson, and Key. The Catterick flock took

four prizes, Barton-le- Street two, and the Eastburn and

Holme-on-Spalding one each. The aged rams were con-

sidered the best class. There is never a large gathering

of Lincolns se far from home, but generally a little and

good one, which this time was furnished by Messrs.

Smith, Budding, Pears, Byron, and Wright. There

were only four shearling rams, and Lord Beaconsfield, a

grand Lincoln, was premier in the aged class. The Shrop-

shire downs made a capital show, the selections being very

even. They were sent by the following breeders—Duke of

Portland, Earl Zetland, S. C. Pilgrim, 11. Townsend, C.

U. Cottrell, T. Holford, T. H. Miller, H. Lovatt, F.

Piatt, W. Baker, 11. Loder, and R. M. Knowles. The

Southdown^ in the sheep classes of any other down breed

beat the Oxfordshire Downss in every instance. The

exhibitors were H.R.H. the Prince of Wales and Lord

Walsingham of South Downs, atd Messrs. Treadwell,

Fletbher, and Fawcett of Oxford Downs. There were a

few very pretty Lonks, and some good specimens of the

black faced mountain sheep, while the Wensleydale made

a better show than at Northallerton, Mr. Yt^illis having

the best of it with some capital sheep of the sort.

As might be expected in a pig country, and so near a

town like Leeds, there was a grand show of the white,

large, middle, and small breeds ; a few small blacks, and

some very fair Berkshire. There were pigs with straight

hair, pigs with wavy hair, and silkly hair, and pigs with

no hair, pigs with spots, and pigs wtth all kinds of noses

—pug, Roman, and Grecian ; and pigs with heads like

bull dogs, and we ponder and wonder how they get such

heads and snouts, whether it is natural or the poor brutes'

snouts are clapped into some machine, as the Chinese

ladies confine their feet to make them hideous. Lord

Ellesraere, Messrs. Duckering, Edeu, Wheeler, Walker,

Sedgwick, Mangles, Mollett,'and Oldroyd were the chief

exhibitors. Mr. Sanders Spencer had several entered,

but they were not on the ground, and we are sorry to

hear that he has lost several since the Royal Show. AH
judges of horses, cattle, sheep and pigs were supplied

with catalogues, and which we have often said is not fair

to little men. The show is to be held next year at

Rotherham. The entries were ; Cattle, 75 ; Sheep, 170;

Pigs, 119; Horses, 333.

HORSES.
Stallions, thoroughbred, for getting hunters, which sh:»ll hare

served half-bred raares in the County of York during the
season of 1879, at a fee not exceedins; five guineas, or which
shall serve half-bred mares in the County of York during
tlie season 1880, at a similar fee.— ], H. F. C. Vyuer,
Newby Hall, Ripon (Due de Beaufort) ; 3, N. F. Fleming,
Normanby Hall, Middlesborough-on-Tees (The Muleteer) ;

3, P, Fust and Sons, Keighley (llaby).

Stallions, tlioroughbred, suitable for getting liunters or

codchers, to serve half-bred mares in tlie borough of Leeds,

during the season 1880, at a fee not exceeding two
guineas.—J. Jackson, Northallerton (Bondsman).

Coaching stallions.— 1, W. Kirby, Stamford Bridge (Liberal),

and 3 (Conservative).

Roadster stallions.— 1, Stand Stud Company, Whitefield, Man-
chester (Star of the East) ; 3, E. Triffit, Huggate, Pock-
lington (Prime Minister).

Agricultural stallions, 3 years old and upwards.—1, The
Enrl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Lancashire (IJritish

Wonder) ; 2, F. Crowther, Knowl Grove, Mirfield, York
(Modern Type; ; 3, Earl of Ellesmere (Youug Prince of

the Isle).

Entire Agricultural colts, foaled in 1877,-1, Earl of Ellcs-

mere (Samson 4;b), and 3 (King of the Shires).

Hunting brood mares and foals. —1, J. Nalton, Copmantliorp
(Jezebel) ; 3, F. Rouse, Baildon, Shipley (Black Mare)

;

3, W, Hudsan, Brigham, Hull (Cliesnut Mare).

Coaching brood mares and foals.—], G. Wadswortb, Howden
(Princess) ; 2, G. Robinson, Hauxwell, Bedale (Princess).

Roadster brood mares and foals.— 1, T. H. Miller, Poulton-

le-Fylde, Lanc'ishire (Belle) ; 2, R. Martin, Fkxton, York
(Lady Mary) ; 3, W. V»^ Brayshr.y, Leeds (Fanny).

Agricultural brood mares and fonl'.— I, R. Loder, Whittle-

bury, Towcester (Maggie); 2, The Earl of Ellesraere (Honest
Lass) ; 3, R. Loder (Jean).

Yearling agricultural colts or fillies.— 1, E»rl of Ellesraere

(bay by Rojal Albert); 2, J. W. Pease, Gisborongh

(Donald).

3 ye'Ar agricultural geldings or fillies.—1, R. Loder (Jeannis

Sprout); 3, Stand Stud Corapany (Beauty).

S year old agricultural geldi'^as.— 1, J . Cronshaw, Gatley,

Cheadle (Cyprus) ; 2, II. Shaw, Whittingham, Preston

(Rogue) ; 3, The Earl of Ellesmere (Chesnut).

Dray horses, geldings or mares of any use.—1, Eirl of Elles-

mere (Ploughboy) ; 3, T. H. Millei- (Princess Dagmar) ; 3,

Earl of Ellesmere (Sultan).

Champion prize for tlie best agricultural or dray horse in the

yard.—Earl of Ellesmere (British Wonder).
Yearling coach horses, colts and fillies.— 1, G. Barton, Thorpe

Willoughby, Selby (Miss Wyndham) ; 3, Stand Stud Com-
pany.

Two year old colts.—1, F. Cattle, Slingsby, York (bay) ; 2,

J. White, Tadcaster (Brandsbv).

TiPO year old fillies.—J. White (Lilly).

Three year old geldings.—1. J. Johnson, Brighara, Hull

(Hark Forward) ; 3, J. Kirby (Yorkshireman) ; 3, R.
Cowell, Middlestro' (SirTatton).

Three year old fillies.— 1, W. Strickland, Pickering (Julia)
;

2, Mrs. H. Thompson, Horsfortb, Leeds (Jessie).

HARXESS nORSES.
Pairs of geldings or raares not less than 15^ hands high.—1,

Stand Scud Company (Extravagance) ; 2, J. Stevenson

Leeds {Major).

Geldings or mares not less than 13 and not exceeding 15

hands high.—1, R. Gledhill, Bradford (Erl King); 2, The
Stand Stud Campany (Countess).

Geldings or mares not exceeding 13 hands high.—1 and

3, W. Foster, Pontefract (Little Wonder and Novelty).

Brougham horses, mares or geldings.— 1, Stand Stud Com-
pany (High Slieriflf).

ROADSTERS AND HACKNEYS.
Three year old hackney or roadstees, geldings or fillies.— 1, J.

P. ComptoD, Burton Agues, Hull (Barrister) ; 3, R. Exley,

Horsforth, Leeds (Colonel).

Mares or geldings from 4 to 7 years old up to 15 stone.— 1

.

and 3, C. W. Wilson, Kendal, Westmoreland (Lady Watson

and King Charles 3rd).

Mares or geldings from 4 to 7 years dd up to 12 stone.— 1,

C. W. Wilson (Sunbeam) ; 2, J. Robinson, Hull (Silvertail).
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PONIES,
Tonies oT any afce Or !ex uot less than 12^ hands aud not ex-

ceeding l-ii liauds liisih.— 1, ¥. V. Matthews, Duflield

(Keciprocity) ; 3, T. Wells, Hull (Barou).

Not exceedinpr 13.^ hands liigli, suitable lor children to be

ridden in ilie riuf; by boys under 15 years old.— 1, T. Tape,

Leeds (Prince) ; 3, A. E. Butler, iiirkstail, Leeds (Blue

Boy).

llUNTEnH.
Yearling colts or fillies.— 1, R. llawkridge, Ripon (Newby)

;

2, A. Deuison, Ripon (Maijnet).

Two year old geldings.— 1, T. II. Foden (Sportsman) ; 2, T.

Robsoii, BorouuhbridRe (Cyprian).

Two year old fillies.— 1, R. Colline, Marske-by-the-Sea
(Buudnisid) : '2, W. Scott, Boromjhbridge (Country L^ss).

Three year old geldings.— 1, P. L. Lane, Tkirsli (Chesnut) ; 3

G. Wright, Uoncaster (Prime Minister)-; 3, T. II. liutchiu-

son, Catterick (First Flight).

Three year old fillies.— 1, R. Machin, York (Rosa) ; 2, R. W.
Severr, Bedale (Maid of the Mill) ; 3. H. J. Bailey, Ten-
bury (Crow).

'Four year old geldings.—1, T. H. D. Biyley, Edwinstowe
House, Newark (Black Jack) ; 2, J. Brown, I'ontefract

(Katerfelto) ; 3, T. Cattle, South Holme (Cigarette).

^Eour year old mares.— 1, T. H. Foden (Princess) ; 3, A. J.

Cholmeley, Rillington (Coromandel) ; 3, Dr. Keighley,
Leeds (Lady Salt).

'Geldiug< or mares, ti»e, si-if, or seven years old, qualified to

carry 15 stones with hounds, and which have been regularly

hunted during the season 1878-79.— 1, C. Legard, Brid-
lington (Blacklock) ; 3 and 3, A. J. Brown (Nobleman and
Gambler).

'Mares or geldings,'five, six, or seven years old, qualified to carry

13 stones with hounds, and which have been regularly

bunted during the season, 1878-79.— 1, F". E. Thompson,
Park-street, Hull (Golden Drop) ; 3, A. J. Brown (Cock-
ney) ; 3, C. Rose, Malton (His Majesty).

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Tatnilies of Shorthorns, to consist of cow of any age, and two
or more of her descendants.—l.The Marqui,< of Exeter
Stamford (Sea GfiUand four others) ; 3, W. 11. Wodeiiou.«e,

Woolmers Park, Hertford (Countess and four otherj) ; 3,

H. Fawcelt, Ottey (Bramhope Darling and two others).

'Bulls of any age above three years old.— 1, E.irl Eilesmere

(Attractive Lord) ; 3, T. Willis, Manor House, Bedale
(Rear Admiral) ; 3, A. H. Browne, Alnwick, Northuinber-
berland (Pioneer).

Bulls above two and not exceedin? three years old.— 1, T.
Willis (Vice Admiral) ; 2, H. Fawcett (Peter the Great)

;

3, A. H. Brown' (Patricio).

Bulls above one and not exceeding two years old.— 1, W.
I;inton, SlierilT Huttou, York (Arthur Benedict) ; 3, W,
Ilaudley, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland (Master Harbinger)

;

3, J. Rowley (Lord Arthur).

Ball calves above five and not exceeding twelve months old.—
Prize, J. J. Sharp Kettering (Oxford Rose).

Cows of any age above three years old, in calf, or having
produced a fully matured calf since the first day of August,
1878.— 1, The Marquis of Exeter (Telemacin'f)

; 3, The
Earl of Taukerville (Gaiety 3rd) ; 3, T. H. Hutchinson
(Grateful).

Heifers, not exceeding 3 years, in-calf or milk. — ], B.
St. J. Ackers, P&inswick, Glohcestershire (Lady Carew
3rd) : 3 and 3, F. J. Savile, Foliambe (Azucena and May
Bell).

Heifers, not exceeding 3 years.—1, Lord Fitzhardinge (Kirk-
levington Empress 3rd) ; 2, T. H. Hutchinson (Gainful)

;

3, Earl Feversham (Cleveland Lass 3rd).

Heifer calves, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months.—1,
and 3, Lord Fitzhardinge (Lady Wild Eyes 15th and
Dowager 3nd) ; 3, .T. Peel, Clitheroe (Crorao).

Cows for dairy purposes.—1, T. R. Lynas, Coalhara, Redcar
(Primrose) ; 2, D. Berryman, Brompton, York (Dairy-
maid) ; 3, F. J. Savile Foljambe (Eugene).

SHEEP.
LF.ICESTERS.

Shearling rams.— 1,H. Borton, Borton-lc-Slreet, Malton; 2
and 3,T. H. Hutchinson, Catterick.

Ag'd rams.— 1, T, H. Hutchinson ; 3, U. BsTtoa.

Shearling gimmera.— 1, Executors of Francis Jordan, Drif-
field ; 3, W. Brown, llome on Spalding Moor.

LiNrOI.NS.
Shearling ram?.—], J. Pears, Mere, Lincoln; 3 and 3, J.
Byron, Kirkby Green.

Aged rams.— 1 and 3, II. Smith.
Five shearling gimmers.— 1, J. Pears ; 2, R. Wright, Nocton

Ileatli, Lincoln,

SHROrsmRE DOWNS.
Sheading rams.— 1, H. Townsend, Nuneaton, Warwickshire;

2, C. LT. C. Dormer, Banbury ; 3, H. Townsend.
Aged rams.— 1, Duke of Portland, Clipstone, Mansfield ; 2,

T. II. Miller.

Five shearlin? gimmers.-1, W. Baker, Atherstone, War-
wick ; 2, II. Townsend,

DOWN BREED.
Short woolled shearling rami.— 1 and 2, Lord Walsinttham

Mirton, IMietford
; 3, H.R.H. Prince of Wales.

Aged rams.— 1 and 3, Lord Walsingham.
Five short-wool shearling gimmers.— 1, H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales
; 2, J. Treadwell, Aylesbury, Bucks.

Lonk shearling rams.— I, J. Green and' Sons, Selsden, Leed.s •

2, C. Smith, Keighley.
Ajjed rams.— 1, J. Green and Son ; 2, F, Harrison and Sous,

Keighley.

Five Lonk shearling gimmers.—1, J, Greeu and Sous ; 2,
E, Harrison and Sons.

WENSLEVD.^LE LONG WOOLLED.
Shearling rams.—1 and 2, T. Willis, jun., Carperbv, Bedale.
Long-woolled aged rams.—1 and 2, T. Willis, jun.

"

Five long-wooUed shearling gimmers.—1 and 2, T. Willis
jun,

'

BLACK FACED MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
Shearling rams,—1, T. Young, Skipton

; 3, S. Hudson,
Skipton,

Aged rams.—1 and 2, W. L, Whitaker, Skipton.

PIGS.

TWELVE MONTHS OLD AND UPWARDS.
Boars of large white breed.—1 and 3, Earl Ellssmere.
Sows of large white breed, in pig or milk.— 1 and 2, Earl of

Ellesmere.

Boars of small white breed.— 1, Earl Ellesmere; 3, R. E.
Duckerrng.

Sows : small white breed in pig or milk.—1, R. E. Ducker-
ing ; 3, M. Walker, Chaddesden, Derby.

Boars of small black breed.— 1, M. Walker; 2, W. Wheeler
Long Corapton, Shipston-on-Stour.

Boars of Berkshire breed. — 1, C. E, Duckerine 3 M
Walker. ^'

' '

Sows of Berkshire breed, in pig or milk.—I and 3, C. £.
Duckering.

Boars of any breed not qualified to compete in the previous
classes.— 1, Earl Ellesmere; 2, Peter Eden, Cross-lane
Salford.

Sows of any breed in pig or milk, not qualified to compete in
the previous classes.— 1, Earl Ellesmere ; 2, P. Eden.

NOT EXCEEDING TWELVE MONTHS OLD.

Boars of large white breed.— I, W. Wheeler ; 2, Earl Elles-
mere.

Sows of large white breed.—1, Earl Ellesmere ; 3, P. Eden.
Boars small white breed.—1, Eirl Ellesmere ; 2, R. E.

Duckering.
Sows small white breed.— 1, R. E. Duckering; 3, W. Old-

royd, Woodlesford, Leeds.
Boars of small black breed.— 1, C. E. Duckerin? • 2 M

Walker.
e.

, .

Sowsof small black breed.—], C. E. Duckering'; 2. J. Mollett.
Boars of Berkshire breed.— 1, W. Wheeler; 2, R. E. Duckl

ering.

Sows not qualified to compete in the previous classes 1 G
Sedgwick; 2, W. Oldroyd. ' '

"LTNGITA EAST-ANGLIA."—Sympathising Friend:
"Tarr'ble Weather, Mr. Wuits ! No killing these Weeds
down !

" Suffolk Farmer :
" Kill 'em I Blarm 'em ! Yeow

can't even D*wrle '<m ! "—Punch,
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THE RECTOR OF HALF A CEx\TURY AGO.—I ara

contented that ray father was a country parson, borD ranch

about the same time as Scott and Wordsworth ; notwithstand-

ing certain qualms I have felt at the fact that the property on

wliicli I am living was saved out of tithe before the period of

cumrautation, and without the provisional transfiguration into

a modus. It has soraetinoes occurred to me when I have been

taking a slice of excellent ham that, from a too tenable point
of view, I was breakfasting on a small squealing black pig

which, more than half a century ago, was the unwilling repre-

sentative of spiritual advantages not otherwise acknowledged

by the grudging farmer or dairyman who parted with liira.

<Jne enters on a fearful labyrinth la tracing compound interest

backward, and such complications of thought have reduced

the flavour of the ham ; but since I have nevertheless eaten it,

the cliief effect has been to moderate the severity of my
Radicalism (which was not part of ray paternal inheritance),

and to raise the assuaging reflection, that if the pig and the

parishioner h»d been intelligent enough to anticipate my histori-

cal point of view, they would have seen themselves and the

rector in a light that would have made tithe voluntary. Not-

withstanding such drawbacks I am rather fond of the mental

furniture I got by having a father who was well acquainted

with all ranks of his neighbours, and am thankful that lie was

tiot one of those aristocratic clergymen who could not have

sat down to a meal with any family in the parish except my
Jjord's—still mjre that he was not an Earl or a Marquis. . .

'• A clergyman, lad," he u?ed to say to me, " should feel iu

himself a bit of every class;" and this theory had a felicitous

agreement with his inclination and practice, which certainly

answered in making him beloved by his parishioners. They
grumbled at their obligations towards him ; but what then ?

It was natural to grumble at any demand for payment, tithe

included, but also natural for a rector to desire his tithe and

look well after the levying. A Christian pastor who did not

mind about his money was not an ideal prevalent among the

Tural minds of fat Central Eugland, and might liave seemed to

introduce a dangerous laxity of supposition about Christian

laymen who happened to be creditors. My father was none

the less beloved because he was understood to be of a saving

disposition, and how could he save without getting his tithe ?

Tlie sight of him was not unwelcome at any door, and he was

remarkable among the clergy of this district for having no

lasting feud with rich or poor in his parish. I profited by his

popularity, and for months after my mother's death, when I

was a little fellow of nine, I was taken care of first at one

homestead and then at another—a variety which I enjoyed

ranch more than my stay al the Hall, where there was a tutor.

Afterwards for several years I was my father's constant com-

panion in his outdoor business, riding by his side on my little

pony and listening to the lengthy dialogues he held with

Darby or Joaa, the one on the road or in the fields, the other

outside or inside her door. In my earliest remembrance of

iiim his hair was already grey, for I was his youngest as well

as his only surviving cliild ; and it seemed to me that advanced

age was appropriate to a father, as indeed in all respects I

considered him a parent so much to my honour, that the

•mention of my relationship to him was likely to secure me
regard among those to v/hora 1 was otherwise a stranger—my
father's stories Irom his life including so many names of dis-

tant persons that my imagination placed no limit to his

acquaintanceship. He was a pitliy talker, and his sermons

bore marks of his own composition. It is true they must have

been already old when I be^an to listen to them, and they

were no more than a year's supply, so that they recurred as

regularly as the Collects. But though this system has been

much ridiculed, I am prepared to defend it as equally souud

with that of a liturgy ; and even if my researches had shown

nie that some of my father's yearly sermons had been copied

out from tl;e works of elder divines, this would only have

been another proof of his good jadgmeut. One may prefer

fresh eggs though laid by a fowl of the meanest understandiug,

but why fresh sermons ?—From " Theophrastus Such," by

George Eliot.

CAUSE AND EFFECT.—"Why does Brooks snub

Snooks ? "—" Because Snooks toadies Brooks." " Why does

Snooks toady Brooks ?
"— '' Because Brooks snubs Snooks."

COMMON MEN.
^"^

We're nobody particular,

We're just the men you meet
At harvest with the sickle, or

At feed-time dropping wheat
;

From Mondays until Saturdays

We work from morn till night
And only in these latter days

We've learnt to read and write.

Our little place is poor enough,
Tho' clean as any pin ;

Whoe'er you are, you're sure enough
Of welcome when you're in :

The rich man has his valets and
Ilis locks to guard his store,

But we iiave empty wallets, and
We only latch the door.

Besides -.lerhapg a pair or two
Of blankets, and a bed.

An oaken chest, a chair or two

—

All bought when we were wed—
There's little you would lend upon

;

We'vG neither house nor lands.

We only do depend upon
The labour of our hands.

When these begin to fail yon, and
You're thrown upon yourself.

Or anything should ail yon, and
There's nothing on the shelf,

Though anxious looks the mother, and
Our own is almost bare,

We feel for one another, and
We find a bit to spare.

Yon ask me what we think about

In rainy weather, when
We sit and pass the drink about,

And speak but now and then :

Sure, all may spend their leisure in

The manner that they will,

And poor men find a pleasure in

Just simply sitting still.

We're up to tend the cattle, when
The Londoner's in bed ;

We hear the thnnder rattle, when
There's nothinff overhead

To shield us in the racket, and
When down doth pour the rain.

We only shake our jacket, and
We go to work again.

To every man his station, and
His work is set, I ween

;

The Queen doth rule the nation, and
The soldier guards the Queen

From foeiuan that would harm her, and
Their number is not small

;

We labour for the farmer, and
The farmer keeps them all.

Then do you judge ns blindly, as

You'il hear some people do

;

Think only of us kindly, as

You'd have us think of yon.

To other folk than we belong

The pulpit aiid the pen,

Yet Euglaud were not England long

Without her Common Men,

—R. Ck\wley, In the Fall Mall Gazelle.

A MALICIOUS TRICK.—A mischievous rustic, owicg
his neighbour a grudge, mixed a quantity of Anti-Fat with

his pig's barley-meal,

—

Punch,
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TRR FARMERS' ALLIANCE IN ESSEX.
A raeetinjT of the Farmers' AUiucft was Ik Id on Anc IGin

the Sliiie Ilall, (Chelmsford. Mr. J. S. OAitniNKii prt!»i(ln(l,

and there were also present Mr. James Howard, Chnirinnn ol

tlie Farmers' Alliance ; Mr. W. E. Bear, Secretary; Mr. G.
Courtiiuld, M.P. ; Captain Delf; Messrs. Ghas. I'au'e Woo'*,
1'. Papillon, T. M. Gepp, Josepii Smith, Geo. Docwra, K.

Catchpool, Joseph Beauniont (Gogireshall), Gniy, Thomas
Marriage, W. Impey, W. Bot', Joseph Smiih,
jnn., J. Watson, F. H. Meggy, F. Pertwee, C. T. llie.ks, W.
Brown, Staunard J. Christy, 1). Christy, Kershaw Franci',

(j Thompson, G. B. HtUar'd, J. Wiseman, A. G. Smith, (
'.

Harvey, C. Barnard, T. Kerable, G. Harvey, R-v. S. G.
Gibson, &c. There was a full attendance of influential

farmers from various parts of Essex, and tlie speaker received

a very corJial reception.

In oi'.eniug the proceedings, tlif Cif.viRJt.vN said lie was
very please.! at liHving the oppnriuuily to preside then on the

present occasion. He only wished tor their interests that some
oilier geiit'cman of a more iDflaenlial charncter had heen

selected to occupy tliis position, but so far as his owii private

feelings were concerned, he was always willing and desirous

to promote the interests of that class of which he Inppcned
to be a humble niember — or, he miijht say, to jiroiiiote the

interests of any class upon any public ([uestiou which lisppeued

to be the s-ulJect of discussion at tlie time. It was liardly

necessary for him to make any remarks upon the subject they

were met to discuss, but he would ask them in discussing these

questions to discu>s them in a friendly and kind maimer so far

»s they were iudiviilually concerned. They were all anxious
to promote ttie interest of the a.;riculturist in this part of the

kingdom—or, he might say, in every part of tlie kingdom

—

and tlurefore when they wished to combine for tlie common
good ol that diss they must sink some of their private feelings

lor the sake of unnnimity. Therefore, whatever differences

of opinion they miglit have upon some of the pmposals to be

in<de, he was (]uite sure they would all agree to d'fFer—or, he

might ^ay, diticr to agree. With these lew remarks he would
call npon the S cretary to read letters of apology for non-
attendaucR received from several gentlemen in tliis county,

Tlie Secret.\.hy (Mr. W. E. Bear) read some letters of
apology.

ilr. James Howard then addressed the meeting at some
lenutli. He said that he appeared upon thin platform to

justify the formation of a Farmers' Alliance, and to advocate,
if necessRry, its programme. He was aware that in this and
oher counties, but perh-ips more particularly in this county
of Eise.t, very assiduous efforts had been made to prejudice

the Farmers' Alliance in the minds of the tenant farmers. He
would ask srentlemen around him to dismiss from their minds
anything nhicli they miglil have heard from their opponents
calculated to prejudice their minds, and to rely upon their own
judgment—and npon their own judgment sol-ly—as to

whether the objects of the Farmers' Alliance were not such
as to command their support. There was a time, and that

not very remote, when agriculture was estimated in this

country at a very much lower rate than it was at the present
time. The people in the North, and about their great manu-
laeturing centres, entertained the opinion that if the manu-
factures and the commerce of the country prospered it

mattered very little what became of the agricultural interest.

The course of events had chaufied aU this, however, and he be
lieved that never at any former pi-riod of their history had the
position of the tenant farmer excited so lively an interest as

at the present di-y. And it was aot only by the two class 33

immediately concerned, but the whole public opinion
deemed to be awakenini; up to the great imp irtance of the
agricultural interest. The projectors of the Farmer-.' Alliance

entertained the opinion that tlie time had come when thai

important class who occupied the farms of the United King-
dom, and were mainly inslrnmental in raising the wealth of

the soil, should have a grea'er share of the Government of the

couu'ry than they already possessed. They rejoiced that there

appeared to be a desire springing up in the C junties of Eng-
land—-and, he might say, a growing desire—on ttie part of
the farmers to he reprefen'eil bv men of their own class.

One object—and the prominent one, he might add—of the

Alliance was to promote this (eeliiig. S'une years ago the

farmers of the neighbouring enunty ol Nor'olk set sn example

in returning to ['arliament a man of their own class to repre-

I sent them, and lie tiionght that every man in the room ronhl
not but come to the conclnsion thiit his actions h id shown tli.i

value of iiaving an intelligent t"n^nt farmer in the ('nmrnoni
House of rarliament. The present depie*sion, which existed
throughout the leniith and brea 1th of the land, had brought
this question of direct representatijn more prominently for-
ward, and, lis most of them were aware, the county of War-
wick had already taken action in the Southern Division, a»-d
a candidate had heen decided uprn to contest the seat, and it

was anticipated the Northern 1) vision would lake a similar
step. They hoped that that would apply to the great and
important agricultural county ol Es-ex, "o that in the next
Pailiament tenant farmers from one or more of the Divisionr
of Essex would be found amongst its members. In saying
this, he wi.hed it to he un-lt-r^tood that there was no desire on
the part ol the Farmers' Alliance to oust the squirearchy or
the youngest members of the aris'ocricy from the House
of Commons ; all they desired was that the tenant farming
class should have a fair share in the representation of
the coui.tifis. This, he thought, was still more essential,

seeing that the other branch of the L"gislaturc—the
House of Lords—was compoi-ed entirely of landowners.
He would remark that the tenant farmers were the only im-
portant class in the country which was not dircc'ly represented
in Parliament, They had 187 members o! English counties,
and only one of that great number could be said to belong lo

the tenant farmer class, and that vi'as the gentleman he had
already mentioned—Mr. Head. In Parliament, then, all the
great interests and trades were dreotly represented ; there
were the shipping and the railway iuhrf'-t', which had nume-
rous representatives. Then as to the pnncipal trades of the
country—they liad the iron masters, coal masters uud coal
owners, cotton spinners, woollen muiufacturers and almost
every important trade in the country rejiresented. Theu there
was the brewing interest, ; s Mr. Bruce found to his cost—that
interest was very numeniU'-ly and powerfully represented in

Parliament ; then came the miners of the United Kingdom
;

they had sent two of their own order, and with very consider-
able advantage he might say to that body. Well, during the
past few years he had really thought that agricultural labourers
would be represented ia Parliament before tenant ^farmers

;

but othtr signs of the times appear to point to a very
different result. The ten>mt farmers in this county
numbered 600,000, and throughout the United Kingdom thty
represented considerably more than 1,000,000. The capital
owned by the tenant farmers represented about £-100, 000,000
sterling and were such a body of men only to exercise the power
they possessed in sending men to Parliament pledged in

support their views, no matter what Government might
be in power, they mi^ht speedily obtain the measures to
which they were justly entitled, or any legitimate claim.
It relight be asked, as it was asked in one of the letters which
had been read, what need for more agricultural associations,
seeing so many already exi'^ted? The answer was two-fold.
The first oie was that the existing associations had not
obtained the reforms set forth as desirable in the programme
of the Farmers' .VUiaace. The fact was—and it was a very
anomalous fact—that not one of the existing associations was
charged with looking alter the special Parliamentary interest

of the tenant farmers. The Farmer's Alliance was started
to supply this want ; its chief object would be to look after

the interest of the tenant farmers both in and out of
Parliament. After explaining in detail the object of thn
AUianC'', Mr. Howard continued :—Allusion was made ia

one of the letters read, to the appointment of a Royal Com-
mission. He sincerely desired that that Commission would
be able to show to the country where the real impediment.s to
the progress and prosperity of agriculture lay, and what
changes were nece.ssary, aid thus put the tenant farmer
in a position to hold his own against the foreigner. For his

part, he had very little fsith in the Commission. His brother
had had the honour of being appointed on the Royal Commis-
sion, but he believed they would not be able to throw any
additionil light npon the question of distres-i or its re.-nedy.

He was verv mucli struck with the remark of that astute man
—Cardinal Manning—when speaking U|iiin the Water Supply
of the Metropolis. He said he for 30 or 40 years had taken a
great infcres' in pu' lie quest oiis, and that he had always
observe-! that wlien the Government wantei to stave off a
question they referred it to a S he" Coramt-ec, and that when
they wau ed to bury a cjuestiou they referred it to a Royal
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Commission. The (iovemmptit knew pfirfectly well that their
|

bnst measure, the Agricultural Holdings Act, was a dead failure.
'

They kuew, without referring it to a Royal Commission, what 1

V as the reason of that failure, and when the Government i

understood the reason of that failure tliey mcst iiave ktiown i

what the remedy sliould be. The Ruyal Commission might do
j

some good in bringing the landowners to ccuseni to changes i

which they had hilherto objected to, and probably some good ,

might come of it. But the Goverament knew the tenant
;

farmer had not suliicient security for his capital; they knew
|

likewise the antiquated customs and absurd restrictions ,

which were impOEsd upon him. -They itko knew that rents <

had been increased, and additional burdens had bfcn put upon I

the shoulders of the tenant farmers which ought to liave been

put upon the shoulders of the landowners. The tenant farmers

liad never been put into a position to compete fairly with their

foreign rivals, d'or his (the speaker's) own part he had faith

in the future of farming iu' England. 'It might be a startling

assertion, but I'here was no other country which -possessed such

a eliraate as England. If they too4< grai-s growing, corn

growing, and root growing, he said it unhesitatingly, tliat

England possessed the best climate in the world, and with

improved laws, and a better system of land tenure, he believed

the British farmer would becbie te compete wiih any one iu

the world.

JMr. Josf:i'ii Smith moved

—

"That this meeting, having Ire'ird the objects of' the

Farmers' Alliance explained, approves of' the formation of the

Alliance, and recommends lariners and oUrers interested in

Aaricultural lleform to become members, and »o increase its

influence."

ile (Jlr, Smith) had teen pretty much since its formation a

member of t4ie Alliancp, and he was glad of this opportunity

of explaining his reasons for acting witli this body of people.

He thought he could show them wliere the tenant farmer liad

never yet had justice- dore to him. If they went back to the

time of tlie llcpeal of the Corn Laws in IStiJ they wouldfind

that the whole cost of thatiueasure was thrown on the tenant

farmer. For the first feur years after I'ree Trade was adopted,

every man farming -iOO acres of land iell short iu his income

to something like iBuUO a-year, as compared with what it had

been in t tie four years just previous to I'ree Trade. He did

not say that because lie v.as a^l'rotectiouist for lie was ir.

favour of I'ree Trad«, which he believed was tlie right thing

for the country. B,it the prornises that were made at tiiat

time to the farmers by Sir Robert i'eel, Cobden, Lord Jolin

Russell, and others, ought to liave been carried out ; but they

never had been. Sir Robert Feel said it was impossible to

keep on the Mall-Tax if the Corn Laws were repealed, and

"Russell and Cobd;'.n said the same ; but from that time to this

there 'had never been tihowu, sither on the part of either Con-

servatives or Liberals when iu power, the slightest desire to

have that tax repealed. He felt lie must say a word or two

on Protection. There were aclass of people in this country

who thought they could-get a duty fi::ed on the importation of

foreign corn. Now, his opinion was, that such an idea was

utterly futile and useless. When we recollected that the-popu-

lation of this country was something like ten millions ten

years ago, and that at this day it was 12rt millions, and that

was increasing at the rate of something like a thousand a-d.iy,

it must be felt that it was impossible to suppose that this vast

and increasing population would submit to anything, Ike an

import duty ou foreign corn, or that it would be just to attempt

to impose iton them. What they did, therefore, to remedy

the present distress, they must doia iinother direction.
_

Five

years ago Sir Massey Lopes was a great man on the subject of

local taxation. He was the chairman of the Local Taxation

Committee, and he brought forw-fcrd a motion on the

subject in a great speech in Parliament, aud car-

ried liis motion hy a naajority of something like

•a hundred. ile (Mr. Smith) believed that tlie wS-olo and

sole outcome -of that meeting had been the Agricultural

Holdings Act. Cnly a few weeks ago he (Mr. Suii.h) said iv.

the room above to the face of Colonel Brise what he had to

say about that \ct, and theretcre lie need not go into it again

.here. Within the iast few years they had had-S;uiitary Acts

and Education Acts passed -which would be for the. benefit &f

ahe whole people, but which Irad been the means efcreatiug-a

niost unfair additional burden on the land. He thougljt tlie

<€wners of property were much more interested in these

/xatte-rs than tiie tenanta. The tenants were here to-day aud

gone to-morrow ; wliile the owners hfid a permanent interest

in the land they liad bought or succeeded to. If one of their

county Members had been there he should have asked him if

lie ever got up in his place in Parliament, and so much as

hinted or sugiiested that tue cost of these Sanitary and Educa-
tion Acts should be equally shared by the landlord and tenant.

Well then, three years ago there came the School Boards, lie

passed, in coming here to-day, a farm, which a joung man,
whom many of-tliein knew, hired five years ago at a fair and
full rent. Well, there came the School Board—and a School

BoHrd was a right )liing in itself, but let the right people pay

lor it. That young man was at this day paying for the School

Board and the Saniiary Board i'SO in addition to the rent of

liis farm, and there w«s no law to compel the landlord to share

it equally, or two-thirds of it with him. That tliis was an un-

lair s'ate of things bethought they must all allow. Then
fhere was the County Boards Bill. A Bill was brought for-

ward last year. It formed part of Sir .Mnssey Lopes' motion.

The Bill of 1876 was a goodish sort of Bill, and some of them
were inclined to support it. His friend Mr. Gardiner was
hardly cout-'nted with it, but some oftl^em who were more
moderate, were better satisfied with it. However, somehow

-it got slipped out of sight. This Session another Bill had
been introduced, wliich was a very faint imitation of i', aud
ths bi st thing that could ha-/e beeji done with it westo with-

draw it. All these things v.'anted remedying, and this tlie

Alliance would try to do.

ilt. GoeDC'iiiLD seconded the resolution, and urged tliat

the farmers should put aside ill Party, and unite in getting

tlieir grievances redressed. They fojuid the money, and sl-.ould

liave some voice in spending it. They should tie represented

in the IkiU'e, and if they united and sent a sufficient number
of representatives they sliould be heard.

Mr. Jos. BfavjiiONT, as a Conservative, said there was not

a landlord or a tenant farmer, or any ratepayer, wiio would

not hail with satisfaction any movement which would tend to

alleviate the present agricult-ural distre s, and if any remedy
could 'be suggested he should not say it was not good becuwe
it originated with tlie Liberal Party. In the programme of the

Alliance, as espouuded by Mr. Howard, there were mai'.y

things which all men must accept; but, he regretted, there

were one or two [K)ints in it upon whith he felt it necessary

to ask for further explanation. They knew that from the

middle of May io the miildle of August was the land-selling

and land-letting period of the year. If they wanted to know
the present state of agriculture in Essex, they had only te

follow him in his reflections as to what had taken place in the

county. There had been a most extraordiu-try depreciation

in the land capital and in the tenant interest, to which tlieir

attention had not been sulhuiently directed. But, strange to

say, although they heard that the land was tied up and there

was none to he hud, he believed Essex had this year been ex-

ceptionally prolific in land offering—he wished fiecould say in

land sales—b«t within the last eight years the land of the

county had depreciated in capital something like 33 or 35

l^ft cent. He had carefully watched what had been 'done

thronghout the county in the last three months. At -Ded-

liam, the Ewen estates were olferedj and withdrawn because

there were no bidders ; round the Tendriug Hundred,

laud, wliich at one time would have been jumped at by land-

lords or investors at £1-5 to £50 an acre, had 'found i<lo«f

pii' chasers at £3a ; at Chappel, he had himself seen

land -sold where the abstracts of title showed a depre-

ciation in -fee simple v«lue of something like •H^ per^cent. ;

snd if they came up to Chelmsford, they would remember that

the Tyrell estates were offered by auction, and Messrs. Beaael

could not get a bid for any lot, except for Wakeriug -M ilL,

which, to the 8.>tonishment of everybody, fetched <the abnormal

price of #75 an acre. When they rpme(nbered this, and what
Mr. Howard had toid them, that two thousand millions of^land-

lords' capital was invested in the soil tliey would see what this

country had lost, what the; families of England had lost, and

what liad been taken from the inheritances of the people of

this country. Therefore every one must agree that a ^remedy

was needed. Mr. Beaumont proceeded to criticise the pro-

gramme of the Alliance. As to securing tenant farmer repre-

-seutatives, lie urged them not to make this a party matter.

As to stimulating improved cultivation, especially hv obtain-

ing security for capital invested, Mr. Beaumont urged that

this resolved itself into a simple law of contract. He did not

tliink they needed any act to rule them. as to howihej ehoAild
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hirp their Itnd— En;;lislimpn would ratlierbc ullowcd to mnke
tlieir own lj;irf;iiiu with tlicir landlords. As to gre:Uer free-

dom of cnllivation, tlmt whs a mere questiotv of covenants, and
if they com))arpd present with old !ea>ies, it would be found
Uiey hid, or eoiild have, all the modificatioas that rij;ht de^

mauded. lie disliked tlie abolition of the law of distress and
hypothec, and remarked that if a landlord committed liiniself

by excessive or illejral distr lint he was liable for damages. As
to alteration of sll legal presumptions against l«nant farmers,
he did not know what that njeaut. In his article in the June
number of the Xi/teleenth Cruturr^, Mr. Bear promised to give
more definitely in iiis next paper X\\i direction which agricul-

tural reform sliould take and ri-asons for confidrnce in the
result of each proposing alteration of existing conditions ; b«t
vJnly and Au^jnst had come without this paper Then as to

(lift ratepsNcrs svKuring their share in county government.
This was onfi of the grea est measures they should organise
themselves for ; he was a guardian of tlie poor, and he was
sure everyone would agree with liim that they ivanted greater
power vested in the ratepayers than had yet been conceded to

theiu. In couchisiofi Mr. Ueaumont argued that there was no
great necessity for this Alliance ; but said that if they did uo
get redress from their pre8ei\t members he would go with the
promoters of this Alliance and say to those meiibers, " You
ure unprofitable servants ; I cast you out in'o utter darkness.''

Mr. \V. Br.DW.y thought Mr. Beaumont's speech was an
argument in favour of more tenant farmers' representatives iu

Parliament. Farmers h:id hitherto voted as they had been
told—according to the poliiics of their landlords— but iu

many part.', aud in Essex, they were awakening to tlie fact

tliat they had not been fully represented hitherto, aud they

meant to exercise their influence at the next election. The
labourers, the miner*, the publicans, aud other interests sent

their representative", and wliy should not the tenant farmers ;

but if they did, they must not object to contribute towards
the expenses of their representative. Mr. C. S, Read wis a

fair tfuaut farm-rs' representative, hut he was sometimes too

squee/.ea-le. They had been neglected by both political

parties, aud questions wliicls it was promised sf'ould be

reviewed when the Corn Laws were abolished had never been
looked into. lie ailvocatcd the repeal of the malt-tax and
spoke in support of the Alliance, whose motto was '' Defence,

not Defiance," and deprecated tlie iutroduction of Party feel-

ing, or the creatioa of any ilMeeling between landlords aud
tenants.

Mr. Tiios. KE:\nii,E said there was one way in which tl>e

farmers had not hitherto helped themselves, although they
could do so if they pleased, and that was in obtaining a return

j

of their Income-tax in years n hen tiiey made no money.
M"-- Cn.vuLES I'ac.k Wood siiJ he had had the great

|

advantage of attendiu'; there to-day and of hearing the
|

ditTerent speakers who had preceded him, and he must pay his
j

hearty tribute to the lucid way in wliicli Air. .James Howard
j

had explained the objects of the Farmers' Allianc. '

Looking at the broad programme, of the Association, he had
j

been in a little doubt as to how he could interpret the whole
j

eight points, ;.ud lie was una') le to satisfy himself that there
I

might not be iu them or might not be supposed to be some
j

sign or emblem of hostility towards the landlords as a class.
[

Tnat made him hesitate for seme time as to whetlier he coulJ
consistently join the Alliance, but, adopting the interpretation

i

of Mr. Howard, who had disclHimed everytliiug like hostili'y
|

to>v»rds the landlords, he was quite prepared to accept in (oto
'

all that had been said, :ind togolieart and soul with the Alliance.
!

lie did not know whether it was Mr. Smith or some previous '

speaker who said that the obji>3t of tending tenant fanners to

rarliameut would be first agriculture then poliiics. There he !

vras heartily with them. His (Mr. Wood's) strong impression
was that a tenant farmer, let him belong to whatever party he :

might, should make prosperity and advantage of agriculture

liis first study. He (Mr. Wood) accepted fully the interpreta-

tion Mr. Howard had given of the objects of the Karm»rs'
Alliance, and said lie was very pleased to become a subscriber.

Mr. E. Catciu'ooi. spoke of the law of distress as a ijreat

njiiry to the tenant farmer, and as eiicouragini; the landlords

to accept as teuauts men of straw, who would agree to pay
high rents aud left the farms in a dreadful state.

Mr. Bk.vI!, replying to Mr. Beaumont, said he had expected

that gentleman to curse them more than he had done, but he

had really blessed them, for he agreed with them in desiiing a

better representation of tenant fanners in Parliament and iu

one or two other points, altliough Ire disapproved of any
interference with freedom of contract, and could not understand
the meaning of the sixth paragraph of the Alliance programme.
As to his second article not appearing in the Xin'Jeenlh Ceii'
d'ry, as soon as the Royal Oommissiou was appointed the
Editor said the ('ouscrvatives had utterly dished the liberals
—Agricultural Reform was no longer an urgent matter, and
his article might stand over and give place to something more
urgent. As to the manner in which agriculturists were
represented in Tarliameut, it had all through been landlord
first, party second, and tenant farmer last.

Mr. G. CouitfAULi., M r., aud Mr. T. M, Gepp having
spiiken,

The Ch uit.M.v.v said it appeared to him that the programme
of the Alliance was one that every reasonable man could
supuort, and he said it without hesititiou that it was a jiro-

gramme that every Conservative in the country could support
He did not care whether the members of the Association were
Liberals or Conservatives ; if gentlemen came forward aud
proposed anything likely to benefit the class interest to which
he belonged, and he saw it was deserving of his support, he
should be ashamed of himself if he did not support it. It
was not a question of colour. The logical cunclusiou was
that if the Conservative party could not accept and support
such a resolution as tliis they would have to give place to
gentlemen who would. He was inclined to take an indepen-
dent view of this question, entirely separated from political
parties, and if the result should be the establishiiieut of an
iudepeudeut party iu this country, so much the better for the
agricultural interest. They were not rfjirescuted in the
House of Commons—rather they were misrepresented. If
they wanted their in crests serveJ, the House of Commons
vas the place where the battle niuit be fought, and they could
not expect their interests to be served unless tiiey seut men
there to fight their battles—men of their own class who knew
their wants and refjuirements were the best to represent them.
The motion was eventually agreed to iicm. dis.
On the motion of Mr. How.viU), seconded by Mr.

Bkvumo.xt, a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Gatdiuer
for presiding, aud the meeting closed.

THE PRESS AND THE FARMERS'
ALLTAXCE.

The S,>f,,/^- Cfnwh'k says :—
j

The Conservatives feci very uncomfortable, both as to the
Farmers' Alliince and the Royal Commission upon Agiiculture.,

I

Respectiug the former most preposterous things are said. So
j

strange are some of them that it might be supposed farmers
existed for the lone sake of the Conservative party ; that their
interests as men workiug capital, Rud their energies as tillers
of the soil, were to be sacrificed aud expended, simply for the
better consolidation of a system of jiolitical cliqueism

; that
their position as tenants was one of dependence, throughout

;

that they are not only expected to p:iy rent, which is right,
but to sacrifice the manhood, whicli is wrong. F.-udal waters
fire being disturbed and the effect is not pleasant. Selfish
claims are being rudely treated, and the shock is disagreeable.
Farmers have been so long coddled that anything like a free,

independent movement from homestead to ho'uestead, for the
amelioration of tlieir condition, for freer cultivaiio'j, and
for the development and security of capita', cuues like
a rude awaKeuing. It is, perhaps, not surprising that Cou-
serv itive jnurnils are astounded as well as annoyed. The
moveiueni amounts to a confession that farmers have beca
bamboozled long; enough, aud that wilh all due respect to
those who have so tutored tliem, they may as well speak for
themselves. The alarm which the movement has created
further suggests the thought that a consciousne.ss exists that
the farmer has been deceived, and that the .system of agricul-
tural tenure is susceptible of improvement. iS'o one would
dread the result of a movement if evils to be remedied existed
only in the imairina'ion. The keenness of the jealousy evinced
bespeaks the intensity of the fear which underlies the surface of
smoothly writ'en pla'iiudes of Conservative journals. The
present a'titude of the firmers is suflicieut to alarm tho.e who
have been iu.strumental iu deceiving them. If in stress of
weather you have to look out for new pilots or search for
better mooriugs, you tell the world that hitherto jou have not

2
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i^cee preparfd for exigencies—Ihnt, if yon liave not been im-

posed upon, yon look witli distrust upon wiiat yon liave

jiitherto b^'cn content with ; and tlint as tlie waters have be-

come turbulent, you will exercise yoar own discretion and

make " Bssurance doubly sure " by preparations wliich will

reduce risks to a ttii-niKum. Whatever may be the resclt the

present action of the farmers is likely to involve a revolution

not only in agriculture bat in agricultural politics.

THE CHEESE FACTORY AND THE
DAIRY FARMER.

At a recent meeting' of the Swindon Chamb'T of Agriculture,

Mr. John Oliver, of West Harptree, Bristol, read a paper on
' Tlie (Cheese Faotory and tlie Dairy Firmer." After tracing

the liistory of the cheese factory system, he proceeded rospnak

of it"* advantages as conipnred with those of the private

dairy system. He said :—A really well built dsiiry for 50 cows
will cost £350. I do not mean a bnilding with one room for

making and another above it for storing, for while all the vfork

can he done in these, it is useless to expect great improvements
in the goods there produced. We have made cart^ful calcula-

tions on tliis point, snd find that while a sufficiontly large dairy

for a 50 cow farm will cost as we have said £350, a cheese

faotory for 500 cows may be built for £1,200, which is less

than four times the cost for ten times as much material manu-
factured, or a factory for 1,000 cows' milk may be erected for

£1,7"0, or less than five times the cost for 20 times as much
material dealt with. Supposing that 20 farms stocked with 50
cows each were to be provided with proper dairy accommoda-
tion at a cost in eacli case of, say £250, the total cost would

be £5,000, as compared with £1,700, the cost of a factory to

deal with the milk from the same number of cows ; wiiile if the

farm dairy accommodation was to be of the best class, at a

cost of £350 each—the total for the 20 farms would be £7,000
Id fitting a factory the same economy may be carried out. In

purchasing steam vats alone £00 may be saved in fitting a 500
cow f.<ctory "s compared with the smaller vats for as many as

50 cow dairies. Whilst a 1,000 cow factory may be well filtc^d

for £800 or less, the furnishing of a 50 cow dairy will refjiiire

an on'lay of £100. Let me here again remind you that in

these comparisons my ideal farm dauy is not a cheaply built

and cheaply fitted nlfair, but one whicli will be alraoit as con-
venient and iiuite as roomy according to its recpiiremenfs as a

first-class factory. It may be added that whatever is necessiry

to the proper performance of the work in the factory ia as

needed for the same purpose, though on a smaller scale, in the

dairy. The economy extends to the nianulacure. As has
alteady been pointed out, in speaking of the origin of the

system, one person in the factory can do the work of several

dairies. Mr. Joseph Aston, of Tarparley, writing in the Dairy
Fanners' Associaiinn Journal, of 1877, states that the factory

system does not help large farmers, at the same time admitting

tiiat lie keeps 50 cows and that his dairv maid's salary is £30,
and the additional he'p required costs him £24, a total of £5i
per annum. Now at the same rate the labour of ten 50 cow
dairies would cost £5 I0,or of 20 such dairies £l,080,and com-
paring the former with the cost of tiie labour in a 500 cow
factory, not more than Ji350 at the ou'side, or the latter with

a 1,000 cow factory the labour bill of which would not be more
than £G50 per annum. The materials required in the raanu-

i'aciure, such as rennet, salt, bandage cloth, coal, brushes,

&c., Sic ,, !uay be bouglit at a cheaper rate in large quantities

than in small, and the cist of repairs in a factory is small in

proportion as the original cost of the plant itself, so that we
have two more sources of economy. And all that is saved by

the fauto'-y system helps the farmer, Mr. Aston, the geu-

tlemau before referred to, states that the expense of

manufacturing milk of his 50 cows into cheese is 6s,

9J. per cwt^, and comparing this with 78. IJd. per cwt.,

the cost of working two of the earlier factories, shows that

he c<K\\ make it at 4J), per cwt. less than these factories.

But one of these two factories was located in Derby, and
paid board ol liealth, gas and water rates, and both were
Uoublless worked at a much higher rate of expense than
need now tie incurred. The Windley factory, near Derby,
supplied with the milk of 300 cows, was worlied during the
season of 187ti at 5s. 2jd. per cwt., and we may safely say
that 5s, Cd. per cwt. will cover .all expenses in a country fac-

tory. The latter pries is Is. "A. per cwt. iieiow IVTr. Asto
'

fisiure, while the Windley factory made at I'i. fi^d. less tbau
the cost per cwt. of making his cheese. The coranarison of

tlie cost ot cheeseraaking in the factory and farm dairy

gives the advantage to the former to a sjreater ilegree when
we learn from Mr. Aston that five highly rcspectible tenant

farmers, whose herds average 40 cows each, made tiieir

cheese at an average cost of nearly 8s. per cwt. We may then

consider it proved that dairy produce may be made at a

cb.eaper rate in the factory than at the fa'-iner's home. An
advantage of the factory system we have yet to spi-ak of is

that of the better sale of the produce than can be obtained by

the farmer for his ho:ne-m ^de goods. The uniform good
(piiliiy of tiie factory produce when well m ide breeds confi-

deuce in the buvers, wlio arc willintr to give higher fi.rures on
I hit account. On the A.merican cheese markets at Utica and

Linle Falls I found that the factory managers who had
obtained a reputation tor fine goods, sold them with very little

hargain-making, at the highest figures and often to the same
denier week after week. And the best m;ikea were bought by

agents who were commissioned to give a certain price per lb.

about the first competition prieen. The same confidence

would be reposed in Knidish factories if deserved. Further,

it would pay a factory mantger to seek ont and take his cheese

to the best markets, as for instance the metropolis, ot to ex-

port if my opening of advantage appeared, but a farmer to

do so would entail more expense in proportion to the ga'n linn

would be profita'ilft. But it may be asked, " If by tbe factory

system better goods would be made at a less proportionate

csst than in a farm dairy, and these goods

may be sold to the greater advantage, hovtf

does it happen that the factories in England have so ftr

failed to help the dairy farmers ? It is very well known tliat.

they have disappointed their best friends, what is the cause ?

In reply to this we siy '' one canse is the adoption of the

American system of inakinj;." It has been stated by some who
have written on the question that tlie Ciieddar system is

usually followed in the faciories. I emphatically deny this.

At the present time there is not a single establishment among
them where Cheddar cheese is made. Ttie American system

is no' a modification of the Cheddar method in any sense of

the word. The cheese produced by the former has never at

any time, either in America or in England, produced gooiis

equal to the best Cheddars, and cannot do so because there are

differences in principle which prevent any such result. I am
intimately acquainted with the theory and practice of both

sy-tems, and can say that there is a wide gulf between tlieni.

Now the American sjs'em will nut pay iu hingland. A friend

of mine who has managed factories in Derbyshire on tliat

method admitted that tlie Americ-ins can send ns as good

ch^-ese as he could make, and that to sell, a'ter paying freight,

at a lower figure than would pay a factory to sell at. If this

be true, and we have no reason to duul>t it, our statement is

confirmed. The Agrif.uVnral Gazette of last week reported

the best American cheese at 48s. per cwt. at Liverpool. Novr

it is evident that buyers v/iU not give 70s. per cwt. for cheese

which is not better than that brought from America at iSs,

per cwt., even though it is made in England. To make the

factories pay we must make in them the finest grades of our

English cheeses, such as the Cheddar and Stilton, which will

sell at such figures as will yield a fair price per gallon for the

milk. Another cause is the committee system of manage-
ment, la this country the factories have usually been built

by the landowners, who have let it to a committee elected by

tbe patrons This committee engages a manager under some
kind of contract, either to receive a certain price per cwt. for

the cheese made and find materials, or a fixed salary. Need
we say this system of management has been a decided failure.

During the summer months when the factory wants the atten-

tion ol the committee most, they are busy with their harvest-

ing, and at all times it is difficult to count upon them for busi-

ness at the time it should be done. Further, as the patrons

do not understand the management of the factory their inter-

ference is often harmful, and again so many persons holding

so many different opinions seldom work pleasantly with each

other or with their managers. I stated in a paper in the

Agricultural Gazette in 187(5 that nuder the management of

committees the factories would never work profitably, and so

far that prediction has been fulfilled. In some cases of failure

the managers were chiefly to blame. The committee were

yictiraiseJ bv men who either lacked the knowledge of the
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busiues^s—or tlie tact—to innuac^r il to advautage, and under
sucli circumstaiicrs tin; work has oiilv paitially fullilled tlie

hopes of the patrons. Tliere is a euro tor this, and one *hicli

jubtitie.s the old proverb that tlie, simple.-st remedy is often llie

Lest. One factory well built and well managed can bn a school
for embryo raansgerf, where they may learn the theory and
practice of their srt perfectly. When we iiave learnt that

—

and we have much to learn—there is hope of improvement,
and we know— tlie best of us—hnt little about dairy work
compared with whnt we may know. There is doubtless a
feelinpf of carelessness a'so on the part of the manager who is

working under a coinniittec which is certiinly inexcusable, but

it is a generally recognised lact thot a business tails completely

being trusted to a person who is paid according to the quantify,

and not tlie quality of his work. Tlie arrange.oents of the build-

ings have aNo bad their sh-ire in the lailure o( the factories uf
England. 'I'here is one fact apparently forgotten that a f.c-

tory well arranged, aud coustructcd and fitti d upon scientific

principles, will cost no more ihaii one in which tlio^e prin-
ciples are neglected. I iiavft seen one factory where the steam
boiler was out of doors. This must have atfrcted the coil
bill. Another where the wluy vats were outside the main
building, v/liero the winds could Luiw in the odours froin t'lem
into tlie making room. Nothing was saved by such awkward
arrangemeiit-i, and certai.ily much was lost. And here lei ine

remark ihat theie is ipit an architect iu England who can
safely undertake the preparation of plans <or a factory, simply
because the ueces it:es of the maiiuiacturc o' dairy goods are
not understood by t^iem. The work c:in ouly be entiusted
wiMi s:ifety to weil e lucalcd dairymen, who combine with their

knowledge of cb•e^e ani butter making a personal adpiaiui-
mxce with the scien'ific principles involved lu that work with
the laws of aicliitecture. Aud now, having sliowu that the fac-

tory system shouhj be a success if properly carried out, and why,
so far, it has not so sucueede ' in this country, [ come to tlio

last, section of my paper, in which I propose to show
How the lactory may help the dairy farmer and ho v the

iariuer may help the tactory.—Now, we recognise one truism
at the louiidatiiiQ of the whole questiou

—

tlia^ unless the
f.iGtory ciu do better for the firmer than he cin do lor hiiii-

selt, it is i){ no ailvantaje to liiui. But we demand a ranch
higher standard than this by which to judge the system of
assosiated dairying. The factory must do ?nure than yield the
patron a small increase of profit. It must send out such
produce as shall, when sold, p:iy the expense of making, and
leave to the farmer a su n for the milk supplied consideralily

greater than he could obtain by making it into cheese at
home

; and t.'ds it can do. To produce such a happy re.-ult

the good will and assistance of the landowner are required in

most instauces at the outset, for it is generally left to him to

erect the factory, and sometimes to furnish it. And here 1

may speak of the cost of such buildings. Factories can be
erected and fully furnished at irom £3 to £4 per cow, according
to their making cipacity -this, i'lchidiiir the manager's resi-

dence. A factory for the milk of £1,000 cjws can be built

and equipped for £3,000, which would be at a cost of £3 per
cow, while one for 500 cows cou'd not be built and furuistied

for mncti less than £3,000, or £4- per cow. In these cnlcula-

tions I am not making allowance for any unnecessary expense.
The question of management now com^-s before us. 1 have
before stated my belief that the old system ol committees will

not work satisfactorily. I have a scheme of management
which has none of the disadvantages of the committee system,
which I will now describe. Some maker who brings testi-

monials or references of the highest character concerning his

skill and business abilities makes a contract with each farmer
who expresses intention to supply the factory with milk, by
which the farmer binds himself to give a certain price per
gallon of lOlbs. for the milk, and the latter agrees to supply
that milk under certain regulations as to time, and manner cjf

delivery and condition. The following points of agreement
may be included in such a contract. That, the patron on his

part agrees to supply the manager with the whole, sweet,

clean and unadulterated milk from a certain number of cows
j

and send the same daily to the factory during the season, the
supply to be governed by the following conditions and provi-

[

sions, viz., that the patron shall not send the milk of any cow
which is atll cted with any disease that may injure the qn liity i

of the milk, and that he shall be released from iiis agreement
to spnd the milk of tlie lull number of cows contracted for

when auy of these have died Irom disea^.e or accident, '

but only in respect of audi cows as have died
from such cause-, and tins release shall e.\tead to
fourteen days only, during which time the patron
aliall fill up the vacancies in his herd. Tlr.it

if the patron shall lose one-third or more of his cows by
disease or accident during the sea«on he shall be completely
released from his contrict in respect of the cows which have
died fron such causes. Tnat the patron shall not seud the
milk from atiy cow which has not caived four full days. That
the patron shall deliver his milk twice daily at the factory not
later than eight o'clock a.m., during the months of March,
October and November, and not later than hilf past seven
during the months of Aijril, 3Iay, June, July, August, and
September :or the morning delivery, and not later than sevea
p.m., during the whole season lor the evening delivery, and
that the manager shall be empowered to return to the patron
auy rnilk supplied by him at a time later than either of those
mention'-d. That the manager shall be empowered to refuse
any milk which may have been drawn from diseased aui'i' •

or injured by the addition of any solid or liquid, or b}

removal of cream, or by being sour ; and if the peculiar
condition of the milk be not discovered until it is mixed
with o'her milk, the patron shall allow the manager a sum
representing the loss accruing to him by and iu the receiving,
raanut'acturing, aud selling the produce of that milk Ihe
extent of the mischief bein:^ decide! by the proofs scientific

and practical usually applied to such cases. Atid that the
manager does on his part airee to pay to the patron a certain
sum for every lOlbs. weight of milk entered iu his pass
book uuder the followiug conditions aud provisions, viz. :

That the manager shall pay for the iniik supplied by
the patron during the month of March iu the lirjt week
of July following ;—April to August, May to Sepleic-
bnr, June to October, July to November, August to
Udcember, Septemuer to J.iuuary, October to February
November to Mnrch. That if the manager fails to pay for tho
milk at the time specified the patron is released fio.u his con-
tract, and any sum tlien owing shall be recoverable bv law.
That the manager shall be r. quired to admit the patron to
the factory at all reasonable hours, lor the purpose of infer. n-
iiig himself as to the management aud theqaahty of the goods
produced. Tiiat from the sums due to the patron for milk
shall be deducted the sums due from him to the manager for
whey, &<;., supplied daring the month lor -^hich the payment
was mads. Tills then is the contract in r.mgh. The maker
who has made such an agreement with each p itrou noiv tikea
the factory ol the landowner at a fixed rent, and commences
operations. As he is entirely independcut oi:' his patrons as
concerns the management ol tlie business he will fee! at liberty
to do his best, fearing no interference on the pirt of anybody,
while remembering the great respousihility which he has
undertaken, he will leave no effort untried to obtain the raont
sa'isfactory results, and so be enabled to meet his payments
for milk at tli-^ proper times and without diflicuity. 'But it

may be said " VVhat security can be given to the patrons by
the manager, entrusted as he is with material worth liuudreds of
pinndi, for his houes'y ?" This question need not alarm tho
man whose integrity is well kuowu, and whose iuteutions aro
honourable. There is, however, a necessity lor some security and
that may be easily given. The luoat satisfactory method of iJoing
this would be by making some banking house the receiver of
all moneys and the auditors of all accounts. It would not be
necessary nor desirable that the firm so trusted sliould mike
known to any patron th"! condition of the luiuager's acco-int
wiih them, but the patron who entertained the least suspicion
tliat there was a probability of the maker being unable to
meet his account at the proper times of piyment might learn
from them if s.iiiicicut funds were deposited with them to pav
for the milk supplied. And tlie manager should be willing to
admit any patron at any reasonable hour of the diy to inspect
the factory, and the goods made in it, so that he inay he sati-lied
as to the inauagemeut of the one and the (juality of the otli r.

The maker should also prove his connection with some busi-
ness agency, 80 that the milk supplier may be sure that he i^

not selling his goods to men who may delraud him and—indi-
rectly—themselves. But no proof of his good intentions
would be likely to satisfy his creditors more tlian an honour-
able bearing in all his business transactions with ttiem and a
lack of that secretiveuess which breeds suspicion. Let ine,
however, remind you that the securities of which 1 hav
spokeu of are more than auy usually given iu trade, and
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I recomniend Oiera simply because the purchase on credit

sjatem as applied to the factories in Kugland is a new thing,

and without some source of confidence for tlie patron there

would appear to exist a risk tlie fear of which a few years of

experience would remove. The patron cm take a broken

contract to the courts of justice and compel the manager to

pay him the sum due to him or suffer the penally of the law.

And when vtc further remember that the maker who fails in

his business once will uot again enjoy the confidence

of his patrons, or cuter on tlie management of

another factory, it may be seen that the system of inde-

pendent milk purchase gives the fairest security if

carried out in the way I propose. And now 1 may be asked

Wiiat price per gallon can be fairly paid by a maker for

milk .'ifter the expenses of ii\'\nufacture have Deen met, and

a sudicient remuneration obtained for his labour ? At the

present low condition of the markets a high price cannot be

realised for cheese, and I (eel certain that more than Cid. per

101b.—which is the weight of a factory gallon—cannot be

olTered on contract with safety. But a farmer who r.^ceives

CGs. per cwt., or about 6d. per lb., for his cheese—and a large

{jroportion of cheese dairymen are glad to get that to-dny,

after paying ^il. per Ih. for manufacture—cannot net more
than 5^(1. per gallon for his milk. This gives the factory the

advantage, at Gid. per gallon, of l.^d. per gullon ; which, to a

patron supplying 50 gallons per day, would mean something

like £G5 during a season ol about 33 week';, which is the usual

length in factories. When the factory had established a repu-

lallon for line goods liigher figures could be obtained, and 1

believe it possible to pay Tid. and 8d. per gallon within a few

jesrs hence, whether the markets alter for the better or

not.

How are such resalts to be brought about ? Not, T may
say, by the American system of making. They may follow the

Cheddar method of manufacture if followed in its integrity.

At the present time fiue Clieddar cheeee—1 mean the best

goods—ia selling in London and other large towns at prices

ranging from 7t's. to 80s. per cwt. And if a fiictory obtained

the former figure it could net the patron's CJd. per gallon.

Aud here it is that the factory has the advantage in selling.

It would pay a mansger to run up to our great metropolis and
make an arrangement to supply one of the West-end firms,

who are now glad to get t!ie finest English cheese at any figure.

I am personally acquainted with a gentleman of Leicestershire,

to whom, as a juror, I with my colleagues awarded the gold

medal of our JJrifish Dairy Farmers' Association, for a splendid

show of 1,000 Stiltons at the October dairy show of 1877, who
sold them all to a West-end house at a price which he could
Bot possibly have realised from the local buyers, and the firm

undertook to purchase the whole of his cheese made in a dairy

supplied with the milk of, I believe, 300 cows. I could give

other facts with which I have come in contact during several

years past to show that a reputation for fine goods will be a

mine of wealth to the possessor, and the dairy farmers of Eng-
land can get the advantage of the profit arising from the manu-
facture ol the finest goods by the Cheddar method in the cheese

factory. It may not be also known that whey butter may also

be sold at prices that pay well lor making it. I know a factory

working on the Clieddar system which has sold for a consider-

able period at lOd. per lb. of 18 ozs., or about Sd, per lb. of
the ordinary standard.

The disposal of the whey. This is a qnestion which deserves

consideration, for diverse opinions exist upon it. I hold that
the erection of piggeries in the ueighbonrhood of the factory

a great evil to be avoided, if possible. If tainted milk is a
desirable thing, and something to be sought after, then,
certainly, feed pigs on the whey somewhere within a quarter
ol a mile of the factory, and you may realise your wish.
There is an objection which should also be taken into consi-

deration which is raised, aud rijjhtly too, by tlie landowner.
If pigs are fatted on the farm, the land gets the benefit of the

manure, but, if the whey is sold to some person who feeds

swine on a large scale, the farm loses that benefit. It is

obviously best to remove it from the factory tank in barrels,

and feed it at home. It is often sold for removal at jd. per
imperial gallon, and I have been informed that it pays the
farmer to obtain it at that price, but it would be Ijetter sold
out at .', i. per gallon for removal than fed in the neiji,hbour-

liojd of the lajtory at any price. .Now, 1 Ihiuk, it has bceu

shown the fac'ory can help the farmer. How can the farmer

help the factory ? lu one way, by sending as much and as

good milk as possible. No amount of trouble is too much
wheu taken in the aianagement of milk sent to the factory.

The cows shonld be supplied with good water, and it is worth
while placing a lump of rock salt in some convenient place

for the cow to lick. This cu«tora is, perhaps, more common
2U America than iu England, but it is a eood and paying

practice, riie ndder and teats of the animals should be

washed before milking, lest any dirt or foul matter, such as

manure splashings, should be dried upon them, aud the milker's

hands should be clean. I am aware that this would be con-

sidered too mnch trouble, but it pays for taking, and would

help to raise the reputation of the factory. If the milk can

be strained and cooled before sending to the factory, it may be

profitably done. Mudi milk taraed sour begins to do so

before it comes to the delivery platform, and thorough cooling

will lessen the danger considerably. The cans should be

thoroughly cleansed as soon as they return to the (arm, and

this work should not be trusted to servants witlsiwt careful

subsequent examination. Much mischief may be done by

sending milk in half-cleaused cans. 1 would also say that the

London or eoose neck churn should never be used for the

purpose. Tliey may bo very foul in the corners, antl such a

condition could not be known, because the whole of the can

cannot easily be seen. The best vessel for the purpose is a simple

cylindrical-sh iped can, with a cover fitting over the top so as to

carry olF all rain water and splashings. The milk should be

delivered in good time both morning and evening, otherwise

considerable delays occur in the progress of the work, esj>-cially

if the morning milk is delivered late. C-onceruing skimmed
or water milk, I can only say that sucii should never be heard

of. 1 was once under the impression that no man could

possibly be so dishonest as to wish to defraud a factory by

sending either, but I was one day startled by a question, put to

me by a man whom I had ju^t been introduced to by a friend,

lie asked me if we could detect milk that had been skimmed
or adulterated with water. I replied that, it was a eoii'para-

tively easy matter, wheu he assured me that he intended to

sell his milk to a f ictory, and would in some way or other

defraud the owner. Now that man was bis own t^neray, a»d
proposed to do that which would presently Wing disgrace upon
him. The fuctory managers «hu know the methods of detec-

tion usually pracii.-ed, c-.tn not only determine the fact that

cream has been removed from or water aaded to the milk but

also the extent of the tampering. Diseased milk should never

be sent to the lac'ory. That from animals suffering from the

foot-and-month disease, and others which we might name, is

unfit for the manufacture of cheese and butter. It may seem
unnecessary to say this, but I have met with people who did

not believe such to be the case, though such are not, I expect, to

be found here this afternoon. I have known a farmer send a

large (jnantity of milk from cows affected with the foot-and-

mouth disease daily to a factory for a week, during which
time the milk with which it was mi:ied was spoilt, and wheu,
after repeated warnings, it was refused, he was olfended and
for a time refused to supply the factory with his milk.

I have endeavoured to show that the factory may if properly

built, well managed by a skilful make"-, and supplied with

good milk, be a means of raising the name of the dAJry farmer,

and improving tlie cheese and butter of the locality in whicti

it is situated, and I believe if properly treated the system will

save us from lacing driven out of onr own dairy produce

markets by onr Iriends on the other side ot tlie Atlantic. Of
the two nations, the Engli>h need the factory system, with its

economy and advantages, most. If we are to hold our own in

the race we must turn everythiug to account, and even at

making the best goods in the cheaj>est manner. The time

will never come when certain classes will lose their taste for

our own peculiar kinds of cheese, and until then there will be

a market for such goods at fiifures which will make it profit-

able to manufacture them. The milk trade now assuming

such an aspect of importance cannot possibly require all that

raised on the pastures of England for consumption. I there,

fore recommend to your favourable notice the system which
has been described in this paper, aud shall be well repaid for

any trouble I have taken to-day, il it is introduced in your

neighbourhood, and so operates as to give the dairy farmers

in this ueiglibourhood the advantages which beloug

to it.
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POSITION.
A general meeting of the members of t>he Devon

and roTOwall Chamber was held in the Municipal
Hiiildings of the Plymouth (Juiidliall recently, when
" The Present Aiiricultural Position " was intioduoed for

discussion by Mr. 11. Clark. Jfr.. Digby Collins

presided, and there was a good attendance,

Mr. Cl,\i!KK remarked that at the present time the question

of tenant ri^iKt was not confined to farmers. It was being

taken >ip, and would spread throughout England as tlie agri-

cultural depression was more severely felt. He would not

enter iuto minor details such as t lie law of entail, of laud

transfer, of primogeniture, of settlement,, and of distress.

Tlie law oni;lit to be repealed, certainly with regard to distress,

which inflicted a great lurdsliip not ouiy upon the farmers,

but upon the community fit large, by giviui; the landowner

an uu'lue preference over otlior creditors. The depression in

the agricultural world was admitted, and he believed they

were at the present time passing througji the severest period

of depression tliat this cuuntry had ever gone through. They
had lu'd bad harvests, low price?, and foreign compititiou.

On behalf ot tlie consumer be did not complain of low prices.

It was impossible to control the harvests, and he did not'

complain of foreign competition. 15Ut all these matters were
pressing very heavily on the tenant farmers. The cultivation

[

of a temporary or a perniflnMit character, and how far tliey

[

had be^n created, or could be remedied by the L-gislatursi-

(

Tiiat Commission was appointed, and he trusted that it would'

!

do i'ood work. What' wculd it do ^ No doubt it; would

I

meet, would take evidence on facts relating to the present
I couilitioH of affairs, and would jirobably listen to any sujigcs-
I
tiotis that nvi^'hb be made lor mitigating the grievances of the
agricultural interest, luid would report some time lience. But
HI the ineuntime what would become of the tenant farmer ?
J^ad Hea.wns, bad harvests, and low prices no doubt were
accountable for a great part of the mischief that was com-
plained of. But the saasons were beyond their control, and
they must mike the best of them. English farming muso
be made suflicienily e'astic so as, if possible, to meet the
exigencies of the case. The old system of a fixed rotation-
of crop* must be swupt away, and farmers must be pemiitteti
to gruw prothiee according to their judgment,, and to send to
market whatever description of produce was most remu.iera-
tive. But the chief remedy he proposed was security for the
tenant's capiial.. As he liad always advocated, where '.'hr

tenant farmer wa» not secured either by agreement or 'v
lease,, be should be by the law of the ccnintry for the capiial
invested ijy him in the land that might be uuexliausted at the
time of his quitting the estate. Lord l);:rhy did not ohject to
trtate interference iu contracts between landlord and tenant,
but to bis great surprise he found that Lord llarlin^tou did.
Securi'y fur a tenant's capital must come, and it not given by

Then
irons that

!ea^9 or tigreemeut, would sure to be given by law.
there was freedom of cultivation. It was monstro

sets-off for had seasons were no lon^-r to be depended upon
;

the price of agricnitural produce was regulated by he

(oreiffM supply, and the result was tliat corn was imported

into tbiscouu ry at rates whicii the English farmer could not

contend with. He believed tl'.e supply would continue, and

of the lamV'h-y were told,, wat-no longer profitable. The old \
f'"''"ers sliould lutt be permitted to exercise their own judg-

" ...
I

loent, and the conditions which were now imposed must ije

I swept away. (.Applause.) Then there must be freedom iu

j

the iiroduee and sale of crops; and it was a fact to which
I

they might attach considerable significance, that in case.s

__ _ ., . „^_.._, , I

where tlie tenaut had enjoyed that freedom he had been,

that the English farmer would not be able to compete 'with |

enabled to stand the bad times. Then, with regard to tlia

devastation of crops by game, he bad always advocated tho
repeal of the game laws, and he held that the tenant should
have the indefeasible right of des'royin^' ground game.. Then,
as to the reduction ot taxes. Iu this matter they should be-
gin at the top. He held that the Civil .Service estimates of
the country were a scandal and a shame— (hear,, hear)—and
before they could gel any rec'uctiou of taxation, they v,rould
have to befjin at the top and correct the abuses which now
existed. (Hear, hear.) A.s to the rates,. it was idle to say
they fell upon tlie landlord, when during existing tenancies
they fell upon the occupiers. It. becanis a (juestit^n then,
whether all new rates should not be divided equally between
the landlord and the tenant, because, when a man took an

the foreign producer. It was the same witli cattle as wit

corn—the pruilucer of cattle had to conten 1 with the compe-
ti'ion of America, and he believed when this developed the

competition would become even more severe than it was at

present. As had been well said, " The prairies of .America

will be added to tlie pastures of England."" Home producers

would be beaten dut of the field under existiui; conditions.

But he hoped this would not be the case, but that suilicienl

energy, skill, iutelligenee, and capital would be found iu

England if the tenant farmers \vere allowed freedom of culti-

vation to contend with,tliis foreign competition. But besides

this conr.petitiou that the tenant farmers had to contend with,

aud besides bad harvests and low prices, he had to contend

with increasing rates and taxes,, a heavy labour bill, restrictive
j

Ps'^'te for a term, he could not foresee what uew rates might
covenants, and devastation by game ; but, beyond that, the

tenant farmer really bad no security for his capi'al. He had

put this matter last, but it capped the whole thing. Some
peopld had been talking of the remedies there were for this

agricultural depression. Eirst, there was Lord Derby, who
did not speak with much sympathy for tenaut farmers. Xo
douiljt it was a cool, sagacious, and well-reasoned speech which
his. lordship delivered to the Chamber of Af;riculture of

Ivueolnshire ; but it showed little sympathy with the teiiant

farmer, because Lord Derliy said th^ -.piestion, after all, was
not a tenants' question, but a landlords' question, and the

landlord had the most reason to complain, because the money
in the end came out of bis pocket by means of a red'iotion

from the rent. The rate?, Lord Derby said, all fell nltiinately

upon the landlord. Lnrd Derby must certainly have been

si>eaking ot a yearly tenancy ; he could not have had' tlie

question, of a lease in his mind, because when there were
continiied tenaueies upon whom did the rates fall ? He
maintained that they fell not upon the landlord, but upon the

tenant who, under a lease, was in tUe position of the owner.
Lord Derby suggested emigration at the remedy. It mit;bt

be all very well for the young faimers to emigrate,^ and be
would advise them, to do so, because 1>« believed in the limited

area of T'lnglaud a living was not to be got very much longer,

and he hoped to see young and enterprising farmers going
abroad and competing with their fathers in this country. The
depression had become so great that Mr. Chaplin moved in

the House of Commons for a Royal (commission to inquire

into the depressed condition of the agriculfual interrst and

tie causes tu which it was owiug ; whether those causes were

be levied by the Legislature, and they might prove to be as
heavy as they were unexpected. As to a reductiou of rents,
iu .some cases it was not possible, because of the mortga-ies
which existed on the property, but where it was cossible it;

should take place. Tiie Duke of Bedford bad been enabled to
do a noble aud generous thing towards his tenants ; whilst
auotlii r landlord iu the A'orth of Devon, who seemed afraid
to trust them with the money, had given them cake. (Laugh-
ter.) But in his opinior, where relief was necessary it should
be given iu cash— (hear, hear)—and nothing but disaster
would happen if it were refused. His advice to landowners
was that they should meet their tenants indivhlually aud talk
over matters, and come to some arrangement so that estates
might be kept, uutraranielled by conditions, in a progressive
state of cultivation, and then they miglit possibly be able to
tide over their ditbculties until better times came. His desire
was that the old restrictive clauses iu leases should be sivept
away, aud that tenant fanners should be permitted to farm
their lands and dispose of their crops according to their own
judsTPjeut. Iu his view, the agrieultuial interest was not
suilieiently represented iu i.'arliamenf , and be advised the
agricultural community to support men ot Mr. C. S. Head's
stamp. One otl er jiiece of advice wa?, that this Cliaiuber
should aid the Commission, iu its work by obtaiuinj; iuforma.
tiou and placing it before the Commissioners. He believed
they wouJd do well and wisely if they acted upon this suyges-
tiou

;
and he believed assistance of tliis kind would be liisbly

appreciated. (Hear, hear.) He moved, " That full security
should be given to tlie tenant farmer for the investment of
his capital iu the iuiprovemeul of the laud ; and liberty should
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he given to the tenant fariiirr (o c\iltivate and manure his

fiiriu according to liis judgment, and full power during hia

tenancy to dispose of the produce, while at the same time the

landlord should be paid lor dilapidations and deteriorations

caused by default of the tenant."

Mr, Prynn seconded tlie motion, considering that it em-

bodied the elements of a just relaiionsliip between landlord

and tenant.

Mr. J. D. Pratt agreed tliat if ever there was a time

when the landowner and tenant farmer must turn their atten-

tion to the state of things with a view to devising a remedy

it was at the present time. It was clear that if the land was
not \^orth the rent upon it the rent must be reduced, whetlier

tiiere be a raortg-ige upon it or not. The posiii in of tenant

farmers—they were lidding farms which tlieytookiu pros-

perous times, and times iiad very much altered for the worse,

llcnts h id gone up within the last ten years something like

ten millions sterling, and the tenant had to produce at lower

rates sufficient crops to meet that great increase. "Statist,"

in a letter to the Times, calculated that the loss to the tenant

farmer during the last six years, by means of the diminution

in prices, &c., amounted to ninety-seven millions sterling, and
gave it that the wages of farjii labourers had gone up 2s.

weekly. But that did not at all represent the increased rate of

wages, which had gone up at least 4). w«ekly (Hear, hear).

The cry liad been that rents must cume down. But the fact

was that estates went into the market and realised a certain

value, and if the tei ant farmer overshot the mark he must be

the loser. The Mayor of Plymouth, in speaking upou
agricultaral topics theothi^r day, might have spared his sneers.

He stated that thirty-five years ago he could buy beef at 6d.

per lb. Now, anyone with a little thought would have seen

that 35 years ago 6d. would pny very much mo e in the shape

of rents, rate"!, and taxes thau now. He was astonished that

a gentleman holding jo high a position should have shewn so

limited a capacity. He was afraid tli it iu valuing estates land

agents thought more of tlielftudlord thau the tenant farmer. Mr.
Snell remarked the otlier day that a landlord and a tenant

were supposed to be in partnership, and that where a land-

lord's capital represented £10,000, the tenant's might be

reckoned at £2,000, each beating about i per cent. But was

there to be nothing for the tenant for his time and labour as

well as his capital ? Regarding tlie law of distraint, he

believed if it were abolished there would he more care taken

in the selection of tenants, and that responsible men would no
longer find themselves in competition with men of straw

(Hear, hear). The tenant farmer certainly sliould have the

right to destroy ground game. The present laws damped their

energies and destroyed their hopes. He agreed with Mr.
Clark that they should seek to return men to Parliament who
would represent the agricultural interest irrespective of party

;

and he believed that if security were given the tenant

farmer they would increase their corn crops from twelve to

sixteen million (juarters a year (applause).

Mr. Dingle remarked that the great question was whether

any of the remedies proposed by Mr. Clark would be sufficient

to meet the difficulties by which they were surrounded. To
him it appeared that they were but at the very begiLning of

foreign competiiion. Wheat could be imported from A.merica

to Liverpool and sold for 30s. a quarter, and a calf could be

reared ou the prairies of America to four years old for 25s.,

and sliipped over for about £3 or jE-i. The number of cattle

imported into tliis country iu 1876 was 600 ; in 1878 the

number had risen to 60,000. The question, therefore, arose

in liis mind as to how far the remedies of Mr. Clark were

aikquate to tide tenant farmers over the ditliculties of foreign

competition. The resolution did not altogether commend
itself to liis mind because it would compel a landlord to let

his estate witliout any conditions, but he questioned whether
any tenant farmer, if he had an estate to let to-morrow, would

let il without conditions. He agreed that there were a good
many ridiculous and obstructive clauses iu the existing (orms

of leases, but there were some conditions which were of some
considerable utility, and he believed they would be putting

themselves in a false position both with their landlords and

with tlie public if they were to pass such a resolution (No),

His opinion was that the tenant farmers must stand shoulder

to shoulder with their landlords iu order to tide themselves

over their difhculties, and not enter into any vexations

discussions to get rid of all conditions. Mr. Clark had put

torward security of tenure i>s the great panacea lor tlie

present depression ; but it was a remarkable fact that in

Norfolk, where there was the greatest protection, tliere

existed the most severe distress. He moved as an amendment
'That tliis Cliamber, while desirous of advocating the
principle of giving the fullest security to the tenant farmer
for llie investmeut of his capital iu the land, is not prepared
to recommend that all restrictions on the cultivation, cropping,
and manigement of farms by the occupier should be abolibhed,

and that the Chamber is of opinion tliat tiie reco nmendations
of Mr. Clark are in themselves inadequate to meet the

present agricultural depression."

Captain B. ISnell, in seconding the amendment, remarked
that there was no doubt but lliat there whs great diatre.-s

in agricultural circles througliout the country, and it was
mos' severely felt iu the corn-growing districts ; but in his

opinio I tlie general depression in trade wws the primary
cause, and the adverse season was the lecond cause. He did

not bslieve in the panacea recommended by Mr. Clark as the

main remedy of the existing distress, for the reason thnt in

counties where the most libernl covenants were held tiiere

was to be found the greitest distress. He did not believe

any person would wish or j-xpect any one man to put

his property in the iiands of another without some re.

strict'on for its aeciiriiy. Mr. Pratt had questioned Mr.
Ciark'o estimate of the amounts relhtively put into hu eslula

by landlord and tenant; hut he believed he was right when
he said that il a Imdlord bnuglit an estate for £10,000, and
a tenant put in £2 000 it was very ample capital. He. con-

sidered that if the landlord took up 3 per cent, lor his money,
the tenant slmu'd take up sometliing between 5 and 10 per

cent, for his capital and labour, and his endeavour iu dealing

with estates had been to arrange so that the tenant shou'd

have that (ipportimity. His advice to them was that instead

of seeking to set a^ide conditions, they should seek to es'ablish

a rautu^l good feeling between landlord and tenant. It wou!d
have a better effecl than putting class agaiusi class, and re-

moving sympathy where it ought to exist (applause).

Mr. N. llosEVEARE did not think tenant larmers would
get much benetit by taking estates upon the terms proposed

by Mr. C ark.

Mr. G H. E. RuNDLE, in speaking upon the law of dis-

tress, said he was sure it it were abolished it would have this

effect. Where the time of payment for any commodity was
postponed the seller always required that there should he

some security. In letting his estate the landlord would, in

the absence of the law ot distress, put himself in the same
position, and if there was no law of distress the landlord would
assuredly say, " Give me security by the bond of some third

person that your rent will be paid." Begardiug the question

of leases, that was the most important of all transactions in

firming. His opinion was that freedom of cultivation,

which seemed so much to be desired, might be obtained by
granting a lease without any restrictive covenants lor the

earlier part, enforcing conditious only for the last two or three

years. Take, for instance, a lease of sixteen years. They
could let the farmer do as he pleased for the first ten or eleven

years ; for the last few years he should be restricted to larniing

it in such a way as to leave it in an eligible form for the

incoming tenant, aad which would pay the landlord a fair and
proper remuneration (applause).

Mr. R. Gill advocated the estahlishment of friendly rela-

tions between landlord and tenant, rather than attempting to

sweep away existing conditions. He was extremely sorry lo

hear of the prospect of a bad harvest, and he hoped landlords

would not wait to be asked for relief, but that they would
make their tenants some sort of present for their relief

(Hear, hear).

The Chaikman said the main question which presented

itself was the cause of the present position of the agricnltural

communify. Insecurity of tenure was one of the causes given

them, and another was tlie restrictive clauses in leases. If

this were so, most assuredly those who farmed their own
lands would not be the victims of the same depression that

tenant farmers were. Moreover, if it were due to the

restrictive clauses in leases, surely 1< gically they must
couclude that ai;ricullural depression would have existed from

time immemorial—in fact, from the time the restrictive clauses

were inserted in leases. And that had certainly not been Ihe

case. There never was a time when restrictive clauses in

loases were so exceptional, as now, and there never was a

time iu which iu liio experience agnculturul depression was so
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rife and general. So that tliey muBt admit that security of

tenure had nothing whatever to do with the position of tlie

British farmer. Then tiiey must turn to the cou-iideraiion of

foreign competition. They liad liad a picture drawn for them
that was absolutely untrue, not by Mr. Clark, but by moans
of the echoes of tlie slatemeiits of other people. They liad

had a picture ot the American fanner growing fat and the

British farmer growing thin. But the fact was that the

American farmer was suffering as much as they were in

England. Foreign competition was not the cause of the

present depression. The reason why so ranch American
produce was being imported into this country—and the fact

had been most improperly slurred over— was hecause tliey

had such a bad market in tiieir own country. If they were

prepared to sell wheat in EllJ,'li^h markets at 303.—which he

disputed their ability to do— it proved that they could not get

above 2G^. in their own country, and at that price farming

would pay no better in America than it would in England.

The fact was that all trades were sympathising with the

agricultural depression. It was not peculiar to agriculture,

because il it were other trades would, of course, be free from

the depression. (Hear, hear.) They had had remedies

suggested. They liad had the steam roller put over the old

path, and he hoped it had crushed out some weeds. But he

could uol agree with ilie expre^sions of disapproval at the tone

ts-iimedby Lord Hartingtou in relation to tenant right and
tilt Agricultural Holdings Act. lie himself agreed with Lurd
Hartingtuu, and objected to the Acton the ground that it

artorded the greatest possible lacilides for litigation between
landlord and tenant, and that was safficient to make it re-

putjnant to him. If they did not pull together, depend upon
it ihey had not learnt their last lesson in the holding of

land. (Hear, hear.) It had been said that where the greatest

se''urity was given, there was to be found the least depres-

sion, but he could give that a direct contradiction. He had

been staying witli Lard Lindsey at Stamford, and he found

that in that locality, where there was the greatest protection,

the depression of affairs was unlortunately greater than even

in the Midland or Snuthern counties, and far greater than he

hoped itever would be in the We.tern Counties, U.<i should

like to know what freedom a tenant farmer had not got. Tiiey

were told he wanted liberty to sell his jiroduce as he liked.

lie never yet knew of a case where a tenant farmer could not

sell whatever produce he liked so long as he did not deteriorate

his holding. (On.) II he differed from his hearers on any

point, he did so upon common-sense principles, and not be-

cause he believed his interest as a landlord was opposed to

theirs as tenant I'arraerc. (Hear, hear.) Regarding rents,

could they show him any desirable lands which at their present

rental produced to their owner more than 2.^ per cent. He
had never seen it. It the landlord treated his tenant fairly,

it was absurd to tell men, when they had invested money at

2^ per cent, that it was incumbent upon them to make a

reduction. If they did, they could only do so through a per-

sonal consideration of their tenants, and not as a matter of

right and justice.

Mr. Clark having briefly replied upon the discussion, the

Chamber divided, and the original motion was carried by a

large majority.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Clark for the able manner in which
he had introduced the subject, and to the chairman for pre

siding, brought the meeting to a close.

FARMERS AND EMIGRATION,—The Canadian

Government has just taken an important step with the view of

inducing English farmers, who are suffering from the present

depression of trade and gloomy agricultural prospects at home,

to try their fortune in the Dominion. The Hon. Mr. Pope,

the Minister of Agriculture, has authorised the Canadian

Government agent at Liverpool, Mr. Djke, to place himself in

communication with the tenant farmers in such localities as

he thinks most desirable for the purpose in view, and on re-

ceiving assurances that a fair number, with moderate means,

will entertain the subject of emigration, to send out to Canada
a delegate appointed by each body of not less than 25. The
expenses of this delegate will be defrayed by the Dominion
Government, and he will be offered every facility for making
himself thoroughly acquainted with the character and resources

of the country, the terms on which improved farms may be

acquired, and all other matters which may ijbsist his couetjtu-

euts in coming to a decision.

THE WET SUMMER.
Mr. G. J. Syraonds contributes the following reliable par-

ticulars to the Times :—

Although July has not been quite so wet as June, tlie fall

of rain has been double the average, and the total up to the
present time—23*66 in.—exceeds by more than 10 per cent,

even that in the previously unequalled year, 1878.

Much has been said respecting the resemblance of the
present summer to that of 18C0. I therefore give first the
totals in each mouth for the two years :—

Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. Jnly. Jan-Jly.

In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In.

1860 ... 1-97. ..1-25. ..1-87. ..1-45. .3-57. ..5-47. ..2-26... 17-84.

1879 ... 2-87...3.77...0 91...2-72...3'i6...4 76...4.17...22.66

From this we see that the first four months of 1860 h»d
nearly four inches less than the first four months of 1870, and
althougii the totals for May and June, 1860, exceed those for

the corresponHing months of 1879, it is only by small amounts,
and July, 1879, was so wet tint the total for the three growing
months (May to July) in 1879 reaches the unprecedented

total of 12'39 inches, and that, too, after a wet winter and the

wettest year for at least 21 years. It is rather curious what a

run of wet years we have had at this station ; the average fall

here is less than 25 inches, or perhaps I should say it was
under 25 inches, but the lollowiog figures will compel ine to

assign a very different value if a compensating drought does
not soon set in. The totals lately have been :

—

1875 1876

28-4.4... 2616 ..

Excess 3-44... 1-16..

1877 1878

28 17... 34 08 ..

3-17... 9-08..

1879(7 months of)

,
22-65

, 8.72

If these excesses be added together it will be found that they

amount to 25.| inches, so that in four years and seven montlis

we have had an aggregate excess of rather more than one
year's supply.

The full intensity of the excess can only be fully shown by
comparing the fall since the exceptional rains commenced
with the average. The tremendous fall on April lOtli and
11th, 1878, when 3"23 in. fell, was the first of the exceptional

rains, but it will be more convenient to take the calendar

months.
1878. 1879.

Total Diff. from Total DilT. from

Months. Rainfall. Average. Rainfall. Average.

In- In. In. In.

January — ... — ... 2-87 ... + -93

February — ... — ... 377 ... +3-55
March — ... — ... -91 ... —1-17
April 4-97 ... +3-84 ... 872 ... +1-59
May 389 ... +1-49 ... 3-46 ... +1.06
June 6-71 ... +3-66 ... 476 ... +1-71
July -64 ... —115 ... 4-17 ... +2-38
August 672 ... -I-4-08 ... — ... —
September ... '83 ... 1-43 ... — ... —
October 1-99 ... _ -60 ... — ... —
November ... 2-95 ... -|- -54 ... — ... —
December ... 1-47 ... — '03 ... — ... —

In.

Total rainfall in 16 consecutive months 62-83

Average rainfall for the 16 consecutive months 33-39

Excess for the above period 19-41

or 58 per cent.

The signs + and - indicate aboYc and below the average.

The following table is necessary to a complete knowledge
of the facts which have occurred, and will moreover be useful

for comparison with some of the theories which have lately

j
been propounded ;—
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Helatton of the Fall of Rain in London in 1879,

TO THAT IN Each or thk Pueceding 21 Years.
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of C'leltCDli.ini, Uie tliird for Oainsboro, another fioe bay ;

and Mr. Jtose Maltoii, liij;lily commeiidud (or His Majesty
wliich was second at the Kilburu Iiiterii:itioii:il. In a small

and moderatfi clasa of hunters not exceeding loj hands hijjli,

Mr. llrnrj Ford was jihiced first for I^Iiss Jes'tie, a pleasing

chestnut raare ; Mr. K. Leamon, Uaresfield, Gloucestershire,

second for Confidence
; aud Messrs. Milliard and Urwick,

Ludlow, third, for a bay (,'elding named Cautious. Tlie four-

ycur okl hunters are a large and good class, at the head of

which is Mr. Henry Ford's Forester, a promising chestnut

;

Cigarette, a Yorkshire horse, belonging to Mr. T. Cattle,

Slingsby, being second ; aud Elmsall, belonging to .Mr. A. J.

Brown, tliird.

The awards before mentioned having been completed, the

jumping competitions followed, and were a source of much
a<nuseineut In class 3 the prize whs awarded to Suitor,

ridden by the exhibitor, Mr. J. 1). Stokes ; tliat in cl-iss i to

Heart of Oak, exhibited by Mr. J. Munton Jilfray, of

Frowlesworth House, near Lutterworth, which was ridden by

the groom ; and that in class 5 to Flaslunan, belonging to Mr.
E. IJoweu, of Droitwich. In class 6, the prize was divided

between i\[r. H. Ford's Forester and a gelding Westhide,
exhibited by Mr. K. N. Hadley, Worcester.

Tiie judging of tlie Foxhounds by Mr. C. Tongue, TrysuU,
and Mr. U. Castlemai, Atherstone, took place on Tuesday
afternoon. Tliis division of the show, though not so extensive

us might have been expected, was well worthy of the attention

it received. The dog hounds (two couples) were a fairly

good average class, injwhich four useful representatives of

the North Warwickshire pack were deservedly placed first,

and four others from the South StalTordsliire second. In the

next class The Warwickshire kennels carae to the fore with

two couples of nice bitches, the second prize going to the

North Shropshire. The first prize for uneslered hounds was
won by the Warwickshire pack witii a couple of either sex,

the dog in whicli was very promising ; and the second by the

South Staffordshire Sailor. A clever animal from the North
Shropshire kennels was the best of the stallion hounds, and
Alfred, Irum the North Warwickshire, second.

'lesterday (Wednesday) there was again a large attendance.

The judges commenced with class 7, for hacks, roadsters,

and cobs, fifteen hands high and upwards. There were seven

conipetitirs for the prizes offered, and they fVll to the lot of

Mr. Jacob Stordy's unnamed brown mare, Mr. ,1. T. Hop-
wood's very promising colt, Slianirock, and ]\[r. Thomas
Watson ; t'le reserve number being Messrs. Milhvard and
Urwick's Cautious.

Upon the appearance in the ring of Class 8, for hacks or

roadsters between fourteen and fifteen hands, a thnnders'orra

occurred, which dela\ed the operation of the judges for a

short time. Out of the sixteen entries eleven were sent,

making a first-rate class. The first prize fell to Miss
Harrison's Major , the second to Mr. D. 11. Sowerby's Crafty

and the third to J^Ir. R. Knight's Minnie Hawk. Mr, H.
ViUars's Yorkshire Lass was very much admired, aud would
doubtless have won the first prize but for a splint iu one of

her forelegs.

There were five competitors in Class 0, for weight-carrying

hacks above fifteen hands high, all of tiiem gojd, and three

ol them remarkably so. The first prize was won by IMr.

Wilson's very handsome dark brown mare. Lady Watton,
whose front action was so splendid as to make her appear

rather de'ective behind. I'erhaps she would have showu to

more advantage it she had been ridden with thesuHfile instead

of the curb. The second prize fell to the Stand Stud
Company's Bessie, and the third to Mr. Henry Fords Cee
Spring, the reserve number being an unnamed black mare of

Mr. Thomas Watson's.

There was a strong muster in Class 10, for weight-carrying

hacks, not exceeding fifteen hands iiigli. The first prize was
taken by Mr. C. W. Wilson's King Charles III., a remarkably
handsome chestnut geldinir ; the second by Mr. T. F. Forest's

Kitty ; and the tliird by Mr. Sikes's Fascination.

In Class 11, for ladies' hacks exceeding frteen hands high,

there was a large number of excellent horses, which gave the

judges some trouble in deciding upon tlieir merits. Viscount

Dni'pliu's Norma was placed first, Mr. C. W. Wilson'*

Sunbeam second, and Mr. Leamon's Confidence third ; i\liss

IMoffatt's Charley being highly commended, aud Lady Syke's

Sir (ieorge cominciidi'd. Sunbeam would undoubtedly have

btcu placed liist, as bhc was iu every rcupccl Ihc beat li'jrse,

but yery fractious iu going. There were only four ladies'

hacks not exceeding fiteen hands ; and of these Mr. F. Cook's
/••phyr was fir^t, and Dr. Walker's Comet second. The
third prize was not awarded.

There was a splendid show of harness horses. In those
fifteen hands high and upwards, the Stand Stud Company
were first with Extravagance, Mr. J. C. Sh-iw was second
with Dandy, Jlr. J. C. Stordy third willi a brown mare, and
Mr. Geo. Kynoch commended with Mujik. For those under
fifteen hands high, Mr. T. F. Forest was first with Kitty, Mr.
Adcock second with Jocko, and Miss Harrison tliird with
Minor ; Mr. Leeds's Empress aud Mr. Jermyn's Tally Ho
being commended.

There was a poor sliow of horses adapted for car, tramway,
and omnibus purposes, and only a third prize was awarded
which was given to Mr. J. liurneti.'s Stanley.

Only one pair of harness horses fifteen hands high and
upwards appeared, belonging to the Stud Stand Comi)any, and
these were so good that they received ilie prize of i.2U.

They went uncommonly well, but were not perfectly matched
Only one lour-iu-haiid was shown, that of the Stand Stud

Company, to which was awarded the prize of £20.
Tiiere were two splendid pairs of carriage horses between

fourteen aud fifteen bands, the prize of £10 going to .Miss

Harrison, Leamiufitou.

Several well-appointed tandems put in an appearance, the
prizes for those over fifteen iiands goiag to tiie Stand .Stud
(Company aud ^^fr. Geo. Tliarme ; those between fourteen aud
fifteen hands to Miss Harrison and the Stand Stud Company

;

and those under fourteen hands to Mr W. F'oster and Mr.
Geo. Wright.

There vyas a large number of ponies, which were divided
into nine classes, and included a number of really first-rata

specimens—perhaps the best collection ever brought together
;

and the competition was very severe in some cases. The
entire ponies were superb.

—

Midland Counties Herald.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
AGRICULTURE.

The conimission appointed to inquire into the state of
French Agrii-tiiture and which consists of four senators,
live deputies, and the well-known -M. M. Victor Uorieand
Tisserand, having applied to M. Tirard, Minister of
Agriculture, for assistance in thtir researches, the latter

has issued a circular to the prefects throughout the country,
enuineratiiii,' a variety of questions to be laid before the
councils-general at their approaching meetings.

Baroa Corvisart has published a little pamphlet giving
his experience iu the "ensilage," or preservation by
burying, of green maize. He finds that the maize buried
just as cut will keep for four years.

A determined elFort is being made to check the
phylloxera iu Burgundy. On the lUlh iust., a meeting
of wiue producers was held at Flavigny, when a report was
read to the effect that a central committee had been
appointed at Dijon, with three vigilance committees at

Beaune, Chatillou, and Seinur respectively. On the
least sign of infection, delegates will be &eat to report ou
the vineyard and advise as to remedial measures.

The I'aris Correspondent of the Stenidard \\r\\.ti:—
The remarks of Lord Beacousfield at the ^Lmsion

House on the agricultural crisis form, in the Iii'piihUijKc

FfdHvaisc to-day, the subject of au interesting article.

The paper agrees, ou the whole, with the opinions of the
uoble Premier concerning peasant proprietorship as
opposed to the views of Lord llartingtou. It thinks,

however, that peasant prcprietorsbip is not so fcreign to
lOnglaud aud the development of her jiower as Lord
Beacousfield imagines. It asks what were th3 Yeomen of
whom the English are so proud, but small rural pro-
prietors? li is true that the energetic and laborious

class has, so to speok, disapji-iared. A little more than a
century ago there were two hundred and fifty thousand
jirojirictors in Kngland, hut now there are not more than
thirty thousand. Luul iJcafonslield is glad to sec that
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they have been replaced by thrca classes, namely, by the

large proprietors, the farmers, and tbe agricultural

labourers. The Jtejiubliquc Francaisc doubts whether

Engla'id has gaiued by the change. lu any case she has

uot been able to prevent the agrarian crisis troin which she

is now suttering. The Rvpubllruc is rejoiced to learn

that the Government is going to appoint a Royal Com-
mission to inquire into the subject, and says that every-

body will follow its labours with great interest and atten-

tion.

This agricultural question is becoming more and more
prominent in France, as elsewhere. The Bcbats also

devotes a leader to one branch of it. It asks whether

France can really in these days produce enough wheat for

her own cousumptiou, and it proceeds to quote figures to

show that she does not. Formerly there might have been

a surplus, but times have changed. The peasants and

poor people in general no longer eat herbs and roots, as

under Louis XV., but call for wheat like their richer

countrymen. In 1826, not to go farther back, the harvest

produced 1S4 quarts of wheat per inhabitant , and the

consumption was 181 quarts, showing a surplus of three

quarts per head. In 18S6 the respective figures were 189

and 188. From this date downwards, with the excep-

tion of abnormally good years, the harvest presents a

deficit. In 1856 the production was 236 quarts, and

the consumption 240 quarts per head. lu 1866 they

Avere 223 and 241 respectively, showing a deficit of seven

million hectolitres. In 1876 lour million hectolitres had

to be imported. The average consumption of France is

at present 95 million hectolitres ; twenty years ago it was

not more than 80 millions ; whilst 50 years back it was

only 60 millions. No doubt great progress has been

made in the production of wheat j but, according to the

Dcbats wiiter, it has not kept pace with the cousumptiou.

The Chicago Tribune states that a reportorial conver-

sation with Mr. P. W. Dater drew out the following

ideas :

—

The current change in the flour trade with Eui'ope,

which has been two or three times referred to in these

columns, bids fair to be a radical one. Within a few

years from now there will be very little of our wheat ex-

ported in the shape of grain, most of it going forward as

flour. There would be more of this now but for the

comparatively primitive way in which^our is handled.

The exporter who wants to buy a cai^o of wheat can

purchase it all at once, and of uniform quality, without

raising the price on himself during the operation. But

if he wishes a cargo lot of flour, he generally has to pile

it up in several places, and not infrequently the country

owners have to be telegraphed to in regard to it. An
offer to take two or three thousand bags from one of these

gentlemen is very apt to be regarded as a sign of an ex-

traordinary demand, which justifies him in asking an

advance of 10 cents per barrel, or he declines to sell on

any terms. What is wanted to suit the altering condi-

tions is a large increase in the milling capacity of this

city. The mills now running have manufactured mostly

for their own select circle of customers, and as a rule do

not sell much on the general market. This city is the

best point in the whole north-west for profitable milling

en a large scale. Mills are, and others can be, located so

that they can receive and ship directly to and from cars

and vessels, avoiding the expense of storage and drayage,

except on cily trade, while they have the immense ad-

vantage of being able to select from all the wheat that

comes here, and could achieve a uniformity of quality and

supply attainable nowhei-e else. If we had one or more
mills here, with say fifty run of stone, the result would
be a vast increase in our flour trade. When an exporter

or commission firm here received au order for 5,000 or

10,000 bags of flour the order could be filled iinincdialely,

and the stuff be ou the way to Euro^w Ion j; before it

could be made in a dozen different mills in the country

of small capacity, with no uniformity in the quality ob-

tained. Foreign dealers would soon find out that they

could operate in Hour to much better advantage than now,

and would order flour and offal where they now order

wheat, saving in the transportation, and payiug the cost

of manufacture here instead of at home.

At no other point could the same business be done

with so good a profit and so small a working capital, for

the miller here could receive his order, buy his wheat at

the same time, have it ground and bagged during the

process of unloading the wheat, placed on the cars, and

drawn against in tine to pay for the wheat. Another im-

portant point is the fact that Chicago has now attained

prominence as a market for winter wheat, and cannot

be competed with in this respect by Milwaukee or Minne-

apolis, which places now supply large quantities of flour

to Europe. There is no doubt that we could beat them

in spring wheat and St. Louis in winter wheat tlour-

making if we had the milling capacity to do it.

The Nanpanee (Ontario) Kepress says : We much
regret to learn from reliable sources, from nearly every

part of this country, that the wheat crop which promised

so well at one time is likely to prove a very poor one.

In consequence of so much cold weather during the

earlier part of the season, and of rust and blight since,

there are very few wheat fields about here which promise

anything like an average yield of grain. Several f.ismcrs

have informed us that it is doubtful if tliey will have

enough wheat for their own breacl,^ai)d probably the

county will have to import considerable from elsewhers

to meet the home demand.

The Ontario G/ubi', in quoting some remarks in our

"Samples" column upon the condition of some caMle

which arrived recently from Canada, says :
" There is

evidently a strong feeling growing up in England about

the hardships suffered by cattle in the ocean passage- It

would be well if our shippers would pay attention to this-

feeling without waiting to have their attention forced

to it."

Messrs. David Robertson and Co., of Montreal, write

to the Ontario Globe -. You will excuse us drawing your

attention to a manifest injustice to Ontario millers per-

mitted by the recent protective duty on wheat. We are

credibly informed that millers here can import American

wheat in bond, grind it into flour, sell the flour on this

market, and cancel the bond on their importations by

shipping Canada wheat, or flour milled from Cauana

wheat, thus evading the duty entirely. We think tbia

matter requires ventilation.

The Bidvios Ai/res Sfcdidiird of July 6, says-.— There

is no country in the world that offers a greater field of un-

realised possibilities than the Plate. Of all the nations

we know of, the Argentine Republic is the one in which

accomplished results are most imperfect. Even our very

wool trade, of which we so much boast, is as yet but iu its-

infancy, since we export the wool as it conies off the

sheep's back. Our hides are so blurred over with crucl^

destroying marks, that our Rural Society is petitioning

Government to give up the hot iron. Our suladeros are

mere remnants of gaucho trade art, and our new wheat

crop is but emerging from the hoofsof a pack of wild mares.

There is no art in any of our staples, yet our people bear

a far higher polish than the ciloyens of Havre and Rouen,

or the burghers of Glasgow or Dublin ; and we are as de-

ficient in art as we are excessive iu polish. Don Rufino

Varela has said that the slovenly manner in which our

wool samples at the Paris Exhibition were got up always

impressed European manufacturers with certain uiifavoui-
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ab]n iileag abnnt Ins ponnfry, which it was his greatest

dilliculty to remove. No man in Europe who lorins his

idea of lUienos Ay res society by the condition of the staples

we send home would believe that there is a piauo in

liueaos Ayres, much less an opera company ; and many of

the tanners of Europe are still undecided as to the head-

dress Argentines wear. Arriving, as we admitedly have,

at such a high standard of civilisation in the art of living,

onr next care should be to raise the standart of our credit

abroad, uot by merely paying our way and meeting our

coupons, but by the improved quality of our exports.

Tallow is our theme, snd some samples of relined com-

pressed tallow sent out from "lenoa by Italian merchants

there to their compatriots here have given rise to these

remarks. The Anriericans are now shipping to Europe a

relined compressed t.allow that is completely driving River

Plate tallow out of the European markets. This refined

tallow comes chiefly from a city called Chicago, where no

Staguo or Tamagno, or Durand, or Cmti have ever as yet

set, foot ; and although it is some satisfaction to know
that if they beat us in Chicago in ihe way of refined

tallow, we possibly beat them in refined manners and
singing, still the matter is of some importance, since that

little sample of comjressed tallow exhioited on the Bolsa

lias shut up all our graseri^.s this winter, and checked a

winter trade that usually rests on the slaughter of six

millions of fat sheep."

We take the following gloomy account of colonial

alTairs from the South Australian Register of July 14th :

" la our last summary we mentioned that widespread

depression prevailed throughout the colony, partly owing
to the bad harvest reaped in 1878-9, partly on account

of the low price of copper and the consequent cheek

upon all mining enterprise, partly by reason of the long-

continued drouiiht, and partly through the reflex action

of that severe riuaocial crisis, accompanied by paralysis of

trade, which has been of such world-wide ineidence. A
fair prospect of improvement is afforded by the splendid

sowing season that is being experienced ; but at present

we are feeling keenly the reaction from a period of

exceptional prosperity. Insolvencies and assignments are

matters of everyday occurence, employment is scarce, and

no little distress prevails among the working classes.

Still further to aggravate the evil, shiploads of immi-
grants have recently arrived, and another shipload is on

its way here. Many of those who have thus been brought

out at the Government expense are but ill-adapted to

rough it in a new country. In Parliament the Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands has been taken severely to task

for failing to put a timely stop to immigration. His
defence is that he has materially diminished the supply,

having, in fact, contracted it as far as he safely could

having regard to future exigencies. He further claims to

have made arraagemeuts for giving employment at a fair

wage to ail new comers. The glut in the labour market

is not confined to South Australia, but is creating

uneasines in all the neighbouring colonies. The greatest

sufferer is undoubtedly Victoria, where the signs of

depressed times have taken the serious shape of bank
failures."

The fallowing letter, published in the Adelaide

Oliserver of May S-tth, will show intending emigrants

how matters stand in the colony of South Australia :

" Sir,—Not knowing of any better means of making
known my complaint, I take this opportunity of speak-

ing through your paper. First of all, I wish to say that

we feel sadly disappointed in not being able to get any

work of any kind. And I beg to say that we feel we
have been deceived, because we were assured by the

Government Immigration Agent in England that the

demand for labour was so great ia this colony that the

employers would crowd to the vessel on her arrival, and
almost beg the immigrants to work for them. Now, I

need not point out how utterly untrue that is. Instead
of being anything like that, we have to beg for work as
though it was for dear life, and on arriving here we are
grieved to find that our coming makes it increasingly
diflicult for the hundreds of colonials to get work who
are out of employment. I know, Sir, that you and
hundreds of your readers will sympathise with us in our
miserable plight. But will the employers also sympathise
with ns, and give us a chance ? I, with two others,
applied for work yesterday where men were advertised for

;

and, although we believed ourselves quite equal to the
work, yet because we had not been used to that particular
kind of work, we were not wanted. Now, I ask in all

fairness, why not give us a trial ? Certainly it is time
enough to say ' You won't do for us ' when it is proved.
Now, since the Government has iuduced us to come out
to this coluny, will they give us something to do at once ?

Excuse the complaint of An Immigrant. Port Adelaide,
May 20.

We take the following from the Si/dne;/ Mail:—
Taranaki, the too famous battle-ground of New Z;?aland,

is once more threatened with a renewal of hostilities. At
the Waitara, a few miles north of New Plymouth, the
block of land is situate, the dispute about which origin-

ated, at least nominally, the war in 1860, when Wirerau
Kingi figured as the most prominent rebel. In 1861,
Wiremu Tamibana, "the king-maker," journeyed from
Waikato to Waitara, and effected a cessation of the strife.

In May, 1863, Sir George Grey, then Governor, surren-
dered all claim to the land which had occasioned the

bloodshed, and a week afterwards the incorrigible natives

showed their appreciation of this act of weakness by
murdering (wo offijers and six men of the 57th Regiment
at Oakura, a few miles south of New Plymouth. There-
upon the red flag was hoisted in the pahs of the dis-

affected tribes in every province of the North Island

;

and though, after a long course of desultory fighting, the
two races agreed to lay down the rifle and tomahawk
again, the spiritof rebellion still smouldered in the breasts

of those Maories who were attached either to the so-

called king, Tawhiao, or to the Hau Hau fanaticism. And
now the smouldering fire shows signs of leaping into the
red flame of war once more. The natives living betwixt
New Plymouth and Wanganui are wrath with the Govern,
ment for threatening to sell the Waimate Plains, which
has been confiscated during the late war. For weeks past

the New Zealand papers have been full of conflicting

intelligence respecting the threatening attitude of the mal-
contents. Te Whiti, who assumes to be a prophet as well

as a chief, is the leader of the insurgent party, and has in-

dulged in some very tall talk indeed. Accounts to hand
show that the land of some of the settlers near New
Plymouth has been ploughed in retaliation for the action

of the Government, and the ploughing may be taken as a

practical threat of seizure. Sir Hercules Robinson and
Sir George Grey have visited Taranaki, and the district is

being rapidly put into a condition of defence. The war-

cloud will soon either break or pass away. If the natives

are mad enough to defy the settlers, they will probably be
" wiped out" by the overwhelming forf-e which will be
arrayed against them. Times have changed, and successes

which were possible 20 years ago are impossible now.
The very latest news is of a more pacific character, and it

is much to be desired, for the sake of a rcce at once noble

and ignoble, that Te Whiti and hi« followers will conclude
discretion the better part of valour.

We extract from the Lyttelton Times the following

table, which gives the complete grain statistics ia ca.h of
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Ihe provinces, witli Ihe totals for the wliole of New
Zealand :

—
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tljc seasons have there been so nhnonnnlly propitious,

that enterprise and industry liave been thrown back upsH
the land, and slic has jjrovidentially fed ns when we could

not feed ourselves. It is not low prices, it is not coiu-

pclition that has beaten ns. Meat, cheese, butter, pcjnltry,

egLCS, never were so dear. In the last live years the

a>\'eraged prices of o;raiii have been materially higher than

in the live tlrst after the advent of free trade. (')nr defunlt

has been not that our tenantry have not got enough for

their produce, but that they have had uone to sell ; while

the Americans have had an abnormal super-abundance. I

pause, however, to make one iulinitely signifK-ant reflection

gathered from your own most instructive colniuns. Mr.
Prout farms some hundreds of acres of n third-rate cold

and hungry heavy clay soil
—

'* four hoi'se land." For
such a soil the present and four last seasons have been

the very worst that bad fortune could have inf.ictej on

the husbandman. Vet Mr. Front in I'lertfordshire, and

1 believe his fellows in Wilts, present an exception to all

tlieir neighbours. The steam plough anl artilicial

manures have given them this year abundant crops of

high f|iiality, and they seem destined to show that, upon

the whole, higher and more successful culture can be ex-

hibited on heavy clay than on light soils.

JJut to return to my text. It was the monotonous
Jeremiad of llorace Greely that his country(neu were for

ever flocking from the country to the towns. That demon-
stiates that with laud at a dollar an acre they do not find

agriculture so wonderfully prolitable as Arcadian Trip-

tolemuses imagined. In fact the trans-Atlantie farmers

lead a hard life, and comjjlaiu that they are heavily mort-

gaged. Their factories are supplied with their daughters,

who go to Lowell and other centres of manufactures to

save money to pay their fathers' debts. Even now their

complaint is that their produce is so grea; that they get

nothing for it. As for the New England States their soil

is run out and they cannot feed themselves- Even in the

Western States thousands of farms are for sale, the owners

moving fartlier away, where the laud is still unexhausted.

There is a universal com])laint that at present prices till-

age is carried on at a loss ; and Messrs. MacCuUoch
announce that there is a reaction setiing in which is again

leading capital and industry back to trade, manufactures,

and the towns. How indeed can it be otherwise ? With

the single exception of rent, every process of tillage,

labour, implements, machinery, is more expensive than it

is here. Protection and monopoly tax the tillers to the

very eyes. They have to pay for police, school boards,

the administration of justice, highways there, as well as

here, if not always directly, therein a more expensive,

because less direct way. It costs them as much to raise

twelve bushels as our farmers to raise thirty. They have

to pay at the very least 2^3. per acre to bring their pro-

duce to our market, aud they get (>f,i. per aci'e gross

return, while ours realise £7 10s. ofl' the same acreage,

at the same price per bushel. It stands to reason

—

comniou-seuse — simple arithmetic may convince us

that, taking an average of production in America, and

normal seasons and crops here, we have Hothing whatever

to fear from trans- .\tlautic competition.

Wbims'cally enough the farmers of Victoria are crri^n

out for a political alliance, and complaining of the weight

of their fiscal burdens-—the average produce of .\uitralia

and New Zealand per acre scarcely reaching 10 busheli.

In PortU;jal, too, the Lisbon Gazette announces the ap-

pointment of a Commission to inquire into the causes of

agricultural distress, in a country that can produce two

crops within the year.

'I'he problem of rent is easily solved. It is higher,

and land is dearer in France, Italy, Holland, the Nether-

lands, Germany, the Baltic States than it is here. Our

farmers have a natural advantage and superiority in jjj-oxi-

niity to the market of consumption of i'. per bushel, or

L''\ per acre over their .-Vmerican competitors, which

amounts to much more than their average rent—and as

(or the Continent, it has and will have more tlian enough
to do to sup|)ly its own wants— even the Ilussiaii agricul-

turi>ts uiGviiig olf whules;ile to Siberia.

The plain truth is, public opinion has been confused,

and the ordinary judgment of tliiiiking men has been set

at fault by a singular concurrence of extraordinary cir-

cumstances, which do not happen probably at a more
frequent interval tha'.i eighty or ninety years. Five con-

secutive bad harvests, rising wages, increasing burdens,

form a conjuncture with a succession of great American
crops, that is whoHy without prceedeiit. Xo reasonable

calculation, ho ordinary caution could foresee it, or pro-

vide against it. We know that it mi<»l have entirely over-

borne even an order of tillers that are entirely without

their equal in the world. Their landlords ought to make
the utmost allowance for such abnormal circumstances,

and act with the most liberal consideration and forbear-

ance. Let neither be misled by a senseless panic. 'Wo

are just at the turn of the tide even now. "Long fuir

long foul" is a proverb that has its converse. When it

is long foul, it irlll be long fair, as Sir Joseph i3anks was

wont to saj

—

Tiiere's ne'er so justly paid a debt

As wet to dry and dry to wet.

There will be bad crops abroad, and seven years of fat

kine here, l^o not let either owners or tenants throw

away their property in Mureasoning despair. The true

interest of the Squire is to keep the tenants he has rather

than to trust to the lottery of change. The real wisdom

of both is to

—

Rather bear those ills they have

Thau fly to those they know not of.

Entail and primogeniture must go. Old father antic the

law must cease to fasten his fangs \x\)on the land, render-

ing the mere transfer as costly as the fee simple. Our
taxation must be not so much shifted as overhauled and

reduced, I am a Reformer—not a Revolutionist. I

would improve and reconstruct—not destroy. After

all, our Government, our Constitution, our ruling orders

have this to say for themselves, that we are the freest,

richest, and most prosperous people in all the world—

•

that our labouring people are the highest paid, the most

lightly worked, the least taxed of any; and that our

agriculture has been carried to a point of excellence that

is wholly unapproached by other nations. Do not let us

mistake the hand of human error for the inscrutable dis-

pensations of Divine Providence. The language of de-

mocracy and the spirit of communism or social disatl'ection

will do nothing to help but may do much to hinder us.

*' (Me and all" should be our maxim.

Nought i-hall rue,

If Englaud to herself will be but true.

I am, Sir, &-;., Sidnev S-mith.

The Manor, Felthani, "Jt/i Awjitst,

THE AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION.—The prizes for

market gardeus exceediug ten aud not ni'ire than 50 acres ia

extent within a radius uf i!0 miles from the Mansion House
iiave been awarded to Mr. W. J. Gay, of Barking, aud Mr.
W. Gay, of Romford ; those for market gnrdeus above 50

acres, to Mr. J. Lancuster, of Cauuing Town, and Mr. T,

I'atch, of Barking ; and those for market garden farms witliia

50 miles of ttie City, to Mr, li. Swann, of llainham and Mr,
Olenay, of Balking.
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THE TRESS IN rARLIAMENT.-AU the London
newspapers—that is, all the raornin? newspapers— with one

exception, have now representatives in St. Stephen's. The Times

is represented hy Mr. Walter, its chief proprietor, and by one

of its contributors, Mr. Courtney, the member tor Liskeard.

Tlie D.iili/ Ntws is represented by Mr. Justin McCarthy, one

of its leader writers. The Morning Post is represented

not perhaps quite to its taste, by Mr. O'Donnell ; and the

Daily Chronicle, the younpest of our Metropolitan contempo-

raries, finds a representative in Mr. Finegan. Mr. Gurst

used to represent the Standard, and perhaps does still. But

the Daily Telegraph hxs no one to do justice in St. Stephen's

to its world-wide circulation, although a rumour has been in

circulation recently that Mr. G. A. Sala is to be put in

nomination at the next election for tlie borough of Lambeth.

The provincial press returns several M.P.'s to the House of

Commons, all, however, with one exception, for constituencies

south of the Tweed, and it is worthy of note perhips that

with one exception, all the M.P.'s who may be said to repre-

sent the metropolitan press are Irishmen, all sit for Irish

constituencies, and are all Home Rulers.

THREATENED SCARCITY OF TIMBER.—J/o» says :—" Notwitlistandins the increasing suba'itution of iron for

timber in construction, the increasing use of coal, and the

introduction of mineral oil for fuel, the forests of the world

are being rapidly dimished, much of it from sheer wasteful-

ness ; and this is especially true in new countries. In the

"United States 20,000,000 of people are livins; in perishable

wooden dwellings, and immense quantities of the best timber

are destroyed in the process of bringing the lorests of the

West under cultivation. Unfortunately, too, the most valuable

and slowest growing species affect the soils best fitted for

grain, and the pioneer never thinks of saving portions of the

timber on his allotment, or of re-planling. The result is

that in North America, which when first settled was clothed

in greenwood from sea to sea, a note of warning has for some

time been raised agaiii.st the iudiscrimioate use of timber, and

planting in some of the States has been encouraged by

pecuniary inducements. The splendid pine forests ot Nevada,

the monarchs of which take centuries to grow to maturity,

and which exercise such an influence on the climate that witli-

out them the conutry would probably become a barren desert,

are in danger of been utterly destroyed by the short-sighted

selfishness of the inhabitants of the territory. The effect of

this wholesale destruction is becoming apparent in the recur-

rence of periods o( excessive drought, and the drving up of

lakes and streams. In the Old World tiie future of tlie Rus-

sian possessions in the Caucasus is niei^aced by the unsp-tri'ig,

and, the official journal assert", in many instances senseless

destruction of the trees. In Daghestan, owing to the cutting

down of timber an the mountains to furnish fuel for the

Caspian steamers, the contijiuons valleys, formerly richly fer-

tile, have become arid gulleya ; and other parts of Asia,

such as the valley of the Oxus, lormerly seats of large popu-

lations, are now barren deserts from the same cause. In

Australia, from its physical peculiarities, still more liable to

drought than either North America or Central Asia, the

effects of the destruction of its timber have been more

rapidly and more distinctly manifested, and the colonists

appear to be seriously alarmed as to the consequences. They

are calling for restrictive measures, and others of a reproduc-

tive character are already in operation. The rainfall of a

treeless region, even when it reaches an average limit, is

always fitful, and the rivers rise rapidly and flood the surround-

ing country, as has been the case in the south of France. In

South Australia the clearance now rapidly proceeding must, if

not checked, result in an ever-increasing aridity of climate

and ever diminishing fertility of soil—a scorching, arid sum-

mer and an intensely cold and dry winter, with no intervening

spring."

TESTS OF CIVILIZATION.—A bespectacled and some-

what fusey member of the Cabinet has received a snub from

his cvnical but august master in whose presence he was

deprecating the Zulus. ' Uncivilised ?' inquired the Premier

with that calm astonishment that precedes his plunge in

paradox. ' I do not quite see that. They have routed our

armies, outwitted our generals, killed a prince, and converted

a bishop. The most civilised nation could do uo more."
—Mayfair.

WEATHER AND HEALTH IN SCOTLAND.—The
Registrar-General for Scotland is able to state, in issuing the

June returns for the eight principal towns of Scotland, tliat

the mean temperature of June, 1879, when compared with the

May and June returns for 1856-78, is found to be 11 days—
but no more—behind the calendar ; and, as that not very low
temperature has been accompanied by nearly double the
amount of rain at precisely the growing period of vegetation,

the usual and prejudicial aridity of the spring session in Scot-

land has been corrected, thus causing a wealth of leafage and
strength of green herbage such as has not been witnessed for

years. The mean temperature of June this year was only

53'i degrees at Edinburgh, but reached 5i'3 degrees at Dun-
dee ; the rainfall averaged nearly Sin. The month seems not

to have been favourable to the increase of mankind. The
3,657 births in theeight towns were fewer than in any June
since 1873 ; and the 1,254< marriages were fewer than in any
June since 1867, and were 335 under the June average duriug

he last ten years, allowing lor increase of population. But
the 2,079 deaths were also the smallest number recorded in

June since 1867, and were SSi under tlie June average during

the last ten years. Only 13'7 per cent, of the deaths were

caused by the zymotic, epidemic, and contagious class of

diseases.

STRAW WOOD.—An inventor in Illinois, United States,

has introduced a very important innovation in the building

trade by the substitution of straw as a building material,

America is beginning to feel the strain which is continually

being made npon her forests, extensive as they are, and this

new material has already attracted much attention. Several

sheets of ordinary straw boards, such as is produced in a

paper-mill, are taken, according to the thickness of the

desired block, and are then passed through a ehetnicai

solution, which softens the fibre and saturates it.

They are then rolled, dried, and hardened, and emerge from

the machine as a compact block, hard, impervious to water

and capable of taking any polish, such as of walnut-wood or

mahogany. In fact, on sawing it, it is very difficult to distin-

guish it from real Viood. — Timfs.

RUINED BY EMANCIP 1.TION.—We may mention

some curious facts on Atierican statistics. The Southerners

have often got up a cry of having been ruined hy the emanci-

pation of the slaves. During the period of 1860 70 (that u,

daring the four years' rebellion and the years immediately

following it) there was no doubt a great depreciation of the

value of landed property in the South ; but we find that,

whereas from 1853-63 only 27,142,385 bales of coston were

produced in the South, the production rose between 1871-79

to 33,226 531 bales. In 1871 aboit seven and a half million

acres were cultivated with cotton. In 1878 there were more
than 12,00 0,000 acres of that description. All the Southern

towns and villages of some importance have greatly in-

creased in population. A similar increase is observable in the

number of the manufacturing establishments in most of the

Southern States. Wliilst in the North and the West of the

Union the agricultural labourer receives about seven dolllars as

wages, in the South he now receives ten dollars on the average.

Figures are truthful, and these figures are exceedingly telling.

—Examiner.

THE ROiAL TOUCH—It will scarcely be credited that

the old tr.,dition of ' The Roval Touch,' or, as it used to be

more coicraonly called, ' The King's Evil,' has still ahold in

th's age of electricity and societj^ journals. On the occasion

of the Queen's last visit to Chislehurst an old woman was
observed standing outside the station holding by tie hand a

strumous child who looked frightfully tired. A friend of mine,

concerned at the appearance of the little girl, asked the old

woman how far she had walked. She answered eight miles
' And has this little child walked that distance?' ' Yes sir ; and

I'd have made her walk twelve for the chance of a cure.' A
few more questions produced the t xiraordinary statement that

the old woman believed in the Royal touch for scrofala, and
had brought the child to Chislehurst in the hope of getting

the Queen to put her hand upon her. I have not heard that

her Mijestv's carriage was stopped in order that the experiment

might be made.

—

Mayfair.

" The wicked stand in slippery places," but for a perfect

picture of reckless insecurity, yon warit to look at a frightened

woman trying to stand on a camp atool to keep out of the way
of a mouse.
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EAST CUMBERLAND.
The annual exhibition of stock, &c., in connection with

thia society was held August I5lh in the usual held facing

Chatsworth Square, and from every point of view was a

grand success. The premiums were, with a few exceptions,

open to the United Kingdom, and the public spirit of the

society in this respect was fully rewarded by the very

large entry in all classes. Last year there were 391
entries in the live stock classes, as compared with 41S
this year; and the show of implements was considerably

larger than we have seen in this society's showyard for

many years. A finer day for the exhibition could not have

been had, the weather being genial and warm, consequently

the attendance of visitors was very large : and from ten

o'clock in the morning, when the judging commenced,
until six in the evening, when a bicycle race—an innova-

tion on the grouud this year—was concluded, the finely-

situated showyard presented an animated scene. The
takings at the gate and stand amounted to £140 some
£15 short of last year. The show generally was one of

great excellence. All the classes were well repre-

sented, and some of the Royal winners were to be

seen. The whole arrangements of Mr. Wood, the active

secretary, and the committee, were excellent. The 1st

Cumberland RiHe Volunteer Band, under the leadership of

Mr. Bull, discoursed selections of music during the day.

Looking at the stock we find that in the Shorthorn class

there was exactly double the number shown last year. In

the aged bull class, Mr. Relph's Bright Duke, a roan,
I

bred by Messrs. Duddiug, Panton, was first. It occupied

the same position at Templesowerby the previous day.

The others were first-class bulls, with little between

them. Five two year old bulls gave the judges some
difficulty in distributing the tickets. Mr. Gibbons,

Mossband, showed a fine red, two years and nine months

old, in Prince Jersey, which carried off the first prize,

but some outsiders considered Mr. Handley's Lord St.

Vincent ought to have had the second ticket. Of the

eight young bulls, half a dozen were brought into the

ring, and a finer or more promising lot we have seldom

seen. Mr. Nelson, Bewaldeth, was deservedly first with

a roan. Prince Imperial, the second being Mr. Shield's

Prince of Elrington, another roan of superior parts.

Both winners were bred by Mr. Lambert, and are the

offspring of the same sire. Prince Regent (29676). The
second was first at Ilexham the other day. lu the cow
class, some very fine animals were shown. Mr. Lam-
bert's Princess Louise was awarded the first ticket in

the class for heifers rising three years old, a decision

which gave rise to some comment, it being the general

opinion that Mr. Handley's Princess Rose was the

best heifer in the ring. A close inspection of fie

latter animals would have confirmed the opinion of

the judges, who would have put Mr. Handley's heifer

first but for her black nose being so distinct.

There was a:4 interesting gathering and competition

for the special prize offered by the Solway Manure Works

Co., for the best three Shorthorn cows or heifers in milk
;

and' some useful dairy cows were forward. Mr. Watt,

Kno«vefield, showed a couple of Kerry dairy cows, which

were minutely inspected. There was also an improve-

ment in the number of Galloways, 35 being entered com-

pared with 29 in 1878. Mr. Little, Fauld, showed his

grand bull, Lord Walter, which was first at the Highland

Show, and had evidently frightened holders of this class.

There were three entries in the class rising three years,

and here the decision at Perth was reversed, Mr. Graham's

Harden (1151) being placed before Mr. Cunniugham's

-2]:

J

Knowsley (1279). The rompclilioii between Ihem at the
Iligliiand Society's Show was very close, but since thi-u
Knowsley seems to have suffered "slightly in appi;aranrc,
being light at the flank and hardly so good at the lull root
as formerly; on the other hau.!, Harden seems to have
improved, though he is a little light at the brisket. The
decision here was a decidedly popular one. The third
bull is a promising, lengthy bull, but was low in condition

;

he was recently purchased by Mr. Graham of Sir F. U.
Graham, ofNetheiby. The bull stirks were svmuietrical,
stvlish youngsters. Mr. MiUican's Maek'intosh U.,
which won at the Abbey, was placed first, beating Chief
of Errington 3rd, belonging to Mr. Graha'n of Beanlauds
Park, which took first honours in its class at the Royal
Show this year. Mr.iMillican's bull is of a very superior
quality, but may be slightly deficient in size. The cow
were paore remarkable for substance than quality. Mrs
Cunningham, Mr. James Graham, and Messrs. Morton
took the chief prizes.

Coming to the horses, we may mention that there were
a really grand show of ai^ricultural horses, 12i being
entered as compared with 80 last year. Some very lino
brood mares with foal at foot were shown. Mr. M'Qieen
of Dalbeattie, was first with his grey mare, the second, a
bay of a real good stamp, coming from Fauld. Mr. Mac-
Innes vyas third. In the gelding and filly classes, the
competition was keen, some fine specimens of the Clydes-
dale breed being in nearly all the classes. Mr. Cunning-
ham, of Tarbreoeh, was a most successful exhibitor. IL;
had entered his four year old mare, Jean, and his three-
year old, Evelyn, in the class for the best pair of agricul-
tural horses, three years old and upwards, but the nomi-
nation did not appear in the catalogue ; it was understood
his pair was considered the best by the judges, who,
according to the stipulations, were prohibited from award-
ing him the prize, because the competition was confined
to Cumberland.) There was some talk of a protest against
hia exclusion on the ground that the limitation was un-
warrantably fixed by the committee after a general meet-
ing of the members had deeidtd that the show was to he
an opeu one. The sweepstake for the best foal was won
by Mr. MacQueen with a strong growing youngster, got
by Mr. Riddell's Pride of Clyde, and the neat, stylish
foal, sired by Dandy Jim, was second. The third was a
nice filly from Rickerby. Saddle and harness horses wer<^
hardly so numerous as last year ; and the decisions ia
some of the classes gave rise to a good deal of comment.
Mr. Hodgson, of the Flatt, again carried off first honour-t
for the best brood saddle mare for field or i-oad, closely
run, however, by Mr. Parker's My Darling, a mare that
met with a mishap at the steeplechases at Whitehaven last
spring. In the class for three year old saddle geldings,
Messrs. Wills, of Oughterby, were successful with that
fine-looking bay. Sir Roger, sire Lord of the Marshe?,
which has won eleven first tickets out of a dozen entries,
and was five times first as a two years old. The chestnut
belonging to Mr. Banks, commended in its class at the
Abbey, was placed second. Mr. Anderson, of Houghton,
got third position with The Mystery, a che taut that was
second at the Royal. The decision in this class was
ridiculed a good deal outside the ring. We unders,tauj
the judges were influenced in awarding the tickets bv the
fict that Mr. Anderson's gelding was suffering from a bad
cold, and not being able to satisfy themselves whether the
eft'ect would be of a temporary or of a peraaueut nature,
they placed it third, cousidering it, at the same time, tha
best animal in the class. The explanation was not cou-
sidered satisfactory by many, who maintained that, under
the circumstances, the gelding ought either to have beeu
first or passed over without notice. Wheu the judges had
before them the class of saddle geldings or mare", four

j
yeari and upwards, mounted, Mr. .Moffctl's two, Killhow

P
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and Councillor, were placed first nnd second, Mr. LawBoa's

Major taking third honours ; but when Major and Coun-

ciDor met for the High SherifT's special prize for the best

iiunter, within half an hour, the positions of Councillor

and Major were reversed, the judges considering

I'.Iajor the better hunter. In the three - year - old

tarness gelding class, Mr. Carr, of East Curth-

waite, was first, as at Abbey the previous dny,

aud Mr. Hodgson, who was second again, had then lodged

an objection against the winner on the ground that he was

four years old. Some first-rate ponies were to be fonnd

amongst the fishdealer's dozen presented to the judges,

who gave Bobby from Kirkhouse the preference. A ques-

tion arose outside the " circle " as to the reason for

placing the Maryport pony second. It turned out that

oneot the judges was in favour of putting Mr. Patterson's

liounce second, but he was overruled in his judgment by

those who were consulted. Mr. Long's pony, first at the

Abbey, was hardly noticed. The judges had the hackneys

a long time before them, and their conscientious endea-

vours to select the best three sorely taied the patience of

the most patient amongst the large company who thronged

the grand stand and jumping ring, and who were on the

qui rive for the jumping. Eventually the first ticket

Was given amid applause to Mr. Davidson's (of Shepherd's

Hill) four year old chesnut, which has figured conspic-

uously in local shows, and has splendid action. The
Kirkhouse representative was second. The hunters were

not a numerous lot, but there were some remarkably

good animals amongst them. Mr. Anderson's Paleface

repeated last year's victory. The jumping was far from

being so interesting as it usually is at this show ; one or

tv^^o of the animals showed some temper, throwing their

riders, but were happily none the worse. None were m
the hunt with the veteran grey mare, Lndy Armstrong,

belonging to Mr. Dickinson of Chesterwood, and after

one or two extra spins the second prize went to INIr.

Dickinson's second string. Speculation, a bay gelding,

which can jump. The Carlattan mare, Fanny, went to

work too hurriedly ; nearly all the others were too near

the fences before they lifted. The judges, who had dis-

cretionary power, presented Master Dickinson, the rider

of the winner, with the silver mounted riding whip pre-

j«ented by Mr. Sewell, and the grey, amid rounds of

clieers, cleared the hardies in fine style on leaving the

field.

In tie sheep classes, the entries were not numerous,

but the pens contained some of tte finest sheep in the

district.

There was a fine gathering of pigs.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

ROAD OR FIELD.

VBro'id saddle mare, with I'oal at foot, or in foal.-^l, J. W.
Hodgson, The Tlatt, Kirkbarapton ; 2, VV. Parker, Carleton

Hill, reorith.

Three years old saddle geMin?.—1, Messrs. "Wills, Oughterby,

Kirkbarapton ; 2, E. H. Banks, Highmoor, Wigton ; 3, \V.

Anderson, Houghton, Carlisle.

Three years old sadrtle iilly.— 1, P. Hudson, Ireby ; 2, J. L.

Howatson, Becks, Langholm.
Two years old saddle gelding.—1, Mary AnnUell, Horsegills,

Brampton ; 2, Sir K. Urisco, Bart., Crofton Hall, Wigton.

Two years old saddle filly.— 1, E. H. Banks ; 2, W. B. Gor-

don, Justustowu, Longtcwn.
One year old saddle gelding.— ], Mary Ann Bell ; 2, J. Far-

nesp, Balladoyle, Siilotli.

One year old saddle filly.— 1, J. Percival, Bargh-by-Sands,

Carlisle ; 2, J, C. Toppin, Musgravs Hall, Penrith.

Saddle gelding or mare, t years old and upwards, to he shown
. in the ring mounted,—1 and 2, J. Moffat, Crosby-on-EJen,

. Carliciie ; 3, P. L%wson, Howrigg, Curthwaite.

,Foar years old 1 isr.ter, in tha hands of a resident in Cumber-

-lauii, aid bred ia the county — :> E. I^awsor; 2, J, Moffat,

ITA.'RJt'F.SS.

Brood harness mare, with fnal at foot, or in foal.—1, G. T.
Carr, Silloth, Csrlisle ; 2, J. Grainger, Penton, HnytoD.

Three years old harness geidiog.— 1, T. Carr, Eist Curth-
wnite ; 2, G. Hodfrson, Laverick Stone, Carlisle ; 3, J.
Wrighi, Parkhead, Silloth.

Three years old harness filly.—1, T. Wilkin, Herricks, Dum-
fries ; 2, T. Little, Thorn Tree, Lizonby.

Two years old harness gelding.— 1, J. M. Crosby, Tymperon
Hall, Penrith ; 2, J. Grainger, ienton, Hayton.

Two years old harness filly.— 1, W. Nichol, Cargo, Carlisle;

2, J. C. Toppin, Musgrave Hall, Penrith.

One year old harness gelding.—1, W. and T. B. Robinson,
Wethetal Green, Carlisle; 2, T. Irving, Bowness-on-
Solway.

One year old harness filly.—Prize, Rev. J, A. i'ell, Knells,

Carlisle.

Saddle or harness foals.—1, J. W. Hodgson, The Flatt, Kirk-
barapton ; 2, H. A. Clarke, Prospect House, Aspa'ria.

Harness geldin? or mare, 4 years old and upwards.— 1, T.
Irving; 2, W. Warwick, Glenket Holme, Canonbie ; 3, Q.
Steel, Cametton Demesne.

AGRICULTURAL.
Brood cart mare, with foal at loot.— 1, J. M'Q'ieen, Crofts,

Dalbeattie ; 2, R. and J. Little, F»uld, LonJtovvn.

Brood cart mare, in foal.— 1, W. Kennedy, Luce, Ecclefec-

han ; 2, Messrs. Nichol, Kingmoor, Carlisle.

Three years old c=irt gelding.— 1, W. Bell, Milltown Mill,

Kirklinton ; 2, J. M. Crosby, Tymperon Hall, Penrith

;

3, W. Little, Bowness Hall.

Three years old cart filly.—1 and 3, J. Cunningham, Tar-
breocb, Dilbeattie; 2, J. Beattie, Newljie House, Annan.

Two years old cart gelding.— 1, J. and VV. Maxwell and Son,
Aglionby, Carlisle; 2, T. Blayloek, The Plump, Grttoa.

Two years old cart filly.—1, J. Cunningham; 2, J.

M'Qaeen.
One year old cart gelding.—1, G. Baiiibridgo, Whamptown,

Kirklinton ; 2, E. and C. flardini, Uppertown, Carlisle
;

3, A. Aitchinson, Newby West, Carlisle.

One year old cart filly.—1, W. Bell ; 2, J. Bewley, Warthole
Guards, Aspatria ; 3, J. McCutcheon, Caldewgate, Car-
lisle.

Cart gelding or mare, four years old and upwards.— 1, J.

Cunningham ; 2, W. Bell ; 3, M. Maclunes, Rickerby
House, Carli le.

Pair of agricultural horses (gelding or mare), three years old

and upwards, limited to Cuniberland, to be shown in plough
harness.— 1, W. Bell ; 2, J. Kerr, Redhall, Wigton.; 3, J.

and W. Maxwell and Son.
Cart gelding or mire, the breeder and exhibitor to be confined

to the county of Cumberland.—1,W. Bell, Miltown Mill ; 2,

John Kerr, Red Hall, Wigton.
Agricultural foal.— 1, J. M'Qaeen, Crofts, Dalbeattie ; 2, R.

and J. Little, Fauid, Lougtown ; 3, M. Maclnnes, Rickerby
House.

One year old entire cart colt.—1, J. Owen, Blackwell Park;
2,R. and J. Little,

PONIES.
Gelding or mare of any age, and not exceeding 14 hands in

height, to be brought into the ring mounted.—1, M.
Thompsoi and Son, Kirkhouss, Brampton ; 2, R. B.
Brockbank, Crosby, near Maryport.

HACKNEYS.
Gelding or mare of any age, and not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch

in height, to be brouglit into the ring mounted.— 1, J.David-
son, Hill, Penrith ; 2, M. Thompson and Son ; 3, T. Sewell,

Carlisle.

HUNTERS.
Gelding or mare of any age, suitable for hunting, quality con-

sidered ; to leap one or more of the fences or jumps, if

required by the iudges.— 1, AV. Anderson, Houghton,
Carlisle; 2, T. Ram'shay, The Hill, Gilsland.

JUMPING.
Gelding or mare of any age, to go over two or more flights of

hurdles two or more times.—1 and 2, J. Dickinson, Chester-

wood.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS,

Bull above three years old,—1, J.Relph, Mealwjrn Hal), Shap
2, R. Taylor, Crosby Lod^?, Crosby Raveasworth,
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Bull above two and under three yp.irs olj.— 1, K Gil)l)ons,

MosNbaud, Ciirlisle; 2, W. Bell, Milltowu Mill, Kirkliiitoii.

Bull above one and under two vews old.— 1, T. Nelbon,
Bewaldeth; 2, J. Shield, Park Gnfe, Alkndale Town.

Shorthorn cow or heiler above iliree years old, in cxlf or milk.

—l.AV. Lftngliorn, Eist Mill liills, Ilaydon Bridge; 3, J;

and D. D. Lh7. iiiby, Calthwuile House, Penrith.

Heifer above t»o and under tliree y^irs old, in calf or milk.^
1, T. Lsrabert, EIrlngton Hall, Uaydoa Bridge ; 2, /. and
D. D. Ijszonby.

Heifer un<ler two years old.— 1, W. Lin^horn, Ea«t M'll

HiUb, Haydou Bridge ; 2, J . llelph, Mtaburu Hall, Shai).

Three Stioriiiorn cows or heiferi in milk.— 1, J. and D. I>.

Lazonby, Ctlthwaite House, Penrith ; 2, W. Hundley,
Qreenhead, Milnthorpe,

DAIRY cows.

Dairy cow of any ape or breed.— 1,J. and D. D. Lszouby
;

2, S. J. Binning, Meadow Terrace, Carlisle.

Extra stock.—J. Watf, Kuowefteld, highly commended with

two Kerry dairy cows.

GALL0WAT8.

Bull above three years old.—1 and 2, R. and J. Little,

Fauld, Longtown.
Bull above two and under three years old.—1 and S, J.

(Jraham, P-ircelstown, Longtown ; 2, J. Cunningham,
Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie.

Bull above one and under t'^o years old.— 1, J. Millican, Wed-
holme House, Abbey Town ; 2, T. Graham, Beanlandj
Park ; 3, J. Cnuniognam.

Cow or hei'er above three vetrs old, in calf or milk.—1 and c.

.1. Cunningha:n ; 2, J. Graham.
Heifer above two and under tiiree years old.—1 and 2, J.

Graham.
Heifer under two years old.— 1 and c, J. Cunningham ; 2, P.

Morton and Sons, Pedderhill, Loosftown.

Three Galloway cows or heifers in milk,— 1, J. Cunningham
;

2, J.Graham.
SHEEP.

Leicester tnp of any aee.—1, R. Watson, Stone House,
H^yfon ; 2, T. Lambert, Elriogton Hall, Ilayton Bridge.

Leicester tup of uue shear.— 1, T. Lambert ; 2, J. Hugarth,
Julian Bower, Penrith.

Pen of three Leicester gimmers.—1, S. P. Poster, Kilhow,
Mealsgate ; 2, J. Hogarth.

Lincoln or long.vool top, of any age.— 1 and 3, \V. Savage,
Hanging Bank, Penrith.

Lincoln or lonzwool tnp, of one shear.—1 and 2, W. Savage^

Three Liucolu or lougwool gimmers.—1 and 2^ W. Savage.

PIGS.

Boar of any breed, one year old and upward?.—!, R. Bjwraan,
Wetheral ; 2, \V. Fawkea, IvegiU Mill

E>ar of any breed under one year old.— 1,E. Atkinson, Ring
Gate, Haytoa; 3. C. VVilh, Bursh-by-Stnds

Sow of any breed, in milk>— 1, E. Thompson,'Warwick-street
;

Carliile; 2, R. HoLiday, Heathwaith hue, Raughtonhpad.
Sow of any breed in pig.— 1, E. Thompson; 2, J. Watt,

Kuowefield.

BUTTER.

Fresh butter, in pounds.—1, Mrs. Thompson, Raughton ; 2,
Mrs. Wallace, Cardew, D .Iston.

Three pouuds of fresh butter made in a churn of either Tinkler's
or Siutou's manufacture.—Prize, Miss Gill, Suggar House,
Carlisle.

Firkin butter.—1, Mrs. Wood, Easton, Carlisle; 2, Mrs.
Fell, Wliitrigg, Kirkbride.

—

Carlisle Patriot.

AS OTHERS SEE US.—The report of the United State

Consuls on th« condition of labour in Europe are not favour-

able to the moral jharacter of the workiiis classes in England.
It is the opinion of the writeri that the French people, with
far less wages are happier than the operatives of Great Britain,

who receive the highest wages in Europe, on account of the

steadiness and economical habits of the former, and the strikes,

drinkicg habits, and recklessness of the latter, and that mere
misery results from strikes, socialism, and communism in Eng-
and and Germany thai from a!', ot'-'?r cauies com'iineJ, hard

limes iaoVadad.

At a ilinnor nt Bonlle, in connection with the Soutk
port and Onnskirk Airrioultural Show-

Mr. Cross, in responding to the toast of " Her M'tje-sty'*
Ministers," sa-d .—Happily (cr me, politics are excludeu from
this table ; were it not so, 1 am bound to say tirtt the speech
which Whs uttered in the neighbouring county only laht night
would have been a very great temptation to me to have given
it a complete and emphatic deniil. (A. Vuici-: : " You could
not."). At all events, I would try. But I don't want tu
verge upon poliiios iu any way, yet it is no harm for a mau
to say what he thinks, whether he try it or not. I wish 1

could congra ula'c you very much upon a better condition of
the agricultuial interest than it is in my power to do. You
undoubtedly, and we all feel it, have for the last few years
BUlTered very much from bad harvests, and 1 don't think there
is any man in the present coinpiiny who can remember sucti a
season as we have had this year, Some of my friends are
good enough to say it is all the fault of the present Govern-
ment. However, to show how very deeply we feel the Kreat
depressiou which unquestionably exists in the agricultural
interest, we have thou.«,iit it right to ad\ise Her Majesty to
issue a Royal Commission for tiie purpose of investigutiug iu
every form and shape, the causes of that depression, and to
find out, if possible, what remedies can he foand. 1 do not
think that any gentleman, whatever his political views may
be who looks through the list of names of those who for.a
that Commission ni;l deny that they were chosen simply be-
cause, in our belief, they were the best men to do work in ii

good cau..e. In order lo assist lliem we have determined that
I
there sh^ll be a number of assisiant-commi^sioners, who wilt

I
divide the whole country in'o districts and come down and

j

make inquiries among you ; and I only hope that when they
I
do come you will point out all your grievances to them aud
give them all the information which tli""y cun possiblv desire ;
and I can assure you the iiiatructions which they have received
as to the points on which they arrt to inquire and obtain in-
formation are such as I think will satisfy the most faatidiona
of men that the inquiry is to be full and complete. Mr.
Read and Mr. Pell, w.iom yon all knu«-, have just started to
make a similar tour in America, and iu France, Belgium, and
other continental c 'Untries, and in order that there mav be no
unnecessary delay the assistanl-commissionerrs will at once
set about their husiuess. And I hope when they come down
you will not scruple to (jive them any information which you
can to remedy the existing state of things. Djn't think,
however, that you are the only people who are sulTering some-
what from the same causes, because the agricuUurardepres-
sion is quite as lar<e aoroad as it is at home. Even in
America they are fesling it. But I am not one of tlioic who
are apt to take a gloomy view of this matter. I remember
the strongest apprehensions of what would happen at the
time of the great infl.ix of gold. People predicted that the
whole country sociallv would be changed, but no such changs
has come to pas?. Nor am I alarmed at the great amount of
food which is comiug, aud probably will come from America.
But I am sure that this will be a consequence—namely, that
all those who are interested in agriuulture will set about to
use their wits, and see hy what device they can improve their
condition

;
and I am certain that energy and industry, backed

up by agricultural educatifui and experience, will prove equal
to the occasion, and I still look forward to a bright future for
your calling. (A Voice : " No, no"). Well, I am very
sorry that yon say " uo," but I hope that you will fiad that i
am a true prophet in this case, and I would certainly not say
so unless I believed it. I don't wish to detain you any
longer. I heartily thank yon for the reception you have
given me, and I can assure you all, whether political friends
or foes, that I have thoroughly enjoyed this aiteruoon, aud I
hope you have done likewise.

EXHIBITION OF SANITAHY APPLIANCES.- We
nnderstaud that the exhibition of the Sanitarv lustitu'e of Great
Britain, held ia connection with its autumn congres'^ will
take place tliis year at Croydon, opening on the 2iat of
October, and remaining open untii (he 8th of November. All
particulars as to space can be obtained from the curator Mr
ChsrJes L. Msrsh, 133, Fleet-s-.reet, Loadaa, EC
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DISHONESTY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—One of tte many causes, and not the least

amongst them, of the present agricultaral distress, is,

without doubt, the excessive rent which has in many
cases to be paid by tenant farmers, induced in a great

measure by the competition for holdings and the apparent

profits the high prices of certain produce have led amateur

farmers to anticipate ; a competition which landowners

have in many instances availed themselves of, to the

ruin or removal of steady, old-fashioned tenants who are

replaced by others of more doubtful stability. Land now
cannot afford such high terms as are required to maintain

the owner in accordance with the wants of life in this

high-pressure age. In connection with these new
tenants we meet with a cause far more subtle than many
others, which tends not only to the impoverishment of

the present generation, but is dangerous to that of the

future. 1 refer to the ease with which unprincipled men
may hold land, and can afford to outbid and so push out

of their farms those who have a sense of their responsi-

bilities, in the hope that a good harvest may set them up

for a time, or at least enable them to plunge into more

remunerative speculations, whom the law actually so pro-

tects than even the landowner is unable to relieve him-

self of one whom he may find out to be a thorough

swindler so long as he can, or does, pay the agreed

. rent.

I will instance my meaning by a case which has

recently appeared in the local papers. A trader, whoee

commercial reputation may be best judged by the fact that

it is not the first time a small composition with creditors

has been forced upon him, but who through all his past

and present difficulties has been able to maiutain a re-

spectable position by his house and surroundings remain-

ing in his possession, or that of his family or friend, a

shoTt time ago took a farm of some two hundred acres,

stocked, seeded, and worked it, and then went into liquida-

tion, offering the magnificent sum of one and sixpence in

the pound on liabilities amounting to six or eight thou-

sand. The creditors, amongst them the seed merchant,

implement maker, &c., naturally declined such a private

arrangement, feeling that the conduct of their debtor was

not removed from suspicion, and the county court judge

applied to under the circumstances evidently endorsed

their views. The chief creditor, however, the manager of

the branch of a well-known Joint Stock Bank appealed

to the High Court of Bankruptcy in London, gained his

cause, reversing the order of the County Court judge, and

thus defeated all efforts on behalf of the other creditors

to clear up what appeared to be a very questionable tran-

saction. Within twenty-four hours of the judgment being

given, stock, implements, and material which had before

disappeared were once more in their places, but cannot

be touched because for the present they belong to relatives

and friends, though to simple-minded individuals there is

no appearance of change of ownership, nor so far as out-

ward appearances any want of meanSj basiness, or happi-

ness in the " unfortunate debtor."

The question arises. How came the bank to be the largest

creditor? And the answer is, by overdrafts induced

by the name of a respectable jeomaa who may not have

been in his sober senses when the fatal stroke of the peu

was made ; the sequel being that the Bank is secured by

the probable sale of that farmer's little freehold, that it

debars the rest of the creditors, by the preponderating

influence of a debt due to it which is in reality not its

own but the farmer's, who, not being directly a creditor

has 'do voice in the matter, from the satisfaction of an in-

Testigatiou.

Well may Judge Leonard at the sitting of the Ports-

mouth County Court say, " the Liquidation Act was a

mere means and plan to rob everybody." It is rather a
startling idea, however, to imagine the possibility of the

manager of a first-class banking establishment open to

the charge of compouuding a felony, or placed in such a

position that one of conspiracy to defraud may not un-

reasonably be supposed to lie at his door, for unless he

acts contrary to the general instructions of his employers

he cannot lend their money unless he has reasonable

security ; he cannot be, therefore, in the position of an
unsecured creditor, and to prevent judicial scrutiny for a

monetary consideration even on behalf of his employers,

has, to say the least, a very unpleasant look about it. If

I am wrong it is still more startling to fiud that such a

corporation may prejudice all smaller creditors, and

secure cases which may be more than tainted with

fraud, from that investigation and correction they justly

deserve.

Whither are we drifting ? Is that integrity and

honourable dealing which characterised our forefathei-s,

like the prosperity accompanying them, passing slowly

but surely away ? Is the rising generation to he taught

by lax laws the strange lesson that '' dishonesty is the

best policy," and that in our agricultural life we must only

look to ourselves, that to that end we must forget our

neighbour's wants and rights of fellowship, over-driving

and over-working kind Nature, till exhausted she can no

longer fill our barns or save our cattle from inbred disease

—that in our commercial life we must follow the same
rule and make money, irrespective of every honourable or

other consideration.

I think not. I cannot but believe that those indica-

tions of genuine integrity which have ever been the cha-

racteristic of a well-bred Englishman are not fading away,

that there are those who, rich or poor, will soon wake
from their lethargy and seek a remedy for these shame-

less attacks upon their honest fame, a clearer comprehen-

sion of the laws of nature rather than those of the arti-

ficial manure and food merchants, and a cleansing of our

Parliament by the infusion of a class of men who are less

injured in mind and body by the emasculating efi"ects of

society, whose simplicity and good faith are more usefully

combined with every-day practical commou-sense to

enable them to cope with the social evils under which our

country suffers than those so-called " gentlemen " whose
word on the hustings is uo longer their bond in the House,

and whose incapacity, veiled by verbose obstructiveness,

has strangled the four attempts our Government has

made to crush out this increasing evil of national fraud.

I am. Sir, &c-,

Worcester, August 19. Will Watch.

VARIOUS NOTES.

According to the Times, the statistics for the years

18 71-6 show that the annual average losses to the agri-

cultural interest in France from incidental calamities have
amounted to the large sum of 355 millions of francs.

The following table proves that a great proportion of this

loss is due to elemental disturbances—viz :

—
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regulating the course of streams, there are others which

arc more or less dependable on human care and foresight,

such as inoitality by cattle disease and other epidemics

and fires, the losses from which causes are as follows :

—

Mortality. Fires.

F. F.

1873 30,12(5,290 ... 38,+9tGSj
1874! 28,403,107 ... 4(sG(i7,010

1875 28,166,101 ... .36,905,793

1870 31,021,775 ... 49,885,75t

Total ... 117:781,271 172,013,261

The losses from mortality do not fluctuate to any great

extent, but those from lire are apparently on increase.

This is not much to be wondered at, when we consider

that among the 36,05(j communes there are only 14,136

fire engines, veiy irregularly distributed. While the de-

partment of Aisne has 637, Aube 510, Marue 653, Oise

77'J, Somme 612, that of Corrt'ze has onlv 18, Landes 17,

(,'reuze 10, Lozercll, Lot 13, Busses- Alpes 8, Alpes-

Maritimes 7, Eastern Pyrriu'cs 6, Corsica none. Of all

the destructive causes frost has done most damage, suc-

ceeded respectivrly by hail, floods, fires, and mortality.

The most unfortunate year was that of 1S7j, when the

aggregate loss amounted to 133,472,201^

Oar Canadian correspondent writes under date Satur-

day, August 8th :
—

In a recent issue of your journal I noted the following

paragraph taken from the London Tintes—" The ship-

ment of lire stock at the port of Montreal for Great

Britain during f/ie Jlrsf six /jwnf/ts of the present year

WIS— 10,580 head of cattle, 3,428 sheep, and, 1,'079

liogs, ag.iiust 4,230 head of cattle, 2,323 sheep, and 709
hogs during the corresponding period last year. Jlany of

the cattle shipped last year were purchased in the Chicago

market, whereas this year f/ic tsJiipincnts hare been onhj of
Conadlon stock, owing to the embargo laid upon the

United States cattle in consequence of the prevalence of

pleuro-pneumonia." This statement, probably supplied

by the Liverpool Canadian oflice, is incorrect. The em-
bargo on the United Sttites was not put on till Febrinry 6th.

Dnring the mouth of January large impL)rt;itioaa of

American cattle into England wers made by Canadian

buyers ; and, moreorer, some thousands of American

beeves were brought into Canada last fall, and fattened

through the winter in the distillery stables. These went
forward after navigation openel. As it is Vat7-6Ie of cer-

tain interests to pretend that I am prejudiced and inexict

in my statements on cattle matters, I will adduce on this

point some testimony from the Toronto Globe. Writing

some time ago that journal remarked :
—

" As for the danger which the Mark Lane Ij.rpress

deduces from the insinuations of its Canadian Correspon-

dent of exporting pleuro-pneumonia with the American

cattle irhich have been feeding in Canadian stables sinee

last fall, the insinuation could only have been made in

absolute ignorance of the nature of the disease .

If pleuro-pneumonia had been brought in with these

cattle, it would have spread among them like wildtire,

and as these cattle arc now alive and healtlnj, it needs no

p.'oving that no pleuro was ever introduced." If our

cattle tictionists Icick at my statements, they can't well

r(ject the testimony of their Canaiian champion. Con-

sequently we must trouble them to explain—if shipments

siuce Januaiy have been " only of Canadian cattle
"

—

what has become of the 3,000 or 4,000 beeves brought

iuto the Domiuioa in the ''fall" of 1878, and " alive

and healthy in Canadian distillery stables in March,

1879 ?" The truth is that of the 10,580 beasts claimed

to have been sent forward by Canadian exporters siuce

January 1st only 5,000 or 6,000—if so many—were

("inadiau stock. The rest came from Jonathan's pas-

lua'3.

In view of the prodigious and persistent eQorls which

are being made all over Britain to induce farmers and
others to go to Manitoba, and the Canadian North-

West, I present a very careful condensation of a second

letter pnblished since I wrote last by Mr. Weld, editor of

the Canadi.m Fanners' Advocate. I wish it could be dis-

tributed throuffhout Britain. I earnestly hope your agri-

cultural cnnfrhrs, and other leading English papers, will

extract it from your columns to save people froni misery

and disappointment. Mr. Weld haviug premised that he
is not a contractor's, speculator's., or politician'a instru-

ment, but only an unbiassed friend of the farmers and of

truth, and having referred in the pon-erfal inflaences at

work, all tendiiif) to allare men and money into Manitoba,

and the Xorth West, states that no farmer's son should go
there, if he goes, with less thin 1,000 dollars. The
Government pamphlet says 300 dollars, but that is not

enough. lie found many people out of work, and ofheis

who had been unable to find suitable locatious. They
complained bitterly they had been deceived, and were

greatly exasperated. Many of these were farmer's sous

from Ontario, &c., accustomed to hard work, and ready

for toil and hardship if they could only see a chance of a

suitable location. i3ut after spending one or two mouths
vainly seeking for such, and enraged at the treatment they

had received, they had left in disgust for the States, and
taken the oath of allegiance to that country. Free land,

suitable for farming, and within reasonable distance of tim-

ber was not to be found. Speculators hold from 50,000 to

100,000 acres each ! They bought it of the half-breeds

at from 20 to 75 cents., and want 3 dollars to 10 dollars

an acre for it. The rest of the country is " rc=;erved
"

for Merrionites, English Companies, Indians, Hudson's Bay
Company, &c. The only free land to be obtained is wet
and low, and not worth having, or is too far from timber.

I wish I could hang over every mantel-piece in England
the picture I enclose you of immigrants travellimj near

Winnipeg, JIaaitoba. It is appended to Mr. Weld's
letter. If you could have a wood-cut made of it, and
give it the benefit of the world-wide circulation of the

Express it would do more good than tons of pamphlets,

Mr. Weld explains that there were three men pushing
behind the cart and one lifting the wheel. But the artist

could not show them all without hiding too much of the

cart, and the black, sticky, wary mud on the wheels. The
mud an 1 sluih were knee-high ! aud the men wjre plas-

tered from head to foot. The immigrants cursed and
swore, and said the Government ought to be hung. An
i\I.P. P. there charges emigrants 10 cents, for every one-

horse cart which he allows to pass over a dry spot on his

farm. The sketch enclosed was taken near the residence

of certain Senatorial speculators who hold 100,000 acres-

of land, " leservcd" from the poor emigrants, who have
to wade through mud on which to obtain a sustenance.

Lord DufFerin, when he made his tour through the;e

eloughs of de9j)ond (and puft'^d everybody aud everything

all i-onnd), was entertained to a grand disphiy by these

worthies, and a big dining-room was erected out of the

funds provide], though I believe only the Senator to

whose " mansion " it was appended, ever used it. Mr,
Weld hints that some of the fraudulent sharpers con-

cerned in emigrant fleecing in ISfaniloba ought to be

handed over to the detectives. " I'housands of rcilly

first-('lass loyal men, who would have settled iu tlie

Dominion, are lost for ever to Canada, driven into the

States by rascally management, or shameful treatment."

The men who had been to work on the Pacilic Line com-
plained they had been treated like dogs. The recent

military were called out was due,

to bad treatment of the workers,

emiaiatiou employees were found

careless, aud emigrants arc comj)clled

to go throngli weeks and months of travel, toil, aud cx-

strikc when the

Mr. Weld say«,

The Government
to be icruorant and
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penditure of money and patience, before they finally con-

clude to go into the States. Mr. Weld was 80 impressed

by what he saw that he telegraphed at once to various

leading Ontario papers, and to Mr. Pope, the Emigration

^Minister, urging him to go over, as immediate remedial

action was necessary. lie also wrote to him. No notice

•was talsen of his cnmrannications. The emlgrantsbitterly

complain of the mislccdlng character of the Government

reports, pamphlet);, circulars, etc., and of the agents'

lectures and paragraphs in the papers. Sir. Weld met

mnuy who had written true account* to theOntario papers,

but their letters had been burked. " Many a sad sight I

saw,'' he adds, " many a hard tale I heard, and these

from hundreds." Fia- about tifteen or twenty miles along

the railway from Emerson to Winnipeg no wandering

animals could approach the track except by swimming !

"

" \Vc might as well fence in the Atlantic steamers' course,

for fear of their runniag over cattle," exclaims Mr.

"Weld ; and yet the Government, having greedy political

sujiporters, who must be fed with contracts, and who are

fencing in the raih'oad. At Boniface Mr. Weld found ano-

ther " reserve" stretching two miles in all directions, while

" the roads were beyond description, or belief, if truthfully

described." Enormous prices are already asked foi

tha e reserves. Mr. Weld spoke to leading members

of the Government and emigration agents, and

other officials ; but the speculators and officials are

all in one boat, and all have one and the same stereo-

typed cry, that "the emigrants are chicken-hearted!"

The agents said if these went away they would get plenty

more good ones." " Lots of these M. P.'s " we are told,

" and other speculators bold from 30 000 to 100,000

acres each, ami what they want is men with money, and

railroads, bridges, drains, Sic, made out of the public

funds ; aud the life services of the poorer class of emi-

grants to expend in ciihancinrj the value of their proper-

ties." Mr. Weld advocates a heavy tax on all lands,

except on 160 acres in actual occupation by a settler.

But the speculators, in whose interest Sir John A.

Macdonald and his colleagues have gone to England, will

snap their fingers at such a suggestion. They are too

powerful. There is, however, much land so poor as not

to be worth taxing. " Meantime," says Mr. Weld,
" everything the speculators, contractors, or office-

holders can do to induce emigration is being done."

It was in the interest of these sharks Lord Diifferin

vfas taken up there, aud an almost fabulous sum allowed

out of the public esche(iuer for his semi-regal expenses,

ii order that he might make speeches which the agents

kaew would appear in English papers, and which have

since been scattered broadcast over England. It is in

t'le interest of these fellows that such gushing papers as

a Mr. T. S. V. Smith has managed to get into the

Nineteenth Century, aud which appears so opportunely

in aid of the attempt for a Pacific railway loan, a-e every-

where met with. I cannot give you a better idea of the

livish style in which Ur. Snith has dabbed on the red

])aint than by nioutioniuij that even the Toronto Globe

lii'.ds it too roseate, while the Canadian Illustrated

News says, if Mr. S. had put 16 bushels per acre for a

first crop, instead of 30, he would have been nearer the

ir»ark. The Globe says, Mr. Smith has not referred to

or implied the existence of a ''single drawback," and

accounts of that one-sided kind defeat their objects. It

is a most extraordinary thing thai, the fearful luosfinito pest

is not even hinted at by any of these assumed instructors

of the Biilisti greenhorn. A hundred other drawbacks

are similarly ignored. I trnst the English newspapers

will reproduce the facts I have given. Jlr. Weld's

stauding and character iu Outario make his impartial

account of what he has seen of peculiar weight. He says

he iateud-i to conliuue his letters. 1 hope he

produce them in pamphlet form. He might then do as

much good as was done by Mr. Claydeu, in his complete

aud timely exposure of the Muskoka free-grant delusion.

The Buenos Ai/res Standard publishes a table show-

ing the increase in the number of sheep in that country

since 1852, together with the exports of wool and skins

during the same period. We select the following figures

as showing the principal items :

—

SEASON 1
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THE CROPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The agricultural statistics for Great Britaiu

having appeared, and the state of the cora crops being

i\ow stereotyped, a reliable estimate may be formed of

their probable yield, although there is not yet an acre

reaped in any part of the country.

Addmg the Irish areas, the acreage in the United

Kingdom under the main crops will be as under :

—

Wheat, 3,048,0U0; Barley, 2,031,000; Oats,

3,987,000; Potatoes, 1,384,000.

These returns show an important decrease in the

areas under wheat and oats, and a considerable increase,

as was to be expected, under barley. Last year I

])reaicted in the Timrs that the wheat area this year

would not exceed 3,000,000 acres, and that the barluy

area would be proportionately increased, and this turns

out to be nearly the case.

A sunless spring and summer, accompanied by exces-

sive rains and low temperature up to the present time,

leave no room to doubt what must be the inevitable

results on our corn crops. If any proof were wanting

to convince the most hopeful that these crop^ must be

ruinously deficient, it would be the unprecedented fact

that even now, on the eve of harvest, when the grain

bhould weigh down the straw, there is scarcely any

lodged corn to be seen anywhere after the most prostrat-

ing"storms of wind and rain—a clear proof of the light-

ness of the heads. I have therefore very little hesitation

ill estimating the probable outcome of each of these crops

at one third less than an average yield. This deficiency,

al 50s. an acre, will amount to a loss of £25,000,000 to

the cultivator.

At an equal rate of loss for the partial failure of beans,

peas, and rye on 780,000 acres, we have an additional

sum of £3,000,000 to add, making an aggregate delicicney

equal to a money loss of £28,000,000 on our cereal and "o

pulse crops alone.

Taking the next most important crop—potatoes—£10

an acre will not compensate growers for the blight that

has already come upon it. I have examined many tubers,

and though generally as large as they usually are a month

hence, I find them diseased to the extent of two-thirds,

even 'on the driest soils. As they will go worse in the

ground they w ill have to be immediately dug when the

weather permits, and the greater part of them consumed

as pigs' food. On the 1,384,000 acres under this crop

the loss cannot be less than £15,000,000.

The hop area for this year is returned at 08,000 acres,

or 6,000 less than that of last year ; and as the crop is

;^lmo&t a total failure, the direct loss may amount to a

million and a quarter sterling, as the out-of-pocket cost

of its cullivalion averages £20 an acre.

An en\imcration of the agricultural misfortunes of the

Year would not be complete without mention of those

sustained on our unexpectedly abundant hay crop.

These have arisen from Hoods which sanded the growing

and swept away a great deal of mown grass, and from

unfavourable havmaking weather which has materially

deteriorated the quality of that which has been saved

There is still a considerable quantity of h.iy out, and

some hay grass unmowu—two months beyon 1 the usual

time. Taking the loss at 25s. an acre on the areas under

Hrtificial and natural grasses, it will amount to

£15,000,000.
Mangolds, turnips, and other root crops are late m

growth and sma'l in size, and everywhere mastered by

weeds, and it will require a long and especially fine autumn

to bring them up to half average crops.

On grass, though abundant, no live stock—except

dairy cuws—Lab lliit. SvUbou made prolitublc returns.

In early spring this year's crops were looked forward
to with santiuine hopes that they would help to redeem
the losses of the previous four years, but now that the
die is cast there appears nothing wanting to complete
the ruin of the poorer class of tenant farmers, especially

in England and Scotland.

From the above data we may conclude that we shall

require two-thirds of our breadstuffs from abroad, equal

to 16 000,000 qrs. of wheat, for the cereal year 1879-80
;

and as our harvest must be now nearly a month behind

the usual time of ingathering, and consequently a month's
extra consumption has to be provided for, it is not

unlikely we may require a million quarters more.

Our foreign imports in 1877-78 were 14,638,000 qrs.

and our home supply 7,921,000 qrs., making together

22.559,000 qrs.

Tor 1878-9 the foreign imports up to the end of this

month will be 13,900,000 qrs., and the home deliveries

10,180,000, making 24,080,000 qrs., equal to a consump-
tion of 2,000,000 quarters a month.

Prices during this cereal year have been very much
lower than they were in 1877-78 ; but, notwithstanding,

farmers hive been obliged to realise, and they have, con-
sequenlly, delivered 2:,- million quarters more v^heat into

our uiiirkets than they did in the previous year ; this cir-

cumstance likewise all'ording a proof that the wheat crop
of 1878 was considerably better than its predecessor, al-

though estimated at two bushels under au average crop.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Tnos. C. Scott.
7, 3Ioor(jatc-strccty E.C., A ifffust 23.

HARVEST PROSPECTS.

The agricultural correspondent of the Tlmes^ writiug

m Lincoln on August 21, says ;—
Daring; the past week I have traversed parts of the country

presenting a succession of what can be little better tlian shells

of crops. In an ordinary season yon may form an approximate
judjtment of the general character of the yield of cereals from
the bulk of straw, the size of lie ears, anil the broken-down or

upstanding condition of the crop. Bat in the present unfor-

tunate period of ever-recurrent rainfall, of abnormally low
temperature, of harvest deferred beyond all precedent,

usual deductions made from the appearance of
crops to allow for deficiencies in kerniu; ara

not admssible. We have to go back to the somewhat similar

season of 1860, when, as now, it seemed problematical whether
wheat, barley, oats, and rye would change colonr and really

ripen in the absence of fervid sunshine and in spite of the

prevailing wet. In that year blight and mildew revelled in

tlie moisture, resultinfr in a most pitiful produce of grain in

proportion to the outside promise of the straw and ear. And
8 J it is at the present time. IVobalily no one reaiembors a
harvest heruklcd by more widespread and all but universal com-
plaints of deficiency of grain in wlieat-ears. In some places

almost a panic has taken possession of farmers, who, upon
examining ears of their crops which stand up straight enougli

instead ol 1\ ing beaten down after trf mentions rain, report that
" there is nothing in them,'' and apprehend that a terrihle and
unparalleled calamity has fallen upon the nation in the shape

of a well-nigh barren wheat crop. This extreme alarm is

»jnfounded ; but there can he. no doubt whatever that vast

numbers of crops are delusive in aiipc arauce, that gcnera'ly ihc

wheat-ears are defective beyond former experience, and that

even the best crops must prove disappointing when tested by
the thrashing machine. It u not only the paucity in number
of grains, but their inferiority in quality which must tell

disastrously upon the amount and value of produce. No
blazing weather beyond a few warm days having cume to force

on the formation of the grains, the small, soft, milky grains

now existing, or only halt-filled yet, will inevitably Iwrden
into thin, husky berries ; the ',ime bting now past lor any
i-pcU of wcallier, nu maltu how hut and Ijrighl, to perfect
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their foriiialiou with a full buJy of lUmr, Where not heavy
aud kuocked down by tlie storms, the straw ia for the most
part yellowing for tlie harvest ; and when straw ripens while
the head is still green and growing, precocious hardening
instead of well-ripened raainri'y can be tlie only result.

iiighly-farmeil ligiit soils, like the sand loaras and flint

loams of West Norfolk, carry fine crops of botli wheat aud
barley, so far as appearance is concerned, the barleys doing
well without much favour from the sun. Even there, bow-
ever—as in the grand reach of ountry for spirited agriculture

on a not naturally very fertile soil between Swsffiiara and
Lyuu (excepting the poor sandy heatli), and on the Earl of

Leicester's uoble farina around Holkham, mildew
shows on the wheats, aud anxiety is becoming great as to the

chances of being able to iiarvest the barleys without serious

loss in condition. The reports from clays and medium lands

in Norfolk agrfe with the universal testimony that except

upon ground well-drained, ciean, richly manured, and in fiuo

condition, only wretched yields ei' her of wheat, barley, or oat s

will be reaped. Moreover, the general foulness of the crops

is a distress to occupiers whe, as a rule, farm as cleanly as any
in Her Majesty's dominions. Tlie prospect of winter keep is

not bad upon the light lands, though all roots are very back-

ward. The irrigating rains, perpetually pouring upon land

which is always thirsty is rapidly forcing growth. Hay has

b.'en got with loss almost everywhere, and in the Norfolk
valleys Hoods have swept away or gritted and damaged meadow
hay to a like ruinous extent as in other counties.

Lincolnshire, our greatest corn-producing county next to

Yorkshire, comprises districts of so many varieties of land that

it may be looked npon almost as a sample of the whole king-

dom, except in regard to climate, which is of that moderately
dry character pertaining to the eastern side of England.
What is the condition of the crops here ? Stretching north-

ward and southward of Lincoln, the "Cliff" aud "Heath "

nplinds of oolite light land present a succession of superb

four-course or modified four-course farming for very many
miles—a sight, indeed, unequalled in any other county. The
Wide sweeps of corn, now of golden iiue, alternating with the

brilliant green of luxuriant clover-fields, aud the paler verdure

of swedes and common turnips—farms spreading like huge
chess -boards of these colours, with squares divided by low,

close cut hedges—make a feast for the artistic as well as

agricultural eye ; a picture, indeed, that would be monotonous
in its profusion of beautiiul crops were the scene not inter-

rupted by wooded vii luges and bells of pasture watered by
brooks which wander in the narrow vales. If the seeds and
clovers on which the llocks of heavywoolled sheep are now
folded, and the strong, though backward, root-crops, tell of

the liigh-mannring and consumption of feeding stuffs which
impart constant productiveness to these shallow scils lying

close upon the rock, the com crops bear evidence of their

dependence upon the artificial fertility. AVhile, as a rul",

wlieits and barleys between Sleaford and Lincoln, and thence

to Brigg and further north towards the llumber, look well for

yieldi.ig, many fields are thin and patcliy and sliort in straw,

as if insufficiently fed, from manure having been too mucli

diluted and washed out of the eround. The ezpectations are

of fair yields, especially of barley ; but de'eclive ears, never-

the less, abound, as in other parts of the country. I hear

that ou the fine tract of llint-loams, and sandy land of the

chalk "Wolds" ranging from near ^piUby to Louth and
Caistor, the corn is of a like promising appearance I believe,

liowever, that disappointment will be felt both with the Wold
a id Heath crops when they come to the real test of measuring
and weigliing.

On the brash and creech lands for some miles east and south
of Grantham the crops are more various in bulk; and the
usual complaints of wet and cold, of failure ia crops, of

Siuotliering weedf, of spoilt liHV, of wa'ery grass doing little

good to aniiinl^, are heard in all parts. The strong clay

country occup)ing the middle of the country between the
two principal hill range?, between Brigg, Wragby, and
ilarket llasen, is much o( it in a lamentable condition—for

corn crops, weeds, and fallows, in the same plight common to

most clay districts this year.

The clays between the Heath and the eastern fens and the

c'ays also iu the valley extending west of tiie Heath toward
Newark, are still more wretchedly situated for failing produce
aud laud unprepared for next season.

In many parts of the county corn crops have ou some
fields been so bad that they have been ploughed up, and
notably have great numbers of acres of peas been lately
ploughed in as green manure, the podding being so poor that
the crop would not pay for cutting and carting off. All over
Lincolnshire the potatoes are badly smit'en by disease. In
the alluvial Hat of the south-eastern quarter of the county the
air IS loaded with the acrid odour of the rotting bines. There
was only a poor growth of tubers to begin with, and now it is
a question if many of the crops will not be too diseased and
decayed to be worth taking up when the time for lifting
comes. Tho incessantly drenching raius keep water so long
standing between the ridges or potato rows in very miny dis-
tricts, that the greatest fears are felt as to the perishing of the
whole crop. In such a season, too, vast injury is generally
done by the roots supertuberating. The cereals on the marsh
loam lands look better than in, perhaps, any other part of the
kingdom; though even there the full length of straw and
moderately good heads are deceptive, for the ears, on careful
examination, reveal an alarming proportion of empty chaff>i,
and mildew and night ripe and red gum are doing much
mischief.

Heavy wheats and oats are seen on some of the peat fens
;

but it is certain that the apparent yields must be greatly
diminished by the causes ofdeficieucy universal iu the preseiit
year.

My inquiries Iiave been directed to the above subject by the
letter of W. B. G., which appeared iu your last issue. His
dates as to the beginning of different harvests are instructive,
but I think a harvest cannot properly be said to begin when an
isolated field or two are cut in a district. Such a thing does
not indicate the true character of a season as " one swallow
does not make a summer."

W. B. G. states that in the late year 1860, reaping was be-
gun near Bedford on the loth August, whereas the report to
which W. B. Q. refers makes the date to be the 27'h of thut
month. Ou inquiring of Mr. McLtren, of Cardiufjton, who
is an accredited authority for weather and dates, he (fives the
date of beginning the 27th, but there are many other iuJepen-
dent testimonies, which may be mentioned.

Jilr. Barclay, of Youdirton, gives a list of 40 years' harvests,
and he says that he b^'gan harvest ou 6th September iu ISoO.
Mr. Dickson, of Hcslington, gives a list of 20 years, and he
states that he commenced cutting on 12th September of that
year, and finished on the Sth Ooiober; his farm stands about
the same height above the level of the sea as the plains of
Bedfordshire. Again, Mr. Oiven, of Hungerford, Berks., pub-
lislies a list of 50 years, and in 1S6U he beoau on 27tli August
and finished ou 12lh November.

W.B. G.'s lettter is dated 13lh August, and he speaks of
the more than ordinary amount of Minshiue that week. New
whether he refers to the three preceding davs of that week,
or the seven prior days, I tliink he does not show his usual
accuracy. He goes on to state tlia' the thermometer shows a
hisher degree of heat with the cvce/./ionoi 30th Julv, than it

has done this season. Now it so happens that that day (July
30th), was the warmest of the sea-o i which may be seen on
consulting the weekly tables iu tlie 'l',„t;s,—3. G". B. iu JJeds.
Times.

BEETROOT CULTIVATION IN AJIERICA.—A new
industry is about to be established in the State of Maryland

,
in tiie shape of beet cultivation, which is propo-^ed by it

connpany of Germans, who have offered to come to Baltimore
and set up a large »u;car factory, provided that the farmers
will plant 2,000 acres, at least, with German beetroot. They
guarantee to take the whole produce at the rate of ,5 dols.
per ton. It is considered that good land ought to produce
30 tons of beet per acre

; and, as the climate is a suitable one
for this crop, it may be reasonably expected that before long
a flourishing sugar industry will be added to those already
existing ill Maryland.

—

Times.
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SUCCESSFUL FARMING.

Mr. E. L. Rowcliffe, of Cranleigli, Guildford, has sent the

lollowing letter to Mr. Mechi :

—

" Your interesliag letter, with the instructive extract referred

to in it, which appeared in the Times of Tuesdny last, leads

me to trouble you with some short account of the present state

of my farm in the Weald of Surrey.

" I now farm 300 acres about nine miles south of Guildford,

about 120 being pasiure and tlie rest arable. Some of tlie

arable land is fairly workable, but the soil varies very much in

each field, there bciug frequently a vein of the toughest red

clay running through the liglit r laud, and in some fields a very

large quantity of pudding ironstone. The other portions are

weald clay. Some of it has the reputation of being the poorest

between Guildford and Horsham, an;i, as I say, is often bird-

lime in the morning and brickbats at night.

" When I first took ray land in hand about ten years ago

some of it had been cleared and drai)ied by the previous owner^

but other portions of it were in the state so graphically des.

cribed by the Tunis' Correspoudent in his letter from Peter-

borough &{eiv days ago, the fields being small, the hedgerows

enormous, overgrown vv-itli timber, undraiued, and so poor

that the last occupier scarcely got back his seed. Of course,

my first step was to grub and drain, the draining beiug 2ft. Gin.

deep and 18ft. apart, my experience being that this mode of

draining is the most suitable for heavy land where, as in my
case, there is no porous subsoil. I set on foot a breeding flock

of about 200 ewes, and adopted the system of buying and

rearing as many calves as I could.

" The stock on ray farm consists at present of ahout 230
breeding ewes, 60 draft ewes, which I am fatting, 230 lambs

(I sold4o to tht butcher at £2 a head during the spring), 12

Irish steers fit for the butcher, eight dairy cuvvs, 55 youn?
things of various ages from one to two years old, and 23

weaning calves. All have cake, and all are in the most thriv-

ing condition, except that some of the ewes are troubled with

rot. I have besides about 60 pigs. The ewes are eating off

vetches preparatory to wheat, and the lambs aie eating off a

piece of two-jear-old ley.

" I find that with my dairy of eight cows I can supply my
bouse most liberally with butter and cream, supply the

labourers with a certain quantity of skimaied milk, and
rear the number of calves 1 have stated, of course supple-

menting the milk with liuseed, oatnieai, and Thorley's food.

" I walked over my farm on Monday last with some of ray

agricultural friends, according to my annual custom, to see

bow things were looking and estimate the produce. I iiave 45
acres of wheat, all looking well, with sufficient straw to give a

load an acre, but w hich, owing to defective kerning, we
put down at 32 bushels to the acre ; 16 acres of barley, which
we estimated at six quarters to the acre ; about 20 acres of

oats, which we also estimated at six quarters ; and about eight

acres of peas, which we estimated at 32 busliels, the haulm
being very strong, but the pods small and not well filled ; 16

acres of mangels, the best plant 1 have ever had, but back-

ward ; 16 acres of very good swedes ; and 27 acres of turnips

in various stages of growth, but all promising well.

" We have had at least double our average rainfall, which
bas of course, given us great trouble, but beyond beiug very

backward I do not think we have suffered from it. I hope

to begin cutting wheat next Monday, and barley the week
lollowing.

" Tt may in'erest you to know thatl now always sow bai-'^y

without seeds, so that I can cut it and carry it the same day,

sowing my seeds either wiili wheat or oats, ray observation

being that in nine cases out of ten barley is spoilt through the

clover, which necessitates its lying out for some days until the

clover is dry, tliereby spoiling a very valuable crop of barley

ior a very small quantity of clover hay.

" 1 have three homesteads, avoiiing as much as possible

needless carting. I grow every year four acres of mangolds
ou the same piece of ground, close to two sets of the buildings,

manuring heavily with dung, sowing i cwt. otdisi-olvcd bones

and 1 cwt. of ni'.rutc broudcaet, aud drilling iu with o c«l. of

dissolved boues.

" My other piece of mangolds I always sow after swedts,

thereby saving all dung cart, and having the best possible

preparation with only one ploughing. Like your correspon-
dent, I always grow my swedes partly after rye and partly

after trilolium led off, generally sowing daily as I plough up
to the sheep.

" I always seed out heavily, sowing some Dutch and alsike

with the clover and bents, and I keep my land down two,

three or four years, according to circumstances, always arrang-

ing to have a piece of old ley adjoining my roots, so as to be

able to run the sheep out iu wet weatlier. I have laid down
and am laying down some 60 acres to grass, seeding out with

half a crop of oats, mowing tiie first year, and then leeding and
continually manuring, and iu that way I find I very readily get

an excellent pasture.
" And now for results. My accounts are very accurately

kept. I get a better rent than I should get from a tenant, I

get 5 per cent, interest upou a capital of about £20 to the

acre. I pay a bailiff literal wages. I farm for pleasure and
fpend at least £100 a year in neatnesses and delicacies. I am
continually taking poor fields in hand and bringing them
round, but generally succeed in making both ends meet within

a moderate sum, vvhicti I am sure would be just the other

way if I farmed myself and farmed entirely tor profit; and,
moreover, 1 have had the satisfaction ot having at least

doubled the capital value of my laud.
" I hope it will not trouble you to read what I have

written,"

THE GAME LAW AMENDMENT
BILL, 1879.

Mr. P. A. Taylor, M.P., writes to the Bail!/ News:—

Mr. Mundella, in describing the engagement made by the
Government in regard to this Bill as a " partial promise,'

has quite understated the extent of their bad faith. The case

stands thus:—The case of a farmer in Scotland, convicted,

under the Night Poaching Act, of killing a rabbit outside his

own gate, had excited much indignation, and at the suggestion

of a Scotch member the Government promised to mitigate the

brutal severity of this Act, by enacting that when the convict-

lug magistrate was of opinion that the crime of killing a
rabbit at night was not agarravated by violence, actual or

contemplated, the penalty might be diminished to that to

which the offender would have been liable had the horrible

crime been effected iu the daytime. It probably is not

generally kaoA'u that under tiiis atrocious Night Poaching
Act the magistrate iu sentenceing has no discretion—be must
condemn to imprisonment with hard labour. Well, the
G jverninent brought in their Bill, and strange to say,

although the Night Poaching Act applies to the whole
country, this mitigating Bill applied to Scotland only. The
English farmer and labourer may, I suppose, be kicked and
flouted with more impunity. On going into Committee (May
5, I tliiukj I pointed out this anomaly, and moved that the

Bill should apply to the whole country. While I was speak-
ing much consultation and whispering were going on between
the Homa Sacrelary, the Lord Advocate, and the Attorney-
General, the result of which was apparent when, on my sitting

down, the Attorney -General rose and said that if I would
not ftirther oppose the going into Committee he would move
to report progress after negativing the first clause (limiting

the action to Scotland), with the view of preparing the

necessary clauses to ellt^ct the object of extending the Bill

to ihe whole country. I, of course, acceded gladly, and the

fir»t clause ^as duly negatived, and progress reported ; and
all friends of justice and decency congratulated themselves
01 the fuct that at least one little step had been takea
towards mitigating the shameless atrocity of our Game Law
Code,

The Bill could have been carried through without the
slightest dilliiiulty or loss of time ; the Govrrument, however,
postponed and postponed, until tliey could make tlie lateness

of the session an excuse for withdrawing it. Amongst their

many sins against decency during the session, this may seem
hut a small one, but perhaps uf all it bears aw^y the bell far

surpassing uu-auucsb,
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CASE OF LOCK JAW SUCCESSFULLY
CURED WITH NITRITE OF AMYL.

Mr. S. Lawton Ragg, M.R.C.VS.., wriles to the Field

:

I forward you particulars of the following case, not because

it can be considered a very iincoiiiraoa one, or that it possesses

anything very uuusuni, but from the lact that, so far ns 1

am anare, no case has been recorded iu which lock-jaw lias

been treated with the nitrite of arayl—an a^rent which I

think des'^rves a more extensive trial in tliis disease than I

have hitherto had an opportunity of giving it.

The subject of ray communication was an aged cart raare,

the pruperty of j\Ir. J. Hudson of this town. She had only

been in her owner's possession a few weiks, when she fell

lame from two saud cracks in the near fore foot. For this

lameness slio was taken to tlie shoeing smith's. This indi-

vidual, like a many more iu his traiV, hail the idea that he
kne* how to " doctor a lame fool," and he forthwith fired the

mare ; not on the coronet over the cracks, as we should liave

supposed, but barbarously burnt with a tiring iron sis or more
holes through the horn into the sensitive parts of the foot

;

the result was a considerable amount of irritative fever, fol-

lowed iii a short time utterwards by the disease iu question.

It is not my intention to describe the various kinds of this

disease, nor to advance any explanation to elucidate its

pathology, but to limit myself as briefly as possible to the

case before us. On Muy 6 I was requested to sec a brown
mare, who, as the owner said '" could not eat, frothed at the
mouth, and champed her jaws a deal." On arrivinj^ at the

stable, I fonnd the raare presentinjf the following symptoms
in addition to the above : Pulse '*0, protrusion of the mera-

brana niclitaus, but not to such an extent as is Ubually seen in

lock-jaw, R general stiffness ot the whole body, more
particularly the Ct*rvical aud muscles of mastication,

straggling gaif, aud elevation of the tail; the mouth was
only partially closed ; bieathiug accelerated, with dilalioa of

the nostrils.

I at once diagnosed the case to be one of tetanus or lock-

jaw, and at the same time administered a six-drachm purging
ball ; this was accomplished by sticking the hall on a poinied

stick, and pushing it as far back as I could, it being an utter

Impossibility to introduce ray hand into her mouth. 1 left

instructions for the mare to he kept perfectly quiet till I

should ^ee hrr on the following day.

Oil the 7ih ius*^, I found my (atient much the same ; the

purgative had ouly acted slightly. As the mare was quiet,

and had not laid down, I did not cou^ider it desirable to ph ce

her in the sliugj. I comraencpd giving her half-drachm

doses of hydrocyanic acid (Sheel's etreugth) night and morn-
ing, which she readily took iu a little water. This treatment

was continued up to the \2\\\ of May. On this date the mare
had either laid or fallen do*B, and lu her vio'fut struggli-s to

get up lud knocked one end ot the loose-box rioivn. which was
ouly a single brick wall. With foiue little trouble I got her

up and p act-d iu siing, fearing that she would again get down
and injure hersel".

Ou the 19ru I found the mare more excited, although she

took to the slings very well. As she was making little or no
progress it was evident that, unless some alterntiou took place,

the case would sooi have an unlavoiirable termination.

As I had used the nitrite of amyl in a case of traumatic

tetanus last Septen^ber with such results as warranted me in

agiin giving it a trial, I deteruiined to have recourto to it

again. Accordingly I prescrilied this agent in half-drachm

doses niijht and morniu>r, which I increased to a drachm. As
1 xave it in linseed tea, the smell was in some measure hid-

den. 1 need not give you detailed particulars from day to

day ; sufiice it to say tliat I continaed tliis treatment with the

lie^t of results up to the 30th, when 1 had her taken out of

the slings. With the exception of an 8oz. botile of belladonna

liniin?nt for the throiit, nothing more was done in the way of

medicine, the rest being left to up.ure. 1 last saw the mare
on the 4^111 of June, wlien 1 dismissed her; she was put to the

liorse, and is uow working on a farm.

In concUivion, 1 may mention that, althongli she was in a

loose bos, kept dark hy nailing sacks over the windows, and
every attention given iier by the person in attendance, she was

subject to the constant noise of tile-cutting (the stable being

i.r\t to a tilr-cuttct's sliop), nhich would not tcud to haaitu

her rccuverv.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The position of the cattle trade has not undergone any
appreciable change during the month. The total i-upplifs of
stock exhibited has not been as large as usual, but this is

mainly owing to the detemion of the American beasts at water
side. From the midland and home countie'i, however, the
receipts of beasts have fallen off and in addition there was
noticed a marked unevenness of quality and condition. From
Norfolk and Suffolk about an average supply came to hand,
whilst the Irish receipts were considerably heavier than last

year. Scotland contributed a fair show for the time of year.
From abroad there was a full average display from Spain, D.'n-
mark, and Sweden, with a few Canadian. No feature was
observed in the trade. Quietness reigned th^oughou^, and the
tendency of values was towards weakness. The best Scots
and crosses were disponed of at 5s. 6d. to 5s. 8d. per 8 lb.

In the sheep pens was a fair supply, the number being in

excess of last year. The quality and condition were about up
to the average. Business was quiet, and but few changes took
place in pric-ev The best Downs and half-breds were diiposed

of at Gs. 8d. to 6,. lOJ. per 8 lb.

Lambs were quiet throughout, and were generally quoted at

7s. to Ts.Sd. per 8 lb.

For calves and pigs about an average inquiry was expe-
rienced, quotations resting about the same.

The imports of cattle during the month thus compare with
the Idst three years :—

1876. 1877. 1878, IS79.

Beasts 13,951 ... 11,308 ... 8,481 ... 13 344
Sheep, Lambs 63,572 ... 77.331 ... 62,207 ... 69 547
Calves 2,178 ... 4,14-2 ... 2,798 ... 2 978
Pig3 1,212 ... 3,989 ... 5,654 ... 3,497

From our own grazing districts, the receipts were as under .

187<3. 1877. 1878. 1879
Lincolnshire, Leicester-

shire, and Northampton-
shire 10,950 9,650 9,410 7.705

Other parts of England. 2,245 2,100 1,800 1,880
Scotland 21 150 10 124
Ireland _ 90 120 800

The total supplies of stock exhibited and sold were :

—

1876. 1877. 1878. 1S79.
Blasts 2'^,410 ... 17,290 ... 19,740 ... 13 9.S0

Sheep,Lambs 144310 ... 79,720 ... 76.810 ... 86690
Calves 4,3:0 ... 1,030 ... ],760 ... 3420
Pigs Ill ... 120 ... 140 ... 70

Beasts have sold at 4?. to os. 8d., Sh.ecp 5s. to 63. lOJ.,
Lambs 7s. to 7s. 8d., Calves Ss. to Ss. 10d„ Pigs 3»-. Sd. to
4s. 6J. per 81b.

CoMFAPasoN or Prices.

July August

1875. 1876.

«. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

,4 Oto 6 8 4 6 to 6 2
.4 6 to 7 ... 4 6 to 7
.6 Oto 7 G 7 Oto 8 G
.4 6 to 5 8 4 4to 6
.4 6 to 5 4 4 6 to G

August August

1877. 1878.
8. d. 8. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef 4 6 to 6 2 4 6 to 6
Mutton 5 6 to 7 2 5 6 to 6 10
I>amb 7 to 8 7 to 8
Veal 5 to 6 2 5 G to 6 R
Pork 3 8 to 5 2 4 to 4 10

Beef ...

Mutton .

Lamb
,

Veal ...

Potk....

" How dare you curse before me?" severely inquired a
clergyman of a loafer who had used bad language. And then
llii< had man rctorlid, ' How did I know yitu wauled to curse

liral
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE,
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING AUGUST 25.

AUhough we have now arrived at the last week in

Auguatj harvest operations have scarcely commeuced
in this country, as the weather throughout the past

week has been excessively wet and altogether unfavour-

able to the cereal crops and agricultural labour. Wheat
will, in all probability, turn out very deficient when the

thrashing machine gets to work, and Barley even more

disappointing than Wheat, as both crops began badly,

sowing bfcing much delayed at the outset by the saturated

state of the land. Little or no subsequent amelioration

took place in the weather, which has continued abnor-

mally wet throughout the summer, so that, so far from any

lee-way having been made up, the crops are even more
backward at the present time than they were in the

Spring, considering the average time at which harvest

commences. Independently of the general detriment to

the quality and yield caused by the absence of sunshine,

the heavy rain storms of the past week have seriously

laid the crops in many parts of the northern and

midland couaties, while the submersion of low-lying

lands has caused the plant to rot at the root, and

developed blight and mildew in the ear. Large quantities

of bay have been washed away in Derbyshire by the

overflowing of rivers, while in Wales, the floods have

been so heavy, that railway traffic has been seriously

impeded. Nearly everywhere the fields are choked with

weeds, and there is every sign that the present year will

be as bad or worse, for the farmers than its immediate

predecessors. The few days sunshine towards the middle

of the month gave promise of fair weather for harvest,

but all who indulged in such anticipations have been

disappointed, as the seasoa seems likely to maintain its

watery characteristics to the close. In the more
sheltered districts some pieces of Wheat and Barley are

ready to be cut, and should anything lilce fair weather

prevail, will piubably be down this week, but harvest

is not likely to be general under any circumstances before

the first week in September. In Scotland farmers have

taken advantage of the recent short spell of fine weather

to secure a good deal of hay, which has not been so

injured by wet as was at one time feared. The cereal

crops in the North are, of course, still quite gieen, and

as everything is so unusually backward, much of the

grain in the uplands may never ripen at all. October

rather than September will probably be the harvest

month in Scotland this year. Turnips are said to be

improving, and Potatoes generally free from disease, but

like everything else the tubers are very late, and do not

promise an abundant yield by any means. After the

sunshine and consequent depression in the grain trade

during the previous week, the change for the worse in

agricultural prospects has brought about a revival of

activity in the Wheat trade, which has in some instances

enabled sellers to recover the recent decline of Is. per

qr. The imports have again been excessive, last Monday's

return showing over 100,000 qis., while the subsequent

arrivals up to Friday have reached 110,820 qrs. But for

the fact of imports having been fully up to their usuhl

summer complement the strength of the trade has been

so marked that higher prices would doubtless have been

obtainable, but it is dilRcult to persuade millers to buy

exceijt in retail, in face of a supply considerably exceed-

ing 300,000 qrs. in three weeks, on the eve of harvest,

even if the prospects of such harvest are admittedly bar*,

America's capacity for gigantic shipments is also
I

thuruiij^hly uudersloud by buyers, who have operated i

cautiously, hut at the same time more freely, during the

past week at a slight advance on last Monday's currencies.

In another month's time the out-turn of most of the

European crops will be more accurately kuown, and
then it will be possible to obtain reliable data upon which
to indicate the future course of prices. Barley has
maintained previous values, but Maize and Oats have
again eased slightly under pressure of increased supplies.

The sales of English Wheat noted last week were
18,802 qrs.. at 493. 3d., againit 20,279 qrs. at 453. 2d.

in the previous year.

The London averaije for the^weck ending August 22ud
was 48s. lid. on 203 qrs.

The imports of the United Kingdom for the week
ending August IGth were 1,458,598 cwts. of Wheat, and
280,224 cwts. of Flour.

With an average attendance of millers and country
buyer's, increased steadinejs was observable in the trade

at Mark Lane on Monday last, when, notwithstanding

the excessive arrivals from abroad, the retrograde move-
ment in prices which took place at the close of the

previous week was checked by the return of heavy rain.

The rally was, however, slight, as it was diflicult to get

millers to operate except in retail, in face of the large

supplies. Of English Wheat there was scarcely anythiug

on ofTei", and in absence of quotations remained nominally
unaltered. Foreign on the other hand, was abundant,

the total week's imports exceeding 103,000 qrs., of

which 42,555 qrs. were from American Atlantic ports,

and 37,051 qrs. from Russia. Australia and New
Zealand contributed about 12,000 qrs., and the remainder

was from Germany, Turkey, and the Ea?t Indies.

Factors commeuced by asking the full price? of the pre-

ceding Monday, which were not obtainable in face of

the heavy supplies, but the trade was decidedly firmer than

at the close of the previous week, and a fair consumptive

demand was experisuced at a decline of GJ. to Is. per qr.,

the fnll reduction affecting white descriptions, such as

New Zealand and Australian. The exports were 2,253
qrs., against 3,349 qrs. in the preceding week. The
supj)ly of Barley consisted of 1,227 qrs. of home-grown,
and 3,153 qrs, of foreign. Business was not very active,

but a steady tone prevailed, and no reduction was
necessary to effect sales. Maize, with an arrival of

28,391 qrs., was rather easier, especially for mixed
American, which could only he moved off at a decline

of Gd. per qr. on the week. The imports of Oats

were also large, in all 85,778 qrs., but with a

steady denrand fine sorts were saleable at about former

rates, while inferior descriptions favoured buyers to

the extent of 3d. per qr. On Wednesday the return

showed 220 qrs. of English Wheat, and 84,270 qrs. of

foreign. The market was fairly attended, and as the

weather was exceedingly wet the increased firmness

noticeable on Monday, gained further strength. A good

business was done in Wheat at fully former rates, but

Maize and Oats met a slow sale at unaltered currencies,

Ou Friday the su]iply had increased to 110,830 qrs. of

foreign Wheat, but there was no further supply of Eng-
lish. The market was moderately attended, and the trade

ruled steady for Wheat and feeding corn at Monday's full

prices, but no advance was obtainable, except in the case

of fine white Wheat, which brought Is. per qr. more
money, as the arrivals from abroad were excessive. The
imjiorts of I'^lour into the ITnited Kingdom for the week
cudiutr August IGth wax 2SO,:J2i cwL, against 181,1 7'J
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cw(. iu the previous week. The receipts into London were
l-i,4tj-l sacks of Enizlish and 9,865 sacks and 4,360 bar-

rels of I'oreign. The trade, although still of a dragging

nature, has been, if anything, a trille more active, and
holilers now ask the full prices of K'\st Monday, fcr both

sacks and barrels. The week's arrivals of Beans were

63,550 cwt. and of Peas 28,104 cwt., showing a decrease

of l'J7 cwt. on the former, and au increase of 13,738
cwt. on the latter. There has not been much inquiry for

Beans, but in the limited business passing, previous quo-

tations have been supported. Peas have also sold slowly, and
with increased supplies prices have been the turn in

buyei-s' favour. The deliveries of Malt were 10,151 qrs.

and the exports 741 qrs. No new feature has presented

itself in this branch of the trade, which has

ruled quiet at about previous currencies. Al-

though wanting ia aninit;tion, considerable steadi-

ness has characterised the agricultural see 1 trade during

tl'.e past week, and with very few exceptious the values of

all the [)iiucipal varieties continue to tend upwards. Pears

are entertained that the English crop of red Clover will

result in failure, and the samples of new Trefoil shown
have been of the poorest quality. Mustard and Rape have

met a steady demand, the former having improved Cd. per

bushel, but no quotable change can be noted in any other

variety. Supplies continue light at the country markets,

and there has not been much business done in Wheat,
but the broken and unsettled weather which has prevailed,

has strengthened holders' views, and in some cases the

decline of Is. per qr. which was necessary to effect sales

at the beginning of the v/eek, has been recovered. Spring
Corn has been firm but quiet, while Maize has, in some
instances, brought rather higher rates. At Liverpool, on
Tuesday, the market was fairly attended, and a good retail

trade was done in Wheat at lully previous prices for all

except new red winter American for which id. to 2d. per

cental advance was obtainable. Flour was also fully as

dear, and Beans and Peas Id. per cental dearer, but

Maize closed quiet, notwithstanding the advice of light

shipments, at the previous quotation of 4s. 9d. for neWj

and 4s. lOd. for old. The week's imports included

86,000 qrs. of Wheat, and 34,000 qrs. of Maize. At
Ne«f castle Wheat has met a dull sale at about late rates,

while Plour has slightly receded. Maize has also favoured

buyers, but no quotable change has occurred in Spring

Corn. At Leeds there has been very little inquiry either

fur English or foreign Wheat, and no alteration has taken

place in values, but Oats and Beans have found buyers at

6d. per qr. more money. At Hull the trade has ruled

slow, for both English and foreign Wheat, at a decline of

Is. per qr. Bailey and Beans have, however, been rather

dearer, and iNlaize, although not very active has firmly

maintained late rates. At Edinburgh the market has been
fairly supplied with Wheat, which met a slow sale ou
Wednesday at a decline of Is. per qr. Barley was un-

altered, aud Oats and Beans found buyers at previous

prices. At Leith the wtather has been stormy and un-

settled, and the trade has ruled quiet for Scotch Wheat
at about late rates. Foreign has been firmly held, but

with heavy arrivals from abroad the amount of business

done has been limited. There has, however, been little

pressure to sell as the bulk of the imports has gone direct

to millers. Barley and Maize have been steady, and
occasionally the turn dearer, but there has been no change
iu Oats, Beans, or Peas. At Glasgow the week's arrivals

have been liberal of Wheat, Flour, and Maize, for all of

which the trade has been dull, and prices have tended in

buyers' favour, but an upward tendency has been apparent

in Spring Corn, all varieties having sold steadily at fully

late rates. At Dublin the grain trade has been exceed-

ingly quiet, and in the absence of sales prices remain

nominallj uaalt«red for both Wheat and Maize, At Cork

a steady consumptive demand has been experienced for
Wheat at last week's quotations, while Maize has tirmly
maintained previous currencies.

The following are the reports from Mark Lane daring
the past month :

—

Jlonday August 4.

The attendance at the market had been expected to be
good, but expectations only resulted in disappointment,
many factors being out of town, but few millers being in
special want of grain and farmers in general being busy
in the fields. The weather was fine after two wa'rm but
cloudy days, and the wind having veered from the south
to the uorth-east, continued sunshine was promised.
English Wheat, 130 qrs., was in very meagre supply, so
that prices were not changed from the beginning of 'the
week. Foreign Wheat, 03,420 qrs., was held rather
stiffly by the greater number of merchants, though there
were a few sales at a decline on the week of 2s. for white,
and Is. for red descriptions.

English Barley, 300 qrs , was in moderate reqnest at
the advanced quotations of Monday. There were no im-
ports, and as the quantity on passage is very small, holders
manifest full confidence.

Oats, Scotch, 360 qrs. ; foreign, 78,840 qrs., were
difficult to maintain in price ; inquiry, although fairly
active, not being equal to the heavy Russian and Swedish
arrivals.

Maize, 10.210 qrs., was rather dull at the commence-
ment of the market, but as the day wore on, holders
refused to make any concessions, and a moderate business
was done at fully previous rates, both for round and for
flat descriptions.

Beans were occasionally Is. dearer from Monday, as
since the end of the previous week there were no arrivals.

Peas, foreign 1,390 qrs., were firm at full prices.

Flour, foreign 11,160 sacks; American 5,020 barrels,

was a slow trade. Prices were quite unchanged.

Monday August 11.

The arrivals during the past week have been : English
Wheat, 612 qrs. ; foreign, 104,013 qrs. Exports, 3,349
qrs. The supply of English Wheat fresh up to market
this morning was practically nil, and the few samples
offering were firmly held for last week's prices, but with-
out attracting much attention ; of foreign the arrivals
were very heavy, and with finer weather, a quieter tone
pervaded the trade, but a moderate consumptive demand
v/as experienced, albeit at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr.

on the fortnight.

Country Flour, 10,883 sacks; foreign, 12,210 sacks
and 1,311 barrels. There was a quiet but fairly steady
trade for both sacks and barrels at unaltered currencies,

English Barley, 959 qrs. ; Foreign, 5,286 qrs. Aa
improved inquiry was met for all varieties, and sellers

were enabled to establish an advance of 6d. per qr.

Malt : English, 20,307 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,300 qrs.
;

Irish, 200 qrs. Exports, 1,934 qrs. Owing to the more
favourable weather, holders were more anxious to sell,

and prices were, if anything, a shade easier.

Maize. 11,911 qrs. Exports, 3,812 qrs. Owing to
the scarcity of Spot Corn, sales were practicable at Is.

to Is. 6d. per qr. more money than was obtainable this

day fortnight.

English Oats, 1,273 qrs. ; Scotch, 150 qrs. ; foreign,

42,131 qrs. Exports, 104 qrs. All descriptions were
in fair request at an advance of 6d. per qr.

English Beans, 23G qrs. ; foreign, 6,221 qra. Firm
and full/ as dear.

Linseed, 4,605 qrs, Unaltered.
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Monday August 18.

The arrivals during the past week have beeu : English

Wheat, G95 qrs. ; Foreign, 103, 52^. qrs. ; Exports,

2,253 qrs. There was again a very small supply of

English Wheat at market this morning, and sales pro-

gressed slowly at about late rates. Of foreign the arrivals

were excessive, and prices receded Is. per qr, on the week,

with a fair, willing demand at the reduction. On the

•whole, a good deal of steadiness was observable, as

yesterday's heavy rain is reported to have seriously laid

the crops in some districts.

Country Flour, 14,464 sacks ; foreign, 9,8G5 .sacks,

and 4.360 barrels. There was uot much business done,

but no quotable change took place either for sacks or

barrels.

English Barley 1,211 qrs. ; Scotch IG qrs.; foreign

3,153 qrs. ; steady, but rather less active, at last Monday's

currencies.

Malt, English 15,663 qrs. ; Scotch 488 qrs. ; Exports

741 qrs. Buyers operated cautiously, but previous rates

were obtainable.

Maize 28,391 qrs. ; exports 2803 qrs. Increased

supplies tended to depress the trade which ruled quiet

at a decline of 6d. per qr., since last Monday.

English Oats, 176 qrs.; Scotch, 66 qrs.; foreign,

85,778 qrs. Owing to the heavy imports a weaker tone

was apparent, and prices favoured buyers to the extent of

8d. per qr.

English Beans, 307 qrs.; Foreign, 9,981 qrs. ; ex-

ports, 504 qrs. In fair request and unaltered in value.

Linseed, 9,416 qrs. Firm, but not quotably dearer.

Monday August 25.

The arrivals during the past week have been : Euglish

Wheat, 868 qrs.; foreign, 114,205 qrs. ; Exports, 1,588

qrs.

Of English ^Vheat there was little or nothing on offer

at market this morning, and in the absence of sales prices

were nominally unaltered. The arrivals of foreign were

again exceedingly heavy, and, in spite of unsettled weather,

only a moderate consumptive demand was experienced at

an advance of Gd. per qr. on the prices of last Monday.

Country Flour, 11,500 sacks ; foreign, 9,533 sacks

21,712 barrels. The trade ruled steady both for sacks

and barrels at fully late rates.

Euglish Barley, 1,204 qrs.; Irish, 25 qrs. ; foreign,

1,279 qrs. Sales progressed somewhat slowly, but pre-

vious prices were repeated.

Malt: English, 15,865 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,895 qrs.

Exports, 856 qrs. Although the amount of business done

was very limited, holders showed a good deal of firmness,

and in some instances raised their limits.

Maize, 30,884 qrs. Nominally unaltered, but if sale

were pressed, sellers had to submit to a slight reduction.

English Oats, 553 qrs. ; foreign, 79,865 qrs, ; Exports,

3,530 qrs. Although the trade was less animated than on

Friday last, there was a steady demand at an all-round

advance of 3d. to 6d. per qr.

English Beans, 271 qrs. ; foreign, 123 qrs.; Exports,

404 qrs. A quiet business at unaltered values.

Linseed, 2,343 qrs. Steady.

FLUCTUATIONS in the AVERAGE PRICE of WHEAT
FBI3B.
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CHAMPAGNES.

GR/\ND yiN DE L'EMPEREUR

TRADE tWWHMMK MARK.

NONPAREIL.
Splendid Wine equal to the Finest Brands, at half the usual Price.

Sole Importers of the Celebrated

GR/\ND ]/IN DE CHAMPAGNE.

TRADE ,SH MARK.

ROUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS.

MADEIRA
Of the FINEST aUALITY, in Quarter Casks and in Bottle, and every

other description of Wines at the

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
CAN ALWAYS BE HAD OF

TUXFORD AND CO.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

48, Fenehureh Street, London, E£,
EstabUshed 1847.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION,



THE

ROYAL FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE LIFE

AND HAIL INSURANCE OFFICE.
ESTABLISHED 840

TO INSURE AGAINST LOSSES BY

FIRE AND HAIL STORMS,
AND TO GRANT

INSURANCES ON LIVES-
DIRECTORS:

Chairman—ALFRED DEN ISDN, Esq., 6, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly.

Deputy-Chairman—B. P. SHEARER, Esq., 47, Gloutester-place, Portman Square.

Thomas Henry Burroughes, Esq., 16, Lower Berkeley Richard L. Loveland, Esq., 4, Hare Court, Temple.
Street. John Reddish, Esq., 9, Highbury New Park.

William Glutton, Esq., 7, Clifton Villas, Penge. Major F. Anderson Stebbing, 4, Cleyeland Gardeni,

A. J. Duff Filer, Esq., 10, Aberdeen Park, Highbury, Castle Hill, Ealing.

M, J. Hawker, Esq., 37, Cadogan Place, Sloane Street

FIRE.—Insurances at moderate rates.

LIFS.—Insuraaces on equitable terms. Profits divided every five years.

HAIL.—Crops insured against Hail Storms at 5d. per acre. ,

LOSSES,—Settled promptly and liberally.

AMPLE CAPITAL AND LAEGE EESERYES.
Prospectuses and Reports may be obtained of the Secretary, JOHN SH.\RP, 3, Norfolk Street, Strand

Loadon, W.C., or of the Agents.

THE
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AND

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL
IS THE

LARGEST AND THE LEADING FARMER'S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR POST.

Offico of Publication and for Advertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers

and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price 7d., or £1 10s. 4d. per annum.

J. C. NESBIT AND SON, Analytical, Agricultural, and Consulting
Cliemists (Manager A. Anthony Nesbit, F.C.S., &c.), undertake the analysis

of manures, feeding stuffs, seeds, soils, waters, and all agricultural requisites.

And may be consulted upon the cause of the failure of crops, or any questions
in scientific agriculture. Laboratory: 38, Gracechurch Street, E.G. A
Vmt of fees sent on application.
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IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G,,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as loUows, although any other

quantity may be had, if required:

—

i lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2

61b. 30 „ „ „ 3
8 1b. 40 „ „ 4

TO lb, 50 „ „ 6

201b. 100 ,, ,, (Cask and measure 10
301b. 150 ,, „ included) 15

401b. 200 „ „ ,
10

601b. 250 „ ., „ 13 6
601b. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 ,. „ , 1 17 6
1001b. 500 „ „ „ 2 6

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hbbkpath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions

given, I feel satisfied, that while it eflfectually destroys vermin,

it will not injure the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the

I
fleece, or the carcase. I thmk it deserves the numerou

I
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hbbapath, Sen., F.C.8., &c., &C.,
To Mr, Thomas Bigg Professor of C bemistry

.

Oeicester House, Great Dover-street Borough London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPBCIPIO,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions

of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—suflBcient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855,

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ot the -ith inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of
the 'NoN-poisoNOus Specific,' that wae so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after

dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to hav e
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your iSpECiFic proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in

three weeks the Sheep were quite cure<l j and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remarkably well at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg.

'

" R. BENNEY.
B3^ Plockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-poisonoua Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no " Non-poisonous "

article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious
of life. Such advertised prepai'ations must be wholly usvless,

or they are not what they are represented to be,

DIPPING APIARATUB £14. £6, £4, & £3.

ADVERTISING.
C, H. MAY & C 0.,

GENERAL ADVERTISING OFFICES,

8, GMCEGHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.G.
(THE ONLY ADDRESS). ESTABLISHED 1846.

Advertisements of every descriptioa received for inserlion in all Newspapers, Magazines, Reviews, &c., at the

sjHOie rates as at the ofEces of the papers.

Estimates for General Advertising. Reduction for a series. Liberal terms to large advertisers.

Advertisements are also received for all newspapers, which may be addressed to these oflSces, without extra

eharges, and replies forwarded if required.

C. H. MAY & Co., beg to intimate that they receive advertisements of every description and class, from the

most important official announcement to the smallest social want.

dvertisers desiring the utmost promptitude of insertion for their advertisements, are informed that, in ad-

dition to the ordinary deliveries, special parcels are despatched to all the leading newspapers three times daily.

Important annouDcements requiring instant publicity in distant localities are sent by special wire, without ia-

rcaee of charge.

The Press Manual for 1879, containing a List of Newspapers published in the United Kingdom, Post FreeQd
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PLATE.

POPPET AND FOAL.

THE 1-RIZI5 AfiRTOULTfUAL MARK AND FOAL, NOT QUALIFIED TO COMPETE AS CTA'PESDALES OU

SUFfOLKS, AT THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, LONDON.

Poppet (breeder unknown), a rich, dappled,

brown mare, seven years old, standing neai'ly six-

teen lianda high, is very good-looking, Avith

length, breadth, and depth on a short leg. She

made her first appearance in a prize ring at the

Oxfordshire Agricultural Meeting at Banbury)

in 1877, where she was awarded first honours as

]\Ir. Anderton's, of whom Messrs. E. and A.

Stanford, of the Batons, Steyning, Sussex, pur-

chased her and won first prizes at the following

agricultiu'al meetings in 1878. The Royal

Counties, Southampton, Tunbridge Wells,

Steyning, Pulborough, Chichester, and a Bronze

Medal at the Pai'is International Horse Show,

and in 1879 at the Bath and West of England,

Essex, the Royal Kilburn, and Lcicertershire

Meetings, when she became the propertj* of the

Dnke of Westminster, and has since been placed

first in the rings at Chester and Manchester.

Poppet, in contending for these prizes, met m.iny

of the best show going cart mares in the country.

Slie has had three foals, all fillies. Her first
|

filly, now two years' old, has won several prizes,

and left the Batons, Steyning, with Poppet, and
her foal by Young Topsman, for Eaton, Cheshire.

The yearling filly was first at the Bath and West
of England this year, the only time she has been
shown. Tlie Messrs. Stanford are well-known
for their Clydesdales, and the portraits of Tlie

Duke and The Flower, both Royal winners,

have appeared in the Fanners' Magazine. They
have at the stud now, in some grand, roomy
boxes. Young Topsman by Topsman out of Jess,

and The Baronet by The Duke out of Venture,

two well-known prize Clydesdale stallions. Tho
Drummer by the Duke, and Young Active, a
shire bred stallion by Young Black Prince. >\"e

have only space for the names of a few of their

well-known prize brood mares. The Flower,

Venture (bay), Venture (brown), Jessie, and
Diamond, all Clydesdales, and Daniel, a shire-

Itredmare. Among the hunting brood marcs \va3

old Monops, a winner of several steeple chases.

A LONGHORN CHAMPION.
Our frontispiece to-day is a photograph of

Major-General Sir F. W. Fitzwygram's Prince

Victor, a very creditable specimen of the Long-

horn breed, which gained the first prize in the

class for bulls over three years of age, and the

Champion Cup as tho host Longhorn bull in the

Oj.d Skkii.s.

yard, at the show of the Royal Agricultural

Society at Kilburn. Prince Albert was bred by
Mr. Shaw, of Fradley Old Hall, Licli field, his

sire being Earl of Upton 7th (7(i)j d'l"! Prince-ss,

and grand dam Victor.

Q LXWVI.-Xo.i.
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OUR WATER SUPPliY.

As long as the majority of the inhabitants of

great cities, like London, are content to drink

water derived from rivers contaminated by

sewage, it will not be surprising that the people

of our rural districts derive their water

supply from wells, in many cases impure brooks

o.- rivers nearly always impure, and from

stagnant ponds. In spite of the apparent purifi-

cation of water by the great water companies,

there is probably no more dangerous source of

supply than that of a river contaminated by

sewage. The water is often more pleasant to

drink and more inviting in appearance than well

or pond water ; but it is more likely to contain

jrerms of disease. At the National Water Supply
Exhibition, held in the Alexandra Palace, maps,

diagrams,and tables referriiig to the spread of dis-

ease by drinking-Avater are shown,and they afford

striking evidence of the great sacrifice of health

and life which arises from this source. At a

recent meeting of the Society of Arts, Sir. Ernest

Hart remarked upon the impossibility of estima-

ting " the number of lives annually sacrificed in

this country at the shrine of polluted water ;" but

he mentioned, as one result of his inquiry, that

no fewer than 6,879 preventable deaths occurred

in England and Wales in 1877, from enteric fever

alone. "With the maps shown at the Alexandra
Palace the following quotations from the report

of the Rivers Pollution Conmiission are given :

—

'1. The existence of specific poisons capable of

producing cholera and typhoid fever is attested

by evidence so abundant and strong as to be

practically irresistible. '2. The admixture of even

a small quantity of infected discharges with a

small quantity of drinking-water is suflicient for

the propagation of those diseases among persons

using such water. 3. The most efficient artificial

iiltration leaves in water inuch invisible matter in

suspension and constitutes no effective safeguard

against the pi'opagation of these epidemics by

polluted water." Many other particulars are

also given, especially in relation to outbreaks of

cholera, several of which have been traced to an

infected water supply. These relate to large towns

or cities ; but there is only too abundant evidence

Of.mischief arising from the consmnption of im-

pure water in rural districts. For instance, in

consequence of an outbreak of enteric fever in a

rural district, inquiry was made on a particular

farm. The medical ofiicer reported :

—
" At the

back door was a deep well sunk in sandy soil.

Close to the well on the surface was an open

cesspool, into which the excrement of the fever

patients was thrown without any admixture. .

. . I asked the farmer what he did with the

contents of the cesspool. The answer was sug-

gestive. ' Strange to say,' he replied, ' the cess-

pool never needs to be cleaned out.' The rea-

son was obvious. The excrement in a liquid state

r3adily filtered into the adjacent well.'' Public

attention has been very widely attracted to the

.dangers of the generally impure water supply

of the country, and there is reason to hope that'

before long something will bo done to relieve us
from the bai'barism and disgrace of the existing

state of things.

The Society of Ai'ts recently offered prizes for

the best suggestions for dividing England and
Wales into districts, for the supply of pure water

to the towns and villages of each district. At a
meeting held in May last the Committee reported

that they had selected two out of twelve papers

sent in asdesening of silver medals, but advised

the withholding of the gold medal. Seven paper3

altogether were deemed worthy of publication,

and these have since been published in a book
which is well worth reading, and which can be

obtained for one shilling and sixpence of the

Society, or of Mr. Trounce, of 10, Gough Square,

Fleet Street. The essay placed first of the two
that obtained a silver medal is that of Mr.
Frederick Toplis, who makes the following main
suggestions, as the basis of his scheme :

—

"1. That the country should be mapped out

into watershed districts, each containing one or

more complete river basins, and that a body of

Commissiiiners should be appointed to each dis-

trict. These Commissioners should be nominated
by Government with the sanction of Parliament ;

they should be men not connected with the dis-

trict by personal residence, nor by having pro-

perty or business in the district, and their ap-

pointment should be for life, or at any rate for a
long term of years, otherwise they will not take
sufiicient interest in their work to acquire a
thorough knowledge of it. A man appointed to

a post for a year or two rarely cares to go through
the drudgery necessary to make liimself ac-

qiiainted with all the petty details connected
with it.

^'2. Thatthese Commissioners shouldbe assisted

by competent legal and engineering advisers.

They should have a permanent engineer, at a
salary sufiicient to secure a man of considerable
experience in hydraulic engineering ; and there
should be a consulting engineer chosen from the

first rank of engineers engaged in this class of

work. It may, however, be left undecided for

the present whether each set of Commissioners
should have its own consulting engineer, or
whether two or more districts should be grouped
together, or whether there should be only one, or
perhaps two, consulting engineers for the whole
of England and Wales.

" .3. That these Commissioners should have
charge, not only of the waterworks in their dis-

trict,but also of the rivers and other watercourses,

and, in fact, that every drop of water falling in

their district should be more or less under their

control, from the time it falls on the land until it

reaches the sea. All existing Commissioners for

river improvements, &c., must be abolished, and
their authoritj^ merged in that of the ne^v Com-
missioners, whose duty it would henceforth be to

initiate and carry out works for the improvement
of river navigation, for the prevention of floods,

&o.
'

' 4. The Commissioners must have power to

acquire all existinst waterworks, and, if necessary,

all canals, &c. With regard to cauals, it Vtill notj
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j^erhaps, bo advisable that the Cominisfionors

should ac([uiro thein except when, owing to the

scarcity of water in a district and to the small-

siess of traffic on the canals, it may be considered

advisable that they should be closed."

Mr. Tuplis maps England and Wales out into

twelve districts, and shows the sources of water
supply in relation to the population in each. He
also elaborates his scheme in other respects, and
his remarks will repay perusal. He remarks that

the removal of all sewage [)ollution from rivers is

only a question of time, but adds :
—"Agricul-

tural pollution must alwaj's remain, and, on this

account, stream or river water, when there is any
considerable extent of cultivated land in the basin

draining into the river, can never be a desirable

source of water supply for domestic purposes."'

Many people thinlc that water out of laud drains

is particularly pure, as it is often soft and .spark-

ling ; but analysis will ofton show, as we have
proved from expeiieuce, that this is a dangerous
mistake. As to wells, everyone now knows how
careless our ancestors were, and ignorant people

still are, in allowing cesspoo's to exist in close

contiguity to wells of drinking water. On this

point Mr. Toplis observes :
—" The protection of

the underground water from pollution is a point

which has hitherto been entirely neglected, but
which urgently requires attention. The custom
prevalent in many parts of the country, of pour-

ing sewage into cesspools in j>ermeablc strata, or
into what are known as swallow holes, is one
which it will soon be found necessary U) put a
atop to."

The nastiest water consum.ed in country dis-

tricts, as far as appearance, taste, and smell go,

s that derived from ponds, and no doubt in

summer, whcu this water often becomes more or

less putrid, it is the cause of much sickness. Still

if it contains no germs of disease it is less danger-
ous to life tlian the apparently purer water of

ivers and other sources of supply contaminated
by sewage. The slovr undermining of health,

2iowever, often resulting in the ruin of the consti-

tution, is a result but little if at all less deplorable
than the more obvious horrors of an epidemic,
and the water supply of a large proportion of our
rural districts is dangerous as vve!l as disgusting.

^Ve call to uund an instance in which the inha-
bitants of some cottages were dependent for their

drinking-water on the supply from a pond in

which sheep were washed annually, and in num-
berless cases dunghills are placed too close to

ponds from which people drink, while in other
cases the ponds are near to farm yards, and sub-
ect to drainage fi'om them after every heavy rain.

No wonder thatfarm labourevsare not teetotallers,

when they can help it, and that they seldom
drink raw water when, they do not drink beer or
cider. The men and women drink weak tea,

!

and as boiling is the beat means of purifying I

water—-far better than filtering—much of the
'

evil that would otherwise be caused from an
impure water-supply is avc-idod. Children, who '

will drink water between meals, are the chief
j

sufferers.

Of course we may expect t'lat to any system of

national vrater supply objectioa to increasing the •

already overhurdenbd rates will bo raised, antl
wo admit that it woidd bo extremely unfair to
raise the funds necessary for su.pplj'ing the people
with water on the basis of the existing rating
system. This ditiiculty, however, might be met
by rating the owners of houses and cottages
only, and any objection to this way of raising
the necessary funds may fairly bo disregarded, a.s

a is the duty of every luui.se-owncr to provide
it supply of wholesome water to its inmates.

TUB IMPORT OF AMERICAN FOOD.

One of the Trade Reports by Her MaJHsty's
Secretaries of Enab:is?y and Ligation, recently
issued to both Houses of Parliament, contains a
Supplementary Report on the Trade and Com-
merce of the United Sfcate.«, by Mr. Victor A. W,
UrKmmond, to which we desire to call the careful

attention of our readers. It lias be.n compiled by
Mr. Urummond from a Special Report on the
Foreign Commerce of the United Stites, for the
fiscal year 1878, by Mr. Nimmo, Chief of tho
Bureau of Statistics; and of this Mr. Druminon.l
speaks as being, probably, the most valuable
statistical Repu-t on commercial matters over
issued by the United States Government. Tho
tables published in Mr. Drummnn i's Report ara
voluminous in detail; anl, under existing circum-
stances, are in the highe'-it (i^gv e "nteie^ting and
valuable It will bu iinpo^isible, in this notice, to

give detail>', anl we shidl in most instances have
to coniiue ourselves to the summaries furnished by
Mr. Drummond. He tells us that in re.-pect of tho
money value of United States' exports of " domes-
tic commodities," cotton and cotton manufactured
articles stand hrst, bread and breadstuffs second,
provisions third, and mineral oils fourth. Thus,
cotton and its manufactures represent 27'o2 per
cent, of total value of exports, bread ami
breadstuffs 20T2 per cent., provisions 17'7t;

per cent., and mineral oils C GO per cent.

;

these values constituting 781 per cent, of
the total value of exports of "domestic merchan-
dise." The value of exports of agricultural pro-

ducts is a most striking feature of these statistics,

and fraught with the gravest consequences to tho
British producer. In 1850 the value of these is

given as 108,00o,71;i dollars (£-22,Gi'(5,100 4s. L'd.),

and iu 1878 as o.3G,088,i'.j4 dollars (£111,074,G3(J
03.), Mr. Urummond goes on to show that the per-
centage, in quantity, of the various crops grown in

the United States which is exported, is as follows:

—Cotton Gl)'7 per cent., wheiit 25'S per cent., corn
(niai/.e) C-5 per cent., onts OO per cent., barley
lU-'Jper cent., hay 0-03 per cent., potatoes 0.4."J

per cent., tobacco 51 per cent., butter i'-.3 per cent.,

cheese 40 per cent , and petroleum GG per cent.
;

sliowing that 21 per cent, of the cereal crops ana
97 per cent, of the cotton crop ;u'o exported. It
will be noticed that the immense imports cf mfii^o

which we—and other countries—receive from the
United States, are estimated at only Go per cent, of
the totid produce. Ar.d Mr. Drummond point:'

out that in the "home" value of these crops corn
(maizn) stands first, wheat pecjnd, hay third, and
cotton fourth ; whiht in exports cotton stands
first. Tho values of exports of raw cotton fcr

Q2
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the year ]87S were in the followiug proportion :— '

To the United Kingdom 65'23 per cent., France
14'42 ppr cent., Germany T"42 per cent., and all

other countries 12 04 percent. Of cotton manu-
factures the relative export values, for the year

1S78, were as follows :—To China 22'40 per cent.,

United Kingdom 13'75 per cent., Mexico 11 '39

per cent., British Possessions in North America
10'82 per cent., and to rU other countries 41-64

p >r cent.

The exports of bread and breadstuffs from the

United States are shown in a table dating from
1800 to 1878. It appears that in 18G0 the value

of these exports was 24,422,310dollar3 (£5,087,981
.rvs.), and that in 1878 the value was 181,777,841

dollars (£37,870,383 10s. ]0d.). This
_
large

amount of exported breadstuffs is about 21 millions

of dollars in excess of the next largest figures,

which relato to 1874; the greatest increase having

occurred since 1873. The in-oportion in which
various countries received these exports is in the

following order :—The United Kingdom 6921 per

cent., British Possessions in North America 8'07

per cent., France 421 per cent., Belgium 3'42 per

cent., Brazil 2' u8 per cent., liritish West Indies,

and British Honduras 1 TO per cent., Netherlands
1*73 per cent., Portugal 1*72 per cent., and other

countries less than 1 per cent, in each case. It is

stated that a large proportion of the exports of

breadstuffs to the Dominion of (Janada consisted

of shipments in transit from the United States to

Great Brit un, according to the Canadian official

Titurns. IMr. Drummond deduces from these facts

that, "of the total value of breadstuffs exported

to the British Possessions in North America
(during the year 1878), amounting to 14,671,930

dollars (£3,0o6,6;j3 Os. 8d.), the value thereof

which was re-exported thence to the United King-
dom amounted to 8,171,842 dollars (£1,702,4437

Is. 8d.). This amount, added to the value of

direct shipments, would give a total value of the
- exports of bread and breadstuff's from the United
States to the United Kingdom of about 134,000,000

dollars (£27,910,006 13?. 4d.), or about 73 per

Cint. of the total value of such exports to foreign

countries.''

Exports of " provisions" from the United States

foimi another remarkable feature of this repot t.

These " provisions'' include pork and pork pro-

ducts beef and preserved meats, butter, and cheese.

The export value of these articles to the several

foioigu countries is in the following proportion :

—

The United Kingdom 64'91 per cent., Germany
802 per cent., France 6"99 per cent., Belgium
5-34. per cent., Cuba 2 9G per cent., British Pos-

sessions in North America 2 21 per cent., Hayti
and San Domingo 170 per cent. ; British West
Indies and British Honduras P20 joer cent. ; and

' !)ther countries in each case less than 1 per cent.

Of the total value of exports of "provisions," pork

and pork products constituted 70"15 per cent.,

beef and preserved .meats 10"59 per cent., and
butter and cheese ]4'00 per cent. Thelarifer por-

> tion of provi-ions exported to Canada was subse-

quently re-exported to the United Kingdom and
other foreign countries. The exports of bacon and
bams uere fifteen time'* as sjreat in 1878 as in 1870
•beef three and a half times as great, jjreserved

meats mote than sixteen t'.mes as great, and during
the pist six mouths of tiie current fiscal year theie
has been a rapid iiicrpaso of tbe:-e expor.s.

'Hie most startling figure-; in this report are those
which refer to the exports of fiesh meat and hving
anim ds. The export of fresh beef (beef alone) was
4,370,000 lb. in 1876; 49,210,990 11). in 1877;
and 54,047,771 lb. in 1878; the United Kingdo n
taking 99T3 per cent., and all other countries

together 087 per cent. The exports of fi-esh me.it

are not now on the increase. But the growth of the
export trade in living animals is marvel'ons. In
1868 the value of such exports was 733,39.o dollars

(£152,7i'0 12s. 6d.), andin 1878 it was 6,844,653
dollars (£1,217,636 Os. lOd.), for the fiscal year,

ending June 30, and during the last fiscal

year, ending on that date, the value of the
exports of living animals was eight times t' e

valtie of su'h exports during the corresponding
fiscal year of 1808. The propoition i'l whicli these

exports were received bv foreii/n countries is as

follows:—The United Kingdom 5433 per cent :

Cuba 14-9] per cent. ; British North America 11-92

per cent.; British We.st Indies ani British

Honduras 6.85 per cent. ; Mexico 3'36 per cent.

;

French West Indies and French Guiana 1'82 per
cent.; Germany l'60percent. ; British Guiana 1'36

percent. ; Belgium 1 23 per cent. ; and other coun-
tries, collect' vely 2-62 per cent. About 55 per rent,

of the entire exports of living animals was to Great
Britain and Ireland, about 15 pt^r cent, to Cuba,
and about 12 per cent, to British Possessions in

North America. The exp )rts of cattle constituted

67 per cent, of the exports of living animals; the

numbers of thi different kinds of stock exported
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878, being

as follows :—Horned stock, 80,040 : horses 4,104 ;

mules, 3,800; sheep, 183,995; and hogs 29,284.

Nearly 62 per cent, of the total value of the exports

of cattle dnring the fiscal year 1878 was to Great
Britain, 17^ per cent, to Cuba, and 11 per cent, to

British Pos'sessions in Noitb America. But a large

proportion of the last-mentioned item consisted cf

exports to Great Britain via Montreal. The aver-

age .price of the cattle exported to Cuba, during the

period alluded to, was 17 dollars (£3 8s. lOd.), to

the Dominion of Canada, 46 dollars (£9 lis. 81.),

and to Great Britain over 96 dollars (£20). Dur-
ing the first six months of the current fiscal year,

namely from July to December inclusive, there has
been an increase equal to 100 '6 per cent, in the e

ex])oi ts compared with the correspondmg months
of the preceding year, and an increase of 270 per
cent, in the value of such imparls. This last state-

ment we take to be the most significant of the whole
list of astounding items contained iti this report

The value of the exports of cattle during the year

ending June 30, 1878, amounted to 3,896,818.

dollars (£811,837 Is. 8d.); whereas, the value of

such exports during the past six months of the

current fiscal year amounted to 4,974,328 dollars

(£1,036,318 6s. 8d.), or 1,077,510 dollars

(£224,481 5s.) in excess of the exports of the pre-

ceding fiscal year.

We leave our readers to form their own opinions

on these figures. For our own part, we have from

the first expressed ourselves to the effect that they

deceive themselves who under-rate and under-
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estimate the food producing and food-expottin;^

power of the Uiiiteil Statts of America. We take

It thar, the data supplied intliis vahntile re])ort, aud
the daily expcrie'ices of tlie \votkin<f ofthis export

power, do not artord a ba'^is on vvliicli to form even
an api)toximate idea of the extent to which this ex-

port tiaiie ma)' grow within the next deca le. ^Ir.

Drimunond thinks that it may, prrhips, bs some
slight considatioa to British podiicers '-that tliere

are others on a smad scale, in a position somewhat
identical to their ow n." 11 so, it must be very slight

indeed— inlinitesmal in fact— so laras his ligiu e . are

concerned. He leds us that during the year I8')G

the average rale for the carriage of wheat from

Chicago to New V oik, by Lake and Eiie Canal,

was a little over '27 cents (l.'-ijd.) per bushel ; but
that during the year 1878, by th-f same mule, tlie

average rate was 7^ cents (-'i^d.), and by rail 12

cents (Hd.) Even th s is but as nothing, for the

possibility has been shown that wheat may
be carried from St. Louis to

by the Mississippi route—a dis-

more than 5,000 miles—at a rate

of 12 cents (txl.) per bu-hel. Mr. Drummond
says that until the aJvent of a succession of

good harvest-, acco npanied by a sensible reduction

ill (arm rents generally throughout the United
Kingdom sha'l enable farmers to grow their corn,

and breed cuttle to sell as cheajdy as American corn

and cattie are sold in England, he can see no chance
of their be ng able to compete very successfully'

with the increasing areas ot agricultuial lands now
being brought under cultivation in " that vast pro-

gressive countrj'," the United States of America,
for some years to rouie. V\^e go further, and say,

unhesitatingly, that before British agriculture can
again be prosperous—tliat is to say, before it can
compete with foreign importa'ions of food-products

—there will have taken place ii.any changes, in

our agricultural system such as our great lind-

O'.vners can plainly foresee, but which, as a rule,

they carefully avoid cieniioning in public.

eventually

Livt'rjjool,

taiice of

Since the previous article was written IMr. Drum-
mond has supplemented his report by a valuable

statement published in the Dailij Xeics, and
copied on another page of our present issue.

Want of space prevents us from commentiiig
fully upon this interesting statement ; but we
nnist point to one important deduction to be
drawn from it, a very different one from that which
Mr. Drummond himself draws. He tells ns that
meat brought from America in a dead state can be
sold in London at 6kl. per lb. with a profit, and
thatsomepeople saj^ it can be soklatSkl., still with
a profit, though a small one. He also tells us
that meat brought from America in the form of

live cattle can be prolitably sold at Liverpool for

7d. to 7^d. per lb. From these figures it appears
that the shipper of cattle requires from Id. to 2d
per pound more to remunerate him than the.

shipper of dead meat requires. At the same
\

time we are informed from another source that
I

American graziers derive more advantage from
tlve dead meat than from the cattle-export traffic,

j

If these stateinenta are true, it is clear that only

middle men are bcnefitc<l by the American cattle

traffic, producers and consumers both reaping
a greater advantage from the dead-meat trade.
Another imiiortant conclusion ia to be drawn

from Mr. Druinmond's statements. He tells us
that American shippers have obtaineil for their
cattle sent to Liverpool, not only the 7d. or 7.id.

per 11). necessary to seciu-e them a fair proTit,

but from these prices up to I)d. per lb. That
being the case, how can slaughter at our ports
have diminished the supply >. Wo presume that
American shippers are not particular as to whore
their cattle arc killed as long as they are paid
Well for tliem. If we paid satisfactory prices fur
the animals and then threw them overboard in
the middle of the Atlantic the shippers would
not care. VVhy then has not the supply been
larger than it has been ] The answer is, because
we cannot draw blood ont of a flint. The
Americans have sent and are sending all the
cattle suitable for our markets that they could
and can spare. Yast as their herds of cattle are,
the number of their well-bred cattle in a finished
condition is relatively small. It will be some
years l)efore they can sand us half as much prime
meat as we can readily consume. IMarket rcp<jrts
in American pajDers forsome time past have shown
that the supply of first-class cattle has been very
small.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION.
The Daihj Ncv:s has appointed a Special C'6m^

missioner of its own to investigate tlie causes of
agricultural depression. In an article published
recently this gentleman describes what he saw
and heard in visits made to various districts of
Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire. He says, at
the beginning of his article, that a farmer of largo
experience estimates that mm'e than half the
farms on the poor clays of the lias fiu-mation, ami
on the red clay,or brick-eai th,of Nottinglrimshirw'
and Lincolnshire are to let. "Some of these
tenants," we are told, " have retired with loss
rathex" than sink their last shilling in a vain hope
that times ma}' better ; some have had no option
but to do their best for creditors hy getting out of
their farms at any sacrifice ; some have left for
smaller holdings or farms on more grateful soil

;

others have gone away from this neighbourhood
altogether to non-agricultural busin-ss or em-
ployment

; and some are acting as farm managers
to the landlords they lately lived under." This
is bad enough, but it is not the worst ; for we
are further informed that many other tenants in
the district, occupying fair land, at moderate
rents, under liberal conditions, and v/ith no excess
of game to complain of, are giving notice to quit

;

while others have compromised the matter by
offering to renuiin at a large reduction in rent.
From 383. to 203.,and from 35s. to 20s. per acre are
given as instances of the reduction actually made,,
and still it is doubtful if the tenants will be able to
hold on. In one instance the tenant had a large
sum due for Teiiaut-Right allowances, according
to the custom of the country, and his landhn-d, a
small limited owner, was unable to i)ay the
tenant and let him quit. Why he did not charge
the sum upon the estate, in accordance with 'some-
provisions in the Agiicultural Holdings Act w
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sire not told. Probably the peciiliar imworkablc-
3iess of the measure was shown in its inapplica-

bility to the conditions nnder which tlie amovmt
vf compcisation was due. At any rate the tenant
was not paid, but induced to stop at a rent re-

duced by more than half. He now pays only 13s.

PM acre, and we are told that those who kno\v
the farm well, looking at the crops, are doubtful

•whether th&re will be any s^lrplu^ after paying
tspenses. We can believe anything that is bad
of the crops of the present season, and if there

were no rent at all to pay on thousand.s of farms
there woiild be no profit on the year. But such
seasons will not always prevail, and the desire to

leave their farms, which seems to be general

amongst the tenants of the district, may be to

s >nie extent the result of panic. That, at any
rate, is ivhat the re^xirt before us reads like,

Vvlien rents have got to their lowest, probably
long-headed men will take up the vacant farms
and d > well in them. As far as the case of unixiid

Tenant-Right is concerned, it is a lemarkable
instance of the kind, and one likely to be cited as

a case of hardship to the landlord. Here, it will

be said, is a case in which the owner of a farm
ftoi'iously depreciated in value has yet to pay a

lirge sum for improvements. Novi', we presume
that in thi3 £2,000 claimed by the tenant, the

whole of his valuation as an out-goer was in-

cluded. We are not told the size of the farm
;

but if it is a large one only a small portion of the

sum named may be charged for improvements,
the rest being due for tillages, hay, dunghills,

and other things usually paid for by an incoming
tenant. Even if the whole amount were charged
for unexhausted improvements, properly so-

called, there would be no more reason to

cite the case as a proof that it is unfair
for tenants to be allowed to charge for such
improvements, when through a temporary depres-
sitjn rents have gone down, than there is to say
that it is unfair of a landlord to take a high rent,

agreed upon in more prosperous times by a tenant
holding imder a lease. Of course a landlord
should only be recpiired to pay for real improve-
ments, such as would increase the letting value of

the f;irm under ordinai'y circumstances, and then,

in spite of a fall in rents, the farm will still be
more valuable than one in an unimproved con-
dition ; sufficiently so, very lilcely, to recoup the
(iwner for the payment made to the out-going
tenant. The case in cpiestion, however, is not
sufficiently described to enable us to have any
very certain conclusions upon it. It is especially

inj^sterious how the landlord, a life owner, could
have offered the farm for sale.

After giving another striking instance of the
e'iects of a succession of bad harvests and low
prices upon a good farmer possessing plenty of

capital, and farming i;nder liberal conditions, the
writer asks :— NN'hat altera! iim of the Land Laws,
what security of tenant's propertj^, what security

of tenure, what lightening of taxation, what
adjustment of local i-ates can do anything for

such a business in such a position as this ? This
question may be answered by another :—Who
has affirmed that any kind or all kinds of agri-

cultural reform can control the elements or pre-

vent our markets from being glutted at a period
when general depression hns di:>duished demand 'J

Favoru-able conditions of holding land cannot
prevent a catastrophe of such an overwhelming
description as that which has fallen upon the
farmers of this country, though they may alle-

viate the severity of it, and probably have done
so in the instance cited. The tenant has lost

money during the three past seasons ; but pro-
bably he would have been ruined if he had not
possessed most of the advantages which agricul-

tvn-al reformers desire to make general, instead O'f

exceptional.

LOBD BBACONSFIELD ON
CULTURAL AFFAIRS.

AGRI-

At the dinner of tLe Central Bucks Agriculturaf

S'^ciety on Aug. 13, the Earl of BKi.coNSFiELi>
said :

—

Gentlcmi'it,—I have now to propose our pood wishes fo*"

the prosperity of this ajsoeiation. I cannot say that it is an.

e>8y task. I have liad the lionour of ftlling tliis chair bef'ore»

1 have—at a period vi'hieii cannot be lemeinbered by any
occupant of this gallery, for it is between forty and fifty years

ago— I have assisted at the birth and formation of tiiis inititu-

tinn. I have witnessed its fortanps under niaay dili' rent cir-

cumstances and at different conjunctures, bnt I cannot concea

from myself that I never met my friends ihe f:^rracrs of Bock-
iaghamsliire uuder ciroumstanees more dilhuall and desponding

than the present. I did not form liiat opinion Ironi the

pxhibitii)n whieli we have examined this morning near the

agreeable residence to which we all repaired. I thought it

gave some evidence ol thi^ prosperity, or at least of the pluck

—that gre.it characteristic—of tiie Britisli larmer, for hH tliat

we saw was much to be admired ; some was to be more tliao

admirerf, and recognised as py,cellent. Our show to-day was

one which I confess somewhat surprised and gieatly pleased

me. 1 was also glad on that account to find that our cottage

contributors had sent their beautiful offeiingsto our exlubi-

tion, and I saw in tliose flowers, and in those faucilul crea-

tijns of their liorticulture, evidence that even at this moment,
when the strain upon rural lie is great, they at least are not

insensible to the cliaruis of nature. It would be affectation if

I did not avow some consciousness at least of tiie feelings-

v?hieli must jjermeate almost all oar bosonis. I was elected,,

much to my gratification, last year to this post, and 1 i'eel tlie

iionour,. coming from those whom comrnuously for thirty years-

1 had tlie honour to represent in the llouse of Commons an-

it is a duty to fulfil which, without affectation, is often incoud

veniint to one wlic, Irom whatever Cduse it may be, occupies-

tlie position I now do. Under ordinary circumstances I might

have asked you to excuse me, but ia tlie hoar of your adversity

I did not tlrink it becoming to be absent. Gentlemen, tliere can

be no question that there is at this moment in the agricultural

iiterests ot this country a strain, certainly unprecedented in

the lives of all present, and probnbly not easily to be equalled

e eu in 'he records of our hisory. It has been announced,, and
it has been iuliniated as a subject lit for popalar suggestion,

by one who may be considered a liigh authority, that the

present nnsatisfsetory state of alTiirs may perhaps be traced to

the constitution of our system, and that the agrieullural sys-

tem has, to use the words which you are now iamiliar with,,

bifuken down. It has broken down, we are told, because there

are general expressions of discontent with the situation, and
because there is undoubtedly considerable distress. Well,,

gentlemen, a year ago, when a bank in the commercial capital

of Scotland suddenly broKe—when it shook that highly civil-

ised country to its ffry centre, when it affected some of the

grea'est commercial huuses-—houses carryiujj on the greatest

commercial business in the world— v. lieu it produced a stata-

of affairs, a distres.«, which I can hardly describe— a condition

of desolation—nobody went about and said that this was proof

that the commercial system of this country had broken down.
And a few jears before that I remember that there was a day

of dcfpett anxiety for this country, a day slill remembered m
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BUck i'riJay, wlieu the commercial credit of tliis country hnd

leised lor ruur-diid-tweuty huurs to exist. Nobody then went

about auJ aaid that tbu coiiimerciHl !<)sttru of Kiif<laiid liad

brokeu dortii. \\ liy, if ycu weie to pursue llie sulject luilher,

wliicli at iliis muuKMit it may not be convenieut lor want uf

time to d ', I reiiieiubcr evea au earlier piTiud when one of

tlie iiiglies'i aatlioriti;-a iu tiie country siid tliatwewere witliiu

four-and-t«enty kuurs of a state of barter— this great country

witli its many resources, liut nobody went about and said

because tlieie was this strain and distress that the commercial

system of En^'land had brokeu down. For the moment, how-

ever, there is dir>trcss ou the part of liie agricultural interest,

and 1 ain sony to say there are some who seem easertorecofsntse

not only si^na of distress, but of decadence and des'itution.

Then we Cud them going about and announcing that those cir-

cumstances are bvniptomatic of the breakdown of the agri-

cultur.il system. (Jrntlenien, I think it is of the utmost ini

portance that upon this suljcc*. there should be clear opinions

I presume to indicate what i think it the wisest course for us

— all classes of tiie agricultural interest—to pursue at the

present moment, but I think it of great importance that clear

ideas as to your situation, as to your position, as to your

responsibility, should prevail, because you may be hurried

into conclusions and into conduct which, if you had been

better iniormeJ, or iiad given further thought to tlie matter,

you would not perhaps have sanctioned and adopted. Now
it has been intimated by a great authority that tlie cause of

our agricultural system having broken dowu may piobably be

that ii is unlike the agricultural system of any other couuiry,

that it is founded upon an unnatural priuci,-'le, that it is

essentially artificial, and that the essence of its artificial

character is that in this country three classes are dependent

upon the produce of the soil, who are, according to that

system, necessary to its cultivaiiou. I have taken an oppor-

tunity, the earliest I had with convenience, to meet opinions

whicii Itliinkare most fallacious and must bemoat disadvantage-

ous to the country. I have laid it down as a principle which can

be demonstrated in the most complete and satisfactory manner
that whatever may be your tenure of the land, whatever may
be the number ot classes concerned in its nianagpineDt an i

cultivation, there must be what are now familiarly termed

three protits obtained from the land. The cultivator

of the soil who does the manual labour, naturally

»ays " I will not cultivate the soil without my
being fed, and clothed, and nourished for my pay ;"' and
that 1 take to be a reward which is called wages. Then the

cultivator of the soil—whatever he may be called, farmer or

otherwise—who furuislies the floating capital which is to

stock the soil, and who must have a return for his investment,

and ihen there is the capitalist who finds the capital, wh'ch,

like that of the liumcrs, must have a return, or the capital

never would be advanced. In the third instance I say that

uliether the cultivator of the soil pays for his farm Irom
his saving?, or, as is usually the case uuder such circumstances,

by borrowing his internst or the return for his capital is in

fact rent. When we are told tint the agricultural system has

broken down because three profits by our system are rrtjuired

from the soil, it is as well to show that in a system the most
contrary to the system whicli has existed in this country

—

name'y.that whicli prevails in some continental countries in the

shape of peasant proprietorship, although only one individual

tal.c8 the three profits still the three profits must be claimed. I

do that because it has been said L was very unfair,iu alluding to

a distinguished raau who had touched ou these suhj^cls, to say

that it was his wish to introduce peasant proprietorship as

the cure of evils in this country. Now that reasoning, that

view of the case, has been questioned ; but I could ailduce

overwhelming e\idencp, had the opportunity justified it, on
this subject-one most iut'^resting and most vital in our consider-

ation of the agricultural position. You have all heard of, and
many have knowi', the .\>sociation for the Benefit of Agricul-

tural Labourers. The newspapers have circulated their views
and express them with energy and propriety. 1 read one of

these journals, and learned their scheme for the elevation of

this country. What is that ? 1 will put it belore you brii lly,

because on an occasion like the preseut I know that brevity

must be studied. It is their opinion liiat this country ought
to instiute a vast body of small proprietors. They have fixed

the amount of the proprietorsliip at twelve acres. They have
worked U out in 'Joinplctc detail, aud call upou the country,

I
upon the (Jovernment of tiie country, to carry it into

elfect. Now, what are these details? 1 mention the most

j

important and the most interesting. It is calculated, accord-

j

ing to the society, that a quantity of land aiiiouuling to twelve
aore'^, with a farmstead aud necessary buldiogs, may be

obt lined for a litile more than £000 lor £(J10; and they

propose that a sum ot £iO per annum siioulU be paid for 30
years lor the holding ; at the end of the payment of that suia

it would become freehold. i5ut they are not sanguine that

those who embark in those speculations will agree to pay £4(J
a year which I will not call rent, but on whioli you cau form
your own opinions. They expect that the £000 iu round
numbers would be arranged at i per cent.— that is at £"2i; a
year. They are pajing i.3i a year for 12 acres— tliat is £:J

an acre. Is that rent or is it not F It is not the average rent

of the county of Buckingham, as that is 2i}^. You see what
the scheme is of those who would protect the land, but they
propose also, that being done, the coucilry should supply each
iiolder of those 13-scre farms with £120 to stocK the lariri, and
aslo they call upon him not merely to return interest, but ihey
look to him to supply what we may call ihe wear aud tear ol'

that stock. What IS that nut ths duty wliichthe farmer is now
fulfilling? Well, having bougiil his land under these cirum-
stauces, paying a heavier rent than is usmi, and obt lining a
floating capit-.l by the credit of the State, no uoubt the maa may
probanly cultivate 12 acres with etfeet. Bat while he cultivatts

the.>e 12 acres hew ill ex[iect to be paid he will expect to be iodgfd

he will expect to be clotl.e ', and tlie third profit will ai)pear in

the shape of wage?. Tuertfore, accoriliug to the very

accounts and the very estimates ot those who are offering their

wila schemes as the cure for one evil, three protiis must arise

from the land. 1 know, gentlemen, that these are questions

which require some attention. Your position is critical at

this moment, and you must give your minds to these question*.

I kiiov/ It may be said tliit alter all we don't care, we dou't

fear the competition of Europe, but we do fear the competitiou

of America. Well now, first let me show you for a moment
what is the competitiou of Europe. If this new system, tha
new theory is adopted, that the assum d brt-ak-down of the

agricultural system of England is occasioned by i's having to

support three classes, and 1 have shown you that, whetlier

there is one class or three classes, equally three profits must be

received—and myself I believe that it is much more advan-

tageous to a couutry that the three profits should be divided

among three classes than that they should be received by our.

It has given to this couutry an independent class ; it has

I think,' worked well lor the liberty of England aud its

order; it has given us iu the farmer the most important,

portion of the middle-class, which all wise men have looked

upon as one of the best elements for the security of tlie S.aie
;

aud it has given you an agricultural peasaatry which, what-

ever they may say—and the charges against us with respect

to their position are genoral'y made by those who are not

acquainted with it— I ki uw myself, from my own experience,

happens to be that portion of the agricultural heirarchy that

at tais moment is most prosperous and content. Well no.v, I

say before I touch on Americi, which my friend uaturally

interested wished me to do, let me make one remark ou this

subject of peasant proprietors. I introduced originally tlio

question of peasant proprietors, where one individual obtains

the three profits, as the complete answer to those who said

that because three profits were obtained the unsaiisfactory

state of the Agricultural interest might be explained. But iu

France we know on the highest authority the question of

peasant proprietorship has been tr-ed upan the greatest scale.

There are by the best accounts in France 5,000,000 peasant

proprietors who do uot hold more than six acres of laud— that;

1^, 30,000,000 acres. The experiment has been tried ou

30,000,000 acres ; aud wliat is the result of the experimeni P

You may refine aud explain as you like ; but what is the result

of the experiment of these 5,000,000 propiietors occupying

30,000,000 acres compared wiih what our 500,000 farmers

have done? Remember what you are trying this teat on.
.

France has a most fertile soil, while that of England i*

ungrateful. You are trying it when tliat ferti'e soil is

managed by the most iugenious and thrifty uatiou iu the

world that can make something out of nothing—thai spend
in its raauigement the greatest ability. But what is the

result? It is tint the prujiiction of England per acre is

double that of France, i'lie average of Eu^laud is 26 buihcls
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per acre ; iaFran cp it is ll. I say lliat tliese are subjects that

ought to be well understood by allclasfcaof tlie agricultural

jntrrests. The suinining up is tln^', that when we are told that

our agricultural system has failed in constquence of three

classes beintr scstained by the laud, I ssy that ia a complete

lallacy, fur whatever may be your tenure the same results will

occur. Three profits under all circumstances rau^t be

obtained fiora tlie land, and the cjues^tion arises whether it is

not better thAt the amount of jirotit sliould be reprt-sented by

three classes rather than by one class. I'rooeedinR in this

arguiaent, let me refer to the exclamation of a gentleman

respecting America. I do not deny ihe great difficulties we
j

liave to encounter, and I should have been glad at once to

advert to them, but with your pei mission I would make some

brief remarks on the American question. We hear every

day that it is impossible to compete with America. There

may be other causes which have prostrated our energy at the

present moment, but I will not give any decided opinion on

that matter. It is a singular circumstance that at this

moment the greatest apprehension ia felt in the United States

that they caauot compete with Canada. Tl e taxation in

America is so high, the rates of wages are so hisih, that it is

impossiblp, according to some of the best American autho-

rities, that they can any longer coLtinue to successfully

compete with Canada. What is the position of Canada ?

If we are to be fed by Canada, it in at least satrs''actory that

we shall be fed by our fellow sulijects. But let us look fur

a moment at the situation of Canada, vihich is most peculiar.

ISince the surrender of the Hudson Bay Company, and the

settlement of their affairs, the dominion of Canada became

possesf^ed of what I might almost describe as an ill'mit-

able wilderness, and a wilderness of fertile laud. r\ovv, it

is a peculiar circumstance, one to be noted, tlut the

dominion of Canada is not in favour of peasant p-o-

prietorship. What the dominion of Canada is anxious

for is a great yeoman class. It has legislated with that

purpose. Its legislation is now an intiueuce for that pur-

pose ; and let us see what is their legislation. Every

liarvestman, every man of fair character who comes to

C.inada, has a right to apply to the Government agent to

chiira and to obtain what is called a quarter-section of

land. That quarter tection of land consists of 160 acres.

Hb receives those 160 ucres on condition that at the end of

three years he will reduce them to perfect cultivation, and

that in the inteival he will raise a substantial and real build-

ing upon the land. At the end of those three years the

Government inspector visits the allotment, and if it is found

that the farmer has fulfilled the conditions, that he has com-

pletely cultivated the 160 acres, and raised the necessary

building?!, he is permitted to receive an equal quantity, tliat

is to say, another cjuarter section of 160 acres, on the pay-

msut of a dollar an acre, and no greater payment, even if the

value of land in the interval had greatly increased. Ton will

observe from the first moment that this is not a scheme of

small peasant proprietors. It is not likely that a roan will

be able to reduce 3-20 acres to cultivation and erect buildings

on the land through his own efforts. He must begin and

proceed with hired labour. What is hired labour in C^iuada?

Hired labour is less than hired labour in the United States.

The rudest labourer will get 10s. a day, and a skilled labourer

IGs. or 18s. The first thing that the new yeoman dues— what

I say I say on the highest authority—is to calculate the value

of liii freehold. The value of his freeliold deijends on the

a mount he has to pay during those six years in hired lahoui-,

in buildings and the amount he paid lor the last quarter

section ; and at four per cent, he writes cff interest. What
ij that but real ? iN^ow, there is another very curious cir-

curastiuce wh'cli I will venture to mention on this occasion,

because I have heard it from as high au authority on the

subject as can be conceived, and that is, that the sudden

cultivation years ago of tlie extreme Western States of the

United States, which first, I think, alarmed this country,

and drew its attention to it, and, no doubt atJectpd prices—
that in that country the production, which was extreme

at the corameucement, has been reduced one.third, gpiie-

rally speaking, and in some provinces one-half ; and that

the chief pioneers who advanced so greatly the cultivation

of the extreme Western St'ites of the United States have

all sold, or to a great degree have sold their farm% and

have sold them, allow mc to say, at. 30 and 40 dollars an

uore, ehowiug, ao au caetutml limit') that there was a baus of

rent included in Die arrangement, inseparable to the tenurp,

Tliey liave sold tiieir farms, and they are now repairing to the

illimitable wilderness of Canada. Yuu will ask me whal is my
inference. My inference is a practical one. It may uot be

an interesting one. It may not be a satialactory one; but I

think you will, on reflection, deem it a wise one— that placed

where you are, as far as foreig!: competition is concerned, it is

wise not to take—I speak to the landlord and the occupier

equally— it is wise not to take precipitate steps. Take care

that you do not conclude that that is permaueut which is only

transitory, though upon that subject I give no opiniou, because

I think it would be presumption in any one of us to give any
ouinion. But still I feel conviuced that where you have to

di»al with new circumstances, that where you find them of so

transitory a nature that the very land that four or five years

ago, by its extraordinary produce of 50 bushels an acre,

afl'ected the market in England and frightened all those wlio

are ccrapet'^nt to think, lo ponder, aud to form an opiuioii

upon it— I say it is wise when you see circumstances so tran«

si'ory that the very place of competition is doubtful, and when
yi,u hear—and you henr through me, I will not say from me,

on high authority—that Canada expects completely and
successfully to beat the United States from the European
markets, it is wise for us not to take any precipitate steps.

There is another reason why I think, in consideriug the

present position of the agriciiltural interests, it is unwise to

act with precipitation. Let us for a moment dismiss from

our minds all external considerations. Let us look at «hat
has passed in onr own country during the last five years. Aud
has nothiuir passed which may account for a great deal of dis-

tress and sutfr-ring? Is it not a fact that for five years the

laruier had snnglit in vain for a quick and matured produce to

his labours ? Is it not a fact, I venture to say ia the

memory of any man in this hall, that there is no instance in

ionr reoollpctiun of snch continuous dearth as there has been

n E'tgland during the last five years? We have had

bad harvests ; we have had as bad harvests as any men liave

had to encounter, but we have not had a cluster of bad

Inrvests. You have gone on and on, fairly hoping

that nature would re-assert itself ; and if you

had one or two bad harvests you have always be'ieved

that the time would naturally come in which you would

find a remedy. Well, that is not the case ; but it is

necessary that we should be conscious of it, for there in a

strain upon the proprietors of the land which they

have not in our experience ever endured. Well, wliat is the

natural course that we sliould take, what is the step we should

pursue under sucli circumstances ? I cannot doubt what is

the course we ought to take. The rents of England have been

calculated upon a (air average of nature. Our experience of

the resu'ts of what has iiappened during the last five years lias

been entirely contrary to those calculations, and to my mind it

is the duty—and for all I hear, it may be the willing duty—of
the proprietors of the soil to come forward to staud by that

class with ri-gard to whom there has never been any want of

affection and duty and devotion. 1 say that I believe the land-

lords of England are prepared to do their duty on this

occasion, but what I want to impress upon you, and if I may
presuiie to do so, upon members of the agricultural interest

who are not present in this hall, ia that it is of vital import-

iMice that they should thoroughly comprehend the present

ttate of affairs and act in a manner which is necessary, and in

!
a spirit which is indispensable. Now, I do not want to lako

I

refuge in general expressions. I say for one that reductica

of rent calculated on the uniform percentage of the rent does

not appear to me to be a panacea for the evils which we have

to encounter, or tl;e remedy for those cal-imities which most

of us experience and all acknowledge. Wlien I consider the

variety of the soils in this country—the variety ot climes even,

I would say, in this island—wlun I remember the lejuli^r

circumstances of districts, I would even say the peculiar cir-

cumstances of estates ; when I mention what 1 kno* ia a fact

and which many of you must, know, that in the same district-,

with the sara« condi'ion--, vnth the same soil, with the same
climate, w;tli the s;unc amount of labour, the rents are very

difl'ereat as to the rate at which they are apportioned— it

spems to nie there is only one conclusion to arrive at, tliat we
should examine every individual instance, and that the aid

which landlord and leuaut should give each other should be

from reciprocal arqua-iilance of each others' duties and

necessities. Teu per ctul. icductiuu uf rent may be i;i aome
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bstaDces a verj azrecab'e Chriatmas-box if it come» at the

time, but 1 know iiiHiances in wliicli tm per cen^. reduction of

rent would be utterly insullic ent to tlie circuinbtances ot the

case. Allow me to saj', however, I cons'dcr inyHell in a

judicial position, and tlierefore you will permit me to say tliat

iliere are some cases in which even ten per cent, reduction of

ffut is nut necessary. Gentlemen, this is ilie spirit in which

1 tliiuk the present s'ate of affnirs oua;ht to be encountered.

1 would not too cm iiMisly inquire upon the qucstinn of tlie

conipctitiou of AincricH, and I will tell you why. 1 have had

an opportuuily lately ot some conversation oo this su' j-ct

with cue who may probably be considered the hiijliest

living autliority on such maiters

—

which are almost as

political, I may say, as statistical, and he told me that hw

Was quite lerplexej, after the deepest and most minute

inquiry, as to what would be the result to Canada of 200
niillious of tlie acres of the wilderness being jcradunlly brought

iuto cultivation, ilo said he saw there were some who be-

lieved—and he sliared that opinion—that under all circum-

stances the market ol the United States would be destroyed,

bat as regarded Canada itself, he said if the iulliix of popula-

tiou were to f;o on as it was going on now but that we cau't

cxpcc*-- in consequence of these fertile acres heinu placed at

their disposal, he could not tell what niiglit be the const-qnences.

That population would demand itsell uot only gus enauce

but extravagant and extreme sustenance, as always happened

iu Caliloruia, when even money was made quickly ; and for

his part he should not be surprised, with tiie impulsive

cliaracter of humanity of the United Slatef, if that wlldern-ss

which so now alarmed us was not ?oon occupied by cousuciiini<

millions. Tlierelore, I say tliat it is not wise at this moment to

atlrrapt to take into precise consideration the intluence ol

those markuts. When that influence is ascertained it will be

recognised, and we must act upon it. But we ought to take

into consideration tlie influence of unfruitful se'isous in this

country. This is a subject which we cannot avoid, wliich is

fatally and painfully precise. It has had an effect upon the

condition of the farming class that never was anticipated, and

never could have been wished by the owners of land. We
)iave always heard that their interests were identical, that

b,:tweeu the landlord and the tenant there were feelings of

regard and atfrction, and I have always had a most solemn and

sincere belief iu this operation ; but if ever there were a case

in which that sympathy should be shown it is the present. It

would be u it merely a great dan^^er for ourselves, but it Sfould

be a ureat danger for England that the farming class should

be reduced either iu iiifluence or in numbers. I would nuke
one more remark upon the position in which we are pliced

with reference to the want of precise infornnlion as to the

effect of American produce on our position in Eueland. I

may remind >ou that we have by a Royal Comniiss:ou sent to

the United States and Canada two men of your own class,

men of considerabla ability, men who have had the advantage

of enlightened opportuiily in the House of Cuiumons for

niany years to become acquainted with those principh s on

wliich a state ought to be governed. These two mer, two
great ornaments of the farming class in this country, are

visiting America', and I await with confidence and iulrrest

their comniuiiicaiioiH. 15ut let me say there is no reaiou why,
because we are placed iu an indefinite position with regard to

foreign supplies, and have taken all ;hese mean.s to obtain in-

formation, larraers of Ijugland should uot tike eveiy leftili-

raate step to make their position more satisfactory it they

liave occas'on to compU.in. I want to remind you of a

subject wliich is sometimes forgotten—the introduction by

the present Government of the Agricultural Holdings Act.

That Bill is described by a stupil word generally used by

stupid people. Tne Bill is called a sham by those who
liave nevi r read the Act, and never studiel it, and never

profited by it. 1 will show you in a sentence or two that

that Act is a living Act. It i< an Act of the utmost advan-

in^e to the farmers already, and, if they were wisp, it wouH
be productive of great future advantage. That Act, in the

first place, for the first time in English legislation, jave thy

presum()tion of all improvements in the land to die credit of

the farmer, and not to the landlord. That alone was a very

great all'iir. That Act secured compensation to the farmer

for unexhausted improvements, and it did it in a manner
which met the wants of different classes of iraprovementf. It

pave the best security that no dissension and quarrels should

occur bi.twceu liudlurj aud occupier. Hut Acl also extended

the period of notice to quit from «i\ to twelve months. You
may say—and I know it will bs said b) those who know
noth'ug about it—that all the world liave contracted them-
selves out of this Act. A great many persons have coutrac ed
themselves onl of that Act who ought not to have ilone so,

and a treat many men are now ashamed of having contracted
themselves out of it ; but I let that pass. Such an extra-

ordinary stream ol mendicity has been poured on this Act that

I need not dwell on tlie point at length. It was taid, for

instance, that the noble duke who brought the Bill forward
had contracted himself out of the Act. My noble Irieud, the

Duke of Uiclimoud, has always given leases to his tenants.

He prefers leasee. Therefore, it was impossiljle for him to

contract himself out of the Act. The other Minister who
brought it forward in the House of Common-< was a gentle-

man who was a member for the county of Bui;kin^ham, and
I dely anyone to say that any of his tenants contracted tliem-

selves oat ot it. I have seen a great miny of these contracts,

and they deal with the var>ing conditions of the soil and
climate of England, and we liud cases where the contracting

parties, knowing nothing about it, have made contracts

agreeing to all the vital points in the Act, and the only dis-

advantage the occupier and tenant have is that the contracts

are drawn up in a maiinei which may involve them in liti-

gation, whereas, if they had stuck to the Act of I'arliament

they would have avoided that. In most of these con'racts I

find that notice to quit is increased to one year. That is nut

as far as I would wish to go, as I have often said, but, no

doubt, the arrangement was a prudent one. Most ot their

contracts agree, as a matter of course, that the tenant is to be

compensated lor his investment in the soil. Gentlemen,

betnre I sit down I must make one remark—and I ou^lit to

apologise lor having spoken at this length—you will remember
that one gets garrulous when one meets one's (dd iriend.-".

You will not fortret the various scenes that have taken place

with reference to this society—the struggles we have had, and

the contests we have had to encounter—and you will never

forget that for a term, longer than a generation, you entrusted

to me the greatest honour of my life, the honour of being

your representative. I did not think I should be doing my
duty to-day in merely meeting you at a time of strain anJ trial

like the present, and iodukiui only iu a lew cociiuKmplace

remarks. There is no doubt that there is a par'y in this Eiglaiid

— I don'tbelieveavery numerous party, hut a very busy one, who
always view with feelings of hostility the agricultural interests.

They do 80 because they are opposed to the free and ari^to-

cratic Government that still prevails iu this country, and

which it is to the interests of agriculturists to maintain. You
may get rid of it, gentlemen, but you will have either a

despotism that ends in a democracy or a democracy that end)

in despotism. A year ago, when the pressure was liis". touch-

ing U", in addition to tlie general sufferings of the country

when it began to be whispered that the agricultural interest

was suffering, that pp.rty sprang immedately to their aeels.

They saw a golden opportunity, as they thought, and tlitir

first step was an attempt to agitate amung the agricultural

labourers of the country. Foitunat«-ly, those men who
attempted to agitate in rural Enzland were thorou,'li Cockneys.

They were not, perhaps, born in London, but they »ere

born in another town that often makes a greater noise.

If they had known anything of country lie they would
have known they had got the stick by the wrong end

;

that if there were any class conneced with the land la

England that was unusually prosperou-, it was the

agricultural labourers. But when those meeings were held

and the dreadful news was announced that agricultural

labourers in some parts of Enfflaud were only getfng lis. a
week, the absurdity of the whole affiir was too lulicrous for

contemplation. E'en the agricultural labourers who nwde
those complaints onld scarcely keeep their countenances.

They knew well that during the last 40 years tl eir wages had
been raised 40 per cent. Tliey knew very well that with
those increased wages their purchasing power of all thit was
requisite lor life was iiiimeusely increased. They knew very

well that throuahoul Englanu to a great extent their habi-

tations were greatly improved—-in themselves a source uot
only of health but of income ; and, in fact, the agitation

founded upon data so fallacious quickly evapo.atcd. Liut

another year has passed, and the strain upon the farmers of
England is exccsiive and lamentable. But a year ago they
were setting the agricultural labourers agtiust the firm. rs

;
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no'.v tliey are atlenipting to set the farmers against the land-

lords. Jt will never do. The Government of England will

always be supported hy those who know the spirit of jnstice

and liberality on which it is baspd. We will not consent to

be devoured singly and alone. We have stood together under

many trials, and England has recognised that in thu influence,

tlie best iulluence, of the agricultural interest there is the

hest security foi liberty and law.

LORD HARTINGTON ON THE LAND
LAWS.

At Newcastle on Friday Lord Hartington said :

—

We have heard daring the last few months a great deal

about the question of the land. Tiiis is a subject which by

common consent it is thougiit extremely probable that Far-

liaraent will be more or less thoroughly called upon to deal

with shortly. At all events it is a subject which no one will

de-ire should be touched wit'a a rougii or unfriendly liand.

It is a subject which will require great political knowledge

and great cslmness on the part of those called upon to deal

with it. I have had this morning the opuortunity of reading

only very cursorily a very long speech made by a flistinguished

man—bv the Prime Minister himself on this subject. The

Prime Minister has done me the honour to refer at very con-

siderable length to sotne observations made by me in a speech

in the House of Commons. Now, after the very cursory

examination whicli I have been able to give to his speech, I do

not think it would be wise or respectful on my part if I were

to attempt to give an answer to his arguments, so far as I am
able to understand tliem—but I must say (and I am at a loss

to understand it) tliat Lord Beaconsfield appears to me to be

determined in every respect to misrepresent every position

which 1 put forvvard—every argument whicli I used.

The observations which I made were not made at

any great length, and, so far as I have been able

to ascertain, they have been generally understood in their

neural meaning by the greater part of the community,

but Lord Beaconsfield is determined to put exactly an opposite

construction on almost every word I uttered to that which it

is generally supposed to bear. Lord Beaconsfield, I see,

f.tattd jesterday that 1 said it was not the tenant but the land

system of this country which had broken down. Now,
gentlemen, that is an observation I never uttered and which 1

am certainly not prepared to make. What took place on that

occasion was this. I listened to the speed. es made by some

gentlemen who were tupposed to e'pecially represent ti.e agri-

cultural interest, and I heard from them the most dismal

represeu*a ion of that interest. We were told that, altogether

apart from the succession of bad harvests witli which we have

been lately ftlllicted, the profession of farming was one in

which a man could not make a living. We heard that the

question of land had little to do with it—that in the position

in which the fdrraers found tliemtelves they were so exposed

to the enormous competition of America and the Conticent

that it was utterly impossible with present prices that farming

could be made lucrative. Well, I do not think that, with all

their dark forebodings, we were driven to that by anything

they brought forward. I should think, if the state of

things were such as they represented it to be, that it was a

proof that the land system—a system which it is thought to

bs almost sacrilegious to think of touciiing—had broken down.

These representatives of the agricultural interest did not

appear to have any very tangible reasons, but I supposed

they did hint dirkly at the reiraposition of protective

duties for the protection of agricultural interests. Well,

gentlemen, I said that if the state of things were such as they

represented it, and if it required remedies of any kind, the

one which they had touched on or hinted at was one which

tliey did not dare positively to propose, and was the most

revolutionary remedy they could take. I said it was perfectly

idle at the present time, this country entirely depending on

its manufacturing and industrial supremacy, and requiring so

large a portion of foreign food from foreign countries, to suppose

that the people of this country would ever submit to the reira-

position of protective duties—and I said that therefore if 'he

state of the agricultural interest wa? such as it was repre-

fented to be by its own representatives', the remedy must be

sought for in some other direction ; and I also pointed out ;

that iu the opinion of a great many very competent cultivators
j

there was much that was mischievous in the laws that regulate

tlie transfer of laud in this coun'ry, and that before we pr..-

ceeded with tl;e revoluiionary remedies which they support'-d,

we ougiit thoroughly to examine those laws, and see whether
there was iu ihern anything which had led to the depression

of whicli tliey cumplained. Again, Lord Beaconsfield repre-

sents me to have poinied to a remedy by the establishment

of peasant proprietors. Now, I do not believe that there is

any political economist in this country who has the smallest

objt ctiou to the establishment of a peasant proprietorship.

I should be glnd to see peasant proprietors, but I am as

opposed as auy one can be to the establishment of a peasant

proprietory or any other class of propiietora by special

legislation. I believe the distribution of land ia the same
way as the distribution of other proper'^y is best left to

natural causes—best left to the operation of natural laws ; and
I am not in favour, and I do not believe any portion of the

Liberal party is iu favour, of exceptional legislation for the

creation of a elaas of proprietors, peasant or otherwise. But
if it was shown undoubtedly that our laws favour the creation

of a class, not of peasant proprietors or of siaall proprietor-',

but of large proprietors, and that these laws tend to aggregate

great quantities of laud in the hands of men not having the

capital necessary for its improvement, and not having the

power over the laud which will enable them to offer the

tenants inducements to use their capital upon, it, I say these-

are laws whicli arewortliy of our consideration,, and if the case

is found to be as represented by many authorities on tiii*

subject, these laws do require consideratioo.

THE WEATHER IN 1879 COMPARED
WITH THAT IN i860.

Mr. G. B. Edwards, of Addleston, write further on the

above-named subject to the Biirrcij Advertiser ;.
—

In consequence of my letter to you on the above subject, I

have received several direct inquiries as to the weather lollow-

ing 21st December, 1860. With your permission I will

answer them gfnerally, through tlte medium of the Siirrei^

Advertiser. In ray letter to you of the 30th of August, I

stated that on the 31st December, 1860, snow fell all over

Eug'and to tlie depth of from two to four feet; on the 2ith

of December in that year I have recorded iu my diary, deep-

snow and 22 degrees of frost; December 2Sth, snow and-

frost most intense, roads almost impassable ; 'iOth and 30. h,
slight thaw; Slst, frost returned in all its inlfusity ; January

2ud and 3rd, 1861, severe frostand cuttingwind ; 4!h to llth,

extreme frost, and cold intense ; 12th and IStb, slight thavr,.

but snowing all day ; l^lli, frost returned again ; 16tb, cold

extreme. The Thames (;n London) lull of ice, navigation iu

the pool quite stopped
;
great distress, owing to long con-

tinued frost ; house to house collections for the poor, as well

as in all churches ; coal and bread tickets, sjup, kc, widely

distributed. This weather continued until the 2l'tli January,

wheu it became less inteuse, but on 10th and llth February I

have viritteu very frosty, with snow, and in April and May
cold weather prevailed, and the season was backwarii. I hope

tliase details will be satisfactory to your inquiring readers. It

is a very remarkable coinciiieiice that the weather cleared np

ou the 31st of August this year, precisely the same day it did

in 1860, and then it cont'nued fine for 22 days, when it be-

came very wet again. I trust we may have more than 22-

days fine this September, or I fear a great deal of corn will

remain unharvested, for it is making but slow progress^

owing to the lack of sun, the low temperature, and the un-

usual quantity of weeds and rubbish grown up with t .e corn.

Thii last 12 days of fine weather, however, have proved a-

great blessing, and the crops have inarvellou»ly improved, and
we may jel liope to see some fine samples of wheat aud<

barley, please God the fine weather continues. But the potato

crop I fear is past hopes ; those in tliis locality tiiat are not

diseased are wretchedly small, and the yield will be very

deficient.

If there be any foundation for the " lunar theory " now
under discussion—and facts seem to support it—and we are

to have such a winter as iu 18G0-1, it would be v/iso for all

per&ous to prepare iu time for the Jays of frost and suow-.
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Mr. Ferey \V)udliam, M.T., Mr. Oeorgo Howard, M.P.

aud Sir Willred Lawsun, M.l'., were all press-nt at the dinner

ol the Wigton Agricultural Society ou AnRUst 17 , and spoke

upon the agricultural deprfssioii.— Mr. Wyndiiaii baid he

was glad to find frouk the talk in Cuiaberland that agricul-

ture was not in so depressed a ttate there as ia the South,

lie believed tiie main cause of the distress was the continued

bad seasons. There was no doubt, however, tliat the nation

'rom right to left, had been spending a great deal too mu:h
money. He was told they did uot live extravagantly among
the farmiug class in Ciimberlaa i, and he cougratiilaied them
upon it, bec'.iuse right and It- ft, trom the highest to the

lowest, there was hardly a class wliich did not eat twice as

much as was ^ood lor tlieiu (Laughter). In the upper classes

they liad their tour meals a day. First, they had a breakfast

such as their fathers never ate except it was to hist

them all day ; then they had luncheon, with side dishes, fish

and soup ; they hud tea at four or five, which even men took

with hot toast and buus ; and a ticniendons (iiuner at eight.

The result was that milliuus of money were wasted which

weut into men's bellies instead of increasing the riches of

the country (Luighter). He was speaking seriously. This

fxtravrtgance would have to be considered by all classes. If

the upjier clas^e!', the middle cLtsses, the farmers, and the

c.iUiers had made use of the goad times atul laid by, the

country would liave been iu a better positiou than it is now
(Eear, hear). Many people said the lljyal Commission
would do no good, but it would do good it it showed it could

do no good.—Mr. Howard, M.l'., said he understood the

distress had hit the large farmers far more than the small.

He did not rejoiue at that ; )ar from it. Bat it was some
vidvautage gained to the commuuity, and might put a stop to

the practice of agglomerating farms, a practice wliich mij;ht

he economical to the landlords, but which produced some
social disadvantages which would be serious if universally

extended over the whole country (Hear, hear). He recorn-

Bieuded a thorougii revision of this suljjecf, so tiiat i( there

existed obstacles to capital being expended upon land they

might be renuived. It was a very ditUcult question, and one

which would take a long lime to settle. He. himselt believed

in what was called free trade in laud.— Sir Wilfked Lawsom
Said his opinion was that tiie Agricultural Commission was
appointed to prevent anything being done. Whenever there

was a pressing and dillicult question to settle the Government
appointed a Select Commitlee or a lloyal Commission which
sits for two or three years, and then leaves things exactly as

lliey were before (Laughter). Tlie House of Lords started a

Committee to ilud out; what made people drink, and while it

was sitting he was frequently told to wait till the report

came out. Directly the Commit ee reported, he said to the

Government, " What are you going to do with the report of

the Lords' Committee P" " Nothing at all
;
you be lianged,"

they said (Laughter). So much for Select Committees and
lloyal Commissions. Tiiere were only two ways in which ti.e

coujitiou of the larmer could be improved. One was to give

him increased facilities lor producing the articles in which he
deals, and the other was to increase the eousumption of those

articles.

The Karl of Bective, M.P., in proposing the princioal

toaal at the Lonsuale Agricultural Association Show on Aug.
16, referred at length to tlie cause of the depression in agn-
eulture. He attributed the depression to a succession of bad

seasons, and to the bad conditioa of commercial trade gener-

ally. Although tlie times were bad prices iu agricu tural

produce were yet not lower than they were some years ago,

and he was very hopeful that the country would soon see a

return- to prosperi'y. As regarded suggested alter,. tions in

the land laws, he tliought that landlords and tenants could

manage tl.eir o>^n alfairs best themselves, and deprecated any
euinpulsory legiMation for regulating the relations between
landlord and tenant. Although lie highly approved of tlie

Agricultural Hol-dings Act, as it made that a rule which was
previously only a custom—namely, that outgoing tenants

should receive adequate comjieusaiiou for unexhausted im-

provemetits, a return to protection was by some persons sug-

gested, hut that would uot meet the exigencies of the situa-

tion, and he certainly was of opinion that any sjstem which
artiliciilly raised prieei of food lor the benefu of a special class,

would uot be tolerated fur one moment.

At a dinner given to Lord Dfruy at Southport on Sept. 18
tile noble lord said ;

" I do not deny, and I do uot attempt to

minimise, the severe sullrring which has lallen boih upji
laudowners and their tenants ; but I may note in passing, tha',

80 far as I have been able to observe, the condition ot the third

class eonceraed in agriculture, the labourer, lias uot beeu de-
preciated to the same extent. 1 take it that, upon the whole,
the agricultural labourer throughout Euglaud is belter oUth la

he was a generation ago. His wages are higher, and there is

labour for everyuue, if he chooses to work. But returnins; to

the oth^r two classes concerned, what is to be done ? What
is to be their future ? I do not understand the language of
those, although I have heard it pretty olten, who talk auout
the possibility of the land of £ngiand goiug out of cull vatiou.

Tiie last three years have been altogether exi;epti;jual in point
of weather and we cannot judge by them. But when llmt ex-
ceptional time is over we shall be able to judge better than
we can at preseat what the real effect ol foreign competi, ion

has been upon agriculture, and, therefore, what will be the
future fair settlement as between landlord and tenaut. But
observe this, the tenant can only bull'er for a time. Wlieu
existing contracts are run oui it is his own fauli if he renews
the ensjajiemeiit on terms disa dvantageous to hiuise.f. There-
fore, speaking of the class as a whol.3, and speaking ot their

permanent interest, I say, that whatever the depreciation in

the value ol land may be, the tenant will not be a connderabla
loser in the long run. Whatever loss there is must fail in the
end, 1 do not say exclusivt-ly, but mainly, on the owner of the
soil. Now, [ am a landowner myself, and nalur illy I sym-
pathise with my friends who are in the same position. 1 think
tiiere may probably ha a lar^e, possibly a very large, reduction of
agricultural rent throughout Euglaud ; but it we are loukiug at

the matter from a national point of view, I cannot help snymg
that the reduction due to the lower prices at which looj can
be obtained by the population is not for the entire commu-
nity an unmixed or unqualified evil. No doubt the producer of
lood, or rather tile owuer of the land jpon whieh it is pro-
duced, will io<e, but the consumers will gain ; and a:ter all

they are the majority. That, tlierefore, is my summary ot the
agricultural situation

;
probauly heavy loss falling upon one

class, but probably also, if you ca^t the balance, a considerable
compensation for that loss in a national poiut of view by the
greater cheapness of food. As to our manuf,icturiug indus-
tries, that is a lar more dilficult and complicated question. I
think no one can doubt tliac if we are to be shut out from
loreigu markets—and not only from foreign niarke:s, but from
those of our own colonies— by protective tariU's, that will bs
one of the heaviest blows which the country has ever felt. Ia
the L^uited States, as we know, the principle of protection just

now reigns supreme ; but the Americans are about the
quickest-witted people that now exist upon the earth, and
they are the most receptive of any new ideas; audi can
hardly bring myseK to believe they will be likely long to
create and maintain at the public expense a privileged class of
manufacturers and producers. Oa the Continent it is hardly
accurate to s-iy, as is olten stated, that protectionist ideas
have obtained the ascendancy. The fact is that the great
military monarchies of Europe care little about protection or
(ree trade. Emperors and field marshals do not concern them-
selves with such vulgar things. They want money ; they
want to keep up their uigantic armaments ; they must have
money from some quarter ; they find it dinicult to get it, and
they do not much care how they ge' it, whether it is by pro-
tection or uot. Tins condition ot things cmnot last lor ever.
It is not for me to predict how or when it is likely locnd, but
that it must end beiore many years are over Sfeuis to me be-
yond doubt. 1 know it is hard to say to men who are suller-
ing, and know better than 1 do what they arc suQVriug Irom,
"There is nothing for you but to wait." But still, whatever
losses there are, you had belter trust to tried remedies Ihaa
to remedies which may only aggravate the complaints. To
exercise severe economy—private, and I will venture to say
p-iblic alvj---ii a duty as well as a uctusity.
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HUNGARY AND HER EXHIBITION.

" Tho granary of Europe," as Hungary was rightly

called even by the last geueratioo, Las undergone a good

many changes since.

Many have been the reasons which prevented that

country for a long, long period of centuries from keeping

pace with their western neighbours on their rapid career

of intellectual and industrial projjress ; the Hungarians

were hardly settled in their new homes at the end of the

ninth century, when a horde of Tartars swept over the

country spreading destruction and death all over Hun-

gary. The Turks soon followed them, and after some

short inroads held the whole of the rich country for

nearly three centuries under their mighty sway.

AVith the reign of the Hapshurgs the struggles of the

nation for iheir ancient iustiiulions of constitutional

liberty began ; second only to the English in their ardent

love for these treasures of national life, the Hungarians

at last obtained, through the wisdom of an enlightened

statesman, what the iron arm of a military reign could

not have long withheld from them. Rich as the country

always was in the products of its fertile plains, and the

numberless herds of cattle aud horses, it could easily give

to others from the abundance of its harvests, even in the

gloomy days of the past times ; but industry was lagging

behind in the towns. New roads over land and sea, new

means of international communication, hardly dreamt of

half a century ago, were beginning now to bring distant

lands, and all they brought forth, withiu the easy reach of

ever hungry aud ever increasing Europe. The Hungarians

began to find that a few bad jears left them without

bread and hardly auy money to buy some from others,

and they turned their attention to those branches of art

and peaceful labour which make the pride and opulence

of other countries. Some of their great eons showed

them the way to new sources of intellectual and material

progress ; the rising sun of liberty diffused its warmina:

rays over the conntry ; mills and factories sprang up

rapidly, increasing to the tea-fold value of what per-

haps was thrown away before as useless, and new lines of

railways carried heavy bales to distant lands. It can be

said to day that Hungary, if not equal in all respects to

those highly industrial countries of Europe which it had

to protect with its strong arm for centuries against the
'

continued attacks of the barbarians, can boast of some

branches of industry in which it is a worthy aud even I

successful rival of its neighbours.

Exhibitions of an interna' ional or local character are,

comparatively speaking, an institution of niodern times,

and although England has takeu the lead in this, as in

many other respects, as far back as in 1756, they have

taken more considerable proportions only much later.

France followed in 1798, 1801, and 18»9, when 4,381

exhibitors entered into competition, which is to be con-

sidered a marked progress a,i;aiust the 200 exhibitors of

the prtcedii.g show in 1801. It is needless to enume-

rate the results obtained in later years, aud let it suffice

to say that Hungary took an active part aud obtained

encouraging distinctions at all the different shons since

the first Vienna Exhibition in 1835. Hungary had its

first national Exhibition in 1842, which was followed by

those of the years 1872 and 1876, of a similar character.

Ckjutit Ea.rene Zichy, a member of a well-known family

of Hungarian magnates, conceived the idea a few years

ago of bringing together in a show arranged on a larger scale

ail that his country could produce in the different branches

of agriculture aud industry. An appeal was made to the

lords spiritual and temporal, aud to the Government, to

contribute to the funds necessary for such an enterprise ;

the patronage of Archduke Josef, the most thoroughly

Jlat-yar priuce of the Imperial farailyj was easily obtniucd,

and the 15ih of May of the present year saw the solemn
opening of the lirst really General Exhibition in lluntcary.

Stuhlweissenburg, the chief town ot the couiiiy of the

same name, aud the residence of Hungarian kiujis iu olden

times, was chosen as au appropriate site for this national

undtrlaking; the centre of a county inhabited exclusively

by a Hungarian population, aud within two hours by rail

from Budapest, it offirded all the facilities of the ample
space available iu all the smaller towns of the country

combined with an easy communication. The Government
put besides one of her establishments for horse-breeding

purposes iu that town at Count Zichy's disposal, which,

with all the stables, court-yards, and riding-housis apper-

taining to it, made the erection of only a very few build-

i;igs necessary. The whole group of buildings, including

several dwelling-houses of the ofR.Mals, was naturally

vacated for the time being, and gave an animated sight

of unusual festiveness with all the gay flags, greeu festoons,

and hastily improvised arches. On the left of the maiu
entrance a wide space was put aside for machines of every

description for agricultural aud industrial purposes.

Here, again, it was England that first showed to Hungary
the advantages of machines over manual labour iu the

fields. In 1S50 a large English firm opened a depot of

agricultural machines, and was soou followed by many
others, who, besides their agencies for the sale of their

own manufactdres, kept numerous workmen at Pesth for

repairs and other works of smaller importance. In

1860 a Hungarian firm founded the first machine factory

there, and this branch of industry has so much developed

since that there is no agricultural machiue uow, from the

simple plough to the thrashing machine and powerful

engine, which could not be made in the ditfereut parts

of the country. Budapest has naturally remained the

centre of this industry, and several firms were represented

at. the exhibition, whose machines challenge not

wholly unfavourable comparison with their English neigh-

bours. It is needless to say that the articles exhibited by

such well-known English firms as have permaneut agencies

in Hungary hold the rank which is due to them where-

ever they appear. A working flour-mill, exhibited by a

Hungarian maker, and fitted up with all the newest

inventions and improvemeuts which have secured to the

Hungarian flour such a prominent position, at'racted

special attention in this department ; a happy combiualiou
of inill-stoues and steel cylinders, besides some other

appliances hardly noticeable to the eye of the uninitiated,

is said to be the secret of this superiority.

There are 514 mills driven by steam power, and
27,500 mills of other construction, in Hungary, and the

aunuai export of the various products is about 3.|-

million cwts. Brazil aloue buys about 150,000 barrels of

Hungarian llour a year, aud a new line of steamers be-

tween Fiume (the llnniariau sea-^ovt pctr c.rcellc)(ce) and
Glasgow and Edinburgh promises a very fair chance of

success and further development, owing especially to the

rapidly increasing demand for this article in the English-

market.

Iron has become iu the everyday life of nations as

necessary as bread is in the life of individual persons ; no
wonder, therefore, if Hungary has tried its best efforts to

utilize those treasures which it possesses ia such abun-
dance, 'i'he production of pig-iron has increased more
than GO per cent, within the last ten years, and the

annu^al produce may be estimated now at abnut 3^
million cwts., certainly a very modest quantity compared
with the production of other countries and the immense
supplies left untouched yet, owing principally to the want
of capital. The irou industry, especially the branches

affecting the construction of railroads aud ships, is also

showii.g signs of development, so tiiat most of the material

nci.essary for theac works comes from the country itself.
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Some larsp est iblislirnentss foiimlcd partly by the Goveru-

inent, itstlf, partly hy coiiipiiiies and privite individuals,

supply most of the articles here mentioned. Thu lion

pnrt of the Show fell to these larije works, althoiifih very

fine specimens of the small indnstry show also siijns of

hehllhy protrress. Solid tire places for kitchrns and

room?, beuutifiiUy worked iron railings, raats of various

descriptions, well-finisihed tools, and the like, were exhibi-

ted in lon^ rows, and show, almost without exception,

one of the happy qualities required in things of common
use—cheapness-

Hungary is exceedingly rich in coal. Strata of more

or less extent are to be found in all parts of the

country, and, but for two reasons—the want of capital and

totally erroneous iettislation in this respect—they would

be the source of great wealth. Some of the la^ge steamer

and railway com])anics have opened, however, pits for

tl\eir own use, as well as for trading purposes, and are

doing well. It must be mentioned, though, that wood is

so j)lentiful, ftTid therefore cheap, in TTuugary, that the

use of coal, especially for domestic purposes, has been very

limited as yet; wood, soraetiuies straw, is used as fuel

even with most of the engines for agricultural machines.

The annual produce of coal has, for these reasons,

not e.xceeded SO million cwts. yet. Some fine specimens

of lignite and other coal are exhibited at Stuhlweissenburg,

the average prices of which are far below the English

market price.

One of those industries in which Hungary has attained

a certain degree of perfection is pottery in its diS'erent

branches, a whole row of rooms in the principal

builJing, usually occu|)ied by the officers of the stud-

farm, contained the articles belonging to thissection, from

the plain, queerly- shaped clay pipe and the homely stove

to the china vases, majolicas, and fayences of most artistic

finish. Some of the articles are very successful imitations

of antique objects of this kind, with original dcsiirns and

lively colours ; others combine the forms of the graceful

modern patterns with the shape of Hungarian national

household articles, and thereby produce the very pleasing

effect of a special cachet. The excellence of Hungarian

potfei'y-ware has been repeatedly noticed at some of the

latest International Exhibitions, and several prizes were

awarded to it by the juries. Ouly a few of the forty-five

glass factories of the country were represented at this

Show. Hungarian makers have to battle against many
difficulties in theii competition with the great and rapid

progress made in other couutnes. The want of easy

means of communication, especially in those districts

where the glass industry is at home, and the

want of capital make themselves heavily felt. Some
of the larger firms of old standing have exhibited,

nevertheless, some noticeable articles of Cue colours

and elegant shapes.

The Government of Hungary has paid special attention

to the iustrtiction of the people in light manual labour,

which promises to procure a livelihool for those who are

eiiher too young or too old to follow any particular jsro-

fusfion. S.kitzerland and Germany are earning millions

by such trifling articles as can be made during the long

winter evenings in the country districts, where the hu;e

mills and factories of happier lands are blessings yet un-

known. Patterns of such articles are distributed, there-

fore, amongst the country schools, and gratuitous in-

struction is given to those who care for it. Higher

classes exist in some places for more complicated ladies'

work, and very great benefits derived therefrom. The
inscriptions on the numberless articles at the Ex-

hibition indicated the age of the respective makers,

varying between seven and 69 years. Embroidery,

baskets, carved and turned objects of wood, ivory, and

other materials, children's toys, ready-made linen, and a

thousand other things were visible here in admirable dis-

order, showing tolerable skill, and often tolerable taste.

One room contaiued some relics of nations! history,
manuscripts, swords, old engravings and prii.ts, and the
like, (abtefully arranged under the iiuspices of ihe .Minis-
ter of Public Instruction. A collection of standard
school books, maps, and other means of popular iustruc-
tiun was exhibited by the same authority.
The corridors of the who'e building were hung with

plans and designs of the principal public buildings which
have been erected of late years in great number, regard-
less of expense and, alas, regardless of the sad state of
the national finances.

The picture gallery did not give at all an adequate idea
of the high degree of excellence attained by some
of the Hungarian painters; several of their master-
pieces were much admired at Paris last year, and
Londxjn has only lately given almost unanimous praise to
Muikacsy's .Milton, and to several others of his pictures.

Jewellery, musical instruments, arms, sewing-machines,
scientifif! instruments, different tools, steel-pens, &c.
were shown in great variety.

The art of pliotography has been brought to great
perfection in Hungary. Weaving is entirely in its child-
hood, and this is so much the more remarkable, as nearly
all the necessary raw material, wool especially, is so
abundant in the country

; coarse cloths, for the use of the
country population, and some linen tissues are all the
articles produced. A considerable trade is done, how-
ever, in ready-made clothes, large quantities of which are
exported annually to the Dauubiaa Piiucipalilies and
Turkey.

A more favourable report can be given of the leather
industry in all its branches, which is one of the oldest in

the country, and it was well represented at the Exhibi-
tion. Furniture was also well represented.

Hungary is well known as one of the best wine coun-
tries of Europe; the quantity and quality of the produce
are equally worth the best attention of growers and buyers,
and it may well be wondered that a mote befitting
rank has not been obtained yet for Hungarian wines in
the European markets. The value of the annual product
is nearly 7 j million pounds, and yet comparatively small
quantities are exported. The principal condition of a batter
trade with this article would be more unity in the prepara-
tion of the dilfeieot wines. Most of the vineyards are in
the hands of small proprietors, each of whom tries to
make a wine of a special quality or, worse still, does not
care at all what wine he gets. Much good has been done
lately by so-called cellar-companies, which buy up these
smaller lots of a certain district, and, by a more careful
manipiilatioa, get wines of a more uniform character.
Several stands occupied by some of the numerous dis-
tilleries of the country adjoined the wine exhibits
in the Exhibition. There are over 800 large distilleries

and about 82,000 smaller establishments of this kind, in
Hungary, which have a double importance as regards the
quantity of raw material annually consumed bv iheni,
and the material gained for the fattening of cattle and
pigs in the shape of lefusc.

The large forests extending over a considerable portion
of Hungary produce some very excellent sorts of wood,
the total value of which amounts to about five millions a
year

; of this quantity about two millions worth is

exported annually. The management of the forests has
been most piimitive until recent times

; they ha/e been
cut down in many cases for the sake of momentary profit
without any regard for the laws of nature or science. An
act pas3:d in the last session of the Hungarian diet will
put an end to this state of things, equally detrimental to
the material interests and the climate of the country.
At tlie Exhibitioa there were aome magnificent Iraaks,
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and also samples of manufiictureil artii-les, such as lulaid

floors, staves for casVs, &n. Of this lasl-nanied article

about twenty-six millions are annually exported from the

IIiino;arian seaports. Tlie pavilions built for special pur-

poses in tue grounds of 'he Exhlbitioa were iiiteresiing.

INfost worthy of attention was the pavilion of Count

Zlfhy, which contained samples of everything that is

produced on his extensive estates ; it was an elegant little

structure, prettily decorated, and guarded by two men in

the original and picturesque dresses as they are worn in

the country district?. An album containing the plans

and sketches of his farm-buildings and many articles of

domestic industry made by his own people were also to

be seen here. A similar pavilion was erected by the

family of Eszterhazys. The minister of public works

sent models and plans of the railways, bridges, canals, and

other coDstrnctions executed under his auspices, some

agricultural schools, objects illustrating their activity, and

evea Szegedin—poor Szeuedin, of which Eurofe hita

heard so much lately—contributed her mite to this

temple of national labour.

The soil and climate of Hungary are especially favour-

able for the breeding of cattie o'f all kinds and horses

this was the first occupation of the Magyars long before

they settled down in Europe, and even for many centuries

afterwards their coutinnal wars did not allow them much

leisure for the more peaceful works of the agriculturist.

Their tributes were paid iu cattle, the fines imposed upon

crimes consisted in so many head of cattle, and the

gifts of kings to their brave warriors were richly capari-

soned steeds. Tbe Hungarian horse, as his master, is of

an Oriental origin; it is of middle height, exceedingly

hardy, well shaped, and especially tit for military pur-

poses. Several Continental powers draw large supplies

for their armies every year from this country. Great

«are has "been lately bestowed on the breedinsr of horses,

and much Arabian and English blood introduced. The

Goverument itself keeps some large studs with nearly

6,000 horses of all kinds, and the purest breeds, very few

of which are sold, but nearly all eir ployed for breeding

parp'is'-s. Several tho\isaiids of sires are di-tributed all

over the country, and let for low charges to the farmers

and peasants. Careful breeding and superior traininK have

giveu to Hungarian thoroughbreds a good name of late

years., a-cd " Kincsem," the winner of last year's Good-

wood cup, is probably known to most sportsmen.

This reraavkable mare has won in England, France,

Germany, Austria, and Hungary, in the short period of

three years, filty first prizes,"the last of which was the

silver- shield at Berlin last month, without being onpe

beaten. " Kisber " also is still remembered in

Eu2laud. The horse show at Stuhlwei«senburg was a

very good one, including nearly all the principal breeds of

Europe and Arabia ;
heavy cart horses, backs, carriage

horses, thorouvihbreds, w€re well represented, and special

interest was shown in some of the large studs, which

exhibited horses of their special breeds, and of all ages.

Some of the peasants and farmers had brought up

animals which would b ive done hf-nour to any one.

There have been as many as 23,000 horses exported

from Hungary in cue year, and a good many more could

be sold if there was auy one to bny tliem ;
the prices are

70 to 100 per cent, lower than in England, and fine

business could be done in spite of the difficulties of

transport.

The cattle-show was equally satisfactory, and one could

not but admire some af those large white liungariau

bullocks with their long horns, which do all the labour

in the fields and can trot nearly as fast as a cart horse.

They are said to be equally fit for fattening, and hut for

the unfortunate Cattle Plague, they would be largely ex-

ported. The geographical positioa of Hungary combiaed

! with rather high rates of transport ou some of the rail-

ways, however, m'lkes it very difficult for Hungarian meat
to compote with American. An excellent show of sheep
and a less satisfactory one of pigs and poultry completed
the live stojk show at Stuhhveissenhurtr.

The great importance of the Exhibition at Stuhlweis-

senburg lies in the fact that it illustrated, by palbable

proofs, that Hunsarian industry has become an element

fully appreciated, and in many cases successfully followed

up in national life. The sound principles of Free Trade
have been guiding the Hungarian Government from the

beginning, and if this priiiciple was not always carried out

by the united Austro-Hungarian Empire, the fault of it

was certainly not with the representatives of Hungary.
Tbe hopes of Hungarian patriots are therefore well

founded—that, with all her natural wealth and apprecia-

tion for the only just priMci|des of international

intercourse, of their country will sooner or later reap the

fruits of honest good will and perseverance.

TUB IMPORT OF AMERICAN POOD.
The following letter and statement has appeared in the

D&'ihj Newi :
—

Sir,—I have beeu asked bv so many peoule, since my
arrival in England fro:n the United States, whether 1 could

give thf in any exnot information as to the lowest prices that

wheat, ctttle, and pi^s cia be lanleJ for in Eaijland from
across I he Atlantic, that I find it will ba the easiest w^iy in my
own persou'd iiitesest to fjive the req-iired information, which
I am now enabled to furaisli, tliruu<h the inetiuin of the

Press. I tlierefora hava reaonrse to your kindness to insert

the folluwing statement., or auy part of it, in your circulation,

if you deem it oi sufHcient interest. I do this as you hive
shown .-uch deep interest in tha future of agriculture at ho ue,

—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Victor Drummond,
H B. I\I. Secretary of Lf?iatioii at Washington.

Kurhaus Hotel, Kessingen, Sept. 10.

WuEiT.
Lowest and avera«je prices of wheat on board at New York,

Philadelphir*, Biltimore, ani B )ston, and landed at Liver-

pool first half-year, 1879. The dollar is equal to 5s.

Lowest price per huihcl on board at New York, 1 dol. ; at

Philadelphia, 1 dol. 6 cents to i dal, IG cents ; at B-iltimore,

1 dol, 6 cents; at Boston, 1 dol.

Averai^e prieo per buahi 1 of red winter : On board at New
York— 1 dol. 13 cents; at Piidadelphii, Idol. 11 cents; at

Bsllimore, 1 dol. 6^ c.-nti ; L5 )s'oa, 1 d d. 8 cents.

Average price per busliel landed at Liverpool : From New
York—common whe.ar, 1 dol. 17 cents ; red wint^'r, 1 dol. 21
cents ; from Philndelphia— red winter, 1 dol. 18 cents; from

Baltimore, dito, 1 dol. 27 ckuis ; from Boston, ditto, 1 dul.

21 cents.

Average freisht per bu>hel : From New York, 6d. ; from
Philadelphia, 3£-d., or ?| cents ; from Biltimore, GJl. to 7d. ;

from Boston, Yjh
The average price of red winter wheat per quarter landed

at Liverpool is then as follows: Landed from New Y irk, ils.

id. ; la.iried from Philadelphri. SOs. 8J. ; landed from LJabi-

more, 42^. ; landed from Boston, 4Us. 4i. We here obs rve

that wheat from Piiiladelphia is landed in England at <t

cheaper rate than from the other ports. The low freiglit from
Piiiladelphia is the principsil cause, and this arises from tliat

progre8.sive city reapiug a large share of the trade to Europe.

From the 29th of July to tlie 4-th of August over 1|^ million

bushels, or more than four times as much as during the same
period last year, has been shipped. Tiiis steady increase in the

grain trrtde reciuires a Urge fi.^'et of ships, chief!.y British,

which are now fl. ickiag to the port of Philadelphia. Froin

iDformatiun which lias reached me, I am led to believe that

under certain couiiitions wheat cat be delivered at Liverpool

from PhiladelphiH, with a marjiin for profit, for 35?. a quarter.

It is not probable thit this will liappen, but I mcatioa it as

a remote posaibdity, although it would not be a lasting one.

The total sprmg wheat acreage sown this year in the United
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States was 4 per cput. p:reater lliaa Isst year, and t!ie increase

will no doubt be as urent e;ich successive year until there are

symptoms of profit iu tliis direction. The yield in the one

great wheat State of IMiiiiiesota for this year iit calculated at

40,000,000 bushels ; tliis ia calculating that in two-thirds of

its *iitat are 1,900,000 acie«, there will be an average yield

of 13 bushels per acre; and in the rest of the area, 600,000
acres, the yield will be 17 bushels per acre. Tlie cost of

wheat per acre in the great wlie it-growing States averages

20s. per qr.

It is a very different thing in the North-Eastern States

where tl\e farmers are lianriicapped as ours are by the extra-

ordinary low freight charges from the We>torn States. Atrain,

their faimin^ is carried on parlinlly under tlie same conditions

as our own ; they have tlie advantaa^e, however, over ours by

generally having good-sized orchards, wliich in a good year

bring them in a fair revenue,

THE CATTLE TRADE.
Now, with reference to the cattle trade between England

and the United St:<tes, I am euibled to fiirnisli some very im-

portant inforraatiun kiudly furnished to me by those who are

an nnbiiissed and reliable authority.

New Yokk.—The "prime" beef, wholesale price has

ranged between 9 and 10 cents (4-,^ii. to 5d.) per 11), For the

common quality the price his varied bet>feeu 7 and 9 cents

(3^d. to -li'i.) per lb. since the 1st of January last. Bfeves

shippid " alive" to Great Britain will average to cost about 5

dollars 70 cents per 1001b. gros? weight. The best grades

cost more than this, and the fair grades less. The dressed

beef " shipped in quarters" costs from 8 to 9 cents (-l-d. to

4|d.) per lb. on board in New York, but prime live cat le, for

which quotations are made, command, on slautrhleriuir, a

betier price than ordinary refrigerated meat. The average

weight at New York of a "prime bullock" is l,4001h,, and
that of a " common hulloek" is 1,10')1'. Average freights

per head £3 10s. They have been as low as £2 iOs. and as

high as £t 15s.

PiilLADELrHtA.—Prime shipping a'e lield at 5f cents
(3i.|.) per lb. They weigh from 1,250 to 1,5001b. A beast

of l,500ib. is landel at Liverpool for £24 10s. Average
freight ia the same as New York, £3 10s,

Baltiwoue.— Freigtit per hend t) England averages same
as New York and Philadelpl ia, £3 lO-i., altl;ough it has b^eu

as high as £4. Cat'le landed in England will cost there from
'90 dob. to 110 dols. per head clear of any charges—£18 15s. to

£iS. The freight on kine from Baltimore to England aver-

aged £4 3*. per head ; it was as low as £3 and as high as

'£5 15s. during this past season.

Boston.—Ci'tle here are reckoned at .so much per lb.

living weight. The averagr! weiglit of each animal sent over

is 1,4501b. 5J cents (3:|1.) per lb. is the average pr'ce on
board. Freight averages the same as the other ports, £3 IOs.,

although it has been as high as £4. CJatlle cost, landed in

•England, on an average £22.
As to the future prospects of the cattle trade between Great

Britain and the United S':ates, I th.ink the following points

should be known

:

If the present restrictions in England on cattle from the

United States were removed and tliey were allowed to be

landed alive t''e trade wcild increase eu'irnion-lv and give

a'nidoyment for a large number of British steamers now lying

idle, in 'act more would be built expressly for th-s trade.

fJotwithstandinst the present restrictions and the prejudice

-created by reports of pleuro-pneumonia ^nd otlier diseases

among Arueric-in catt'e, the ships from the United Stttes have
shown a hubstan'iiji increa-e this year. One firm alone in

New York sent 2,800 he.'id of cattle the last week of July to

Great Bri ain. Dead American meat is told in London at

6|d. per lb. at a profit, and it is said that even if sold at 5^d.

it would give a small profit.

As long as shippers from New Y^ork nb':>in in Liverpo'il not

less than 7d. or 7^'). for their " prime " b-ef so lung will a

remunerative trtde be open to them; hnt they have olitained

readily prices ranging between those given above and 9d. per

lb, according to the state of the market. Wliile these prices

are obtained, the shipments of American cattle will continue

in increasing quantities, for with the vast stock-raising lands

in the West there is practically no limit to the exportation
;

and with reference to this I wiU mention th.-it in 1877 there

were 30,5)0,000 head in the United Stales, and next year the

returns will probablyjhow 35,000,000 bead Last var 36,000

head were landed in the principal ports of the United King-
dom, (i7,00'J more than iu the previoui ye-^r, mostly frjiii the
Unite! States, 3')/.»25 from the port o' N:-) v York alone to
various countries in Europe. It is calculated that England took
2l,8Jl, at 97 dols. a head (say £20 4^.), and Cuba 40,000
head at 17 dols. each, (say £3 lis); the wild-grass fed
Texans to Cuba, and the Sliorlhorn grades with better feeding
to England and Europe

; the 1 itter selling for less than five

times the price of the lormer. The weigiit of the S lor horn
grades was about twice that of the Texan. Ten years will, it

is stated, bring a remarkable chang.^ in the qnalify and weight
of these Texans, and tlie improvement will possibly be more
than enough to supply in qusntity the pre.sent exporti to
Eirope. Each ye. r prol)ably adds nearly 100 h. per bead to
their live weight. Exportation stimul-ites caretui breel'tig,
enhancing the character, quality, and weiglit of the animal.
This improvement in breeding will be equal to an increase of
35 per cent, in niunber of cattle. Better leeding produjes
earlier maturity, and therefore, if 5,(JOO,000 ol these are
ready for maiket at two and a half years instead of three
years, and 5,'jOO,000 at three years and a lialf instead of four
years, this would give abnut 16 per cent, more cattle for

market each year wiihont increase of the whole number kept.
Oxen are raised in the Stale of Colorado, and ready for

market at a cost of 4 dols. (or I6s. 8d.) per head, and it is

claimed that on a large scale it can be dune lor 3 d(ds. (or
Isis. Gl.) per head. That the United States is destined to

suiiply Eug.anrt wiik -is main supplies of lood I have no
doubt, fir as one of my inform inta states, tir-t, it is in the
very nature of American en erprise to push a trade whi<h
affords a profit, and to resort to all manner of "cheapening""
processes and ineihods to make it more profitable ; secondly,
the extension of railroads and their fauiliiies into Nebriska
South Miss'iuri, and Texas, all ,sti,nulate hree ling and increase
and cheapen both cattle and their transport to the coast

.;

thirJly, British shipowners will construct ves.sels with a
special view to the rapid and improve 1 conveyance of anini^.ls

across the ocean, and despite the check caused by the
pleuropneumonia scare the traffic will increase. Another
gentleman writes from New York :—The cattle dealers here
are prepared to work at an even much smaller profit thnn the
present, which they admit is paying handsomely. Even if

freight goes up, which ia a straw niuni which our farmers in
England are clinging I do not believe that *ill help them
materially

; I imagine that if any brighter look-out arises, it

will be from the intense railway speculations going on in
the United States, and from the imaiense su,m which must be
forthcoming for the renewal of the 80 000 niiies of rails
already eommencing. Will not foreign shareholders req-iire
the interest on ttuir money invested, wlien 'hey fin I large
paymfuts will have to be made lor renewal of plant? Will
not further capital be required on this accou'it ? I only
mention th's, as it is just possible a rise in innspon charges
may some day occur if railway directors fiud i!ie pressure
greater than they can bear.

The United States Treasury Department has recently
revoked its oroer of February las', iu wiiich the importation
of neat cattle from foreign ports whs prohibited

; they are now
subjected to a q'larMitioe of not less tlun ninety davs under
direction of Custom-house otficers, and at the expense of
parties interested in the shipment.

The Fig Tkade.—Now let us see how we stand as to oar
imporis of pigs.

From the ports of New York but few pi,»s have been
shipp-d Ibis \ear. The p'ice of |i0'k at N w York has varied
since l.-t J luuiry from 4 cents to fij o' 7 cents \)tr |i.

; but
5 cents would be a fair average (2^ .). The rate of freight is
equal to about IJ cents per lb., making the average price
in Liverpool Gi cents per lb (3^1.) The average weight of
pigs sent from this port for the Europe^^n markets i- 17Ulb.
Larger HuimaU are not shipped, being nnsuitahle for tho-e
markets. A pig of i701bs. laudea in Liverpool would cost
£2 10s.

From Paix.AT)ELPHiA.—Pigs shipped weigh under SOOlbs.
Their prices range irom 4c. to 4ie. per lb. (241.) The freight
to Liverpool is 10s. a head, and the pig is landed there for
b^c. per lb. (or 2^,1.) A pig of 183ib. would be thea
landed for the sum of 10 dols. 50c. (or £2 4s. 9d.)
From Baltimore.—Pigs lauded iu England cost, freight

included, about 8c. or (4d.) per lb. A.~ 1701b. pig from
baltimnre would thus cost £2 17s 81.)
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i' 11051 ]jOs;T)N.~rig-' shipped cost ')U. (or JjM.) per lb.

and freight lUs. a pig," The weight of pigs sent, iroin Bostou

are givea nt 2001b. A 1701b. pig would cost lauded iu

Liverpool £2 9.-^. 9d.

Pig exports from the United Stater during the fiscal year

1378 exceeded all other exports of domeslic auimal products

liiore 38,000,000 of dollars'. Thus :

Pig Exports, 1878. dols.

Bacon and haras 61,750,205

Lnrd 30,0I4,02S

Pork 4,913,016

Lard oil 994,440

L'vehogs 267,259

Total 87.939,573

All other Animal Exports. dols.

Cattle and cattle products 49,230,366

Horses ... 798,723

Mules 501,513

Shrep and their products ... .. ... 874,093

All other and fowls ... ... ... 46,841

Total 51,453,536

Dnrinz the ten months of tliis present year to April 36th

last the value of pig exports appear to have fallen oil, owing

to the small price they have broujrht. The qaaulity, on the

other hand, was more than 100,000,000 larger. There was

an increase iu the demand, but the supply has been so large

as to depress the market value.

This yenrthe experiments made for the extraction of sugar

from the Sorghum plan" and Indian corn, and irora the beet,

will be known, and if any one ol these is a success in sugar

production and good protiis, we may see a diiiiinutiou in the

growtb of wheat in favour of the more priiti:able plants.

Canada is al-^o making exnerimeuts with the Sirghuni cane.

The statements given above 1 have every reason to feel are

correct ; it any errors are to he found, they will be so small

that they may be forgiven.

VICTOR DRUMJIOND,
II. B. M. Secretary of Lsgation at Washington.

Kissingen, Sept. 10.

CLAIM FOR UN'EXHAUSTED IMPROVE-
MENTS m CHESHIRE.

A cla'm of great importance to agriculturists in Cheshire

is under inquiry. Mr. Je.pson. the tenant under Mr. Cuthbert

Simpson, of the Dromedary Lodge b'arm, G 'Ostrey, ncHr

Holmes Chapel, from L<dy-d.iy, 1870, to Lidy-day, 1879,

claimed on his leaving for unexhausted improvements under

the AgricQitural Uoldirgs Act, the sum of £250. The

amount was somewhat nLered when parlioulars were delivered

as requested. Thereupon Mr. Simpson determined on enter-

ing a counter-claim against Jepson for breach and non-

fullilment of the covenants of his agreement—viz : sel'ing

off hav, straw, green crops, &e'., amounting to £353. This

was alterwards amendeit, and fro!n valuations made on b'^half

of Mr. Simpson by Mr. John Myatt, of Southport, Mr.

William Beckett, a'nd Mr. WilliMm Wilson, of JManoliester,

new items were added for breaking up "nidturf" lands

aiHOun'ing to 22| acres at £10 per acre—£225 ; bat it alter-

wards appeared tins had been done by the cim^enl of the land-

lurd, and therefore the items were wiMidrawn, some other

items being added, making the amount of the counter claim

aboat £300.
An investigation as to the actual facts rook place recently

at the Angel Hotel, Kuutsford, Mr. Thomas Speakman, of

Stanthorn, Middlewich, sitting as umpire ; Mr. John Myatt,

of Southport, as referee for Mr. Simpson, the landlord; and

Mr. Juhn Hornby, of MinshuU Vernon, for Mr. Jepson, the

tenant. Owiug to the difficulty the referees had had in agree-

ing on an umpire, the time of their appointment became

expired, anJ, according to the Act, the appointment was

vested in tlie registrar of the county, Mr. Christopher

Cheshire, who appointed Mr. Speakman.

Mr. J. H. Cooke, solicitor, of Middlewich, appeared for

Mr. Jepson ; and Mr. Addison, barrister, (instructed by

Messrs. Lingard and Newby, solicitors, of Manchester), ap-

peared on behalf ol Mr. Simpson,

.Mr. Cooke called Mr. .TuliU Ilo/ahy, lar.i.Ki, of fjinvhilll

Vernon, wliosliited he had kiiouu the larin diiriuij llin vthultf

of Mr. Jep.soii's tenancy, and cousi'lered it greatly iiupvoveil.

He had acted as judge in awarding prizes ofTered by the

Cheshire Agricultural Society, and in 1875 had given J-'piou

the first prize for the best cultivated farm, in 1876 had
awarded him a prize, given by the Manchester and Liverpool

Agricultural Society, and again in 1878 had awarded him the

first prize for the best potatoes and green crops. He knew
the farm when occupied by the late owner., Mr. Knowles, who
purchased it some years ago from the late Sir Henry Main-
waring. When the rent was £150 a year, Mr. Jepson gave

Mr. Simpson £270. It was formerly weak and sandy land

with no " heart " in it. He considered the farm had been

well and judiciously managed as much to the interest of the

landlord as the tenant. Iu cross-examination by Mr. Addison

the witnesses in a very mild form confirmed these statements.

Tiie tenant (Mr, Jepson) produced vouchers of the bones,

artificial manures, and feeding stuffs claimed for, and pointed

to the land on which tlie manures had been applied It

transpired that before the bones were used no notice had been

given to Mr. Simpson, therefore it was argued they could not

be claimed for as pointed out in class 2 improvements Mr,

Ciioke contended this did not exclude him from claiming

under class 3, which dons not make this a condition, hence a

little dilPiculty had to be encountered as tJ whether it could

under the circumstances be transferred from class 2 which

requires notice to class 3 which does not require notice. The
item being a considerable one iu the claim, great importance

had to be attached to the legal rendering of the Act on this

point. Class 3 gives seven years' benefit to the tenant, where-

as class 3 only gives two years''.

Mr. Samuel Howard, Dunham Massey, and formerly agent

for Mr. Simpson, was called on behalf of Mr. Ji^pson,and con-

firmed the evidence given by Mr. Jtihn Hornby.

Mr. Addison next called Mr. Simpson, who stated that

Jepson not agreeing to some alterations proposed to be made
in his agreement, lie gave him notice to quit in March, 1878,

and in the autumn (early in November) lie sold his stock and

immediately afterwards wanted to continue on the farm, but

Mr. Simpson \>ould not allow him after the sale of his stock,

and also of all hay, straw, and green crops produced on the

farm.

The present tenant confirmed Mr. Simpson in his estimate

that not more than 40 to 50 tons of farmyard dung were on

the premises when he entered there ; and that Mr Simpson

had given him upwards of 100 tons of horse dung from

Manchester to tupplenient this deficiency.

Mr. Egerton, a neighbouriug farmer, was called, and stated

that Jepson had bem in the habit of ae.ling off his bay and

straw. Other witnesses, including Mr. William Beckett,

secretary to the County Agricultural Socie'y, and Mr. Wilson

surveyor, Manchester, gave evidence in support of Mr.
Myall's valuation of thi annual loss to the farm by the hay,

straw, and green crops being sold off the premises, depastur-

ing seeds alter the customary date, and paid for hy the

incoming tenant, loss iu ihe wheat crop by the land not brings

previously ploughed and properly prepared for the seeds, and

other elements of depreciation to the larm by non-fulfilment

of the covenants of agreement.

Wi h reference to the quantity of manure a ton of straw is

calculated to make under certain conditions, a wide difference

of opinion wa^ expressed. Probably in the prospect of the

many cases which are sure to arise under the Agricultural

Holrings Act, some special attention will be paid to, and a

reliable data arrived at, on this important matter. Mr. Speak-

man expressed his intention of inspecting the farm before

making his award, which is looked forwaid to by both parties

interested with some solicitude.

—

Sloffordihire jdverliser.

WELL STRICKEN IN YEARS.—Margaret Robertson,

or Duucan, said to he the oldest woman in Sjotland, died at

Cupar Angus on Tuesday, She was born in 1773. Her
iiusbaud, a weaver, died fifty years ago and lelt her with a

daughter, who is still alive and over sixty. Mrs. Duncan wa'S

a heavy smoker, and until recently, when she became blind,

was in possession of all her faculties. Her last illness was

of a week's duration.
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

On Wednesday, Aug. 27, theraeetinpof iheBritisli Association

for tiie AdvaiiCKOieut of Science was opened at Sheffifld, the
inaugural address being delivered by Professor G. J. Allmann,
IMl.S., the President of the jcar. It was devoted to tha
subject of Protoplasm "as the most generalised expression of
living matter."'

More tliaii for'y years ago, said the rrofessor, the Frpnch
naturalist Diij irdin drew attention to the fact that tlie bodies

of some of the lowest members of the animil kingdom consist

of a structureless si-nii-fluid, contractile substance, to which
he gave the name of sarode. A similar substance recurring
in the ct-Us of pl-.xnts was alterwards studied by Huejo von
Mull), and named by Itira protoplasm. Ir remained for Mix
Sclmlize to deaion,>trate that the sarcode of animals and the
protoplasm of plants were identicil. The conclusions nf Max
ftcliultzc have been in all respects confirmed bi- subsequent
researcii ; and it has further been rendered certain that this

same protoplasm lies at the base oi all the phenomena of life,

whether in tile animal or the vegetable kingdom. Thus Ims
arisen the most important and significant generalisation in the

whole domain of Ijiological science. Protoplasm lies at the

base of every vital plieuornenon. It is, as Huxley has well

axpressed it, " the physical basis of life." Wherever there is

li!"e, from its lowest to its highest manife-tations, there is

protoplasm ; wiierever there is protoplasm, there, too, is life.

Its ehemicHl conposii ion is very complex. It may, however,
be slated that pro'oplasm is essentially a combina ion of al-

buminoid bodies, and that its jiriucipal elements are, therefore

oxygen, carbon, hjdrogeu, and nitro^cen. In its typical stati

it presents the condition of aserai-flaij substance—a tciacious,

glairy liquid, with a consistence somewhat like that of tiia

white of »u unboiled e^g. But its movements are not those

of a simply physical fluid—they are spontaneous movements,
resulting from its proper irritability, f/om its essential consti-

tution as living matter. No one who contemplates this

sp'mtaneously living matter can deny that it is alive. Liqiiid

as it is. it is a living liquid ; orgmless and structureless as it

i,s It manifests the essential phenouema of life. Tlie president

reviewed the researche< of Hieukel and Huxley, which resulted

in the conviction that the slime at tlie bottom of the Atlantic,

and nameJ balhybns (lowest life), was protoplasm. Ilieckei

found near Jena simple sarcodic creatures with no apparent
organisation of a lower raak than the simple auiceba, which
has been examined by'tjie microscope for 309 years. Tlie

amoeba was, hovi'ever, all imp iitmt to biologists, for it affords

the simplest form of nutl^ated cell, wh'ch is the basis of all

physiological structure. I:i the most complex animal', how-
ever, even in man himself, the component cells, notwith-

stinding tiieii frequent modific-ition, are far Ironi losing their

individuality. Under the microscope a drop of blood freshly

taken from the human sul ject, is seen to be cumposed of a
multitude of red corpuscles, swimming in a nearly cjlourless

liquid, and along with these, but in much smaller numbers,
somewhat larger colourless corpuscles. The red corpuscles are

modified cells, while the colourless corpuscles are cells—little

niass's of protoplasm. They will be seen to chanja their

shape; they will project and withdraw p-sendopodia ('eelcrs),

and creep about like an amojba. Bat, m jre than this, like aa
amoe la they will take in solid matter as nutriment. They may
be led with coloured food, which may then be seen to have
accumuiated in the interior of their soft transparent p jrto-

piasms ; and in some cases the colourless blood curpuscles

have actuilly been seen to devour their more diminutive

companions, the red ones. Tne animal egg is a tiue cell,

consisting essentially of a Imip of protoplasm enclosing a

nucle.us. The president thei showed that it results

from the researches of Mr. Geddes, Mr. I'rancis

Darwin, Niiieli, and other investigators that there is no
essential ditl'erence between this physical basis of life in plants

and animals. In composition, process of growth, and de-

velopment, no distinction is possible. He also recited some
interesting experiments of Claude Bernard, testing the effect

of chlorofurm and ether on plants and seeds. Barnard exposed

to the vapour of ether a healthy and vigorous sensitive plant,

by confining it under a bell-glass into which he introduced a

sponge filled with ether. In less than half an hour the plant

was iu a slate of au;c>i!iesia ; all its leaflets remained fully i

2ij

extended, but they allowed no tendency to shrink when
touched. It was then withdrawn from the influence of the
ether, when it gradually recovered irritability, and finally
responded, as before, to the touch. It is obvious that the
irritability of the protoplasm was here arrested by the
anjGithetu:, so that the plant became unable to give a responsa
to the action of an external stimulus. Seedi of cress, a plant
whose germination is very rapid, were placed in condition*
favourable to a speedy germination, ani while thus placed
were exp )sed to the vapour of ether. The germinatiou,
which would otherwise have shown itself by the next day,
was arresteed. I''or five or six days the seeds were kept under
the intluencc of the ether, and showed during this time no
disposition to germinate. They were not killed, however,
they only slept, for on the substitution of comm.iu air for fiiB

elherised air wi;h which they had been surrounded, germina-
tion at once set in and proceeded with activity. The siiue great
physiologist has also investigated the action of anxslhetics on
termentation. It is weK known that alcoholic fermentation is
due to the presence of a minute fungus, the yeast fungus, the
living protoplasm of vthosc cells has the property of separating
solutions ot sugar into alcohol, which reraaius in the liquid,
-nd carbonic acid, which escapes into the air. Sshutztm-
berger has shown that fresh yeast, placed in water, breathci
like an aquatic animil, disengaging carbonic acid, aud causing

,

the oxygen contained in the watsr to disappear. That this
'

jilienjuemon is a function of tne living cc-l is proved by tho
fict that, if the jeast be first heated to 00° C, and then
placed in the oxygenated water, the quantity of oxygen in thn
water remains unchanged—in other words, the yeast ceases to
breathe. All this proves that the respiration -}i living beings is

identical, whether manifested in the plant or in the animal. It is

essentially a destruc ive phenomenon—asrauchsoasthe burning
of a piece of charcoal in the Oi'en air, aud, like it, is charac-
terised by the disappearance of oxygen and the formation of
carbonic acid. One of the most valuable results of the recent;
careful application of the experimental mathoi of research
to the life phenomena of plants is thus the complete de-
molition of the supposed ant '.sonism between respiration in
plants and that of animal--. We have set-U how little mere
form has to do with the essential properties of protoplasm

;

but we .must still go back to protoplasm as a naked formless
plasma if we would find the agent to which has been assigned
the duty of building up structure and of transforming the
ensrgy of lifeless matter into that of living. To suppose
however, that all protoplam is identical where no ditlVir'ence

cognis:ibie by any means at our disposal can be detected
would be an error. Of two particles of protoplasm, between
which we may defy all the pawer of t'ne microscope, all the
resources of the laboratory, to detect a dilTerenoH, one can
develope only to a jelly-fish, the other only to a man, and one
conclusion alone is here possible—that de^p witliin them
there must be, a fundamental difference which thus determinfls
their inevitable destiny, but of which we know nothing-, and
can assert nothing beyoid the statement that it must depend
on their hidden molecular constitution. It is quite true that
between lifeless and living matter there is a vast Ciffjreuce, a
d fference greater far than any which can be foutid between
the most diverse manifestations of lifeless matter. Though
the refined synthesis of modern chemistry m\^ have succeeded
in forming a few principles which until litely had
been deemed the proper product of vitality, the fact

yet remains that no one has ever yet built np one
particle of living ma'ter out of lifeless elements—that every
living creature, from the simplest dweller on the con-
fines of organi'-ation up to the hi.;hest and most complex
organism, has its origin in pre-existent living matter—that
the protoplasm of to day is but the con'inuation of the
protoplasms of other ages, handed down to iis through periods
of indefinable and indeterminable time. Yet with all this,

vast as the difference may he, there is nothing which precludes
a comparison of the properties of living matter with those of
lii'eleps. When, ho>vever, we say that life is a property of
protoplasm, we assert as much as wc are justified in do'u/.
Here we stand upon the boundary between life in its proper
conception, as a group of phi^nomeiia which wo designate a
consciousness or thought, aud which, however intimately con-
nected wi'h tliosc of Mc, are yet essentially distinct from
them. Wncn the heirtof a recently killed frog is separated
Irom its body and touchcl with the p^tinl of a needle, it be-

ll
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^ins to heat under the excitalion of the stimulus, and we

believe ourselves justified in referring the contrRCtion of tlie

cardiac fibres to the irritability of their protoplasm as its

proper cause. We see in it a remarkable phenomenon, but

one, nevertheless, in which wc csn see unmistakable ani^logies

with phenomena purely physionl. There is no greater diffi-

culty in conceiving of contractility as a property of protoplasm

than there is in conceiving of attraction as a property

of the magnet. When a thought passes through the mind, it

is associated, as we have now abundant reason for believing,

with some change in the protoplasm of the cerebral cells.

Are we, therefore justified in regarding thought as a proto-

plasm of these cells, in the sense in'which we regard muscular

contraction as a property of the protoplasm of muscle? or is

it merely a property residing in sometliing far different, but

which may yet need for its manifestation the activity of

cerebral protoplasm ? If we could see any analogy between

thought and any one of the admitted phenonema of matter,

we should be bound to accept the first of tliese conclusions as

the simplest, and as aff.irding an liypolhesis most in accoid-

ance with the comprehensiveness of natural laws ; but between

tliought aud the physical phenoneraa of matter there is not

only no analofiy, but there is no couceivable analogy ; and the

obvious and contiuuous path which we have hitherto followed

up in our reasonings, from the plienonema of lifeless matter

through those of living matter here comes suddenly to an end.

Tiie chasm between unconscious life and thought is deep and

impassable, and no transitional phenoneraa can be found by

which as by a bridge we may span :t over; for even from

irriialility, to which, on a superficial view, consciousness may

seem related, it is as absolutely distinct as it is from any of

the ordinary pbenoneitia of matter. That consciousness is

never manliest except in the presence of cerebral matter or of

aoraething like il, there cannot be a question ; but this is a

\,'xy different thing from its being a property iri such matter

ia the sense in which polarity is a property of ihe magnet,

or irritability of protoplasm. I know that there is a special

charm in those broad generalisiitiona which would refer many

very difi'ereut phenomena to a common source. But in this very

charm tliere is undoubtedly a danger, and we must be all the

lucre careful lest it should exert an infiueuce in arresting the

progress of truth, just as at an earlier period traditional

beliefs exerted an au hority from which the mind but slowly

and with difficnlty succeeded in emancipating itself. Bat

have we, it may be asked, made in all this one step forward

towards an explanation of the phenomena of consciousness or

the discovery of its source? Assuredly not. The power of

conceiving of a substance different from that of matter is still

• beyond the the limits of human intelligence, and the physical

of obj- ctive conditions which are the concomitants of thought

are the only ones of which it is possible to know anything,

and the only ones where study is of value. We are not,

however, on that account forced to the conclusion that there

is notliing in the universe but matter and force. The simplest

physical law is absolutely inconceivable by the highest of the

bru'es. and no one would be justified in assuming that man

had already attained the limits of his powers. Whatever may

be that mysterious bond which connects organisation with

mental endowments, the one great fact—a fact of iuestimable

importance—stands out clear and freed from all obscurity and

doubt, that from the first dawn of intelligence there is witii

every' advance in organisation a corresponding advance in

mind Mind as well as body is thus travelling onwards

through higher and still higher phases ; the great law of

evolution is shaping the destiny of onr race; and though now

•we may at most but indicate some weak point in the general-

isation which would refer consciousness as well as life to a

common material source, who can say that in the far-off

future there may not yet be evolved other and higher faculties

from whicli bglit may stream in upon the darkness, aud reveal

to man the great mystery of thought

The addresp, which was deiivered in Albert Ilall, was weU

received, and, on the motion of Mr. Mark Firth, seconed by

Professor Huxley, a cordial vote of thanks was accorded to

tlie President. Amongst the members aud visitors present

were: Professor INewton, of Yile College ; Viscount Duprat,

Consul-General of Portugal ;
Commander Clement Markham,

Commander Cameron, Major Serpo Pinto, Lieutenant Wysp,

air Douglas Porsytb, Abbe Renard, Mr. G. Shaw-Lefevre,

MP Mr Mundflla, M.P., Profesaor Williamson, Professor

W. Smith, Professor Hughes, and Dr. Spottiswoode, the
retiring president,

Tiie only business before the general meeting held during
the afternoon was the memorial of the association to Lord
Beaconsfield approving of the removal of the natural history

collection to Soutli Kensington, and of the recommendations
of the Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction that, to-

gether with the removal of the site, there should be a change
of administration. Lord Becorisfield, in his reply to the

memorial, intimates that it is not intended to nropose to Par-

liament any immediate change in the managemeQt of the

natural history collection.

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN FARMERS.
It was no doubt natural for an English farmer, speaking of

America, to exclaim, in his perplexity, as a member of Ptr-

liament, in a speech on the motion of a Riyal Commission to

inquire into Agricultural depression, describes him to have
done :

" I wish that cursed country had never been discovered."

Likewise, when printed matter of the trashiest sort ia eagerly

devoured by a heedless and ignorant multitude, many wi«e
men have been tempted to v/ish that printing had never been
discovered. But Enelish farmers know, as well as moralists

and philosophers, that every great good has its drawbacks, and
that there is a remedy to each of the latter in each man's
individual use of such weapons as circumstances may put
witliin his reach. No man is really tied hand and foot—even
if he be a tenant farmer under the most nefarious conditions

of tenure. Euigration is a resource not less available ''or a

farmer than for a labourer. Hitherto, two classes have
especially furnished emigrants to the Colonies and other

countries—the very poor, and younger sons of gentlemen^

whether landowners or profes-ional men. There is no reason

why the hoitajlde farmer should Eot emigrate. He has the

advantage which other emigrants seldom possess, that of a
thorough practical knowledge of his business on a large scale.

He generally has as much available capital as a younger son.

What he lacks is the go-aheadness that distinguishes the

latter, and the endurance which distinguishes both. The two
extremes of social life are productive of hardier and more
Radical specimens of humanity than the middle region. Still,

physical hardships are less of a burden than hopeless prospects,

accumulating debts and losses, and restrictions of whioli it

will take at least a generation to get rid, even if legislatioE

has the courage to attack vested rights and time-honoured

customs. The greatest immediate relief that will come to the

farmers—and none but immediate relief is of much conse-

quence in nine out of ten cases—will prove to be tire personal

friendliness and considerateuess of thtir landlords. The
question that troubles real farmers most seriously, next to

their present distress and indebtedness, is the likelihood of the

American importations continuing or increasing. Everytliiiijj

seems to point to increase. Unless the wording of the new
Californian Constitution should break up some of the hitherto

untaxed ranches in that State, there is nothing at present that

tiireatens to trammel the meat business. Pissenger traffic is

so fluctuating a source of profit that miny Atlantic steam-ships

largely supplement it by carrying cattle, and some, formerly

passenger-ships, have taken exclusively to the latter business.

The Euglish farmer, if he cannot compete with the American,

will not do wisely to rely upon time. Everything goes to

show that American enterprise will make a nev? market for

itself every seasoa, or stimulate a new want, to create even a
temporary trade. Not only are the essentials imported, such

as fresh and salt meat, wheat, flour, and cheese, but apples,

honey, and preserved food of all kinds; cattle food might also

be imported in the future. My experience of the canned
goodi*, Euglish and American, is that the American are

supprior, and, if so, they are likely to command better prices

in England. The number of articles canned is much greater

in America than in England ; half-tropical fruits and vegetables

are available at all times of the year, and though such things

will never become as important as the staple articles of food,

even they make some difference in the English market.

Hitherto, the enterprise of English farmers and merchants has

not been equal to that of Americans ; ttiey have not been

quick to turn everything and anytliing to account, and to

shift from one line of production to the other, as popular

needs or fancies shifted. In many cases the firraera ka?e
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been—ftud are—Imrapsred Ly af^reenifdits with tlieir landlords,

but, even nhere this was not so, there liaa been a general lack

of versalility and a'ertness. which almost amounts to a national

failing. To remedy the agricultural depression as far as it is

produced by American importations seems an impossibility,

for it is out of the qupstion to levy duties on the food of the

masses. The personal condition of the farmer i« the only

point in the matter that can be touched or bettered by legisla-

tion. This must, necessarily, take time before it works a

practical change in the farmer's commercial position. Mean-
while, the unpleasant circumstances of to-day have almost

ruined him. Very great privations and retrenchments at

home may help him a little, or he may take a new start, and
tlirow up hia farm altogether. lie is seldom fit to go into

business, and probably his realizable capital would only set

him up in a very humble way. If he has to retrench at all,

why not enteitain the thought of doing so for a purpose likely

to end in independence, coratort, and, at any rate, comparative

pro-perity, instead of retrenching with a blush and a conscious

uess of shame and defeat, as of one wlio has made the first

step towards inevitable social extinction ? If he emigrate.', he

goes where retrenchment is the rule, and economy so much a

matter of course that social status and silver forks have no
connection with each other ; he will find that, in many cases,

even rich men rather affect roughness of life than the reverse
;

if he stays at home, it is most likely that he will go steadily

down, never retrieving his lasses, never regaining his position,

and sinking the little money he had left after giving up
farming. I do not know wliat the conditions of acquiring

land in the Colonies are, they have been olten loosely described

in popular literature, and we know tliat class disputes have

arisen very similar to those beginning in Calilornia ; but it is

certain that the ownership of Innd iu the Colonies is easy,

whereas in England it is next to impossible, and will remain

80 for at least half-a-century, no matter what agitation may
be raised, and what means legally resorted to to lay is open to

more general competition. Tlie climate iu some parts ol

Austrrtlia is not suitab'e to some English constitutions.

Canada, as a rule, though healthy, is less productive. How-
ever, the range is wide, and some suitable spot in the Colonif s

is easily found where Governnieut land can be I'rocured for a

trifling money outlay. The United States Ins almost a new
world of unclaimed lands wiUiin itself. Why should not

English farmers turn Western cattle-raisers and wheat-growers

themselves, and make the meat importation, that so disturbs

them now, their own profitable business ? Government will

be grateful for an accession as responsible and respectable

citizens ; the land will repay them, not only iu money profits,

but in tlie consciousness and dignity of iiidependfnt land-

ownership, which its possession will give them. Wildernesses

will be improved, and the ueighbouring populations excited to

a wholesome rivalry.

Ttte laws for the acquiring of land are very liberal. The
Homestead Law enables one to enter 160 acres of land, 10

miles distance from any railroad, for a registration fee of Irora

10 to 14 dols. (£-2 to £3 sterling), on condition of residing

upon and cultivating it within six months. Five years' resi-

dence upon it transfers the title to the occupier. The Timber

Culture Act entitles one to acquire 40, 80, or 160 acres of

Government land, on condition of setting out and nourishing

a certain number of trees. This is a wise encouragement for

the formation of groves on the prairies, where trees are a

valuable protection from the winds, and a natural regulator of

moisture.

The Pre-emption Law, which is anterior to the Homestead
Law, but of which one may still avail oneself separately,

enables a man to enter 80 acres within 10 miles of the rail-

road line, or IGO beyond that limit, on payment of 2 dols. 50

cents (about 10!-.) an acre for the 80 acres, or 1 del. 25 cents

an acre for the WO, within two years from his pre-emption,

provided he has lived upon the land and improved it.

The Homestead Law requires a buna fide intention of

naturalisation. 1 am not certain whether the other Ijws do

80. The railroad laads are tolerably cheap also, and in most

States the law allows of aliens possessing property. Even

private and partly improved lauds, with dwellings and buildings

on fhera, are cheaper at present than they have been for

twenty years, land having greatly declined in value during and

in consequence of the commercial depression which has only

just begun to iesscD.

ifowcvfr it is not the raUe of land in the Eastern and

more civilised Slates that is in f|iiRfl(ion, The Western
unimproved, clieB|i, and productive lands are the true (ield for

future immigration and success. .Ndrlluru \'irgiiiia also is

an uuparallelled wheat country, and about equally good for

stock-raisin?, the Kentucky blue grass growing there as
freely as in Kentucky itself, and the climate generally allowing
cattle, on an emergency, to feed out all winter, or at least not
necessitating very expensive protection from the weather.
The prices of land are, however, higher than the amount of
farms for sale would seeui to justify. J/ist year a rich

Englishman went to settle tlicre, and has since induced
several rich families to join liini, besides organising a society

for further immigration. This matter of settling in small or
large colonies in an organised way, and with some kind of
co-operation, is not an unimportant item in the scheme of
relieving present agricultural distress by emigration of the
tenant farmer clas".

One thing more. The s'yle of living among American
farmers as compared with that of English farmers is very
economical. Wheaten bread, though common iu the East, ij

not so much the universal rule as in England, Indiin corn-
flour being the most commonly used for domestic purpose.",

even iu wheat growing States, and certainly all over the
South. Many of the Eastern States have given up whtat-
^rowing, and depend entirely on potato, hay, and Indian corn
crops, besides dairying. Indian corn, in eudlesa forms, is a
chief staple of the country people. iJ.iked potatoes and salt

pork are essentials, and the fare in the Eastern States, espi -

cially, is varied by many more combinations of pastry than are

common in England. Living in Texas is wliat Eii^lishmen
would call very rough. It is not unusual to find owners of
thousands of cattle doing voluntarily without milk and bntter,

because " it is too much trouble to milk and churn.'" (Before
the war this was the usual thing, and milk in .\uitin, the
capital of Texas, came from New York, unless residents

preferred to pay more than freight cliargbs for the fresh milk
within reach.) If there are farm hands to be fed, they dine
with the family, and live on an equality with it. Very often

there are none ; the farmer and his sons do the work, and his

wife and daughters evaythlug about the hou'C. Almost
everv article grown or made is sold, and of extravatcauce you
seldom see any outward sign. Tobacco ii one of the few
luxuries bought, and the purchase of this as well as of moat
eroceries is oiteuer effected by exchanging far'u produce for

them than by money payments. Farmers, as a rule, are a
very economical c1hs», very dilTerent from most other classes

in moderate circuraatances. An English traveller several years
ago remarked to me that he had found the miners in Nevad;',

and most nondescript mfn he had met in country taverns
among the Rucky Mountains, very fastidious and discriminating

about their food, and a contrast to the generality of English-
men in the same rank of life. I have seen carters in the.

Eastern cities just as difficult to please, and reijuiriog great
vaiiety of food—as well as the best quality and a large

quantity—at their meals ; the same with shopmen, mechanics,
and so on, and though they were not invariably as particular

about the cooking, yet many were very critical. Farmers,
however, whether rich or poor, are much more saving, and
scarcely know what " tali " luxuries mean, Naturally the

hard life they lead must be taken into account when a com-
parison is made between the cost of their producing market-
able and exportable articles, and the corresponding cost of

such produce in England, where a farmers's expenses, irre-

spective ol rent, rates, and taxes, are more than three tinQe.i

as high. Whether or no the English farmer can, in England,
reduce or alter his standard of domestii; expenses, only himself

can decide. In America this low standard of household
expenditure is a decided advantage in the production of sale-

able food.—B.M,— Or(7/)/Mf.

REDUCTIOM OF RENTS—Mr. Andrew Montagne,
until recently the owner of the Wtiiteford estate iu Norlh
Cornwall, has remitted 40 per cen*. of his last y-'ars rent.

The property has been purchased by thn Duchy of Cornwall,
which now owns most o*" the surrounding bnd«.

REMISSION OF RENTS.—The Marqnis of Oholmondeley
has again made an abatement of ten pr cent, on the rentals

of his tenantry in Norfolk. Mr. Magniac, of Colworth,
Beds, has remitted 25 per cent, of the half year's rent due ou
Lady-day lajt by the farm tensuits or the Colworth and Toft

eola'es.

R -X
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HODGE'S MASTERS.
The doorway of the Jason Ion at Woolb—y had nothing

particnlar to distinguish it trom the other doorways of tlie

same extremely narrow street. There was no porch, nor

could there possibly be one, for an ordinary porch would

reach half-across the roadway. There were no steps to go

up, there was no entrance hal'., no space specially provided

for crowds of visitors ; simply nothing but an ordinary street-

door opening directly on the street, and very little, if any,

broader or higher than those of the private houses adjacent.

Tbere was not even the usual covered way or archway lead-

ing into the yard behind, so often found at old country inns

;

the approach to the stables and coach-houses was through a

seperate and even more nirrow and winding street, neces-

sitating a detour of some quarter of a mile. The dead, dull

wall was worn smooth in places by the involuntiiry rubbings

it had received Irom the shoulders of foot passengers thrust

rudely against it as the market people came pouring in or out

or both together. Had the spot been in the most crowded

district of the busiest part of the metropolis, where every

inch of ground is worth an enormous sum, the buildings

could not have been more jammed together, nor the inconveni-

ence greater. Yet tlie little town was in the very midst of

o-Lie of the most purely agricultural counties, where land, to

all appearance, was plentiful, and where there was ample

room and " verge enough " to build fifty such places. The

pavement in front of the inn was barely eighteen inches wide,

two persons could nut pass each other on it, nor walk abreast.

If a cart came along the roadway, and a trap had to go by it,

the foot passengeis had to squeeze up against the wall, lest

the bos of the wheel projecting over the kerb should push

them down. If a great waggon came loaded with wool, the

chances were whether a carriage could pass it or not ; as for a

waggon-load of straw that projected from the sides, nothing

could get by, but all must wait—coroneted panel or plain

fuurwheel—till the huge mass had rumbled and jolted into

tl'.e more open market-place. But hard indeed must have

been the flagstones to withstand the wear and tear of the end-

less iron-shod shoes that tramped to and fro these mere

ribbops of pavements. Eor besides the through traffie, out

from tlie maiket-place to the broad macadamised road that

had taken the place and the route of au ancient lloman road,

there were customers to the shops that lined each side of the

street. Into some of these you stepped from the pavement

down, as it were, into a cave, the level of the shop being

eight or ten inches below the street, while the first floor pro-

j.cted over the pavement quite the edge of the kerb. To
futer these shops it was necessary to stoop, and when you

-^rre inside there was barely room to turn round. Otiipr

shops were, indeed, level with the street, but you hid to be

careful, because the threshold was not flush with t'le pavement,

but rose a couple of inches and then fell again, a very trap to

the toe of the unwary. INLany had no glass at all, but were

open like a butcher's or fishmonger's. Those that had gla-is

were so restricted for space that, rich as they might be within

in the good things of the earth, they could make no
" display." All the genius of a West-end shopman could not

have made an artistic arrangement in that narrow space aud

in that bad light ; for though so small below, the houses rose

high, and the street being so narrow the sunshine rarely

penetrated into it.

But mean as a metropolitan shopman might have thought

the spot, the business done there was largp, and, more than

that, it was genuine. The trade of a country market town,

especially when that market town, like Woolb—y, dates from

the e;irliest days of English history, is hereditary. It flows

to the same store and to the same shop year after year,

gcncratiou after generation, centu'-y after century. The

firmer who walks into the saddkr'<i here goes in because his

f ither went there before him. Eis lather went in because his

father dealt there, and so on farther back than memory can

trace. It might almost be said that whole villages go to

particular shops. You may see the agricu'tural labourers'

wives, for instance, on a Siturday leave the village- in a bevy

of ,teu or a doz^n, and all march in fo the same tradesman.

Oi course in these latter days specu'aiive men aud '• co-opera-

tive " prices industriously placarded, have sapped and under-

mined this old-fashioned system. Yet even now it retains

sullicicMt hold to bo a marked feature of countrv-lilV. To I he

tiiioiigh tiiiUic, Iherulore, had to be added the steady

flow of customers to the shops. On a market-day like tills

there is, of course, the incessant entry and exit of oatts,

waggons, traps, gig», four-wheels, and a large number of

private carriages. The number of private carriages is, indeed,

very remarkable, as also the succession of gentlemen on
thoroughbred horses, a proof of the number of resident

gentry in the neighbourhood, and of its general prosperity.

Cart horses furbished up for sale, with straw-bound tails and
glistening skins ;

" baaing " flocks of sheep ; squealing pigs
;

bullocks with their heads held ominously low, some going,

Rome returning, from the auction yard ; shouting drovers
;

lads rushing hither and thither ; dogs barking ; everything

and everybody crushing, jostling, pushing throUjjh the narrow
street. An old shepherd who has done his master's business

comes along the pavement, trudging thoughtful and slow,

with ashen staff. One hand is in his pocket, the elbow of

the arm projecting ; he is feeling a fourpenny piece, and
deliberating at which " tap " he sliall spend it. He fills up
the entire pavement, and stolidly plods on, turning ladies and
all into the roadway ; not from intentional rudeness but from
sheer 'uability to perceive that he is causing inconvenience.

Unless you know the exact spot it is diUicult in all this

crowd and pushing, with a nervous dread of being gored from
behind by a bull, or tlirown off your feet by a sudden charge

of sheep, to discover the door of the Jason lun. That door

has been open every legitimate and lawful hour this hundred
years ; but you will very likely be carried past it and have to

struggle back. Tlieu it is not easy to enter, for half a duz^a
stalwart farmers and farmers' sons are coming out ; while two
young fellows stand just inside, close to the sliding bar-window,

blocking up the passage, to exchange occasionsl nods and
smiles with the barmaid. However, by degrees you shuflla

along the sanded passage, and past the door of tiie bar, which
is full of farmers as thick as they cm stand, or sit. The
rattle of glasses, the chink of spoous, the hum of voices, the

stamping of feet, the calls aad orders, and sounds of laughter

mingle in confusion. Cigar smoke and the steam from the

glasses fill the room— all too small—witti a thick white mist,

through which rubicund faces dimly shine like the red sun

through a fog. Some at the table are struggling to wrile

cheques with continual jogs at the elbow, with ink that will

not flow, pens that scratch and splutter, blotting p iper that

sniudt;es and blots. Some are examing cards of an auction,

and discusiin::; the prices which they have marked in the

margin in pencil. The good-luunoured uproar is beyond
description, and is increased by more farmers forcing their

way in from the rear, where are their horses or traps—by
farmers eagerly inquiring for dealers or friends, and by

messengers from the shops loaded with parcels to place in the

customer's vehicle.

At last you get beyond the bar-room door and reach the end
of the passage, where is a wide staircase, and at the foot

a tall eight-day clock. A maid servant comes tripping down,
and in answer to inquiry replies that this is the way up, and
the riiom is ready, but she adds with a smile that there is no
one up there yet. It is three-quarters of au hour after the

time fixed for the reading of a most important paper before

a meeting specially convened, before the assembled Parlia-

ment of Hodge's masters, and you thought you would be too

late. A glance at the staircase proves the truth of the maid's

story. It lias no carpet, but it is as white as well-scrubbed

wood could well be. There is no s'aiu, no dust, no foot-m;irk

on it ; no heavy shoe that has been tramping about in the

mud has been up there. But it is necessary to go on or go
back, and of the two the first is the lesser evil. The stair-

case is guarded by carved baTuistera, and after going up two
flights you enter a large and vacant apartment prepired for

the meeting of the farrupi's' club. At the further end is a
small mahogany table, with an armchair fur the president,

paper, pens, ink, blotting-paper, and a wax candle and matches,
in case he should want a light. Two less dignified chairs are

for the secretary (whose bos, containing the club records,

books ofrel'erence, &n., is on the t 'ble), aud foi the secretary's

clerk. Hows of plain chairs stretch across the room, rauk
after rank ; these are for the au'dieuce. And last of all are

two long forms as if for Hodge, if Ilodge chooses to come,
A gleam of the afternoon sun—as the clouds part awhile

—

attracts one naturally to the window. 'J'he thickness of the

wall in which it is placed must be some two or three feet, so

that there is a recess on \vhic:h to put your anjis if you dij

not mind Ihc dust, and lojk uul. The window ib half optu.
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and the souuds of the street come up, " baaiog" and bellowing

aud fqueakinp, the roll of wheels, the tramp of feet, aud,

more distant, the shouting of an auctioneer in the market

place, whose stentorian tones come round the corner as lie

puts up rickclolhs for sale. Noise of man aud animal below
;

above, here is the chamber of science, vacancy, aud silence.

Looking upwards, a narrow streak tf blue sky can be seen

above tlie ancient house across the way.

After awhile there comes the mellow sound of bells from

the cliurch which is near by, though out of si^lit ; bells with

a soft, old world tone ; bells that chime slowly and succeed

each other without haste, riujting forth a holy melody com-
posed centuries ago. It is as well to pause a minute and

listen to their voice, even in this railroad age of hurry. Over
the busy market place the notes go forth, and presently the

hum comes bick and dwells in the recess of the window. It

is a lull hour after the time fixed, and now at last, as the

carillon finishes, there are sounds of heavy boots upon the

staircase. Tlirie or four farmers gather on the landing ; they

converse together just outside. The secretary's clerk comes,

and walks to the table ; more farmers, who, now they iiave

company, b )ldly enter and take seats ; still more farmers ; the

secretary arrives ; finally the president app a's, and with him
the lecturer. There is a hum of greeting; the minutes are

tend ; the President introduces the Pro!esb.or, and the latter

stauds forth to read his paper—" Science, the llemedy for

Agricultural Depression."

farmers, he poiuted out, had themselves only to blame for

the present period of distress. For many je;<rs past science

had been like the voice crying in the wilderness, and few, a

very few only, had listened. Jfen had, indeed, come to the

club, but they had gone away home again, and, as the swine

of the proverb, returned to their walloping in the mire. One
blade of grass still grew where two or even thre<'*raiglit be

grown ; he questiDued whether farmers had any real desire to

grow the ex;ra blades. If they did, they had merely to

employ the means provided for them. Everything had been

literally put into their hands; but what was tlie result? Why
nothing—in point of fact, nothing. The country at large was
still undraiued. The very A 15 C of progress had been neg-

lected. He should be araid to say what proportion of the

lanU was yet uudrained, for he should be contradicted, cillcd

ill names, and cried down. But if they wauld look around

thcra ttiey could see for themse.ves. Tliey would see mendows
full of rank, coarse grass in the furrows, whirh neither hcrse

j

nor cattle would touch. They would see in the wheat tiflds i

pilches of the crop sickly, weak, feeble, and altogether poor; I

that was where the water had stood aud destroyed the natural
j

power of the seed. The same cause gave origin to that mass I

ol weeds which was the standing disgrace of arable districts.

But men shut their eyes wilinlly to these plain fac's, and cried

out that the rain had ruined them. It vias not the rain— it

was their own intense dislike of making any improvement.

Ti.e vis inciiice of the agricultural cla.s was beyond the limit

of language to describe. Why, if the Imd had been drained

the rain would have done comparatively little damage, aud
thus they would have Ijeen independent of the seasons. Look,

again, at the crop ; how many thousand tons of hay had been

wasted because men would not believe that anything would
answer which had not been done by their forefathers. The
hay misiht have been saved by three methods. The grass

might have been piled aijainst hurdles or light frame work and
so ijried by the wind. It might liave been pitted in the earth

and presi rved still green, or it might have been dried by

machinery and the hot blast. A geutlrman had invented a

machine, the utility of which liad been demonstrated beyond
all doubt. But no; farmers folded their hands aud watched
their hay rot. As for the wheat crop, how could they expect

a wheat crop? They had not cleaned the soil— there were
horse hoes, and every spec'es of conirivances for the purpose

;

but they would not use them. They had not ploughed deeply :

they had merely scratched the surface as if with a pio. flow
could the thin upper crust of tlie earth—the mere rind three

|

inches thick—be expected to yield crop after crop for the next '

hundred yeirs ? D.cp ploughing could only he d me by
j

steam : now how many fatniers possessed or u^ed steam
'

ploughs ? VVi-'y, llierp were whoh districts where such a thing

V/H8 unknown. Tliey had neglec'ed to manure the soil ; to

restore to it the chrraical constituents of the crops. But to
|

speak upon artificial manure was enough to drive auy man i

who had auy power of thoui^ht into temporary Lusanity. it

was ao utterly dispiriting to see men positively turning away
Jrom the means of obtaining pood crops, and then crying out
that they were ruined. With drains, alcam ploughs, and arti<

ficinl manure, a farmer might defy the weather.

Ol course, continued the Professor, it was assumed that the

farmer had good substantial buildings and suliicient c.ipital.

'Pile first he could get if lie chose, and without the second,
without capital, he had no business to be farming at all. Ho
was simply stopping the load of a better man, and the sooner
he was driven out of the way the better. The neglect of
machinery was most dishearieiiing, A farmer boufjlit one
machine, perhapsa reaping macliiuo, and because that solitary

article did not immediately nuke his fortuue he declared that;

machinery was useless. Could the fores of folly furtiier go?
With machinery they could do just as thry liked. They
could compel the earth to yield, and smile at the most tropical

rain or the most continuous drought. If only the voice of
soience had been listened to there would have been no depres-

sion at all. Even now it was not too late. Those who were
wise would at once set to work to drain, to purchase arlil'icial

manure, and set up steam power, and thereby to provide them-
selves with the means of stemming the tide of depression. By
these means they could maintain a head of stock that would
be more than double what was no» kept upon equal acreage.

He knew full well one of the objections that would be made
against these statements. It would be said that cerLain in-

dividuals had done all this, had deep ploughed, had manured,
hid kept a great head of valuable stock, had med every re-

source and yet had sufl'-red. This was true. Hh deeply re-

gretted to say it was true. But why tiad they sulfered ? Not
because of the stean^, the michiueiy, the artili,:ial manure,
the improvements they had set on foot ; but because of tlio

folly of their neighbours, of the agricultural class generally.

The great mass of farmers had made no improvements, and,

when the time of distress came, they wire beaten down at

every point. It was through these men aud their failures that

the price of stock and of produce fell, and th&t so much stress

was put upon the said individuals tiiroucth no fault of their

owp. He would go farther, and he would say that hnd it not
been for the noble efforts of such i;idividaals—the pioneers of

agriculture and its main props and stays—the condition i f

farming would have been simply fifty times worse thm it was
They, and tliey alone, had enabled it to bear up so long
against calamity. They had resources ; the agricultural

class, as a rule, liad none. Those resources were the manure
they had put luto the soil, the deep ploughing tliey had'ac-
comulshed, the great licaa of stock they had got together, and
so on. These enabled them to weather the storm. The cry
for a reduction of rent was an irresistible proof of what he
had put forth ; that it was the farmers themselves who were
to blame. This cry was a confession of their own incompe-
tency. If you analysed it— if you traced the general cry home
to particular people, jou alwiiys found that those people were
incapab'es. The fact was, farming as a rule was conducted
on the hand-to-mouth principle, and the least stress or straia

caused an outcry. He must be forgiven if he seemed to speak
with unusual acerbity. He intended no offence. But it waa
his duty. In such a condition of things it would be folly to

mince matters, to speak softly while everything was going to

pieces. He repeated, once for all, it was their own fhult.

Science could supply the remedy and science alone ; if they

would not call in the aid of science they must suffer, and their

privations m.,st be upon their own heads. Science said, drain,

use artificial manure, plough deeply, keep the best breed of

stock, put capital into the soil; call science to their aid, aud
they might defy the seasons.

The Professor sat down and thrust liis hand through his

hair. The President invited discussion, Eor some few
minutes no one rose

;
presently after a whispered convcrsatioa

wiih his friend, an elderly farmer stood up from the forms at

the very back of the room. He made no pretence to rounded
periods, but spoke much belter than might have been expected ;

he had a email piece of p'.per in his liand, on which he had
made notes as the lecture proceeded, lie said that the lecturer

had made out a very good case. lie had proved to demonstra-
tion in the most, logical manner that fanners were fools. Well,
no doub', all the world agreed with him, lor everybody thought
lie could tft.acii the farmer. Tne chemist, the grocer, the
bake, the banker, the wine merchint, the lawyer, the doctor,
the clerk, the mechanic, tlie merchant, the editor, the printer

,

the sloL'kbtoker, the colliery owner, the iroumasler, the
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clergyman, and the Methodist prcHcher, the very cshmeii and
railwaj porters, policemen, and no donbtthe croHsing-sweepers,

to use an expressive Americanism, all the whole "jing-bang"
could teach tlie ignorant jackass of a farmer. Some (ew years

ago he went into a draper's sliop to bring home a parcel for

hiR wife, and happened to enter into conversation with the
draper himself. The draper said he was just going to sell off

the business and go into dairy farming, which was the most
paying thing out. That was just when there came over from
America a patent machine for milking cows. The draper's

idea was to milk all his cows by one of these articles, and so
disppnpe witli labour. He saw no more of him for a long
time, but had heard that morning that he went into a dairy

farm, got rid of all his money, and was now tramping the

country as a pedlar with a pack at his back. Everybody
tlionght he could teach the farmer till he tried farming him-
self, and then he found his mistake. One remark of the

lecturer, it he might venture te say so, seemed to him, a poor
ignorant farmer of sixty years standing, not only uncalled for

and priggish, but downright brutal. It was that the man
with little capital ought to be driven out of farming, and the

sooner he went to the wall the better. Now, how would all

tlie grocers and other tradesmen whom he had just enumerated
like to be told that if they had not got £10,000 each they

ought to go at once to the workhouse ? That would be a fine

remedy for the depression of trade. He always thrught it

was considered rather meritorious if a man with small capital,

by hard work, honest dealing, and self-denial, managed to

raise himself aud get up in the world. But, oh no; nothing
of the kind ; the small man was the greatest sinner, and must
be eradicated. Well, he nid not hesitate to say that he had
been a small man himself, ajd began in a very small way.
Perhaps the lecturer would think him a small man still, as he
was not a millionaire ; but he could pay his way, which went
for something in the eyes of old-fashioned people, and perhaps
he, had a pound or two over. He should say but one word
more, for he was aware that there was a thnnderstorm rapidly

coming up, and he supposed science would not prevent hira

from getting a wet jacket. He should like to ask the lecturer

if he could give the name of one single scientific farmer who
had prospered ?

Having said this much the old gentleman put on his over-

coat, and bustled out of the room, aud several others followed

him, for the rain was already splashing against the window
panes. Others looked at their watches and seeing it was late

rose one by one and slipped off. The President asked if any
one would continue the discussion, and as no one rose, invited

the Professor to reply. The Professor gathered his papers

and stood up. Then there came a heavy rolling sound—the

uumi--takeable boom of distant thunder. He said that the

gentleman who had left so abruptly had quite misconstrued

the tenour of his paper. So far from intending to describe

farmers as lacking in intelligence, all he wished to show was
that they did not use their natural abilities, from a certain

tr»ditionary bowing to custom. They did not like their

neighbours to think that they were doing anything novel. No
one resprcled the feelings that had grown up and strengthened

from childhood ; no one respected the habits of our ancestors

more than he did ; no ouc knew better the solid virtues that

adorned the homes of agriculturists. Far indeed be it from
him to say au^ht—[Boom! and the rattling of rain against

tlic windows]—auglit that could—but he saw that gentlemen

were anxious to get home, and would conclude, 'A vote of

thanks was hurriedly got over, and the assembly broke up and

hastened down the staircase. They found the passage below

so blocked with farmers who had crowded in out of the storm

that movement was impossible. The place was darkened by

the overhanging clouds, the atmosphere tliick and close with

the smoke and tlie crush. Flashes of brilliant lightning

seuned to sweep down the narrow street, which ran like a

brook with the storm water, the thunder seemed to descend

and shake the solid walls. " It's rather hard on the Pro-

fessor," said one farmer to another. " What would science

do in a thunderstorm ? " He had hardly epoken when the

Inil suddenly came dowu, and the round white globules

rebounding from tlie pivcnieut rolled in at the open door,

Each paused as he lifted his glass and thought of the harvest.

As for Hodge, who was reaping, he had to take shelter how
he might in tlie open fields. Boom ! flash ! booui !—splash

aud his«, as the hail rushed along the narrow glre.t.

—

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT LEEK.
A public meeting was held in the large room of Union

Buildings, Leek, on Wednesday, Aug, 27, under the auspices
of the recently.formed Farmers' Alliance. The chair was
taken by Mr. J. Nicholson, of Leek ; and there were on the
platform Mr. G. W. Latham (Sandbach), Mr. J. Howard
(Bedford), Mr. W, E. Bear (London), Mr. J. O. Nicholsoa
(Macclesfield), Mr. W. S. Brough, Mr. John Hall, Mr. A.
Nicholson, &o. There was a large attendance.

Tlie Chairman said that, though not a tenant-farmer, he
was not entirely out of place there, because he was a small
landowner and fully sympathised with the objects sought to

be obtained by the Alliance (Hear, hear). At the present

lime agriculture, like every other iaterest, was in a condition

of distress, and it was evident that in more senses than one it

was under the influence of bad weather. In all prol a'lility

the gen lemen on the platform would point out what they con-
ceived to be remedies for this condition of things In the first

place everybody felt the necessity of personal economy ; manu-
facturers as well as agriculturists acknowledge this. Bnt,
beyond personal economy, it was indispensable that they
should seek to secure some degree of freedom from poverty by
watching with care the public expenditure (Hear, hear).

They had had for five years a state of declining prosperity and
there had been a large public expenditure during that time.

They had in fact been spending ten millions per annum in

excess of what they ought to have spent. That was a serious

sum, and it was diilicultfor them to comprehend if, but it was
easy enough for them to feel the effects of it in various ways

—

in the payment of income-tax, which they did not make, for

instance (Hear, hear). If it be evident that there had been

an extravagant expenditure it whs for the tenant farmers and
others to remember that the remedy rested largely with them-

selves at the next election (Hear, hear). It was the voter

and the voter alone who would he able to turn the scales so that

they could have an economical Government (Hear, hear). He
truited that whatever Government was in power they would
be conservative of the pockets of the ratepayers of the country

(Hear, hear).

Mr. G. W. Latham proposed the first resolution, as follows :—"That in the opinion of this meeting the attainment of the

objects put forward by the Farmers' Alliance would be bene-

ficial to agriculture and advantageous to the nation at large,

and that for these reasons the association deserves the support

not only of the farmers but of all classes of the people." He
said he was no novice in the question which the resolution and
the programme of the Alliance embraced. For more years than
ho cared to count he had been hammering at this question

before Chambers of Agriculture and public meetings
; and he

was glad to see that the proposition which he ventured to

make some 15 years ago had gone through the stage which all

reforms seemed to do. The propositions were first lau°hed at

as ridiculous, and now there were some few people who deemed
them worthy of consideration ; and he believed that in a few
years—it might be in a few months—the great measures of
and reform would be carried with the universal consent of
the people, the only wonder being how it was that they were
not thougtit of 25 years ago. That was the way in which,
history told them, all great relonns were carried, and he
should not be surprised if land reform", amounting practically

to a revolution, should be carried to an issue with as little

discussion as was bestowed on an ordinary turnpike bill

in the House of Coninnns (Hear, hear). Now, if

ho wanted a text for his suhject he could find one in a
declaration of a noble lord who was recently president

at an agricultural meetine held ia his own county of
Chester. He had not the noble lord's exact words, but they
ran to this effect.

—"Stick to your land'ords; don't listen to

those who are going amongst you and trjing to set class against

class." He feelif ved the noble lord whs thinking of and re-

ferring to the Alliance of which he (Mr. Latham) was the

representative as a member of its committee ; but he would
tell the noble lord aud those who venture to think with him
that the members of the Farmers' Alliance had no desire to

set class against class. Their object was to work for the good
of all classes who made up the agricultural world ; to benefit

the landlord, the tenant-'armer, and the farm labourer; to

make the income of each more certain acd sure, leaving each
class in its own position to rise hitjhcr aud higher (Hear, hear).

i It Willi true that the immediate inlcrcsla of this Inutllurd and
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t^Rant were often different, but their ultimate and material

iuterests were the samp, and if either of them took advantage

of the other it wonW in the end be to his disadvantage also.

To put the matter plaiuly, taice the case of a Liverpool mer-
chant who had to sell cotton, and the man in Jlanchestcr who
had to buy it. It was mauilestly to the interest of botli that

the cotton trade should be good, so that the purciiuser of the

raw cotton sliould be able to pay his bill-s and dfal more
largely in cotton, and that was plainly the interest of the

cotton seller. The immediate interest of one was to sell

at a dear price, and the other to buy at a cheap price ; and
he could imagine some men being shortsighted enough to sa-

crifice future trade for immediate interests by making a sharp

bargain. That was exactly the c^se between landlord and
tenant-farmers occasionally. The landlord in his desire to get

higher rent, armed with legal presumptions which gave iiim the

power, often collared froai the tenant more than he ought to

pay for the land, and this the landlord was able to do because
certain laws, enacted by past generations of landowners in the

House of Commons, gave tlie landlord an unfair advantage over
the tenant, which re-acted upon the landlord, and decreased

the security wliich those very laws were supposed to give him.

What would they think if a man who sold raw cotton had the

power to go after that cotton when it had gone through several

processes of manufacture, and at short notice turn the man
out of the property which he lud improved by the manufac-
ture, depriving him of the fruit of his money, his time, and
his labour ? Should they say that was fair to the other cre-

ditors ? Yet it was exactly tiie same thing that happened in

the matter of lam'. The Inndownerhad, by what was called

the law of hypothec in Scotland, and the law of distress in

England, a right to go on a farm, in case rent was a short

time overdue, and, to tlie exclusion of all other creditors,

take the tenant's goods to satisfy himself, leaving nothing but

a dividend to the other creditors. The Alliance wanted to

abolish the Scotch law of hypothec and the English law of

distress, because they gave an unfnir advantage to landlords,

and they destroyed the general confidence between the public

and the tenant by giving that unfair advantage to landlords.

Tiiere was an old pres'Umption of law that whatever was put

into the soil clung to the soil ; that if a man built on a brick

foundation, mixed up artificial manures with the soil, or en-
riched the land by feeding cattle liberally on cake, the landlord

Jiad a right—which, unlortuuately, he frequently exercised

—

of giving that man notice to quit and entering into his place,

without compensating him for the improvements which he had
rande. When a landlord took a farm from a tenant who had
made these iinprovetnents, in order to let it to another for a

higher rent, it was a coufibcalion wiiich would not be allowed
in any other trade in the world (Eear, hear). The majority

of landowners would shrink from such a practice ; but he
would ask them if they did cot know instances in which such
an injustice had been done. (A. Voice : Plent\), And when
it occurred it b'ighted the enterprise of the farmers of a whole
neighbourhood (Hear, hear). Such a law ou^ht to be swept
away from the statute book (Hear, he.ir). Referring to the

programme of the Alliance, he said the first object they should
aim at was to secure a better representation of tenant farmers

in Parliament. No class ever !iad its interests looked after

till it got directly represented in the House of Commons (Hear,
hear). He had observed that since Mr. Burt and Mr. Mac-
donald had been in Parliament as the direct representatives of
Working men, there had been greater interest taken in ques-
tions relating to working men, and so would the tenant far-

mers benefit by direct representation. The infusion of a few
tenant farmers into the llouse ol Commons would ensure their

grievances being considered, and they would be very foolish

not to unite and vote for tenant farmer candidates irrespective

of party politics (Hear, hear). The landlords need not shrink

from the discussion of questions affecting the tarmer.", because

of course anything weak or foolish would be rejected. Since

the inaugural meeting the Alliance had advanced in an extra-

ordinary degree. Some few nights after that meeting Mr.
Chaplin brought forward a proposal for the appointment of a

Koyal Commission to inquire into the state of Agriculture,

and, with the consent of the Government, that Commission
had been appointed. He trusted llie results would be latia-

fac'ory, but he thought that little could be added to what they

already knew, ior several years the stars had been against

the farncrs, and the land had been less productive ; trade liad

been had, and ctru and tlock from America liad boen sold at

prices below those which were necessary to allow the English
farmer to obtain a profit. In the progress of the debate as to
the appointment of the Iloyal Commission, Tjord Hartingtoii
said if the. Commission proved that agriculture was unprofit-
able under the present condition, it would be necessary to
inquire whether there were any other conditions under which
it would he likely to be profitable; and his lo'dsbip instanced
as parts of the change which would probably be considered
desirable, a change iu the law of entail and the law of dii.tres«.
liord Hartiugton was the prospective heir to 238,000 acres of
land ill five counties, besides other property, and did they think
that hia lordship would recommend those chantres if lie bt-litved
they were detrimental to the landlord ? (A Voice : We dot t
want politics). He was not s) caking of Lord Hartinglon as
leader of the House of Commons, but as heir to vast Cotate-,
who would not be likely to do anything which would injur«
the landlords (Hear, hear, and interruption). The difficulty
in reference to these proposals had been that the great aris-
tocracy had always rai,iakenly been opposed to them, and had
been content with the existing state of tilings ; but now Lord
Hartiugton had intimated that there could be no objection to
the chance, and Lord Suffolk and Col. Kingscote, large land-
owners, had followed Lord Hartington in saviug the time had
come for these clianges (Hear, beai). He (Mr. Latham)-
then referred to the question of the devolution of land under
the present laws of settlement, which he contended would havo
to be considered before very long. He' pointed out the dis-
advantage of the present system of entail in discouraging tlin

owner of the soil from spending money upon it for the benefit
of his eldest son at the expense of his other children. He
observed that Mr. Mundella, the other day at Siieffield, gave a
strong illustration of the evil of the present law. He said a
baronet had recently told him that his rent roll was £4^0,000,
but his ancestors had mortgaged the estate, and he had charges
to pay to his mother and liis younger brother, so that little

really remained to him of the £iO,000, The baronet added if
he could sell one-half he could do justice to the otlier half of
the estate, and live comlortably. He (Mr. Latham) hoped
Mr. Mundella would have the baronet examined before the
Royal Commission, for ids testimony would be more variable
than any statistics which could be brought forward (Hear,
hear). In order that justice might be done the farriiers should
be encouraged to return candidates of their own. As a rule,
the tenant farmer did not care about polit'cs. He followed -

his landlord, and cxercied no independence (No, no). It
was often the case. It might mt be in wise St^fftn'shire,
but it was in benighted Cheshire (laughter, and Hear, hear).
He knew an estate iu the county of Cheshire, the mass of
tenants of which wi nt up with the agent to vote at one elec-
tion. The estate having subsequently changed hauJs, at the
next eleciion the same tenants went with the agent to vote for ^

another tenant of different politics (laughter). He concluded
by urging the importance of having a direct represemation of
candidate farmers, regardless of the opinions of the candidate
on general subjects,

Mr. John Hall seconded the resolution, expressing his
belief that though the tiriies were bad the larmcrs woufd go
through the ordeal successfully. There were certain unjust
laws which operated prejudicially to the farmers, and if tt.ey
could get those laws abrogated the farmers of England would-,
be able to compete successfully against all comers (Hear
hear).

'

The Chairman gave a general invitation to anyone to go
on the platform to oppose the resolution, observing that a
little opposition would do good ; and Mr. Geokge Bkad-
FOED(Hanley) intimated, amidst laughter, that the opposition
would come "just now." Only three hands, however, were
held up against the resolution when it was put to tlie meelino-.
It was consetiuently carried.

"'

Mr. James Howard, in an able .'peech, proposed the next
resolution—" That the farmers of this country are inadequately,
represented in Parliament, and that, therefore, i.umediala
steps should be taken in e\ciy county to bring forwHrJ,
at least one tenant farmer as a candidate to stand at the
next election." lie observed that while the depres-ion of
manufactures and commerce arose from over-productioa
the depression in agriculture arose from under-production,
arid their fields were languishing for the want of soma
ol the wealth wliich was squaudered on other countries.
Agriculture was so essential to the we!l-ljeij,g of the whole
community that they could no longer afford to neglect Uiat-
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ereat and importaDt interest The nniinal vaUifi of the pro-

duce of the fanners was from £250,000,000 to i;c;00,000,000

sterlinjt, and every irapediraent to the improvement of that

interest should be swept away (Hear, hear). He reviewed

the laws which hr.d been pai^sed from time to time affecting

the agricultural interest, p.rgued that those wlio cultivated the

soil should haje a share in making the laws for rcfulating the

management of the soil, and urged them to vote at the aest

election for a tenant farmer, or some one who sympatlnsed

with tenant larmers (applause). Mr. Hanbury, M.P., had

that week expressed a belief that, the Royal Commission would

tend to the amcroratior. of the condition of the farmer, and

that the prospects of agrieultnre were briErhtenine. He (Mr.

Howard) had not met with a single practical farmer whose

spirits had been at all elated by the appointment of the Com-

mission, nor did he think tliere was a practical man who

believed the Commission would be able to throw additional

light on the present condition of agriculture. The Eoyal

Commission was a subterfuge, and it would end, as all far-

mers' inquiries of the snme sort had ended, in the publication

of blue books two or three years hence, which very few people

would take the trouble to read (laughter, and Hear, hear).

Still he had confidence in the future of agriculture in England.

Mr. W. S. Bf.OUGII said he I'ad great pleasure in seconding

the resolution, because he believed the prosperity of the

country largely depended on the prosperity of the agricultural

interest. He believed also that the tenant farmers had

grievances, and that the programme of the Alliance, if carried

out in its entirety, would do more than anything he knew of

to remove those grievances. (Hear, hear.) He hoped the resalt

of the meeting would be that many, like himself would be

induced to join the Alliance. Then when such proposals as

the Alliance put forth to stimulate the improved cultivation of

iHud, especially the proposal !cr obtaining security for capital,

was carried, there would be a brighter day for agriculturists.

(Applause). He trusted that that day would come before long.

(Hear, hear.)

Mr. Beak (London) supported the resolution, expressing

the opinion that British farmers would be able to hold their

own against compttition abroad if they had a fair field and

eqai'abie laws.

Mr. George Brabeorc (Hanley) then ascended the pjat-

foriTi, and annonnced that he was not like the previous

speakers, but he was a tenant farmer, and he would tell tliem

ti.at agricultural depression and the poverty of farmers

constituted too sacred a matter to be bandied about by poli-

ticians. (Hear, hear, and laughter). Tlie first thing the

chairman s)id had refeionce to the coming election. He
respected the cliairraan in his private capacity, but took excep-

tion to liis political lifV. Then as to public expenditure, he

wss not aware that public expenditure had anything to do

with the agriculture of Englaud. (Oh, oh, and laughter.) The

l;irmers had nobody tliere to speak for them, and he took upon

himsslf to advocate their cause. He wanted to know how

it v/as possible for the tenant farmers to sell articles

below their cost price ? (Hear, hear.) They were suffjriog

from depression brought about by various cause', one of wiiich

was the particularly bad seasons they had had of (ate years.

(Hear, hear.) But there was another cause: a farmer could

not get the cost price of the articles he produced. The manu-

facturers would soon come to griei if they sold their articles at

less than they cost them. (Hear, hear.) And agriculturists

must soon come to grief unless they could compete with those

'•who at present under.^old them. With excellent cheese at 2d.

per lb , and beef at Tgrd. per lb., imported from foreign conn-

tries, he would ask the Alliance how the English farmers

were to make profit. (Hear, hear.) There would be something

. practi^nl in that, and it would be better than coming and

speaking about faults and failings of a political body. With

regard to the landowner, he ougiit not to be held up to scorn

because he took advaulage, as other people did, of the law. It

was just the same in the comniprcial as in the agricuhural

world. (Hear, ht-F-r.) Mr. Bradford went oa to refer to the

AkTicultural Holdings Bill, which, he said, would have been

car ied if ihe Radicals haa had the slightest wish to have

supported it.

Mr. Howard.—It is law. (Laughter and applause). It shows

the gentleman does not understand what he is talking about,

(liehr, hear.).

Mr. Bradford.— It: i"! not compulsory.

^.r. LATii.i»..\i.^That iswhntwe complain of, (Hear,heaT.)

Mr. Bradford said he was not goioi; to coT.tf-iid '.i,at I'ne

landlorda had no f»ulf8 : bui there was no difference betweea
Whigs, Tories, and Radicals. (Laughter and applause.) What
he objected to was that the Alliauce should hold Coaservative
landlords up to ridicule.

The Chair^ian protested that that was not the object of the
Alliauce, and he called upon Mr. Bradford to keep to the
mark,

Mr. Brabfore said he had heard so many points not to the
mark that he did not know which to select Irom, The Alliance
was allied to the National Reform Union.

Mr. HowARE said that was a libel on the Fanners' Alliance.

The Alliance had no more to do with the Reform A.«30ciation

than with Timbuctoo. (Hear, hear.) It was clear that the

gentleman was speaking on a subject that he did not under-
stand. (Hear, hear, and laughter).

Mr, Bradford—If I have made a mistake I will apologise

— (hear, hear)— but I don't think I have. (Laughter). Mr.
Bradford went on to speak as to the value of the agricultural

produce and the farmers' capital ; and he asked what did Mr.
Read say in the House of Commons whnc he was insulted ly
the friend of this Alliance, Mr. John Biight. Mr. Read was a
farmer's friend, and lie liked farmers' frieni^s of tlie right sort,

not like Mr. Latham, who, it he got into Parliament, would do
something else than what v/ould be for tlie best interest of the

farmer. (Lftugliter, and heir, hear ) The farmers required

friends, and not secret enemies. Tiia" was what they had to

guard against. (Applause and interruption.)

Mr. Bear said Mr. Latham had for many years been one of
the ablest and most earnest champions of the tenant farmers'

interests he had ever known, and it was a gross and un-
warrantable insult to accuse him of being their secret enemy.
(A-pl>iUse).

The resolution was put and carried, only five hands beitg
held up agaiust it.

Mr. Bradford proposed a vote of thanks to the CI airman.
Mr. Howard in seconding the resolation, said : I affirm that

the Farmers' Alliauce is nut party-political in any sense. Oar
motto is " Agriculture first ; polities after." It is not our
business to come here to tell fanners how to conduct their

business, but to espress our views that the farmers ol Engliud
have not been held in sufficient respect by the Governmeat of

the country.

The motion was carried with acclamation, and the. prcceed-

ings terminated.

TWO NEW METALS.—A correspondent writes:—"The
discovery of two new metals is announced, named Samarium
and Norwpgiura. Paradoxical as it may sound to speak of tire

finding and christening of a hitherto unknown metal before, it

has been either seen or handleJ, yet such is the case with

Samarium. As happened in the instance of the metal Galliu'p,

it has first become known to science by means of the spectrum

analysis alone ; nor can it be doubted that in the verification

of its existence by the senses it will in due time follow the

same precedent. It is well known that by means of the

characteristic rays wnich are seen in the luminous spectrum
produced by the combustion of any substance it is possible

to single out the known or unknown bodies which enter

into the combination. As are the rays, such are the

elements producing them. Wlieu rays are found answer-

ing to no substance already catalogued, the existence cf

some new body is neturally inferred Irom the tsct. That
was how Gallium was first brought to light, and now we
have a like history (or Samarium. M. Lecuq de Boiabaudran,
who has greatly distinguished himself by liis researclies in this

branch of science, found, as he was examining a mineral
kno/vn under the name of Samarkite, an emission of un-
familiar rays. He has inferred thence the eEistence in this

mineral of a new metal which he has accordingly named
Samarium, and all he has now to do is to isolate it frum the

other elements with which it is as yet combined. Tnis has
already been done for the other new metal, Norwegium,
patriotically so named alter his fatherland by ite discoverer.

Professor Tellef-Dahll, of the University of Norway, who
detected it in a metallic compound of arsenic and nickel. The
professor has even determined the principal properties of his

new metal, whicli he describes as being white, slightly

malleable, of about the hardness of copper, and fusible at a

dull red heat. Its density is represented by d'ik and its

(heminnl equivalent i^ 145,"
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ME SHAW LEFEVRE OX AGRI-

CULTURAL DEPRESSION.
At the Meeting of the British Association on Aug-

26, in the Ecotioinic Science Section,

Mr. Mi"Ni)ELi,\, M.l*. took the ch.iir and read ths address

wliich Mr. Sliaw Lelevre, M.P. , had prepjired before tlin

hiraented death of his father wliicli han prevented his assuming

the presidi'ncy of this si-ction. In his paptr, Mr. Le evre

said:—"There c:in scarcely be a more interesting economic

question at the present time than tlie state of agriculture and

tlie causes of its present depression' How deeply important

is it that we should be able to trace the causes of that

depression, to analyse bow far liiey are of a climatic and

temporary character, and how far they are due to the co'iipeti-

tion of foreiiin produce ; to what extent also the low prices

are due to tbe alteration in vnlue of gold; and having

ascertained this, to discuss liow (ar we may expect these onuses,

or any of them, to continue or to diminish in tbeir effect, and
to estimate their ultimate effects upon rents, on wages, and on
the profits of farmers, and indirectly npon other interests o'

the coiiiinunity. Pendin; the investigations of the lloynl

ConiinissioQ recently appointed to C(msider the subject, it may
teem almost an act ot temerity to venture upon it ; but the

report of tl;e Commissiori will probably not be forthcoming

for two years ; in the meantime events will not wait for it,

and it is desirable that every light should be thrown upon the

subject by indepcndrnt criticism and observation. I feel also

that 1 o«e no apology for so doing, for altliough the com-
munity in which we meet is essentially a manufacturing one,

yet it will he admitted tliat the depression of a great interest

like that of agriculture has a serious import aud effect upon
every other interest in tbe country, and is probably at this

moment one of the canoes of the stagnation which is so

much complained of in tlie manu'acturing world. It must be

admitted most freely that the agriculiural interest, or at least a

Inrge part of it, has suffered severely during ttie last few years

from a combination of bad harvests and low prices. These
phenomena are especially to be noted siuce the year 1873 ; of

• ihe six )ears including and following that year four have been
years of exceptionally bad harvests, giving results of from •

20 to 25 per cent, below the average, and lor the whole period
]

the average production of cereals has been 13 per cent, below
the average. In ilic memory of living men there has been no
such concurrence of bad seasons. Bad harvests, however, in

|

previous years were generally followed by higher price?,

which recouped the producers to a great extent for the

deficient quantity ; but bad harvests duriug the last sis years

have not only not been followed by higher prices, but, in the

case of wheat at least; prices have fuilen still lower, and the

-consequence has be n most serious to those who rely mainly

on this cereal. But whe'i, in addiiion to the low price of

wheat, we take into account the reduced acreage of corn

cultivation, the reduced number of cattle owned in the

counlrv, not'.vithstauding the greatly increased price of meit,

snd the rise of wages of agricultural labourers v.hich occurred

in 1S7"2, we can easily realise the great losses of those

farmers who rely rahinly upon corn for their returns, and who
cultivate the heavy aud inferior lands of this country. The
produce of wheat is so important <". part o! the agricultural

indu try of «o large a proportion of the coun'ry, that it raav

be taken as to a great extant an index of the position of

agriculture ; its abundance and price are also of not less

ratercst to the bulk of the population of this coumry, who
rely upon it mainly lor iher food. It ia worth while,

therefore, to pay siieclal attention to this product. T'.e

position of the producer with respect to it may best be

estimated by multipl)iiig the known *verage pronuce

per acre in each year by the average price obtained for it

in the twelve months succeeding the harveft. I have
before rae a tahle coiistrncteJ oq tliis basis, showing the

average product in money per acre of wheat for each year since

1849. It shows that for tbe first four oi these years foliow-

ing shortly after the repeal ol the Corn laws the production

•of wheat must have been anything but profitable to fanners;

the harvests were somewhat above the average, but the prices

were very low, averagiug only 41s, per quarter, and the

result in money to the larmer for an average acre of produce
was ouiy £7 9s. ; after that year prices again rose, aud for

Ihe nest twenty years the average product ^er !»cre ia money

2o3

was £D 13^, or £i -is. per acre above tha' of the foi:r years
succeeding 1848. During these twent/ yesrs it is 1o be
observed that the price of wheat as a general rule varied
inversely as the quantity produced. In other words a very
good harvest was sucd-eded by lower prices than the average,
a bad harvest was followed by higher prices, aud the larmer
was compensated in a great degree by a higher price lor the
deficieney of the harvest. Thus in 18G3, the best harvest of
the period, the production was 41 per cent, in excess of the
average, and the price fell to 40s. Ud. per quarter, the
result to the farmer being £10 Os. 6d. per acre

; and in 1S67
the harvest was the worst of the period, 28 per cent, below
the average, bet the price rose to GSs. 4J. per ([uarter,
giving a result to the farmer of £8 17s. per acre. In 1873
we observed a marked change in this relation betwcea
quantity and price, and it is obvious that some causes must
have operated irom that time to depress prices to a very
marked degree. Unfortunately for the producers, the sis
years which followed 1873 have been years ot very serious
d-ficienoy of production; as already shown, the harvests
have been 13 per cent, below the average. In lieu, h wever
of rising in proportion to this deficiency, tbe price of wheat
has fallen somewhat lower than on the average of previous
years. It has been 49.''. 7d. per quarter, as compared with
fa5s. 5d., the average of the previous six years of good
harvests ; the result, therefore, in product per acre has been
an average for the six years of only £7 Ss., or exactly the
average of tbe four years 1849-52, while the average of the
last .'our years has been even lower, namely, £7 4s. 5d. per
acre, or £3 S-. 6d. per acre below the average of the twenty
years from 1853 to 1872. It is obvious from these figures
tl;at the reduced product per acre is due, not merely "to the
deficient quantity, but also to a fall of prices; and so far
from tbe prices having risen in inverse proportion to the
bad harvests, there has been a distinct tendency to fall in
spite of the bad harvests. From these figures it is easy
to estimate how great has been the deficiency to the poducers
of wheat upon their average crops ot the last six years. The
present extent of wheat production in the United Kingdom is

about 3,300,000 acres, and compared wi'h the average of the
previous twenty-four ye^rs, including the bad years succeed-
ing 181-9, the last six show a reduction of gross product of
about £i per acre, equal to an annual renr.ced gross return
of £0,000,000. For ihe six years, then, the reduced return to
the producers of this cereal has been £".9,60!i,OUO. It is

quite clear, then, that the position of those farmers who
rely upon wheat for their main profit, and who have
suffered most from the wet seasons of the last few yars,
has been very serious, and the prospect of another bad
harvest must be mo-t discouraging to them. Before, how-
ever, we psainine the causes ol this, and speculate as to the
future, let us look at the question from the point of view of
the consumers. To the public, who are the cousumerg, the
failure of the harvest is a matter of as much regret as to ihe
producers. It is the interest of all that the product should be
plentiful. It cannot, however, be said to be equally the
interest of all that the price of wnett should be high, or even
that it should rise iu proportion to the deficiency of tiarvest.

If ihe increase! price were paid wholly to the producers of this
country, theraoney would at least remain here and be circulated
again among the community

; but as the greater part of the
wheat consumed now conies from abroad, a rise in value not
onlv raises the price to the home producer but also to ihff

foreign producer, and the increased price paid by tht-c .nsumer
is so 'iiucb loss to tne country us a whole. For many years
past the proportion ot imporlations to the heme production of
wheat has been increasing. Thirty years ago we imported
little more than one-fourth of our total consumption; during
the lasi SIS years we have imported coasideraiily more than the
half our total wants. Comparing Ihe last six years with the
previous six years, it will e observed t'at Ihe propiirtii-'us of
home growth aud t'oreian imports hi>ebe«ii reversed ; iu the
first pt-rii.d we produced 12,0(J0.00J qr-. aud if.ijMrrted

10,000,000 ;
in the second period we produced 10,000,000

and imported 13,000,000 qrs. The price of wheat 'has
averaged during the last sis years O.'. per quarter less than
the previous six years. The consumer, therefore, has been
saved that rcuch on each year on the total average conmmp-
tioti of 23,000,000 quarters, or a sum of £0,900,000 a year,
a savinj nearly sutJicieut to pay for the excess importations,
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aicoupir.il with the previoui sis years. But this is not the

whole of tlie case; if the price of wheat had risen during the

last SIX years in inverse proportion to tiie deficiency of pro-

duct, as it has already been pointed out was generally the

case in the previous twenty years, it is easy to sho»v that the

average price during the sis years would have been 63s. 6d.

per quarter, in lieu of "tSs. Gd., a difference of 13s. per qr.

This increase would have been paid by the consumer upon the

average consumption during the six years of 23,139,000 quar-

ters, making an increased charge to the community of about

£15,000,000 in each year ; and o( this £6,550,000 would have

gone to the home producer in each year, and £8.450,000 to

the foreign producer. For the six years, therefore, the home
producer would have gained £39,000,000, and nearly

£-51,000,000 would have been paid away to the foreign pro-

ducer in excess of what wus actually paid. It is clear, there-

fore, that the country, as a whole, lias very greatly benefitted

by the low price ol wheat : and it is not too much to say that

had this additional sum been paid away for wheat during the

last few years of depression, in addition to proportional in-

creased piyments for other food supplies, the commercial

depression would have been greatly aggravated. The low

price of food has unquestionably been the chief cause thnt the

working classes have passed through the period of commercial

depression with so little general suffering. It has also been

the cause that one of the three great classes which make up

the agricultural community, namely, the labourers, have been

better off during the last six years than they have been during

any period in the last century. Not only did they succeed, in

1872, in asserting arise of wages, but their money wages have,

owing to the low price of wheat, gone much further. A rise of

13s. per quarter of wheat would have almost neutralised the

rise of money wages. A consideration of these facts will, I

think, show how immensely the country gains by the low price

ot whea% and that such gain is altogether out of proportion to

anv loss which may be incurred by the producers in this

country of that proportion of the consumption which they are

able to pioduce. It will also show how impossible must be

the attempt to revert to any expedient for artificially raising

the price of wheat in the interest of the home producers. Any

arguments there may have been 30 years ago in favour of such

a course are multiplied tenfold at the present time, when the

proportion of imports to home produce is so greatly altered.

Tlie great surplus of unemployed labour has during the last

five years been transferred from the manulactnring districts

and great towns in the Atlantic States to the new districts

oneued out by the railway exteurion of the previuus years.

The cultivation, therefore, of corn in these newly opened out

field- his increased at a^rntio never before experienced. The

new railways, constructed before there was population or trade

to supply them, stimulated this new set'lemeut by lowering

their tralUc rates to a miniinnni ; the commercial depression

operated upon the steara-carrying trade across the Atlantic in

the same manner, and greatly lowered frtighls ;
coincident

with this movement there has been a succession of aburdant

harvests in America, while this country was suffering from

such deficient harvests. So great a movement in the direction

of increased cultivation of the surface of the earth has probably

nsver been yet experienced in so short a period, nor has there

ever been so rapid and great a reduction of the cost of transit,

b )th by land and sea. The excess production of the American

States and Canada beyond the wants of their own population

is at the present time suflioient, in average harvests on both

sides of the Atlantic, to supply the whole excess wants of this

country; and the actual acreasre under wheat cultivation is

nearly ten times the extent under similar cultivation in this

country. In view of these facts, who can be surprised that the

price of wlnat in this country should have been so pro-

foundly affected ? The result ot the movement in the States

during the \A-,t eight years, of the vast exteni-ion of cultivation,

combined with the cheapening of the cost of transit, has been

almost to annihil-Ate the distance between t^e two countries,

and to subordinate the production in this country to the vastly

greater production on the other side of the Atlantic. It has

rendered ns comparatively indifferent, so far as our

interests as consumers are concerned, whether we have

"ood or bad harvests in this country, and a complete

command over the markets here has been given to the

vastly greater production of the Far West. Is it, then, to

follow that the cultivation of wheat in this country is, in the

future, to become impossible, bccatse unprofitable? Is the

price to be so permanently reduced as to prevent ita cnltiva"

tion upon any but tlie very best soils ? It is, I think, pre-

mature to form any such conclusion. If I were to venture a
prediction on so difficult and obscure a question, I would
incline to the opinion that wheat has during the past year
reached its lowest point ; that we have felt the maximum of
the effect of the recent great extension of corn production in

the Far Wert; that with the revival of trade, the increase of

population botli here and in the States, and the tendency to

reduced cultivation of wheat in this country, there will be a

rise in the price of wheat ; and that, coupled with better

harvests in this country, or, at least, a return to aveiage har-

vests, we may find the product to the farmer in money such

that the difference as compared with the past is capable of

adjustment by a corajjaratively slight reduction of rent and-

wages. It niay be worth while to point out that the competi-

tion of the Far West has told upon other linds much nearer to-

il than our own country. The farming interest of the New
England States, and even of some of the other Atlantic States,

has been much affected by it uring the last tew years. If

the competition of the great corn-fields of the Far West has

thus tola upon States so near at hand, it is to be expected that

some of its effects would be felt in this country. Although
the position of the farming interest lor the twenty years pre-

ceding 1873 was satisfactory and fairly prosperous, yet it was
certainly not progressive. The cultivation of wheat has

gradually diminished and the breeding and feeding of cattle

has been substituted for it ; the dependence of this country

upon foreign produce for its food has every year become
greater; the number of persons employed in agriculture has

remained stationary, and their proportion to ths rest of the

population has been continually diminished. The whole

increase of population during the last forty years has been

absorbed in other pursuits than agriculture. In 1831 38 per

cent, of tlie population of England and Wales was occupied in

the business of agriculture ; the proportion is now less than

one-tenth; and great as still is the importance of the agri-

cultural interest as compared with any other, its relative

importance to the whole mannfacfuring and commercial

interests of this country is greatly changed. That, notwith-

standing this, the wealth ot the country has increased by

euormons leaps and bounds in the iuterval is indisputible,

and especially was this the case in the few years preceding

1873. That we have been able to provide for a population

increasing by about three millions in every ten years, without

any increase of territory, and with a somewhat reduced

agricultural industry ; that we have been able to turn the tide

of pauperism, and to reduce it considerably as compared with

the past, jg a most striking fact, and strong testimony to the

soundness of our g'-neral sy^tera. It may be that the enormous
agricultural development in America will drive us further on
the same road ; but that it will permanently injure the ecouomic
condition of this country as a w hole is not to be believed. If,.

theD,Iara ri^ht in my explanation ol the agricultural depressiou,

it may be connected not remotely with the depression which has

weighed so heavily upon commerce and manu'actures also

during the last five years, lijth are probably due, in the

main, to cnuses operating over a gieat area and over a long

period, and are indications of the fl jw of the great tide of

population and cultivation advancing over the great plains of

America. The collapse of credit in 1873, and the conse-

quent discredit and depression, has been much more felt on
the other side of the Atlantic than on this. The imports

of tlie States fell off enormously ; the investment there of

foreign capital wholly ceased. In this country we have

felt ^everely the temporary loss of our larjiest customer for

our exports ; but our other customers in every part of the

world have made up for the bulk of our exports though not

for their value. I am confident, however, it will be found,

on making a comparison between this country and others,

that we liave passed through the period of depression with

infinitely less suffering to the bulk of the people, ond with

less real loss of capital, than in any other part of the world
—excepting, perhaps, France, which has been saved by the

extraordinary thrift ol her working population ; and that

free imports and consequent low prices have saved tlie

lahouiing classes from wliat would otherwise have been a
period of far greater distress to them. Already there are

symptoms of revival in that quarter from whence the prin-

cipal cause of the depression issued. All accounts from

AmtricH lc«ti'y to the improved !.'oudiuou of trade, to iim
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fact that tiie immense extension of agricuUare is producing

its natural effect in reviving a demand for manufactaring

products which her own workshops will soon be un-

able to supply. It appears to me, then, that it would be a

most useless waste of time and energy to expend efforts in

trying to reverse the commercial system established by Sir

Kobert Peel in ISIS, or in making inquiries with a view to

return to exploded fallacies and obsolete systems ; but it is a

time when attention having been so much directed to the

condition of agriculture, we may with great advantage inquire

whether the conditions under which it is carried on in this

country are such as to attract and encourage to the utmost the

application of capital and labour to the land ; whether a sys-

tem of tenure which seems calculated to forbid the combina-

tion of ownership and occupation, to prevent security for

improvements effected by the occipier, and to accumulate land

in the hands of persons who are frequently unable to afford

capital for its improvement, is the best suited for the develop-

ment of agricultural industry. Although changes iu such a

system may not be fraught with immediate remedies for

present depression, an 1 may not affect the price of produce,

yet they may tend ultimately to place the cultivators in a

better position to meet the varying conditions of the future

which in agriculture, as in other trades, must be expected to

present alternate periods of prosperity and loss."

At the conclusion of the reading of this address, a discus-

sion took place. It was opened by Mr. F. Brittain
(Sheffield), who, alluding to tiie painful circumstances which

had caused the absence of the author, moved a vote of

thanks. The paper was most valuable, and furnished material

for much thought. SheiReld was under great obligations to

Mr. Lefevre, and Mr. Mundella also, for their services in

Parliament with respect to the preservation of Maltby-com-

mon for the recreation of the people.

Mr. J. Beywood, in seconding the motion, remarked that

the paper refuted the idea that its author had deserted the

principles of Free Trade.

Mr. Hepworth Dixon supported the motion on the

ground that years a^o Mr. Lefevre and himself had travelled

largely in America, living in the same tent, lodging now with

niauu'acturers. and now with outlying miners. On one

occasion they nearly fell into a trap, which, however, tamed
out quite the reverse. They fell in with a powerful Congres-

dional Board, bent upon demolishing the whole fabric of ?ree

Trade, of which Mr. Leievre and himself were earnest advo-

cates. They were invited to go up into the great iron district

of Pennsylvania, to see for themselves the material reasons

why thit State at least could never be converted to the doc-

trines of Free Trade. They were hospitably treated, they were

regaled with good dinners, and made, as they thought, excel-

lent speeches. They stood manfully by their flag, and he

believed dropped some good seed, the results of which lasted

to this day in those great iron manufacturing districts of

Pennsylvania. Ue expressed great gratification that hii

young companion of that day was now president of this sec-

tion of the British Association and also president of the

Statistical Society.

IMPROVED AGRICULTURE.
Althot'gh,as agents for the sale of land, we have a natural

sympathy wiih the landowner, we cannot agree with landlordu'

agents who, in the face of present difficulties, will make no

effort to improve the system of agriculture, but who continue

to think that good seasons alone are a sut&cient remedy, and

so persevere in the old paths of restrictive covenants and the

aucient style of farming. We must advance with the times ;

and while improvements are effected in the conduct of every

manufacture, trade, and, we may say, professiou, why should

it be thought that no improvement is possible in agricnlturo

We believe tint landowners are best served by those who
advocate a reform, or, in other words, improvements iu the

style of cultivation ; for what enhances production enhances

the rental valu», and, coiiBequcntly, the selling value.

We believe that in the long run the agricultural troubles

will be a great advantage to the landowner. The first step ot

the lloyal Commission, in sending Immediately Mr. Clare

Sewell Head and Mr. Albert Pell to the United States of

America and Canada, will no doubt be a means ot affording us

information of immense importance, and, iu the raeantiiur,

tin: cou^ultation of the various (Jliambcfs of Avjriculiinc

throughout the country are continually supplying interesting

information and strongly expressed opinions bearing evidence
corroborative of the suirgestiou made by Mr. W. E. Bear, in

his paper in the Nineteenth Century, that the solution ot the
difficulty lies in sgriculiural reform.*****
We believe the present agricultural troubles will result in

much benefit to the agricultural interest generally. Adverse
seasons, occurring simultaneously with the discovery that much
of our grain produce can be grown cheaper abroad, is stirring

up thoughtful men to advocate such changes in the system of
agriculture as to meet the variances of necessity, and thus an
all-wise Providence is preparing for a future blessing by the
only way in which men will learn. Necessity has ever been,
and ever will be, the mother of invention. A ship wrecked on
our rocks is the cause of the erection of a lighthouse, whereby
many shipwrecks are avoided ; a famine in India, through
want of rain, causes the lormatiou of canals and aqueducts,
which are of untold value to many thousands; a ship in dis-

tress off our shores ."auses the creation of the Lifeboat Insti-

tution, with a supply of lileboats and life-saving apparatus all

round our coasts, whereby many valuable lives are saved every
year. The sacrifice of life and the endurance of suffering,

throughout all history, whether personal or national, has been
alterwar.ls recognised as a necessity, because of the blessing it

has brought about. It has been through hardship, trial, and
great difliculties that the most momentous works for the good
of the world have been accomplished, alike in social, religious,

and national life.

—

Estates Roll.

IRISH BUTTER PRODUCTION.
The production of fine butter requires a combination of

natural and artificial advantages. Tlie natural ones are in tiie

soil and clima'e, and wha'ever country possesses certain con-
ditions in the greatest degree must be par excellence the best
butter producing country. The finest butter can only be made
when the cattle are fully grass fed, and when they are in good
health and condition, not exposed to great heat or to great
cold. The effect of great heat is to put the cattle out of con-
dition, to parch up the grass, and to rapidly decompose the
milk. Extreme cold, on the other hand, even if it does not
Ciiuse the pastures to be covered with snow, which of course
stops all grass feeding, has the effect of reducing the supply of
milk, and stops vegetation. It follow, then, that for the
production of fine butter the country that possesses a climate
the most moderate and equable is the best.

In this respect Ireland, panicularly the Southern or Munster
portion, has an exceptionally favourable position, in tact one
that is unique in the physical geography of the world. The
climate of Munster is kept at a higher temperature in winter,
and at a lower temperature in summer thau places in the same
latitude, nnd this effect is produced by one and the san^e
cause, paradoxical as this may seem. The warm vaponrs from
the Gulf Stream which breaks on its southern shores raise the
winter temperature, and the copious rains and fog wl;ich pro-
ceed from them in summer reduce it, thus giving to Mun-ter
the most equable climate and the longest period of the year
for grass feeding.

The best pasture is the moderately dry. friable soil, not over
rich, and certainly not too poor. Land that is too rich pro-
duces over rich butter, and some of the virgin soils of America
where the accumulated decaying vegetation of ages has formt-d
a depth of rich soil that never requires manure, produce butter
of an oily richness and of that peculiar taste ttiat is a charac-
teristic of American butter. When bu.ter is of extreme rich-
ness it will not keep wel', and soou becomes rancid. The
sweetest butter, and thht which retains its fine taste longest
unimpaired, is that produced on well drained upland pasturef.
A great part of the Munster butter district is ot this nature"
and the tourist who goes from Cork to Killarney by Glenga.!
riffe or up the beautilul Blackwater— the Irish lihine—or on
many a less frequented route, may see the dairies perched upon
the hill sides and the green pasturei spread out like a vast map
b.'fore his eyes, dotted with cattle, which in many a sheltered
dell or southern hillside, protected from the northern blast can
remain out nearly the whole winter through.

'

Iu these mountain dairies of Munster is made some of the
finest butter iu the world, pos-^essing a peculiarly dtlicious
llivour wIirH ia Hi once ayprcciiUcd by the rcJiutd paUlc u»
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the true batter flavour so rare uovvailays, aud not to be found

on tlie overworked and negativi'ly ta-.ted foreign butters, or on

the excessively rich produce of fat lowland soils. This batter,

when well and closely packed and moderately salted, keeps tine

for a lon^ time, and can be sent to all parts of tlie world,

retaining its (rood quality in all climates. It was this butter,

exhibited by Mr. T. J. Clanchy, of Cork, under the red star

brand, that won the only Gold Medal for salt butter at the

preat Concours de Laitiere of all nations held in the Universal

Exhibition of Paris, 1878, the French jury aelectinff it for

their highest prize in preference to all other exhibits ot salt

butter, either French or foreign. Tliere could not possibly be

a more conclusive testimony to its excellence than the unhiissed

verdict of these well-trained experts, among whom were some
of the best judges and of the foremost leaders of the French
butter industry,

—

Grocers' Journal.

THE LARGEST TREE IN THE WORLD.—There is

at present on exhibition in New York a section of an immense

tree which has been hroughi from California. The New York

Herald says :
—" The wonderful specimen of nature's handi-

work was dncovered in 187t. It was growia? in a grove

neer Tule RiV'-r, Tulare county, California, about 7") miles

from Visalia. Its top had been broken off, proDahly at some
remote period, and when discovered it wpa still 2i0'"t. high.

The body of tl'e tree were it was broken was 1^'t. in diameter,

and had two limbs measuring respectively Qit, and 10ft. in

diameter. The trunk measured below lll't. This ancient

monarch of the lorest is called '' Old Moses," after a

mouiitaiu near which it stood. It is supposed to be 4,84;0

years old, and it is the largest tree that has ever been dis-

covered. The section on exliibition is 75''. in circumference,

and 25ft. across. It is capable of holding 150 people in its

interior. The interior, as it is now fitted up, is arranged like.

a drawing room. A carpet has b^en laid down ; there is a

piano,sofa, tables and chairs, with scenes from California hung
around, and people move about quite treely."

KILLING THE DEVIL.—A young girl from the country

on a visit to Mr. II , a Quaker, was prevailed on to ac-

company him to the meeting. It happened to be a silent one,

Ddne of the brethren being moved by the spirit to utter a

syllable. When Mr. H. left the meeting house wih his

young friend he asked her, "How dost thou like the meet-

ing ? " To which the pettishly replied, "Like it, why, I can

see no sense in it ; to go and sit for whole lumrs together.

without spenking a word—it is enough to kill the devil."

" Yes, my dear," rejoined the Quaker, " Mfl/ is just what we
want."

PRESENCE OF MIND.—Under this heading the Sewn,

iific American quotes the following short rules given by I'ro.

lessor Wilder tor action in the case of accidents:—For dust

ill the eyes— avoid rubbing, dash water into them. Remove
cinders, &c., with the round point of a lead pencil. Remove
insects from ilie ear by tepid water ; never put a hard iustru-

nieiit into the ear. It any artery is cut, compress above the

wound. If a vein is cut, compresh below. If thuked get

upon all fours and cough. For light burns, dip tlie part 'n

cold water ; if tlie skin is destroyed cover with varnish.

Before passin < through smoke, take a full breath, and then

btoop down ; but if carbon is suspected' walk erect. Suck a

poisoned wound, unless your mouth is sore ; enlarge the

wound, or better, cut out the part without delay. Hold the

wouuded part, as long as can be borne, to a hot coal, or end of

a cigar. In ct^e of poisoning, excite vomiting hy t:ci<ling the

throat, or by water or mustard. In ease of poison poison, give

Rtroug coffee and keep moving. If in the water, float on the

back, with the nose nnd moutli projecing. For apoplexy raise

the head and body. Fur lantiug, lay the person flat. "Brevity

is the soul ol wit," so the professor's maxims have, at least,

the merit of being short; aid perhaps many will think that

some of them are more easily preached than practised—to wit,

floating on your back in the water when you cannot swim, aud

catting off year own finger, or putting into the wound a live

coal, when yon have been bitten by a mad io^. — Medical

Press and Circular,

I MR. PEOUT'S HUSBANDEY.
Sawbribgewortii, August 25.

Five years, including four deficient harvests, having passed

since the Times published a report of Mr. Trout's remarkable
experience in continuous corn-growing, I have visited Blount's
Farm, near this place, for the purpose of judging whether or

not his system can really be maintained in the face of cheap
imports and through a succession of adverse season.^. It U
true that experimental half-acie plots at Rothamsted have
proved with scientific precision the practicability of taking

perpetual wheat or barl?y crops on a loamy soil fed with

artificial manures without any aid from farmyard dung, any
resting of the land by fallow, or restoration of fertility throu ;li

the intervention of green crops ; but here it is not experiment ;

it is business ; hundreds of acres of corn at a time follow

after corn, and we have before us the commercial results for 18

years.

Four years—namely, 1862 to 1865—werej occupied in the

execution of permanent improvements, draining, making
outfalls, reservoirs, and roads, and in tlie removal of miles of

internal hedgerows, thro'.viog the farm of 450 acres into nine

principal fields ; and the cropping was only such as gave full

scope for cleansing the land, at that time in a very foul

condition, and for deep steam tillage and sub-soiling. Then
came 14 years—namelv, 1866 to 1879—in which on a average

about six-sevenths of the whole surface have been annually

under corn, and about one seventh clover or sainfoin hay, the

crop^, both grain and straw aiid hay, being sold off the farm

by public auction. On the first four years there was a small

loss ; but the 13 years ending 1878 have yielded a very good
return lor tenants' capital engaged.

The average yearly expenditure stands thus :—
Rent, 3^ per cent, on itl6,000 purchase money, legal

expenses, &c.... ... ... ... ... ... £560
Landlord's improvements, interest 5 per cent, on

£i-,500 225
Tenant's improvements, interest 5 per cent, on £2,700 135
Tithe rent charge, rates, taxes... ... ... ... 220
Seed corn ... ... ... ... ... ... 172
Clover, sainfoin, ryegrass, and other seeds ... ... 25
Manures 1,081
Manual labour ... ... ... ... ... ... 501
Bailiff's salary 100
Keep of six farm horses, at £30 ... ... ... 180
Wear and tear and interest on ditto, at 10 per cent.

on £240 24
Implements, harness, &c., for horse and hand work,

interest and wear and tear at 10 per cent, on £680 68
Steam engine, and cultivating tackle, interest 5 per

cent, on £1,065 53
Wear and tear aud depreciation at 10 per cent, on ditto lOG
Coal, oil, &e, 50
Auction sale expenses, including auctioneer's coiu-

misaion ... ... ... ... ... ... 200

Yearly expenditure ... ... £3,708

The returns from produce sold in each year were as

follow :

—

1868 ^3,330.1873 £4,570
1867 2,423 1874 4,028
1868 4,726 1875 4,548
1809 3 742 1876 4,468
1870 5,232 1877 4,450
1871 4,626 1878 4,523
1872 4,744

Average of 13 years, £4,308.

Thns the average yearly profit has been £600, which ii IG
per cent, upon the yearly outlay.

It is sati.sfdctory to find that the hi^fory has not been one of

diininishing proceeds, and of increase in the cost of obtaining

them. The husbandry, owing to the ameliorated texture as

well as clean condition of the land, has becotBe a simple pro-

cess of only one heavy tillage opera'ion for each crop ; so

that the labour bill for the last five years—namely, 1874 to

1878—averages only £460 a year, or about £50 les.s tlun the

average for the whole series of 13 years. Tlie outlay for

manures again has averaged £1,030 a year during the last five
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year8, wliitU is a'uoal LJJ less tliau tlie 13 years' averaj^e.

Tlie total yearly expenditure for tlie last five years has beeu
fully £10U less thsiii the average for the whole period, while

the returns from produce sold in the vear» 187'i to 1878 hnve

averaged £4,523, or £21 1 more than the average for the 13

years. Hence the important fact that, in spite of several bad
seasonii, and more than one year of very low prices, the

tenant's profit from 1874 to 1878 has averaged about £yii a

year, or 25 per cent, upon the outlay. Even were the reit

charged at the high figure of £2 au acre, the profit would
come out £800 a year.

This is not only remarkable ; it is surprising. For where
are the heavy lands under an ordinary system of arable cul-

ture which have yielded anything like <£2 an acre yearly

profit to the occopier during iho last five stasonr, and from
which a nearly pcpal amount was realised in the specially low
year 1878 ?

What the returns may be for the prespnt harvest will

appear at the auction sale on Tuesday (Si'pteiiiber 2) ; but

from inspection of the now nearly matured crops (not merely
viewing them from the roads, but penetrating into the middle

of the spacious fields) I discover no sign of diminution in

produce as compared with previous years. The " Home
Field," GO acres in extent, carries the grandest crop of wheat
I have seen anywhere tliis year ; a portion of it Bfirwick red,

another portion square-headed or wliitp-chaff red ; all stand-

ing well, tlioufih very thick and bulky, tlie strong straw
bearing good heavy heads. To a slight extent the ears show
the delects connion to the crops of the present year, and the

grains are not sutliciently numerous in tlie ranks to warrant
expectation of a great yield. W^re this an ordin.iry season,

1 should estimate the produce at fully six quarters per acre
;

practical farmers from Kent, who were viewing the piece at

the same time as myself, put it at five quarters and a half.

Other wheats look exceedingly well, with the exception of a

pait of one field, in which many barren or defective heads
appear: the oat crops are heavy and must yie-ld abundantly

;

and the barleys, which occupy a larger area than the wheats,

are certainly good, though not to be described as very heavy
;

it is only in a few placs that they are somewhat thin and
short; they are ripenin? kindly, and promise to be of fair

malting quality. 1 am inclined to value the barleys all round
at five quarters per acre. As a whole, the crops are fully

equal to those of last your. Consideiing that Mr. i'rout, like

other farmers, was prevented troai using the horse hoe and
accomplished hand-hoeing and weeding with gieat d fliculty

and pariial success, it is remarkable that sowtliistles, wild

oats, dais) -weed, and grass show thems' Ives in so few places

•^a result of many years' practice of clean farming. The
sainfoin gave a heavy first cut ot well-got hay, which is now
n stack.

Loi king at present price=i of grain and straw, it may be
expected that the crops ot 1879 will realise about the average

of late years ; and, therefore, Mr. Prout, instead of being a

lieavy loser, like most occupiers of strong arable land, will

probably still keep up his handsome average rate of profit. O'
course, a rise of lOs. per qr. in wheat and barley would im-
prove the profit by several hundreds of pounds.

The great (mt being that crops of snch value are produced
in what now looKs like unfailing perpetuity, it is no objection

to the system to say tliaf, were tens, perhaps hutidreds, of
thousands of acres of strong loam and clay cropped in the

same way, there would not be a sale at equally good prices for

the enormous quantity of straw which would ihen be market-
able. Selling olT the straw is not at all an essential of the
system. It may be trne that the barley, oat, and wheat straw,

varying from perhaps 1^ up to 31 loads per acre, and now
saleable at about 24j. per load of 3(5 trusses of 861b. each,

realises £2 to £i per acre, and that this amount is more than
the straw would be worth if kept on the farm for fodder and
itter. The price named is equivalent to over 40s. per ton,

which is much higher than chemists have reckoned as the

feeding value to the farmer
;
but it canuot be doubted that if

Mr. i'rout modified his procedure so far as to convert his

creat mass oi" straw into dung by cattle consuming roots and
cake, and applied that dung to a portion of the farm, he .Tjight

show quite as ample a balance of profit as he does now. For
example, farmyard manure could be applied upon the clover

crop, or for beans, greatly lessening the presenl bill forartifi-

ritl manure ; and it would bo no extraordinary thing if, say,

60 acres of mangold, carrul.% and cabbage were to rcali^u

i. 1,000 at market, besides supplying rooia for tli-' wlutcr-fci
cattle.

One main cause of success is the economy and coraplefeness
of the tillage. A perfect drainage, together with a deep sub-
soiling of the wliolc farm, have aineliorated the meciiauical
texture of the staple soil, heightened its mean temperature by
diminishing surface evaporation, and promoted its atmospheric
enrichment; and tlieaciion of the steam-driven plough without
the pugging of horses' feet continually preserves in the seed-
bed for each crop that lightness and pulverization most
favourable for the penetration of the rootlets, and also for
admixture and incorporatiou of manures wiih the soil in
which they feed. The steam-engine performs at a cheap rate
all the principal tillage operations

; and these have been so
re'luced in number that while the yeariy steara work averaged
038 acres in the first four years, 1882 to 18(55, it had suuk'to
an average ot 401 acres in the four years 1871 to 1874., acid
only 301 acres per annum for llie four years l'^75 to 1878.
]\lr. I'rout siil' execuies his ploughing and scirifying witn the
sell-same engine, travelling anchor, and implements which ho
bought of Mr. John Fo*ler at L^'e.ls in 18(il ; a new flre-box
and tubes have been required iu the time, but the weir and
tear and depreciation are sufficiently allowed f.;r iu tlu; figures
I have given, and the engine is probably good for a period of
ten or a dozen years more. Mr. LVout saves money by being
prompt in his treUraent of weeds ; and, indeed, seedlings are
discourHged by the very circumstance ol the smalrtotal Isnt'th
the close limits, and neat tiimraing of the hedges.

° '

Depending upon 50s. worth of artificial manure per acre for
procuring his crops, Mr. Front U exceedingly particular in his
purchases of bones and guano and nitrate of soda, buyin" of
eminent manufacturer- or merchants, and subject to analysis by
Dr. Voelcker. His favourite application, drilled in with the
s-ed, is a compound prepnred in his own birn, consisting of
ground bones wetted and then mixe 1 with hall their wei.ihtof
mineral superpiiosphate. The heap turns warm, and in "three
mouths' time the tree acid of the phosphate is found to have
softered all the bone.

The endurance of the system, at any rate upon a calcareous
clay, or strong loam naturally of poor or moderate fertility
may be exemplified by the cropping and product of two fields'
The magnificent wheat crop now standing on the " Home
Field" has had no manure ; for, following after clover, which
though mown twice lor hay, was highly manured, the wheat
was able to do without. The cropping and the money realized
per acre on this field of UU acres have been for ten years as
follow:—

Yeai". Crop.

1870.

1871.

187i

.Wheat
..Barley

..Wheat
1873. ..Wheat
l«7+...Wlxat
1875.. Oats

Sura per acre, i Year.

£ R.
I

... It U

... y 3

... 7 2

... 10 2

... 9 IG

... 10 15

Crop. Sum per acre.

lS7G...0.its ... 8 (j

1377...0,ats ... s
1878. ..Clover, twice

h*»y ... 14 5
1879...Whe.t ... _

Average of nine years 10 7

On another piece of 16 aces—namely, " lirook Field'—the
lollowmg severe course has been taken, and other parts of the
farm have been cropped also in a similar manner :—
Year. Crop. Sum per acre,

|
Year. Crop. Sum per acre.

1873... Wheat
1871.... Wheat
1875.. Barley

1876. ..Barley

£
9 11.

10

8 17
8 13

1877... Barley
1878 ..Wheat
1879... Wheat ...

Average for six years

£
8 6
8 12

9

An excellent crop of wheat on this field now waiting for
harvest will no doubt quite maintain t' is average.

No fallow has been made on the farm for ten years • and
should the extraordinary growth of weeds and grass in the
past summer render cleaning necessary in parts of some of the
fields, it can be easily done by an autumn tilth to be sown
Willi tares.

1 come to the conclusion tliat Mr. Proul's continuous corn-
growing without doubt possesses the element of stabilitv as
well as of profitable economy; and, this being so, it beh'o'vcs
nil psrsons interested in the strong hinds of this country to
uiquire what hindranoes prevent the adoption of the system on
soils now, under antiquated management, threatening tho
occupiers with btarvaliou.— i',/,itv.
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EMIGRATION OF FARMERS TO
CANADA.

The following letter has beea seat to us for publica-

tion :

—

Having been instructed by the Hon. J. H. Pope,

Canadian Jliaister of Agriculture, to place myself in

communication with English Tenant Farmers in various

localities, with the object of ascertaining their views on
the subject of emigration, for themselves or their sons,

and, where so inclined, to offer facilities of a special kind

for obtaining information, I beg respectfully to communi-
cate with you on the subject.

The Times of tht lith of August explains the present

projjosdls of the Canadian minister, as follows:—
"Emigration to Canada..—The Hon. J. H. Pope,

Canadian Mmister of Agriculture, hxs communicated with Mr.
Dykp, the Dominion Ajjent at Liverpool, instructmg him to

place himself in comraunication with tenant farmers iti

various localities, and auihorising him on proof that a certain

number possesseJ ot moderate means will fairly entertain the

idea of emifjratiug, to send out to Canada, at the expense of the

Dominion Guvernmen*, a delegnts appointed by ench body of

not less than 26 such larraers. This delegate will be received

by the Government Auenta on his arrival, and will be afforded

every facility for reporting to his constituents as reg irds tiie

country itself, the terms upou which injuroved tarma may be

a:;quited, or any other maiters that may guide them to a

decision."

After quoting some press comments, Mr. Dyke
proceeds :

—

If farmers are forced to try emigration, it is desirable

that the changes which follow any movement of the kind

should be attended with as little of the severing of old

associations as possible. Now, in the older Provinces of

Canada, the system of farming, if somewhat roH^her, is

very much on the same lines as here ; and the surplus pro-

ducts, whether cereal, dairy, or live stock, are destined

for the Brit sh markets. The consequence would be a

closer adherence to the old order of things than would be

possible in any other field for emigration, with this con-

sideration, that English farmers, with the superior skill,

acknowledged industry, and moderate capital, are able to

make a far better thing out of the land than are those who
have been accustomed mainly to the rough-and-ready

systems of pioneer farming, and who are often only too

ready to give up the labour of years to seek again the

adventurous life of the backwoods and prairies.

Last, but not bast, to men with the loyal and patriotic

feelings which so eminently distinguish the British

yeoman, the fact that they remain under the old flag, and

retain all the proud time-honoured privileges of English-

men, will be no small consideration.

Canada is, practically speaking, as near to the English

markets in point of cost, and nearly so of expedition, as

back-lying farms at home were twenty years ago. In

fact, to-day produce may be conveyed from the Canadian

homestead to the market in England at less expense

than that at which Eaglish farmers of the last

generation oould get their produce to the leading markets.

Another most important consideration is that, owing

to the shorter distance, and little expense of travelling, the

Canadian farmer must be unfortunate indeed who cannot

afford both time and money once at least every two or

three years to visit the old friends at home, and spend a

few weeks with them. What is practically impossible in

the case of any of the more distant colonies is a matter of

very little difficulty in Canada.

Improved farms may be bought in many parts of th®

Dominion at very moderate prices by tenant farmers from

the United Kingdom who have a little capital, and it is

this class specially that is invited to settle. The actual

purchase-money of an improved firm is about the same
as the rent of a good farm in England. The soil itself of

the Canadian farm and the Canadian climate are actually

superior to those found in England. By the term " im-
proved farm " is meant a farm with a house, barn,
stables, fences, and cultivation, ready at once to enter
upon.

The reason why such improved farms in Canada may
be acquired, is due to the tendency of many of the popu-
lation to obtain the special advantages of pioneer life,

and in many cases for the purpose of getting a larger scope

for the settlement of rising families, coupled with the

love of this kind of adventure.

Probably no part of the world has been so persistently

decried by interested parties as the Dominion of Cauada
;

and I therefore make no apolojy for asking your atten-

tion to the following opinion of the Hon. David A. Wells,

an eminent American Statesman : It is needless to say

that United States citizens are not wont to dwell unduly
on the excellencies of their great northern rival.

In the North American Review for September, 1877,
the Hon. David A. Wells writes as follows :

—

" North of Lakes Erie and Ontario and the River St. Law-
rence, east of Lake Huron, south ot the 45th parallel, and
included mainly with the present Dominion Province of

Ontario, there is as fair a country as exists on the North
American Continent, nearly as large as Pennsylvania, N»w
York, and Ohio combined, and equal, if not superior, to these

States in its agricultural capacity. It is the natural habita-

tion on this Continent of the combing wool sheep, without a
full, cheap, and reliable supply ot the wool of which species

our great worsted mnnulscturing interest cannot prosper or,

we should rather say, exis*^. It is the land where grows the

finest barley, which the brewing interest of the United States

must have if it ever expects to rival Great Britain in its

present annual export of over 11,000,000 dols. of malt
products. It raises and grazes the finest of cattle, with quali-

ties especially desirable to make good the deteeioration of stock

in other sections ; and its climatic conditions, created by an al-

most encirclement of the Great Lakes, especially fit it to grow
men. Such a country is one of the greatest gifts of Provi-

dence to the human race—better than Bonanzas of silver, or

rivers whose sands contain gold."

The like indeed may be said of the splendid lands in

the Eastern Townships, the home of the world-renowned
Hillhurst Shorthorns, and several other extensive sections

of the Dominion.

You will hear in mind that I am prepared to visit your
district, and if so many as twenty-five farmers within a

reasonable area, say the electoral division, are ready to give

me their word that they will fairly entertain the question,

and are really disposed to settle in Canada, provided they

can be satisfied as to the bona fide character of their

chances there, I am prepared to authorise any one of their

number whom they may select to go out to Canada at

once at the Government expense, and to report to them
his own candid opinion. As I am well aware that the

farmer's most leisnre time will be immediately after

harvest, the preliminary arrangements should be made is

soon as possible, in order that the delegates, when ap-

pointed, may proceed without delay upou their mission.

Will you, therefore, kindly see your friends and

neighbours at once, and acquaint me with the result ?

I have the honour to be,

Yours most obedieatly,

John Dyke.
Canadian Governnunt Agency,

15, Water-street, Liverpool,

August 19, 1878,
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THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—It was very kind of Mr. Chaplin to move the

House of Comiiions for the appointment of a Royal Oom-
mission to inquire into the causes of the agricultural

depression. Of course, the same Government that passed

that great sham—the Agricultural Holdings Act—were

glad to shelve the many notorious grievances under which

farmers labour, and to put aside such questions as the

Game Laws, Compulsory Compensation for Unexhausted

Improvement, Abolition of the Laws of Distress and

Hypothec, and economy in spending the public money,
all which are well-kuowu aristocratic abuses, and to

appoint a sham commission to search for minor grievances,

the removal or reduction of which may keep the gigantic

and increasing evils above-named out of sight. To one

extravagant and incompetent Government the appointment

of such a useless commission is a complete Godsend.

They will, wlieu the general election comes, poiut with all

possible efTroutery to this wonderful commission as a proof

of their anxiety to discover and remove the burdens wiiich

press on the poor long-suft'ering farmer, and Mr. Chaplin

will be created a peer in recoguition of his valuable and

timely services.

Some 35 years sines a committee of the House of

Commons was appointed to consider the question of the

right of a tenant-farraer, his family, or his creditors, to a

compensation for unexhausted improvements in the event

of disiurbance in the possession of his holding. This

committee, after a searching inquiry, made their report

recommending the passing of an Act to give a tenant, who
might be quitting his farm, something like such a com-
pensation as the Irish farmers are now entitled to receive

imder Mr. Gladstone's Irish Land Act. But the Bill

brought in by Mr. Pusey, the excellent member for Berk-

shire, to give effect to this report was repeatedly thrown

out by large m jorities, and it being supposed that the

farmers would swallow anything, the farce, called the

Agricultural Holdings Act, was thrust down their throats

in 1873 by Mr. Disraeli's Governmenr, the Duke of

Richmond having had the honotn- of introducing the Bill.

The farmers had asked for bread and he gave them a stone
;

they had asked for a fish and he gave them a serpent.

And now, while the Irish farmers on leaving their hold-

ings are entitled to be fairly remunerated for the property

they have invested in their landlord's farms, the English

farmers have no such right, but much of their property is,

and as been, confiscated for the benefit of the landed

•aristocracy who have so often boasted of being

—

pa/r

excellence—the farmers' friends.

Tne Game Laws, than which no more oppressive code

was ever enacted, and which have always pressed

most cruelly on the faimers and their labourers, had long

been complained of in various quarters as very hurtful to

the agricultural interest and to the community at large,

when a committee was appointed in 1845 to inquire into

their opei-ation. This committee made their report on
the 27th of .Tune, 1846, in which they recommended that

great ameliorations iu the Game Laws should be made by
which their stringency and oppressiveness would have

been lessened, but although more than 30 years have since

elapsed, the only alterations that have been made in these

enactments have made them more stringent and more
oppressive. Among other Acts, the Poaching Prevention

Act, passed in 18G2, converted the hitherto eflBcient rural

:police into assistant gamekeepers, and very greatly

reduced their value as thief-catchers. And now the over-

preservation is largely accelerated by the police, and the

number of gamekeepers has been, and is being, largely

diminished, so that the cost of such over-preservation is

.very greatly borae by the ratepayers at large.

Complaints still contiuuing of the oppressiveness of

the Game Laws, another committee of the House of

Commons was appointed in 1872 to inquire into the

reason of these complaints. This committee was a most
partial and over-sided one, but iu their report, dated 8th
July, 1873, they recommended that the Laws should be

considerably modified, and their stringency relaxed. Six

years have since passed and no attempt has been made to

carry their recomuiendatious into eft'ect, the Laws con-
tinuing to retain all their oppressiveness and hardship,

and while the number of Game Liw convictions amounted
in 1839 to only -IfiH, it had, iu 37 years, increased nearly

five-fold, and in the year 1876 amounted to 13,315. A'ld
this, while almost every description of crime has been
materially decreasing, as is proved by the diminution ia

the amount of prison accommodation required.

Of the 20 commissioners appointed to inquire into the
causes of the agricultural depression, unfortunatt ty now
in existence, only two of these possess the confideucs of

the public, and this is the body who are to throw dust in

the eyes of the farmers and labourers, who will by-and-by
make a report not worth ths paper it is printed on, and
will be pointed at on the eve of the general election as a

proof of the anxiety of the Government to assist in remov-
ing the distress of the agricultuiists.

chall we swallow the bait ? If so, the British farmers

deserve what was formerly said of them by Sir Robert
Walpole—" Bless them," he said ;

" they submit to be

fleeced as placidly as their own sheep."

I am, Sir, &c.,

Robert Haward.
Manor House, Branifield, Saxmimdham, August 27.

MINNESOTA.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

SiE,—I have the honour to submit according to pro

visions of law, the following tables showing the acreag

and yield of the principal cereals and the sugar cane o

the state for the year 1878 ; also, the acreage of aame
crops growing in 1879, as compiled from otlicial returns

of the town assessors and county auditors.

Le Sueur county, and some of the less important agri-

cultural counties (as shown on table), and seventeen town-

ships in the reported counties have not mide returns at

this date, and are therefore included in the estimated

amounts, which are based upon the reported acreage of

1878 and the general average yield and per cent, of in-

crease, and will closely approximate the true amounts
which the Commissioner hopes to obtain before the publi-

cation of the annual report.

Recollecting the blight that struck the wheat crop at its

most critical stage in the season of 1878, it will not be

suprising to notice that the yield falls considerably below

the general average. The damage sustained troni this

cause was, however, comparatively small in the north-

western counties, increasing in regular ratio towards the

southern, where, in many localities, it was very serious. The
quality was therefore materially better and larger in the

north-western pait of the State. As will be seen from

the tables, the largest wheat-growing coun'ies, viz.,

Dokota, Dodge, Fillmore, Freeborn, Goodhue, Mower,
Rice, Steel, Wabasha, and Winona, which in 1877 pro-

duced from 1,300,000 to 3.700,000 bushels each, and
together over twenty and one quarter million bushels of

the Srst quality of wheat were reduced in 1878 to

12,419,536 bushels and this mostly of lower grade,

although grown upon an augmented acreage.

An increase in the wheat acreage for the current year

will be noticed in nearly every county, but more especially

in the new western aud north-western counties whsa it
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readier, to from oO to over 100 per cent. The total

acreage of the State U 2,755,996, aa in^n-ease of more

than IG per ceut. over that of 1878 ; and the reports of

the crept harvested therefrom are geuerally hij^hly favour-

able, although some localities in the southern counties are

said to have suffered from the drouth in the early spring

and also from chintz bugs. The yield will probably fall

considerably below the general average, but the quality is

said to be very good throughout the State. In the north-

western counties the usual high average seems to be main-

tained both as to yield and quality. Oivmg to the vast

extent of the wheat acreage and the many peculiarities of

the seasou and circumstances of farming (many farms in

the same locality vary in yield from 10 to 20 bushels per

acre), a correct estimated yield per acre for the State is

diflienlt to arrive at through the information received at

present; suffice to say the yield will not fall short of from

thirteen to fifteen bushels per acre, and the present crop

will be by far the largest ever grown in Minnesota.

The crop of oats and corn of 1878 were the greatest ever

produced in the Sta'e—the yield per acre of oats being

larger than that of any year since 1869, and of corn the

largest yield per acre since 1871- These crops participate

largely in the general increase for 1879 as seen from the

tables, oats being 17.40 per cent, and earn 18 per cent,

larger than the acreage of 1878, and a heavy yield is pro-

mised.

Barley like wheat was liadly affected by the blight in

1878, consequently a decrease in bushels produced from

that of 1877 is shown in the table, an increased acreage

for the present year of over 100 per cent, is also shown.

The severe storms during the summer are reported to have

lodged the barley crops to a considerable exient and this

circumstance will probably materially lessea the large

average yield which was expected.

The large additional acreage of sugar cane

must he exceedly gratifying to those interested in

the pr&gres3 of this new industry of the State,

and it is therefore included in the following

statement:—317, 12!) gallons of the syiup were produced

in 1878 against 140,153 gallons in 1877, and the yield

per acre I'or the latter season was 99 eallons. The increase

of acreage reported this year over 1878 is 33 per ceut.

The introduction into the State of superior machinery for

refining the raw material will aid largely in the develop-

ment of this Industry and in verifying the predictions of

those who have claimed that amber cane sugar is destined

to become one of our most important manufactories.

We give only the totals of a table appended:—

Acre-, 1873. Bushels, 1873. Acrea, 1879

WHEAT .., 2,368556

Per acre,

bushels.

Per cent.")

i n c fpase >• ..

over 1878)

ire, > _
3.. 3

••

29,265,990

12.3

2,755,996

16.35

OATS
Per acre

bushe!

Per cent,

j n c r ea-se

over 1878

acre, ")

els... >
•

479,961

17.40

16,928,659

35.27

563,452

CORN
Pe
bush

per cent. >

i n e rea.se > ,

over 15?8 J

r acre, "i

shels... )

323.791

18.00

11,027,743

33.54

387,994

Acres, 1878. Bushela, 1878. Acres, 1&79,

BARLEY ,

Per acre, >
bushels... )

Per cent.
")

i n c rease >

over 1878)

56,845

100.00

1,422,291

25.21

117,03

SUGAR CANE
Per acre, 7

bushels ... 5
""

Per cent "1

i u c r pase > ...

over 1878. J

3,104

33.00

317,129 4,13J-

I am, Sir, &c.,

John J. Jacobson,

Assistant Secretary of State and Commissioner cf

Statistics.

Burcai of Siatistks, Si. Paul, August llth, 1879.-

HAYING AT NINETY .TWO.-Elizabeth Lsibesberger,

aged uiaety-two, resides in Richmond township, this county,
and is in all probability one of the richest maiden ladies in

H'.e connty. She owns several beautiful farrjs in Richmond
lowtiship, where she has lived nearly all her life. Her brother

is also a large land owner. Jliss L-ibesberger is remarkably
well preserved. She was never married, and has lived ninety-

two years in single blessedness, without b?,ing dragged down
by the cares of married life, domestic troubles and other

vexations and tribulations. She has silvery grey hair, is neat

and trim in appearance, and considering her grsat age is quite

active and alert. A few days ago her farm-hands commenced
hay-raiking. To their greftt surprise, the ajed lady and land-

owner nic.de her appearance in the field, rake in hand. She
was suitably attired lor the occasion, her skirt and dress b:iing

well gathered in and tucked hack, so as not to drag or give

her any trouble iu moving freely over th« field. Sie said she

was gomg to show tliera how to work. This was greeted wi'K

clapping of hands and clieers. Miss Leibssherger went to

work ii) good earnest, tossed the hay over and over, raked it

into rows from one end of the field to the otiier, and then

helped to rake it on piles, and finally assisted in loading and

raking after the wagons. It was an exhibition of old time

hay-making, the way '• they use to do vA\fn she was a youog
girl," she said,. " before the pitent niiicliinery was ever heard

of." The lady worked in the field the entire day, and up hef
pluck remarkably well.

—

Reading {Pa.) Eagle.

PUTTING A STOP TO IT.—"I say George what makes
yon look so cheerful ?" said one friend to anotlicr recently.

" Why didn't you hear B»h? I'm going to be married next

Wi-dnesdHy !" " Well I must confess I see nothing in that to

make you cheerful; I should think it would make yon 'eel

Bad." " Why, no, ray dear fellow, it will be the happiest day

of my life. You see, Matilda is a very expensive luxury !

She wants to go to the Opera every night ; its cream on the

way, a pound of candy while there, and soda-waier on the way
home ; and I tell you it's a terrible drain on a fellow's pocket,

and I'm going to pnt a stop to it ! Corae in and have a.

cigar."

LORD TOLLEMACHE AND HIS TENANTRY.—The
East Anglican JDaili/ Times says that Lord Tollemache, of

Helrtiingham, has ;-iddressed a circular letter to his tenantry

Suffolk, in which he says that, feelin!; deeply for them in iLe

anxiety which the present unfavourable season and the low

price of farm produce must bring upon them, he is anxious

to prove his sjirapathy by taking some portion of the burden

upon himself, and sharing their losses. His lordship proceeds :—" When losses are caused by bad farming the holder of that

farm must naturally be held responsible, Liut the best farmer

cannot control the weather, and I intend now and in the

future, as long as wheat sells for not more than 503. per qr.^

to return my tenants 10 per cent, of their rents,."
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THE BRATLES HERD AND FLOCK.
Tb the foremost rank amonsr those preserving the

luonts nnJ breeilinj; of a2;i"iciiltural live stocic stands the

hospitable owner of the Hriiilcs llonse estates.

()n my jonrney from Hanbury to Hrailes I arrive at the

Crallovvs llill Farm, also in its owner's occnpation, where I

soon make an acquaintance with the shepherd, whose care

over the flock of Shropshires is fully attested, as well by the

many prif.cs gained at the lloyal, Birmingham Fat, and

others, the best shows of the kingdom, as by [he uniform

characteristic merits of the fleecy tribes before me. Here,

then, are thirty-live sluarling rams, four of whom, recently

drafted to contest the honours at Kilbnrn, did not fail to

gain their dislint-tive reward. Of these, the sheep

placed last by the judges is perliaps the best of the quar-

tet, but, htnixnunn est err/tre, I bow to the judicial flat of

belter men, certain, however, that two, at least, better

sheep than the ones exhibited wcie left at home. Hating
myself as an authority on the subject, I am fully satisfied

that Mr. Sbeldon has an eye to the constitution of the

animals he breeds, and hence the high excellence and
repute of the live stock at 15i-ailes House. The flock here,

brought out regardless of expense, is of such a nature and
quality that, i\>: -iiixi di.-:ce omuex, their faces and other

characteristics render its membcis to each other " as like

as beans." They have much good qudity of touch and
character, and, for food and clothing contingent, the lean

(lesh on their back, with depth through the heart, full

fore-flank, and heavy legs of mutton, they are such as

butchers will not fail to follow closely after. Several will

weigh 50 lb., the ave-aee not being less than 45 lb. per

«|Uarter. Their Vk-oul, too, though now shorn, is both of a

rare qualitj' and abuiidant,the lleece of one weighing 15 lb.;

the average would not be less than 12 lb.

Leaving these woolly sire.*, I am soon at the field

where some 180 lambs are consuming a rather light crop

of tares, much thinned by the severity of the frost during

last winter. Here, again, the only difference is that the

rams are stronger of feature than the ewes. lu this

portion of tlie tlock the sweet, expressive face, the curled

woolly forehead and scalp, and the general uniformity of

ty[)e with superior quality, betoken much skill in the rear-

ing and producttion of such sptcimens—worthy the hiyh

estimation in which the H ick is held among those who
iiave imported for the improvement of their flocks. In

bringing out the fljck, d( scendants of the purest and best

strains, Mr. Sheldon has not scruple. t to hold in service

sires from the best selections of the home tl.jck ; for

change of bluod he has resorted to othti's, always certain

the blood and merits he required were in the rains he in-

troduced. Of such was the celebrated ram from the flock

of Mr. G. Graham, of Oaklands, at 120 guineas ; but this

introduction, so recent as last year, was this spring

abnipll) checked by a rival iu the pasture, who, at one
fell blow, broke the neck of his intrusive and aristocratic

a.s3ociate. Lucky and precious purchases from Mr.
iMasspn, Lord Chesham, and Mr. Mausell, at such prices

as 120, 115 guineas, &(\, have been more fortunate,

longer lived, and have left their mark.

At the head of the private catalogue of the herd (a

well-merited position) stands Princess of (Geneva 3rd, one
of the purest Princess cows iu the. kingdom, which I

shall further note when her son. Prince of Brailcs, stands

nn before me. Now, ou a visit to the Duke of Dukes, at

Uaderley, I had the honour of inspecting this famous cow,

browsing the parks there, in company with Grand
Duchess 3 1st, a worthy associate. Princess of Gc'iieva 2ud
is roiu, having a coiuplaceut, hsudbonie head, with open
eye and nice flat horns, a clean-carved throat, very pro-

minent brisket, a fiue table-land of back, is tubular,

having shoulders well-packed, and her le^i stand wide

apart ; she has grand style, and, for i^ualify of touch, she
is mellow, without underlaid flabljincss— is such that all

pure Shorthorns should possess. Notwithstanding that
the thighs are wcil-lleshed down to the twist, the himl-
quartcrs may be considered slightly like her sire's. She
is, however, on the whole, a very grand and stylish cow,
who, bred by Mr. E. 11. Cheney, is by that noted bull

'.ith Duke of Geneva (2S3'.)1), her dam being Princess, by-

General Ilavelock (17052). Then, ia the paiks at Urailes
House, studded here and there with clumpa of trees

atlbrding summer shelter for the cattle, altogether a very
famous Shorthorn nursery, front whose ranks very many
animals, for the improvement of the herds to whi^h th'v
have been imported, have justly won a high appreciat on.

For the home stock I have Princess of the Valley 2. id,

also of the Princess by Favourite Contingent, from whose
family the renowned Belvedere (ITOti) was bred. This
cow, imported from Canada by the Hon. H. M. Cochrane,
and sold at the Miilbsck stock sale, Windermere, on the
'ith September, 1877. is by 2nd Baroa Morley, bred by
Mr. S. I;. Harrison, Morley, U. S., his sire being Rosy
Duke (0112), dam Tuberose 40th, by Zanoni (45311),
grandam Tuberose 4th, by Wolviston (1 100), by 3ni
Duke of Cambridge, &c. The next Transa'lantic sire

direct iu this pedigree is Double Duke (1451J), a very
famous bidl and a good getter in America. He is bred by
Mr. J. M. Sherwood, f.nd his sire is 3rd Duke of Cain-
bridge (5'.)41); dam Red Hose otii, by the same 3rd Duke
of Cambridge, and her dam is Damask 2tid, by Millbrook
bred by Mr. G. Brown, U. S., got by Glh Duke of Thorn,
dale (23701), by Napier, by Mameluke. This roan cow-
VI hose American paternity will be registered iu next vol.

of the E- II. B., has a rare table-laud of back, much grand
style, as she paces the pastuie, lowing and depressed at
having been deprived of responsibility towards her first-

born dau'j;hler. She is tubular, has long and level quar-
ters, well-laid shoulders, the hanlsomest of heads, and a
cleau throat—a very tine young cow, whose milking qual-
lication is attested by her neatly-shaped ulder. Here,
too, we have Cherry Countess 3rd, from Cherry Coun-
tess 2ud, and by Duke of Ciiarmingland 2ud (31177)
whose family forms a very laige contifigent to the herd
tracing back to the very famous cow Charmer 3rd, by
Earl of Dublin, one of tlie purest of her family prede-
cessors. Of the Charmers here, of which Coral Dachcss,
Charming Duchess 4ih, 7ih, 8lh, and 15th, are aniungst
the best specimens of pure-bred Shorthorns—but more
anon—who, with Coral Duchess 2iid, Coral Duchess 3ra,
Charming Geneva 2nd, Charming Duchess Gth, Charmin"
Geneva 3rd, and Coral Duchess 6th, with Charming
Duchess 14th, are included iu the sale to be conducted by-

Mr. Stafford on the 17i.h instant. Duke of Charming
Land 2ud was by Messrs. Seucy's fith Duka of Oneida
(30907), a son of Lord Bective's 10th Duchess of Geneva,
and is, therefore, brother to the best Duchess sire in

England—to wit, Duke of Underley the Red, and liis

dam is Twin Duchess 6 h, by Grand Duke of Kent (2()2S9),

onwards to 4th Duke of Thorndale (17750), and other
sires of like unsullied descent, making Duke of Charming
Laud 2nd of much purity of breeding, whose personal
merits, put to the test, have, with his own very grand
characteristics, transmitted to those of his descendants at
Brailes, proved him to be a sire of no secondary ordor.
Cherry Countess 3r(l htrself is more than an ordinary repre-
sentative of Old Cherry, by Pirate. She has a handsome
head, her shoulders are nicely laid and chine well-fleshed,
she is tubular, stands near the ground, and has lengthy
quarters; then again, she is a great depth through the
heart, and is stylish—a very grand cow. Then I have
the red Charmer iu Coral Duchess, by 2ud Duke of
Collingham (23730), dam Lucinda. Tliis very famous
fuur-\ear-uld, having produced her f:urfh calf within her
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fourth year, is, from her ever-yieUling; propensity, as may

be supposed, lean ; she has a handsome head, carried

haughtily, aud a clean-narved throat, is deep of chest,

tubular, and has long quarters—a very grand young cow,

whose skia and hair are superb. Then Cherry Duchess

of Brailes, pacing along the brow of a hillock in the park

in grand style, as though conscious of her superior de-

scent, is roan, by Duke of Connaught (33604), and her

dam is Cherry Dachess 22nd. This heifer, a proof of her

progenitor's merits and breeding, has a lovely head ;
her

hoalders are neat and cnshioned, blending beautifully

with the neck, her ribs, too, are au arch, and her quarters

lengthy—the best heifer seen. Though but two years old,

Cherry Duchess of Brailes is breeJiug to Prince of

Brailes.

Having sauntered to another pasture where some half-

dozen matrons of the lierd roam at leisure, we intrude

our attention on Cherry Duchess 22iid, dam of the fine

heifer Cherry Duchess of Brailes. This cow is by Grand

Duke 11th, and her dam is Cherry Duchess by Duke of

Geneva (19614), who breathed out his last reckoniag at

his Penrhyn Castle home some twelve years ago, when he

was eight years old, and he was by 2nd Grand Duke

(12961), from Dushess 71st. Of so high a paternity

Cherry Duchess 22nd is a good representative : she is a

j^reat milker, and has much stylibh appearance—a very-

grand cow, who, at the Penrhyn sale cost 900 guineas ;

she has lengthy and well filled quarter, a neat head, broad

and well dropped boscm, shoulders packed, and consider-

ing that she has recently produced her second calf within

a year, she is true of contour, and has a wrapper 7;hose

touch is exquisite. Countess of Darlington herself, too,

is here who, in her 9t.h year is fresh and bloomins as a

May morning. This cow, with her sons Dukes of Dar-

lington 6th and 7th is to come under the notice of the

public timed by Mr. Stratford's sand-glass : she is by

Duke of Brailes (23724), by 4th Duke of Thorndale, and

her dam is Darlington 12th by Duke of Geneva (19614).

This cow, who has a large and well formed udder and is

true of contour is red and white, has produced sis bull

calves in succession. She is massive, has deep and

prominent chest, an elastic wrapper, snd au abundance of

nice soft hair—a true representative of all the descend-

ants of her sire, who never got an inferior animal at

Brailes. Lady Florence 2ad, whose daughter Lady

Florence 10th, and also Lidy I'loreoce 4th, with her son

Lord Garland Sth by Duke of Kothsay—and also by the

same sire the roan son of Lady Florence 7th—Lord Gar-

land 7th—ail to be noted hereafter, arc booked for sale.

Lady Florence 2nd is by 18th Duke of Oxford (25995),

who was by that historical sire 10th Grand Duke, and

her dam is Lady Florence by Duke of Brailes (23,724).

This very fine cow, whose daily yield of milk is sufficient

for two calves, is red and white ; she has a picture head,

is stylish, has lengthy quarters and arched ribs who, being

difficult to dry before calving is lean. Melody, who,

like all the matrons of the herd breeds every year, is a

Furbelow : she is by Blue Gown (2S0o]), and her dam is

Harmony by Cherry Duke 3rd. This cow, who in spite

of her ever yielding propensity, looks respectable without

cake, has a handsome head, a strong loin, and is cylin-

drical, but has a slight droop of the loin. Then, again,

Sunbeam, roan, bred by Mr. J. Fowler, and got by Hardi-

canute (26338), has no Bates; she hrs a clean throat, a

broad tableland of back aud loin, is cylindrical and encased

in a sott wrapper; she ia a great milker, and is a very

grand cow. Gladys of the coarse horn is a Furbelow red

and white ; she has a clean throat, a nice head carried

hauglitilv, an open placid eye, and a broad floor of chest

;

Jier back too is well fleshed, and her loin broad and strong

—a very graad cow who, with her sisterhood reflects the

highest credit on her sire Duke of Brailes ; her Jam is

Harebell by 4th Duke of Thorndale (177''>0).

Another change of position brings me to a gateway—

a

very slough of puddle—not unlike the Kilburu show
ground, but here I durst not venture my |aristocratie

legs in corduroys, and being as yet a stranger to such

modern knicker-knackers as knickerbockers I venture a

scramble over a rail to aa adjoining pasture, where the

red, white, and roan are securely grazing. Here I am
confronted by a descendant of Lady Barrington by Son of

Herdsman (304), and Princess of Barrington by nara«
;

she is by Duke of Brailes—that noted sire— and her dam
is Countess of Barrington 2ud by 9lh Duke of Oxford

(17738). This cow, who is red, and destined to take the

lead in sale catalogue is well worthy of that honour,

being the best of the many of her family I have seen
;

not only having been deprived of luxury, but has sub-

sisted on what Mr. Sheldon very prOjierly calls Starvation

Commons—a field where in-calf cows incliued to gain

too much beef are banished to do penance and earn their

livelihood by gnawing the sod. This is a massive cow

due to calve ten days after the sale to Duke of llothsay
;

she has wonderfully grand skin and hair, is tubular, aud

has well-fleshed crops ; her shoulders too are inclined,

she has a broad expanse of loin, aud her chine for its

whole length is well-fleshed—a very grand cow, if we do

not take exception to her horns of the pitch-fork style.

Fernande 2ud, a Bates on Knightley, who, with her rela-

tions Fanny, Fernande 4th and Sth, is catalogued for the

sale ; she is red and white, by Duke of Cerisia (30937),

bred here and begotten of the 9th Duke of Geneva, his

dam being that famous cow Cherry Countess, the progeni-

tress of many fair sons aud daughters, both here and

elsewhere. This cow has handsome head aud long level

quarters, her thighs are well-fleshed dowu to the hoist

—

a very grand specimen. Then we have Charming Duchess

6th by 2ud DuIjo of Colliugham (23730), and her dam
is Twin Duchess 3rd by Kuightley (22051), and she is

roan, whose straight top, broad bosom, well sprung ribs,

neat shoulders, full neck vein, handsome head, and

superior quality all combining, reuder well worthy of her

owner's high estimation. Then Lady Florence 6th by

2ad Duke of Colliugham, dam Lady Florence by Duke
of Brailes is ban, and at present looks rather depressed ;

she has correct contour, a capital skin, and nice soft lair

—a rich roan. The half-sister to this last is Lady
T'lorence 7th by Duke of Rosedale (33721), bred by Jjord

Bray broke and begotten of 9 th Duke of Geneva through

dams of pure CJambridge Rose strain, by sires of un-

sullied descent down to Cambridge Rose 6th, whom I

remember as one of the fiuest cows of her day. Lady
Florence 7th, rich roan, has a nice head, is stylish, a great

milker, and has a profuse coat of nice soft hair. Charm-

ing Duchess 4th, who spurns our intrusion as she walks

from us in good style, is by 17th Duke of Oxford (25994),

bred at Holker and transferred to Killovv, and hir dam.

is Twin Duchess 3rd. This cow has not only the recti-

tude of form, but has also a good quality of flesh, evenly

laid, so desirable ; she has a neat head, with open eye,

and has also long quarters. Then Lady Fawsley 3rd,

roau, is by ISth Duke of Oxford, who also is sire of the

Wetherley Duchess 118th, who is, perhaps, one of the

most perfect heifers in the country, and is, we believe,

very much thought of by Colonel Gunter, and her dam
is Hyampea by /Esop (19197). This cow, if big enough

is good enough, breeds larger than herself; she is stylish,

level, and has inclined shoulders and neat head, rendering

her handsome indeed. Then Erin, roan, bred by Lord

Braybroke. is by Thorndale Duke (27661), a Cambridge

Rose bull and her dam is Emerald by 3rd Duke of Clare

(21576), a very noted sire bred by Colonel Gunter, and

got by 4lh Duke of Oxford (11387)—a pure Oxford, dam
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BhpUpss 70lh by rttli Dulce of Oxford (12703), also a

pure Oxfonl. Though slightly bare of crops this cow is

otherwise wen-flesheil, she has an abundance of nice soft

hair, a very pleasing countenance, good style, a grand

cow. Coral Duchess 3rd, red, except the beauty little

star spot is by Duke of lloscdalc already noted, and her

dam is Charming Maid by Lord Liverpool. Coral Duchess

3rd is straight above and beneath, having nice style, and

is a great milker—lean, not having any indulgence. Tlien,

crossing our ])ath we have Coral Duchess 2nd by Duke
of Rosedale, dam Liiciutla by IViam (185C7), whose in-

fluence is so creditably interwoven with the Oxfords to

wit, the Grand Duchesses of that name. This cow has

a perfect head, a deep chest, well-(leshed back, bnt she

has a straight though flat horn. Charming Duchess 7th

is wealthy of flesh, skin, ami hair, into the bargain she is

a good breeder as proved by her daughter, a grand speci-

men, to bo noted hereafter, and also a charming red c.c.

I'cr ribs, hair, touch, quality of flesh and style slio is a

non-such, whose family at the Whitehall sale brought

high prices. Charming Geneva 2ad is by Duke of

Charming Land 2nd, and her dam is Charmer 20th by

3rd Duke of Geneva (23750), who is also sire of the well-

known American bred oth Duke of Gf>neva, whose in-

fluence in improvinir Shorthorns is much appreciated.

This, too, is a wealthy heller, round of frame ; she has a

handsome head, and her back and loins are level and wide
— "Very grand, whose touch is exquisite. Coral Duchess
5th in this goodly company of heifers of two years old

each is by Duke of llothsay, and her dam is Coral

Duchess; she has a haughty head, with brilliant aud
prominent eye, and her chine is well fleshed, quarters

long and level, shoulders nicely inclined, of robust con-

stitution, and her style is perfect. Fernande -I-th, whose

dam is the very grind cow Fernande 2ud, and sire Duke
of llothsay. This is not so grand a heifer as the last,

but she has a fine coat of hair and a mellow skin, who
is capable of much improvement. Here, too, we have

the humiliating feature of a black nose in Holker Gwynne,
whose three last llolker bred sires disclaim the daub.

She is red, having broad and prominent chest, her skin

is pleasing filling the hand, aud under which any amount
of beef might be laid. She is by Baron Oxford 7lh

(30199), aud her dam is Rival Gwynne. This famous

heifer is also included in the sale. Fanny is by George

Frederick (31030), a Faggathorpe by Coronation, who
was by 3rd Duke of Claro, and her dam is Fernande 2nd.

This heifer has a slight vacancy behind shoulders, aud
her hind quarters droop, she has also an upward curva-

ture of the back—a neat head, good style and quality

marie her merits. Lidy Florence 4th is by 2nd Duke of

CoUingham, and her dam is Lady Florence. She is a

fine young cow, who, like all the matrons of the herd is

breeding every year, and is a deep milker ; head hand-
some, cylindrical, hiud quarters lengthy, and touch soft,

with down hair, aud good style arc her merits.

Coming again to the homestead, I am introduced to a

roan bull of nine months in Duke of Barrington 9th,

whose dam is Princess of Birrington 3rd, remaiuing to be

noted, and his sire is Duke of Rothsay, who, though dead

a few weeks ago, still lives iu tlie grand characteristics of

his descendants. This very fine hopeful, who is also

grandson of the red cow whom iMr. Stratford honours

with first place in the sale catalog\iP, is roan, whose head

and fore-quarters display much grand masculine

character. He has a straight top, well Airshed,

his quarters are angular and lengthy, well filled, and

his flanks are deep dropped ; then, as he paces round

his littery reception room, his style is perfect. The very

high lineage and personal merits of this young bull, with

the extraordinary characteristics of his parentage, are

suflicieut to carry him to the ascendancy over any one of

I the noted Shorthorn Iicrds of tlie kingdom. The son of

Gladys, a Furbelow cow, is by Duke of Rjthsay, and six

mouths old ; he is straight, masculine, well fleshed, and
has a rare back ; he is red and white. The last hope of

Erin, and by 5th Duke of Trcgunter, is not so good as

the last ; he is roan, has good skin and hair, and is

lengthy. Then a cow calf, from Jlelody and Duke of

llothsay, Lady Furbelow by name, is playful as a spaniel ;

she had a neat head, open eye, a great depth of ribs, and
long quarters, with fleshy thighs. Then the daughter of

Coral Duchess 3rd and Duke of Rothsay, as we have
already remarked, is red, even Coral Duchess 7th, con-

spicuous by an abundance of nice hair, aud certainly the

best of the goodly comj)any of calves. The daughter of

Lady Florence 2ud and Duke of Rothsay is Lady-

Florence 10th, of five months old, and she has the same
characteristic head with the rest, is lengthy of quarters,

thighs well fleshed ; her shoulders are nicely laid ; a

great grower not yet furnished. On the opposite side of the

yard are the last hope of Princess of Geneva 2nd in a

white bull calf of three mouths, aud of much promise,

by Duke of Rothsay and a Princess bull, he has a

fine masculine head ; his skin, like that of his dam, is

perfect, but crops might be a wee bit better fleshed

;

quarters are lengthy, top and underline straight, and he

carries his head in good form. Then a roan cow calf,

dam Fanny, whom we did not till now appreciate, aud
would fain even yet think that Duke of Rothsay is re-

sponsible for the grand specimen—pure blood will show
its nobility. Fernande 5th, for such is the name of this

calf, is of a superior style and quality; she has a broad

loin, a very ueat head and broad bosom ; her quarters are

long aud flanks deep. Charming Duchess IGtb, of last

February, and from Charming Di-ichess 7th, ha", in her
dam's pedigree, a Barriuicfon cross, which has done good
and no, harm, as my subject is perhaps the best calf I

have seen, and she is red, whose style, quality, ribs, head,

shoulders, and general contour are all that need be desired

—quite fit for making her mark iu the sliowyard. Duke
of Charming Lind 15th, born ou last Christmas Day, is

the son of Coral Duchess 2ad, roan, whose defiant head
indicates the sex—a rare skin, top which is smooth and
well fleshed, with underline straight , he has also soft

hair; whose dam is a great milker. Duke of Charming
Land 10th is roan, whose dam Charming Duchess 8th (to

be sold) is proved by this son to be a good breeder. This
calf has a mellow skin aud down-like hair profusely

curled ; his back is broad and well fleshed, and for his age,

ribs are well sprung. I thovight him slightly short of

hind quarters, but young calves can change form, and
with good breeding improve what may appear a defect.

The son of Cherry Duchess 22ud is red and white, as also

is the daughter of Coral Dujhess—both by Duke of Roth-
say ; but these, with other calves of the herd, being too

young perhaps for distinctive and discriminate delineation,

and being by Duke of llothsay and other sires of thw

purest and best descent, I leave them uano'iced for the

present, antieipating that they will redeem the merits of

their progenitors, whose other descendants among the

junior descendants of tie heid marl: Duke of Rothsay
and, in fact, the whole herd as being of no secoadary

order.

Mounting the carriage, I am soon at a rattlinif pace

through the pai k and ou the road flaidsed right and left

by oaks and other timber, our John for the nodce, who
has been coaehmau to ilr. Sheldon for the last thirty-

years, supplies me, a stranger in a strange laud, with

necessary information and many etceteras; for as Cowper
has it in his Epistle to Joseph llil!, Esq., so my guide aud
protector is

—

"An honest man, close buttoned to the chin
;

Broadcktli without, and a warm'heart within."

S 2
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Arrived a seconcl time at the Gallows farm, T interview

Duke of Clevclanil 2a(], whose sire is Glh Dulte of

Oneida (30997), the very grand bull bred by Messrs.

AValcott and Campbell, U.S.A., dam 10th Duchess of

Geneva, the celebrated cow, and da.n of the no less cele-

b-rated Duke of Underley ; and his sire is 6th Duke of

Geneva (30950). The dam of this very tlae young bull

is Aretbusa, by Duke of Brailes. Duke of Cleveland

•Jui is red, with open sparkliug eye, waxy flat horns,

and curled crest surmounting a fine masculine head ; he

has an abundant coat of hair, and his touch is soft, the

skin being uoderlaid witii a fine quality of flesh. Then

again his chiue is straight and well fleshed, and his flanks

are low down ; he is tubular, and his shoulders are fairly

packed. At present I thought the hind quarters a trifle

narrow. He is red and a year old. Close by are some

tight heifers under one year old each and all, with one

exception by Duke of Rothsay—consequently there is

much similarity of character in the lot. The first of these

to greet me with a very pleasing countenance is Charming

Geneva 3rd, dam Charmer 20th, bred by Mr. Mcintosh

and begotten of 3rd Duke of Geneva (237o3). This

heifer is roan, whose head, like all her compeers, is haud-

some ; she has a great length of loin, is tubular, and her

shoulders are nicely laid ; touch mellow and hair soft.

Then again I have Charming Duchess 14lh, from Duchess

2nd ; and here too the shoulders are in good form ; she is

cyiiadrical, and her quarters are lengthy and level ; style

good, touch and hair mellow. Aurora's dam is Asenath,

o{ the Acomb tribe, and she too, highly characteristic of

her sire's handiwork, has grand style ; her flanks are deep,

quarters angular, and her back is broad and well fleshed
;

shoulders inclined, angular quarters—all surmounted by

a beautiful picture head. Putting aside a half-bred

Alderney, who has ventured her plebeian dignity just to

show the potency of Duke of Charming Laud 5th, her

sirt, I interview Coral Duchess Glh, the daughter of

Charming Maid, and she has a broad floor of chest, deep

and prominent ; shoulders neat and packed, ribs an arch,

loin lengthy and level—stylish. Then comes Charming

Duchess"^ 15th, who claims as her dam the very famous

(charming Duchess 4th, and she is roan ; shoulders are

bolstered here ; she is tubular, has a wonderful length of

quarters, much grand style, a charming head, clean

throat—one of the best and all hut perfect. Lady Florence

9th, from the 6th, and right well does she deserve her

meed of praise, for she is near the ground, has exquisite

quality, her shoulders are well laid, ribs an arch—or as a

friend at my elbow sums her up :
" The best and leveiest

of the lot." Cherry Duchess of Brailes 3rd, dam Cherry

Duchess 22ud, is red and white, has crops and back well

fleshed, flanks deep, and throat clean ; is stylish and of

good quality. Cherry Duchess of Brailes 2nd, from

Cherry Countess 2nd, is a great grower, whose points are

not yet furnished ; she is of great length and is stylish,

having also a clean carved throat, level top, and much fine

character—who will come out a grand wealthy cow. Last

to be noted here is Princess of Brailes .2ud, and she is

ivhite, has a picture head, a clean throat, broad table land

of back, prominent brisket, arched ribs, long quarters, and

good style; but she is a trifle on leg. The dam of this

famous heifer is Princess of the Valley 2nd.

A short walk brings me to the abode of the young bulls,

of whom the first to intrude his attention upon me is

Duke of Charming Land 12th, from Coral Duchess and

Duke of Rothsay ; he is red, whose masculine head and

fore-quarters and level well-fleshed back stamp him as a

very good young bull, lie has also a mellow skin and

soft hair, but is a wee bit tucked of the flank. Under his

chowl is the pendent skin indicating him a thriver, which

truly is the fact. Lord Garland 7th is from Lady

.riorence 7thj a ruby. This young bull of nine mouths,

who walks in good style, has a strong loiu, and le folded

in an clastic wrapper, having a prolu-sion of rich hair
;

he is roan, whose masculine head and grand character

with good style render him a very valuable animal ; he is

also tubular, and, although like the rest, lean, he is a fine

young bull whose symmetrical conformation is pleasing.

Earl of Fawsley 8th, roan, dam Lady Fawsley 3rd, has a

broad and well fleshed back, prominent brisket, a mascu-
line head, long quarters, is deep of flanks, and walks ia

good form. Then the son of Countess of Darlington,

even Duke of Darlington 6th, has also much grand mas-
culine character ; his back too is level and well fleshed,

arid his flanks deep, thighs well flesbed clown to the twist.

Then again in the adjoining box is another ruby in Lord
Garland 8lh, whose dam is Lady Florence 4tli. Here
again is the same masculine character and exquisite

wrapper, broad chest, shoulders well laid—not too close,

and flanks deep—stylish.

In another portion of the buildings we have other

members of the herd of which Charming Duchess lOih,

own sister to Charming Duchess 15tii, the very grand

Leifer above noted- She has neat shoulders, a nice head,

her neck vein blends beautifully—altogether a thick good
one. Here also, with countenance beaming with every

quality constituting beauty, and meeting me in all her

gaiety of stye and grandeur of appearance, is Duchess of

Barrington, roan, whose dam is Countess of Barringtoa

4lh, and her sire Duke of Counaught (33604), who, at

Dunmore, was sold for the unprecedented sum
of 4,500 guineas. Lord Fitzhardinge, of Berkeley

Castle, being the purchaser. This heifer ha-s

neat and closely laid shoulders, and for loin,

fibs, crops, and breadth of back she has no superior,

few equal to herself ; then her hind-quarters are lengthy

and massive, her tail being set on square ; her brisket is

prominent, hair soft, and skin mellow. Coming towards me
in all her gaiety cf form is another, and a show heifer no

doubt (if her owner would admit of the dangerous

luxury), even Charming Duchess 11th, whose dam is

J

Twin Unchess 6th, and sire I^uke of Rothsay. She is

white, filling the hand with soft skin, a neat head, lengthy

quarters, tubular, a broad expanse of loin and back, great

depth of shoulders, are all hers. Of the Acomb con-

tingent we have Augusta, dam Autonia, and sire Duke of

Darlington (21586). This heifer is not one of the best,

but, being in good company makes a difference; she has,

however, i mellow skiu and nice soft hair. Princess of

Barrington 4th, dam Princess of Barrington and sire

Duke of Rothsay, is red and white, wh(>se handsome
head, clean carved throat, inclined shoulders—a cor»ect

parallelogram—quality of touch, and mossy coat of

hair render her also one of the best of the herd. Lady
Rothsay Sweetheart, whose dam is Saturnia and sire

Duke of Rothsay, has long and level quarters, ribs an

arch—another shovv heifer, faultlejs at present—she is 19

mouths old. Yet another, and as good as the rest, in

Lady Fawsley 6th, dam Lady Fawsley and sire Duke of

Rothsay, is wealthy of flesh, being deep of flanks, broad

and deep of her bosom, who makes good use of her time

thriving well upon land worth not more than £1 per

acre to rent. Yet another yearling ia Gladys 3rd, whose

dam, a Furbelow, is Gladys herself, and sire Duke of

Rothsay. This heifer has grand style, a straight top and
underline, with handsome head ; she is a trifle raw, be-

ing a great grower. Charming Duchess 13th, from that

famous cow Charming Duchess 6th, is by Duke of Roth-

say : she also has a straight top, handsome head, well-

fleshed thighs, ribs barrel shaped, and over the crops she

is fleshy. Charming Duchess 12th, who, wiih an escort;

in the shape of a very pretty silver grey Alderney—

a

yearling who cost 25 guineas, approaches me from the

lower corner of the pasture in all her gaiety of appear-
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ance, as fhongb conscious of Iier exalted liacage. The

dam of tliis heifer is the very fine cowTwia Duchess 3rJ,

aud Jier sire Duke of llothsay ; she—also a yearling

—

is tubular, has a broad nostril, and is well dished below

the eye; her shoulders are nicely inclined, and tianks well

dropped ; she is stylish, and has an elastic wrapper

covered with a profuse down-like coat of hair-

Through another gateway—puddley—and I am in

what is properly called Starvation Commons, where cows

in-calf and due to calve who have shown a tendency to gain

too tunch beef are penned. Here »e have Twin Duchess

Gth, the daughter of that celebrated sire Duke of Charm-

ing Land 2ad. This cow, who is roan, has a handsome

head, with open prominent eye ; she is a great milker,

whosetopisas straight as a wand; she has rare flanks

(fore and aft^, and much grand symmetrical contour,

whose dam is Twin Duchess +lh by I'h Duke of Thorn-

dale, aud her sire is Grand Duke of Kent (;2(328',)). llival

Gywune, roan, bred at KiUhow. has a steery head, which

we do not like in any cow ; her throat is clean, carved,

ribs an arch, and long quarters are some of the best

characteristics of this young row, whose dam is Ross

Gwynne, aud sire the very noted bull 22ad Duke of

Oxford (31000). Princess of Geneva 3rd is by Earl of

Leicester 8lh (38231), and her dam is Princess of Geneva
2od ; she is white, having a very sweet head, with open

prominent eye and Hat horns ; her back is a small table

land ; she is tubular, has long bind quarters, and her

shoulders are so placed as to give her the style of a real

Princess—a very grand heifer. Then another ruby iu

Lady Florence Sth, b^ Duke of Charming Land 2nd ; the

contour of this heifer is correct, her ribs being an arch the

key of which is well tleshed, shoulders neat, quarters

lengthy— a strong heifer, though poor. Twin Duchess
3rd, who, bred by Mi^ssrs. Leney, found her way here

from Killhow, is by Knightley, (22051) andherdam isTwin
Duchess by 4th Duke of Thorudale. This cow, red and
white, who, 12 years old, has bred her six heifers, in as

many successive years, has ribs well up, shoulders in

good form, skin and hair of the right sort. Taking this

cow for all in all she is a very grand cow of her age, and
iu great condition—-shaming the pasture. Charming
Duchess 5!h is by the Cherry bull Duke of Cerisia (30937),
and her dun is the famous cow last noted ; she is a gaudy
red and white ; has long angular quarters, her ribs are an

arch, and she is a good breeder, havins; like many of her

clan, sent victors to Bingley Hall. Duchess 2nd is own
sister to the famous cow whose progeny, at the Whitehiil

sale, sold at high figures ; she is by Grand Duke 15th,

and her dam is Countess by Knightley Grand Duke- This

is a massive co»7 of deep tine quality of flesh, who pro-

duced a calf on the 9th of Augusl, 1878, and another, a

bull, on July 31st. She has a prominent brisket and wide

bosom, a capital skin, and is a good breeder, as proved by

her very grand specimen, Charming Duchess 14lh, seen

at the buildings just left. 8aturnia, a sweetheart, is by
('herry Grand Duke 2ud (25758), and her dam is Satur-

nella ; she is red, who, bred at Lathom House, is massive,

deep of flesh, and, notwithstanding htr mixed breeding,

is a fair cow. Asenath, another Aconib, is by Duke of

Erailes (23721), and her dam is Acacia by Count de

Gonrcy (171)23). The horn here is coarse, but head hand-

some ; she has a great depth of fore-quarters aud of

flesh, just the style of her sire, whose descendants here

and elsewhere are all of the same massive character.

Then Princess of Barrinirton 3rd, red and white. Ivy

Dukeof Barrington 6th (3o57'))> damPrincessof Barriug-

ton. This cow, who is the dam of the very grand young

bull Duke of Barrington 9th, proves herself a capital

breeder, aud, being only three years old, will become a

very fam>. us animal ; her dam is that deep-lleshed grand

cow, the very lijst iu the lirst rank iiuc of the best Bai-

ringtona in llufjiand
; she io straight, 3(yli:-h, and tubular,

her quarters are long, and she has a broad expanse of IcIr

and a mellow skin, covered with a mole-like coat of hair.

Then Cherry Countess 2nd, with her beautiful calf at her

udder, named Cuerry Duchess of Brailes 4lh by Duke of

llothsay, is by 2nd Duke of Collingiiam (23730i, and her

dam is Cherry Countess by Grand DukeGlh (1987C). This
cow, whose breeding is fully attested by her magnificent

daughter Cherry Duchess of Brai'es 2ud, has a great

length of hind -quarters, a handsome head, deep frame, and
her style is pleasing ; she has wonderfully good skin, soft

as a muff and nice mole-like hair whose k^s stind well

outside of her—a very grand cow similarly bred as the

famous Cherry Queen purchased at the Uiiderley sale for

1,200 guineas by iVIr. Inrkiiig for his famous Ashdown
herd. Then turning my attention to Africa, by Duke of

Brailes, whose characteristics are of the same type as the

rest of her sisterhood—very worthy and a great milker.

Of the Acomb by Belvidere (1700) family she has a hand-

some head and well inclined shoulders, her chine is well

fleshed, and for her lOth year she is true of contour,

whose dam is America by Marmaduke (11897) who, bred
by Mr. Tanqueray and got by the old Duke of Gloucester

from Minerva 2ud of the Gwynne tribe was sold in 1857
for 500 guineas. Hounding the corner of another build-

ing we are soon at the place where Charming Jlaid's

tied by the neck. This famous cow, the progenitress of

.nany sons and daughters, though now in her 15th year,

st(d iii/fffin nombus umbra is a grand animal and a great

milker. Her broad back, sprung ribs, depth of fore and
leugth of hind quarters, render her, though lean, a very
grand old cow whose handsome head ami clean carved

throat are worthy of admiration ; she is by Lord Liver-

pool (221G8) the pure Bntes bull got by Duke of Weiherby,
dam Fidget 4th by 4th Duke of "York (10167), by Duke
of Northumberland and her dam is Charming Girl by 9i,h

Duke of Oxford. But_/?/fi.s coronat opus coming last to

Prince of Brailes, also catalogued for sale, by the roan
bull Duke of Rothsay (36534) by the very famous sire

6th Duke of Geneva (30959) who also is sire of Mr,
Allsop's 3rd Duke of llillhnrst and others of equal merit,

yixth Duke of Geneva was bred by Mr. J. 0. Sheldon
and begotten of Baron Oxford, his dam being by Grand
Duke of Oxford. But the dams of Duke of Rothsay of

the third and fifth degree were Duchess 92'id from S4lh,

and Duchess 72Dd were by 4th Duke of Oxford— a com
bination of the purest aud best alliances. The story and
descent of each Duchess in the pedigree of Duke of Rollv-

say would iu itself occupy time aud space too much

—

sulfice it then that Duke of Kothsay was by no means an

ordinary Duke as proved, not only by the individual

merits of Prince of Brailes and his other descendants here,

but also by his own intrinsic merits. Then Princess of

Geneva 2ud. the dam of Prince of Brailes and bred by
Jlr. E. H. CheiTcy is amongsi; the purest of the Princess

by Favourite (252) familv, being the daughter of 9th Duke
of Geneva (28391) who is also the sire of the famous
young bull 7ih Duke of Gloucester now iu service at

Holker. Ninth Duke of Geneva also combines the blood

of pure Duchesses and Oxford, of the latter through Grand
Duke of Oxford (16181) the sire of 4lh Duchess of

Geneva, so that I should from the result of the unerring
judgment of Mr. Bates in crossing the Duchesses with
the Princess bull Belvedere, the sire of the 41st and 33al
as also by the authoritative statement of Earl Ducie who,
after a failing attempt to cross the Duchesses with alien

blood is reported to have said to Mr. Stratford, the ex-
perienced and acknowledged all-round judge of live stock,
' Well Stafford, Bates was rijiht and 1 am wrong, 1 will

never cross them (the Duchesses) with anything but
themselves— yainely the Duchesses and Oxfords," be jus-

tilicd iu staling that Pnuce of Brailes from the roaa
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Princess of Geaeva Sad aud Duke of Rotbsay is a desir-

able animal, uuitins; the very best of the Duchess aud
Oiford blood, and is likely to prove himself a great

acquisition to aay first class herd. This fine young bull

comes out of his box with some diflldeuce, probably from
liaviug stood outside in the sludge of the courtyard, ren-

dering his feet soft and tender. After a slight hint to his

leader I have the bull led out upon the grass when he

draws himself up a very fine young auimal. Now 18

months old the head here has all the most favourite

characteristics, slightly diohed in the forehead with pro-

minent nostril and, though unmistakably masculine, it

portrays great character, having the pendent pouch so

necessary at the tongue root. His eye, too, is open and

])romineut, aud he has flat waxy horns. Then, the fore

quarters are masculine and, with the head, show the breed-

ing, lie has a broad floor of chest, aud his brisket, like

that of his dam, is prominent ; the loin, too, is strong,

and he has an uncommonly well fleshed back. Hs is

tubular and his hiud quarters, with thighs well fleshed

down to the breech, are perfection. His skin, too, is soft

aud abuudaut, uuderlaid with that dainty cellular tissue

which only is equalled by the very superior touch of his

illustrious mother. Then again, his manuer of walking,

were he in better training, is such that as Shakespeare

would have it " he is a flue young Prince," to whom most

of the C0VV8, since the unfortunate death of Duke of iloth-

3ay>are breeding.

The herd here having increased to the extent of the

capabilities of the farm of Mr. Sheldon has decided to dis-

pose of some 35 of its members amongst which are

Princess of 15arrington, Countess of Darlington, and

Gladys, all by one sire and any one of them fi.t to found a

world of Shorthorns for substance, quality, and grandeur

of character. Of the thirteen Charmers entered for

public competition are some of the brightest jewels of the

herd, as in Coral Duchess 6th, Charming Duchess 4th,

7th, SIh, and loth, also two Kubies^ two Cherry Duchesses

and a Gwynne (all well-bred aud grand animals), with

oneSweetheart, the grandest of the family yet seen, and
four Walnuts. The junior contingent to the sale are all

by Duke of Rothsay, and all the animals to be oSered are

bred on the Brailes estate.

The whole herd brought out with an unerring aim and
judgment is conspicuous for its deep flesh, dairying capa-

bilities, hardy constitution, and, notwithstanding that the

season aud time of year, being confessedly the worst for

showing hair—the herd, in which there are not more
than three censurable aniinals, is conspicuous by its

covering of rich soft hair. The Charmers here—30 or

thereabouts—stand cut in bold relief or, as their owner
remarks, '' are the pick of the basket." The production

of such grand specimens, the result of skill and per-

severance in the work, resulting in that uniformity of

type, a great geaeral sweetness of character, with a

tendency to lay on flesh, are such that if collected as a

family the more they are examined the more their

excellencies would appear, forming a picture of living

grandeur not easily effaced from the memory of a true

connoisseur.

Then, the younger portion of the herd, and of every

family represented in it, all begotten by Duke of Rothsay,

with Prince of Brailes at their head, are of such character

that to again qtiole the hackneyed phrase " c:v uita (Usee

ontnes," the beauty head, stylish appearance, deep and
evenly laid flesh, and extraordinary ([uality as give but

one cause for regret—the death of Duke of Rothsay just

at the time when his descendants prove his great merits.

Never, perhaps, did so many and so uniformly grand
de&ceudauts of the same sire grow up in so short a time.

Ramui,ek.

ME. GLADSTONE ON GARDEN
CULTIVATION.

Mrs. Gladstone distributed the prizes at the annual show of

the llawarden Horticultural Socit^ty on Augu&t28, and in re-

spondinsr to the vote of ttianks accorded to lier and to the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone for the use of the parkin which
the show was held, Mr. Gladstone, after referring to the satis-

factory nature of the show, aud to thn general encouragement
which it gave to cottage gardening, said—Although the pre-

sent occasion was only an anniversary, yet he thought it

sometliinf; more than an anniversary ; it was an anniversary

marked with rather peculi^ir circumstances in the condition of

the country at large, and in the condition of those who were
connected with the cultivation of the soil ; and he was very

desirous to draw the attention of those present—not only the

attention of cottagers, but the attention likewise of those who
were farmers—to the great and increasing imp rtanoe of what
might be called garden cultivation. They knew thit the pre-

sent was a time of |agricultural distress, aud that there was
considerable pressure upon the farmers of this country, par-

ticularly in some districts. It was not so great, he was glad

to think, in tliat district, as it was in others, but nevertheless

it vifas felt that it was not a time of prosperity ; and not being

a time of prosperity, it was one of those periods which some-
times were productive of a very great deal of good by leading

people to consider more seriously than they did in times of

prosperity what resources thpy possessed, what expedients

could be resorted to, how they could better their position and
struggle with the vicissitudes of tlie time and of the climate

more effectually than on former occasions thej had been able

to do. He believed that one of the means by which cultiva-

tors of the soil in this country—and for tlie present he drew
no distinction between small and large cultivators—might
improve their position was to pay a greater amount of atten-

tion to what was called garden and spade cultivation. Pro-
bably some of thenr might be surprised if he was to tell them
tlie Value of the fruit and vegetables imported into this country

from abroad. The value of the dried fruits imported iulo

this country from abroad annually was £C,3iri,000. But
he did not speak so much of these because a large portion

of these consisted of products such as currants, figj, aud
raisins, wiiicli were not adupted to the latitude or this

country, aud to tlie climate of it. Wiieu he came to

other fruits he found a vast quantity imported of raw
fruit which - consisted in a very gteat degree of

what we grew among ourselves, such as apples, pears,

stone fruit,; and the like. Of this no less than £1,701-, 000
worth was imported into this country, and of nuts, of wiiicli

we lud great (quantities among ourstdves, £407,000 worth
were imported. That was to say that £2,2000,000 worth of

friiit such as was grown iu this country was imported into it,

besides dried fruits. Then when he came to vegetables, lie

found d still larger proportion imported. Of onions we
imparted annually 414',000 worth, aud he took it that there

was no better country for the growth of onions than tliis

country. Of potatoes we imported £3,380,000 worth, and
aboui £3C0,000 worth of other kinds of vegetables, making
nearly ttiree million pounds' worth of vegetables imported
from abroad, lie was one of those who were very glad tliat

the people of this country who wanted to eat fruit and vege-
tables should get them from abroad if they could not get them
at home.. He thought it was an excellent thing tliat the

labour of this couutry was in some shnpe or other exchanged
and employment giv:n- to the peo[jle iu producing commodities
to be given iu return for the fruit and vegetables so ituported.

Still, ou every ground he should like to see this fruit and these

vegetables grown at horn?. There were three great chapters

of this question. Tlie first was a question of flowers, the
second a question of vegetable?, and the third a question of

fruit; and all these were capable of being m«de lucrative

industries, and, when pursued on a considerable scale, capable

of >ieldii:g very large returns. Among the signs of growing
interest iu this question were the publications wliich were
proceeding from the press. Iu the \t\il umnhet o( Mac/ui/la/i^s

Magazine tliere was a most intereLting, and he had also seen

what was apparently a imst uselul small publication called

"Cottage Gardening," by Mr. Bad^rer, which had gained.a prize

awarded by judges aud givcu l>y Mr, llubburd. The cost of
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this publication was only tlireeppnce. A gentleman named
Uurljiijje liad also written a small book on horticulture ([uite

lately, and ag iiu he had in his hand a book upon " Town and
Window Gardeni'.ii.'," whicli had lately been published by a

lady named Buckton. It showed the interest of the population

ia subjects of the kind. That book related how in the town
of Leeds the children of Board schools competed for prizes for

window gardeuinjr, which meant llowers that they could

grow in tlie windows of their houses ; for j^ardens gene-

rally speaking, tliey had none. Uuder those unfavour-

able circumstances more than one thousand children

had aclually competed for those prizes, showing
that there was a foundation of natural taste for

undertakings of the kind, and how ready they

were to avail themselves of their opp )rtunitie8. They wished

to apply further stimulus by end:ivoiiring to carry their minds
to the proposition of how a vast and largely profitab'e

industry might be set in motion by the extension of this

cottage gardening, and by the introduction of spade cultivation

where it was found suitable even by the larger farmers as

well as by the cottagers. I'erhaps they would say that was
very surprising, but they did not understand how it could be

;

but the article in Macmiltans Mii(/aziite gave them an account
of a gentleman named Pi;ill, on the Hudson River, in North
America, who had got an apple garden of two hundred acres,

all full of apple trees—and not only so, but these apple trees,

which v(cre yielding now almost countless I'luantities of apples,

to be imported into this country, were all direct descendants

of trees which were exported to America from Eiighud— the

grandchildren and great graudchildren. if they chose so to

call them, of their own trees. In this same publication was
a great deal of beneficial and practical information. Tiiere

were son;e things which were very phun, but which were not

so much taken to heart by the peo{ le as they ought to be.

For example, in the bonk from which he was quoting on
" Cottage Gardening," Mr, Badger described a weed as a

thief and a robber, and it was a correct description for what
was a weed ? It was not merely a thing that was useless,

but a thing that was destrnctive. It took away that which
ought to go, and which was capable of going to something
else that was useful. It not only took that to which
it was not entitled, but took away from something else that

to which it was entitled. As to robbers of another kind in

flesh and blood, they looked to the police and other means to

look after them ; but these weeds were not a bit less truly

robbers, and a sufficient number of weeds would rob them
of a considerable sum. The probability was that the weeds
in this country robbjd the farmers and cottagers of a great

deal more than all other robbers in the land put together.

The same book said they should never let a weed
go to seed, and that was a sensible observation, for it

was said one year's seed seven year's weed. Whether or

not that was the exsct figure, he believed it was the truth.

He hoped they would think more and more of this subject

of garden and spade cultivation, for they might rely upon it

there was a great deal to be done with it. They might
say, perhaps, that they had no market for the increased pro-

dace which would thus be obtained, but markets would be

found. Tiiere was an enormous mass of wealth in this country
always looking out to purchase means of enjoyment, and they

would never find a useful commodity come into existence

without its very soon making a market. An instance was to

be found whicli showed very forcibly the trutli of this, and that

was the os'rich farming which liad latterly been started at the

Cape of Good Hope. Ostrich feathers were an article of

luxury of which the ladies were particularly fond, and that was
a capital foundation for a good demand in the market. In a

nut very long time the ostrich farmers at the Cape sent over

to this country ostrich feathers ol the value of £5U0,0OO, and
tliey might wonder where a market could be found for such a

vast quantity, and tliink that ostrich leathers would have

become almost as common as the feathers of cocks and hens.

Bu nothing of the sort. Such was the wealiii of this country,

and the avidity and desire of the people to have these ostridi

feathers to adorn thenisi'lves, and to add to the graces which

nature had so liberally bistowed upon them, that the effect on
the price of the article was very slight indeed, and as there

were people ready to bny more ostrich feathers, there was a

still larger number of people ready to buy more flowers, more

pears and apples, more cabbages and potatoes—more of all

tlio*e direollj useful and necessary things which their gardens

produced. It was a mistake to suppose tliat everybody had
got as much of these things as hewantid. Wa had got an.
enormous town population, which was too indifferently sup-
plied with these things, and this he was able to prove by
observations made with his own eyes. He saw a growing
recognition of these things in London in the last few years.
He had noticed a new kind ofahop spring up in London wliicli

lift called the nosegay shop, and a prettier sight could nowhere
be seen than these shop», which were to be found in Bond
Street, Oxford Street, and in other places, where they sawtiie
most ieautilul bunches of flowers, large iiunches for the ladies

and small bunches for the gentlemen. This was a new method
of administering to a want which was (elt, and if they went to

London in the early months of tiie year they would find

quantities of violets sold in the streets lor a penny a bunch.
That had been, going on lor a good many years, but
he recollected the time when there was no such thing.

A new trade liad sprung up, for tiiere must be plenty
of peopb to buy these violets or else the people would
not sell them. They might depend upon it that
there was an unbounded Held for the production of
these useful articles. Aye, and he was not at ail sure that it

was not in the power ol many of the farmers of this^ country
to materially improve their own position by introducing that
kind of cultivation. He did not say so as to supersede other
cultivation, nor yet to interfere with it materially, but as an
auxiliary cultivation, und one of very great importance. Tlu-y

must not say that we had a bad climate for this purpose, fur

after all they would not like the climate of this country to he
judfjed by the experience of the present yeiir. They must hope
that it might please the Almighty to send them many years
eery different from this one. This had been a sad and mourn-
ful year, and he did not know of one siuijle year to equal it in
his own recollection ; but they might rely upon it this was a
very good climate on tlie whole for the production of useful

commodities in gardens, whether they were flowers, vegetables,

or fruits. As an instance of this the right lion, gentleman
referred to the large growth of strawberries in Aberdeenshire,
and took the occasion to have a humourous fling at the long-
headedness of the Aberdouians, and, indeed, of all Scotchmen.
He also said they must remember that, despite the climate,

they had one estraortiinary advantage', namely, the advantage
of easily procuring and applying arlifiuial heat for the produc-
tion of garden produce, and mentioned an ingenious device
which he had seen a gardener adopt for giving his fruit the
full benefit of the sun. In conclusion, he said there was no
end to the ingenious contrivances which the practi :e of
gardening would develop at once in improving their mental
faculties, and as he hoped tending to increase their comforts
and augment their honourable and useful gain. The subject

on which he had spoken was one intimately connected with the

comfort and advantage of the people, with the refinement of
their taste, with the happiness of their homes, with the sub-
stantial well-being of their lives, and he was very glad to see

that its importance was becoming more and more recognised,

not only by writers, but by those who were actors, aud by
none more than the cottage gardeners.

RAILWAY FREIGHTS IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Mr. E. C. Porter, of Lynn, writes io ih&Da U'j News :

—

A letter appeared in the Daily jS'civs of August 23, signed
" Sidney Smith,"' iu which it was asserted tli;it the freight from
Chicago to New York lor gram was one-sixth of a farthing prr

tou per mile. As tliis assertion has not been contradicted, it will

be accepted b; many as a fact. The actual rates from Chicago
aud Milwaiikic to New York were at their lowest about June,
and were then 2 do!s. SJU cents per ton, or about I'ls.; to
Baltimore, 2 dots. 30 cents ; and to rhiladelphin, 2 dols. bO
cents per ton of 2,00U lb. Th e Lake and Canal ffei(;hts aS
the same time from JMilwaukie and Chicago to New York were
2 dols. 15 cents lor maize, and 2 dols. 25 cents lor wlieat.

The distance by rail from Chicago to New York is 988 mib--,

so that freigiits on the average were about half a farthing per
ton (of 2 OUU lb.) per mile, but were then ruinously ioA, and
and have since advanced considerably. The grain rates on
English railways lor distances of about 2UU miles are about
eijjht times as raucli per itile as the A:uerican rates quoui-*

above.
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DR. BEGG ON HARVEST PROSPECTS.

A " Special meeting for humiliation and prayer " was

litld recently in Newington Free Church, Edinburgh

(the Rev. Dr. Begg's). There was a numerous attend-

ance, and tbe services were conducted by the pastor of

the congregation, and the llev. Dr. Mackay, Inverness.

In the course of his address, Dr. Begg asked his hearers

to take a glance at the present position and prospects of

Ihe country. On every side, he said, they saw great

depression of trade, much suffering among the labouring

classes, and, what was a remarkable phenomenon, the

threatening of a great blight in the fruits of the earth.

Some had calculated there would be an apparent loss to

the extent of sixty millions sterling upou the fruits of

the earth, aud it might exceed that sum. Those were

indications, no doiibt, of judgment. Such thiugs did

not occur by mere accident. They were the result of

the overruling providence of God, and they mijht well

ask, "Is there not a cause?" They could not with

coulidence make statements in regard to the precise

causes of the arrangements which God made. But at

the same time, they knew in general that there was a

cause, and they knew, moreover, that that caase was sin.

No doubt there were national sins, and those of great

magnitude, which had to do with the present threatening

aspect of God's providence. Some of those were in our

own land, and some in countries with which we had

connection. For instance, iu our land, the prevalence

of infidelity—tbe attempting to prove that God did not

exist, and that all things had sprung from nothing, or

from something which we did not understand— intidelity,

whether in the form of blank atheism, or in the milder

form of attempti'jg to undermine the Word of God, and

set it aside. This" land had prospered greatly since the

Reformation, but we had recently forgotten whence our

pi-osperily sprung, and had begun again to give i>ower

to that system which was the foe of liberty as well as of

divine trulh. Millions had recently been given by the

Governmeat, virtually to support that evil system. The

very last act of the Legislature, or among the last, was

to give a million and a quarter, nominally to retired

teachers in Ireland, but they knew well enough that in

Irtland the mass of those teachers were just the monks

and nuns of the Roman system, and that g?ant was

therefore given for the purpose of aggrandising the

(Jhurch of Rome. That system had assumed a violent

attitude in I'arliament, in order that Legislation should

be forcibly arrested till its demands were complied with.

Those who spoke in his young days on that subject

warned our statesmen about ihe result. But the latter

were wiser than al! that had gone before them, and

imagined that they should be able to control that system,

and'that it would' have no influence iu the arrangements

of Parliament. But they saw now that it was the very

reverse. He had no doubt that this had something to

do with the evils they deplored. The rev. doctor

proceeded to speak at some leugth of the connection of

this country with the opinra trade of ludia and Ch-na,

and asked whether they could for a moment suppose that

God was indill'erent to that. He also alluded to Egypt,

and described the condition of the people there as most

degraded. The startling exhibitiou iu recent times of

the complete destitution of principle in our mercantile

•world ; dealings on the pan of professing Christiana,

and even elders of the Cuurch, which would have shamed

the heathen; Sabbath-breaking and profane swearing,

were also referred to as causes of the threatened

danger. Some, the preacher remarked, were ready to

8iy that there was no connection betwixt these things

uud judgement. That was a simple denial of God, and

he cared uol to answer such persons. lie had a most

confident conviction that there was a connection , au^,

more than that, he believed that the nation would be
brought to its knees before the judgement was fully

removed. Having dwelt on the ellicacy of prayer, he
said he was glad to see there had been so much of it

recently in England, which had been more smitten tbau
Scotland by the threatened danger. He was glad to

hear from a member of his own congregation that some
young men in this city, who some weeks ago were ready

to scoff, at all these thing, were beginning to look serious,

and to speak of Providence in a far more respectful way
than they formerly did. These things were cheering

;

but, at the same time, the prospect was dark and
threatening, and if God averted not His anger, we should

liud in the ensuing winter a state of things such as had
not been seen in our day, and such aa oar fathers never
saw.

GREAT WHEAT FARMS.
Ninety years ago, Arthur Young, writing to President

Washington, expressed considerable doubt whether agriculture

v.ould ever be a paying occupation iu the United States. He
el iborately calculated that the net profit from 300 acres of
land in England, after the deduction of taxes aud all oth.er

expenses, was £323 lOs.. or 5'15 per cent, on the combined
capital of tlie landlord and tenant (£fi,'2iO) ; whilst in

America the net profit, after similar deductiuus had been
made, was £206 lis., or 1055 per cent, on the capital of

£l,'J5l., the farmey being his own landlord. It i^ curiou-s to

study the figures in the light of prr-sent event", when the

English farmer is making a very different coinp'aint, and
from causes of which the author of the " Agricultural Survey "

never even dreamed. If any one had told Washiugtou's
correspoudi'nt of I'lS'J that in 187^ the Amerian wheat
growers would threaten ruin to the English farmers, he would
doubtless have been considered a madman. Yet ninety years

ago Amcricm agriculture was infinitely more promising than
that of Australia, less than twenty years b-iek, though the

Southern Continent now competes witli the New World for

the profits ol feeding the old one. When the first Europeans
landed in New Holland they found a land producing no
vegetable fit for food, no animal akin to those iu the regions

they had leftj and no domesticated cattle of any kind.

Repeatedly the convicts were on the point of starving, and
probably wonld have perished, had it not been for tlie abun-
dance cf kangaroos, aud the fgriunate arrival of a ship from
Java. In 1801 flour was quoted in Van Dieraan's Laud at

£112 per ton ; three year latter wheal was £-i a bushel, and
appeared so likely to rise to a still higher price tiuit a garrison

order was issued making it a penal ofl'ence for the settlers to

charge for it more ihan £33 a qu:irter. 13u t times have

changed. Lnst year New South VVales alone hnd feeding

within its borders over twcnty-seven millions of sheep, aud

four millions of horned cattle, while the colony of Sontli

Austraha alone is this year prepared to export, alter satisfying

her own demands aud tl'ose of her iminecliate ueigtibours,

BO less than one hundred and seventy thousandtousof wheat. Iu
America, iiowever, lliere was always some agriculture. Tlie

Indians cultivated maize from the earliest period, and among
the lirst plunder of Miles Standish and his companions was
the corn which the "red sons of Belial " had stored -Awvy for

winter use. The Aborigines taught the Virginians and New
Euglauders to cul'ivate this grain, and, as mines were not

worked iu America fur long after its first colonisation, tlie earli-

est settlers depended on farming as their main resource. Y^et,

for one century at least, wheat growing was on its trial in

America, and so little prugress did tillage make, that we find,

as late as 1660, the Massachusetts towuslsips payiug a bounty
to any one who would buy aud keep a plough in repair for use

of the neighbijuring farmers. The stony JNew England clear-

ings required all the aid of art; but they got so little that the

narrow-miaded Puritans looked upon a man who ventured to

make improvements as a reckless innovator, certain to coma to

grief himself and bring ruin to the commonwealth. A
century ago, if he did not plant just as many acres of corn as

his father liid, and tiiat, too,'' in the old of the mooo," if he

did nut sow just as much rye to the acre, use the same number
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rif oxfii lo brciik up llic Hoil, and to carry liome ll.e crops on

exactly the name diiy as liis iitij^hljobiis did, he, was sdiunned lu

conipaTiy by old and young, as d vi^IoIlary wlio iiuagiiied

that the wii*doiu ol Jus ancestors was uot good cuuUtjli lor

him.
List ypiir the United States sent to Europe over forty

million bushels of iiiaizr, and tlii> year tiie amount of wheat

to be Ciyorled cannot amount to much less than one hundred

million bushels. No sterile Northern State ever made much
advance iu grain growing, and tliounh Virginia and Maryland

were rich, the amount ol land capable of raising wheat was

but limitul, and on the rich river " bottoms " the exliau.-ting

tobacco cnliure tor a time ]uiid much better. Even there the

expense of clearing the soil was so great tliat the fact of its

costing little to buy the freehold did ni)t counter-balance this

origiueil disadvantage to the farmer. But when Illinois, Iowa,

and Missouri became opened up, in the treeless prairies of this

fartlier West t!ie corn grower revelled. The soil was rich

—

tliere were uo forests on it—and tliR plough was merely required

to be run thongli its stoneless extent to prepare it tor grain.

When (he Indians—who, it must be allowed, were a drawback
to the delurhts of the new Cereal I'aradise—were removed
across the Missisippi, settlers and cultivation spread still more,
and when railways were run through these Prairie States, it

was not long belore even the iiighly co'oured advertisements

of the Companies which had" donations " of land to induce

them to build these iron roads could convince the most
fanguine farmer that between the Oliio and the I'latte there

was much sjiace lor a new comer who was not enamoured of

extracting grain o\it of sage brush and alkali wastes. Mean-
time, 8t. Louis and Chicago bcc;uue great " wheat centres,"

and prospered as the cities if the middle men who tithe the

larmers' grain before it reached the Eastern Slates and Europe.
I

lu some quarters, indeed, it was found that to grow a surplus
j

crop would not p-iy. It is not thirty years since that, in some ;

parts of Illinois, maize brought only five cents per bushel, so

that, after ail the pigs that could be purchased had been fed

on it, the remainder was burnt as fuel.

But though this practice is now only traditional, it has
been found by those who have carefully watched the progress

of events that the " wheat centre "—or the central point

round whieh cluster the largest production of that cereal

—

has been gradually shifting farther and farther West. Within
this century, the six New England States grew the wheat for

their own bread. They could not now, as Mr. Manegault has
clearly demonstrated, feed themselves with wheat flour for a

t'jrtnight. Once the" wheat centre" stood iu New York
;

then Jt migrated to Pennsylvania, a State which can now eat

up all it can produce in ten months. Virginia was never a

wheat centre, but in 186U it produced twelve bushels for every

person in it ; whilst in 1870 it only raised six, and probably

the return per head is at present very much lower. Ohio,

Indiana, and Illinois were successively for a time the States

in which wheat culture centred, but successively tlie yield fell

olT iu these regions, nntii at the present time the " centre,"

is stationed somewhere between Iowa, Wisconsin, and
J\Iinnesota. There are, however, already signs that, true to

its previous history, the farin^iceous metropolis will not long

stop there, but— as its miijralion has always been westward—
that it will progress still further towards the setting sun. To
do so it must, take a louf; leaj), a tact which those who have
made their calculations as to the wheat producing capabilities

of the States have generally failed to enlighten their victim

regarding. The reason is this. East of the Hocky Mouutains
is a country comprising seven-sixteenths of the United States,

which is adeser, with not five per cent of improvable land.

The cold during the winter is intense, and the summer heats

correspondingly great. During a short season it alfords a

little pasture for stock, but, as its capabilities for leeding cattle

are only during tiie season of greatest plenty, not during that

when other foo'd is scarce, even as a grazing region it can
never be of much value, and on its soilless surface the wheat
culture will never linger. The reason lor this migratory

character of the "wheat centre " is plain. The soil is getting

exhausted with continuous croppiuir. The same crop is grown
year after year on the same fields, because it pays best. Tlie

land is rich, but it cannot bear this constant exhaustion.

The farmer cannot alFurd to buy artificial manure to refertilise

it ; while this system of tillage allows of no domestic manure
being made, so that in time everN thing is taken out of the soil

and nothing put back into it. The cud is a decreased yield oi'

wheat, and the necessity for the thriftless cull ivalor seeking
fresh viruin suil on which to resume his old unscicntitic aud
wasteful but, tor the time being, pruliiable agriculture. He is

in a word, not charging to leveuue alone the interest of his
money

; he is every year adding to it a part of the principal
also, with the result that in time he finds he has no capital
with which to work. If he sold every year an acre ol his
farm, and ate, drank, and dressed with the sam received, he
could uot more etleetuailv accomplish his ruin than by the
method he is adopting. However, this is not patent to him,
for so long as land is plentiful iu Auierici—and in a few years
tillable soil will be very scarce—the farmer, " moves West."
This is no theory. New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia,
b;we been "worn out" as completely, as wheat-groving
regions, as whole tracts of country along the Mississippi have
been rendered useless by continued tobacco cropping. The
early settlers in New Englnnd, and even in Maryland and
Virginia, were not so thriitless, for though laud in those days
was cheaper than it is now, it cost too much labour to clear it

for them to think of rendering their farms uulerlile by this
modern fa-hiou of killing the goose that lays the golden egg.
Their farms were, moreover, small, and their agriculture mixed.
They consumed the straw grown on the soil and returned it

again in the form of manure. Artificial manures were not then
known, but the sea was not far off, aud accordingly fish and
seaweed supplied admirab'e fertilisers to the thin soilon which
were reared the pioneers of the Great Kepublx, while relation
of crops allowed a field rest until it had again recuperated its

feeding properties. Even the Indians knew better. They
fertilised their maize crops with the iiorse foot or king crab,
and until this crustacean became scarce the Ma? sachusetta
farmers followed their example so satisfactorily that, early ia
this century, ground which would ordinarily return only tea
bushels of " corn " to the acre was stimulated by the free use
of the crab aud fish manure into yielding double that crop.
The Virginians made much merriment out ol this New England
culture, but they have since discovered that it would have
been better for them to have followed so good a practice.
What has been the result ot this wearing out of the soil ?

In Illinois—no less an authority than Abraham Lincoln used
to assert—the wheat fields of that once fertile State had sunk
as early as 1SG3 to an average of eight bushels per acre.
The wheat centre has thus travelled one thousand two
hundred miles from the Atlantic sea board, but for the present
has been stopped by the barren central deserts of the
Continent. Even on the extreme confines of that regioti

wheat is beginning to prove by no means such a prufiiable
crop as it once did. The last four seasims' bad crops iu
Englaud have stimulated wheat growing in the States to an
abnormal extent. But when we reduce the boastfulness of
the Western '• rancher " to the hard prose ot figures, we find
th^l Great Britain, though not over one sixty-fourth part
of the size of the Uniied States, produced not much less than
one-half as much wheat as did the States iu 1870, and
though this year the disproportion will be much higher,
there is little ground for believing that it has not attained
about its maximum. Even Franc-, never looked upon as
especially a wheat-growing country, has in twenty years
contributed more of this grain to the world than the United
States during the same period. The crops even iu Englind
are more certain than across the Atlantic. Droughts, grast-
hopiiers, and rust seize the wheat of Western America
something, on au average, hke twice in five years ; and,
owing to the grain maturing so rapidly, it is rarely as lieavy
as that ripened more slowly iu our milder climate. Maize is

really the crop which suits North America best, and weie it

not for " corn," as the Indian grain is called, the United
States would require to impoit part of i's bread.

It may bo said that in time the Americans will learn a
better system of farming, and " feed the laud," in order that
the land may, according to the English axiom, feed tliem.
But it is douijtful whether the average Western farmer will
ever attain this stage of agriculiural wisdom, lu the first

place, he will never bring himself to do so as long as waste
land is to be had. lie will rather sell out and "move
West," or " go into business "— for agriculture is not the
industry wh'ch the average energetic American effects. In
the second place, he cannot for the present afford to manure
liis land. To bring fish refuse from the coast, or ton ii

sewage from the cities, would cost too much, while guano,
bupcrphtsplmtcs, and other arDJicial kTlUiatrs— the use of
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wliicli at once abridge the English farmer's profits and keep

his laud in a condition fit to make these profits, such as

they are, prrmauent—would be still fun her beyond the

Illinois, Nebra>ka, and Missouri grain-grower's reacii. To
use them would so decrease his moderate returns as to put it

out of his power to land wheat in Euglnnd, even in the best

of seasons, without a loss to liiinself, or to tlie exporter. But
every year tliat he hesitates about patting back into the soil

what he is taking out— aud is content with the profit which
the difference between these two extremes represents—will

make it more and more diilicuU for him ever to do so.

Oregon and California have been represented as countries

likely in time to be " wheat centres." This is perhaps a

sanguine prospect. Oregon has no great extent of land

capable of growing grains, except in the Willanette and a

few other valleys, chiefly to the west of the Cascade

Mountains, and in these regions the farms are all small, and

devoted, luckily for their owners—to mixed agriculture.

Hepce the settlers are prosperous, thongh not very wealthy.

In 1878 about seven millions of bushels of wheat were
received in Liverpool from the country north of California.

The best lands will yield thirty bushels to the acre. But the

furmer is not content with this, for liaving reaped his thirty

bushels at a profit of about ten dollars, he depends upon
nature for returning liim the next year a volunteer harvest

of some eighteen bushels, in addition to the plentiful crop of

weeds, which cost him double ploughing and abi-olute rest the

third year, in order to extirpate them, and at the same time

raise the soil to something like its old fertility. Still, owiug

to the use of manure, the Oregon and Washington territory

farms have not been worn out to anything like tlie extent

which the larger ones in California and the "Western
States " proper have. The Califoruians love to do things on

a grandiose scale—The greater the more pleasing to them.

Hence large wheat "ranches" are the rule in that State,

though the amount of soil capable of beiuR tilled is much
less than in many districts in the Mississippi Valley, and the

cost of land very mucli higher. In consequence of the

existence of old Mexican grants, there are still large tracts

in California held in the hands of single proprietors. For

irs^auce Mr. Mitchell, in the San Joaquin Valley, has

90,000 acres under wheat, and is ambitious to have 100,000 ;

and Dr. Glen, in Colusa countv, has 45,000 acres under the

same crop ; and another tiller named Reavis has a modest

little farm of 15,000 acres. But though these " ranchers
"

get eighty live cents per bushels ior their wheat, they do not

find their business so profitable as is imagined. Indeed,

some of them have in ten years cleared nothing, bat have

managed to get into debt on a scale quite as gigantic as their

farms.

Large wheat farming does not pay. It is too precarious,

as is proved by the failures of tliose who have tried it in

Minnesota and'other States. To use a familiar phrase, the

large wheat grower puts his eggs all into one basket. If

wheat is high, lie makes a great profit; if, on the other

hand, wheat—his only crop— fails, then he is ruined, for he

has no reserve, as have those who practise mixed farming.

These miles ot wheat have a bare, ragged appearance.

Tliere are no barns or farm buildings. The ears are snipped

off by a wonderiul raacliinc, which also threshes and sacks

the dry grain on the field. The straw is then either burnt

01? disposed of in various ways, none of which allow of the

soil reaping any advantage from it. The same plan is pursu?d

iu South Australia. In the colony there are no large

farmers, but the " cockatoes," or little cultivators, are

equally thriftless. They use no manure, but burn off the

stubble, aud, as a result, are so impoveribhing tiie soil that in

a few years its fertility will have greatly decreased. Of

course, some soils, both in Australia and in America—but in

America more than in Australia—will bear continual cropping

for a long time. But the tales of eighty busiiels to the

acre must be received with many grains of salt, and—at

best— as relating only to special patches of land, and not as

aujtliing like an average of even a single State. Even in

California, all "pumpkins" are not so gigantic as those

which about this time of the year begin their perennial

rounds in the American newspapers. The trutii is, that the

average return of wheat land in America is only eleven

bushels per acre, lower than in any couutry in Europe except

Russia, where it is only five and a-half, and only one-thiid

of \i hat the little Dauibli lanns, on which ull the straw ia

consumed, yield to the more thrifty cultivator. The outlook
of the British farmer ii not quite so bad as he imagines, or

as some dubious friends of his would iiave him to believe.

All things, it is said, come to the man who can wait ; and if

the En)<lish aijriculturist has only sufficient staying jiovver,

the facts above narrated indicate that, in all likelihood, he
will ag.iin have his day.— S^a?idard.

THE MARQUIS OF HARTiNGTON ON
AGRICULTURAL REFORM.

At the luncheon of the Radnorshire Agricultural Society

on Friday; Sept 5.

I/ord ILvRTiNGTON, in proposing " Success to the Radnor-
shire Agricultural Society," said -.—I do not thiak I should

profitubiy occupy your time if I were to give any personal

opinion as to tiie ciiaracter of the show which has taken place

to-day. I would rather leave it to more experienced and
qualified persons, but judging from the attendance which we
have witnessed, botk on the shovv ground aud in this room,
whatever may be the state of agricultural depression in the

couutry, there does not appear to be any falliug off iu the

interest taken iu this district and county in the success of the

Radnorshire Agricultural Show. Ol course it is impossible

to speak at such a meeting as this, on such occasions as the

present, without saying a tew words upon the subject which
has been already touched upon—iu my opinion very well

touched upon—by a pvevious speaker, namely, the subj 'ct of

the present depressed state of the agricultural interests of the

country. That is a subject iu which the whole community is

now taking a most lively interest. I saw not very long a^o
in the columns of a certain newspaper what appeared to me to

be a very just remark. It is a very able newspaper, but at the

same time one in whose opinion 1 do not always concur. I

allude to the Pall Mall Gazelle. The remark to which 1 iiave

referred contains the lesser fact that farmers, unlike the case of

many other classes, had more friends in distress than in pros-

perity. That struck me as a significant passage. No sooner ia

there much talk of depression in the interest to which I iiave

alluded this eveniug than some one comes forward very well

qualified to speak, and delivers an opinion upon it, and pro-

poses those remedies whicii suggest themselves. Well, no doubt

some very grand opinions have been delivered,but I do not knovf

whether amongst the multitude of counsellors we have had
on the subject we have been able to extract any practical re-

ults. It appears to me that this is not to be wondered at,,

because the depressiou is subject to two causes over which we
have not the slightest control. The causes are, first, the bad

seasons we have lately experienced, secondly, the almost un-
limited competition which we meet with from abroad. No
doubt there is very great interest felt in the proceedings of

the Agricultural Commission by tb.e wiiole nation. I have no
doubt that this Cummissiou will be able to collect a vast

amount of varied and useful information, which will be useful

not only to the agricultural interest, but to the community at

large. It can obtain much information as to the differeut

systems of agriculture both at home and abroad, and as to the

profitableness and respective merits of h\j:\\ aud low cultiva-

tion. Int'orma'ion may in this direction also be gleaned as to

whether the causes of tl'.e present state of th.ngs are per-

manent or only temporary. The Commission can also give

capitnlists iulormalion as to whether the agricultural profes-

sion is one iuto which capital can be wisely put or nut. Ag^iin,

they c;in obtain some information as to the relative profits

which are made on the small and large occupations, lam
fully of opinion that there is a great deal of useful work with

this Commission may do, but 1 still think that its appoint-

ment may do a great deal of harm if the scope of the possible

results which may follow are to be misconstrued. The agri-

cultural interest must recoguis-e tliis fact clearly—that it

stands in exactly the same position that any other does. Un-
doubtedly it is the largest aud most important inte-

rest iu the whole of the country. It is an interest

to which the couutry looks for the supply of the most
necessary of all the conveniences of life, for the

supply of a great portion of its food. Therefore it is

the most importiut of all the industries of the couutry , but

still I say that we must recognise the (act that the country

CM only laok at this iuduttry from the same point of view
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from wliich it looks at ;iny othrr. The time lias gone by when
tlic State cuQ attempt tu bolster up this industry more llian

other by a special iiicoiiratieiiu-iit, or special protection. I

believe that about half the food that is consumed in this

country now conies to us (rum I'ureijjn States. Well, no one
c^n lor one moment believe that the country will even endure
that the price of this most necessary article of consumption
should be raised by the imposition of protective duties for the

benefit of an interest, liowevei' important it may be. \^ e must
understand that if there are any changes which are to follow

from the inquiries of this Commission, they must be changes
which must take place in tiie relations of agriculturists to

each other, and not of the agricultural interest to the whole
commuuity. What these changes may be I do not think this

would be a proper time for me to enter into. The subject is

too large, and, besides, it might be supposed if I were to

touch upon some of tliem that I was entering upon the for-

bidden field of party controversy. But I ra-^y perhaps say that

some remarks of mine which were made in the House of
Commons upon the question have been very strangely mis-

understood by some persons, and by those persons in a very

important position. Some remarks of mine were tliought

worthy of tiie notice of the L'riEue SI mister, aud this was a
speecli made not upon a p irty oceasion, or else I should not
Hoticeit here, hut in a sper^ch which the Prime Minister made
at the dinner of tlie Lord Mayor of London. Lord Beaconsfield

appeared to suppose that I had advocated in the House of Com-
mons some alteration in the law for the purpose ol altering

the existing tenure of land and encouraging the growth of

small Of even peasant proprietors. I undoubtedly did refer in

those remarks to peasant proprietors, and I believe there are

a great many belonging to all sides of politics who think that

the establislnui'nt among us of a considerable nnmber of small
proprietors would be a very great advantage. Certainly, how-
ever presumptuous many of us m^y be, I never have been so

presumptuous—as presumption it would be with the imper''ect

consideration which I have yet been able to give to such an
important subject—as to attempt to lay down the doctrine

that the existing tenure of the land of this country ought to be

altered, or that anj thing cught to be done for forcibly en-

couraging any other tenure. All I want to be done, all I want
to be inquired into even, is that if thers are any laws vfhicli

produce among us a condition of things which is not natural,

which tend to produce among us an artificial state of things,

which tend artificially to aj-'gregate vast properties in the hands
of a few persons who perhaps have not capital enough to

manage them—I say, if laws exist among us which have this

effect, they are at all events as well worthy to be inquired

into as any subject which this Commission can undertake
I am not an advocate for encouraging peasant proprietors^ or

any class, in an artificial manner, but I do say that if there

exist among us laws which do teud to create such artificial

results, then these laws ought to be very carefully examined.

1 do not think it is necessary that I should detain you any
longer. 1 look forward, as you mny gather, with the hope that

a considerable amount of good will proceed from the inquiries

of this Commission. But with ri g-ird to these inquirits, it must
be a considerable time before a report is made, before the recom-

ineudatiuus will be before us, and before tlicy can be acted upon.
Well then,, is there notiiing in the meantime which we can do
to improve the existing state of things ? I believe that the

depression under which we are labouring will not be altogether

thrown away if it induces landlords and tenants, without inter-

vention on the part of the Slate, to reconsider lor themselves

their relations to each other. I believe most of us will agree

that in this, as in many other cases, it is the weakest who go

to the wall. I do not believe that we find that many tenants

who are possessed of p'euty of capital are obliged to give up

their farms. It is those who have been farming too large occupa-

tions with insullicient capital who cannot resist the stress of

the present depression. If I might give a piece of advice to

tenant farmers it is that now, when in the unfortunate position

in » hich we find ourselves there is a good deal of changing of

holdings and plenty of farms to let, I should say, rather than

struggle on in what must be an almost hopeless strug'ile in a

farm too large for their capital, it is better to make up their

minds at once to face the probability of smailer profits, aud

take smaller holdings, to wliich they can do justice ; and if, as

is the case with many landlords, they are not in possession of

all the capital which it would be desirable to have to enable

Ihim to do lull justice to their property, Ihcu the beat course

they can t^ke is to do everything in llieir power to induce
tenants of larger capital to come and occupy their land. That,
I think, may be to a great extent encouraged by the revision
of the old leases and agreenuLts, which now seem to be con-
sidered by many of the most eminent agriculturists comewhat
antiquated, and calculated to keep capital away from land. I
say it will be long before the Commission will recommend,
even if it can recommend, :inytliing

; but that does not prevent
us taking our own view of the case, and seeking together,
hindlords and tenants, the best meaus we can for helping; each
other, and for pulling through the emergency in which we
iiud ourselvc!.

AGRICULTURE IN GERMANY.
The llev. Earham Zincke writes to TliC Times -.—
I have now for some weeks been looking into the agriculture

of the district arouud Dresden—on the west as far as Leipsic,
and on the north as far as Berlin— with the thought of
seeing whether it be capable of throwing any light on the
present condition of English agriculture. The facts I have
observed and the conclusions at which I have arrived may
perhaps at the present tii-ne interest some of your readers.
To understand the agricultural position here we must go

back a little. Thirty years ago no part of the world was
prepared for the abolition of our corn laws ; our near
neighbours, therefore, were naturally the first to avail them-
selves of the new opening and to profit by the change. One
effect of those laws, with our hmited agricultural arsi aud
dense population, had been to make our prices higher
than those ruling elsewhere, and our neighb mrs, not having
at the time any considerable surplus for supplying our wants;
our demand acting on their limited means of supply greatly
raised the price of agricultuial produce in this part oi the
world

; for even in districts that had no immediate dealings
with us, prices went up to the new level. This, of course,
raised the value of land. The wages, too, of labour were in
consequence of these changes greatly enhanced. Everybody,
therefore, connected with the land—that is to say, far the
greater part of the population—came to have a great deal
more money to spend than they had ever had before ; and tliis

gave to manufacturers and trade an impulse they had never
felt before. Every town began to expand ; and the new
houses were invariably and in a very conspicuous degree
superior to those iu the older parts of the towns with which
the predecessors of the newly enriched generation had been
content. This recent outgrowth aud improvement of the
towns is not more noticeable here in Dresden than it is iu
Leipsic, Hanover, aud almost everywhere else. This came
of continental prices having been raised to the English level,
less the cost of the transport of the commodities.

In the meanwhile, however, the greater world beyond the
ocean.", the United States—themselves as large as Europe

—

Canada, India, and even parts of Australia were preparing to
take part in the lucrative business of supplying the English
market with the staff of life. Time was requisite for enabling
them to do this. The wilderness had to be subdued ; agri-
culiutal implements and machinery suitable to the new-
requirements to be invented and supplied ; and means of
transport to be created. All this has now been effected

;

and American wheat can now be sold in Europe at 20s. a
sack. This is a heavy blow to European agriculture : we are
all sensible of the degree to which it is depressing English
agriculture ; and the questions I have been looking into lately

are how have the new conditions alfected the agriculture of
this part of Germany ; aud does the state of things here
help us at all in understanding the state of things at
home ?

1 find that, though the price of wheat is here reduced by
the command Aim-rica has obtained over the wheat market of
the world, agriculture is not iu the sutfering condition to
which it has been reduced in Jlngland. The reasons of this
are what it would be useful for us to know. My observations
and inquiries have brought me to believe that the simplest
expression uf these reasons is that the land here is for the
most part cultivated in farms of about 50 acres by their
owners. I will endeavour to point out some of the niost
obvious and noteworthy consequences of these two facts.

(1.) As the farmer and hu family t'cueruHy wutk on the
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farm ('here are about 1,000,000 landovvners in Prussia) there

i» comparatively li'lle expended iti hired labour. To under-

stand how this acts we must suppose farms in England
avern^'ing about 50 acres, and that on these 50-acre farms

the owner and his family in most cases take the lead in the

work. On any tliousaud acres, then tliere might be 20 families

working with the willof owners, not for wagi-s, but supported

by what they could themselves produce. (J.) VV^hat hired

labour is required is more efficient than hired labour is with

us, because tlie labourer works wilh, general'y lives with

and feels that he belongs to the same class as the farmer,

and not to quite a different class made one in sentiment by
the consciousuess of all its members that they are all alike with-

out property, all practically incapable of attaining to property,

and that they all alike have nothingto fall back upon but the

poor rate. (3 ) The land is, I might almost say beyond compari-

son, kept cleaner here than it is in England. There are no hedges

or ditches acting as nurseries for weeds and giving harbour to

vermin. The heart of the owner is in his land, and every weed
that appears upon the land is felt to be growing at the cost of

the owner and of his family. (4-.) The fanner has no rent to pay
;

that was paid once for all when the land was purchased,

generally by some ancestor of the present owner. This,

besides now annually securing to the farmer a higher reward

for liis labour, saves him in bad times Irom the anxities and
entanglements of having to borrow ; advances, too, not being

so readily obtainable here as they are with us. (5.) I will

only mention one more cause, and I regard it as a very effective

one, of the strength of the agricultural system that obtains in

this part of the Continent—1 might, indeed, say over the

greater part of the Continent. The land being held in small

farms, a far greaier variety of produce is extracted from it

than is possible uuder our system. Potatoes are produced to

au extent that surprises even non-agricultural Englishmen.

The same may be said of fruit-, vegetables, poultry, milk, and
butter. It would be interesting to know, if it could be

ascertained, liow many hundred— I might, indeed, say how
many thousand—miles of fruit-trees decorate, and turn to

good account, without the slightest protection, the margins of

the roads and paths in this part of Germany. That this can

be done is indicative of a very eatisiactory trait in the

character of the people, not only of this district, but of the

Continent generally. Of course, it is easily explained by the

general diffusion of property. In these small farms absolutely

no space is wasted. In places where the surface appears to

be pure sand and no agricultural plant could live, I have

everywhere found plantations of Scotch fir and of birch, the

only trees that could maintain themselves in such starsing

barrenness. It was necessary at first to set the young trees

in detp iurrows that they might not be blown out of the

ground, and that the rain that fell might be conducted to their

roots. In all the plantations of ttiis kind I saw. I noticed

that every individual tree was carefully forested, and that no
briars nor nettles or undergrowth of any kind were allowed to

spring up on the decaying leaves, and so rob the plantation.

On land not yet good enough for producing grain, though
somewhat better than that appropriated to Scotch nr and
birch, the yellow lupine is grown for forage.

What, then, I have seen here disposes me to think that in

Englisli agriculture grass will not take the p'ace of tillage,

t e courte that is now very generally recommended. Ou the

contrary, with our limited area for supplying the wants of so

large a population, it will be the plough, well used and
thoroughly preparing the land for a great variety of produce,

and not the unbroken sward of nature that will triumph

eventually. With our more numerous and better markets, our

incomparably better soil (I never saw a poorer soil under

cultivation than a great part of that between Dresden and

lierlin), our moister climate—though this year perhaps that

ought not to be insisted on—and our more widely diffused

means ot transport, there would, under the agricultural

system of this part of Germany, be little or no agricultural

suffering or depression in England. In the»e gloomy times,

when so many things seem uncertain, we may comlort our-

selves at all events with one certainty, that the agriculture of

the sandy plains of Prussia is a demonstration that the land

of England will never go out of cultivation. This, however,

does not at all mean either that we are on the right tack

already or that nothing need be done towards bringing us on

the right tack. Wc did well to accept the competition of the

world. The rcceut devclupmcuts of commerce make it ueccs- '

sary for ns to accept the conditions that competition now im-
poses upon us.

I have not been looking here for facts aud arguments ia
favour of peasant proprietorshipj such as I described last

year in the Furtnighlly Review in two papers on the peasants
of the Limagne. By peasant proprietors is generally under-
stood—though this falls very far short of describing the class

—owners of three or four acres who cultivate these small
estates with the spade. What I have been inquiring into

here is the work, the manner of life, and the position of the
team-owning proprietors of about 50 acres. I this morning
saw in the Tines of the IStli inst. an interesting account ot'

the extent and produce of some o( the wheat (arms in the

Red River valley Much as the extent of these New World
farms will astonish some of your readers, I doubt not but that

they will be still more astonished at hearing that in this time-

out-of-mind settled, and not sparsely-peopled district of the
Old World, there are farms not dissimilar in extent, and that

require more capital, and that are not unprofitably worked.
Mr. G. G. Iticliardson, in his work on the "Corn and Cattle

Producing Districts of France," tells us that at Salzmunde,
Mr. Zimraerraann cultivates 12,500 acres, and that near
0^chersleben, Messrs. Strauss cultivate }7,500 acres: and
that each of these concerns employs a capital of not less than
£100,000. And Mr. James Howard, the well-known agri-

cultural implement maker of Bedford, of which place he was
a representative in the last Parliament, in his book on "Con-
tinental Fanning," di'scribes his visit to a farm near Cologne
of the extent of 7,200 acres. Eight years ago 1 expressed

the opinion that this is one of tlie forms the agriculture of
the (uture will assume. In these days, when capital and
labour can be commanded to any extent that may be required,

and the means of transport have been thoroughly organized,

it has become easy aud profitable to carry on manufactures
and trade upon a large scale, and one can see no reason why
the same should not be done in agriculture.

What I am really desirous of suggesting is that the success

of the French peasant, of the Prussian team-owning farmer,,

and of the monster agricultural establishments to which I
have referred, and not only the success, but even the existence

of all of them alike, depend on perfect freedom in dealing

with the land. That alone it is wiiich enables those who
combine energy, knowledge, and capital freely to acquire the

land they need for tneir respective purposes, and to improve
it up to its highest powers of production. All these met,iinds,

too, of cultivating the land are cheaper than the one method
English laud-laws have imposed on English agriculture. Thi.s

freedom, winch is so highly beneficial to other countries,

Englaud alone does not possess , we may, however, I ili .k,.

believe that the efie'^tive competition of ttie world whicl has
at last overtaken us will soon enable ns to see that the jnly
May of meeting free trade in the productions of the soil Irom
every part of the worldis freedom in dealing with aud em-
ploying our own soil.

JUST HIS LUCK.—One time Henry Ward Beecher went
to Boston to lecture. In the alteruoou he went into a barber
shop ol great tone and refinement to be shaved. Tlie barbers

was a garrulous little fellow who entertained Mr. Beecher,
while he lathered his face, with intellectual conversation. ILs

asked, " Are voa going to the lecture this evening ? Gjing to

the lecture?" 'Oh," Mr. Beecher, replied wearily, as a

man who did'nt take much stock in lectures, I don't

know whose going to lecture? ''Why," the amazed
barber exclaimed, " Hev. Henry Ward Beecher; Rev..
Henry Ward Beecher, of Brooklyn. Going to lecture to-

night in Mu-iic Hall." Mr. Beecher roused up a little with an
air of indifferent interest. "Oh, well," he said, "if he is

going to lecture, I guess I'll have to go." " Got your
tickets P " The btirber rattled on. " Got your tickets ? Got
your tickets P " " No." Mr. Beecher replied, " I have no
ticket^." The barber laughed merrily," Hi, lia, ha, he
shouted ; "you'll have to stand up

;
you'll have to stand up !.

Seals all gone twadays ago
;
you'll have to stand up." " Well,

now," said Mr. Beecher, with an air of grave vexation, "do
you know, that is just my luck? I was in Brooklyn last

Sunday, went over to Plymouth Church twice to hear that

fellow preach, morning aud evening, and both times I had to

stand up all through the sermon." And as he went away, the

i^till unenlightened barber laughed at the luau who would
" lia\c to 8tuud up ' at Mr. Bccclict'b lecture.
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THE SUBDIVISION OP LAND.

Mr. G. M. Brodie, of Edinburgh, writes to the

Times :—
It is generally admitted that the conditions under which

laud is held may be ameliorated greatly to the benefit b')th of

agriculture and agriciihurist. But there are diffirences of

opinion as to the means of effecting this. A.t the present time

tliere are several peripatetics who are niakiug great endeavours

to propagate the belief that nothing short of the condition in

wl'.ich, like Israel of old, every man will be able to betake

himsell to his own tent, will linally settle the question aud

stop all agitation. Now, both theory aud practice are dead

flgaiust this. Plato, in his treatise " De Legihu*," proposed

the subdivision of land into inalienable lots as a practical

clieck against the accumulatiou of wealth, and the increase of

population. Mr. Trench, than whoui there is uo better

HiUiiority, has clearly established the fact that the endless sub-

division of land in Ireland is the cause of the greater part of

the poverty and misery of its agircultural population. And
before political economy had auy existence, before Stewart had

hazily discerned its operations, and Adam Smith reduced tViem

to systematic tormnhe, the experiruce of agriculturists led to

those innovations which have conterred on tiie agriculture of

Scotland the high reputation it possesses at the present

time. Those innovations consisted of the conversion of

several small farms into one large farm. Thus, both the

theory of the ancients and the practice of the modcrus are

• equally opposed to the subdivision of land as being the con.

dition most conducive to agricultural wealth. Notwitlistauding

tnis the subdivision of land as existing in other

countries is frequently pointed to as a source of wealth. Let

us look at France. In 1873 France had a population of 36

millions, of wliieh number more than half were engaged in

agriculture. Her cultivated area consists of 90 million

acres with 5,550,000 distinct properties, of which 5,000,000

are under six acres. Her whole extent of territory is '201,900

English square miles, which, taking her population, gives a

density of IcO to the square mile. Ttie population of the United

Kingdom is nearly S3 millions. Her cultivated area is 4(5|

million acres, of which 10,000,000 acres in Ireland aud
1'2,435,4'13 acres in Great Britan are in permanent pasture.

The density of the population is 265 per square mile. From
these statistics it will be se» n that the territory and cultivated

area of France are nearly double those of tiie United King-

dom, while her population is only four millions more. Tliere

is no emigration from France. In the United Kingdom there

is an average out flow of 200,000. Now, France, with double our

cultivated area and a more favourable climate, has no corn to

export in an average year, and has to buy in a bad year ; and

while we raise 28 bushels of wheat per acre, France, with all

her advantages, can only raise 14 bushels per acre. These

lacts can hardly be considered as favourable to the sub-

division of land.

Like all people enamoured of an idea, they who look to the

subdivision of land as a panacea for all agricultural ills greatly

overestimate its resonrcps. Between the limits of agricultural

and industrial wealth there is a wide gulf. The limits of

agricultural wealth are fixed by its cultivated area. The
cultivated area is determined by tlie character of the soil and

climate. In our own country the utmost resources are nearly

reached. It is ridiculous to preach of doubling the produce

of the country by better cultivation. This will never he done.

If all agriculturalists were equally skilful and had full capital

for the land they occupy, a great improvement would be made
iu the returns. But we will never add ten millions of quarters

to our average production. When we know what the best

land under the most favourab'e conditions will produce, and

what second-rate and third-rate land will produce, and when
the extent of both is known, no room is left for conjecture

—

or in other words, the agricultural wealth of the country is

determined. It is quite otherwise with industrial wealth. Is
limit is tlie amount of labour which can be employed at any

given time. It is therefore the backbone of a nation, the

si^u of its progress, aud the measure of its resource.

Although agricuhure is an interest of great importance, it is

by no means of the same importance to a nation as its indus-

tries and no legislation will ever make it so.

It is a notorious fact that we do not find practical men
vSlamouriDg for the subdivision of land. Why is this ?

Simply because a large farin pays better than a small one. It

can be worked more systematically, and therefore at less

expense, if a farm of 500 acres were divided into ten farms
these ten farms would be worked, relatively, at more expense
and less systematically. On a small farm everything is at
sixes and sevens. Tlie most of the work is done out of season
because the force is weakeued through misdirection to other
work an I duties which are out of proportion to the diuiinislied

force. The like work has to be performed on the large and
the small farm, but with this considerable difference in effect,

that in the case of the large farm ihe main work can be
carried on along with the minor, whereas, in order to over-
take the minor work on a small farm, the main work is

brought to a standstill. On the small farms there would be
a greater number of men aud a greater number of horses.
Aud the loss would be as the greater number is, and it would
fall both on the one and on the many. Such a system is in
direct opposition to the principles of political economy. I' is

making the piiiinaker make the whole pin. It is quite
contrary to the system adopted in all manufactures, and it is

diflicult to understand how any one gifted with the t'aculty of
comparison can advocate the system in the one case and pour
forth studied declamation against it in the other. The po«ver
loom has superseded the hand loom, and the mule spinning-
jenny ; and the dark, unwholesome city has been exchanged
for the homely sweet vil'age, and all for what P For thrifty

How is that concentration and aggregation are found squaring
with the principles of political economy in the one case and
not in the other, when their application is as necessary and as
cipable of being applied in the one case as in the other ?

Sentiment ! Arcadian sentiment I Tliink of the trees and
running brooks. Whiit cause to contemplation after delving
one's own estiite all the day loutr. The shade of Milton will
arise, and then the sweet contemplative dreamer will feel

himself in Eden. What a fool's paradise ! Sentiment nourishes
poets, but It cannot make two blades of grass grow where
formerly one grew. This achievement has been accomplished
by skill and capital. But to answer the d.-eam of the senti-

mentalists, the agents which accomp ished this are to be with-
drawn. For the two blades of grass we are to have one. In
the place of the utmost that the earth can bring forth, in the
place of intelligence, capital, and the amenities which are
associated with them, we are to have ignorance, poverty,
superstition, and tilth, aud lean ears of corn. This is no theory^
for wherever small holdings are there are these things. May
the shade of Tiberius Gracchus never fall upon our landl
And if sentiment must have an outlet, may it provide a sweet
retreat for the countless thousands who toil daily in the midst
of an unwholesome atmosphere produced by those great manu-
factories which h.ave been constructed on the soundest
principles of p jlitical economy.

THE WEATHER IN 1860 AND IN 1879.

Mr. G. B. Edwards, of Addlestone, Surrey, writing to the
Surrey Advertiser, says:—A neighbour keeps a rain gauge,
and he informs me that since the 1st of January over 25 inches
of rain has fallen in this village, and as one inch of rain falling
on an acre of land is equivalent to 70 tons weight, it seems
almost incredible that within the last eight months each acre
ol l^nd has had poured upon it 1,750 tons of water! No
wonder, then, we have floods. I have b.'en for over 20 years
a daily traveller to London, but have never witnessed anythinif
like the flooding of the Thames, the Wey, Mole, and \Vandle,
as in this year ; but remembering that soon after I came to
reside here we had a very wet season, I have searched a little

diary I have kept for many years, and I find the year 1860
was in many respects similar to the present s ason, as a few
extracts from my little book will testify :—April 25, 1800: The
weatiier for several weeks has been very cold, wet, and unsea-
sonable ; things very baekwaid, and great scarcity of feed in
Ireland, aud great loss of cattle iu consequence. May : Con-
tinued rain and cold weather ; could do nothing on the land.
June 12 : Cold driving rains aud storms ; floods out all over
the meadows. June \'\)

-.
Floods still out ; raining in torrents

;

miserably cold. June 23 : Fiue day for a wonder ; the Quf-en
reviewed 23,000 volunteers in liyd'e-park. June 24 and 27 :

Wet ?gain, cold and stormy. July 1 : Beautiful raoruing
;

first day of real summer; from that time till the 17. h the
weather was fine, and the hay was harvested ; and then until
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tlie soil it rained daily, and was wretchedly cold. I have no

record for the early pa"rt of August, but on the 12th, 16th,

and 20th I have written rain in torrents, terribly wet, wind,

and storms. August 31: Beautiful morning; really fine

weather set in at last. September 2 : Harvesting becortie

general, and fears of scarcity of food vanishing. Fine weather

then till the 22nd. On that day I wrote storms of rain and

wind. 24.;h and 2.5th : Terrific rains ; floods out all the way

to London
;
gloomy times from wet weather ; corn and flour

very much advanced in price. Ordinary weather followed

until 21st December, when snow fell in the southern counties

to the dfpth of three and four feet.

To show ttie extraordinary variableness of onr climate and

its seasons, I have written in my diary on 29ih June, 1868,

new peas and barley offered for sale at Mark-ltne, and on the

14<th of July in the same year wheat harvest nearly over; heat

intense, 125 in the sun and 95 in the shade; no rain for many
weeks ; pasture all burnt up. Fortunately v/e liave not the

same cause to fear a scarcity of bread that existed in 1860, for

America and Canada can grow sufficient wheat to feed the

inhabitants of tlie United Kingdom, and providentially the

weather has been fine and the crops abundant ou the other

side of the Atlantic and in the other large corn growing

countries, and though we shall net starye tlie loaf may be

dear. Therefore, with the prospect of winter, with depressed

trade, and the precarious condition of our outstanding crops,

it behoves all classes to be thoughtful and economical, and to

prepare for a trying season.

AGRTCULTURB IN IRELAND.
Mr. Errington, M.P., for the county of Longford, has

addressed the following letter to his tenants in Tipperary in

reply to an application for remission of rent :

—

"Dublin, Sept. 2.

" Gentlemen,—1 have to acknowledge a receipt of a letter

dated Angnst 6, and signed by some of yon, asking for a

temporary remission of rent on account of the reduced prices

of agricultural produce, especially of butter.

"Though the rents of my tenants cannot", I think, in the

circumstances of their farms, be considered generally high, I

should be sorry to ask them to bear the whole burden of the

present depression, and T am quite willing to help them to

tide over what I hope will prove nzerely temporary difficulties,

I propose, therefore, to make to all my yearly tenants a re-

mission on the rents due and coming due May last and

November nest (when paid in regular course in October and

April next) on the following scale—viz., 15 per cent, on rents

below £50, and 10 per cent, on rents above £50. As for

tenants who hold under lease, their positions differ among
themselves, and they have not the same claims for a general

remission as the yearly tenants ;
should there, however, be

among them cases of distress, I shall be prepared to consider

each case on its merits. In one or two special cases I liave

determined to make a remission of 20 per cent.

" Remissions of rent, however, are mere temporary pallia-

tives for a great difficulty ; what 5»e must seek is a permanent

remedy. This is only to be found, T believe, on the one hand,

in improved methods of cultivation and manaseraent ; and,

on the other, in such a readjustment of the conditions of land

tenure as may be suited to the chanses going on around ns.

" The first of these depends mainly on yourselves; the

second, I shall endeavour to advance in two ways— first, by

favouring arrangements on my own property by which the

position of my tenants either by pnrciiase or perpetuity leases,

or otherwise, may be made more independent ; and, secondly,

by trying to promote legislation for effecting these changes

generally throughout the country.
" The following appear to me the direct objects at which

legislation should aim :— (1) The creation on a large scale

of a peasant proprietary
; ^2) the extension of the system of

perpetuity leases
; (3) the cheapening and facilitating dealings

in land
; (4) considerable changes in the laws of settlement

and entail. These are the immediate foundations I would

lay for fixity of tenure at fair rents, the necessity of which
circumstances now render so evident.

" Mr. Shaw-Lefevre has undertaken the first and third of

these points ; the second and fourth I propose to deal with

uext Session in a Bill of wliich I have given notice ' to enable

limited owners to give perpetuity leases,'

" On the other hand, I trust the farmers will see the
ne essity of adapting their modes of farming to the great

chanires through which agriculture isp'ssing. Bu'ter being
the chief production of the rich dairy lands of Tipperary,

should specially engage your attention.
" No one juestions your industry ; but there are important

details of dairy managemont ard butter-making at present loo

much neglected, a little attention to which would add im-
mensely to the value of your produce.

"It may be that by rendering necessary, and I hope
ultimately bringing about, tliese salutary, cliauges, the present

difficulties may prove iu reality the beginning of an era of

true prosperity and peace for the country.
" I am your faithful servant,

" a. ERRINGTON,"

Lord Dunally. iu a letter addressed to tho Daily Express
on the subject of the present agit».tion on the land question in

Ireland, says that there is ' a great substratum of truth and
justice upon which the edifice of complaint and disaffection is

being rapidly accumulated." He writes, he says, in the liope

that the attention may not be drawn away by the discussions

which are " now going on from other matters connected with

land tenure, whicii are of as great or greater importance, and
whicli have not been of late much considered, though appeals

have been made with respect to them before and since the

Union in vain." The first of these is absenteeism, witih

which the other question of an increase in the number of

holders in perpetuity was left untouched by ilr. Gladstone's

Land Act. lie says that eveu in the case of a proprietor of

land in England, the man who never goes near his laud, but

spends all his income in extravagant living in England, is

generally regarded as a nuisance. But " the tenants of such
owners in England have many resources in comparison with

tenants of an Irish absentee. They have plenty of good
markets, valuable business connections, facilities, for educa-

tion, and a much greater share of tlie enioyraeuts and even

elegances of life than fall to the lot of Irish country folks.

They have often powerful and friendly neighbours, who are

able and willing to assist in the advancement of their children,

and they are not perpetually worried by clerical in*erference ;

or, it they are, they can choose their own advisers out of a

great variety. These resources are all beyond the reach of

the great body of tenants of Irish absentees, who it has been

said, draT from this country an income of about two millions,

for which they make no return. Political economists tell us

that it does not signify where they spend their money—that

the general level is maintained, and that is enough. So w-e

are told that a vibration in tiic atmosphere or the impulse of a

wave is never destroyed—that it is merely diffused, and that

the general effect remains the same. So if a man squanders

money at Naples that he ought to be spending in improve-
ments, iu genial hospitality, or in popular amusements in

Connaught, we are told it is of no consequence. The money
spent at Naples will react in some beneficial way to the

advantage of his Connaught tenants. Poor, uneducated men,
earning no wages, living on few and bad potatoes in those

favoured islandsofAi-ran. may be excusedjf they cannot see it."

Lord Dunally thinks that" rather than a tax on absenteeism,

there should be inducements held out to Irish landlords to

become resident landlords, and he suggests a memorial to

her Majesty, request ing her to express her desire that Irish

landlords should reside among their tenantry, and that in the

event of such an expression of her Majesty's wishes " it would
then become the duty of the Government to act in uniformity

witli her Majesty's wishes, and to make it generally understood

that no one who could not, in their opinion, show that he had
endeavoured to comply with them, would be an acceptable

candidate for Government favour, either here or in England."
Ou the subject of small perpetuities, Lord Dunally says that

the number of these might be increased " without injury or

violence to any oue. The limitation of the length of leases

in settlera'^nts was intended for the good of the family ; but

that would be as well secured (with the exception on of some
imaginary and very improbable future rise in the letting value

of land and properly) if the landlord in possess on was
empowered, with the assent after full inquiry of a superior

court, to sell a perpetuiiy to the tenant, and invests the

money in the funds to the same uses as those in the settle-

ment. This might be done with great advantage to both
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landlord anfl tenant. Tlie arransnmont would be quite

voluntary. Proper pxcpptlons shoulil he made as to demesne

lanil.o, and any other that may be thoiiijlit necessary, and tlie

consent of the next iieir requiretl in oases where the superior

court thouifht it should be obtained."

FOREIGN FARMING AND FARMERS'
EDUCATION.

Mr. K. Jasper Moore writes to the Times :—
It seema generally admitted tiiat the moat interestiuf: results

of the Royal Commission on Agricultural Distress will he the

information expected on farming abroad. I travelled witiitwo

inhabitants of Boston, U.S.A., to Lindon in tlie week of the

Kilbarn Show and pressed tl\em to attend the meeting of

owners and occupiers of land, and speak there, which they

would have done but for a pressing engagement in Paris.

They were impressed, as most Americans are, with the exces-

sive unacquaintance of English agriculturists generally with

the state of things in any country but their own, and had they

been present at that meeting they would have combated the

derision with which Lord Derby's advice was received that

some farmers should emigrate and sh.are the fortunes made in

farming abroad. I have frequently recommended a party to be

formed of farmers, to visit Holland, and have ofTered to take

such a party to Holland myself, and probably if one of the staff

of Mr. Cook, or some other enterprising agency, would orga-

nise such parties, in future years, if not in this, a iirst step

might be taken towards expanding the former insular self-

satisfaction of the English farmer. The instructions to the

assistant commissioners sent to America are reported to be to

try to ascertain the amount of cattle and grain that may be

expected to be imported to England during the next four

years rather than to test the wisdom of Lord Derby's advice.

A party of farmers who immediately after Lord Derby's

Liverpool speech went to Minnesota, and another party who
iuve just gone to Texas, will no doubt enlighten the public as

to their experience whenever they return. But before thin

may happen the East, as well as the West, is likely to make
itself felt, if not as a young, yet as a vigorous rival in the

grain market. The questiou may well arise whether Turkey
would not afford as good a field for English agricultural

enterprise as America. Both possess the common advantages

of land procurable at one year's purchase or a nominal rent,

uo rates, and no manure bill. If the Bulgarians, with all the

disabilities of the now abolished tithe-farming, became rich

euough to be objects of perindical pillage, it may seem strange

that few Englishmen have thouglit of calculating what must
be the probable profits of farming in the East, with no sur-

charge on fair taxation, such as must be the prospect now in

the new Bulgaria. I have just been present at an examination
of the details of eight years' management of a Turkish farm
by a Shropshire family, taken by a member of the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society, and I venture to suggest that

if the researches of the Royal Commission do not extend to

the Danube, one of tlie commissioners might examine this

man before he returns to Turkey.
Closely connected with this question of food supply, the

Royal Commission seems not inclined to overlook the im-
portant iufl'ience of a hiffher clnss education for the rising

generation of farmers. Whatever may be the general outcome
of the inquiry which is now about to be made, we may hope
the Royal Commission will at any rote recommend that some
assistance should be rendered by the Government in the estab-

lishment of one or more institutions for the promotion of

instruction in agricultural science. The Vv-ork which for

many years past lias been satisfactorily carried out in Ireland
in the direct subvention of agricultural education, as the
resnits of the Kensington examination of JEay last sufliciently

show, may well be extended to England and Scotland. Pro-
fessor Tanner, in his admirable introductory address to the 50
selected students at Soutli Kensington, defiues agricultural

science in a spirit of true logical induction, as the scientilic

truths which are gathered from th.e practice of agriculture.

Such truths are surely as much worth disseminating as the
conjugation of Latin verbs among those who are not likely to

pursue the language. There are three schools of agricultural

science subsidised by the Fr^ nch Government, and several

State colleg-s for the same object are muiutaiued at the public

expense in America. If the same advantige thould be ex-
tended to Eaghiud, may we not hope that the fact of Shrop-
shire supplying more members to the Royal Agricultural
Society tliaa any county, not excluding Yorkshire, may show
it would be well adapted for such a national experiment ? We
have two buildings available lor the puroo-ie. The Cirencester
Scliool, however valuable it lias been in giving good
instruction iu agricultural science to those who could
afford to pav from £125 to £150 a year at least for it, is

clearly prohibitive to the sons of the great bulk of the tenant
farmers of the kingdom. I have reason to believe that at
county schools like the Bedford the proportion of farmers' sous
is exceedingly small, perhaps only 1 per cent. A school sucli
as would meet the requirements of tlie tenant farmers of tiie

kingdom must, therefore, either be subsidised by Government
or largely assisted by the landowners in a county. Most of
these have been sufficiently taxed to meet the requirements of
the Elementary Education Act, wiiile the rates, as we liave
seen, are raised in amount to supply a higher education tliau
was at first contemplated, becau e we have no assiitaiice given
to iutermediate education in E igland such as has been given
witii one stroke of the pen in Ireland. To meet tiie require-
ments of the sons of tenant farmers, such education should
not ever exceed from i to to £50 per annum. It wonld be
interesting to know lioiv many of the visitors to his experi-
mental farm are, in Mr. Lawes's opinion, in a position
thoroughly to appreciate his experiments, and what proportion
ol those best qualified to do so are found in his opinion among
the English visitors, the Americans, Germans, or Danes, the
latter being, I believe, considered the most scientific farmets
of all.

THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.—The work of
the Agricultural Commission bids fair to be a monster affiir,
Thet erais of the Commission were punlished on Saturday week,
and authority is given in it to any "five or more" of the
Commission to call before them such persons a.i they m^y
judge necesiary to give evid.nce, and also to call for suck
books and documents as may give needful information. More-
over, any five or more may report to the Qneen as soon as
they please theii opinions on the subjects inquired into. And
these bodies of five or more are to have power to continue
their inquiry without formal adjournments. Ilenee it is clear
that the Commission is really to do its principal work as a
number of Sub-Commissions, for we are told that they have
already had a preliminary meeting, and broken themselves up
into smaller distinct bjdies of inquiry; while Mr. C. S.
Read, M.P., and Mr. Pell, M.P., are to proceed to the United
States, to inquire into the bearing of American agriculture on
the depression here, and will tike their departure at the end
of next week. Further, Mr. Cross said at Bootle, that theie
are to be a number of Assistant-Commissioners to help the
Commission, and to collect information from the Continent of
Europe. We may expect, then, a number of very divergent
reports from the quinary Commissionlets into which the larger
organisation will break up, and probably no joint report from
the whole Commission, or none of any substantial value at
all. We see with pleasure that the Earl of Suffolk and
Colonel Kingscote, M.P., the hitter of whom is a member of
the Commission, warned the Kingscote Agricultural Associi-
tion yesterday week that no return to Protection was possible,

and that all that could be expected from the labours of the
Commission was a large stock of valuable information.

—

Sjieciaior.

AN ADVENTURE WITH AN OCTOPUS AT THK
SCARBOROUGH AQUARIUM.~A rather amusing incideLt
was witnes'ed in the Scarborough Aquarium recently. It
appears that the keeper, whilst engaged in cleaning out the
tank occupied by the ociopodes, was suddenly seized by the
leg (fortunately he had sea boots on) by the largest of the
octopodes, which fastened four of his tentacles round the leg
of the boot, and with the other four held firmly on to the
rocks forming the back of the tank. A struggle took place,
during which the man found he could not disengage himself
without killing the animal, and finally hit upon the expedient
of slipping his leg out, leaving the boot in the water and
beating a retreat. The hungry octopus stuck to the boot for
twenty miuutes, when it relinquished its hold.
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MR. PROUT'S ANNUAL SALE.

Tlie annual inspection and sale of Mr. John Prout's crops at

Blouut Farm, Sawbridgewortli, took place on Sept. 2..

As public interest is now turned towards qaeslions concern-

ing agriculture, it is uut to be wondered at tbat more than

usual importance was attached to the verj' novel ph;u of tillaj^e

which Mr. Prout has carried out with such marked success for

some time, and by his being able to farm to considerable profit

up to last year. The result of this year's farming may possibly

be an exception, but at any rate that must depend in part upon

the spirit and inclination of those who may be disposed to

purchase tho standing corn. Mr. Prout has done his part well^

and shows as fine crops of wheat and barley as any in Here-

fordshire. It is even said, indeed, that they are superior to

atiy in ihat county. We certainly have not seen anytliing like

the same breadth of so good in this county. There was au un-

usual master of strangers from (liffc^rent parts of England—in

fact most of the principal agricultural counties were repre-

sented. Besides tlie usual larg.- number of f.<rmers,soitie land-

lords were present either in person or by their stewards.

Mr. Prout had provided an excellent luneheon in a large

granary extending over the farm building. The chair was

occupied by Mr. G. Ilamsden, a tenant farmer residing in the

disvtrict, supported by Mr. Front, Mr. Ilanbury, of Poles,

Herts, Mr. Sworder, Mr. Scott, Mr. Blunt, of Bishop Start-

ford, and others. After the usual loyal toasts had beeu

disposed of the Chairman proposed the health of Mr. Prout.

That gentleman, in responding, recommended a triple alliance

of landlords, farmers, and labourers, ali of whom should put

their shoulders to the wheel, and, with proper land tenure

and security for capital, they would, he thought, he able to defy

the competition of the world. lie rebutted the statement that

Mr. Caird had made in the Times about him and his system,

and said he thought the Royal Commission would be of little

use to the present occupiers of land.—Mr. Prout, Jan.,

proposed the health of "The visitors," coupling with the toast

the names of Messrs. Hanbury, of Poles, Ware, and Mr. Blunt.

Mr. Hanbury said he spoke as a landlord and a farmer of 600

acres, which were not profitable. Indeed, were it not for

a business in London, his banking account would be largest

on the wrong side. He observed that he was a customer for

barley to the extent of 130,000 quarters per annum. After

the luncheon the sales commenced in the fields, where each

lot v,'as staked out, the auctioneer riding through the corn, the

company following along up the roads which intersect the

farm. Ontof 200 acres of barley only 81 were 8(dd, ranging

from £4 las. to £7 per acre ; 33 acres of wheat, of 130

offered, varied from £9 10s. to £10 5s.-, and 15 of oats (out

of 40 catalogued) were sold at £t 7s. 6d. and £5 5s. The

oth«r lots were bought in or failed to find a bidder ; in (act,

the auctioneer (Mr. G. E. Sworder) finding the purchasing

power was so weak, withdrew the major portion of the lots.

—

Chelmsford Ch'onide.

BRITISH AGRICULTURE.
Mr. James Lawcs writes to the Titnea .

—
In these times of difficulty and apprehension to the owners

and occupiers of land in this country, crowned by a season

vrlilch indicates, in the forlorn-looking, unripe crops, the worn

of seven deficient harvests in a peri'id of nine years, it is very

necessary that we sliould not be led away by a false scent to

follow a course which lead us into a still deeper slough of de-

spond.

Mr. Front's farming is impossible as an example for the

whole country. So far as any credit of originality belongs to

it, that is entirely due to Mr. Lawes's experiments. For the

last 30 years these have been more and more followed by men
of observation and intelligence in all parts of this country.

Your own columns in 1850 and 1851 gave numerous examples

of this, and not a year has passed since that time in which the

lesson has not been enforced. The only dilTereace between Mr,

Prout and other farmers of intelligence and enterprize is that,

in a favourable locality for the fale of straw, he has accepted

the lesson literally and made not an nnusual profit by a system

which, if generally followed, would convert our agriculture into

one vast corn field.

First. The profit is not unusual. If from the £600 shown

ai the average yearly profit of 10 years the interest on farming

capital at 5 per cent, is deducted, the net return is 16s. 8,1. gn
acre. Ordinary good fanning could not be carried on with a
smaller profit on farms of 50 acres and upwards, and if no
better result could be gained under the small farm sytem, an
intelligent active miin with less than 50 acres would do better

as a labourer, himself and his family earning wages.

Second. In Mr. Front's system nine crops out of ti^n ar^
corn and one clover. Nine-tenths of thecultivated land of the
country would under this plan become a corn field. The
very kind of produce which is being poured in upon ua in over-

abundance would cover the country to the exclusion of that

which cannot so cheaply or in such freshness of quality be
carried from a distance. Whatever may be the remedy for

agricultural depression, it is not to he looked for by placing
our whole reliance on corn crops

The business of agriculture in this cnnntry is to feed 3t
millions of people with tbat portion of their daily food which
we can best supply, and at the same time maintain many
millions of horses, cattle, shfep, and pigs which minister to the

wants and comforts of our daily life. In the household of all

families above that of the workman nine-tenths of the expendi-
ture on articles of food of home produce are for meat, butter,

hftx and milk, and only one -tenth for bread ; and in that of
tbe workman his bread does not amount to more than one-
third of his daily expenditure on food. There is now happily
little risk of any season, however bad, creating a dearih ot

bread, and as there is every reason to believe tbat meat and
cli"ese will for some time be kept witiiio moderate prices, the
outlook of tbe British farmer should be encouraged towards the

production of these in tlie finest qnality, and of butter, milic,

cream, lamb, veal, iiay, straw, and vegetables of every kind.

These, with barley and outs, so long as they maintain their

price, and a smaler reliance on wheat, which of all kinds of
corn is the most costly to produce at home and of the widest
spread area of capable production abroad, seem for the present
the most likely objects of home agriculturp. With a popula-
tion of bealtby consumers, increasing at the rate of a thousand
a day, and the rapid crrowth of intelligence and education and
the possession ot mineral wealth and unsurpassed engine and
machine power, all of which we may hope soon to see in more
active motion, I will not despair of British agriculture, though
suffering myself both as landlord and tenant, and most deeply

sympathizing with those wholly nependent upon it, by losses

which many have not been able to withstand and none had
power to avert.

AGRICULTURAL REFORM.—The Gloucesler Journal

says:—It cannot be sail that Mr, Shaw L-ifevre exhibits iiim-

self as a rampant reformer ; but it is significant to note that

nearly every able man who tackles the subject arrives by some

process at the conclusion we have been hammering at for

months past, that as azriculture is suffering from a complicity

of c:>uses, so it must find relief in a variety of remsdial inci-

dents, some of which are climatic and beyond hanau control,

some of which are adjustable by private arraugeinent between
owners and occupiers of land, but some of which can only be
secured by the medium of enlightened and liberal legislation.

The reforms cautiously indicated by Mr. Shaw Lefevre in tbe

above extract are in accord with the programme of the Farmersi'

Alliance, which maintains that in order to adequafelv develop

the resourc33 of tbe soil steps must be taken to "free the

business of farming from the trammels of unjust laws, and tbe

cultivation of tbe soil from tbe unwise and in many cases

absurd restrictions which obstruct its improvement." With
this view the Alliance seeks to secure the better representation

of tenant farmers in Farliaraent ; to obtain security for

tenants' capital invested iu their holdiiigs ; to encourage

greater freedom in the growth and disposal of produce ; to

reform or abolish the laws of Distress and Hypothec ; to

reform the Game Liws ; to alter all legal presumptions which
operate unfairly against tenant farmers ; to secure to rate-

payers their legitimate share iu county fjovernment ; and to

obtain a fair apportionment of local burdens between landlord

and tenant. Those who are in favour of this programme
should join the Alliance and strengthen its organisation.
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THE PUBLIC INTEREST IN AGRI-
CULTURAL REFORM *

There can be no greater mistake than to suppose that

the present accumulation of laud in the hands of owners,

who, for the most part, can neither do justice to nor sell

it, is a matter of no concern to tenant-farmers. It is

said that four-fifths of the land of England is held by

limited owners, whose interests are directly oppossd to

any expenditure in improvements upon it, even when they

are sufficiently wealthy to make improvements, and who
have no power to sell any portion of their property.

There has been a great outcry lately for covered home-
steads, and other conveniences in the form of farm-build-

ings for enabling farmers to keep sock to greater

advantage than they can at present. Again, thousands

of acres require draining, and would pay well for it ; but

it is under existing circumstances, unprofitable for the

owners generally to expend money in diai.iing, while the

tenants dare not do the work, because they have no

security for the capital that would have to be expended.

Improvements of such a permanent nature should be

executed by owners ; but they never will be made to

a sufficient extent by impoverished or limited owners.

The Agricultural Holdings Act gave facilities for charging

the estates of limited owners with the ro^t of improve-

ments ; but, if the money has to be borrowed from a

Land Improvement Company, the landlord, to recoup

himself, must charge upon the tenaut the whole of the

interest and profit that the company will require. This

would be no light charge where the landlord is a

limited owner, as in that case the whole of the money
must be paid ofl^, in the form of a sinking fund, within

the term allowed under the Act for the particular kind of

improvement executed. As the longest term recognised

by the Act as the duration of an improvement is twenty

years, it is absurd to suppose that buildings are likely to

be erected on at all an extensive scnle under S'lch condi-

tions. No tenant would like to piy the total cost; of

buildings, with interest on the outlay and profit to the

company from which the money was borrowed besides, in

the course of twenty years—thus really purchasing the

buildings and presenting them to his landlord and his

landlord's heirs. On the other hand, if the limited

owner did not charge the whole annual repayment to the

tenant, he would be a loser, unless he happened to live

long enough beyond the time specified in the Act to

recoup himself for money paid out during the period, by

extra rent continued afterwards. At any rate, it is no

advantage to a limited owner to improve, and, on the

contrary, it is not easy for him to be quite secure against

loss, if he expends capital, either his own or borrowed,

upon land on which he has really nothing but a rent-

charge. If he does not get back the whole of his outlay,

with interest, during his life, the expenditure only goes to

enrich his eldest son or other heir, who has already a

most unfair share of the family wealth coming to him.
In short, thtre are no possible means of rendering

limited ownership anything but a disadvantage to every

one concerned iu the proper treatment of landed property,

certainly not excepting the owners and their descendants.

I now come to the published objects of the Farmers'
Alliance. The first is "the better represtntation of

tenant farmers in Parliament." That is a means to ends,

and does not require much to be said about it. All dis-

interested people admit that farmers are very inadequately

represented in Parliament, and most people agree that

they are, to a very great extent, misrepresented there.

The objection made against those who would give

Extracts ftoin an article in the Ni/ieteenlh Century for

Bepteuiber, b; Wiliiiim E. Baar,
|

them better representation, that they are " setting claas
against class," is based on a fallacy, where it is not pure
cant. The fallacy may be easily exposed. It is said that
the interests of landlord and tenant are identical, and,
apart from the little matter of rent, they are so in the
long run, at least if monetary interests only are implied.
But classes do not always act in accordance with the most
enlightened views as to thi;ir in'crests, and, in consider-
ing whether landlords aic like'y to represent tenants
satisfactorily in Parliameut, the real questions is, not
whether their intcnsls are identical, but whether their
ohjeet.i are the same. It has already been remarked that
the interests of landlords and tenants in respect of free-

trade in land are the same ; and it is obvious that, except
on land which is unprofitable to cultivate, their monetary
interests iu relation to the vexed game question are also

identical. Similarly it might be shown that land-
lords would be better oft' if they yielded to other demands
made by tenants. But what do we see whea such ques-
tions are brought forward iu Parliament, or at meetings
of Farmers' Clubs and Chambers of Agriculture? Why,
that landlords, as a rule, resolutely oppose all attempts to

reform the Isnd or game laws, to give compensation to
tenants for their unexhausted improvements, or to relieve

farmers from other disadvantages of which they compiaiu.
The explanation of the apparent anomaly is that landlords
generally c.ire more for social diguity, hmW^^ prestlgi;^ and
political influence that for the monetary interests of them-
selves and their tenants, to however great an extent these
may be identical. At any rate it is notorious that land-
lords are the chief obstructives to almost every reform
which tenants ask for, although there are some exceptions
which serve to prove the rule. Under such circumstances
t is absurd for tenants to send landlords, unless excep-

i onally liberal men, to Parliament to represent them, and
t is mere twaddle to exclaim about " setting class against
class," when one says so. Where the objects of two are
contrary, the one class must act against the other, as far

as those objects are concerned unless one is to go to the
wall, as has hitherto been the case with the tenant-
farmers of this country. As for the public interest ia
the better representation of tenant-farmers in Parliament,
no argument is necessary to show that, if agricultural

reform is for the public interest, the better representa-
tion of tenant-farmers in Parliament, which would un-
doubtedly tend towards such reform, is desirable.

The second object is " to stimulate the improved culti-

va'ion of the land, especially by obtaining security
for the capital of tenants invested in the improve-
ment of their hok'ings." As long as the
prevailing system in the United Kingdom is one of land-
lords and tenants—and there is no reason to suppose that
it will be superseded in England and Scotland at any rate—this object is either first or second in importance of all

proposed agricultural reforms. It may possess less

interest in the eyes of the public at large than the reform
of the laws relating to the ownership and transfer of land ;

but as in incentive to improved farming, nothing would
do so much as the giving of complete security to tenant's

investments in improvements. Having repeatedly dealt

with this subject, and particularly iu au essay* writteu
for the Cobdeu f'lub, I may be excused from
going over old ground to any great extent. My chief

object in connection with the question now is to show that
the public should not leave landlords and tenants to
settle it between them. There is a great deal of loose

talking and writing upon the subject, chiefiy owing to

the fact that opponents of compulsory compensation wi I

not understand, or will not admit that they un.JerstauJ,

* The Relationt of Landlord and Tenant in England and
Scotland. (Caaieli;.
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the true principle of the demand, which is simply that of

nayment for valae received. All that the advocates of

compulsory tenant right in Jiiigland ask, is that the land-

lord ahall be compelled to pay the tenant an equivalent of

the value which the tenant can prove that the landlord

has received from him- The all but complete failure of

the Agricultural IIoHings Act shows that landlords will

not bind themselves to pay for value received unless they

are compelled to do so ; also that tenants have not yet

acquired sufficient independence and power to insist on

such a contract being entered into, as a condition of their

hiring of land. Under the plea of " freedom of con-

tract"—a mere figment of the imagination as far as land-

lords and tenants are concerned, at any rate until the

agricultural depression placed the two classes on a more
equal footing in the " higgling of the market"—compul-

sion was refused by Parliament, and the landlords of

Englaud. from the Crown downwards, declined to enter

into a contract to pay for value received from their

tenants. I will not stop to discuss the question whether

the tenant should or should not be protected against what

approach very closely in principle to fraudulent contracts.

The interest of the public in the matter is very clear, and

can he briefly stated.

Suppose that the inns of any country—Switzerland for

instance—were a fixed number, so that the innkeepers

could agree together to make what conditions with

visitors they pleased, there being uo possibility of new
competitors springing up. Suppose, further, that they

should make it a stipnlation in the contract which every

visitor would have to sign that all goods bought by the

visitor during his stay at the hotel, and not consumed in

the meanwhile, should become the property of the inn-

keeper on the termination of the visit. Switiierland is

30 attractive to tourists that the inns might still be full ;

but the visitoi-3 would take care not to spend much during

their stay. Now those who object to interference with

freedom of contract would of course say that the

Government of Switzerland ought not to pass a law mak-
ing such contracts void. Tourists and other visitors to

the hotels, it would be said, can take care of themselves

and must be left to make what agreements they please

•with the innkeepers. But does any one doubt that the

people of Switzerland would insist upon such contracts

being rendered unlawful, on the ground that they pre-

vented visitors from spending money in the country, and

were thus against the public interest? The parallel is not

exact ; but the position of the British public towards the

owners and tenants of land is similar tothe position of the

Swiss public in the case imagined. 'Tiie tenant may to a

certain extent protect himself, although he cannot farm in

the most profitable manner without a serious risk of having

his investments appropriated iy his landlord; for he may
lefrain from spending money on the land, and may get

his farm at a low rent because neither he nor his prede-

cessors have dared to spend anything in improvements.

Eat to the public these poor consolations are quite in-

applicahle. Consumers must suffer, and suffer in propor-

tion to the tenant's carefulness not to risk capital in im-

provements which will become the property of his land-

lord directly he has made them. Indeed, it is clear that

every one is injured by a system which, by divorcing

capital from the soil, deprives the country annually of

millions of pounds' worth of food that otherwise would

be produced.

The third object stated in -the programme of the

Farmers' Alliance is, " To encourage greater freedom in

Ihe cultivation of the soil and disposal of its produce."

That is not considered to be a subject for legislation, but

one for argument. Under existing circumstances there

appears to be a general disposition amongst landlords to

rslai: the absurd restrictions cf ancient leases and agree-

ments ; while tenaits who cannot get a living, tied hand
and foot as they are, will be foolish if, now that farms
are at a discount, they do not stipulate for freedom
of cultivation and sale of produce.

'' To obtain the abolition of class privileges involved

in the Laws of Distress and Hypothec" is the fourth

object. It is astonishing that bankers, merchants, and
tradesmen should have hitherto quietly submitted to the
perference claim which a landlord has tipoi his tenant

as it is a monstrous injustice that a landlo-d should be
able to allow a tenant to get into arrear wit'i his rent at

the expense of his other creditors. Under the Law of

Distress the landlord can satisfy his full claim for rent,

often selling goods supplied by other creditors in satisfy-

ing it, while the other creditors can only share iu the

landlord's leavings, if there be any leavings to share.

Thus the public have a direct interest in the abolition of

this unfair class privilege, and if they do not assist

agricultural reformers in getting rid of it, they will

deserve to be sufferers from it in the future as they have
been in the past. But they have also an indirect interest

in the abolition of a law which tends to keep farming at

a low ebb by the safety which it confers upon landlords

in accepting as tenants " men of straw " who cannot do
justice to the land. The effects of the Law of Hypothec
are in all respects similar, as far as the interests of the

public are concerned. What Scotchmen rightly term the
" sham Hypothec Abolition Bill," recently read a second

time in the House of Commons, will do little to remedy
the evils complained of ; while many people are of

opinion that it will do more harm than good if it

becomes law. The citation of details on this part of my
subject would be uninteresting to general readers.

Hypothec and the Law of Distress alike require to be

totally repealed and the only thing that landlords can

with any justice ask, as an accompaniment of such repeal,

is a more speedy means of turning out a tenant who is

unable to pay his rent.

The reform of the game laws, which is the next object

on the list, is one of the most popular of all proposed

agricultural reforms, and there is nothing new to be said

about it. No alteration which does not completely

abolish these laws, or interfere with freedom of contract

by giving to tenants an indefeasible right to kill game,

or at least ground game, on their occupations, will be of

any appreciable use. Farmers would naturally be

satisfied with the latter mode of dealing with the game
difficulty ; and as it is only over-preservation which is

injurious to the interests of farmers and consumers alike,

such a modification of the existing laws might be sufficient.

Winged game probably does more good than harm on the

whole, and although the temptations to poaching will

never be done away with as long as pheasants and
partridges are thick on the ground, but little damage
to crops is done by them, except on the borders of

pheasant preserves. But rabbits should be treated as

vermin, except in warreus effectually fenced in, and hares

should be allowed to exist only in small numbers.

Probably no one desires to have game made extinct ia

this country, and it is generally admitted that if the

game laws were repealed, without a substitute being

provided, we should require a more stringent law of

trespass, which would be very unpopular. As, however,

the existing game laws are in so many respects objection-

able, it would, perhaps, be best to make a clean swetp

of them, and to frame some simple measure, to prevent

the extermination of game, as a substitute.

Passing over an object relating to legal presumptions

which operate unfairly against tenant-farmers, as only

of somewhat remote concern to the public, I come to the

seventh object of the Farmers' Alliance, which is, " To
secure to ratepayers their legitimate share ia couatjr
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fcarernnienf." The Countj Governmeat Bills introduced

last year and during the present session iiave been utieriy

unsatisfactory to the ratepayers at large, as well as to

the farmers. Nothing short of the direct repreaeutatioa

of the ratepayers will afford a permanent basis of settle-

ment, and to that the.prnsent Government will not easily

be induced to consent. The reform of local government

is so obviously a matter of interest to the general public

that there is no need to dwell upon the subject here.

" A fair a]iportionment of local burdens between

landlord and tenant," which is the last of tho declared

objects on the list I am quoting from, is a matter of

greater public interest than at first sight it apjiaars to be.

If it is the opinion of most people that local taxation

should be levied to a disproportionate extent upon laud,

they will at least admit that it should not be at the

expense of the occupiers. The theory is that rates are

sooner or later paid by owners ; but the difference

between sooner and later often involves years of heavy
increased taxation upon the tenant-farmer. In con-

sequence of this, farmers, as a rule, arc ranged on the

side of those who are striving to shift the burdens from
land on to personal properly. Now, as laud has escaped

from many ancient liabilities, it is unquestionable

whether such a transference is desirable, and the majority

of the people think that it is not, if they think about

it at all. They should, then, endeavour to p;et all rates

intended to be levied on land charged directly on land-

owners, instead of on tenants, as at present. In other

words, the tenant's share of the rates should be charged

separately from the landlord's, and the respective

apportionment should be separately and directly levied.

At present the tenant kuows that he pays the rates in

the first iastauce, and he is scarcely ever certain that he

gets the money back in the form of a I'eductioa on rent

that he otherwise would ]>aj. Very often, too, it is quite

certain that the tenant pays all increase in local charges

for a long period. However long his lease may be, he

lias to pay all increase on the amount of ratts and taxes

that accrues during the term, thus paying his landlord's

share of the increase as well as his own. This is obviously

unfair, and it is for the public interest that the injustice

should be remedied.

I must confess to some surprise at the great interest

excited amongst the non-agricultural classes by the advent

of the i<'armers' Alliance. Yrom all jiarts of the kingdom
help and expressions of sympathy have come to the

leaders of the new movement, and I am rejoiced to

recoguise in these overtures a sign of an awakening of

public interest in agricultural reform. The nearness of

the next general election may to some extent account for

the hearty welcome which the Alliance has received, as

there are naturally large numbers of people who look with

Lope, not in all cases quite disinterested, to any uprising

which may tend to change the preseut stale of county
representation. Any movement which will amuse a

spirit of political independence amongst the farmers

generally cannot but seem advantageous to all who regard

the men who now represent Enf;lish farmers as the

greatest obstructives to almost all kinds of desirable

changes. Still it cannot be too earnestly insisted that

the Farmers' Alliance is independent of part}', and will

pursue its object without consideration for party interests.

Those who denounce the new association as a party

organisation, in reality confess that their own party is

opposed to the reforms which the most intelligent farmers

desire. All that the promoters of the Alliance have

dooe is to formulate those reforms, and to urge all who
are in favour of them to combiue to bring theia to pass.

If that involves antagonism to the Conservative

party, then it follows that the Conservativg party is

antagonistic to agricultural reform ; and it is from Con-

servative advocates that we h.ive fhis virtual confession
that they are not true farmers' friends. The Alliance has
produced a test by which the professed friends of farmers
may be tried, anj it has produced that test without any
party objects in view. Some of the leading represen-
tatives of one party, in the press, and on the platform,
with surprising naivete, have exposed themselves and
their allies as politicians tried by that test and found
wauhng. It jg^ however, gratifying to find that nuinliera
of Conservatives, especially amongst farmers, arc also
agricultural reformers, aud these, in joining the Alliance,
do so under the honest assurance of its leaders thai the
association will not be used for party purposes. The
Alliance ^\\\ support candidates who fairly and fully
represent its principles, to whichever party they nny
nominally belong; and if such candidates happen to be
more generally Liberals than Conservatives, they will be
supported, not because they arc Liberals, but because
they are agricultural reformers. In sliort, ' Principles,

not party,' is the motto of the Farmers' Alliance.

But the imminence of a general election only in part

accounts for the public welcome given to the Farmers'
Alliance. Merchants, shopkeepers, and all classes of

professiocal men ha\e become members, and volunteered

their help in various ways, and the letters iu which they

have profl'ered their assistance show that they have long

been in sympathy with the aims now made public as the

distinct ' platform ' of a new organisation. I conclude

my pa])(r, therefore, with a much more hopeful feeling

than that with which 1 began it. The interest of the

public in agricultural reform seemed dullaodalmost lifeless ;

but, in reality, as now appears, it was only dull as tinder

s, which needs but a spark to kindle it iuto a flime-

HOWARD'S SHEAF-BINDING EEAPER.
On September 9ih and 10th we had an oppor-

tunity of seeing this new machine at work in a field of

wheat near Bedford. On Tuesday rain began to pour
down about as soon as we got into the field, aud we could
only see the work that had already been done; but ou
Wednesday afteruooa, although the ground was wet and
soft, the corn was dry enough to cut and bind. The croj^

was a stout one, and somewhat twisted in places; but the
self-binder made excellent work, leaving a low, level, aud
clean stubble. Scarcely a straw was left on the ground,
and there is certainly nothin<; to rake, and very little to

gleaa. The admirable simplicity of this reaper makes it

run very smoothly aud lightly, so that two small horses
walked away with it without the least apparent straining.

One great advantage of Howard's binder is the gentleness
with which it pushes the sheaves off the binding platform.

Thus there is x\j loss of grain from shelling, as when
sheaves are thrown violently to the ground, either by a

machine or by careless hand-binders. The sheaves, too,

were tied with level basett, aud with the ears all the right;

end, as they seldom are by hand. Altogether the work
done was in every way superior either to that done by men
with scythes, or by self-raking reapers followed by haud-
biuders. The owner of the crop was iu the field ou
"Wednesday, and expressed himself as completely satisfied

with the work done. No machine but a self-binder, he
said, could have done it so well, and he thinks that every
large farmer will find one of these great labour-savini;

apjiliauces indispensable to the most thorough economy of
harvesting.

Oa one side of the field the crop was about the heaviest

we have seen this year, and badly laid. This the farmer
had cut with his own machine, one of Howard's
" Simplex " self-rakers, with which he expressed the
highest satisfaction. Cert«uly ths work had beeu doue
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remarkably well, and our informant laid particular stress

npon the fact that in such a heavy crop the reaper had

been easily drawn by two horses, working the whole

day, except during the interval of an hour and a-half for

dinner. The " Simplex " has been vastly improved since

it was first introduced, and now appears to be one of the

most effective and light-working reapers extant. It has

an extensive sale on the Continent, one agent in Russia

having disposed of 100 machines this year, and ordered

200 for nest season.

The self-binder has cut several other fields of wheat

near Bedford this year, aud scarcely a stoppage has

occurred except when the rain fell, or the wire snapped

from some imperfection in its joining. It is, however,

desirable for a visitor to be present when the wire breaks,

in order that he may see how quickly it may be joined

again, as this is one of the peculiar advantages of

Howard's machine. There is no difficulty in getting at

the end of the wire, and the mischief is repaired iu a

couple of minutes. Messrs. Howard, however, intend

next season to have wire that will not break without a

very great strain. The self-binder which we saw at work

is the only one of its kind which has yet been made
;

but as it turns out to be so satisfactory in the field, it

really might have been made and sold extensively this

year!^ This could not have been foreseen, and it was

prudent to be certain that the binder would do its work

creditably before sending it out.

We gave a brief description of the working parts of this

sheaf-binder when it was first exhibited—at the Paris

Exhibition. Since then it has been altered in several

details, and a further description is therefore desirable.

To attempt to convey a clear idea of a machine of this

kind, and its plan of working, without sectional diagrams,

is to attempt an impossibility. Iu the columns of

Eiiri'mccr'uuj for July 4th a very lucid and elaborative de-

scription was given, the letter-press being accompanied by

lettered diagrams, showing all the part?, aud denoting the

action of each. Those of our readers who desire to see a

complete technical description of the machine we must

refer to the journal named, giving here only the popular

description, which is so lucid that we prefer to transcribe

it rather than attempt a fresh one of our own :
—

The mechanism is comparatively simple, and readily

managed by the attendant seated upon the machine. The
grain when cut is elevated by an endless apron, and deposited

in bundles on the sheaf table, the sizes of which are regulated

by the attendant ; the binder arm, carrying the band, in its

descent encloses the bundle, and brings together the two ends

of the bind ready for twisting and cutting off, these two

operations being performed at a point when the binding arm

is momentarily at rest ; the bound sheaf is pushed off the

table by a revolving pusher, which cimes into operation each

time the binder arm rises above the sheaf. The machine is

provided with a sheaf table, upon which the corn or grain is

delivered from the platform, and which is adjustable length-

'vpise to permit the band or wire to be placed around the sheaves

in any desired part or position ; but when the machine is in

operation the table is stationary, that is, it has no recipro-

cating or other movement on the frame of the machine for the

purpose of collecting or separating the grain into quantities to

form the sheaves or bundles. This separation of the grain is

effected by ttie action of a binding or binder arm operating in the

manner about to be described. This arm has its fulcrum on

the pin of a crank fixed on tlie extremity of a shaft which

rotates iu suitable bearings in a standard or bracket attached

to the sheaf table. For effecting the removal of the bound

sheaves from the table, a pusher or delivering arm is attached

to the crank ; the said machine is also pro\iided with an

improved twisting device, which is a peculiarly formed

" whirl" or pinion ilanged on its upper side, and supported,

with a capability of free rotation, by its flange in a grooved or

^recessed plate attached to the sheaf table, the whirl being

.-arranged in combination with a revolving knife or cutter.

To insure the most satisfactory results in the working of

the binding mechanism it is necessary to impart to the binder

arm a peculiar varying or differential motion, so that it

should move quickly in placing the wire around the shea*', and

should pause or remain stationary, or nearly so, during the

operation of the twisting and cutting mechanism, and
should then rise quickly to draw up the wire for a fresh

sheaf.

It is necessary to explain that, instead of the single

apron referred to in the above description, a double canvas

is now used, it being found that by elevation between the

double apron a very desirable process |of straightening of

the corn goes on.

Before adopting the principle of the marsh harvester

upon which all sheaf-binders at present in use are made,

Messrs. Howard experimented for some time with a

binder-platform on a level with the reaper-platform.

They came to the conclusion that the corn thus delivered

was too difficult for the binding apparatus to deal with,

and adopted the elevated platform, because of the great

advantage of the straightening process which has been

already alluded to. They also attempted first to tie with

string instead of wire, but ultimately decided that they

would first make an effective wire-binder, and so make
the road more easy for transforming it, if found desirable,

into a string-binder. They believe that before long they

will be able to offer their customers the choice of wire or

string. Next season, however, they will probably send

out the macliine in its present form as a wire-binder.

THE CANADIAN CATTLE TRADE.
The report of the Select Standi g Committee of the

Dominion House of Commons on agricultural and kindred

matters for tiie Session of 1879 has just been issued. The
inquiries of this commiitee were largely directed Ito the ques-

tion of the cattle trade with Great Britain, It appears that

while navigation remained open last year 16,655 head of cattle

and 41,750 sheep were sent to this country. Some 9,000 o<

the cattle came from Chicago and the North- West, and the

rest, together with all but some 1,000 of the sheep, were raised

in Canada. The export value of the whole was 2,117,525 dols.

the cost of feed to put them iu condition for the voyage was

130,602 dols., and the freight payed to the various shippers

for their carriage exceeded 500,000 dols. It also appears that

three-fourths of the shipments made from New York and

Boston were on account of Canadiaus, who have the

export cattle trade almost entirely in their own hands.

In reply to tlie question whether the trade was likely to

increase in the future, one of the witnesses examined

made reference to the fact that whereas only 18,600 head o

cattle had been exported from Canada last year, the receipts

iu the market of Chicago alone were last year 1,038,608

head. Iu other words, the entire shipments of cattle by the St

,

Lawrence route to this country throughout the year only

equalled some two days' receipts in the Chicago market, the

year's value of the one being just over 2,000,000 dols., and

the year's value of the other being between 65,000,000 dols.

and 70,000,000 dols. It may be mentioned that 10 years ago

the receipts of cattle in Chicago numbered only 323,000. It

is estimated that the cattle available for export purposes in

Ontario and Quebec (the two exporting provinces) number

something like 10,000 or 12,000 head, so it is evident that

any extensive development of the esport from Canadian ports

can only occur in the event of the embargo upon Western

American cattle being removed.

The provinces of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island

afford good pasturage, and from the testimony of some wit-

nesses from these parts of the Dominion it would appear that

he success of the export cattle trade is there causing aiten-

ion to be directed to stock-raising.

—

Times,

" Really, Mr. Johnstone, there's nae end to your wit," said

a lady in the west of Scotland to a noted humourist. '• Guid

forbid, madam," he replied, " that I should ever be at my
wit's end."
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SHORTHORNS AND HEREFORDS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Referring to ray letter ia the Expras of .Time

23rd, aad your comments on June 30tli, I should be glad

to call your atteatioato this Hereford-Shorthorn question

again.

You say the Shorthorn has greater general usefulness

under systems of mixed husbandry. I am not clear that

I understand fully what this term means. Of the Here-

fords you say the breed is adapted for the production of

betf—not milk ; nor beef and milk, but beef aloiic In

the discussion of the merits of dairy breeds, we must

take into consideration the aims of the dairymen. If one

man wants a butter dairy, wishing to get the largest

returns for food consumed, and the largest market value

for the produce, he would select the Channel Islands

cattle. If he lived near one of your large cities and

wished to market milk, he would probably use the

Holstein or Dutch cattle. If he wished a general pur-

pose cow, would he not select the Ayrshire ? The object

which we wish to accomplish must govern our selection

and this end must be always kept in view—to wit,

economy of production with value of product. As a

meat-producer let us discuss the Hereford-Shorthorn

question. In Euglaad, if anywhere, the rule is to work
for a speciality. You employ men with special reference

to their fitness for the work they have to do. You would

Hot employ a waggoner for a shepherd, or a shepherd for

a waggoner. You would not take the English draught

horse for a hunter, or a hunter for draught horse ; and

still either would do the other's work. I think it is

fairly well established that the nearer you approach a

perfect beef animal the further you are away from the

dairy animal, and the nearer you approach the perfect

dairy animal the further you are away from the perfect

beef animal.

Now for the question of economy of production and

value of product. As early as 1834 Youatt gave an

experiment of feeding three Hereford and three Shorthorn

steers. This experiment commenced on December 27ih,

1827, and continued to the 2'Jth March, 1829, when the

animals were sold, the Herefurds at £96, the Shorthorns

for £97. This experiment covered a period of fifteen

months. We have an account of the feed consumed from

November 3rd to March 29th—five months. The
Herefords consumed 46.663 lb. turnips, and 5,0G5 lb.

hay. The Shorthorns, 59,430 lb. of turnips, and 6,779
lb. of hay. If an account of food consumed for the

fifteen months had been in the same proportion and same
in kind, it would have taken 38,325 lb. of turnips and
5,142 lb. of hay more to support the Shorthorns than to

support the Herefords, or, say 30 per cent.

greater cost for the support of the Shorthorns

thau the Herefords. Again, four months after ttis

experiment was commenced, the Shorthorns weighed

27 cwt., the Herefords 23 cwt. 2 lb., the Shorthorns then

being 3 cwt. 2 qrs. the heavier. Wilh this advantage at the

start, the Herefords sold within £1 of the Shoithorus.

When I commenced the breeding of Herefords, I had

in my yards grade Shorthorn steers of one and two years

old. I put Hereford bulls on the same cows that had

produced the grade Shorthorn steers ; the produce of this

cross were kept in the same manner as that in which the

Shorthorn grade had been kept. The Hereford grade

steers of one year, and the Shorthorn grades of one and

two years went to grass together, and rcn)ained out until

after the middle of November, when they were put on

light grain feed, with hay, and went to grass the next

summer until December 1st, and were then fed for three

months. The llerefjrd steers were the he.iviest and best

ia quality, while the Shorliiorns were one and two yeai^

older. Mr. John Humphries, of Elyria, Ohio, an

Englishman, imported Herefords in 1S52, and for twenty-

five years bred them, usually rearing his calves and

raising them on the pail, using his cows for dairy pur-

poses with good success.

I have grade steers now 14 months old, and thorough-

breds of the same age. A portion of them run with the

cows, a portion being raised by hand, and the latter are

full as good as the former, and the lot will average nearly

or quite 1,1001b.

There is a lack of statistics as to the cost of producing

that ought to be supplied. But the accepted opiriica

here by those who have handiel both breeds is that three

Herefords can be kept on the same feed as two Short-

horns, and make equal weight and better quality. Your

pages witness that the Rev. J. K. Smythies, a Hereford

breeder, offered in various ways to test this question of

merit as between the two breeds. Early in my experi-

ence I made the same oiler, the test to be by selection

from 200 cows to 2,(J0O cows, and breeding one-half to

Hereford and one-half to Shorthorn bulls, the produf-e to

be shown on our show ground at one, two, three, and

four years old, and to give the Shorthorn breeders the

choice as to how this produce should be kept. Thus far

no Shorthorn man has accepted the challenge, although

it has been repeated from time to time.

And I have not only offered as above, but I have made
offers to test this question of merit on a smaller scale,

although I realise that a test to be of value should be on

a scale large enough to avoid accidents, and to mike aa

average.

Sir B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, in his report of the Smith-

field Club, page 25, says on experimeuts iu feeding :

—

" One of the primary objects for which the Club was

established, viz., by rheans of experiments in feeding, and

by recording the results, to determine what breeds of

animals, and what methods of feeding and treatment ou

particular soils, and under peculiar conditions of climate

aud locality, are calculated to give most food for man
from given quantities of food for animals, or in other

words to ensure the markets of England being supplied

with the cheapest and best meat."

This object was not accomplished by the Society, and

finally the efforts to obtain the facts were abandoned.

But here is the whole question—the cost of protluctiou

and value of products, and this question must be met and

settled.

I have stated that there is not a Shorthorn breeder who
dare meet this question and select his own ground and

the manner iu which the test shall be made. If, then,

on the simple question of beef-production, the Shorthora

interest dare not make the test, what are their claims

worth ?

You say :
—" If Herefords were to be bred on arable

farms, and reared by hand, there can be but little doubt,

as those who have tried it say—that the character of the

breed would be changed, and all the gain a loss. These

are our reasons for stating the Hereford breed to be less

generally useful than the ' cosmopolitan' Shorthorn."

This is bringing the question to an issue, and what is

the authority ? " Those who have tried it say so." I

have the proof in ray own stables to the contrary, in the

case of twenty steers ranging from twelve months to four

years old. They are from all kinds of cows, from a

7001b. native to a 1, 6001b. grade Shorthorn. They carry

the uuiform Hereford character in colour and form. Some
of them were raised on the cow, and some on the pail.

Six of the twenty are from thorough-bred cows, three of

which were raised on the pail, aud three on the cow.

An English correspondent of one of our leading stock

journals says, iu speaking of the Royal:
—

" Shorthorn

inllucucc ib alroug ou the couucils of AgricullLiral-
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leaves no doubt on my mind that this will be the festilt.

I miss from the list announced the names of Mr. Barclay,

M.P., Mr. James Howard, of Bedford, Mr. McCombie,
of Tillyfour, and your own name,beside3 other distinguished

friends of the farmers. Curiously too, not a single repre-

sentative of the labourer class is in the Commission,

whilst some of the greatest enemies of Land Law Reform
are prominent in it. Like the Valuation Bi'l, the County

Government Bill, and the Agricultural Holdings Act, so

will be the report of the Royal Commission—a sham— all

sham together. The farmers will be as far off as ever from

protection against rapacious landlords and overbearing

agents when the CommissioH shall have completed its

labours.

If farmers desire to get the gross abuses of which they

complain redressed, and thus save themselves from utter

ruin,they should join the Alliance in vast numbers at once,

and so carry all before them. They must send to the next

Parliament a strong majority pledged to agricultural

reform. They can easily do this if they present a firm

and united front at the coming general election. I con-

fess that I join my faith more to the Liberals than to the

Tories. The Tories have always pretended to be the

farmers' friends yet they have invariably ofl'ered strenous

opposition to \he agricultural reform and to reform of the

Land Laws generally. As the backbone of Toryism is the

counties, it is in them that many changes must be made.

The present members do not deserve the least considera-

tion from farmers for they have sold them over and over

again. They have in short betrayed their sacred trust.

Farmers should never forget the fictitious agitation about

the malt tax by the Conservatives before they got into

power and how (juickly they dropped the subject afterwards.

What the " farmers' friends" did iu regard to the malt

tliey will certainly do iu regard to the grievances.

Agriculturists must get as many of their own class to

Sir,—I observe that notwithstandino: aspersory reports
j
represent them in the council of the nation as possible,

and misrepresentation of facts the Farmers' Alliance is They must recall the watchword—" United we stand.

Societies." Is it not true that this is the key to the

Shorthorn claim of cosmopolitan character, and that,

when weighed by tests that are now sure to be applied,

under the influence of the present investigation, this claim

will be cancelled? The same corres-psndfnt adds:

—

" After admitting to the very utmost the merits and use-

fnlness of the Shorthorn breed of cattle, when one comes

to compare the animals with Ilerefords, Scots, Sussex, and

even Welsh cattle, it is impossible not to see that a great

deal ot p)r.'<fi./c of the breed has depended on a fancy and

a mania supported by the nobili y and landed gentry."

Way not this claim for cosmopolitan character rest upon

the same foundations ?

Which of the families of Shorthorns has a special fitness

as ageneral purpose cow ? Certainly not any of those

that have been bringing fancy prices. I thick as a better

cow the Hereford is the superior of the Shorthorn.

Nearly forty years ago I bought two cows for the dairy

—

one a large fine-looking Durham cow with large udder, the

other a small grade Ayrshire, two years old, coming on

with her first calf. The Durham was recommended very

highly, and I paid a long price for her, but, from the

time the small cow dropped her calf, she was worth two of

the Durham cow. Again, when I had about me a young

family, I wanted a carriage that I could travel with

easily on the road for business purposes, and that 1 could

convert into a family carriage to be used abont home. I

never found anything to meet my wants until I got my
bag-gy for business and the carriage for the family.

I am, Sir,';&c.,

T L. MiLLEE.

A WORD TO FARMERS.
TO TUE EDITOR OF THE MARK LAXE EXPRESS,

making satisfactory progi-ess,and is now ufwn the straight

roadlo complete success. This must be very gratifying to

the originators and promoters of the Association. They

must console themselves by knowing that great reforms

have never been accomplished witho-ut ditiiculties and

op])osition.

The Farmers' Alliance has certainly started in the rifht

way to do great good and I expect much more benefit to

accrue to farmers tliroutch its action than from the in-

quiries of the Royal Commission on Agricultare. We
already know the causes of distress and the remedies.

What farmers really require is what has been asked for

over and over again, security for the cajiital they lay out

in improving their holdings, the removal of all vexatious

restriction so as to give them freedom in the cultivation of

the land and iu the disposal of the produce, the abolition

of all class privileges such as the Laws of Distress and

Hypothec, reform in the game laws, a fair appointment

of local burdens between landlord and tenants, and a

simple inexpensive mode of land transfer. In short, the

rcrroval of all impediments to the proper application of

capital and skill to the cultivation—the natural develop-

ment, of the soil. All that is asked is reasonable. Land-

lords, therefore, stand much in their own liiiht and act

greatly against their own interests, in not readily agreeing

to carry out these reforms.

I am afraid that the appointment of the Commission is

nothing more than a soothing pill to wheedle confiding

farmers in view of the coming General Election. It

shelves their grievances for at least a couple of years,when
a report may perhaps be pnblished setting forth that

the C °mmission have carefully probed, weighed, and deli-

berat'^'^, and that tlitir general judgment is favourable to

Ihiui^ as ihcy arc. The compusilioa of the Commissiou

divided we fall." It is of paramount importance that the

Farmers' Alliance be made stronger, and stronger before

the General Election. When we have farmers silting on

the benches of the House of Commons, they will not be

found voting for Afghan wars and Zulu raids, as inglorious

as they are unjust, cruel, and unnecessary. T'hey will be

thrifty and saving of the revenue, and not casting millions

to the winds. Their bitter misfortune and experience

v ill have taught them sound political economy. They
will upset and beat feudalism without in the least up-

rooting and subverting the foundations of society by the

constitutional n.ction of the ]>olling booths. Moreover,

there is no danger whatever that the "pre-eminence" of

the British empire would disappear should tenant farmers

obtain seats in the Legislature
;
quite the contrary. Let

them once get into Parliament in strong numbers, and
they will soon obtain all the reforms that are necessary ;

then farming will again pay as well as it has paid in the

past. Farmers and their friends have but to do their

duty as politicians, and all will yet be well. Our great

Empire would not only be saved from rapid decay, but

she would be enabled to attain unbounded prosperity.

You slate iu yoiir able paper in the KlnetcoUh Centurij,

while referring to the great depression, that the solution

of the difiicully lies in agricultural reform, which it un-

doubtedly does.

Let me tell my country friends, in the plainest language,

that their grievances are not removable by a return to

Protection on corn. I would ask them to abandon all

agitation for Protection, and to look for relief where
practical succour can alone be found. In seeking pro-

tective duties on corn they are but chasing a phantom.
Protrclion is I'ur ever dead and btiried, and no eflbrts can

restore a slate of things that has passed away. JN'o
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ministry will ever dare to revive the Corn Laws. Nothing

short of Free Trade pure and Biiuple will continue to

satisfy the mass of the community. Protection, then, is a

delusion. It never can be revived—never. To tell the

farmers that it can is simply an electioneering dodge, and

a very transparent one indeed.

If farmers are ever to thrive in future and become a

happy and contented people they must return men to

Parliament who are beyond all suspicion earnestly in

favour of agricultural reform. l( they fail to do this and

allow themselves to be driven to the polliug-booths like

flocks of sheep they deserve no more sympathy—they

deseive to sink deeper and deeper iu the social scale and

to lose their farms and cppital too. It is simple insanity

not to use the vast political power they possess.. They
were never stronger than now in their control over the

representation of the counticsaud it will assuredly be their

own fault should their interests not be properly represented

in the House of Commons and their admitted abuses left

longer unremedied.

No class of the commanity suifers so much from the

want of united actioQ as farmers and no class is slower to

accept the advantages of combination. They grumble on

from year to year and do little else. If they desire,

liovvcver, to get out of the slough of despond they must

bestir themselves and at once joiu the Farmers' Alliance

which is doing such good service in helping to remove

abuses—the impediments to progress and increased pro-

duction—and promoting national prosperity.

I find it is necessary to remind farmers and others that

the movement has not been got up in the least degree for

political purposes. The worthy and excellent chairman,

l\Ir. James Howard, of Bedford, stated clearly and em-

phatically enough at Birmingham that the Alliance had
no. object to subserve but the interests of tenant-farmers,

and, ttirough them, of the whole community, that their

motto is, " Agriculture first, and politics afterwards ;" but

they make all welcome to their ranks, be they Liberals or

Conservatives. As a member myself I kuow this is

slrictly so.

lam, Sir, &c.,

D. G. F. Macdonald, LL.D.

AGRICULTURAL DIFFICULTIES..

TO THE EDITOR OF THJE MARK LANE EXPRESS,

Sir,—The enclosed statement has been handed to me
by a neighbour, to know if I can give him auy informa-

tion upon the subject. However, I find myself in as

much of a fog as my neighbour. Shall I, therefore, be

asking you too much to insert it in your next publication,

with a hope that some one amongst your numerous readers

may be able to enlighten us upou il ? I should tell you
that a copy of this statement has been sent by a landlord

(cultivating the Home Farm, within a few miles of Bury

St. Edmunds) to his tenantry ; I suppose, with the hopes

of instruf-tiDg them how to farm, aud surmount the

present difliculties.

I am. Sir, &c.,

A Distressed Agriculturist.

[Wc give the balance-sheet belovv. It is one of the most

extraordinary we have ever seen. Of course, the

valuation of the live stock has to be taken on trust.

There may be an over-estimate of a hundred pounds, or

more, in the supposed increased value for 1S7S. The

amount of corn aud hay supplied to the Uall stable

appears very large, and we ahould like to kuow the

prices charged. The amount charged for cartage is

absurdly high. Another curious item is that of

£22 17s. 3d. for poultry supplied to the Hail; no

tswej- thau 114 pyirs at -1-:. per pair— a high price for

a country district—must have bocu consumed. Hut
the most peculiar feature iu this statement is the esti-

mation of the balance (or prolit), without charging any-

thing for the grazing of large numbers of cattle aud
sheep on a park of 480 acres. A large amount
should have been struck otl' before the " balance earned

on capital," which includes rent, was credited. Nor
should we forget to ask how it is that the cows increased

over £00 iu value without auy charge being made for

additional cows purchased. But the whole account rests

so much upon the correctness of estimated value that it-

is absolutely worthless as it. stands, vvittiout authenti-

cation. We can only hope that the owner will coutinue

to farm the land, and that he will realise his paper

profit. No tenant could get over ;!:100 for carting to

the Hall, to the gardens, aud on the estate.

—

Ed ]

BALANCE SHEET.
Receipts.

Valuatioa of Covenants Michras., 1878.
Do. Corn ...

Do. Jlay

Do. Horses and Colts

Do. Cows ...

Do. Highland Bullocks ...

Do, Youni; Neat Sfock ...

Do. Siieep, Hams, Lambs...
Do. Swine
Do. Poultry

Do, Carriage and Implements

Improved value of £3,000 capital

Corn sold ... ... .... 230 6
Do. used by Carriage horses .. 157
Do. for feeding Game ... 37 4

Neat Stock, sold

Dairy Stutr cold

Do. to Hall

Sheep sold

JMuttou to Hall
Wool in baud

Pigs sold

Pork to Hall

Poultry sold ...

Da. to Hkll

Hay supplied to Hall Stables

Men and Horses Carting for Uall .,

Do. on Estate ...

Do. forGirdens
55 Sacks of Potatoes at 8s, per Sack

223
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Corn Cake and Pollard bought
Bailiff's Salary

i'arai Labour ...

liates and Taxes
Titl'.e Rent charge ...

Insurance

Tradesmen's Bills

ISundry small payments
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315 3 3
80

519 9 7
21 7 11
42 16 3
2 10 e

64. 10 9

6 li 7

Balance earned on capital of £2,000 "j

at 41J per cent., or on present >

capital at 22 per cent. J

1,052 12 8

4,776 12 3

835 7 3

5,611 19 6

N.B.—This farm of 175 acres arable, and 85 acres grass,

was let t'll 1869, at an average r ent of .£1 per acre. Since

then it has been in hand, the stock has been grazed in the

park, together with 300 fallow deer and Agister stock, the

latter bringing in d£133 in the past year. The rental due for

this grazing is not easy to estimate. The extent of the park

18 about 480 acres, of which 300 are very good, the remainder

being indifferent, some, indeed, very poor.

MR. GRANT DUFF, M.P., ON AGRICUL-
TURAL AFFAIRS.

Mr. Grant Duff, M.P., addressed his constitnents at Banff

and Macduff on September 8th. After reviewing the debate

ou Mr. Chaplin's motion, he proceeded : The time has

evidently come for large changes in our land laws—changes

which many of ns have long desired, but for which the hour

had not struck. Let me be distinctly understood. When I

say that 1 am in favour of large changes in our land system,

I am utterly opposed to any change which would take any-

thing from one man to give it to another without due com-
pensation. The instil ution of property is far too sacred a

thing to make it right to tamper with if even for objects which
may appear excellent. Nothing can be more shortsighted on
tlie part of Liberals than to give their opponents the chance
[jof saying that they are in favour of confiscation or of inter-

fering Willi vested interests without full compensation. Our
opponents are always ready to make abuse and denunciation

fill the place which ought to be filled by arguraeut, and we
must take infinite care not to give them an easy opportunity

of doing 80. Some little advantage has been given to them

by the use of a phrase good enough in itself, tlie phrase " free

land." It would be better (as has been pointed out by Mr.
Joseph Kay, a writer on these subjects, wliose book, published

after his lamented death, ought to have a wide sale) to use the

longer but more accurate phrase, •' free trade in land." What
we desire is that the passing of land from hand to hand
sliould be made as easy as tlie nature of laud will permit.

You cannot make it as easy to transfer the ownership of an

orchard as you can to transfer the ownership of an

apple or pear, but you can make it vastly easier than it is now
_:

and until you have made tlie transfer of land from one hand to

another as easy as it can be in the nature of things you have

done justice neither to the man who owns land now nor to

tlie man who would like to own land. Now, what are the

measures that are required ? first, there is the repeal of

tlia*^ ancient but now wholly unreasonable provision of the

law which gives the whole ot a man's landed property to his

eldest son in case he dies without making a will. 'Ihatpro-

visiou of the law was quite in accordance with the wants of

the society in whiuh it sprang up ; but there is nothing to be

said for it now, and the sooner it is swept away the better.

But it is said that when it is swept away it will not make so

much difference, because most people who have landed pro-

perty make wills. That is true enough, but its abolition

would prevent occasional cases of hardship, and, what is far

mire important, would influence the wide reaching and

immensely important custom of primogeniture ; for in

civilized soeieties nninion always follows law, unless law is

mauifistly absurd. Nay, it even very frequently follow law when
law is absurd. Tliiu 1 think tliat alter the passing of the

measures I wish to see passed uo muu either iu England,

Scotland, or Ireland, sliould be allowed lo fie up his property

in the way that is now possible. Most people would, I think,

be well content to adopt the middle course of Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre's Bill, and to extend to land the less complicated
system of settlement which prevails with regard to what we
call moveable and the English personal property. I would
lean to make, so far as possible, the existing generation the

full master of its own landed property. But it would be more
difficult to deal with that huge mass of property which is now
not held by its owners out and out, but under all kinds of com-
plicated limitatnons—which has, in fact, not one owner, but

many part-owners. To do this would require a long time,

and the creation, not only of courts to deal with hope-
lessly mortgaged encumbered estates, but perhaps of other

courts or commissions or agencies, which should have the
power of dealing, of course, after hearing all parties and
weighing all interests, with cases of complication and hard-

ship. To do this, I say, would take a long time ; but great

changes must often take a long time if their benefits are not

to be neutralized by much inconvenience and many injustices.

A long step forward would be taken even without this if we
prevented mischief in the future. But none of these measures
would be sufficient unless we made a complete alteration in

our system of land transfer and introduced a far cheaper and
easier method. But some one may say, " Do you wish to

see the estates cut up whose parks and gardens are so great

an ornament to many parts of the country ?" God forbid.

I nish to see these things increase, not diminished. If the
natural forces were only allowed to work freely, you would
have all kinds of estates—some huge estates, plenty of large

estates,* a great many more moderate residential estates than
you have now, and a vastly increased number of small estates

cultivated by the persons to whom they belong. On the

continent of Europe it is unquestioned that properties of a
small extent, peasant properties as they are called, produce
more in proportion to their size than do the large properties.

Why should that 'be so, and the same thin» not hold good
in many parts of these islands ? " Oli," says some one, '" you
are thinking of countries which have a far better climate than

ours—of countries like the south of France, where the vine

and the olive grow as oats or turnips do here." I am think-

ing of nothing of the kind. I am thinking of countries like

large parts of Belgium, which have a bad climate and a
horrid soil, where, nevertheless, agriculture is carried to a
pitch which it has never reached or approached in those

districts of England which lie opposite to them. I am not

one of those people who believe that miracles are to be
performed by peasant properties, but I believe that both
economically and politically the growth of peasant properties

in this country in districts suitable for them is most devoutly

to be wished for, and I think that legislators who do not
remove all removable obstacles to their extension are very
remiss, and that large landlords who do not press for the
removal of all such obstacles are simply infatuated, llemove
all unnecessary restrictions on human liberty, and then let

things settle themselves ; that is the rule to which, as to all

rules, there are exceptions, but it is a golden rule. Do away
with absurd and complicated arrangements mischievous to
all concerned, and in process of time you will see pea^iant

properties grow up in the localities which are suitable for

them, and you will see the amount of happiness in the
country, as well as the stability of the po'itical equilibrium,

vastly increased thereby. But changes in the tenure ar.d

devolution of laud, however beneficial, will not do all. You
must carry the same way of looking at things into all that

relates to the occupation of land. As you tend to let the
natural forces work free from all unnecessary restrictions in

the passage of land from hand to hand, so you must put the
landlord and tenant into purely commercial relations with
each other. All feudal inc dents must pass way. Landlord
and tenant must stand to each other simply as two persons,

one of whom has a commodity that he wishes to hire and
another a commodity which he wishes to let. Had it not
been for old feudal ideas, survivals of an almost dead past,

we should never have heard anything in these days of the
law of hypothec, or of the landlord's peculiar relations to the
g^me, or of his right to appropiate the tenant's unexhausted
manures and other improvements. All these things must be
put right, and put right as part of a great series of measures
for the accoramod tion of the laws relating to the pos essiou

and enjoyment of land in Great Britain to right reason and
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common sense. (Cheers.) As long as questions about g.ime

and hypothec and the like are merely treated as farmers'

grievances, they will never be rightly treated or taken up by

the best people to take them up. Treat them not as the

grievances of a class, iiowever ealiraable and valuable ;
treat

them as thioKs which have to be set right, as part of a great

scheme of policy, vitally important to the whole community ;

and I am perfectly convinced that the last vestige of wliat

are now called " farmers' grievances " will steadily be

improved ofl the face of creation before a Liberal Government,

with a good working majority at its back, has long sat on the

Treasury Bench.

TENANT WRONG.
Recently, says the Million Messenger, an interesting

esting meeting was held at Kirbymoorsid'-, North Yorksliire, the

occasion being a dinner and testimonial given to Mr. Richard

Foxton, late of Welburn, near that place, but who now resides

at Scarboro', having had to leave iiis farm rather suddenly, and

under circumstances which seem to have evoked much sympa-
thy from his many friends in that part of the country. Tliis

feeling of sympathy, and the many excellent qnalities displayed

by Mr. Foxton both in a public and private capacity, led his

friends to subscribe for a testimonial to him, and the presenta-

tion took place after a dinner at the Black Swan Hotel. The
testimonial consisted of a beautiful silver centre-piece, of the

value of £30, supplied by Mr. Sedraan, jeweller, &c., Scar-

borough. On the pedestal was the inscription, '' Presented

to Mr. Richard Foxton, late of Welburn, as a token of respect,

by his friends and neighbours, August 27th, 187'J.''

The dinner took place about two o'clock, and a good com-
pany sat down, under the presidency of Mr.
Joseph Smith, of Iluggate, chairman of the York Chamber of

Agriculture.

After a number of letters from gentlemen unable to be pre-

sent had been read, the chairman said these letters gave him
a nice introduction to the business of the day. He was very

glad that was not a party affair. Had it been so—either

political or ecclesiastical— he should not have been there.

But he was fully persuaded it was only a testimonial to Mr.
Foxton from his friends and acquaintances who had long es-

teemed him, and that was iheir sole object. Of course they

were bound to admit there were surroundings of the case

which required to be treated wiih discretion and care. But
no one present had any intention to reflect on the conduct of

any individual. Mr. Foxton's removal was a source of regret

to them all, whatever the cause. He felt that he could very

consisitently occupy the chair, because Mr. Foxton and he
were 33 years tenants of the same estate, and the cause
of their leaving was the same to a certain extent.

The sale of Welburn was the cause of Mr. Foxton's leaving,

and the sale of Risebro' was the cause of his leaving. But
he didn't feel so keenly the separation as Mr. Foxton did,

seeing that the latter had not only occupied the farm for so

long, but his fore-elders before him. He (the Chairmau) had
also another residence to go to, which Mr. Foxton had not.

He knew that the person who purchased llisebro' did so for

the sole purpose of occupying it ; but Mr. Foxton's farm was
purchased by a gentleman who was understood to have done
80 to let it, and the old tenant expected to remain. It was
not within his province or power luily to enter into that, for

there were two sides to every question. He cared not who
was to blame, whf ther Mr. Foxton or the landlord—there was
something wrong in the principle, and that was what they
had to deal with. They came there not for party purposes,
but to defend certain principles and to condemn others.

When a gentleman like Mr. Foxton, who had occupied the
same place as his ancestors before him, and by his energy, in-

dustry, perseverance, and judgment, made a beautiful resi-

dence and home, was unexpectedly and summarily
called on to leave it, they could not, as farmers and English-
men, but sympathise with him, and condemn the principle in

operation which allowed that to take place. The Le(»iblature

should so arrange matters between tenants and landlords that

a man should not (or any cause whatever have to quit his

holding at merely six mouths' notice. Parliament had in the
Agricultural Holdings Act acknowledued the principle of twelve

mouths' notice, and that unexhausted improvemeuts ought to

be paid lor ; but an unfortunate clause was introduced allow-
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ing landlords to contract themselves out of the provisions of
the Act, which was done in the cases of Mr. Foxton and him-
self. He was not there to censure the landlords for not giving
compensation, because it did not lay in their power. The
owner of the estate in question had a large family, and such
were the complications of their interests that it was thrown
into Chancery, and the High Court of Justice had no power
to give compensation. That was wrong. He did not blame
the gentleman who bought his farm for not paying
him for some thousands of tiles he left buried there,
and for the buildings he put up. That gentleman purchased
ti with all tliese on ; and Mr. Foxton's farm was sold with all

he did to it. Ought that to exist ? Should not they, as
tenant farmers, combine to insist that a certain proportion of
what they laid out on their holdings should be returned to
them ? Mr. Foxton was entitled to a certain proportion of
his improvements, as he, by industry and an outlay of capital,
made the estate sell for more than it would otherwise have
done. It would materially contribute to the interests of the
landlords to guarantee the tenants, in case of death, or sale,

or any other cause of removal, a just and proper amount lor

the improvements made. It was then, he said, his duty to
present that centrepiece to Mr. Foxton, and in doing so he
wished him long life to look upon it, and be reminded that
his character and conduct in their midst, his firmness, his
decision, his sound judgment, his earnestness and purity of
motive had not escaped the observation of his friends and
neighbours. He had great pleasure in presenting that testi-

monial to him.
Mr. Foxton, in reply, said his feelings were a mixture of

pleasure and pain, and he wished he could find words to
express his thanks to the promoter of this testimonial, and his
gratitude for the generous efforts made on his behalf by the
committee, and for the arduous labours of Mr. Hebron, as
secretary to the committee. He thanked all for the kind
sympathy shown him, and said what may have actuated them
it was not for him to say— it was more than he expected or
deserved. In a farming point of view he had simply kept
what the Americans called a beef and mutton factory ; and
though perhaps he had spoken too boldly on agricultural,
parochial, and other matters, he had nothing but an honest
purpose in view. There was one circumstance relating to his
leaving Welburn which he exceedingly regretted—and that
was the visit of the Earl of Feversham, Mr. Parrington, and
the Sinnington huntsman. He could not close his doors in
the face of so worthy a nobleman, and could only do to him
the same as he had done to many more who honoured him
with a call when looking over the estate—give him a farmer's
welcome. Had their three hours' colloquy been truthfully
carried away, perhaps a farmer's home of three centuries might
not have been so ruthlessly broken up. His treatment was
unworthy the traditions of an English landowner. Had the
Education Act been in force fifty years ago he might have had
the offer of his occupation. He was placed in the position of
the Israelites, " Ye shall have no more straw to make bricks,
go seek it for yourselves." So had he, to pack half a dozen
articles of furniture. He further spoke in strong terms of the
treatment he had received, and said that that testimonial threw
a reflex on a source of ingratitude with a reproach that neither
misrepresentation, untruth, nor time would ever erase. That
centrepiece—the emblem of their respect—gave hira something
that wealth could not give without a good name, and that
token of respect would be a debt of gratitude owing to them,
never to be repaid.

Mr. Foxton's health was then enthusiastically drnnk.
Mr. Strickland, of South Field, Kirbymoorside

proposed the health of Mr. Hebron, who he said had taken
this matter up very warmly.
Mr. Hebkon returned thanks, and expressed the pleasure

he had had in doing what he could for that testimonial.
There had been, he said, quite a mimnders'anding outside
with regard to their motives in getting up that testimonial.
They wished to show nothing but sincere respect for Mr.
Foxton as a man, a neighbour, and a tenant farmer

; but
still they could not divest their minds of sympathy with the
sad circumstances under which he left, as some of them
regarded Mr. Foxton as a representative tenant farmer.
Wherever they met him—whether at agricultural meetings
the highway board, the board of guardians, or any parochial
meetings, Ihty always found his voice ling truly in the
interest of the tenant farmer, and he had no doubt that what
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Mr. Smith had said could be to the letter substantiated.

When they found Mr. Foxtou's connection with them so

suddenly severeH, they couid not but leel that tome tribute

of respect was due to him, and tliat was their sole motive.
There was also his example in farming. Mr. Hebron then
read from a paper Mr. Fuxton had supplied him with, show-
ing the great outlay he had been at on his farm, every item
of which he said could be verified. lie had drained 70 acres

of land ; reclaimed 30 acres of bog, by making an
outlet of 700 yards to drain it 8ft 6in, deep ; built

almost an entirely new farmstead, a new wing to

dwelling-house, and other offices ; converted an old fold yard
in front of dwelling house into a garden ; covered 30 perches
with turf or sod, made artificial mounds, run quickwood
fencing, planted 4i3 fruit trees, 15 filbert trees, and 78 shruhs
and other flowering trees ; and doing all the team and hand
labour in executing the same. By thus investing a large

capital in a farm of 241 acres, and bringing it into a very high
state of cultivation, he had produced in beef and mutton on an
average for the past three years, commencing May 8th, 1876,
and ended January 28rh, 1879, 133 lb. per acre, realising

£3,523 17s. 2d. or £4 17?. lO^d. per acre, leaving 250 fleeces

of wool to add. His last year's corn account was as follows :—2b^ acres of wheat, 125^ qrs., sold at 45s. ; 32 acres of

barley, 154 qrs., sold at 42s. ; and 45 qrs. of tail corn ground
up for feeding stufl"; 10 acres of oats, 79h qrs., sold at Is. per

stone, tail corn being used on the farm ; 'J acres of barley

dimaged by ground gam?, only yielded 28 qrs., which was kept

for seed and home use; 11 acres of oats, 99 qrs., kept for own
feeding ; averaging about £11 per acre for the whole 87 acres.

His outlay altogether, with a reasonable allowance for fertili-

sation in tlie soil, was not less than £3,000, and everybody
knew that the proprietors had realised over that sum
entirely by his improvements. That condition of things

said Mr. Hebron, could only be brought about by great judg-
ment and perseverance and the afplication of considerable

capital. Nobody questioned the right of a gentleman to deal

witli his estate as he liked, but when they considered the skill,

energy, and capital expended by Mr. Foxton had added so
materially to the selling value of the estate that it sold for

£7,000 more than if it had been in the condition Mr. foxton
found it,they protested against the law that made it possible for

any tenant farmer to be turned off at a mere six months' notice.

There were exceptional circumstances in this case, Mr. Foxton
not haning six months' notice, but being severed from the
home of his birth and of his ancestors; and it would be dis-

creditable to them not to recognise his claims. He did not see

why political matters should be excluded at such meetings, as

the interests of the farmers were very intimately associated

with politics. If tlie farmer were represented as he ought to

be in Parliament, and as his voting power warranted his being,
it would be impossible for such an Act to have passed as the
Agricultural Holdings Act, which was a mere fare, and an
insult to the common iuteUigeucf' of the British farmer. The
land of England and those who tillpd it were in a state of bond-
age— (hear, hear)—and if out of this terrible depression there
came the freedom of the soil and of the men who cultivate it,

then this remarkable coiicurreuce of untoward circumstances
Mould not have been in vain.

FROM HARVEST TO HARVEST.— In the twelve

months from the 1st of Sept., 1878, to the 31st of Aug.,

1879, there were imported into the United Kingdom

51,726,435 owls, of wheat, equal to 11,936,639 qrs.;

9 131.,388 cwts. of wheat fluur, or 2,606,968 qrs.;

9,994,624 cwts. of barley, or 2,798,494 qrs.; 12,133,645
c*ts. of oats, or 4,412,234 qrs. ; 1,566,441 cwts. of peas,

or 348,098 qrs.; 1,700,288 cwts. of beans, or 396.717
qrs.; and 38,621,787 c«ts. of Indian corn, or 9,011,750
qrs. The total is 124.866,538 cwts.; equal to 31,510,900
qrs. la the preceding twelve months it was 134.430,348
cwts., or 33,858,689 qrs. The imports of wheat and
wheat flour was 51,809,578 cwts., or 12,321,445 qrs. in

the twelve nioulha ending the 31st of August, 1877

;

63,255,125 cwts., or 14,808,966 ars. in the twelve months
ending the 3l8t of August, 1878"; and 60,849,823 cwts.,
or 14,543,607 qrs, in the twelve mouths ending the '6Ut of
Augu.-t, 1S79.

THE PEICE OP LAND IN ESSEX.
In reply to the criticisms of the Zand Agent's Record,

referred to in the Mark Lane Express recently, Mr. J.

Beaumont, of Coggeshall, writes as follows :

—

I fiud that the statement I made at the recent meeting of
the Farmers' Alliance at Chelmsford, that " the price of land
in Essex had withiu the last eight years depreciated from 30
to 35 per cent," has given rise to considerable discussion, and
by many has been received c«j«^?"««o «2/i*. The Mark Lane
Ej-prcss quoted the assertion, and I find that on Saturday last

the L'l/id A/jeiifs Record referred to the statement as " a very

broad one," and the editor states that, having regarded it as

somewhat remarkable, he had communicated with " certainly

tlie highest autliority upon land values in E^sex if not in any
01 her part of England," and m a leader upon the subject the

reply of this gentleman is quoted as follows :

—

Certain land in Essex has depreciated from 33 to 35 per
cent., but this applies principally to undrained strong clay

land, naturally poor, expensive to cultivate, affected entirely

by seasons, and suitable only for the growth of wheat and
beans. When wheat sells at a fair price—say, such as the

price upon which the Tithe Commutation Act was based, viz.,

56s. per quarter—the laud on an average of seasons lets at a
rental of from 15s', to 25s, an acre. The present state of
matters with regard to that land is, that it is scarcely saleable

at any price. The outgoings upon it in the shape ot tithe and
rates amount to nearly 10s. per acre, or what would be con-
sidered a full rent. The farm alluded to by Mr, Beaumont of
105 acres is not situate at Lurleigh (there is no parish of that

name in the County of Essex), but at Purleigh. The soil

instead of being chiefly sandy, is strong tenacious clay of the
very worst description. The farm inaccessible for market, is

so also for getting either chalk, London dung, or any other

fertiliser, excepting artificial manures. Describing a circle of
two miles round Purleigh, you would take in portions of the
parishes of Woodham Ferris, Stow Maries, Cold Norton,
LatchingdoD, Mundon, and Hazeleigh ; and it would be ditti-

cult to find in the whole county the same area of uudramed,
hungry, tenacious clay land. The parallel which is desired ta

be drawn is not a lair exiimple of the value of property

generally in the county of Essex, sad as is the state ot tilings

there, so far as rental and fee simple value are concerned.

Although the depreciation in certai i districts is as represented,

tviking the county gen<'rally, I should have thought the depre-
ciation varied from 20 to 25 per cent., not more (save in very

exceptional instsnce*').

I am not a pessimist, but I consider that if a remedy is

sought for a grievance the grievance itself should be well
understood and exjiosed, and to that end facts should be stated^

however disagreeable may be the task, and although 1 regard
the communication from " the highest autiiority in Essex " as

confirmatory of my view of matters, yet 1 am sure you will

readily open your columns and allow me to supplement the

statement which I made at Chelmsford by citing further
instances ol land depreciation.

The 35 per cent, to which I referred is a mean drawn
between the extremes of high and low prices and no prices at

all, and as the laud selling period of the year has now closed,

and it will only be that here and there your advertising,

columns will announce a land sale, 1 venture to ^ive you m-y
experience during the past three months.

As you know, land s-ales generally begin in the month of
June and terminate with the month of August, and during
the past season there is scarcely a uuion area in the county,

in which land has not been freely offered, and in too many
instances I venture to say sold at a great sacrifice.

There are many which in former times were deemed.
valuable estates for which no sale and in many instances no
offer was obtainable ; to wit, tlie Layer Maruey Hall estate,

an occupation of upwards of 400 acres, upon which former
tenants reaped a fortune, found no buyer, and a large portion
of the Tyrell estates, near the county town of Chelmsford,,
were, as we well know, withdrawn, and to quote from the
L'Uid AcjenCs Record oi the 28th June last, "notably the flist

lot, consisting of a farm of 107a. 2r. 26p. at Great Baddow,
tenanted by one of the best farmers in the county, according,
to Mr. W. J. Bcadel" (who en passaid I may say is in Essex
regarded as the highest authority upon laud values, and with
whom It would have been well lor the editor c[ \.\\^ LarA
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Aijen'^s U-conl to have comaiuiiicalfd). Another valuable lot

ui iiuid Hi Burahniu, cou:pri(iiig 27Sa. Ir, 33p., was »\»o

withdrHWii, and an exceedmgly compact estate einbraciup

745a. 2r. 37p.) within seven miles of the county town of

Chfflrasford, found no buyer.

I could enumerate ra'-.nj' other iustauces of " withdrawal",''

but a reference to your columns announcing tlie result of

auctions will supply examples if furtlur be needed.

Ijet me now speak of actual sales. On the day on which I

purchased the small estate at Chappie, referred to by me at

Chelmsford, a very valuable farm was «old in the town of

Braiutree for £5,0uO, which 1 am informed was purchased by

the late owner some 11 years ago at a price bordering on

£7,000 ; in tiie same district tlie manorial estate known as

Black Notley Hail was advertised iu your columns for sale but

di^P'ifcd of by private contract at a small advance upon
£lt,000; in days gone by 1 have walked and shot over tills

estate, and I can name two or tluee clients who in the year

18G8 would have jumped at it for £20,000 ; in the same imme-
diate neighbourhood I myself disposed of by private contract

a freehold farm with excellent residence, and comprising 300
acres of good corn land, for £10,200, and which one of the

leading auctioneers of this county assured me was a good sale,

remarking that if the vendor had gone to the hammer he (the

auctioneer) did not know where a buyer would be found
;
yet

my local knowledge and circumstances connected with the

estate justify me in saying that iu former times there would
liave been ready buyers of this farm at £-l'5 per acre. On the

5th of July last Messrs. Surridge and Son oifered for sale for

a client of mine an estate iu the neighbouriiood of Mr. Mechi's
farm, at Tiptree. Nearly every lot was withdrawn, although
the reserves were not over £25 per acre, and in one or two
instances as low as £22

;
yet 1 find on the last occasion of the

property ciianging hands by sale, £1,150 were paid for 22a.

Or. 5p. of this same farm and these twenty-two acres were
not reserved at over £25 per acre. Refer to your report of

the sale by Mr, Chelliiis of the Moyns Park or Gents Estate,

at Steeple Bumpstead, on the 14«th July last, and you will there

see that an E^izabetlian mansion with four farms, em-
bracing an area of G80a. 3r. 37p., and producing the rental of

£831 per annum, was sold at the absurdly low sum of £22,200
scarcely the original costs of the building materials, while

other far lis, described as of rich arable and pasture land, were
withdrawn, the exception beine that Colonel Brise, whose
agricultural prescience is well known, saw his opportunity,

and did not let slip the Cornish Hall Farm, an excellenc

occupation of 27ya. Ir. lip., which fell to the bid O'f the

Colonel at £9,500, and as this farm is let at £375 lOs. per

annum the gallant member for East E^sex may be congratu-
lated npon a land purchase yielding him very nearly £4 per

cent. Again, Messrs. Beadel on liie Hth of last month
submitted to public competition the Bullock estates,, and here

a valuable farm comprising 131 acres, and let te a responsible

tenant at £224' per annum, found no buyer beyond £4',500,

thus yielding to live purchaser within a fraction £5 per cent,

ou his outlay. 1 may tell you that I myseli' offered the late'

owner £&,UUO for this farm some eight years ago, and he
refused it, valuing it at much more, for about that period an
adjoining larm of much larger area was disposed of at £60
per acre. But the eulminating point in the land sales of the

year was certainly reached when the Manor Farm at Purleigh
comprising lOaa. 3r. 8p., and with several cottages lor

labourers, was otfered in the county town at £1,250, and
found Bo purchaser. It so happened that I purchased the

manor pertaining to this farm, and I observe in the abstracts

recently delivered that when the farm atkd manor were last

sold they letched £3,5U0. The manor at the recent sale

fetched £720, and as we all know that this species of

hereditament has considerably advanced in price, by reason of

the provisions of the (Copyhold Acts, we can readily imagine
that the last buyer regarded the value of the land ait not less

than £3,000, yet bis successor in title failed to obtain

£1,250 !

1 could fill your paper with illustrations in support of my
proposition, but 1 feel sure that to those who fathom the

question and who are not content to take a mere superficial

view of matters, notwithstanding the dictum of the editor of

the Land Agents Record, it will be apparent that my asser-

tion «as based upon facts and not a mere hypothesis.

As I have before saift, 1 am not a pes.«imiit, for T quite

concur m the view enuuciatej by Mr. Shaw Lelevre at a

recent meting of the Brilith Absociition, and 1 believe tha
bad seasous will not last for ever, aud that they will be fof
lowed by an equal number of ^o.d years, and that with the
application to English soil of a shrewd and versatile intelli-
gence, backed by strong Euglish arms, aided by freedom of
cultivation and a reduction of local burdens and of rent pro-
portioned to the recent fall, it is ridiculous to suppose that
English land will cease for ever to yield a fair profit. I re-

(
ard the land sales of the past season as exceptional, and ven.

ture to predict that iu the time of the present generation they
will not be repeated

; that the wise and thoughtful landowner
will hold on and not yield, as did the gas shareholders, to a
terror emanating from American soil and producing a "scare
resulting in a sacrifice of property discreditable to our
national character.

During the present season there have been but two excep-
tions to the general depreciation. These were in the, case of
the sale of the Little Wakering Hall, comprising I'JSa. 2r.
12p., which although leased fur an unexpired term of six
years at a rent of £270 realised the large sum of £15,U00;
and the " Clements " e.-^tite, in the neighbourhood of lilord,'

disposed of by Messrs. Beadel, on the 19lh ult., when lot 11,
embracing 115 acre.s, fetched the large sum of £17,800 ; but
in each of these cases there were peculiarities of soil and IochI
advantages which gave to the lands disposed of a somewhat
abnormal value, and these estates must not be legarded as
having an average representative value of the purely agricul-
tural lands of Eisex.

I have already trespassed too much upon your columns by
reference to depreciated fee simple values—much could be
said as to depreciation in rental value appaient by the unusual
number of advertisements of farms to be let, but as the one
would necessarily follow the other I will content myself with
this bare reference to the latter.

INFLUENCE OF THK MIND ON THE BODY.—
Andrew Crosse, the electrician, had been bitten severely by a
cat, which on the same day died from hydrophobia. He s^'ems
resolutely to have dismissed from his mind the fears which
must naturally have been suggested by these circumstances.
Had he yielded to them, as most men would, he might not
improbably have succumbed within a few days or weeks to an
attack of mind-created hvdrophobia—so to describe the fatal
ailment which ere now has been known to kill persons who
had been bitten by animals perfectly free from rabies. Three
months passed, during which Crosse enjoyed his usual health.
At the end of that time, however, he felt one morning a
severe pain in his arm, accompanied by severe thirst. He
called for water, but " at the instant," he says, " that I was
about to raise the tumbler to my lips, a strong spasm shot
across my throat; immediately the terrible conviction came to
my mind that I was about to fall a victim to hydrophobia, the
consequence of the bite that I received from the cat. 'The
agony of mind I endured for one hour is indescribable ; the
contemplation of such a horrible death—death from hydro-
phobia—was almost insupportable ; the torments of hell itself
could not have surpassed what 1 suffered. The pain, which
had first commenced in my hand, passed up to the elbow, and
from thence to the shoulder, threateni:)g to extend. I felt all
human aid was useless, and I believed I must die. At length
1 begau to reflect upon my condition. I said to myself, 'Either
I small die or I shall not; if I do, it will only be a similar
fate which many have suffered, and many more must suffer,
and I must bear it like a man ; if, on the otner hand, there is

any hope of my life, my only chance is in summoning my
utmost resolution, delyiiig the attack, and exertingevery elftjrt

of ray mind.' Accordingly, feeling that physical as well as
mental exertion was necessary, I took my gun, shouldered it,

and went out for the purpose of shooting, my arm aching the'

while intolerably. I met with no sport, but I walked tlie whole
afternoon, exerting at every step 1 went a strong mental effort
against the disease. When I returned to the house I was
decidedly better ; I was able to eit some dinner, and drank
water as usual. The nest mornicg the aching pain had gone
down to my elbow, the following day it went down to the wrist,
and the third day left me altogether. I mentioned the circum-
stance to Dr. Kinglake, and ho said he certainly considered I
had an attack ot hydrophobia, which would possihly have
provf d fatal had I not struggled against it by a strong effort
of mind."—7>ow " Infliiencf^ of Ihe Mind on the Bod'j^" in (lie

C"nthi!l Moja.ine for August.
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INTERNATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS.

The Berlin Statisliche 3Ionafsschrift gives some interesting

data concerning the diversity which exists in the several

European countries with respect to the duration of life, and
especially as regards the proportion of the population which

reaches an extreme old age. The results are not very encour-

aging for the life assurance associatioDs, for which prolonged

life is an evident advantage ; nor, indeed, can it please any

friend of humanity to see how few comparatively reach even

what may he called a natural limit of life.

1— 1—1 l-J
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land lost, and how much have the people paid for foreign food,

during these nine years—food whicli niiglit have becu grown

at home ? And this is only one of the great cities which are

hkewise sinning in this matter. [ am frequently told by

practical fanners that our land is gradually becoming poorer

in productive power, despite the extensive use ol artificial

fertilizers, and no doubt it must be so.

WHY I MUST EMIGRATE.
BY A. DEPRESSED FARMER.

Twenty years ago I hired a heavy-land farm of 300 acres

at what, in those fairly prosperous times, was tho-iglit to be a

moderate rent. My rent, tithe, and rates amounted to a little

over £2 an acre. The farm consisted chiefly of good corn-

growing land, but it had been run out of condition by the

preceding tenant, and none of it was properly drained ; con-

sequently it was liable to suffer severely in wet seasons. I

saw that the land was such as would pay well for improve-

ments, and as I was a young man with a fair amount of

<;»pital, I would gladly have taken a lease ; but the rule of the

•eitate was to let farms on a yearly tenure, with six mouths'

nitice to quit, and it was useless to talk to the agent about a

lease. Tlie game on the farm was reserved, and there were

much too many hares and rabbits ; but this, again, it was

useless to grnmble about. "Take it or leave it" was the in-

timation pretty plainly expressed by the agent, and I had no

more power in making the contract of tenancy than had the

parchment on which it was written. Those were times when
would-be tenants were many and vacant farms few, and it was

only through the interest of some friends who knew the ageut

•that I got the first offer of Pudley Hall. I dared not let it

slip through my hands, for I knew not where to look for a

tenancy on more advantageous terms, aud I was anxious to

marry and settle down in a farm of ray own, having been

loafing about on my father's farm quite long enough. My
father advised me to accept the agent's offer. He had brought

up a family of six children on a four-hundred-acre farm, under

disadvantages sinilar to those I was about to encounter, and

he thought I should " do" if I stuck to business and lived

economically. I had inherited £1,000 from an uucle, and my
father gave me another £1,000, lending me a third sum of the

same amount, on which I had to pay interest till he died,

when he left me that and a little more. I may state that he

•had saved a good bit of money during the Russian war, as he

grew a large breadth of wheat, and had great crops in those

years of high prices.

The long and short of it is that I took Pudley Hall and

married, with a fair hope of making a respectable living. I

Bet to work at once to get the farm into good condition. I

asked my landlord to drain the wettest of the land ; but as he

was a limited owner, and there were some heavy encumbrances

on the estate, he was unable to spend much in improvements,

all expenditure being money out of pocket, for which he

would receive no advantage. I offered to pay 5 per cent, on

the outlay, in increased rent. This again was refused, and I

understood that my landlord had no capital of his own to

spsre, so that he would have to borrow to pay for draining on
such terms that 5 per cent, would not have recouped him.

The most that I could get was a few pounds' worth of drain-

ing tiles in each of a few years, I undertaking to pay for the

labour. This was, perhaps, a little rash, as I was liable to

be turned out after only six months' notice ; but I felt confi-

dence in the good faith of my landlord, relying on him not to

turn me out as long as I paid my rent and farmed fairly.

Thus I drained the wettest of the land, and in other ways

permanently improved the farm, sinking during the first four

years of my teuancy about a third of my capital, or £1 ,000. If

I had died this would have been lost to my heirs, and would

have gone to swell the value of the eotate ; and if ray land-

lord liad died a successor might have turned me out or rented

me on my own improvements—a misfortune which did occur

to me, as will be seen, later on. However, in those times

farming was paying well, and tenants aid not mind risking a

portion of their capital in necessary improvements that pro-

mised to yield a good return. They could not improve with-

out such risk unless they had leases, and then only in the

early portion of the terms. Most of my neighbours refrained

from executing permanent improvements, relying on fairly

:good "hand-tomoutli" farming; bat I was fiill of hope acd

enterprise, and I could not bear to see crops snfTeriag on
water-log:;ed land, or from the want of chalk. Thus I did

what I coulJ to bring ray farm into a condition to grow first-

rate crops, keeping as much live stock as I could on the land,

and using guano and artificial manures for my root crops.

Fortunately for me, tlie seasons were favourable at the begin-

ning of my tenancy, so that my capital increased in spite of

my expenditure, and at the end of ten years I had saved a
thousand pounds. I then had six cliildren ; but th<y liad

not yet become very expensive, snd my wife was a capital

manager.
At that time my landlord died, and his successor, who had

been living very extravagantly before he acquired a li'^e interest

in the estate, at once ordered his ageut to make a re-valuation

of the farms. Rents were then at about their highest, and a

small rise was only to be expected ; but our new landlord was
in the hands of the Jews, and instructed the agent to put the

screw on as tightly as possible. The consequence was, tliat

the faims that had been badly managed were put up five

shillings an acre, while mine and two or three others that had
been farmed well, were advanced to the extent of ten shillings

an acre. There was great dissatisfaction, of course, and some
of the tenants who had farmed badly, and who had nothing to

lose by leavine, gave notice to quit ; I dared not leave, know-
ing that I had a great amount ol capital sunk in the land, and

that I should have great difficulty in getting another farm in

such good condition as mine at any rent. But I felt griev-

ously the injustice of being rented on my own improvements—
paying interest on my own capital. This, too, was just at a

time when my family expenses were increasin?, and when I

had hoped to begin laying up a nice little sum for starting ray

children in life. I had to keep a governes?, and a little later

I had to send my elder children to expensive boarding schools

—people in the country being badly off for cheap and etEcient

education for their children,

I protested strongly against the injustice with which I was
treated ; but ray landlord referred me to his agent, and the

la'ter, though admitting that mine was a case of hardship, de-

clired that there was no help for it, as the farm was worth the

new rent, and plenty of men were ready to take it. So I had
to pay the increased rent, and I still hoped to get a living,

thoogli my chance of saving anything seemed almost hopeless,

ane proved to be quite so. My rates increased with ray rent,

as ray assessment was soon raised, and all the other expenses

of farming were at that time rising. But, this was not all.

My old landlord had kept down the hares and the rabbits

pretty well ; but the new one was mad after sport, and soon

crops suffered seriously from the ravages of foui-footed pest'.

I complained ; but it was of no use, and I had to look on iu

helpless anger, while my property was being destroyed for my
landlord's pleasure. At about this time, too, I had heavy
losses amongst my live-stock from disease.

In the first few years after the rise of rent, I just about made
ends raeet, as I had tvo or three good crops, and prices were
not very low on an average of years. Then came the trouble

with the labourers—higher wages and less work. Five years

ago I found that I had lost all that I had saved during the

first ten years of my business life, and as the expenses of my
children then, as now, eight in number, had become some-
thing considerable, prospects were sufficiently gloomy. Still

I had not quite lost hope. Better seasons, I thought, might
come, and prices might go up. There is always " a good time

coming" for the farmer, though unfortunately it is often so

long before it comes that iiundreds of struggling men are ruined

while they are waiting for i*-. How utterly delusive my hopes
proved to be I need hardly say. After four bad harvests in

succession I felt chat I could keep it on no longer, and last

Lady Day I gave notice to leave at Michaelmas. At present I

have on my farm the poorest crop I have ever grown ; the

land has got out of condition, and is over-run with game, and
I have only a little live stock on the farm. Ten years ago I

was worth five thousand pounds ; after I have cleared out I
shall be lucky if I have a thousand left.

At forty- five years of age I have to make a new start in life
;

and what can I do ? I know nothing of any business but
farming, and I have not enough capital left to do any good at

that in this country, even if tliere were a chance of success

here at all. There is nothing for me but emigration, and I
have made up ray mind to go to New Zealand. There I hope
my children will have a fair chance, though for myself and
my poor wife 1 fear there can he nothing; but a hard struggle
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to the end of the chapter. [ love the old country, and most of

all ray old home. We shall all feel leaviug the place where,

before my troubles came, we spent so many happy years. It

is a pleasant home to leave, in spite of all that has liappened

to us in it. The house is an old manor-house, and the garden

I have kept up well to the last, as my wife took great delig;iit

in the flowers, and I was proud of ray success in cultivating

vegetables and fruit. My wife bears up bravely, and does her

best to put me in good heart as to our fortunes in the new
world ; but I can see that she dreads the parting with her

friends, the long voyage, and the nnknown diflBculties and

hardships that we must liave to encounter in New Zealand.

My eldest boy is in a corn merchant's office, and my eldest

daughter is a teacher ia a school. Of course they will go with

us, and they like the idea of going to a new country. Some
friends have offered to pay our pussage out, and I have accepted

their as'istanceas a loan ; so I shall have a little capital to

start with in the colony, though not enough to enable me to

buy much land. As I look at my wife and children 1 feel

a'moit like a villain who has brought thern to trouble ; but I

have done my best, and I will not give up as a lost man yet.

Perhaps in that new and wonderful laud of which we hear

such glowiug accounts, there may be a reward for industry

and thrift, which, as an English farmer I have failed to eaiu.

I*^ must not be supposed tliat ray case is one of exceptional

hardship. On the contrary, I know numbers of poor fellows

who are in a much worse position. Some of thera have been

insolvent for several years, but have kept on somehosv, in

accordance with the saying that " you can't break a farmer."

Of course farmers do fail, but it is a slow process usually, as

when a man is on hia last legs it is not uncommon for a good

season to set him up again. But the present period of adver-

sity is of such long standing,and has been so entirely unrelieved

for the last four years at least, that hundreds, if uot thousands,

of struggling tenants must be utterly ruined this year. It is

truly pitiful. I have heard of industrious and fruijal men
who, in recounting their irapenfiing ruin to frieuds, have quite

broken down and cried like a child. Many of thera will not

have euough money to pay the passage ol' thetnselves and their

families to the Uuited States or the Colonies, and it is a

question which may come before the country for consideration

whether a national subscriptign to enable broken-down farmers

to emigrate should not be raised.

—

Mayfair.

SWISS DAIRY FARMING.
The Geneva correspoadeut of the Times writes under

date, September 3rd ;

—

"The subject of dairy economy and the expediency of

adopting improved methods for tlie disposal of milk and the

production of butter and cheese have lately begun to attract

considerable attention in Switzerland. This is doubtless in

part due to the fact that the country is so much better suited

for dairy farming than the growing of corn and the fattening

of cattle, but chiefly, perhaps, to the success which has at-

tended the new industry of condensing milk, and the late

Bcrious falling off in tlie export of cheese, especially to the

United States, the sendings thither, which anT)unted in 187i

to 2,230,000f., not bavins reached last year 1,700,000. One
of the points discussed has been the desirability of improving

the breed of Swiss cattle, with special reference to their milk-

giving properties. Several experts have recommended the

crossing of the native race with highbred beasts of English

stock, but this sutjgestion has been rejected on the ground

that cattle which pasture mostly in rocky valleys and among
high mountains must, above all, be light of body and of limb,

and uot of a build that would insure serious injury in the

event of a moderate fall. It has, therefore, been resolved

ra'herto raise the quality of the indigenous breed by the

crossing of selections from the best herds of Swiss cattle ; and

the more effectually to carry out this plan an association of

dairy farmers has been formed, and a Swiss herd book is now
in course of preparation. Another subject which has re-

ceive! attention is the frequency of mi'kings ; whether or not

the time-honoured custom of milking cows twice a day is the

best possible, and if three milkings would not yield more

satisfactory results. With a view to the solution of this

problem, M. Larai, a gei.tleman who has given much study to

this and kindred matters, tried recently a series of interesting

experiments. He took tffo covvs, one Swiss, the other Dutch,

and analyzed their milk during three periods of ten days each,
these periods being separated by intervals of equal duration.

The first period he had the cows milked twice a day, the
second thrice, and the third again twice. The analyses were
made every day from an averaje sample of the milk produced
during the day. The milk was weighed after each milking.

In order to exclude errors and equalise difference.", M. Lami
afterwards took the mean of the two periods of two milk-

ings, and compared it with that of the period of three milk-
ings. In the following table the results of the various periods

are put down side by side :

—

The Swiss Cow,
First Second Third

Period. Period. Period.

Two Three Two
Milkings. Milkings. Milkings.

Quantity in litres 70-90 ... 8t-19 ... 88 20
Dry substances, kilos. ... 10 121 ... 12-106 ... IMOl
Fatty substances, kilos. ... 3-127 ... 4-6(17 ... 3.832
Lactine, kilos 3 624.... 4-i3G... 4-73-2

Nitrogenous substances.kilos. 2-869 ... 2 397 ... 2252
The Dutch Cow.

First Second Third
Period. Period, Period.

Quantity in litres Ill 41 ... 1 32 28 ... 87-26
Dry substances, kilos. ... 15-8-27 ... 14128 .„ 12 688
Fatty substances, kilos, ... 4 659 ... 4 711 ... 3-937
Lactiae, kilos 5-573 ... 6448 ... 4-525

Nitrogenous substances.kilos. 4792 ... 3 2il ... 3596
It follows from these figures that three milkings give an in-

creased quantity of butyric globules. Thus, the difference

I between two and three milkings in the case of the Swiss cow
(
(taking the mean of the two periods of the former) is

! 0-96 kilos, in a total of 3-5 kilos., or very nearly a fourth
;

I

while in the cass of the Dutch cow the total was 4-3 kilos.,

j
and the difference iu favour of tliree milkings 54 kilos.,

equal to about 10 per cent. These results arc susceptible of

two explanations : either the butyric elemeut is increased as

a consequence of the increased mechanical action which an
additional milking involves, or, during the longer inverval

between two milkings, some of the butyric g'obiiles are re-

absorbed and taken up by the blood. In order to throw more
light on this point M. Lami kept a cow without food for a

day and a haK, analyzed the milk before and after the fast,

and compared the results, which were as follows :
—

Before the fast, A fter the fast.

Kilos, Kilos.

Dry matters 13 6 ... 14- 3

Batter 4-4 ... 415
Lactine 5 ... 3 9

Caseine,albamen,and salts 4-2 ... 6-15

The weight of the cow before the fast was 691 kilos ; aftc,

659. The increase of butyric matter after the fast \i held to

prove that the theory of re-absorption i? not tenable. It is

worthy of note that the composition of the milk after the fast

resembles that of the carnivora, in that it shows a diminution

of lactine and an increase of albumen, &c. This is because

the life of the cow during the deprivation of food was kept up
by its own store of fat; it lived, in fact, on animal food, and
was, therefore, for the time, a carnivorous beast. These experi-

ment! have an important bearing on the production of con-
densed milk, one of the latest and most promising of Swiss

industries. The exports ot this article, which ten years agd
was hardly known in commerce, reached, in 1877, 54,991
metric centners; in 1878, 64,197 centners. The demand for

it is constantly increasing, and the companies engaged in its

manofacturo are about the only really profitable concerns in

the country. It is remarkable that France, where the art of

condensing milk as now practised was discovered, has entirely

lost all the trade therein it ever had, and is now entirely

dependent on Switzerland (or its supply of this useful com-
modity. In 1870 Switzerland exported to France 32,627
kilos of the article, of a money value of 6,625f. In 1872 the

quantiiy had increased to 3,093,3*7 kilos. ; in 1878 it readied

3,691,900 kilos., estimated lo be worth 690, 263f. It would
be interesting to know how far 'his rapid development is due
to the circumstance that Switzerland, having no law for the

protection of patents, ia at liberty to avail herself of the inven-

tions of her neighbours without restriction and without pay-

ment.
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TREATMENT OF DISTEMPER IN THE
DOG.

Almo«t every do;»-owner possesses a reeipewhicli he considers

a specific for distemper, nevertheless it is a well known fact

tliat we lose annually a large number of our canine friends

from this disease. The disresard many pay to tlie sufferers

from distemper, in respect to warmth, pure air, and food, com-
bined with the adiuiiiistration of emetics and irritating

purgatives, contribute to swell the death-rate from tliis com-
plaint to a much higher percentage than would be the case if

more care were taken in nursing, and purges and emetics less

frequently used. Too much importance cannot be attached

to the food given during the progress of the malady, because

improper diet readily induces disorders of the digestive organs—i.e , diarrhoea and vomiting, which often lead to a fatal issue.

In cases in wtiich cnnvalesence has commenced, a relapse is

often due to improper feeding.

Many cases ol distemper, shown hy the usual signs of fever,

with a mufo-purulent discharge from the eyes aud nostrils,

can usually be successfully treated by placing the patient in a

position where a good supply of fresii air can be obtained,

and at ths same time giving the patient a dry, warm, and
clean bed. ]\lilk, with mutton broth and beef tea, should be

the only diet allowed until the symptoms are abated. The
gluey discbarge from the eyelids should be removed daily. In
cases of distemper in young puppies, we often have, in addition

to the foregoing catarrhal symptoms, great prostration of the

nervous system by excessive dulness, great muscular weakness,
and a gradual failure of the heart's action. In these cases

alcohol is of {rent value. It should be given in doses varying
from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful of whisB^ three times a
day ; but more frequent doses are required in bad ctsas. Its

good effects are soon observed by the grea''. dulness and ex-

haustion gradually abating, and by the action of the heart

proving less frequent and stronger. The younger the patient

is, the more will be the necessity to have recourse to alcoholic

stimulation at a very early period of the disease. When the
acute symptoms have subsided, preparations of iron are

beneficial, wiih which cod-liver oil may be combined.
Sometimes, in spite of careful treatment, but more par-

ticularly in neglected cases, bronchitis and pneumonia set in.

For tre'tment, which must be prompt, a strong mustard
plaster should be well rubbed into both sides of the chest,

aud a seton inserted in front, which should be well stimulated

with spirit of turpentine. The medicine which we would
recommend to be administered is a combination of tincture of

digitalis and tinctare of pcrchloride of iron, in doses varying

from 5 to 30 drops of each, according to the size of the

patient, three times a day. Whisky, with milk and beef tea,

must also be given frequently. Diarrhoea, a common com-
plication of distemper, should be healed by a milk diet ; and
in severe cases, especially if vomiting be present, lime-water
must be mixed with the milk. When diarrhoet commences,
the administration of grey powder, in doses of from 3 to 10
grains, and repeated on the following day if necessary, often

proves of great service. This probably is the result of its

action on the intestinal secretions. Should this remedy
not have the desirtd effect in arresting the diarrhoea,

recourse must be had to strong astringents, such as opium
with ascetic of lead, whose action may be substantially aided
iby starch injections containing a little laudanum.

Jaundice complicating distemper is due to an extension of
fhe catarrhal inflammation from the bowels to the bile ducts.

Groy powder with bi-carbonate of soda is the best remedy.
"Distemper fi's " occurring during tiie progress of the disease,

always augurs badly for its successful treatment. Their
occurrence usually takes place after the disease has existed

some time, and the patient become exhausted ; occasionally

tlwy usher in the complaint. Treatment must be a seton at

th* back of the hesd, well stimulated with spirit of turpen-

tine ; and bromide of potass should be given in doses of
from 5 to 30 grains, three or four times a iay, wtiisky being

also freely administered with milk.

During the progress of distemper attention must be given

to the eyes, which should be wiped daily with lukewarm
water to remove the adhering muco-purulent discharge, and
an astringent lotion of five grains of alum to one ounce
of water applied twice daily. If there be any tendency to the

formation of ulcers on the cornea, calomel blown upon
ulcerated spots is very beneficial.

The troublesome pustular eruption occasionally met with
may be treated with oxide of zinc ointment and baseliae.
When chorn or paralysis exist with distemper, setons should

be placed across tlie loins or at the back of the neck, and
strychnine administered infernally.

The foregoing remarks will, it is to be hoi el, prove of
gome use to those who have hitherto bepn unsuccessful in the
treatment of distemper.—Nemo in iVur/k Brilish Jorhul
lurtst.

^

DEAR MEA.T.—Solutions of the proklem of dear meat and
the cause of it are to be had in abundance, but we are
tempted to dwell a title longer than usual on the remarks of
the anonvmons author of a small pamphet, entitled " The
Cause of Dear Meat and the llemedy," which has recently
found its way into our hands. This for two reasons : In the
first place the writer does not waste words, and has evidently
been moved by no literary vanity to put iiimself into print,
for he condenses his remarks within the compass of a few'
short pages; aud in the second, he seems to have practical
knowledge of his subject. He says that a main cause of the
dearness of meat is the unwillingness of the consumers to have
any but the best parts—"' prime joints of beef or legs of
mutton "

;
and he goes on to say that the inferior parts wlri.-h

command so low a price are really excellent eating. " A la
mode beef made of clods, and stickings, when properly cooked,
is very good ; briskets and flanks are excellent?' Good cooking
would probably settle all objections to the less dainty por-
tions of meat ; and we fully agree with our author that whira
this can be obtained it is the cons-umers' own fault if they
will keep up the prices by the demand for joints and legs.
The preparation of clods, stickings, and briskets may be re-
commended to the notice of Mrs. Clarke aud liei young lady
cooks at South Kensington, if they have not already given the
matter attention. The credit system, an important element
in all questions of high prices, is aptly touched upon by the
writer, who properly says that where butchers are obliged to
send two mutton chops a distance of two miles they can
scarcely be expected to study niceties of moderation in their
bills.

—

CUy Press.

BIGOTRY AND BEGGING.-At a special meeting
reported, says the Post, to have been lately hdJ, in the
prospect of a bad harvest, at Newington Free Church, Edin-
burgh— " The Rev. Dr. Beg?, in addressing the m'eeting,
expressed his conviction that the nnseasonable weather was a
judgment on account of national sins, among which le
enumerated infidelity, the encouragement of Roman Catholici.-m
by Government, the relations which this country maintained
with foreign countries, Sabbath-breaking, and profane swear-
ing." Dr. Begg, then, if the foregoing are really his words,
is convinced that the late rains were owing to the agency of
supernatural power, and not that of natural causes. Ue
regards them as miraculous, and believes that a succession of
miracles, consisting in the phenomena of storms of rain, and
wind, and thunder and lightning, has been in course oi per-
formance for several months past on account, among other
national sins, of the encouragement afforded by Government
to Roman Catholicism. In the same way. Ultramontane
Beggs or analogues to Begg as to intelligence, have ascribed
sundry calamities to the destvuction of the Temporary Pope-
dom. Of course, the diverse Beggs are equally certain of the
truth of their respective assertions, and alike know nothing
whatever about it. The Beggs on both sides beg the question
they affirm by a tremendous assumption for which the only
excuse tliat can conceivably be pleaded is intellectual beggary.—Punrh.

LEAVING HIM ALONE.—It is perfectly true that, in
the first instance, the sympathy of the Empress was stirred in
favour of Captain Carey, and that she addressed a letter to
the Queen on liis behalf. This feeling underwent a marked
change on the perusal of a characteristically unctuous letter
from Carey to his wife, which the latter thought proper, pro-
bably not wholly of her own impulse, to forward to her
Majesty. It has given place to anger and disgast, following
on the persistent attempts of Carey, iu his numerous direct
and vicarious communications to the public prints, to excu»e
iiimself at the expense of the Prince Imperial. That was a
most tellingly bitter remark the E iipress made the other day.
speaking of Carey : "Why," she asked, "cannot he leave my
poor dead boy alone? Ue left kirn alone once,'' —World.
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THE PROFESSION A.L CRITIC—Somewhat in the

same style must be tlie reading of the professional and mis-

cellaneous crilie, thoujh it is necessarily more superficial and

perfunctory. Not unfrrqnently he has to discharge an

important duty at notice which appears to be absurdly sliort

;

and the author whom he sentences in a couple of columns or

so may complain plausibly of the gross unfairness of his

treatment. And it does seem hard at the firat blush, that

the work of years should be judged in an hour or two, and

an expert weighed in the balance by a smatterer. In the

first place, it cannot be helped ; and in the next, the ir.justice

is more apparent than real. The criticisms are probably quite

good enough for those who, knowing little or nothing of the

subject, may desire to have some general idea of the book
;

while the very few who may be better informed, take them

pretty nearly for what they are worth. If the critic be

conscientiou", he will try to be fair, and if he understands his

business, he will seldom commit himself, and never blunder

egregiously. It is not to be expected that he should be an

eucyclopoedia of knowledge, or that he should be deeply read

upon all subjects. But he should ha»e made himself master

of the practice of "getting up," and ought to know where to

lay his hands on the authorities that keep him straight. As

for rapid reading, that comes with habit ;
and it is astonish-

ing what proficiency mav be attained in the art. In review-

ing a history, for instance, you know that there are certain

epochs as to which the main facts are undisputed, while

there are others which have little interest for anybody.

There are characters and complications of policy, on the

other hand that have influenced tlie course of events, and

changed the destinies ot nations. Each fresh estimate of

the«e must always excite attention, and may be a crucial test

besides, of the industry and sagacity of the writer. So the

critic learns to read to points ; and the points on which he

expresses an opinion have really had relatively mature con-

sideration. The same principles help him in the most bulky

biography ; and with poetry and fiction his task is still easier.

Wothing is more easily sampled than poetry, good, bad, or

indifferent • and we take it to be an axiom that a really

clever novel should engage the attention of the most hardened

professional. It does not follow that he need read it page by

page-that is an affair between himself and his conscience.

But by attending to a few very simple rules he may make

himself master of its faults and its beauties on a comparatively

cursory perusal. We should say that he will study the first

chapter or two as if he were to be called to pass a vtva voce

examination in them. Having grounded himself in some

of the character?, in the opening scenes and incidents of the

plot, he will soon find out how far he need persevere. If the

novel be a distinctly good one, the chances are, as we said,

that he will read on for his sake, merely skipping when he

comes upon what is unmistakably a side episode, or when

moralising or sentimentality is being gratuitously overdone.

If he does drop the leading thread lor a moment, he knows

by intuition when he may hope to pick it up again, and

makes a scientific cast forward like the huntsman whose

hounds are at fiiult on a cold scent. But he learns, for his

own sake, not to be too impetuous, since nothing is more

irritating, when one is reading against time, than to have

to try back for the elucidation of some circumstance that

puizles you. And if the critic be something of a literary

gourmand, there is a great deal of enjoyment in his mauner

ot reading. He is like a man who has the run of a well

furnished cellar with a variety of vintages in innumerable bins

—save that there is no headache to follow, and that the

palate is refined by generous indulgence. He has his free

swing among books on every conceivable subject, and his

mental laculties are stimulated and freshened by changing the

themes on which he goes to work. He should necessarily

have a fair share of self-confidence ; but at the same time

his readers must sometimes feel that an affectaticn of modesty

would sit not unbecomingly on him. We have observed, for

example, that the finest speakers among our leading statesmen,

especialy on platforms and at public dinners, express them-

selves with a studied diffidence which is sure to be flattering

to their hearers. Yet no one doubts on that account that

they know as much of their subjects as the traders, professional

men, or artisans who listen to them. While it may well be

that the gigantic and omniscient intellect in the most

dogmatically infallible of our weekly contemporaries, fails to

convince us in a few cursory remarks that he has the qualifi-

cations for pronouncing authoritatively on the patient laLours
of years.

—

Blackwood.

KANGAROO TONGUES.—A new Australian delicacy is

finding its way into the London markets, in the shape of dried
kangnroo tongues. The tails and skins of these animals have
loug been utilised—the former for making soup, the latter for

leather
; and the recent enormous destruction of kangaroos has

given considerable impetus to these two trades. Struck by the
waste of food occasioned by the slaughter of so many
thousands of these marsupials, whose bodies are frequently
left to rot where they have fallen, a Waroo settler made an
experiment in curing the tongues of some of the slain, and so

highly were they approved that a considerable trade has
sprung up in this conimodity. The tongues are usually cured
by drying in smoke, like the Russian reindeer tongues ; but a
much better plan is to preserve them in tins like the sheep and
ox tongues received from America. Tongues lend themselves
to this treatment better than almost any other portion of an
animal, as they stand thp excessive boihng better than beef or
mutton.— Colonies and India.

FIAT JTJSTITIA RUAT JURYMEN.— " Gentlemen,"
said a Kentucky judge to the jury in a murder case, " have
you agreed upon a verdict? " " We have," made answer the
foreman. At this moment twelve men in the audience rose,

pulled out their shooting iron", and covered each man in the

box. There was an ominous silence in the court, broken at

length by the voice of the Judge from behind the desk whsre
he had dropped :

—" Gentlemen, the dignity of the law must
be respected. The first great principle of justice and juris-

prudence must and shall be maintained at all hazards. Do
you find the prisoner at the bar guilty or not guilty ? " The
foreman looked at his fellow-juror*. They glanced nervously

at him. There was a hurried consultatiou that lasted less

half a mitiute, and then the foreman spoke up like a little

man:—"Not guilty, your Honour." And thus did they

emphasize the fundamental principle of jury's prudence.—
Canadian Puck.

PRIZE ESSAY ON WOMiN.—After man came woman.
And she has been after him ever since. She is a person of free

extraction, being ra^ide of man's rib. I don't Know why Adam
wanted to fool away his ribs in that way, but I suppose he was
not accountable for all he did. It costs more to keep a
woman than three dogs and a shot-gun. But she pays you
back with interest—by givins yon a house full of children to

keep you awake all night and smear molasses candy over your

Sunday coat. Besides, a wife is a very convenient article to

have around the house. She is handy to swear at whenever
you cut yourself with a razor and don't feel like blaming your-

self. Woman is the superior being in Massachusetts. There
are about 60,000 more of her sex than males in that State.

This accounts for the terrified, hunted-down expression of the

single man who emigrated from the Eist. Woman is not

created perfect. She has her faults—snch as false hair, false

complexion, and so on. But she is a deal better than her

neighbour, and she knows it. Eve was a woman. She must
have been a model wife, too ; for it cost Adam nothing to keep

her in clothes. Still, I don't think she was happy. She
couldn't go to sewing circles and air her information about

everybody she knew, nor excite the envy of other ladies by
wearing her new winter bonnet to church. Neither could she

hang over the back fence and gossip with her near neighbour.

All of these blessed privileges were denied her.

—

Chico Ricord

" That's a fine pig ye have there, Janet !
" said the Earl of

Haddington to a servant of Dr. Wallace at Whitekirk, as he

was surveying the minister's farm-stock. " Ou, aye, my lord,"

said Janet, "it's an uncommonly gude beast; an' we ca't

Tarn after your lordship."

A CRUMB OF COMFORT.—Jonathan. "They du skj

we sent you this darn'd weather ! Don't know 'bout that !

Anyhow, I gueps we'll send you ttie corn ! !
" Farmer Bull.

" Thank'ee kindly, Jonathan, but I'd rather ha' done without

both ! ! ! "—Pintck.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.—We
{Fori Uerald) are glad to learn that the office of Assistant

Commisioner for the counties of York, Durham, Northumber-
land, Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and Cheshire,

(being the northern division of this inquiry) has been offered

to and accepted by Mr. Coleman, of Riccall Hall, near this

city.
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WASTE OF SEWAGE.
Br. Thomas Hawkcsley writes to the Times :

—
1 hnve read witli great interest Mr. Mechi's letter to the

Times of the 9th inst. ]\[r. iMeohi has earned for liiraeelf a

representative character for scientific farmiii{< and for patriotic

spirit by the years of perseverance through which he haa

spared nothing to win from tlip, soil its best gifts, and, at the

same time, to make his experience as useful as possible to the

natiun. The opinion of such a man on this question—the

life of the soil, which is tl'.e foundation of all animal life— i»

of the greatest value and should command serious attention.

He says, " A destructive cancer is silently, gradually, but cer-

tainly undermining British agriculture ;" aud he supports his

statement from his own experience and that of tlie highest

authority on this subject. Twelve years ago this ([nestiou was

agitated at Leamington by a special congress and by the

Social Science Congress at Mmchester. On these occasions

I contributed papers to sliow that the only successful solution

of this question was by whnt is called the "I)ry Earth

System," whereby the atmosphere aud the water are never

polluted, and the whole refuse organic malter of a people

(whether sparsely or closely packed in society matters uol)

may be directly conveyed without any nuisance or difliculty

to Mother Earth, who greedily assimilates it, and in return

gives back in bounty forms ot beauty and of vital service.

The practical method of carrying out this system was ex-

plained, and calculations were made exhibiting the cost to

the country at that time of the present idiotic system of sewer-

age, together with a provisionfl/ estimate of the gain to the

nation by adopting the method which all common sense and
scientific reasoning must support and command. The result

of the first calculation— viz., the aunual cost to the country

in 1867 of the present system of sewerage— was, in England

and v^'ales, £-1-5,318,673; in London alone, £6,3i7,801. This

estimate included the money value of the productive labour

lost by the sickness and death due to impure air and water

caused by water-carried sewage, the funerals of those killed

in this way, and the cost to the country of th.eir widows and
orphans. It also included the least possible value of the

material wilfully divorced from the land and misemployed in

carrying out the homicidal and other mischief referred to
;

also the cost of the guano and bones, &;c., at that time im-

ported to feed the impoverished lind. ]?ut it did not include

the cost of maintaining the sewers in repair, and it hinted at

the addition to this bill of costs when, the water around

«3 having become too poisonous and repulsive to drink, we are

compelled to establish magnificent engineering aqueducts from
Windermere or Wales.

The second calculation—that of the gain to the country by

conveying refuse organic matter to the land without any
water carriage—went to show that it might he effected with-

out any cost for sewers, or for water, or for sickness and
premature death ; but, on the contrary, that it would usefully

emp'oy a vast number of men and boys, with a degree of

profit that would, at least, pay all its own expenses for

niachiuery, labour, cartage, stations, Src, and probably leave

a handsonic balance.

Twelve years have passed since these inquiries were insti-

tuted ; the main drainage of liondon meantime has been

completed, millions of money have been expended to make it

Rucoessful, but alas ! the tfime evils of pol uted air and water

remain, not much better while the works are new ; what, then,

may we expect as they become imperlfct and more and more
choked up ? Typhoid fever and tlie other zymotic diseases

continue as rife as ever, except in the surrounding of some
zealous oflicer of health who will insist on the expensive im-

provements and cleansings of the Augean stables around him.

From Mr. Mechi and others we learn that the land is becom-
ing more and more impoverished, aad the success of farming
spoilt by the expense of artificial manures. W'hat is every cue's

Lusiness is no one's, and in consequence the most gigantic

evils are permitted to endure until a few refolnte indi^idual8

are allied in intelligent and settkd purpose. I ask, wl.ou will

this sickening and disattrous evil be attacked with the deter-

miiiation to conquer and not to compromiee ?

Major-Gencral Scott, writes :

—

In his timely letter of tlie 8ih inst., which appeared in your

columns on Tuesday last, Mr. Mechi convey) at of ce a gr«?e

.udictioeDt against British agriculture, and a solemn earning

to the British public. To use a familiar illustration, he says

in (lT(-ct, ''You are killing the goose which lays the golden

eggs
;
you are draining the life-blood from the bounteous soil

which supplies your popuUtion with food
;
you are casting

into your rivers and into the ocean the fertiliziug elements

which should have been returned as manure to your fields."

In its liroad facts the case must he taken to be proven. That
great luxury, the modern water-closet, has, in numerous
rnstances, robbed the farmer of a much-needed fertilizer, and
we have, indeed, to an extent which can liardly be measured,

incurred the serious penalties which are the sure and certain

punishment of national waste. We may even be, as Mr.
Mechi implies, in this period of so-called depression smarting

from some of the results of our recklessness and our folly.

Concerning the value of sewage, however, it must not be for-

gotten that there may be two opiuious, and that eminent

authority, Dr. Voelcker, the chemist to the Royal Agricultural

Society, stated recently at a meeting of the Institution ot Civil

Enginee's, " Town sewaaie, far from being a valuable agricul-

tural commodity, is, in my opiuion, a nuisance which can only,

in exceptional circumstances, be turned to profitable account.''

But sewage is not everywhere removed by water, even in

our wealthiest towns, and all water-carried sewage is not

discharged direct into rivers or into the sea. It is open to

doubt if one-fourth part of the fecal matter of England

passes away into sewers, and even of this fourth part no in-

significant fraction is applied in one form or another, often, it

must be confessed, very unskilfully, to the laud. S iU, h

source of wholesale and wanton waste has now, by no means

for the first time, been brought prominently into notice, and

without further attempiing to explain away the evil, permit

me for a moment to glance at the remedy. Engineers will at

once tell you, without liesitation and without doubt, that there

is no "difficulty" in conveying every drop of liquid se«age t(»

the land, and from this point of view there is no barrier to an

immediate return to the stale of things existing before water

was used as a carrier. But Mr. Mechi couples with the dilli-

culty another item, to wit, the " cost of transferring the

mannnal treasures from the sewers to the land." Here we
meet with a point which needs explanation, for the cost may
be incurred in two ways, either in the conveyance and di.tri-

bution of the sewage over the laud, or in the acquisition of

land and the preparation of it for sewage treatment. It is in

the latter respect only that sewage farming can be said to be

costly, and it is so because ignorance and prejudice have com-

bined to make such cultivation impossible, or nearly so, for

individual ctfort, and practicable only for corporations and

civic bodies, the very worst and most irresponsible of farmers.

The agriculturist, instead of coming forward to take these

treasures now squandered by his town neighbours, declines to

accept sewage on any terms, and it can consequently only ho

dealt with on land acquired under compulsion. The reason of

this reluctance on the part of the farmer is not far to seek.

The sewage is not offered to him in the best condition for its

profitable utilization, or in circumstances which tempt him to

make trial of its virtues. He is tied down to take it whether

he wants it or net, day after day, and year after year, aud he is

hampered with conditions aud restrictions which make sewago

farming a curse rather than a blessing.

One remedy there is, which is clear and simple—-Let It

become the duty of urban authorities to defecate and clari'y tho

water they have fouled, by processes which are well known
and easily practised, aud let them provide the farmer with a

liquid manure he can utilise when he wants it. Let sewage

farming, thus freed from all sources of nuisance to the sur-

rounJius country, be emancipated also from every condition

which at present renders its practice costly and diflicult, and

the wealth now wasted will not be long in again finding its

way to the lleids. Dr. Voelcker stated some years ago that

" he had come to the conclusion that agriculturists would

never use sewage if they had to take it in the foul conditiou

in which it had hitherto been delivered to them. But ha

was convinced that if sewage, properly clarified, were offered

to the farmers, (hey would tske it aud find it a very useful

liqnid for irrigation purposes."

Mr. Edward B. Malet, at present Secretary of the BriliJi

Embassy at Constaitinople, has been appointed British Diplo-

matic Agent and CooBul-Qeneral in Egypt, in placs of Ho4,

H. C. Vivian,
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
A GRI CULTURE.

Oar Caiiadiau correspondent writes under date Sept. 5 :

More English tenant-farnaer immigratioa developments.

A few morning's ago we were startled over our morning

msffins by the fcllowiag simultaneous publication in all

the government papers of tbe discovery of a new E!

Dorado. This great and gratifying find was announced

in the following " private" letter addressed to a high

official iu the Department of the Interior :
" A letter from

Mr. T. Conolly, correspondent of the London Tunes now

iu Manitoba, says, ' This is the finest land in the world !

1 never could believe it till I came here, I presume there

are many more like me who are slow to credit every hon- i

eat statement. However I will make amends for it when !

I £?o back to England ; I will send every one I can from

Great Britain to where they can get the finest land in the

world on easy terms. I regret I did not come up sooner.

But you may rest assured I will make the most of my
lime.'

"

It has long been established that when any gentleman

iu this Dominion falls on the neck of the chief of a

department, and privately confides to hira he has just dis-

. covered the most attractive spot on this mundane ball

—

. and that said Eden is fortunately in Canada—something

else may incontinently be looked for. So we sipped ofl:'

our cofi:ee, and went our respective ways, waiting for neit

morning's papers. And, in the Globe of the following

day, we found this item: " It is said that in furtherance

of its tenant-farmers' immigration scheme the Government

has engaged Mr. Thomas Conolly, an ex-correspondeent of

the Tir,ics,tQ deliver lectures in England on Manitoba and

the north-west and endeavour to promote emigration !

Mr. Conolly is, at present, in the Prairie Province collect-

ing information. Possibly the nature of his mission par-

tially accounts for the gushing letter he has lately written

to the Department of the Interior."

The above curious paragraphs are racily illustrative of

Canadian immigration method and men. The Government

and their organs during five years of Opposition vehe-

mently denounced the immigration work of their political

opponents as an " outrage on humanity" aud a crime

which smells to heaven ; and some months ago in the

House of Commons a supporter of Sir John Macdonald

.admitted that many of the party owed their election in

September last to their professions on this point. It now

appears that the unsavoury smell, and the outrage con-

sisted in the fact that the so called "reformers" get the

pay and patronage pertainine to roping iu British capital

and labour, and not the " Conservatives." As soon as

this painful petition was reversed the Pacific scandal

people set to work to better the example of their predeces-

sors, and are about to make hitherto unprecedented efforts

to deplete England of men and money. She can ill afford

to lose in order to promote their wild eat and ruinous

scheme, the Pacific Railway. The fact is the Ontario and

Quebec patronage fields, like many " improved barns,"

are worked ont. There are such hosts of unsatisfied

applicants for something '' soft," that it is said Sir John

•during a recent visit to Toronto, bad positively to bolt

from his hotel and bide himself in unknown quarters. The
" Kreatlove land," and the expenditure of a hundred and

fifty millionB of dollars, promise, however, free and fat

patronage pastures.

Though the Government papers call Mr. Conolly the

correspondent of the Times it would, I apprehend, be more

correct to say he has occasionally written letters to that

paper from the States on meu aud matters there. I do

not suppose the TirMs would choose its accredited corres-

pocdeDts should act as en^igration drummers for Canada

if such a thing should occur. The Globe, however, as we
have seen, speaks of Mr. Conolly as au ex-corrcpondeat.

He was originally, I believe, a working man, but he has

creditably raised himself by his abilities as a speaker aud

writer- If he really is going to do his best and has

opportunity afforded him iu the Times, or else-

where, to endeavour to evolve a full-toned melody

from the considerably battered emigration born he

is a good man for the music in au artistic way. Still,

without being uncharitable, one may express a hope he

will not be carried away this time into hyperboles aud

inexactnesses such as he unfortunately fell into some years

ago, when engaged in England as a lecturer on Canada,

on which occasion he had to be taken to task by even the

Government papers. I may refer to one instance where

he delivered a discourse at the Surrey Chapel, London, on
" Work and wages in Canada," Mr. Samuel Morley,

TkLP.. in the chair. On some of the statements he

hazarded on that occasion the Toronto Globe remarked :

"Onecau scarcely call wages in Cauada ' fabulous,' while

to say that ' rents are scarcely known * is to give a very

questionable view of the actual state of things in any city,

town, or village of Ontario at the present day. Whea
j)eople are told that rents are merely nominal and they

find by experience it is I'ar otherwise, it is natural they

should feel disgusted. We hope our friend Conolly will

bear this in mind." The Globe for years past has been

the head bellows-blower to the immigration Vulcans, so it

must have found "friend" Conolly's presentments pretty

tough -.vhen it was compelled to even this mild protest.

But tbe Montreal Witness, the organ of the Evangelicals,

and a very influential paper, was far more free-spoken.

" We arc likely," said your contemporary " to have many
disappointed and indignant iiuraigrants, if labouring men
come expecting 2 dol. 50 cents a day ; 1 dol. a day would

be much nearer the mark if even that could be looked for.

We believe ourGovernment has in some measure employed

or sanctioned this Conolly. If so we tru'it it will take

some means to stop him. British papers will please notice

this correction."

It seems funny that anybody who is himself new to

Manitoba, and now engaged '' collecting information,"

should be sent to enlighten British farmers re the capa-

bilities, resource?, trade wants, products, and labour and

agricultural markets of that district. But the fact is

special reasons always dictate these appointments. Know-
ledge of the country tu be described need not pass beyond

what can be picked up on a cursory visit, or hastily

crammed from official literature. Push and fluency, and

a supposed influence with the English press are the main
desiderata. Some of the lecturers and agents scarcely

know anything ot the Dominion. Witness Mr. Dyke's

representations last year on our assumed cattle exports.

They merely retail what is supplied to them. Mr. Scott,

a Cabinet Minister, admitted ^hat the chief reason which

ruled the selection of Mr. Jenkins as Agent-General, was
that he seemed to be popular, and was supposed to be able

largely to influence the English papers. Just so with

Mr. Conolly. He won't know much about Manitoba and

the North-West, but he is a " ready and effective speaker,"

say the Ministerial papers, and is supposed to be either

connected with the Times, or able to influence it. The
leading journal, however, evinces as a rale a remarkable

aptitude for upsetting calculations based on ideas that

anybody will or can shape its course on any point. Not
Jong ago a somewhat pretentious immigratioa-rnnner

here, ostentatiously announced beforehand the great

things he intended to do per the Times. But as none of

his communications appeared his calculations must have

been cruelly upset.

A paragraph from the Liverpool Journal of Commerce
ox HnjRheve e!ae. Cer'aiuly it ROuId be most uufottunate

] apparently inspired from Cauadiaa sources, '\i going the
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rounds here, and some [lai's of it orcatp vast ninusement,

notably when it is said, ''The famous delegates hence are

certain of being treated iu a fair and liberal spiiit by the

Colonial Goveruraeut, and will escape the tricks and mis-

rcpreseutatious of land-jDhbcrs, and we fear, too often of

the agents of the Americau railway and other land-holding

compaiiies, who are scattered broadcast throughout

Europe." This is like a gamekeeper going to a

country squire and advising him in order to stop

petty pheasant appro|)riator8 by men employed ou the

estate to baud over the preserves to the poachera who
will always treat him with fairness and liberality. Does
not your contemporary know that the Canadian Govern-

ment for the time being is always at the head and front of

immigration dodges and stratagems— the mainspring of

the whole huiubue, and the chief concoctor and distri-

butor of the partial and deceptive trash current as emi-

gration literature ? A more unmitigated " Ham " than

the invitation to farmers' delegates to come out at this

time of the year and inspect the " improved farms "—as

worthless cropped-out properties are called here—was
never known. The delegates, Laving their expenses paid,

will be under official tutelage. The Government iu

making the offer do so ou the calculation that they can

pump into these run-aud-read novitiates the sort of infor-

mation best calculated to send them home with an encou-

raging report. The emigration offijials, I believe, are

already calculating on inveigling hither about £2,000,000
of capital by this new move ! They say they have

already hundreds of applicants each representing twenty-

five farmers, who of course will have at least £400 each,

besides transport expenses. This depletion of Eotrland'a

capital and sturdy cultivators is no doubt Lord Derby's

specific for England's assumed done -up condition. But
those who, like myself, know the state of matters, have a

sovereign disbelief in it.

Why are all these Canadian " improved " (and mort-
£;aged) properties in the market ? Let a delegate ask

this crucial question of an ollicial guide and philosopher,

and he will get some stereotyped platitude anent the " ex-

pensive energies of a vigorous and migratory people,"

and " the ma^ch of enterprise being always and every-

where from East to West." March of a fiddlestick!

I see this explanation has been imposed on one of your

agricultural contemporaries, who meekly accepts it. But
it's pure bosh. The same thing is going on in Ontario

that is going ou iu the eastern States of America. Cheap
laud, cheap freights, aud cheap produce are making
farming unprofitable iu the older settlements. It costs

now only about 10 cents to bring a bushel of wheat from

the western prairies to New York, aud 17 cents to

Liverpool. Good wheat laud can be bought in the far

West from 8 dols. to 10 dols. an acre. It produces from

20 to 30 busiiels an acre, whereas the average produce

in Ontario per acre, shown by the last census, was only

about 1 0. Land, in Canada and the Eastern States, bought
at 50 dols. an acre, and more or less exhausted, being placed

in direct competition with the vast graiu-produciug West
hardly 'u many cases pay interest on the purchase money,
and in many cases canrot be owned or rented at a profit.

Farming, in fact, in many districts scarcely clears

expenses. Scientific culture requires additional

labourers, for which the cultivator's means do not suffice.

Without scientific culture there is no manure. The want of

manure iu Ontario is everywhere an enormous difficulty.

Hundreds of farms are exhausted. Then there are stumps,

stones, mortgages, uufavouruble climate, &c. The im-

proved farms are to be had because they have bceu thrown

up, or will be, by cultivators who have found it impos-

sible to make them pay. Eiiglish farmers, forsooth, are

to be enticed out under the notion that they cau succeed

ia doing what the experienced sons of the soils could not

do. In many districts the (Colorado beetle and grass-
hopper have taken permanent possession of the soil.

Bat, of course, in September, there will no be indications
of their presence. 1 took a long walk into the country
a few weeks ago, and saw myriadi of them at work in
the crops. Mo doubt the delegates will hear about a
" virgin soil lying underneath the service, waiting to be
turned up by deeper plonghinj;." And probably they
will be green enough to swallow this, aud a hundred
similar fictions. It is absolutely impossible for English-
men, even though farmers, to report on the agricultural
and other capabilities of a country like Canada on a
helter-skelter visit. They should 'be here a long time,
and see everything in all its aspects, and know something
about their informants. The Icelanders sent out "proper
delegates," but that did not prevent the officials who took
them in hand, ultimately dumping the immigrants down
when they came just where it had been ,intended ihey
should be dumped dowu—aud a pretty pickle they've beeii
in since I

In the Leeds Mrrciinj a short time ago I noted a letter

dated from some town in Yorkshire, and signed •' Equity,"
in which the writer said :—'' Several letters have re-

cently appeared in the public journals, evidently written
with the object ot inducing geutlemeu of meaus to emi-
grate to Canada. I crusider it to be the duty of everyone
who has had experience in that eolouy to state publicly
what he knows to be the case, iu order to save from dis-

appointment and ruiu those who have not had that ex-
perience. Daring a residcuccof over 30 years in Canada
I never knew a gentleman who purchased or leased land
there who di.J not ruin himself; and, I regret to say, I
know men ia the country now, who are iu that position—

•

broken down iu body from slavish labour,_und in mind from
miseryfrom their having lost their all. Hundreds of gentle-
men are now iu England who have had farming experience
in Canada, and can substauliate what I have stated. With
regard to Manitoba, if the climate of the north-west
parts of Ontario is found too severe for English agricul-

tural labourers what would they find the winter in a
country where the mercury frequently falls -iO degrees
below zero ?"

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCii: AND ITS
CRITICS.

The unanimity displayed by the leading representatives ot
the Conservative party, ou the platform and in the Press, in
denouncing the Farmers' Alliance, either openly or covertly,
ia more creditiljle to their courage than to li\eir sfisacitj'.

that any upr sing amongst the farmers, with a view U reso-
lute action iu fivour of agricultural reform, is URcessarily an-
tagonistic to Conservatism, as commonly understood, is clear
enough to ev»!ry thauglilful observer ; but that Corriervatives
should incontinently blurt out the confession tliat it is so, is, to
say llie least, aomenhat rash and impolitic. Here is a caseia
wluch an independent body of farmers, many of whom are
Cou-ervatives, by name if not iu reality, have combined to
advocate and push for»vard a distinct series of objects calcu-
lated, as they bs-lievp, to phce the agriculture of tiiis country
on a better footing than that which it at present iioids ; many
of tliete proposed reforms have b"cn eudorjed by Farmers'
Cluba aud Chambers of Agriculture, long before the Farmers'
Alliance existed ; and the leaders of the new movement
have emphatically denied that tiny are actuated by party
motives, or that they will allow party influence to inter-
fere with the attainment of their ends. Why, then, arn
tliry denounced as secret cucmics to the Conservative party—
the party of BO-called " farmern' friends ?' We can quite
understand that county representatives, who have delighted in
poaiiig as the special frisiidsof their agricultural consti uents,
an long as their hitlicrto easily deluded clients were satisfied

with va^uc professions, are somewhat dismayed when they are
asked to pruve their friendship by definite action for the re-
moval aericultural abuses; but good tacti';iaDs as they hsYe

U 2
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nsually shown themselves to bp, we should have expected that

they would dissemble thoir ahirni. Tliey have played with

the proposah pat forward by the Alliance as long as they
]

knew tiiat the proposers were unorganised, and therefore
1

powerless to do raucii i ischief. Even now they scarcely
i

venture to iranuga any of those proposals, as far as the '

general principle of each is concerned, though they may
object to the extent to which the principle would be applied

by thorough-going agricalUiral reformers. In short, havin°;

no case, they " abuse the plaintiff's attorney." A more
complete exposure of political charlatanry haj seldom been
ett'ected by the resolute action of earnest men, united for

objects of genuine reform. By denouncing the Farmers' Alli-

ance, and warning Conservative farmers not to join it, these

gentlemen liave virtually admitted that their professed friend-

ship for farmers is not ef a kind that can be put to the test,

and they have gone far to open the eyes of their clients to

the trutii of the statement of a writer in the Foiiiiighlh/

Review—tliat the Liberals are the natural allies of the tenant-

farmers.

No doubt, the first object of the Farmers' All'auce—the better

representation of farmers in Parliamenl—is a direct; chal-

lenge to the existing county Members ; but it is not, on the

face of it, a challenge to the Conservative party, who would
scarcely admit that to obtain the better rppresentation of

farmers it is necessary to substitute Liberals for Conservatives.

Several county members have adraittel the desirability of

liaving more farmers, like Mr. Rsad, in Parliament ; and no
doubt, if t4iey could secure men as faithfully devoted to their

party as Mr. Read is, they would not object to a few of their

friends giving place to such men. But thev know perfectly

Well that few Conservatives would endorse t'.e programme of

the Farmers' Alliance, and they feel that, with such a neces-

sary condition, the better representation of Parliament would
mean tlie accession of several Liberals to the seats now occu-
p'ed by members of their own party. Hence, again, their

opposition to the Alliance is easily comprehensible. It is only
tlia openness of their antagonism which is surprising, bfcause
of the exposure which it involves. The better representation

of farmers does not necessarily implv direct representation,

though a few members of the class would bean acquisition to the
House of Commons. Few farmers can afford the expense of sit-

ting- in Parliament, even if tiiey were to be elected free of cost.

There are, however, numbers of candidates for Parliamentary
life who are thoroughly and earnestly in favour of agricul-

tural reform; arid the dread lest these gentlemen should be
selected to replace them is the secret of a great deal of the
antipathy whicb the present County Members, and their

- representatives in the Pnss, manifest towards the Farmers'
. Alliance.

The opposition whieii we have thus explained will do the
• Alliance no harm, if it is clearly understood by the farmers.

The case was very clearly put by one of the leading members
of the Alliance the oflifr day when, after disclaiming all party

ohjv'cts, he said ;
- ' If the Conservative party is opposed to

' the objects of the Farmers' Alliance, then the Farmers'
Alliance is necessarily antagonist'c to the Conservative party,

and not otherwise. Even then the antagonism is not of our
seekine, and is not based on party prejudice. If Liberals oppose
ns, we shall be equally antagonistic to them. We simply seek

to organise a great party in favour of agricultural reform ; all

who are in favour of that are our friends, and all who are op-

posed to it are our foes, in a public sense, though we feel no
personal antipatiiy to them. But really, we ought to have
a plain answer to a plain question. I3o Conservatives desire

t'le people of this country to understand thatthey are the enemies
of agricultural reform P If they do we ^h«ll know how to denl

w til them ; if not, let us hear no more of the charge that the

Alliance is a party association." Here we have the question

in a nut-shell, and we commend it to the consideration of our
agr cultural readers.

Another charge against the Farmers' Alliance, which we
find persistently reitersfed by Conservative speakers and
writers, is that of setting class against class. This is one of
those catch-phrases which are frequently made to do duty in

the absence of legitimate argument, and it is susceptiole of
precisely similar explanations to those which have been
adduced in reply to the charge of party objects. If the laud-

lords as a body are opposed to the thorough reforms proposed
by tba Farmers' Alliance, then the Allianoe is necessarily
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opposed to the landlords. Thit landlords as a body are

opposed to the tliorough re orm of our land system, there is,

unfortunately, no doubt; but it is a complete misnomer to

describe tlie advocacy of reforms sought by one class and
opposed by another a» " setting class against class." It is

objects, not men, which are opposed to each other. It is true

that the Farmers' Alliance seeks to deprive landowners of

certain legal rights and privileges which are unfair and
oppressive to tenants, as well as iijurious to the nation at

largf. It is also true that if farmers aieto obtain better

representation in Parliament, many landlords will be turned

out of the places which they now hold. These, however,

are incidents which are unavoidahle aecompaninieuts of agri-

cultural reform, as long as landlords refuse to give up volun-

tarily what they unjustly hold, and to represent fairly those

who have trusted them. Still, there lias been no attempt to

raise antipathy ; but, on the contrary, it has been distinctly

disavowed, and a few landlords who-agree with the objects of

the Furmers' Alliance have been gladly welcomed as members.
The criticism of those who complain of the leaders* of

the Farmers' Alliance for leaving the most importint measure

of agricultural reform—the re'orm of the laws afTecting the

settlement and transfer of land—out of their programme, is

more worthy of attention thnn are the objections we tiave

just noticed. These laws are the fundi\mental obstructions

to the permanent amelioration of our land system, and until

they are dealt with, very little real good will be affected.

TJnfortunate'y, farmers are not at all generally awakened to

the mi^chief resulting from the limited ownership of land,

although they cannot help seeing that it is accountable to

a great extent for tlie inability or disinclination of owners
to improve their estates. Estimating at more than its real

value the advantage of low rents, they have a great dread of

seeing the large estates split np, and sold to men who will

drive liard bargains with their tenants. There is some
reason for this dread, but it is based to a great extent on an
i..iperfect and short sigh'ed comparisuii of advantages and
disadvantages. Wliere land has bs^en let at less than its

commercial value there have almost invariably been cnditions

attacliing to tlie tenancy wliich have more than counter-

balanced the benefit of a low rent. Now it is seen that,

under the altered conditions of farming, rents at one
time thought to be low are in reality too hiah, and a

more or less munificent doling out of out-door relief has

been necessary to keep tlie tenants on many large estates from
being obliged to give up their farms. Rents are soon likely

to find their coramerciaf level all over the country, and it will

then be seen that the supposed advantage of holding on easy

terras as to rent, under limited owners who would not

spend money in improvements, and who, for the most part,

placed onerous restrictions upon their tenants, and in many
cases inflicted heavy losses by preserving a lar^ie stock of game,
has beeu very much over-rated. It may also come to be seen

that, in spite of the low interest to be obtained on the pur-

chase of land, tenants will be better off in the long-run if they

take every good opportunity of purchasing farms, and so in-

suring the full advantage of all improvement whicli they

may make upon them, than if they hire larger acreages,

with the inevitable disadvantages of tenancy to put up
with. Still, the fact r' mains that at present farmers gene-
rally are averse to interference with the laws affecting

the ownership of land, and the leaders of the Farmers' Alli-

ance were anxious not to frighten away their timid followers.

They felt, too, that the reform of these laws was advocated
generally by advanced Liberals, and that it would probably be
effected without their help. Therefore, «s a matter of policy,

they decided to leave this important object out of their pro-

gramme, at least at starting on their new undertaking. We
believe that this timid policy was a mistake, and that it is now
seen to be so. It has estranged from the Alliance may
thorough-going reformers, who would otherwise have joined it,

while it has failed to conciliate the enemies of Liberal views.

In short, the objects of the Association are too advauced lor it

to hope to gain many Conservative adherents, wliile it is not
complete enough to excite the enthusiasm of the Liberals,

who must be its chief supporters. It is quite right to keep
the Alliance independent of party politics ; but as an Associa-
tion for the promotion of agricultural reform, it should be
thorough, even if it has to go a little in advance of the great

body of the tenant-farmers. The Conservatives have shown,
by their open hoatility, that it is useless to truckla to their
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pnjiulicesy and tiuit u bo!d policy will be tlie most buccessful.

We truat, tlierelurc, liiat. iha Alliance will reader its

prograiuiue complete, by includiuK tlie retorm of the Lind
Laws amuDg its objnets. Wlieii this lias been dune, we have
DO doubt thit raauy persons ouiside the rauks of the far uer
class will bocome niiiubj^rs, and so greatly iacrease the
resources and iullueiice of this hopeful organisaiiou. The
interest of the public in agricultural reform has been wouder-
fully stirred by tlie severe depressiou iliat has fallen upon
fanninjr as a business, and by the multiform evils which have
resulted to all classes of the people. A great battle will have
to he (ouijht before our land system can be placed on a satis-

factory basis, aud the farmers should not be left, even if they
can be trusted, to fight it alone. Tlie Farmers' Alliance
shuuld bean association, not of farmers only, but of af^rioul-

tural relorniers from all classes of the people.

—

Sjjcdatur,

THE AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS IN
ENGLAND.

The Special Commissioner of the Balhj Xev:s writes

from Doucaster, uuder date Sept. 15 :
—

I have heard it estimated by a farmer of large business,

resident in the district, tliat more thin Imli the farms on the

p >or clays of the lias formation, aud on the red clay or
*• brick-earth " of Nottinghamshire atd Lincolnshire, are to

let. Some ol the tenants have retired with loss rather than
sink their last shilling in a vain hope that times may better

;

some have had no option bnt to do their best tor creditors by

getting out of tlicir larms at any sacrifice ; so:ne have left for

smaller holuiugs or farms on more grate'ul soil ; others have
gone away from this neighbourhood altogether to iiou-

agriculturai business or employment ; and some are acting as

farm managers to the landlords they lately lived under. i3ut

many occupiers on the marlstoue soils, which are of better

q lality, on clay loams, and strong land, where the farms have a

cjusiderahle proportion of fair pasture, iu conjunction with the

arable, are, under pressure ot the present crisis, giving notices

to quit, ISoine of these tenants live under thoroughly liberal

landlords, at moderate rents, and in parts of South INoits where
no material iijury is inflicted by game. In very many cases

farmers have compromised the matter by offering to continue

at a large reduction in reut. One f'.rm I know of has had
the reut adjusted, not by a valuer walking over it, and fixing

the figure which the tenant must pay, but by the owner glauly

accejiiiug the occupier's offr to remain at 20s. an acre, the

rent until now having been 35s. Another tenant said, " i\Iy

rent stood at 3Ss., it is now SO-^. ; but it is a question how
long I shall continue even at that. I had £2,U00, but if 1

Ie!t at the present Michaelmas, and paid everybody, 1 should
not have £20lJ." One circumstauce related is that of a farm
coustitutiug the only property uf a life-owner. The tenant,

u a willing to lo^e more money in business, gave it up, requiring

by the cusom of the country the sum of £2,000 lor tenant-
right ; for both Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire enjoy

admirable customary law giving compensation for certain un-

exhausted improvements. No tenant, huwever, was forth-

coming for the vacant farm ; and the owner, iiossessing only a
life interest in th.at one farm, was not in a position to lind the
amount due to the outgoer. Advertisements in the papers
brought no applications, for the business is not sufficiently

tempting in these times. Indeed, I am assured by laud agents
that the number of applicants, even for good holdings on
favourable conditions of every kind, are not a twentieth part
of what tliey were a year or two ago. Then his farm was
offered at an auction without obtaining one reasonable bid.

In this dead.lock the proprietor could only appeal to the
ti-nant to endeavour, if possible, to continue on at a lowered
rent , and that occupier is now in his lirst year of holding the
larra at lo.s. instead of 32s. per acre. I'arties, howevpr,
acquainted with the farm, aud seeing the crops of the present
liarvest, are doubting whether there will remain any
surplus after outlay to yield any rent at all, much less to

recoup a portion of the ,£2,000 of tenant-right.

It is not only poor clays which are Oeing torsaken. A short

run by rail and road from this town took me to a fine larm in

Yor" shire, whi;h the tenant is giving up, much against the i

wish of the owner. It is a large occupation of good clay- I

loam soil, tathvi more thaa a third biia^ periiiaaeiit pasture.

As I saw for myself, some of the corn crops are heavy, others
thort and thin

; the mangolds are a good plaut, but have re-
mained small in bulb for lack of the sun's heal ; and woods
have to a considerabl-- extent mastered the costly hucing and
ueeding which have been exerted aijainst them througiiout the
entire summer. Taere is absolutely no restriction as to crop-
ping; the tenant may sell off hay and straw if he found it
worth whi'e to do so (though it is possible that upon quitting,
valuers o! tenant-right might in that case allow a claim
against him for dilapidations)

; the laud is well underdrained
the proprietor having found the tiles and executed all work
except carting the tiles from the kiln; the buildings erected
by the landlord, in accordance with the tenant's plans, are ex-
tensive, and complete witli steam-power machinery (put in by
the occupier), and every modern iirrangcment for economically
housing aud bedding a hundred bullocks in one set of premises .

and rearing calves in other detached yards. The tenant an
e;uinent man of business meriting such a privilege, has only
had to name any improvement wished for to have it promptly
earned out by the agent of the estate. No slackness of capital
has told against the returns from this holding ; lor the capital
engaged is over £9.000 upon 650 acres, or nearly £15 per
acie—probably double the sum invested on a majority of larms
in the same locality. There is a very large head of live stock,
of well-bred shorthorns, and a big sort of Leicester sheep ; the
twelve working horses are in strong condition, and the work
of a hired steam plough, by arrangements always availabla
when wanted, has saved a good suui from the former yearly
expenditure by displacing seven horses. The tenant's father
held the farm belore him, and yet the present teuant,
universally considered to be a man of Iiandsome mean*
and wedded to all the old associations gathering round his
home, has given formal notice ol his intention to leave at
L'loy-day to remove with his family to Land m. He is by no
means an A\ man, but active and;seilous both in his own and
public busiuejs, a manager of good judgment, greatly esteemed
for his practical kuo^'lfdge, and accustomed to Ireqiient live-
stock markets, aud make large transactions in them. I say
this because 1 have had the pleasure of his acquaintance
for some years. And yet this occupier, who could make the
business pay if any farmer whatever could be found to do it,

can no longer endure to devote time and energy and property
to such an unremunerative and disappointing pursuit, has de-
finitely resolved to give up his farm. This gentleman showed
me his books. The items ot expenditure (not including pur-
chases) of live stock, amounted to £6 17s. per acre for 1878,
and Very nearly the same in 1877 and 187t) ; but iu one point
only the statement is deficient, no percentage being charged
tor depreciation in value of the staff of working horses,
which would have made the sum someahat more. I ex-
tracted totals, from which it appears that of the total outlay
per annum, rent, tithe, and land-tax, are 30 per cent.

; pur-
chased food for live stock and corn for horses ; 30^ per cent.,
labour; 23, machinery hire and repairs, with ale and malt for
labourers, h\; manures 'ooiight, 4; tradesmen's bills, 2J ;

seeds aud phuts, 1 ; and sundries, | per ;)ent. The tot^il
returns (including profit on live stocl;) 'do not amount to so
much as the outlay by £150, and three years back the two
sides about tally. The whole of the farmer's living, as iu
other examples which have been add'iced, has come out of
capital. What alteration of land laws, what security of
tenant's property, what certainty of tenure, what lightening
of taxation, what arijustmeut of local rates can do anything
for such a business iu such a position as this P 1 asked my
friend what remedy be can suggest, aud he could point to
nothing but a great reduction in rent, aud possibly au en-
haucement of the price of barley (which is his most extensive
corn crop), through the repeal of the Malt-tax, as important
enough to do any real good, unless the grain markets should
go up frona some cnise not now foreseen, and unless wool aiso
should rise to the prices of years ago.

To seesometluDg of a district of very small farms, I took
the train at Doncas'er lor llasley, and thence made au.
excursion through Epwort'i, B Iton, and Crowle, and o»er
poriions of the low prat and sand country to the west, and the
warp loam on the east, extending to the Trent. L;ickily
meetin..; with a local statistician, 1 learned thit this district-
known as the Isle of Oxh>lme in Lincolnshire—consists of
about 20,000 acres ol high lands, attaining an allitude, f

ilioald j'u'ge, uf about 200 led, surrouuded liy about 20,'';).)
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acres of land lying oil a dead level, in parts lower than the

water in the raaiu drains, which flow between einlankmeuts

across it. The drainage of the tint tract is principally by

Bteam-power, as in the B.-dford Lsvel, and partly by sluices

which discharge the water into the Trent. The proportion of

jtrass laud is not more than one-seventh of the whole ;
and

live stock is of so small account here that on the whole

50,000 acres there are only about 10,000 shiep, injludinK

breeding ewes and their produce and sheep brought in for

grazing, while the number of cattle wintered, in addiiion to

the cows which are kept on almost every holding of twenty

acres or more in extent, does not exceed one for every ten

acres. Arable husbandry is the prevailing feature on strong

and liglit soils, on large and smaller farms alike ; the chief

dependence being upon repeated crops of wheat and potatoes.

The alluvial land—partly a natural deposit of the tidal rivers,

and partly obtained by artificially iluoding the low sands and

peats, which have thus been covered with a coating of rich,

unctuous earth—comprises three classes of soil. Ihe first

class is very rich, bearing heavy crops of wheat and potatoes

for wany years in succession ; the second quality produces the

same crops, with interveniug crops of beaus, barley, oats,

clover, iiax, and turnip-seed ; and the third class of soil is

managed under a four-courae rotation, with root and green-

crop fallous, and clover or seeds alternating with white corn.

or the whole i4.,000 acres of warp only 1,100 acres are in

permanent pasture. The reuts range from 403. to 60s., and,

iQ some instances, up to 80s. or 100s. per acre. On the

uplands there are two kinds of laud—the clay loam, of which

about one -sixth is in grass, and the sand loam of 7,300 acres,

of which only 650 acres are under permanent grass. The

rental of the clay loam ranges from 30s. to 60s., but the sand

loam lets for £3 or £1-, sometimes up to £5 or more, per

The holdings are so small that about seven-eighths of the

Euriaoe is in farms below fifty acres in extent, and of this aiea

quite half is in holdings ol less than ten acres, embracing

great numbers of plots down to acre, half-acre, and rood

pieces. Several thousands of acres continue in open fields,

partitioned into hundreds of long lands or stretch<i3 of widths

varying from five to twenty yards, with a lew larger pieces,

belonging to dill'crent propr e'tors, and farmed without any

fence dividing. V/ere it not for the absence of fruit trees

and of vines, the visitor might fancy himself in a district of

I'Vanee, where strips of a changeful succession of cropping

similarly variegate the landscape. I consider the wheats,

barleys, beans, and clovers of these little husbandmen to be,

on an average, fully as good as the best farming has produced

tliis year on larger occupations ; though blight has inflicted

mischief as in other places, and the potatoes, their most

valuable crop in ordinary seasons, are diseased so badly as to

he probably one-half destroyed. One grower told me that he

should not recover more that a ton per acre ; another that he

was confident his late sorts would not yield more than the

spsd planted ; while I siw two plots being ploughed in as a

seed-bed for wheat. One little farmer, who was forking up

potatoes, with a troop of ducks following and tusily seizing

the insects turned out by the operation, politely intermitted

Lis labour to answer a few of my inquiries. He said, " This

l)it of land, and two more in other parts of the field, are my

own property, and I do a large share of the work myself,

pajing a labourer when I want extra help, and hiring horses

of a liiggler to plough and harrow the land and lead the crops

off ta ray houk,e yonder. We don't dig much ; most is done

by the plough—deep for potatoes, but shallow for wheat and

barley. We could clear the land far easier if we had breadth

enough to cross-plouRh or work it crossways." The next plot

to his was occupied by a farm-labourer, to whom, he said,

there was no doubt that the land was a great blessing; " but,

you SOP, it all comes out of the maa's bones." Aud he was

decidedly of opinion that for a labourer to hire more than half

an acre would as likely do hira harm as not, the rent being

M or £5 an acre, aud the expenses of paying for work which

he cannot do himself too heavy for a man who has only his

weekly wages to trust to.

i!'rom vp^rious quarters [ gathered that a large proportion of

the little properties are mortgaged, maoy very heavily; that

the disaster which has fallen upon the potato crop, aided to

the bad harvest following upon three years of deticient yield,

is subjecting large numbers of the freeholders to a strain lor

money to go ou with which it will be difficult for them to gi I

over. Some are so despondent that they look upon the tystem
of small farming with wheat and potatoes as not possible iot

the future, the land, they say, being '' sick of it." But it is

not easy to jee what they can do, except increasing the ares

of vegetable crops, such as oaiona and carrots, aud special

crops, such as puppies a;-id flax, to alternatft with the wheat,

barley, or oats. Many of the small owners whose laud is not
burdened with debts aud claims are in a position to be envied

;

labouring very hard, but living in comfort, wi!h a certain pro-

vision for their old age and an inheritance to leave to their

family. On the other hand, men who (too commonly) have

borrowed four times as much as their savings araountpd to for

gratifying their desire for land are in most diflicult circum-

stances. Thi-ir interest to the mortgi<gee frequently amounts
to a rent of £ l per acre, and the capital they wanted for

management of the land has been all swallowed up in the

purchase-money. Theirs is a liie of slavish working without

means, and the present crisis threatens to visit such cases with

ruin. There is no extension of the system of very sm ill or

plot farms; the division of the spacious open fields remaining

much as it wa?, with a consolidation of properties to a small

extent by purchase. One informant explained to me how the

lands are, for the naost part, settled upon one heir, avoiding

sub-division; these little owners being as inflexibly conserva-

tive of their estates as any beads of ancient families in the

kingdom. One great value of the open field-plots is the great

incentive they form to industry, thrilt, aud sobriety on the

part of young men, who are in many cases atjle to make tliese

bits of land stepping-stones to the occupancy of farms. I did

not find among this arduously employed but very itdepeudent

class of cultivators any great expression of dissatisfaction with

the land laws, or any expectation that their position could be

improved by Act of Parliament. The fact here, as elsewhere,

appears to be that husbandry on a small scale can hold on
through a time of depression qnite as well, and as hopefully,

as farming on the large scale ; but that it does not escape that

weeding out of men of straw which is now trying the whole

of the agricultural owners and occupiers of Great Britain.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON AGRICUL-
TURAL DEPRESSION.

The Royal Commission on Agricultural Dspression has
agreed upon the following iieads of inquiry : (1) Condition of
farms; (2) condition of farmers; (3) the labourer; (+) land

laws; (6) land tenancy ; (6) agricultural education
; (7) con-

dition of estates; (8) agricul ural statistics to be furnished by

the Board of Trade
; (9) returns of imports and exports of

agricultural produce, to be (urnisbed by the Customs ; and (10)
importations of agricultural produce from foreign countries.

1. Investigations are to be made by the assistant-commis-

sioners as to condition of the farms in each district under the

following heads (for sub-heads to each of these see A post)
;

(1) Arable farms (also see C and B)
; (2) grazing farms (also

see D)
; (3) dairy farms (see also B)

; (4) sewage farms
; (5)

market gardening farms
; (6) hop farming

; (7) fruit-growing

farms
; (8) hill and moor sheep farming (also see D) , and (9)

poultry keeping on all classes of farms. The following sub-

heads for the above have been agreed upon :

A.— (1) Tenure (lease or otherwise), restrictions, if any, as

to cropping and sale ot produce
; (2) live stock, iiupleiiients,

rent, labour, seed, manures, and feeding stuffs
; (3) loans from

bankers and others
;

(t) cost per acre of growing each crop,

aud yield of produce Vier acre. Under the " cost " are included

the questions of rent, rates and taxes, soe'), manures, cultiva-

tion by horse or steam power, labour, and tradesmen's bills

and other expenses ; while under the " yield of produce '' are

included the items of quantity of corn aud other produce, and
of price of corn and other produce. (5) Causfs which
diminish the produce, aud causes which depreciate the prices.

Under the former causes are bid seasons, imperfect cultivation,

insufhcieut manure, game, want of capital, and supply and
quality of labour. Under the second class of causes are in-

cluded foreign competition, inferior qualily of produce,

diminished demand owing to bad trade, &c. (fi) Causes

which diminish profits, and probable remedies. Under the

head of such causes will be considered the cost of carriage,

adulteration of dairy aud farm product, systems and cost of

marketing and commissions to middlemrn, and interest en

loiiDs. Under the head of prubublc remedies, cou^ider;Uiou is

\
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to be had of (•) extension of tramways in country districts, I kopt
; (8) employmKiit of womfiu aud cliildrcn

; (9) effects of
re.rajval of ffi-tnctiors mi tlie use of traction engines, railway

rates ; and (b) en opTstion as to sales, and improvrd D.inkiiig

arrangenipnts, reductions in charnes, aad commission s on
sales, (7) Iiiiprovenieiits, under wliicli head will be considered

landlords' iinproveineut.'', tenants' improvements, increase of

capital iuvealed by teuaiiis in iiiacliinery, especially in eteam

cultivatio", t'lireslung, and otlif-r a^ricultnrnl niacliinery ; and
in the pnrcl»;i»e of additional live* lock, fteding niaterial?, and

artiliciU maniirea.

B.— Condition of dairy farms (in addition to head A).

Under tlie head "Produce" the lollowing questions will be

considered:— (I) Number of cows kept per 1()0 acres; (2)

prime cost of cows, wbether brad or reared on the farm, or

purchased
; (3) yield of milk, butter, cheese, &p. ; (4) utili-

sation of whey, buttermilk, &.C., inc.udiug rearing and feed-

ing of calves, pig'', &c.
; (6) cost of Ibod not grown on the

farm
; (6) coat of labour m tlie dairy, including attendance

and mauutaclure of dairy products, whether done by family

or otherwise : also as coirpared with former years, and if cows
are let, on what terms

; (7) mode of sales
; (8) eoiumissiun on

gales ; and (9) comparison of wholesale and retail prices.

Uniler the head " Yield " will be considered : (I) Gross sums
received fur the dairy products

; (2) gross sums received for

fat calves, pigs, or other results, Irom utilising refuse; (3)

gross sums received for e ist cows ; and (4) sales of other

the Poor Law; (10) benefit, friendly, and co-oporativo
Buci' ties.

IV. The land Liws (an inquiry jugge.itpd for the Com-
mission itself)— (I) Settlemeuts

; (2) powers of sale, transfer
of land, and other powers of management and diapoaitioa
possessed by limited owners; (3) mortgage* and other encum-
brances

; (4) borrowing powers lor permanent improvements
and extent to which they have been used

; (5) Landed Estates
Court, Ireland ; (6) property of corporations and other char,
tered bodies and charities

; (7) Church extates, glebes, and
tithe coin.TJU.tation

; (8) Crown lands; (3) Duchy landi

;

(10) law of distraint and hjpothec
; (11) game laws and the

laws of trespass
; (13) powers of Enclosure Commissioners

and Boards of Works, Ireland ; (13) copyholds and powers of
Copyhold Coinmi-sioner.

V. Land tenancy (suggested for inquiry and report in tha
first instance by Assistant Commissioner.")— (1) Leases; (2)
agreements; (3) land agency; (4) land VHluatioa

; (5) valua-
tion of unexhausted n.anures and other improvements

;

(6) the working of the A;;ricultural Holdings Act
; (7) agri-

cultural customs ; (8) the Irish Land Act iu its bearing on
Nos, 1, 2, 5, and 7 ; (9j Caurch lands in Ireland.

VI. Agricultural education (to be investigated by the
Commission itself)— (1) Agricultural colleges (higlier educa-
tion)

; (3) agricultural schools (intermediate education)
;

produce of the farm. Uuder the head of "Manufacture of I

(^) private pupils on farms
; (!) instructions in agriculture in

primary schools; (5) technical instruction in agricultural
operations, including the makia? of dairy produce.

VII. Condition ot Estates— (1) Tenure of owner and occu-
pier

; (2) extent
; (3) nature anu size of farms, and length of

present occupation ; (4) rents, whether recently reduced or
otherwise; (5) farms unlet, if any. and causes assigned;

(8) estate improvements, including buildings, drainage. See.
;

(7) recent enclosures
; (8j unenclosed and hill land, and its

adaptability for profttabie cultivation, as conpared with ths
uses to which it is at present put

; (9) woods and forest!-'

their extent and raauageuient.

VIII. Agricultural statistics, to be furiiislied by the Board
of Trade.

dairy products at f.ic'.ories ; cost of manulacture at lac

tories," the followin>- matters have been put down for inquiry ;

(I) Rent and deecnption of buildings, plant, &e.
; (2) cost of

management and labour
;

(') cost and mode of conveyance

of milk, including quantity per annum
; (4) cost and methods

of distribution of dairy prjducts, including commission; (5)

interest on capital
; (6) cost ot purchased food

; (7) utilisa-

tion of whey, buttermilk, &o., including rearing and feeding

of calves, pigs, &c.
; (8) org<inisation and management of

dairy factories in England
; (9) financial results up to the

present time
; (10) comparison of wholesale aad retail

prices.

C.—Unler the heading " Condition of arable farms for

breeding or feeding purposes," inquiry will be made as to

(a) sheep farming in arable land. Lnder this i;pad the follow-

ing questions are to be inquired into ;— (1) Number of breed-

ing flock per 100 acres, or number of stores annually bought

;

(2) number of sheep sold, whether fat or lean, and at what
ages; (3) use of artificial food purchased

;
(t) cultivation of

special green food, other than grass and roots; (5) recent

alterations in systems of farming, due to high or low prices,

wet or dry seasons, disease, &e., including results of laying

down aralile land to permanent pasture
;

(G) systems and
cost of marketing fat and lean stock and wool : (7) compari-

son of wholesale and retail prices ; (S) greater or lesser pro-

fits from breeding or feeding, (b) Cattle-keeping on arable

land. Similar heads as to sheep larming on arable land.

D.—Under the heading "Condition of grazing farm,'' the

following questions are to be inquired iuto— (1) Number of

head of stock of each kind and age usually kept on the farm
and whether bred, and if bought, at what ages

; (2) number
usually sold annually, and whether fat or store; (3) use of
purchased food

; (4) system of winter and summer leeding
;

(5) recent alterations iu creed of .'tock or systems of manage-
aitut, if any, and the reasons for them

; (6) system and cos

of marketing fat and lean stock and wool
; (7) comparison

of wholesale and retail prices
; (8) greater or less profit from

breeding or rearing.

II. Under the heading " Condition of the farmers in each

district, " the following questions are set down :— (I) Tenure
of owner and occupier

; (2) rent and tithes, including the

manner in wliidi the prires of corn for the purposes of tithe

valuation are u-eertained; (3) Imperial taxation, including

the malt tax; (1) local taxation; (6) farm buildings
; (6)

house accomodation
; (7) cottages for labourers employed on

the farm
; (8) recent profits or losses.

III. Under the heading " The labourer," the following are

the questions agreed upon— (1) Ilis condition; (2) principle

aud modes of livins
; (3) w:<ge8 in money and in kind

; (4)

hours of labour
; (5) house accommodation (cottages and other-

wise), and rent, if any
;

(fJ) allotments and gardens, and

cottrfgeri' gtouiuis ((') oot\) and pi^f', and poultrj, il any

IX. lleturna of imports aud exports of agricultural pro-
duce, to be furnished by the Customs.

X. Importations of agricultural produee from foreign
countries—(a) Americs (investigation to be made in England)— (1) wheat

; (2) maize
; (3) cattle, sheep, and pi;;s (alive)

;

(4) beef, mutton, and pork (fresh)
; (5) liams, bacoa, and

other preserved or cured provisions
; (0) cheese, butter, and

other daily produce
; (7) eggs, honey, &c.

; (8) fruit (Irt'sk

and preserved). In each case to trace the co-t of the article

at the American port, the freight, the profits made by the
several middlemen, and to account for the retail price to tlie

consumer, (b) trance (investigations to be made in France
and England)—(I) wheat

; (2) barley, including special
encouragement recently given to its cultivation by English
brewers and French agricultural societies

; (8j butter, in-,

eluding the methods of making up into uniform quality iart'c

quantities for export
; (4) eggs, including the methods of

purchase, packing, and preserving
; (5) poultry

; (6) henry
;

(7) fruits and vegetables, fresh and preserved
; (8) beetroot

and sugar aud beetroot spirit, in regard to which will be con-
sidered the cultivation ot beetroot as a farm crop, how far,

more or less, profitable than other farrn crops holding the same
place in rotation,, utilisation of pulp for feeding stock; nature
of beetroot f»rms, whether proprietary or otherwise ; land
tenure, including proprietary firming, tenant farming,
metayer, leases, arrangements between incoming and out-
going tenants, &c. ; laws relating to the ownership and inheri-

tance of land ; Government agricultural colleges, farms,
school*, &c. ; and Government rewards for agricultural im-
provements, (c) Holland (investigations to be made in
Holland and in E'igland)— (1) Grazing live stock and expor-
tation to England

; (2) dairying aud exportation of butter,,
cheese, Jic, to England, and manufacture of artificial butter

;

(3) wheat production and market garden'ni;
; (4) beetroot,

sugar, &c. t^same questions as in France)
;

(J) management of
land below the sea level

;
(G) systems ol land tenure, espe-

cially the tenant rights of some districts
; (7) laws relating ti--

the ownership and inheritance of land
;
(S; Government hdJ

other agricultural colleges and farm schools ; and (9) rew i

;

and advances by the Government for re'j.iamiUiona and
aaticiiltuidl iuiprovcuii ut:>.

<
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INTERNATIONAL POTATO EXHIBITION

Under this title a Society, presided over by Mr. Alderman

liadley, for tlie encourageiment of the best methods of potato

cultore, and the iutroductiou and diffusion of improved

collection of clioice specimens of tliia niojt useful vegetable.

Prizes were offered by several noted firms of seedsmen and

private individuals, and by the president aud vice -president

—

Messrs. J. Abiss, Shirley Hibberd, aud Peter McKinlay. The
exliibits vpcre shown on dishes ranged over four long tables,

and were pkcsd vs'ilh some view to picturesque efl'ect. All the

potatoes, it need hardly be said, beiug well washed, appeared

in dress jackets, mostly of the .<ipproved hal'-creamy hue,

intermixed here and there wiih red, pink, purple, aud the

old Scotch blue. The last-named veuerable species appeared

in all its native hardness, as a trusty example of ihe field potato

not yet ashamed to figure among the newly named and

fashionable varieties. Of these latter more than one, especially

of the American products, and notably the international, are

confessedly show potatoes, and are held in little es»eem for

tabls use. Full plump rounders figured scarcely so proninsntly

as the well-bred kidney of between four and five inches in

length, aud of bulk closely verging on that of the more

professedly rotund specimens. Judging depended wholly on

the practised eye and touch of the judges in their estimate of

ihe relative excellence of rivals of each known clacs, the

proverbial pudding proof being limited to newly introduced,

and, as yet, strange productions. Among the mos>t successful

exhibitors were Mr. Peter McKinlay, of Penge, wlio carried

off the ten guinea prize given by Messrs^. Kerr aud Fothering-

hara, of Dumfries; Mr. T. Peckworth, of Loughborough,

Leicestershire ; Mr. F. Cresswell, LordGwydr's gardener, who

took Messrs. Suttou's seven guinea prize; Mr. W. Kerr,

Datganel, Dumfries ; Mr. F. Miller, Margate ; Mr. R. Dean,

Eding ; Mr. E. Finlay, gardener to Col. North, of Wroxtou

A')bey, and Mr. W. Crump, gardener to the Duke of Mnrl-

varieties, displayed at the Crystal Palace last month au esttasive

borough, at Blenheiiu. Though all accounts concur on the

excessive prevalence of disease arising from the electric storms

of the current seasou, it is equally certain that,.\vhile the present

exhibition shows some falling off in the number of entries,

the quality of the specimens exhibited reachf s ttie average stan-

dard of the previous four year.», aud is, in fact, of a more even

character. Magnum bonums and champions continue to hold

their own place against all comers. Scotland figures to

advantage, especially in field potatoes, those shown by Messrs.

Kerr and lotheringham having been cultivated entirely on

ploughed land. Disease made sad havoc in the northern dis-

tricts, as well as in England, but along the east coast between

Edinburgh and Dunbar, and in the neighbourhood of Dumfries,

the ravages were less conspicuous. Curiously enough, not a

single tuber from Ireland, that essentially potato-growing

country, was on view, the products of the sister isle in this

vegetable being of a strictly utilitarian character, and but

liitle calculated to appear to advantage in a show. Prizes, in

addition to t^hose already mentioned, were given by Messrs.

L. Fawell, St. Paul's-churchyard ; Barr and Sugden, Covent-

garden ; Daniels Bros., Norwich ; Gibbs aud Co., Piccadilly;

Hooper and Co., Covent-garden ; Amie's Chemical Manure

Company, Coveut-garden ; C. Turner, Slough ; Harrison and

Son, Leicester ; J. Crute (treasurer) ; R. Deal, Ealing; and

John Cou'.ts, Covent-garden.

—

TSaUi] News.

POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

One of the last proceedings of the Congress wh'cli expired

iH March was to pass an Act for taking a census of the popu-

lation throughout the United States in June, 1880. This

census is naturally looked forward to witli great interest.

Down to 1860 the progress in population and in material

wealth, as testified by those deccauial records, was unilormly

rapid and remarkable. But the v/ar between North and

South then interfered, arresting this progress directly throuih

the destruction of life by war and the diseases which follow in

its train, and indivKctly by checking the tide of immigration.

The percentage ol" increase of population duiing 7<J years to

1860 was at an average annual rate of a little less than three

and a-half. llad nothing occurred to ch?cktliis increase, the

liopu,l-iti(;u of the Stales would in IbiU lutvc been ab'jul

42,600,000, instead of the actual number of 38,558,371, aud
in 1880 it would have been, according to the same ratio, up-
wards of 67,000,000 ; whereas it will fall considerably short
of 50,000 000. So much for war aud its consequences.
Thirteen States have made enumerations of their inh ibitants

since 1870, and all except two in 1875. Thus there are actual

facts, so far as those States are concerned, for half the decade
to assist our conjecture for the results of next year's census.

Here are the facts and the estimate based upon them :

—

States

Iowa ...

Kansas
Louisiana

Mnasachusettn...

Michigan(187-i)

Minnesota
Missouri (1876)
New Jersey ...

New York
Oregon
Rhode Island ...

South Carolina

Wisconsin
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SEED FARMS.
The Midland Counties HtraJd says :

—

lu spite of adverse seasoiis and tlie recent bad weather,

Messrs. Webb and Suns' seed farms at Kinver present a very

healthy appearance. A recent inspection of the principiil

farms held by this enterprising firm was sufBcient to prove

wiiut is already well known, viz., that careful culture, good
nourishment, and unsparing toil uud trouble will do something

to mitigate tlie evils even of bad seHSons. It is, we presume,

quite impossible tliat ordinary farms can all be so carefully

tilled and tended as farms which grow the higii qualities of

produce required for seed ; still it is siitisfactory to see what
may be doue when special means are used, and special efforts

made.
Situated in a pictnresque undulating country, the farms at

Kinver seem well suited lor growing the various crops there

cultivated. So thorouglily pastorjil, indeed, is all the sur-

rounding country, that it seems dillicult to understand thnt

the farms are so near to several important munulacturing

towns, and so close to what is known as the " Black Country."

At one or two points on the farms views may be obtained of

Dudley and other surrounding places, but the general prospect

from ilie chief farm includes Kinver Edge, the Enville Woods,
Clent Hills, Hagley Park, and further away, looking over

Kidderminster, may be seen in tlie background the Malvern

Iliils. [n starting from Stourbridge for Kinver, it is rather

surprising to fiud how soon all signs of pit, mill, and forge

are completely lost, until passing through Stewponey and

crossing the lazy Kiver Stour, we reach Kinver. Here till

recently manufacturing enterprise was carried oa, but a strike

of the workmen, we believe, led to a stoppage of some im-

portant works, and the now quiet, dull, and nearly deserted

little town bears witness to the ruinous course adopted by the

working men. After going through part o' Kiuver a steep hill

is ascended, and tlieit, after passing the old village church,

Webbs' principal farm is reached.

With respect to the crops grown by Messrs. Webb and Sons

at their various farms this year, we m iy say that they include

over 130 acres of wheat, 146 acres ol Kinver Chevalier barley,

fifty-three acres of oats, tliirty-four acres of peas, fort) -one

acres of potatoes, besides a large acreage of Webbs' Imperial

Swede, mangolds, and turnips. The other crops grown at

Kinver for seed purposes include Kohl llabi carrots, Webbs'

new early drumheid cabbages, giant cow grass, thousand

headed kale, improved Italian rye-grass, &e. At the trial

grounds we saw growing upwards of 1,500 different sorts of

flowers and vegetables, the latter including over 100 varieties

of peas and 500 sorts of potatoes.

We may also say that, apart from the stock seeds grown at

the Kinver Hill Ifarra, thousands of acres are employed in

other suitable p .rts of the kingdom for growing crops of select ed

cereals, root^, vegttable, and other seeds, under contract.

It muf.t also be added tliat, besides growing the crops men-
tioned at Kinver, Messrs. Webb have oa the farm a fine flock

of Shropshire sheep, including 330 breeding ewes, from which

they send out yearly forty or fi ty shearling rams.

IMPORTS OF COLORADO CATTLE.

Mr. John Youug, of Cromwell Road, S.VV., writes as

uoder ia relatioa to some of Mr. Drummond's figures :

I have read with much interest the memorandum of Mr.

Drummoud on the cost of production of grain and mest in

the Uaited Stxtes, published in your paper of this morning,

also your own remarks on the same..

I have uo cJoutjt ]\Ir. Drummoud is correct in the figures

with whicli he fias been furnished at the ports of shipment

and arrival, and it is not with tlie object of tiirowing any

di^credit upon his communication, but timply with that of

correcting and perfecting information which must at tliis

crisis attract general interest and attention, that I now address

you.

Mr. Druramond says, and you are naturally struck by the

assertion, that in the State of Colorado " oxen are raised and

made ready for the market at a cost of 16s. 8d. per head." I

own a cattle ranch in Colorado, managed by my own son. I

stocked it two years ago by the purchase of two herds, for

one of ttliicli 1 paid IS dollars a iitad for all ages and acjuis

except calves running with their mothers, which were thrown
in gratis

; for the other 15 dollars, paying for calvci, whicli
brought the two prices about even. 1 have never sold three
year-old steers on my laud nnder 2H dollars a head. My last
sale was at 27 dollars. But, it may be argue-', the question i»

not what 1 get for my beef but whit it costs to raise it and
brinir it to market. I may be making GOO per cent, nrofit oa
my four dollar beasts. I fear not. It is difficult to tell what
is the actual cost to the breeder of cattle reared in the rough
way practised in Colorado. But I have before me notes made
on the spot two years ago of conversations with experienced
cattle men, and I find the opinions was that to make money by
grazing you would do better to buy Texan yearling steers at 8
dollars to 10 dollars a head than to breed your own. From
which it would result that a Colorado yearling would cost the
breeder, aay 10 dollars.

The current rate of interest in tlie State is 18 per cent, per
annum, and the expenses in lierding, taxes, &c., are recl-oned

at a dollar ahead per annum, all of which put togeth-^r bring
the cost of a three-year-old close upon 16 duUars. The only
way in which 1 can account for the four dollar valuation is

by supposing that Mr. Drummond's informant had left out of
sight all question of interest on cost of parent stock, and had
simply considered the rateable share of taxes and herding and
other trilling anuuil expenses on a beast left pretty much to

pick up a living for itself after leaving its mother. But I do
not believe any cattle man in Colorado could live by selling

three-year-old steers under 20 dollars a head.

And then it must be borne in mind that no English butcher
would buy this meat. It is well flavoured. I have eaten a
good deal of it myself with tlie sauce which the air of the

Rocky Mountains supplies. But it is lean, hard, and dry.

The American meat which comes to England is of a very
superior description both as to breeding and feeding, and the

cost of Colorado meat might as well be taken as a value for

prime Scots as for that which is produced in the Eastern States.

1 think, therefore, that the British producer need not alarm
himself about the competition of cheap cattle from Colorado*

AGRICULTURAL CHILDREN.

The Rev. C. J. D'Oyley, of Great Chart, writes to the

Times :—

There have been some very good remarks upon the educa-

tion of agricultural children in the Times of lats—some by
correspondents, others in one of your own articles. The gist

of tliein all has been to show that haK-tiraes of attendfnco

should, iu certain circumstances, be allowed to such children,

or, at any rate, to hoys, one writer advocating half of eacii

day, another lialf of each week ; but it seems to me that it

should be half of each year. It so happens that I have had a

considerable experience both of urban and rural populations,

and, starling at this point, I am quite sure tint in the Educa-

tion Act sufficient attention has not been paid to the distinc-

tion always and necessarily existing between the two. In

towns work for boys is very much the same, as to demand

upon time, all the jear round ;
but in agricultural districts tlic

case is very different. Erom the first day of October to the

last day ol March there is, as a general rule, very little, if any.

thing, for a boy of 10 or 11 years of age to do in the way of

field labour, while from about the liist day of April to say the

last day of September, every lad that can pull a weed handle

a spade, or tend a horse is wanted. I contend, therefore, that

both for the sake o( the land which has to be cultivated, as

will as for the sake of the technical education of the child—
which, if the land is to be properly cultivated, should not be

checked—the solution of the education dithculty in agricul-

tural districts is this—from October to March inclusive each

hoy up to 11 years of age should be compelled to attend

school every day the school is open, unless absolute'y pre-

vented ; bat from April to September inclusive all boys above

10 should be let go tree. Thus, and thus only, I am of

opinion each boy would bring freshness to each work, and

gain two kiuds of education, the value of neither of whiihcan

be overrated.

^
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FR ENCH AND ENGLISH FARMING.
Mr. Charles Packe, of Strettoa Hall, Leicester, writes

to the Times -.
—

Iq order 'o estimate fairly the agricultural holdings in

France aud England, and the merits ot pach system as advo-

caied by jour correspondents Mr, Baden Powell and '• X.X.,"
it may be well to consider the proporiion the cultivated land

of each country bears to its gross area.

Square kilometres.

The total area of France is ... ... 5 18,.525

Cultivated (as given by Mr. Powell) ... 450,000

Leaving uncultivated ... ... 98,525

Or 18 per cent, uncultivated ; 82 per cent, cultivaied.

Square kilometres.

In Great Britain

—

i.e., England, Wales,

and Scotland—the total area is ... 229,943

Cultivated (as given by Mr. Powell) ... 140,000

Leaving nncnltivated ... ... 89,943

Or 39 per cent, uncultiva'ed ; 61 per cent, cultivated.

Surely such tacts speak lor themselves in favour of a

system where the land is cultivated by the proprietor, either

in large or small parcels; and the profits of the farm

are shared between two instead of three, too often conflicting

interests.

In France under the present proprietorship barren spots are

yearly brought into cultivation, and land once redeemed from

the waste is permanently improved ; whereas in England,

under the contest that is going on between three opposed

parties—the labourer, who is bent on securing his wages for

the smallest amount of work; the farmer, who looks merely

to the annual profit; and the owner, too olten careless how
that profit is made, provided that the rent is paid regularly

vuithout grumbling—the best land is sometimes worked out

and ceases to be productive.

In conclusion, Mr. Baden Powell is to be thanked for

having given his figures in hectares, which can be so easily

converted into square kilometres by displacing two decimals.

Mr. George Gibson Richardson writes :

—

Mr. Baden Powell has done well to notice that more than

one-third of the land in France is held under the system of

landlord and tenant, much as it is in England ; it would be

well to note further that it is on this land that most of the

corn whicli comes to market is grown, and that the average

yield per acre is very much about the published averages for

the whole country.

The great corn-growing districts of France are Flanders,

Artois, Picardy, Beaune, Brie, and I'oiton; the average pro-

duce per acre of these countries certainly does not fall below

it probably exceed.',th .t, ot the United Kingdom.

On a recent visit m*de by the students of the Aericultura,

College of Grignou to farms in Picardy, it was found that on

the farm of Louilly, ten miles from Peronne, worked by M.
Viou, and consisting of 625 acres, 200 acres were in wheat,

every year, and the average produce for a term of years was

40 bushels per acre.

On the farm of Assainvilliers, three miles from Mout-

didier, farmed by M. Triboulet, consisting of 1,325 acres,

600 acres were under wheat every year, and the average pro-

duce over a long period of years was 35 bushels. Last year,

1878, the worst harvest known in France since 1816, the

return was 31 bushels.

I once had the good fortune to dine with a farmer's club

at Arras ; there were 39 at table, and I was told that not a

man among them had so little as £10,000 capital on his farm,

and not one farmed land at less than 40.'<. per acre ; some

paid up to £3 and £L The returns of produce per acre from

such farms as these must liave been at least equal to those of

our best counties in. England or Scotland.

LOOK OUT FOE SLUGS. — They abound this year

Before 1 plough my clover land for wheat 1 shall dust it on a

warm night with slaked lime, a certain cure. They come

out on a mild night. They have been devouring the clover

leave?—a wet seasou is £cuera ly a slug eeasoc—J. J.

THE PRODUCTION OF MILK.
Mr. J. P. Sheldon writing to the Times says :—
The normal composition of milk, pu'e from the cow, in the

month of, say, July, is as follows ;—W^ter, 87'25 ; butter,

pure fat, 3 86 ; casein (containing uitrozeu '52), 3*28
; milk

sugar, 4.89; mineral matters, -72—lOO'UO. But ttieae pro-
portions vary, not only in different breeds of c^tt!e, in different

annuals ot the same breed, in different years aud periods of
of the year, according to the time which has elapsed since tlie

cow calved, but also with the quantity, quality, and composi-
tion o! the ibod which is given to the cow. At one of the

Derbyshire cheese factories, the milk supplied to which was
produced by ordinary Shorthorn dairy cjws, the average per-

centage of cream in each of six consoculive months was found
to be as follows:—Juns, SJ ; July, 8^; August, ]0| ;

September, 11^ ; October, ll^; November, 12| ; the average
for the whole period being lof . And at the same place the

average weight of milk per mouth that was required to pro-

duce 10 lb. of curd was as follows:—April, 10'36; May,
9-45

; June, 9.69 ; July, 9-95; August, 9.88; September,
9 64 ; October, 8.29 ; November, 7'30 ; the average lor the

season being 9.32 lb.

Not only does the volume of cream vary in the milk of

different breeds of cows but also in that ol different cows of
the same breed, and the average size of the cieam globules

differs also. To show the latter disparity, as louu'l in the
milk of two of our famous breeds of cows, I gi\e the follow-

ing :— Jersey milk, average size l-5262iid ol an inch ; Ayr-
shire, average size, l-7080th of an inch. That the composi-
tion of milk will chani^e with the changes in the composition
of the fodder which the cow eats is a principle fully demon-
strated, and within certain limits the milk may be made poor
by inferior or over-succulent food, and rich by concentrated

food; and it would appear that while the proportion of casein

remains fairly constant under increased food, insufficient food

having a tendency to decrease the casein and substitute

albumen, the character of the food influences more or less the

proportion of butter. But to whatever extent food may influ-

ence the butter in milk, so far, at all events, as quantity is

concerned, the breed ot the c )W influences it still more. It

would appear, as the result of some careful researches, that

the compoBitioa of dry substance in milk remains the same
for the same cow, whatever may be her food, so long as it is

healthy food ; but tliis conclusion is hardly correct, for ex-

tended experiments by Gustiv Kuehn go to prove that an in

crease in the food of both nitrogenous and nun-nitrogenous

matters does, within limits, increase the yield of milk and the

proportion ot dry substance in it, yet at the same time, the

proportion of fat in the food bears no special relation to the

proportion of fat in the milk, but an increase of fat in the

food goes rather to increase the production of milk as a
whole.

It is no doubt true that milking three times a day influence*

favourably both the quantity and the quality of the milk, and
the shorter the lime that has elapsed since the last milking

the richer and fatter is the milk ; but it must be borne in mind
that this result makes an increased demand on the 8treu^;th of
the cows, and must be compensated for by a corresponding

amount of nourishment ; and, while it is doubtless an advau.

lage to a deep-milkiug cow to be milked thrice instead of

twice in the 24 hours, particularly in the early period of

lactation, this additional milking employs additional labour—
a lactor which a dairy farmer cannot afford to ignore.

PRACTICAL JOKING ON THE STAGE.—In the "good
old days " at the Haymarket Theatre they were running the

musical farce of No Song, No Supper, and the exigencies of

the piece required a real boiled leg oi mutton every night,

which, according to the law of " property," or rather the
" property man's " law in a theatre, went after performance

almost untouched to the official named. But the " flymen
"

perched np aloft did not like l\\h, which occurred night after

night to their gro'ving dissatisl'acnon ; lor they, too, had wives

and lamllies to whom a boiled leg of mutton free of charge

would have been a thing to be remembered. Sj tiiey h;t

upon a plan, and ouQ night Mr. \Viiliam Farren, who had the

carving of the aforesaid leg, was solicited to fix a hook that

would be let down from the "flies" into the muttoti, and
'•

]e«\'- the ren to them." lainju, alway* r«ady foi ^ j-ractical

i
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joke, consented at once, and as the acene was coming to a

tcTiuiuatiun, deftly lartteued the hook inio the leg, and "left

the rest to thiu." As tlie scene- shifters were preparing to
' close in," and tlie property-man stood al the iviii^s ready to

seize liis perquisite, the leic ol mutton was seen slowly to

ascend, wiihuut any visihle agt-ucy. Tiie aurtit-uce laughed,

my fallier (who, as Endless, was watchinjt tlie matioeuvrf. from
his mck) laughed too, and the empl'iycs all gave vent to their

leelings in ill-suppressed merriment—all save the property-man,

who remained miserably serious, and gazed at his last-depart-

ing supper with a woe-begone cuuuteuance. Suddenly, as the

scene was alniosi elosfd in, the hook which Farren had, un-

fortunately, only lastened m the tat, gave wny, and down came
the much-ccjveied mutton on the dish with a terrific splash.

Ttie audience now roared ; the emjiloyis roared ; Farren at

the table and my father in the sack roared ; and as the " flits
"

bid the unrehearsed tableau from view, the now delighted pro-

perty-man rushed on the stage, and, securing his ill-treated

supper, joined in the general roar. Our "fly "' fishers were
never known to try a "hook" again.

—

Memoin of Henry
Compton.

AN ELECTRIC R.ULWAY.—Many attempts have been
made to apply the moiive power obtained from electricity to the

working of locomotives, but no satisfactory result was obtained.

However, a step forward has beeu made in this direction in

Berlin with apparent success. There are two lines of rails laid

down, which, as in a narrow-gaageline, return into themselves

in a ring shaped curve. The length is about 30J metres. In
the middle is an isolated third line, consisting of an upright
continaoi 8 iron plate. The loiomotive carries two rollers,

with wliich it stands in connection with the isolated middle line.

The essential iiortion of the locomotive is formed by an electro-

dynamic machine, one pole of which is connected with the

middle line, and the oiher with the pair of outer rails through
the outer wheels. Similarly, the machine which produces the

current stands in the machine-room in connection through one
pole with the middle line, and through the other pole with the

outer pair of rails. Wden, then- fore, the dynamical machine
in the locomotive is on the railway the electric current pro-

duced in the machine soon runs through it and causes it to

rotate and to impart its rotatory motion to the wheels of the

locomotive, and the latter continues to move until the current
is interrupted. Even an imperfect state ot isolation on the
part of the rails does not materially afl'ect the action of the

machine. When the locomotive is moving its conducting wires

fjrm much better conductors than the damp earth. If the

current is interrupted, the damp ground is not a sufficient con-

aui;tor to keep the dynamo-electrical action going. The m-<g-

netism of the machines producing the current consftiuently

dsappears, and the result is that the subordinate stream
through tlie eaiih is also iuterrnpted. A great advantage is

possessed by the transmission of electric force from the fact

tliat the locomotive, whether moving slowly or quicklv, always
works up to its full power—an effect which has hitherto been
an unsolved problem in mechanics. When the machine that
gives the power has to do much work, and so goes slowly, the

counter-enrrents it produces are also correspondingly weak,
and the current through the conductors theri-by undergoes au
increase in strength to a similar extent. By this means the

electro-magnetism and, corresponding to this, the attractive

power ot the niacliine, are increased. The dynamo-electric

locomotive has the further advantage that it carries in itself

the power which can be employed as a brdko, inasmuch as it

becomes itsell the primary or current-prolucing machine when
it rotates more rapidly than the actual machiu«. In judging
of the performances of the electric locomotive in the Berlin

Exhibition, it must be remembered that it was not constructed

for the purpose on which it has been applied — that is, to propel

the three eleirant little passenger carriages which ere atrached

to it. Eich carnage holds Irom 18 to 20 persons, and all

three are drawn in from one to two minutes round the

circular railway of 300 metres in length. The locomotive was
originally made lor the purpose of drawing up coals out of the

pit. ^Nevertheless its performances are very remarkable, and
render it certain that there are many cases in which electric

locomotives may be employed with advantage. The question

of the extent to which electro-dynamic locomotives may possibly

be employed is as yet diliicult to decide. Apart from the

({uestion of the possibility of a hiiflicicnt isolation, it depends

on the coaductivc rcsiislRDCc of the laii;^. According to Dr.

Siemen's view this rpquisitc on long railways may be partly
satisfied by setting up Irora time to time new primary dyuamo-
clecinc machine.", which would maintain the necessary electric
tension between the middle and the outer i&iia.—Morninu
Pott.

^

THE CHILDREN.
(Poem said to have been found in the desk of CliailM

Dickens after his death.)

When the lessons and tasks are all ended,
And the school lor the day is dismissed,

And the little ones gather around lue

To bid me " good night " and be kissed,

Oh the little white arms that encircle

My neck in a t^uder embrace !

Oh the smiles that are halos of heaven.
Shedding sunbhine and love on ray lace.

And when they are gone, I sit dreaming
Of my childhood, too lovely to last

;

Of love that my heart will remember
When It Wakes to the puUe of the past,

Ere the world and its wickedness made mo
A partner of sorrow and sin- -

When the glory of God was about me,
And the glory of gladness within.

Oh my heart grows weak as a woman s,

And the fouutai i of feelings will flow.

When I think of the path', steep and siony,

Where the feet of the dear ones must go

—

Of the mountains of sin hanging o'er them.
Of the tempests of fate blowing wild—

Oh, there's nothing on earth half so holy
As the innocent heart of a child.

They are idols of hearts and of households,
They are angels, ol God in disguise,

His sunlight still sleeps in their tresses,

His glory still beams in their eyes.

Oh those truants from earth and from heaven,
They have made me more manly and mild,

And I know now ho* Jesus could liken

The kingdom of God to a child.

Seek not a life for the dear ones
All radiant as others have done.

But that life may have just as much shadow
To temper the glare of tlie sun

;

I would pray God to guardihem from evil,

But my prajer would bound back to myself
Ah, a serapn may pray for a sinner.

But a sinner mu>t pray for hiinaelf.

The swig is so easily bended,

1 have banished the rule and the rod
;

I have taught them the goodness of knowledge—
They have taught me the goodness of God.

My heart is a dungeon of darkness
Where I shut them from breaking a rule ;

My frown is sufficient correction.

My love is the law of the school.

I shall leave the old house in the antumn,
To traverse its threshold no more.

Ah, how shall I ti^h tor the dear ones

That meet me each morn at the door,

I shall miss the "fiood nights and the kisse?.

And the gush of their innocent glee,

The group on the green, and the flowers

That are brought every morning to me.

I shall miss them at morn and at rve.

Their song in the school and the street;

I shall mi-s the low hum oi tlu-ir voicer",

An I 'lie triimpof their dflica''- fe.-f.

When the lessons and tasks are all ended.
An I Death sa> the school i» uisiuiased.

May the little ones gather around me,
And bid me ' good night '' and be kiiiscd.

\
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE,
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR TPIE -VNEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 22.

"With the exception of a few da3^s' sunshine at the

beinnning of the week the weai her has been dull

and gloomy, with a close damp atmosphere, which

has told urfavourubly upon the condition of new

Wheat, although it has not impeded harvesting to

any terious ext.nt. Theatteuiion of farmers has

been almost exclusively directed to the cutting,

carrying, and stacking of cereals, and the scant

eervices of the thrashing machina have been ap-

parent in the indefinitely postponed supplies of

home-iirovvn grain at the markets of the United

Kingdom. The absence of cool autumnal weather

an dairying winds is to be regretted, as much grain

has beea carted and stacked under conditions which

render sprouting and loss of condition almost in-

evitable. Althoutih we have now arrived at the third

week in September, scarcely any English Wheat of

the present se^son'scrop has been offered for saleand

the variable quality of the little which has at present

appeared has afforded no criterion of future prices,

although it is to be feared that the general condition

of this year's produce is but too well represented by

the wretched state of the samples hitherto shown.

In Scotland the agricultural situation is gloomy to

a degree, the fields being still quite green in the

uplands, and as the season is too far advanced for

any hope of summer sunshine to repair the mis-

ch'ef, the chances of the grain matuiing properly

are reduced to a minimum. In short, bad as our

harvests have been since 1876, it must be univer-

sally admitted that the present season's yield is by

far the worst, and grieviou4y detrimental to the

prosperity of the agriculiural cummunity. Tiie

reserves of 1878 Wheat still remaining in farmers'

liands are necessarily extremely hmited ;
indeed, as

far as the London market is concerned, the supply

of home-grown grain has been practically nil for

some weeks past, while the dehveries at the 150

principal to^ns have amounted to only 13,645 qrs.,

against an average of about 53,000 ijrs. for the

corresponding time during the four previous yenrs.

The past week has witnessed a material revival of

the trade in foreign Wheat, which, with by no

means excessive imports into London, has monopo-

lised the entire attention of buyers. _
America's

abundant surplus produced depression in this

country, but only for a short time, and the fact has

now become patent that nob England alone, but

many of the principal countries of Europe are look-

ing to America to supply those consumptive re-

quirements which have been so largely increased

by the failure of indigenous produce. The upward

movement in prices anticipated m fortnight since

has made a fair start in the advance of 2s. per qr.,

which has been well maintained throughout the

week, and the prevalenceof speculative transactions

affords sufficient proof that there arc not wanting

those who con-'jidtr the recent improvciiicut but the

' first step to a materially enhanced range of values.
Millers, too, have shown a decided inclination to

add to their stocks at the commencement of the
rise, so that a healthy activity has pervaded the
grain trade throughout the United Kingdom.
Hour has necessarily shared in the advance to the
extent of Is. per sack and barrel, atid feeding stuffs,

though less influenced by the conditions affecting

Wheat, have been held with increased firmness.
The Americans, usually only too ready to take ad-
vantage of any turn in their favour, have, curiously
enough, met the English demand promptly hitherto
without any material change in prices, but accord-
ing to the latest advices they have now grown fully

cognizant of their true position as custodians of a
large proportiim of the Old World's supplies, so
that Wheat has advanced 6 cents per bushel in

-New York. Under these circumstances any fear

of a glut may be dismissed, and aUhough the opera-
tions of the " Bulls " and " Bears " will probably be
attended by smart fluctuations from time to

time, there is every reason to believe that

the European markets will be judiciously

supplied during the present cereal year.

The arrivHls at ports of call during the past week
have been small. Wheat off coast has met with
good inquiry and prices have advanced Is. 6d. to

2s. per qr., but the limited choice has restricted

business. Maize has also been in good demand at

la. 6d. per qr. advance. There has been a very

extensive business in Wheat for shipment at

rapidly improving prices, and closing sales indicate

an advance of 2s. per qr. on the week with a con-

tinued strong demand. Maize maybe noted Is. to

Is. 6d. per qr. dearer, while Barley has ruled

steady, with an upward tendency in values. The
sales of English Wheat noted last week were
13,214 cjrs., at 47s. 4d., against G0,456 qrs., at

at 4.3s. :?d. in the previous year. The London
average for the week ending September 19th was
;los. 2d. on 268 qrs. The imports of the United
Kingdom for the week ending September 13th

were 1,51-3,129 cwts. of Wheat, and 174,115 cwts.

of Flour. Last Monday's market witnessed a
cheerful revival of trade at Mark Lane, which was
especially welcome after the prolonged dulness and
featureless inactivity which had characterised the

course of business fir many previous w>eks. The
marked improvement and steady upward tendency

noticeable in the price of Wheat was attributable

to the unsatisfactory reports concerning the yield

and quantity of the English crops as harvest pro-

gresses, and the smal est shipment cabled from

America. The week's supply of home-grovvn

Wheat was only 1,433 qrs., and with scarcely any

business parsing prices remained nominally un-

altered. There were veiy few samples of the new
crop to be seen, and the quality and condition wers

J
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so varial)le tliat th? prices realized were too irrep;ii-

lar to furnish a basis for quotations. The imports

of foreign were not. so lar^re as of late, the return

showing a total arrival oK 01,141 qrs., of which
America furnished ;i6,14.'{ qrs. and New Zealand
lo,o81,the remainder of the supply being from
Germany, Russia, and the Kast Indies. At the

commencement of the market the upward move-
ment asserted itself, and gained further strength an

the day wore on. Millers bought freely, and
speculation not being wanting, a large demand was
experienced, particularly, for Am? ican descrip-

tion';, at an advance of Is. to 2s. per qr. on the

week, the trade closing strong with the improve-

ment fully maintained. The evports were 4,842

qrs., again-t 7.100 qrs. in the previous week.
]?arley, of which the su|)ply consisted of 579 qrs.

of English and 20,5.31 qrs. of foreiszn, met a

moderate inquiry at the curi encies of the preceding

Monday. The imports of Mai:^e were 9,137 qrs.,

and the exports 5,405 qrs. Round Corn sold

somewhat slo.vly, but mi.'ced American, although

not qtiota'jly dearer, tended in sellers' favour, with

an improved demand. There were 47,510 qrs.

of Oats reported, but, notw thstanding the mi^de-

rate arrivals, only a limited inquiry was met, and
where sales were pre-sed ex ship holders had to

submit to a reduction of 3d. per qr. On Wednes-
day there was no further arrival of English Wheat,
but the return showed 37,040 qrs. of foreiorn.

With a fair attendance of buyers the trade ruled

very firm for Wheat, Monday's prices being
occasionally exceeded for Spring and Winter
Americans. All descriptions of feeding corn were
also firmly held. On Friday the supply had in-

creased to 180 qrs. of English Wheat, and 58,100
qrs. of foreiy;n. The attendance was large, and a

stron? demand was experienced for Wheat at an
advance of Is. tc 2s. per. qr. since Monday. Maize
was the turn agai'ist buyers, and fine Oats were
more inquired for at 3d. per qr. more money. The
imports of Flour into the United Kingdom for the

week ending SeptemVjer 12th were 174,115 cwt.,

against 216,157 cwt. in the previous week. The
receipts into London were 10,290 sacks of English
and 6,349 sacks and 3,821 barrels of foreign. In con-
sequence of the rise in Wheat sales havel)een etiected

with greater facility, and the increased demand has
caused prices to advance Is. per sack and barrel

on the week- The week's arrivals of beans were
23,434 cwt., and of per.s 8,087 cwt,, showing a
decrease of 20,429 cwt. on the former, and an in-

crease of 5,996 cwt. on the latter. Peas have
been firmly held, but prices remain unchanged,
while beans have met a fair sale at an advance of

Is. per qr. The deliveries of malt were 19,171
qrs., and the exports 1,119 qrs. No new feature
has presented itself in this branch of the trade,

business having- ruled quiet but steady at unaltered
quotations. Business in agricultural seeds con-
tinues modei'ately active, and most varieties have
fully maintained late rates. Some samples of
new American red clover have appeared, but
business has been impracticable by reasoa of the
extreme views of holders. A quieter tone has
succeeded the recent excitement in Trefoil, but new
trifolium has been inquired for. For winter tares

23. per qr, more money has been obtainable, and

linseed, rape, and ran.nry liavo changed hands on
former term.s. Supplies of wheat at the country
markets have again been e.xceedingly small, and
the few samples of new corn which have lutherto
been marketed in wretched condition. Provincial
trade has manifested increased activity, and prices
have advanced Is. to 2s. per qr for wheat, while
spring cnrn has also favoured sellers. At Liver-
pool, on Tue.sday, there was a large attendance of

millers, who bought freely at an advance of 4d. to

5(1. per cental on the week. Flour was also in

equally sjood request at a like improvement, and
peas "brought 2cl. per cental more money. Beans
were fully as dear, while maine, with a moderate
inquiry and diminished shipments to the United
Kingdom favoured sellers to the extent of fully Id.

per cent 1, new mixed closing at 4s. lid. per 1001b.

The week's imports included 109,000 qrs. of wheat
and 13,000 qrs. of maize. At Newcastle the grain
trade has been brisk, and wheat has improved 6d.

to Is. per qr., albeit the full advance has only
been maintained in retail transactions. Flour has
been firm, and feeding stuffs steady, at fully late

rates. At Hull and Leeds Is. to 2s. per qr. more
money has been obtainable for both English and
foreign wheat, and maize has also been the turn
dearer. At Edinburgh supplies have been small,

and wheat has sold readily at an advance of Is.

per qr. Several samples of new barley and oats

were shown at Wednesday's market, the former
being of poor but the latter of excellent quality.

Prices ranged from .32s. to 36s. per qr. for the
barley, and 31s. Od. to 34s. Od. for the oats. At
Leith the weather has been on the whole favour-
able for harvest, which has made considerable
progress in the earlier districts. There was a poor
attendance of buyers at market on Wednesday,
but where sales were made Is. per qr. more money
was obtained both for native and foreign wheat.
Barley, with large arrivals, was in moderate
request at unaltered prices, while oats favoured
buyers for all except the finest qualities. At
Glasgow the week's imports have been fair of

wheat and large of flour, barley, and maize. The
tone of the trade has considerably improved, and
a large business has been done in wheat and flour

at an advance of Is. to 23. per qr., and Is. per sack
respectively. Maize has also brought 3d. per qr.

more monej', but there has been no quotable change
in barley, oats, or beans. At Dublin the weather
has improved, but the temperature has been low.
A moderate degree of animation has prevailed in

the grain trade, and rather more money has been
obtained for wheat and maize. At Cork fine sorts

of wheat have realised a slight advance, and
maize has also been the turn dearer. The weather
h£S been unsettled, but during the favourable
intervals harvesting has made some progress.

Mark Lane reports :

—

Monday, September 1.

The arrivals during the past week have been : English
Wheat, 949 qrs.

; Irish, 200 qrs. ; foreign, 54,912 qrs.
;

Exports, 7,628 qrs. There was scarcely any English
Wheat on oflFcr at market this morning, and prices were
no ninally unaltered. Of forei,;n the arrivals were good,
bat not nearly so heavy as during the past three weeks,
and with brilliant weather and a fair attendance of

i buyers, the trade ruled slow at last Monday's quotaticns,
all interim improrement having bcea lost.
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Country Flour, 12,059 sacks; foreign, 1,505 sacks and

4,788 barrels. Business was devoid of animatiou, but

there was no quotable decline in either sacks or barrels.

Euglish Barley, 630 qrs. ; foreign, 3,702 qrs. With

limited supplies," last week's prices were maintained, but

sales progressed very slowly.

Malt : English 17',400 qrs. ; Scotch 1,050 qrs. ;
Exports

2,992 qrs. In moderate request and without quotable

change.

Maize 40,431 qrs. Exports 9,888 qrs. With larger

arrivals from abroad, the trade was less active, prices

being the turn in buvers' favour.

English Oats 1,869 qrs. ; foreign 26,333 qrs. ;
Exports

1,575 qrs. With light imports and a steady demand, a

good trade was done at an advance of 6d. to 9d. per qr. on

the week.

English Beans 434 qrs. ; foreign 6,045 qrs. Steady at

late rales.

Linseed 15,024 qrs. Quiet and unaltered in value.

Monday, September 8.

The arrivals during the past week have been : English

Wheat, 421 qrs. ; Irish, 212 qrs. Foreign, 100,154 qrs.

Exports, 7,100 qrs. The supply of home-grown Wheat

fresh up to market this morning was again exceedmgly

small, and in the few sales which took place, last Monday's

prices were reported. One or two samples of the new

crcp were exhibited, but no business was done. The

arrivals of foreign were very heavy, and a depressed tone

prevailed in the trade. With a moderate attendance of

millers, a quiet retail demand was experienced at about

Country Flour, 12,873 sacks. Foreign, 16.836 sacks

6,061 brls. Both sacks and barrels were in limited

request with the turn of prices in buyers' favour.

English Barley, 739 qrs.; Irish, 82 qrs.; foreign,

1,050 qrs. No change was apparent in the trade for

either malting or grinding sorts.

Malt: English, 17.655 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,133 qrs. Ex-

ports, 1,220 qrs. Business was quiet, but last week's

prices were steadily supported.

Maize, 6,591 qrs. Exports, 1,770 qrs. In lather

better d-mand at last Monday's full currencies, the

intervening depression of Wednesday bavins^ recovered,

English Oats: 628 qrs. ; Scotch, 200 qrs.; foreign

58,492 4rs. Exports, 143 qrs. In face of wore liberal

imports a quiet tone prevailed, and a reduction of 3d. per

or- on the week was necessary to iCFect sales.

English Beans : 454 qrs. ; foreign, 1,524 qrs. Steady,

but without qno'able change.

Linseed, 20,459 qrs. Unaltered.

Monday, September 15.

The arrivals during the past week have been :
English

V\?heat 1,433 qrs. ; foreign 61,141 qrs. ; Exports 4,842

qrs. There was really so little English Wheat, either new

or old, at market this morning, that in the absence of

business it was impossible to make quotations. Of foreign

the arrivals vere by no means excessive, and with a large

attendance of millers, an active trade was done at an

advance of fully Is. per qr. on the week, while in some

caf^es fine American sorts brought l8.6d. per qr. more

money. ,

Country Flour, 10,296 sacks ; foreign, 6,349 sacks, and

3,821 brls. With an improved demand, sellers were

enabled to establish an advance of 6d. per bush., and Is.

^^English Barley, 579 qrs. ; foreign, 20,531 qrs. The

trade, although quiet, was fairly steady, and previous prices

were maintained.
,

Malt: Englibh. 17,14.3 qre. ; Scotch, 1,728 qrs.
; j

Irish, 300 qrs. Exports, 1,U9 qrs. la limited request,
j

ftDil nnaltersd in value,

Maize, 9,137 qrs. Exports, 5,405 qrs. Altbougk
there was no quotable advance, the trade was very firm

and the tendency of prices in sellers' favour.

English Oats, 781 qrs.; Scotch, 20 qrs. Foreign,

47,510 qrs. For landed parcelsthere was scarcely any
inquiry, aud where sales were pressed ex-ship, a reduction

of 3d. per qr. was necessary to effect sales.

English Beans, 434 qrs. Foreign, 161 qrs. With very
little business passing, the trade was quiet, and late rates

were nominally supported.

Linseed, 9,540 qrs. Quiet, and without change ia

price.

Monday, September 22.

The arrivals during the past week have been : English

Wheat, 735 qrs. , Irish, 180 qrs. ; foreign, 64,829 qrs.

Exports, 3,140 qrs. There were a few samples of new
English Wheat at market this morning, and the condi-

tion was generally defective. Prices ranged from 43s.

to 478. for red and 453. to 503. for white. Of old the

supplies were exceedingly small, and prices advanced 2s.

per qr. on the week. The imports of foreign were
liberal, but, with a large attendance of millers, the trade

ruled steady, and, with a fair amount of activity, sellers

succeeded in establishing an improvement of fully 23.

per qv.

Country Flour 12,113 sacks, foreign 9,904 sacks and
3,825 barrels. In moderate request, and Is. per sack and

barrel dearer. No alteration was made in the nominal top

price of town-made.

English Barley 406 qrs., foreign 8,306 qrs. The trade

was steady, with an up-vard tendency in quotations.

Malt: English, 14,595 qrs.; Scotch, 1,265 qrs. Ex-
ports, 632 qrs. There was considerable firmness in this

branch of the trade, but no actual advance was quoted.

Maize, 16,707 qrs. Exports, 2,752 qr?. An active

demand was experienced for both flat and round Corn
the former at 2s. and the latter at Ss. per qr. advance oa

the week.

English Oats, 492 qrs. Foreign, 91,989 qrs. Under
pressure of liberal supplies, sales progressed somewhat

slowly at about last ISIouday's prices.

English Beans, 335 qrs. A steady sale, at an advance

of Is. per qr.

Linseed, 9,983 qrs. Exports, 1 367 qrs. Unaltered.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

= hi' ling" per Quarter.
WHEAT, Essex ft Kent, white oM 46 to 64, new — to —

,, ,, red old 4i4i 48 new — —
Norfolk. Linclnsli., and Yorksh red old — new 42

BARLEY Chevaiernew —
Grinding 33 to 40 Distilling 31

MALT, pale new f 8 ti 74 old brown 50
RYE 32
OATS, English, feed 21 to 23 Potato 21

Scotch, leed ... — — Potato —
Iri.sh feed,white 24 26 Fine —
Ditto, black 23 24 Potato —

BEANS, Mazagaa .. 33 35 Ticks 33
Harrow — — .Pigeon,old 40

PEAS, whiro boilers 32 36 Maple 37to39 Grey 31
FLOUR, per back of 2801b., town households 3S

Best country households 3 7

Norfolk and Suffolk 85

FOREIGN GRAIN.
t hilling? per Quaiter

WHEAT, Danzig, mixed 62 to 53 extra... — 65
KooigsDerg 52 54 extra — —
Ro<tuck 49 52 old —
Pomera, Meokberg, and Uckermrk red 43
Ghirka 43 to 44. . Russian, hard, 46 to 46,SaxonBka 46
Danish and Holstein, red — — red American 41
Chilian, white. OO...Californian 50 52... Australian 52

East Indian, No. 1 Club white 4i to 45 ; No. 2 ... 42
Old. whit640 to 42 ; red 37 to 39 ; hard 39

BARLEY, grinding, 23 to SI distilling 28

48

43
51
36
23

50
48
60
55
43
40
35
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CHAMPAGNES.

GRAND VIN DE L'EMPEREUR

TRADE MHWiiWK MARK.

NONPAREIL.
Spleudid Wine equal to the Finest Brands, at half the usual Price.

Sole Importers of the Celebrated

GRAND V/N DE CHAMPAGNE

TRADE JPm MARK.

ROUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS.

MADEIRA
Of the FINEST aUALITY, in Quarter Casks and in Bottle, and every

other description of "Wines at the

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
CAll ALWAYS BE HAD OF

TUXFORD AND CO.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

48, Fenehureh Street, London, B.C.

Established 1847.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.



THE

ROYAL FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE LIFE

AND HxilL INSURANCE OFFICE.
ESTABLISHED 840

TO INSURE AGAINST LOSSES BY

FIRE AND HAIL STORMS,
AND TO GRANT

INS URANCES ON L IVES.
DIRECTORS:

Chairman—ALFRED DENISON, Esq., 6, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly.

Deputy-Chairman—B. P. SHEARER, Esq., 47, Gloucester-place, Portmaa Square.

Richard L. Loveland, Esq., i. Hare Court, Temple.
John Reddish, Esq., 9, Highbury New Park.

Major F. Anderson Stebbiug, 4, Cleveland Garden?,

Castle Hill, Ealiug.

Thomas Henry Burroughes, Esq., 16, Lower Berkeley

Street.

William Glutton, Esq., 7, Cliftou Villas, Penge.

A. J. Duff Filer, Esq., 10, Aberdeen Park, Highbury.

K. J. Hawker, Esq., 37, Cadogau Place, Sloaue Street

FIRE.— Insurances at moderate rates.

LIFE.—Insuraaces on equitable terms. Profits divided every five years.

HAIL.—Crops insured against Hail Storms at 5d. per acre.

LOSSES.—Settled promptly aul libei-ally.

AMPLE CAPITAL AND LARGE RESERVES.
Prospectuses and Reportb may be obtained of the Secretary, JOHN SHARP, 3, Norfolk Street, Straorf

loudoD, W.C, or of the Agents.

THE

MAUK LANE EXPRESS
AND

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL
IS TUE

LARGEST AND THE LEADING FARMER'S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR POST.

Ofnco of Piiblicatiou and for Advertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all BookBellers

and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price 7d., or £1 10s. 4d. per annum.

J. C. NESBIT AND SON, Analytical, Agricultural, and Consulting

Oiiemists (Manager A. Anthony Nesbit, F.C.S., &c.), undertake the analysis

of manures, feeding stuift^, seeds, soils, waters, and all agricultural requisites.

And may be consulted upon the cause of the failure of crops, or any questions

in scientific agriculture. Laboratory: 38, Gracechurch Street, E.G. A
list of fees sent on application.
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IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE. GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP atid LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for eflectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
«nd cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

f3,ctory as above, and sold as lollows, although any other

tjuantity may be had, if required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2

6 1b. 30 „ „ , 3

8 1b. 40 „ „ 4
10 1b. 60 „ „ 5

201b. 100 ,, ,, (Cask and measure 10

301b. 150 ,, ,, included) 15

401b. 200 ,, ,, , 10
60 1b. 250 ,, ., ,, 13 6

60 1b. 300 „ „ 17 6

80 1b. 400 ,. „ ,, 1 17 6
1001b. 600 „ „ 2 6

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hebepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist ;—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to

nnalysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
I lie mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions

given, I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys verlnin,

i"t vrill not injure the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the

3eece, or the carcase. I thmk it deserves the numer»»
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hbuapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., &c.,

To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry,
(leicester House, Great Dover-street Boroiigh London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinoua
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ol the -Ith inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 8i gallons df
the ' NoN-poisoNOUs Specific,* that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after

dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to ha^•^B

the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your iSpBCiFic proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in

three weeks the Sheep were quite cured ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remarkably well at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' "^ R. RENNEY.
K4f' Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pcisonous Compositions:" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-

ment to be thoroughly convmced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularlj" such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacioua
of life. Such advertised preparations nuistbe wholly useless,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS «'4. £5, £i, & £3.

THE

MARK LANE EXPRESS
AND

AGRICULTUEAL JOURNAL

I^ARGEST AND THE LEADING FARMER'S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.

PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR POST.

Office of Publication and for Adv^ertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers

and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price 7d., or £1 10s. 4d. per annum.
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PLATE,

n A B B I T s

2ounds I say, whose hat is that ? No hat ?

Suppose it is ? A hat can do no harm without a

head, nor a g\\n without a gunner ! We hope

our title " Rabbits" or the couple lying "dead

as herrings that are red " will not irritate the

greatest anti-rabbitite that ever peppered poor

bunny, not with shot, but in a paper at the Far-

mers' Club, for like the hat, the rabbits could do

no harm if they were alive on such a desolate

looking waste as that in our plate, and of which

there is a little too much in this fertile island of

ours. Volumes have been written abusing the

wild rabbit, but little on its usefulness, and con-

sequently the silence of our suburban retreat is

seldom broken now by the cry of " wild rabbits"

or "rabbits' skins." As the vermin has gone up in

the market and is no longer to be had for eight-

pence, our "provision merchant ''in a small way,

who in a few years has become an owner of house

property, while the producer is crying peccavi,

charging sixteen or eighteenpence for one to curry,

or to smother in sauce as white as snow, or what

you will ; while an opposition-shop near a West-

end co-opei'ative stores has some prime looking

beef— brisket—in its window, ticketed fourpence

halfpenny per pound. Put your baton, wai-rener,

and consider whether it is possible, with wire

fencing, to turn the rabbit and waste land to some

good.

LAND TENURE IN NORTH ITALY.

are

of

the
the

The best examples of Italian agriculture,

to be found in that northern portion

Italy, which still bears the name of

old kingdom of the Lombards. Since
land system of the United Kingdom

has been said to bo upon its trial the attention

of our Sub-Commissioners will perhaps be
extended to this remarkable I'egion, although the
information already attainable from official

sourc.'s may be considered well-nigh exhaustive
of the subject. The physical features of the
country are varied in strong contrast by the great
mountain chain of the Alps with their barren
peaks, spreading out in successive ranges of hills

imtil they sink into the level plain upon which
the capital city stands. The lakes play likewise
an important part in agriculture by irrigating the
soil fi'om their inexhaustible supplies of water.
The products correspopd to the diversities of

situation and temperature. The sides of the
mountains are for the most part covered with
timber, or natural pasturages ; the lower hills

abound with the vine, mulberry, walnut, and
various other fruit trees, barley, rye, millet,

kitchen vegetables, hemp, and flax ; whilst in

the irrigated plains are Indian corn, wheat, rice,

and immense numbers of horned cattle.

Old Series.

Under these circumstances, it is not surprising
that the forms of land teniu'e and methods of

culture should be adapted to the diflerent local-

ities by an ingenious and talented race like the
Italians. Amongst the hills property is much
subdivided, for there it seems to need the utmost
efltbrts of man to extract anything from the soil ;

whei'eas in the plains, so great is the natural
fertility that the lai'ge proprietor can rei^ose at
his ease whilst his lands are managed by a bailifl",

or are rented by a responsible tenant. Some
small holdings, chietlj' detached tields or meadow
land, are held for a money rent in the mountain
and hill districts and non-irrigated plains, but
the general system of tenure is the metayer

—

"mezzadria," the ' masseria " or " colonia. " This
peculiar arrangement, apparentlj^ the oli'spring of

the Latin races, has been preserved for ages, with
more or less moditication, in Italj', in Southern
France, and in Spain, and has therefore the
sanction of long tried usage. In Lom])ardy the
true ''mezzadria" is only preserved in the pro-
vince of Bergamo, where it extends not only
into the mountain districts, but even over a
large porlion of the irrigated iilain. Tlie "mez-
zadria ' is a contract between the owner of the soil

and the peasant, by which the first gives a

U IXXXYI.-No. 5.
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habitable house sxiitable for farm uses, with a

certain quantity of land not only nnder i)roper

cultivation, but planted with niulberi-y trees and
vines, the latter v/ith their props. The peasant

contributes his laboiir, also the working capital

in seed, farm implements, and cattle. The pro-

duce of the soil is divided into equal shares

between the two parties. The land tax and other

taxes west of the Adda are generally divided into

equal shares between proprietor and tenant ; east

of that river they are generally paid by the

former. For the house and meadow land the

rent is paid in money, and though the immediate
products of the soil are shared equally between
the peasant and proprietor, special stipulations

often regulate the division of the grapes and the

mulberry leaves, the latter the most important

product of the territory. In all cases the total

yield of the grapes, as well as of the cocoons, is

handed over to the proprietor as the more capa-

ble of disposing of the produce to advantage, and
he credits the metayer with his share. In addi-

tion to the rent and the share of the produce,

there are certain extras, under the name of

" appendizi," or " onoranze," which the metayer

agrees to give to the proprietor. These consist

of fowls, eggs, and so many days' labour or car-

riage of materials, if required, and are sometimes
commuted for a sunj of money. The association

of four or five families, governed by a patriarchal

head, and which at one time Avas characteristic

of the system of " mezzadria,'' though still to be

met with in some districts, is a custom that has

greatly fallen off under the influence of modern
civilisation.

To obviate certain inconveniences which affect

the contract of " mezzadria" with special refer-

ence to the division of the multifarious pi'oducts of

the soil, a different contract has been substituted
• and prevails in the Upper Milanese and provinces

of Como. The vines and cocoons are divided " a

mezzeria," the money rent for the house and
meadows and the " appendizi " are the same, but

the immediate products of the soil are subjected

to a fixed rent in kind, generally wheat, as the

most marketable cereal, and the one less liable

than the others to be injured by atmospheric in-

fluences, as being harvested before the season of

hailstorms. In light soils, however, part of the

rent is occasionally allowed to be paid in rye.

Where this contract exists the peasants are divi-

ded into two classes
—" massari " and " pigion-

ante." The first, like the regular " metayer,

possess cattle and ploughs and may still be found

in the old patriarchal associations of four or five

V married couples. They still cultivate from five

to fo'jrteen hectares of land. The second class

are only able to give manual labour, and cultivate

from one to fourt-een hectares.

A further moditication of the " mezzadria

"

system is found in the province of Brescia, under
the name of "terzeria " which alternates with the

"mezzadria" throughout the second zone in

that province. This tenure varies in the diff"er-

?i\t localities. In some parts the produce of the

fines and mulberry trees, as well as the inmiediate

products of the soil, are divided into three parts.

Of the first, mulberry leaves and grapes, the pro-

prietor takes two-thirds ; of the grain, Sec, the
peasant takes two-thirds. In more sterile districts

the grape and mulberry leave -t are divided
equally between proprietor and peasant, and the
latter still retains two-thirds of the grain crops.
In the eastern part of the province, however, the
peasant becomes a mere "terzaniolo" and
receives only one-third of all the products, or at

most, half of the cocoons. The payment of rent
on the "metayer" and similar tenancies is not
regular. His share of the produce is duly con-
veyed by the metayer to the residence of the
roprietor ; but for the Test an open account is

kept between the parties, which is finally settled

is the termination of their connection, though it

at made up on the 1 1th November of each year.

Of late years, owing to the disease of the vine
and the silkworm, nearly all the metayers are in
arrears with their landlords.

The larger of the LombaTd proprietors, in

letting their farms, generally adopt one or other
of the three following systems of contract for the
recovery of their rents :—first, there is the Afl'etto

in Denaro, or contract for the payment of the
rent in coin—the plan preferred by the largest

class of proprietorSjthe administrators of church
land, of farms belonging to hospitals, of the
estates of minors, and of communal property.

Money rents are restricted, almost exclusively,

to those great irrigated farms whidh require the
constant superintendence of highly qualified men
possessed of considerable capital. The system is

rarely, if ever, adopted out of the irrigated die-

tricts. The cultivator or tenant is bound by his

agreement to pay annually, in one or more pay-
ments, a fixed sum in money, "which, of course,

vai'ies in every locality. He further obliges him-
self to make, during the period of his tenure,

certain additions to the plantations, or such other
internal improvements as may be agreed upon
between himself and the proprietor. There are,

in addition, almost invariably, certain small pay-
ments made in kind, such as a given quantity of

rice, butter, poultry, &c. ; and finally, it is

usually provided that the tenant shall supply the

means of transport to the proprietor, or general

superintendent of the farm, when he visits it.

Preparatory to the entrance of the tenant, the

proprietor appoints an engineer to make a most
elaborate statistical survey and valuation of the
farm, with all its fixtures and stock. Thi«
document is a perfect record of the condition of

the farm when the tenant receives it, and is

locally termed the " Consegna." The tenant is

at perfect liberty to associate an engineer of his

own nomination with the party employed by the

proprietor—a right which is frequently exercised.

In the " consegna," the engineer describes every
field separately, indicating its position, form, size,

cultivation, enclosures, the canals, sluices, bridges,

roads, paths, buildings, with all their furniture

and fittings. The plantations of mulberry, &c.

,

are numbered tree by tree, and are divided into

separate classes according to their quality and
dimensions, each class having an established

value. If at the termination of the lease, which
varies from nine to eighteen years, the planta-

tions have decreased, the tenant is debited with
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the value of the difference ; while on the other

hand, if they hnve increased, the value of this

increase is placed to his credit.

When the period of the lease expires, the

engineers are again summoned to frame another

survey, which is termed the " reconsegna. " In
this the same minute details are entered into as

in the " consegna." A comparison is then substi-

tuted between these two documents, and a

"bilancio," or balance-sheet, showing the

diiferences between them, is prepared. In this

balance-sheet, every deterioration and every

amelioration are exliibited, with the money
value placed upon them by the engineer ; the

tenant finds himself debited with the first, and
credited with the second,, and has either to pay
to, or r^^ceive from, his landlord certain sums,
according to the results of his own administration

of the farm he has held. This system is said by
those who have watched its progress, to work
admirably and having been so long established

dispntes are very rare indeed, the relative position

of the parties being thoroughly understood. It

maintains a very satisfactory state of feeling

between the two classes ; for the tenant is en-

couraged to invest any capital he may have in

improving the farm, being sure of seeing a just

return for it, while the landlord has his property
permanently benefited by the labours of an
intelligent and interested man.

CANADA.
Our Canadian correspondent writes under date Octo-

ber 3rd :—No utterance of a British statesman has, for

many year«, caused such mtrrinieut and sarcasm as Lord
Beaconsficld's Aylesburj' speech. The Stratford (On-
tario) Bcacoit says Lord Beaconsfield has " made himself

the laughiDe;-stock of all civilised countries." In the

comments of another journal (the Chicago Tribtme)^ there

is a point not to be ignored. It remarks :

—
" The

Canailian Ministers recently in England seem to have
stuft'ed Earl Beaconsfield with brilliant descriptions of

the agricultural, pastoral, and industrial resources of the

vast empty regions of British North America. He took

the first opportunity to reproduce the gorgeous picture

for the beuelit of the British public, most of whom are

as ignorant as the Earl himself of the relative bigness

and littleness of the United States and Canada." It is a

truth that nine out of ten people at home have so little

knowledge of colonial matters that they are prepared to

swallow any fiction imposed on them by the paid emigra-
tion agent, the commission worker of steam-packet
companies, the land shark, and other interests. This
ignorance is due in a large degree to the apathy of the

leading British jouruals on emigration and colonial

matters, through which, for a long time, certain interests

have had it all their own way manufacturing public opinion,

and saturating the public mind at Lome with falla-

cies, assumptions, and falsehoods. It is only by readina;

the annual Blue-books, and watching events closelv, a

person can realise the strength, activity, and subtlety of

the vast colonial touting organisations supported by lavish

outlay ; sending tbeir agents liilher and thither, distri-

buting their one-sided literaMire tlirongh a thousand
channels, subsidising the newspapers by advertisements,

&c. ; and while they command ready insertion for their

own specious articles and reports, managing to ensure

rejection of contrary statements. This powerful, com-

pact array of " promoters" iuauages so that, save at rate

intervals, and under exceptional circumstances, not an
item of intelligence subversive of their own plausible

c.r parti; and craftily got up preseutment shall transpire.

Can we wonder then that Lord Beaconslield and his

audilors in Bucks were in the same boat of mystiiication

and credulity? The Canadian I'luu-h has a cartoon
showing in the back-ground thousands of settlers pou-^ing

into the States, while Sir John Macdouald says to five

farmers' delegates in the front
—

" There you observe the
American Western landowners, pouring into our great
and illimitable North-western wilderness, as Dizzy told

you, ' on high authority.' " The delegates have a per-

plexed look, which shows they don't " see it." Tne
cartoon is headed " Somebody's joke 1" and is very good.
A cablegram, dated Sept. 2G, informs us that a third

party of delegate farmers sailed for Canada from Liver-
pool that day. They represent portions of Scotland, and
the Northern, Eastern, and Western counties in England.
(It is said that the selection of the delegates has rested

with the emigration agents in Britain.) All the dele-

gates here are absolutely in the hands and under the guid-
ance of men largely interested in securing a favourable

report. For instance, those taken to Manitoba have
gone under the convoy of Mr. Schultz, M.P.P., who is

actually President of a North-Westera Colonisation

Society ! This will give you an idea how things are

going. The Winnipeg Nciv Era naively says :

—" It

would be a work of supererogation on our part to com-
mend them to the hospitality and kind attention of Mani-
tobans." Referring to Messrs. Pell and Read, the same
journal says:—" We are informed %hat Mr. Pell and Mr-
Read, two members of the English Parliament—sent here
by the Imperial Government to inquire into the agricul-

tural prospects afforded by Manitoba and the North-West— will arrive here in a few days. It is the interest of all

Manitobiaos to facilitate as much as possible their im-
portant mission, rs the report they make is certain to
have a material iiitluence on British immigration to this

part of the Dominion. We regard the arrival of these
Imperial Commissioners as one of the good results accom-
plished by the recent visit to England of Sir John Mac-
donald and bis colleagues." It is evident that our offi-

cials and public writers have determined in their owa
minds that Messrs. Pl-U and Read are merely Emigratioa
Commissioners um'er another name. That the delegates,

Unless they are ol 'he Taylor and Clayden stamp, will be
stuft'ed with tales similar in absurdity to those Earl
Beaconsfield had put into him there is no doubt. So
much depends on a favourable report from them that no
stone will be left unturned to get it— the money-stone
included,

A cabegram in Monday's Toronto papers says that
American sheep are to be put under embargo because of
foot-and-mouth disease. Some people here have jninped
to the conclusion that Canada will be excepted. This, how-
ever, is a hasty assumption. Despite the fictions ;( our
" native " sheep exports to Britain, your Privy Council
are, doubtless, aware the " Canadian " sheep business is

like the cattle business—largely based on American im-
portations into the Dominion. But even if sheep escape
this slaughter edict so far as Canada is concerned,
the restrictions on the importations into and transit of
Jonathan's animals through the Dominion, now applied to

beeves' will have to be extended to Canada, because our
dealers will seize the opportunity for even larger exports
of American sheep. Indeed, it is probable they will use
active exertions to get in as many thousand as possible
at once in case of accidents. The report of the Dominioa
Parliamentary Committeee an cattle exports Irom Canada
(which you have reprinted from the Times) is a refresh-
ing illustration of the buncuiube statements I have oftea
esposed. In that report it is now coolly admitted

U 2
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that "10.000 or 12,000 beasts" comprehend the

entire surplus Btook for export of ()ntario and

Qiieljec together ! Yet Mr. Djke wanted the home
publin to believe the r)-)minicn exported more

than 82,000 in 1S7S. Similarly, we are now aaked to

helieve that the Dominion is sending more than 40,000

native sheep to Britain in 18? 'J—though we only sent

11,988 for the fiscal year endino; June, 1878. However,

it is useless discu«siug Canadian sheep or cattle statistics,

they carry their own reputation with them, and sooner or

later prove boomerangs for those who evolve them.

I do not anticipate much useful or trustworthy

information will result to your intending agri-

cultural emigrants from the " delegates " now
here, orfrom those to come. Everything will

depend on the manner of men they are. They were

invited out to be humbugged, and humbugged they will

be, unless they are the right sort. They come at the

wronp season of the year, stay too short a time, and are

wholly in the hands of the interests and officials. They

ought to have come out incog, as emigrants, and gone

through the experience of emigrants, as Mr. Weld, of the

Farmers' Advocate, lately did in Manitoba. The bright

dry air of this continent, so charming at first to visitors,

especially in the fall, has in time an irritating and weaken-

ing effect. The -A'c'!('rt;7i; (Ontario) Advertiser viv\ie& on

this head :

—" Excellent medical authority shows that the

strain of business, added to the dryness of this climate, has

80 changed the constitution that it is impossible for us to

do what our fathers did ^afely. We are, in Dr. Beard's

view, ten degrees more sensitive to cold than we were.

There is an immense increase in neuralgia, sick headache,

hay fever, nervous exhaustion, and depression. Our
systems are high-strung and nervous." So emigrants are

wanted to do the hard work.

Various "Englishmen who came out when I did are dead,

or their wiv^s. One ages in this dry air very rapidly.

I mentioned recently that the temperature wou4d change

40 degrees in one day. As this might to many reem a

" tall tale," I may say that last month it fell from 85

degrees in Toronto to 39 degrees in one day {Globe, Sep-

tember 19), equivalent to a change in England from

summer to winter at once. The effect on the coastitu-

tion is most serious.

rO THE EDITOR OF THE MAllK. LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The letters of your Canadian correspondent, not-

withstanding the many rebufl's he has received, continue

to be so outrageously biased, and frequently so absurdly

inaccurate, whilst the influence of your powerful journal

lends them a weight their intrinsic merit would never

give them, that I feel constrained to avail myself of the

fair and candid oifer which you made some time ago, and

to attempt a systematic reply to them.

I am not so madly in love with Canada as to suppose

that in that country, and in no other, man can be happy

and contented, but if I really thought so, I could not be

more beyond the one extreme of reason and common sense

than your correspondent is at the other. His hostility to

Canada, from whatever cause it may spring, is simjjly blind,

rabid, mad ! He sticks at nothing that can serve his pur-

pose— hesitates not to twist statistics into a meaning that

'they never possessed to any mind but his ; culls " tit bits"

from reports without saying what the general, broad,

comprehensive views of those who write are ; in fact any-

thiiig and everything is iish thar comes to his net provided

there be iu it someihing which by an excruciating twist

can be converted into a sneer, or a laugh, or a gibe, or a

libel agaaist Canada. I have already shown how utterly

tmrcliable his statistics about cattle raising in the Dominion
were; iigures which, as his reply showed, he was utterly

unable to s'lbstsiitiP.te. In his last letter, sppearing

in your isssue of Mondny last, in anofher qnolatiotl

of fitrnres which I unhesitatively declare to be given with

a deliberate intention to deceive, and you know what is

the plainer English of that phrase, he says: ''More-
over, 10,183 emigrants from Canada, chiefly agricultural,

left-one Canadian port (Sarnia) last year for the Slates,

and the stream of labourers is steady and continuous

from the Dominion." That paragraph, I say, is a delibe-

rate intention to deceive. Does he not know that
" Sarnia " is the western terminus of the Grand Trunk
Railway, the shortest route to Chicago, the great em-
porium of the West, and that yearly many thousands of

emigrants from Europe pass through Canada ou their

way to the West? Does he or -does he not include these

in his total ? Again, there is, undoubtedly, an exodus of

back-wood farmers from Ontario to Manitoba, the new
prairie state ; and, for men with a little money, Sarnia

lies on the best and quickest, if not the cheapest, route for

Manitoba. Did he include in his 16,183 the emigrants

not for the States but for Manitoba? We should scarcely

say that a man who was leaving Liverpool for Londoi,
and chose the Great Western route, which passes through

thePrincipality, had emigrated to Wales, and yet it

would be as reasonable as this information of your

correspondent's. But I do not rest my case on that

alone. Oq referring to the Canadian Year-Book for

1&76, and the Report of the Department of Asiriculture

for 1578, I find that during the twelve years (1866-78)
over 500,000 persons passed through Canada, or aa

average of over 40,000 a year. But the statistics

bear this singular feature, that, whereas up to 1872
the number of immigrants settling in Canada was far

below (in some years not one-fourth as many) the

number of those who dimply passed' through on their way
to regions beyond, the state of things since 1872 has been

completely reversed, so much so that during the four

years, 18 75 -6-. 7 and 8, of the total number of persons

who entered Canada (136,964) no fewer than 99,998 re
mained in the Dominion, and only 36,966 went beyond.

Now I ask whether, iu the name of common sense, these

figures do not give direct denial to the paragraph I have

quoted? These singular figures also appear for 1878 :

—

Arrived in Canada, via the Suspension-bridge, 12,6S5 ;

that is, 80 many poor -deluded creatures left the Dominioa
of the New irorJc Ilerald, and the Paradise of your

• correspondent's imagination, for poor, stricken Canada.

But then, what are 12,000 opinions to one, so long as

that one is the opinion of your correspondent ? The same
year 3,500 persons entered Manitoba from the States, but

the report assumes that one h;Jf only of these were actu-

ally from the States 1 I wish your correspondent would

only be that '' half " as honest. Of course I shall not

be surprised if your correspondent assails all the figures I

fhave given, as mere garbled compilations made for a

purpose ; but, good Heavens ! who is he, and what is he,

that he should be always right, and everybody else who
ventures to «ee one good thing in Canada always and

altogether wrong? From Earl Beaconsfield downwards,

even to the present writer, all who have a good word to

say for poor, benighted Canada are, according to jour
correspondent, either fools or knaves.

j

But, if he does not mind, he will be going a step too

j

far. Does he really mean to insinuate that the members
of a Royal Commission, sent out to report to the Crown,

are either gullable fools or mendacious knaves ? Is he so

j

utterly oblivious to the state of things here as not to know
I that the very appointment of that Commission was

brought about by the pressure of hard, very hard, times

here, times which, so far as the farming interest is con-

!
cerned, have been mainly brought about by two things

—

the heavy burthens on the land here, and the severe

competition of Canadian and Aiucrican pruductious ?
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If your correspouuunt were much of' a logician,

he would see, eveo witb half an eje, thai

if Canadian farmers can hold their own on the one hand

Willi their States competitors, an^ utterly undersell

British farmers with the other, they, must, in some

respects at least, have material advantages. Will your

c rreapiindent be candid and.honest euough to say what

they are?

Your correspon^Jent' has a ferociom attack on the

Eastern townships, based, as 1 take it from his letter,

on laboriously, compiled stalistics from the Census of

1870. I am really very sorry for the trouble he has

taken ; but itwaa quite iu vain. lie might as wall have

drawn up a report on the present food reouiren;eut3 of

tlie metropolis-based on the Census of 1850. The one

would I'.ave been about as reliable as the other. Then he

draws a woeful picture of the poverty .and meagre outfit

of the laud occupiers of that district ; but he has not the

" gumption " to see that by all he says this question is

inevitably suggest-ed : If with her miserably poor popu-

lation, her wretched climate, her impoverished soil, her

iTiosquitos, and black flits, and all her catnlogue of woes,

Canada can literally run away from the British producer

in the compefitive race, what might not the British pro-

ducer, now being fast mined athome^ achieve there, with

his free land, his strong arms, his farming skill, and the

remnant) of his -capital left to make a start ?-

I. have, I feel, written quite enough for one letter.

There are a host of points, even in your correspondent's

last lujubralion, which require comment; but if you

wilt kindly allow me,, I will reserve them for another

letter.

I-am Sir, yours, &c.,

J;: M;
[Certainly ; but " J. M." must refrain from imputa-

tions of deliberate falsehood.—En ]

MR. WALTER, M.P., ON RENTS.

TO THE EDITOR. OF. THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

SiK,—Th« deliberate expression of opinion by Mr-

Wjlter, at Maidenhead that rents are not likely to fall per-

manently and that the agiicuUunil depression is but a

passing cloud, seems to my mind strangely incoiisistent

with the facts before us. Now men whose land has been held

by several generations of their family, men of commercial

ability who are not likely to be carried!avvay by panics, are

giving up their farms in all parts of the country. Many
of these farms remain in the hands of the owners, or are

relet at considerably reduced rents. Mr. Walter himself

expresses his determination to lay his land down by grass

rather than accept anj permanent reduction, and advises

farmers to face the probability of having to abandon the

cultivation of wheat.

For my own part I cannot believe that the fspmers of

England cnuld display such shortsightedness and unwonted

timidity if the depression were not accepted by them as

arising from causes which, if not periiianent, are at least

beyond their control.

Many minor causes have no doubt been in operation, but

I can see in the present state of affairs only the natural re-

salt of the legislation of the past.

The came of the agricultural depression- %sfae&-trad»

xnoorn, and liie few bad years we have had, culminating

iu I he disastrous seasoa of 1879, have only brouyht matters

to a crisis. lam not here entering on the broad general

question of Free Trade v. Protection. I am quite willing

to allow that free trade in com has been a nalioual boon,

and tnat this very season most strikingly illustrates the

reality of that boon ; but, Sir, by whom has the cost of this

reat blessing been hitherto paid ^ 15y the country

generally? Certainly not. The country has bceu quietly

and contentedly enjoying its cheap loaf. By the labourers ?

Again no. They were never so well off as at the present

lime. By the laudowners? Most assuredly not, for

nnlil recently farms were iu demand at steadily increasing

prices and rentals.

Sir, the cost, and almost the whole cost, of the great ex-

periment of free trade in corn has been borne by the tenant

fanners, aud by them alone. For a generation they have

struggled manfully on, adopting improved implements,

trying various systems of cultivation, practically testing

the innumerable suggestions that were made to them, aud

endeavouring by every means iu their power to stem the

tide of competition which has been, and is, rolling in upon
then*, with steadily increasing force. Such a state of things

coukl not con'iuue beyond a cei'tain point. It is bad

enough for owners to be called upon to face a reduction in

the fair 2^ or 3 per cent, on their capital which they now
I'eceive, but surely it is worse still tor men who devote

their whole time and energy to thtir business to find as a

result the rapid absorption of the capital itself. The crisis

has come somewhat suddenly and the pressure, which has

so long and heavily fallen on the occupier, is now coming

on tho-se upon whom it must ultimately fall, viz., the

owners.

The process is a simple commercial one. Land was the

factory offered in the market at a rental calculated on a

protective tarill', low-priced labour, and moderate taxes.

Land Is the factory oll'ered iu the market at a rental whi(h
must now be calculated on free trade prices, dearer labour,

and greatly iucreased taxation, for, as you we II remark,

whatever may be done on a small scale the " bulk of the

farms of this country will be let to tenants at whatever

amounts the incidence of demand and supply will put upou
them, however small these rents may be."

If then, as I maintain, the burden of all legislati 6^

measures which press unduly ou the land must ulliraately

fall on the owners, they are working in their legitimate

sphere in seeking for their removal. It is for the owners

to render their factory as marketable and valuable as

possible, and it is for the tenants to consider what rent,

after a due consideration of the conditions laid down, and
the probable receipts and outgoings they can fairly afford

to pay ; aud this leads me to a couclnsion at which I am
well aware the great majority will take exception. If the

owners cannot obtain sufficient; relief from legislative

burdens, and especially from that great and ever increasing

legislative burdcQ of free trade in corn, by any other means,

I cannot couceivc why they should hesitate to demand,

and do. battle for some kiud of return to that protective

policy which has been so widely condemned, or why they

should be deterred or daunted by the frantic outcry, or

supercilious sarcasm, of those who are content to enjoy the

benefits of free trade at the ruinous cost of others.

I bolieve the time is not far distant when the country .

must choose between an abandonment of the principle of

free' trade in Us cnfirvti/, and a considerable depreciation

in the value of laud. I am, Sir, &c.,

W. BCLSTUODE.
MotoU Farm, Cookhaiu Dean, Oct. 14^/(, 1879.

ANTI-RENT AGENTS.—The Cork Examiner states tliat

at the recent demonstration at Navan, attended by ]\Ir. Par-

neil, M.P., Mr. W. H. O'Sullivau, I\I.P., Mr. A. M.- :'liillivau

M.P., and Mr. O'Connor Power, M.P., " a notable -feature iu

the procession was a wagonette, in which about a dozen men
with blackened faces were seated."

ILLICIT DISTILLING IN AMERICA.—Referring to

illicit distilling in North Carolina the Intcrnaliixoal Revenue
Bureau i&yi :

—" I'he time of tl;e ripening of corn is coui?,

fc>I the mash of the moonshiner is smelt m the land."
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A TENANT-RIGHT CONTROVERSY.

The Dumfries Conner commented as follows upon the

Duke of Argyll's first letter to the Spectator.

We print in anotlier column a letter addressed hy the Duke

of Argyll to the ^/^ff/a/or on the subject of unexhausted im-

provements, toKPther with a note appemied bv tlie editor of

that journal. The note exhibits the Spectator's characteristic

incapacity rightly to apprelend or accurately to report any

opinion with which it does not agree ; but as th« subject is

one of great importance, and the Duke of Argyll's opinions

concerning it are misapprehended by many people besides tbe

Spectator, it may be worth while to examine the process by

which it imagines itself to have scored a triumph. It proceeds,

as will be observed, by anahgy, and it chooses analogies wliich

break down precisely at the paiot of dispute. Wiien a man

borrows £10,000 to carry on trade he has no dilticulty what-

ever in keipng the principal and the stipulnted interest

entirely separate from his own profits. At the end of liia terra

he pays back the £10,000 without pretending for an instant

that it is more valuable than when he borrowed it. But the

whole Tenant-right dispute hinges upon the facts that when a

man borrows ten thousand pounds* worth of land he may return

it worth twelve thousand or only worth eight, and that the

increment or loss of value may he due to a variety of causes.

The other analogy of a doctor's house in Harley Street is

equally perverse. The Duke of Argyll does not say that the

owner ol tlie house should have a share of the doctor's fees in

addition to the rent. What he does say^ if we analogically

extend his opinions, is that while a house previously occupied

hy a physician in good practice will command a higher rent

from the next physician who takes it than if it had not been

professionally occupied, yet that the occupier who incident: lly

conferred upon it tbis increased value has no right at the end

of his lease to demand compensation up to the full extent of

the increment. If a man takes a farm worth £10^000 and

spends £1,000 in improvements, the resulting increase of value,

if there be any, is exclusively due neither to oae parcel of

money nor to the other. The landlord's capital and the

tenant s capital have equally contributed to the result ; and no

ingenuity can apportion the share due to each. But, says the

Duke, the tenant is secured in absolute enj,nymenlo: the whole

increased value for a term of years long enough to satisfy him

that his investment would pay ; and he has no right to refuse

the landlord, in his turn, the enjoyment of the composite

results. It is true that he paid for the loan of the landlord's

capital, but it is also true that he got all its produce for the

term he paid for. If at the end of his lease he can demand

the capital value of any increase of rent tliat may arise, he

obtains not merely the use of the land but a share in the fee-

simple. At the same time, unless we much misapprehend the

Duke of Argyll, he is perfectly ready to pay to any outgoing

tenant whatever is the fair purchase money of an improvement

filteen or nineteen years old. So long as this is done the

tenant cannot lose by anything he may do in the way of im-

proving the estate, and must gain in precise proportion to the

business acumen shown in the outlay of his money. But to

pay him for the value of an improvement calculated upon its

original cost and the work since got out of ir, is one thing.

To pay a man the capital value of a yet unreceived increment

of rent which is partly due to his and partly to the landlord's

capital, is quite another thing. The first payment is one

wliose justice all fair-minded men must admit, and which,

according to the Duke of Argyll, has been fairly made in all

the specific cases he has investigated. The second payment is

simply an ingenious form of piecemeal confiscation, which

would produce first a fictitious inflation of rents yielding the

landlord no increase of profit ; and second, a complete collapse

of the existing agricultural system iu which all alike would

suffer severely.

Mr. J. M'CuUoch, of Denbie Mains, Lockerbie, wrote

jn reply :

—

The Duke of Argyll is not sure that after publishing essays

and pamphlets on tliis question he has succeeded in converting

to his views as many as will prevent such discussion as may
bring it to a justly successful issue, and thus in the Spectator

he returns to the charge with ail his old effronltr^ and misre-

presentatiou.

The Duke reiterates the statement that, as a rnle, such im
provements are executed by the landlords which, even if true

is no good reason for withholding a payment from those
tenants who form the minority of improvers. In general, he
says they are executed as the result of direct bargain— it not
being ditScult to decide that as tbe tenant presumedly pays a
higher rent on account of specific improvements they are

indirectly paid for by the tenant. The improvement is one of
tbe bases of tlie rent, which if well calculated will return

capital and interest. He say that the owner often by a
reduced rent is, wliere a specific improvement is executed by
the teoimt, the real improver, and here he is perfectly correct \

but at the same time the Duke cannot poir>t to a lenant-riglit

advocate of note who claims for au improvement specified ia

an agreement. But no reference is made to the most general

way of all—the tenant paying a rent cbarjie which redeems
in twenty-five years both the capital and interest. Whether
—iu the absence of agreement—is this done by the landlord

or the tenant ? by the latter at least to tbe extent to which the

charge exceeds the running interest of Sg per cent. But it is

principa'ly ths improvements executed by means of the capital

and skill of the tena?it which involve a claim for compensa-
tion, and in equity it may safely be presumed that to the
extent of the value to liis successor he has a right at the end
of the term—the present legal presuiiiptiou which in accordance
with the old and unjust legal laaxim, " Quicquid^^laniatiir soh^
soh cedit^^ gives the unexhausted value to the landlord caa
mean nothing but confiscation. For the contribution the landlord

in this case makes has no connection either witli compensatioa
for improvement, or damages for deterioration—the land r»

furnished alike to improving and nou improving tenants, and
is aLke in each case met by a previously-arranged counterpart

—the rent. The Duke had belter not talk too much about
the capital invested in the feudal estates—a pair of gilt spurs-

or a snowball at mid uramer is not a large capital; bat this is.

beside the question at issue..

Again lie stumbles on to the lease as a security for improve-
ments ; but it can be shown that ths length of tenure and the

rent are considered ia connection, and the larger rent and
tlie longer tenure are no more than a smaller rent and shorter

tenure associated with subsequent iiaproveraents. It is no
good argument to say that the longer lease gives better oppor-
tunity for recouping profits—the es.tended tenure and corre~
spending higlijrents evidently contemplate it. If the Diike caih

in " no specific case " find out that the attrinnting to their laud-

lords of taking tenants improvements over without compensa-
tion is just, then I will have pleasure in showing them to hira

by the score ; and I venture to say from wh*t I have learned,

from undoubted authority, the Duke's own estates oiler no.

exception. The tenant claims only the value unexhausted at

the end of his term, and solely due to his capital and skill, and
it will take much better argument than has yet been adduced
to prove that the landlord's land has in any unpaid mannes
contribu'ed so as j,iislly to claim a share.

The Spectator is not happy in its analogous case. When a
dortor adds to the rental of a house by an improved practice,,

it must not be forgotten he could either liimself take another
in the vicinity or sell liis practice at its full value to one who.
would be iu a similar position. His capital in his personal

talents is easily removable to a new sphere,, and if that sphere-

is not far removed the house belonging to the Duke of Port--

land might even fall in value, and it does not appear that the-

doctor is to be liable for the reduction. The tenant farmer's,

case is different ; his mixing up capital with tbe landlord'^s is,

an inevitable incidence of modern cultivation

—

i\X the end of
his tenure it is not removable,, and cin only be realised by a.

representative estimated value in money. And wliile he claims,

for the value added and unexhausted at ike end of his. termj

he is ready to admit and pay for deterioration.

But iu your leader there are some statements which may.
lead to roafasion of thought with both landlord and tenant
readers, and to which I would refer. There is no doubt but
that, as yoa say, the whole question hinges on the return of
land to its owner improved ordeteriorated, and which may be due-

to a variety of causes ; but it must be made clear that a tenant's,

claim res's on the value added, independently of the market
value giving either increment or loss—it rests on its own inde-

pendent basis of added value. No doubt the value of land in.

the market might influence the valuators in fixing it ; still the-

question nakedly put remains—compensation for added value-

to the tenant and for reduced value to the landlords The
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tynaul's rent is the trueolTsrt to the Inivdlord's soil ; the latter

cannot—because it is by reut already thirled—coutribute aiiy-

tbiug on beiiaif of him who liiis parted witli it for a lixed term.

The difference between Tenatt-ri^ht and a fee simple is this

—

tie former is only tiiesatiie as fixtures or a manure be^p trans-

ferred to a successor for money paymeii', and in no way inter-

feres with eitlier the original pott-utial energies of the soil or

tlie increment or loss accruing througii market value ;
while

the latter at onoe interferes with both.

If you know no more of the Duke than fancy he admits a

fair purchase money value for any improvement at all, you
will on following him througii the pamphlets of the Uobden
Club and C^ssell, Tetter, and Gulpin, come t^o a different con-

clusion. His main arguments are that, as Scotch farmers are

without Icnomnyil, farming under the exceptional securities of

low rents, and rendered still mire secure by Imig leases (pre-

sumably without paying lor them), compensation for added
value would be paying twice over lor the same improvement.
Moreover, he takes quite a paternal interest in the tenant when
it suits liim ; he warns the tenant that if compensation were
legalised, it would be discounted in the rent market—rather a

different tune from the " preferential "' rents about which he
(tlie teuiint) does not know ; but concerning which the land-

lord, being behind the scenes, can tell him. I would like much
to know by what r^ile of political economy landlords take less

i'fum bome than, is offered by others "equally good in every

respect." All through, the Uuke is a special pleader for class

privilege, and liis sophistical arguments and bad political

economy go far to blind those who are unable or do not take

the care to evolve at fir^t hand the solution of a problem no
d)ubt difficult, but not nearly so complicated as some would
make it appear. Tlie Duke, however, ignores—it would not

suit lum—the right of the State to hold the bahince equally

between theco.itracting parties. The present unjust presump-
tion can only be altered by Act of Parliament ; and with about
one liona fide tenant farmer representative in the Commons
and none in the Lord", it is not ditfioult to see that if discus-

sion outside legislature doors can be stifled, or driven into

false gro jves, there is a prospect of class privilege attaching

itselt for a long time yet to dealings in land. I'Veedom of cun-

tract, at all times desirable, cannot control a contract in which
one of the parties is by law protected from llie neceisities of
" commercial dealings."

To pay a tenant on the scale you indicate would be a dan-

gerous one for the landlord. Tlie "original cost" and" work
since got" might be such as to saddle the landlord with a

large payment for an nnremuncraiive improvement. This
kind of compensation might, often would, be unjust to the

laudiord ; the other, of which you disapprove, would mete out
justice to both. And as the Duke argues, tlie second would,

and justly so far, be di.-counted in increased rent, and how the

lanalord woulJ not receive it I cannot see. Surely our land

system is weak if it will not bear the strain of the landlord

reaping the increment arising through improvements less the

portion due to, and which had not been fully reaped by, the

previous tenant. The error of counting the land an unpaid

contributory has been fully exposed.

I would, however, refer your readers who are interested in

the question to some pamphlets in which the Duke is effec-

tually answered—viz., two published by Seton and MackcLxie,
of Edinburgh, for Mr. Goodlet, of Bolshan, a farmer ol

L'beral politics ; and " Clodhopper," the nom de plume of a

Conservative laird and law agent. Another by Mr. iiear, the

editor of the Mark Lane Express, and published at 265,
Strand, London, is well worth perusing.

Apologising for advancing views so widely diiferent from
your own and those of our worthy champion of the landlords,

the Duke of Argyll.

The Courier rejoined ::

—

In another place will be found a letfer dealing with the

Duke of Argyll's opinions and the remarks made thereon in

this column last week. Our correspondent's apology for ad-

vancing views differing from our own is entirely supeiiluous,

since the columns of the Courier are not exclusively devoted to

advocacy of any class or interest. They are open for the dis-

cussion o( questions affecting the commo'i weal, and variety of

opinion is welcomed rather than avoided. The Duke of

Argyll's letter, though incidentally touching upon various

disiiuted p.oiuts, aimed at enforcipg his ogiuiou uj^oa one only
;

and that a narrow though highly important one. The letter

was fo understood by t lie Spectator, which accurately seize I

upon the point of the Duke's letter though it did not

accurately report what he siid about it. Our remarks last week
dealt solely with that point, and referred to others only by way
of placing the actual controversy clearly before a reader's mind"
Our correspondent, however, opens up as substantive issues a

whole host of questions as to which we are nowise concerned

just now to decide whether the Duke of .Vrgyll be right or

wrong. The question at issue is simply this—granting that

tenant-farmers have a right to compensation for unexliaustei

improvements, on wiiat principle should that compensation be

assessed ? The Dake may have said and done many wrone;

things, and it is certainly uopirt of our business to defendhis

general conduct. But in raising the question in this forui,

and in affirming, however erroneously, that fair compensation
has been paid in all the cases he has investigated, he tacitly

admits that there ought to be compensation. His point was
that no matter what the tenant may do to the soil, any in-

crease of produciiveness must be due to the conjoint inliuenco

of his and the landlord's applied capital. It is quite immaterial -

that the owner's ancestors may have got the land upon
easy terms ; though we may observe in passing that the gilt

spur which may have formed the quitrent to the crown was not

the consideration for which possession was granted. The
essential point just now is that the landlord's property in the

soil will usually sell in the market for five times what the most

liberal tenant puts upon it ; and that increased productiveness

must therefore be due at lowest as ranch to what the tenant

found as to what he brought. Daring the currency of his

lease the tenant reaps the lull benefit of the improvement
which thus results from a combination of forces ; and he has a

full right to do so since he pays ("uring that period for the use

of the soil. But the Duke argues that he has no right after he

has ceased to pay for the use of ilie pol, to continue to reaptiie

joint produce of the landlord's capital and his own. This is

what he would do were he paid the capitalised value of any in-

crease of rental following his improvements, even if the im-

possible task were accomplished of separating what is due to

that cause from what is due to the fluctuations of the market.

The main point to be settled is really one of theory, since there

are endless disturbing causes in practice. If a nun by adding

a thousand pounds in improvements to ten thousand pounds'

worth of land produces a given rise of value altogether apart

from other causes, is he or is he not entitled at the end of his

lease to clainn the whole added value as his own ? Our cor-

respondent says he is; the Duke says lie is not, and we are

disposed, as at present advised, to agree with the Duke. We
should say that the tenant is entitled to all he can make out

of soil and improvement while he pays reut, and then to the

reimbursement of capital expended, less such allowance for

wear and tear as a prudent man would have made on a series

of years. If payment on this principle would be dangerous for

the landlord, there seems the less need for tenants to object to

it. Landlords, we imagine, would prefer such an arrangement

to paying down at the end of every lease the cash value of an

annuity which tliey would have to take the chnnces of realising

during the next twenty years. Our correspondent is greatly

mistaken if he thinks that improvements can be paid for in

either way without telling on tJie rent. None of the compen-

sation schemes in vogue can put money into the pockets of

-

the farming class ; though they may enrich individual members.

Profit fo the class can only be made during the currency of a

lease or occupancy by judicious treatment of the soil. What-
ever A gets by way of compensatiou for unexhausted improve-

ments will, in one way or another, be repaid by B. OtherwiiO

tenants as a class would have solved the problem—which the

Duke is accused of g'appling with—of getting their capital

counted twice over.

iMr. M'CuUoch again writes te sustain his view of the

question, as follows ;

—

It is a mat'er for congratulation among tenaut-fr.rmers thafc

such authorities as the Dumfries Courier and the Duke of

Argyll have begun to admit the justice and expediency of reduc-

ing to practice the principle of compensation for tenants*

improvements—the only difliculty being the mode of assessing,

the amount.
I tried to show the difiicnlties attached to "cost" and

" work since got," uoBgared with the increased value to sell
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or let without Te'erence to uational incremer.t or

from the leadins article with whidi 1 was honoured I inter

that I niust have been unsuccessful and now attempt like tlie

Snedalor to illustrate by an analogous case. A horse-dealer

lends to separate farmers two horses for the summer s work

the grazing to be free, but with an implied compensation lor

impruveraent made on the aniraalp. Tlie one spends £5 m
in extra food and pets back £10 worth of work ;

the ether

spends £10 &nd gets back £5 woTth of work, and when the

delivery takes place both horses have increased in value by 20

rcr cent. An arbiter i* called in to decide as to the amount

claimed. Will he say that the one who spent £10 is entitled

to double compensation of the one who only spent £o, or

that the one who got £lU value of work should only get

the half of the one who got £5? Certniuly not. lie will,

if a shrewd arbiter, lay aside these consideranons and assess on

the basis of n^arket value, independent however, of a ri.e or

fall accruing from a national market. But consider drain-ige

88 an improvement ; it may be executed at a great cost from

the channels being too deep, and if too wide apart,, one

between may be needed to render it effectual ; is this cost,

even though backed by Government and other auihoriiies, to

be an e'enieut in calculating compensation when the arbiter-

most likclv a good practical judge knows well enough that

from 30 to 60 per cent, of the cost is entirely unprodnctive.

So with cakes and feeding stuff*, the cost of the stuff itself

or even of the mauurial residue gives no reliable data for

fixing the value of theunexliautted constituent! at the change

of occupancy.
.

Then as to " work since got" ; some drainage m'ght recoup

the cost— is compensation to be stamped out and the tenants

skill and energy to go unrewarded ;
some again might as it

often does gives meagre returns during the first year or two—is

that a good reason for saddling the successor with an aug

mented compensation payment ? In the case of feeding stuffs

the work got may be small in some seasons,^ large in others

—

is either of them to effect the residue value ? But worse even

in a practical light is the fact that the work since got is quite

inextricable, for who can tell where the influ! nee of a drain

begins or ends, or how and where will be divided the eB'eets of

manure from those of season ?

A detailed costanddate of the improvements furnished as a

sequel to a notice which preceded the exfcutioa, is usrful in

protecting the landlord from deception, but it can have no

reliable bearing on the amount of compensation due at the

end of the term. The work since got does not d-fine the

value remaining at the change of occupancy ; thus the arbiter

has to make his calculations from the just basis of what the

improvement has—independent of increment or loss—added to

the letting or selling value. On any other basis than this

coiupeusation will be involved in endless anomalies and need-

less inquisitions, while justice will only he leached by the

purest accident, and thus opponents will be furnished anew

with an old weapon—the difficulty o! extrication.
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AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION AND
PROPOSED ALLEVIATION.

Mr. E. King Fordham, of Ashwell, Burv, read the fo'-

lowicg paper at one of tlie meetiuKs of the Social Scieace

Congress :

—

The causes of the universally admitted fact of agricultural

depression are so apparent that to dilate on these causes would

be but to waste time of writer and reader. I can only sug-

gest one important alleviation affecting this interest, and tliat

is an equitable adjustment of exceptional taxation, winch for

tlie p-csent time ouiy affects tenants at will, and for various

periods tenants under leases, eventually falliug entirely on tlie

landowner. I do not apprehrnd that the lauded interests ran

retso'iably ask to be helped out of their diflficuliies by the ini-

positijn of a bread tax, or any otlier tax, on the ground of

distre-'. Surely they don't come as mendicants ! but they are

j istified in demaudins justice at the hands of Parliament if

injustice can be proved.

1 maintain that this interest has one substantial ground of

compltint—which some thoughtlessly pass over—and that is,

the special burden of rates ; it may be £8,000,000 more or less

I'ae.is and fuure» are worth volumes of declamation. I will

tspliin b) illustrative ca 68 under mj' own obsgr>atiou.

A farm of fiOO acres assessed at £1,~00, being asse sed at

the rate of 4s. 6d. in tlie £, represealing a capital of £i'),0(X),

is taxed for I npf-rial (mis-called local ?) purpo-es, £'270
; this

i< a large deduction from llie annual value. There are some

parishes in which [ am told the assessment has been 6s. 2d.,

in which ease the tax would be £360 on the land.

I will compare with this test case that of a brewery in the

same parish. Assessed, it may be, at £300, is taxed only at

£57, representing a capital of £60,000, with proflts £6,000,

including interest on capital. The probable profits from the

laud of owner and occupier would in prosperous times be

£1,800, so that a capital in land of owner and occupier being

£46,000 pays £270, wiiile a capital in brewing, it muy he

£8fj',000, producing an income of £6,000, only pays £67 ;

while its taxation corrected to land should be £y00, or 1,500

per cent, more than at present. Sirict justice requires that

these imposts, for the maintenance of which every portion of

the com.iiunity sliouid be equally responsible, sliould be an

Imperial, not a local charge.

It is surely mnro just that all should contribute for a national

expenditure to educate the people, &c.—an income tax of 3d.

or 4d. in the £—than that the owners of any one kind of pro-

perty only should be compelled to I ear solely these burdens by

he imposition of a property tax of from 3s. to 6s. in the £.

On other sources of income the disparity and wrong is much
greater than on a brawery ; for example, a bank yielding a

pndir. of £6,000 is assessed at only £100 for business otHces

which,if atis. 6d. assessment, would pay £32 lOs. only,in tead

of £'JO0 as I maintain it should. Sbipo*aers, whose incomes

are many million?,, pay nothing.

Bnt I shall be met with tlie reply—IIow are i:- e to get these

ma'ters managed economically unless those who expend have

a deep interest in economical expenditure? Granted. But
justice says, il you exact £8,000,000 or any part of it unfairly,

wliich is now done, you must make restitution. The qiiestioa

is— liow can tiiis restitution be best aceotaplished ? I will

submit several meaastotbis end.

I would propose the three foUowiug reroedies which, among
others, suggest themselves to ray mind. 1st. An import duty

on barley, which I prefer^ as it seems to me to strike at the

main root of present intemperanee, and as coastitnting an

almost unfelt tax on the consumer ; inflicting no tax whatever

oa abstainers. 2iid. An import duty on wheat of 5s. per

quarter woald scarcely be telt a.t at^y serious grievance. 3rd.

An income tax ol 3d. or -id. would be fair and simple in appli-

cation, but nrght inpirioasly affect economy of expenditure—
which the two previous lemedies would leave untouched—

m

the hands of the present improving administration, and pro-

bably no better administrators can be found.

In accordance with the above suggestion we might probably

put an import duty ol lOs. per qr. on barley. Thi«, I estimate,

would eive to producers of six million quarrters, used in the

pre duction of alcohol, ^3,000,000, Increased duty on spirits

i nd wine in like proponiju, and sugar used in manufacture

wouid give Government a revenue of, say, seven million"..

Now, if hall ot this were made a Government grant, thus crm-

stiiutiutf a subvention towards these taxes, my object would be

accomplished, and no class would feel aggrieved. Consumers

of alcohol wou d never, or scarcely ever, realise this slight

diminution in strength of their liquors, wtiich would, never-

theless, be slightly less i-iiosicaiing. This increased duty

wouhi satisfy the lauded interests by its ameliorative character^

thus leaving them siiiBcient motive for close economy in ad-

ministration. An import duty on wheat ot 5s. per qr. or such

corresponding ra'e would >;ivean annual income to the landed

interest of £3,U00,t:Oii, to the exchequer £4,000,000, and raise

the price of the 41b. loaf by consnierab y less than JH. uot

double the price, as a Parliamentary celebrity has said or

inferred protection would do, and would scarcely be 'elt by a

populntion spending £5 per head per annum in alcohol ; but I

prefer the duty on barley with its temperance tendency.

There is another allevia'ion of a simfiler character, which
would be to grant a Government subvention of say 70 per

cent, towards payment of all these diarizes, leaving the admi-

nistration una tered, which would probably resu tin additiouckl

permanent income 'ax.

I may add, that ; Ithoug'i ''orme r suggestions seem to tolerate-

protective duties ou principles of expediency, as a lesser evil^

than tiie extreme in^qual ty of taxa ion such as J have described
j

yet no ouc is more sensible ihsn 1 aiu of tiie absolute I'ol y ol tlic
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tlieory of prnfrction or of pincing any restraint on the free in

ter<lidi\gc of llie conimodnies otdlQVreut couutries.

Tlien liiere jire some who say, " but what does it signify,

you mu.^t pay iu some way ; if you don'i pay locally you inusi

jiiiy the same aniount iu Imperial taxes, which corner to the

saioe thing." Let us see the diirerence in the case of the land

referred to paying loyally £270, in comparison witli what it

Would pay with an income tax at 3;l. or 4.1 , which would be

necessary in this form to yield tlie required amount, the basis

of iaiation by landlord and occupier being, in this case,

£l,80i', would, in this form, impose a tax of JC22 U)s. inf^tcHd

of £27U as at present—a difference in this case of about £250
per annum. And is this legalised spiiliatioa to continue un-

opposed and unremedied r It siiould be at once rectified.

Hliile agricultural depression grasps at shadows of land laws

and agreements it loses the substance which a proper adjust-

ment of the scales of just'ce would give it, and asks for a

Koyal Commission, whose reports may not appear for years,

while substantial redress is postponed for an iudeliuite

period.

Such amonnt of import duties as here snggestfd would not

be in the nature of I'rotection to the Agricultnral Interfst

against Foreign competition, but, in the limited araouut pro-

posed, would only constitute a tax on consumers in this form

instead of any other more irksome one (as I think) for the

purpo.-e of adjustin? the now unequal charge of local taxation,

leavint' the administration as at jireaent.

This tax upon the landed interest represents an income tax

on this propel ty only, varying from 3s. to 6s. in the £, and
from 3s. to 10s. per annum on the rental per acre.

Wliat would the owners of other investraeutssay to such an
inflictio 1.

My figures must be regarded as illustrations, and proximate

only, as showing \\\f prinriplc I desire to explain, not as an
individual case of exceptional hardship.

All other interests in the State protest very loudly vrhen a

Is. property tax is imposed, although for a limited period

only. Tiie land has to bear an exceptional income tax of

from 3s. to 6s. in the £ in addition to the iuoome tax charged

npon it in common with all other articles.

A tax on alcohol would be least lelt, and promote tem-
perance.

An additional tax on bread would tax all slightly.

An income tax would be the most equal, and I think

ecouomical administration might be secured, and would super-

S3de or reduce rates on houses which in every case tails on the

occupiers of houses of every class, such tax not affecting the

owners of houses as ov>ners, in this respect differing from
laud on which the tax is ultimately paid by owners.

There are some who will controvert this statement, but I

am certain rates are a tax on occupiers of houses, constituting

a house tax faliing on occupiers, just as a malt tas lalls on
beer drinkers, or tea dm'y on tlie consumers ot tea.

There is yet another very serious grievance from which the

ow ners of land and houses suffer, inasmuch as they are charged

income tax on gross receipts instead of net receipts, as all

other property is charger)^ ttius, my income from rent of

farms was last year £2,0UO, but repairs cost me £1,500 ; ray

net income was £500. I paid tax at 5d, in the £ on £2,000,
this obliged me to pay £30, representiuK no income whatever,
being an income tax of Is. 8d. in the £ on the £500 instead

of 5d. in the £, which would have been paid on the same
amount derived from railwavs or Government Stock, or any
other investment, and reducing my income of £500 from this

source to £465, by charging on a fictitious income of £2,000
i istead of the real one of £500. The same injustice appliesto

house property. I let a house for £80, upon which 1 have
expended in one year £50 in repairs, thus I ara charged on

£80, on'y receiving £30. This seems like persistent persecn-

tiou of owners ot real property.

Local taxes have also another inherent effect—that of in-

ecj'iality—one parish paying perhaps 23. another 4s. for a

public purpose ; for instance, Ashwell pays 2s. in the £ road

rate for making roads for the adjoining parish of liiuxwortb,

while the hx ex parish pays only 6d—in fact the system is a

very barbarous method of taxation. A remnant of feudal ages.

In the Report of the Committee of the House of Lords ou
Intemperance (p. 435) Mr. llathbone, of Liverpool, says :

—

" All the evidence indicates that, speaking generally, the in-

crsase of in;eiiip«iauce is mainly due to the rapid rise of

\vages and the increased .amount of leisure of the labonriig
classes'"—which mean < ability to purchase, if |iritc be rai cd,
or alcoholic strength dimiuished, it niust as a consequence
diminish drunkeuiiess.

Mr. liiytcr, writing of Victoria, where the duty on ale and
porter is DJ. per gallon, ah lut double the price here ; on proof
spirits, 10s. per gallon

; on sparkling wine, 6s. ; on all other
wines, 4s.

;
sliowa that there i^ less crime there than in any

other Australian colony where alcohol is cheaper. Strong
evidence this tliat increased price of alcohol diminishes iuleiu-

peraiice.

BOROUGHBRIDGE.
The members of the Borouglibridge Agricultural Society

held their fifty-fourth annual meeting at the Crown Hotel,
Boroughbridge, last month, when Mr. H. V. Bennett,
Heaton llo'ise, read a piper on '• Agricultural D-'pression."
He said :—I will now bring before your notice some of tlis

causes which occur to me to account for the agricultural
depression which is the subject I have to introduce ; and also
some of the remedies which may be applied to enable the
British farmer better to compete with tlie foreign producer
than he can do at present. In the first place, the principal
cause arises liora the over-production in foreign countries of
the necessaries of life—more than they can consume them-
selves—and therefore whatever surplus tiiey have must come
to some market where they can dispose of the same. But I
take it that we have little to fear from any country except the
continent of America, which possesses an unlimited area of
virgin soil only waitiug colonisation to produce an unlimited
supply of food, for even now her railways pass through vast
tracts of land yet uncultivated, but ready when cultivated to
bring the produce to the seabwrd. I may state that between
tie years 1869 and 1872 17,000 miles of new railways were
made in the United S ates alone, and should the propostd
scheme to deepen the mouth of the Mississippi be accom-
plished, her means of transit will be still lurther increased and
cheapened

; and when we find that in 1875 the acreage under
wheat in the United States was 26 mill.ons, and in 1878 30
millions, being an increase of four million acres in three years

;

and should this increase of over one million acres a year still

go on, it becomes a difficult matter to know how the British
farmer will be enabled to grow wheat at such a price as will
enable him lo compete with the producer on the other side of
the Atlantic. From information received from Mr, Drurr.-
mond, Her Majesty's Secretary of Legation at Washington, it

appears that if heat can be landed at Liverpool, leaving a pro-
fit, at from o5s. to 40s. per qr., and it seems to me that the
hoiue producer will have to grow it f. r about that price,
which, under the present order of thing.*, he cannot do.
Therefore he must ha pu> into such a position as will enable him
to do so, or the cultivation of the article of food must be lelt
to the foreigner, and he will have to turn his attention to other
productions. Whether it would be well to leave the entire
supply of the staple food of this country iu the hands of the
foreigner is a doubtful matter. A second reason is the high
rent paid by the fanners here, owing very much to the deaiaud
for farms being grtater than the supply, caused in a great
measure by persons other thau legitimate farmers being
anxious to lead a country life, and caring little for any profit
to be made out of them. And who can blame the landowner
if he tres to get the most he can in the shape of rent ? For
after all rent is only a bargain between the landlord as seller
and the tenant as buyer. A third cause is the burdens laid
upon the tenant farmer, consisting of the iniquitous way the
income-tax is imposed, and the unfair way the poor, county,
and other rates arelaiaon property in this countiy, A four h
cause is the way the farmer is often tied down by clauses n
agreements, which prevent him from makiug the most of h s
capital employed. Another is the great quantity of grouid
game kept by many of the landlords. And lastly, another
cause is the great cost of production in the shape of artificial
tillages, high price of labour, &c. All thess causes together
as they at present stand, make it utterly impossible to compete
with tne foreign producer. Iu bad times gone by the farmer
looked upou Ihc depression as only temporary. If he had a
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bid crop lie pot a bstter price for it, and if lie had a good
crop he knew tlint he was protected from an influx tiiat would
send the value of his produce below what he could affora to
grow it. But now things are different. Times are changed.
Under free trade he has to face the surplus produce of other
nations, »nd if he is not put into a position to compete with
them, he must eveiituilly succumb. Bar! harvests are now
ruinous. Four years out of the six since 187i have been bad,
twenty to tweuty-five per cent, below average, and still the
price of wheat has been decreasing. Some may say if wheat
does not pay, why not grow barley or aomethiug else ? If a
much larger breadth of laud was sown with barley, of course
there would be an extra quantity, and consequently the price
would be brought down to a non-payiug one. The same
applies to other produce, so that were Mr. Gladstone's panacea
ol tarms turned into market gardens, the order of the day, we
should soon find an over-production of tiiote articles that
market gardens niosilv grow. Others may say, let the land be
laid down to grass. No doubt the inferior lauds will have to

be 80 treated, as they cannot by any possibility be raide to pay
in tillage ; but were a large proportion of land to be put into

grass, what would become of the agricultural labouring class?
Ivothing would be left for them but emigration,, and by so

doing would it not materially affect and injure the home
market for manufactured goods? The remarks I have made
with regard to the importation of cereals apply also to other
product", such as clieese, &c , and also to foreign meat and
live cattle, which trade is only just developing ; and here the
farmer finds himself at a disadvan'age, owing to the imuorta-
tioii of the manufrtctured article, namely, fat cattle, aud not a
corresponding supply of the raw material, namely, lean cattle.

Mr, Druiumond states that prime fat cattle cau be landed in

England to pay at 7d. per lb., and last year there were thirty

million head in the United States, aud that the increase

this year will be live millions. Therefore it is patent
that the English grazier has or will have, in the matter
of meat, as much to contend with as in corn, &';. And
now, having given some of the reasons why the
British farmer cannot live under the present order of
things, I will state what occurs to me to be some of the
remedies that may be applied. First and foremost there
will have to be a considerable reduction of rent—not a paltry
return of 10 per cent.—but such a reduction as will somewhat
approximate to the value of land abroad. It is all very well
to say that more capital must be thrown into the land, but
will those persons who are now farming highly and cultivating
their farms in the best manner, and find that they are loosing
money, be induced to spend more capital, when they fiud that
what they have employed is not paying ; will they not rather
tbe induced to retrench than to expend? Far be it from me
po say that there are not a great many farms that do not
eroduce as much as they ought, owing to the want of more
aapital—but I fancy that a business that does not pay is not
n inducement to a person to expand more money in it.

Some advocate the division of farms into small holdings. I

cannot think that would be any benefit to the nation— ""or

wherever you see a district badly farmed there you would
mostly find that the holdings are small, and I think very

probably that the want of capital would be found as much in

the small farms as in the larger ones. The cost, also, of pro-

duction must relatively be more in a small undertaking i;han in

large one. Again, with regard to the very iniquitous way
the tenant farmer is charged with a tax on an income that he
never possesses, I would ask any farmer if on an average of

years he makes an income out ot his farm to the extent of

half his rental ; nay, more, if he has not the last few years

been without any income stall out of it; and still he has to

pay on a supposition that is not realised. This is a crying

shame, and we ought to be united and determined to have it

altered. Again, he is unfairly rated to the poor, county, &c.

Why should the land be made to bear the principal burden
of these rates, aud the man whose property is in the funds,

bunds, and other securities, be exempt? He has just as

much right to he'p to keep his poorer brethren as the owner
aud occupier of the land. Mills, coal pits, and quarries also

do not bear their proper proportion. Obnoxious clauses in

leases and agreements, antiquated and not at all applicable to

t ie times we now live in, are very often a reason why a
tenant cannot culliv.ite his tarm to the best advantage. He
ought to have the right to manage liis holding to the best of

his ability, aud not be told whut he shall do aud what ha

shall not do by the law ageBtof his landlord, vrho very often
knows nothing at all about the matter, aud can hardly
distinguish the difference between a sheep and a goat. The
tenant ought to be encouraged by liberal allowances for all

unexhausted improvements and- manures, and also every
facility should be given by the landlord to carry on hia
business in the best possible manner, in the sliape of proper
buildings &e. And now,, with regard to ground game, there
is no doubt a great dial of land made unprodwutive and food
wasted by hares and rabbits^and although farms are often let at a-

less rent on their account, still the tenant suffers much more
tiian the reduction, often more than- the entire reut. Of
course fclie landlord has a legal right to keep what game he
likes on his property,, but he ^s morally responsible tor the
abuse of what ia entrusted to his hands. Artificial tillages and
labour are also a heavy weiglit in the race, neither of which
can the occupier of the land do without. I dc not ihink that
skilled labour will ever be much cheapened ; inferior meii'

must come down in their wages. Up to the present time
there has not been that difference which there ought to be..

Our only hope in this matter must be in improved implements-
and machinery, and tlie use of judie ons economy in the
management of the faim, I was surprised to read a statement
made by Sir E.. Lacon, M.P., at the Aylesham agricultural,

meeting.. He said, as to agricultural depression, he believed

the question was not between the landlord and tenant, but
between the tenant and the labourer. I beg to differ froni-

Sir E Lacon. It is no doubt a question between tenant and
labourer, but far more between landlord aud tenant. I should
be sorry to find the landlords wished to shift the burden offj

their shoulders entirely upon the labourer. The farmer must
look far more to his landlord for assistance than to a great-

reduction of the labourers' wages. In conclusion, I wotild

remark that any return to protective duties will never be pos-
sible either for the agriculturist or those employed in other

industries. Whether it was wise entirely to repeal the import-

duties is a matter of great doubt, but, having done so, we
must abide the consequences, aud adapt circumstances as well,

as we can to the new order of things. The Royal Com-
mission, L fear, will not do very much for us,. It may give us

more inlormation than we at present possess,, but it behoves

the landlords of this country to meet their tenants in a spirit

ofliberality and justnesSj and I have great confidence that a-

large majority will do so. L was pleased with the remarks
made by Mr. Milbank at the Bedale Agricultural Show, when
he said that, should the land have to be laid down to grass,

the landlord ought to do it, that a return of 10 per cent, was
only a sop in the pan, and that there would have to be a re-

adjustment of rent throughout the country. Landlord aud
tenant are botli in the same boat, and, if they do not assist)

each other to keep it afloat,, both will most assuredly go down
together. But, with a lair reduction of rent, together with

the other alterations I have mentioned, with good seasons,

and the blessing of God, it is still to be hoped tliat the Br.tish'

farmer will be enabled to hold his own against the competi.

tiou of the world. There were several other points relating,

to the subject, sucli as tlie bearing of the law of entail, the

malt tax, Su-.,, upon which L hope some other gentleman may.

have something to say.

CErEWAYO'S TOtTEa..
Getew-ayo now wears a light tweed suit and a tall.hat.T—

Daily paper.

Elash the news from pole to pole,

Strange among all sudden changes ;,

Tell how in a savage soul

Culture now its nest arranges.

Gone the naked heathen king,

In his place a dandy proper,

Loud let all creation sing

—

" Cetewayo wears a topper !."'

Sign of peoples civilised,

Emblem of our modern culture,.

Ugliest headgear e'er devised,

Lo, you crown the Zulu vulture..

Black barbarian—newly tiled-

Had you never come a cropper,

Ne'er had sung the Muse's cliilH,.

" Cetew-ayo wears a topper."
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THE DAIRY SHOW.
The class for pure-bred Shorthon\ cows, in-niilk or in-

ralf, was not well filled ; the Marquis of Exeter's

Teleinacina, Sea Gull, aud Teleinaciua 2nd, were not in

their places, and their absence lowered considerably the

tone of a small class. Her Majesty's I'awsley lOlh was

exhibited again this year, and Mr. John Walter showed

two common-place animals. The prize winners, as they

stood together, were very lair specimens of what dairy

Shorthorns should be ; big, useful cattle with good bags,

and 80 evident capacity for making both milk and flesh

—

just such animals as will pay for generous treatment in a

milk-walk, or \uider any system of dairy management.

The first and third prizes were awarded to Mr. W. II.

Wodehonse for Vesper and Violet, and it will be remem-

bered that he took first prize last year in the corre-

sponding class with Countess, all of tliem his own breed-

ing. The second place was given to Jlr. G. Cooke's

Juliet, a very excellent cow by Duka of York (31038),

and bred by Mr. J. Evans. The class of purebred

Shorthorn heifers, not exceeding three years old ou Oct.

1, in-milkor springing for calving, were five in number,

aud rather poor representatives of the breed. Her Majesty's

Cawlina 'Jth, a fairly good Shorthorn, which obtained the

reserve number at the Kilburu Royal iu a corresponding

class, was here placed first, and a useful heifer with twin

calves at her side. Countess Mary, bred and exhibited by

Mr. W. H. Wodehonse was placed second. The third

prize fell to Mr. T. Kingsley's Hose, by Rost Butterfly

(24993), a very decent heifer of his own breeding. The
two were Japouica 2nd, bred by Mr. W. Arkell, aud exhi-

bited by Mr. E. C. Tisdall, and Prir.cess, a plain heifer

bred and exhibited by Mr. J.Walter. The pure-bred Short-

hornjbuUs were a much smaller show than last year, but two
animals of note were in their places— namely, Telemachus

6th and Telemachus 9th, which took the prizes, of course,

Telemachus 6th being placed before Telenaachus 9th

—

another important reversal of the Kilburu awards.

The only other exhibits were jMr.Tisdall's Earl of Leicester

6Lh, bred by Mr. E. H. Cheney, to which third prize was
awarded, and Julius, bred and exhibited by Mr. J. W^alter

;

both these animals were plain. The utility of classes for

bulls at a dairy show is questionable. They can ouly be

judged by the milking qualities possessed by the stock

they have begotten, and it seems to us that the prize

money would be better spent in the cow classes.

Shorthorn cattle, not eligible for Herd-book entry,

proved the most useful and practical division of the show.

All the breeds represented were useful in their way, and
all of them adapted to some special feature of dairy

work, but these cattle are so thoroughly useful for the

cottibined purpose of giving milk and making beef that

they may be considered as the best reut-payiHg dairy

stock of the day. We do not mean to say that pure-

bred Shorthorns are not equally useful, fur the three

prize winners in the class for pure-bred Shorthorn cows
would be hard to beat ; nevertheless there are far more
cattle ineligible for Herd-book entry than there are pure-

bred stock, and they will naturally be in greater propor-

tion for some time to come- Therefore, this class, and
that for cross-bred cattle, were to us of ereat interest.

The entries were 23 in number, and and all of them, we
think, were in their places. Mr. R. Strattou took first

prize iu this class, as he did in the corresponding class

last year,, and his seven-year-old white cow, Maiden, bred

by himself, is a first-rate dairy animal with excellent bag,

aud is of good scale and good quality. A whole dairy

of cattle like her would be an acquisition. The secoi d

prize went to the Stand Stod Company for a very capital

cow, Beauty, of unknown breeding, and the third prize

was awarded to ller Majesty's Honesty, a very useful old

cow for any sort of purpose counccfed with the dairy.

Amongst the rest were many animals deserving special

meution. namely, Mr. Stratton's Llanwern Gth, the Stand

Stud Company's Polly, Mr. E. C. Tisdall's Mabel, four

excellent cows from Alessrs. J. Welford and Sons' dairy

at Bayswatcr, and Pollie from Mr. T. Osborn's dairy at

Islington. In the corresponding class last yeai the en-

tries were for ])airs of cows; aud we miss the name of

Mr. 15. St. John Ackers and the Aylesbury Milk Com-
pany as exhibitors. There was no corresponding class for

heifers.

The crossed, or mixed-bred, cattle formed a capital

class of cows. The first prize was awarded to Mr. T.

Birdsey's five-year-old cow, which bid as cood a show
for milk as auy animal in the Hall. Mr. S. Cooke's

cross- bred cow Cherry was jdaced second, and buth of

them showed an admixture of Shorthorn blood, and both

were fit for the dairyman and the grazier afterwards.

A blue roan cross-bred cow, Lucy, from the Stand StuJ

Company, took third prize. Amongst the rest, there

were five good cows from Messrs. J. Welford and Shi,

two from Mr. W. Perkins, Werner, two from Messrs.

Bradbury aud Co., one from iMessrs. J. and J. Ruinbal,

and a " Dexter " cow from Mr. R. B. Kirchoifer, of

Cork, which were all of them exceedingly useful. The
heifers under the same classification were uot so good.

Ayrshire cattle were very well represented, Mr. George

Feline, of Streatham-hill, Surrey, taking all the prizes iu

the cows' class. Several good animals were also shown
by the Stand Stud Ci)mpauy and Mr. G. E. Staffer.

They were well-bred, and their dairying capabilities were

undeniable. There was no class for Ayrshire heifers.

Jersey cattle were very strongly represented both iu

the cow and the heifer classes, the latter numbering no

less than 48 entries, and commended in its entirety

by the judges. Of the qua'.lty of this division of

the show we have already spoken ii the highest terms,

and there is no race of cattle iu this country, or in any

other, which shows signs of more careful breeding than

the Jerseys. There was also a strong show of Jersey

bulls. There were a few Guernseys, which are larger, aud

perhaps, more generally useful. The Kerries were also very

well bred, Mr. R. Good, of Akerlow, Co. Cork, taking first

and second prizes, and Mr" J. Robertson, of Malahide,

Co. Dublin, the third. There was one Brittany cow, to

which a second prize was awarded, and one heifer of the

sanae breed. " Other pure breeds " were represented in

the cow class by two Dutch cows from Messrs. J. aud J.

Rumbal's dairy farm at Upper Clapton, to one of which

the first prize was awarded ; and to this cow. Spot, seven

years old and in-calf, the plate value £10 was awarded as

yielding the largest quantity of milk of any animal in the

Show. Her yield at the two milkings—morning and

evening—was 64^ lb., or more than tweuty-five quarts.

There were also exhibited a Danish cow, from ilr.

A. L. Alexander's dairy at Stepney, to which the second

prize was awarded ; two Jutland cows from the Suburban

Earm and Dairy I'roduce Co-operative Supply Associ-

ation (Limited) ; two Welsh cows from the Stand Stud

Company ^ and a small red " Dexter " cow, from Mr. 11.

Good, Akerlow, Co. Cork, with a bag which seemed to

occupy nearly all her hind-quarters, but it was a fleshy

one. Mr. Richard Hall, of Derby, exhibited a bull, cow,

and heifer of the Longhorn breed, which were ])rize-taker3

at the Kilburn RoyaL Loughorusare said to be excelleut

milch cattle, and it is a pity there were lut any specimens

of the breed iu full profit ; especially as au attempt is being

made to bring this old race of cattle again into notice

and favour. iMessrs. E. and A. Stanford showed a

Sussex cow and a Sussex bull. Mr. James Long, of

Shilhngton JIanor, Ilitchin, exhibited a Swiss cow and a

Swiss heifer, bred by the late Mr. Schroder, of Motlin^-
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Lara, Kent. The Dutch cattle, entered b^- J. Heddes,
j

Alkmaar, and S. Z. Purmereud, could not l)e sent uiide
|

the provisions of the Contagious Diseases (Animals

Act.

Ihe British Dairy Farmers' Association is evidently

doing a good work, and we coni^ratnlate the Society oq

the exceedingly useful charactrr of the Dairy Shows which

have been held under its auspices. We notice this year

that there were no classes for entries of tiirees or twos,

and it will be remembered that the Shorthorn cattle

ineligible for herd-book entry were in pairs last year, the

entries being no less thau 55. We are of opinion that

classes of this sort, where the entries are difficult and

trying to the exhibitor, arc of proportionately greater

practical value. Mr. W. T. Carrington's three red cows

which took the champion prize in the first Duiry Show
were good ones, well-matched, and a credit to their

breeder ; Mr. 11. Strattou's first-priae pair last year were

good ones, but not well-matched, though certainly a credit

to the breeder. And those who paid carefal attention to

these competitions must have been impressed by the

evident difficulty which attends the niaking-ap of entries

composed of more than one anisaal ^ and the same thing

can always be seen in family groups and peas of sheep in

our exhibitions of breeding stock and fat stock all over

the country. Uniformity is so diSlcult to obtain, and yet

it is so valuable, that we think the prize-inonty now

offering by the British Dairy Farmers' Association for

bulls would be far better employed iu the direction of

dual or triple entries. The ralae of heifer classes, again,

is not very apparent, and we think that a dairy show

should consist solely of animals in-railkv The showing of

stock of all kinds is now over-done, and the. Dairy Show

being the latest in the field, we venture to suggest that it

cannot expect to do much good on any of the old lines.

On the other hand, a practical exhibition of dairy stock

in full profit ia not only a legitimate speciality, but it

meets most opportunely one of the greatest want& of the

times.

The show of goats struck us as being smaller and less

comprehensive of fancy sSrains than we have si en at pre-j.

vious Dairy Shows ; but as we have not the number o

entries for last year's show at hand we cannot be certain

iu respect of numbers. The silver medal for the goat

])roving to be the best milk animal was awarded to M-r.

Stephen Dickens, of Holloway Road, for his hornless

white goat. Mr. Dormer, of Grosvenor Mews, took the

prize for the best kid in the show. Mr. Stephen Holmes

Pegler, Secretary of the British Dairy Farmers'

Association, is making great efforts to extend the keeping

and improve the breeding of goats in this country. No
doubt goats are profitable consumers of waste pieces of

grass, when the time of those -A-ho have to attend to the

animal is not very valuable, as in the case of children or

boys employed in other work in the bouse or garden.

Goats, however, are so mischievous if at large that they

should always be tethered when feeding out-doors.

In the cheese department we missed the great piles of

Stiltons that have been such remarkable features of pre-

Tious shows ; and the exhibition of this variety of cheese

was neither so large nor so good as we have seen, though

by no means small. The cheeses for Derby, Leicester,

Gloucester, and Wiltshire only contained seven entries.

Cheddar was better represented. Indeed, the quality of

the English cheese, excepting the Stilton, was much

better than we expected to see it after so unfavourable a

season. The ''Cheese Fair," for lots of not less than a

ton each, was one of the best portions of the cheese show,

there being twtnty-two competitors. Some nice lots of

Cheddar were shown iu this department ; but Mr.

Muttall carried off the prize for a creditable lot of

Stiltons. There was a very interesting display of foreign

cheese. M. Noel was very successful in- these classes

carrying off four first prizes for Gorgonzol:-),. Roquefort,

Parmesan, and cream cheeses, Mr. Jnbtil Webb, of

Kensington, had a very attractive stand of foreiga

cheeses, and hs took several prizes.

There was a large show of butter. The Queen was
amongst the prize-takers in the Englisii classes,

which, on the whole were meritorious. Mr. Bell, of

Sandtey, Dorset, was first in both classes for fre^h butter

not the produce of Channel' Islands cattle. The Euiilish

cured butter was not so good as it might have been. The
show of foreign batter was &• large one, the Holsteia

dairymen being specially well represented and successful.

I't was complained that a great deal of the foreign butter

shown as fresh was-really salted: Fur the av^ards v?e mast
refer readers to the prize list.

The mechanical department of the- sbo-w was partieK>-

larly interesting, as it is to improvement in the manipula-

tion of cheese and butter that we must chitfly look if

English makers are not to be left behind by foreigners.

The most interesting collection of dairying apparatus waa
the American one got togethei' by Professor Alvord, of

Easthamptonj Massachusetts, for the Dairy Farmers'

Association, which did not compete for the prize.

Davis's svyinaing churn, shown on thisr stand, is much
used in the United States, and, simple as it is, there is

probably no better hand-churn in existence. The motiou

is horizontal instead of rotary, and the work is particu-

larly light to the operator; still the dash of the cream is-

all that can- be desired. This is probably one of the most

primitive forms ef churn, as far as action goes, though'

its internal formation has been greatly improved, so as to

secure an effectual motion of the cream. A curious form

of churn, not nearly so good as that just named, is the
" Monitor," a vessel shaped something like a very shcj-t

and thick cigar. It is suspended by cords between two

uprights, and is worked from one end by being swung to

and fro by one band. Nfsbitt'a butter press, also-

particularly attracted' attention, as it is an admirably

cheap and simple little piece of mechanism for pressing

and making up butter without touching it with the hand

—

a sad tainter of butter. A system of milk delivery, by

means of ingeniously stoppered glass bottles of various

sizes (esact measures), was also exhibited. It is much
in vogae on the better class of milk walks in American

towns. The bottles are filled and placed in buses divided

into compartments to auit the different siaes, and they

are then taken round to the cnstomei-s. A full bottle of

the required size is delivered, and an empty one takea

back at each call of the milkman. Cleanliness and cer-

tainty of measure are thus secured. A very excellent

form of milk strainer, an equally good cream skimmer, a

covered rai}4i-pail; with projecting hopper, into which

the cow can be milked while the operator sits on the pail,

some butter workers, and a variety of other dairy utensils

were to be seen in this collection,- which was most

courteously and instructively exhibited by Mr. Olivep.

Professor Sheldon had charge of the collection. Ia the

collection of butter-^makiug apparatus for competition

Edward Hore, of 4, Bishopsgate Street Within, ageo-t

for Edouard Ahlborn, of Hildesheim, obtaiaed the first

prize. The collection was exhibited at work on

each day of the show, and attracted a great deal of

attention. De Laval's patent Mechanical Cream Sepa-

rator, which was shown at Kilburn, where it gained a

silver medal. This is a machine for effecting the rapid

and complete separation of the cream from the milk by

the application of centrifugal force. At the trial of the

machine at Kilburn thirty gallons of milk were passed

through it under the hour, the cream, churned immediately

after the separation, yielding 101b 3oz. of butter. It was

".vorked by steam, power, as were also the churns on this
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Stand> Some exce'lleut butter-workers aiui other utensils

were also shown in the collection, Brailford and Co ,
of

High Holborn, had a good collection, includinc the suc-

cessful " Mid-feather" churn, the "' Sprimrlield" butter

worker, n swine; churn of the x\merii'an pattern previously

described, and a variety of other articles.

Messrs. Neel, Son, and Anderson, of Watlinp Street,

London, showed the Cooley pystem of cream-raising. 'I'he

milk is placed in vessels which are submerged in cold

water, thus keepina; the milk cool and secure from tainting

by impure air or smells. When the cream has risen the

milk is drawn oiT by an ingenious method from below,

leaving the cream in the vessel. Thomas and Taylor, the

Avleabnry Dairy Co., Lloyd, Lawrence and Co.,

and William Waide were also competitors in this

class. The second prize was taken by Alvvay

and Sons. Lawrence and Co., of London, obtained

a medal for a milk cooler, the Aylesbury Dairy Co. for a

milk can-, and John Gumming, of London, got first prize,

and Kays and Son,Stamford, second prize in the class of

vehicles for the conveyance of milk. Li vehicles for use

in the retail sale of milk G. H. Hill, of Woolwich, took

both prizes, and Alway and Sons, of London, did likewise

in tt* case of milk perambulatois For cow house fittings

only one firm, Musgrave and Co., of London, entered.

Other exhibitors of dairy utensils on the ground floor of

the hall were W. Gilling, W. Waide, and W. J. Harrison,

of London ; Vipan and Headley, of Leicester, and Lloyd)

Lawi-ence and Co., of Philadelphia and Worship Street.

Thomas Higgins, of Northwich, obtained the prize for

dairy salt. Amongst the miscellaneous stands on the

ground floor are noticed first that of T- Bowick and Co.,

of Bedford, who showed the ''Invincible" corn screen,

which is made with apertures of different sizes and shapes

suitablefor taking various weed seeds outof corn, separating

oats from wheat or bailey, &c. The zinc screen is kept in

shape by means of steel expanders. Another article on
this stand was a new boiler for cattle food and other pur-

poses, the peculiar feature of which is that the cbimney
runs through the b«iler, thus saving heat. Mr.
Bowick'also showed bis "^ Farina" or milk substitute, as a

food for calves, and his newly introduced " Botanic

Flavourer" for spicing hay, and for use as a condiment for

cattle, horses, and other animals. It is claimed for this

flavourer that it contains no fenugreek, drugs, or minerals.

The most important elements in it are made from the red

elm, the red cherry, and from stimulating spices. In

these days all well regulated and highly civilized cattle

require their condiments, just as we mortals use the con-

tents of the castors, the sauce bottle, and the pickle jar,

and a good flavoitrer is a good thing. The proof of the

flavourer, as of the pudding, is in the eating. We tried

this; but not having what Mr. Partington terms a "re-

fined beastly taste," we did not like it as w ell as Worcester

sauce or Batty's Nabob pickles. Therefore we must direct

our readers to their cows, their bullocks, or their horses for

an opinion as to its gustability. Another cattle-food ex-

hibitor was our old friend Joseph Thorley. JefFery and

Blackstone, of Stamford, showed engines and various

rnacbines ; and Richmond and Chandler, of Manchester,

exhibited chaff-cutters, corn-crushers, and pulpers.

Amongst the stands noticed in the galleries were those

of Gibbs and Co., Mark-lane, feeding cakes, &c. ; Bell

and Co., and Gillings and Co., London, dairy utensils
;

Carson andToone, Warminster, cheese presses and dairy

utensils ; the Suburban Farm and Dairy Produce Co-
operative Supply Association, farm and dairy produce

;

Christy and Co., Fenchnrch-street, incubators; Day,

Son, and Hewitt, Dorset-street, Baker-street, stock

medicines; F. and C. Hancock, Dudley, butter-washing

machines ; the Universal Catile Drink Co., London, horse

and cattle medicines ; W. H. Nicholsou and Sor,

Newark-on-Trent, agricultural maobiaery ; Ilithaway,

Chippenham, churns, &c. ; and Lawrence and Co., London,
refrigerators.

JUDGES.—C.VTTLE.—Shortliorn and any otlier pure and
mixed biReds : W. T. Carrinjfion, Croxden Abbey,
Uttoxeter ; C. Howarri, Biddenliam, Bedford. Ayr.sliires,

Jersey, Kerries, and Brittanies: G. Thompson, Killoskane,

Teiiiiilemure, Ireland ; A Duiilop, Clnircli Farm, llcndoii
;

J. Ross, Grnniie FHrin, liiiitield Broad Oak, Harlow,
Essex. Go.vTs.—W. Freeman, The Limes, Soutli Field",

Wandswoitli ; G. Barber, St. Johu's, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

BRiTtsu Cheese.—W.J. Livesey, 81, flslier^Hle Street,

Preston ; J, Allen (Allen and Sons), Sliepton Mallet.

British Butter.— VV. Titley (Titley and Sons), Bath
;

H. Oherriian, Weaseuham, Norfolk. Foreig.n CilEtSE
AND Butter.—M. Pratt, 24., New Bond Street

; A. Rivet,

3, Rue des Provaives, Paris (Treasurer of the Societu de
rindustrie Laiticre) ; G. A. Bovsea (Messrs. Aliltnan and
Bovsen), Ilimburg. S\1T.— Dr. A. Voelcker, F.R.S.,
Silisbiiry Sepiarp, E.G. Dairy Utensil.s, Fittings,
&o.—J. F. Nicliols, Liverpool Road, Islinaton ; J. Hi)d( i-

nott, Linyeat, Bath ; E. C. Tisdall, Hulland Park Farm,
Kensiugtou.

PRIZE LIST.
COWS.

shortiiorn.s.

Flgible for Herd Book.—1 and 3, W. H. Wodehouse
;

2, G. Cooke.

Not eligible for Herd Book.—1, R. Stratton ; 2, Stand Stud
Company ; 3, Her Majesty the Queen ; 4, Messrs. J.
Welford aud Son.

ATiRSHIRES.

1, 2, and 3, G. Ferme.
JERSETS.

1, G. Simpson; 3, W. F. Watson; 3, T. Hepburn.

GUERNSEYS.
I and 2, Rev. J. Watson,

KERRY.
1 and 3, E. Good.

BRITTANY.
2, n. B. Spurgin.

ANY OTHER VARIETY.

1, Messrs. J. and J. Ruraball ; 2, A. L. Alexander.
CROSSED OR MIXED.

1, T. Birdsey ; 2, G. Cooke ; 3, Stand Stud Company.

HEIFERS.
SHORTHORNS.

I, Her Majesty the Queen ; 2, W. IL Wodehouse ; 3, T. W.
Kingley.

JERSEYS.

1, G. Simpson ; 2, H. A. Kisg ; 3, T. Hepburn.
ANY OTHER VAEIETY.

1, L. P. Fowler; 2, G. Ferme.
CROSSED OR MIXED.

1, Stand Stud Company ; 2, E. C. Tisdall ; 3, J. Walter.
BULLS.

SHORTHORNS.
1 and 2, Marquis of Exeter ; 3, K. C. Tisdall.

JKKSEYS
1, G. Simpson ; 2, W. J. Beadel; 3, A. Meadows.

ANY OTHER VARIETY.
I, R. Hall; 2, E. aud A. Stanford ; 3, Rev. J. Watson.

GOATS.
SIIORTHAIRED, WITH HORNS.

Females.- 1, F. A. Crisp ; 2, E. T. Crookenden ; 3, W. H.
Crisp ; 4, H. F. Harrington.

I.ONG-UAIRED, WITH HORNS.
Females.—], JL Cazeoave

; 2, R. Good ; 3, Miss A. Jxcomb.
LONG OR SHORT-HAIRED WITHOUT HORNS.

Female?.— !, J. Weston ; 2, H. Malone ; 3, W. Chapman
KIDS.

'

OVER TWELVE MONTHS AND UNDER TWO Y7ARS.
Females.—Champion and 1, E. Dormer : 2. S. Holuies ; 3

F. A. Cri.p.

UNDER TWELVE MONTHS.
Ferailes.— 1, T. G. Ward ; 2, B. Morth ; 3, J. Kalm.
Males.— 1, K. Tredgald ; 2, S. Holmes ; 3. F. A. Crisp.
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CHEESE,
STILTON.

1 and 2, T. Nattall ; 3, J. B. Leadbeater.

CHESHIRE.

1, G. Mosford ; 3, T. Iloullbrook ; 3,G. Wallpy.

CHEDDAR AND SCOTCH CHEDDAR.

1, W. and T. Allen ; 2, J. Hoddioott ; 3, A. Hiscock,

DERBY AND LEICESTER.

1 and 2, Aston-by-Budworth Cheese Factory Company ; 3,

BraiUford Dairy Association.

GLOUCESTER.

1, J. Smith ; 2, G, Harris.

WILTSHIRE.
"VV. and T. Allen.

AMERICAN OR CANADIAN.

1, H.K. andF. B. Thurber and Co.; 2 and 3, Hodgson

Bros.
LOAF.

1 (withheld); 2, T. Walden ; 3, C. Crees.

BRITISH CREAM OR SOTT.

1, Mrs. c_errolt ; 2, Crowson and Son ; 3, Mrs. Bush.

CHEESE FAIR.
1, T. Nuttall: 2, A. Hiscock ; 3, T. Walden.

FOREIGN CHEESE.
GORGONZOLA.

1, L. Noel; 2, G. Pessina.

ROQUErORT.

1, E. Coupiac ; 2, J. Webb ; 3, W. Lingner.

GRUYERE.

1, J. Webb ; 2, Barth and Sterchi ; 3, Glasson Freres.

PARMESAN.

1, L. Noel; 2, G. Pessina ; 3, W. Lingner.

EDAM.
1 and 3, Hastings and Nephew; 2, J. Webb.

GOUDAR.
1 and 3, Hastings and Nephew ; 2, J. Webb.

SOFT.

1, L. Noel ; 3, Weldermann and Keller ; 3, H. Nassau'sch

ANY OTHER VARIETY.

1, Thurber and Co. ; 2 and 3, N. Verestschagin.

CLOTTED CREAM.
1, T. H. D. A'len ; 2, Aylesbury Dairy Company.

BUTTER.
TRESH.

Not the produce of Channel Island Cattle.— 1 and bronze

medal, J. W. Bell; 2, J. C. Butler; 3, Her Majesty the

Qiieen

.

6 lb. in 1 lb. prints.—1 and bronze medal, J. W. Bell; 2

Her Majesty tlie Qieen ; 3, C. A. Barnes.

From Cbanncl Island cattle.— 1 and bronze mtdal, R.

Fowler ; 2, II. A. Rigg ; 3, H( r Majesty the Qaeen.

CUBED.

English.—1, C. Cresswell ; 2, 3, and reserve, D.F. Leabv.

Irish.— 1, M. Anderson ; 3, E, J. Maliony ; 3, H- M'Can.

ANY OTHER BRITISH.

1, R. Colley ; 2, W. G. Lewis ; 3, W. E. B. Smith.

rOUEIGN.

Fresh.—], L. Van de Wonde ; 2, L. Lantzins ; 3, II.

Kzoonen.
Cared.—1, C. Lindenberg ; 2, A. Uffhansen 3, K. Langen-

heim.
SALT.

1, Mr. Higgin.
DAIRY UTENSILS.

COLLECTION.

i, E. Hore ; 2, W. Alway and Son.

CHEESE MAKING.

], R. Cluett ; 2, Wilkins and Son.

BUTTER-MAKING.

1, E. Hore ; 2, Aylesbury Dairy Co.

MILK COOLERS.

1, Lawrence and Co.
MILK CANS,

1, Aylesbury Dairy Co.
VEHICLES TOR THE CONVEYANCE OF MILK.

1, J, Cumminif ; 2, Hayes and Sun.

VEHICLES FOR RETAIL, SALE, OR DELIVERY.

1 and2,G. H. Hill.

PERiMBULATORS AND HAND TRUCKS.

1 and 2j W. Alway and Sous.

COWHOUSE nTTINGS.
1, Mutgr^ve and Co.

HOMESTEADS.
1, FT. W. ]\Ioore ; suiiplementary first prize, silver medal, and

£5, R. Waite ; 2, T. Potter,

SPECIAL.
Milking.

For cows.— 1 and plate, J. and J. Rumbal.
For heifers.—I and medal, E. C. Tisdall.

MEETING or MEMBERS.

At a meeting of the members held on Oct. 14, at the

Agricultural Hall, Colonel E. S. Burcaby in the chair,

the Earl of Egmont was duly nominated and elected

president of the association for the ensuing year. Mr.
Stephen Holmes Pegler, the secretary, pre^enced the

annual report which was adopted. It states that the British

Dairy Farmers' Association baa advanced considerably ia

strength and prosperity during the last twelve month?.

Since the last annual meeting, held at the Dairy Show of

1878, 139 new members have been enrolled, seven old

members have resignt d, and three Lave died, making the

total at the present time 399. In accordance with the

resolution passed at the adjourned general meeting of

December 11, steps have been taken to register the asso-

ciation under the Acts of 1862 and 1867 as a " limited"

society, established " not for gain ;" it has therefore now
a legal stafifs and is an incorporated society. In pursuance

of further resolutions passed at the same meeting, the

original committee was, on the 10th of ]\Iarch, dissolved,

and the present council elected by the votes of the mem-
bers. The services of a thoroughly competent gentleman

were also engaged as assistant secretary, and a Board-

room and offices rented at 446, Strand, the rooms pre-

viously nsed at the Agricultural Hall, through the

kindness of the lessees of the building, being too far

removed from the centre of the metropolis to be

conveniently accessible to most of the members of council.

Among other important events should be mentioned a

letter received by the president. Colonel Buruaby, from

Sir Dighton Probyn, on behalf of the Prince of Wales,

expressiutj; the satisfaction ftlt by his Royal Highness at

the success the association was gaining, and acceding to

Colonel Burnaby's request to allow the name of his Royal

Highness to appear as patron of the institution. With
regard to the present Dairy Show, the Council are pleased

to be able to report that, in spite of the great agricultural

depression, the exhibits are this year far more numerous

than at any previous show, eiceediug those of 1878 by 220

entries. The proposal to establish a dairy school is a

question of great importance, and forms one of the objects

the society had in view at its establishment. Having

regard, however, to the oatlay which snch an institutioa

would necessarily involve, and considering that the funds

of the association are not adequate to meet an) great ex-

penditure, the council have not felt justified to decide

upon so important a matter; and Mr. Gilbert Murray's

motion has, therefore, been adjourned for discussion from

the couDcil mettings to the annual meeting of members.

The proposal to establish a dairy school thus referred

to in the report was considered by the meeting, and ulti-

mately it was decided that the Council should nominate- a

committee to draw up a report, to be submitted to the

adjourned annual meeting, which will be held at the end

of the year^ in Cattle Show week. Canou Bagut, in the

discussion which ended in this resolution, gave an in-

teresting account of dairying in Ireland. Mr. G. Mander

Allender remonstrated against the common assumption

that a dairy school need involve any great expenditure in

bricks and mortar or land. He described a dairy school

in Mecklenburg-Schwerin, maintained at a cheap rale ly

a few great landed proprietors for the sons of their

foresters and othera. An eminent specialist is engaijed at
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a salary -of from JEiSOO or £400 a year, with an assistant,

and the young men pay a small fee. The products of the

school are sold, and the proceeds go towards paying tiie

expenses. After a few months' study the young men go

forth accomplished in the practice ?nid r«tio/ii//f of dairy

management. Young Euglisliuiea might be sent, if

necessary, at a small expense, to the school already es-

tablished in Mecklenburg. The meeting requested Mr.

Allender and Mr. -Gilbert Murray to submit their observa-

tions in the form of a paper, with statistics, to the com-

mittee. Some steps have already been taken to

obtain information of this kind. In March a circular

was issued Irom the office of the association, calling the

notice of its members to proposals which had been made

to establish dairy schools, and asking the opinions of all

interested in the subject. Mr. Oliver, of West Ilarptree,

Bristol, a member of the association, contributed a paper

to its journal, in which he admitted that we have much
inferior cheese and butter in our markets, due to defective

dairy management and laid down a scheme of education

for factory pupils, and a plan of couslructioa for a model
cheese and butter factory.

Another sulyect mentioned at the meeting was an in-

vitation which has been received from the International

Dairy Fair in New York, to the English association, to co-

operate in their Dairy Show, which is held annually ia

December. A desire was shown to entertain this proposal

favourably. Mr. F. B. Thurber and Dr. Voelcker also

addressed the meeting.

FORMATION OF A GOAT SOCIETV,

On Thursday, October 16, a meeting was held at the

Agricultural Hall to consider a proposal to establish a

Goat Society. Mr. W. Freeman presided. Mr. H. S,

Holmes Pegler explained that Ike objects of such a society

would be twofold—namely, to improve the breed of goats

and to encourage goat-keeping generally. The only thing

DOW remaining to be done was to agree upon a certain

standard of excellence and to endeavour to breed up to it,

the chief point at which to aim being good milking

qualities. He suggested that one feature of the goal of

the new society should be the offering of prizes at the

shows of the Royal Agricultural Society and similar bodies.

After somediscusiioii it was anauimonsly resolved to form
afi association to be called the " British Goat Society,"

Mr. Pegler being appointed hon. secretary. A comni'ttee

was then elected to make preliminary arrangements and to

convene a general naettiiis: of the members during the

meeting of tie Smithfield Cattle Show. The annual sub-

scription was fixed at 5s., and most of those present en-

rolled their names as members. The chairman spoke of
the desirability of goat-kee])ing by cottagers not only on
account of the nutritious milk thus obtained, but wi;h a

view to stilising the large tracts of waste land in rural

districts. Among the speakers was Mr. J. B. Evans,
from the Cape of Good Hope, who, it was stated, had kept
large flocks of goats successfully and profitably for several

years j.ast.

THE LAW OF MATRIMONY.—Yasterday morning an
old negro man arrived in iIir city from St. Loiii? in search

of his before-the-war wife. The old man went off into i\\e

war with his master, but, ufidergoing a cliang-e poliucally,

deserted hira and embracfd the emai eipation cause, and now,
after so long a time, he comes back to the .'cpnes of his child-

hood. After making a great many inquiries he learned that

his wife liad married again, and that she and her hushiind were
living duwn on Second Street, Arriving at the dpsignated

house the old man, stiff with rheumatism, hobbled up the

narrow steps and fell againbt the door, which, yielding to the

weight of hia body, opened. Sitting near the window was a

tall, bony woman. Near the fireplace, rubbing a iiJdie uiili a

greasy woollen rag, sat a man. "It seems ter me like," ssid
the visitor, dropping down on a trunk, '• that you nster be my
wife afore de wall." " Bless de Lord,'' exclaimed the womau,
" it's heainnin' to hitch onto me in de same direction." '' What
does dis prankin' mean ? " snid the last husband, droppiug tlie

ratr and throwing the fiddle on the bed. ." Splain yourselves."
" Dis 'uman usler be my nat'ral wife, and I've come heah ter

see if we can't make some -sorter 'rangements in regard to it."

" Ole man," said the Lot edition of matrimony, " de bes' and
mos' p'lite thing in for yer to go 'way and ten'teryer business.

Dis 'oman an' myself understands each odcr putty tolerable

well, an' de bes' thing is fer yer to leve us." " Daniel," said

the woman, " when yer was young yer was a pretty squar sort

of feller, but now de rheumatiz have cotoh yer, and fore God
I doau' wanter rheaumatized man. Dan.you's bow-laigged
at de bes". 'Sides all dat, I'se changed my Migion." " Let
me sight yer to a parable in de law, 'cordin to Blackstone,"
said the second husband. " De fir's deed and de las' will am
de raos' powerful. De fir's deed am subject to de las'

will. Wasn't it a deed when yeu married dis 'otnan ? wan't de
ack of marr>in' her a deed?" " Tibber shoah," said the
first husband, reflectingly. " Wan't our marriage a will?
Wan'c it de 'om.sn's will dat she married me? Answer de
question squarly." " Yes." " Well den, 'cordin' to de law,

de 'oiiian's mine." " Dat's a fac', Dan," .said the woman.
" Ain't yer gwine to give me no allum money ? " asked Dan.
" De law don't mention thnt," said the victorious husband.
Dan arose from the trunk and looked around the room. A tear

stood in Ins eye. Suddenly his face brightened. " Gia' me
dat catfish over dar, an' I'll leave you." '' D^ law don't
mention de fi<h, but I'll gin' it ter you." Daniel picked up
the fish, ran his finger throui;h its gills, and passed out into

the street.

—

Lit//^ Rock {^Ark.) Gazette.

EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES.—Daring
the first six months of the currer.t year the number of immi-
grants into the United Slates amounted to 52,28t, against
37,819 in the same period in 1878. The greatest monthly
total was 18,328, in May, wliile in June the total number of
arrivals was 11,692, and in April 11,40G. The greater
mnjority of these immigrants can-e from Europe, and about
80 per cent, of them landed at New York. Germany con-
tributed more than any other nationality ; Ireland stands
second in point of cumbers, and then England, Italy, Switzer-
land, Russia, Scotland, and France. A review of the move-
ment of einigratiou to the United States during the last 60
years presents some curious features. In 1817 it is recorded
that 22,91rO persons landed on the soil of America, but up to
1820 no regular account was kept of the number of iramigrantf.
It is estimated, however, than from 177<'< to 1819 the total
nnmlier of Europe.ins landing in New Euzland was 250,000,
and that, from 1776 to 1878 no less than 10 millions of

!

Europeans have gone to settle in the United States. New
1
York- has always been the principal port of debarkation, and

;
out of an actual imiuigration of 8,094,160 during the period

' from 18-1-8 to 1877, no less tiian 5,.51fi,74-6 linded there.

;

From March, 1877, to Mardi, 1879, New York receiv,°d

j

5,732,183 immigrants, or twice as many souls as the New
;

England States contained at the end of the War of Indepen-
denre. Their nationalities are recorded as follows :— Germans

! 2,105.232; Irsh, 2,020,071; English, 742,271; Scotch,

I

161,537i Swedes, l2l,7'J3
; French, 110,853: Swiss, 85, 94<8

;

!
Italian, 50,581 ; Norwegian, 49,01)7 ; Duich, 40 103; Daue.s

I

36,993; Russi.ms, 23,08;i ; Bclgiaus, 10,495 '; Spaniards,
8,952. As the port of New York is the principal landing-
place for imoiigrants, so the Sla'e of New York becomes tlio

j

home of a large proportion of them. Out of 80,000 who
hnded there in 1878, 30,9S'i remained in that State; 18,289
settled in Ohio, Indiana, Wi.scousin, and Illinois ; 8,370

I

settled in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Delaware
;

8,506 in Missouri, Iowa, and Neliraska ; 4,424 went to the
Vac fie States ; l,94rj to Uiah ; and only 1,646 to the
Southeru S a'es

; 6,0 tO went on to Canada. As to the money
value of the 'Mininan Missis>ippi ," aslhis regular stream of
immiisran's has been called, it is calculated that, if each indi-
vidual brings on an average 100 dollars, which is believed to
he below the mark, the total wealth brought into the country
by fen million settlers must have amounted to 1,000 000,000
dollars, or ^200,000,000 iitx[\ag.—Ttmes.
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LOBD EEAY ON AGRICULTURAL LAWS.
At a meeting of the Social Science Congress on Oct. Olh, Lord

Keay, President of tlie Economy and Trade SfC'ion, delivereii

the opening address. Lord Ileay said that no question (vas of

greater importance, not only now but at all time", tlisti that of
land tenure. lie aiiould not attempt to deal with all the bear-

ings of the qnestiou, but call tlieir attention to some facts illus-

trating the direction which they should not follow, and then

point out the line they could safely take. As regarded the

land question, in what was known as the French legal system
the facility with wliidi land could be acquired was held up to

their admiration ; the small owner was described iu glowing
colours ; even the condition of agriculture was said to be en-
viable. This was often effected by the easy process of compar-
ing the position of the limited owner in England, who had an
encumbered estate to which he could not do justice, farm
buildings and cottages in a deplorable condition, tenants own-
ing no other capital than their votes, without any real agricul-

tural knowledge, the only skilled labour on the estate being
that of the solicitor, who was the depository of all the
mysteries of its embarrassed condition. To show them how
the French system really worked in all its various aspects he
should have to introduce to them several characteristic types,

in their family surroundings, without atterap ing an exhaustive

survey. He would only speak of land in its agricultural sense.

The question of land tenure in Ireland, for building and resi-

dential purposes, and for cottage gardening, was not within the

scope ol his remarks. His remarks would apply only to those

districts where the il'rench system had full play to develope it-

self in its various forms. That system had such a strong hold

iu the countries where it did exist, that no legislatuTe could
for a single moment entertain the idea of altering its main
features. He wished to point out how complex the system
was, and how its various component parts reacted on each
otiier. After citing an instance to show that the tendency of

the system was to keep the land out of the hands of the farmer
who would do it most justice, and to place it in the hands of a

non-improving landlord and tenant class, he remarked that the

process of thf accumulation of land was continually going on in

France. The first lesson taught by these various facts was
that the antagonism between grande and petite culture was
misleading. Under the present conditions ot agriculture in

tlie greater part of Europe, capital, agricultural knowledge,
and a quick appreciation of the demands of the market were
vital requirements. The French system did not offer any
guarantees for this. It did not prohibit land from being

mortgaged ; it hampered the tr nsler by the tax on " muta-
tions ;" exclianges of intermixed lands for the sake of getting

continuous fields, which were i'»cilitated in Germany, in Austria

and in England through the Inclosure Commissioners, were
not encouraged. Compulsory division disturbed agriculture

;

life tenancy existed in some cases. The great merits of the

system no doubt were the variety of tlie dimensions of the

pieces of land which came into the market, and the simplicity

of the conveyances, as the seller conld draw up a deed of sale

himself, and the purchaser could fiud out on the register to

whom it belonged and what were its burdens. The wish to

become a landowner was likewise fostered by the system in

quarters where such a wish was not in harmony with the exi-

gencies of good agricuhure as it ought to be understood in

these days. Co-operation reijiht remove many blots ; but co-
j

operation was not easily introduced, and the Co-operative As-

sociation would perhnpa soon degenerate into an institution
j

closely rcsembliug a great landlord working his own estate

through a manager. Our system was quite capable with judi-

cious reforms of answering all the needs of the present hour.

Everything which interfered with the application of capital

and science must be removed. Land should he always held in

fuch a way that it could be disposed of by sale. Powers cur-

tailing the disposal of laud by the person who for the time

being holds it, iu whatever capacity, should not be allowed by

law. Whether the power of settlement should be diminished

was another question with which he would not deal. From
the economic point of view as regarded land tenure it was

sufficient to lay stress on the necessity that nothing should

stand in the way of a sale of land, whatever might be the

motives which induced this sale and whatever restrictions

niight be put on the investment of the proceeds by settlf ments
or other deeds. I( this was done our legislation would be in

advance of the Prussian. The transfer and mortgaging of land

should be reduced to a simple opertttion, as it was uuder the

Torrens system, which prevailed in the g e^ter part of \\\?

colonies, in Belgi\im, and in Clermany. 'J'his could only be
done through highly efficient and competent nflici<ls having
rower to re!use to register deeds not drawn in simple form, so
that intending purchasers and lenders of money could at once
ascertain the exnct condition of the title. The princip'e of
Lord Seiborne's Bill, that no transfer and no charge on land
should be valid without registration, should be a sine qua non.
Agricultural training in all its branches—lower, intermediate,
and higher—should be much more fully recognised by the
Educational Department of the Privy Council as one of the
urgent needs of agriculture. Whether there was any need at
present for more extensive Government interference might re-

main an open question. That a tenant should have compen-
sation for unexhausted iniproveraenta seemed to him as much
beyond doubt as that a landlord should have a claim against a
tenant who had exhausted his farm ; but if landlords and
tenants were foolish enough not to secure themselves by leases

against such contingencies it was their own fault. Though
under the application of greater facilities of transfer and sale

more land would come into tlie market, still it was very certain

that they were not to look forward to an era of small proper.
ties. Hence the question of the management of property with
a view to its greater productiveness remained of the utmost
importance. An intelligent landlord, an intelligent agent, and
intelligent tenants, could, working together, and provided
capital was in hands of both landlord and tenants, and game
and politics were set aside, do more for Engli-h agriculture

than any law reform would ever achieve. Where these elements
existed a landlord would of course undertike all the permanent
improvements, leaving the tenants free to do with their capital

what they liked, and also giving them more latitude in the

rotation of crops, anl giving them long leases. Where there

were no leases, or where properties had been mismanaged, of

course the necessity for a skilful adviser became great. Should
anybody be inclined to cut the knot, by saying that the most
natural solution would be to put the present tenant-farmers in

possession as being the most competent to rely on their owa
judgment, he conld ask where the capital was to come from to

put them in possession, though, perhaps, it might be taken

into consideration whether the principle contained in the

Bright Clauses of the Irish Land Act should not be extended

to England and Scotland. The important point, therefore,

was to have an increased number of educated tenant farmers.

Their education, their independence from restraints, antiquated

or dictated by reasons which were non-agricultural ; their tak-

ing a greater part in local government and in Parliamentary

debates, would be of the highest importance to the country.

If was remarkable to hear of proprietors, in some English dis-

tricts, longing to give leases, with every guarantee of inde-

pendence and encouragement in the way of permanent improve-

ments, unable to find men willing or able to take a lease ;

this difficulty could not be met by increased powers of sale,

because the new owner would have to solve it as well. The
Scotch system of giving long leases, admirably improved by

Lord Leirester, and which had spread to parts of England,

seemed to him to be capable of being worked so as to satisfy

all concerned in agriculture. He did not consder that Scotch

tenant farmers and Scotch labourers need envy the small owner
whose returns left himhardly any margin of profit, and who
was prartically in the same position as the rack- feinted fanner.

Without altering the rights of property, for which he was not

prepared, he did not see how they could draw a lease by Act

of Parliament, and furthrr secure that it should not be worked,

in a vexatious way. If farmers refused to enter into bad

covenants there would be an end of them. The future of

Enelish agriculture depended on the enlightened action of

landlord and tenants. Meanwhile the f-^rmers bad it in their

own power to exact longer leases and better terms by oiferiug

liigher ren's. Referring to the present agricnl'ural depression

he remarked that it bad nothing to do with our system of land

tenure ; but it ought to lead us to inquire what were its weak
points, and in laying them bare might pave the way to a state

c fillings which might be advantageous to landlord and tenant.

In the concluding portion of his address. Lord Reay said:

—

Nothing does more harm than to excite a craving for what is

not within our reach. Endowment of the greater number of

our population with land is hopeless. laiprovement of the

condiiions under wiiich it is held, the prsctictl object of the

Farmers' Alliance, is worthy of our most strenuous endeavours.

English and Scotch iariners need not despair of the future.
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A!\1ERICAN MEA.T.

The Chicago Tribune reports:

—

Mr. riiilip D. Armour, o! tlie well-kHOwn firm of Armour
and Co., packers, having lately returned from a trip to Europe

a Tribune reporter called at liis ofiice j-esterday afternooa to

elicit some information in regard to liie coudition of European

commerce, more especially as bearing upon the leading export

trade of Cliicago. In a general way Mr. Armour etated that

his trip hsd been a very pleasant one, and tliat file result of

his iiisijiht into the nreseiit capacity ot Europe as a consumer

of American products was most satisfactory, as was also the

future pro»pfct.

As Mr. Armour put it :
" Nobody could go to Europe, tiike

a good look around, and come back a bear."

" The promise ol an increased provibion trade is good, then.

To what extent, please, in a general way ?
"

" I think that the Europ' an market will take fully 25 per

cent, increase of pork tlvis year; of other produfts the

increase will be somewhat less, bat still ?ery marked tjirough-

out."
" Tl>en prices will go up during the winter !

"

" I could not say about that. There is going to be oo
apeculative demand from that ([iiarter. They are too poor to

buy in advance lor future nfcessiiies. Their purchases will be
made as their requirements arise. They have got to buy all we
c in send ihem, however, and at any prices we choose to ask.

If pork went 10 per cent, above the present pi ice the advance

would not have the slightest etTt ci upon the bulk of export."
" Uow are affairs in EnalanJ ?

"

"I observed the situation closely both in England and Ire-

land, and the prospect tor agriculturists in both countries is

deplorable. But liow could it be otherwise ? To put the case

in a nutshell, it is land at 300 dols. an acre, and limited in

extent at that, to land at 20 dols. an acre—any amount of

it, too, and some of it with loam twenty ft^et deep. The
rent which many of the land-owners are asking for their

farms is nearly as mach as a farm can be bought for in

America."
'' What does the British farmer—I mean the man who rents

and works tlie farm

—

think of ail this ?
"

" He is beginning to find out that his occupation in En;cland

and Ireland is gone. The laudowueis will not accept the

situation, which is nothing aiore nor less than that American
competition has cut down the value of their property one-half.

Tlii-y insist upon rents which the farmer cannot pay and at

the same time live, and when the old tenant surrenders the

farm it either is leased by iucom|ete'it people or the proprie-

tors tiieiiiselves hire help and turn agriculturists on their own
account, in either of which cases financial disaster is a fore-

gone conclusion."
" Is much of this land being given up by the renting far-

mers ?
"

" It is ; and the consequence is that an emigration has

already begun among the farmers of England and Irelind,

which, I think, will be a great blow to those c untries. They
are a people who, once gone, can haruly be replaced, and it

will be a pieat gain to America to secure them. Con ervative

to a remarkable degree, the idea of leaving their native land

and of giving up the farms they have occupied for years is

repugnant to them ; but the situation which stares them in

the face is so p'ain that they cannot liesitate. I conversed

with a number of farmers in England and Ireland, and they

were of the same mind, that the only reined)' left for them was
cmiicration."

" Their conservatism will soon vanish after their arrival

here."'

" Yes; but in the meantime that very feeling is a tre-

mendous power, and has a decided tendency to decreMse Ame-
rican exportation. Now, in Ireland, hogs are selling at GO
shillings a hundred, wliilc the American product, which is, to

say the ieas*^, as good pork, sells for ever so much less. It's

even worse in France, where I saw pork selling at 17 cents a

pound while I was in Taris."

"Thai's a remarkable advance over Chicago quotations."
" So it is ; but it's a comfort to know that American pro-

ducts are constantly pushing their way everywhere. But how
cou'd it be otherwise, when we cm laud our goods over there

for half a cent, a pound, and in less than thirty days. It's only

aqaesiioQ of time; soon'ir or la er we are bound to have the

market to ouiselves, a view which is accepted by the more far

seeing residents across the water. By tlie way, I can tell you
H fiiuuy story wliich exemplifies the dense ignorance prevailing

abroad of America and American cities. Our agent at Paris—

•

a very briglit and clt^ver Englishman who visited u^ last

winter—told mc while I was at Paris of an amusing conversa-
tion he had had with iiis banker. He does his business with
a banking-house at Havre, and on his return from America he
was questioned by the Havre financier as to his trip, how lie

had enjoyed it, etc. Naturally enough, our agent was
enthusiastic over Chicago's beauty and importance as a trade-
centre, and he dilated at length upon the subject pouring into
the banker's ear a full description of the stock-yard", of the
immense droves of cattle which they contain annually of the
elevators and the miglity corn and wheat crop which they
garner, of the big fire—everything which an intelligent man
who had been to Chicago would talk ab'jut, in fact. The
banker seemed deeply inti rested in all, and when our agent
got through, asked him, ' Yes, very fine, but what was the
name of the place where you saw all this ?' And when our
friend reminded him that the name of the place was Chicago,
the banker showed the fullness of his geographical researches

by remarking, ' Oi yes, Chee-cago. Let me see. That is a
city near Buenos Ayres, is it notp'

"

Mr. Armour addeJ, on his own account, that, extravagant
as the story raiglit seem, it was a fair exposition of the know-
ledge of American aff 'irs possessed by the average European.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE JtARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—My attention has been directed to the enclosej

statements which appears in a local paper, the Uert.i

and Beds Hxprrgi. It is indeed a sad narrative, and,

moreover, one of so much importance generally, that I

think it right that it should be brought under your notice.

Surelv it is a case illustrating the necessity for the Far-
mei-s' Alliance, and is a strange commentary upon those

gentlemea who fancy matters will right themselves if only
farmers will be more economical and industrious, and
Cft.aad more assistance from their wives and daughters !

I am, Sir, &c.,

Sept. 27. A BEorORDSHiRE Farmer.

a. EuiNED Village.—This village, (Everton, Beds),
twelve years ago was one ol the happiest and most pro peroasin
lie county. The farms, eight in number, were lei lo re-

t ectable, well-to-do tenant-s, most of whom were born upon
•he soil they cultivated, and their ancestors were u-itives of
iie village. But since then there has been a total change
both in landlords and tenants. Sjine years ago when the
and hunger WAS at its height, the estate, comprising 1,700
cres, was sold, all the old tenants were evicted, the Ipnd was

let to strangers at an advanced rental, and an entirely new
system of management was begun by the genleman who took
the management of the estate. The farms were not long
occupied, the advanced rent like the last str^iw mide its

weigiit felt, and tenant after tenant found themselves obliged

to give up their holding?, until at length the village has
be orae almost deserted by farmers. Seven farm houses are
unoccupied by farmers—one or two are shut up, and the
others are occupied by either baililTi or labourers. The whole
of the land wiih the exception of one farm and some garden
land is in the hands of the estate agent, wh j is carrying on
the cultivation at the expense of the landlord. The labour
employed is so small that labourers have to go out of the
parish for employment, whereas, during the time when the
land was famed by farmers there was not sufficient labour in

the place, and labourers from other places had to be obtained.
The land, as might be expected, has not much advanced in

cultivation, and tlie houses and buildings appear to be falling

rapidly to d cay ; the probability is that there is not so much
money spent in the village by £2,000 a jear as there wat
twelve years ago. Tnis has made itself telt, and a most
dsspondent tone pervades ilie whole idacs. We were informed
by a resident that the landlorus usfd to clear £3,000 a year
from this estate, but that cow and for the la t four yearb he
believes tlii.t they have lost £3,000 a year. The estate is in
the hands of trustees, llie gentleman to whom it belongs not
yet. being of age. It is hoped that when he attaii.8 Lis
inHJo.iiy ;» happier state of thing'' may prevail.

W
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DAIRY FARMING IN NORTH ITALY I

At a time when tbe impi'ovement of dairy :

fftruiiiig is a subject of peculiar interest, a brief

account of the system pursued in North Italy

will be seasonable.

The production of butter and cheese is an in-

dustry of great and increasing importance in the

province of Milan. The fresh butter, which is

distinguished for its sweetness and rich yellow
colour, is exported to France and England, and is

sent to various Italian cities. Salt butter is

carried to North and South America, India, and
the Levant. The principal cheese markets are

Milan, Lodi, and Oodogno. The " Grana" cheeses

are exported to England, France, America, &c.

;

the " Stracchino" to England, and a small quantity

to Germany. The " Grana" cheese is made during
eight or nine mouths in the year, and with sliira-

aued milk ; the " Gorgonzola" and square (qiMdro)
" Stracchino " cheese are made only between the

mouths of October and Jauuar}^, with unskimmed
milk. They are generally consumed in the winter

Of early spring.

The buiter and cheese are generally made on the

dairy farm by the " Uasai-o" or cheese-maker, a

salaried servant of the proprietor. There are,

however, a certain number of small tenant far-

mers who sell their milk to a dairyman (lattaro),

who makes butter and cheese on his own account.

The milk is carried immeaiately after milking, in

pails on men's shoulders i-ather than in tin cans in

a spring cart, as it is lees liable to be shaken. The
separation of the whey before the milk ia carried

to the dairy would prevent the " Grana" cheese
beiDg made, as for this fresh milk is required.

Of the above systems, the first is considered the

best, as the lattaro, in order to secure quick re-
' turns, is apt to increase the quantity of butter
made to the detriment of the quality of the cheese.
The Swiss plan of laiteries soeiales is aa yet but

- little extended around Milan, though there appear
• to be many union dairies in the valleys of the
Italian Alps. In order to improve the method of

making cheese, which is quite empirical, a model
cheese dairy (Stasione Cassijicio) has been esta-

blished, with Government aid at Lodi. Up to the
present time, however, the results do not appear

. to have answered expectation. The " Morgari," or
herdsmen, who come down from the mountains
into the plains during the winter and wander from

• one pasturage to another, have not always near
. them a dairy farm for making "Grana" cheese, or

a centre for the sale of milk. They, therefore,

coagulate the milk while it is still tepid, the whey
(^siero) is given to the pigs which accompany them,
and the curd {qiiagliata) put into a cloth to dry, is

.
taken to a dairy where it io made into " Gorgon-

• zola," or '' Quadro Stracchino" cheese. The quan-
tity of milk produced by a cow varies according
to the breed kept on the dairy farm and the
quality of the fodder. Swiss, cows yield per head
and per annum, on an average, 80 hectolitres (060
gallons), cross-breeds 24 hectolitres (o28 gallons),

or less. The average price of milk is from 10 to

12 lire per hectolitre (22 gallons), when sold to

•saike butter and cheese. The city milkmen pay
from 15 to 17 lire per hectolitre (Us. 3d. to 12s. 9i'.

X^er 22 gallons).

Great progress has betin made of late years in

the condition of the dairies on farms ; they
are now generally clean and airy buildings so as
to permit the milk to cool quickly. The " Oasaro,"
or cheese-maker, receives lodging, light, fuel, and
provisions (generi), to the total value of about
2,000 lire (£75) per annum. His assistant {sutto

casaro) earns wages to the amount of 800 lire

(£30) per annum. The "Casaro" superintends
the herdsmen, who are badly paid, not earning
more than 500 lire (£18 16s.) per annum. The
position of a " Oasaro,"' though generally profit-

able, is not without responsibility. The weight
generally preferred for a "forma" or shape of
" Grana" cheese is 50 kilos. (1 cwt.). For from
five to a maximum of nine months the cheese are

kept at the dairy, after which they are sold to the

dealers. In two years they are fit for eating ; the
superior qualities keep bettor than the others, and
remain good for five yecii-s. It is calculated that

the total amount of loss from spoiling does not
exceed from 25 to 35 per cent., as some of tbe

cheese are able to be sold at lower rates before
they are too far gone.

But little stock ia raised in the province, the
fodder being required to feed the cows, which
yield an immediate return in milk, so that it is

"thought more profitable to purchase tban to breed.

The Swiss cow, as furnishing the most regular

supply of milk, is the favourite. This breed ia

considered admirably suited to the Lombard
meadow lands and fodder. The Swiss cows are

also crossed with the native Piedmontese and
Brescian, and with the Tyrolese breeds. The
cattle are pastured out for three months and a-half,

and stall-fed for the rest of the year ; the stables

are described as bad, and the wages of the herds-

men as low. No animals are specially bred for

slaughter, but oxen, when past work, are fattened

for the market. There may now and then be some
exceptions to the above rule, however, good meat
being more appreciated in Italy than was formerly
the case. There are veryfew sheep and fewer goats

in the province. In the autumn flocks of sheep
are brought down from the mountains and remain
in the plains during the winter, feeding in the open
pastures to the great damage of the fields, banks,
and roads. It is declared to be imperative that

this practice .should cease. The native breed of

pigs is said to prevail, being preferred on account
of the larger size of the animal. The number of

pigs is on the increase with the greater extension
of cheese dairies.

The province is not suited to the breeding of

horses on an extensive scale. In the irrigated

districts the fodder is too rich and watery, and
fitter for horned cattle ; in the other parts of the
province the estates are, probably, too sub-divided.

Such breeding as there is might, however, be more
rationally conducted. There are stations for

Government stallions at Lodi and Oodogno, but
the system has not, as yet, given all the results

that were anticipated. The greater number of

I

horses existing in the province are imported from
1 other Italian provinces (chiefly Cremona), from

I

Switzerland (principally purchased in the market
of Lugano for agricultural purposes), and from
Croati.^, The wealthy Milanese import and pay
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hi<'h prices for EuglisU carria;?e and saddle horses.

<3erman horses are also imported, and French cobs

aud ponies are held in good estimation.

With re<?ard to the asricultural macluaery and

implements in use, Vice-Oonsul Kelly further

states that the principal Eaglish makers have

ag-encies at Milan. It is estimated that two-tmrds

of the machinery used are imported from Eug.

l-aad, the remaiuiiifr third from America and other

couutries, including:, however, the machinery and

implements made in Italy. The United States

supply reaping,' and mowing machines, aud some

ploughs, these latter being also made somewhat

extensively in Italy, together with some other

agricultural implements and mr.ohinery. The

firm of Pistorus, of Milan, does a large business

in English agricultural implements. Steam-

thrashing machines are much used iu the country,

ajid well known lirms Had a ready sale for them in

Milan, and through their agents in otlier parts of

Italy. Close imitations of the English machines are,

however, now met with in the country itself, some-

times at lower prices. The apparently dearer article

would, itis believed, prove cheaper in theend, owing

to the more solid and perfect workma-iship, and

consequent wear and durabilit}'. That native ma-
chinery can be sold at lower rates arises from the

very low wages paid in Italy, and from the heavy

custom duty on portable steam-engines.

L.-^ND PURCHASE IN NEW ZEALAND.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LiNE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I read with much pleasure the remarks of your

New Zealand Correspoodent, particularly as I kuow the

locality from which be writes, aad I admire the great force

and common-sense of his letters.

Having been in New Zealand, I am constantly asked to

advise people whether they should settle in that colony

or not. To one and all I ^ivethe same advice, and that is,

if you wish to leave old England, and have money to pur-

chase laud, you cannot do better llian !<o to that colony. I

prefer it to any colony ; but see your land before you pur-

chase it, and get your title before you pay for it. I give

tliis advice because I was in the colony during 1S76-7,

and travelled in and about it more than 3,500 miles,

and when on the Waikato River, I was oflf^ered a large

tract of land at IBs. per acre, which I declined, because

nearly all of it was au undraiued swamp. Since my
return home I have been invited to join in purchasing it

at a considerable increase, and very much surprised was

the would-be vendor when I told him I had ridden over

such part of it as would carry a horse, aud that I would
aot have the land as a gift until drained.

I found the Government very ready to sell land, and
I agreed to purchase 50,000 acres at 10s. per acre, which
witu other items would have cost a total of 15s. per acre.

This was in the North Island. Afterwards I went to the

South Island, and oh the 29th January, 1877, the Gov-
ernment wrote to Mr. W. H. Pearson, Commissioner of

Crown Lands in Southland, to place before me the Govern-

ment land remaining for sale. On the 11th of February,

1877, Mr. Pearson submitted 50,309 acres at SOs. per

aere, which he deseribed (and signed with his own hand)

ill thft V/ttimea phiin, near to a proposed railway which he

has delineated as running from the Elbow to Gore, and
inlcr alia says, " The land coloured pink on accompany-

ing map is agricultural land of a good quality." The
locality, the price, the railway, were all favoural)le ; but a

heavy fall of ri'.iu, which carried away a railway aud

destroyed the roads, prevented my viaitiug the land, and I

returned to England without having seen it, and of course

without purchasing any of it.

Some lime alter my return home I discovered from a

leader in the mouey article of the TiiMs that this very

locality had the character of being infested with rabbits,

and in t'le very next session of Patliament it was affirmed

in the Iljuse of Representatives that " no less than

1,059,000 rabbits were destroyed " on 21, runs in the

locality in one year, and the speaker said " considering

that the Gor-rnment held such a large quantity of land ia

the South he thought it only fair that they should bring ia

a measure to keep down the pest.

I had heard of the rabbit pest when in the colony, but

never having visited the locality I could not s{ eak from

experience, and thought the reports exaggerated misrepre-

sentations ; however, on reading the above in the Times,

I procured the Xeiv Zealand ILnmo-d, in which at page 490,

August 16th, 1877, 1 fouud the same member sayin,'

:

" On the same runs there were 153,000 sheep less than

were shorn previously ; and those runs produced 1,700

bales of wool less than they did formerly. That amount

of wool, taken at a moderate computation oi £15 per

bale, would bring in a return of £25,500, which at 10

per cent, would represent a capital of a quarter of a

million. He hoped the House would see the desirability

of taking some steps for keeping down this evil. If the

Government could not see their way to bring down a

separate measure, perhaps they could introduce clauses

into the Sheep and Cattle Bill which in some way might

remedy the mischief." After reading this I felt that I

had lost nothing, and probably saved much, by not having

purchased the land. To my surprise, aud before the

account appeared in the Timrs, I was solicited in Eug-

lind to purchase a block of this very laud, or a block

near to it', as shown by the respective maps. I have now

before me the letter, and the price required was more

than ten times the price at which the Governmeut

offered me the land. The would-be vendor did not, of

course, know when he made the offer to me that Mr.

Pearson had placed before me 50,309 acres at the price of

20 shillings, and this, Sir, is the reason why I advise all

purchasers to see the land before they purchase il, aud to

get the title before they pay for it. That the pest has

not decreased will be seen from the following extract cut

from the OtKgo Daihj Times of July, 1879 :

—
•' The rapidity with which rabbits are spreading on the

runs between the Teviot and Clyde is, we are informed

by a gentleman who has recently travelled over the country

in question, aluiost beyond belief, except to those who

are eye-witnesses of their vast increase. Our informant

states that he was perfectly astonished at the droves of

rabbits which he encountered in the country on the

west bank of the Clutha River, between the Teviot and

Alexandra. Their evil presence has extended right up to

Messrs. Strode and Eraser's Eirusclough station,

in the Duustan District, and we understand that

on this alone 46,000 were killed during three months of

the present year ; while on another run, in the neighbour-

hood of Alexandra, 40,000 were killed last year, and

60,000 the year preceding. There can be no doubt that

the evil has become one of very grave import in the portion

of Olago above alluded to, as well as in Southland ;

and the expenditure involved in the endeavour to keep it

in check is a very serious item in the annual expenses of

the runholdera. The employment of a number of pro-

fessional rabbiters with dogs and guns seems to be the

most effective means of keeping the vermin in check.

On one of the runs above alluded to a large number of

traps were procured aud set, but the result was not

satisfactory, for in addition to the rabbits which were

cauyht an inspection of the traps showed that a uuuibe^.
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cf JIaori liens auJ w ild cats—the natural enemies of the

rabbits—had also beea ca])lui-t'd, and this mode of

destruction was thercFore given up. The ]\Iaori hen, or

weka, is a most determined enemy of bunny, and

vigorously attacks and destroys both old and young.

The wild eats also prove of good serviee, and on some of

the runs litters of kittens are regularly turned loose to

join their wild confreres, and in due course take part in

the work and destruction."

I am. Sir, &:c.,

J. BROOjrilALL, J. P.

Burcotts, Surhiton, 2Q>th Sejifembcr, 187'J.

CANADA AND THE COMMISSION.
Our Canadian correspondent writes under date Sept.

12 :—Messrs. Pell and Read, whose investigations on the

condition and prospects of American agriculture are in

some undisclosed way to put Brit sh farmers on a bee-line

to " recuperation," arrived at New York last Sunday. It

a])p€ars from paragraphs iu the Toronto papers that as

usual, sundry officials and interests here, see a chance of

proclaiming through the commissioners the everlasting

" immigration" evangel. The J/«i/ says improved farms

can always be had iu Canada at reasonable rates, and that

the agricultural experts will have a "hearty welcome."

It omits to add^^that many of said improved farms would

be dearly secured for nothing the omission goes doubtless

on the principle of cai'cal emptor. The Toronto 'TeJe-

(/rain also hints that the visit " m?.y" result in drawing

the attention of tenant farmers in Great Britain to Canada

as " a great agricuhural country," and by that means

induce immigration hitherwards.

That Messrs. Pell and Read were sent out to promote

the emigration to Canada of British farmers had not

occurred to me. Nor do I see how the abstraction of

British capital and tlie multiplication of foreign agricul-

turists can be a remedy forborne depression. However, I

suppose it is all right. The Canadian government with

its usual obtrusive solicitude for delegates had a mentor

ready in Senator Reed, who was despatched off-hand to

New York, and in whose affectionate embraces the com-
missioners found themselves when they stepped out of the

steamer. Mr. Reed's object was to get them to eschew

Codlin in favour of Short, and a telegram in the press

here nest day represented that he had succeeded, and that

they would come to Toronto at once, la visiting New
York they asked many questions, and in the cold storage

rooms expressed much astonishment at the vast piles of

butter and eggs which had been left in the refrigerators

since June last. In conversation with a iZtVYz/fi? reporter,

Mr. Read said he thought it would be necessary to estab-

lish similar storage places in Liverpool so that the Ameri-

can meat could be kept fresh. He thought the importation

of American meat had dei>ressed prices in England Id. a

lb. They would probably leave for Toronto tha,t evening

and visit the shows of Canada, afterwards returning to

the United Stales. I'esterday we heard of them in Herkimer

county. United States, where the 07odc says they were
" gathering cheese statistics," Senator Reed, " on behalf

of the Dominion Government," still cleaving to them like

Ruth to Naomi (probable he will be at their heels wher-

ever they go). The reason why the Ottawa authorities

want to get the British " experts" here in such hot haste

is that the weather at present, and indeed usually in Sep-

tember and October, is peculiarly pleasant ;. moreover

everything is very gay just now iu Ontario because of the

provincial tour of the Marquis of Lome and the Princess.

All the county fairs are " on." There ha« been a good

harvest and, in short, the province is at its best. The
Commissioners, and the " farmer's delegates" whom, the

cable tells us this moruioj:;, left iinglaud yeolcrd.iv, will

make a fatal mistake, however, if they judge the Canadian
climate by the fall weather. In a tale called " Cedar
Creek'' Audry Callaghan defines his Canadian experiences

as '' six months freezing and six months frying." With-
out going quite so far as that I certainly must endorse

wltat Mr. Feriier, ex-M.P , some time ago gave to the

Globe as the conclusion he had come to after 40 years

experience of the Canadian climate :—" If Canadian

winters were shorter, and there were fewer roasting hot

days in summer, Canada might compare with Britain.

But anybody who can live comfortably there would

be very foolish to come to Canada." I do not

know how it happens, but visitors, delegates, and
spyers of the land, by some mysterious underground

freemasonry, never come save in September and October.

When summer scorchings and " flies,'' and winter snows

and blasts are iu full reign, their carpet-bags remain un-

packed, and the captains of Atlantic steamers know not

their patronage. Hence they leave Canada with very

imperfect ideas of its climatic conditions. Emigrants

who will have to face all Canadian seasons need guides

more fully posted than they. The temperature in Ontario

ranges from the intense heat of 95 deg. or 100 deg. in

the shade in summer, all the way down to 30 deg. or

40 deg, below zero in winter. Aud the changes are most

sudden and trying to the constitution. One day you

have summer in all its glow and tire, and next day the

mercury has fallen 40 degrees ! It is a climate, too,

which does not improve on acquaintance. An Euglish-

man stands the heat and cold of the first year far better

than the second. In the WedmUmter Ueview in

Jaiiuary, 1S74 (or 1S75), a writer contends that the

climate of America has a continuously deteriorating effect

on the British race. Sir Chartes Lyell, too, has put on

record the fact that though while on a few months' visit

to this continent he was delighted with the clear tem-

perature, cloudless sun, and bright days then prevalent,

he was warned that if he stopped a year or two he would

feel less vigorous. The same remark was made to me by

a medical man when I came to Canada :
" You will find

yourself grow weaker every year." These facts are well

handled in the Herictr, and they account for the glowing

panegyrics often penned by inexperienced settlers or

visitors, which longer sojourn would modify largely. I

do not ca'^e a cent about the onslaught of those who, like

the Toronto Globe, while they are always running down
England and sneering at the " ignorance" of the English

press, think nobody should express any opinions on
matters here save themselves, and therefore I say without

hesitation that except for the new blood constantly infused

by European immigration the race now here would cou-

tinuously fade. It is notorious aud constantly com-
plained of here that both among Canadians and Ameri-
cans each successive generation shows more aversion to

agricultural labour and to manual work. Hence the

demand for imported hewers and drawers. The Globe

some time ago significantly remarked :
" We in Canada

naturally expect all the hard vvoik of this country to be

done by immigrants." It 'a immigrants who dig the

canals, the town and county drains ; build the cities and
make the railways ; and pretty hard work they fiod this.

Jonathan goes on the same idea. The StrcttJ'ord

(Ontario) Beacon, one of our leading papers, thus wrote

on July 15th last: "There is no use in denying our

people are physically degenerating. The generation now
growing up has neither the muscle, nerve power, nor

pluck of the men and vioraeu who settled Ontario. This

can be shown in a dozen difi'erent ways. Not one in

one hundred could now settle aud clear the forest." I

agree with this, and with the JVet^lmutsfer Review writer,

and am ready to diecuss the whole question of health and

vitality on this coutiucnt re Europeaus with anybody.
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Just speaking my own views, 1 think that to begin

inquiry into American competition at the Canadian end

verges on the absurd. In one case yon have foily millions

of people, in the other four ; on this side of the line

exports (of our own produce) are not of inncli account;

Biid our capitalists are bound to a certain limit—viz.,

the local demands of a nearly stationary population,

scattered over a vast area of country. It is otherwise

indeed across the border. It is there is the danger to the

home cultivator. It is evident, however, already that

the Canadian authorities mean, if they can, so to luaui pa-

late the Commissioners' visit as to make it serve merely

their own objects as iniiuigration-promotors. This is a

complete perversion of the object for which, as I appre-

hend it, tlie liritish exchequer has fouud funds for

a couimissiou to this continent. The investigation was

intended to benefit English farmers, not Canadian land-

jobbers.

Vou will not, I hope, have overlooked a very important

remark used by the Duke of Argyll on his return to

Britain. He found farmers iu these parts who told hinri

farming in America did not pay them ihe interest on

capital invested, let alono labour and other charges. But
no complaints, said the Duke, were heard from them,

because, as one of them frankly admitted, they might

want to sell their land (to greenhorns) and so would not

say anything likely to depreciate its value. This principle

pervades the whole Continent here, and I shall say more
thereou hereafter. As retcards the 80 farmers who have

just arrived from England for Texas I think it is likely you
will hear from them ere long. An English paper says

their emigration was due to the exertions of a railway

agent sent to Britain to beat up for settlers ; and the

Toronto Mall says they bought Jheir localities of a Texas

landowner iu England at from £150 to £360 for 80 to

160 acres; and hopes they have not been baJly taken in.

A (riend of mine who lately went to Texas, but soon

returned, gives a very discouraging account of the poor

condition in which he found cultivators there.

The Toronto Glohc has just come out with some new
cattle export statistics, ou which I cannot comment in

this. So I will merely say at present, they are either

intended to hoodwink Messi's. Read and Pell, and the

home public or they establish beyond question the exis-

tence of smuggling into the dominion during the last two
months, in which time crede the organ, we exported to

England nearly as many beasts as from January to July ! A
likely story. A ciible from England states that actiug on
advices from Ottawa Sir John JMacdonald gave up hia

intention to visit Earl Duti'eiin, and stopped iu Loudon to

again interview your Privy Council to get new cattle

arrangements—which shows, if true, that he and his

advise.-s must be of a singularly hopelul temperament.
This was since the extension of the embargo to October
Olh. These prolongations of the embargo for a mouth at

a time are very ridiculous. Why not at once forbid

imports from the Slates "until further orders?" The
present procedure is, however, only one of many proofs

that our administratiou comprehend neither this gravity

of the cattle situation, nor the feeling iu England on a

matter so vital to British interests. It is now settled

that Sir A. T. Gilt is to be permanent Cauadi.v.a

Cojimissioaer iu England with a town \ ouse.

The difliuulties which await enquirers such as Messrs.

Pell and Read, and also English editors who write on

Canadian matters, ai'e well shown in an article from the

Montreal Journal of Commerce. A Canadian paper some
time ago, referring to the detective state of the Dominion
health statistics, said that Canada was at the lowest poiiit

of civilization as regards its returns relative to births,

deuths, and marriages. The same iucorrectuess marks
ni^uy other of its statistical lablca, No dcductiou of any
value can be ba&cd on tlicm.

INTERiN-ATlONAL METEOUOLOGY.
The War Department of the United States Army has now

for some time past been the iieatquirters of a syateai of
weather repoi ta which is under the direction of liie Cliief

Siijual Olfu'er, Grtneral Myer, wliicl\ lias constantly been
exteiidinx its area and its usel'ulnesi, and wliicli is (airly

entitled to claim the curilial cu operation of other countries.

The warnings of coming sturms which we have lately so ofteu

received from Ainerici liave been due to tlie labours of tbis

Meteorological DnpHrtineat ; and it cannot fail to be inte-

resting to our readers to learn sometluQK of the methods by
wliicii the records available for iiuch purposes have been
obtained.

The mo>it remarkable feature of the United States observa-
tions consists of a series of charts which are based upon the
state of tlie barometer, the thermometer, and ot Ibe weutlier

generally, in ditferent parts of the fflobe at the same instant

of physical tinae. The work is so arranged that the observa-
tions, say at Washington, St. Petersburg, and Constantinople,
are not taken at the same hours of local, or clock time, iu ihd
three cities, but precisely at the same m )ment ; the readers or
observers being all actually at the iustruments at once, and so

for all other stations. The atmosphere over any esent o' the
earth can tlius be viewed as a whole and belore any uiovc-

mentsor changes in it are possible. The charts on wiiich the

observations are recorded give a true synopsis—it miglit

almost be called a photograph—of the atm isphere and its

conditions at the instant. The results, which are eilled

"simultaneous observations," are characteristic of tlie work
of the United States Office, were first einploveil by it for the,

purposes ot prediction in 1870, and are noiv, at the invitation.

of the office, taken widely throughout the world. They are

collated under the direction of G.^ueral j\lyer, at Washington,
and are printed and issued daily, forming the " iuternaiioual

bulletin of meteorological observations taken simultaneously."
They embrace observations taken by almost every civilized

po«er north of the eqnator, as well as observatious taken at

sea. In order to satisfy the many inquiries concerning
the conditions, scope, and progress of tlie labour connected
with these international simultaneous observations, a special

report upon the subject was made by the Chief Signal OlHcer
to the Secretary of War, under dite of November 1st, 1878 ;

and of some of the chief features of this report the following

is a condensaiion ;

—

At a congress of persona charged with meteorological
duties, which assembled at Vieuni i i 1873, it was resolv d to

be desirable that at least one uniform ob^ervation of such a
character as to be suited to contribute to the formation of a
synoptic chart should be taken, recorded, and exchanged,
daily and simultaneously, at as many stations as possible

throughout the world. Tlds reooinraendation has continued
to be of practical effect; and by the authority of the b'nited

States War Depirtment, and with the courteuus co-oper&tiim

of scientific men and cliie's of meteorol')gical services repre-

senting the ditferent countries, a record of observations taken
daily, simultaneously with the observations taken throughout
the United States aud the adjacent islands, has ever since

been exchanged senii-raunflily. These reports now cover the

territorial extent of Algiers, Australasia, Austria, Belgium,
Central America, Cnina, Denmark, France, GTmaay, Great
Britain, Grt-ece, Greenland, leeland, India, Italy, Jipan,
Mexico, Morocco, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Russia,

Spain, Sweden, Sivitzer and, Tunis, Turkey, British North
America, the United States, the Azores, Malta, Mauritius,

Sandwich Islands, South Africa, South America, aud the West
Indies.'

On July 1st, 1875, the daily issue of a printed bulletin

exhibiting these international simultaneous reports was cnn-
menced at Washington, and has ever since been continued,
and a copy ot this bulletin is furui-.hed to every co-operating

obsprver. The results afforded by rlie reports thus collated

are considered to be of especial importance, and the bulletin

combines, for the first time of wbi;;h there is any record, the
labours of all nations iu a work for their common benefit.

There is only needed the assistance of the navies of the
different Powers (that ol the navies o'' the United States and
Portugal being already given) to extend the plan of report

upon the seas in order to bring fully within the scope of
study observations extending around the whole of the uorlhern

licmi.'phcrc. This cud is to a great extent already altamed,
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since a number of obaerTations taken ou vessels at sea, at the

request of the War Department, and in order to complement

the synchronous reports of the land service, are now regu-

larly received upon the forms provided (or tlie purpose. The
utility of such observations is manifest iu their bearing upon

the study of storms which are approaching coasts or which

may endanger vessels on their departure. The co operation

of the United Sates Niivy, where the vessels may be, has

been assured by a general order of the 25th of December,

1876, and has largely increased the data of this class. The
required observations have been skilfully taken throughout

the service, and the people of the United States are thus the

first nation whose army and uavy co-operate, as all armies and

navies should, under official orders, in the work of simultane-

ous meteorological observation wherever the forces may
be stationed. To facilitate tiie co-operation of vessels of the

mercantile marine, carefully tested barometers of the best

make have been prepared as standards, and are pliced at New
"i'ork and Snn Erauci^co under tlie charge of sergeants of

the Signal Corps, who attend daily in order to take charge of

liny ship's barometers whicli are brought tor comparison and

to give auy ic formal ion which may be required. The officers

of the Signal Service at the different cities and ports of the

United Slates are also instructed to offer every assistance in

their power to the vessels of any nation.

With the plans for charting now adopted at the Washing-

ton OSice, and with the reports now received there, it appears

that the meteoric changes occurring over a great portion of

tlie continents norch of the equator can be laid down with an

accuracy sufficient to permit careful and valuable study.

This charting, to be of the greatest attainable value, must be

su-^plemented by the records of observations taken on the

seas. A ship at sea becomes one of the best stations for a

simultaneous system. The value of the record is enhanced

by the change of the ship's position which occurs within

each of the twenty-four liours. There is no sea-going vessel

which does not carry human lite, and eacii ought to carry,

by compulsion if need be, meteorological instruments. The
smallest craft in caring for its safety may so use them as to

add to the value of the most extensive record. There is no

nation which is without interest in the work proposed to be

based upon exchanged simultaneous reports, and no nation

has hitherto hesitated, when the subject has been properly

presented, to aid in a duty which, so easily done as to require

very little effort on the part of any one person, has for its

object a good to mankind. The wotk cannot, from its nature,

be for the selfish good of any section.

A number of the great steamship companies traversing the

principal commercial sea routes have promised to give their

powerful influence and aid ; and the United States, in the

case of maritime observers co-operating in the system, will,

when so desired, bear all expenses of forms, postages, &c.,

and will also, when necessary, lend the required instruments.

The number of observations made daily on separate vessels at

sea already exceeds one hundred.

Even when predictions are not directly practicable, research

has already been carried far enough to indicate the paths

through which to learn what sequences will be found on the

Anerican western coasts consequent on conditions reported

as existing on or near the eastern coast of Asia or on the

Pacific Ocean. Similar studies will have reference to the

southern and eastern American coasts and the western coasts

of the European continent. The time cannot be far distant

when vessels leaving any Atlantic port may be informed

wliether any notable disturbance exists at sea and where it is

likely to threaten tlie voyage. The establishment of per-

manent stations in lines traversing the oceans over or near

the telegraph cables and maintained in telegraphic communi-

cation with either continent is not considered impracticable.

There is good reason to hope that progress has already been

maue which will soon remove from the study of practical

meteorology some of the chief difficulties against which it

has had to contend, and also that atmospheric conditions and

changes of condition can be charted witii sufficient accuracy

over any extent of the earth's surface. If this hope should

be fulfilled, meteorological barriers against study will

practically cease to exist.

Although the stations are crowded in acme localities, each

one of them is useful, either by serving to check the work of

olliura or by aiding to close gaps which the failure of othcri

I might (lometimes cause. It is even believed that a still more
extensive system would permit of generalisations by which
meteoric clianges might be announced for longer periods ia

advance than has been hitherto practicable.

The average number of daily simu'taneous observations
now made in foreign countries is 293. The total number of'

stations on land and on vessels at sea from which reports are

regularly piitored in the bulletin is 557. The co-operation of
the different nations secured by the plan of exchange renders

the additional cost to the United States of the grand system

of reports it makes possible but little more than the cost of
tlie preparation, paper, and binding of the international

bulletin and the sccompanying charts—a cost the gr-ater part

of which would have to be incurred for the proper preserva-

tion of the records themselves even if the bulletins were not

distributed. As one result of the international co operation-

which had been obtained, it became possible on the Ist of

July, 1878, for the first time to commence the publication of

an international weather map,. charted daily and issued daily,,

each chart based upon the data appearing upon the interna-

tional bulletin of simaltaneous reporrs of similar date. The
charting extends round the world and embraces for its area

the whole northern hemisphere. The study of such charts

makes possible the improvement which will come as the work
progresses and as the area of the chart is better filled with the

results of observations carefully elaborated by scientific raen„.

The questions as to the translation of storms from continent

to continent and of the times and directions they may take iu-

such movements ; the movement of areas of high and of lovy

barometer; the conditions of temperature, pressure, and wind
direction existing around the earth at a fixed instant of tine,,

permitting thus the effects of day and night to be contrasted ;

the distribution and amount of rainfall, and other problems,

many and important, which f.re only suggested by this enu-

meration, may by such means be settled. It seems not

impossible that in the future questions of climatology, and
perhaps others bearing upon the prediction of changes far in

advance of the time at which they may happen, or questions

of the|character of coming season even, may be answered by

the researches which these charts will render practicable. As
a means of better combining the work and the interests of

the several nations concerned ; of certainly securing that

co-operation at sea which will enable the lines of charting to

be drawn as fully and as well over oceans as over continents ;

and which will ultimately give the world as practical a

kuovifledge of the movements of areas of disturbance in the

midst of the seas as is now possessed of such movements oa
some continents, the undertaking is of vast importance.

It is among the advantages of the charting drafted from

simultaneous reports that studies by normals not possib e in

any other way can be made. The normal pressure, tempera-

ture, &c., arrived at from observations taken at any one place

at the same fixed instant of time eve-y day become established

as to that place and time with accuracy, and many sources of

error are thus removed. The comparison of such normals

with tliose taken at other places simultaneously with the first

and under similar conditions g'ves results which are trust-

worthy, and which are very different from those arrived at by

the use of normal readings determined in any other manner.

The comparison of such normals will show in the case of

abnormal changes in any district or section, for any season,

whether and how they are attended by compensating variations

elsewhere,. There are many interesting studies as to what
sequences may be expected to follow any given variation

occurring over any region or country, either in that region or

country or in some other; and how and where the compensat-

ing variations occur and with what concomitants or sequences

of meteoric changes. In this way, or by investigation which

such study may sugirest, there is good hope of ultimately gain--

ing knowledge which may greatly benefit the commercial and

asiricultural interests ot the world. The Government of the

United States by thus boldly and comprehensively establishing a

great scientific undertaking has set an example which can

scarcely be too highly commended or- too closely foUosfed ia

other countries.

—

Times.

Lady Tourist. " Are the sheets well aired P " Irish

Chambermaid. "Troth, and they are. Ma'am ; for the sayson

is three mouths begun, and they've been well used since !"—

-

Fititch,
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XAWFUL WEIGHTS AND MEASURES-

The following; valuable arlicle appeared in the Hard-

ware Trade Journal for September 30 :

—

In eontinuation of this subject frora onr August niimbpr, in

which we referred mainly to the subject of weijilits, we come

now to mefi'tures of capacity, of which the giillon lias long

been tlte stundard unit. By the Act of 1878, jmt now come

into force, the uuit or standard measure of capacity, from

which all other measures of capacity, as well for liquids as for

dry goods, shall be derived, is declared to be the gallon, con-

taining ten imperial pounds weight of distilled water, weighed

in air against lirass weights with the water, nnd tliis at sixty-

two degrees Fahrenheit thermometer, and with the barometer

at thirty inches. The quart is to be the fourth part, and the

pint the eighth part of a gallon ;
two gallons a peck, eight

gallons a bushel, eight bushels a quarter, and thirty-six

bushels a clialdron. Previously to the Act of 18'26, there

were several gnllons in use—the wiuR gallon, the corn gallon,

the ale gallon, but these were all aboliolied by the adoption of

the imperial gallon for all kinds of goods. The recent Act

makes no alteration in the imperial standard gallon, as de-

clared by the Act of 18-25-6, but is merely a confirmation of it

as the present standard or uni*.

The gallon is a very old English measure, and doubtless

derived its name from the Litin of the middle ages, in which
it is described as <)dlo, galona, lar/ena, &c. Measures of

capacity, inconsequence of measure being in primitive times a

more convenient method than weight, have been more subject

to variation at different times, and in different places, than

have standards of length and weight. In the middle of the

tenth century, when Winchester was the seat of regal power,

Kii'g Edgar, among other judicious laws, made one to pre-

vent frauds arising from diversify of measures, and provided

standards to be adopted by the whole of his dominions. And
this was the origin of the terra Wincliester, as apfilied to a

bushel which was in use, and by which dry goods were sold

-fio^n to the year 18£6, when it was superseded by the imperia-

measure. Some old standards are still preserved in the Guild

hall of Winchester of the present day, but whether they are

the identical ones of King E'Jgar's time it is difficult to say.

King David ot Scotland (1124-5.3) directed that the lagena

should contain twelve pounds of water; namely, four of sea

water, four of still water, and four of running water, but
nevertheless the customs of various places in course of time

d'ff'Ted greatly.

The weights used in Ireland have generally been the same
as in England, corn, &c., being usually sold by weight instead

of by measure, and by tlie act cf union between England and
Scotland, passed in 1707, the weights and measures of

England were to be adopted in .Sc"'flantl, but their introduc-

tion became by no means general. From a table of provincial

measures in use in Sjotland till sc iare as 1826, there were
more than sixty different varieties of the " boll" of grain.

The boll WHS variou.^ly cstirasird at frora 8,000 to 2-}-,005

English cubic iuci e», In the county of Lanark, for

example, the boll of wlieat was 9,257 cubic inches ; for peas

and beans, 13,085 enbio inches, and for barley and oats

13,358 cubic inche-'. In the town of Lanark, however, the
bull lor wheat, peas, and beans was 8,7&9^, but for oats and
barley it was 13,236 cubic inches. At JJumfries only the
Winchester bushel of 2,150-42 cubic inches was in use ; and
the Scots' pint was formerly the exact measure of the
Newcastle-on-Tyne pint, but both were equal to the English
quart. From this it will be seen how little unil'otmi'y there
Wis in the measure of various places in the sale of dry goods,
though all were originally derived from the one gallon. It is

probable that the variation in measure was made in some
cases to obtain uniformity in the value of the boll. Scotch
liquid measure was regulated by the pint, which was a jug of

cast metal preserved in the borough of Siirling, and was
Bappo»ed to contain 105 cubic inches. It was enacted by
James I. of Scotland that tlie pint shuuld contain 41 ounces
trone weight of tlie clear water of the Tay ; and James VI,
d'rected that it should contain 55 Scots' trone ounces of the
clear water of Leith. Trone weight was abolished by act in

1618, but was long after used in selling butter, cheese, tallow,

wool, hemp, hay, and some other home commodities. The
trone ponnd always contained the same number of ounces
avoirdupois aa the stooe contained pounds. As the water of

the Tay and Leith are alik*, this affords a method of ascer-

taining exactly what trone weight was, which it is not needful

now to go into.

That in England various gallons were in nse, is evident

from the statutes of Henry 1[(. and later kings, in which it

was enacted that ale, nine and corn, should be measured by

the same gallon, containing eight troy pounds of dry wheat
from the middle of the ear. Legislation, however, produced

no effect, for distinct gallons for wine, ale and beer, and corn

and dry goods, remained in use till the Act of George IV.

(1825) came into operation, and established only the imperial

gallon lor all kinds of goods. In the year 1(150 there were
three gallons in use, each varying from the others though
supposed to be similar. The measure of the gallon in

ordinary use was supposed to be of the capacity of 231 cubic

inches ; but the standard kept at the Guildhall, which was
not, however, a legal standard, but was always considered as

«uch, even by the law officers of the crown, was in reality but
221' cubic inches

;
while the real le^al standard kept at the

Treasury contained 282 cubic inches. This latter was used

as the ale gallon, and Oughtred supposed the difference be-

tween the ale and wine gallon to be " that because of the

frothing of the ale or beer, the quantity becoraeth (is) less,

and therefore such liquors es do not so yield froth, as wine,
oil, and the lika in reason have a lesser measure."

In an experiment made in 1688, before the Lord Mayor
and Commissioners of Excise, at which flainstead, Halley, and
others were present, it was ascertained that the sealed

(stamped) gallon at the Guildhall, which was the standard

used for testing measures, contained only 224! cubic inches.

Upon the discovery of this, the Commispioners of Excise
memorialised tlie Lords of the Treasury stating the fact,

when Sir Thomas Powi.», the Attorney-General, replied that

:

" he did not know how 231 cubical inches came to be takea
up, but he did not think it safe to depart from the usage, so
that all computations might stand on their old footing."
" The fact was," writes Ward, the author of the "Young
Mathematicians' Guide," -' the Guildhall gallon was an incor-

rect copy of the old Exchequer standard." Dr. Bernard, as

the result of experiments of himself and his predecessors,

made the Guildhall gallon to contain 223-549 cubic inches

—

an agreement with the former trial of Elamstead and Halley,
wheu 224 was obtained, which is remarkable, and which
leaves no doubt as to the approximate correctness of botli

statements.

The ale and beer gallon of the Excise, being measured in

the year 1700, was found to contain 282 cubic inches. As 12
is to 231 so is 14 12-20ihs to 281 1 the cubic inches in the ale

gallon, but the ale quart really contained 70^ cubic inches, on
which principle, tlie ale and beer gallon was 282 ".ubie inches.

Ward, a writer on the subject in the latter part of the 17tll

century, thinks that this ale gallon was meant to bear the

same relation to a pound avoirdupois which the wine gallon of
231 inches did to a pound troy; lor 531 (inches) is to 282
(inches), very nearly as 5,760 (grains—one pound troy), is to

7,000 (grains—one pound avuirdupoi-). The corn or Win-
chester gallon IS, however, a much nearer proportional ; and
it is a curious fact that the imperial standard gallon is very
nearly a mean between the old ale and the old corn gallon,

ccntainiug as it does, 277'274 cubic inches.

This diversity of measures sometimes led to not a little con-
fusion and misunderstanding, and the Eicise and Customs'
duties were often taken on different standards. In the year

1700, a case was heard in the Cnurt of Exchequer against a
wine merchant, for having iuiportrd more Alicant wine than
he had paid duty for. The merchant had paid duty by the
gallon of 282 inche'<, but the Crown produced the sealed

gallon from the Guildhall—said to contain 231 cubic inches,

but only really 224—and contended that that was the standard.

The defenilaut, however, stood by the law which required that
the standard gallon should be kept at the Treasury, and that

contained 282 cubic inches. This was establistied by the
evidence ; and hy the oldest person in the trade. It was
proved that the butts and hogsheads which came from Spain
always contained the proper number of gallons estimated on
the larger standard of 282 inches. The end of it was, a juror
was withdrawn, and the Crown took no further proceedings.
" A better instance of confusion," says a writer on the case,
" could hardly be imagined. Tlie legal gallon had gradually
beea diminished more than 50 cubic i^cbes ; the merchants la
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one particular Irade conliDoed to import and pay duty by the
real gnllon, till they were finRlly called to account by the
Attorney-Generul, who in corainon with the re^t of the world
had forgotten what the real gallon was, and sued for penalties
upon appeal lo what was no more a legal standard than any
measure in a private shop."

Five \ears later an act was passed, which for the first time
recognized by staiute the existence of two gallons for different

purposes, and defined the contents of tiie wine gallon to be
231 cubic inches. The act ilsflf was for the union of the
two Kingdoms ol England and Scotland, and had no reference
to weights or measures at all, except the one clause relating
to the wine gallon

; about as curious a mixture of legislation

as cau well be imagined.
The division ot tlie gallon into that of wine, ale and beer,

and corn measure was not known to arithmeticians till the
beginning of the seventeenth century, when the gallon was
measured by Mr. Brigss and Mr. Uuglitred. They did not
divide it into more than two kinds— the ale and the wine.
Oiightred, who measured the Wmchfster bushel, obtained

272^ cubic inches as the capacity of the deduced gallon
which he imagined to be the ale gallon, and this gallon was
continued in use in Ireland n-,t to tiie introduction ot the
imperial measure in 1823. The first time when, and the
first person by whom, the distinction of the corn and ale

gallon appears to have beeu made, was in 1650 by Wyberd,
in his Taclometna. In referring to Mr. Oughtrefl's gallon
of 27ii inehes he says of Mr. Reynolds, a mathemitician and
a clerk in the mint, that " he alloweth of such a gallon
measure, but not for atiy liquid thing, but only for dry things,
as corn, coals, salt and other dry things, and so he calleth it

the dry gallon measure
; and thereupon he will have to be

three sfveral gallons, one lor wines, which serves for oils,

strong waters and the like; another for ale and beer, and a
tliird for corn, coals and the like." Wyberd, however, him-
self rejected the dis'inction of dry and ale gallons, and made
his wine gallons 224, and the other gallons to be but 266
cubic inches. He was a good and clever experimenter, and
it is singular lie should have estimated the ale gallon at so

much from its exact measure of 2S2 cubic inches. It has
been supposed that the varieties of gallons arose from the
Tarieties of the pounds in use, as the original gallon was
based on the weight ot grains of wheat forming a pound, as

before explained. A close relation between the old weights
and the old measures most ceriainly existed. There was a
eallon of 282 cubic inches in tlie Exchequer ; there was one
of 272| inches (the Winchester} in common u^e ; there was
also one ot 231 inches in common use, and there was one of
224 inches in the Guildhall ; and it is curious that 282 is to

232 (as near as can he sliown without fractions), in the jiro-

portion of the pound avoirdupois to the pound troy, and
272^ is to 224 neatly m the same proportion. The coin-

cidence must be more than accidentnl, and proves the

derivation of the various gallons from different weitihts.

One of the provisions of the new Act is that all measures
of capu'ity for goods formerly sold by heaped measure " shall

be stricken witli a round stick or roller, straight and of the

same diameter from end to end," or if the article sold cannot
from its size and sliape be conveniently stricken, the measure
shall be filled up as nearly lo the level of the brim as the size

and sliape of the article will admit." Thi", however, is no
new enactment, for in the Lith century a cliange took place in

the use of the standards, and heaped measure which had been

confirmed by Henry III. snd Henry VI. was declared il'egal

by a statute of Henry VII. (1433). The cause of the alteration

was never explained, and lor wliat purpose it was made no one

seems to have known. Heaped measure hart always been used,

but in that year an Act was passed ordering " 8 bushels rased

and stricken, to the quarter of corn," and in the next year

another statute followed to which we relerred in our article

on weights, defining " the bushel to contain 8 callnns of

wheat ; every gallon to contain 8 lb. of whe 4, troy weight

;

every lb- 12 ounces ; every ounce 20 sterlings, and every

sterling to be of the weight of 32 corns of wheat that grow
in the midst of the ear, according to the old laws of the land."

The sterling was of course the pennyweight, for the silver

penny of that time weighed only 15 grains, troy. This enact-

ment for " rased and stricken" measure made the wevjht sub-

servient to the measure, whereas before that time the measure
had always been governed by the weight ; and the theory of

the heaped measure was that full weight might certainly be

given. The expression rased and itrlck^n introduced a new
measure of capacity called " a strike." "To rase," says Dr.
Johnson, " is to sk'»n\o s/rike on the surface ;" and as appl ed
to a bushel of wheat, it would take away all that portion of
corn which constituted heapftd mfasnre. h. strike, therefore
by reducing the measure of corn to the brim of the bushel
made some considerable difference to the weight of the bushel'.

A strike of wheat contained only 62 pounds troy wiiile a
bushel contained 04 pounds; that is, the "strike" was a
mea-ure less by oue thirty-second part than the previous
bushel.

Any notice of English measures of capacity without reference
to the "quarter " *ouid be unpudonable. The quarter of
wheat is a quantity always on people's lips, and constantly
quoted in all our newspapers and price currents, and yet how
lew have any idea from whence the term is derived. Of course
everybody knows the quarter contains eight busliels, but what
measure or ve^sel eight bushels are a quarter of is never
dreamed of. In a former article we incidentally referred to
the cubic by which the Pyramids of Egypt were built, and
stated it to be but the two-thousandth part longer than the
English two-feet rule. Other points of interest are hIso con-
nected with the Gre.at Pyramid of Egypt in relation to Enslisli
weights and measures, la what is called "The King's
Chamber," in the Great Pyramid, is a large porphyry coffer
" which," says the old English traveller Sandys, " is the only
and one thina which this huge mass containeth within his

darksome en'rails." It is a simple rectangular vessel carved
out of a single block, and has been measured from time to

time by the most learned men of Europe. Avoiding small
fractions, its inner measure is 77f inches long, 26| wide, and
341^ inches deep. As the Pyramid itsplf has, not without good
reason, been supposed to have beeu built as an unerring and
enduring standard for many geographical and astronomical
operations, so the porphyry coffer is supposed to have been
intended to serve as a standard measure of capacity. It is a
curious circumstance that its capacity is exactly that o' the
" laver " mentioned in Scripture, Exodus xxx., and 1 Kings
vii., 38, as it is also a measure of the " molten sea," described
in the 7th chapter of the first book of Kings. The sacred
" laver " contained 40 ' baths," and the molten sea '• con-
tained 2,000 bitli«," I Kings vii. It was also equal to four

Hebrew "choraers" of wheat, and is believed to have fur-

nished the standard of all measures of capacity to the earliest

Greek nations as well as to the Hebrew. Thus, then, the
English quarter is exactly the same capacity as the Hebrew
cbomer. The " heciens " of wheat was a measure made use of
by the Greeks, and the Pyramid coffer contained 128
hecteis, and of the Roman mndu 128 were also equal to

the contents of the Pyramid c.iff.r. But tiie, measures of no
nation, ancient or modirn, bear so close an agreement with the

Pyramid coffer as the Eaglish. Like the liecteus and modeiis,

just 128 ot our pecks go to make up the measure of the
coffer ; secondly, thirty-two of our bushels of wheat, or four

of quarters would fill a vessel of that capacity, it we had one
in use. Taking the mean of the imst reliable of the measure-
ments of the coffer, including that of the careful clever tra-

veller Greaves, in 1638, they appear to give 77'S06 + 26 599
+ 34'29S= 7i),9S2'4 English cubic inches ; and as an i'uperial

gallon contains 277'274 cubic inches, which being muliiplied

for bushels, quarters, and four quarters gives 70,982.' 144
English cubic inclies, the similarity is remarkable, and cannot
possibly be the result of accident. It is to the nicety of the

one hundred and forty-four thousandth part of a cubic inch
PS contrasted with nearly eighty thousand cubic inches—an
iufinitessimal quantity indeed, the value of which consists only
in its extreme minuteness. It is but logical to conclude that
although such a vessel is not sti'l in use, yet that we must have
liad such a measure in earlier tirae% since we daily make
reference to if. When, therefore, we say eigiit bushels of
wheat are a quarter, we refer to some entire measure, which is

exactly equal in capacity to the Pyramid coffer.

Many other interesting particulars might be quoted in which
the Great Pyramid appears to have been the standard from
whence not only measures but weig'its end astronomical for-

mula were derived, but want of space precludes. "By these

several minute and singular coincidences," sa^s a late wiifer,
" the English nation appears to be more closely identifiec' with
the people wlio founded the great Pyramid than many of those

nations of antiquity, who were apparently 'bronglit into closer

contact with Egypt in the earliast agfs,"
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THE REARING OF TOULTRY.
Mr. E. J. B irncs, of Rose Cottage, Leytonstoae, writes

to the ^taudanl '•—
I have read with inu ;h interest the correspondence and

articles your paper has lately contained on agricultural

matters; p irticdlariy as regards the rearinj; of poultry iu

Eiig'and. jMy opinion has long been, and my experience

witli poultry CDulinns me iu it, that if only farmers and

cott.ii^ers at home wouhl devote a little regular attention to

this form of " >tock " nDthiiifj would pay them better; and

this conid be achinved at a smaller outlay of capital for

housi's and appliaucs than they would require for any other

class of larmiiu. VVhv, witli every agriculturist complaining

of bad tiiiiBj do we sti 1 go on ysar after year paying away to

foreign cou itries i UMiMi-ie sums for deal poultry and eggs?

E'en aided by these large foreign supplies, at present poultry

and ducks are hardly obtainnble in early spring. I have

made a fair trial this year of raising poultry for table use

—

chiellv as a source of amusemmt—but having succeeded so

well i shall e.vtend my operations, and try what advanced

poultry farming—hatching iu winter and early spring with

uieubaiors, breeding good table bird^, cipoiiing, and fatting

will do f'lr us in this country. A. brief resume of my work
will, perhaps, prove of interest to your readers, and may
induce some uf them not to go on ueglecting t!ic source of

income which their poultry may easily be made to prove

to them.

I commenced operations last February by purchasing a

hyilro-iiicubator, wliich I first tried with 17 "shop" eg%\
producing me seven chicks. I next put in 85 eggs, principally

from my own hens, anl got 63 chicks. Iu April I bought

another hydro-incat)ati>r, and got tne two to work with 85

egjs in each, out of which number I obtained 132 chickens,

in May I again put 85 eggs in each of my hydro-incubators,

and produced 136 chickens; aud in June [ got 103 chiokeni

and ducks from 140 eg;;8 enlrusted to the two machines to

hatch out. The grind total of my hatching was therefore

430 chickens aud ducks, all of which, after two diiys passed in

a basket, before the kitchen fire, were put uuder an artificial

mother. One point about these latter appliaiic.;s deserves

most special attention. During all this season not a single

chick reared nnderttiem has s:itfcred from veniiiu'or parasites

such as no bird reared uuder a hen can be kept free from. The,

etfec; of this cle inlincs has been to cause my artificially

reared birds to grow far stronger and larger, and much more
quickly, than the few I have left to hens to bring up. In suy

opinion the absence of parasites iu these young chickens

means a very perceptible increase of proSl in thus raising

them.

I have now got into a regular system of working my
hydro-incubnturs, which 1 think partly accouu's fur my
success with them. I fill up both the machines on the same
day. After seven days I reject the non-geriniuated eg<s, and
replace them by fresh eggs, s^o that luv ha'ching is really only

completed on the twenty-eighth or tweutv-ainth day. Then
for three days I work tlie hydro -incubators empty, allowing

the drawer to remain open lor thorough cleausiag and purify-

ing. I make, therefore, about one hatch per month for each

nuchine.

I calculfite my ave'age hatching to be at the rate of fifty-

five out of every seventy fertile egg', or at the rate of

seventy-eight per cent, for
J
the entire season. Out of four

hundred and thirty ducks and chickens 1 have lost thirty-two
;

from various accidents, chiefly from so much wtt weather, but '

all the survivors have been reared ariiftcially,
j

This next season I purpose beginning to hatch in No-
vember, and shall go into it more thoroughly. 1 mean to

have a fine stock of nicely fatteneil young chickens aud ducks

before our old friend the "lieu" has aade up her mind to
|

begin sitting on her eggs.

I should like to say on3 word more upon another subject
j

which has been mentioned from time to time in your columns, :

and this is the prickly comfrey. 1 use it frequently and '

regularly, both for my fowls aud for a lot of Belgian hares

which I breed. The fondness of the latter for it is most
extraordinary. They will always leave cabbage fur prickly

j

comfrry; but its value to mc lor their keep is that, howevjr
j

much they eat of it, and no matter how frequently I give it to
|

them, prickly comfrey never 1ms tlie pernicious tQVct upon

them that too much green food of any other kind produce.

For the fowls 1 hang up a fresh cut bunch for Ihem to peck

at, and much they enjoy it. I'riekly couilrey answers

admirably with me, but of two purchases of it which I m ide

one has turned cut worthless, and is, I suppose the wrong
sort.

THE SPEAKER ON AGRICIJLTLJRE.

The Right Hon. the S.ieaker presided at the Glynde

Harvest Home, near Lewes, on October 4. According to his

annual custom he addressed the assembly on the qiestion im-

mediately connected with the proceedings of the day. He said

It has given me great pleasure to meet yen here to-day, as it al

ways does as the years roll by. I am old enough to recallec

a great many harvests, but I am hound to say that so far a'

my memory serves me—speaking from an experience of some-

thing like half a'ccntury— the present has been the latest and

longest I ever remember. We commenced harvest this yenr

on the IDth of August, about four weeks liter than usual, and

it is not yet completed, because 1 have still exjjosed to the

elements several acres of barley. The question will very

naturally be asked, how is it that tl'.e harvest has been so late ?

I think that your own observation will give you an answer to

this question. It has bsen owing very much to the rain and

clouds and the very remarkable absence of suu-hiae.

It so happens that since I have been living here I have taken

an account of the rainfall, aud I have a record of it for the last

twenty years. I find that the rainfall this year, up to the

present date, hhs been larger than that of any year since I

have kept a register. The only one which seems to be at all a

parallel to the present year was 1830, and many will remember

what a bad time we had on that occasion. Daring Juar,

Ju'y, and August this year, the most impoit*at months for

maturing corn, we had a rainfall of 14 inches— nearly double

the usual fall in the same period—and it is a very remarkable

circumstince that the rainfall in ISGO for these same mouths

was almost precisely similar to this year. That, I think,

accounts for the harvest being so very late, but I might; also

point to the fact which T staled the other day when distribut-

ing the prizes at the garden show, that not only have we had

a very large amount of r:iin, but that when the rain has

ceased we have not been blessed with that amount of sun-

sh.ine we generally enj iy. If you will just reflect upon this

circufldstancrt it will be quite plain to you that the cause is

very clear. I am decided iu my own mind that so far as the

yield of whe-^t goes that will prove to be the case, for we
rarely find the yield good iu rainy and cloudy seasons. Tlie

theme of the d-iy is the depression of agriculture. There is no

doubt that very" considerable depression does exis*-, and if I

were asked the ca ise of that depression I should s;iy that the

principil cause was the weather, aud although I admit there

are many other minor circumstances which rather increase that

depression, I believe the principal one to be that which I have

s'ated. Therefore I think that we may very fairly hope that

the depression will prove to be only temporary. Of Has I am
quite sure, that the only way to meet this d Hi !nl y is for all

those interested in agriculture, whether landlords, tenants, or

iabourers, to pull heartiiy togetlier, and I am bound to say this,

I have found among the labourers on ray own farm during; the

late harvest a very hearty co-operaiion, for which I now
thank them. I remember on several occasions you have worked

by moonlight, into late hours of the night, doing your hz^i to

secure good crops, and I do heartily thank you for tlie exertions

you have made. I am quite persuaded of this, tint unless there

is hearty co-operation to assist the farmer in his endeavours

to till the soil, it will be bad for the landlord on the one hand

and the labourer on the other ; because what is it after all

which provides the funds for the labonrsrs' waties ? It is the

farmers' profi's, and if the farmer make no profits, it is qaite

plain the labourer cm get no wages. Therefore, if you reilect

you will see how closely united are al! tliv? interests engaged

in the cultivation of laud. For my part, 1 have great faith in

the future of agriculture, becau^e I am persuaded that if wo
only proceed with our business in obedience to the laws of

Providence our efforts will be rewarded, and that the depressioa

from which we are at the present time suffering will pass away,

and the prosperity of former times be renewed. With these

iew words I will drink the healths of yourselves and families,

aud trust we may meet together next year under more
])rosperons circumstances,

X
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ENGLISH AND FOREIGN WAGES.
"Foreign Work and English Wages, con-

sidered with reference to the Depression of

Trade," by Mr. Thomas Brassey, M. £'. , is a
work that is certain to attract very wide at-

tention in this and other countries. It is the
outcome of an engagement made by the avtthor

last winter to deliver lectures at Edinburgh and
Hull on the condition and pix)spects of trade.

Having entered into the inquiry which was neces-
sary in order to deal advantageously with his

subject, Mr. Brassey was led on from the main
subject into several collateral topics, and the
.result is a valuable collection of statistics and other
information compiled from various sources. Dis-
claiming all pi'etension of original discovery, the
author admits that his work is mainly one of

selection and compilation—-a record and a regis-

try, and not a work of imagination and theory

—

and such indeed we find it mainly to be ; but it

nis none the less valuable on that account.
Mr. Brassey's father, as the result of long expe-

rience and rare opportunities of comparison, dis-

covered that the cost of work, as distinguished from
the daily wage of the labourer, was approximately
the same in all countries ; and Mr. Brassey him-
self retains an implicit faith in the British work-
man, if that much-abused man will but do him-
self justice, in spite of the prevailing dread of

the competition with the ill-paid labour of tlte

C jntinent. He is equally hopeful as to the con-
tinued supremacy of British entei'prise in

commerce, which he says is to be maintained ty
diligence, administrative skill, and a high sense
of honour and integrity. In an elaborate review
of the depression of trade, our author shov/s that
the recent falling-off in our export trade has been
one of value rather than one of quantity. He
combats the theory that commerce in America
is benefited by the Protective system which pre-
vails in that country, and on this head it is hoped
that his arguments will be widely read.

In dealing with the depression in agrici;ltr;re,

Mr. Brassey opens with a strange misapprehen-
sion of what is an eflective remedy. He says of

the British farmer :
—" He will be called upon to

lead a more laborious life. There must be less

supervision and more manual labour. The occu-
pier of land and his family must work as the
farmers work in the Western States." This advice
is only applicable to small farmers, and Mr.
Brassey appears to ignore the difference in the
sizes of farms in this countiy as compared with
the prevailing area in America. Perhaps even
small farmers in this country do less manual
labour than the farmers of America get through

;

but neai'ly all do work, although they also employ
more hired labour than it is customary to em-
ploy in the United States or Canada, as the
•greater perfection of British farming renders it

necessary they shall do. But to suppose that the
farmer of 300, 4IOO, or 500 acres can make his

farm profitable by doing away with the labour of

one hand, and, for the sake of eflfecting that
economy, withdrawing his superintendence and
brain-work from his business— as he necessai'ily

must to some extent if he works as a day labourer
—is a strange misapprehension.

We notice an error on page 22. " Afterl873,"
we are told, "three bad harvests followed in
succession. '' It should be after 1874, aa in that
year we had one ' of the best wheat harvests of
the present decade, and barley was quite an
average crop. Since 1874 we have now had five

bad harvests in succession. We notice that Mr.
Brassey goes almost exclusively to a statistical

paper for his agricultural information, which
fact may to some extent account for the
want of knowledge of some of the details of

agriculture which his book in this and other
parts displays. We do not in the least degree
intend to detract from the high authority of the
journal in question on its special suhjects; but
upon the details of farming it can scarcely pretend
to be regarded as the most complete guide. In
referring to the low prices of agricultural produce
that have recently prevailed, Mr. Brassey
naturally points out how advantageous cheap
.food is to economy of pi'oduction in our niauu-
factures. He urges that masters and men should
take full advantage of such an opportunity .for

arestoring the briskness of trade, and truly re-

marks that "the only way in which employers
and workpeople can themselves contribute tethe
representation of trade is by cuttin;j: down the
.cost of production in every item. " He adds:—
" The workman must fix his own standard of

living. He is justified in refusing to accept
wages which will not furnish him with the means
of- supporting himself and his family in that con-
dition of comfort in which he desires they should
be maintained. Let him, if he is in a sufficiently

independent position, contend against a reduction
in his standard of living, and change his employ-
ment ; but when he proceeds to dictate a com-
mercial policy to his employers, he goes beyond
his proper sphere, and pronounces judgment
•upon a case which he has not fully heard." This
is a great rebuke of the leaders of trade unions
who are always laj'ing di^wn the law as to " I'e-

du«ing the ovit-put " by making short time.

Having dealt with the Cotton and Iron Trades,
Mr. Bi'assey returns to the aflairs of the agricul-

tural interest. He takes a sanguine view of the
prospects of wheat-growers in this country when
he argues from the statement that the cost of

transporting corn from the wheat-growing land of

the United States is equal to the rent ordinarily
paid by the British farmer. This statement has
not been confirmed, as Mr. Brassey thinks "it has
been, by recent experience, especially, if tithe

be added to rent, as it should it. Wheat has
been shipped from Chicago to Liverpool during
the past Spring at 6s. 6d. per quarter. At this rate,

and reckoning the British average wheat crop at

28 bushels per acre, the natural protection to

the home-grower is 22s. 9d . an acre, more than ten
shillings an acre less than what the probable
average amount of rent and tithe is, or rather has
been. But as rail freights have recently been
raised in the United States, while rents are
coming down in England, the balance may be
restored. Even in that case it is by no means
certain that the British grower, hami^ered as he
is by many expenses and by law-imposed dis-

advantages, has " nothing to fear from foreign
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competition." Similarly, with respect to the

cattle trade, Mr. Brassoy a little too readily takes

]\Ir. James Caird's dictum for gospel, when that

writer estimates the cost of transportation of

cattle from America at .fi-t per head, and assumes
that this is an ample sum to enable our graziers

to compete against the foreign producer. Mr.
Caird was right when ho wrote, in estimating the

cost of transit, with insurance, to be £4 a head
;

but recently the amount has been reduced about
£1 per head. But the important point is that

three pounds, or even four pounds stei'ling, on a fat

bullock is not suthcient to balance the unequal
cost of production in Britain and the United
States respectively. At present the American
farmers have not a sufficient number of well-bred

cattle to glut our markets. A few years hence,
after they have had time to rear vast numbersof im-
proved cattle, the competition is almost certain to

be far more keen than it has been hitherto. Mr.
Brassey admits, however, that a temx^orary re-

duction of rents may be required, as well as

security for the capital of tenants.

We cannot, at least on the present occasion,

fidlow Mr. Brassey in his elaborate and interest-

ing review of the comparative efliciency of
English and foreign labour, or in his remarks on
trade unions, co-operative associations, and other
important topics, although we think those por-
tions of his work which do not deal specially with
agriculture are the most valuable . His last chapter
is on the Agricultural Commission, the motion for

which he seconded. This is by far the most
valuable agricultural chapter in the book, as it

brings into a small compass a great mass of in-

formation collected from various sources—
not all to be taken without question, but
for the most part the best of its kind. In rela-

tion to the proposal to grant aid to agriculture by
the imposition of duties on foreign produce, our
author says :

—" Protection is proposed in the
interest of the tenant farmers ; but a reference to

its debates in Parliament during the period when
the corn duties were imposed will show that the
advantage of the higlier prices secured by the
imposition of those duties was appropriated
whoU}'- by the landlords." In advocating the
reform of the l.iws aflecting the settlement and
transfer of land, Mr. Brassey remarks :

—''Ishould
be sorry to advocate any legislation which seemed
calculated to impair the valuable political and
social influence of the hereditary families of this
country

; but the position of an owner who can-
not do justice to his property is miserable to
himself and a public calamity." In summing
up his conclusions upon the prospects of agricul-
ture in this country, IMr. Brassey cheers us with
the following happy sentences, in which we think
there is a solid ground of good common sense :

—

" In urging the necessity for the appointment of
a Royal Commission, it has been my duty to
dwell only on the gloomier circumstances that
affect British husbandry at the present time, and,
indeed, it seems not improbable tint for some
3'ears to come the lando.vner may suffer a loss of

income. But I do not despair of the future. It
is not the way of the British nation to surrender
to difficulties. We have been successful in raid-

ing agriculture to a high pitttli of perfeoiion. If

we are to depend on the foreign su[)i)l3' (jf wheat,
tlij cultivation of our soil will require readjust-
menc, and the period of transition may be a
severe trial ; but, by the united action of land-
lonls and tenants, and by relieving agriculture of
the trammels of an antiquated system of land
laws, we shall triumph in the en<l." Those words
will have no unfamiliar sound to the readers of
this journal. In concluding a necessarily inade-
quate review of a work so full of matter of in-

tei'est, from the first page to the last, we may
express the hope that we have been able to call

forth sufficient interest amongst our readers to
induce them to I'ead for them3;jlves this valuable
contribution to the economy of commerce, in its

broadest sense.

HELMINTHOLOGT.
On Wednesday last in the Theatre of the

Royal Veterinary College, the students had tha
advantage of an introductory lecture by Di'.

Spencer Cobbold. The medical and veter'nuy
professions are largely indebted to Dr. Cobbold for

their knowledgeof hehninthology, and, indeed, ho
ranks as the highest and ablest professor of that
branch of science. In his address he pointed out
to the students the great importance of a study
of the entozoa, on the ground of the great influ-

ence exercised by internal parasites on the health
of man and the lower animals. Dr. Cobbold's
patient and laborious research in the field of

hehninthology has furnished the world with
many marvellous facts illustrative of the part
pla^'ed by internal parasites in the life-history

of their hosts ; and as many of them inhabit
the lower animals during some of the stages
of their existence, his exhortation to the
young men now training for the veterinary
profession to study helminths we trust

will not be lost upon them. As he very justly
remarked, the advantage will not be confined ti>

the Royal Veterinary College, but will be shared
by the public, and it is due to Dr. Cobbold to
claim for him the gratitude of the whole world for

services already rendered in the pursuit of hia

favourite study. Scarcelj' a day passes but bring.i

to light some new fact, or a more correct render-
ing of an old one, in reference to the parts played
by living organisms far lower in the scale of lifu

than the entozoa ; and the evidence is now clear

enough that to these low forms of animal and
vegetable life the medical and veterinary profes-

sions—which may be correctly designated as two
branches of one profession—must lo(jk for the
origin and explanation of some of the most des-

tructive diseases with which they have to deal.

In fact, it is around the vast, and for the most
part, unexplored region of parasitism that the
greatest interest of naturalists and scientists ia

now centered. Helminthology, however, com-
mends itself especially to the veteiinary profession,
and with such a teacher as Dr. Cobbold we shall
look confidently to the Royal Veterinary College
to supply men who will earn distinction in the
purs\iit of this particular study. Dr. Cobbold
gave a long list of the names of those who have

X Z
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rendered ]iim assistance, from which it appears

that hehnintliologists are now to be found in every

quarter of the globe.

During the course of his remarks Dr. Cobbokl

m-ged on the students the necessity of attention to

the science of botany, and recommended them to

study it fi'om nature. This is excellent advice, for

in the generality of instances the knowledge of

botany possessed by those who pass the examina-

tions of the medical and veterinary colleges consists

for the most part, if not entirely, of mere book
learning and an acquaintance with dried speci-

mens of poisonous and other officinal plants, and
with cultivated specimens in botanical gardens.

We remember a remark made by a botanical exa-

miner to a student who had pleased him in one

of these examinations for a certificate :
— '

' Young
man, where did you learn your botany ?" "In
the fields, Sir," was the reply ; to which the Pro-

fessor responded, " Ah, I thought as much."
Unfortunately it is not in the power of all

studetits to study botany in the fields, but
veterinarians have, as a rule, much country

work to do, and Dr. Cobbold endeavoured to

impress on them the great . necessity for

botanical knowledge amongst the profession. He
instanced the case of some cattle being poisoned

in France—under his own personal notice—by
eating cowbane or water-hemlock (cicuta virosa),

and remarked that he did not call their attention

to the circumstance for the benefit of "agricul-

turists and stock- men," but for their own guid-

ance. This we -understood to mean that his

remarks were not intended simply to point out

ths fact that certain animals had died from eating

waler-hemlock, but to show the necessity for a

botanical knowledge of poisonous pla;its and
their efl'ects on the systems of animals. Dr. Cob-
bold has far too broad a view of the duties and
responsibilities of professional men to wish to

keep back information of any useful kind from the

public. The circumstances in connection with this

poisoning by water-hemlock were published in the

Vdcrinarian for August, and conuneaited on in

our Live Stock Notes on August 11. As tlien

stated, it appears that cattle seldom take to eating

this plant, probably on account of its un-

palatableness. It is not very common but

grows plentifully in ditches and by the side of

streams, -where it does occur. Not only is a

knowledge of officinal plants requisite to medical

and veterinary students, but the study of botany

is taking a more recognised position in the higher

education of the day. Mr. F. Darwin has very

justly observed that until a man gets to work on

plants he is apt to form a very meagre idea of

what life—animated nature^really is, and he has

shown us that a knowledge of plants will conduce

to a higher conception of the economy of our own
lives. Botany should -be taught in all our higher-

(ilass schools, and it should certainly form part of

the c\n'riculum of the agricultural student. Lads
now at school whoai'e to be the farmers of the

next generation, should make the study of botany

cne of their first considerations ; for it will not

only be of practical use to them, but a source of

Biiuch intellectual delight in their years to come.

Dr. Cobljold oavemuch other excellent advice to

the students, and tried to impress them tvith a
sense of the importance of their profession ; urging
them not to lose sight of its higher aims when carry-
ing out the practical and business part of it which
has pounds, shillings and pence for its more tau"
gible object. He entreated them to be temperate,
and above all to be gentlemen. Sir Paul Hunter,
as chairman, made some humourous and sensible
remarks, bringing a hearty laugh from Dr. Cob-
bold by telling him it would be difficult for him
to show tliat the science of farriery had not done
more for the comfort of their equine patients by
providing comfortable shoes, than the science of

helminthology had done by ridding their stomachs
of worms. The lecture was listened to with
marked attention, and the respect shown to Dr.
Cobbold by the students was a proof of their
appreciation of the great services he has rendered
their profession.

TACKING FOR SARA.TOG.\.- "The. man wlio UW.s
over ten minutes to pack a trunk is a dolt !

" said ?\Ir. Bowfr-
man, as he slammed down the Hd and turued the key. Mrs.
Bowerman had beea at it just seven days and se»eu niKhta,

and, when the l)usband weut upstairs at 10 o'clock, she sat

down before the open trunk with tears in her eye?. " Yoa
I
see how it is," she exclaimed, as he looked down upon her ia

[
awful contempt, " I've got only part of my dresses in here,

; snying no'lnng of a thousand other thing", and even now the

lid won't shut down. I've got such a headache I must lop

do*a for a few miuutes." She went away to lop and Mr.
Bowerman s^at down and mused :

" Space is space. The use

of apace is in knowing how to utilise it!" Removing every-

thing, he began repacking. He 'ouiid that a silk dress could

be rolled to the size of a quart juij. ^ freshly-starched lawa

was made to take the place of a pair of slippers. Her brown
bunting fitted into the niche she had re erved for three hand-

kerchiefs, and her best bonnet wai turned bottom up in its box

and packed full of underclothinij. He. sat there viewing

Butncient empty space to pack in a whole bed, when she

returned and said he was the only real good husband in the

world, and she kissed him on the uose as he turned the key.
" It's simply the ditfereuce between the sexes." was his

patronisiniT reply as he went down stairs to turn oa the burglar

alarm. When the wife opened that trunk last night !

But screams aud shrieks would avail nothing.

—

Detroit Free

A THEORY FOR NOSES.—As the forehead grew out-

ward with increasiug braiu-growth, and as the jaws retreaed

backwaid with decreasing usage, the nasal hone and cartilage

were probably pushed forward, as it were, from above, and
dragged downward from below. These two moveraeuls,

slowly continued in the plustic development of the organ for

many [generations, would -finally produce just such a shape as

that with wliich we are now familiar. Of ci'Urse, it must not

be supposed that there was ever any actual physic d strain
,

such as would resiilt from any attempt to push or pull a

negro's nose at one trial into the Aryan mould ;
all that the

tlieory demands is a (.liglitly altered mode of growth to meet
the altered circumstances during many thousands of years.

The molcules which would once have naturally arranged

themselves in one order, would later be driven by slightly

dilfeTent attractions and pressures to arrange themselves in

another order. And thus it would f.nally result that man,

when compart d with the higher apes, would possess a human
nose, and that this nose, short and flat in the small-browed

prognathous negroes, would become relatively large and pro-

minent in the straightbrowed, smallmonthed, and delicate-

featured Aryan. So that, iu the last resort, the nose must be

regarded as a product of two other factors, not as a thing in

tsel*'. it really depends, if our theory be correct, upon the

oint action of the increased brain-cover and the dpcr>eased

jawboae,

—

New Quarterly Reiicc.
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THE ENGLISH LAND SYSTEM.
I.

The wide spread fcelinp, evidenced by tlie api)ointnient of a

R' ynl Commission to inquire into liie causes of agriiullunil

depression, tluit a concurience of bad luirve-ts and active com-
petition Irom abroad Imve really broogbt the farmer to a
grievous pass seems to inako the present a timely opportunity

for considering the position, wilii reaped to tlie land, ol the

three ehisstH concerned witii agricuhural production—viz j.

the landlord, the fanner, and the labourer, A;Ccordingly, iu

the present and same subxcquenl articles, we propose to con-

sider how our existing laud system tt'lls upon the productive-

n^ss of the kind, and facilitates or does not facilitate the

extraction from the soil of the largest possible return at tlie

cheapest possible rate. With the other numerous and impor-

tant ceusideratious oonnected with the tenure of laud we do
not at tlie presfnt propose to deal. The importance of muin-

taininjT an hereditary squirearchy, for the sake of iooial

discipline and local administration, and the sentiment which
favours the kcepiUfi togfther of oid estates, and links a race of

tenants to a race of landlords, are topics wliich lie ou'side the

present inquiry. The simple task we shall propose to our-

selves is to make out how lar the existing corn! tions of land

tenure are encouraging and hopeful to the agricultural pro-

ducer.. iVom this point of view it cau scarcely be doui.ted

that the idenl s'ate ot things viould be one in which everyone

C'juuected wi'li the laud should have the utmost possible uite-

rest in increasing its productive c-ipaoity ; in which the

transirr of land sliould be cheap and easy, and the iitle to

laud simple and easy of asceclainiuent. llow do we stand in

respect of these matters?.

And, first, as to the landowner. Upon the threshold of our
inquiry we are encountered by the laet that the ostensible

Ittudowner is vry olten not free to deal witli his laud as he
pleises. Ill other word",, by far the greater part ol the a;iri-

eultural laud of England is " in settlcmenf," and, as has been

well baid,." ha* not, and may never have, a real proprietor."

This being so, it hecomcs lor oiu" purpose iuiportaux to con-

sider the nature and eifects of a lamily settleiuent of land,

and the position in which it places the successive occupants of

an. estate.

" The la«','' it is linmou-rously saii\ " abhors pe-rpctuities.''

3>,t us see how far tlis proposition can be maintained. Sup-
pose there has cune to John Smiti', who has made a large

fortune and bought a large estate, the desire of founding-

a

fa-uily and associating with the name of Smith for many
generations tile prestige and dignity of a great landowner.

|

lie determines that he vi'ill settle his estate by viill. The law 1

allows liim to settle properly diiring a lile or lives in being,

and for 21 years after ; and John Smith being, we will

gapposp, Well stricken iw years, a fa her, a grandlattier— it
j

may be a gre.it-gr.Hnafatl.er,—makes his will accordingly, and
provides that his son shall take the estate for li e ; tliat his

I

grandson shall take estate for life ; that his grfa'-graudson, I

who may at the date ot will and of John Smith's death be a I

babe in arras, shall also be life tenant of tlie property ; and !

then at last upon the unborn child of this babe he conlers an
estate tail. Wliat is the result ? I'ur a period of filly, oi.\ty,

\

or,, it may be, eighty, or nirely years, not one of the osleusible

owners of the land has more than a qualified inteitst in it,
j

anil that interest of uncertain duration. The rents are his so

long as he lives ; but he cannot sell the land or any part of it,
(

he cannot mortgage more than his own life iulere>t, Ic cannot
!

dispose of the estate by his will, nor divida it as he pleases I

among his children. The settleiuent holds Irira in a vice, I

Indeed he is lucky if he gets all the rents.. For if the will be
"well drawn," provi.~ion will have been made for jpinturing

the widows of lile tenants, and for raising portions for the
younger children of each successive owner,; so that v^hen the
estate is in the hands ot the third or four successor, he finds

that from the full tale of rents large sums must be deducted
for the pavment of his mother's, and perhaps his grand-
luotlier's, annuity; or for keepitig. down the interest on the
mortgages upon whicii the portions of his uncles and aunts
have been raided. Aman in such a position can hardly, if he
would, spend much money upon making the best of his land.

His natural desire will be to get as much rent as he can
exact, and to lay nut upon the estate as little as possible,

wlicthtT with the object of saving somcthiu;^ for his labdlciS

. younger children, .or merely from the aversion whicli a limited
owner feels to spending money upon that which is not
absolutely his own. If improvements are required, the farmer

I

must do them
; and the fanner is not ahvays a man of ca|)ital

and credit enough to raise lh« requisite amount of money,
and further, cannot in all cases be sure that his holding will
last Icn^ enough to enable him to reap the benefit of the sums
which lie may expond.

It may he ur^'ed that the mischief done by the original settler
comes to an end when, in the lapse of years, the life interests
are exhausted and the great -great-grandson, the tenant in tail,

comes into possession, since, ae the law now stands, a tenant
iu tail cau easily convert hinipelf into an absolute owner. But
it is not often that the tenant in tail is allowed to come into
possession. Before his father dies he has generally beeji
persuaded to juin him iu resettling the estate by reducing
himself to the position of a life tenant, and entailing the pro-
perty on liis own son. . The fable of the tailless fox repeats
itself. The man who has himself been shorn of full enjoyment
of the property thinks it natural that his son shoufd place
himself in a like ]ilight. And there is a provision connected
v.ith the law of entail which gives him consi ler.ible ])!jwer in
this direction. Tlie framers of Ihe Act of 1833, which merci-
fully swept away the ancient "fines and recovericB " whereby
our ancestors were accustomed to deliver themselves from the
fetters of an entail, changed indeed, the modus u^ifrandi, but
changed little ehe. The Act was drawn with due regard to the
preservHtiin of" families " and the keeping together of great
estates. Hence it comes to pa's that the Act speaks of a
l^ersonage who is called the ' protector ol the settlement," a;«l
usually this pcrscn-ige is the owner of a life estate created by
the aettlemcut. Sj long as he lives the tenant in tail cannot,
wiihout his consent, convert his estate tail into an absolute
fee. The utmost he cau do is to crea'-e the estate culled a
" base fee "— an estate w liicb, if coiiveyed to a purchaser
gives, gives him only a precariou* held upon- th-; Lmd. I'ur
instance, sHppo>a. Kichard Smith to be tenant fi.r life of au
estate, and protector of a seirlenient, and Willum Smith, his
son, to be entitled after his father's death to the pniiierty as
tenant in tail. William would like to cut iif the entail, but
his lather will not consent; therefore William, without his
father's consent, executes a di.-eutailing deed, and sells or
niortg^ge.3 tlie estate, sulject, of course, to his father's life

interest thereon. In this case, the purchaser, or mortgage?,
runs a very considerable risk. If William dies in his father's
lifetime, leaving no children, the purchaser may be ousted, or

,
themort^agee deprived of his security, by the person who,

,

under the settlement, is designated to' take the properly in the

j

event of Wiltiam dying without leaving issue behind him. It
I is obvious that this condition of the law gives a lather great
hold upou the son. The son may have been extravagant" and
may wish to pledge the estate for payment of his deb't", or he
may wish to marry and a provision fur wife and children may
be demanded of him. In either case he- must come to the
father, and tradition and custom, and the family lawyer, would
incline the father to urg,; a resettlement of the usual kind.
The resettlement take* place, the line of nnimproving landlords
is continued,, and the. property, or ihe sjilenaid husk of it, con-
tinues to descend in the Smith family.

!<; is probable that mora than two-thirds of the land of
England is und-rr setllement; and it is certain at all events
that a very large portion is in this condition. Ii the tendeucy
of tluse settlements is to keep land out of the market, and to
hinder the proper defelopment of its resources by diminishing
in the ostensible owner the inclination and the power to spend
money on improvements, it may become a question of pr<;Esing
importance how far the law shall continue to reoogmae ai*d
allow this liberty of di»po8ition.

II.

We pointed out a little time back bow. the English system
of entail and settlement was. so. far inimical to the interests of
agriculture that it placed a series of landlords in possession yf
the soil who, being owners for life only, and unable to deal
freely with the land as absolute proprietors by sale, mortgage
or testamentary disposition, were unlikely to have the incli-'
nation or. the power to spend much money on iucrr-.using the
productive qualities of the land. To-day we propose to say
something as to other characteristics of our land s\stem, con-
sidered on. its legal «ide, which iLud to place the English asrr
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culturist in a (lisadvantageoiis pnailuin. Of the three classes

which in Eugknd are interested in tlie cultivation of the soil,

the landlord has a !l>ied rent, and thi^ lahonrer a fixed wuge
;

bit it is always a matter of specuiutiou for the farmer whether

hi W'U gain or lose'hy jiis farming. Tlie nature of Ids tenure

increases this uncertainty, lie cannot he sure tliat, after a

s^ell of bad years during which he has been putting much into

the land and getting little from i', he will be allowed to con-

tinue in occupation, and wait for the day when he will fii d

again that whicli seemed to be lost. Tiie man wiio farms hii

own land wiih competent skill is in a different position, lie

BiAy be disheirtened and crippled by a succession of meagre
harvestp, hut he may console hinself with the rtflpclion that

w' en the good time comes at la. t he will reap its be .efiis to

th; fuil. Anything in the law which tended to lieljj the

fariuer to become his own landlord would probably promote

the interests of agriculture ; anytliiog which tended to make
that process difficult aMd expensive would have a contrary

effect. Now, how does the law stand in this regard ?

The settlement system tends of course to keep land out of

the market. It is true that as stttleraeuts are now drawn

poners of sale are almost invariably conferred on the trustees.

J3ut tliese powers are for mo^t part not to be exercised, eicept

at the rfqueot or with tiie cousent of some person who,

under the settlement, takes a beneficial interest in the estate
;

and genera'ly, except in cases where the family has lallen into

extreme embarrassment, the powers of sale are not resorted to

80 long as there is in existence a life tenant of the estate.

Even when the estate is sold, the prejudices of lawyers and

laud agents are in favour of keeping the property together,

and the farmer who might be glad enough to buy his own
firm, cannot of course give any effect to liis desire when the

firm is offered for sale in oae lot with the rest of a large

p -operty.

If settlements tend to keep land out of the market so also

d .-es the custom of primogeniture. If a land owner dies

intestate liis land descends to his eldest son and there is no

reason for a sale. Even if tlie landowner makes a will the

customs and traditions of this country make it likely that he

will leave his land to his eldest son, subject it may be t j

c'lnrges for the benefit of younger members of the family, but

not so much encumbered as to make it politic or necessary to

sell the land outright.

Again, such is the state of onr law ss to title and transfer

of land that both huyer and seller must feel that they are era-

harkiiig in a ticklish and expensive transaction. " A penny-

Rcrt 1 of land, a pound's worth of la*," is a popular Irish say-

ing whicli might with ranch justice be popular in England
also. To an eminent solicitor who was examined the other

day be''ore Mr. Osborne Morgan's Select Committee, the

q lestion was put, " If a man buys a piece of land he never

iiuows what he will have to pay his solicitor ? " And the

answer was quite touching in its simplicity, " No, he never

knows what he will have to pay his solicitor lor costs."'

Suppose a farmer's holding is in the market and he deter-

mines to buy. If he were buying Consjlsor railway shares to

the same value the transaction would be easy and speedy

enough. An owner of Consols or of railway sliares would be

found willing to part with his property ; and if tlie name of

the fundliolder were in the Bank book«, and the seller of rail-

way shares were on the company's register, and could pro-

duce the company's certificate that he was holder of so many
sharcs, there would be no further question. The title of the

seller, except under very special circnmstinces, would be taken

for granted, and a transfer would confer upon the purchaser

an indisputable right to receive the dividends upon the stock

or shares he had bought. Certain lees, easily calculable

beforehand, would be paid, and without dtlny, wi:hout

a.ipreciable rise, without unforseen expense?, the purchaser

would be put in possession of what he wishes to buy.

But turu to the case of the farmer. We will suppose

he has entered into what is called an " open contract,"

I.e., that he has agreed to buy the farm for a certain price,

and that no special conditions have been made. In such case,

the seller is bound to show, and for the most part the pur-

chaser's solicitor would feel himself bound to req'iire, what is

called a forty years' title. Each farm, each plot of ground,

lias a private individual history. It has been settled, sold,

mortgaged, encumbered—been devised by will or descended

under an intestacy. Tor the whole of the last forty years, at

least, this history must be set forth in what is called an
" abstract of title," which consists chietly of betting out at

considerable lengtli all the documents relating to the land in

question in clironological order, together with notices of such
ueaths or mirriages, or other events as may have a beariiig

upon the title. The purchaser of stock or shares fiuds his

vendor ready made, he has no difficulty in discovering wliere

the power to sell resides ; but the purcliaser of land first enters

into a contract with a person whom he supposes able to give

him a title, and then calls upon that person to establish by a

lengthy process that be really can sell according to his agree-

ment. This is often no easy task, 'i'o begin with—in the

course ol forty years, the aspect and description of a particular

estate may have greatly changed ; fields may have beentlirown
together or subdivided ; the local names may be quite

ditfeient. The "Long Feedings" may have become " liig

Acre," or the "Old Close" appears mutato nomine, as

"Abraham's Field;" or the property has been re-.'-urveyed,

and though the fields are enumerated under their old names,
their dimensions are enlarged or decreased. In brief, the

property ia described in different ways la different documents,
and the discrepancy has to be cleared up sometimes with con-
siderable labour and at considerable expense.

And if it is sometime sdifficult to determine whether the land

offered for sale is the same with that referred to in the abstract

of title, it is sometimes still more difficult to establisii that the

purchaser has got hold of the right vendor, or of all the

perso>:s whose concurrence in necessary before the estate caa
be effe tually transferred to iiim. An owner may have died

intestate and without leaving children. It is not always easy

to establisii that the man who took possession after his death

was in fact hii legal heir. The farm iias been mortgaged to

three persons. The mortgage is paid off; but in the mean-
time two of thetliree mortgagees are dead. Certificates of their

death or burial are demanded. To a skilled conveyancer
perusing the abstract, fifty doubts and questions suggest them-
selves. The doubts must be laid and the questions answered
before the purchaser can be recommended to complete his con-
tract, and there is a brisk fire between the solicitors of

requisitions and answers, and further requisitions and further

answers, and in the end, it may be, the purchaser's advisers

are not satisfied; they tell him the title is doubtlul; h^
refuses to complete the purchase ; the venaor tries to force

him, and the result is an action in the Chancery division—
not unattended by expense. This is, of course, an extreme
case. Sometimes little or no inquiry is made about the title.

A solicitor dealing with a respectable fellow-practitioner, who
is acting for some large landowner whose title is well known,
will often feel justified in dispensing with strict investigation,

and will allow liis client to take the land upon the strength of

the reputation and respectability of the vendor and his

agents. But still the risk, delay, and expense attending a
purchase of land under our present system are of'en great,

and nearly always iucalcuhble beforehand. And what has

been said of a purchase applies also to a mortgage, wih tliis

important difference that, m the case of a mortgage, all the
expense falls on the mortgagor, so that if a farmer wants to

raise money on his land to lay out in improving his farm,

another heavy tax in the shape of costs has to be paid to hia

own and the mortgagee's solicitor. Wheiherand how far this

state of things admits of remedy it would be beside our present

purpose to discuss; but the experience of other countries

affords a hope that the problem is not insoluble, and that even
in Engl-ind dealings in laud may some day be conducted with
cheapness and simplicity, co.mbined with effectual security to

the purchaser or mortg^jgee.

—

Economist.

WILD FOWL.—The Zo/idoii Gazette contains an order to

the effect that the time during which the killing, woundiug,
and taking of wild fowl, as defined by the Wild Fowl Preser-

vation Act, is prohibited shall be varied in the county of
Durham, so as to be from the 1st day of March to the Ist day
of August in each year.

AWARDS FOR FOOD-PREPARING MACHINES.—
At the Royal Netherlands International Agricultural Show at

Haarlem recently, Messrs. Woods, Cocksedge, and Co., of
Stowniarket, were awarded first prize and silver medal for

farmers' grinding mills for maize, linseed, oats, So. ; also the
first prize and silver medal for combined turnip slicer, finger-

piece «utter and pulper.
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THE PREMIER AND THE AGRICUL-
TURAL HOLDINGS ACT.

Few people, and perhaps no farmer, can have forgotfen

Lord Beaconsfichl's scatliiiiR exposure at Aylesbury of those
" stupid and vulgar pcrjons " wlio had described " by a stupid

and vulgar word," " kham," that great acliievement of the

Government, the Agricultural Holdings Act. These persons,

hf, said, had " never read the Act, nor studied it, uor profited

by it." lie, of course, had done all three, and was ready to

prove thnt the Act had already been "of enormous
benefit " to farmers. He told his hearers what the Act
provided, and what it was likely to accomplish. " It would be

imid," lie added, "and of course by those who know nothing

about it, that the whole of the landlords contracted themselves

out of the Act. It is true,'' he went on to say, " a great

many landlords contracted themselves out of the Act; but I

believe that they have since been ashamed of having done so."

This was not all. The " stupid and vulgar persons" had said

that the Duke of llichmoud, who brouijlit forward the

measure in Parliament, had contracted himself out of the Act,.
" My noble friend," said the Premier, " has given leases to his

tenants, and it is impossible that he could contract himself

out of the Act." The impossibility is not altogether plain;

but let that pass. The matter of chief interest is the

denunciation of the ignorance of those persons who contracted

themsclyrs out of the Act, and of the stupidity and vulgarity

of those other persons who have said the Act was a slum. If

tlie Premier, speaking to farmers, was to couftae himself to

farming subjects, how could he have done better than make
this exposure of people who had iiijurtd his Government by

speaking ill of an Act in which farmers were so much
interested, and by makinj; it a dead-letter, as far as they

ciuld ? The public, including Lord Beaconsfield himself, will

doubtless be grateful for any assistance that can be given in

continuing and extending the exposure, because it is fair to

the Government that the country should know v/ho they are

who ignorantly and foolishly bring discredit upon a measure
which the Premier says is and is to be "of enormous benefit

to farmers, !' Happily we are in a position to give some assist-

ance in this good work, and to bring to light ?. nest of
" ignorant "persons who lost no time in contracting themselves

out of the Agricultural Holdings Act.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners in England are great

landowners. It would be- rash to say olf-hand bow many
thousands of acres they manage, and how mucli rent they

draw. These Commissioners, more than three years ago,

issued a notice to thtir tenaiitSj of which the following is a

copy :—

Mu-
Take noticff. that, in- pursuance of the

provisions of the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875,
we hereby give you uotice tliat the existing contract cf tenamy
between the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England and

j^oursBlf shall remain unaffected by the provisions of that Act
Dated the day of 1876.

.

.Smiths A^•D Gore,
Agents for the Ecclesiastical Coram issionezs for

England.

.

Tliere can be- and is no doubt about the meaning of this

notice. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners contracted them
selves and their tenants out of the Act, and are therefore among
the ignorant people of whom Lord Beaconsfield speaks with

such just contempt. The public will be anxious to know wiio

these ignorant people, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, are,

.

Krst of all there are the two Archbishops, and after them
come the whole of the bishops in England, along with the

Deans of Ciuterbury, St Paul's, and Westminster. It may
perhaps b& thought that these liigh officials may be excused

i'or their ignorance of the Act. They are, presumably, only

ooBcerned with the spiritual side of the Commissioners' work,
and leave to laymeu the business details.. Accordingly we
pass them by, and go on to the next name on the list of the

Commission. The public, at least those of them who do not

already know the fact, will be surprised to learn that it is the

Lord Chancellor. He, learned in the law, more or less

responsible for the legal soundness of the Bills of tlie Govern-
ment, is, then, stigmatised by the Premier as ignorant, and as

baviog done an act of whioli he ought to be ashamed, if Iva

is not. This is sad ; though there is encouragement for hopes
of something better in the fact that the Premier has the
courage to denounce the ignorance of his chief legal colleague.
With this com'brting rellection, we pass on to the next name,

.

only to be shocked worse than ever; for it is that of the First
Lord of the Treasury, Lord Beaconsfield himself—the same
man who said that the Act was only called a " sham "by
those who have never read it, nor studied it, nor profited by
it. There may seem no possibility of anything surprising
after this. Y>;t the list of the Commissioners does not become
less inierestiug as it is read. After the Premier comes the
President of the Council, that Dake of Richmond, of whom
Lord Beaconsfield so warmly took up the defence. After him
come Mr. Cross and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, no less

than five Judges, .and nine other members. Really, it is too
bad that all these distinguished persons should have laid them-
selves open to such well-deserved rebukes as those admin-
istered to them (aud himself) by the Premier at Aylesbury.

If it bo said that the Ecc'esiastica-l Commissioners as a body
have nothing to do with the management of the Commission 3

estates, the question may oc asked. Who has ? There are
three " Church Estates Commissioners "—the Earl of
Chichester, Mr. George Cnbitt, . M.P., and the Right Hon.
J. R. Mowbray, M.P. Mr. Mowbray has held office as
Judge-Advocate-General in a Conservative Government, and
ought to have some knowledge of law. He and L'lrd

Gliichester are members of the general body of the Commis-
sioners, and must be presumed to have kept their colleagues
iulormed of what was being done, . It ii impossible, therefore,

to relieve the Premier, and his colleagues, and the Judges of
the stain wh'ch Lord Beaconsfield fixed upon all those who
contracted themselves out of the Act. But, in view of all

thiSj is there not something to be said for the '• stupid and
vulgar persons'' who used the "stupid and vulgar word"
"sham " in connection with the Agricultural Holdings Act?
Might there not, indeed, be excuse lor anyone who applied the
word to Lird BeacontilRld dil-iting on the merits of the Ac. ';'

He has never shown any great regard for the recollection or
oonimon-sense of the country ; but he has rarely carried his

disregard of them so far as iu this case. He had for his

olijfct to convince the farmers that he and his colleagues were
their true friends, and to that end lie denounced all those who
complained that the Government had done nothing for ths-

farmers. Mere was this Agricultural Holdings Aot, which
alone was a monument of the good intentions aud good actioust-

of the Guvernment ; let the farmers admire it, and let all

those who had spoken slightingly of it, or who had contracted
themselves out of it, be made contemptible. There was
not an opprobrious word applied to others that was not
strictly applicable to Lord Beaconsfield himself for the reasons
he gave. Could more conclusive evidence of the character o f

the Premier be desired ? Could it be more clearly shown that
names and not things, the triumphs of the reomeut and not
the truth or jaatice of what he says, are all he cares for ?—

•

Scofsman.

A CURIOUS IRISH LAND CASE.—An application wr.s-

made to Mr. Justice Harrison, in Dublin, recent'y on
behalf of George Clarke, and George Clarke, j-in., farmers, of
county Donegal, for their release from Lilford Gaol, to which
they had been consigned after capture under an attachment
order issued by the Vice-Chauoellor on their re'usal to pay
rent or give information to a receiver appointed ;;t the instance

of the Church Temporalities Commissioners over the lands oa
which they occupied farms. There are two other farmers

against whom tha order is in force, but who are not yet

captured. The case of the applicants was that the former
owner, Mr. Humphries, left the country more than twenty
years ago, and his agent had some years afterwards refused to

receive any more rent, that no person had received the rents

i'or upwards of twelve years past; and that the tenants had
been so perplexed by numerous false claims put forward that

when the receiver was appointed with authority they ignorantly .

distrusted him, but they were now willing to pay the rent

due last >>'ovember, though they were unable to pay the

arrears. An order was made for their release on their sub-
mitting to pay £10 on account of rent, aud to b« luiiect to

any other order the Court jnight make.
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RECIPROCITY AND PROTECTION.

TO THE EDITOK OV TIIR 5IiKK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Let tee clear old scores before running up new
ones. I am charged with " charaideristic inconsistency,"

simply because I refufe to sink to the dialiclic level of

a mere political crcedraoue;er. It is no doubt easy to

refuse to see any but one, and that our own, side of a

question. The economical fanatic—the class bigot—no

doubt gets by far the largest rnnjority to keep him com-
pany. Anything like a manly intrepidity and moral indt-

pendence of judgment of public afl'airs has become almost

au impossibility. The penny Press follows in place of

reading its penny customers. Your Farmers' AUiauccf,

your Chambers of Agriculture, whose eloquence is about

equally divided betwetn tenai;ts who denounce all land-

lords who insist on having their rents, colonial touters

cracking up rival settlements, and bunkum politicians

who make specimen speeches in the view of the next

general election, will of course listen to nothing but a

struggling tenant's views of |)nblic affairs ; and now, as

we have Home Rulers stuck up before every constituency,

wcrking men's candidates in all the boroughs, and Agri-

cultural Un'oas with their Joseph Arches itinerating the

reaping districts, so farmers are to become unionists in

their own way, calling for farmers' candidates, and tenant

members of Parliament, to represent, not impartially,

without fear or favour, the honest interests of the whole

nation betvi'een man and man, but the fancied advautage

of an isolated order, that we may he lauded in the old lut

of class legislation. Yea or nay—is a senator to be a

mere delegate ? That seems, after all, what Mark Lane

"consistency" seems to drive at. Where is the incon-

sistency of my praise of Prout and Smith, and mv objec-

tion to give tenants a license to do what they like, with

the instrument handed over to them in high working

order ? I deliberately repeat the charge I have preferred

against the system of letting farmers '" do what they like

with what is not their own," that vacant farms and un-

saleable freehold estates are traceable almost entirely to

violation of the rules of culture according to good hus-

bandry. " Liberal Covenants" are a mere euphuism for

either getting or taking leave to ruin the land by bad

husbandry or deliberate starvation. Prout and Smith

Jrove that high farming bids defiance even to bad seasons

and foreign competition. Why have not other cultivators

good crops also, but that they do >iof farm highly ? That,

in short, they avail themselves of leave to adopt liberal

covenants, or taJ,c such covenants irithout leave. Mr.
Caird has already disposed of Mr. Prout's si/sfem, high as

it is. Were it universal it would make artificial manures

so costly as to be practically unattainable, while hay and

straw would become almost unsaleable. As between tenant

snJ a distant landlord, this free and easy lais^cr faire

B- stem of culture offers no security that Prout's or Smith's

processes would ever be applied. The consumption of

h. y and straw on the farm that produced it is a self-in-

suring guarantee of manurial sufficiency. Even yet it

}emain3 to be proved whether, in a long course of years,

the physic of artificial manures is equal in efficacy to the

fojd of honest farm-yard dung.

W''hat does "security of capital" mean? Pray "let the

Man in Mark Lane" translate the fine phrase about " con-

fiscation" and " unexhausted improvements." 1 am a

diligent reader of your journal, and I learn from it that

a very large contingent of the farming tenantry absolutely

object to the leases by which it is alleged a quaai fixity of

tenure is secured, and Lord Leicester is regarded as a

model landlord by the adoption of an arrangement whereby
either landlord or tenant may dissolve the conuectiou

between tiller and till whenever either of them pleases.

I'rom the same authority I find that 30 per ceul. of the urea

of France is held by renting tenants
; and that the rented

portion is at least as well cultivated and productive as that

which is held in fee simple. AYhile I sav this, however,
and believe that so far as the mere ttiuattri/ are concerned,

J
rlmogeniture, entail, settlements, and other land incidents,

have little to do witli their present position, yet oa other

grounds I would gladly see those restrictions removed,
and a large body of independent yeomen and statesmen

introduced to qualify our existing rural economy.

I have been asked where I find the average yield of

wheat in New Zealand nine bushels per acre. My con-

viction is, 1 found it in the Mar/c Lane Kijiress^ altliough

I have not preserved the paragraph. But from your

leceut columns I extracted the quotation that New Zealand

was so poverty stricken as to be "literally flooded with

barley and oats from San Francisco, maize from Samoa
and Fiji, and wheat and potatoes from Tasmania"—that
" the Governraeut tables give 7 bushels 9 lb." as the

yield of wheat per acre in South Australia—and that
" from the Antipodes comes a forcible statement of farmers'

difficulties in Victoria," and a cry for farmers' members
just as we have here. And novv it may surprise '' the ilan

of Mark Lane" still more to find an old apostle of the Anti-

Corn Law League suggesting that there may be such a

thing as riding the theory of free trade to death. I

entirely repudiate all sympathy with the principle of tax-

ing the consumers of the community, merely to protect

the producers. A tax on bread, either merely for revenue

or rent, is a proposition that seems to answer itself. But

are we quite sure that reciprocity is not a law inherent

in the very nature of poliiical economy ? What is com-

merce but mutuality in the exchange of commodities. If

nobody will buy from us, can we buy from anybody ? With
what is it that we pay foreign producers 178 millions a

year for eatables and drinkables, but our capital and the

profits of the trade on our goods ? What is capital but

the accumulations of the profits of the sale of our com-
modities. The balance of trade is no fallacy. It is quite

true, indeed, that the cash or profit we earn from one

customer we may pay away to sellers of goods who will

buy nothing of us in re; urn, and we may compensate

ourselves by larger dealings with other customers. This

is the law of self-adjustment which free traders have

always assumed as being in infallible operation. Through

the whole of the agitation which ended in the opening of

our ports, it was taken for granted that other nations

would cease to levy protective duties on our goods, when
we abandoned that policy ourselves. It never was

imagined that America could thrive on a policy of dilferen-

tial restrictions, that she could even send calico to

Manchester and agricultural tools to Birmingham and
Sheffield; that her producers of food, cotton, and other raw
material would submit to be taxed up. to the very eyes to

nurse into life and thrift a scries of expensive manufac-

turing industries. Seeing that for years our imports have

greatly exceeded our exports, and yet that there seemed to

he no a])preciable check to our prosperit}', we have assumed
that theoiy of the balance of trade was a fallacy. ]5ut it is so

plain a truism that we cannot get rid of it. Ail trade is

the exchange of commodities. iMoney is the more instru-

ment whereby custom is reciprocated. An adverse

balance truly means consuming more than we produce-
living on our capital, and not on our industry— buying and

not selling. If A charges B 20s. for what C asks only

las. for, but pays B 20s. for that which C will either

not take at all, or will only buy if sold for 10s., it is pretty

clear that A is B's better customer. Capital—what is it

but self-denial, saving;, fiugality, consuming less than we
produce or save ? How can we accumulate it if we buy

more than we sell ? As long as our excess of capital

lasts, iudeed while our vast savings have enabled us to

make large foreign iuvcsliucuts, thciQlcrcsLs or dividends
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on vvliich cnii be rcmiUctl to us in ))roJiice, we mny not

sensibly feel the piuch and check intlicted oa the country

by the failure in onr exports. But asour extravagance

gradually exhausts our surplus uieans, we will be able to

SDstaiii a foreign trade only by reducing our prices until

they have sunk below the cost of production, when coia-

luerce will become impossible. Our coal, our iron, our

inachieery, our navy and insular position, the enterprise of

our middle classes, the industrial trainin;j; of our skilled

laboiu-evs, above all our constitutional system of settled

Goverunieut, enabled us to accumulate and develop

resources when revolution and war robbed other coun-

tries of thc.securities without which the "arts of peace"

caunot thrive. Hut Europe and America are i;radiially

availing themselves of the same advantages; everywhere

they are doing tor theuistlves what we did for them, and

at last the rnoMslrous aud unuatural economical phenome-

non prestuts itself, that reciprocity ceases even among
ourselves. 'J'here is Hodge now. SSee ; he is fresh from

])luughing, harrowing. Is'ow he is rLajjing his ma>ter's

wheat, t storting from his necessities by the cons[)iracy of

liis union, probably two or three pounds per week, aud

the unfailing bter at hay-time aud harvest. From the

farm yard, with the wages jingling in his pockets, he

trudges to the village, aud from the baker buys the loaf

made of Air.erican llour, from the buttermau Dutch
butter and ehte^e, from the grocer Australian beef aud
Chicago bacon. With the liii;h wages the Shellield grinder

draws from the master cutler he buys a German razor.

Kansome, Jlay, and Howard, cannot get their men to

work for less than 363. a week. Look over the hedge
into their gardens of a summer evening, after their nine

hours' daily toil is over—they are digging with a Cin-

cinnati folk, or perhaps a spade from KIberfeld. Goto
Mauchester, spiuner and weaver, sore bested, are taking

ten per cent, after ten per cent, off wages, yet all will not

do. They go to short time—the evil is only made worse.
" By the living Jingo," the shirts of their, winders are

made of American calico, and the thread stockings of the

factory girls are knitted trom Italian yarn. Nay, the

Warrington or Bolton glass-blower, after raising wages
until his employer can make no profit out of drinkiag

glasses at 2d. a- piece, goes to his club meeting to organise

a strike, aud drinks confusion to all tyrant masters in Old
Tom or Dog's-nose, ouc. of American glasses that the

publican has bought at a penny farthing. To cap the

climax of economical paradox, the farmer breakfasts off

hams fed and cured in Cincinnati, while he sends his own
hogs to London, aud every other loaf aud every second

pound of beef or butter his landlord's colony in Belgravia

consume come from New York, Rotterdam, or Philadel-

phia. " Claw me, claw thee," is a vulgar but also a

veritable proverb. From whom does the ploughman get

the wages that pay for the loaf, or the lord the rent that

buys the bullock just landed at the Thauus ? Buy in the

cheapest market and sell in the dearest ! Aye, but

suppose uo(jody will buy in return ? Manchester ouceso
tossed her head at the home market that she proposed to

work in bond, so jaunty was she over her foreign custom.

Where is it now ? ludia, China, Japan grow cotton and
silk ; have coal, even irou ; are raising I'actories aud fixing

millions of spindles. American calico iuvades Lauca-
shire. Venit in xcnatn .' IJliam in aenatn rcnit !

Sweep away seventy-five millions of rent. Where will

be the custom it represeuted? Annihilate tithe. Who
will supply the parson's place with the draper, the grocer,

and the tailor? Ignore the principle of reciprocity ; let

everybody cease to deal with his neighbour aud buy only

froai a foreigner, who will take iu payment nothing but

cash ; let us all trade with those who heavily tax u? iu

protective duties, aud take nothing from those wljo share

with us in bearing the burden of 131 luillious of imperial

1 aud local taxation, and what must that end in ? Have
I
not what you do not want, lest you want what you cannot

! have. Cheapness is not everything. It is doubtful,

indeed, whether iu large measuie it bo not a positive evil.

If it tempts to consumption beyond the limits of tem-
perate need—to " using the good things of this world ns

abusing them "—to exceeding our legitimate means of

purchase—to eating or drinking or wearing profusely or

wastefully, merely because " we can get drunk for two
pence"—of what advantage is it? If "all mankind
were brothers," as Jack Cade foreshadowed; if every

nation had exactly the same interests, the same burdens,

bore the same dehts and paid the same taxes, the policy

of reciprocity misfht he ignored, bee;iuse it would adjust

and assert itself. But it is really too plain tO need ex-

position, or admit of argument, that we can ultimately

continue to buy only by being in a position to sell ; that

it is only out of the profits other peo[)le give us on our

produce that we can continue to import and to subsist
;

and that if they cease to yield us prolif— -that is, if they

decline to import the fruits of our industry, or if they

impose such a tax on its consumption that we can gain

nothing by the sale, every farthing that we pay to them
because they can produce more cheaply than we is in

excess of our income and must lead to ultimate insolvency.

At this moment the American tax on British irou is as

much as the price of the irou itself ! To the extent to

which that tax narrows the demand and consumption, it

reduces the price and httaomts, ]iro ianto a tax upou the

British producer. Free trade ! Aye, with a vengeance,

when Hodge asks double pay from Farmer Fhimborough,

and declines to buy the very flour those wages were paid

to grow—when the tenant paying to the State los. per

acre of local aud imperial taxes is expected to sell his

wheat at the same price as the squatter of Nebraska who
does not pay tenpence. Free trade in its very essence

means equality, impartiality in the conditions of exchange

and production. But if every country in the world—even

our own colonies, our Indian empire—exact a heavy toll,

often a nearly prohibitive duty, on every commodity we
send to them, while we open our ports to them " without

money and without price"—nay, while our railways and
canals carry their goods to us at a lower charge than they

exact on our own—to call that free trade is an entire

abuse of terms.

'i'hat word cheapness has deluded public opinion, and
debauched the dulectics of our political economy. The
logic has been thus. What 1 because brother Jonathan

or Johnny Ciapaud chooses to tax himself, aud to pay

dear for what he buys from us, is that any reason why
we should refuse to take from him what he can sell for

less than we can produce it ourselves, or buy from one

another ? Bargain hunters, auctiou frequenters, con-

tinually waste their means iu buyiug what they can't use,

merely because it is to he had at a " tremendous

sacrifice I" Cheap wine, cheap silks, cheap ribbons, aud
cloth, and cut'cry, tempt us to consume the produce of

other nations, aud to pay the wages aud support the

industry of other labourers aud art,izans, without insisting

on mutuility of profit, the only condition that could

justify our purchases. At last we are benten in our own
markets, and actually in our own specialties of manufac-

ture. £778,000 worth of cotton cloth from France,

£290,000 worth from America, besides .£177,000 worth
of iron implements. Our consul at Shanghai reports :

" the American trade in piece goods is increasing with

a rapidity that is positively startling." The Biriniug-

ham market report owns that " large quantities of

French pocket knives are now being imported iuto

Shellield at prices English makers caunot touch.

Americans ofl'er planes iu Canada at exactly halt the

price of the En^'ish-niadc article.'' Our cousul fit
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lisLVnn& warns us our " knives are inferior to those

made in the United States aud Germany at equal prices,

and the same is true of agricultural iuiplements and

niachinery the American plough, superior to ours, being

one third cheaper than the English." Germany,

America, France, Italy, Spain, protected to the teeth,

shut us out of every port, and tax us up to the eyes,

while they beat us in our own staples in our own marts, aud

give bountits to their su^jar refiners to uadersell White-

chapel, Glasgow, and Bristol.

I rather prefer to state the facts than to draw the

inference. Our farmers are leaving us by the hundred,

our labourers by the thousand, our skilled artizans by

teus of thousands, to help our rivals to beat as. We
are parting with our producers. Wo are actually per-

suading, helping the very classes to emigrate on whom
our whole productive faculty rests. Even those who
call fur the reform of our land laws complacently con-

template what really involves the extirpation of the entire

existing classes of farming tenantry—substituting colonies

of Snig's End peasant proprietorrs. As for the owner of

land he is best dcbition fiimli, fruffcs consiumrc natus.

It is true he has reclaimed the land, built the homesteads,

fenced, ditched, drained. But having, answered the

purpose of others, he may be dismissed to the limbo of

destitution. For England, Wales, and Scotland, I; see

rent and tithe reach £118,000,000, and Ireland may
bring the total to 1-10 millions. Ia it proposed that we

should abandon the business of food-producing entirely

to the American ? Are we to have no more peers, squires,

parsons, capitalists, tenantry, the hierarchy of our native

fields—the men who have cultivated to such purpose,

that, acre for acre, they produce mure than double any

other body of agriculturists iu the world ? Is rent to

be annihilated ? If merely transferred from the owner to

the occupier, whnt better wi'.l the country at large be,

because Ilodge gets that of which Sir Tantivy or Squire

"Western has been robbed ? If it must cease to be an

entity in the national income, what is to pay the property

tax, the rates, what to make up for the loss of custom to

every retailer, to the producer of manufactures which

the foreigner who sells in our markets declines any

longer to buy ? Let this proposition be quite clearly

understood. Either the land of these kingdoms can

aflord to yield its rent as the hire of the instrument of

production, or it cannot, under a free trade dispensation.

If it cannot, then clearly the nation must lay its account

with seeing 140 millions of its yearly income perish with

all the taxes, rates, wages, and trade profits they rendered.

If it can, then the abolition of rent means the mere

virtual transfer of the land from its real owners to those

who are not.

I but open the question. What I have set down is sug-

gestive rather than didactic or authentative. I do not

infer conclusions or draw inferences so much as I

desire every thinker to reflect on the terms of the

thesis, and to see that it has two sides. If my "guide

philosopher and friend" in Mark Lane can solve the riddle

of protective economics, I give him full leave to convict

me of inconsistency, and will frankly thank him into the

bargain. I think that we shall agree in this that Free

Trade will not afford our present monstrous scale of cereal

burdens. Our imperial taxation is 25 millions, our local

15 millions in excess of our veal needs, and our capacity

of payment. We ought to step out of the circle of Euro-

peau politics altogether, and wrap ourselves round with

our insularity and our colonies. Those colonies we should

call upon to defend and govern themselves. Plain living

and high thinking must be the practical chart of our social

economy. To me, the idea of a nation of islanders,

hemmed in on every side by the ocean, making up its mind

to abandon the culture of its owu soil, to blot yeoman and

peasant out of the order of its social economy, and (o
narrow the classes of its people to handicraft and manu-
facture seems nothing short of judicial blindness. No
cheapness can compensate for such a loss—no economy in

mere industrial arithmetic can make up for a blank so fatal

to our manhood, our national life. Remember the
numbers of our British peasantry, not relatively alone,

but absolutely, are less in 1870 than in 1821—that famine
swept away two millions of Irish—that there is a rapid
exodus now of farmers and farm labourers, bleeding at

every pore. It is not a class, a column of statistics alone
that is involved, but the nation at large, our breed of

men, the securities for our daily bread. V^hWe. doctrinaires

are working out a problem in economics, the land is going
out of cultivation, what remains is going out of con-
dition, we are buying from everybody, while exports to

pay the purchase grow monthly less. Our artizans trained

in our factories are imported by our rivals to work under
a protective and prohibitive system and send their surplus

stocks to undersell us iu our home markets. The capital

we supplied to our tenantry, the wages paid to our plough-

men saved- up for flight, are carried away to raise the for-

eign crops that meet us in our markets. " On fair ground
T/e could beat forty of them ;" but handicapped by taxes,

rates, tithes, a double price fur labour—rant if yon will

—

what can we do? "L pause for a reply."

I; am. Sir, Sic.,.

Sidney Sjiith^

TJie Mamr, Ftltham, Sept. 30, 187»;

THE EARL OFBESSBOROUGHON IRISH BUTTER-
MA.KING.—The jEarl of Bessbarough has issued a circular to

his tenants on the subject of butter-makinp,. Having alluded

to the great disadvautages Irish butter-makers have to con-
tend witti in English markets, he continues— ' For the in-

formation of those who have not yet been able to make good
butter I' offer the following suggestions:—Have a proper
dairy or a separate room for your milk, well ventilated, but
not too light, far away frora stable,. piggery,, or manure heap..

Tlie floor should be of flag«, tiles, or concrete, very close and
evenly made, so that it can he easily washed without leaving

any substance behind likely to creat« a bad smell, as it would
be injurious to your milk and butter. Clay floors are very bad.

Be sure not to use your milk-room for any other purpose than-

your milk and butter. Wash or sponge the cow's udder be!ore

racking, and your own hands before commencing each cow^
Use the finest hair strainer you can gef,. Keep all your milk-

vessels scrupulously clean ; never use soap in cleansing jour
milk-vessels, not even in washing your hands, when engaged
with your milk or butter. Do not keep your milk too long
standing before churning. Tweuty-four to thirty-six or forty-

eight hours, according to the temperature of tlie weather, will

be enough. Avoid all touching of the butler by the hand,.

Use the best salt made very fine. Wash and press all the

milk out of the butter before salting, using plenty of cold

spring water.. You cannot be too careful about, this.. In
packing in firkins, get the best youcan of well-seasoned oak,

.

beecb,^, or ash, clean looking and smooth on the inside, and
bring them clean to markets. In preparing your firkins let-

them be filled the day before wanted viHth boiling water, .let-

stand until cold, then rinsad with clean cold watefV, into which
a couple of handfuls of salt has been put.. Tliis will make
your firkin sweet and staunch. Pack your butter in the firkia

as close as possible, and send it to market as soon as you can.

L t cleanliness be your constant care,. from the milking of the

cow until you bring your butter to the market.. Thsre are few-

things a farmer's wife or daughter ouglit to be prouder of than

her dairy aud its produc,. The butter buyers should encour-

age the use of the most suitable firkin; and might also be

more careful when the butter comes into their hands. The
firkins are frequently rolled about on the w«t and dirty yards

and damp floor?, which might be avoided, iltiilway and
steamboat companies treat firkins in the same rough way. All

should endeavour to improve, and try to bring oar butter in

the cleanest and most creditable condition into the English

market. Then it would take its proper place, and you would

get the highest price, defying foreign competition."
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CARSE FARMING.
In a former communication we examined tlie utility of

freedom of sale of produce as a nieiins of lielpiup curse

farmers. Our couclusioun wtre that even if the rotilious of

cropping usually followed on clay soil were still to beloUowed,

great, gam would in certain cases accrue to the farmers by

Ireedom ol sale; tliat there would be no loss to landed pro-

prietors if an adequate allowance of manure were to be

broiiglit back lu the farm; that steam cuhivaiion, in the

present circunislances of Scotch farming, is not the solution

of present dilUcullii's ; and tlia', wliile much depends on the

nearness of a larni to a town or to a railway station, the pro-

fitable sale ol straw would be much proiiioied by an easy and

cheap mode ot packing it, as it comes from the thrashing

machine.

We are glad to be able to give the testimony of one so

thoroughly qualitisd as Dr. .1. li. Lswes to the accuracy of

some of tlie estimates upon which the calculations were based.

la a letter dated Slstcuit., Ur. Lawes says:

—

" With regard to your figures, in box feeding, wiien there

is no waste, oue ton ot straw gives about 4^ tons of dun?.

Your estimate, therefore, of 270 tons of straw giving 1,00D

tons of flung IS correct. 1 would also rather have the ' chetjue

for £500' than tlie dung ; and I would rather have town dung
than yard dung, provided that the former is not mixed with

street sweepings and dirt. U'ith regard to the sale of roots,

straw, and such bulky articles, the whole question turns upon
carriage. A larmiT who lives utar a railway station and a

town might make large profits by telling roots as well as straw,

but 1 think he should trust very much to town duug. When
artificial manures are u-ed largely to grow crop", 1 think the

saleable products should be more or less confined to those

substances, such as grain, where tlie money value of the

product in relation to the manure ingredients carried away is

the highest."

Tlie above letter suggests our next subject of inquiry—viz.,

the question of freedom of cultivation. Ought larmers not

only to be allowed to sell what produce they please, but also to

have Ireedom to crop as they please within some very wide

limits ?

If there is anything proved by the recent researches of

scientific experimentalists like Dr. Lawes or by practical

farmers like Mr. Jlechi and Mr. Front it is tins, that a much
more extensive and frequent growing of corn crops than is

Usual on clay soils is boih practicable and profitable. Dr.

Lawes has grown continuous grain crops at Rotharasted, under

a vast variety of conditions as to treatment, for a long series

of years, and his opinion is summed up in the above letter.

Where roots are to be grown and sold off he advocates con-

siderable reliance on town dung, but his experience proves

that lor the growth of grain chemical manures alone can be

trusted to keep up the feriiliiy of the soil. INow while some
allowance must perhaps be made for the superior natural

qualities of the soil and climate of Rothams'ted, the following

facts are significant : Dr. Lawes has grown wheat continuously

for over twenty-five years on the same land, and his average

crop has been close on five quarters of grain and two tons of
straw per imperial acre. During all Ihnt time and for a dozen
years previously uo dung was applied to the land. Of course

artificial manures have btea liberally and judiciously applied.

For a similar period barley has been continuously grown, with
the result ol an average return of six quarters of grain and
one and a half tons of straw per imperial acre. The most
significant fact is that, instead of the crops falling off, they

seem rather to increase. But it may be that Dr. Lawes does
not farm lor profit, but only for the purpose of ascertaining

the elTects of different modes of treatment. He has at least

proved that the discovery of artificial mauuref, which is a
comparatively modern one, has enubled agriculturists to do
what was impossible fifty years ago, and that consequently
restrictions which may have been necessary then are antiquated
now. lie has also proved that the fertility of land can be
kept up without tlie dung cart. But does it pay ? For answer
let us turn to Mr. Front's interesting experiment. His farm
of Sawbridgewortli, Herts, is not said to be fine soil. The
first cost of the land sixteen years ago, when land was much
dearer than at present, was but £40 per acre. The rent with
which he charges the farm is five per cent, on the purchase
price, or £2 per imperial acre. He cultivates about 45,-, acres,

HuJ of this area he usually has over 3o0 acres m wheat,

bnrley, and oats. This year lie has 110 acres of wheat and

320 acres of barley, besides some oats. Of the quality of this

year's crop a practical larmer says the wheat promises to

average lour quarters, although t*enty acres of it were cut up

by wirewomi, and of the 22U acres of birley he says :
'• No-

where in Essex, Norfolk, or even in Lincolnshire, certainly

nowhere in the .Midland Countieii, iiave 1 seen on one farm, or

even in one parish, 200 acres ol such level good barley." Five

or six contecutive crops of grain are taken, and they, as well

as the hay and saaloin crops, are sold off. No cattle are kept,

except only a solitary black cow. There being uo root crops

grown, and consequently no manure made on the larm, the

cartage required is very light. 'J'lie purchasers cut and carry

the grain. No town manure is driven ; and since the

stubbles are turned over, or rather are "cultivated" and

cleaned in autumn by a hired steam plough, there are very few

men or horoes required on the liolding. Nolwilhstaudiug

recent dull times, M.r. Troul's crops have averaged £10 per

imperiHl acre during the past ser.es of years. In a wet^k or two

his annual sale will again take place, and it is expected ttiat

even tliis year his returns will not be below £10 per acre. The
land is litjerally treated. £1,000 to £1,300 are annually

expended on art ficial manures, principally 8U^le^phosphate of

lime and bone meal. This is at the rate of £3 per sere, or

about half a ton of artificial manure per acre. The labour

bill is under £1,000, or £2 per acre, and £1 per acre is allowed

for seed and iuciden'al expenses, lu all, the expenses are £(>,

the rent £2, and interest on floating capital 10.'. per acre, thus

leaving a profit of 30s. per acre when his crop realises £10

per acre. How few farmers of 450 acres have recently been

making £')00 a year besides paying the above handsome inte-

rest on capital.

Mr. i'rout can well afford to listen with good-humoured

cynicism to the croaking of some of his cautious and perhaps

a little bigoted neighbours. They have said
—"But jouare

runninkt out your land." He can reply
—

" How do you know ?

I am still getting £10 an acre lor my crops. But supposing 1

were running out the sOil as you say, I have at least; made as

much money during ray sixteen years' tenancy, besides paying

rent, interest, and all expenses, as would buy a farm half as

big. Have you done as viellP
"

Mr. Gilbert Murray, an extensive factor in Derbyshire,

though an Ayrshire man, has recently written an interesting

painphleton " Agricultural Depres^ion—its causes and reme-

dies." One of the remedies he lays stress upon is greater

freedom of cultivation. We may note in passing that he also

approves of freedom of sale of straw, and ac's upon it, with

the proviso that tenants shall bring back 30s. worth of

approved artificial manure for every ton ol straw sold. Mr.
Murray speaks of the theory that a rotation of root and grain

crops is necessary to recuperate the exhausted elements of

plant food in the soil as an " exploded fallacy," now that the

chemical composition of soils and plants and the action and

value of artificial manures are known.
Now all the experiences and theories of these gentlemen

aiay be sound as regards England ; bui what bearing liave they

on Scottish Garse farming ? Do they contribute anything to

the solution of the problem with which we staned— viz..

What is to be done now-a-days with clay land P We think

they do.

Let us consider again the case of the supposed clay farm
of 280 acre?, which we have shown cannot be profitably

farmed if cropped in a seven course shift of grain and green

crops unless the land be held rent tree. Is it possible to

borrow anything of Mr. Pi out's system, and in the line of

Dr. Lawes experience, which might enable the farmer to

aieet rent day ?

We do not announce the following as a uniform and never
failing remedy for all the ills of Caise farming. We merely
pi^t it forward as a sample of what might be tried iu some
cases if the antiquated restrictions as to cropping were
removed. If it would not enable tanners to pay their rent?,

it would not in that respect be worse than the present system,

which has been tried and found wanting. And the expense
of the system would be less than the present.

The first suggestion we have to make is that a return to

the old-fashioned plan of bare fallowing ought to be made.
The hazardous and expensive growing of potatoes and turnips,

or we may say f/w atlempl to grow them, in clay must in

large measnre be given up. It is that which causes the
heavy labour bills, English farmersj like Mr, i'rout, may
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be able to liepp their land clean by autumn cultivation of

their stutbles in the interval between harvest and autumn
wheat sowing-. But iu ScotJaud tiiere is seldom any bucIi

interval, aud so to .'Uiiinier (allowing tliey must look for the

opportunity of clearing off weeds, At tiie same lime the

land oufjlit to be well dressed with town or yard dun;;.

After the fallow wheat is reaped a second whea' crop might

be sown—the earliness of tallow whent allovviu>c lime to

prepare tlie soil bv an autumn cultivation either h_v horses or

by seam power. The seci'Ud crop might be liberrtlly dressed

with pliosphatps iu autumn, with ammoiiii added in spring.

With an application of 6 cwts. per acre of artificial iiiauures

the crop would probably be sutliciently bulky aud tiie cost

would be smaller, if the labour be reckoned, than a middling

quantity of town's dung would cost. Tnres for consumption

by cattle miglil follow tliis crop ; and if early the land might

be fallowed by the Ist of Au^just preparatory to another crop

of wheat, whioii might be dunged. The advantages of tares

over beaus are the certainty of destroying much of the wild

oats aud other annual weeds, and the better opportunity

given for cleaning the land hy rag-faliowing. A ter the

wheat bare fallow or partly green crop and fail )W would

again allow of a thorough cleaning process, and the succeed-

ing crops might be wlieat. b irley, hay, and oats. Tlie

rotation would thus be (Ij fallow, (2) whea', (3) wheat,

(+) tares, (5) wheat, (6), fallow, (7) wheat, (a) barky, (9)

hay, (10) oats. Four-tentlu of the larin wou d tlias be iu

auiumo wheat; spring wheat would be abolishe'i._ Two-
tenths wou'd be iu bare fallow, and tares, barlev, iiay, and.

cats would each claim one-tenth.. The land by the twice

fallowing would be kept dean, aud the expense for manure

would be amply met by the (jreat quantity of etraw which

might be sold. This mode of croping would aff'jrd fairly

regular eraplovmeut to the horses all the year round.. There

being no potatoes to lilt, the autumn could be given unre-

Bervedly to the thorough preparation of tlie soil for wlieat.

Half of the wheat being after bare fallow, and a fourth ot it

alter rag-fallow, an early beginning to pljughing for wheat

could always be made. The winter would be devoted to

ploUKhing the stubbles and thn'shing. There would be

no turnips to driva, aud manure could be dfiven for the most

part in summer when the roads are giod. Spring work
j

would be light from tliere being almost uo green crop,, and

there would generally be t'me to clean the barley and oat

land. Four pairs of horses would be sufficient for the farm,

and the straw of the oats and ba -ley crops would suffice for

fodder and litter both for the horses aud the cattle which

would be lequircd to consume the tares and grass if not made
into hay. Tlie manure account would, of course, be large,

and its items would be determined by the proximity of the

larvn to the railvviy aud the nature of the soil. Tiie labour

account for field wo.kers would be much less than would be

the case raising the u.-ual green crops.

We subjoin an estimate of the yearly e.ipeuses :.—

4 pairs of horses kept up and wrought ,
£oOO

Women labour, cattleman during suminer, aud iiar-

vest wages 120

Seed - 220
Manure (in addition to quantity made by cattle aud

hordes 350

Miscellaneous expenses, taxes, &e IlO

Interest on working capital, £2,000 at 5 per cent. ... lt)0

Wages to larmer •• ^^

£1,550

To meet this there would be 112 acres of wheat at £7 £7.8-1.

Straw of the same, at 1| tons per acpe aud £3 lOs.

per ton S°8

2S acres of barley at .£8 22-1

28 acres of oats at £8 221,

28 acres of hay ai£ 10 280

28 acres of tares at £8 224

£2,324

If the especses be deducted a sum of £771' is left for rent

and profit. We make no return lor cattle, but a few might

be wiutered on the oat straw so far as not required by the

horses.

Now it may be said that "farming on paper is very easy."

That is quite true, hut it is no lef>5 true that ixcept farming

can be shown on paper to leave a profit, rt is vain to go on
blindly and without reason in a courte which coufessedly is

ruining t'le maprity of tenants who honestly meet rcut-d^y.
V>'e do not advocate the above rotation as the best or the most
suitable in all circumstances. A division in beans might be
jirelerred for the sake of the straw, or a tVw acres of turuips
in a suitable sphsou might be sown. Where the laud is

comparatively clesr of annual weeds more spring grain
inigiit be grown. What we insist on is that the
enormous cost of working clay land for green crop
ouglu to be fairly faced. Aud it is only if a system whereby
that expense ean be either evaded or redneed that it will be
possible for the present rents to be maintained. The liberty

of growth aad sale of produce, for which we contend, is one
of the necesf'i'.ies of the limes, I'eihaps after the present race

of clay faruicrs is mined it will be granted to their suceessors.

The majority of leases of Carse lam!, il not iJectical in thfir

phrast ology, are at least constructed on the same lines as the

leases whicli ^ere the rule half-a-ccntury agij— that is, before

artificial manures wi re know, when larm labour cost a third

of what it does now, and wiien straw was of little or uo
value. Thattheae leases when framed originally were the
perfection of wisdom, and that they were dra«u with lionest

aim to the best in'.fre>ts of butli landlord and tenant, we are

not concerned to deu'-. But their authors did not forsee the

enhaiiKtd value of loitder, they did not dream of the railway

system or of the possibility ot Scotch farmers having to com-
pete with American backwoodsiiien in the areni* of JIarl- Line.
It i-8 a grave question wheUier the Scotch I'J-year-lease sjstera

has not entirety broken down in these dajs of rapid change.
That a system of yearly tenancy, with sonip'tns.ition lor

amelioratioas at quitting, would be preferable, is becoming the

opiuioH ot an increasing number of practical agricukurisls.

Tlie present writt^r has just received a letter from an eminent
English agriculturist and ex-M.l'., in which the extravagant

coudition^ in Scotch leases are llius relerred to:— '' Scotok
rents aud leases amaze English fanners. The farmer nra-^t

come down 60 per cent, before profits are possible iu most
cases."—H.uiitow, in Dundee Advertiser^.

THE SE€RET OF BEAUTY.—The secret of beauty is

health. Tiiose «ho desire to be beautiful should do all tlisy

can to restore their health, if they have lost it, or to keep-it

it they have it yet. No one can lay down specific rules lor

other people in tiiese maters. Tlie work which one m ty do^

the rest he must take,, his baths, his diet, his exercise, are

matters ot individual cousideratinn, but tliey must be carefully

thought of and never neglected. As a rule, when a pers&a

feels well he looks well, aud when he looks bad he feels bad as

a general thing. Thers are times when oiie could guess,

without looking in the glass, that his eyes were dull aud bis

skia was mottled. This is not a case lor something in a
pretty bottle from the perfumers, or for tlie h.tiun th it the

circulars praise so lii;jiily. lo have a ficsli complexion and
bright eyes, even to have white hauils aud a grace ul figure

jou must be well. Health and the happiness that usiiall,

comes with it are the true secrets of beauty.

—

Qftartcriy

Recicty:

A llEMINDER.—There are things whioh remind us of oar
boyhood dajs, anl bring one particular occasitu distinctly to

niiud. We tliought we would play truant, aud we did. The
first day was so serene that we tried it again.. This time we
were troubled. There came up a heavy thunder shower in

the afteruoou, cad we were scared, badly scared, aud when we
arrived at the maternal raaosiou late in the alternoon we
were met with a n quest for a private interview. It was
granted. The slipper had a good lieel on if, an I we are not
sure but«hat tiie imprints are ou our jierson jet. Tears,

huge tears, chased each other down our cheek. When we
departed lor school the next morning we w.^re given a seaitd

envelope for the teacher. We were tuspiciou?,. We were
always kind,, and we gave that envelope to another little boy
who wanted an excuse for being lat"".. He was late—the

clock marked 9.15 when he arrived. The teacher read the

note, and followed tlije instruotions therein contained to the

letter. We were sorry for that boy, but rejoiced that it was
not us. The note read thus: ''Please whip the bearer, and
whip him hard." Tliat little boy aud us were never more
friends,

—

Amcriata Poper,
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ABERGAVENNY.
The annual mietiiiK of the Ahprgivennv Azricnlini-ftl

Association was licld at Abergavenny on Octobi-r 2, «lieu thts

Usual show of linrses and j;pneral aijriciilturjl stock was got

np. Tlie Hxreford Times says ;—The Association was

established in I8i4, aurt has, thtireforp, been iu existence

BOine 35 years. During that time it has, of course, like most

ther institutions, expi-riencfd viried fortunes, Lut taken

°it;ht through it has cuutinued prosperous. The Association's

nnual exhibitions have enjoyed a wide, and a growing pnpu-

Bariiy, and a good prograuime is generally got up by the

lofficers for ttw very large number of persons who UbKally visit

the fine show of horses and stock.

As already intimated the attendance of visitors to th«

show of horses and ^tock is unusually large, and this year

scarcely proved an exceut-ion in that respect, althoagli the

weather was about as discouraging? as it could lie.

Tliis meeting is more particnlirly a liorse show, and there-

fore the horses formed tlie great feature. There was really a

\ery strong and a very aood show of horses, though, perhaps,

not <\iiUe so strong or quite so good a* on some previoUG years.

There were '2'2 classes devoted to horses, aad all were well

filled. The hunter classes were fairly strong, there being 8

entries in the class for the best weight carrying hunter of any

age, and l-l- in the class for 13 .-tone hunter. There was also

a very good exhibition of hacks, and an exceedingly attractive

show of horses iu harness.

NORTH WALSHAM AND AYLSHAM.
Since, last yeur the North Walshara Association has been

re-oreaniseil, and its area extended so as to include the district

of w lilch the popnhms town of Aylshara is tlie centre. This

alteration was made in accordance with suggestions which
h.(ve from time to time been made by members of the North
Walsham Associatien. Unfortunateiv, the weather on the

first ocC'ision -or the hoiditig of the exhibition for the extended

district was of the most wretched character, Mr. R. S, Baker
placed a large fi-Kid at t'le service of the Association. The rain,

which fell Iroin an early hour on the opening morning, con-
verted the show ground into a vast slough, through which it

was didicult to pick one's way. It was Kilburn over again,

only on a ranch smaller scale. The weather had a deterrent

effec' upon the number of exhibity^ though the entries in the

catalogue were more numerous than in any previous year.

The number of animals sent into the yard fell consider-

ably short of them, their owners being deterred from
forwarding them by the pi"iles3 rain. The couse-

quence was that there was little, il any, competilioa iu

some of the classes. The horses included fc few superior

animals, but as a whole they were a moderate lot. The
jumping attracted soine attention; and so did the riding

of the winning horse by Master Sapwell. In most of the

cattle classes, the competition was limited. The cream of the

show were Mr. R. Wortley's fat beasts which would do credit

to any exhiliition. They will, we are sure, be heard of again,

with very honorable mention at sorae ol tlie great shows of the
country. Some good lambs were shown in the sheep clashes. '

The absence of Mr, Siuderg Spencer'.s pigs made a great differ-

ence ia the swine classes.

—

Xorfolk News.

OSV/ESTRY.
The eighteenth annual Show of the Oswestry District

Agricultural Society was held at Oswestry on Friday,

Sept. 20.

The Osicrsfri/ A'lvertiscr gays :—We are sorry to have
to report that the Show was not on the whole so good or

80 successful as former shows of tltis Society have been.

Nor is this at all a matter for surprise when all the un-
toward circumstances of the present season—the great

depression in agriculture, the long continued bad weather
and the exceptionally late harvest—are taken ictoacconnt.

Tbe judges of the root craps made no report of their

own, but they desired the Secretary to state that they

found the swedes very good for the season, es])ecially oix

small farms, far belter than Ihcy expected to find them.
The mangold crop was very inferior to the swedes.

The total number of entries in the cattle classes was 82.
Last year it was "J?. This is not a very serious decrease

considering the nulavourable circumstances in which this

year's Show was held. The display of Shorth'jrns, which
last year was one of the most successful features of the
Show, was this year, perhaps, not quite S) good as usual.

The number of entries was 41—only thre less than last

year. l''or the President's prize for aged bulls there wire
live entries, as against eight last year. First honours were
awarded to a very fine beast exhibited by Mr. El ward
Jones ot Pool Quay, and second to Mr. J W. Edwards
of Paik Fii.rm, Oawcstry. A bull exhibited by Sir Watkia
Wynne, which was highly C0(nmi!nded, was a pretty

animal, but rather short. In theci.iss lor bulls under tv»o

years old tiiare was an ex'jcciingly good competition. The
number of entries was seventeen (ten last year). Mr. F.
B. Owens, of lV;efieldB, EUesracre, took first prize for a
roan bull, a bi;anliful animal and of admirable quality

with a rich velvety coat, which was bred near Ulverstone.

The second prize was awarded to Mr. El ward Jones, of
Pool Quay, for a roan bull, Silver Star. Ilis bull was two
months younger than Mr. Oven's, and though a very (ino

and heavy beast, did not show quite the same quality.

Silver Star, however, at the Show of the Montgomery-
shire Society, took not only the first prize in its class, but
also the prize for the best beast in the yard. It speaks
well for this class that in it there were no fewer than seven
highly commended animals.

Shorthorn cuws (in milk or in calf), which last year
was a very strong class, was this year a very weak one
in point of numbers. There were only five entries.

A new and very excellent feature of this year's show
were competitions for the prizes offered for the best Short-
horn and Hertford cows with uot less than two of their
offspring, iu the Shorthorn competition there were only
four entries; but the cows aud their offspring were of
excellent quality.

We now come to the Hereford cattle, and it is worthy
of remark that while list year the show of Shorthorns
excelled thai of the rival breed, this year the Herefords
were in advance of the Shorthorns in point of general
quality—in fact, the competition in Herefords was never
belter at Oswestry Show, if it was ever as good. The
number of entries (20) was, however, four less than last

year. The pri^etakers were animals of pure breed, and
in fine condition.

The show of cross-bred stock included a number of
very useful animals.

In the sheep clanses there were 4.1 entries (last year 49)
of which 29 were Snropsbires, and the show, due allow-
ance being made for the bad eil'ects of this disastrous
«easoG, was quite up to the average.

The sliow of pigs was small, us it generally is at this
show, but fairly good.

There was a very considerable falling off in the number
of horses as compared with last year. T'he total number
was 108 ;

last year it was 232. Iu 1877 it was 124. The
show of agricultural stallions was very limited (four
entries) and did not reach a remarkably high stan^iard of
excellence. Mr. Arthur Williain.", of \Velshpool, was first

with a bay stallion, a thoroughly serviceable cart horse of
rich colour, with grand ihighs and shoulders and a big
chest. This horse took a second priza at the Montgomery
Show last year, but was passed over without notice by the
judges at Welshpool last week. Mr. Thomas Studley, of
Overton, was second with his grey stallion Young Champion
a light heartel, line bodied horse. His fore legs, however,
did not quite please the judges. A dark brown stallion!
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Jie pioperty of Mr. William Roberts, of Meifod, which

took second prize at Welslipool laat week, was now only

commended. The show of m^res and foaU suitable for

agricultural purposes was an exceedingly good one (14

entries). Of hacks and hunters there was a very fair

show. Hunting mares and foals were but a weak class.

The class for four-year-old hunters was a good one. (Nine

entries). The yearling liunters was an exceptionally good

class—(seven entries)—much better than is usually seen

at district shows. The roadsters were but a moderate

class (nine entries). The ponies were aa extremely

creditable class.

The show of grain was a meagre one. The barley

however, made a very fair show.

In the butter and cheese classes there were fifteen entries

(last year eijrjhteen). The prize cheese was, on the whole,

very good iu quality. For the best tub of butter of not

less than 601b. there were eleven entries, and the first

prize was taken by Mr. John Morgan, of Mile House,

Oswestry. Li reporting upon this class Mr. Valentine

says :
—" The exhibits of salt butter are of the first

quality, and reflect the highest credit on the dairywomen.

T am surprised that your committee do not offer premiums

for fresh butter,"

Ths show of roots were nothing like so good as it was

last year, and it was hardly to be expected that it

would be,

PRIZE LIST.

HORSES.
Agricultural stallion, best suited to travel the district in the

season of 1880.— 1, J. Busbv ; 2, J. Picken.

Agricultural mare and foal.— 1, J. busby ; 2, J, \Y. Titterton.

Pair of horses.— 1. W. Allen ; 2, T- Jackson,

Sinale horse.—1. R. T. Heatiey ; 2, W. Bevan.

Colt, foaled 1876.—1, AV. B van ; 2, T. C. Powell.

Colt', foaled 1877.— 1, R. Blewitt ; 2, W. Dixon.

Colt, foaled 1878,—R. Jones,

HUNTING AND HACKNEY.
Mare with foal for hunting.— 1, J. Brooke ; 2, W, Swan.

Hunter.— 1, J. Hill ; 2, J. H, Edge.

Hack or roadster.—1, E. Pryce ; 3, F. L. Lightfoot.

Cob, hack, or roadster.— 1, C. Kitching ; 2, R, M. ]>eeke.

Colt, suitable for hunter or hack, foaled 1876.— 1, C, B.

Wright ; 2, Rev. J, Brooke.

Colt, Ibaled 1877.-1, J. Paddock; 3,H. Har?ey,

Pony.— 1, A. Leach ; 2, C A. Hartley.

Extra slock class,— 1, G, Hunt ; 2, S. W. Lewis.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORJsS.

Cows,—1, G. T. Phillips ; 2, P. H. Chester.

Pair of heifers, calved 1877 .—S. Uicken.

Heifer, calved 1878.— I, S, L. Horton ; 2, P, H, Chesters.

OTHERS THAN SHORTHORNS.

Bull.—J.Hill.
Cow.—E. Price.

Pnir of bullocks, calved 1878.— 2, J. Morraj.

Pair of cow.— 1, S. D:cken ; 2, J. Bray.

Extra stock.— 1, S. L. Horton ; 2, T. Nash.

TENANT farmers' CLASS,

SHORTHORNS.

Bull of any age.— 1, T. Nash ; 2, J. Morray.

Bull, calved 1878.— 1, W. H. Goodall ; 2, J. Paddock.

Cows, any age.—0. Bennion,

Pair of dairy covys.—J. Baker.

Pair of heilers, calved 1877.— 1, S. Dieken ; 2, J. Baker.

Pair of heifers, calved 1878.— 1, T. Nash ; 2, S. Dicken.

SHEEP.
Sliropshires, ram, any SRe.—T. Neck.

Ra-ii, lambed 1878.—M. Williams,

Ram, lambed 1879.— 1, T. Nock : 2, M. Williams.

Pen of five ewes, lambed 1879.—T. Nock.

Ewes, lambed 1878.—T. Nock.

Ewe lamb.s.— i, T. Nock ; 3, W Picken,

TENANT TARMKRS' CLASS.

Shropshire', ram, any aj^e.— 1, M. VVilliain" ; 2, B. Goodhall,

Rams, lambed 1878.— 1, M. Williams ; 2, F. L. Lightfoot,

Ram lambs, lambed 1879.-1, M. Williams ; 2, W. Picken.

Ewes, any age.—1, W. H. Goodhall; 2, :\I. Williams,

Ewes, lambed 1878.— 1, W. H. Goodliall ; i,J. Pickering,

Ten wethers, lambed 1879.—H. Woolrich,

Extra stock.—G. C. Price,

PIGS.
Boar, any age.—1. T. R»dcliffe ; 2, C. Mort.
bow in pig.—J. H. Kemp.
Small breed boar.— 1, R. K. Mainwaring ; 2, C. D. Hudson,
Breedi 'g sow,—3, T. Radcliffe ; 2, J. H. Kemp,
Any breed.— 1, J. Bray ; 2, G. Hunt,

CHEl'J.SE.

Four thick cheeses.— 1, Thornhill Milk and Cheese Company
;

2,S. Barker.

Four thiu cheese.—1, Thornhill Co. ; 2, J. Bourne.
BUTfER.

1. J.H.Kemp; 3, W. B. Botfield.

WOOL.
1, W. Fowler; 2, A. E. W. Darby.

SHROPSHIRE.
This society, which np to the present year has been

known to the public as the "North Shropshire Agricul-

tural Society," held its annual show at Shifnal, on Tuesday,
September 30.

The Shrewsbury Chronicle say a:—The society when
first formed was only a local oue, but being held in a

purely agricultural district it soon outgrew its first modest
pretentions, and became a very important society in the

district, attractiug the principal agriculturists in North
Shropshire. Up to the present year its operations have been

confined exclusively to North Shropshire and the annual

shows have been held alternately at Market Drayton,

Newport, Shifnal, and Wellington, but in 1878 the ques-

tion of extending its operation to other parts of the county

arose out of a kind of semi-official invitation to visit the

ancient town of Bridgnorth. This, however, fell through

for two reasons : one was that to carry out that idea the

rules of the society would have to be altered, and in the

meantime the Shropshire and West Midland had under-

taken to visit Bridguorth in 1880. However, the idea

mooted in 1878 bore fruit, as at a meeting of the society

in the early part of the present year it was unanimously

resolved to alter the rules so that the society might extend

its operations not only to the whole county, but to fifteen

miles beyond, and at the same time the name of the society

was altered from " North Shropshire" to the " Shropshire

Agricultural Society." At one time there was in some
quarters a belief that the society would amalgamate with

the Shropshire and West Midland, but as the former made
it an indispensable condition that the latter should drop

the title of " West Midland" the matter dropped thiough,

and we doubt whether it will be resuscitated again for

some time, as there are many influential opponents to such

an amalgamation in the Shropshire Society.

We have previously stated that year after year the

society has continued to flourish. Taking the yeais from

187-t up to the present we find that the amount given ia

prizes, and the number of entries, have been gradually oa
the increase. In 1874, at Newport, the amount given in

prizes was £438 19s., and the number of entries 669. In

1875, at Shifnal, the prizes amounted to £498 19;).,

being an increase of £30 ; the entries being 596, a de-

crease of 73. In 1876, at Wellington, the prizes were

£549 ISs., an increase of £50 14s. ; the entries 977, aa

increase of 381. In 1877, at Market Drayton, the prizes

were reduced to £484 18s., and the number of entries to

570. Iu 1878, at Newport, the prizes amounted to

£494 lis. Unfortunately we have not the exact number
of entries, but we can vouch that they were considerably

iu exce-is of the previous show at Newport. This year

the amount given iu prizes is over £500, and the number
of entries was again highly satisfactory.

Whatever falling off was observable in some other

departments of the show-yard, none were to be found in
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the horse classea. The entries were quite >ip to the averaje

as regards nuni'ber, when ooinjjareJ with former years, and

for merit th« display has jjrobably never been surpassed at

any of the society's annual sliows. Of the agrieultaral

stallions there was a really tlrst-rate display. The next

class for mares and foals contained at least three really

first-rate exhibits. The pairs of horses made but a small

display, but there were several remarkably fine animals,

which sold at good prices. In the luixt class, single horses

for agricultural purposes, there was a line display, and was

pronounced by the people to be one of the best they had

seen this season. There were four exhibits, and three of

them were pronounced lit for any showyard in England.

Of colts foaled ISyfi there was about an average display,

one or two being very smart and promisinj; animals, and

the rest not very lirst-rate. The nest class, colts foakd

1877, was v«ry similar as to merit, the animals placed

being well worthy of the honoars won, and the rest being

Scarcely up to the mark. The colts foaled 1878 comprised

some exceedingly smart aaimala, tit for exhibition any-

where, iind the wholo class was a strong one. Of extra

stock there w-ere no exhibit". The hunters, fouryearsold

and upwards, comprised a capital lot.

The Shorthorns were poor as regards the number of

exhibits. No bulls were shown, but among the cows of

any age Mr. Phillips had a very good specimen, while the

second was a small but very neat animal belonging to Mr.
Chesters. The heifers were a good lot as regards quality,

although not very n-umerous, Jlr. S. Dicken's being really

a pair of beauties. In the classes for other breeds Mr.
Hill show-ed a splendid Hereford bull, the oaly one
exhibited, and Mr. Bieken's pair of cows were smart
animals, one especially so. The ^tra stock contained

some very good exhibits.

Tht display of sheep was net «p to the mark, although

there were some very fine animals in the show.

LIST OP AWARDS.
HORSES.

IGRICULTURAt.

Stallioa best suited to travel the district, in the season of

188a-l, J. Bushby, Billiogton, Stafford ; 2, J. Pickin,

Coppice Green, Shifnal.

Mare, with fosl.— 1, J. Bushby ; 2, J. W. Tttterton, The
Manor, Sliil'nal.

Pair of horses.— 1, W. Allen, Benthall, Broseley ; 2, T. Jack-

son, Sowdley, Clie<wardiue.

Horsp.— 1, R. T. lleatley, Enton Grange, Market Drayton;
2, W. Beviin, Mire Lake, Wellingtan.

Colt, foaled 1875.— 1, W. Bev&a; 2. T. C. Powell, Hodnet,
Salop.

Coal, foiled 1877.-1, R. B'ewitt, Cranrae.re Lod(fe. Wrotfes-
Ipy, Wolveriiampton ; 2, W, Dixon, The Marsh, llodiugton,

Shrewsbury.

Colt, foaled 1878,—R. Jones, Horton, W«l!ington, Salop.

Ht'NTINO AND HACKNEY HORSES.
Mare, with foal, Ibr liuoting purposes.— 1, Rev. J. Brooke,
Ilmghtou Hall, Shilaal, S»lop ; 2, \V. Suar, Codsall,

Wolverhampton.
Honters, 4 years old and upwards.— 1, J. Hill, Felhampton

Court, Church Strptton ; 2, J. H. Edge.
Hack or roadster, 15 hands or over.— I, E. Prycp, Ancfillor

House, Newport, Silop ; 2, f. L. Lightfoot, Adderley
Lodge, Market Drayton.

Cob, liaik, and roadster, under 15 hands.—1, C. Kitching,
Ockeugates, Wellington ; 2, EL. M. Leek% Longford Hall,

Newport, Salop.

Colt, suitable for a hunter or liaek, foaled 1876.—1, C. B.
Wight, Rndge Hill, Wolverhampton ; 2, Kev. J. Brooke.

For colt for the same purpose, foaled 1877.— 1, J. Paddock,
Chetwynd Aston, Newport ; 2, ?. Harvey, Beckbury,
Shifnal.

Pony not exceeding 14 hands.— 1, A. Leach, Tong, Norton,
Shifnal ; 2, C. A. Hartley, Tong Castle, Shifual, Salop.

EXTRA STOCK.
(Open to all comers.)

1, G.Hunt, HangliiiMi, Shifnal, Salop; 2, W. S. Lewis,
Mossej Green, W'fllington.

Cow of any age, but age to be taken into consideration, having
produced a call in 1879.— 1, G. T. Piiillips, SheriflTlialei

Manor, Newport ; 2, P. H. Chesters, A'alllields House,
Nantwich.

Tdir of heifers, calved 1877.—1, S. Dicken, Little Ness,
BachurcN, Salop.

Pair of liei'ers, calved, 1878.— 1 , S. L. Horton, Park House,
Shifnal, Salop; 2, P. H. Chesters, Wall Fields House,
Nantwich.

OTHER BREEDS, NOT SItORTKORNS.
Bull of any age (but age to be taken into consideration).—1,

J. Ilil), felhampton Court, Church Stretton.

Cow of any aae (but age to be taken into consideration),
having produced a calf in 1879.—2, E. Price, Ancellor
House, Newport,

ANY BRRED.
Pair of bullocks, calved 1878.—Pnze, J. Morrey, Sutton, Market

Drayton.
Pair of cows for dairy purposes, each having produced a calf in

in 1879.— 1, S. Dicken; 2, J. Bray, Weatoo-ander-Lizard,
Shifnal.

Extra Stock. Open to allcomers.— 1, S. L. Horton, Park
House, Shifnal, Salop ; 2, T. Nash, Featherbtone, Wolver-
hampton.

TENANT farmers' CLASSES.

SHORTFIORNS.
Bull of any age.— 1, T. Nash, featherstone, Wolverhampton;

2, J. Morrey, Sutton, Market Drayton.
Bull, calved 1878.-1, W. H. Goodall. Stoke Grange,

Market Drayton ; 2, /, Paddock, Chetwyud Aston, Newport,
Salop,

Cow, of any age (but age to be taken into consideration),
having produced a calf in 1879.— Prizi*, 0. Bennion,
Brock*on, Newport.

Pair of cows for dairy purposes, each having produced a calf
in 1879.—Priz-, J. Baker.

Pair of heifers, calved in 1877.— 1, S. Dicken ; 2, J. Baker.
Pair of heifers, calved in 1878.— 1, T. Nash ; 2, S. Dicken.

SHEEP.
SHROPSHIRE ©R OTHER SHORT-WOOLLED.

Ram, of any age.—Prize, T. Nock, Su.ton Maddock, Shif-
nal.

Ram, lambed in 1878.— Prite, M. Williams, Bishton, Shif-
nal.

Ram lam, lambed in 1879.— 1, T. Nock ; 2, M. Williams.
Fen of five ewe:-, of any agd, each having produced a laub in
1879.—Prize, T. Nock.

Pen of five ewes, lambed in 1878.—Prize, T. Nock.
Pen of ten ewe lambs, lambed in 1879.— 1, T. Nock ; 2, W.

Picken.

TENANT farmers' CLASSE.1.
Ram of any age.— 1,M. Williams; 2, B. Goodall, Helshaw,

Market ]3rayton.

Ram, lambed 1878.— 1, M. Williams ; 2, F. L. Lightfoot,
Adderlev Lodge.

Pen of five ram lambs, lambed in 1879.-1, M. Williams ; 2,

W. Picken, Hilton, Newport.
Pen of tea ewes, of anv age, eacli having produced a lamb in

1879.-1, W. H. Goodull, Stoke Grange, Market Drayton :

2, M. Willlan.s.

Pen ol five ewes, lambed in 1878.--1, W. II. Goodall ; 2, J.
Pickering, Halston.

Pen of ten wether lambs, lambed in 1879.— 1, H, Woolrich,
Roughtop, Salop.

Extra Socck.—2, G. C. Price, Acton Hill, Stafford, Shrop-
shire.

PIGS.

LARGE AND MIDDLE BREF.D.

Boar of any age.— 1, T. Radclitl'e, Chewell Grange, Newport •

2, C. Morf, Burlton, Shrewsbury.
Breeding sow in pig, or with larrow of sucking pigs.— 1, J,
H. Kemp, Longford, Market Drayton; 2, C. Mort.

SMALL BREED.
Boar of any age.— 1, R. K. Maiuwaring, The Hill, Market
Drayton; 2, C. D. Hudson, Cheswardiue.
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Br.»pdia? sow ill ni?, o' with farrow of suckiag pigs.—1, T.

Rudcliffe ; 3, J. II. Kemp.
AKY BREED.

Pen of pif;s of the aime farrow, above four and under eight

months.— 1, J. Bray, Weston-uuder-Lizard ; 3, G. Huot,
Haughton, Shipual, Salop.

SWINDON AND NORTH WILTS.
The fifth >tninial show was lield on Sept. 29 on tlie premises

of the V. W. H. Repository, Swindon, under most favourable

circunijtaacpR, tlie weather being beauti'ully fine and the at-

tendance very large co'npared with former year*. There were

2G7 entries iu al', the cattle and cart-horse classes being well

filled. Cheese and butter also excited keen competition. The
show in these classes creating a good deal of interest amongst

the visitors. In tlie afternoon the usual jumping and driving

contests took place iu a lieM on the Wroughton Road, known
as the Croft, and drew together some thousands of spectators.

All the events were well eontested, aud pss^ed off without the

slightest hitch.— JFilts Times.

WAYLAND.
The annual show of stock, &,^., the property of members of

the association resident in the Wayland Hundred, was held on

October 1st at Walton. The lateuess of the harvest caused the

postponement of the sho* to some weeks beyond the usual

time, and to this may, perhaps, be ascribed the fact that as a

Vfliole the show was uot up to tlie average of previous years.

Tlie weather was by no means favoura 'le in the forenoon, but

liit^r in the day the rain cleared off and the suu broke out in

splendour. The attendance of visitors was larger than might

have been expected, and upon this fact the society is to be

congratulated. Few features in the show call for special com-
ment. The cart horse classes were fairlv filled, Mr. Jacob's

stallion being greatly admired, while Mr. Welcher's cart geld-

ing and filly were deservedly adjidged the prizes in their re-

spective classes. In the cattle classes, Mr. Herbert S Dixon

i-howed a most useful red shorthorn, which was one of the

gems of tlie show yard ; and Mr. R. florseley iiad in the same

cImss a capital roan five-year-old cow, which took second

honours. The horned lipi'er class had the most entries. Miss

Mason's executors took first prize in the polled bull and heifer

classes, but were beaten in the class for polled cows of any age.

The sheep classes brought about an average entry—Mr. P. J.

Sharman carrying off the principal prizes for rams and ewes,

while Mr. B. Horsley had a pen of splendid lambs twenty-

eight weeks old, bred from Mr. H. Aylmer's rams. In tlie pig

classes the only feature noticeable was Mr. Applewhaite's sow

aud litter of pigs of white breed of excellent quality. There

was a very fair show of poultry, which did credit to the district.

~-Norful!i- News.

WESTMORELAND AND KENDAL.

This event took place on September 25 under circumstances

which severely tested the resources upon which the Westmore-

land and Kendal District Agricultural Society depends for the

maintenance of its highly useful operations. The exhibition

was held iu a time of severe agricultural depression, and on a

day when the weather was nufortunately very unfavourable.

There was no lincli-.on marquee on the ground to be ovi r-

thr(;wn by tlie wind, as was the case last year, the experience

of tlie committee on that occasion having determined them to

Bubatilute on Thursday a dinner held under a substantial roof

for the hazardous plan of a field luncheon in the latter part of

September. But if the wind was less boisterous than last year,

the rain and the cold more than made up for all deficiencies in

that respect. Tlie day's proceedings were marred by iuter-

mittent showers of chilly raiu, and the field was roaked to a

degree that made walking unpleasant and standing still the

reverse of comfortable. Under these circumstances the

marvel is, not that the entries fell short of the total

number recorded la-t year, and that the visitors were

uot so numerous, but that the agricultural depres-

sion diminished the number ot entries by no larger

a figure than GO—^wliich was pretty evenly distributed

among the various departments, aud that the inuste- of spec-

tiitors was snch that one could hardly have guessed the falling

ofT iu this respect from the appearance of tiie tlelj alone. The
gate-money 'old a different tale. As regards the quality of
tile stock exhibited, it fully sustained the reputation which the
Westmoreland and Kendal District Agricultural Society haii

acquired of being one of the best and most " authoritative
"

shows in the North of England. Animals wtiich had won
distinction at previous shows were brought here to receive an
imprimatur that is resiiectpd not merely iu Westmorland but
in the connties of Cumberland and Lancashire, and the judges
on Thursday were not at all cliary about overhauling deci-

sions given at less important shows. Notwithstanding the

weather, the field presented a most animated appearance
during the day, most of the county gentrv—including the Esrl
and Countess of Bective and the Hon. Wm. Liwiher—being
among the spectators, and the admirably systematized

arrangenfienls made by the secretary (Mr. J. Swainson) and
the committee caused everything to go off smoothly,— Utocr-

sion Adoerliser.

VIOLENT LANGU.VGE OF IRISH AMERICANS.—
The New York Irish Democrat of September 20tli, writes a cor-

respondent of the Lfteils J/ercfO-y .contains some strong remarks
in regard to current British topics. Commenting upon the

Irish land agitation, the t'.ditor, alter stating that a circular

was about to be addressed to the Irish people in Amer ca

asking for aid, in the agitation of which Mr. Paruell was to be

the head and front, and adding tliat the Irish iu America
would rt spond to any call made by the hon. Member for Meat.h,

proceeds—"The landlord rights of Ireland are an anomaly in

any State pretending to freedom. They are so indefensible, so

offensive to every claim of justice or humanity, tliattliey will

not be any longer tolerated. They must go the way of

all tyrannies— by persuasion if possible, if not, by any means.

Glaring (acts before their eyes, and keen want in their homes,
will lead Mr. Parnell and his party, by a ihort cut, to the

desired end." The same paper contains a letter from O'Do-
novan Rossn, ex-Fenian prisoner, alluding to the massacre at

Cibul. Rossa writes—" Thanks be to G id and the Afghans !

The British brigands iiave got another knock-down blow, and

the oppressed pec.ple of the world have reason to rejoice.

Geueral Cavagnari with all the force he had with him
were set upon by the natives and slausihtered to a man ; and
whether it was in honourable warfare ornot, I say 'serve them
right.' But what a pity it is that it is not they who plot and
plan such robberies who suffer, instead of their unfortunate

tools. How much more jileased I would be to hear that a

band of those • Cabools' had laid siege to the Ptivy Council,

in their Council Chamber in London, and blown up all the

bricks and Bn'tons around them. Tliat day may come yet,

and perhaps Iri^h skirmishers could be got daring enough to

do the deed. I know they could ; and it is another pity that

they are not let at the work."

MR. ALLSOPP, M P., AND HIS TENANTS.—Not many
months ago we noticed au act of great liberality on the part of

Mr. Allsopp, M. P., towards his farm tenants. Another very

gratifying announcement has just been made to them, which
shows that Mr. Allsopp fully appreciates the magnitude of the

diiliculties by which the cultivators ot the soil are surrounded.

Tiie seasons may improve and prosperity may return, but it

cannot come in as large a measure as iu former times, for

foreign competi ion stands iu the way. Jlr. Allsopp tlierefore

feels that relief granted to tenant farmers in respect of rent, if

it is to be of any real service, must be considerable, and
extended over several years, if not made permanent. Ha
believes that, owing to the disastrous state of the weather, all

new corn brouuht 'o market for some time to come will be in

such bad condition as to materially afTect the price, and the

tenants are informed that the payment of rent falling due ou

September 29th, and usually payable in December, will be

deferred, if agreeable, till march 25tb, 1880. Taking into

account the depression in agriculture, caused mainly by a

Hiccessi-in of bad harvests, Mr. Allsopp proposes to allow his

tenants 25 per cent, on their rentals for the next three years, to

be expended iu lime, bones, linseed orcotton cake ; and. fuither,

if the country be not blessed with more favourable harves'^s

and times, he suggests that his farms be re-valued, on a basis

consistent with the state of the farming interest at the end of

the three years,— Worcester Journal,
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A SERMON TO FARM LABOURERS AND
UNIONISTS.

We have only recently received a copy of a sermon preached
at Orlestoa cliurcli on Sunday eveninf"f, August 10th, on the
occasion of the attendance of the local branch of tiie Kent
and Sussex Labourers' Union, by the Rev. G. Sarson, M..\.,

rector. The reverend (jentleinan's discourse entitled was "Bad
tim»'s, and the Labiurers' Union," the text l)ein» taken from
the 1st Epistle of St. John, ii., 1-i: " Ye are strong, and
the Word of God abideth in you." As this

address contains much (jood advice to unionists, aa well as

some apologies for combinatioQ fairly conducted, we give the
principal portion of it :

—

" We hear on every side that these are ' bad times,' days of
depressiin for the ajiricult'iral community. People all around
ns are cryinsj out in fear (or the pro-pects of agriculture in

Engl nid. Tne three classes who are esppcinily interested in

the productiveness and the prosperity of the cultivation of the

•oil, inndovvners, tenant farmers, and labourers, are all more
or less pinched by a combination of circumstances, the most
undeniable of which are unfavourable weather and foreign

competition.
" It is impossible for me and in this place to discuss with

you the causes which are resulting in so much loss and dis-

tress. B'lt it is most fitting that we should ask ourselves how
we, as individuals ; how you, as a strong and united body,
upou your honour and mettle, to think of others as well as

yourselves, can so behave as unmistakeably to help forward
the common weal, the good of the community at large. For
you are not, as some .«harp ciitics would have you believe, so

niuch dead shingle rolled liilher and thither by the surging
WHves of supply and demand, and you are capable of motives

deeper and far mure re'jehing than the fear of a hungry
stomach. The Word of God abideth in you. The indwelling

voice of God can inspire you with higher, holier desires^

larger and better counsels than the love of ease and the

shriuking from want. Though the action of supply and
demand is, as it were, the inevitable law of gravitation which
you have to reckon for and yield to viitlun liinit% yet you are

no more the helpless shvea ot ' supply and demand' than the

sailor is of ihe law of gravitation. Every man here has a

will »nd aspirations of his own, and so has his wife.' You may
all add so nuich will-foren in one direction or another, Tiie

question is how to exercise it in a right direction in these

times of unusual dilFiculty. Each of us is a responsible being,

with a respon.sibility that he cannot shift on to any otlier

shoulders, not even on to the broad shoulders of the

Kent and Sussex A^rricultural Labourers' Union. We are

D'lt animals, to be driven by our appetites or anyiiiing else.

We have to do God's will for hiiu. We have to pray in our
lives and with our hearts, ' Thy will be done on earth, not

in spite of an^l without the co-oper.ntion of creited wills, but
as it is in Heaven, through the loving co-operation ol cre.Hted

brethren, with Thee and with one another,' With such
inspirations moving us how shall we acl ?

"Ought, you now to disband this Union as an obstacle to

the farmers' success ? What injures them most must injure

you in many ways, and what brings goid to them must bring

godd to you. Though the country at large is undoubtedly
better off when the price of corn is low, the agr cultural

labouring classes have losses which counterbalance the ad-

van'ages of cheap fond. Fanners must find less extra work
for you to do when their produce is selling badly, and so your
income is reduced even before the scale of wag. 8 is lowered.

Your interests then are the same as theirs, and theirs are the

same as yours. It is for the interest of all wlio are better off

than yourselves, and who are in any way working for their

Cfiuntry, that you should be well paid, strong, healthy, aud
ontented. Thus, if your Union really benefits you, it does

good indirec'ly to those to whom you are erroneously sup-

posed to be in opposition, and if it really injures tiiera it must
injure you in the long run.

I cannot believe tliat the effect of your Union can beanytiiing

b it good for the general interests of agriculiure in the luture.

My friends among the farmers sometimes tell me of very wrong
things that some of your leaders say about them, or perhaps

are reported to sav. I always answer that if some of yon
make mistakes and blunders, or worse, you are only like every

otiier class who have special interests of their own, and that

that these misdeeds are all the more likely to challenge public
I disapproval and to be corrected when they are done by a
Society whose conduct is open to public discussion. If your
leaders make no mistakes they are liie only leaders in the

I wjrld of whom such praise can be uttered. The real ques'ion
to be answered by those who object to your Union is this—
13 it reasonable or unreasonable tliat neighbours who are
engaged in the same sort of work should lorm a Society to
discuss and promote, and if need he to protect their own wel-
fare P Wlienever I put the question thus to those who argue
that your Society is an outburst of error or crime, either
suicidal or homicidal, I am always told that yon override and
destroy individual freedom. How far you do this I cannot
discover. Within fair limits you have as much right to curtail
individual freedom as the learned professions, the great legal
and medical societies, and the Church herself. But this is

not the main question. Your opponents may convince me
that you do err against the great Uhnatian law of liberty.
They have sometimes told me of actions and rules which seeia
to me with my limited knowledge unjustifiable aud I wouldper-
suade you to be very watchful ot your Society's rules in this re-

spect. But if your Society is, as I feel, a Society such as is called
or by reason and fraternal feeling, the tiling for your opponents
to do is to convince you of your errors, and not to talk as if,

because you seem to be wrong in certain details, you ought to

cease to exist alto^rether. An I to try to destroy or disesta-

blish the Church of Eagland because I am pretty sure that I,

as one of her officers, at times say fonlish things, or act in a
selfish and despotic manner? No ; I may wish for a reforra

or restraint of ray o»u actions and powers, but I should think
it madness to wish to destroy a useful Society of any sort, so

long as it is possible to root out evils connected with it, but no
essential part of it, and so I do not hesitate to bid God speed
to your Society, aud to feel sure tiiat its existence will do good
rather tlian enl in this crisis which is so distressing to all who
have the cause of Agriculture at heart,

" But if your Union he what we contend it is, you rausf;

make it your special duty to lend a helping hand aud
lieart aud mind in these bad time^; You can forbear from
pressing to your ntiuost against your emplyers those power*
with which you have furnished yourselves by your praise-
worthy providence in Ihe past, ami this for your own sake as
well as theirs. Be foremost in practical sympathy with tliose

who are struggling against enormous diffioalties.' You'll do
your Union good by every act of generosity towards your em-
ployers which vou can find an opportunity for. Save them
every penny you can. If you take care that tlie wat-ea which
go to the maiutenance of your fauiily are never unjustifiably

reduced, you are aljo bound to take cire that there is no waste
of your employers' materials and time, for his sake and for
your own, lor they are not only his; tliey go to form ti.e

fund called capital, from which your next year's wages come.
It is often said that the Union has destroyed the o'd syrapa-
tlietic relationships between farmers and labourers, and that
now there is only iU'eeling. Of course, a new movement such
as yours must have excited much angry fee'ing on the part of
some of your employers, and I do not imagine that the temp r
of the labourer is better than that of the farmer. But in
proportion as yon have been successful it is your duty to be
generous and goodtempered, especially in bad times. Be firm
in adering to your rules wlien you have made up your mind
that they are wise rules ; but beyond these rules lie liberal avid

cheerful, and willing to make concessions. Win the hearts of
your employers to respect, if they cannot love, yo'ir society. Jf
your Union be the cause of permanent ill-feeling between
neighbours, its benefics will be purchased at a too frightful

cost.

" But pray don't suppose that all you can do is to remain
patient and inactive till better times. This is, I imagine,
peculiarly a tiit,e in which you may be doing good work as a
society. The most essential aud indispeusible end for all to

aim at is to make the land as fertile and Irnitful as possible.
One would tbink that yo:', as labourers on the soil, have
better opportunities than anyone else of finding eut how the
greatest amount of produce can be reared from the soil. It is

for you to puzzle your heads to discover or su.igest how
farming can be made to pay iu England without any reduction
of tlie food and comforts of the labourers who lorm the vast
majority of those interested in the welfare of the land, and so
as to afford brighter prospects for them than heretofore.

Y
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For as you wc'l know, t'iere is not an nnlimited or the same

amuuat each yp*r o?er wliich you and others have to struggle

to get the hirgest sliiire. The more there is to be got out of

the soil the more there will be for each party now you are well

enougli organiaed to secure your own share.

" And you may be doing more in thi-se bad times than

making the present system of agriculture as productive as

pisbible. Is our present system the only 8>3tem or the beat

for the future ? Does tlie land at present do the best that it

can be expected to do for the nation ? If not, how can you

tarn it to better account ? Surely this is a good opportunity

for you to be trying experiments as to how far two or three

labourers together can possibly become landowners, and if so,

whether tliey can do better lor the land and for themselves

than at present. Would it not be a fair venture for your Union

finds to embark some of them in experiments of small farming

on such a scale as may reasonably be expected to be within

the power of tlirilty and skilful labourers if they could get

land" for themselves either as fanners or as proprietors? I

believe it is quite fair for the advocates of the present system to

say that it lias not yet been proved that any other system is

possible in England, and to question whether peasant proprie-

tors could tide over the bad seasons which, in our precarious

c'imate, add ssmuch to the difficulties of farminj;, and make it

so hard for the farmer to calculate as to Ids powers. Personally,

in my iguorance as to the practical parts of ihesuhject-, I hold

it to be highly desirable that a larger number of you who are

at present agricultural labourers should have homes and

fields of your own, I don't want to shirk the fact that

the difficulties appear to be very great; and, doubtless,

the anxieties of a labourer assured of employment t'll a

fair old age, and with his hands strengthened through your

Union, are small when compared with those of a farmer or

peasant proprietor. You, by showing practically what some

-other methods might accomplish, may earn the gratitude of

the nation, including the landowners and farmers, at this

crisis, when serious attention is claimed by the existing diffi-

culties of agriculture. Those who experience these difficulties

ought especially to be glad to see some of you learning by ex-

perience of yonr own what it is to liave land on your owu

liands, instead of earning weekly wages. Can you do justice

to the land if you get it ? Can you look forward to the huilding

cottases of your own, and keeping them in repair ? Our ex-

perience in this parish is that the cottages built by the land-

owners are so substantial and picturesque tliat they could not

have been erected by anyone who was corap lied to have

regard to what was the best mercantile investment for his

money. Still, within an easy walk from this estate there

way be seen tumble-down buildings which have not profited

by comine into contact with that almighty capital which we

are told that free trade in land would so beneficially introduce

into the neulected estates. But it is for yourselves, my friends,

to help to iuruish an answer to these questions. From you,

as a society, an a-iswer may best beexpected. Now is a good

time for you to get a hearing. Bring yonr thoughts and

discussions and energies and savings to bear upon the experi-

ment.
There are probably insuperable difficulties in your way,

which only Parliamentary legislation can remove ;
but these

need not hinder trials,' I imngine, in individual cases.
_
You

must prove in certain cases the possibility of what you aim at,

before you can expect the enthusiastic co-operation of your

Jpgislators in promoting the adoption of a new system. It is

f jr you to pave the way and set the example,- and then they

must listen to your demands.
' And with a view to this you must -be more earnest in

your study of politics, and of what is going on in the political

world. Kead the speeclies of your best Parlia nentary repre-

Bentatives, Always look out for what is to bfl said on tlie

other side. I wish your Union paper reported political

speeches more fully. You must master the difficnlties with

•which you and your representatives have to cope. Don't

imagine that any great irap'-ovement can be brought about

sufjderly by an Act of Parliament. All the Parliaments in

the world cannot make a dozen blades of corn grow where

the cultivation is only good enougii to produce six. What
Parliament can do, and what you can make a Parliament to

CO, is to remove unnecessary restrictions on the most desirable

and fruitful cultivation of the soil. But can one man in

twenty of you here nrescut say what you consider such

hiEdrances to be? Therefore study politics as aa indispensable

portion of that duty towards your neighbour, which our

Church Cateehism teaches us to be one main part of our

relitjioD. The agricultural labourers will, be'ore long, if they

agitate for it, have a vote as to who sliull represent them in

Parliament. Prepare to ?ive your vote conscientiously. Let
tlie political questions that are now before the nation be
much in yonr tiioughts during the coming long winter evenings.

I shall be pleased myself ii I can be instrumental in helping

any of you to get infornaation or form opinions. We will

have classes for study and discussion on political ques-

tions of the day, if yon will give your names to me as willing

to come together regularly for the purpose.
" You hear all sorts of things said which seem most true,

and all sorts-of easy reforms advocated which a little knowledge

or study would show are not so easy and simple as they seem
at first sisht. I will take an example that occurs to me,
because it has been forced on my attcBtion lately, although I

may run the risk of appearing to be personally prejudiced in

this instanc. Some people say abolish tbe tithes and so

relieve the fariuprs of a heavy burden, and devote the money
to expenses which woald fall upon the ratepayers. This is an
excellent snjrgestion if the abolition of tithes would really

benefit the whole commuuily more than the maintenance of

the parson does. But look carefully at what would happen if

the tithes weie abolished. The farmer would have to pay as

much more in rent as he escaped in tithes or rates, and what
you take from the parson v^ould simply go into the landlord's

pocket in the shape of increased rent ; a most beneficial

transfei on this par'icular estate at this particular time, I can

have no doubt. But I must say that I doubt very much
whether the people who advocate the aboliiion of tithes are

really anxious to give to the landowners of England money
that now t;oes to the clergy. If ever there are fifty or a
hundred of you landowners in each parish instead of one or

two as at present, the quest'on would be alto:iether altered.

You will then hava genuinely to settle Vf-hether the clergy are,

or can be mide, worth maintaining at the expense of the com-
munity. But what T am now pointing out is that a little

study and knowledge at once show that a piece of legislation,

which would seem at first sight to have but one result, may
really involve a very ditferent result, for which those who
vote may not at all wish. Thus the study of politjos must be

pursued with real diligence and zeal.

" I am unwilling to conclude without submitting to yonr
attention a few thoughts on another subject, on which many
angry taunts have lately been tossed backwards and forwards.

Farmers accuse labourers and their wives of wasting their in^

creased wages in things that do them and their families harm
rather than good. A nd labourers reply that the present gene-

ration ol farm<^rs are much more extravagant than thcr fathers

were in household matters. I believe that in this parish ray

friends, the farmers, live every bit as inexpensively as the most
frusal labourers. But doubtless in many places there is a

good deal of truth in both accusations. To be economical in

the present day is far harder, both for farmers and labourers,

than it was for their parents, because there are so many morfi

ways of spending money within the reacli of everyone, and
travelling about has become so much easier. When one thinks

that saving sixpence a day means saving a hundred pounds
within ten years, and that a labourer at the age of forty-five

may have a hundred pounds at the bank if he has saved two-
pence a day from the time when he began to earn wages, one
does lament that so much misery is so often incurred (or lack

ot a little determined thrift. I believe that thrift is not the

most crying necessity in our present country household.

What we need is a wiser way of spending and enjoying what
we have to spend ou enjoymen's. Not less amusement, but
amusement of a better sort and more of it, if possible, is what
most of us require. We want to see everyone aiming at real

enjoyment, aud not merely at doing what other people think
or call ei joyraent. If a lew pence at the public-house helps

you to spend a cheerful and rational hour or two in the com-
pany of your friends, those pence are not badly spent, uulesa

your family be in want of them. But don'c go beyond real

enjoyment because others do. That is the way in which most
people go down to the drinker's hell. But it is not the

labourers only or who chiefly go wrong from doing what others

do. There is the same absence of originality and imatfination

in other classes. I don't believe that the families of farmers are

to blame for seeking more amusement than was customary a

generation ago. What they, too, have to take care of is that
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fhpv do rpully er>jiy themselves ia true rustic fashion. Let

them not de-p'^is ''i" i''^'*! enjoyraeot that they m'ght find close

at home, aud imitate in an expensive manner the habits of

modern towns, wlierc tlie rich conffreuHte in one quarter aud

the poor in another. The mont na'ural, and happy, and pro-

fitable way of tHkinp rpcreation and amusement is surely

amongst one's nearest neighbours. It is more of such amuse-

ment that we all want in the country. People who work

toeether aud who ou^ht to worship together, ought also to

join together in re'resliing recreation, and there Ileal the sores

of rougher daily li''e. I will not here suggest how this might

be cirried out, beciuse you my friends cannot fake the first

step towards (uch intercourse. But I earnestly commend
the subject of country amusement to your most serious atten-

tion as a body interested in the elevation of country life. I

am sure tiiat'the grossest sins that defile village life are very

much owing to the dulness and to the absence of regular and

frequent opportunities for the healthy play and outlet of high,

bounding youthful spirits. Tlierefore do all you can to get

larger andbftter ideas as to your pleasure making, and try to

culiivate such a friendly and respectful demeanour towards

your neighbours of all classes that c'ass differences and sepa-

r«tion.s may no longer hinder the general improvement of our

country life and morality.

THE VALUE OF NITROGENOUS
MANURES FOR FEEDING CROPS.
BY JOHN W. CttOMPTON, RIVIXGTON, LANCASIIIKK.

A. soil too sterile to produce valuable crops is so

because it does not contain potash and phosphate of lime,

or is incapable of collecting and retaining the nitrogeaous

element atninouia, which falls in rain and snow.

No soil can be said to be fertile that has not the

power in itself to collect from rain and snow, aud retain

for vegetable growth, nitrogen, or ammonia. In the

economy of nature, primary rocks aud the soils produced

by their decay, coiuained potash and phosphate of lime,

aud as plants grew and decayed, a nitrogeuous element

gathered from the air, was added to the soil. Many
plants grow naturally, that is, without cultivation ; we do

not value them because they are not food for mm and

animals, and not only so, some of them are the natural

enemies of cultivated plants, and thrive at their expense;

not a few feed on some of the elements essential to the

nutrition of valuable plants, and flourish only ou cultivated

soil ; we call them weeds. Iq nature they would have

as little chance of free development as our cultivated

plants, for in a state of nature they, equally with our

cultivated plants, would have a hard and often fatal I

struggle for existence. All farmers know well that a
;

season in which cultivated plants find it difficult to grow I

because of absence of sun and abuudance of raiu, is a
i

season in which weeds thrive. A bad season goes against
I

the farmer in two ways ; his valuable plants are of low
j

value, and he is in a state of perpetual aud costly warfare
j

with a crop of plants that he knows impoverish his soil,
j

and therefore make him poorer.
j

But few farmers understand the whole lesson this i

experience may teach us. Why is a bid season for
|

cultivated crops a good season for weeds or a worthless i

crop? An answer to this question, will I believe also
,

help UB to answer another question, which the practical
j

farmer naturally asks the scientific agriculturalist, viz., !

whence comes my real profit ? What can I perniauentiy '

take away iu my crops without having to replace it, and
;

yet leave ray soil as fertile as before? If I must return '

some elements which I carry off in my crops, what is it ;

I have to return and how can I obtain it at the least

cosi ? And the answer is, first, you can continuously,

season after season, permanently remove in the crops

you grow that portion of the crop which sunshine air

and shower have added to the substance of the plant, aud

which by burning- you can restore to the gaseous state in

Tfvhiek it orginally existed.

Plants have the power of converting gases piisting in
the f,ir and dissolved in water into their solid substance,
and the result of the process, in the case of valuable plants
is, a seed or root coutainiug combustible starch, along
with incombustible phosphate of lime iu combination witK
nitrogen. The chemical agent in this operation is

sunshine, acting with oxygen iu the air and potash in the
soil-

Animal life depends upon its vegetable food containing
phosphate of lime, nitrogen and starch, with potash as a
blood purifier ; valuable crops then must at least contaia
these elements more or less. The potash and phosphate
of lime must exist in the soil in a soluble form for plant
nutrition, the nitrogen and starch may come in breezes,
aud, if there is moisture with sufficient sun-power, they
will thus come and cause the phut to grow. Growtti
means increase of bulk. In a suuny season the cultivated
plant out-grows the weed, in a sunless season the weed
out-grows the cultivated plant, and this difference ia
growth implies a diffcreQcc iu result of the growth ; ia
one case it is valuable food, iu the other it is fit only to
be rotted into manure. Now why is it good as manure?
Partly because it usually contains either or both potash
and phosphate of lime ; but also because it contains
nitrogen. It has even beeu customary to grow such a
crop as mustard to plough in for manure. Now from
this it is evident that nitrogen has a double function in the
economy of vegetable life. It forms a constituent of the
feeding seed or valuable root, and it acts also as a
stimulant to the vegetable growth of woody fibre. All
farmers know that iu a sunless season there is not only
great difficulty in getting crops to ripen into good food,

;
but grass does not feed cattle as it ought, and turnips,

I mangels, aud potatoes are small in spite of all that

I
manuring can do, and not only so but potatoes and

,
turnips are particularly liable iu wet, i.e., suuless seasons,
to decay. As farmers very correctly put it, they do not

I

mature properly. The reason of this is clear • in the absence
of sufficient solar influence, i.itrogeuonly forms woodv fibre

aud ren.aius unassimilated iu the [lant; with it, itfornis
those nutritions coicbina'ions contaiaing starch or sugar,

;

phosphate of lime, and uitrogen, which we call food. It
is this double fiinctiou of nitrogen that causes nitrogen-

I

ous manure to be so treacht-rous to the agriculturist.

If he forces his turnips with it they become large but
decayed. It' he forces his grass or clover with it, his hay
is liable to over-heat and lire, aud his cattle and sheep
sutfer from hoveu. If he forces his grain crops with it,

they run to leaf and straw, and the graiu is poor.

The practical farmer may naturally ask—if it is true that
plants derive nitrogen from the air, either directly,

through the leaves, or indirectly, through rain and snow
falling on the earth and conveying it to the roots, may
not the artificial application of nitrogenous manure be
altogether unnecessary and a mistake ? Experience
teaches quite the contrary—that valuable crops are all

increased by its limited application, aud that it is, per-

haps, the distinguishing characteristic of a cultivated plai.fc

not to be able to grow to perfection in a soil destitute of
nitrogen.

Experience also teaches that grain crops with small
leaf surfaces both require less, aud will bear less, nitro-

genous manure than cabbages, mangels, potatoes, and
turnips, with large leaf surfaces.

We find that a crop may suffer in two ways—from a
superabundance of nitrogen in the soil, and deficient solar

influence (naturally occurring in wet seasons), causing the
crop to fail in quality, although in some cases it may be
bulky

;
and, secondly, a crop may siill'er from too little

nitrogen in the soil, in which case the quality may be
good but crop relatively small. Further, there is no
doubt that crops requiring for their full development a

Y 3
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good temperature (mangels, potatoes, and even wheat)

require more nitrogen in the north than in the south,

even in favourable seasons, and, in bad seasons, they par-

tially fail in spite of it. Nitrogen seems to assist the

solar influence in the formation of starch in the plant.

A potato grown in a good season without manure
resembles in size a potato grown with manure in a bad

season. In Fra:ce, the beetroot grown to produce sugar

requires freely manuring with nitrogeE ; in England, the

culture for sugar is not supposed to be profitable at all.

Thus, nitrogen must be considered, along with phosphate

of lime, as a feeding manure, as well as a forcing manure.

To the food plant, it seems it must exist in the soil,

although originally it existed only in the air, and other

inferior forms of vegetable life gathered it, and it became
by vegetable decay fixed in the soil. Some cultivated

plants, specially turnips, cabbages, clover, and rape,

acquire nitrogen from the air, and are thus doubly profit-

able crops to the farmer. They feed and fatten the animal,

and the manure produced thereby enriches the land and

prepares it for the most valuable food plant

—

lohcat. Agri-

cultural progress may be said to rest upon this increment

of nitrogen, and any land must improve in agricultural

value if all that is growu upon it is consumed upon it and

returned to it, including the bones of animals. If the

agriculturist sells oft' the crop he must replace the mineral

constituents, chiefly potash and phospate of lime, and it

will often pay him to buy a nitrogenous manure, as it is

found greatly to increase the crop of food, presumably

because it hastens the growth of the roots and leaf surfaces

of the plant, and enlarges the area upon which the plant

feeds, both in the soil and in the air, during the short

season that growth is possible. It is, therefore, the

manure for short summers and cool climates, and in a

climate like our own it is almost impossible to over-

estimate its value. The agriculturist often errs in apply-

ing too much nitrogenous manure to one field or one

crop, but it would probably be impossible to find a

farm in England which would not be benefited by a par-

tial application of nitrogenous manure in the spring.

The error of applying too much to one crop may be

absolute or only relative. If it is a grain crop it often is

absolute, that is to say, the grain crop may actually have

more nitrogen than is good for it ; or it may be relative,

and only need a proportionate supply of feeding manure,

phosphate of lime with potash. This is often the

case with turnips. Some farmers say they prefer small

turnips to large ones, because they keep better. From
my own experience I doubt whether any turnip was ever

too large, and, if grown with abundant potash and phoss

phate of lime; the large turnip will keep as well as the

smaller one.

This is the whole secret of good and profitable farming.

See first of all that your land is well-fed with phosphate

of lime and potash, and work upon that with ail the

nitrogenous manure you can make or get at a reasonable

cost. Thus you make the most of your seasons in every

way. If you are deficient in phosphate of lime and potash

you lose part of your costly nitrogenous manure, as well as

your fine season. If you have abundance of the feeding

manures, you will get a good crop in a fine season, and it

will be sound, though small, in a bad season. If you are

deficient in feeding manures, no application of nitrate of

soda, sulphate of ammonia, or any other nitrogenous

manure, will give you a good crop, and the longer you go

on applying ihem the poorer your soil will apparently

become in the absence of potash and phosphate of lime.

MADE TO OUDEE.—The Cliineserreraier, Prince Kung,
addressed Gen. Grant in Euijlish, so-called. Tryin? to coni-

pUment him by assurinjr him thai; he was born to command,
lie said: "Sire! Brave Geaerale! you yes made to order !

"

THE COMING STRUGGLE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE M\KK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The innumerable advisers who have cropped up
during these present trying times, alike to agriculturists

and commercial men, finding a panacea for the troubles

of the former in poultry feeding, vegetable growing, or

some such wise proposition in which climatic objections,

supply and demand, or similar conditions are entirely

ignored, induces me again to write a few more lines on
behalf of my much abused class the tenant farmers; and
in endeavouring to lay before them what will, I am afraid,

be considered a rather alarming view of our present posi-

tion, I am actuated by no pessimist feelings, but only

with a desire fairly to face the worst, endeavour to take

the most effectual method of preparing for, I hope, a
victorious struggle, and at the same time show that whilst

we, the rank and file are with a little sympathy williug

and perhaps able to bear the brunt of the battle, we are

not more, if so much answerable for the cause as those

who have hitherto led us, aud are supposed to be in such

a far better and more responsible position, at least as

regards means, intelligence, and governing power, unduly

censured as we are for those extravagant, idle, and luxu-

rious habits, which, growing up in every phase of society,

have in some instances found a footing in a mild form in

in the farm, as well as in the shop of the prosperous

trader, and the mansion of the great and wealthy nou-

produoing class. Everybody indeed is rpady to point out

these motes in his neighbour's eye, but I see few around

who retrench their expenses until not only are their owa
means of paying their just debts exhausted, but they

have considerably entrenched on the means ef others.

As a working farmer I know of few of my class but

are diligent in their business. As a rule, those who have

once succumbed to adverse times are those who have

striven most manfully to overcome the troubles which

have surrounded thjm. But with rent screwed up to the

highest pitch, encouraging an exhaustive system of crop-

ping ; the labourers misguided, pampered, and petted by

outside influence, increasing their demands, and decreas-

ing their exertions at the most critical periods—forgetful

of the unremunerative wages earned in wtt and winter

times, leading to outlay in expensive machinery, which,

on resale seldom fetches half its value ; the various local

burdens thrown upon the farmer for which he never con-

tracted to pay on entering his occupation, and which eat

up the little profit he might otherwise secure ; and, finally,

such a season as the past one has been, in which the

best part of his crops were ingathered after unremitting

and expensive labour, utterly unfit for market, or greatly

depreciated in value, it is impossible to see how anything

but distress can fall upon hiai.

It is no class misfortune, it is a national one. Were t

to jndiie from my own observations in market, or by the

evidence of my own crop of wheat, promising a return

of 40 bushels to the acre three months ago, gr jwn on
land adjoining that which three years past yielded 45 as

the average crop, and which cannot this harvest nroduce

one more than 12 or 13, and of such poor quality that

it will bo difficult to separate a good sample of seed for

next year's sowing, leaving none fit for the miller, I am
confident that had it not been for the vast produce from

abroad one of the most grievous famines which have

visited this land for centuries would have claimed its

hundreds of thousands of victims amongst the poor.

Happily all have not been so unfortunate, but still there

can be but little doubt that the productive value of the

soil from every source connected with agriculture alone

as represented by the amount farmers will have to spend

in the country between this and next harvest will reach

the enormous sum of oue hundred mLllioas sterling less
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than would have been the case had the year been an

average good one, a sum in itself equal to about 70 per

cent, of the entire land rental of the kingdom.

In order to show how I have arrived at such an

astounding result I give the agricultural losses from
various sources in detail, merely remarking that whilst

some may not quite turn out so badly there is a vast

probability of ether items being exceeded :

—

Taking the acreage of wheat in round num-
bers 4,000,000 acres, the deficiency will £
be about 50 per cent, below the average... 19,000,000

To which must be added a further deprecia-

tion of 23 to 30 per cent, for damp and
thin corn actually harvested 3,000,000

Taking the acreage of barlev, 3,000,000 acres

10 per cent, deficiency' 2,000,000
And 20 per cent, depreciation for stained and

over heated sainplts 4,000,000
Taking; the acreage of other spring corn

3,000,000, oats being an average crop,

beans ditto, peas, seed vetches, rye, &c,,

will show a loss of about 1,000.000
Taking the acreage of potatoes, 500,000 acres,

75 per cent, of the crop lost by disease,

&c., will most probably amount to

£8,000,000, from which deduct increased

value of those saved £2,000,000 6,000,000
Takins; the acreage of swedes and turnips,

2,000,000 acres, 80 per cent less than their

feeding value, but say 50 per cent, lesa

than selling on the field 2,000,000
Taking the acreage of mangels 500.000

acres; large bulk ploughed up, the balance

in many cases will hardly pay for pulling.. 3,000,000
Takina; the acreage of other green crops,

500,000 acres 0-00,000

Taking the acreage of hops, 70,000 acres, in

the best districts, 75 per cent, failed from
milde^v, &c 1,000,000

Taking the acreage of hay 6,000,000 acres,

70 per cent, of the bulk lost, worthless, or

damaged 18,000,000
Taking the acreage of orchard and gardens

200,000 acres 1,000,000

[The crop of honey has been almost an entire

failure, but no estimate can be given—the

loss chiefly falling on the cottager, it is

from 80 to 90 per cent. less].

The losses on live stock are, or will be on

18,000,000 sheep 10 per cent, of ewes in

lambing, down at their value £2,000,OOO ;

30 per cent, depreciation in value of

draught ewes, £1,500,000 ; 20 per cent,

loss of lambs from wet, cold, and disease,

£2,000,000 ; 50 per cent, of the present

remainirig number be forced into market

from scarcity of food, at a great sacrifice,

or dying from the poor quality of the food

there is'left for winter £8,000,000. Con-

sequent loss of wool by enforced reduction

of flock and poorness of keep 4,000,000

tods, at 303. per tod, £1,500,000 13,000,000

6,000,000 cattle at 20 per cent, reduction in

price of all stores for sale, and enforced

sale from scarcity of food, £6,000,000 ;

less butter, cheese, and milk from the

latter cause, £5,000,000 11,000,000

2,000,000 horses (ihe agricultural returns

for the year are greatly below the real

number), 20 percent, depreciation in value

from scarcity of food and other causes ... 10,000,000

3,000,000 piiis ; this number will be greatly

reduced, as farmers will fatten few this year.

It cannot be done to compete successfully

with foreign importation. Should there be a
reduction of 50 per cent., this will

amount to 3,000,000

[Poultry : the losses from this source of
revenu.-i to the small farmer cannot be esti-

mated. They form however no inconsider-

able item, both as regards young chicken
and eggs].

£100,000,000

I do not calculate the amount we shall have as a nation
to pay for foreign supplies of food, because as the great
bulk will probably be paid for in exported goods, that
sum only represents so much the less distress amongst
certain other classes of workmen, for which we ought to be
thankful ; but it must not be forgotten that the undoubted
and painful evidences of real distress are yet to come,
and that there will be no hearth within the kingdom
which will not be more or less affected by it. The thing
we have now to consider is how to meet it and to preserve
that most useful body of men, the farmers, from either

utter ruin, general bankruptcy, or from leaving the
country. It appears to me that really and truly the first

example of retrenchment must be shown by the upper
classes of society ; less must be spent, not on such matters
as give employment to, and distribute money amongst
honest workers, but on senseless expensive amusements

—

less on the rising generation whose education in the art

of squandering money at school, ollege, and after-

wards, Paterfamilias is in these times so well acquainted
with. Society must more heartily discourage the glaring
debauchery which undermines it ; foster less the great
army of gamblers, blacklegs, and swindlers who infest it

and absorb the greater part of the enormous sum,
amounting, as I believe, in the past financial year to

33 millions sterling, which by "liquidations," bankrupt-
cies, and other "lawful" systems of robbery were lost to

honest traders. Such a course and a few minor self-

denials will enable landlords to reduce the rents and give
such other necessary advantages 'as the times require.

Education and cheap food will improve the nature of
labour, and thus reduce its price ; and with such condi-
tions, I for one, will not fear competition with any
country in the world, even with our active and soil-

exhausting friends across the Atlantic.

But in these trying times the farmer wants the sympathy
and not the advice of those who live by his labour, are

placed by fortune in a superior position, but know little

of the practical difficulties with which he has to contend,

and he and his family do not deserve to be debarred from
the benefits of civilizing influences to cheer him in the

battle of life. At any rate it ill becomes ray lords and
ladies to sneer at such simple sources of recreation as the
" piano" olfers, who are not always so sensible in the

entertainments of their choice, if I am to believe a
newspaper report of the new " game" becoming " fashion-

able" at country houses, the pleasure of which consists

in the manly aud maidenly amusement of sliding down
stairs in a tea-tray.

I am. Sir, &;c.,

Ocfol/cr 8th. Will Watch.

[We think our correspondent's estimate of losses is much
overdrawn. For instance, does he mean to allirm that

the wheat crop will yield less than 2 qrs. per

acre.

—

Ed-I
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MEAT REFRIGERATION.
The principle of refrigeration as applied to the

transit and storage of fresh meat is now attract-

ing the attention of the whole world, with the

exception, perhaps, of oiu- own country. From
time to time we have laid liefore our readers the

details of the commercial enterprise which has

resulted in placing fresh moat slaughtered in the

United States of America in sound and market-

able condition in the butchers' shops of Great

Britain ; but the carcase butchers and pur-

veyors of meat in this country have not yet 1

availed themselves of the sanxe principle to enable i

them to supply the pubhc with home-killed meat
j

in an equally sound and wholesome condition, in
j

bad weather, say twelve hours afier it has been
j

killed ! There is probably more good food
|

wasted by English purveyors of meat, and by the
;

English public in their methods of cooking, than

by any other nation in the world. In the one

case trade apathy, and oven trade organisation,

may be looked to for an explanatory reason ; and

in the other we see unmistakable evidence of that

stereotyped adherence to old customs—amount-

ing to unreasonable and imreasoning prejudice

—

for which the English people are proverbially.,

noted.
F(jnr years ago it was practically demonstrated

" out of condition " according to the imperfection

of such detail. The system as a whole is suffi-

ciently effective to work a dead meat ti'ade,

which is commercially successful, between the
United States and the United Kingdom, but it

would not suffice for a similar traflic where the
transit occupied a longer time. Not only so, but
the employment of natural ice in the production
of cold has the disadvantage of entailing great

cost for space—the one great it.-m to be con-

sidered in freightage ; and it also precludes the

possibility of adapting the same principle to

longer voyages through the tropics. In 1877 an
experiment was made by a French Company to

bring fresh meat from Buenos Ayres to Paris by
a system of refrigeration patented by M. Tellier.

The result was duly noted in our columns ; and,

as we then showed, the success of the principle

employed was perfect. It will be remembered
that the ship Frigorifique brought carcases of

beef and mutton from the Biver Plate to Paris,

preserved by cold dry air during a voyage which,

afforded an exceptionally severe trial of the

system of refrigeration emplf)yed, the greater

part of the meat having been in the ship's

chambers at least 100 days. A portion of that

cargo of meat was sent on to London, by ordinary

transit, and was to our knowledge perfectly sweet,

and sound, and good—so good that it

that fresh meat could be sent across the Atlantic i was sold to retail buyers who had not the

from New York to Liverpool in marketable con

dition, and thereupon sprang into existence the

American meat trade. The rapidity with which

it grew is familiar to all onr readers ; and although

it is not now on the increase, the cause is not in

any way connected with a failure of the principle

on which it was based, but simply that a

more recently established traffic in living animals

has proved moi-e to the interests of the middle

men. Of this we do not now intend to speak,

except to point out again, as we have done on

many former occasions, that whereas a trade in

fresh meat tends to bring producer and consumer

closer together, the traffic in living animals

affords a series of "margins for profit " to a whole

army of middle men who thereby increase the

price of the article to the consumer, without

adding an iota to its value to the producer. We
are prepared to prove this in many ways, but

that is not now our particular object. It is well

kiiown, and freely admittad by those who are

practically interested in the importation of fresh

meat, that whilst the commercial success of the

refrigerating principle employed is an established

fict, the details are not perfect. The
several means employed are based on one simple

method of maintaining a temperature some four

or six degrees above the freezing point through

the agency of natural ice. The cooled air is

either passed directly through the meat chambers

fit ed up in Atlantic steamships by means of fans,

or these chambers are cooled by pipes, through

which this cold air is passed. The principle is

the same in all the processes, and the differences

are those of detail only. In no case is the c loled

air deprived of its moisture, except by very im-

perfect methods of infiltration. The result is

that cargoes of meat come to hand more or less

least idea of what they were iiurchasing. The
outsides of tliemeat were unsightly from dessica-

tion, which amounted to a large percentage of the

original weight of the carcases. For many
reasons the experiment has not been repeated.

But the complete success of refrigeration by cold

air perfecthj dry was established beyond all

possibility of doubt. The cold in this instance

was produced by the evaporation of ether, and
the opinion we then formed was to the effect that

had the cargo of meat been sent from Australia,

in which case the quality of the meat would
have been very different—say in one of the

Orient boats, in something like forty-four days

instead of one hundred days—the condition would
have been such as to have ensured it a ready

sale on any of our markets. But there is

one great objection to the use of ether,

ammonia, and other chemical agents for the pro-

duction of cold on board ship, namely, their

danger. Tiiis would probably be fatal to their em-
ployment on mail and passenger steamers. In

1878 ISIessrs. Bell and Coleman, of Glasgow,

brought out a patent for the application of cold

to fresh meat in ocean transit, and this appears

to us to be the beginning of the end. They pro-

duce their cold by the compression and expansion

of air, and as this principle is unattended hy the

danger arising from the use of ether or ammonia,
or indeed by any dangerous or objectionable

feature whatever, it would appear a certainty

that it will at least supersede the processes

now in use on Atlantic boats, both in respect of

economy of space and greater effectiveness. We
have not seen Messrs. Bell and Coleman's

system at work, but we have seen one on a similar

principal in regular work which is said to be of

greater simplicity in detail, and of equal cUeciive-
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ixess. Through the courtesjnjf Messrs. H. J. Steven-
son and Co., of Liverpool, wo had a recent oppor-
tunity of inspecting their premises in Victoria
Street, in which fresh meats and provisions of

various kinds were stored in a chamber cooled
down to a temperature of about 'M deg. Fahr. In
this case the air was refrigeratetl by machinery
manufactured by Messrs. llick, llargreaves, and
Co., of Bolton, by which, after compression and
expansion, it was deprived of its moisture by the
intense cold thus produced, and pre-

cipitated at the bottom of the cooling chamber
in the form of minute particles of snow. The
air, thus cooled and dried was passed into the
meat chamber by means of tubes, and the walls

of the I'ooms it.-^elf were perfectly dry, althougha
considerable evaporation was continually going
on fram the meat hung in it. These stores are
itsed and appreciated by retail butchers, poul-
terers, and piovisi<jn merchants, in Livei-pool,

luid thr-ir success, both in principle and in

practice, is complete. We have no doubt
but that this principle of producmg and main-
taining cold Avill—for reasons given above

—

supersede all others in the Atlantic trade, and if

the air can be rendered suiliciently dry, we have
no hesitation in saying that—judging from the
facts supplied by the cargo of the Frigoritigue

—

it will suthce to bring fresh meat from the Anti-
jiodes in a saleable condition to our markets.
The success of refrigeration, as applied to fresh

meat, nndoubtedly depends on the drjmess of

the cooled air ; and for transit occupying longer
than from ten to fourteen days this anhydrous
condition of the air must be considered a nine

qua, non.

It will be necessary to mention here that
in 1878 fresh meat in a frozen condition

j

was brought from the River Plate to

France, in the ship Paraguay, by the Carre-
JuUien system of producing aAd by means of am-
monia. But we have no information as to whether
the meat was marketable or not. It is well-known
that if meat is perfectly frozen it will keep until

it is thawed, whether for weeks, months, years,

or ages ; but the thawing is the question to be con-
sidered. In all branciies of the trade in

England the freezing of meat is carefully

avoided ; and as a matter of fact frozen meat will

not stand marketing here. Otherwise our i

markets would have been well supplied I

long ago, for frozen meat is no novelty. AVe jnay
therefore dismiss all consideration of freezing

processes as failing to posesss the elements of

commercial success.

The commercial success of the trans-Atlantic

meat trade depends mor& on the treatment the

carcases receive before they a.re shipped than on
the refrigerating processes emploj-ed in the ships'

chambers. Whea slaughtered tlie meat is placed

in a refrigerator and cooled through to the bone,

so as to lose every particle of the animal heac.

When once thoroughly set this meat will not

only stand imperfect refrigeration on board ship,

but it will also admit of an amount of exposure and
knocking about after it is landed, and before it

reaches the consumer, which would utterly ruin

home killed lueai. In the sumnier months, and

for that matter, whenever the weather is close
and foggy, meat slaughtered in England docs
not lose its animal lieat, and begins to decompose
fnnn the bono before it can be consumed. Yet
there are no refrigerators in use by our large
butchers

; no refrigerating stores for the private
use of the carcase butchers who buy such a large ?

proportion of the cattle exposed for sale in our •

great markets and sell them as dead meat,
wholesale

; and no such appliances to be found in •

connection withtheabbattoirs at "foreign animah
wharves " at Liverpool, or London, or any other
of the ports of debarkation. Why is this ? So
far as the retail butchers are concerned, perhap.s
an unwillingness to depart from the time-
honoured ways of their forefathers may account
for the neglect ; but the absence of public and
private refrigerator stores on a large scale points
to the influence of trade " rings," which are un-
willing to reduce their margins of protit by in-
augerating a new system of meat supply. There
are the refrigerating chambers of the Cold Stoi-age
Company, underneath the Cannon Street Railway
Station in London ; but we have never heard that
they have been put to the purpose for
which they were intended. The lairago
and abbattoirs at the port of Liverpool
are perfect so far as they go; but they contain n'.>,

such provision for the public good. If the Dock
Comi)auie3 were to tell the ri-asons why such
obviously necessary provisions were not made,
they would, probably, have to disclose an irrisis-

tible pressure from the "rings" already men-
tioned—the old story of the power of the few-

over the interests and the welfare of the many

.

In the United States the refrigerator is the basis
of all dead meat transactions, and we read of
stores of this kind being common even in the far
west. Even San Francisco is now being supplied
with meat killed some 300 miles inland,
at Reno in Nevada, and the same
thing is being done to supply Sydney in
New South Wales. Birt in London, and through-
out the countrj', when weather is "bad"'—not
necessarily hot— fresh-killed meat stinks before it

can be couked, whilst that slaughtered 3,000 miles
away remains in an eatable condition after all

the unreasonable and un^Jardonable treatment it

has received at our hands. It is impossible to
resist the conviction that in thi.s particular
matter less waste would entail less want ; and, in
this season of universal depression, the matter
now under consideration deserves the careful at-

tention alike of producer and consumer, for •

middle men will ignore it as long as they can

.

TRICHINOSIS.—A curious cise of triciiiuosis has jusir
occurred ia the ue i;libouriiood of Mersebiirfr. Tlie iuspeclor
oi I he aistric't hurl declHred a certain pij: killed by Ids brotiirr-

in law free of the di^ea5e, atd the pijj had accordingly beea
enten willuiut suspicion. Slioriiy utter, liowever, the whole
family were t;ikeu i 1 with triclliuC^i9. The brotr.er-in-laiT

died of if, and the flesh inspector was prosei uted (or careless-

ness. The ineHt was examined by some 100 inspfc'ors in the
course of the trial, ten of whom declared the pork free of
trichiiiEB. As, however, experts declared them clearly present,.

it was evideut that the deficiency lay iu the micro^C'pes used.
This is curious, aud shows the danger to which the con-
sumers of raw ham or bacou are exposed evcu uudcr a systiui,

of iufjicctiou,

—

Liids JHcrcury.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
AGRICULTURE.

le Globe publishes advices from the potato producing

districts. In the department of Vienna the quality is

stated to be A'ery good. In the Seine-et-Oise certain

fields give a good yield as to quantity, but half-spoiled,

while healthy plot's have but a thin crop, so that, on the

whole, the return is indifferent. In the Aisce the potatoes

are nearly all spoilt, and, even when dug up of healthy

appearance, they soon rot. In the Vosges the deficiency

will be cue-third of an average crop. la Mayeune and

the Cotes-du-Nord prospects are equally unfavourable.

M. Vermont, of Bulson,near Sedan, claims to hare

discovered a process which will cure the potato disease

and preserve this esculent from rottenness. The Minister

of Agriculture has ordered a full trial to be made of the

merits of this discovery at Grandjouan.

A destructive fire caused by a spark from a thrasliing

engine has occurred at Loulappe (Seine-et-Loir). Tiie

materials heaped in the farmyard fed the flames, which

after burning to death several cattle and sheep, spread to

the adjacent premises, and resulted in a total loss of the

value of £5,200, of which £4,000 are covered by insurance.

The Minister of Agriculture has asked for a special

grant of £1,200 for the re-eslablishmeut of the Institution

of Cattle Breeding at Carbon, and has commissioned

M. de Lainte Marie to proceed to England,

for the purpose of buying pure Shorthorn bulls.

Our Canadian correspondent writes under date Sept. 19:

The outrageons nonsense cabled to-day as having been

spoken by Earl BeaconsfleLl, yesterday, to the Bucks

farmers should be humiliating to Englishmen, especially

to the agriculturists who may see in it a proof that in the

estimation of their " governing classes" they must he sur-

passingly ignorant. Sir John Macdonald, our wily Prime

Minister, was recently dining and wining at Hughenden,

and seems over the bottle to have euchred his brother

••tactician" into the reception of the sublimest fiddle-

faddle. The Toronto Globe says the Earl made some

"curious" statements to the farmers. Curious indeed. It

is a scandal to the Empiie that the ignorauce or gullibi-

lity, or worse, of Britain's Prime Minister should be ex-

posed in this wav before the world- The statement that

nearly all the chief landowners in the extreme Western

States of America have sold out, and gone to Manitoba is

beueath criticism. The same may be said of the ridicu-

lous invention that the United States are trembling re

Canadian competition for the European markets. Eng-

lishmen in these parts cannot but blush at such a melan-

choly exhibit.

I enclose from the Toronto Mail a report of remarks

said to have been made by Messrs. Read and Cliy at a

public dinner in Toronto on Wednesday. But as report-

ing in the party papers is very loose, and often rather a

representation of what was wanted than what was said, I

acquit those gentlemen till further evidence comes of hav-

in^r uttered the nonsense imputed to them. That, on a

basis of 48 hours' or less, run-and-read observation and

experience—set forth above—Mr. Read should lay it down

that the condition of the Canadian farmer is superior to

that of the British farmer ; and Mr. Clay, in equally liop-

step-and-jump style, discover that the " best way" for

English farmers to meet American competitiou is to come

and occupy the settled farms of Canada while the hardier

Canadian seeks employment somewhere eke is too strong

for easy digestion. And one's scepticism is increased

owing to the reporter having made Mr. Read utter the

i-egu ar emigration elocutiouist's euphemism to express

bolting from a farm neither gods nor men could make pay,

and then selling it at a fancy fij^ure as an '" improved pro-

perty" to an immigrant greenhorn. It is the stock stereo-

type when an English delegate mistrustfully inquires why
so many ''fine farms are always in the market to tell

him, in Mr. Clay's words, that " our hardy sons are seek-

ing congenial employment on the frontiers of civilisation."

To say that the "expansive energies of a young and vigo-

rous community are always towards the setting sun," is

more ornate and encouraging to diffident investigators

than to respond that many or most of the improved farms

are worked out and woithless, and that their owners or

tenants have gone, or are going to the States or Manitoba.

As Mr. Clay never could have compassed that "hardy
Canadian" and frontier notion without prompting, I con-

clude that it was due not to him but to the reporter, or

somebody at the reporter's elbow. If Mr. Read had been

made to say some English farmers were less favourably

circumstanced than some Canadian farmers he would be all

right. But when he is made to say Canadian farmers as

a body are in a superior position to Biitish farmers I

must enter caveat. You cannot "do" Canada in an agri-

cultural way in a few hour's happy-go-lucky scamper. If

Messrs. Read and Clay really did jump to conclusions in

the style set down then one must plainly say they are

unfit for their work, and their mission is going to be a

snare. Just look at the programme they have marked out

for themselves, as reported iu to-day's papers:
—"They

go to Manitoba, Kentucky, Texas, aud perhaps California,

returning, if time permits, to the Dj^iinion and the

Eastern States. They intend to reach home by Christ-

mas." Home by Christmas 1 Why it is the most scream-

ing farce ever put on the boards. The work of a year or

eighteen months, properly done, compressed into about

eight weeks !

Monday, September 22 :—The Government papers of

the Dominion discreetly ignore Lord Beaoonsfield'a

speech, except the Hamilton Spectafov, which admits the

Earl's remarks probably resulted Irom his conversations

with Sir John Macdonald. The speech is just the kind

of service we want at present time, aud will do more

good than fifty emigration agents. The blunders in it

are therefore of little account. (A convenient doctrine)

The -tVt'/r York Herald says it is the most singular dis-

play of ignorance since the Duke of Newcastle, when

Colonial Secretary, wrote to the island of New England,

and could not tell whether Jamaica was in the Mediter-

ranean. The Earl's statements are so preposterous as to

justify the suspicion that some travelling Munchausen has

been practising on his credulity by tales of which his

dense ignorance of America has prevented him seeing the

revolting absurdity. No sane farmer in America would

think of emigrating to Manitoba, a rude and unsettled

wilderness, where produce can find no outlet to market.

In fact, the icelaudic colony now in the North-west con-

templates a fresh move into Uakotah. Moreover, 16,183

emigrants from Canada, chiefly agricultural, left one

Canadian port (Sarnia) last year for the States, aud the

stream of labourers is steady and continuous from the

Dominion. Toe Earls reasoning is as futile as his facts

are ridiculous. If the agricultural .«urplus went from

Canada, instead of the States, how would that help the

British farmer? Cheap grain from Canada would do

him as much harm as from the States.

The Tribune says it is obvious that the increase of

corn cultivators and produce, if they existed, would

mean increased competition for the English farmer in his

own market.

The Ottawa Citizen (Government paper) ridicules Mr.

Clay's notion thut the Canadian, hardy as he may be.
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likes pioneer life. It is a luxury be avoids as much as

possible. Mr. Clay's lanKurijj;e shows he is quite mis-

takeu as to the geueval character of the Canadian farmer.

Mr. Robert Spratt, President of the St. George's

Society fur Assisting and Advising Englishmen, does not

seem to be able to endorse Messrs. Head and Clay's

facili-ly comprehensive views of the Canadian farming

jojiiion. lie writes to the Toronto Globe under date of

!Se[)tember i)th :
—

'• Unless some different system of

farming is ado,)ted in Canada the whole country will be

shortly overrun with the terrible (lanada thistle, and in

place of growing grain, farmers will be spending their

time in growing thistles. The increase every year of

this noxious weed is enormous. In almost every field

thistles are to be found ; in many sections they form

half the crop—and in some they have almost entire

possession of the soil. I have seen this year many fields

60 full of Canadian thistles that the crop should have

been cut and burut in the fields, in place of being carried

iuto barns."

September 25th:—The American and Canadian press

continue nnmercilully to chaff Earl Btaconsfiidi re the

maguiticent fables imposed on him by the "Great Cana-

dian Wizard." Sir John Micdouald when he humbugged
his congeuial ami, in order to get the Pacific Kailway

Loan, or guarantee, of course never dreamed his confi-

dential •' crams" would get publicity. The leading organs

here crushed under the damaging exjMse, discreetly ignore

the subject. America, trembling at Ccinadian competition,

says the London (Ontario) Advertiser, is like an elephant

scared by a canary bird. Though your contemporary

would be glad to know Western farmers were emigrating

from the States to the Dominiou the facts, it says, are

nnfortunately just the other way. It thinks that when
Earl Beacousfied finds out how he has allowed himself to

be stuffed with marvellous inventions he will be chary in

future of receiving otlicial tales from this quarter. Well,

let us ho])e so.

Five farmers' delegates have arrived from England

with Sir John Macdoaald. It would be interesting to

know if he tutored them on the voyage in the Beacons-

&Ai style. Part of thecn have gone, the papers say, to

the Eastern Township in Quebec, "under charge of an

emigration agent," and the rest have been taken on to

Ottawa, under the guidance of Sir John's private secre-

tary. The farce of investigators putting themselves under

interested tutelage in this way is conspicuous. So long

as tLey are here they will be strictly uuder otficial keep-

ing; and no one allowed access to thera who could tell

them what they ought to know. An official newspaper

says there is only a short time; and that they ought to

be hurried through "in two weeks" at most. Why
should this be so ? Surely no farmers will come < ut be-

fore the spring. This would give the delegates oppor-

tunity to stay till April, and see our winter. That seems

not to suit the otEcial organ. However, an English

farmer will know nothing after a torinight's run round.

A Devon agriculturist might '" do" Yorkshire passably in

that time, because he kuows all about the Ensjlisb climate

and conditions of cultivation and living. Here he knows
nothing of these, save what he is told. However I trust

whatever the "delegates" report, no English farmer will

be so insane as to settle in the Eastern townships, or in

any part of Quebec Province. As this is a serious busi-

ness to many, and as the Dominion Government have

lately issued a bunkum pamphlet about the Eastern

Townships, I have spent a couple of days compiling Irora

this census report some facts and figures by which your
practical agriculturist may see how this land lies—which
is more than the delegates will discover under coavoy of

an " emigration agent."

Table 1.

Counties

Area, acres

Families

Population

Natives of Britain

Canadians...

Persons over 20 years of age not

able to read

Over 20 years of age notable to write

Table 2.

Occupiers of land

Acres occupied

Ten acres and under holders

Occupied land improved—acres ...

Under crop—acre?

Hay and pastures

Gardens and orchards

Occupied land not improved

11

4,315,129

27,y08
155,883
11,292

i38,8iO

17,650
22401

20,923

2,120,011

1,386

956,205
578,153

369,430
8,682

1,163,779

Table 3.

Acres nnder wheat 23,936
Produce in bushels 246.390
Acres under hay 326,360
Produce in tons 294,117
Acres under potatoes 20,270
Produce in bushels 3,101,163
Barley bushels 104,538
Oats „ 186,371
Kye „ 20.287
Peas „ 95.677
Beans „ 22,279
Buckwheat „ 464,254
Corn „ 233,981
Turnip „ 235 337
Other roots „ 77,437
Grass and clover seed 16,255

The total money value of all these crops at full current

district rates I set down at 6,156,634 dollars, or an
average for 20,000 occupiers (omittint; two-thirds of the

10 acre new), of 307 dollars (£61) field products on the
years's operations. Note, however, that the returns of
crops are furnished off-hand, by the cultivators them-
selves to the census officials, and are mere guess work,
iiut the inevitable errors will be certainly towards ex-
aggeration, as no cultivator likes to be thought less

successful than his rivals or neighbours.

Table 4.

Farming mills 4.363
Working horses 27,453
Working oxen 13 791
Milch cows 77,076
Other horned cattle 64,294
Sheep 143,611
Swine 40,043

Table 5.

Cattle, &c., killed or sold during the year.

Cattle 27,421
Sheep 90,067
Swine 40,629
Wool, lbs 486,194
Butter, lbs 5,263,354

The fanning-mills being few seed will be imperfectly
cleaned, and charged with thistles and other weeds. The
working horses, oxen, and live stock con^prise those
owned in the whole counties, and 7,000 of the population
were not engaged in agriculture. If we deduct the horses
at the 600 saw and shingle mills, the lumberers' camps,
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the railways, manuractories, towns and villagea, &c., we

leave a very inadequate horse power to suppleineul the

6,895 yoke of oxeu. Maay settlers must be depeudeut

oa ueighbours for plounhiutf, harrowing, and hauliug.

For tdis they must p^y 2 dollars a-day, and board of

man, or else give two day's workiu exchange.

Table 6.

Occupiers (owners) .

Occupiers (tenaQt!>) .

Occupiers (emplo3es).

19 203

1,551

169

The fact that so many occupiers are tenafcts shows tlie

hasty way in which Earl Derby in.ide his couclusions in

a recent speech in England. It is not a tact that every

cultivator in America " owns his land." Very much the

other way.

These statistics point to a struggling, hard-toiling, and

considerably uneducated body of cultivators, painfully

making both ends meet, when they succeed ia doing that,

but often throwing up. Hence the population increases

slow!;, despite the tremendous efforts for years past to

push in emigrants from Britain. The land after ten

years' further exhaustion will be in far wori-e condition

than in 1870. The character of the climate may be

gathered from the fact that only 989 bushels of fall wheat

vvere produced in the whole of the eleven counties.

Owing to ploughs, harrows, and cultivators being lumped

together in the census (37,221), I cannot any how many
settlers had not a plough, but there would be a good

many. In the Muskoka district in Ontario, in 1870,

for 1,008 occupiers there were only 239 harrows, ploughs,

and cultivators together ; so we need not be surprised

that only 13,042 acres were " improved " out of 171,388

occupied- In these eastern counties of Quebec, as we

see, 1,163,779 acres were unimproved in the same year.

Mr. Clayden and Mr. Arch have shown in their letters

what farming and farmers are in Quebec Province. Of

co'jrse there were exceptions, but they found thousands of

cultivators gaunt, bony, and cadaverous, hullovv-cheeked,

hard-fis;ed, thinking only of cents. They found the 100

acre man working himself (and his hired man, if he had

one) to the utmost point on a mnrde ed soil, originally n )t

very productive. This is the sort of life belore the

English agriculturist. He may either squat with his

family on a vast forest, and spend his days in excessive

and unaccustomed toil, clearing a few acres before he dies
;

or take up with the "improved," exhausted, and un-

desirable property which he has been deluded into

supposing will be a "cheap,",and desirable acq-ii-ition,

but, where, as he will speedily discover, the reality wo'n;

come up to the ideal. He will raise a little wheat and

oats, some rye and buckwheat, and " taties," of course,

sell o." kill a cow or ox, and fatten a couple of hogs every

year. Slap-jack for breakfast and sujjper, rye-bread

when he wants it, and pork always, " taties " the year

round—in shot (i'(V/e Duffirin) " a rude plenty." The

o'd 'ooman, nearly eaten up by black flies and " skeetars,"

makes him a gritty syrup of sand-ivater, maple sugar,

and dried berries, a ad thus he repairs the waste of tissue

he undergoes wrestling with the stumps and stoues, and
" swinging his axe on his own freehold " with the mercury

either up over blood-beat or down 30 or 40 degrees below

zero and the snow piled np over his fences. It would delight

John Stuart Mill and Eurl Derby to see him (and his old

'ooman) in their new, congenial position of landed

proprietorship, when everything (emigration pamphlets)

it lovely, and the fertile earth has only to be scratched to

teem with productions. The climatic bewitchments of

the Quebec eastern townships, especially the wintry de

velopments, I cannot touch on at present, further than

this. Mr. Pope, in his ucw "t^uide " to these fascinating,

regions, says-.

—

" In winter the climate is generally colder than that o

the United Kingdom" (He may just " bet " on that),

" but it is an undoubted fact (?) that people suffer much
less fiom this drier cold in Canada than they do in

England! During the vfinter the snow which falls re-

mains on the ground, and, packing under loot, forms a

smooth road very favourable for teaming aud Ininbcring.

This is an advantage peculiar to this country. I'he snow
road offers facilities which are not exceeded, not equalled,

in fact, by the best macadamised roads of the United
Kingdom."
Tne "emigration agent," who has charge of thedelegate

greenhorns will, of course, impose these stereotyped guide

book "crams " on his co-jliding proteges, so 1 will just

remark that the most prominent feature of the CauaUiaa
suow is that it does not "pack." It lies three or four

feet deep Irom November to April, and caunot be moulded
into a snowball (save in a thaw), but either hardeiiS into a

crumbliug sort of asphhlte under the broad skids of

sledges, or flies about like flour under the rnuiiers of

swifter vehicles. You cau walk along the road when
sledges, &c., have been a good deal over it ; but on a 100
acre faiiu you will sink in up to your thighs, save on snow-
shoes, to walk in which is not eas^ ' or pleasant save to-

experts.

The great agricultural exhibition, held from the Sih to

the 20th of September, in the main building of the jat&

Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, has proved a

success in every way. The aggregate attendance numbered
over 150,000. The total receipU were £13,000, £3,000
of which were distributed in premiums. T'lie profits were
between £5,000 and £36,000. It is proposed to hold

another national lair m the same place in 1880. The
premiums are to be largely increased. It is said that

they will amount to £10,000, £1,000 of which will be.

offered for the best blooded stallion.

THE LA.ND AGITATION IN RUSSIA.—We (the Globe,.

learn from St. I'tleisliurg that in cousequence oi the increase

sing di«Htf<'Ction ot the prastnts m regard to the tenure of

Um'i, ]VI. Makulf, the Minuter of the Interior, has determined,

to despatch coiuinissions to South and Central Kussin for the

purpose of iutesiigatiLig the giievances aliened Mgainst the

landowners, lu tlie raeautiine, penJiuf( tlie arrival ot their

reports, he hns on'ered a mani!e^lo to bs posted up outside all

cimrches notifying that tlie Governiueat has no immediate in-

tention ot redistrihuting the laud.

NEW VARIETIES UP WHEAT.—Nine entries have
been mide in conipe iiiou for tie prizes offered by the Royal
Agricultural Society ol liiigland lor dihtiueily new varieties of
wiiea', combining ilie largest, yield of grain and straw per acre,

.

with approved form and size^. smooth and thin skin, full and
while kernel, and hi^jh specilic graviiy in tiie teed, and with

bright, firm, aud stiff straw. Each cjinpetitor is rrqiiircd to

send one sack of corn, a portion of which will be retained for

piirp'jses 01 comparison ; and arrangements have been made
lor the culivation ot tlie remainder (•livided into equal por--

tio(s) by skilled agriculiurists in four loeaiities dittering in

respect ol soil and climate. The prizes are two in uurnber,

viz., £25 and £10, and will be awarded for the beet varieties

ol the crop ot 1880, thus caitiv?ited under the Society's

auspices. I'iie Society have also deteriiiined to offer similar

prises in 1882, in order that the newer and improved specimens .

then submitted may be tested by them, during the ensuing

season.

THE AUSTRALIAN WOOL CLIP.—Advices from
Melbourne rcfiresent the prospects of the Au.-ttrailan wool clip

as highly cheering. All the principal sKeep stations have

finished shearing, and some of the wool to liand is reported

fully up to the best descriptions oi last, srason. The fleeces,

if anythiuLf, are somewhat lighter, which is attributable to the

dryness of the season. The greater portion ol ilie tiaer class of

wools is arriving from Riverina and the northern and eastern.

diatricto of the colony.

—

WfjulJTiade R-.iiciv.
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THE LAND LAWS.

At a meeting of ihe Social Science Congress, the follow-

iug paper was read by Mr- F. J. Kiuijsley, ou the qiuision,

"What uUtratioiis of the Lind i»;iAS would be to the

Econoinic AdvaiUHge of the Country " :

—

la respect to thfir lauj huvs aad laud a) stem Great Britain

au'l Ifflaud show a marked cc.utrast to all other civilized

cou'ilrica oi tlie globe. The IhiuI I«ws are abxolutely uuique;

the Iniid N>>Iein h»» no pamll^-l iu ai.y otiier cimiitry. AiiJ it

is BOt as if tliuse oilier coinitiie.H dlfi-rcd largely iiiiiong them-

selves 111 this pHrticular. The broaa fraturrs ot their lanJ laws

and of their land systems bear a slruuij; reteiiiblancn ; the,

differences in the oae c:ise ar« those ot detail rather lliao of

principle iu the otiier, of ile^tie.-' rather than eubstance. But

tlie principle up(ui wliic'i Euglisli lanJ la^ts are based is widely

different Iron tliut "f the othi-r?, and the laud sjBtem is, as I

have said, one peculiar to these islands.

Where a peculiar set of lauii l.<ws exists side by «ide with a

peculiar land ssslera the uatur<il inference is that the one n
very largely accjuutable tor the other. The ohjfci ol tiiis

paper is

—

1st. To sho-v that the laws relating to the transfer of land

have broUftht about our laud s)btein, and that the land system

thus by law established has, iu turn, been the parent ol laws

reiatiu)' to ibe holdiu^and wjUn^ of laud.

2iidly. To iirovelhat the system thus loriii-'d and maintained

is disiidvaiit "ueous to the cominnuiiy, both iu respect of its

iuternal working and its results ; and

Srdly. To indicate the clianfres of the land laws tint would
eci>iioiiiii;ally ami s(ici-<lly hem tit the. country.

The first andiuist obvious poiut which sntrgests it-elf are

the laws «bic'i relate to the inhrriiance ol real property ; and

ol these, Friino;ieiiiture, which, iu cases ol lutestacy, kelecis

ttie eldest sun as the sole heir ot his falher's posses-;ons when
tho^e possessions are lauded pioperty, n^iturall) comes first,

Tture can be no riouut that primogeniture has been made
somewhat ol a bu. bear by land law reiormers, I's elf cts have

bfen measured rather by its ill favoured aspect than by its

actual misdeeds. The injusiice and inliumani'y ot the law are

patent enough—a law which, as Mr. L'jwe lias put i', ' makes
a will for a man who uies without one, such as any right-

minded man weuld be ashamed to make lor liiinsell.' It is

without qups'ion a blot upon our statute-books, and the sooner

it ij swept away in'o the limbo of effete teiidalisra the better.

But, lor its ugly aspect, it is, as a matter of fact, comparatively

innocent. 'I'he cases are rare—extremely rare where large

e-tatPs are concerned— wherf, men die without havintj made a

will, or wi ere the icheritance of the property is not. determined

by settleti:enr or enthil. Tiie then AttorneyGenrral, speaking
on a proposition ol Mr. iLwan's to abolish primogeniture in

1837, put such cases as only about one in a hundred. But
make out the cases to be as r.'re as you will, tlieie is no
valid reason why , when tluy do happen, the law should step

in to do a grieions wron^. A crime is none ite less a crime

because it is on y committed 'once in a way'; and the law

which robs the jounsipr members ot a family of tiieir portions

that the eldest son may be enriched has none the less a

criminal tavour above ii because it seldom comes into opera-

tion.

But it is a question whether this law of primogeniture does

not take fffr-ct much more o ten than is commonly imagined.
True, the great landowners, as a rule, take good care that the

successiuu to their estates shall be cut and dried and labelled

f'jf as long a per od after their deatti as legal ingenuity can
devise or a coinplaisant law allow. But there can be little

doubt that many small men of the trading and working classes

not inirequenty die wilhout niak'ug a will
; and such men are

(thanks to the buildini; si'cieii'-s) owners of real estate. In an
able pamphlet ou 'The ili^jht oi Primogeiiiiure,' published in

1837, a Mr. Btiley cites many cases of extreme hardsiup where
families have been driven to the workbous; or lell dependent on
the charity of an eider brother through the working of this

law.

But over and above those pariicular instances of injustice

and cruelty ol which this unnatural la* stands convic'ed, its

moral effect and iuflieuce are to be considered. The laws of

a country command the respect ol its peop e in just as much as

they emboi'y sound popular notions of justice and right. ' No
human laws," says Bluckstoue, ' arc of any validity if contrary

to the law of iNature ; and such of Ihem as are valid derivn all

their force, and* all their authori'y, med.a'ely or immedintely
from this original.' A law wl.ich is pa'piblybad »nd unjust
not merely stinks in the nostrils of all men w lio ihmk for

themselves, t)iil lends to bring law generally into disrepute.
That is one effect of a bad law. Another is to be found among
tliose— a large body—who do not think for themselves, but are
ever ready to accept conveniioiial ideas of right and wrong.
With su::li as these a legalised injustice comes to have all liie

force of a divine right.

The law of Primogeniture, then, af well from the injustice
and hirdship it ent^i s in p.rlicular cases as (roiii its evil in
tiueuce upon the commuuiiy, is one which ought no longer to
hsve a place in our statuie-b Joks.

I have taken Primogeniture first by the right of the ' first

born,' for this law is a relic of pure leudalism—of tlie days
when the holding of an esta'e meant the (urnialiing of a re,(i-

ment, and when colonelcies were hereditary as a mutter of Slate
convenience.

But that set of laws which has exercised the most powerful
effect upon our land-economy —which indeed has buili up 'or
us t'Vir land .-ystem such as it is, are rather the bnstard offshoots
of feudalism than its lineal descendants. Enttils were origin-
ally trained t" preserve es'ates Irom furleitiire to the Crown—
they were in effect a lejal dad,:e to evade the obliu'Ulions laid

upon the land by feudalism. But we are not here concerned
with their liis'ory. It. is enouiih to say tli-it while tiiej ongic-
ally tied up land in order to avoid Crown appropriation, Uii'y

a'terwards were lonnd convenient instruments lort)ing up land
lor purposes of family aggrandisement ; and as such they con-
tinue down to the present day.

The powers afforded by entails and settlements are, as Mr,
Kav tells us, as follows :—

'The owner of an estaie in fee—that is to say, whose owner-
ship is not fetiered by disabilities imposed upon him by his
predeeeasors—has the power of leaving by his will diff-rent

•interests in liis land to a number of persons. And he further
has the power ol preventing his ^uccessor from seiliusrany por-
tion of the land, until some p.-rson who was an infant at the
time the will was made has grown up and married and had a
son, and until that son has aitained the age of twenty-one

—

and not then even, unless all tliose persons who have any prior
interest in the land happen lo he dead, or agree iu the sale.'

Thus it appears Ihat these so called 'entails and 'settle-
ments' sanctioned by law amount to neitlier more nor less than
a legali-ed restriction upon that free power of sale which
politieal economy stamps as one oftiie higiiest elements ol value
in any commodity. Lawyers who are wont to twit laymen
somewhat unfairly, seeing that the intricacies ol the law are not
of their weavioK— with their ignorance of legal procedure, often
ur>;e that this restriction of sale is all moonshine.—a mere
popular fiction on which to bang platrorra platitudes. They
tell us that strict set lenient is a very rare thing nowaday."
and that—as I was only told by one "of these geutlemeu t'he

other day—ample powers of sale are now inserted in all
properly executed deeds of settlement. Bit I do njt
understand the term 'ample' as distinguished from
'absolute,' when Ihe power of selling an article of
universal necessity and benefit is in qiestion. Any
restrictions of any kind whatsoever—whether te iipe;ed by
powers or exceptions or provisos or not—that s'and between
the man wiio would sell and the man who wants to buy are,
if the laws of pohtioal economy are valid, unnii'igated evils to
tlip community. Men buy laud, as they buy anything else,

because they lo'ik to get a greater amount of profit, or of
pl-asure, or of advantage from it than out of any other invest-
ment of their moaev ; and men sell Ian I, as they sell anything
els.-, because they fail to derive that profit, pleasure, or ad. anta. a
Irom it that its equivalent in otlier things wouid «ive them.
So where land changes hands by sale ;he presumption is

that the purchaser, in one aliape or form, turns it to better
account than the former owner. Add where there is a perfect
freedom from restriction there is always a constant process of
natural selection at work under which th'- tendency is lor those
men with the bi-hest capacity for turning land to Ihe best
account to become owners of land, B it on th« other band
wh^re restrictions exis', it cannot Uil but that inferior or un-
suitable men must be o'ten retained as landowners, while the
natural and healthy supply of ' ne.v m-^n for the old acrei ' is

diverted into other channels. This is, of course, an ('vil lor the
CJinuiuuity— since necessarily impKini', a,j \\»! h.ive seen, a
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lower return, comparatively, from the land of profit, pleasure,

or advantage in individual cases, it represents an actual loss to

the people at large

Od this grounil alone we have a strong reason for abolish-

inif tlie powfrs permitted by entails and settlements of inter-

feing Willi individual freedom of sale.

But thnt is not the limit ol tlie eff,-ct of entails and settle-

ments. Their interlerence with free trade in land does not

terminate with their restriction upon powers of sale. That

maybe called their direct interlerence; but tliere is an in-

direct interference, the eff els of which are more banelnl

because more widespread. These, indeed, are felt not in in-

dividual cases here and there, but in all cases where land is

bouaht and sold in this country.

The cobt, delay, and uncertainty attached to the transfer

of land are notorious. Oiher kinds of property change hands

without entailing upon the purchaser ' the law's delay,' the

lawyer's fee, and tlie obscurity that belongs to legal docu-

ments, but a transaciion in land involves all these. The

common routine of buying and seliini; does not avail to snap

the sacred chain ot ownership in real estate. An occult

science is needed to evolve the title from the legal ' enchant-

ments ' that surround it, and so conveyancing prevails where
• reol estate ' is concerned.

It is evident that where land is tied up from generation

to generation, and, while remaining undivided is snhject>-d to

the burden ot innumerable charges and interests, the title to

an estate cannot be a very simple affair. That it is not so

the portentous verbiage ot wills and deeds bears witness.

Speaking of estates held under settlement Mr. ILay says :

—

• The connection of the titles of many of these estates

becomes complicated in the most extraordinary way, until even

the ablest lawyer finds it difficult, and often quite impossible,

to ascertain the exact state of tlie legal ownership of such au

estate.'

And here is a description by another writer on the subject,

also a lawyer, of the condition in which a couple of centuries

of perverse legislation has left titles to land :

—

' from that time ' {i.e. from the passing of the Statute

of Uses), savs Mr. Wren Hoskyns, ' the title to land became a

kind of documentary family history, rivetted by a chain longer

and harder than that feudalism ever forged, and written in

language unintelligible except to an expert in that class of

'sciences' in which life is spent, and the judgment warped,-

in reccinciling real and fictitious principles : a trying task,

even with professional success to soothe the struggle.'

The upshot simply is this, that three elements of obstruction

are interposed between land and capital seeking investment in

land. These three elements are cost, delay, and uncertainty.

The CO t of employing experts in the occult science of con-

veyancing is necessarily great ; the delay in concluding a

bargain where so much legal obscurity exists is unavoidable ;

and the uncertainty of a satislactory issue is never absent.

As a result capital is frightened away from land as an invest-

ment, and is squandereJ in foreign speculations, instead of

being husbanded at home.

I say lliat capital is driven away from land as an itivesi-

mtnt. I doubt whether capital ever goes into land as an

investment in the strict commercial sense ot the term. Land

is said to pay only some 2J to 3 per cant, on the purchase-money.

That is not a return that is likely to attrnct great capitalists,

and thereiore when we find such men buying land, we may

conclude that it is with any other purpose thun that of getting

a handsome return on their outlay. And indeed tlie motives

in most cases are not far to seek. It is the men that have

made fortunes, and not thotethat have their fortunes to make,

that buy land. One covets political power ;
another has the

ambition to found a family ; another seeks social advancement,

and therefore covfe que coitfe he becomes a landowner, and

being wealtliy and a man of leisure his purse can bear the

strain of preliminary expenses, while the procrastination ol the

law does not embarrass him. Such a man can hardly be said

to invest his money in land. Great capitalists are not the

men to be content with 2^ or 3 per cent, ae an investment.

And the small capitalists, whose strong parlinlity for tiie

funds bears witness to the non-deterrent effect upon them at

least of a low rate of interest where there is security and

certainty, these men are not likely to sacrifice a large portion

of their hard-won savings in lawyers' charges—charges which

are always heaviest, proportionately, for the small purchasers.

Ill poiul of fact they are very seldom found investing in

land, unless indeed this term be made to include building

speculations in the neighbourhood of tovvns—which, however,

are generally carried out under a lease.

This process, therefore, has been steadily going on for two
hundred years. Large estates have, by means of a special

legal arrangement, been kept intact from generation to gene-

ration, land titles have become complicated, and lawyers a

necessary evil and a costly elenaeut in the transfer of laud.

Thus land has become more and more the luxury of tlie XKh-

man, and less and less the investment of the man of small or

moderate means. The old race of yeomen projirietors, once

so numerous and thriving, has died out from naturil causes,,

and others have not been forthcoming to fill their place. So
has our artificial system of land tenure grown up, and land is

now the monopoly of a few thousand persons, while tenants at

will and hireling labourers perform the part of cultivators.

It now remains to examine i?his system. I will not weary

yon here with strings of figures from Domesday Book,

showing how much land is held by how few persons in the-

Uuited Kingdom-. These figures, which hive been so largely

quoted and commented upon by able writers, are doubtless

well known to you. Besides they hardly come within the

province of this Paper. It is the facts rather than the figures,

that we have to cimsider. There may be some inscrutable

national advantage in the great land monopoly which gives

two-thirds of the whole laud of England and Wales to a

number of persons tliat, in most town*, is not held large and
importnnt enough to return a member to Parliament ; or nine-

tenths ol th-3 whole of Scotland to a number of persons that,

as far as nambers go, would hardly make up a respectable

club. But, to use a homely^ phrase, "the proof of the pudding

is in the eating." The question is, how does this landlurd^L:d

tenaut system work ?

The test that may be applied to it is twofold. It is obvious

that, to be satisfactory, it should fulfil two conditions :

—

1st.. It should turn the soil to the best account.

• Sudly. The classes it embraces should be thriving and con-

tented.

Now, applying the first test, one fact is obvious, viz., that

the land does not produce enouiih food to maintain the people..

Out of a total consumption of £371,000,000, £110,000,000,

or not f*r from oue-third. comes from abroad. As for Wheat,
we actually import a greater quantity than we raise at home
(13,000,000 qrs. against 10,000,000). It is quite evident,

therefore, that if, by some chance, our foreign supplies of food

were cut off, a vast number of people within these islands-

would perish by starvation.

But, on the other hand, all ocr great agriculturists concur

in staling thalil the land were properly cultivated the produca

&f the soil would, be enormously increased. Mr. Mechi,.

who^e successful and prosperous farming has made him
famous, confidently asserts that, under proper management
and wiili sufficient outlay, the home production of food might

be doubled. That is to say, the people might be led without

foreign aid. Mr. Lawes,,Mr. Prout, Mr. Howard— all practical

and successful farmers —teach us to the same effect. Lord
Leicester, a thorough agriculturist, said not long since :

' I

think I may safely state tliat the produce might be nearly

doubled under a more perfect system of agriculture.' Lord
Derby has spoken to the same effect.

Thus one result of our artificial land system seems to be that

the land, which might be profitably farmed to the extent of

supplying the wants of the people, falls very far short of supply-

ing those wants, and needs to be largely supplemented l:.'oia.>

abroad.

And if we apply the second test and enquire into the

condition of the classes that go to form the system, we find

that not one of those classes is in a sound and satisfactory

condition.

The agriculturallabourers are certainly better off now than

they were a few years back, when their abject and degraded

condition became a matter of public scandal. Their wages

are now a little above starvation level, and their hovels are

perhaps more weatherproof than they were when Mr. Disraeli

penned his powerful description of the home of the merry
British peasant in 'Sybil.' Agitation and emigration have

done something for them, certainly, but their condition is not

one by any means to which Englishmen can point with pat-

riotic pride in witness of wise laws and beneficent institutions.

The land system has not done so well for them that they are

deemed worthy to enjoy the rights of citiienship, or that they
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can look much beyond tlie workhouse as aa asylum for their

old age. ,• ,
, •

,.

As for the farmers, they Me in a very sorry plight just now

and perhaps it is not f^ir to jud^e of their condirioa when

they have been so heavily hit by a succession of bud harvests.

But bad harvests are only the last straw which tlireatem to

break the back of British agriculture. The very rise m the

condition of tlie labourer meant dearer labour for his employer,

and that just at a time when foreign comp-tition was culling

down prices to the'vanishing-point of prolit. Nor was there

any corresponding abitemeut of rents, tithes, rates, or taxes

to mitiga-e this additional strain. In fact, the British fanner

has, daring the last few years, been subjected to a strady pro-

cess of co'npression ; fixed outgoings, increasing expenses,

and diminishing prices have been arrayed ag liiist, hin in triple

alliance, and have squeezed his profits—and in many cases his

capital -out of him. It would be easy to fill pages with

evidence bearing upon this point. There is not a report of a

Chamber of Agriculture, there is hardly an agricultural paper

witliin tiie last twelve months that does not bear witness to

he disastrous state of British fannin-f. In an article in the

Times of July 2nd on agricultural depression, in which a

detailed account is given of the working of a farm of 600

acres since 1866, resulting in a loss during the last three years

of £400 per annum, the quoted speech of the farmer—a man

nf knowledge, energv, and capitsi, be it noted—is hardly to

be wondered at; ' My heart is broken al)i)Ut farming, aud I

do not care to throw more good money aftt-r bad.' I'here can

be no doiiht that these words express the feelings of the great

majority of farmers just now. Anyone who will refer to Mr.

W. E. Bear's recent article on ' Agricultural Depression ' in

the For/H)ji!ljf Review, or who will read tlie reports of the

Chambers of AgricuUure, or who will study the columns of

the Mark Lane Express, or the admirable letters of tlie B tily

iVVw* Special Commissioner that are now appearing, can hardly

fail to arrive at the conclusion as it was put by the Marquis

of Kartington the other day :
' We are told that, altogether >

apart fro u the succes^ion of bad harvests with which we have

lately been afflicted, the profession of farming is one in which

a man cannot hope to make a living.'

Thus, apparently, we cannot cite the British farmers as a

class of' men who have thriven and prospered under our agri-

cultural system.
i

• i •

Nor, il we apply the commercial test to a class which is

wont to consider itself ertra cuMmercium. in so many senses in

this country, shall we find the position of the owners of land

a verysatis'actory one. We are, of course, familiar with the

paltry reicrn which their (so-called) invested capital produces.

The kndlords themselves are the first to tell us that, as an

investment, land is of all things the most barren and un-

satisfactory. This is said to be the natural result of eompeiition

for an article of strictly limited quantity. But in other

countries wliere other systrms are in force land is eagerly

souglit after by investors—men who look for a substantial

return upon their outlay—and in 3uch cases the high prices

that prevail are an Enfailing indication of gov] profits. We
are forced, therefore, to the couclusion that the diff rence in

the systems has something to do with the difference of results.

But it. is not so much the unremunerative character oi land

as regards the landlords as it is the impecuuious relation of

tlie landlords towards the land that is the gravest con-

sideration. However desirable it miiiht be for the land-

owners to be flourishing in a commercial sense, it is

8tiU more desirable that the land should be liberally treated

at their hands. But loo frequently the outlay of the landlord

upon the land is niggardly and utterly inadequate— not from

his disp .sition, bat from his position —forced upon him by

the system of wh cli he is a part. Mr. Caird ihus hhorily

states the case in a chapter upon ' Land Improvement ': 'A

very large proportion of the land is held by tenants for life

under strict settlemeut, a condition which prevents the power

of sale, and it is also Irequeuth burdened with piyments to

Other members of the family. Tlie nominal income is thus

often very much reduced, and the apparent owner of £5,U00 a

year may have little more than half of it to spend. In such

cases there is no cauital available lor the improvements which

a landowner is called upon to make, in order to keep his prj-

perty abreast ol the advance in agricultural practice.' There

IS obviously something very unsatisfactory in n conditiou of

things undsr which duties and responsibilities are thrust upon

a man which he is too poor to undertake ; and I think that,

whether the advantage of the landlord from the land or of

the land from the I mdlord b"! fairly considered, the system

which has built up snch relations between them as are often

found in tiiis country will be lound wanting.

It appears, therefore, that Briish agriculture fails to meet

the two tests of a successful system. Neither is its production

satisfactory, nor is its machinery (elaborate and costly though

it be) in very sound working order. Parts of that machinery,

indeed, under the stress of bad harvests, show signs of break-

ing down altogether ; and the production of the ooil threatens

to become
Small by degrees and beautifully less,'

until we shall be mainly dependent upon the foreigner for our

daily bread. The que-tion, therefore, presents itself to us very

seriouslv, Ouiht we to maintain laws which have built up this

system, and which, obstructing the free play of natural ecouoraic

laws, tends to supp irt and perpetuate it?

But it is not alone the laws that have built up our agricul-

tural system that are responsible for the evils ot the system.

When tenancy at will became an established rnle laws and

customs naturally sprang info existencti adjustin^i the relations

of landlord and tenants Whatever class may have had the

making of tbtse laws, there can be no doubt that, in the main,

they affect the tenant very injuriously ; indeed, it is a question

whe*her, if landlords had exacted their full legal privileges in

the past, British farming would not have become an impossi-

bility. But English landlords have, as a rule, shown a fairer

spirit than that embodied in the laws of the country.

There are two laws regulating the relations of landlord and

tenant which affect the latter disad»antageously.

Until the pass'ug of the Agricultural Holdings Act the law

decreed that whatever improvements had been effected upon a

farm by the occupier should, upon his leaving that farm, whether

by his own free will or under notice from his landlord, become

the property of the landlord. Of course the direct result of

this law was to discourage all permanent improvement on the

part of the farmer. It was not in human nature to spend

money in improving ttvs property of another without some

guarantee of security either of tenure or of outlay. Security

of tenure did not exist in England, since tenants were, with

few exception", liable to quit at six months notice, and security

of capital the law did not give. The Agricultural Holdings

Act w*« framed to meet this evil. This Act, as we were told

the other day by Lord Beaconsfield, recognises the principle

for the first time in the annals of British agriculture that a

tenant's improvements by right belong to the ten mt and not to

the landlord, but it does no more than recognise the principle it

does not enforce it. Landlords had the power of contracting

themselves out of the Act; and from very full returns collected

by ihe Mirk La-ie Express, and published in that paper on

May 1, 1876, it appears that, with few exceptions, they have

availed themselves of that privilege. Therefore, for all prac-

tical purposes the Act is, in many cases, a dead letter— a tact

which is not altogeHier regretted by some of the tenant-farmers,

as its provisions for compensation are regarded by them as

anything but tair and just in some respects. Indeed, it is a

question whether any cut-and-dried scale of allo*anees such as

that obtaining in the Act would ever work satis'actorily. I

have heard it stated by a pra 'tical asriciilturist that the only

sound tnsis of compensation from landlord to tenant, or rjci?

versa, would be the relative values of the farm on entry and on

le ivinj—deducting for increase of value from external causes

— i. e , new roads, railways, market", &c. Such a system of

valuation would doubttess have its ditticulties, but would not

be imnossible, and practice would soon ensure acciracy. More

difficult assessments sre made daily in the commercial world.

But there can be no doubi th^t until some lair basis of valua-

tion is not only ' recognised as a principle but enforced as a

pratice in regard to t> nants' improvements, tenants will not put

(orth their Itill energies nor expend their lull resource> upon

the soil, nor wil British agriculture be free from the scan'alof

such mutual recriminations as were mterchautted in th- daily

papers between the Duke of Westminster auU an evicted tenant

in the early part of 1S77.

Then, again, there is the law of ' Distress ' and of
' Hypothec 'in Scotland, which gives the landlord a prior claim

over all other creditors in case of the insolvency of the tenant,

and the right to seize the farm pr 'duce in payment ot his rent.

In his address to the Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture, de-

livered iu February, 1877, Mr, G. W, Latham thus eummarised
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the effect of tin's law upon the position of the tenant :

' What,'

he a-ik-', ' is the prac'ica! result of that law ? That the rent

is unduly hi^li. It enables a landhird with safety to himself to

select the man who will pay hira tlie hishest rent, iirespeciiveof

his qualities as a farmer ; it opens the corapetiiion for larms to a

class whom the landlord, were it not for tliis artificial security,

would have nothing to do w th. Ir causes tlie tradesmen to

put an eiiiianced price on their tfooda to suard asamst possihle

loss, and raises the cost of fuod far abave the real value. To
my mind the law ot dist.vs-*, which continues on the statute

book, and cannot he altered by the landlord, does more to in-

jure tlie tenant than anything- else.' Now, Mr. Latham speaks

irura the standpoint of a landlord as to experience, but of a

teiiaiit-f,<rmer as to sympathies. He is one ol th'ise la.-ge-

hearted landlords of whom a stroni;er leaven in Parliament

would soon cut the Gordiau knot of the Land Qiestion. His

testimouv is of double value, as arising from personal experi-

ence and observation, and as not likely to be biassed unfavour-

ably against the lamiloru's in'erest. It is obviously the true

interest of tli« landlord to obtain the best class ol tenants, and
to put those tenants on the best footing practicable. And
even if the removal of this legal presumption in their favour

were to reduce their rents to some extent, the very causes of

this reducion—iiupljiug, as it would, a careful rejection of

men of straw as candidates for their (arms—would ensure

belter farming and more reliable men ; while these very men,
enjoying the benefits of an extended credit and of lower prices.

Would ultimately yield a larger return.

It would seem, then, that the landlord and tenant system,

the artificial outcome of special legal powers persistently em-
plo\ed during a long period, has not been fostered by tlie

Legi-latiire with that viise regard for its sensitive and delicate

structure which was necessary to secure it a fair measure of

success. Laws which gave the farmer no well-a-sured security

for his outlay, and which rais-d rent and tradesmen's charges

for him, while lowering his credit, were not likely to promote
the heartiest or most effective cultivation of the soil. The
marvel is, not that the British farmer has been beaten in his

'

own natural market by foreign competitors, but that, cimsider-

iug tlie naturfi of his disabilities, he has held his ground so

well. For this we have to thank, to a very great extent, that

imomitable British pluck and perseverance whioh no difficul-

ties and obstructions seem able to ' utterly abolish and destroy.

And now to sum up the position at which we have arrived.

We have an artificial system of land tenure under wliicli the

pride of familifs rather llian the ei;ie ncies of individual owners
lias ruled the disposition of the land. This system has not

proved satisfjctory. It has neither developed the full re-

sources of the soil nor has it ensured comlbrt, prosperity, and
ariequate isieans lor the three classes it iuvulves. Its evils

have been aggravated raiher than diiiiinislud b_v the laws which

r-gulate i's working and under which its relations have been

mai itained.

It, thus appears that a reform of the land laws must run upon
two lines :

1. Ic must aim at a change or modification of the system

by doing aW'iy with all artificial restrictions upon the free snle

and transfer of land as a luaiketable commodity— thus admit-

ting the free play of natural economic laws.

2. It must aim at putting the s>8tem, such as it is, under
the bfst, working condilnms posiib'e, encouraging energy,

enterpnze, aiid outlay on tl e part of the larin-r, and SO ensua-

ing a fuller development of the r^S'lUrce8 of the soil.

Under the first ol the heads would come the abolition of en-

tails and the strict limitation of setilements to ' lives in being,"

witn a full power of sale ensured to the iudividual upon whom
ownership devolves. A limitation of the periods for vviiich

leases may he gri'n'ecf W(mld fo!low as a corollary. The 99
and the 999 years' leases were very good makeshifts where a

transfer of ownership was impossible, but their raison d'etre

wou'd cease when the obstacle to purc!'.ase no longer existed.

They wou'd probably die a natural deaih; but the power of
one grnerati n to regulate the inheritance of property lor a
remote unborn generation is one that on obvious grounds of

expediency should be prohibited. The very complication of
tiile arising Irom such a practice is, in itself, enough to cou-
demu it.

Tlie abolition of primogeniture, also, may be tikea under
this head ; though, as was pointed out in the early part of
this puper, it is rather its evil influence upoa the community
^nd the hardship it eataiU id particular cases, than ita direct

influence in holding the large estates inviolatft and indivisible
that brings it within the province of land law reform.

But more than the mere reduction of ownership to nn
absolute and definite form wimld be needed to cnmnlete th3
work of cheapening and facilitating the transfer of land—somfl
nieans of registration of a tillrf, such as that in force in
America, where a receipt for the purchase-money and a daa
entry in the registrar's books form the simple but adequats
ti'le to tlie largest as to the smallest estate. Unquestionably
if such a registration system were put in force to-mirrow the
expense en'ailed upon owners of land would be considerable-
owing ta the very obscurities which envelop titles to land
under the present system. But the expense would be final

;

and entails being abolished and settlements restricted witKia
reaso:iable bounds, a clear and simple title would be established

whose vilue in all liMure transactions would be inestimable.

Withou*, therefore, seeking to adopt wholesale the particular

system ot registration in force in America, or in Australia, or
any other country, we may look for some equivalent, which if

more agret-able to English notions may yet secure its object-
simplicity and security.

So much for the relorms which woti'd affect the land svstem
as a whole. Those which co'iie under the second hearting—
viz., as dealing with the relations of landlord and tenant, may
be stated thus:—
Compensation for improvements. A universal, i.«., com-

pulsory measure securing to the tenant the full unexhausted
value of his improvements on a uniform but sulliciently com-
prehensive scalrt would be little less than a Magna Charta for

British tenant farmers. The terms of compensation can only

be settled by experts, and it is a question as to whether, as in

the Agricultural Holdings Act, the estimate should be con-

fined within certain limits, or whether freedom should be left

to adjust individual cases. From the extraordinary varieties of
the soils and climated, as also of agricultural practic , in the

British Isles that system would seem the best whicli showld
allow the freest adaption to pirticnlar CRses ; therefore, a
universal entbrcement of the principle, allowing a diversity of

application, commends itself. Piooably compensation based

on a valuation taken at entry and on quitting the farm—with
deductions for all purelv adventitious increase in value—wouli
be the sitnplest and fairest method.
The abolition of Distress and Hypothec. This would put

the landlord on precisely the same terms as any other creditor

in the event of insolvency of the tenant; and this change,

apart from the evds (already enumerated) that it would re-

move, would tend to place the relations of landhird and tenant

upon a more business-like footing, and would, doub'less, enc'>u-

r8ge a niore business-like discharge of their respective duties.

The tendenry of the reforms I have indicated would be two-
fold, k cheap, sure, and speedy method of land transfer

would attract capital to the land. It would bring the acqui-

sition of land withiii reach of farmers and bnsiness-raen of

moderate means. Even the labourer would have a chance of

gaining that strip of ground the possession of which marks
the dilferenre so often between thrift and unthrift. At least,

there would be no perpetual barrier to these men, prohibiting

their buying land when prepared to give a good price. There
wouM, indeed be a national lind market, in which all alike

might buy and sell according to their means and needs—not as

now, a sort of co-operative state—sanctioned monopoly
,

l.mited stric'lv to the aristocra'^y of wealih or l;irth.

And under the inflaence of just laws regulating the relation

of landlord and tenant that system which has grown out of
past legislation would work more smoothly and satisfactorily.

Tenant-farmers less heavily handicapped, and wilh the con-
fidence born of security, would be better able to meet that

loreign competition which now presses them so hardly, while

their relations with their landlord, if losing something of

sentiment, would gain in business-like accuracy and certainty

—the true basis of a good understanding.

It is not easy to measure the economic Advantages that

would result to the country from these' legislative changes.

Probably not on,^ of the men who preaehtd Free Trade at the

time of ilie C.jrn Laws f resaw tlie tremendous developraeiits

that would follow upon its adoption. And so tliose «ho now
believe that Fiee trade in lanC would be of immense benefit to

the country may greatly undrrate its jower tor good. Mr,
Ciibdeu has again aud again emphatically stated his belief that

the blessings ot free trade in food are trifling iudied beside

those that tree trade in laud would secure.
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LAMD LA.W REFORM.— A. mpntin? of delegates from

political and workiriK-iipn'n clubs in Lnndon and of oilier

pprsons wa'< lie.ld recently, at the Hall of Science,

Old Street, E.G., for the purpose of consideriuK whether to

organise a nittional conveu'ion on the necessitv of refonninj;

the land laws. Ahiiic fi'ty gentlerai^n were present ; the c ubs

represented beinr 17 in number. Mr. J. Gilbriith whs cilled

to the chair. Mr. C. Bradlnugh, who had convened the

meeting, exuhined tliat he was in favour of the conveotior

being c illed by the London pulitical clubs as a bodv. lie liad

received letters from most of the working.men's clubs of the

metropolis approving the scliemt". Pointing out that tlie

propo>ial hsd i<lr»Hdv met with much favour, he stated that the

Durham Miners' Union had already appninted tiieir agent, Mr.

W. Crawforil, to attend the convention. The latter wiiuld pro-

bably be hel.i in London, and he ihouglit ihat he ciuild answer

for a'larf;e attendance from the provinces. It was perliap^poss'hle

to draw np a iirogramine of land relorm on which bo'h Irisli

and English Radicals could agree; and, if that were suggested

to the former, they would probably attend the convention in

fairly large numbers. It niight be asked whether tlie proposed

convention was necessary. It wa^, becans-i the line likelv to

be taken by Lord H irtington C'Mild uot be satistactory to tliem,

and in the coming general election it would be, necessary that

they should have some distinct plan of Land Liw reform to

submit to the country. He moved, "tint it was desirable

for th"? political organisati^ins of Lindon jointly to call a con-

ference on tlie subject of Land Liw Reform." Mr. M'Gee
Pratt seconded th? motion, wiiich was carried unanimously, as

was also a resolution appointing a conunittee, with Mr. R.
Eorder as provisional secretary, to promote the object in

view. The meeing was adj )urnt'd for a fortnight.

SPECULATION IN AMERICAN CHEESE.—After a

long period of depression the market for one description of

Amercan provisions—thatof cheese—has undergone a change
whicdi is perhaps unprecedented. In a space of five weeks the

value of the article has risen from 80 to 100 per cent. It

appears that the late spring in America had the effect of

materially reducing the make in April and May, and the

ground thus lost has never been recovered ; and finding this to

be the case one Inrge cheese merchant in Liverpool promptly

went into the market and bought up all the cheese that could

be obtained. Tlie sudden demand caused a ri«e in price, hut

as the summer in America has been exceedingly hot, and has

had the effect of burning up the pastures, the fall make of

cheese proves to be less than it has been for some years past,

and as all tlie cheese imported is prfictic^Uy in the hands of

this enterprising speculator, he will probably be able to force

prices up to a point still higher than they have at preircnt

reached.

—

Daily JVcws.

A LAND DISPUTE AT CASTLE HOWARD.—Tues-

day's Shi-ffielil TeU.ijraph says:—"The question of 'tenant-

right' is likely to come to the front in a most remarkable

manner in connection with some most extraordinary proceed-

ings which took place recently on the estste of the Eirl of

Carlisle, at Castle Howard. It seems there is scne dispute

as to the rit^lit to an off-g^ing crop of barley and oats on a

farm recently occupied by Mr. William Coulson. This farm

has been let to Mr Lamb, of Scagglethorpe, Malton, and the

crop is claimed to be his property, as the incoming tenant,

according to the agreements of the estate. Mr. Coulson also

clai'iied it, but the corn was cut when ripe by the mea on the

estate. Yesterday momirig, when an attempt was male to

remove the crop, matrers reached a climax. About six

o'clock Mr. Jeffr-y", the farm bailifi", with a squad of men,
went to the a.ssistaQc- of Mr. Lmih, the new tenant, in load-

ing the corn, and a* some opposition was feared, the presence

ot four constables had also been secured. Before operations

could be commenced Mr. Henry Coulson, a younger brother

of the late tenant, came on the scene and threatened to prevent

the work of the men. The police warned him against any
breach of the peace, hut as an entry was being made into the

field through a portion of the fence (the gate being fastened

up), Coulson deliberately seized a gun, and shot the first iiorse

of the team dead. The police at once pounced upon him and
took him into custody to prevent hira doing furtlier harm, and
he was removed to the police-stition at Mal'.on to await

pxarainstion. The affair caused the greatest excitement in ihe

district yesterday, ami the police Lad to protect the harvesters

at work in the &eld,"

THE CANADIAN TARIFF.—The PhiladefpMa L'Jger
of September '2(5lh says—The new tariff of ih-? D.)minion,
according to the traile reporls now being furu shed, does not
work so well in s imn respects as was proniised. The imports
for August at St. .John were but litUe more than half as

much in value as those lor the corresponditig mouth in 187S.
The export.s for tl'e ODntrasted months show a deeliue from
38 1,0' iQ dols. to 232,000 dols. The produces of the lorests

and fisheries, which have been the main relimce at St. Jjlin

heretofote, are th" chief sufferers. The Jonnvtl of Cumm'rce
says the same mistaken policy which wonld include import*
from Canada kills oft' the expnrt tr*'le with equal cerl.inty.

Canads is now liniling out this simple iriith in political

economy at her great cost. The S'. John returns are
identical in this respect with tho«e from all the Dominion
ports. In a'idition to the evil lu-re noted, we hear reports of
largely increased smiigiling operations along the Canadian
line. Formerly the tide of contraband goods was mostly froiti

Canada int« the States, but n')w it is the other way. Border
journals say that cotton clo'h, crockery, hardware, and al: the
other manufactures at which the high figures of tlie Cmadiaa
tariff were specially aimed, are smuggled tlKoiigli from ibis

side in farmers' waggons and by all kiads of convevauoes.
The stories may he exaggerated, but iliey doubtless have some
foundation in truth. It is impossible for the D nniiiion to

watch that long frontier closely enough to prevent smuggling
both by land and wafer. This fact, coupled wi'li the dimin-
ished revenues from exports, is very unsatisfactory to the

Government of Canada, and makes the repeal or modification

in the unpepular tariff not au unlikely event in the early

fu; ure,

MUSIC AND FARMERS' DAUGHTERS—" A. D.""

writes to the Daily Ntios:—" Some liitle time ago I spent a
few hours one Sunday in the house of a Westmoreland farmer^

or, or speak morr corrpctly, of a small statesman (yeoman)!
His daughter, a fine girl of fiifeeu. aceompanied ns to chircii,

dres.sed in a fashionable and beconii'g style, and took her place

at the harmonium, the usual performer, the village school-

master, being absent for his holidays. On our return to the

house she played us some sacred rau«ic on the piano, a dssng
a few hymns and songs ; but alter lea she disappeared for a
long time, and at last her mother said, ''Our servant girl ig

gone out this evening ; so Annie has had to milk." On which
we asked to see the eow--^ and on going to the back of the

house there was our accomplished young Irieud in a dark
ooifon gown I'eeding some lialf-d izen calves which were pres-

sing rouud her in the yard. When these were satiafieil the

pigs had to be attended to, and then the young lady, resuming
her Sunday attire, went back to her piano. Surely even Lord
BiiTihlev could find no fault wi h a piano under such circum-
stances'?"

THE DEPRECIATION IN THE VALUE OF LAND.
—At the sale of ihe ilippenscoirbe Estate ol 830 acres at

Hungerford on Wedni-sday last, Mr. Elwin Smith, the auc-

tioneer, announced to a crowded cionpany that thises'afe was
purchased by auction by the late Mr. Wlieble in 183i for

£13.000, the tithe being then about £50 a year. It fas let

on le^se at ±'550 till 1876, when the rent was reduced to

£250. When qresiioned concerning the pre-eut ti^he the

auctioneer waa obliged to acknowledge that since the Tithe

Cnmr-utat on Act of 1S36, when the tithe was commuted at

£13 ', with the present liisih averages the tithe had inceased

to £150, the Eccle.'»ia~tical Conmiissioners paying £10 to-

wards the land-tax, which Wis £50. Upon that statement

there was raised a crv of ".shame." The property was ulti-

mately sold to Mr. Ba'ps M.P.. for £6,7<i0, about one-half

of tlie orig nal price. We hear that teveral other properties

of about 1,200 acres are likely to be brought into the market,

as no tenants cin be lound.

—

Tituding Mercury.

CO.\L IN NORTH-WES 1"ERN AMERICA.-Among
the tilings sent by the province of Manitoba to the luter-

Provincial Exhibition, recently opened at Ottawa, are

speciiiieus of coal Irom the Saskatdiewan country. L' is said

that this coal is somewhat soft and imperfrct m lossilization,

but still combustible. Very fine specimens ot lignite (rom the

Souris River, a sTeam flowing into the Afsiniboine nbi'ut

150 miles north-west of Emerson, have led to the formation

of a company to besjin mining there next year. Coal from
this region can be transported to Winnipeg by the Assioiboine

E-iver. A party belongiuff to the Geological Survey ot
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Canada ha^e more recently made further discoveries of coal in

the North-West, and the apparent abundance of coal in the

prairie rigions is the most important fact next to the fertility

of the soil in reijurd to the future in the country. The

Emerson iHlernational states that parties belonniiig to Bis-

marck, in Dakota, are opening a coal mine about 25 miles

west of that i)Uce, where the vein is ift thick, and expect to

lay down coal in Bismark at 3Jols. 25f. the ton. The country

west of the Missouri River appears also to abound in coal

beds. A correspondent of the newspaper named above says

Ihat in making: a trip across the country last autumn to the

Yellowstone Valley he frequently observed coal cropping out

from the banks of the streams and the sides of the ravines.

—

Times.

THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT ON THE PROSPECTS
OF BRITISH AGRICULTURE.—In acknowledging the

receipt of the copy of a paiaer recenilv read before the Farmers'

Club by Mr. Owen, of Cowbridge, Glamorgan, the Duke of

Beaufort writes from Badminton, Sept. 23:—"There are

some parts of the paper, partly opinions of your own. partly

those of others, with which I do not a»ree, and which to my
mind are not in accordance with the present state of things in

America, and, as far as I can see, are still further from the

probable future of the wheat-growing zone or district of the

continent, both in Canada and in the United States. On page

13, in commenting upon the unprecedented crop of wheat

grown there last year, you state that it is exceptional, and

may not happen again for years to come. As a matter of fact,

the crop is much larger this year than it was last, and, though

the weather was unusually bad and changeable for America,

the harvest was well go'-. As there are now railroads work-

ing, others making, and again more contemplated, I believe

the surplus of wheat produced beyond the quantity wanted for

home consumption in Canada and America will increase every

year for some time to come. Also, as they get money from

selling their wheat they will invest some of it in manures, and,

instead of having eleven bushels per acre to sell, grown on

their now unmanured land, they will very ranch raise the pro-

ductive powers of their land. Besides this, the wheat zone is

enormous, and as the fl 'od of emigration has again set in

westward, more acres will be cleared and cultivated. As to

the expense, I think that the gentlemen qaoted in your paper

are in error, for I have uo doubt that, though from the very

farthest part of the wheat-producing districts it may be more,

yet wheat can belauded at Liverpool from the average of the

distance from the coast at a cost of 43. per bushel, or 32s. per

quarter. Can you compete with this in England P I say,

Certainly not. I put the expenses thus :—

One Acre. dol. c.

Plouehing 1 &0

Dragging and sowing 1

Seed.... 1 50

Harvesting 2 50

Thrashing 52

Interest on freenhold 48

7 50 £1 11 3

Moving to sea-board 33 1 42

Freight ai.d landing, insurance,

and commission on sale 1 98 8 3

10 31 £3 2 114

to prodnre 11 bnshels. If the cost come to £3 4s. for 11

bush'ls, that w uld he exnctly 4-'. per bushel, and allowing

Is. OJd. more than I have calculated, I will put it at thatvnra.

I make tliis calculatii>n taking the bushel to average Sfilb.

weight, which brings five quarters to weigh one ion. You

have had eieat experience, and have grown crops that sound

almost fabulous in quantity (page 28) ; but I see that, with all

that science and capital could do, for three years \ou have had

rroiis iiir less In tbp acre tinn for the seven previous years.

The fart is that ir A ' erica the sum never fails them as it does

in lbs climate. Their cmps ripen quii'kly, and it is almost a

certiintv t'lat tlii-y have fine w.^ather for liarvestins'. Bad

weather bents even energy and good judgment. Mr. Osborne,

I tliink, greatly overrates the average wheat p'orlueed per

acre in the United Kingdom, even in the favourable seasons,

when he puts it at 30 bushels. I believe 20 bushels to be

piuch nearer the mark. Jie is wrong also in saying that it

costs 9d, per bushel railway freight to the coast, which would
be £1 10s. per ton. I believe it to be an error also to say that

the railways are carrying wheat at a loss. There is not suffi-

cient competition to cause them to do that. Tlie result of my
consideration of the subject is this, that climat", steam trans-

port by sea and land, together with the labour question on
both sides of the ocean, have made it out of the power of our
agriculturists to compete with the growers of wheat ou the

American continent, and that they must turn their attention

to cheaper and better modes of growing beel and mutton, su

as not to be driven out of the market also by the Americans.
The listance, difficulty, and expense of transport of live and
dead meat give us an advantage VFe shall be wise to im-
prove, instead of wastin ; time and capital in tryinij the im-
possible task of competing with them in growing wheat."

SEBASTOPOL TO-DAY.—One of Messrs. Howard's skilled

ploughmen—James Curtis—has just returned from the Crimea
where be has been for some months past teaching the natives

how to handle the Bedford reaping machines, plough", and
other agricultural implements, and from him we have learned

something of the present aspect of tliat once great stronghold

—Sebastopol. Many of the ri^collections of the Crimean war
are passing away, but the memory of tlie s'ubborn defence of
tlieir hearths and homes whi^'h the Russians at Sebastopol

made ajainst the combined forces of England, France, Turkey,
and Sardinia will not soon be forgotten, and Sebastopol will

ever be remembered as a monument to the genius of Todleben,

who planned and carried out those forts and earthworks which
so long biffl-^d the united powers both by hud and ser).

Russia does not yet seem to have got over the effects of that

terrible war, and as she is now overburdened with the costs of

the later war, it is very problematical when that vast but

poor country will recover from such eufrmons waste and
de-itruction of iife and property. The old formidable forts of

Sebastopol have been pirtially repaired, bu% afier nearly a

quarter of a century's neglect, the dismantled and ruined

public and private buildings in the city, which were d stroyed

during the bombardment, are now overgrown with tall trees

and rank vegetation, the whole scene with its mounds and

burial places being indeed a striking picture of the devastating

horrors of war. The reign of terror with its burning towns,

Siberian exiles, and its gallows-strung victims, aillicts socie'y

like a pestilence. On one occasion Curtis narrowly escaped

becoming acquainted with the Russian police ; after driving

all day with an Englishman who is well acquainted with the

country and its language, they stopped for the night not far

from Sebastopol, at a house where they were accommodated
with an unfurnished room; the proprietor stood listening at

tlie door, and hearing Curtis sptak to his co npaniou ia

English, he reminded them that the use of any foreign

language was contrary to law, and if persisted iu be should

bring the police. For anyone to belong either to the goveruing

body or to the governed, must be very irksome, but eveii la

Russia, despite all opposition, great progress is being made
especially in agriculture; the markets of Western Euro[ie are

open to their grain, and they in return require our improved

machinery to enable them to grow and garner their corn to

advantage. Within a few miles of Se la-topol the land is

being thoroughly cultivated, and throughout the Crimea there

are now farms in the hands of German colonists, whose
management would do no discredit even to the estates of the

Duke of Bedford. The Bedford and other Engli h ploughs are

extensively used in the Crimea, and some of our readers will

perhaps remember the incident, recorded at the time, how on
tlie day after the m.eraorable fi^ht at Inkerman one of our

B-dfordshire soldiers—an Eistow man—on discovering a

Howard plough lying in one of the adjacent fields, dropped

down on his knees and embraced it as an old friend.—
—Bedfurdshire Times,

THE PARSON'S FIRE-GRATE.—Mr. J. J. Mechi, of

Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon, will, for the public good, send (oa

application accompanied by a postage stamp) instructions for

the const ruction of the "Parson's" or "front-fire grate."

The tested giin by the use of this grate is an increase of 15
degrees of temperature *ith a saving of one-third in fuel.

MIGHT BE USEIUU—A subscriber to a South-western

(American) newspaier died recently, leaving four years'

subscription unpaid. The editor appeared at; the grave, and
deposited in the cotfin a palm-leaf fan, a liaea coat, and a

thermometer.
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THE BEST COW IN PERIL.

Old farmer B. i» a stingy man,
lie keeps all he pet? and gets all he can

;

By all liis frifiuln lie is saiit to be

As ti|flit as the bark on a young birch tree.

He goes to church aud rents a pew,

But tlie dimes be yives the Lord are few,

It' he goes to heaven with tl:c good and great,

He will be let in through the smallest gate.

Now farmer B., besides dragging the ploughs,

Keeps a uumber of very line calves and cows;

He makes no butter, but sends by express

The milk tu tiie city's thiratiness.

" What do the city folks know about milk ?

They are better judieu of cloth and silk;

Kot a man who buys, I'll vow, ean tell

If I water it not, or water it well

If they do not know, then wliere's the siu P

I'll put the sparkling wnter in."

Thus talked to himself old farmer B.,

Ho* mean he is, old and young can see.

One night it was dark, oh, fearfully dark !

The natch dog never came out to bark
;

Old farmer B. in h's bed did snore,

When rap, rap, rap, nearly shattered tiiedoor,

AT\d a voice cried out with hasty brpath,

" Your best cow, neighbour, is choking to death."

Clipping off the end of a rousimr snore.

Farmer B. bounded out on the bedroom floor.

And the midnight voice was heard no more.

He pulled on his pants, he knew not how.
For his thoughts were all on his choking cow

j

He flew to the yard like a frightened deer,

For his stingy soul was filled with fear.

Looking around by the lantern's light,

He found that his cows were there all right.

" I'll give a d-me," said farmer B.,

"To know who pbyed this trick on me;
May the hand be stitf aiid the knuckles sore

Tliat knocked to-niylu on my larm-liouse door."

With a scowl on his f^ce and a shaking head,

Farmer B. again sought his nice warm bed
;

No good thoughts came—they were all overpowered,

The little gooa nature he iiad was soured.

When he went to water his milk next day.

The midnight voice feemed to say,

As he pumped with panting breath,
" Your best cow neighbour is choking to death,"

The meaning of this he snon found ouf,

For a atone was driven in the old pump's spout.

Old farmer B., when he drives to town,

INow meets his neighbours with savage frown;
They smile and as^k as they kindly bow,
" How getteth along the best cow now ?"

CHEMISTRY IN THE KITCHEN,—Mr. II. Baden
Tritcliard writes to tlie D lily News :

" You make mention
under ' Military and Naval ' of a little apparatus devised for

extracting salt from meat liquors, &c. At present much waste

is incurred by sailors in throwing away boilings from ' salt

junk' and salt pork, for unless they choo^e to eat very salt pea-

sonp nothing else can be clone with the liquor. Continued
boiling of course only makes maiters worse. The salt extractor,

which, as you righ'ly say, is 'the application of a well known
chemical process to conking purposes,' is, in a word, the

di-ilyser of the chemist, and by miking use of it the sailor

readily gets rid of the salt in his soup. Tiie application, I

may mention, is not patrnteri, and as it is of course equally

suited to the kitchen as the galley, economical housewives

may like to know that a simple form of the apparatus is made
by Messrs. Kent, of Holborn, and may be purchased lor a few
pence.

IN AN IRISH CABIN.- Curiosity as to its structure

and accommodation led nie to accept the invitation. It

certainly was the smallest place two human beings ever con-

trived to exist in. A mafs of lieather and ferns was pihd in

one corner, which evidently served for beds ; a fire smouldered

OB some stunep, and the •moke touud vent through the door.

there being no chimney ; a pot of stirabout hung upon a
ho k, secured by a rope of straw ; a small stool (on which
s'ood an ancient candlestick), a curious three-legged chair, a
wui)dcn mug ('^alled a m'-ther), a basket (wh'cli served as a
di-h from which tliey ate tlieir potatoes, and a cradle ia
f*:nilies boasting of an inCant), and au iron pot, completed a
list of their household L'oods and ciitttels. Tlie lover of bibe-
lots who has sought Holland and lielgium, or a shop of a
mar.diand de bric-a-brac in I'aria, (or the charrainifly simple
and graceful ohjects of daily use belonging to the Midd'e
Ages, would readily recognise the ante-'ypes of candlesticks
and chairs which he has encountered in his researclies. The
pointed tip of the candlestick forrasjhe snufl"crs, the candle
being taken from its socket, which is raised in order to opeu
the apex to cut the wick. My host looked about him with a
certain pride and told me it was very warm and comfortable,
as there was no windows to let the air in. The woman bent
over the pot saying, ^' lie. has got used to it now, ma'..in, but
we hid a snug home before the famine" (which seems the
epoch from which they date all their misfortunes) ;" but we
were glad to get a shelter anywhere, and the poor man takes as
much care of this little place as though it were a great house.
All the family are dead or gone to foreign lands, and I stay to
care him." Here was another evidence o" the love of kindred,
and of patience under terrible privations, so common in
Ireland, particularly in these highlands. I reluctantly bade
adieu to the scene and my interesting host, in whose humble
cabin 1 had found so much true contentment, att'ection, and
hopefulness. As I descended, my friend cried after me a
series of good wishes. Two of them struck me as being
particularly beautiful—" May the smile of the Lord light you
to glory 1 " " May the sun never hi too hot, nor the wind,
too cold for you."

—

Harper's Monlhly.

TWO DRUMMERS—A LEGEND OF TUB ROAD.
It was two rival drummers
The merits that did blow

Of safes were in St. Louis made
And safes from Chicago.

They chanced npon a merchant
\\ ho fain a safe would buy

And in the praise of their houses' wares
Tlie druramers twain did vie,

E'ch striving to sre which could construct
The most colossal lie.

Up spake the St. Louis drummer,
" Once a man a cat did take

And locked the animal in a safe

Of our superior make.

Thpy made a bonfire round the safe
With tar and kerosene.

And for four-and-lweafy hours it blazed
With raging heat, I ween.

The fire went out, the safe was cooled.
And I will forfeit five

Hundred good dollars if th^ t cat
Did not come out alive."

Then mild upspake and answered him
The Chicago safe agent

:

'* With our safe one day we did essay
The same experiment.

We placed the safe selected on
Of coals a fieiy bed

;

And pitch-pine we heaped in coal-oil steeped
Till the iron giowej bright red

;

And in forty-eiglit hours we ope'd the safe,

And alas I the cat was dead !"

" Was dead ? Aha !" his rival cried.

With a triumph nt breath
;

But the Chicago man replied
" Yes the cat was frozen to death !''

No word that St. Louis drummer spoke,
B,it bilent he stood and «an.

While the K uisas man an order gave
To the Chicago man,

Chicago Trihune,

2
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THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT
COLCHESTER.

An important meetinsj under the nnspices of the

Parmers' Alliance was held at the Town Hall, Colchester,

on Saturday, Octoher 10th. The lar2;e room was well

tilled. At the time the meeting commenced, and as the

proceedings progressed, fresh augmentations arrived, till

at length the gathering was a really crowded one.

Although the attendance was so large the opinion of the

company, which was principally constituted of tenant

farmers' appeared to most cordially in favour of the

Alliance.

Mr. J. S. Gardiner, of Borley Lodge, Sudbury,

occupied the chair.

The following letters were lead by the Secretary :

—

Scarborough, Oct. 6tli, 1879.

Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of your note of 3rd

inst., and regret that circumstances will prevent ray beiag

present at Colchester on tlie 18th. I fiad it generally impos-

sible to attend meetings out of my own part of the county, but

was sorry to miss your meeting at Chelmsford, where much

was said that I agree with, but more, I think, that I could

not accept.

According to the newspaper reports, Mr. R^otid must have

misunderstood what I wrote. 1 believe that security ol

tenure, or compensalion for unexhausted improvements, would

be the best things for tenants now practicable ; and that the

Intter is the better, as leaving more freedom on both sides.

But I adhere to what I said pnb'iely at Romford—that a

moderate corn duty is perfectly practicable, and would indi-

rectly benefit the landowner or tenant without injuring the

larger class of consumers.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. C. Baring.

Tiptree Hall, Kelveden, Essex,

Oct. 16th, 1879.

Dear Mr. Bear,— I am sorry that I cannot attend on

^Saturday. You are at liberty to state that I entirely concur

in the establishmeut of the Farmers' Alliance, with a view to

its obtaining the desired reforms, which are most necessary

for they would lead to a great general improvement of our

agriculture, beneficial alike to landowners, farmers, labourers,

and the country at large.

Agriculture is the greatest and most important industry in

this wealthy kingdom, and should be the most free, inde-

pendent, and intelligent ; but, I am sorry to say, it is neither

at present, for it is cramped and hindered by the remaining

trammels of a feudal and antiquated system, inharmonious

with and unsuited to modern commercial freedom and activity.

Set it free, and the much desired and absolutely necessary

increased capital would flow abundantly into its new channel.

At least £400,000,000 more tenant capital is required, as well

as a large landowners' sum on improvements. I speak prac-

tically on the matter.

I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

J. J. Mechi.

Scrips, Kelvedon, 17th Oct, 1879.

My Dear Sir.—I had intended to go to Colches'er to-

morrow and to attend the Alliance meeting. A severe cold

caught at the banquet in honour to my brother on Tuesday

has confined me to my room ever since, and may prevent my
leaving home. If 1 do not appear my absence will not be

due to any want of respect to you, as you will understand

Irom this explanation.—Ever yours faithfully,

CHAiiiEs Page Wooii.

The Chairman said he ventured once more to occupy the

chair at a meeting of the Farmers' Alliance. (Hear, hear)

He ran the risk of a repetition of sundry scoldings RQd much
advice administered by some people whom he was very pleased

to call friends, although they liked to rub him down a little

bit (Hear, iiear, and laughter). He would not imitate or

copy in the slightest degree the conduct of a gentleman who
•ecctipied tiie prominent position of Chairman at a meetine

held a short time ago in a room not far from that place. At
that meeting the supporters of the Members for the Eas£tn

Division of Essex, and other members of the public, were
called together for the purpose of listening to an explanation
from those gentlemen, aud also for the purpose of listening to

any question any elector miglit think proper to put or to any
remark any elector miglit think proper to make. Well,
he volunteered—(hear, hear, and cheers)—to olfer a few
remarks on behalf of the interest of the tenant farmers, of
which he happened to be a humble member ; but be had
scarcely commenced making a few observations when the
Chairman thought proper to pull him up— (hear, hear)—or,

rather, declined to allow him to make any remarks, saying,

however, that he might put any question he thought proper
(Hear, hear). Now, if their Conservative friends thought that
was the way the electors of this Eastern Division ot the

County of Essex were to be treated they little knew the quality

or the stuff of which they were made (Hear, hear, and
cheers). He was not an individual who would consent to be

snubbed in a public room, and although he respected those

gentlemen very much, and esteemed tiiem when they were in

their places, to attempt to put the gag into the mouth of an

independent occupying tenant farm r was a sign of narrow-

mindedness that one would hardly expect to find existing ia

the minds of country gentlemen (cheers), lie would ask

another question—Did these country gentlemen and tithe-

oveners consider themselves to be the Conservative Tarty ?

Did thev consider themselves as constituting the Conservative

Party ? He told tiiem it they did they made a very great mistake

(Hear, hear). The Conservative Party consisted of tenant

farmers,and without the votes of tenant farmers these gentlemen

as a Party would not exist. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers).

Therefore he maintained they were bound in all courtesy to

give a tenant farmer a fair hearing when be got up to put a

few questions, and to make some few observations wiiich

would not go beyond fair and reasonable criticism—and he

might say he did not attempt to go beyond what other per-

sons bad attempted to do at that meeting (Hear, hear). At
that meeting, it be had been allowed to continue his observa-

tions, he should have made some remarks in defence of the

Farmers' Alliance, upon which so much abuse had been cast

(Hear, hear). And not only should he have done that, but

he should to a certain extent have resented the amount of

personal criticism that was heaped upon his friend Mr. James

Howard (Hear, bear, and cheers). Now, he had known i\Ir.

James Howard for the last 38 years, and he knew him to be

a man who had interested himself as mocb in the tenant

farmer's cause as any man in the House of Commons or out

of it (cheers). He should have told those Conservatives there

the same. Now, he held in his hand a Parliamentary Bill,

ol which Mr. Howard was the author, and which bore upon

its back the names of James Howard and Clare Sewell R°ad
—two very good names (Hear, hear). Had the Government

accepted tluit bill, and carried it through the House of Com-
mons—and they had power enough to do it— farmers would

have been in a much better position to fight the battle ol lile

against the corapetiiijn they were subjected to, aud also

against the adversity of the elements, than they were at pre-

sent (Hear, hear). It was clear enough they could not by Act

of Parliament prevent bad seasons, hut they could by carrying

a bill of this character secure to tenant farmers Tenant llight

—nothing more than they could justly demand—and make
provision so that they should be better able to stand against

the vicissitudes of such seasons as they had had during the

last five years (applause). But no ; tliis Bill was too radical

for the Conservative Government (Uughter). Having a large

majority, how could they think of passing such a moderate

Bill as that of his friend Mr. Howard, securing to the tenant

farmer no more than his just rights (hear, hear, and laughter).

Well, he asked them, after the abuse that had been heaped

upon Mr. Howard, whether they thought be looked like a

revolutionist? (laughter). He asked them again, did he look

like a firebrand?—(renewed laughter)—and he asked them
another question, did he look like a man likely to set the

landlords and the tenant farmers at loggerheads ? (hear, hear,

and cheers). He would ask them again, did he look like a

Home Ruler ? (loud laughter). He said to a certain extent

he did, but not of the Irish extract (hear, hear). There was

notiiing of Parnell in him (laughter and applause). They

might turn him round as many times as they liked, and they

wonld not find an inkling of Parnell's brush (laughter). Mr.
Howard did not recomm.end the tenant farmers to refuse to pay

rent to their iandloids— (hear, hear) -he knew better than tliat
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but lie tolJ the tenant fariiiRrs fo ask for security and for

compalsory compensation lor unexhausted improvements—for

U'lexliiustt^d cipital that t'ley mifjht have inve>ted in f.lie soil

(<:hetr«). lie (the Ch iirni>u) sa d just nnw thit Mr. llanard
had a liltle bit ut' tile 11 )me iluler about liim, and so lie had,

because he was an advocate, not only of Tiiiiant Rij^ht, but of

reform and readjustment of local taxation (renewed cheerin:;).

How could they hive re*'orm and readjustm'^nt of ioctl taxa-

tion unless they interfered with home matters? rt'^liy, thny

were all Hone Rulers (Hear, hear, and iaiii^hter). lie hoped
every man in that room was a Home Ruler, and he hoped they

wocld all combine for the special purpose of demandingf from
the Legislature of this kingdom those ri^lits which they

thought they liad been deprived of for a great many years

(loud cheers). Tliey were called upon to compete with the

Americans and with the colonists iu the ra irkets of the world,

aad he asked tliem, as farmers and cultivators of the soil, if they

t lOULfhtilipy stoodafair cluiuce ofsucee.ssfully competing against

tliem while their land was subject to the heavy local cliarges

tliat it was now subject to, and for which in these foreign

countries and the colonies they could nuttind a parallel (Hear,
hear). The raw article, land, that th-y and he had to deal

witli was more heavily burdened and more heavily taxed than
8ny other raw article they could lay their hand upon. There
was no comparison to it anywhere; it was unparalleled in the
world (Hear, hear). That was the raw article they had to put
their Cipital into, and out of the profits from which they had to

piy the landlord his rent, the tithe-owner his tithe, the rate-col-

lector the rates, and the iucoiue-tax collector his tixes (Hear,
liear). He was quite sure they had heard enough from him
(Cries of " No, no," and " Go on "). He was anxious to hear

what his friend i\Ir. Fowler had to say. He could introduce

him to them as the late member for Cambridge (Hear, hear),

an eminent member of a highly respectable family connected

with agriculture— in fact, a brother of the late Mr. John F.
Fowler, the author of the steam plougli (cheers). When he
had sail that he was sure he had said enough to show them
that Mr. Fowler only ctme forward to recommend reforms of a

practical character that might be beneficial to the agricultural

interest at large (prolonged ciiecring).

Mr. W. Fowler said : I think that if there liad bfen no
other reason for my comin'^ here to-day, 1 should have come
i( I had only read the article which appeared this raornini( in

one of your local papers (laughter, and " Hear, hear"). I

don't think that I look like a " false man," or a " dangerous and
dt ceptive man," and yet I am told lliat if we join the Farmers'

Alliance we are ssiliug under false colours, ai^d we are dan-

gerous people. Well, I am come here to speak for myself.

Before I say anything more—although I think that a man
who scatters his flowers of rhetoric so freely does not deserve

much quarter from anybody— (Hear, hear)—I am inclined to

say a word about the way the .JLlliance begin, so that you may
see we have nothing to cmceal, and therefore we doii't conceal

anything (Hear, hear). Now I was asked, when this associa-

tion commenced, to meet a few gentlemen to consider whether

anything could be done in this wiy, I went, and I said to

them, " I don't know that I have very much lo say, because

I sympathise with your movement entirely. Hut I have
studied the other side of t'<e question more, and I don't think

you will settle this question of the land till you have dealt

with the owners as well as with the farmer" (applause). That
is what I said to them ; so I recommended there should be a

wider programme than you have got on your paper. But it

was said—and it was a Conservative farmer who said

it
—" I don't think that will do, because if we begin

talking about owners we shall get to loggerheads with them
and it wont answer our purpose, and we had better stick to

our own business." I did not agree with him, but the meet-

ing came to the conclusion that in order that there might be

no misunderstanding as to what they were after, they would

confine tlfniselves to the question of the farmers' grievances,

and notiutleir programme go into thequestionof the ownership

of the lind (Hear). ^lany in the roorawere of thesame oi)inion

as I was, bat cut of deference to tliose who were of a different

opinion the programme was framed as it is now (Hear, hear).

Then we are told that we a'e Radicals in disguise, and so on.

Well, if I was CiUed a Radical I don't know it would I e very

far off (laughter and cheers). But then I don't treat t' e land

question, and I never have treated i', as a Tarty ques ion at

all (Hear, hear). I deny entirely that it is a Patty q- estiou.

I" is a q'lestion for the whole nation— (Hear, hear)—one in
wiiiuli we are all interested, consumers and producers alikey
We cannot iiave the great agricultural iiiterest of this countrd
in distress without its being felt by every man, woman, an,
cUili in tlie kingdom, more or less (cheer*). Such an interest

wliich produces, as we are tolJ, i'2j0,lJ0O,000 sterling

a year of products is tlie most important single
interest in tlie Kingdom. Its condition therefore is of
the, deepest interest to us all. Well, then, so much for the
Editor of this distinguished newspaper (laughter). Bat there
was a gentleman who wrote a letter in the paper which was
sent to me— I think I see liira iu the room— (laughter)—and
lie uses words like these: He said in one part of his letter

that the propositions of these gentlemen—not the propositions
on the paper, but what thiy really would have if they only
said VI hat they meant—would" subvert our existing institutions

and reduce England to the position of a mere Continental
State." [Mr. Jos. Beaumo.xt :

" Hear, hear"]. Upon my
word it reminds me of what happened the other day at a
meeting I attended. I made a speech on the ownership of the
land, and pointed out what I thought great defects ia

it, aud how it miglit be made more satisfactory,

and one man went out and said to a relative

of mine, "Dear me, I am sorry, but your brother must be a
Communist" (laughter). I should have expected that the

geatleraan who wrote tliis letter would have had more intel-

ligence than to supp'jse that any of us were so stupid as to
wish to subvert the institutions of the country and to reduce

England to I don't know what (cheers). But he forgets there

are some Continental States whose condition is not so very

bad, and just at the present time I wish we had
a little more of the prosperity which they have (Hear,
he*r). Don't let us throw stones at Continental States,

but look at home and see if we cannot mend matters (Hear,
hear). I shall have a word to say to that gentleman further

on, but I give him this hint in pasting (laughter). 1 thought
as I came down iu the train this morning that it would bs
impossible to come to Colchester or anywhere else under more
depressing circumstances than at present (Hear, hear). I dare
say that all of you, or a good many of you, can look back
further than I can ; but I don't recollect anything like it—

I

think it is worse than 1815 and 1860 (Hear, hear). Well,
you have got this most disastrous season—for I think you can-

not describe it in any other language—and you have got
very low prices too—rather higher than they were a short

time back, but still they are comiiaratively very low prices.

And why is it ? Because on the other side of the world you
have that vast raaHufactory of food which seems as though it

would surpass all the anticipations of ail the most visionary

men that ever lived in its power of production. Wlien I read

about America I feel filled with ajtOQishment and ask myself
what does it mean, and what is it going to end iu ? These
are questions we must face and consider; but I tell you one
otlier thing that I think is pressing very much on the agri-

cultural interest at this moment— I cannot help believing that

there is along with these circumstances another of quite as great

importance, namely, tliat a very large number of the farmers

of this country are, either through their own mislortuue or

from the circumstances of the owners under whom they hoU
farming land in which there is not nearly enough capital applied

to do the cultivation thoroughly (cheers). I think you wil
all agree wiih that. It is not the farmer's fault that he has

uot so much money as his neighbour, it is his misfortune
;

hut you may depend upon it that the bad seasons will find iiinx

out and the low prices will find him out, and he can't stand so

much as tlie man who has more fUear, hear), and we cannot

deny that there are large areas of this country where the c^pititl

of the fanner is deficient, and very large areas where the capital

of the owner is practical y ii I. Under these circumstances the

question is. What can be done? And that is wliat we met
together iu April to consider, when we were all hoping that

times would mend, when we hoped we were in for better

seasons, for even then the distress was great; but what must
it be now after the most disastrous harvest we have ever

known in our time (cheers) ? What is said is this—If

farmers can do all they require to do in improving the laws

without aa Alliance, witliout organisation, by just simply

each talking to bis Member, and so on, why be it so. But
if organisation and association does good, why should noi

farmers meet together and consider these questions (cheers) ?

Why should llu-y be culled i'ilse aud dangerous aui

Z ^
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decputive because tliey cho<!e to associate to coTisider what

they believe t» he their grievances ? (cheers). And

vou may depend upon Jit, that Die history of lius

this country shows one thing very clearly, that although good

laws ilou'c. alwajs do the good they might do, bad

laws do very much more niischiel than you suppose,

and bad laws die very hard—they want a good d-'al of ham-

mering at before tliey are got rid of (cheers). I f.m old

enough to have seen it over and over again, N'off let us see

for a moment what ii is that makes us su dangerous. What

does the association propose that the fnrraers should ask trora

the Legislature? What are the points on which you thiuk

as farmers that the law is agains* you, or the customs of the

countiy are against you, and wlieredoyou think there oUi^ht to

be an improvement ? I will just go over them, that you may

Bee how moderate and not dangerous we are (laughter and

" Hear, hear.") The first is about securing the better repre-

sentation of tenant farmers m Parliament (Hear, hear)._

What is the good of talking about that ? It is a question ot

voting. If you want belter representatives you have notliing

to do but to vote ; if you don't like the men you have got, get

somebody else (cheers). Oh, tiiey say, you are going into

party No 1 am not. You can find plentv of Conservative

tenant fHrmers it )ou like them belter than Liberals, who will

represent your interests in this niitttr—the L^jiiilature gives

you power a'jd you must use it as you like (Hear, hear).

iJut now on JMo. 2 we come to a very different part of speech :

"To stiiuulate the improved cultivation of the laud, especially

ty obtaining security for the capital of tenants invested in the

improvemeut ot their holdings." Well, now, really there is

not rancii occasion to labour that point, because you know

very well that four years ago Parliament passed an A.ct recog-

nising the point to which we refer, saying the tenant had a

right to have some compensation for his unexhausted improve-

ineats, and that the landlord had no right to accept the benefit

of the' tenant's money and labour, and take it to himself and

snap his fingers at the tenant and say—" Yon may go away

wh.ere you like, I don't care about you " (cheers). Tlie

Legislature has admitted the principle in the Agricultural

Holdings Act, but then it put a clause in at the end which

said anybody might contract out ol it (cheers). That Act of

ParUaraent is worth very little (Hear, hear). There are

home Acts that are not worth the paper they are written on.

I don't know whether that Act is worth so much as that.

There are a few people who have remained within the Act,

and therefore I suppose we may conclude that it is worth the

psper it is written on. I know very well there are and

always will be difticuUies about these points, bat I must say

it aUvays has seemed to me a most extraordinary thing that

there sliould he any doubt as to the justice of these claims

of the farmers (Hear, hear). But if there could be any doubt,

I think the case mentionea in the papers the other day would

bring out the fact more strongly than anything I could say.

I have no doubt you saw it— it is called tl'e Foxton case.

That man's family had been on the farm for 300 years ; the

landlord got into difliculties, and the farm was sold
;
it was

notorious that this man had been a most skilful fanner, that

be had put a very large amount of money and labour into the

land, and yet immediately after the sale he had to leave the

land and no compensation made to him for what he had done

(cries of "Shame.") These are the words in which it :s

stated in the Sjjec/a/or of the 20ih S.^ptember : "In fact the

skill and enterprise, not to mention the capital which Foxlou

put into his land enabled its owner to sell it for £7,000 more

than he would have got for it had Mr. Eoxton given it up in

tlie same condition as he found it in ; and what rev.aril has Mr.

Foxton received for his labour? Instant notice to quit when

his landlord, who had fallen into dittioulties, had sold the

pi ice. iVor IS this an exceptional case. The chairman of the

dinner party that met in honour of Mr. i'oxion said he, too,

kad at the end of a thirty -three years' tenaucy been

treated in the same way. fie, however, did not feel

the blow so keenly, because, unlike Mr. i'oxtou, he

iiad another house to go to and his family had no

ancestral connection with the holding." Well, no*, such

eases as this show how very strong is the claim that tlie

farmers liave in this matter. But there is no occasion to

argue that because Parliament has recugnised it, only

Pdriiament has not liaU the cunrage of its own opinions and

has stuck in a clause at the end which neuiralises all it has

.djaehelore {Eear.hsar). But if you wanted a proof of the

moderation and fairness of this claim, we lisve onk to look at

whiisf^ names there are at the hack of the original Bill, and we
find James lliward and (Mare Seweil Read, gentlemen sitting

on opposite sides of the House and neither of them a r'^vnlu-

tionist or a firebrand (langhter and cheers). They chi'n this

as justice, and no doubt they were right. How can you expect

a man to put capital freely with all his heiirt into the soil, if

he 18 not 8ec\ire after having done it supposing lie is

turned out earlier than he expected ! (Hear, he-ir). I met f'.e

o:her day a landlord— a small one it is true—and he said " I

don't like all this fuss vou are making, I read a speech of

yours the other day and I thought you spoke a lot of nonsense

(hughter) ; ray tenants are satisfied, my tenants are tenants

from year to year and we make no conilitions at all ex'-ept that

they vote right" (laughter and cheers). That man's tenants

were better off than some people's, because some people's

tenants have a good many conditions besides voting right

(laughter). But I say the time has come and events have

developed themselves which show that the farmers of England
must have done with that system of voting as they are told,

and they must be an independant race of men having their

own minds and opinions, and acting upon them without fear of

any man in the world (cheers). I think we have hid
too much of that sort of patronising one class by

another (Hear, hear). There is no occasion for it. farmers
don't want the advice of Lord Burghley or any one else (Hear,

hear). I believe the farmers of England know how to

manage their affairs as well as he. I am quite sure if they

have not more br«lns than he appears to have it is a bad job

for them (laughter and cheers). Now I shall not argue this

point ; I see you are perfectly satisfied abuut it. The only

point is, they say you have no business to associate yourbclves

to discuss this matter, that you should leave it in better hands.

It has been left in those better hands a great many years and
nothing has been done, and if you don't do it for yourselves

there never will be anything done (cheers). If people don't

take their own afi'airs into their own hands with a will nobody
else will do it (or them. The third object of the programme
is "to encourage greater freedom in the cultivation of the

soil and the disposal of its produce " Lord D.'rhy says there

is no occasion lor legislation, but that it is a question of con-

tract (Hear, hear), and I suppose he is right. Things have

come round so now that farmers can dictate sometimes to

the landlord, and not the landlord to the firmer and can say,
' If you won't give me a reasonable covenant I won't s^op

here" (langhter). And I think I would say so. No doubt it is

hard to leave a place where you have lived and your forefathers

before you. There has been many a grievous case like that, a

man looks with lond affection upon the place and he

cannot bear the idea of going away and of not being able to

worship in the church in which he and his forefathers before

him have worshipped. It is a crnel business, but it must be

done rather than you should he treated unjustly by any man
(cheers). I say I don't think this is a point w'here the Legis-

lature can help you materially—it is one in wliioli you must
help yourselves, and the time is coming when you can (Hear,

hear). Now 1 come to a very delicate point indeed— "To
obtain the abolition of class privileges involved in the laws of

distress and hypothec." Now this is very clear indeed, I don't

know anything clearer. You have a number of people credi'ors

of a iarmer. Well, one says " I am going to take everything,

and ail the other creditors raiy go where they like." Tl-iat

does not seem very just or reasonable. 1 don't know for the

life of me, and I liave never heard any one explain why it is

so. Why should the landlord have the privih-ge for rent over

the other creditors of the farmer? I see Mr. Walter made a

long speech about it the other day— (liear, hear)—and I under-

stand he did not argue the point, but he said it the landlord is

not allowed to take care of himself in that way he will have

to take care of himself in another way. (Hear, h^ar.) Well,

I think that is the common sense of the thing. Let him take

care of himself by getting hold of tlie right sort of tenant.

(Hear, hear.) I remember talking to a large landlord about

six years ago ; I said, '• Djn't you let your land sometimes to

a man who has not enough capital, iieoause he offers you a

bigger rent, thinking in your own mind ' I shall be sure of my
rent?'" Well, he didn't seem as if he could get out of that- —
"It might occur, but (be said) you would not like that small

men should not be able to get a farm ? " I said, " I don'l;

know ; I thiuk it is a bad thine for a man to get a farm

which is too bij^ tor hia capital, and that he should pay go
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much, brcanae (lie landlord thinks he can come down on hira

and get liis rent." (IL-ar, hear.) Wliat is the result? That

t'lerfl has been, in uiany c tsf", a most unnatural co'npetiti'Mi

f jr far-ns, the man with sulUcent capital has lost the hoUliu'?

because the man with less capiial has come in and ^rot it

tlirou/h the agency of the Law of Distress and so, no doubt,

tliere are many places wUe e rents have been most unnaturally

raised. 1' is ilie most certain consecpieuce there ctu be of it.

I ask you wliether it; oujlit to continue any longer. ("No,

no!") If the landlord could show to me anything

in reason to distinguish him from the creditors, or any good it

d d to the laud, or to the farmer, or to anybody else, I would

linteu to him with pleasure; but I have never seen a single

ar^jument about it that proved anything of the kind. (Hear,

hear.) It appears to me, as the common sense of the thing,

tbpt what the landlord has to do is to do wliat every man of

business does—try and find out a good man before, he trusts

him. (Hear, hear.) I have been engaged in business n'any

y^ars on a large scale, and what do I do when I want to know
whether a nun is sjood, as we say in the City— I go and in-

q lire about liiui, find out whether his commercial reputation

and character are right, and when I am sat'sfied I trust hira

freely ; and so I would with the farmer. (CI.eers.) I under-

stand some gentle-nan said, ' If we can't have the Law of

Distress we must have a year's rent in advance." I wish you

may get it. (Laughter ) I really have not much to say on

this (|uestion, because I cannot fina out the arg\iments on the

Other side. I want Mr. Beaumout or somebody else to come

lorward and explain them. (Laughter ) I have not for-

gotten him. (Renewed laughter.) Now I come to another

point of very greit interest to some, but not of so much inte

rest to others
—" To promote the refirra of the G-ime Laws "

(cheers.) That is a thing that many farmers feel very much,

though thev don'i like to say ranch ahou^ it. J don't see why
you should not meet togetlier and consider what sliould be

done (Hear, hear.) You would not want to drive all the

phe csants and porridges out of the country, you would not

wi h to refuse to b ive a good head of game on your land that

WIS not mischi'^vous, but you do object to being devoured by

lures and rabbits (cheers.) It is the dreadful ground game

that does tiie mischief, it is the ground game that spoils the

farm and do so mucii injury, and diminishes the production so

much.

Mr. E. Sm[Tii : The garaf-keepers as well.

Mr. Fowler : Xon cannot very well shoot the gamekeepers

or trap them— .huight'r)—but you could get rid ol the hares

and rabbits, if you had leave, and I believe a good miny of jou

very soon would. (Hear, hear.) But there is no ditliculty in

this question o'' the garae laws except this, nobody sugg sts,

and I have heard no such preposterous thing as abolishing pro-

tection of game
The Cii.'^.iRM.iN : I do.

Mr. Fowler ; The Chairman says he would have no garae

en the place.

The Cii.viRM.^N : I would have no Game Laws.
Mr. HoWARU : No more would I.

IMr. Fowler : Mr. Howard sa\s he would have no Game
Laws. I do not know I would go so far as that. I ara a

Very mooerate man (cheers). At any rate these laws as they

exist now are productive of enormous mischief (Hear, hear).

T'ley not only injure the farmer, but they very often have a

very corrupting influence on the neighbourhood, therefore I

entirely agree with those who consider that the whole question

wants most carefully looking into (applause). Now there is

auoflier point about legal presumptions which is rather

technical, and which I believe only applies in one point to

Englmd. The legal presumptions referred to are chiefty in

regard to Scotland, therefore I will not dwell upon theui to-

day,, except on one question which some people have a very

s'roug opinion about, namely, that it ought not to be assumed

that if a man goes in'o a farm without a lease he is only

tenant for one year (Hear, hear). Tlie presumption of law

is that if you go iuto a farm without an agr em-ut you are

tenant from year to year, and may be turned out at six month's

notice unless y«i are under the Agrieultural Iloldincs Ac',

wh'ch gives >ou twelve months. Many people think it is

prepo-^teroui that any man enters upon a farm willi the idea

of only b'-ing tliere for one year, and tli:it the legal preuimplion

ought to be altered, so that hesb.ould be in lor a whole course

ol' lillage. Now, tkat is a point about which you farmers caa

form youroin judgment far better than tlioSR who are not

farm-rs at all. I think it is a point which requires y u-

carefu! consideration, and you cm meet together to discu s it

without beimr considered either ' dangerous " or " deceptive
"

(laughter and cheers). Now another point is "to secure to-

ratepayers their legitimate share in cmnty governnir-nl"

(Hear, hear). Well, I am one of 'Hlie great unpaid"

(laughter), so I must take cire what I say, or eUe thry will be

lianlinu' me over the coa's at Q larter Sessions I suppos : (more

laughicr). I must say L have the greatest possible respect for

my lellow magistrates, an 1 I ara sure they v/ork hard for tlm

conntv. Lssex magistrates are a very good lot sofarasl-

know theui (and I speak about mysel' ot course among the

number) (laughter), but I must say that it is really prepos-

terous that tlie ratepayers shua d n'lt have more iutluence thaa

they have (cheers). There seems an enormous dilliculty

about setting a bill on the subj-ct. We have had two Bills,

and Mr. Glare S -well Head s id of the last one tlutt the

sooner it was dead the better (laughter). 1 ouly hope the

Government will show a little mors ability, and th it s-jmetliin^

will be suggested which w.il really give the ratepayers a reason-

able power over local government. As it is now they pay tie

money, and sura^body else spends it (hear, hear). I think

that is a most unreasouable systera, ami I believe you will,

all agree with me about that (cheers). Tnere is another thing

in tlie Alliance programme which is of great interest to you

I know—" to obtain a fair apporti mment of local bcriens

between landlord and tenant " (applause). Now I must say

I think that is a most reasonable proposal. Suppose a raau

is iu possession of a farm under a 21 jearo' lease, and there

is an Act of Parliament passed which imposes new rates

(Hear, hear). Why should the tenant have all the burden

during the whole of the rest of the lease (cheers) ? I do not

know why (Hear, hear). Lord U'.rbv, I observe, when,

sp-^akiiig some mouths ago said, " it is no use your bothering

about local taxation ; it is a landlord's question ;
it all cornea

out of the landlord after all " (laughter). Does it ? (Cries of

" certainly not " and cheers). You can answer that better

than I can. I do not believe it does altogether (laughter

and Hear, hear). I know, although Lam not a farmer except

as occupying a residence, if any new rale is imposed I canpot •

take it oif my rent (Hear, hear). I have to pay all rates

cxc-ptiog the iccome tax, and the landlord ge s-

the rent without any deductions because 1 hold under-

a lease. It is the same with vou all I expect, wi'h very

few exceptions (Hear, hear). You hive to pay new rates,

and you do not go to your landlords every time a new rate is .

imposed and try to make a new bargiin (Hear, hear).

Practically, a yearly tenant does not like to go and bother his

l,in;ilord about aoy'thing of this kind, and the consfquence is

the greater pnrt of the burdens fall on the tenant (Hear, hear).^

I say this is another queslion, which, although it cannot be

discussed in a meeting like this in all its details, is a fair-

subject for discussion. You should consider bow these burdens

ought to be divided, for they are often divided now most un=-

fairly. Although it may be quite true ihat in the end the

addi'ional rates are taken from the value, of the land, and

reduce the rent, yet tlie existing race of tenants have much tck.

piy which they did not expect to pay (Heir, hear, and

applause). That is what it ail comes to, and I do not think,

any man in the room can doubt this statement of fact. Wiiy

shauld not we meet together, then, and discuss the questioa'

(cheers). For the life of me I cannot see (Hear, hear).

These are the proposals for consideration which have beeC)

suifgested by tlie Alliance, and 1 want to know who has any-

thing to say against them (cheers). They seem to me to be
.

perfectly reasonable (Hear, hear). What is done is this i

People say, "Oh, that is not what they really meau, they want

something more." Tiiat is not quite a fair way of arguing.

I'ray discuss what we do propose, and not discUoS^ wl'r.t we do-

not propose, and I think that is a very rational statement of

the case (loud clucrs). There are other remedies that art*

proposed, about which I want to say one word if you will

allow me. Oie of these is Protection to British agriculture.

Now, I for one, have no objection to sayieg in any room

whatever that I do not believe in it (clieers). It willm-t

come, and it oannot come, therefore there is no use discussing

it_( Hear, hear)—and I do not beluve in tie long run it;

would be for the gnod of this nation that it thould come

(cheers). I tliink this raeelin^ takes very much the sania

view (Hear, hear). There mi'-y be bomc jicuj-'le wh-i do ii k.
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see entirely til at way, yet I believe, judging from what I saw

at the Central Chamber of Agriculiure in the middle of the

year, that the great mass of Eugliiih farmers neither expect it

iijr wish it (loud cheers). But then tliry say, 'Oh, we are

going to have a Royal Commission " (ioud laughter).

That is a fine remedy for all the ills of agriculture

(laughter). There will be a most tremendous Blue-book. I

do not know how big it will not be. I should fay there will

be half-a-dozen, perhaps a dozen of tliera. And who will ever

read them? (Hear, hear,land laughter), I dare say I shall

—

I am rather fond of Blue-books— (laughter)—but 1 do not

believe many of you would like to be bound to read them.

You would rather read a good novel by Anthony Trollope

•when tired, I kno:y (laughter). But what the Commission
will do will be, they will tell us a great many things we know
already, and a few things, perhaps, that we do not know
(laughter, and hear, hear). Mr. Pfll and Mr. Read have gone

to America, and no doubt they will astonish us with what

they saw there (loud laughter). They will bring back a long

story and make our faces longer than ever perhaps. But what
they say will not alter the law of England, and

will not be a remedy for the ills of English farmers

in any way or shape (Hear, hear). But I will

tell you what I think we do want, and what is

at the root of al! I have been saying, and that is real freedom

—freedom for the tenant, and freedom for the owner. (Loud

cheers.) Now, I maintain that the owners of land in this

country are a very hardly-used race. I know at this moment
many of them are suffering to an extent of which you have no

c nception (Hear, hear.) Men with very large incomes

nominally have not a farthing to bless themselves with. How
can they do justice to their tenants? How can they do

justice to their position ? How can they drain their land,

improve their buildings, and how can they relieve the tenant

in the rent? (Hear, liear.) There are large estates where
the family charges and mortgages swallow up all the rent, and
lUAny others where the little margin that remained is gone
because the tenant cannot pay his full rent. (Hear, hear)

Many a " vich " man in this country is very poor at this day,

and 1 think the owners of this country are very much to be

sympathised with. (Applause.) What has been done?
They have been blanketed and protected, and kept up by, as I

think, a miserable and unnatural system of law, instead of

being free to sell their acres as they will. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) Now, I am going to break a lance with Mr. Beau-
mont. (Laughter.) What I say is, the farmers cannot be

expected to succeed if they are hindered by the law from doing

their part—and we have b?en arguing that there are laws

tiiat hinder them—and I say further, tliat the farmers cannot

b; expected to succeed if the owners are impoverished and
enbarrassed. (Hear, hear, and applause.) You ought not to

pat the burdens of the landlord's duty on the tenant, but the

landlord's duty ought to be done by the landlord. (Hear,

heir.) Then the tenant's capital is free to do what he likes

with. The tenant's capital is not free if the land is not well

drained, if the farm buildings are bad, and the cottages are

miserable, (Hear, hear,) Now, they say, "Oh, dear! what

a noise you make; but the i^ct is everything you want is

done—if a man gets embarrassed he can go to the Court of

Chancery and sell the land," What a pretty remedy that is

—

t) go to the Court of Chancery and sell the land ! That is

what Mr. Beaumont said the other day, (^Laughter.) I took

t le pains, after I saw Mr. Beaumont's letter, to go to the

Act of Parliament to see what it meant. (Hear, hear,) I

thought he was a little bit too rapid in his statement (hear,

h ar, and liiiigliier), and the fact is you cannot sell without

the consent of the tenant entail in remainder if he is of full

age, and when the Court has sold you must lay out the money
on other laud, so that the amount of the land made free is not

increased one scrap by the operation. That is the most

fantastical remedy for a great evil ever suggested, in my
opinion. (Hear, hear.) What I have argued, and tiiis is

what is called revolutionary, is, that we ought, in this country,

to have only fee simple owners. You know them about here.

Are those fee simple owners revolutionary people, or do they,

or do they not, do belter justice to their land than

those who only hold for life ? I know a good many
who hold for life who cannot do anything

fjr the land. On the other hand I know a good many fee

a.iiijiie owners who have turutd a wilderness into a --irden.

Applause). That is wl af yon call rrvolutionary. (Laughter).

Wnat 1 saj' is this, as long as you give men tlie power to say

their sous shall have for lite, and their grandsons, and the

unborn sons of the griindsiins, remainder in tail after

hat, their estates, the land of England will be held tied up for

life, owing to the pride which makes many men endeavour to

lock up their money in land to keep their famil.es going, as

they say. (Hear, hear). A man on his dea'.hbed makes a

will which embarrasses the land for fifty years perhaps after

he is in his grave. (Hear, hear.) I ask vou whether that i»

a reasonable system. (Cries of "No, no.") I cannot go into

it at any great length now, because I have already spoken too

long. What I say is that a tenant for li'e is a man wlio is

not a real owner at all. He is only nominal owner. (Hear,

hear). He cannot borrow money excspt at very high inierest,

by insuring his life as well as paying interest, or by going to

the Commissioners and having an inspector come down to see

all that he doe*, and paying to the lender on an average

£7 4s. per cent,, so as to pay off principal and interest. Is

that a man you call an owner ? I think an owner is a man
who borrows money where he likes at low interest, and di es

not have any inspector down to see what he is doing, but does

what he pleases, (Hear, liear). But have you as tenai t

farmers considered what it means? Supposing a man to be

tenant for life, he has borrowed at that interest and he tries

to get that interest out of you. What does it come to?

That when that money is paid olf you have paid principal and
interest off in your rent. (Hear, hear). That is what is

done in a good many cases. A man is so anxious for im-
provements tliat he pays the whole of the principal and
interest for improvements ruther than not have them doup, and
the result is that man pays the Tkhole of the piincipal and
interest for improvements which go lo the family inheritance

of his landlord, (Hear, hear, and cheers). It would not be

so if a man were a fee-simple owner. He would borrow at a
low rate of interest and charge you moderate interest

lor the improvements ; but as long as you
have this system of tenants for life you cannot
have the owner doing his duty freely and without embarras-
ment. (Hear hear). 1 say what we want is a natural system,

by which any man who wants to sell his land can sell it, and
another man who has more money than he, can buy it, and
so the land is held by real and capable owners. Now the
only way I know of doing this, is by what seems at first sight

an extreme measure, but what I say will do no harm to any-
body, and that is this—that for the future we sliall in this

country get rid of this system of settlement of land. Let us
have owners in fee simple, and let them get rid of it if they
cannot do justice to it. If you did this 1 believe it would be a
marvellous improvement to the country (Cheers), ^lu
would have capital flow into the laud freely (Hear hear).

You all know perhaps of a case where one of these
old estates has got sold to a rich man, and what a change hi'S

come over the whole nei;;hbourhood. (Hear hear). If
you have got a man who hss only a life interest you cannot
expect him to do justice to the land. If he is very poor of
course he cannot. But suppose he has got money and has a
large family, is not he bound to save money for the youngfr
children instead of putting it into the land when all the land
goes to his eldest son ? (Hesr hear). Of course he is, and he
robs the land of what it ought to have in order to save money
for his younger children (Cheers), That is a thing that is

going on constantly. I know it I had £20,000 a year
in land, and 1 was a man well off, I should hesitate ex-
ceedingly before I made very large improvements on the estate,

because I sliould not like to add much to the inheritance of my
eldest son, who had far more than the rest of the family.

There are many other arguments I could use of this kind if I

had time ; but this is not one of the Alliance points

at all (Hear, hear). 1 merely alluded to it to show my
opinions, I am not ashamed of them ; I do not believe they
are radical, revolutionary, or anything of the kind (Hear,
hear, and loud cheers). All I v/ant is that there should be
natural tenure, and that land should be bought and sold freely

(Hear, hear). I do not ask for large estate's, small eslates,

or any particular kind of estates. There are always forces of
dispersion gointf on, and always forces of accumulation. Let
them act freely (Hear, hear). As it is noiv we know the laud

is not free, and tlie man who said the other day that land was
aa free to be sold as any other article, said what everybody
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knows is not a fact (applause). Is it not notorious tliat ttiere

are vast areas in tliis country wliich cannot be sold, ana
wliicli h:)ve no cliauce of bciu^ sold for generations? (Hear,

liear). I thiuk one of the reasons wliy land g;ot so prepo>-

tcrously l)if;li was tliat so much was kept out of the market
(Hear, hear, and applause). I do not know why more sliould

uot come into the marker, and more freedom exist (cheers).

We all want to be free, then capital would flow into the soil

—the tenant's capital would be used in a more free and com
plete manner, and tlie owner would be able to do justice to"

tlie soil (Heir, hear). 1 have been anxious to show you why
I think the propositions made by the Alliance are extremely

moderate, and 1 have been auxious to show you there are

other thiui;s also that require your grave consideration as

tenant faruieis. 1 am quite sure you cannot be independent

of the condition of the owners of your land, and il you are

under a good owner you are far belter olf than you are under

an impoverished one (cheers). Therefore the condition of the

owner must be a thin? you will have to consider (liear,

hear). Whether the A'liance takes it up, or whether Par-
liament takes it up I do not care, but someone will luve to

consider the condition of the owner as well as the occupier

if we are to have a better state of thiuss in E.igland (luuJ

cheers). What you want is more capital on the land, ana you
never can have that, until you get the land perfectly free.

A Voice -. And a little more sun (laughter).

Mr. FcWLER : I qui'e stores with you, and if I knew any
way by Act ol Parliament of securiug more sun I would go in

for it (renewed laughter). What we have to consider is what
we Can do by Act of Parliament, not what we cannot do, and
if you can show that any of these things I have raenuoned
cannot be done by Act of Parliament, and are beyond the

power of Parliament 1 have done, lint I believe farliament

can in these ways do a great deal for you, and will enable you
to do justice to yourselves, and will enable you to figh', not

with tied hands as now too often you have to do, hut with

botii hands free (hear, hear). I believe Parliament can give

you that freedom and as long as I live I shall ask for that

freedom, and I ask you to assist me in doing that which I

belitve la one of the greatest boons that can be conferred on
our country (loud and long-continued cheering).

Mr. J\JiKS HowARi), Chairman of the Alliance, who met
with an enthusiastic reception, said tliere was no occasion to

dwell at leiigih upon the programme ot the Alliance, for he

hnd listened, as he had no douijt the great majority of those

he saw before him had listened, witii the utmost pleasure to

the very able and very instructive speech of Mr. Powie'.

(Cheers). Such a speecli, expressed in such lucid, sucli for-

cible, and such temperate language, could not fail to set men
thinking, and the outcome of such a speech could not be any-

thing but good (Hear, hear). lu coming down that moru-
ing a copy of a local paper, the Essc-c Slamlard—(derisive

laughter)—was put into his hands. Tlie Editor of that paper

expressed surprise that after the Alliance had heid a meeting

so short a time ago they should be (ound coming into the

county of Essex again. Pur the iuformttion of the Euitor of

the Slandard— (laughter)—and for the information of this

meeting, he would remark that the Committee of the Alliance

determined some time ago that the very first meeting held

after liarvest should be at Colcliester (d.ear, hear). And for

this reason—in consequence of the persistent efforts wliich

had been put forth by public writers and by pulilic men to

misrepresent— (liear, hear, and loud cheers)—the object of

the Farmers' Alliance. It was far easier for a public

writer or a public speaker to attribute unworthy motives to

his opponents, and to misrepresent their views, than to grapple

with their arguments, or to refute their conclusiuns (Hear,

hear). They might be mistaken in the means they employed,

but lie would shv, most unhesitatingly, that their sole desire

was the advanceaient of British agriculture (cheers). Their

motive was the benefit ot the tenant farmer, and through

him of all the other classes connected wi.h agriculture— t'le

landowner and the labourer (cheer.). It the tenant farmers

of England were placed in their proper ponition, great

national prosperity would be the result, and the whole coni.

raunity would tliereby be benefitsd (Hear, hear). The
founders of the Alliance had been charged over and over

again with aiteinpling a Party political uiqvb, and !:« give

that statement, as he liad done before, the most unqualified
|

contradiction (cheers), lie liappened to know somalluu

more a'nout the formation of tlie Alliance than those geatie-
meu who wrote for the information of t!ia public upon a
question which they knew very little about (Liughter and
hear, hear). He liad for years held the opiuiun that the
tenant farmer ele'uent in the Cl.amben of Agriculture, and
more espscially in tlie Cenlrtil Chamber, hid been over-
weighed by tlie landlord and laud agent inte.rest (liear
hear). He had been for many years a member of the Partners'
Club, and not the most inactive member, as many he saw
before liini were well aware (Hear, hear). It so happened
that at two of the discussious this year very iniportaut su'jects
bearing upon the interests of agriculture came betore the
Club in the form of resolutions, and the Chairman decided
that the rules of the Club would not admit of tlio.si- proposi-
tions being put. He (Mr. Howard) used his best endeivours
as a member of the Committee, ami was stoutly supported bv
Mr. Mechi, to get the rules rescinded so as to put the Uiub ia
a position to discuss at will any measures of importance to
the agricultural interests. He, however, failed to carry all
that he desired, and when the subject of for.ning the
Alliance was mooted he at once joined, because he
believed tliat the farmers of Eugland required an arena
in which their views of public questions could be dis-
cussed and settled. If editors of Tory papers and if

Tory public men refu-^ed to join the Alliance, he could not
compel them, but he took it th.at tliey would find in the long
run that it would be so much the worse for themselves
(laughter and cheers). It was not pleasing lor a public
speaker to have to refer to himself, hut he saw many before
him who knew full vi ell how large a stake lie had, both directly
and indirectly, in the welfare of agriculture (Hear, hear).
Seeing that liis whole interests were bound up in the success
of agriculture—and many of those who were present kuew that
those interests were not very smiU—he would put it to them
Was it likely that he would advocate a policy which would be
detrimental to the interests in which he had so large a slake ?
(cheers). Public writer>', who wuiild scare their readers by
the Use of such strong adjectives as those which he read that
morning, must have lormed a very low estimate of the intelli-

gence of tlieir readers (Hear, hear, and laughter). To sup-
pose that men would be deterred from the consideration of
great public questions by calling ihem mischievous, and dan-
gerous, and revolutionary appeared to him to be more than
childish (Hear, hear, and ap;ilause). The first object of the
Farmers' Alliance and its chief object was to secure to tenant
farmers a better representation in Parliament (Hear, hear).
The Ji'wi?.* Slaiidjrd— (derisive laughter)—grav. ly informed
its readers that the principal object of the Alliance was the
"revolution of the landlords " (lau;hter). "Revolution"
was a very strong anil a very ugly word, and a word which
should be used with the utmost degree of caution, because it

might be made to include a great deal more than its natural
significance, and a great deal more than the writer had in
view.. It might even be made to include the programme of
Mr. Parnell in Ireland (laughter). Tlie Committee of tha
Alliance were uot revolutionists. They advocated well-
considered and wise measures—or at any rate measures which
they conceived to be wise. xVs far as he kn°w them tha
Committee v/ere law-abiding and men of order—(cheers)—,
who would denounce in as strong terras as the greatest up..

holder of the existing Iriah system—even in as strong tenna
as the Editor of the Essex Standard himself—(laughter)—the
proceedings of Mr. Parnell in Ireland, which they held to ba
not only ii.judiciuus, but v/lioUy dangerous to the best inte«
rests of the country (cheers). Rent, the chief item in the
Irish programme, had never tor one moment en'ered into the
programme of the Alliance (cheer.«). As practtcil men they
brlieved that the question ol rent must be left to the action
oi the natural law of supply and demand— (hear, hear)—

4

law which sometimes acted slowly, thougli it always acted
surely. It might have acted too slowly lor the interest of ail

parlies during tlie pa'st tliree or four years ; but they felt tiiey

liad nothing to do with that, the question being one whicli
might safely be lelt to the operation of tliat law. Ijike Mr.
i'owler^ he felt graat s^mpainy for many impoverished land-
owners lu this country, who had been overtaken by f. cahraity
fur which they were ii; no wise responsible. As Mr. Pot 1 b
had pointed out, they were simply tlie vjcliriis of a vicious
system f Hear, liear). One more word upqa thio " revolu-
tionary '' question. If ilte oigects of tiie Alhaniq
waro rovcltjtiunary, surely its first stsd inaiu object
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wonW uot he to send into Farliaraent a number

of tenant farmers—(hear, liear)—fur of all classes of

Her Majesty's subjects none had been so distiniiiished

for loyalty and love of order as the tenant farmer class 1

(cheers). They were not likely to join in any revolutionary
1

niovene'nt, and he was surprised that a man occupying so im-
;

portant and soinlluential a position as the Editor of the EsseJ^ <

S/aii'lird—C' On-" a voicfl :
" Not very ;" and lan^'hter)—

]

should made such wild statements (cheers). He was ^lad to

see that person present, and h-. was (}uite sure the Chainnau

ffonld afford him an opportunity—and he was certain the

audience would be delighted to hear him—of cominR on to the

platform- (roars of Luighter)—and justifying the lauaua«e he

had applied to the Alliance (laughter and cheers). To come,

however, to a more practical part of the subject, it would be

la the lemembrancc of every man in the room that some years

ago the tenant farmers of Norfolk determined to send 'o t'»''-

liament a man of their ovf n class ( Hear, hear). He would ask

—Had not Mr. Clare Sewell Read's career proved how usetul

and how important an intelligent farmer could be in the great

Councils of the Nation ? (Ilea-, hear). Was not the eKaraple

of Norfolk in sending such a man to i'arliament worthy ot the

example of other cjuuties? (cheer-). He happened to Have

had tlie pleasure of Mr. Read's (riendship for many years

before he ever dreamed of being a Member of Farliament, and

he knew it was often a source of regret to hira after he got

into the House of Commons that he had not there more men

of his o'vn class to back up his views, lie was persuaded that

uaeful as Mr. Head had been he would have been iar more

useful and a far stronger and far better Member, it he had

had a 'score of his own class to back him up (Hear, hear).

There was no necessity (or hiui to allude to private conversa-

tions with that gentleman, for speaking to his constituents at

Harlestonein 1865, Mr. Kead pressed upon them the necessity

of electing more Members of the tenant farmer class, or men

who sympathised with their views. Only three months ago,

in writing to the Secretary of the Farmer's Alliance, Mr. Read

stated that if the outcome of the Alliance should be the sending

of a score of tenant farmers to Parliament he should greatly

njoice (cheers). He mentioned that to show that Mr. Reacl,

wtio was a staunch Conservative, was not opposed to the main

and principle object of the Alliance (Hear, hear). The pro-

jectors of the Alliance maintained that the great and important

hody of tenant iarmers, numbering in England and Scotland

some 6C0,0O0, and employing a capital of £300,000,000 had a

rteht to a greater share in the government of this country than

" golden words," as they were called, of tlie Pri oe Miniater o

the same oceabiou. He would on'y say with regard to th

question of compensation for unexhausteJ iuiuroveraeuts, t ha
the Alliance, and he believed the farmers of England, requireil

a real nieasur.^, and not a sham one (cheers). The Fiiuie

Minister rebuked those Ministers who (lescribeu the Agricul-

tural Holdings Act as a sham measure, calling them shalluw

men (laughter). Some three years after tliat Act was passed

Mr. Read spoke at the great meeting at Kiiburn, and unequi-

vocally condemned it. The landowners ot EuijUnd were only

just beginning to find out the vahie of the great tenant farmer

class (Hear, hear). He (Mr. Howard) had travelled a great

deal abroad, and lie had been in countries where there was no
class of tenant farmers, and where the owners were obliged to

cukivate their own estates for want of that class, and he knew
the ditliculties and the dangers and the loss which they were
sulijected to in conspf]uence (Hear, hear). It had been his

pleasure, a» the chairman well knew, for a very great many
years past to urge upon the country tiie importance of the

tenant farmer class (cheers). He believed tliey possessed in

England a superior cl iss both in numbers, wealth, and intel-

ligence to any other country in the world (Hear>. He would
not dwell long upon the other ohjects of the Alliance, but he

would just p(iint out the absurdity of placing restrictions oa
men ot capital and iutelligeucp, and prescribing how they

should manage the'r farms, what crops should succeed each

other, wha' crops they might sel', and what crops they might
not sell (Hear, hear). That was a system which could not and
must not last (cheers). It was a matter which euuld not be

legislated upon, but it wis a question which the Farmers'

Alliance intended to agitate till all such restrictions were swept

away (applause). He would mnke just one remark upon the

Law ol Distress. There had bsen so much discussion upon
tiiat subject in Essex that any lengthened remarks were
unnecessary. It was to the credit of the Scotch Farmers that

they were tlie tirst to detect the evil influences at work in the

law of what was called in Scotland Hypothec—that was a

very similar law to our Law of Distress. The Scotch farmers-

were shrewd enough to see that it iucreased competition for

farms, and that therefore it raised rents. He read with very

great pleasure the other day the speech of the Conservative

Member for Woodstock. He (the Member) was the son of a

Tory Duke— a Duke belonging to the present Government

—

her Majesty's representative in Ireland. These were his

remarks upou the Law of Distress :
" But to pass from that

subject. What obstacles were there which prevented ttie

farmer from obtaining capital for the purpose of cultivating
they yet possessed (Hear, hear). When they look at their

., ,t

numbers their wealth, and their intelligence, it was a most laud on a rerau lerative system i He saw one great

surprising circumstance that so few efforts had been made by
j

evil, and that was the Law of _ Distress. ^ They could

them to return Members of their own class (Hear, hear). A? not expect the capitalist these bad times to
them to return Members ot their own eiass (,near, ueai;. .n.^ uu,, c^p>.„., l..c u^pitai.;,!, ,u mcc uau luu^= lu

he remarkedatChelrasford,tenantlfarmers were the only chssnot
I

advance money to the farmer for the most legitimate

directly represented in the great Council of the Nation. There
^
and promising

_

objects, at any jate at moderate interest, on

were 187 Members sitting for English counties, and out of that

very large number there was only one iy«a7«ii tenant farmer

(Hear, hear). Every other great industry was represented.

and" very ably rep'resented," in Farliament. There were

cotton-spinners, iron-mastsrs, coal owners, bankers, and

brewers— (laughter ; and a Voice :
'• And lawyers )—and

there were also a few captains and colonels (A Voice;

"Too many"). He agreed (laughter). That changes were

meditated in the land laws was obvious, for to say notliin? ot

the utterances of Lord Hartingtou, there was the tjreat tact

of the Roval Commission. He believed that those changes

would be better effected, and the work more practically done,

if soma scora or more intelligent farmers were sent into the

House of Corar.ions (cheers). The strensth of the Huuse of

Commons had been said to depend upon the variety and the

diversity of interests it rep resenteil, and he was of those who

believed the House woula be materially strengthened by the

addition he proposed (applause). If a score of farmers took

the places of a aimi ar number of military men

and the younger members of the squirearchy and the

aristocracy he did not think any great harm would happen to

the British Constitution (cheers and lautjhter). Referring to

another item in the programme of the Alliance—the stimula-

tion of improved cultiva'ion of the land—he said if this was

revolutionary, the Duke of Richmond and the Friire Minister

wjre the arch-conspirators, for they brought in the Agricultural

the security of liis stock or his plant, when he knew ttiat,

through some unforseen circumstances, or some temporary
embarassment, or circumstances over whirh the larniir might
be able to exercise no control, lie happened to De behind in

his obligations to his landlord, that security would be at onca
taken possession of by his landlord. He had no hesitation m
saying that the Law of Distress was a remuant of feudalism,

and its days were numbered. The Government had consented

to the principle of its abolition in Scotland, and what was
sauce for the goose was sauce for the gander : what was good
for the Scotch farmers was, he imai;ioed, equallv good for

English farmers." Those were the sentiments of a Con.serva-

tive M.P., aud a man of great inliueuce, therefore he did uofc

think, iu including this object in their programme, they were
advocating anything very revolutionary (Hear, hear, and
applause). Hh would just read one more extract ftom thft

speech ol Lord Randolph Churchill's because it was an answer
to a good deal that had been said about the- mischievous awi
revolutionary tendency of their proceedings. '"At any rate,"

he said, " as long as he represented an agricultural consti-

tuency, or whenever he might be wantiag to represent one, he
siiould advise the farmers to support—he shoiilJ himself sup-

port—that party and those men, whoever they nuijhl be, who
were prepared with a delinite policy, aud with distinct and de-

finite remedies, which should solve the dithculties of the agii-

culturist, and repair the disasters sustained by them in late

years. They must not be dlariued or deterred Irom anyHoldings Act with that avowed object (laughter and Hear,
, , , ,

-

hear) Some of them remembered the glowing languase ot reasonable changes, or necessary changes, by any balderdami

the Duke ol lilciimoud iu iutrcducing that Bill, aud the I about democracy on the oue baud or despotism un the o'-hcfj
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no miHo'- how creat n.iglit be t'le man wlio uttered it. They

Were told on liigli au'horily iliat tliere was a jiarty in tlu3

country wliohe avowod olijoct WHS to set the landloni and the

teiirtQ iu array ajjninst eHch other, lie did not believe tliat

was the cnse. lie did uol believe any party would e:nbark on

8'iidi a wild goose uhise. But this he did believe— tliHt, Were

there such a part , were they ever so povverful in iiitelieciuil

ability, iti numerical strength, or in pecuniary resource", tiieir

elforis would fnil and they would be brought to nought"

(•iieer ). He asked ihera to ponder over these word", because

they wunt to tlie very root of ihe whole quesiion. The object

of the F.triners' Alliance was to tbrm an Association go strong

tliaf, no matter «liat GoveruiTient might be in power, they

would be compelled to listen to the re(niireincuts of the farui-

i ig interests (cheers). The tenant I'aruiera had ouly to act

U)on the advice of Lord Randolph Churchill, and determine

nit to vote for any man who would not support the programme

which tliey might agree upon—the programme of the Farmers'

Alliance, l.)r instance—and they would speedily ob'ain trcn

any Government, yo matter what colour that Guvernment

miijlit be, any chaujjes to v>hicli they were legitimUely eu-

titlfd (loud cheers).

Mr. John Moss, in the course of a forcible speech, urred

the claims of the Alliance upon farmers, and announced his

intention of becoming a member. He was content to luve it

called a political movement, because they had combined to ask

the Legislature for that wliicii they believed to be just and

risjht, aud, in so doing, they were asking fur political justice.

He moved :—
"Tiiat tins meeting approves of the formation of the

I'armers' Alliance, and considers that the Association deserves

the support of tenant farmers and others who are in favour of

removing all impediments to the success of agriculture

"

(cheers).

Mr. Alfred Gray, of Halsted, seconded the motion,

insking some apposite remarks in doing so.

Mr. JosKFii Beaumo:<T, of Cogieshall, said he did not

intend to occupy their time by entering into any defence of

the Editor of the Essex Standard for the somewhat extensive

use of adjectives which appeared to have given offence.

(Laughter ; and a Voice :
" He is here himself"). No doubt

that gentleman would mi the proper time, and from his own
platform, reply to what had been said against him. They
were told on very good .luthority that the events of human
life generally went in dualities, and it was not a week ago

since the Elitorof ihe. I) li/y Tdegmph came into collision

viith the Editor of Truth ; and if tlie effect of this raeetinir

frliould be to bring the Editor of the Murtc Lin; Express into

Collision with the EJitor of tlie Essex Standard, he could only

tell them he should be quite willing to act the part of

Montagu William!', and advise one or the other to fight a

duel and afterwards tell him he had better not (laughter).

But he thought matters had been introduced there to-day

which were somewhat extraneous ('No, no"). Tiiey

had met to consider whether it was advisable iu the present day,

and having reg-ird to the exi-iting state of things, to estihlish

a Farmers' Alliance in this Kmgdoni (Mr. R. Orpen :
" Why

not, Sir"), lie was old enough .o remember ttiree di-itiuct

events answering to the description of thtt which was on
to-day. Thirty years ago, at a time when there was great

agitation in the country, Fergus O'Connor started a Land
Scheme— (cries of " Uh, oh ;" liisses, and interruption).

Mr. lloWAKD : I rise to order, I am sure the meeoiug will

be very happy to hear Mr. Beaumont if he will confine himself

to the matter before the meeiing, but to liken men like Mr.
Fowler andjrayselt and others with Fergus (VConnor, I think

is most monstrous (loud cheers). It can have nothing what-
ever to do with the objects o( this meeting (Hear, hear).

I protest against it (applause).

Mr. Beaumont : Tiiere is a little thing called the gag,

and it the Chairman likes to avail hiinsell of it I must cease

my remarks.

The CiiAiRJiAN asked Mr. Beaumont to confine himself as

far as possible to the point, aud said he thought the com-
parison he had drawn was going a little too Ur. At the same
time he did not wish to prevtat any man giving his private

opinion, provided he did not treach upon mailers ou;side the

question be'ore the meeting.

Mr. Beai'Mo?;t said he was about to say tliat whenever
there was any greit or trying event they mvariably ft'iuid lliat

the mind of man would lead a class to become agitators, and
to start fonh prtipusitious whicti at more sensible times

reasonable men would not promulgate or support. He was
about when iiiletrupted to refer to I'le history of various hnd
sclie'iies whicli liad from time to time been set on foot in this

country. (A Voice :
" Ihis is not a land scheme"). He

denied that he intended to compare any of the gentlemen cou-

nected with the Alliance with the traitor O'Connor. All he

was going to do a as to say tliat men vmre deluJed then, and
to draw the conclusion tint they were thoroughly deluded

now ("No, no;" a Voice . "It is jou who would deluJe
us ;" and laughter).

The CiiAii{M\N : That is a matter of private opinio^
(Hear, liear, and applause) .

Me. lJKA^;JI0^'T .said he would drop allusion to history, an<',

if they would alio* him, would deal with events which had
occ.irred in this country since the month of April last, when a

iiiiuiber of gfiillemen met in a room at tlie oliicn of the Ularl:

Lane Exjtress to form the Farmers' Alliince ; and he would
briefly reler to the meeting held at Clielinsfurd some two
months ago. lie took a part in the proceedings there, and
he did 80 because upon the programme he saw certain pro-

positions which he felt thoroughly convinced as a practical

man of business would confer a beueiit on agriculturists (Hear,

hear). But since that time the world had been enlightened.

The S.'cretary had published an extended prog'-amme in the

Nlnet'^eu'lt C:n'uy, and the Sjj^cla'ur had dealt with the

F'aricers' Alliance ; and to-day they had a very distinsfuislied

politician in the person of Mr. Fowler, who had told them
again what the extended programme of the Alliance was.

Mr. Fowler : No, 1 did uot pledge the Alliance to my
views.

Mr. Beaumont : I do not hesitate to tell you this— that if

Mr. Fowler's ideis are grafted on to tl".e programme of the

Farmers' Alliance it becom:^s an Institution wnich I believe

the Essex tenant farmers will repudiate in tola (" No, no," and
a Voice ;

" Show us why they should ;" hisses and interruption).

Take the propositions of tlie Farmers' Al iance as explained at

Chelmsford, divest it of the Brummagem political fringe which
they are now hanging around it, and what does the Farmers'
Alliance come to ? (Great hissing and iuterruption.ia the course

of which Jlr. Biauinont took up a glass of water and said, " I

will drink to the health of those geese who are hissing, and
wish them well"). There is not a single proposal in the

Alliance programme as published that the Institutions of the

present day as recog•ui^ed by cur Agricultural Societies are

not capanle of carrying out. Every word we have heard from
the lips of Mr. F'owler and from ray Irieud Mr. Howard has
been enunciated over and over again in the halls of the Agri-

cultural chambers,(A Voice :
" And with what etfect?") Yes,

with what effect ? I will tell you. It so happens, as most
of you know, I am a lawyer— (laughter, and a Voice :

" Fllse

yon would not be so barefaced")—and you also know that
since the meeting at Clielmslord a most trying Michaelmas
has pas-icd over us (A Voice, " Yku do uot get so much per
ctot. now;" laughter). Wtiat has been the efi'ect of the

movement that has been made on the hn :lords of this couutiy ?

I have no hesitation in saying—and I give it you from the,

experience of my own ollice— that tenant-farmers have been
masters of the situation, and have been able to dictate to land-

lords, who have gladlv listened ("No, no," and interruptions).

Mr. Moss asked that tlie meeting would patiently listen to

the observations of Mr. B aumont.
Mr. Beaumont : You may be able to controvertarguments,

but you cannot deny the facts I am going to narrate.

]Mr. Edward Smith : You have not used any arguments
yet (Hear, hear, and laughter).

Mr. Beaumont said be bad not yet; lie had not come to

them. I'lio tenant farmers had had "the straight tip" from
Lord Derby. They had submitted their grievances to the

landlords of this country, who had most readily listened to

them, and had given them almost every concession that had
been asked (Cries of "oh, oh, "and "Nonsense"). Iu the
irauiediate neighbourhood of Colchester rents had been re-

duced to the extent of 30 to 40 per cant (cries of "Name ;"

and a Voice : " That is what ihe.y have been put up the last

ten years"). He went on to cite two cases which had come
under his own oOservatioii, both on the estate of Mr. Osgood
lianbury, at Cogijeshall, Ouc of the tenants on the estate

g^ave notice to leave last Miohaeliuas, but Mr. Haubury diii
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not wish to lose hira, and instructed him (Mr. Beaumont) to

jirepare a fresh lease upon whatever terms the tenant might

desire. In another case, a tenant who had taken a lease lor

li year?, four years ago said he would give £500 to be

released. He (Mr. Beaumont) told the landlord that, but he

said he did not want to take the £oOO, and told hira to pre-

pare a surrender of the lease, and give another upon tlie ten-

ant's own terms for the reniaiuiug 10 years.

Mr. Howard again called Mr. Beaumont to order. The

question ot rent had nuthiug to do with the meeting, as it

formed no part of tlie programiue of the Allianee.

Mr. BeaL'JIONT then proceeded to speak of the laws of

primogeniture and entail, and taid that the proposals made

would subvert the Instiiuiiuns ot tlie country. This was a

signal for another outburst ot coufusioa. During the up-

roar,

Mr. Joseph Smith said Mr. Beaumont's intentions were

evidently to upset the meeting.

Mr. Catchpool said he was told before he came into the

room tliat Mr. Beaumont was going to upset ti em (contu-

sion).

Mr. Beaumout: My object is to npset the Farmers'

Alliance (renewed confusiou).

Mr. W. BuOWN: If that is his object, he onght not to be

heard any longer (hear, liear).

Mr. Beaumont then moved as an smendment,

"That having regard to the associations connected with

the Farmers' Alliance, it is undesirable that the county of

Essex sliould recognise it."

Mr. Fowler said he wished it to be distinctly understood

that what he had said as to the laws of primogeniture and

entail was not included in the programme of the Alliance.

iMr. E. Smith was proceeding to reply to Mr. Beaumont,

when the Chairman said the amendment had not been

seconded.

Mr. Smith thereupon seconded the amendment to put

himself in order, and then answered the remarks of Mr.

Beaumont, and in the course of his remarks said tiiat it in

any instance rent had been reduced to the extent of 30 to 40

per cent, it was because the reut had been uuduly forced up.

On the amendment being put only two held up their hands

in support, and the original proposition was then put and

carried with only one dissentient.

A vote of thanks was also passed to the Chairman, Mr.

Fowler, aud Mr. Howard.

LIVE STOCK AND OTHER NOTES.

The long incubatory stage of pleuro-pueunionia is made

the subject of ati instructive article in the National Live

Stock Journal (Chicago), for October, and the instauces

cited therein are used to show the necessity for uniform

regulations as to the quarantine of Europeau cattle. To

show the indecisive and imperfect actiou taken hitherto by

the United States Government, we quote the following

passages from the article referred to :
" If quarantine at

home is allowed to aa importer in the same county with

the port, the same may be as justly claimed by him of

Ohio, Illinois, or Kansas ; and the principle once esta-

blished, every barrier would be speedily destroyed, and

the supposed quarantine would be but a farce and a

delusion. Our experience has already taught us that no

deviation from quarantine at the port can be safely ad-

mitted, no matter how plausible the reasons for this may

appear. The quarantine should be imperative on all

States alike. In this respect the Treasury Order of July

19th, 1879, is grievously at fault. To the quarantine of

ninety days, imposed on all cattle from Europe, there is

the exception ' where State or municipal laws provide for

the quarantine of such cattle ; aud in such cases col-

lectors will permit the proper otllcials to quarantine them

in such manner as the State or municipal authorities

require.' Under this exception, the aldermen of Boston,

Brooklyn, or Baltimore might pass an ordinance admit-

ting European cattle on a six hours' quarantine, and thus

establish and perpetuate the disease in their respective

cities. To protect the nation, this law must be national,

and subject to no exception. If section 2,493 of the

Revised Statutes does not empower the Treasury to make
it so, CJongress should enact a law which shall be binding
upon all alike, and which shall prevent any State or
municipality from making itself a centre and channel of

pestilence. The embargo on English cattle imported
through Canada should be extended, so as to embrace
cattle from the continent of Europe and Canadian cattle

that have come in contact with such English or European
cattle, or the premises where they have been. There is

no leason for the present quarantine of ninety days on
English cattle imported through Canada, that is not
equally forcible lor a similar detention of European con-
tinental cattle, so that that may be passed without further

comment. But if it is important to subject uewly-arrived

English cattle to a deception of three months, it is equally

important to subject Canadian cattle that have come in

contact with these to a similar quarantine. Here again

the law must be made uniform aud imperative for all the

States. If New York and the New Euglaud States were
to impose a quarantine of ninety days on Europeau
cattle imported through Cauada, and Canadian cattle that

have been in contact with such during the first three

months after arrival, and if Michigan, Wisconsiu, and
Illiuois declined to do so, the danger would be greatly

increased, for thr; cattle crossing at Detroit, Port Huron,

or Chicago would be so much nearer the western plains,

where the disease once introduced would be perpetual and

desolating. If, therefore, Cauada cannot be persuaded to

entend her present comparatively useless eight days'

quarantine to ninety days, and if the Treasury has no

power to interfere further than in the case of infected

European cattle, Congress should interpose with an act

which shall either expose all cattle from Canada to a

quarantine of three months, or, which is less desirable,

subject all European cattle imported through Canada, and

all Canadian cattle that have come in contact with them

or the premises where they have been, within three

months aftei their lauding, to a similar quarantine,

England is a strikiug example of how useless it is to

attempt to get rid of the lung plague while cattle are

admitted from an infected country. Let us learn by our

neighbour's disaster, and avoid the reef on which she has

stranded." This is sound reasoning, and in the light of

such arguments our American couoins will no longer

ignore the necessity for waterside slaughter on our part.

The precautious they are now seeing the necessity for

taking are in reference to imported breeding stock, but

our precautions are against thousands of auimals imported

for food purposes, and the least our authorities can do in

the interest of our own country is to slaughter all such

animals at the ports of debarkation, without exception.

That it is utterly useless to attempt to get rid of pleuro-

pneumonia so long as cattle are admitted from a country

where that disease exists, is tbe very point for which we

have all along been contending, England can never be

free from contagious diseases of animals until foreign live

stock is prohibited altogether.

The state of the New York cattle market is thus given

by the American AgricaUnrist (New York), Oct. 1 :

—

"The export trade in cattle and meat is now so much of

a settled business that it goes on without calling for

notice ; vet it is worthy of note that one week the past

month, the shipments reached over 2,000 head of live

cattle, 3,140 quarters of beef, 1,619 hve sheep, and 60?

carcases of mutton. These enormous shipments are not

without an eflect on the home market. The market has been

dull, and after considerable fluctuation, finally settled down

at a reduction of i cent, per lb., with a tendency still down-

wards. The dressed meat market has given way, and live

slock felt the etfect seriously. At the close of our repjrt.
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the sales failed to clear the yards, aud a depressed feeling

was general among sellers. Closing prices were 10 ( lo

lOi ceuts. for extra 571b. cattle." That is to say, 5 J d.

to 5;!d. per ib. of Ihe dressed carcase of animals which

would average '>7\h. of dressed meat to 1001b. of live

v\ eight. Fifty scveu per cent, is about the average estimate

of dressed carcase for United States export cattle

vhich will average l.iOOlb. l.'ve weight.

A Reutcr's teletrrain from Washington, dated Oct. IS,

slates tliat the oliic-ial returns published on that date,

sho^v the value of cHttle exported from the United States

to Great liiitain during the fiscal year 1878 was £501,8 12

5s. lOJ., as against £1,378 357 Is. 8d. iu 1879. The

liscal year ends June 30. The telegram states that " the

inprovements made iu the transportation and care of the

oittle will largely increase the exportation.'' And no

d )ubt this will be so, but the impetus which has been

given to stock breeding iu the States by the export trade,

and the rapid improvement which is going on amoug the

rank and tile of the American cattle will be likely to have

far more influence on future exports.

A Summary Statement of the Exports and Imports of

the United States for the seven months ending July 31,

1879, and for the corresponding period of 1878, has

been published by Mr. J. Nimmo, junr., of the Treasury

Departraeut of the United States Bureau of Statistics.

IVom it we learn that the numbers of living animals ex-

ported to all countries from the United States during the

period named were as follows :
—
1879. 187S.

Ho^s 48,377 2G,413

Horned Cattle 85,163 U.i-22

Horses 2,356 3,57i

Mules 2,404 1,918

Sheep 133,614f 91,796

Totals 724,577 462,140

These figures show unmistakably the enormous increase

which is so rapidly going on in the exportation of animals

for food purposes from tbe United States, and the greater

part of this export trade is to the United Kingdom. It

is quite impossible to form any idea of what its dimen-

sions may ultimately be, but that it will rule prices here

there seems to be no reasonable doubt.

Cattle have been received lately at Kansas City from

Los Auimos, California. This is interesting, not only as

showing the extent of the Western cattle trade, but also

that they must still be driven farther East to find a market.

From articles and correspondence in the Canadian press

it appears very evident that very little attention has hitbei'to

. been paid to the quality of the stock bred in the Dominion.

Mr. Frankland's letter, published last week, showed this

plainly enough, and he has addressed a second communi-
cation to the Canada Globe, dated Oct. 8, in which he

remarks :
—

" Yesterday I required 30 head to fill up a

shipment that is leaving Quebec on Saturday on the

steamship Brooklyn. I went up to the Toronto Western

Cattle Market at 6 a.m. Some nine car-loads came from

the western part of Ontario, and to get the 30 cattle 1

wanted I was obliged to buy three car-loads, 57 head, to

select only 30. ^Vhy not then have all the proper grade,

and get the benefit of the high prices? The 27 Isft of

course will have to be sold at 3 and 4 cents per lb.,

while the others were worth 8 cents. If the great agri-

cultural interests of this country can be moved in the

right direction, and our industrious farmers only scout the

idea of protection, which is all humbug, depend upon it

we shall be able to take our cattle and sheep to any

markets without fear of comparison or criticism." No
doubt a great deal more can be done by Canada iu the

way of exporting cattle grown on ber owa soil thau she

has yet done, but it will take time. But there is this to

be considered, which is admitted by the Globe, and by Mr,
Fraiikliind, namely, that Canada cannot compete with
the Western States of America in cattle raising, because
the climate necessitates the housing of cattle in winter.

Wherever the laud is good and yet worth next to

nothing in money value, and the climate such as will

enable cattle to be depastured all the year round, that is

the place to grow beef profitably. From carelully

watchini; the trade at this end, and the Canadian press

on the other side, we came to the conclusion some time
ago that the cattle which vvc receive from Caoadian distil-

leries are United States bullocks, and butchers here are

wide enough awake to the difference in value between a

United States bullock fattened on grass and maize and
one fed in Canada on distillery " swill." The bulk of the
remaining exports from Canada are simply United States

bullocks sent via, Canadian ports by Canadian dealers;

and now that the embargo ])laced on the United States

cattle by the Dominion Government has stopped the
supply to the Canadian distilleries and stopped the com-
mercial enterprise of the Canadian dealers and exporters

we find that Canada—after all the tall talk and big

figures which have emanated from her press—has only
what the Globe calls " pony " cattle to send. In other
words, Canadian bred stock are not fit for export. We
may point out, too, that whereas Mr. Franklaud's picked
export cattle were only worth 8 cents (4d.) per lb. of the
dressed carcase, in New York at the same time—as will

be seen in another paragraph—export cattle were worth
5g^d. to 5|d. per lb. of their dressed carcase, both being
waterside quotations. It is of no use for Canadian
papers and Canadian shippers to represent the export
trade as being " over for the year " or " over for the
season ;" it is over, practically, until the British Privy
Council removes our embargo on United Slates stock.

That is the plain English of the matter. Or, it is

possible, and very probable, that the embargo will remain
a sufficiently long time to enable Canada to start afresh

with good cattle of her own breeding. We do not for

one moment suppose that good cattle cannot be bred in

Canada ; all we can say is that they are not there now,
according to trade reports, and that—to use an American-
ism—the sawdust is completely knocked out of the
Canadian export cattle trade bo^e/. Directly Canada n. s

obliged to lay an embargo on United States cattle, to

protect her own export trade, that trade collapsed. The
situation was patent enough. And we expressed the
opinion— see Leader March 17, 1870—that if the Mar-
quis of Lorn, who then talked of being soon able to n-
move the embargo, waited until the United States could
show a clean bill of health, Canadian cattle exporters
would " find their occupation gone," and if he did not
wait until the United States could show a clean bill of
health Canada would be scheduled. The Dominion Go-
vernment ha?., waited, and now evidently intens to wait,

until we have removed our embargo on United Statts

cattle—and Canadian exporters of cattle have found their
occupation gone.

Now that Texas is attracting a little attention as a
desirable place for British emigrants, the following
account of the manner in which the " ranches" are
slocked, and the management of the cattle, taken from
the Chiraijo TrUjtinc, may interest and amuse our reader?

:

—" Wheu the ranch is selected, a strong pen, or ' corral,'

costing from.50 tolOOdols. (£10 8s. 4d."to Jb20 IGs. 8d.)
;

a house built of logs, at a cost of from 15 to 50 dollars

(£3 2s. Gd. to £10 8s. 4d.) ; or a tent worth from 10 to
20 dollars (£2 lOs. 8d. to £4 Ss. 4d.) ; an outfit of
cooking utensils, worth 7 dollars (£1 Os. 2d.); pallets

or buflfalo-robes and blanket, worth from 5 to 15 dollaia

(£1 Os. lOd. to £3 23. G.I.) ; and Uvo or three Texas
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ponie?, averaging 25 dollars eanli (£5 4s. 2d.), to eacli

man, complete ihe permanent investment. This will

answer for a ranch numbering 1,000 head of stock, and

two men— all that are required to attend the cattle. In

stocldng a ranch, it is usual to purchase as near as possible

equal numbers of yearlings, two-year-olds, and cows with

calves—the exception being, that the sharp, shrewd

dealer will invest in the kind that he conceives to be the

most profitable at the time, and that which will be the

most likely to yield the quickest return. Where the

owner of a ranch places his stock in charge of another

person, called a herdsman, the fourth of the increase, or

every fourth calf, becomes the property of the herdsraan

for his compensation in caring for, watching over, and

attending the cattle. This small division of the profits

i^ the entire expense of the owner. The herdsman pays

all other expenditures, including salt, branding, herding,

gathering, and help. The heljis, or ' cow-hoys' as they

are more familiarly termed, receive from 15 to 25 dollars

(£3 2s. 6d. to £5'4s. 2d.) per month, and board, accjrd-

ing to their dexterity and ability in handling cattle.

There is no class of people in the world who take more

pride in their calling than these same cuvv-boys. To ride

a broncho and run cattle is their height of enjoyment.

]\[ost of them were born and bred in a bovine atmos-

phere ; and anything outside of a beef-camp to them is

nothing. From the cow-boy's stand-point they have but

one superior ; this supreme being is a cow-man, or the

owner of a bunch of cattle. To attain this exalted

position is their one aim of life. Next to being

deemed first ' class in their calling is to pass

as ' a bad crowd' — to have the reputation of

fearing nothing, nothing that navigates on two legs.

Beeves, and even cows, act upon some known prin-

ciple and are governed by some law of nature ; so an ex-

perienced cow-boy can to some extent anticipate their

movements, and stir himself, or rather his horse, accord-

ingly. But as to calves one might with just the same

confidence predict the point at which a flea on the spring

will alight, as the direction a calf will take whei on the

run. I have over and over again seen them leave their

mother's side and take across the plain, without; the

slightest provocation. Then, of course, it is necessary to

bring them back ; and it is really amusing when this

task" falls to the lot of a 'long-horn.' Of course the

rounding-in of a full-grown animal is a labour of love with

a cow-boy, but the bringing back of an errant calf is any-

thing else. Away goes the calf, with the cow-boy at its

heels. Of course the little creature is soon overtaken,

and, after a countless number of turns and dodges, is

headLd in the right direction. Now the cow-boy will

teach Mr. Calf not to try this again ; so he runs it for

dear life in the direction of the herd. Here they come at

full speed, till the refractory animal is within ton feet of

its mother, when it is almost certain to double, and, ere

' longhorn ' can check the speed of his horse, the calf is

at least 200 yards on the back track. Now, it hurts the

accomplished" cow-boy's pride to hear the balance of the

outfit laughing at his defeat ; so he uncoils his lasso from

ihe horn of his saddle, and starts off again at full speed,

determined to rope the calf and bring it in nolois volcns.

We learn from the pages of a contemporary that the

French Minister of Agriculture has obtained from the

Chambers a special credit of 30,000 francs, for the pur-

pose of procuring fresh stock for the national vacherie at

Corbon. M. de Sainte Marie, honorary Director of

Agriculture, has n-ow received a commission to proceed to

England to purchase there, with the grant, some pure-

bred Shorthorn bulls. It will be remembered that to

M. de Sainte-Marie was entrusted the first purchase^of

Shorthorn stock from England for the Pin vacherie, the

introduction of vvhick has done much to improve the

I'reuuh breeds..

" Colour in Shorthorns" is made the subject of an ex-

cellent letter to the October number of the National Livn

titocl; Journal (Chicago), signed " G. E. M.," presumably
by Professor Morrow, and the very practical suggestions

made therein cannot fail to be of interest to

our readers. We therefore give it in full as follows :

—

" I have considered the prevalence of the fashion ia

favour of the solid red colour in Sh irthorns in ^his

couatry as a matter of comparative indifference—a thin<

to be regretted, perhiips, but of no great consequence.

Since I have seen the Shorthorns of Great Britain, I mn t

conclude that this fashion or 'mania' has really hem
decidedly injurious. I do not know why it is so— do not

see why the cobur of the hair should atf.ct other qualities
;

but it certainly is true that, in a majority of cases, under

my observation, the red Shorthorns not only have a

shorter, harsher, often thinner coat of hair, but that they

are not such good handlers as the roans, for instance. I

had found this true in quite a number of cases in America
;

but have been much more impressed with the fact re-

cently. The great mass of British Siiorthorus are roans,

these often quite light roans ; nest to the roans, I believe

the whites would come ; then red and white, with the reds

last. I have taken the troubls to notice the catalogues of

the Kilburn and the Perth shows, and find that, of 76
bulls entered at Kdburu, 49 were roans, 14 white, 10 red

and white, and 3 red ; of 00 cows and heifers, 66 were

roan, II red and white, 8 white, and 5 red. For the

Perth Show 47 bulls were entered, of which 31 were roan,

9 white, 3 red and white, and 3 red ; of 43 females, 29
were roan, 6 red and white, 6 red, and 4 white. Thus of

a total of 256 Shorthorns, thought tit for entry at the two
leading fairs of the kingdom, 175 were roans, and 20 were

reds. Some of the reds were, perhaps, as good as those

of any other colour ; but the same mast be said of the

whites—a colour peculiarly objectionable in the United

States. I do not remember to have seen a solid red bull

in use in auy of the herds I visited. At Wetherby, Col.

Gunter is using a roan Duke bull —a youn'.;er Dake is

nearly all red. Lord Fitzhardinge has one roan and one

red and white. At the famous Warlaby Booth herd a

roan bull is in use ; and a pure white bull was shown me.

In each herd I found a considerable number of white cows

and heifers, and frequently they were among the very best.

Now, where red was so obviously not the natural pre-

vailing colour of a breed, the effort to make it so to the

extent that we now find it to be among many United

States herds, could only have been successfid by making
colour one of the most important, if not decidedly the mo^fc

important, point in selecting breeding animils. Lievii-

a'lly other and more important qualities must have been,

to some extent, sacrificed in many cases. Addmg any

unimportant characteristic to the number which must be

bred for in any breed is a misfortune. No one will claiia

that red Shorthorns are better than those of other

colours ; hence, at the very best that can be said for the

fashion, it has added an unnecessary point to those for

which breeders must work. It is not easy to change such

a fashion as this. A leading American breeder ouce pub-

licly stated that he had sold red bulls at three times the

price at which he would have sold other and equally good

bulls, but of unfashionable colour. Breeders cau hardly be

asked to sacritJce profit
;

yet, if leading breeders would
show and use bulls of other colours—as indeed some
deserve credit for doing— I believe the gen-eral public cou'd

soon be educated so as to regard other and more substai:-

tial merits as worth morj attention than the colour of ihe

hair."

The tribe of pure-bred Shorthorns known as the

Henick Red Roses is thus spoken of by a contemporary :

"Taere is a tribe of cattle rapidly multiplied from one

cow, and now so quickly iuureasiag in number, lluit, as a,
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' fancy ' trib", it hus over-met tlie Jcmanil, and is already

in the hands of men who iire not' fanciers,' hut praelieal

bret-ders who can atYord to pay a fairly hijzh prii'c for a

really good animal. This power of increase is what all

good trihes of Shorthorns really siinnld have. If they do

not multiply themselves out of Aishion, they should be

rt-jocted for their inferior fecundity. Who would give a

fancy price for wheat which cculd only produce something

like grain (or grain, however high the qualily of the

grain ^ There is one point, however, that must always

have due prouiiuence. If il be true, as we assume it to

be, that the highest qualities of the Shorthorn are con-

centrated, so to sp;:ak, by in-and-in breeding, and that

in-and-in breeding is opposed to liberal fecundity, must

we not be prepared to sacrifice something of generative

power for the sake of enhanced excellence? It may be

80, but only to a limited extent. We must not sufTcr the

reproductive powers to be impaired beyond recall. A
family iu-bred for the purpose of coocentratioa may show
declining fertility. This should serve as a warning. It

is Nature's cry of ' Hold, enough !
' Disregarded, Nature

will have her revenge, if not, as is probable, in extinc-

tion or personal degeneracy of the family, at least by

imposing upon that family the inheritance of diminished

fecuudity, a characteristic transmissible, as readily

as superior personal merit, to indirect descendants.

Thus the failing, having its origin ia one family,

may spread to other families far and wide."

With the tenonr of the extract givea above we entirely

agree, and should be glad to see all the really good tribes

of pure-bred Shorthorns muitij)ly themselves out of
;

fashion, and fall into the hands of practical breeders who
can afford to pay a fairly high price for a really gojd
animal.

The following averages have been made at recent sales

of pure-bred Shorthorn cattle. Mr. A. J. Campbell's

herd at Ballynahoun, County Cork, by Mr. John Thorn-

ton ou October 7 : 23 cows and heifers, £24 Ss. 3d.
;

9 bulls, £16 Os. 8.1. ; and 4 bulls from Mr. Uowning's

herd at Ashlield, £46 149. 6d. Mr. R. Wilstead's

seventeenth annual draft sale at Ballawater, Cork, by Mr.
John Thornton, on October 8 : 40 bulls, £30 16s. ; and
6 heifers, £28 ISs. Messrs. Budding's herd at Panton,

by Mr. John Thornton, on October 15 : 35 animals,

male and female, all ages, £22 Is. 41. Mr. J. M.
Frudd's herd, at Bbxholm Moor, with and without pedi-

gree, by Mr. John Thornton, ou October 16 : 47 animals,

male and female, all ages, £21 9s. 2d. It is stated that

"the difference in value between the pedigree animals

and the 'Lincolnshire red' cattle, without or with only

partial recorded descent, was not sutRcieutly great to

make a separate average necessary." Mr. Allen's herd,

and Jlr. Lyou's herd, at Knighiley Hall, by Messrs.

Lythall and Mansell, o-i October 16 : Mr. Allen's herd,

£51 Is. 7d., Mr. Lyou's herd, £31 15s. 'J J.

Mr. S. P. Foster, Killhow, Carlisle, has lost his Short-

horn cow Graud Duchess of Oxfoid ISch, from an affec-

tion of the heart. Lird Bective bought her as a yearling

at Holker for 1,000 gaioeas, and Mr. Foster gave 2,000
guineas for her two years ago. She has left two bulls at

Killhow.

The influence of a good bull on a herd of common cows
was exemplified at the late Iowa State Show, in which a

"grade" Shorthorn steer had placed on him the following

placard :
—" I am Dan Webster ! My mother is a scrub,

my father is a thoroughbred. I weigh 1,200 lb., and am
a yeirling. I was brought up on skim-milic. I am worth
4 cents per pound. I am here to show what any farmer

(a 1 raise by giving his cows good, wtll-bred compauious.

For these go to master."

The extent to which diseased pigs are to be found in
the Chiciigo mirkets may be gathered from the following
exfriict from the Chicago Tribiow of September 28 :—
'' There was another cond'imnation of diseased meat at

the Slock-Yvrds yesterday. Forty six hogs were con-
demned, all of which were belie,red to have the cholera.

Besides their diseased condition they were emaciated, and
entirely unfit for the market. A leg, ear, and the lining

of the fat of one of the animals were brought to the
Health Department during the day, and were found con-
gested, and Dr. De Wolf was satisfiL-d that cholera had
induced it. It appears that the Stock Yards are infested

by wliat are known as 'scalpers', and they buv up diseased
hosjs because they can buy them cheap, and take them to

slaughter-houses and have tliem dressed for the market.
It is believed that a very small proportion of the diseased
aL;im.ils are detected, however, cojsequently it is im-
possible to estimate the proportion of diseased pork being
sold every day. The Health officers are doing all they
can, but the only consolation pork-eaters have under the
circumstances i» that the condemnations now are not near
as great as tliey were a year ago. The evil can only be
remedied by the condemnation of the unscrupulous
' scalpers,' and the sooner the work is commenced the
better. In the meantime it will be the part of wisdom
on the part of meat consumers to discard pork from their

tables." Some consolation to British consumers of
American " hog products" may be derived from the state-

ment that their diseased animals are lean and emaciated,
for in that case the flesh will not be likely to come to our
markets. Nevertheless, there is still the statement that

many of these diseased animals—presumably such as are

not lean and emaciated—escape detection, and we shall

doubtless have their flesh in our markets. This is not
by any means a comforting thought, for American bacoa
is constantly sold to the British public as home-cured. We
must confess, however, that we have at the preseot time
a large and increasing amount of disease amougst our
own swine ; but there is less danger of it escaping detec-

tion here than there.

The bulletin No. 3 of the American Berkshire Associa-

tion ui'ges on American"^ farmers the desirability of

converting their maize into bacon before exporting it, oa
the ground that it would be a saving of freightage, and
otherwise profitable. This reminds as of the saying
attributed to a Scotch farmer, that he sent his oats to

market in a " Lowt's skin ;" and no doubt the prin'"iple is

a sound one on either side of the Atlantic. There is a
large crop of maize this year in the United States, and
we may reasonably expect increased " hog products " from
the West.

The importation of Canadian horses to the United
States has increased from 214 in 1876 to 6,632 in 1879.

M. de Melon has addressed to the French Academy of
Sciences a communication respecting manures in which he
says :

—
" Manures are only profitable on condition of their

being dissolved in the soil, this process being effected by
atmospheric agencies, and more especially by carbonic
acid, which in the case of phosphates plays the part ful-

filled by the acids employed in the manufacture of super-
phosphates. If then we can submit phosphate of lime to
action, similar to that which it undergoes iu the soil, but
more active, it would be iu a condition most favourable
for assimilation by plants; mixed with farmyard mmure
previous to fenneutatiou it meets this requirement,
but the mauure thus derived would not bear the cost of
transport to any great distance. Marine plants, however,
iich as the sea-weed found on the coasts of Normandy,
Brittany, Spain, Italy, aud Eugland, mixed with pulver-
ised phosphate of lime, and allowed to ferment, wili

produce carbonic acid iu sufficient quaatities. The jaii..
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ture should be formed by successive layers in a shed or

trench, the proportions varying according to the value of

the ])hosphate employed and the amount of moisture con-

tained in the sea-weed. Fermentatic n should be per-

mitted to continue from six weel<s to two months,

according to the temperature of the season. If, after

this lapse of time, the decomposition of the organic matter

is not completed, the compost should be mingled afresh,

whereby is produced a renewed fermentation, which causes

the complete disappearance of the sea-weed. This manure
contains, besides phosphate of lime,uitrogen,mineral salts,

potash, soda, and magnesia."

M. Tirard in the course of his speech at the inauguration

of the new canal in the department of the Drume, toward
the construction of which the French Government voted

£116,000, made the following remarks:—"The con-

sumption of animal food has increased in such proportions

that it is indispensable, in response to its requirements

that waste lands should be put under cultivation. Last

year's imports amounted to 240 million head of cattle,

of which 67 million came from Italy, and 56 million

from Algeria, so that in spite of what is frequently

asserted America does not figure very largely. These
numbers show the insufficiency of the national production,

since prices in place of diminishing are constantly on
the increase. Frightened by this importation some
well-meaning men would impose heavy dues on the

entry of cattle with a view to encouraeing cattle-

rearing at home. But it would not be profitable

to the country at large thus to make scarce a
product of the first necessity. When home production
increases, imports will dirainish. Merchandise persis-

tently seeks those markets where it is sure of being
advantageously placed ; and if required will not be checked
by customs dues. Only the consumer must pay more,
and therefore buys less. It is much preferable, then,

to augment the means of production. Let the lands be
irrigated and covered with herds, and the prosperity of

the South will soon be secured."

A very bad report of the vintage comes from the

district of Orleans, where, it is said that hardly one-
tenth of an ordinary yield will be secured this year; and
the prospect is being still further reduced by frosts. The
quality will not even be middling.

The following description of the agricultural appear-

ance of Southern Germany is taken from a letter by Mr.
J. W. Greeory, LL.D., president of the Illinois University,

to the National Live Stock Journal (Chicago) :
—" At

half-past seven o'clock this morning (xlugust 13), our
train left Munich, and swept out into the great plain in

the midst of which this beautiful city stands. The v/heat

harvest was all finished some days before, and the reapers

were busy in the fields of oats, which for many miles

seemed to occupy most of the ground. Not a fence was
in sight to occupy a single foot of soil ; and the unfenced
breadths would have given the impression of magnificent

farms, had not the innumerable small fields, distinguish-

able by the difTerent crops and colors, and by the corner

stones, told us that we were in the region of small farm-

ing. Throughout Southern Germany the land is so mi-
nutely parcelled out that the farms are often scarcely

larger than our gardens; and in the summer-time the

country looks like an immense piece of patchwork. Small
farms, of course, allow no use of our larger agricultural

machinery, and this morning no sisjht or sound of the

reaping machine greeted eye or ear. In the oat fields

only the scythe, the cradle, and the sickle were seen. The
frequent groups of labourers were composed of old or
middle-aged men, women, and sometimes childi en ; the
young men of the country being gathered by thousands
in the great casernes of the cities, dressed in their smart

uniforms, and using their strength o ily in the daily dri 11.

What a terrible tax do these rulers of Europe
inflict upon the social and industrial progress of their

several countries by compelling the entire body of their

young men to spend from two to six years in the army
and its camps. The same time, and half the money,
spent in their education in high schools, and in the train-

ing of a sufficient number of officers, would give them at

need a more efficient military force, and would leave the

social and industrial relationsofthepeopleundisturbed. . . .

After crossing the Danube, we were soon after making
our way up the long slopes of the Saxon mountain region.

The small farms conlinned, showing everywhere the same
high, garden-like culivation, and the same wealth of pi'o-

ducts. The higher level and higher latitude brought us
back the wheat harvesting, and showed the oats in a green
state. Potato fields also became more abundant. . • •

Most of the draught animals observed were oxen or cows.
The ox is often used single, and, in one case to-day, I

saw a woman ploughing with a single cow harnessed to the

plough. Throughout Italy and Southern Germany oxen are

not yoked as with us, but draw by means of a bar or a

broad strap across the forehead, fastened to the horns. The
horses seem to be kept chiefly for the roads, and for use

in the cities, though one may occasionally see horses with

wagons in the fields drawing in the grain—possibly hired

from the neighbouring city for this special purpose." The
journey was from Munich to Dresden, and the whole
letter is full of interesting remarks from a highly educated

and careful observer.

The Michigan Agricultural Society held their tenth

annual exhibition during the week beginning September

15, at Detroit, on the western banks of Lake Erie—50
years ago a village with less than 2,000 inhabitants, now
a thriving city of 125,000. The Times correspondent in

reporting the show, observes :—The live stock, although

this year perhaps unwisely restricted to exhibitors living

within the State, comprises 500 entries of horses, as many
of cattle, 700 sheep, 200 pigs, and a good many pens of

poultry—Cochins and Bramahs appearing most numerous

but none shown either here or in market in the plump,

good condition which characterizes superior English poul-

try. Horses are classified under nine divisions, as

thoroughbreds, horses of all work, roadsters, gentlemen's

driviHK horses, to road wagon, draught horses, carriage

and bnggy horses, breeder's premiums for roadster and

thoroughbred stallions, breeder's premiums for mares and

geldings, and sweepstakes for stallions, with six of his own
get which brought forward half a dozen competitors. These

classes are subdivided as to age and sex ; £000 is offered

in premiums. Several indiil'erent heavy draught animals

are shown—a description of horses whioh in America
stands in great need of being improved in style and shape,

and which may probably be much amended by crossing

with such useful, active Percherons, as the five year old

shown by Mr. Hiram Walker, of Detroit, winner of 27
first prizes and a Paris gold medal, and just arrived in this

country along with two gray and a black mare of the same
breed. At present, in Detroit and other towns, the rail-

way, coal masters, and manufacturers usually employ horses

of the stamp seen in London omnibuses, aud demur to the

economy of the slower, heavier-limbed sorts. Thorough-

bred and roadster stallions were more numerous, and fully

as good a muster as at an English county show.

In Michigan, as well as in the neighbouring State of

Ohio, there are a considerable number of Shorthorn herds.

Mr. Curtis, of Hillsdale county, and Messrs. Avory and

Murphy, of port Huron, two of the oldest aud most

successful breeders, are not this year represented, but will

doubtless again compete when the lists are open to all

comers. Mr, Brooks, of Brighton, Livingst'^a counfy,
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hri3 descendants of some of tte Shorthorns whidi his

father, njjvvards of 30 years a<jo, silenfed from Mr.

'J'arqiieray's. Fur liiinsiilf and the Siate soeiety 25

animals were selected in England, and several, unfortu-

nately, died on the passage ; some of the remainder were

unfortunate. To make some restitution Mr. Tauqneray

subsequtntly sent Mr. Brooks a young bull and two

Gwyuue heifers. Good bulls, bred in Kcntnrky, usually

by "the late Judge Kenick and Mr. Alexander, have kejjt

up the successes of this early good beginning. Ten ex-

hibitors of pedigree Shorthorns have each half a score

entries, and some smaller herds contribute lesser numbers.

There were 17 competitors for the prizes for the three-year-

old bull. Eor the family group of a bull, cow, and three

of her progeny, there were 11 competitors. The first

premium and the third were awarded to Messrs. George

and T. Phelps, Webster, 'Washtenaw county, who make
also a sweep of many of the class prizes, and stand in

for the first place with their four-year-old bull, Duke of

Hillsdale, by Duke of Wicken, bred by Lord Penrhyn, at

Wicken Paik, Bucks, England. The second prize bull,

Mazurka Duke II., has nmre size and grandeur than his

successful competitor, and is after Mr. Alexander's 23rd

Duke of Airdrie, a Bates tribe, much esteemed both in

England and America. Such facts testify to the determi-

nation and zeal of American agriculturists to improve

(heir cattle and emulate British stock-owners in pro-

ducing profitable, early-matured animals. Without
exception, the breeders of these pedigree Shorthorns

are well satisfied with the business they are doing.

There is a good and growing demand alike for

young bulls and for heifers ; fancy prices are not

often got, but yearling bulls are readily sold

at £25 to £40, and the pick bring more. These sires are

distributed far and wide ; some are carried hundreds of

miles west ; mated with the cattle of the district, they

produce the so-called grades which, at the Michigan and
other shows, and in the stock-yards, constitute an in-

creasing proportion of really good cattle, and which in a

moderately good herd, after two or three dips of the

improved sort, are scarcely distinguishable from it. So
great is the demand for good red or roan young bulls for

the Western States that many graded animals with ouly

two or three crosses are saved. One inforniant tells me
that he could sell car-loads if he had them ; that since he

used good Shorthorn sii'es he has never had any trouble

to dispose of his stock. He never takes them to market;
the dealers hunt him up. He makes quite the top figure;

has cash down and no credit ; and is clearing out both
bullocks and heifers fat at about two-and-a-half years old,

the bullocks averaging 1,3001b. on the hoof, and worth
3 cents to 4 cents per pound. The best of these cattle

will dress 561b. to 581b. to the 1001b. live weight.

Besides Shorthorns and Shorthorn grades, the Detroit

meeting presents good specimens of Ilercfords, Hol-
steiuers, and Channel Islanders. The pure flerefords,

although not Uinking much pretension to milk, are use-

ful, thriving beasts, chiefly descended from English-bred
animals, or those brought from breeders of repute in New
York State, or from Mr. F. W. Stone Guelph, Ontario,

long favourably known as an importer and breeder both
of Shorthorns and Ilerefords. Thellolslein and Channel
Island stocks, although very well adapted for dairy pur-
poses, do not grow big enough or lay on beef quickly and
kindly, nor do they appear to mix satibfactorily with the
indigenous sorts.

Sheep at the Michigan show, as elsewhere in the

States, are not so good as the cattle. The housing of the

flock throughout the severe winter in Canala and various

( f the northern States interferes with their well-doing.

Nowhere in America is mutton in so much demand as

beef; in most markets it is 2d. per pound lower. Sheep

hitherto have been cultivated almost exclusively for their

wool. iVIerinos are greatly in excess of all other breeds.

In Ohio, Michigan, and other Slates English sheep are,

however, beinir tried, and at Detroit there are some good
pens of Cotswolds, Leicesters, and Oxford Dowus. As at

home, the first crosses, produced by mating these improved
sorts either with the indigenous breeds or with merinos,

are particularly good ; but it is difhcult satisfactorily to

proceed further.

Our Canadian Correspondent writes under date

Oct, 10 :— I understand that the secretary of the St.

George's Society here has just made a representation to

the Marquis of Lome re the discreditable emigration

work going on, which is filling (he colony with distressed

Englishmen, and is scandalous. Before I touch further

ou this matter I will speak of the delegate farmers now
in Canada. They are completely under the charge and
tutelage of the officials and interests, as may be scea by
the following from the Globe -.

—
"J. R. Adamson has just returned from a three days'

trip through the County of Kent with the delegates from

the English tenant farmers—D. McCraney, M. PP., to

whose care they had been 'consigned' by the Ontario

Government, having invited Mr. Adamson to assist him.

The delegates expressed themselves as highly delighted

with the country, and with their reception by the people.

They are to-day the guests of the Hon. George Brown at

Bow Park, after which they intend visiting the counties

of Oxford, Waterloo, Perth, Huron, and Bruoe."

The delegates may, or may not, be highly delighted,

but certainly I've never known more glorious fall weather ,

and what with everything provided, every want
anticipated, crack hotels, official and M.P. pilotage,

plenty of good cheer, and runs through the best counties,

the pilgrims ought to be having a good time. It is

matter for speculation whether anybody has told (hem
ague is usually eu ^;<!r)Wff«««re in the County of Kent,

and other districts of the Western Ontario peninsular.

But if they did not hear of that drawback they will feel

it ere long, if they settle there. The prevalence of ague

debarred me from settling there, years ago. Carefully,

however, as the delegates have been dry-nursed, you will

see, from two leading articles I enclose, things seem to be

a little awry. The deputies do not find land so " cheap "

as they had supposed. This was my own experience

when I came out. A correspondent of your journal,
" A. E. W." some time ago told you it was also his.

That this should so often happen implies something
amiss in the representations by which people are drawn
hither. The irnil, having commented on the fact that

young or middle-aged "gentlemen-farmers" from
England do more or less rapidly go to the dogs as

cultivators and individuals in Canada, endeavours to show
that this indisputable fact need not deter the " real

British farmer" from paying 80 dols. an acre, for

"improved''' properties, near railways and markets, and
having good fences, outbuildings and other convenience?,

because such ready-made establishments are not to be had
for asking ; and it tries to inflame the minds of the

delegates by adding that if British farmers shell out

largely for the real agricultural thing, they may possibly

atlaiu to a leading part in country aflairs, and even
become who—knows ?—Members of the Provmciid Legis-

lature ! The organ forgets to explain why if the farms

now to be had are such desirable plums the present

cultivators do not retain them in their own hands, seeing

(hat the labour of more than half a life must have been
expended on them. But some reflections on that point

should, one assumes, impress themselves on the minds of

the visitors, if they are of the right stamp. Supervision,

etc., and escape all drudgery, is building on the quicksand
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If tliis is Ihe sort of doctrine the delegates are receivina;

jroiu their cute mentors I am sincerely sorry for tliera.

A word as to "part payments." Speculatijrs here prefer

to sell to English greenhorns for part cash. " Pries 8,000
dols., only 2,500 dols. down, the rest in yearly instal-

ments secured on mortgage," suits them very well. They
can mentally calculate the time about which the
" improved property " of the aspiring Britisher, who has
undertaiven to teach Canada how to farm " scientifically,"

will be under foreclosure. Here is a sweet paragraph
from a letter in the Montreal Gazette, Sept 1, by Mr.
White, M.P. :—"The magnificent lauds held by the
half-breeds in Manitoba will uot be long in their posses-

sion. They will not sell, they are anxious to retain, but
they are quite willing to mortgage at heavy interest.
' Of course,' said one of the inouey-lenders to me, with a

knowing wink, ' the lands will soon be miue, it is the
same as if they sold." Just so.

And now I will refer to the scandals in full blast in

counection with labsurers' and mechanics' emigration.
Much do I regret that Mr. J. G. Holyoake, who has just

passed throHgh Canada en route for Chicago, had not
time to stop, as the working-men desired, for they would
soon have put him in possession of the facts. Indeed, I

think some of the Ottawa working-men had opportunities

to talk with him, for v^heu Mr. Holyoake saw Sir John
Macdonald, he insisted on more practical information
than the officials supply. He wanted to learn the
particular districts in which particular labour is needed,
also the character and nationality of the labour emigrants
would have to compete with, the state of the labour
market, and the rate of the wages, with, above all, their
purchasing value. Mr. Holyoake claims that the most
convincing argument to the prospective emigrant is to
show him that he can purchase more of the necessaries
of life in Canada for 5 dols. than in England with its

equivalent, a sovereign. Mr. Holyoake in these things
hits tlie nail right on the head. Of course Sir John said
he'd take every point " iuto consideration." But there is

not the ghost of a chance of any result. It's one thing
to say there is room for " any amount " of labour, quite
another to specify where and at what business it is

required. Emigration professionals love generalities and
hate details, and if they did not they would find it a hard
matter to show wherein 5 dols. in Canada would avail

more than £1 in England. The expenses of living in
the two countries are about equal. Some few things are
cheaper heie ; rent, fuel, clothes, and nearly all small
articles are higher. But opportunities of work are less

in Canada, owing to the long and severe winter. If

delegates would come in the winter instead of in the fall,

they would find 50 per cent, of the workiug-men without
employment. Moreover the working-mau in Canada
has nothing like the trade oiganization oi- political power
he has in England. He is in a condiiiun of complete
vassalisin, Laving more servile toil, less rational enjoy-

ment, fewer privileges, and less influence than h\& confrere

in Britain. The last steamer or two have brought out

some 600 emigrants from Britain, just at the eve of our
protracted and severe winter. What will become of

them I cannot conjecture. It is monstrous that the

Dominion Government should persist iu keeping agents at

work on your side, and iu giving; assisted passages. Read
the following from the *SY. Catherine's (Ontario)

Journal -.
—

On Thursday evening two men arrived here by the Great
Western Railway, entirely destiiute. Thpy were provided
with lodgings, and next morning with brenk'a^t. Tliey said

that they were enjiue-driver» by treide, and liad been assisted

out to this country by the Goverunient. Being consigned to

Donaldson, in Toronto, he 8liii)ped them to St. Catharines,
wnd, on arrival here, wiilout a penny in their pockets, asked
Mayor Cailisle for a pass to Butfalo. Here whs a case in

which ennigritnts were brought cut all tlift way froiri England
at, Government expense simply to swell the population of the

Uiii'ed States— for that's what it amounted to in the end.

Mayor Carlisle positively 'reiu<ed to give tlieni a pass, and, if

they went to the States, most ILkely they had to take '' Shanks's
mare " for it.

Matters must be getting very bad when such para-

graphs appear in even Government o;gans, and when a

St. George's official sends a protest to the Marquis of

Lome. The " Donaldson" referrei to is the Ontario

agent at Toronto. They keep the poor emigrant dupes

in the sheds a few hours, and then pack them off right

and left—anywhere, careless what becomes of them.
Then they put a paragraph in ttie papers to the effect

that " all the emigrants who arrived by the last .steamer

were provided for a few hours after their arrival," or else

they phrase it
—" were dispatched to various parts of the

Province." The Toronto 6^/oie remarks :
—

"Apparently

for the purpose of benefiting the steamship owners assist-

ance is being given, not only to agricultural emigrants, of

whom we were likely to get all we wanted, but also ' to

other persons intending to follow the occupation of farm-

ing.' These are the very terms of the advertisement

issued in England. The door could hardly be opened

wider, and, if the Journal thinks its warnings are likely

to be attended to until Sir Hugh Allan is recouped for his

Pacific Scandal expenditure, it will find itself a very dis-

appointed organ."

I look on these proceedings as positively criminal. But
it is no good asking the English press to expose the true

state of affairs. They think more of their shipping

advertisements than of their countrymen, and will uot

otfend the agents. The Mayor of Ottawa, the legislative

capital, has this year given 1,500 passes to poor people!

The Hon. A. Mackenzie, M.P., speaking at Woodstock
this week, referred to the fact that in the Maritime Pro-

vinces every vessel bound for American ports is carrying

away our people—unable to make a living in their own
country. The Globe of yesterday says 145 people, with

seven car-loads of freight, left Ottawa and Broekville on

Wednesday for Dacoiah, U. S., while never before in the

history of St. John and Halifax were people leaving in

such numbers for American territory. In fact Dicotah

is likely soon to he the most Canadian State of the Union.

This is a fine illustration of Lord Beaconsfield's recent

statements, of which, by the way, we have just got the

full text. The Montreal Herald pronounces the speech
" a little more awfully funny than the telegraphic sum-
mary.'' The statement that labourers in Canada get

from 123. to 16s. a day is amazing, as is the intimation

that every ''honest" applicant receives IGO acres of land

in the N. West, and you can buy another 160 at 1 dol.

an acre. He only gets 80 free, and can only buy 80

more at 2 dols. 50 cts. an acre in belts B & C, 2 dols.

iu belt D, and 1 dol. in belt E, the latter 6i) to 110
miles from railways. In belt A there is no free

land. It is all s"ld at 6 dols. an acre. As regards
" honesty " and " character," the G )verument would sell

to Asmodeus himself. Iu fact, to draw settlers out to

make traffic for the railwav so rashly undertaken, an Act

has been pas ed, called " The Runaway Debtors Eucour-

agement Act," exempting from seizure the property of

people who can mauage to get there. The New York
World suggests that our ("anadiau Mephistophiles hum-
bugged Earl Beaconsfield into " making hinaself ridiculous

in the eyes of the peo))le of two continents " because that

statesman refused him a loan or guarantee. The
Customs House retuins shovv 350 families left Manitoba
last year for Minnesota.

Terrible prairie fires have just caused very great and

wide-spread destruction in Manitoba. This is a heavy

calamity incidental to the treeless aud brush and herbage-

covcTed plains of the wilderness there.
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AOI^TCULTLTRE TX CALIb^OllNIA.

Ir. ] ; Berwick writes from Carmel Valley, Califoruia

he '^^/iics :
—

lio»i^ i your corre-spondents who are eontri'inting to the

tio» '

' the aeticultural problem throuorii ths Times appear

I'isiil- as an aiium that agriculture iu America is a lucra-

b»si>iess.

!aviug rps'ded in California as a practical farmer ^or fonr-

ye-irs, I have liad some insif^ht into the busines", and 1 can

idently assure Euglisli agriculturists that, at preseut prices

iroducf, farming is entirely unremunerative.

ents are propurtionatply as hi^h as in Engl'ind, On the

aas plains oue-third of the crop, sacked and delivered at

warehouse, is an ordinary rental. Taxes are liieher than

luglaiid. One and a half per cent, on capital, in anv and

hapes, is the yearly levy, in addition to enormously heavy

rect taxes and road and poll taxe', Watclies, guns, hens,

ng machines, pianos, and pigs all find their allotted place

he assessor's blanks.

abot'irers still obtain excessively liigh wa^es—20 dols. to

Jols. per mouth and board. This may appear as tliough

forma were still the working man's paradise. The fact is

, like other liigh-priced commodities, as little labour as

ibie is employed, and the high wage lor one month in six

res to the State an abundance of "tramps" the greater

of the year.

hen, if you in England suffer from floods, we are more
inuously plagued by drought. Scarcely one season in lour

•e get sufficient rainfall to insure a general crop. On the

t plain of the San Joaquin (on* of onr most extensive

lat-growing regions) there were large tracts wiiere not 4 in.

ain fell the entire season. But 7J in. fell in tiiis favoured

I
of what is called the fog belt. Even when rain is abun-

, as in 1878, there is danger of an almost entire failure

lie wheat ciop from tust, which in that year ate up a crop

nbounded promise.

a meet these contingencies and calls on the purse some
f articles of produce now sell as follows, per centals from

hands : Barley, 45c. (including sack, which costs the

er from 9c. to I'Jc.) ; beans, 70e, ; butter, 16 dols. ; hogs,

foot, 2 dols. 25c. ; beef, " dressed," 4 dols. ; wheat,

1. 40c.

he msjority of farmers in the southern portion of this

e are virtually insolsent, and are " carried " from year to

by the storekeeper, who sends his agent to the harvest

aud stencils the sacks of grain with his brand aa they

e from the thrasht-r.

Inglish farmers, hoping to escape from the ills they know
emigrating, will find themselves environed here by others

dream not of.

KOYAL VETERINARY COLLEGE.
le u«ual quarterly meeting of the General Purposes Com*
ee was held in the Boaid Room ol the College on Tuesday,
ober 14th.

the motion of Sir James Tyler, seconded by Mr. Harpl^y,

Paul Hunter was unanimously elected chairman ol the

imittee lor the next year, and a cordial vote of thanks was
accorded to the late chsirman, Mr. G. D. Whatman, for

higiily efBcient manner fn which he had filled the position

upwards of four years. The sccountant read the qaarterly

eraent of receipts and expenditure, after which the names
7 new subscribers were submitted to the meeting and
ared elected. The Principal's quarterly report was read,

ri which it appeared that 30 freshmen had entered on their

ies at the bfginning of the present term, that the

eap Practice," instituted last spring, had been continued

ng the vacation with satisfactory results ; also that during

past three months lt)7 horset, 12 dogs, and four lambs

been admitted into the lolkmary for treatment. It was
her reported that several visits of inspection had been

ertaken on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society, in

sequence of the existence of disease among cattle. Mr. E.

have was, sunject to the approval of the Governors of the

ege, appointed to the post of Assistant Demonstrator of

itomy rendered vacant by the resignation of Mr. E. L.

son. It was ordered that a glass roof be erected over that

of the College premises wiiero the " Cheap Practice "
is

ied on, for the puriiose of affordiag the necessary shelter.

A CIllCl'LAR SAW GUAlin.— Circular -.aws are the

causes ot more accidents tiian thrashing machines, and while

an Vet of Parliament orders that guards slull be used with

thr.rhhiiig machiue^, nothinw, until recently, has been done to

render the use of circular saws tree from danger. We are

glad therefore, to see the announcement of an iuveniion by

Mr. J. B. Lakeman, one of Her MHJe>t)'a Inspectors of

Factories. The guard is manufactured and sold by Jlessrs.

R'chard Garrett and S,ms, of Leiston Works, Suffolk. As
we have not yet had an opportunity of seeing this useful

invention, we quote from our contemporary Iron a description
of its claims to safely lor those whn work with it. " From a
lengthened experience of the many severe and fatal accidents
arising from circular saws, Mr. Lakeman frequently suggested
a fence, but was too ofien told that his ideas were Utopian.
But upon representing the case to Messrs. Richard Garrett
and Sons, of the Lf-iston Works, Suffolk, they generously set;

to work to perfect Mr. Lakc.nan's ideas, and have thus pro-
duced an effectual guard against accidents from circular saws.
If we look to the numerous saw milis in the east ol London,
we find saws at work from the largest to the smallest size;
benclies are fixed in coull led spaces; operatives employed at
full speed all day long. We know that untrained labour is

often exposed to risks from unfenced machiaery, and in no
case is the risk greater than from these saws. A few of the
causes of accidents may be cited. The flying of timber from
under the saw (fatnl results are known to have arisen from
thi>) ; the r^'coiliug of timber, whereby workers are struck iu
the bowels (fata! accidents have been caused hereby) ; a knot
or extraneous substance hidJeu in the wood has flown out and
cut sawyers' heals open ; falling across blade of saw ; slipping
in sawdust, and iu recovering one's balance the worker finds
himself maimed as to his arm or hand ; and, lastly, we have
only to visit these places where many workers will testify to
the dangers of their occipations, as evidenced by the loss of
fingers, hands or arms. We have already observed that the
guard is not patented, the inventiou being placed freely open
to the world by Mr. Likema i. Tiie makers, Messrs Richard
Garrett and Sjns, say they are believers in free trade, and can
supply the guards at such prices, to users of circular saws only,
as would exclude their being made by others. The merits of
the guaid are as follows :

—

(a) No one can fall on the saw
; (//)

The Sawdust is prevented from 11) ing into the sawyer's faco
and eyes, a frequent source of danger

;
(c) The sawyer cannot

reach with his hand over the blade of the saw (arms have
been cut cfT by the catching of smock, or shirt, sleeves in the
teeth of saws)

;
{d) The wood is prevented from '

j imping
*

and striking the sawyer
;

(e) The end of tlie plates of the
guard being extended beyond the radius of the saw, and
horizontal to the bench, men cannot easily place their hands
close to teeth of saw. Messrs. Garrett have written to Mr.
Likeman as follows:—We certainly live in no fear of losing
ovr sawyers now, since they plainly tell us thr.y will never use
an un jrotected saw again ; this is coufirmaiory and encourag-
ing. It will doubtless prove highly gratifying to Mr. Lakeman—

; nd, in fact, to all others who are solicitous for the welfare
of the operatives whose lives are in their own hands—to find
that his endeavours to meet a real necessity prove euccessfoi.
The invention is ingenious, and the spirit iu which it is placed
before the public most praiseworthy."

WEST SUFFOLK FARMERS' DEFENCE ASSOCIA

-

TIOiV,—The annual meeting of this association was held oa
October 2Cnd, at the Angel Hotel, Bury St. Edmund's, the
President (B. B. Hiinter Rodwell, Esq

, Q.C., M.P.) in the
chair. The Ccmsultation Committee, in their report, expressed
their satisfaction in stating tliat during the past year there h*d
beeu no neccsity for action on tlie part of the association, and
their hope that this state of things might continue. Mr.
Henry Stanley having resigned the office of vice-chairman, oa
account of the pressure of his business engagements, Mr. W.
I\lanfield was appointed to that post, and a cordial vote of
thanks was given to Jlr. Stanley for his past services, which
were especially valuable at the time the association was called
into existence. The annual meeting cf the East Anglian
Farmers' Central Board of Consultation was held on the same
day at Bury St. Edmund's. Mr. Hunter Rowell in the chair

;
the business was purely forraai.

A A
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POTATO CULTIVATION.
By SiHELF.Y HiEBERD.

Potato cultivatioji has obtained cor>sideral>^*^

attention of lato, and I note that many person^
who write on tlie subject, iniss tlie mark of

thorough nsefuhiess, owing to tlioir limited ex-

I^erience. With your perm'ssion,I will endeavour
to sum up in the fewest possible words, the con-
clusions arrived at after a practice of nearly thirty

years in the cultivation of this useful root.

I will premise by saying that I have grown
some hundreds of varieties on good and bad soils,

and by niethods so dissimilar as to constitute

extreme tests of the merits of sorts as well as the
relations of conditions to results.

Th? potato ro(|uires for its perfect development
a dry, fertile, and mellow soil, free from large

stones, and fully exposed to the light and the
smi during all the daylight hours. The beautiful

samples that are seen in ^vi-nning collections at

exhibitions are the produce, generally speaking,
of soils that are of a clean pulverulent texture,

and which, while they afford abundant nutriment
to the plant, permit the tubers to expand equally
in all directions, so that they attain their full size

and natur-al shape quickly and without encoun-
tering obstructions that would mar their beauty.
In a lumpy or strong soil the tubers are neces-
sarily misshapen through the impediments to luii-

form expansion. In a pasty loam or stiff clay

the resistance to expansion is equalized, and the
uniform compression co-operating with excess of

moisture in such soils produces tubers that have
the con'sistence of putty, and to the educated
lialate are simjjly ixneatable. Hence the self-

same sort, however good initiallyj may be hand-
some and eatable when grown on a light, friable,

warm, dry soil, but when taken from a stiff clay
or badly worked loam, will be more or less de-
formed, and such as to be unfit for any
respectable table so far as regaixls high quality.

The potato, though peculiar and capricious in

constitvition, is nevertheless a veiy accommoda-
ting plant. Hence it may be gro"wn with some
degree of success, depending of course on the
nature of the season, on any kind of soil that
will produce a mere blade of grass. I have many
times lifted crops of fifteen t-o twenty tons per
acre from low-lying nndrained clay land, where
in such seasons as 1860 or 187D, the sets would
rot in the soil without starting, or at the very best

would produce a crop that would not pay for lift-

ing. I -have seen excellent crops of smallish
potatoes grown on diy mining " tips" in South
Wales where the rubbish appea,red too poor to

produce the meanest weed. I have in this disas-

trous season, during the months of July and
August, eaten themostdelicious Ash- leaf Kidney
potatoes grown in districts of Lancashire, West-
moreland, and Cumberland, where the rainfall

averages from GO to 100 inches, but whei'e there
i.s no lodgment of water in the soil, and no ex-
tremes of heat and cold occur to affect the health
of this succulent and sensitive plant. Perfect
drainage seems to be the very first requisite to

success. From the moment the plant becomes
sjfaterlogged, it has received its death blow ; but

^nven suPilcient depth of soil, ar.d full exposufi
to the daylight with fr^e escape of every d^op o
moisture the plant does not require, and a fai

crop commensurate with the conditions n'' y b
looked for in a season fairly favourable tc' vege
tation. There is probably no plant in culti atioi

that can equal the potato in scraping money ou
of sheer sand, or shale, or starving chalk an<

limestone. It is hardier than is commonly sup
posed,as witness the esteem in which it is heldii

many high latitudes where cereals never o

but rarely ripen. When all the circimistance

favour the plant, it yields a greater gross weigh
of wholesome food than any other known plan

of temperate regions.

In the selection of sorts the points of utmos
importance are to secure relative immunity fron

disease and good table quality. Mere deai

weight of crop is of far less conseqtxence thai

comparative certainty and indisputable goodness
It must be confessed that many people prefe

bad potatoes—that is to say, close textured
waxy, watery things that have an earthy taste-

and we mtist keep the bad sorts in cultivation t

suit them. My own idea of a good sort incltides

in addition to healthiness and productiveness

beauty of form and white flesh, of a dry meall
texture and delicate nutty flavour. With th
exception that the flesh is yellowish, the oL
Ash-leaf Kidney is in every respect the bes

potato known, but it is not sufficient because i

cannot be kept so long as old potatoes are re

quired, and it is not sufficiently productive
When well grown there is no sort that can sui

pass in quality Hooper's Covent Garden Perfe(

tion (alias King of the Kidnies). This should b
planted in the best potato land in rows not les

than three feet ai^art, and winter greens may b
run in between to economise the inter-spaces

For general usefulness, as adapted toresistdiseasc
there is nothing to equal Sutton's IMagnur
Bontim, which should be planted in rows notles'

that four feet apart, and will pay better on stron

land at five feet than at any less distance. Thes
two ^orts wei'e first proved on my trial ground
and Mr. Martin Sutton saw me lift stools of liv

to seven pottnds in the first year of growing ; an
in the second year I had stools of nine potmd
after the chats were sorted out. I mention thes

weights to show that there is nothing lost b
allowing ample space to sorts that are worth it

We may say, indeed, in such a case, that " di{

tance lends enchantment to the view," for ther
is some enchantment in seeing handsome pota

toes tttmble out of the soil by tons instead of b
oinices. In this disastrous season Magnttr.

Bonum has justified its name in all parts of th

coimtry.
The following sorts are worthy of attention as

in a considerable degree, disease-proof, and o

excellent table quality :—Early Ashleaf, Earb
Vermont, Snowflake, Union, Pioneer, School
master, Forty-fold, Peerless, Devonshire Kidney
Birmingham Prizetaker, Porter's Excelsior

Red-skin Flourball, Climax, Late Rose. Icouh
name about fifty more; but a lew of the mos
trustworthy are, in this connection, of greate

importance than a list of such as a potato faneie:
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would i-Lquire. The merits of the Enrly Ashloaf
are well-known, and where only one sort is grown
for household uso it sliou d liave the preference,

because of its higli quality and the snuill amount
of space reijui'-ed for growing it.

A writer of high repute has said that seed
selected from diseased stocks produce, clean crops

in good seasons. It is perfectly true. I have
grown many clean crops from foul seed, but I am
bound to say that it is bad i)r,ictice. The fact is,

when the summer is thorougld}^ favourable to

the plant, the fungus that often decimates it has
no chance. The conditions that favour the higher
kimls ot vegetation are deadly to the fungi and
other plant parasites. On the other hand, the
conditions that favour lower organisms debili-

tate the plants they feed on and increase their

untitaess to battle with their euemies. Our
business as cultivators is, not to invent risks and
speculate on escaping them, but to adopt all pos-

sible precautions against failure. Like begets
like ; therefore sound seed of the best quality
should be carefully saved, however great may be
the temptation to trust to sets that are evidently
tainted. Ripe whole tubers of middling size,

say from four to six ounces, are to be preferred
;

these should be fully exposed to the light to

render them green and hard and promote tli ir

keeping. When planting time is near the seed
should be spread out in full daylight and be

sjiecial means must be taken to protect them.
We have a good losson in respect of the necessity
for sheltering early crojjs in the system followed
in the sea coast lands of Lancashire, where Ash-
leaf Kidnies are superbly grown, and ridges cf
rushes and reeds are employed to break the
force of the wind and screen oti" the frosts that
are to be looked for up to the end of May. In one
of my gardens, exposed to the full blast of the
east wind across the valley of the Lea, I have
warded offspring frosts by growing peas in lines

alternately with about half-a-dozen- rows of yarly
potatoes. The peas are s )wn early, and staked
;is soon as they push through, and while tliej^ are
themselves growing into money, they form a
most effectual screen against those morning,
frosts of brief duration that so frequently destroy
the hopes of the season at the very outset.

As to the manner of planting, it must be de-
termined by the nature of the soil. On light dry
land, the sets may be put into trenches six inches
deep, but on heavy laud they should not be put
into trenches at all. They should be grown
above the level, not below it. The land being well
prepared the sets should be laid on the level and
be covered with soil from between the rows. In
due time the ridge thus formed should be addc-d'
to by the process of moulding up luitil in the end
the i)lant will stand high and dry to catch the
sunshine, and the channels between the ridgts

slightly sprinkled with water to promote sprout-
i
will carry away surplus moisture. On this point.

lug, and when the sprouts are half an-inch Ion

and stout and firm, the planting should be pro-
ceeded with. Sets that have made long white
sprouts in the dark are not to be desired ; bvit they
may be used if care is taken not to damage the
white threads. Purchased seed that has been
jn-epared for the market by rubbing oft' tlie

sprou*^s will not give so good a crop as seed that

sprouted but once and lias not to make a second
effort.

The potato fancier prepares his sets by cutting
out all the ej'es save one or two, and the results

justify the trouble. But in farm culture this

cannot be done, and it is not needful when sound
smallish " ware " can be obtained for planting.

The labourer often plants ''c'lats," and large

diseased tubers, and in this way he often ensures
for himself poor results and helps to spread the
disease through the land.

I wish to make an (observation of very great im-
portance. It is the custom every whei'e—a most
injurious custom — to mould up too much and too
suddenly. I have found it possible, in an un-
favourable season, to obliterate a crtjp by mould-
ing up too soon and too high, and yet when the
work was done it looked well to see the green
shaws ridiug on the tops of high ridges. On thr;

same land, the same season, I have hadgood cropa
that were not moul led at alL, and that in many;
instances grew out of tlie ground and beca'ua
green, so that a large proportion was lit for s e H
only. This proves the need of care as regards
the moulding. But I approve of moulding, be-
cause the tubers are formed above th.e level of
the original planting.

The time to harvest potatoes is as soon as ever
there is a sufficient crop in the ground to pay
fairly well for lifting. The risks are so many

The best time for planting has been much
[

and so. great thoi we must be excused if

debated. It would be a great gain if we could
plant inautunm with advantage, becauseof the ex-

cessive pressiire of work in the spring. But it

is the exception rather than the rule for autumn-
planted potatoes to turn out well. With a mild
winter, a dry spring, and a complete escape from
injury by late spring frosts, autumn-] ilanted crops

may prove satisfaetory exery way. But the best

time to plant is from February to Jlay, and,

generally speaking, the very best time is the first

half of March. The late sorts should be planted
first, because they will not be in haste to push
through into the keen east Avind. Indeed the

order of planting should be graduated inversely,

beginning with the hvtest and ending with the

earliest. In special cases, as a matter of course,

tlic earliest, must be plaiited earliest ; but then

appear to be always in a hurry in potato growing.
Tubers fully grown, though as yet their skins
maybe tender ani.Ltheir tops green, may be lifted
and stored with perfect safety. They will ripen
perfectly in the. store or clamp, and keep as long
as those that rempJin iu, the ground until Um
shaws die down..

Tlii) question will arise, what should be done
in resj)cct of a crop in which the disease has
.'suddenly made its appearance? The proposa's
current under this head are beyomL counting. To
pull up and destroy the shaws is simply a waste
of laboui", because the process brings to a dead
stop the growth of the tubers. I shall propose a
simple course of procedure, the result of many
experiments and observations. In the first placa-
ascertain, by lifting a few, .stools, the general.
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condition of the crop. If it is not seriously

affected, and the weather is not particuhirly bad,

leave it alone until the growth is completed, and
then make the best of things by lifting and sort-

ing, and get rid of all the diseased tubers as

quickly as possible. They can be utilised for pig

food, or for the manufacture of starch. But
when the trial stools lifted are fcnnid to be

seriously diseased, there are two courses open.

If the diseased roots can be instantly disposed of,

it will be well to lift and sort at once. If the

diseased tubers cannot be instantly disposed of,

it will be well to leave the crop untouched, so

that the simple and rapid process of decay niay

result in separating the sheep from the goats. At
the end of the story there will probably be a

servicable bulk of ripe roots '' as clean as a

whistle." This truth must be borne in mind

—

that tubers slightly tainted quickly become black

and worthless if exposed to the atmosphere.

Hence the necessity for a hasty disposal of

diseased potatoes ; moreovev while fresh they are

a, capital food for pigs.

As regards manure for potato land, it should

be remembered that the plant is characterised in

respect of its chemical constitution, by its large

proportions of potash, sulphur, salt, and phos-

phoyus. It follows that alualine and phosphatic

manures a,re particularly adapted to produce p-o-

titablo results. On any and every kind of light

soil that is well drained, farm-yard manure is in-

X iluable. The Yorkshire plan of laying a coat

of long dung in the trenches and putting the sets

thereon, answers admirably, as may be seen by

the Ashleaf potatoes that are sent from the West
Kiding to the London and other markets. On
pasty and heavy lands, the fat stuff known as

•^^ muck " should never be emph^yed, except for

first early crops that are under special culture.

In the held it is like poison, because it holds

moisture, and gorges the plant with more nutri-

ment than it can appropriate, except in a very dry

season. It is better on strong land to plant

potatoes without manure, in fields that were

liberally manured for a coj-nor a fodder crap, to

which the " noble tuber " forms a suitable

rotation. 0.n poor sandy soil, kainit and s,u,per-

phosphateof lime are the cheapest and most

effective fertilizers. On clay land, a dressing of

lime may often prove advantageous, and mag-

iiesian lime, which is generally objectionable, will

anrsvver the purpose, for the potatoes, will soon

take the magnesia out of it. In fact, so, useful to

the pota,to. are alkaline salts, that many of the

m'neral waters that run to waste would be of

incalculable service in dry hot seasons if they

cmid be cheaply employed to irrigate potatoes.

I have said nothing about change of soil and

change of seed, because there is no crop gro.wn

but is advantaged by occasional changes of soil

and seed. It is the first condition of success in

fii-st-clas? rose-growing to be enabled to appro-

jjriate to the purpose from time to. time plots of

land on which roses were never grown before. I

could cite inany instances of potatoes yielding

good crops on the same plots of land for twenty

years in suocession.

governed by excejjtions, anel in potato growing,

as in other mattera, rules represent experience,

and it is a safe and good rule to shift potatoes

about instead of keeping them for any number of

years on the same plots of land.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE,
From Thv ^lark Lane Exjxrcss for the week ending

Ootoher 27-

Dull days attended by a moderate rainfall have
marked the course of the past week, and consider-
\\\cr that the year is now well advanced the

teiuperatare has been rather mild. Satisfactory

progress has been made with hold work, and,

except in the latest districts, the remains of the
long-outstandinof crops have been for the most part

carted in. As the land has never been hnrd this

autumn, there has been no difficulty in ploughing

up clover leys, and during the periods of dry
wenther some little progress has been made with
sowing winter wheat and vetches. Owing to the

persistent continuance of heavy rain until a com-
paratively recent period, the condition in which
the later cereals have been gathered in has been
deplorable, and the loss in crnsequence most
disheartening to airriculturists. Very little of the

wheat which has been stacked is yet fit to thrash,

30 that good seed corn continues sc^a•ce and dear.

A fortnight's dry sunny weather just now would
be a great boon, as the land is still very damp, and

winter sowing promises to be a protracted affair.

Roots have increased but little either in bulk or

quality, and where mancel has been lifted the yield

has resulted in disappointment, while swedes and
t'U-nips fall far short of average crops. The
supplies of Engksh wheat at the country markets

have been on a slightly larger scale, and in some
instances the samples have been in rather better

e>ndition, but as a rule the quality of the offerings

iadioates a natural desire on the part of the farmers

to market inferior produc>^, which is cleared more
easily aud profitably during exciting times, such

aa the trade has recently chanced upon; whereas

the finer qualities, where they exist, can be safely

counted upon to realise the full market value

whenever growers see fit to part with them. After

a season of bitter disappointment with regard to

\ield, it must be some consolation to wheat
growers to find the average price 10s. per qr.

higher than it was last year. Foreign wheat
continues to reach our shores in considerable

quantities, Friday's list of imports showing an

arrival of nearly 70,000 qrs., and with more
disposition on the part of the hclders to realise the

p.qDid upward movement m prices appears to have

b-^eu arrested. The turning point was reached at

the clo,^e of last IN'o.iday's marketi when the

tendency was decidedly in favouv of a reaction,

and in some inatances a slight reduction was neces^

airy in order to effect sales. Now that the excite-

ment has to a great extent abated, the position

can be reviewed more calmly, and allow--

ance made for the perturbation which has

affected the minds of buyers. It mnst
be remembered that at the close of the

Bat the \v:orld. iio nut
|
Ttuxo-luissiau. war, political ap[.rchcut>iou, which
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lind drivou values up to au exorbitant jooiiit, was
elimiuated from those causes that affect the trade,

aod a lonjj period of depression followed, during
which prices slawly but steadily declined until ihe

level of values became alto<i:ether abnormal both
for wheat and maize. lu such an unusual state

of the market it needed but a slight stimulus to

develop an unwonted activity iu the opposite

direction, and this was found in the large deficiency

iu the English crop. Once started, the advance
from au abnormally low range of prices was
necessarily a very rapid one, and the opportunity

was too great for speculators to miss. The
question, however, now arises as to what propor-

tion of the los. perqr. rise which has taken place

can bo maintained when the speculative niuvement
has ceased, and the more legitimate iiiHuences of

supply and demand are once more paramount in

the trade. Taking into consideration the enormous
resourses of Ameiica, and the fact that the present

price of wheat in London is sufficient to attract,

and has attracted, supplies from all the wheat
exporting countries in the world, it appears most
probable that a safe basis for future operations

will be reached when values have receded 5s. to 6s.

per. qr. from the recent highest point. It would
be too much to assert that prices must necessarily

give way to this extent, as the trade closes in a

very sensitive conditioo, and much will depend
upon the action of America, but the opinion is

ueverthelesa offered, albeit with diffidnuce, that a

reduction such as we have indicafed would bring

values to a s\i'cv position. The sales of English
wheat noted last week were 35,017 q s. , at

4'Js. lOd., against 50,434 qrs., at 39s. in the pre-

vious year. The London average for the week
ending October 24ih was 51s. od. on CU6 qrs.

The imports into the United Kingdom for the week
ending Oct^ober 18lh were 1,384,7(JG cwt. of wheat,
and 238,950 cwt. at flour. Last Monday's market
was Will attended by millers and country dealers,

who, however, showed some hesitatiun in following

the advance in prices, so that (he excitement which
culminatgd on the previous Friday was succeeded
by a quieter tone. Opinion wavered a good deal

as to the future course of the trade, the rapidity of

the recent advance in vdues having given rise to

some dis rust, but, although speculators held aloof,

wheat was in fair den and for consumption, the

country millers operating «ith compirative
freedom. English wheat was a<jain in short supjdy
the week's arrivals being only 1,7-!S qrs., but many
of the samples were in better condition, and al-

though buyers did not display muc-h eagerne-s
sales were effected without difficulty at an mi)rove»
ment of 2s. per qr. on the week. Of fartri.n the

arrivals were liberal, in all 71,47G qrs., o( which
quantity 32 496 qrs.. were from American Athuitic

poits, and 17,497 qrs. from Russia. Germany
furnished 9,635 qrs. and Soutli AustraUa 5,716.,

the remainder of the supply corisisting of Indian
and Egyptian produce. A steaiy consumptive
demand was experienced, chiefly for Russian, and
American sorts, at the currencies of the previous

Friday, which indicated an improvement of 3s. per
qr. on the week, but at the close of the market
prices were occasionally slightly easier. The ex-

ports were 1/-*11 (p-s., aga n.-t 1,506 (p-s. in. the

preceding week. There were 1,707 qrs. of iiome-
gniwn barley and 17,921 qrs. of foreign. Malting
descriptions weretirmiy held, the best lutsbiinging
5-Js. to 50s. per qr., while grinding sorts met a
steady demand, and sellers were enabled to estab-
lish an advance of Is. to Is. 6d. p r qr. Maize,
with imports of 19,227 qrs. and exports of 2.184
qrs. found buyers at 3s. per qr. more money than
was obtainable on the previous Monday, owing to
rontinued scarciiy. Tiie arrivals of oats exceeded
71,000 (|is., but ajair amount of activity prevailed
in the trade at an all round advance ol Is. Gd. per
qr. on the week. On Wednesday there was a
fiirther arrival of 40 qrs. of Knglish wiieat and
63,890 qrs. of foreign. A de( ided pause occurred
in the trade, but holders declined to lower their
pretensions, and as thtre were very few buyers at
market little business was done, prices of all articles
remaining nominally unaltered. On Friday the
supply had increased to 340 qrs. of Enghsh and
69.910 qrs of I. reign wheat. The attendance was
scanty, and there were no buyers of wheat except
at a decline of 2s. per qr. on Mondays prices,
which holders were not disposed to submit to

;

consequently very little husirifss was d(nie Maize
was al-o slow, at 29s. i^er 4801b. fur mixed
American. I be imports of flour into the Unted
Kingdom for the week ending Octob r 18th were
238,950 cwt., against 198,872 cwt in the previous
week. Tlie receipts into London were 17,1.33 s^cks
of Enghsh, and 9,246 sacks and 1,794 bar els of
foreign. Both sacks and b;.ri els were Is. to 2s.
dearer at the beginning of the week, but with
diminished activity in the v\heat trade the advai ce
has heen maintained with difficulty. The week's
arrivHls of beans were 83,568 cwt and of peas
41,291 cwt, showing an increase of 50,783 cwt.
on the former, and 26,527 ctvt. on the latter.
Both ai tides have met a fair- inquiry, and last
Monday's advance of Is. to 2s. perqr. has not
checked buyers. The week's deliveries of malt
were 14,865 qrs. and the e.xports 088 qrs. Prices
remain unchauyed, and no alteraiion has taken
place in this branch of the trade. A few new
samples have appeared, but the quantity has
hitherto been insufficient to fix quotations. In-
creased animation has prevailed in the seed trade,
and in consequence of more speculative demand,
together with some Contineotal inquiry, a rise of
5s. to 6s. per cwt. has taken place in the value of
American red doverseed. The limited stocks re-
maining ill th s country have been withdrawn from
sale for the present. For winter tares the tendency
has been against sellers., and tlie smie may be said
of alsike and treloil Iheie were about 3,000
qrs, of new English wliite musiai-dseed at market
on Monday, and some of the best lots were sold to
the mustard makers at 13s., per bushel. The
country markets are now beginning to be more
liberally supplied «iih English wlieat, and recent
reports speak more fiivouidbly of tlie condition of
the ofterings. FolJoning the excitetnent of the-

prev_ous week, a quieter feeling has chai^acterised
provincial, trade, with, if arij thing, an easier,

tendency in prices. At Liverpool, on Tuesday,
the trade was in a very sensitive state owing to the
daily fluctu.tt:ons m. America, and only a limited.
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inquiry was met for wheat at a decline of Id. per

cental on the currencies of the previous Friday.

Flour and feeding stnft's were quiet,, but Fully as

dear, and maize ruled dull at Id. to 2d. per cent.il

deline, notwithstanding the advice of smaller

shipments from America. The week's inifiorts in-

cluded 59,000 qrs. of wheat and 18,000 qrs. of

maize. At Newcastle tlie market has also been

quieter for wheat, the abstention ot buyers havincr

somewhat weakened prices. Maize, hcwever, has

steadily supported hite rates, with a good demand.

At Leeds and Sheffield a slow trade has been ex-

perienced for both English and foreign wheat at

barely previous quotation-*, and the inqjiiy has

been quite of a retad nature. At Edintiurgh, on
Wednesd.iy there was a good supply of grain from

the farmers, and wheat Sild readly at an advance

of 2s. pt-r qr., but there was no alteration in barley.

Millers raised the price of flour 6d. per sack, and
oats and b<-ans were Gd. to Is. per qr. dearer. At
Leith the weather has been favourable for agricul-

tural operations, and good progress has been made
with harvesting in tlie higher districts. Th^e

arrivals h^ve been moderate of all articles except

flour, of which the supply has been liberal, and the

trade has ruled firm f ;r native and foreign wlieat at

an advance of 2s. per qr. Flour has aharsen Is.

per sack, while barley, beans, and maize have found

buyers at Is. per qr. more money.

The following are the reports from Mark L^ne during

the past three weeks :

—

Monday, October 13.

The arrivals dun ig the past week have heen : E'lglish

Whjat, 1,683 qi-s. ;. Foreign, 75,388 qrs. ; Exports, 1,506

qrs.

The supply of English Wheat fresh up to market this

moruing was again very small, but the coiidiiion of the

samples showed a slight improvement. Dry lots found

bu}er8 at an advance of Is. [ler qr. ; but inferior parcels

were neglected. Of foreign the arrivals were large, and

with a fair attendance of millers a steady consumptive de-

mnnd was experienced at last Monday's piices for all ex-

cept the choicest white descriptions which realised Is. per

qr. more money.

Country Flour, 13.247 sacks ; foreign, 6,639 sacks and

760 barrels. Sacks were in moderate request at last

week's full prices, and barrels found buyers at an advance

of 6d. ou the week.

English Barley, 1,129 qs. ; Sotoh, 327 qrs. ; foreign,

1,8,496 qrs. Malting descriptions were luiiy as dear, but

grinding sorts ruled slow at about late rates.

English Oils, 1,027 qrs. Foreign, 99,505 qrs. Ex-

ports, 13 qrs. Although not quotably cheaper, the

tendency of prices was in buyers' fa»onr, as the continui-d

excessive arrivals, from abroad have somewhat weakened

sellers' view.

English Beans, 1,123 qrs. Foreign, 27o qi's. Tliare

was not much, business done, but values ULderwenl no

dcpieciatioii.

Linseed, 7,09.5 qrs. Exports, 983 qrs. Scarce, and

the turnjn sellers' lavonr.

Malt;. English, 14,497 qrs.; Scotch, 1,050 q's. ;

Exports, 1,67,8 qrs. A quiet but steady business was

done at unaltered curreiicits.

Maize, 8 qrs. ; E.xports, 184 qrs. Sound corn on

spot being still very scarce, holders were enabled to

aetabliih au- advance of 6d. per qr., wiih a good iaqujry^

Monday, O.itober 20.

The arrivals during the past week have bepn:- -Eng'.

lish Wheat 1,728 qrs., loreiiin 71,476 qrs., ex|)orts 1,211
qrs. There was again a small supply ot English Wlieat at

market this morning, and fine lots sold slowly at au
advance of 2s. per qr., but it was ditSimlt to obtain bids

for inferior parcels. Of foreign the arrivals were large-

and a quieter tone prevailed after the excitement of last

week. A moderate retail demand was experienced, prin-

cipally for American varieties, at Ss. per qr. over last

Monday's currencies.

Country Flour, 17.133 sacks ; foreign, 9:,24& sacks and
1,794 barrels, li-jth sacks and barrels were in moderate
request at an advance of 2s, on the week. The top price

of town made_ was raised 3s. per sack at the close of last

Monday's marlset, tne present quotation being 50s.

English Barley, 687 qi's. ; Scotch, 1,020 qrs. ; foreign,

17,921 qrs. The tra.le was not very animated,butsellers

succeeded in establishing an advance of Is. to Is. 61. per
qr. on both malting and grinding descrijitions.

Malt, English, 13 594 qrs. ; Scotch, 971 qrs. ; Irish,

300 qrs. E.xports, tl88 qrs. A quiet hut steady demand
at last week's piices. Tuere were a few samples of new
sho.vu this morning.

Maize, 19,227 qrs. Exports, 2,lSi qrs. There has

been considera-ble excitement in this ar.icle during the-

past weeli, and with continued scarcity of good corn on
spot, prices have advauced 3i. per qr. since last Monday.

Eniilish Qdts, 149 qrs. ; Irish, &6 qrs. ; foreign

71,707 qrs. Exports, 763 qrs. A fair amount of animal

tion has prevailed in the trade, and a general improve-

ment of Is. 6d. per qr. has taken place.

English Beans, 6-1 0' qrs. ; foreign, 10,008 qrs. Firm,
and Is. to 2s. per qr. dearer.

Lin«eed 2,238 qrs. Exports, 699 qrs. Still scarce

and the turn against buyers.

Monday. October 27

The arrivals during the past week have been ; English'

Wheat 8,725 qrs. ;. foreign "9 126- qrs.; E.xports 1,45&

qrs. There was again a small supply of Entcli'sh Wheat
at market this morning, and most of the samples were in

very bad condition. In the few sales made, prices favoured

buyers to the extent of Is. to 2.s. per qr. Ot foreign the

arrivals were lerge and the trade ruled dull at a decline of

2s. per qr. ou the week.

Country Flour, 16,777 sacks; foreign, 14,189 sacks^

and 3 880 brls. A weaker fetling prevailed, and with a

lessened demand^ prices gave way 6d. per barrel, and Is,

per sack.

English Barlsy, 2,183 qrs. ; Scotch, 688 q^s. ; foreign.

13 218 qrs. Fine malting sorts were in request, and

fully Is. per qr. dearer, but there was no change in the-

Value of grinding qualities.

Malt: Englibh, 8 277 qrs.; Scotch, 340 qrs.; Irish,

50 qrs. ; Eiports, 219 qrs. la iQyderate request at ufl

altered currencies. There was a slight increase in the

number of samples of new on offer.

Maize, 3'.045 qrs. ; E.\ ports, 2 025 qrs. There was a

fair inquiry at a decline o' 6d. per qr. on the week. Mixed

American tinding buyers at 28s. 6J. per 4S0 Ib^. ex. ship.

Entilish Odts,"F251 qrs ; Scotch, 100 qrs. ; foreign.^

61,733 qrs. Exports, 38 qrs. With liberal supplies,

buyers showed little disposition to purchase, atid holders

had to submit to a slight; reduction in order to etfjct sales. •

English Beans, 739 qcs. ; foreign, 2,978 qrs. In fair

demand and tnily as dear.

Linseed, 9,664 qrs. Exports, 1,142 qrs. Steady, at,

aa advanccjjf 2s. to Ss. per qr.
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other description of Wines at the

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
CAN ALWAYS BE HAD OF

TUXFORD AND CO.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

48, Fenehureh Street London, B.C.

Established 1847.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.
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THE

ROYAL FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE LIFE

AND HAIL INSURANCE OFFIGE.
ESTABLISHED 840

TO INSUEE AGAINST LOSSES BY

FIRE AND HAIL STORMS,
AND TO GRANT

INS URANCES ON L IVES.
DIREOTOKS:

Chairmaa—ALFRED DENISON, Esq., 6, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly.

Depaty-Chairmaa—B. P. SHEARER, Esq., 47, Gloucester-place, Portman Square.

Richard L. Loveland, Esq., 4, Hare Court, Temple.
Johu Reddish, Esq., 9, Highbury New Park.

Major F. Andersou Stebbing, 4, Cleveland Gardens,
Castle Hill, Ealing.

TliCBiaB Henry Bnrroughes, Esq., 16, Lower Berkeley

Street.

"William Glutton, Esq., 7, Clifton Villas, Penge.

A. 3. Duff Filer, Esq., 10, Aberdeen Park, Highbury.

B. 3. Hawker, Esq., 37, Cadogaa Place, Sloane Street

FIRE.—Insurances at moderate rates.

LIFE.—Insurances on equitable terms. Profits divided every five years.

HAIL.—Crops insured against Hail Storms at 5d. per acre.

LOSSES.—Settled promptly and liberally.

AMPLE CAPITAL AND LAEGE EESERYES.
Prospectuses and Reports may be obtained of the Secretary, JOHN SHARP, 3, Norfolk Street, Straad'

ItHddoD, W.C, or of the Agents.

THIRTY-FIRST EDITION.

WARREN'S FARMER'S ACCOUNT
BOOK.

1 1 ICE :—Folio, for Large Farms, 8s. Quarto, for Small Farms, and for Schools Trhere Youtht

are trained for Agricultural Pursuits, 5s.

Also, Folio, with pagea for a Weekly instead of a Daily Labour Account, 7s.

iloystcn: JOHN WARREN. London: SIMPKINS & CO., WHITTAKER & CO., LONGMAN
& CO., and RIDGWAY.

J. C. NESBIT AND SON, Analytical, Agricultural, and Consulting

Chemists (Manager A. Anthony Nesbit, F.C.S., &c.), undertake the analysis

of manures, feeding stuffs, seeds, soils, waters, and all agricultural requisites.

And may be consulted upon the cause of the failure of crops, or any questions

in scientific agriculture. Laboratory: 38, Gracechuxeh Street, E.G. A
list of fees sent on application.
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K^PORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

Bf Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT EOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for efiectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to
the Plocjv, prevetiting the alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and puriiying thia Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Oontributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, "and sold as toUows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0
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THE DEER'S DOMAINS

The Antlered Monarch lool s on a domain the

palace cannot boast of, where he and his subjects,

like some Indians of old, lead a life so void of

care and are so loving also, that they make use

of all things they enjoy in common, and are

thei'ein so compassionate, that rather than one

should stai've through want they would starve all.

The principal forests of the Red Deer are

Derrie Chutt and Derrie Moss, the former ex-

tending over a country fifty miles in length and

thirty miles in breadth, and the latter thirty miles

by twenty miles. Then Athol forest contains

51,708 acres, and Corribah 35,000 acres, &c.

But Kling Hart's tenure of his domain is as un-

certain as all worldly things :

—

" In stormy winds lowest trees are most sure,

And houses safest which are not builded hye
;

Wliereas, high buildings may no tempests endure
Without the be founded sure and steadfastlie."

The twa dogs and the rifle belong to our old

friend Jamie, whom the cap fits, a slytod, who
can hunt wi' the hound and wi' the deer, and be

Wliig or Tory, ^aunt or dinner, as the wind

stands. He is a despiser of breeches, and con-

sequently in no fear of the gude wife usurping

his atithority, but he is man for a' that, who
would take the conceit oitt of many professed

pedestrians over his native heathered hills and
glens. He is as sure-footed as a mountain goat,

in nerve as cool as a cucumber, with an eye of a
hawk, and a hand as steady at that of William
Tell's in his best day. See how he bounds along
like a colt, then creeping on all fours as stealthily

as a cat, and now full length, flat on the ground,,

progressing like a reptile—he brings the rifle to

his shoulder—there is a flash—and before its

sharp twang jars on the ear a bullet is billetted,

and the King of the Forest, with convidsive

spring and head thrown back, " falls, like pedants'

periods, to the ground, very inanimate, and ver

round."

" Better is povertie, though it be hard to bear,

Than is a bye degree in jeopardie and fearc."

There he is civilised with a body guard lying in

state, the ptarmigan an emblem, not of his

having shown the white feather, but purity of

life, fur his subjects all agree that he was a

monarch of the free, as temperate as could be,

and killed by a fellow he did not see.

THE CONDITION OF SCOTTISH TENANTS.

The letter addressed to the Secretary of the
Farmers' Alliance,which we publish herewith, ad-

vocates what may fairly be termed a policy of

pusillanimity on the part of tenant-farmers
;

while, at the same time, it is a very serious in-

dictm ent of tlie landlords of Scotland. We can-

not determine whether its statements are

exaggerated or not : but we had hoped that such
tyrannical persecution for opinion's sake, as is

alleged by the writer to be still rife in Scotland,
was rapidly becoming a thing of the past. We
have recently been informed, indeed, that the
tenants of a noble Duke in Scotland are expected
by the sub-agent to remain un-bonncted while

Old Series,

speaking to him, even in the open air, and that
some of them have been seen on their knees
before this functionary ; but we regarded this as
an exceptional case. The writer of the letter we
are commenting on, however, declares that Scotch
tenants who take part in an agitation for the
reform of unjust laws aflecting agriculture are
marked men, and are liable to be turned out of
their farms ab the expiration of their leases, after

which they find it dillicult to obtain otliar farms
on reasonable terms. Some instances arc given
in the letter to show how tenants who have made
thempclves obnoxious by their political indepen-
dence have been got rid of, and how, by political

B B LXXXVI.—No. 6.
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subserviency, others have had things made
pleasant for them. If these statements are not

exaggerated, and if they are examples of common
practices, as the writer intimates that they are,

such a state of things is a disgrace to the

landlords of Scotland. It is not easy to

• reconcile such allegations with the facts

that every Scotch county member has been
obliged to pledge himself to vote for the

repeal of Hypothec, and nearly every one for

the reform of the Game Laws. If Scottish

farmers have so niuch power over their represen-

tatives—if they are so independent that no can-

didate has a chance of being elected if he does

not bend to their strongest wishes—it is clear

that any attempts that may be made to keep them
in a state of political subserviency are not success-

ful. Are we to assume that Scotch landlords

first " stoop to conquer," and then take their

revenge in the manner described in the letter?

Or is the riddle solved by supposing that only a

few of the tenants of Scotland, men of indepen-

dent means, make themselves prominent in assert-

ing the demands of their class, while the rest

quietly use the power of the suffrage 1 Under the

ballot system this is quite possible ; but Scotlish

farmers shov. ed their political independence

before the ballot was in use at Parliamentary

elections. While, then, we do not for a moment
doubt that the instances cited in the letter

actually occurred, we cannot believe that

political martyrdom is at all common in Scotland.

Unfortunately, Avhen cases do occur they become
widely known, and scare many timid sou's. The
danger of asserting a manly independence is

immensely over-rated by tenants. As a rule, a

man who shows that he will be a man in all senses

of the word secures the respect of landlords as

well as of other people. There will be sycophants

as long as the world lasts, and they will get their

reward. Men who prefer favours to justice go

the best way to work when they truckle to the

prejudices of those who have power to help them.

Bat the man who relies on his own industry and
ability for his livelihood, and who wants no
charity, but only a fair field for the exercise of

his energies, need fear no landlord in Scotland or

elsewhere. AVe are only too painfully aware of

the fact that thousands of tenants in England
have never dared to call the'.r political souls their

own—if they ever had any. They have voted

with their landlords as if their votes were a por-

tion of the rents due for the use of the land they
cultivated, and many instances are on record in

which, when their landlord has " turned his coat,"

their political garments have been also inside out

immediately. But we had hoped that such a

state of degradation was not at all generally to be
attributed to Scotch tenants, and our opinion

on that point is not shaken by the letter before

us. In lingland, too, there are now signs to show
that the farmers are more generally than hereto-

fore asserting their right to political manhood,
and we believe that at the coming election they
will make their great political power felt as it has
never been felt before. Surely there never was
a more inappropriate time for urging a policy of

pusillanimity.

In the letter we are referring to, the Farmers*
Alliance is urged to take up the work of promot-
ing the emigration of farmei's. We hope it will

do nothing of the kind. It is the business of the
Alliance, not to tell farmers how they can run
away to the best advantage, but to help them to
secure a fair chance in this country. That there
are better opportunities for becoming wealthy by
farming in some of our Colonies or the United
States than there are here we do not doubt, and
a farmers' emigration society, if managed by disin-

terested men, would be very useful at a time of de-
pression like the pi-esent. But the Farmers'Alliance
has quite enough work on hand in attempting to
obtain the reform of bad laws afltecting agricul-

ture, without meddling with a business so entirely
ditferent as that of looking after the interests of
farmers who wish to emigrate. If we believed
that such cases of persecution for opinion's sake
as are detailed in the letter of the Haddington-
shire farmer were common, we should say that
there is all the more reason for farmei's to join

the Alliance. If they ai-e oppressed for political

independence now, it is quite certain that by
joining the Alliance in sufficient numbers
they would crush all attempts at such oppres-
sion for the future. There can only be
"marked men " when the champions of indepen-
dence and reform are few and isolated. When
a class determines to have its wrongs righted,

and combines for that purpose, the marking pro-
cess is no longer possible.

There is something so utterly ignominious in

advising British farmers to run away rather than
stand up like Britons for justice, that we are
surprised to find any writer not ashamed to offer

such advice. To recommend a man to emigrate
because farming pays better elsewhere than here
is one thing, and to advise him to emigrate
because he cannot assert his political manhood in

this country is quite another. The boasted
liberty of Britons was not obtained by men who
ran away rather than run a little risk in standing
up for the rights of themselves and their fellow-
countrymen. As we have already observed, too,

timid councils were never so inoppoi'tune as now,
when farms are going begging for tenants, and
when the question of agricultural reform has
become the leading question in home politics. It

is not the time to give up a contest when victoiy
is -fairly in view.

The following letter has been received by the Secretary

of the Farmera' Alliance from a well-known Hadding-
toBshire farmer :

Dear Sir,—It appears to me that it is desirable that

the Alliance should add to its programme the subject of

emigration to the United States of America. I observe

that deputations have already been sent from different

districts of England and Scotland to examine and report

on New Zealand and Canada, and I think that an influen-

tial body like the Alliance could enter into correspondence
with the Government of the United States and obtain

from it much reliable information concerning their terri-

tories, and also send deputations to visit various parts

of the Union. Of course a large sum of money would
be required to do this, but I am inclined to think that

would be got when the advantages of the scheme were
ouce seen, I will feel obliged by your letting me know
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if a motion to add cmigraliun to the programme could

be made at the I'Aiiubnrgh meeting, or at the Ueeembcr

meeting in I/mdoii. I am jjcrluips a little out of order

in alludiug to the matter in a letter to you, but after 25

years' experience of practical farming in Lothian I have

come to see that it is donbtt'nl if it is either the duty or

interest of a farmer wholly depending on agriculture and

wishing to continue in the business to take any part in

agitating for alteration in the existing laud laws. I have

always voted for the Liberal caudidutes, and indeed taken

an active part in canvassing for them in opposition to

the wishes of the owners of the land I farmed, and

would have no hesitation in doing so again, if I con-

scientiously believed it to be my duty, but I am by no

means sure that duty requires me to take any part in

agitating for alterations in existing land laws. The fact

is, that in a county like this (Iliiddiugton), the land-

owners almost to a man have a terrible hatred of tenants

who agitate, whom they call Radicals, and hate also such

institutions as Chambers of A'j;riculture and Alliances,

and if a farmer joins such bodies, he is a marked man,

and his career as an asjricnltiirist is closed as soon as they

can close it by all combining not to let land to him. Mr.
Hope, of Feutonbarns, was a well-known instance of

this. Had he i.ot been wealthy, aud able to purchase

land, he would have had great difficulty in getting

land to farm. A friend of mine in Mid-IiOlliian has to

leave his farm at Martinmas, and I believe very

much, if not entirely, because he voted against the ovvuer

of his farm who is rabidly opposed to change in the land

laws. My friend had succeeded his father in the farm,

aud it had been held by him and his father for 38 years.

lie oflered, even in these bad times, to give the old

rent for another 10 years' lease. The rent had

been screwed up to the utmost farthing he

would pay nineteen years ago, and had been

regularly paid, aud my friend thought he was bold in such

times to oft'er the old rent whi n many in Lothian are

leaving their farms, and paying their creditors a composi-

tion. The proprietor's agents aaked 4s. per acre advance.

The farm liad been kept up in condition to the

end, and as tlie old tenant refused to give any advance, it

was let to a man who votes with the proprietor, and who
has taken two nephews as joint tenants, thus giving the

proprietor, a keen politician, three votes on his side, and

getting the old tenant, a Liberal, out of the county, and

it may be, out of the country I The new tenant has got

the farm on more favourable terms than those on which it

was offered to the old tenant, from being a supporter of

the landowner in his rabid opposition to change

in the land laws. Some people say it never

was intended to give the old tenant a new kase, but he

was treated with only so far as to find out his valuation of

the farm, and so let it to the new tenants at a full rent.

This is all the advantage my friend has got for being a

member of a Chamber of Agriculture and taking part in

agitations for altering existing land laws. I have myself

lefttrto farms much in the same way, both of which were

let to men who vote against change. There are many such

cases in Lothian. Nor is this the only disadvantage.

When a farm has been taken for 10 years at au extreme

rent, the tenant who votes with his landlord will get a

reduction of rent, while the teaant who has voted on the

other side will be made to pay. I know many cases where

tenants have got their rents r^ducad in this way, so that

they are now paying SOs. to 40j. per acre lesj than they

would have had to pay if they had voted in opposition to

the wishes of the owners of their farms. Few people would

believe howraost landowners hate and persecute tenants

who are ' Radicals," as they call them. Now, suppose we

tenants agitate and succeed in obtaining better terms for the

hirers of land, the landowners will let it, not to its who have

done the work, but to our neiirhbmrs who hive opposed

us but retained the good-will of the laulowners. la

these circumstances it seems folly to agil;ito for better

tLM-ms to tenants or the sons of tenants who a-e opposed

to us, but will get a great preference when we ofl'tr for the

same farms.

No landowners can object to tenants trying to get land

in another country, and it seems to me nothing would

bring British statesmen to their senses so quickly as the

fact that a body like tlie Alliance had actually opened

correspondence with the United States Government, and

that a large sura had been subscribed to promote emigra-

tion to the States. The Americans have corn, beef

mutton, pork, &c., in large quantities to sell—but no article

in such quantity as laud—aud of all qualities and climates.

Why should we be fighting about terms for improviua;

the exhausted lands of Britain, with the fresh and almost

inexhaustible prairies of America open ti us, and every-

day more accessible ? Would Mr. Parnell not do better to

try and take the Irish farmers to farms of their own, got oa

very favourable terms from the American Government,

than to shed blood for the sake of poor land in a wretched

place like Ireland ? I am convinced the more this matter

is considered, the more feasible will it appear. British

Governments, Liberal and Conservative alike, have for

yeara treated the cultivators of the soil, the real agricnl-

turibts, as a class, with great injustice. Their well-

grouuded complaints have uot even been listened to. So

much has this been the case that an Edinburgh paper

reporting the annual Hypothec debate in the House of

Commons said :
" The Hypothec farce was again enacted

last night." Governments surely have thought the Scotch

farmers downright fools if they imagined we did not see

that even those who voted for the abolition of the law

which is at the root of all the mischief did so in most

cases without any real concern that it should be abolished,

and were only humbugging us.

V/hen a servant has been long cruelly treated by a

master, and his complaints are not listened to, ho is surely

wiser to seek another place than remain aud be always

complaining. So with the tenant farmer and the Britisl^

Government. Let them go to America.

I hope you will excuse the length of this letter, but I

feel perfectly indignant at the way in which the honcsfi

and industrious farmer has been treated. We are ex-

pected to compete with all the world, without a shade of

protection ; but, on the other hand, when a landowner

evicts a tenant, and confiscates (to use Lord Derby's

word) his improvements, British law protects him, and

when au unprincipled landowner, as in a case I know, tries

to ruin a tenant who has spent 15 years of his youth

and all his capital on his land, by letting out a swarm of

game, as it never had been on the estate before, British

law again protects the spoliation of the tenant. When,

as I have also known, the proprietor has increased the

game during a lease to such an extent that even Lord

Elcho said the tenant was certain to obtain redress by

going to law, the spoiler was protected in this way, that

the tenant found he was better to submit, because the

landowner would take him to the House of Lords and

ruin him with expenses even if he ultimately gained

his case, the laws of Britain to which he must

apply for redress having been well described

by John Bright and Oliver Cromwell as " a tortuous and

ungodly jumble," and most unv^orthy of a Christian

country. H iw ridiculous in the eyes of any sensible

man who knows the one-sided free trade under whicli

British agriculture is carried on does it appear to appoint

a Royal Commission and send men to the ends of the earth

to see what is wrong. As sensible to feed a horse oa

grass and then set abaut inquiring why he lost the race

when competing with ahorse fed on the best oats and hay.

B B
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I would not have ventured to write such a long letter

to you had I not read at least one article of yours in the

Fortnightly Review, which showed me you took an

interest in such matters, and made me think you would

not object to know something of the state of matters in

this district. I will only add that from what I hear

there are very many in Scotland who must go somewhere

else soon. It is said that in a great many cases the

tenants must leave their holdings before taking another

crop. It would surely be a great boon to them if they

could know to what part of the world they could go

where they would meet with at least fair play for their

honest industry. I am, Sir, &c..

Probable In.
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Throagiout the south-eastern counties, which are pretty

accurately represented by Roxburghshire and Berwick-

shire, wheat and potatoes are not grown to any great

extent, and thereja most cause for disappoiDtment in

regard to barley and^ turnips. In Roxburghshire, for

example, where there are 1G,700 acres under the crop,

barley cannot be estimated at more than three quarters

per acre, in place of the average of four and a half

quarters that should be obtained in a good year ; while

the second quali'y of grain, instead of being compara-

tively tritling in quantity, comprises about one- third of

the yield. Last year, too, this cereal did not pay well,

as it did not thrash out much more than three quarters.

Oats, which occupy 33,200 acres, are on land in fair order,

and in early districts a full average ; but, on the other

hand, on outlying faims, a laige proportion were cut

green, and where this was done both quantity aud quality

will of course be deficient. Then, again, turnips, to

which 33,200 acres are given, will not yield more than

from a third to half a crop. In Berwickshire, the same
experiences are reported by farmers iu the higher districts,

and with this aggravation, that there, as iu some other

similar localities, it was so difticult to overtake the spriug

and early summer work, that a considerable proportion

of the land intended for turnips was never ''made,'' it

being common enough to find about 20 acres lying fallow

on a 500-acre farm from this cause. To the land in

these counties, on which potatoes and wheat are grown, a

similar estimate to that given with reference to the

Lothians may be applied.

From the counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and
\Yigton, the reports point to a decided improvement on

1877, though on the whole the proceeds realised will be

short of what could have been wished. In these counties

oats were bulkier in straw than usual, and are yielding, as

a rule, a full average of grain both in number of bushels

and weight. The produce of this cereal is, indeed, likely

to be so satisfactory, that the increase iu value as com-
pared with the returns in 1877 will probably be £2 per

acre. Of barley a fair average crop was also reaped, but

in nearly every case the quautity of small corn that is

being found is briuging the yield of dressed grain below

an average ; while m Wigtonshire the results are even

more disappointiug, as the number of bushels obtained is

generally below an average, and the weight 31b. deficient.

O Aer the greater part of this country, however, the value

of barley may be estimated at 25s. an acre higher than in

1877. On potatoes and turuii)s—wheat being of so little

im[)ortance that it need not be taken account of, except

in Wiptoushire, where it is not yet fit to be tested, but it

is thought to be very deficient—there is, however, no

improvement on 1 877. Of turuips there is, as was also

the case in 1877, little more tban half a crop ; and
though prices of stock are lower than they were two

years ago, the present value of this acreage cannot be said

to be higher, while it is at least £2 lOs. below an average

season. In the Rbins district of Wigtonshire, the far-

mers who grow barley for the early markets realised well
;

but iu the same locality the autumn lilting is producing

barely half a crop; and throughout the three counties the

produce will not be larger than in 1877, except where a

few Champions have been giown, whiie prices are lower

than they then were. As compared with an average

year, the deficiency is equal to about £4 per acre- The
general results of the season iu the=e districts may there-

fore be stated thus, the calculations being taken with the

same reservation as iu the case of the Lothians :

—

Dumfriesshire.

Yield per Increase in value

Acre. from 1S77.

Total

Acreage. lacrease

from 1877
48,200 p.ori.ioo

1,317 i,*8;i

Outs Full Average £2 03.

Budey SmallAverage £1 53.

Total lucrease from ij77 £97,883
Deficiency from Total

average year Acres. Deficiency.

Turnips..., Half a crop £2 10a. 20,200 £50,500

•^o'^t- };s''of:r%^* 4.900 ^0^
Total deficiency as compared with average year on

22'J,203 acres under cultivation £70,100

Kirkcudbright.
Yield per lucreasK Irom Total

Acre. 1877. Acres. Increa e,,

Oats Full Average £2 0$. 31,000 £t)2,000
Bdriey Fair Average £153. 7U9 961

Total lucrease from 1877 £62,9G1
Deficiency from Total

average jear. Acres. Deficiency.

Turnips Half a crop £2 103. l-t.,'iOO £36,000

Potatoes ^ Half to 1

3 thirds of

two-

crop'
U 2.300 9,200

Total deficiency on 174',713 acres under cultivation £15,200

Wigtownshire.
Yield per Increase from Total

Acre. 1877. Acres. lucrease.
Oats Full Average £2 Os. 31,500 £63,000
Barley Small Average £1 5s. 3,700 4,625

Total increase from 1877 £67,625
Deficiency from Total
averagrt year. Acres. D;fioiei)CV.

Turnips" Half a crop £2 10s. 15,600 £39,000

Potatoes j,\^"^''*°J^'°- £4 2.250 9,000
i thirds of crop

--.-^v o,vv^/

Total deficiency (exclusive of 2,740 acres of wheat)
ou 145,620 acres uuder cultivation £18,000

Turning to Ayrshire, quite a diflferent siats of matters is

found. On farms where much dependence is placed

on wheat and barley, the fiuaucial returns will be far

short of those realised from the fine crops of last year.

Taken as a whole, indeed, the wheat crop over the county
is the smallest that has been known since 1816. On a
comparatively small extent of early sown land the produce
is fair, and may run in some instances from 30 to 31 bushels

per acre, but, on the other hand, must of the spring

sowings have given a miserable return, the yield of early

sown fields being on some farms near Ayr four times
greater than the late, while the grain in the latter case is

only one-sixth of the value of the other. Notwithstanding
that wheat is now nearly all grown on good land, barley

having within the last twenty-five years taken the place

of the spring sowings to a large extent, the aggregate
yield this year will probably not exceed 20 bushels per
acre, one-fourth of which may be reckoned as fit only for

cattle feeding. The average of barley, again, cannot be
estimated at more than 28 bushels of inferior quality

;

but, on tlie other hand, the value of the oat crop, which
occupies 4S,74y acres, as against 4,100 held by barley

aud 3;717 by wheat, taking straw a.id grain together, is

nearly an average, being iu th j Liplaud districts especially

very much superior to the crop of 1877- Turnips, of

which there are S,IG8 acres, arc as poor as they are else-

where.

To estimate the general character of the harvest in the

northern counties is perhaps even more ditlicult than in

the souih, as the conditions of situatiou and climate under
which laud is farmed within a county such as Perthshire
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are exceptionally various. la the Carse of Gowrie for

exareple, fanuers depend greatly on their wheat crop ; on

thi; black laud on the Braes of the Caise, potatoes are

the crop expected to pay ; and in the Highland glens it

it is, of conrse, principally oats that are grown. In the

Carse, wheat will run between 2 and 4 quarters, with a

money fall from last } ear of £2 per acre ; barley from 3

to 5 quarters, with a money fall of £2 lOs. ; and oats

will yield from 5 to 8 quarters, and realise returns very

similar to those of last year. Throughout the whole

county, as well as ia Forfarshire, farmers are, in company
with Fifeshire men, being greatly benefited by their sales

of Champion potatoes, the profus on which wi 1 do much
to counterbalance the shortcoming of the other crops,

fields of this variety (^rowing alongside Regents which

are bringing from £8 to £12) having in many cases been

disposed of at from £25 to £35 per acre. Over the

great part of the grain growing part of Perth, however,

the season has been an extremely disappointing one in

regard to the other produce of the farm, and the losses,

which but for the potato crop, would have much exceeded

those of 1872 and 1877, will, though not so great as in

these seasons, he considerable, as is shown by the following

estimate :

—

Perthshire.
Deficiency in

Yield per Money value Total

Acre. from last year. Acres. Deficiency.

Wheat.. 2 quarters £5 8,700 43,500

Bidey 3 quarters M 24,900 9'J,600

Oats 5 quarters £1103. 67,350 101,025

Turnips ] SaT/oV^'"} ^i 31,(J00 124,000

Total deficiency ('^xclnding 19,294 acres of polato&«,

which have lelt considerable surulu-) on 343,369
acres under cultivation £368,135

Tor the Brechin and Montrose districts of Forfarshire,

and the Marykirk and Fettercairn districts of Kincar-

dineshire, the estimate is that the yield of wheat will be

3 quarters, and from £1 5s. to £1 ISs. per acre lower in

value than last year; of barley, 3 J- quarters, and £3 53.

lower in value ; oats, 5|: quarters, and from ISs. to 20s.

lower in value; and turnips, £3 10s. lower in value. In

For.''arshife, generally, the returns may be better than in

Perthshire ; but in Kincardineshire, this is so far from

being the case, that at present the probable loss is ex-

pected to be one-third greater than in 1872 or 1877, the

deficiency on barley as well as on oats, where taken after

turnips, being between £3 and £4 per acre, aud on turnips

£5, while potatoes have only given an average return in

money. The other northern counties differ a good deal

from one another, as is indicated by the following retuxus,

which are; of course, as speculative as the rest :

—

Aberueensuike.
Deficiency Tl. Deficiency

Yield per Acre from 1878. Acres, from 187S.

Wheat 15 bushels deficient £4 10s, 100 £450
Barley not half a crop £5 18,900 95,500

Oats barely an average £1 190,500 190,500

Turmps ... thirdof acrop £5 93,500 467,500

Total deficiency (potatoes being of average value)

on 601,984 acres uuder cultivation ., ., £753,900
MOKAXSUIRE,

Deficiencj

in value Tl jDeficiency

Yield per acre. from 1878. Acres, from 1878.

Wheat \
^^'^'''-'y ''"''"

] none-equal 3,300 -
{_ average. }

'

Barley S^quarters £3 13,450 £40,350
0-»ts full average none—equal 23,600 —
Turnips ... half a crop £5 16.350 81,750

Potatoes ... 3 to 4 tons nearly equal 3,800 —
Total defi.ciency on 101,619 acres under cuUivatiou £l';i,lOO

Inverness-shire.
Dedcieucy Tl. Deficiency

Yield per Acre from 1S78. Acres, from 1878.

Barley 3| quarters £2 153. 7,650 £21,537
Oats nearly aa average 10^. 30,i00 15,200
Turnips... two-tliirda of a crop £3 10s. 11,000 38,800

Potatoes... nearly an average none 8,000 —
Total deficiency on 125,152 acres under cultivation £75,237

Of the results of the season in Banffshire, a very accurate

indication is said tobe given by thefigures for Aberdeenshire.

Nairn, on the other hand, is in a position similar to that of

Morayshire ; while in Ross and Cromarty the shortcom-

ing may be estimated on the same scale as in Iverness-

shire. The turnip crop in Aberdeenshire and Baull'shire

is perhaps a greater failuie than in any other part

of the country, though a number of farmers

round Abeinleen are realising handsome prints

for fields which they are at liberty to sell ; and oats

are also very disappointing. In the late districts of

Aberdeenshire, indeed, the yield of oats will not greatly

exceed one seeding to the land ; and in Banffshire, where

the barley crop is a little better, the high lying farms are

producing even more meagrely than in the sister county,

the oat crop on a farm on the property of Lord Fife, in

Glenrennes, having been valued over to an incoming

tenant as being worth in straw 20s. per acre, but of no

value at all in respect of grain, and this holding being no

worse harvested than many of those adjoining.

Arable farmers in Sutherland aud Caithness will have

at the close of the year much more satisfactory accounts

than either their pastoral neighbours or the agriculturists

of other counties. In both these districts, barley and

oats, though 21b. or 31b. deficient in weight, will realise

almost, if not quite, as well as in ordinary seasons, and

had turnips been a little better, there would have been

nothing to complain of. As it is, the latter crop is, not-

withstanding the great progress it has made within the

last seven or eight weeks, still a third less than an aver-

age.

—

Scotsman,

THE TENANT-FARMERS' CANDIDATE

FOR EAST ESSEX.

In the course of an able and witty speech delivered at

Colchester on October 15, Mr. Charles Page Wood
said :- -It is time now for me to suggest to you some of

the remedies which I think might be applied to the tenant

farmers as a class, and which might possibly ameliorate

their condition, and the remedies I am about to propose

are such as I would supi)ort if I had an opportunity of

doing so (Hear, hear). First of all, 1 think there should

be an investigation into the operation of the laws affecting

land tenure with a view to reform them ; I think this is

an important point (Hear, hear). I am decidedly in

favour of an investigation into, and a re-adjustment of,

local burdens (applause). I am of opinion that the

Agricultural Holdings Act, which is good so far as it goes,

should be ma.de compulsory (Hear, hear). Giving

that difficult question the Game Laws the fullest

attention, I can only come to the conclusion

—not altogether from my own experience, but from

the sad and paiuful experience of others-—that every form

of protection of ground game should be abolished (Hear,

hear). I am not prepared to go any further. I do not

wish to trench in the smallest degree upon the right of

the landlords to eig'oy their own property (A voice:
" How abjut netting ? ") Will you allow me to finish,

and I shall be very glad to answer any questions? I

think that the protection that has hitherto been thrown
over ground game should be altogether abolished. Now,
the repeal of the Malt Tiix. I am a little bit inclined
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to doubt whtlher the time will ever come when I can

grow more than seven quarters per acre of barley, and

get fifty shillings a quarter for it, and if I can see my
way—and 1 hope I bhall—to get a great deal more, I shall

be very pleased to do it, ani if the abolition of the mall

tax is likely to do that, I am strongly for its abolition

(laus;hter and a[)plau9e). No one can doubt that its

abolition is right in theory, and if it be repealed I hope

we shall find it right in practice. Another point that I

have to give in my adhesion to is that the ratepayers

'should Lave a voice in the administration of the county

rates (Hear, hear). I don't think that this item is likely

to meet with opposition. I must, so far as my limited

experience goes, pay my tribute of approbation to the

way iu which the funds are now administered. I never

heard any imputation upon the magistrates, but I am
quite satisfied it would be more satisfactory to those who
huve to pay the money if they hal some voice in the

disposal of it (applause). 1 admit I have entered

upon the contest with something like a feeliug of

reluctance, but I hope that I shall be able to carry it

to a successful issue. I fear that I may make some
enemies— (cries of " No, no ")—which I shall very deeply

grieve for, and it is almost impossible that I should not

make mistakes, but I do not intend to follow the line

which my more experienced friend Colonel iJrise haj

sketched out. I do not intend to allow any personal

question to come between me and the object I have

in view (applause). 1 have only one more point to refer

to, and that is the money question. It is no secret, I

believe, that a great number of earnest men, anxious to

see a tenant farmer in the H^^use of Commons, intend to

promote that as far as they can by a pecuniary grant in

aid of my election. I am not in the least degree ashamed
of this; I am very proud of it (applause). I think the

gallant Colouel himself might be very proud if such a

motion were set on foot in his favour (laughter). Although
I am not a rich man, as far as money goes— and we know
the times are bad—I believe, in one respect, T may be

said to be wealthy indeed. I believe that I am rich in

what the Qupen herself could not confer, and no House of

Commons grant. I believe that I am rich in the good
will and good opinion—and I think I may go farther and
say that 1 think I am rich in the friendship of a number
of warm hearts with whom I have spent all the years of

my very happy life (enthusiastic applause).

Mr. J. S. Gardiner, having been invited by the

Chairman to speak, said he intended, as a matter of

course, to ask a few questions of their worthy candidate,

and he should put the questions to that candidate in a

direct way, and he had no doubt he would have received

a direct auswer, but to a certain extent Mr. Wood had

taken the edge oft" these questions— (Hear, hear, aud ap-

plause)—although he could not say that he was altogether

satisfied with some of his reasoning. He would much
rather take a direct answer from Mr. Wood on some of

the questions he intended to put (Hear, hear). The
question he wished to put, and to which he hoped

j\lr. Charles Page Wood would give him a straight-

forward answer, was a question he had put to the

Conservative candidates, and it was whether Mr. Wood
would vote iu favour of the repeal of the Game Laws ?

It was not necessary for him (Mr. Gardiner) to prove to

them that the Game Laws had brought more curses

upon the country than any other law they had bcea

subjected to. If they lost the Game Laws they, simply

got rid of an expensive machinery by whica means

their pockets had been touched in theshape of local taxation

(Hear, hear). Therefore, in wishing to get rid of the

Game Laws his object was not only to do away with

those demoralising laws, but to ease the local taxation

paymciits- The next questiou which he wished to put lo

the candidate was Ibis: Whether in the House of
Commons he would vote for doing away with the Law of
Distress? He (Mr. Gardiner) held that law to be one of
the most iniquitous laws which they had been subjected
to, and he saw no reason why the owner of the land
should not share and share alike with any creditor in the
case of bankruptcy (Hear, hear). The next question he
wished to put was : Whether he would vote straight for

compulsory compensation for unexhausted improvements
- -(Hear, hear, and applause)— for the protection
of their property invested in the soil, and for com-
pulsory compensation for unexhausted improvements
when they lelt the holdiiiss (Hear, hear). Mr.
Charles Page Wood did not give his perfect consent
to that—he rather qualified it. The next question was :

Whether he would support a reform and readjustment of
their Local Taxation upon equitable principles, so that
all kinds of property should be brought in to contribute
towards local expenses incurred in this country ? Many
of the charges upon land, they kpcw, were of an imperial
character, aud he challenged anyone to prove to him that
the maintenance of the paupers in their Union House
the maintenance of their highways, and the maintenance
of lunatics, and various other charges of an imperial
character, were not charges which ought to be levied upoa
the national exchequer (applause).

Mr. C. P. Wood : 1 am very proud indeed to answer.
Some one in the crowd has very kindly suggested that as
Mr. Gardiuer asked rae to give him a straightforward
answer, it would be straightforward, and so it will. Mr.
Gardiner has asked me, will I vote for the Repeal of the
Game Laws? You recollect, I have referred to this. I
have said that in my opinion there should be no form of
protection whatever thrown over ground game. I am
quite well aware that this opens up another question which
is, as to how far we are bound by our laws to defray the
expense of the prosecution of the scoundrels—(laughter)
who take pheasants. My own opinion is that the man
who would take pheasants would lake fowls, and I con-
sider that the owners of the covers in which these—I must
not call them tame fowls— (laughter)—wild pheasants are

concealed, are fairly entitled to protection, aud I should be
very unwilling indeed to take away any inducement there is

to a landlord to live upon his property. I would abolish
every form of protectiou that is now afforded by the law
to ground game. There I stop. Mr. Gardiner haa
asked me respecting the Law of Distress, and this reminds
me that Colonel Brise has referred to the Law of
Distress. He says, with a laugh : How does the Law of
Distress affect you now ? But it is not a question as to

how it affects us to-day. What has produced all this

distress ? Why a portion of it I trace undoubtedly to

the Law of Distress. It seems to me that as long as
landlord had the inducement that he would be first

protected in case of danger, he had the temptation to take
on to his property nii ' who promised him a very large
rent, but who could not fulfil their promises. I have not
the remotest doubt that it is an act of simple justice

that the Law of Distress should be abolished (applause).
I don't know, gentlemen, that I could give anj' more
straightforward answer (Hear, hear). Mr. Gardiner
has asked me whether I am in favour of com-
pulsory compensation for unexhausted improvements. I

consider this one of the absolute rights of the tenant
farmer (loud cheers). Gentlemen, I have a lease, I
have sunk money in my farm, very largely, and too
lavishly, aud I should like to leave that property which
is invested in the soil of the farm to my children, and, as

such, I should wish for compensation for unexhausted
improvements, and if I cannot get it in any other way,
I would have it compulsorily. Now, as lo the readjust-

ment of local taiatiou. I thou;,'ht 1 had pointed this
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out, but if it is not sufliciiently clear, I will repeat that

I am iu favour of any measure which will readjust the

local burdens fairly between niau and man (Hear,

hear). I am quite well aware that my friend and legal

adviser (Mr. Barnes) is here to keep me straight, or I

might answer questions all night, but I suppose there

must be a limit to it ; but I have not the smallest atom of

desire to go into the House of Commons under false

pretences in any shape ov way (loud cheers).

Mr. Gakdineu said he must express his views as to the

answers given by their worthy candidate. Two of the

questions had been answered to bis satisfaction ; the other

two questions he had qualified in a way which he could

not altogether approve of. He hoped that on some future

occasion he would be able to argue those questions with

Mr. Wood in a friendly manner (applause).

OFFEE OF AN ESTATE TO IRISH
TENANTS.

The following offer recently made to his tenants in the

county Armagh by Mr. John Howard Parnell, brother of tlie

member for Meath, may be of interest to Irish landlords who
seek to retire from the difficult position of owning land in

Ireland, and also prove to the English public the facilities

that already exist uader the Bright clauses of the L-.nd Act

:

"To the tenants on Mr. John Howard Parneli's Colure

Estate in County Arinagli. Mr. Parnell, wisliing to enable

the tenants of his Colure Estate to purchase iu the Landed

Estates Court their respective farms, and to get from the

Court a conveyance of their farmSj subject to a proportion

of the head-rent now payable by Mr. Parnell to Trinity

College, is willing to co-operate with bis tenants to carry out

the following arraDgemcnt, viz., to sell, and let the Landed

Estates Court convey to each tenant his respective farm ; the

purchubemoney to be 23 years' purchase on the net profit-rent

now p&yable by each tenant, after deducting therefrom each

tenant's proportion of the head-rent payable to Trinity College,

which will be about 13s. per statute acre ; the Board of Works
will lend tenants two-thirds of the purchase-money, charging

for 35 years an annual instalment or sura on the amount so

lent at the rate of 5 per cent., which annml instalment of

5 per CPU+., payable half-yearly, will pny off the principal and

interest in 65 years. With respect to the remaining one-third

of the purchase money, Mr. Parnell will let it remain out on

a mortgage of each tenant's holding at 4 per cent., if the

tenant cannot pay it at present. The following calculations

will show the advantage that this arrangement will be to the

tenants. Suppose a tenant pays a yearly rent of £10 (exclusive

of proportion of head-rent), 23 years' purchase on this snm
amounts to £230. The Board of Works will lend the tenant

two-thirds of this sum, viz.:—£153 6s. 8d., at 5 per cent.

Yearly instalment on £153 6s. 8d., a* 5 per cent., £7 13s. 4d.

;

yearly interest to Mr. Parnell on £76 iSs. iK, the balance of

purchase-money at 4 ppr cent., so long ouly as the

£76 13?. 4J. remains due, £3 Is. 3t). ; total of yearly payment

for 35 years, £10 1-ls. 7cl.—which sura is Its. 7d. over the

present rent of £10, the payment of which for 35 yeais will

pay olf the entire principal and interest of two-thirds of the

purchase-money borrowed from the Board of Works, leaving

only the proportion of head-rent of 12s. an acre pijable to

Trinity College, and £3 Is. 3J. interest to Mr. Parnell so long

as the £76 13s. 4d. remains unpaid ; thus, by paying 7s. Sjl.

half-yearly, aluug with present half-yearly rent of £5, the

tenant in 35 years will pay off the entire suin borrowed from

the Bjard of Works. The distinciion between the rent

now payable and the iustalincnts of purchajs-money payable

to the Board of Works is that rent is perpetual, and the

payment of it does not benefit the tenant ; while every

payment made to the Board of Works lessens the araoaiit

of purchase-money payable in the future, and consequfntly

increases the value of the tenant's interest in his farm.

You will observe, the Board of Works will have the first

charge on the estate, receiving 5 per cent, interest on the

charge, while Mr. Parnell will have a second charge, receiving

only 4 per cent, interest on it. Mr. Parnell will agree to take

payment of the mortgage money by such stnall instalments as

t''.e tenants may liud it couvcuieut to pay, this to be a matter

of arrangement; with respect to the payment of head-renf, to

which each tenant's holdi.ig will be liable, an arrangement can
be made by the tenants by which each tenant's proportion of
the liead-rent may be paid to any one the tenants agree on (or

in o some local bank), who can pty it over to Trinity College.

Each tenant will thus become an owner iu fee of his holding,
and have the benefit of all improvements he may make on his

(arm. Mr. Parnell requires tliis proposal to be asjreed to

wiihin two months, otherwise he will not liold himself bound
to abide by it. If it be carried out before the 25th of March
next, the tenant will not have to pay any rent after the Gale
due the 29th September last. If the arrangement be agreed
to, 1 can send each tenant a statement showing the amount of

head-rent, purchase-money, and interest h.e would have to pay.
Each tenant will be bound to indemnify the other tenants
from the former default in not paying his doe proportion of
head-rent payable to Trinity College.

LAND.—Now is the right time to buy or hire land but
not to sell or let it. Heavy land that five years ago could

brinfc £40 an acre, now, in many ca'<es, goes begging at £30.
A light field near here, over three acres, was sold for £100,
and immediately let to a responsible tenant at £7 per annum
—more than double the interest on Consols. We are not

always going to have " 1879 " seasons, so no doubt it is a

good time to "go in " at a lo* rent and with other favour-

able conditions. The present is a panic time in farming, and
panics, as we all know, pass rather quickly away. The bug-

bear of F;ee-trade and foreign meat has sobered prices, but

the consumer will alv/ays be found, and he will not long buy
at a very cheap price. My 230 sheep and lambs, which at

last valuation were put down at £600, must be entered in ray

Christmas balance-sheet at nearly j£?50 less, simply because

public opinion, influenced by circumstances, has changed their

price. I bought 20 Black'aced" shearling ewes the other day

at 43s. Twelve months ago they would have sold lor 7js.

Of course farmers now going into a new farm will have

immense advantages in rent and rates and cheap live and dead

stock and machines. In fact, farm sales have taken place at

panic prices. Dealers are feathering their nests abundantly.

As a farmer cannot be rated higher than the actual rent which
he pays, the low rent will carry a great saving in this matter,

at the expense of some neighbour. In short, this cruel year

has coinpletely upset agriculture, depriving tenants of their

capital, and knocking down prices of produce and value of

land ; so we must hope and pray for better times. It is jnst

twenty-three years since I rode in a state carriage as Sheriff

of London and Middlesex in the Lord Mayor's procession.

How time seems to fly !—J. J. Mechi.

TESTING HIS CREDENTIALS. — A jolly German
gentleman of an American county tells the following concern-

ing a countryman of his who was tendered the nomination

for constable :—He went to his home and said to his wi^e,

".Johanna, how long you lives mit me ? ' " Auchtee year,''

was the response. " I ish von tief, Johanna ?" " No. Hans,
you ish von honest man." "I ish von trunkard?" " Veil,

Hans, yon trinks a leedle too much peer sometimes." " Und
I licks you, nud drows de house de vindersout?" "No, Hans,

you never does dose tings : you ish von gooder man, mein
Hans." "Un— un—veil, Johanna, your fader vas un tief

?"

" No, Hans ; mein fader vas yust so goot a man as any

poddy." " Your ncoder vas un pad voman, Juhanni ?'-

" No, Hans ; mein moder vas un goot vomans, und she is in

himmel now ." "Un—un—veil, your pruder vos de States

Bnson in?" "Hal ha! Hans, I never had a prude-."
" Un—veil, Jobann 1, your sisd^-r vas un pad voman, hein ?"

" Hans, yuu don't speek uo more vords from mine families.

Mein dear sisder is yoost so goot a voman as vot lives, und
you makes me cry, Hans, rait your nonsence." " Veil, veil,

Johanna, I vas foobng, und I vanted to know, und now, I

guess, I dakes de nomination."

BOTH PAIRS ALIKE.—A gentleman sent his Irish

servant up to his room (or a pair of boots, and at the same
time told him to be sure and get mates, as there were two
pairs in 'he closet. Patrick returned with two boots, but odd

ones. " Why, don't you see that these are not alike—one is

a long top and the other a siiort one ?"' said the gentleman,

out of patience witii the fellow. " Bedad, your honour,"

said Pat in apology, " and it's trua for ye ; but thin the other

pair was just so, too !"
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CARTERS' ROOT SHOW.
Every practical farmer knows the difficulty of growing

anylhiiig like a decent crop of roots this year. The season

has been unpropitious from first to last, and it required

some courage on the part of the well-known firm whose

Dame appears at the headisg of this notice, to hold a show

of roots at a time when other noted and rival iiruis have

declined doing so. Messrs. Carter,' however, have no

reason to regret their decision, and the show of roots

and vegetables they have got together in the Agricultural

Hall, Islington, is one of which they' may honestly be

proud.

The first class on the programme was, as usual, for

twelve roots of (barters' Imperial Hardy Swede, and the

entries numbered 115. This well-kaowu swede was not

to be seen in its usual perfection, as a matter of course,

but a large number of the exhibits were of a very useful

character. Perfect shape was out of the question, but the

quality, on the whole, was better than most of the on-

lookers expected to see. The first prize in the class was

awarded to j\Irs. Morten for an exhibit of excellent

quality, rather small size, small necks, few fibrous roots,

aud tolerably even. Mrs. Morten, through her steward,

Mr. Cave, exhibited a large number of entries, and they

were all exceedingly creditable. Mr. N. Parry's

2ud prize lot were of good size and weight, atd

would represent a very heavy crop if they were a fair

sample of the whole ; but they were not very even, and

were of a very different character to the first prize lot.

Not far behind them were Mr. W. Perkin's 3rd prize lot,

which, though rather rooty, were solid and useful.

Amongst the exhibitors who showed good aud useful

roots, and who were not noticed by the judges, were Mr.

J. Watts, Mr. E. Williams, Mr. J. Edwards, aud Mr. J.

Clarke, aud beside these many exhibitors sbovved swedes

which were highly creditable for the season.
'

Carters' Warden Yellow Globe Mangel were arranged

in entries of eight roots, aud the class on the whole was

far better than could have been expected. There were 66
entries in competition, and Mr- R. Webb was very justly

awarded the first prize for a set of large, clean, heavy

roots, not all alike, bat still of undeniable excellence. Sir

Paul Hunter's second prize lot were not well matched, but

yet were solid, shapely, and very useful. Mr. Pryer's

third prize lot was very neat and clean, and might be

preferred, by some judges, to those placed before them.

Mr. C Tough, steward to the Eton Local Board, Messrs.

E. and R. Emerj, and Mr. J.Mills, were all of them ex-

hibitors of roots of a very useful and commendable

character. And many other of the numerous exhibits were

of a very creditable character.

The Long Red Mangels were, of course, much behind

the display usually seen at Messrs. Carters' show, and,

taking the season into consideration, it was surprising to

find them as good as they were. The first prize fell to

Mr. S. Beamish for eight roots of moderate size, not very

even, but solid and good ; and three other entries from the

same grower were of very similar character— all very

useful. The second prize fell to Mr. F. Lythall for some

evenly growu roots, but they bore some signs of trimming.

The third award fell to Admiral S. N. B. Middk-ton for

rather smaller roots, the cleanest and best

grown of the whole lot. Not far behind them

came an exhibit from j\Ir. S. Mills, and the roots shown

by Mrs. Morten were all of a very useful character. Mr.

R. Webb showed some very useful mangels, but they were

rather rooty. Amongst the reit Mr. M. A. Westaway's

were worthy of notice.

Carter's Intermediate Mangel formed a very creditable

class. Sir Paul Hunter's first prize lot were not large,

uor well matched, but they were solid, aud good ; the

sort of roots one would like to have a large field of,

equally good. Mr. Webb's flecoud prize lot were lar^e

and uneven, but also sound and good. The third prize

fell to Mrs. Beamish for large roots of not very

good quality. Amongst the exhibitors who were not

honourably noticed by the judges, but whose entries

were ap|)Hreutly of sufli<:ient excellence to deserve men-
tion, may be cited, particularly, Mr. ¥. Fryer, who
bowed som e very clean and useful roots.

The Yellow Tankard-shaped Mangels made up a particu-

larly good class, most of the exhibits being very clean and

neat. The White-fieshud Turnips were good, aud amongst
them the Green Top was of especial excellence, some of

the entries of this well-known variety being equal to those

shown in an ordinary season. The Yellow-fli;shed Hybrids

were not as good as usual, and the same may be said of

the Ki>hl-Rabi , but the latter were excellent for the extra-

ordinarily bad season.

Carrots and parsnips were good, but not large ; and

the same may be said of the cabbages. The class for the
" heaviest, handsomest, and best-shaped roots" was, of

course, at a disadvantage in such a season as that of IST'J -

Nevertheless, some good roots were shown which were

hi^ihly creditable to the growers and the seedsmen.

The show of vegetables was about oa Messrs, Carter's

usual and extensive scale, and although some of the es.-

hibits fell off somewhat in size—as well they might—the

quality was as usual.

PRIZE LIST.
Twelve roots Imperial Hardy Prize Wiener Swede.— 1, Mrs.

Morten ; 2, N. Parry ; 3, W. Perkiu.

EHght roots Warden Yellow Globe Mangel.—1, R. Webb ; 2,

Sir P. Hunter ; 3, T. Fryer.

Eight roots Maininoth Long R'ld Mangel.—1, S. Beamish
;

2, F. Lylhall; 3, Admiral Sir G. N. B. Middleton.

Eit!ht roots Interiuediate Mangel.— 1, Sir P. Hunter ; 2, 11.

Webb ; 3, S. Beamish.

Ei;.'ht roots Yellow Tankard-shaped Mangel.— 1, R. Webb
2, Sir F. Hunter ; 3, J. L. Bnsor. ;

Twelve roots Wliite-fl/-shed Turnips.—1, Her Majesty the

Q'leeu ; 2, J. Clarke ; 3, J. H. Love.

Twelve roots YfUow-fleshed or Hybrid Turnips.—1, W. L..

Beale ; 2, J. Chatterton ; 3, J. Watts.

Nine routs Imperial Green Kohl Rabi.— 1, B. P. Harris ; 2,

South Metropolitan District Schools (C. 0»raan, gardener)

3, Bedlord Urban Sanitary Authoricy (J. H. Collett,.

steward).

The heaviest, handsomest, and best-shaped root of Improved

Mammoth Prize Long Red Mangel of not less than 14 bs.

weight.— 1, R. Webb ; 2, Eton Local Board (C. Tough,
steward) ; 3, S. Beamish.

SI^'GLE SPJiCIMEXS, GllOWN U:«DEU ANY CULTIVATION.

The heaviest, handsomest, and best-shaped root of Warden
Prize Yellow Globn Manuel, of not less than IHbs. weiglit,

—1, R. Webb ; 2, J. Clarke ; 3, T. H. Farrar.

The heaviest, handsomest, and best-shaped root of Channp'on

Intermediate Mangel, of not less tlian 14lbs. weight.— 1,

J. L Easor ; 2, R. Webb ; 3, J. Clarke.

The heaviest, handsomest, and best-shaped root of New Yellow '.

Taukjrd Mangel, of not less thin lOibs. weight.—1, 11.

Webb ; 2, J. L. Eusor ; 3, J . Earps.

The lieaviest, handsomest, and best.shaped root of Imperial

Hardy Frize-wiuncr Swede, of not less than 81bs. weight.

—1, H. F. Truell ; 2, H. Minter ; 3, R. Thompson.

PRIZES FOR ROOTS &ROW.\ UPON SEWAGE TARMS ONLY.

Six roots Prize Mangel, any variety.— 1, Eton Local Board

(C. TouKh, steward) ; 2, Uro.vdon Sewa-;e Farm (J. Parrott,

steward) ; 3, South Metropolitan Distr'.ct Schools (C,
Osman, tjardener).

Extra Frizes.—Collection of roots grown from Carter's

Seeds.—Prixe, T. H. Farrar.

Twelve roots of Carters' Imperial Hirdy Swede, and the best

twelve roots of Mangel Wurzel, any variety.—Prize, N.,

Parry.

Extka Class.— First prize, H. Swam and Mrs. Morten,.

equal.
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SHORTHORNS AND HEREFORD S,

TO THE EDITOll OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In the controversy as to the merits of the

Ileretbrds as compared with the Shorthorns, I have ad-

mitted that as to early maturity—and weight at a given

age—neither breed could claim an advantage. But the

Hereford attains to early maturity and a given weight at

much less cost than the Stiorthorn, and has a greater

market value with the butcher. In other words he excells

in the economy of production and value of product. This

in speakiug of the two breeds as btef producers. The

claim that is made for the tihorthorn breed—that they are

of value for beef and milk, so far as American Shorthorns

are conceruedjis absurd, considered, that is on the only true

basis, to wit—economy of production and value of product.

That there are individuals that may make a good record

uuder this claim ; I have no doubt, but as a breed it is

not based on fact. I had this in view in an article

to the Mark Lane Kqnrss when I raised the ques-

tion, whether the Ayrshire was not a better general pur-

pose cow—that is for beef and milk. Considered under

the standard 1 have laid down— to wit, economy of pro-

duction, and value of product—this must be the test by

which breeds are to be measured. In your journal for

Oct. 20 you quote from M. de la Trehonnais, " Were it

not for exceptional encouragement offered in provincial

shows the Shorthorn breed would not be long in dis-

appearing from our herds altogether." Mr. Editor,

1 would put the statement as follows :—If it had not been

for the exceptional encouragement offered by the agricul

tural societies to the Shorthorn breed, they would never

have attained the position they have occupied. When

this encouragement and support 'is taken from them they

will lose that position, and the wonder will be that they

ever occupied it. Through this control they have secured

ill the classification and premium list discrimination in

their favour, and judges in their interest,. and the results

thus obtaintd have been put forth as an evidence of

merit, thus giving them the commanding position which

they have occupied. In this country they point to this

commanding position as an evidence of merit. The Here-

fords made a show in 187» at all of your leading fairs far

superior to the Shorthorns. And still when your Royal

Society made up their programme for 1879 they made

that discriminatiou in premiums and classification that

warrants the charge, that except for the exceptional en-

couragement given the Shorthorn breed by the agricul-

tural societies, they would not have obtained, and could

not maintain, the position they have and do hold.

This will be demonstrated and the position lost,

and the Hereford will occupy that position at

your great Smithfield fat stock show for the last

20 years that he did for the first 20 years uf the present

century. Hereford breeders have only to put their stock

in such condition as they can, and claim before that

society fair and impartial judgment, and they will leclaim

the position ttey have held and are entitled to hold. The

Illinois State Agricultural Society was organised to ad-

vance the best interests of agriculture in all its branches.

It was under the management of men in the main.and they

intended to carry out these objects, but men in the in-

terest of the Shorthorn breed ; so manipulated this

society's action that their influence was wholly given to

that interest. In 1878 this was so mauifest at tha State

show, that when the fat show was inaugurated they went

out of their usual course, and selected judges outside of

Shorthorn men, taking butchers for this purpose. And

again at their annual State fair, held in September, they

pursued the same course and selected experts, and the

}iroraise is that at our fat stock show to be held from the

iOth to the 15th of the present mouth they will have

inaugurated and established a standard of merit and a

system of judging that will commend itself to other

societies and to the public. And could this matter be

broug'.t before your Smithfield Club, as it has been before

the Illinois State Agricultural Society the partial

judging would be done away with. The relations which

England and America sustain to each other is such, that

whatever is of interest to one is Jof interest to the other.

And the great influence which is wielded by onr agri-

cultural societies should be such as to command the con-

fidence of stock-men, and subserve the interest of the

public. The Herefords' are making reputation very fast

in this country, aud we believe that they are to take a

commanding position. We hope that steps will be taken

by our State society, by which the cost of production will

be an important element in the judging of the merits of

beef animals. Your claim of cosmopolitan character for

the Shorthorns I fear would not stand the test of a fajr

trial. I doubt whether you have a Shorthorn breeder i

England, or whether there is one in America, who can tesQ

the merits of the breed with the Herefords aud choostt

his position, making the test on the basis of economy of

production and value of product.

I ain Sir, &c.,

JJcech III., ZuS., Xov. 3. T. L. Miller.

EMIGRATION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—" Please, sir, can you emigrate me ?" is the cry

of many a well-charactered, brave-hearted fellow. Is

there not a cause ? Beneath the surface there is privation,

and a growing desire to escape the cud of no work, i.e.,

" the workhouse." 1 have just visited the Agents-Gene-

ral, with the following results :

—

Melbourne helps out no oue ; New South Wales, Tas-

mania, New Zealand, the Cape, and Natal re-echo that

olicy. South Australia assists only by nomination in

he Colony. Queensland requires £5 for suitable adults,

and £1 for women. Canada (which is shut out till next

March) is therefore the nearest aud cheapest. Emigrants*

steam ships £S IGs., or a better class £5 Is., including

ship's kit ; rail from London to Liverpool, 12s. 6d. ; free

rail to any part of Canada. Apply, Messrs. Allan, James
Street, Liverpool. The rest of our colonies average £16
—half-price under 12.

Practically, therefore, the Colonies have shut out emi-

grants from the Mother Country, all being now required

to pay full fares. What is lo be done ? Migration is

useless ; and people, whilst life and hope exist, will flee

from uncertainty or want. I was the means, twelve years

ago, of establishing an emigration club, which safely

landed the large number of 4,000 of her Mnjesty's sub-

jects in her Colonies, besides persuading many others, an I

the majority are doiug well ; and with just pride, 1 hOj)e

this will allow me to be stj led a '" benefactor " to the

community at home and abroad.

I almost despair of Imperial aid, and can hope but

little from the Colonies. My experience suggests the for-

mation of emigration clubs or societies in every couuty,

and dotted among the towns and villages, and wherever

there is a lack of work, throughout Great Britain. Let a

local committee be formed ; 8ubscri|)tions solicited, each

member pa; ing in proportion to the fajjily ; a ballot for

priority ; lectures oncoloniallifeaud where best to go to.

Let all trade unions co-operate for this purpose ; and let

all members be medically examined as to their suitability.

Emigration is undoubtedly the most permanent way
of benefiting the people, and utilizing the useless powers

wasting from lack of work, or snperfluous|labour. I hope

public and Parliamentary opinion will be stirred up to

the importance of this subject in our preseut stale auJ
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with siicL a forcible Colonial Jlinisler as Sir Michael

Ilicks-Biaih, our Einigratioa Oflice might become a

reality, aud subsidising be largely exercised. The agri-

culturists, either (armers or labourers, aredeej)ly impressed

with the exceeding greatness of the subject, aud their

friends, " tlie present Ministers," might help them to our

Colonies, and not canse them to become aheus ia Texas,

the Argentine Republic, &c.

Jlauitoha (so greatly applauded), the great Red River

Settkmentof Canada, caa be reached for £12 or £14
;

and with good emigration clubs dotted throughout the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and with

such noble jKitrons of the working classes as the Barotiess

Burdett Coutts, the Earl of Shaftesbury, or the present

Lord Mayor of London (Truscott), a vast uumber of pooi

but willing and able labourers might be transplauted to

Manitoba or our Colonies.

My heart's desire is that all may be placed where they

can support themselves. And emigration is a most excel-

lent way of assistiug the poor, and carries with it a great

blessing, both on those who go aud those who remain. The

pai'ochial clergy can engage iu no more active Christiim

work ; and a good emigration club would prove a help

to every parish. The Guardians, too, have ample powers

to assist emigrants with grants of clothes aud money.

The Treasurer of our successful Emigration Society,

Bonamy Dobree, Esq. (Director), London and Westminster

Bank, Lothbury, E.C., will most gladly receive any con-

tributions to assist the numerous and worthy applicants

ajiplyiug for emigration.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A. Stylkman Herrixq,
Vicar and Chairman.

St. raid'c, CkrlicniceU, 45, Cokbrooke Row, X.

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT
BRAINTREE.

Ou Wednesday, October 19, a meeting was held in the

Lecture Hall of the Braiutree and Borking Literary Listi-

tute, under the auspices of (he Farmers' Alliance. Mr. J.

S. Gardiner, of Borley Lodge, presided, and there were

also present—Messrs. James Youngman, W. Brown, C.

W. Gray, J. Smith, J. Moss, J. Taylor, J. Gatward, E.

Gardiner, 1). Gardiner, W. Gardiner, W. Hobbs, E. Sach,

Joseph Smith, jun., J. F. Beddall, G. H. Goodchild, T.

Goodchild, S. Goodchild, J. Joscelyne, W. Ra>uer, W.
Theobald, B. CoUis, J. Blomfield, C. T. Hicks, &c.

The CuAiUMAN, in opening the meeting, read the fol-

lowing letter which he had received from Mr, James

Howard, the Chairman of the Alliance :—

•

Claphara Park, Bedfordshire, Nov. 15, 1879.

My Dear Sir,—Mr. Bear tells me that you think of holding

a raeetiog at Braintree. I should like to come, for I think

the attack made upon rae and Mr. fowler by lluggles Brise

most utigeutlemanly and outrageous. What would lie have

thought of any oilier public man remarking wlien replying,

say to W. II. Smith—" You had better be looking after your

bookstalls than troubling your head about public affairs."

Tliis is in reahty what Col. Brisa said to me and Fowler.

Again, he was wrong in his facts. We had given no advice

to landlords, and, for that matter, to tenants either. We had

simply discussed, I hope in a temperate raanaer, great public

questions in which both of us for years had takeu depf

interest. I cannot think Col.Brise has advanced liis own
position by resorting to such an undigni&ed, and, as I think,

vulgar course.

It tickled ray fancy exceedingly, the idea of his reading up

mechanics and going to Leeds or lit d'brd to lecture upon
agricultural machinery manufacture. Such a step by such a

man would make Beutall, llansonips. Fowler, and the rest of

us tremble in our shoes.—1 am, my desr Sir, jours very truly,

JAMES nOWAKD.
J. S. Guidiuer, Esi^,

Mr. W. E. Beau, the secretary of the Alliance, wrote that
as two meetings of the Association had been lield in the
county, it was thoU'_'ht that the promoters of the present
meeting would be able to dispense with assistance from head-
qaHrt«'r8..

The CiiAlKMAN, proceeeding to the business of the meetin?,
said it had been charged against him that he, a Conservative
tenant farmer, ought not to have joined tlie Alliance, or to
have connected himself with people ot different political prin-
ciples. That was one of the strongest reasons why he hud
joined the Alliance (Hear, hear). When lie found men of
Liberal principles aareeiug with him iu advocating those
things which they thought necessary and essential for the wpI.
fare of the agricultural mterest. aud when he found in th«
programme of the Alliance points which had been Hinported at
tlie Chamber of Agriculture, and regarding which resolutions
had been carried there by great majorities, he should be one
of the most incoiisistent of men if he had refused to support
the priuciples of the Alliance. As soon as he saw its programme
lie decided to become a member, and he hoped he should con-
tinue to b« a member as long as the Alliance could be of
service to agriculture (applause), lie was sure they would
all agree that it v/as desirable to secure the better representa-
tion of tenant farmers in Parliament. For many years the
interests of agriculture had been neglected by both political

parties. Although farmers had supported sometimes one party,
and sometimes another, their interests \v\A been completely
thrown on one side, and the farmers had never got those things
which they ai-ked lor, and of which they stjod in need (ap.
plause). The Alliance was a non-political association, so lar
as p^rty politics were concerned, and they were bound to ait
upon independent principles if they wished to do tlieraselvis

any good. Hi; would therefore impress upon them the desir-

ability of securing their representation by one of their own
class, by a man whom they knew they could trust, and wlio
would vote straightforwardly upon any question which affected
their interests (applause, and a Voice: "Name the man").
The naming of the man was a question for the tenant farmer?..
He was one among them, and it was not for him to dictate to
them whom they were to vote for, or to suggest a name.
If they looked among themselves he was sure they would
find a man, occupying an independent position, and
who would be strong enough to resist the influence of
party whips, who might represent them. Referring to the
second item upoi the programme of tlie Alliance—the
stimulation of the improved cultivation of the land, especially
by obtaining security for the capital of tenants invested in the
improvement of their holdings, he said they knew very well
the risk they ran in putting thrir capital into the land unless
they had some security for it. But they held that a lease did
not go far enough. In these days, when the farmer had to
compete with foreigners and colonists ou every hand, it was
necessary to have something more than a lease. It was neces-.
sary that he should have compulsory compensation for his
unexhausted improvements (applause). When they looked at
the cost of draining, knocking down fences, bringing waste land
into cultivation, marling, chalking, limeiug, and other matters
of that kind, he thought they would clearly see the necessity
for having legislative security for their invested capital. At
present a tenant received little or no compensation for the
capital which he had invested (Hear, hear). Regarding the
necessity of obtaining greater freedom in the cultivation of
the soil and the disposal of its produce, he observed that, in
these days of free trade, no one would deny to farmers the
benefit of making the best they could of the crops which they
grew. They understood the desirability of having a free sale
lor their produce, and if the free sale ol that produce would
not make farmers prosperous he did not know what on earth
would (applause). The Law of Distress he described as
having a moat grievous application. He saw no reason why
the great gun should sweep the deck and leave nothing
behind (Hear). In case of baakruptey eviry creditor should
share alike, and surely a landowner was better able to take a
dividend than a man of smaller means (Hear). With regard
to the game laws, he went further than the programme of the
Alliance, which only advocated their reformation,. Those
laws were so bad in themselves that they could not be re-
formed,. They could, however, be got rid of, and the best-

thing to be done would be to sweep them away entirely.
By taking this course the game would still remain ou the
l;uid aad would still be the properly uf the occupier thai
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was now by the common law. Of course if the occu-

pier chose to sign a lease which resigned the game to thB

landlord, thtt was his own matter, as it was done by his

voluntary act. A man had the right to preserve game on his

own estate, but he had no right, by so doing, to injure his

neighbour or to destroy his crops (Hear, hear). Moreover,

the prosecutions for game trespass were attended with very

heavy expenses to the ratepayers. (Hear, hear). He had

the game on his own occupation, and for years past he had

not had occasion to prosecute a poacher. He would look

after game as closely as others did, but he maintained that

no one had a right to preserve game at other people's expense

(Hear, hear). They were all agreed upon the desirability of

obtaining the alteration of all legal presumptions which

operate unfairly against tenant farmers. With regard to the

endeavour to secure to ratepayers their legitimate share in

county government, he observed that farmers had long advo-

cated cofiiuty self-government, and he was convinced that

until such a government was entirely dependent upon the

ratepayers and their representatives were directly elected by

them, the county business would never be managed upon

principles of economy (applause). As to the fair appor-

tionment of local burdens between landlord and tenant, he

thought it would have been a very good thing if the landlords

had had to pay the educational rate (Hear, hear). If the land

owners and the owners of real property had had to pay that rate

they would have been more inclined to support the tenant

in trying to obtain a re-adjustment and reform of local farmers

taxation (applause). There were other ma ters in which they

were interested, which were not upon the programme of the

Alliance, and principal among these was the repeal of the

malttax. If 70 per cent, were levied upon all the articles

tliey produced as well as upon barley they would have

good reason to complain ol the pressure of such

a tax, although it was asserted, and doubtless

upon c irrect principles, that the consumer ultimately paid all

taxes upon the raw article. The consumer, however, did not

compensate them for the injury which they suffered by this tax

of 70 per cent, upon one of the principal articles which they

produced. Another question connected with the repeal of the

malt-tax, which sooner or later they would have to take into

account-, was the vast amount of sugar now consumed by

brewers in lieu of malt. Starch could be converted into sugar

by a chemical process, and he had no doubt that in course of

time, unless some obstacle were placed in the way, the u?e of

malt would be superseded by this manufactured sugar (Hear,

hear). Another grievance from whirh they were suffering

was the tithe rent-charge. Daring the 38 years of

his ex- perience the tithe owners had received a

premium over thesum at which the tithes were commuted

in 26 years, in 13 years they bad received under that,

and the last seven years they received something

like £8i above the £100, while during the last five

years of depression they had received £50 or £55 over and

above the commuted sum. How many of the tithe-owners

did they suppose had returned ten per cent., or indeed any

percentage at all ? Some of the tilhe owners to whom he paid

money were very pleased to get ii-, and said that they were

very much obliged to him, but they never offered him so mucii

as a glass of water (Hear, hear). These grievances stood in

their way, and were obstacles to their prosperity as cultivators

of the soil. The sooner they joined tuch an association as

this the sooner they would be able to work together to pro-

mote a common object, and the sooner they would be in a

position to compete in the open markets of the world (ap-

plause).

Mr. Joseph Smith thought that the programme of the

Alliance dealt with matters which so nearly concerned the

welfare of tenant farmers that they should accept that pro-

gramme as a whole, and do all they could to further the objects

of the Alliance. He felt they were driven to help themselves,

for, as fanners, they were in such a mess as they were never

in before (Hear, hear). He never recollected attending so

poor a market as that which they had been at that day. He
hsd six samples of wheat in his pocket, and he never had a

bid for one of them, and if this was not the time to speak out

he did not know when that time would be (Hear, hear). A
good deal of depression was nndonbte:ly caused by the

weather, but more of it resulted rom the legislation of the

conntry. Upon the question of representation he thought

that if tliey selected a suLtable tenant farmer of either political

party, their interests would be benefited If a dozen tena i
farmers were sent to Parliament they would have such an ia

fluence that farmers would get some of their grievances re-

dressed (Hear, hear). Then again, there was no protection

for the capital which the tenant had sunk in his land ; it had
all to be left behind for the benefit of some on e else, acting as

a premium to a new tenant to take the land. The law of

distress, too, had emboldened landlords to take men who offered

high rents, because they knew that, come what might, their

three or four years, rent would be safe (Hear, hear). This
law and the want of compensation for unexhansted improve-
ments had enabled landlords to put up their rents in a way
which could not otherwise have been the case (applause). He
did not speak of the Maynard estates, or those of Lord Petre
and Mr. J. J. Tufnell, where fair consideration had been used,
but it was men who had bought land as a specalation, and
had let it to the highest bidder in the hope of sooa
turning it into money again, who had availed themselves of

tl".e Law of Distress. It was on that account that he should

like to see this law repealed, so that the farmers might have
a fair chance of success in their undertakings (applause). Tlie

late Mr. George G lodchild, ia 1868, brought the question of
county government before the county Chamber of Agriculture,

and carried the meeting entirely with him, the late Sir Thomas
Western promising his complete support. N"tliing, however,
was done by either political party until, in 1878, a Bill was
brought forward which satisfied some of them, but which did

not go far enough for his friend, the chairman of the present

meeting. Mr. Gardiner would like to see every individual

ratepayer with the power of voting. The Bill went so far as

to give the privilege to boards of guarrlians to send repre-

sentatives to a county board. But some young Tory lord made
what was almost a rabid speech against the Bill, and it was
taken out of sieht and quietly dropped. A very bad imitation

of the Bill of 1878 was brought forward during the present

session, but died a natural death (Hear, hear). The manner
of taking the corn averages he characterised as most unfair.

It was calculated that we grew some twelve million quarters

of wheat, and nine million quarters of barley annually. In
the year ISG-t the averages were taken from 290 towns, and
there was then a return of close upon five million quarters of
wheat, and two and a - half million quarters of

barley. Ia 1870 these 290 towns had fallen, by hook or by
crook—no one knew how or why — to 150. The
return was then 3,393,000 qrs. of wheat, against

five million quarters, and l,8i0,000 qrs. of barley

against two and a half million quarters. It would
be seen, therefore, that the quantities had reduced

as the towns had been reduced. The whole averages of the

country were now taken from a quantity of under two million

quarters, less than one sixth of the average growth of wheat
in the country, while the barley was less than one-filth. Yet
it was upon these small quantities that farmers were called

upon to pay about 13 per cent, over what the titlie averages

were commuted at. They would see, therefore, the injustice

of the existing state of things, and how great was the need
of a Secretary of State for Agriculture, by whom such
grievances might be redressed (applause). Agriculturists

wonld then, he was assured, be in a better position ia a variety

of ways. Different matters connected with agriculture were
dealt within so many different government departments that

it was almost impossible to obtain redress in anything which
affected agricultural interests (Hear, hear). He had been
asked why farmers did not rely upon theraselvt s instead of

joining the Alliance? They did rely upon themselves to a

certain extent, and they would do so entirely if the laws would
only give them fair play (applause, and a voice :

" Dizzy will

give you none"). At present the law interfered with the

management of their business in a manner which was neither

just nur right, and he joined the AlliaBce in the hope that

sone of these laws might be remedied. The sanitary and
educational measures which had been passed of late years were
very good in themselves, but it was not right that they should

be carried out at the expense of the tenants and occupiers of

land. There was hardly a landlord, unless he occupied the

land which he owned, who had been called upon to pay for

any of the>e things. Such a condition of things was un-

doubt.'dly harsh and unjust (Hear, hear). The s ile ohj-ct of

the Alliance was to get farmers to use every legitimate means
to have their grievances redressed, and to pat them in a.

position to help themselves.
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Mr. E. Gardiner briefly proposed

" That in the opiiiioa of this meeting, the Farraors' Alliance

deserves the support ot all those who are interested in agri-

culture."

Mr. James Yountjmvn spcnnded the resolution. He said

one wonJeretl at tlie long-Kutt'i-ring patience of tanners. There

was not an item in liie programme of the Alliance which
ought not to have heea agitated for 50 years ago, and if their

forelathers had been wise enough, generations hack, to put

their business on a fair commercial fouting, the present crisis

could not have been reiiclied. Every farmer was agreed now
that something must be done, and he believed that the

Alliance was one of the tilings fitly ordered just now to help

them io see what was to be done. If tliere had been a tenant

farmer to every landlord in the Hou.ie of Commons things

v/ould have been very differently managed (Hear, hear). He
believed that one-half of the country was not worth cultivating

without', a good Tenant-right, and he knew enough of Essex to

warrant him in snying that three-fourths of it was not worth
cultivating without that Tenant-right (Hear, hear). The
present state of things had been growing for years past. The
Law of Distress had acted so as Io put up rents and to increase

the competition lor farms unnaturally. VV^ith regard to their

better representation in Parliament he did not know whom
they could select to represent them. He was sorry to be

aware of the fact that there were not many tenant farmers who
were in a position to bear the expense of going to Parliament.

This ought not to be so, and it would not be so if farmers

would be true to themselves. It was in the power ot

every county constituency in the land to return a tenant

tanner if they would. The necessity for Tenant-right was so

urgent that if it was not accorded landlords and labourers

would suffer as well as farmers. He could not understand why
it was that both political parties had stood out agniust this

movement. He should like to see the two great political

parties competing together as to which should do this great

work quickest and best. Ttie farmers would not endure the

existing condition of things for ever. Agriculture would not

be banished from England yet, and under certain conditions it

would go on with a fair amount of prosperity to those

engaged in it. For himself, he was not particularly afraid of

foreign competition—indeed, he had found considerable benefit

of late from American produce, for cheap American cake and
cheap ^American maize h,*d helped him to make profitable

meat. There had been dificnlties in the psst and there would
be difficulties in the future, but English enterprise, skill, and
capital would overcome them. He counselled all interested

in agriculture to join iu the work which was now going
forward for the sake alike of labourers, farmers, and
landlords. They did not wish to see the farmers

and labourers sent to foreign countries, nor did they

wish that the landlords should have to follow the plough or

to let their farms go out of cultivation. He was glad to think

tliat the men of Essex had already moved so bravely. There
were some very clever men who asked farmers why they did

not make good bargains for themselves ; but, as had been
already pointed out during the meeting, the law was agaiust

them. It was neither fair nor reasonable that when they

went to make a bargain with a fair and honourable man they
should guard themselves against his picking their pockets.

The best chance for farmers lay in that high farming which
would coBsist greatly in meat-producing and other things that

would tend to increase the value of farms, so that landlords

would profit quite as much in these circumstances as the ten-

ants. Local taxation was a heavy burden, but tithes and rent

and labour were heavier still. These were questions which
must be dealt with on their merits, and he was not satisfied

with that nibbling at local taxation which had resulted in

taking off 9d, and putting on Is. Local governmeut should

be iu the hands of the people who were interested. A visitor

recently at the lunatic asylum at Brentwood told him that he

wag astonished at the luxurious magnificence of the place.

There were baths of Carrara marble and silver luxuries, which
had been provided for the use of the lunatic paupers and
which had been paid for mainly by poor tenant farmers.

They did not order these things (applause). That was one
of the instances of what came of having their business done
by people whom they had not asked to do it. There was a
probability that shortly another lunatic asylum would be re-

quired, and this showed that they must use their influence for

their own protection and for the management of their ow
alfiiirs. He hoped they would continue to take the part which
they had taken for many years pastia the Chamber of Agricul-
ture, and wiiuldKO on advocating what was jH^t and right. But
the CliHiiilier of Aj;riculture was institutea merely for talk ;

the Al iance aimed at action. l( they could find a tenant
farmer cndidate to run side by side with another, whether
tenant farmer or not, who would represent their inleresls, he
hoped they would support bun. If it did not cost such a
candidate one peony so much trie better. Ir was a shame to
put expense upon a man who was desirous of doing a public
service, and it was a shame for men to allow expenses to run
to £+,000 or £5,000 for contesting a county election U
however, farmers did their duty these expenses wou'd not be
80 high, and he still hoped that E^sex would continue to take
the lead lu the Alliance movement, and that other counties
would follow its good example (applause).

Mr. W. Brown, in supporting the resolution, said that if
farmers desired relief from the burdens under which tliey
were suffering they would have to use their own iutluence to
that end. There was no class in England who had the means
of returning so many representatives as the farmers, and,
indeed, it was stated that they actually did return nearly two
hundred members, or very nearly one-third of the emire
representation of the eouatry. This being so, it was very
strange that there was no interest so much neglected in the
House of Commons as that of the cultivation ot the soil
(applause). Hitherto the tenant-farmer had voted pretty much
as his landlord had told him, and the consequence was that
he had been regularly "sold," and was now "nowhere"
(Hear, hear). At the meeting of the Chamber of Agriculture,
at Chelmsford, on the previous Friday, some speaker (-aid that
the Conservative party could help the land if they thought fit.

Sir H. Selwin Ibbetson, who was present, answered this by
saying they must recollect that the Conservative party,
although largely elected by the landed interest, also counted
among its members in Parliament many who had been returned
by the towns, and that when it was desired to do things for
the relief of the land they were met by the opposition ot those
of their own party who had been elected from the towns. That
seemed to him to be rather a weak admission, because if the
tenant-farmers could return 200 members they ought to be
able to sway the Conservative party. They might rest
assured that until they made themselves heard in the House
of Commons they would never get justice done to them
(applause). He characterised the tithe rent-charge
as simply an aboraiuation, and the system upon which
the averages were taken as a disgrace to the country(applause).
The average of corn, as stated in that week's newspapers, was
48s. a quarter He should like to know where those figures
came from. In no case did the price exceed 483., and most of
the corn came below iOs. a quarter. Some few years ago the
Board of Trade lessened the number of markets from which
the averages were taken, and the cousequeoce was that they
were now taken oa a false system altogether, and upon that
system the farmers had to pay (applause). If he coula get all
the tithe payers to think as he did he would counsel them to
stnke against paying any more tithes until the present system
wasalteied (Hear, hear, and laughter). Having remarked
t hat, as regards the Game Laws, he could go a very long way
with the chairman, he observed, speaking upon tiie pressure of
the education rate, that he was a ratepayer in the parish of
Felsted. They had recently been obliged to erect schools,
costing something like £40,000, for the united districts of
I'elsted and Rayne, These schools had, of course, been built
with borrowed money, which would have to be repad in the
course of 50 years, and they had to be maintained out of the
rates. Now, m that very parish there was a foundation
which was left some 200 or 3U0 years ago by a noblemaa
for the education of the people ii. that parish, and the income
ot that loundation was principally from tithes. The trustees
had the option in their last scheme of giving half an acre of
land to build a school upon

; but they would not do it. They
had, however, spent £1,600 in building almshouses for six old
ladies to live in (laughter). He believed that there had beea
enough money left in the country by people interested ia
ecncation to educate every child in the nation from richest to
poorest if the funds were wisely administered. These abuses
would go on until farmers made their voices heard, and it be-
hoved them to ose every means they could to make themselves
more felt than they had been hitherto (applause).
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Mr. Gatwakti expressed liis opinion tl.at it was nnfair for

a NoueontormiBt to be called upon to pay tilhes. Their

county nieiiibers always took a one-aided view of things. He
was about to make some remarks upon the Liberatiou

Society, when Mr. Moss rose to order, ana the Chairmam
raiing that Mr. Gatward was irregular, the resolution was

Mr. John Moss proposed a vote of tlianks to the chair-

inan. In doing so he referred to tlie criticisms which had
been made by Colonel Brise upon his speech at Colchester. He
explained that although in that speech he admitted that the

Alliance was a political organisation, he distinctly stated that

it was in no sense a party political roovement. He charac-

terised the apology of Colonel Brisc published in this day's

Eisex Herald as more a justification of his critieisms than an

apology for their inaccuracy (Hear, hear). He really did

think that when Colonel Brise found he had misquoted him
(the speaker) he would have tendered liim an apology. In a

letter published iu the Chelmsford Chronicle of the previous

Friday Mr. Beaumont expressed a hope that tlie light would

dawn upon his (Mr. Moss's) mind, and that he would be

prepared to join with him in maintaining the interests of the

country (laughter). Well, he hoped the light had dawned
upon him and that he was able to discern what was just and

right. A large increase of light had certainly dawned upon
him since he became acquainted wiili the principles of the

Alliance, for he believed that those principles would tend to

the benefit not only of tenant farmers, but of the whole of the

nation (applause). He did not quite understand why the

people of Essex should be frightened of the Alliance, seeing

that it was not altogether new, a similar organisation having

been originated in the county about 35 years ago, of which
Sir Henry Smyth, soKietime M.P, (or Colchester, was the

chairman. He concurred in the remarks of Mr. Youngman as

to the necessity of Tenant-right, and expressed himself as able

to go with the chairman to a great extent in his opinion of tiie

Girae Laws. He was also strongly in favour of the county ex-

penditure being under the immediate control of the ratepayers

(Hear, hear).

Mr. Gatward seconded the vote of thanks, which was
carried unanimously.

The meeting then ended.

Jfarmxr^' dUub^.

SUNDERLAND.
On Saturday, Oct. 19, a special meeting of the Sunder-

land farmers' Club was held in the Three Crowns Inn, High-
street, for the purpose of hearing a pnper on " Agriculture as
witnessed in various counties in England," by Mr. M, Dodd,
of Marton Grange.—Mr. K. L. Pemberton, J. I'., president,
occ ipied the chair.

Mr. Dodd said his paper did not pretend to deal with an
particular phase of our national agricu Iture, nor did it pre
tend to give more than the barest outline of farming pre-
sented to the eye of a practical casual observer. In June
last he, with two friends, left the county of Durham on a
tour round the farming districts of England. In their own
county agricultural matters looked anything but hopeful.
Their crops were bad, and their hopes for a successful corn
harvest very meagre indeed. Eit route to Manchester
things seemed to be in a similar state to their own. In the
south-east of Lancashire they found but small quantities of
indifferent pasture, and in Cheshire their attention was
dr*wn to a deal of land saturated with water. More to
the south of the county, however, land appeared to be in a.

better condition. In Staffordshire they were greatly en-
cumbered with the iron works, much more so than in the
county of Durham, and having passed through the conu*y
he would not dispute its well known appellation of " the
black country." Only a moderate proportion of the land
in Warwick was arable. Corn was all turning yellow, aud
the yield would be very poor. Near Warwick the best

thing they noticed was the quality of tlieir cows, mostly of the
Ilerefordnhire breed. Their mode of ploughing was somewliat
novel, and to a north countryman unsatis'actory. Instead of
two horses beinsj attached to the plough they had" eight or

ten in a row. AtStratl'ord-on-Avon this raetliod of ploui{hing

was in force, there being two drivers besides the ploughman.
Passing through Worcester they found crops only moderate
They would probably have about eight or ten bolls per acre.

Barley was very poor indeed. In Gloueestersliire tlie district

seemed to be farmed in an indifferent manner. Nearing Bris-

tol they seemed to come to a better state of things. They
there met what they tliought was a thing of the past—a man
ploughing with four oxen. In a tract of land beyond Bristol,

not one-tenth was arable. In Gloucestershire they saw some
of the fi est land it was their pleasure to witness during the

whole of their tour. Some of the farms, they were told, in

the district were let at £i per acre, and were of a type they
thought they should like to farm. In Dorsetshire they saw
a quantity of good land, and afterwards it whs only moderate
until they reached Saliibury. The land on S ilisbury Plain
was amongst the best they looked upon. In this district there

was more corn growing than in Somerset. In litinpshire the

land was of a light chalky nature, about two-thirds being
employed in the growing of corn. They visited a large farm
in Essex belonging to Mr, Jlackie, but they failed to satisfy

themselves as to their mode of farming. In Hertfordshire

there seemed to be rather strong indications of a want of

manure. There was some good light land in Norfolk, a very
large proportion of it being arable. Lincolnshire they found
to be a fine agricultural county. Cattle, horses, and sheep

were of a high order. Berkshire bids fair to be a good farm-
ing county, although there were a number of black bogs to be
seen. In Oxford there were considerable quantities of very

fair grazing land, and, considering the season, very fair crops

of wheat. A good deal of the land was suliject to overflood-

ing. In Bedfordshire there was no small number of really

good farms, bearing evidence of the high class of farming on
the whole. Mr. Dodd tl'ought that produce in Eujflaud

might be divided as follows:— Wheat crops, Bedfcrd
and Yorkshire, especially in Sslhy ; barley, Bedford
and Huntingdon ; root crops, Yorkshire and Liucoln-

sliire
;
grazing land, Somerset and Bedford ; farm labourers,

Yorkshire and Durham; horses, Durham; cattle, Ssmerset
and Yorkshire; sheep (half-bred and Leicester?), Durham.
He would endeavour, from the standpoint of a practical far-

mer, to offer his ideas on the depression. He believed the

depression arose, firstly, from a succession of un''avourable

seasons ; and, secondly, from extravagant rents. With respect

to the firs*, it was naturally unforeseen and unforeeeable ; while

with respect to the second, it had been said, and reasonably

said, that farmers occupy their farms at such rents as they

offered for them. This was quite true, but it rauj-t be kept in

mind how much farm produce has gone back in value withia
the last hilf dozen years. Not long ago beef sold at 10s. 6d.

per stone, but now they only got 8s. ; mutton sold at 10|d.

per pound, and now it was only 7d. and 8d. Wool had been
2s. per pound and now it was ]s. Wheat brought Ids. per

boll, while until lately they got lis.; and other produce was
pretty much in the same proportion. Another consideration

was the amount of competition for farms which a few years

ago caused them to let very high. As an occupation farming
has attractions for most people. There were many who in

commercially good times had made some money in other

branches thought of purchasing land and as a consequence
farms were let at high prices in the very best of times for their

full value, and sometimes a little over ; so that, as times and
seasons have turned out, they cannot pay farmers on account
of the high rents. An Agricultural Commission had been ap-

pointed to inquire into the depression, and, by some, great

things were expected to result. He, howevpr. did not expect

much. They could but bring out facts, aud these were a

great deal too patent already. The produce of the land had
four things to do—namely, pay the labourer, pay taxes, pay
rent, aud keep the farmer. In existing circumstances, it was
very plain that many farmers could not do that unless an abate-

ment was made somewhere. The question was, where must
that abatement come from P Certainly, the labourer must be

fed, assuredly the taxes must be paid, and the farmers must he

kept ; and he could only see one source where relief must
come from, and that was an abatement of the rent*.
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MAIDSTONE.
The first meeting of the m"mber9 of the Maidstonf Farmers'

Club and Chamber of Agriculture for the season 1879 SO was
held Kt Maidstoue, on the 13th ult. The cliair was taken

by the Preoident, Mr. George Marshair., J. P.

Mr. J. T. Hatch then introduced the subject of " Large
versus Small Farms." In doing so lie said lie did not con-
sider it possible for any one person to undertake with success

the cultivation of such extensive tracts of land as would absorb
as tenant's capital the vast sums of money that it was only

possible to invest in some mannfacturiag business, aiid he
should at ouce dismiss as impracticable the idea that capital

ad libitKm could be profitably einpl<3jed in agriculture under
one inanagerQent. By large farms he wished to be nnder-
stood as referring to holdings extensive euoutjh to admit of

the use of steam, and of all implements that were calculated

to increase tlie produce and economise time or expense in

harvesting or preparing produce. lu ihit part of Kent farms
of 4-00 to l.UOO acres required from £4.,U00 or £5,000 up to

£10,000 iu the way of capital, although ho|)S req'iired a larger

sum. It was undoubtedly a fact that in that country, dove-

tailed tog''ther as they were, it would be undesirable to have
all occupations of one uniform size. While he failed to

see anything detrimental to the interests of the state in having
a certain number of large farms, he could not doubt that

many great advantages resulted from the facilities, offered by

increased production and economy in expense through the use

of machiuery that would not be possible on very small farms,

vvhere only the tteam thrasliing machine was wanted ouce a
year. They must all admit that the introduction of steam
thrsshing machinery was a great boon, while the use of

machinery was aa advantage which undoubtedly mu'^t be

credited to large occupatious, because it would not be possible

to have the same helps with a system of peasant husbandry.

With regard to stock farming, bethought they would all agree

that wliether they looked to flocks or herds, or to their

splendid draught horses, the keeping up of the best strains of

blood was much more likely to be accomplished on large

occupations by men of capital, than by men on small farms
and of lesser means. Jiouking at foreign competition, this

Was a matter of suHicieDt importance not to be lost sight of.

Another advantage of large farms was that the
tenants, from their superior education, social position,

and other circumstances, could bestow more time and
attention gr»tuit(ju4y to publ'c oiiiees connected with their

bystem of local sell-goveruraent. Tlie largest farms, he might
remark, vyonld be all the better for the union of capital and
labour in the person of the occupier himsell. He considered

personal supervision a necessity, and he would remind them of
Franklin's maxim, " Keep thy shop, and thy shop will keep
thee." la referring to small farms he wished to be understood
as referring to occupations varying from an acre or two,

cultivated with a hoe, to the traditional farm of 40 acres, large

enough to keep a horse or two for use, and then lent for hire

when not wanted at home. The disadvantages of the small
farms might be the advantages of the large ones to which he
had referred, but there were undoubtedly many circumstances

that told in their favour, and led to the conclusion that

it would be unwise or impolitic if they were abolished
or absorbed into the larger occnpatinns. Here again
they saw the advantage of a cordial union between
capital and labour, the occupier being a man ol small capital,

say £200 or £300. What could he not do with his wile and
children to help him in a small farm and under a considerate

landlord ? Milk, butter, poultry, eggs, fruit, and garden pro-

duce mi»!ht often be sold at retail prices under the direct super-
vision of the tenant, and would allow him to make such a

return as would be relatively impossible or singularly difficult

on a farm of 1,000 acres. Then the smallest farmers ol this

class would seldom want profitable employment when not
required at home. They knew the value of a day's work, and
were ready to give it without shirking, while their habits of

thrift and industry did not leave them through life. He would
now leave the subject for them to discuss. He was inclined to

favour a system in which farms of all siz'^s might have an
opportunity of succeeding, and he believed that in all cases the

capital required to cultivate the farms should be in cordial co-
operation and hearty alliance with labour.

In the course of tiie discussion Mr. C. Whitehfad said a
great manj political economists, who Imd held hitherto that

large farms were the best possible condition for a country
which had to produce food to feed its people, were heginnin.'
to have just a small suspicion of doubt as to whether they
had not been slightly wrong, and that their conclusions hail
been somewhat upset because the premises of the argument
had been modified in a degree, li has always been held that
the large farm system was the most profitable one—by that he
meant the three-fold system of landlord ownins; the land, the
occupier finding the capiml, and the labourer doing the work—and that the great success which had attended English agri-
culture was due in a great degree to that system. But
at the same time he must venture to say that in some
degree the success of English aKriculture was also due
to the inherent energy of the English agriculturists
and the British people generally. Iu England they
produced twenty-eight bushels of wheat per acre, while the
average in France and Prussia was sixteen bushels, and in the
Unite 1 States and Russia only thirteen busheU, and the same
thing was observable in other branches of British agriculture.
As to the practical advantages of large or small farms, ha
should like to make one or two remarks. Id reference
to horse labour, a farm of 100 acres in Kent would want at
least four iiorses

; 200 acres might be worked by five, six, or
seven horses, while 400 acres might be worked by ten horses,
and so on in proportion, the large farms having the advan-
tage. Then as to the staff, he thought that the staff, includ-
ing bailiff and shepherd, required for a moderately large farm
would work a much larger farm, &.s to machinery it was
impossible for comparatively small farms, of a size of 100
acres, to use machinery to any advantage ; while in regard to
steam ploughing, the small farms were practically cut off, as a
steam plough could plough a square ten acre field in half the
time and at two-thirds the cost of ploughing two separate
fields of five acres each. As regarded the management of
farms, he thougiit an ordinary individual farmer was quite
as capable of managing 700 or 800 acres as he was 200.
Another advantage of large farms was that much could
be done in the way of abolishing hedges and roads
wh''le the buildings which would suffice for 200 acres
would equally suffice for a farm of 400 acres. The occupation
of land in England was divided in the following way :- There
were 70 per cent, of the farms of England under 50 acres, and
12 per cent, between 50 and 100, while of the rest 18 per
cent, were above 100 acres in extent ; of the latter there were
5,000 occupiers of farms between 500 and 1,000 acres in
extent. Out of that number there were no bona fide peasai t
proprietorships. Peasant proprietors or small owners might
be divided into two classes. There were first peasant proprie-
tors proper, who were themselves owners of the land which
they occupied, and therefore in themselves represented the
three-fold system, being landlord'^, occupiers, and labourers.
That system held to a great extent in parts of Belgium,
Norway, and Wurtemburg. The second class of small
owners held either directly of the landlord, and workid
the land by their own labour and that of their families, ai^d
who therefore represented only two of the elements o'f tl e
system before referred to—the occupier and labourer. Thi,t
again might be subdivided, there being what were called
vidat/ers, who paid no rent for the land, but gave a proportita
of tlie produce to the proprietors, which came practically to
the same thing. Then there were cottiers iu Ireland, who
held very long leases, and, like the metayers, did all the work
themselves. The »ftf<f/y<fr system "prevailed in Italy, Lombardy,
and part of France. The small holding system of the Continent
was not understood, as it was not appreciated iu England.
French historians, and especially Michelet, had written iu prai-e
of peasant proprietorships, and Sismondi particularlv in favour
of the jwe'ay^r system, while ihey might remember a'n amusing
and graphic account by Lamartine of the love which peasant
proprietors had for their land—almost passing the love they
had for their wives. The system was thoroughiv engrafted on
the Continent, where they believed there was nothing like it as
regarded the social position of the inliabitants and the food
production for the population. Mr. Mill and Professor Fawcete,
while they had not gone so far as to say it would have
supenor advantages if adopted in that country, both
considered that iu Belgium where it was adopted the
system was superior to that of the large farming which pre-
v,uled side by side ; but Mr. Jenkins, the secretary to the
Royal Agricultural Society, who was deputed to go to Belgium
some years ago, did not come home with such a glowing
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account as some of their politict't economists would have them

believe, although he (the speaker) thought that Mr. Jenkins

did not draw distinction enough between the peasant proprietor

farming his own hind, and the small holder who hired of tire

landlord at a high rent. Mr, Jenkins sagely remarked that

" in Belgium they had found out that the small proprietor

could afford to pay a much higher rent in proportion to the

large one." In his travels, Arthur Young, who aUays wrote

in tavour of the very large system, could not help bursting

out in Lombardy and France in tavour of the metayer sjstena,

and of the peasant owners in Flanders, and talked o! the

magic of land proprietary, which enabled men to turn barren

rocks and deserts into smiling gardens. An instance of the

economy and saving habits induced by tha system was shown

by the large hoards of money which recently came frcm the

French peasants when the great indemnity had to be paid to

Germany, There were a great many obstacles to

the adoption of peasant proprietorship in this country, in-

cluding the laws of inherilaace and entail, and the enormous

ao&t ol the transfer of land.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION.

The first meeting of tlie Institution of Surveyors for the

present session was held rerently in their hail in Great

George-street, Westminster, when the opening address waa

delivered by iVIr. William S urge, t he presideut. He chose

for the subject of his address the agricultural depression and

its remedies, and after a number of caretully compiled statis-

tics bearing upon the subject irom the experience of past

years he turned to inquire what must be a base of hopes for

the present unhealthy state of things. With regard to the

law of primogeniture, he remarked that those who lield land

under it were unfettered by restrictions in dealing with their

estates, whetlier by improvement, sale, or otherwise ;
but it

was the practice of settlement and entail, and the consequent

creation of the limited interest of tenancy for life, which, in

the case especially of estates burdened with family charges and

encumbered by mortgage, prevented the owner from effecting

improvement, and made him unwilling to ben^ fit the entail at

the expense of the younger children. He thought the Court

of Cliancery ought to be empowered to authorise the sale of

the whole part of an encumbered estate witliout the consent of

the tenant in tail for the purpose of paying otf encumbrances

and carrviug out improvements, the proceeds being of course

invested for the benefit of the tenant in tail. If a court were

empowered—like the Encumbered Estates Court of Ireland

—

to give purchasers a Parliamentary title, Intuie dealings in

lana would be greatly simplified and transfers facilitated, and

many heavily encumbered estates would pass into the hands of

owners in a position to expend money on their improvement.

He did not believe, however, that the result would be the sub-

stitution of a class of yeomen or peasant proprietors engaged

in the cultivation of their own estates ; tor if the present

occupiers had no more capital than would properly cultivate

their farms, how were they to find the means to purchase

them ? They might borrow two-thirds, but where must they

get the other third ? Nor would the transaction attract pur-

chasers in large numbers from the moneyed and commercial

classes; for if a purchaser expended £40 an acre in buying

land to pay him three per cent., and £10 per acre in

its cultivation to him ten or twelve per cent., he would

not net five per cent, on his entire investment, in-

cluding remuneration for his personal services in management.

The owners of large estates heavily encumbered and of small

estates with limited incomes from other sources, would feel

severely any reduction of rent ; and the policy of the State

ought to be, he thought, to remove impediments and to make

the transler of laud as simple and inexpensive as possible in

order that no obstacles may stand in the way of investments

by capitalists. As to restrictive covenants in leases their true

object was to maintain the fertility of the soil, and he did not

believe that the great body of tenatit farmers were so un-

reasonable as to ask that landowners should hand over their

farms to persons who might turn out to be men of straw, with

licence to break up grass lands, crop arable lands with corn

year after year, and at length throw the farm upon their

haads in a foul and exhausted condition to be relet at a

reduced rent. In well drawn modern leases, however, tenants
were left full scope, provided they kept the land clean and in

good heart, and had a fair proportion in fallow, green crops,

and artificial grasses every year. The theory of tenant-right
was good, and where it has not already grown into existence

by custom farm agreements should provide for it, with a set-

off for a land left foul and out of condition. It was dllBcult

to see what a tenant would gain by the alteration of the law
of distress. As to guarding against risk, landlords would be
compelled to insist on the punctual quarterly payment of rent,

whereas they are now enabled to give their tenants some
credit; but it might be fair, as between landlord and
creditors, to limit the right of distress to one year's rent. He
did not regard reduction of rent as a remedy for agricultural

depression, but rather as the distribution of its results between
landlord and tenant. Though continued depression or pros-
perity could not be without its effects on rents, frequent

alterations were harassing to all parties, and the judgment
and discretion of the experienced land agent might be of great
value in fixing a scale of rental that might be accepted by both

landlord and tenmt as calculated to meet these fluctuations of

prices and vicissitudes of seasons which periodically occur.

As a remedy for the inequitable incidence of local taxation, he
named three alternative methods—subvention from the im-
perial exchequer, the assessment of purely residential property

on a liigher scale than land, on the application of part of the
house tax to local purposes. Apart from the remedies for the
existing depression which may be expected iu the natural

course of things—namely, the revival of trade and ttie return

to productive seasons—he thought there should be, ia order to

place British agriculture in the best possible position to cope
in future witli foreign legislation, some legislative changes o

the nature which he had indicated in lus address, and a con-

tinued outlay of capital in building, drainage, and otlier im-
provements, hand-in-hand with which must go improved cul-

tivation. He hoped that both landlords and tenants would
combine in the endeavour to meet the exigencies of the tiioes

by mutual concessson and in a lair spirit, a cuurse tar more
likely to succeed than tb»t of arraying their forces in hostile

camps iu the face of their foreign competitors, who would
surely profit by their division. The part of land agents should
be to endeavour by a firm but conciliatory policy, and by the

aid ot matured judgment and experience, to reconcile conflict-

ing interests, to promote improvements, and to render such
advice and assistance as may tend to promote and expedite re-

covery froin the existing depression.—There was a very
large attendance ot members, and at the close of the

address a hearty vote of thanks was given to the president.

ANSWERED.—A hater of tobacco asked an old negro

woman, the fumes of whose pipe were annojing to him, if

she thought she were a Christian. Yes, brudder, I 'spects I

is. Do you believe in the Biiile? Yes, brudder. Do you
know that there is a passage in ihe Scriptures which says that

nothinu unclean shall inherit the kingdim uf heaven ? Yes,

I've heard of it. Well, Chloe ! you smoke, and you cannot

enter the kingdom of heaven, because there is nothing so un-

clean as the breath of a smoker. What do you say to that ?

Why, I 'specis to leive my breff behind when I go dar !

GENERAL WOOD AND HIS CHAPLAIN. — Sir

Evelyn Wood did not get on very well with his chnplain, when
in Zululaud, and on one occasion the following conversation

took place : " Wlien are you going to lea^e us, Mr. Blank ?
"

Hsked the general, "Oh, a:>out tlie same time that i'ou do
yourself, I suppose," meekly answered the parson, " 1 don't

know so much about th it," said Sir Evelyn, " for I want your
ent, and I can't spare your rations much longer," " Ah ! but

I want my tent myself, general, though I don't want spare

rations," " Yes, but you know mine is the ' flying column,'

and I can't be expecttd to fly with a lot of parsons hanging on
to ray CO it tails," " Well general, all I can say is that if you
call seven miles and a half a day flying, I think I shall be able

to keep np witli you." "That's all very well," said the

general, a little nettled, " but I hear now that there's a

Roman Catholic chaplain about to join us, and if he does I

declare I'll put him in your tent." " If you do I daresay I

shall have sufficient strength to put him out again," nieekly

observed the man of peace.
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THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT
irSWICH.

Twx) meelinps were held in Ipswich on October 28 in

order to explain to fHrmers and others resident la the

Ipswich district the objects of tlie Farmers' Alliance. The
aiternooii meetiiif;, which was presided over by Nfr. R.

li. Everett, Kushraere, was held in the Saloon of the

Public Hall, and was very largely attended.

TheCiivniMAN read a letter from Mr. W. Manfield, I>-

worth 'I'liorpe, iu whicii that gr.ntleraan expressed his regiet

that he siioiild not be able, to Ire present at the meetin?,

addinj;, " I do not a^ree w th your programme in its entirely,

but T am liriiily convinced tliat sciie alteration is necessary in

t le Law of 1) straint, the Gatie Lhws, nnd the laws relative

to asrriculiural tenancies, so that a tenant may ha»e greater

security for bis capital." Iu the course of his opening speech,

the Cba rnan SHid lie Ivul not taken an active part in the

Cirmation of this Farmers' 4.l!iance for two or three reasoas.

() If. was that tliere seemed to iiim to be a very grave omission

in tiie proi^rainme, and in alditioii his experience of farmers

as agitators, as working together for tiie attainment of any
political object, bad not been so encouraginfc as to induce him
to throw in much sfrenffth iu anv movemen' of tliis kind with

!i«y very great hope of success. There was already in existence

a very good organisation by means of which farme s had been
well able in tiie past, if they were so disposed, to give vent to

t'leir grievances. He nf'rred to ttie Chamber of Agricttllure.

These chambers of agriculture had succeeded to a certain

extent, but lliey would have succeeded much more had
they been more largely supported by the farmers. As
it appeared to him that noihiug hut good could result from
the aiscu-siou of the grievances under which the farmers were
fUlfering, he consenttd to take the chair rather than the meet-

ing should fill ihrouiih for the want of achairman. He con-

sidered that this Alliance commenilcl itself by those who had
taken it up, and upon its principal founders. Mr. Barclay,

member for the county of Forfarshire, and Mr. Howard, of

Ifeilford, who, with Mr.Il ead, was about one of the first men
whoever atte.-np'cd to gi^e security to the tenant fariper'scaji al

by legislative enac'ments (npplause). That there were many
iigricultural retonns very much needed there could no doubt^

nor was it like'y that these reforms would be obtained unless

the farmers themselves put their shoulders to the wheel and
got them themselves. With regard to these agricultural

reforms, lie sliould put in the forefront the repeal of the Malt
Tax. Ha explained tlie action that had taken place in the

House of Coiniuous with reference to this tax, and said that

no witlistandiug there liai been so much agitation, that tax

remained unrepealed. It would be diSicu't to persuade any
other class of producers that if they were taxed 50 to 70 per

cent, upon the articles they produce it would be for their

iienefir. It was reserved for fanners, and farmers alone, to

hold that idea. At the time of the agitation in reference to

Free Trade many di-tinguished statesmen siid the Milt Tax
could not stand for a day if the protection of the Corn Laws
was taken away. He regretted that this subject of the Malt
Thx Ras omilted from the programme of the Alliance.

Mr. Everett then showed how the friends of Milt Tax
repeal had been decaived by their leaders. Colonel Birttelot

was a first-rate leader wliile the Liberals were in power, but
when Colonel Barttelot and bis friends came into power, and
tliere was a surplus of six millions to be disposed of, some
faithful friends mentioned the subject of the Malt Tax, but
where was the leader. Colonel Barttelot? lie taid lie did

not think it was a suitable time (laughter). When would it

be a suitable time if the remission could not take place when
there was a surplus of six millions (applause). He was no*
Sir William Barttelot, and though he (Mr. Everett) did not

like to say so, the promotion he got from the Government
certainly had an ugly look about it (Itugliter and applause)

With respect to the question of local taxation, he took the

lead at the Central Chamber of Asriculture and in the House,

of Commons on this subject. Sir Majsey Lopes was now 8

member of the Governraeut, and we had never heard his

voice on the subject of locil taxation since he had had a seat

in the Government This was where farmers had been beaten
;

they had been sold by their leaders, who led the farmers well

when iu oppojition, but when they got to the position where

j

they had the power to deal with the question there was smie-

j

thing they liked better, and they sold the farmers, and left iheni
in the lurch (applausej. The quistion was would the farmers

!

slHiid this in the future, or whether they would decline to be
pliyed with iu this wny. Fanners bad been neglected with-
out aiiniinisleiiiig ih.t rebuke which they were capable of ad-
raiuistering, and which if they had administered wi u d soon
have brought the (Joverninent to their senses (applause).

Professor HuNrKit explained the programme of the Allianci
,

which he said was as follows ;—To secure the better represen-
tation of tenant fanners in rarliaiiient ; to stimulate the
improved cultivation of the land, espi-ciilly by obtaining
security for the capital of tenants invest»d in the improvemenC
of their holdiuics; to encourage greater freedom in the cultiva-
tion of the soil and the disposal of its produce ; to obtain the
abolition of class privileges involved iu the Lhw of Distress and
Hypothec; to promote the reform of the Game Liws

; to
obtain the alteration of all legal proaumptions which npe-utn
unlairly against tenant farmers ; to secure to ratepaves t leir

legiiimate share in county government ; to obtain a lair appor-
'lonraeut of local burdens between landlord and tenant. VVitli
regard to securing belter representation of tenant laim ts in
Parliament, tliat seemed to include all others. It was th-ough
i'drliament alone that the farmers could obtain redr(s( for the
grievance under which they sulferad, aud they could not attain
this object more elfcctually than by sending their own repre-
sentatives to the House of Commons (applause). It might be
urged that the tenant farmers were repreicnted by the
landlords

; but how, he would ask, would the/ landlords
like to be represented by the tenant farme-s (laughter
and appiause) ? There was nothing more astonishing than the
results produced in Scotland by the farmers putting their
shoulders to the wheel, and taking various questions of agri-
cultural interest into their own hands, and insisting ufion their
views being represented by either Couservatives or Liberals.
He did not tliink that the Law of Hypothec had been
much discussed there, and he did not think that the
Law of Distress had been put prominently forward in
Kngland. With respect to the ((uestiou of obtaining loca
security for the cupital of tenants invested in the improve-
ment of their holdings. Professor Hunter thought it was a
maxim that the English law borrowed from the old Roman
law, that whatever was fixed in the ground became the pro-
perty of the owner of the soil. Unfortunately those by whom
the English laws were formed had but an imperfect ac((uaint-
ance with the Roman (aw, and there wtrc some most iuiportaut
provisions in the Roman law which they did not know of

—

namely, that where the tenant, without being obliged to do so
by the terms of his contract, erejted or enlarged any building,
or planted anything, that he should be entitled to compensutiun
at tlie termination of his lease. Tliat was a priuciple simply
of justice which prevailed at that time, bu*-, nufortur.aleiy,
our judges, who are the founders of English law, did i.ot

know of the important (lualilicatiou, and the result '*as that
the law of England said whatever was fixed in the ground, or
was put in the soil, uecame the properly of the landlord with-
out compensation to the tenant. As to the Agricultural
Holdings Act, one of the first things that those who had the
management of the crown lands did, was to issue notice to the
effect that these lands would be contracted out of the Act.
This was setting an unlortiinate example to the landlords of
the country. Professor Hunter spoke at length upon the
Gime Laws, aud gave sjiiie statistics as to the damage done by
rabbits, and referring to the prosecutions which liad taken
place under these laws, mentioued a case in which
a farmer was sentenced to a month';! iinprihoument
for having in an evil moment killed a rabbit which
suddenly ran across his path. The injustice of the imprison-
ment was brought before the House ot Commons, and Mr.
Secretary Cross telegraphed to have tlie man released, but
this was not done uutil he had been eight or teu days in

prison. Anything more disgusting, anythiug more offensive
than for ttie farmer or the farmer's son to be seat to prison for
killing arabnit ou his own laud, -jould nut well be conceived.
The Alliancedid not pledge itself to the total abolition of the
Gan.e Laws, but were satisfied with directing tlie.nllention of
the farmers to the question. Farmers had the remedy iu

their own hands, aud if they only did as had been done in

Scotland, there could be no dillicultj in settling the game
question so far as the farmers were concerued. Professor

C C.
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Hunter explained tlie Lnw of ITypotliPC in Sciollund in cou-

nectioa v/ith ilie hiw of Distress in Ensflnnd. 'I'lie Law of

Hypotliec would have bfen abolished before this had not the

Eufrlibh landlords stood in Ihe way, fenring that the Law of

Distress in England would be prejiidiced. With respr.ct to the Malt

Tax, there were ninny o*ijects which jjeutlemen would like to

liave seen introduced, but the programme as stated by hira

was what had been agreed upon aHer much consideration.

Mr. J AS. You.NGM.vN (Cliarsfield) moved:—"That this

raeetiug approves of the formation ot the Farmers' Alliance,

believing that the attainment of its objects would be advan-

tageous to the ii terests of agriculture." He thought all

agriculturists present were agreed as to the terras of that

resolution. There might be room for other items in the pro-

gramme of the Alliance, but he tliou^ht it embraced enough

j'or the present. He had some little fear lest this should

become a party movement, not by the fault of the farmers

tliemselves, or bv the fault of the promoters of this organiaa-

"tion. He trusted that the promoters misjht be on their guard

against the political element, but the influence migtit be too

strong against them. What was to be desired was to see the

two political parties competing together to see which could de

the work that required to be done 'the quickest and the bert.

'He had a great belief in a man attending to his own business.

I'or generations the laws of this country had been made by

the landlords, and what was wanted was the iafusion of a few

•of other classes amoiigst them, V/e had had flagrant

' instances -of class legislation. There never would be a

better lime for the tenant farmers to move to bring about

reforms which were so necessary for the I'armir.g comrauaity.
' It had been said that a great deal more capital vfanted to be

put into the land, but, unfortunately, until the law was

altered the occupier did not feel sale in putting his money

into his occupaiion. He was much pleased v/ith one sentence

in a letter which Lord T'oUemache addressed to the local

papers, to the effect " Security lies at the basis of all good

farming." He wished Lord ToUemacbe could have been

preseut that day, as his lordship wo\;ld have done good

service to the cause cf agriculture. There vras no

doubt that his lordship was willing to do some-

hing for the well-being of the farmer. "Lord ToUe-

mache had a good name in this county, and farmers

were not the men to refuse such infiuential'heip (applause.)

Tbey were prepared to liave co-o|)eratioii from all classes.

Perhaps the most pressing fiuestion of all, as far as farmers

were concerned, was that of security of cfipital. 'Unfortu-

nately tlieic were not wanting instances in which farmers, who
liad very largely increased the buildings on the homestead and

doubled the cereal produce, have had to leave the occupations

in consequence of some change in landlords or in agents, or

some circumstances over which the tenant had no control. A
glaring case of that kindliad recently occurred in this county.

A farmer, after iiivestinsf his own money, and after the invest-

ments of his forefathers' for 80 years, liad been compelled to

give up his occupation. This farmer grieved over it every

day, and his " grey hairs were being carried with sorrow to the

grave." It wss the law of England, and not the landlords or

the agents, that was to be compkined of. He trusted 'that

under the auspices of the Alliance there might be something

more than a nibbling at local taxation, by means of which 'if

1}J. was taken off Is. was put on (applause). The -great

point to be aimed at was to get a tenant farmers' representa-

tion. He knew that the question of expense was a great

dilliculty. It cost several thousand pounds to contest a county.

It would be a shame and dishonour to them, as tenant farmers

in this county, if it should cost several thousand pounds to

get a good tenant farmer representative for this county.

Mr. J. S. Garbiner (Borley) seconded the motion, and in

doing so urged the advisability of the farmers selecting from

their own class a man to represent them in the House of

Commons. It was in the House of Commons that the battle

must be fought. If they failed to send their own men into

the House of Commons, they might rely upon it they would

continue to be deceived by either one par'y or the other.

When the Corn Laws were repealed, Mr. Cobden and Mr.

Joliu Bright stumped the country, and they were very glad to

make use ofCharles Lattimor, a tenant farmer, in connection

with that agitation. Afterwards Mr. John Bright, when he

occupied a strong position in the House of Commons, dropped

the Game Laws as a person would drop a hot potato

—

laughter)—and that gentleuian had from that time to the

present ceased to urge the repeal of tlie Gams Liws. To
attempt to improve the Gams Laws would be to aim at an
impossibility. The Game Liws were so bad in themselves
that they would have to be swept away. Tlie sweeping away
ol these laws would not prevent a moderate preservation of
game, but would do away with the great 6a/.h/e system and
tlie nursery for crime which we knew the Game Liws to be
one of the principal factors of. It was all very well to say
that farmers had a right to destroy vermin of the kind when
on their own land, but could they shout in the dark (laugtiter)?

There was only one class of people that could manage to catch
name in the dark, and that was the gamekeeper (laugliter).

The man who farmed under a game-preserving landlord found
the garafkeeper a comfortable sort of individual, never telling

the landlord lies about the tenant (laughter). If farmers
wish«d to get their grievances redressed they could only obtain
that redress by selecting men from their own class to repre-

sent tiiera. A man who wore the agricultural boot, and knewr
where it p&nched, knew where it pinched others also, and what
kind of legislation was required to effect a remedy? What
vyrrs wanted was an independent-minded man. It was not
necessary that he should be independent in pocket, but not
«,uhjevt to the party whip, from whatever quarter it came
(apjilause). Fa-iners haU all sorts of prescriptions offered

thein. They were tiiid that they ought to put more capital

into the soil. They had been putting capital into the soil for

the last five years, but where was it gone to (laughter) P

They might put capital into the soil for five years longer, and
and that would go to the place where the other was gone
(laughter). It would be a shame to thousands of farmers that

it should be said of them that they could not find a man from
their own own body to 'represent them (applause).

Mr. W. E. Bear, the secretary of the Alliauce, said he
wished to reply to some libels which had been industriously

circulated in this and neighbouring counties. The objects of

the Alliance appeared to be so thoroughly satisfactory that its

ecenies could find no fault with them, and hence they invented

something, and said, " We don't object much to these object",

but there is something behind." That something behind tbey

alleged was the furtherance of party interests. L^st that libel

should discourage some from joining he vvas anxious to protest

against its truth. The leaders of the Farmers' Alliance were

honourable men, and they claim to be believed in repudiating

that assertion (cheeri*). He assured them that the promoters

had no party objects whatever, and he declared publicly that

the question of agricultural reform came with him far above
party interests, and he would vote for the best agricultural

reformer—whether Conservative or Libered (applause). He
hoped, therefore, they would dismiss from their minds any idea

that this was a Radical association as far as party politics were

concerned. He hoped it would be radical as far as concerned

pulling up abuses by the roots. He also denied that they were
setiing class against class. That was one of those clap-trap

cries used in the absence of argument. There had never been

any speeches of that kind. Of course if the landlords opposed

them they were bound to be against them, but several Inndlords

had spoken in their favour, and speeches of Earl Cowper, Lord
Waveney, the Marquis of Tavistock, and Lord Hartington went
in many respects quite as far as any member of the farmers"'

Alliance. The Alliance simply sought the objects it proposed

on its programme, whether they were oppo-^ei by one class or

another. The Alliance had been accused in a neighbouring

county of deceiving the farmers, because certain members of it

had advocated the addition of auother object to the progiamme—vtz
,
the reform of the laws relating to landownership and

transfer. He very much hoped the members in general meet-

ing would add that object to their programme, but until they

liad done so it was not one of the ot^jects of the Alliance, It

v/ould be in the power of the members to say whether it should

be one or not. The desire to add that object had never been

concealed, those who were in favour of it having stated i't

publicly at the first meeting,

Mr. H. BiBKE-LL said it was only about seven days 8incp|lie

attended a large meeting on the sutq'ect of agricultural depres-

sion. He went there in the hope that he might hear sorae-

tliing that he could apply to his own circumstances, to make
hira better off—not by taking the property of others and

transferring it to himself—but by altering the laws and afi-

justing the burdens which agriculturists had to bear. With
the exception of some remarks made by one of Lord Rendle-

sham's tenants, he (Mr, Biddellj did not hear one word tfait
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apppar<*(l to liim to offer r pra(r«(c»l remedy. Up. came to the

farmers'' Alliswi^e iiioetin^, and lie was tempted to tliiiik the

same ef tliat (applause). I'he Cliairinaii was a little wrong
in liis history as to the agitation which had been Roing "" in

regard to various matters in which farmers had a direct

interest. Sir f itr.roy K lly led them well up to tiie time when
lliat Keiitlemau wan made a judge, when, of cour»e, he could

not very well take further aciiun in tiio matter. It was ottly

riKJit to judije a man by what ke did, and not by what he
would have. donp. lie (Mr. BiddcllJ could say nothing in

defence of Col. Barttelot, who undoubtedly soJil the farmers,

and there were others who did precisely the same thing, but
Sir Massey Lopes did not sell them, for out of thesis millions

surplus he obtained a million and a half in favour of that for

which he had bt^en sush a warm advocate at the Central

Chamber and elsewhere (applause). The Chairman had
spoken lu eulogistic terms of Mr. C. S. Read, but that jjentle-

man was not amongst the 17 who voted for the repeal of the

Malt T IX. Mr. Everett did not say a word about that, though
lie took good care to throw the blame upon the Government
(:ippl!iuse). Wherever he (Mr. Biddell) met Mr. Head he
siiould call him to book for that omission unless he offered a

belter explanation thaii he had yet given (applause). The
programme of tlie Alliance was all very well, but he (Mr,
JUddell) should 'ike to have seen something which the

tenant farmer could have gone to work at now, instead of

waiting until he had to leave his farm, as in the case of the

Lhw of Distress (applause). He could suggest some things :

The shilling of the tax off barley and .putting it on to beer,

or something else—at least, let Tarliameut deal with it as they

thought best. Then let the school rate be made a national

rate (applause). Ignorsnce was said to be a national sin
;

then let the remedy be national ; it ought not to be thrown
-jpon the tenant farmer (appJause). A jreat deal had been
«aid of late as to tl^e 'ithe. If there had not l^een such high
prices of com the lithe would not have been so hiith ; there-

fore the natural remedy wo«ld be that when there were a

iiu Tiber of bad years the average would be brought down some
ten or twelve per cent, IIi», however, thought the number
of years on which the average was taken was too long, and he

should like to see that reduced (applause).

The Cii.\.ut.XAX said he was very sorry if he had reflected

too severely upon gentlemen who had taken a prominent part

to matters which affected agriculturists. It was quite true

that Sir Fiixroy Kelly was a strong advocate while in the

House of Coraraous, but he (Mr. Everett) feared that it was
an arranged thing that the motion for the repeal of the Malt
Tax should be proposed by Sir Fitzroy Kelly and seconded by
Sir Bulwer Lylton, and that both those gentlemen should

receive promotion in order to get rid of an ugly question

(applause). The Chairman then put the motion, which was
carried.

Mr. J. S. G\RniNER proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.
Everett for presiding,

l\lr. R. llxWARD (Mells Ilill) seconded the motion, and in

doing so dwelt at some length upon the various matters in

which farmers had a direct interest, acd the grievances which
ought to be redressed.

The motion having been earried admidst applause, and the

Chairman having acknowledged the vote, the proceedings

terminated.

The evening meeting was held in the Public Hall, under the

presidency of the Mayor of Ipswich.

The Mayor, in opening the proceedings, s^aid lie consented

to preside that evening because he heartily sympathised with

many ol the oHjpcts of this association. It had been said that

the programme of the Alliance did not go (/uite far enough,

but he thought it would be generally nccepted that the items

which it included were those in which the fariniiia; unity had a

direct and substantial interest, and that if a reform in those

matters could be brought about its objects would he accom-
plished (applause). Agriculturists had and were passing

through a crisis of unprecedented severity. Free trade and

foreign competition had caused the people of England to

uudervalue to some extent the importance of the agriculture

of this country. The Mayor gave some statistics as to the

imports of corn into this country, showing that whereas in

1840 it cost this nation Ss. 6d. per head for the different

commodities, in ISJS we sent out of this country as much as

6Us. per head of our population. It must be mauileat to all

that if we could keep in this country the immense sum
annually Kcnt out for foreign produce, it would be an immense
boon, not only to agriculture, but to the country at large.
1 le pointed out that our home produce might be much increased,
and he said, as a practical farmer, he knew to his o«u cost
how much the cost of labour had increased within the last
few years. Raving dwelt upon the subject of local taxation,
the rates which farmers were called npon to pav, and tha
desirability of landlords (indin- c;.pit;U to improve their home-
steads the Mayor pointed out that the interests of the land-
lord and tenant were up to a certain point identical, and
that though we had heard a great deal about the want of
sunshine and the excessive rain, still something more than a
fine season was wanted to place the farmer in a position which
he ought and deserved to occupy.

Professor Hunter then addressed the meeting, again ex-
plaining the objects of the Alliance. Ke pointed out that
the alleged cause of distress in the manufacturing interests-
over-production—would not explain agricultural depression,
the cause lor which must be found elsewhere. He showed
that there were many reasons why the Knsflisli farmer should
be most successful, aud quoted stitistics by Mr. Caird proving
the immense increase in the price of land in the United King-
dom 10 the last twenty years, all of \*hich he argued went to
prove that the farmers had been paying too high rent, and thus
converted their share of what the i'remier called the three
prohts into a lots. As a remedy lor this '>e showed that
1 rotection was impossible, the real remedy beinga lowering of
the rents. There was, however, one direction in which the
landlords and tenants might do something to relieve what
threatened to be au enormous fall in rents, and that was by
increasing the capital applied to the land, so as to make it
more productive to all concerned. The true remedy was a
larger production at a smaller proportionate cost; but he
maintained that there was everything m the state of the law
to hinder so desirable a result. He showed how tenants were
discouraged from the application of capital to their farms hf
the want of security for their investments. However
generous, he said, landlords might be in particular cases
and little inclined to stretch their powers to the injury of the
tenant, the latter had no legal security, and he utterly denied
that the goodwill of another man was an adequate security for
the investment of capital. Until the farmer had this security
nothing like the full produce of the land would be obtained,
and in this way this question was one of vital importance to
the nation. Professor Hunter then went on to speak ol the
game as another serious evil with which farmers had to
contend, and in conclusion enforced i\w desirability of direet
representation of the tenant larmers in Parhament, observing
that a the tenant farmers were slive to their own interests
and the great public interest involved, it need not be a very
costly thing to return a tenant's representative. ];elor<^
closing he greatly amused his audience by re^din? a clause
from a lea«e used on the property of a noble earl in the
north in which the most stringent covenants were inserled

,
prohibiting the tenant from disturbing game with dogs or
by firing blank ammunition, or from keeping any dog but a
sheep dog, which was not to be allowed to go about the fields
except with the shepherd, and lor the purpose of tending sheep,
or from carrying a gun, except when loaded with powder
only to scare rooks, the gimekeeper being entitled to sstisfy
himself how it was loaded

; and such like provisions. He
wondered, he said, th.t any persons were found willing 'oliire
land on such ignominious terms (Applause)

Rev. J. F. A. HiiRviiv n '
"'

of the objects of the Firme. a inci,iiice as caicuiaieu to pro
mote the interests of ajfriculturists and the nation at large,
and considers the association deserving of general support.'"'
He said he felt some d.ffi leucc in coming forward on such an
occasion, not being a farmer himself. This was not regarded
as a political movement, and it it had been he certainly should
not have come forward. He did not wish to .vce a man sent
to Parlnment because he happened to be a farmer, any more
than he wished to see him sent there because he happened to
be a landlord. He desired that the best man should be sent
to Parliament, whether he was a farmer, landlord, or anything
else. The cost of contesting a county was one of the evils of
the present system, the result of which was that representation
of counties in Parliament was confined to twelve or filteeu
wealthy men in the county. He contended that the expenses
of such elec'iions should be paid out of the county rate, as that

CC2

moved " That this meeting approves
lers' Aili-ince as calculated to pro-
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was a necessary step in reform. It was a very vulgar and

-snobbish idea on the part of voters to suppose that he (the

voter) did a candidate a good turn by sending hira to Parlia-

ment. As to the Agricultural Holdings Act, the rev, gentle-

man observed ttiat tiie great objection in making it compulsory

was that it would interfere with tlie freedom of contract.

There was a great outcry against the interference with

contract, as if it was some sacred, holy thing that had never

been interfered with in other m:itter8. He, however, pointed

•out that it was in the case of the Fnctf^ry Act and Merchant
Shipping Act, 'Nor would the law allow a man to marry his

grandmother. (Laughter). He maintained that there was

no question in wliich interference with the freedom of con-

tract would be more justifiable than in the land question, for

the simple reassn that the'Iand was what every person in this

'Country had to live upon, and it was not private property in

'the sense that a man's watch was, and coulJ not be dealt with

80, Re expressed a hope that there might be some modiiica-

' tion of the Game laws.

Mr. RoJiERT Hawarp, in seconding the motion,

spoke at some length on the ijuestion of security for tenants'

• capital, aud the game laws. He also urged that the law of

distress operated harshly upon the tenant farmers by forcing

1 np rents unnaturally through increasing the competition for

larms. lie spoke of the injury done to the farmers' crops by

j^amjCj and warmly condemned the employment of the police

' in its preservation, and pointed out that besides otherinjuries

^ to the- ratepayers the reduction of the assessment of game
« ridden t farms was an injustice to other occupiers. Speaking
• on the 'County government question, he said about 200
magiBtrates, some of whom were but small ratepayers and
others not ratepayers at all, had the power of taxing tenant

farmers as much and as often as they pleased,

Mr. C. H. CowELL and Mr. i\ij. Bugg also addressed the

meeting, the latter gentleman, observing that this was pre-

' eninently a farmer's question, and it was no use farmers

disguising the fact that it was 'their work; and if there was
anything to be dene it must be done by the farmers. The
only marvel to him was that tlis farmers should have been

content to go on year after year without taking security for

the capital which they were prepared to put into the land.

The resolution passed at the afternoon raeetini; was agreed

to, and a vote of thanks to the May«r for ppesiUiugbrcught
"i the proceedings to a close.

THE FAEMERS' ^ILLIANCE SdT M'AIDSTONE.

Under the auspices of the Farmers' iiUiaDce a meeting

was held at the Star Hotel, Maidstone, on Thursday
• October 30th, the chair being occupied by the Mayor
i(Charle3 Ellis, Esq.) We have only space for the

speeches of Mr. James Howard and Mr. W. Fowler.

Mr. J, HowAiw, late M.P. for Bedford, after remarking

that his whole intertists were bound up in the welfare and

prosperity of agriculture, both directly and indirectly, said it

was not likely he would stand upon any platform to advocate

changes which he did not believe woitld be advaatageous. He
:ind his friends were appearing before the farmers of the

famous county of tent to mike a plain and straightforward

statement as to the objects of the Farmers' Alliance, and to

advocate its programme, and he would ask the gentlemen he

3 iw around him to dismiss from their minds anything they

liad heard prejudicial to the Alliance, and to depend upon
their own judgment in deciding whether its objects v/ere

worthy of support or not. It had been asked—What need is

there for another agricultural association, seeing that so many
already exist ? The answer to that was two-fold. The first

was that noue of the existing agricultural associations had

obtained or even sought to obtain the principal objjects of the

I Alliance, and, further, it was a startling fact that none
of the existing agricultural associations, notwithstand-

ing their number, was charged with the special

duty of looking after the interests of the tenant farmers

I (applause). He challenged Iris opponents to name one such

associaticn. The Alliance had been started to supply

ithat want ; it would look after the interests of the tenant

''farmers both in and out of Parliament, and it would see that

no additional burdens were placed upon their shoulders with-

out raising a note of alarm. Were not the interests of the

..c-ssat teaant farmer class, with its four hundred millions

sterling of capital, of sufTicient importance and magnitude to

justify the formation of an association to look alter them ?

The wonder was tliat such an associntion hRd not been formed
loug aeo. The tenant larraers of the kingdom had long co n-

plained, and justly too, that their voices had been unheeded in

Parliament (Hear, hear). No matter what Government had
been in power, and no matter what they had demanded, their

demands had either been ignored or they had been evaded,

and the promoters of the Alliance believed that would continue

to be the case until the farmers ot the Kingdom adopted one
of two courses—either send to Parliament as their representa-

tives men of their own class (cheers), or, failing to find such
candidates, withhold their suffrages from any candidate who
refused to support a programme agreed upon (renewed
cheers). The programme of the Alliance had been prepared

with that object, and he believed it would commend itielfto

the great majority of the farmers of the country (Hear, hear).

The Alliance believed that if the interests of the farmers were
to be well and efficiently looked after in Parliament,

the W'lrk would best be done by members of their

own class, for independeutiv of the greater practical

knowledge they would bring to bear upon the various subjects

laid before the House of Commons for consideration, they

would naturally feel a deeper interest and wider sympathy in

the views of men of their own class. Some years asjo the

tenant farmers of the county of Norfolk set an example by

choosing one of themselves as the Parliamentary representa-

tive, Mr. Clare Sewell Read— (cheers)—and he would ask

had not the wisdom of that course been proved, and was not

such an example worthy the consideration of the ereat agri-

cultural couuty of Kent ? (cheers.) Nothing would rejoice

Mr, Read more than to find in the next Parliament a nnmber
of men of his own class to support his views. The present

depression in agriculture had naturally brought the question of

direct representation in Parliament more prominently forward,

and therefore it was that the tenant farmers of Warwickshire

had determined to support Mr, Lane, a very intelligent

practical farmer, while those of E«sex had decided to bring

forward Mr. Page Wood, both counties having further deter-

mined to pay the necessary eKpenditnre of their candidature

(cheertt). And it so happened that Mr. Laue was a Conser-

vative and Mr. Wood a Liberal, yet, notwithstanding tliis

difference in politics, the Farmers' Alliance would exert its

infiueuee to secure the return of the two gentlemen to

Parliament (Hear, hear). Their motto, indeed, had been

from "the beginning, and he hoped would continue to be,
" Agriculture first and party after " (cheers). Could anyone

deny that the great body of tenant farmers in England and
Scotland iiad a right to a larger share in the Government of

the country than it had hitherto possessed ? There were
187 members elected by the English counties, and yet

only one was a bona fide tenant farnaer. The tenant

farmer class was the only one in the whole community
net directly and efficiently represented, and he had

sometimes thought that even the labourers would send their

representatives before the farmers began to bestir themselves.

A move liad, however, been made in the right direction, the

Farmers' Alliance were now seeking te remove the impediment*

from the path of the agriculturist, and it was felt that could

best be done by sending to Parliament a number of practical

tenant farmers (applause). In advocating direct representation

for farmers, however, he wished to have it clearly and distinctly

understood that he was actuated by uo feeling of hostility to

the great territorial class ; he had no feeling against that

influential body, and he had no wish to set class against class

(Hear, hear). He would deprecate aay such result ; he had
no desire to wrest from any one any privileges or rights ta

which they were entitled, of which they were in possession, and
which they used for the good of the community, and he believed

it to be quite possible ta hold adverse views, without their

being inimical to those iuterests (applause). From his own
experience he had no hesitation in saying that the land-

lords of this country compared most favourably with those of

any other country with which he was acquainted, but although

he entertained so high an opinion of them it was uo reason

why they as a class should monopolise the representation of

the counties in Parliameut (cheers). The House of Lords

was composed almost exclusively of the great terri-

torial cliss, and therefore there was less need to fill

the House of Commons with members of that power-

fu',j respected, aud influential body (cheers). iiow
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could it bs expp.cted tl\at a landlord should take a view

uf a public (|ue>ition from atenatii'i 8t:»tidpoiQt ? Tiie tiling

wm i'lipossible ; it was almost coiiirary lo-aature (Hear, hear).

The inter -sfs of landlord ami tennnt were, as a fac', no more

identical tliai were tlioie of the farmer and labourer. The
three it was true had an interest in the j^fnertl welfare and

prosperity of agriculture, but he need only to mention two or

three questions to show that the tenants had* a separate, dis-

tinct, and defined interest apart from the landlords. There

were the questions of rates and taxes, restrictions in covenants,

the Game Lnws, and Law of Distress (Hear, hear),. He liad

not mentioned tiifl questionof rents because he believed' tha<:

iBiiht well be left to the natural law of supply and demand
(Hiear,.hear). They had no sympathy with tljeagitittion going

on across the C'lannel on that matter- (cheers).; they were

reformers and not revolutiouijts (renewed cheers). Tlie

popular talk about the identity of interests would not, at all

events, bear the scrutiny of Parliamentary history, for the voice

of the tenant farmers had been systematically ijrnored in Par-

liament (Hear, hear). I'erhaps there were few topics which bore

more directly upon the farmini» interest than that of cattle

diseases, but what had been the hi.-tjry of the legislation

ill refer me tO'it. VVss it not for years a catalogue of

b'under^ ? Did either the past or the present Government
listen to the views of intelligent farmers, and were not millions

o'" the tenant farraers'capital wasted belore wise counsels pre-

vailed ? (" Ye8")i Few present would forget the timidity of

Mr. Forster, and perhaps fewer still would forget the obstinacy
8' the Duke o' Richmond on the same question. It would be

rememb' red tVaV so obdurate was the present G-ovemineut

ih it iMr. Ri ad liad to resign his seat in the Cabinet before

the Duke of Richmond was brought to his senses, and

ffUcient means adopted for keepinjj the disease out of the

country (Hear, hear). And had tot the windom of the views

adi'ocatea by the more intelligent tenant farmers become
apnarent by the comparative immunity the country had since

enjoyed from that dire disease (Hear, hear). To turn

to another question, the farmers had long contended

that as they paid rates they had a claim to a voice in

the, county expenditure and the tointy government.
H'^ haptJ tt d to be o-ie of those who were generally

called the " great u ipaid," and from his experience at

quarter sessions he was bound to admit tliat the demands of
t'te ratepayers were reasonable (Hear^ hear). Was there

ever a more contemptible measure brought forwasd fcr-the

con<i( eratioi of Parliament thin the County Government
Bill? Was the voice of the farmera attended to in the con-
sideration of that important, and to them, financial question?
If the provi>ions of that bill were looked into, the O'lly con-

clusion that could be arrived at was that the bill was one of

the greatest insnlts ever offered to the ratepayers of B/igland

(cheers). Then the Rivers Conservancy Bill, aliich was to deal

with the dimage caused by the river flnods to the ten'^at farmers'

properly, was dropped because of the opposition of some
powerful landowners ("Shame"). There v/ss also another
question whicli occupied the attention of Parliament during
the last session. M-any would remember that Mr. Sampson
Lloyd, the Conservative member for Plymouth, brought
forward a motion for the appointment of a minister of agri-

culture and commerce, who should have a seat in the Cabinet
—a measure that had beea advocated by some of the wise.st

men the country had seen, yet the Government gave it

their most strenuous opposition. Fortunately Ihey
were ignomiuously defeated, as they could adduce no
3>lid argument against the motion (applause). Then
agtin they would remember Mr. Samuelson's application

for an inquiry into the working of the Agriculturul Holdings
Act, a measure which had certainly failed to accomplish the

objects for which it was brought in. Those objects, as

avowed by the Dake of Richmond, were to secure to the tenant

the capital he invested in the land, to give him, in fact, .that

prot'ction to whieh'he was entitled, his lordship describing

—

and Earl Beaconsfield did soals»-in glowing language the

advantages which would result to the tenants and the whole
oomrc-irinity from the passing of the Act (derisive laughter).

Before the Bill was passed he, as the spokesman of a deputa-
tion to Lord Beaconsfield fronj the Farmers' Club, ventured
to state it was not worth while to trouble Parliament to pass

a bill giving to the landowners permission to give conipen."a-

tion for unexhausted improvements, and he thought the result

had. sliowtt that those- views were not far v/foug. Tho p;o-

perty of the landowner v/afi-still to be held sacred, but no such-
sacred riifhts were to burround the property of the

tenant. He would now, for a moment or. two, refer to •

the question, of local taxation, in order to show that

thfe pecuniary interests of farmers were not well looked

after in' Parliament. Ttie sanitary acts, if well

and properly carried out, would no donbt prove a great boon
to their rural populations, but it was a most unjust provision

that permanent improvements in a. village should be paid for

by tliose who had only an ephemeral interest in the parish.

lie had always thought that/ a rate for- sanitary purposes
should be imposed on the landlord, who had a ;;ernianent in-

terest in the parish, instead of ou tho occupier, who, as was
frequent y the case, . had only a very temporary one (Hear,
hear). So again with regard to education. Tnat act was
passed mainly for the benefit of the labourer and in the inte-

rest of the whole community, but whatever might h.ave beea
the resultant bene'iti in those directions, the measure had homo
very hardly upon the tena'it farmer—(Hear, hear)—for it had
drawn from hira a good deal of juvenile labour, the value of
which, at certain seasons, could scarcely be measured by money
(Hear, hear).. Still to the honour of the farmers of England
they had loyally complied with the provisions of the Act
(»pplaU8e). Therefoje it seemed unjiist that the scluiol rat&

should be levied on the occnpjers ; as the Act was not passed

in their interest, the burden •should have been throv/n ou the

shoulders of the owners. . H^ knev/ that political^ economists-

maintained that rates fell ultimately on the owners, and he
was not prepared to deny that it was so in. the long run, but
he held tnat the doctrine did not apply to new rates, for if

burdens were imposed on a class there was a tendency for

them to remain there for a lengthened period (He«r, tiear).

Therefore the object of. the Alliance waa to prevent the im-
position of additional burdens on tlie tenant larmer without
due notice being given. lu conclusion he would observe that

at no former period in the history of their country had the

futare of the land of England been looked for-

ward to virith so much anxiety and so much apprehen-
sion as at the present time (Hear, hear), . Not
only were the tenants and landlords inquiring what were the

means and remedies to be applied, but the wiiole population
was joining in the inquiry. . The enormous and ever iucreas-

ing suras of money being spent in the purchase of foreign

agricultural produce was receiving the attention of the whole
country, as was also the necessity of removing all obstructioi.a -

to progress out of the way- of agriculture (Hear, hear). That
important changes were pending must be obvious to the moat
casual ols^rver, for land reforms were no longer left in the-

hands of philosophers or writers more or less obscure. When
such men as Farl Cower and the Marquis of Tavistock came
forward, as they did last week, and openly condemned the laws
of entail, 3.itle:i e vt, and primogeniture, the time could not
surely be far distant when those questions would occupy the
attention of the Legislature. . No class was more interested in .

those matters than the tenant farmers, and no class had
greater interest in the questions of security of teurue, security

of capital, the reform of the Game Laws, the abolition of the-

Law of Distiess, and other points alluded to in the programme
of the Alliance, and it was therefore necessary that tlie- Parlia-

ment dealing with them should contain influential -and practi-

cal farmers who would be able to bring to bear upon them lonj»

experience and practical knowledge. On those grounds he
asked them to heartily support the Alliance (loud cheers).

Mr. .Wjs. Fowler, who was also loudly cheered on rising, ,

was the next speaker. It l»ad, he said, bsea constantly thrown
in the teeth or those who advocated the Alliance that it was
nothing but Radicalism in disguise. . But he could tell them -

that a great many Conservatv»es were members of the Alliance
and that it was only the interests of agriculture that were
sought to be promoted (Hear, hear). It was outrageous that
men like Mr. Howard and himself, who had bein before the -

worJd so long a timei, should be openly called false, dangerous,
and deceptive men. There was, liowever, one consolation-
nobody would fully believe it (lau[;liter). Th.ere might how- -

ever, be a few misled, and therefore he wished to say that
that was no party organisation, and that it was only political

in the sense that it v/as intended to improve the policy of the
Government as far as agriculture was concerned (Hear, hear)*

He was pleased to hear Mr. Howard say he had no vrish to

set class against class. He himself was not a farmer, in fact

liii> frieoda. wurc mainly amuu^ the laudowaers. Ai> (tr m 1 p
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was concprncd be would not do an injustice to any one for the

sake of any class whatever. The question was, however,

wliether they, the agricultural clasi as a whole, were well

dealt with hy the law. if they were the Alliance was not

wanted, but if the law were wronif then they bad better find

out the evil and combine to alter it (Hear, hear). The
Alliance wag not a thing to be regardied with suipicion,

but it was an association formed for a good, honest,

and honourable purpose. He had sometimes bren

highly aransed at having been called a revolutionist,

because he had for many years contended that the

law with regard to the holding of land ?n this eo»ntry

was absurd and foolish, and tlmt it ought to he altered

in the interests of the owners themselves ajid of the

coinmuiiity at large, but he would ask—What is there revolu-

tionary in that ? When they reraenibered that ijori Uarting-

ton, the Marquis of Tavistock, the Ihike of 13edft)rd, Earl

Cowper, Lord Carington, and the Duke of St. Albans held

somewhat similar views, they would not, he thought, be able

to say that he and Mr. Howard were revolutionists because

they were found in such company. Now, he believed that the

interests of kndlord and tenant were identical, for if the

latter were not doing well the former could not als9-do wel}

for very long at any rate, as they had found out this year to

their cost (Hear, hear). As to setting ^lass aga^inst class

that was all pestilent nonsense, but if the farmers thought

that there waa anything wrong in Parliament, they would

have to insist on an alteration themselves—uobocly \roM do

it for them (Hear, hear)* That was the rule in every trade

and class. He should like to refer brieiiy to some of the

points touched npou by Mr. Howard. In reference to the

Agrieultsral Holdings Aet, the precediBg speaker had alluded

to the opinions of several authorities, but he wowld just like

to add tiiat Blr. Caird, in an interesting book called ""Land
Interests," relerred to the relations between landlord and
tenant, and said i-t was useless to look for enterprise and pro-

gress among the tenants where there was no real security for

the capital invested. Nothing, indeed, could be plainer than
that (upplause). He did not know whether aay of them had'

seen a reprint of Mr. Sarauekon's speech last session on his

motion for an enquiry into the working of the Agricul-
turnl Holdings Act. But in proposing his resolutioB.,

the hon. gentleman stated that th& results of inquiries he had
made on the matter, and the answers he hud received from all

parts of the kingdom were republished with the speech. These
ri'plies showed that the measure was one of the most im-
potent that had ever passed the House of Commons (Hear,
hear). Parliament Srst passed the Act and then, as if afraid

of its work, added a elaus&so that anybody who chose might
have nothing to do with it, the result being that scarcely an
appreciable number of estates in the country were now under
the system ! Passing on to the Law of Distress, Mr. Fowler
said it was, no doubt, very cice for a landlord to be able to

feel that his rent was safe, but the effect of the law was very

detrimental to the farmer. It deprived him of the credit he
might otherwise obtain from merchants and tradesnven, while

it also handicapped him in the matter of rent. Many men
took farms at too liigh a rent, and it was frequently the case

that the lindord or his ag*ut let a farm to a man with

inferior capital over the head of a man with more capital

and a gpfater knowledge of farming, because the former made
a higher hid than the latter, and the owner was, under any

circumstances, sure to get his rent (l|par, hear). He would

like to know, however, who benefited by such a law ; he

did not believe it did the landlord any good, for it only

reduced the value of liis property by inducing bad manage-
ment. He had never yet met any one who could fell him why

one man should have priority over anybody else (Heir, hear).

After briefly alluding to the tithes, which, he said, were a

charge on the land, aud were, consequently, more a landlord''s

question, l\lr. Fowler spoke of the taxation question, express-

ing his belief that that was not of such pressing importance as

some others. Doubtless, there were many unfairnesses, and

some rsitps pressed unduly on the tenant, bot a rp-aflju«tm''nt

between landlord and occupier would not very materially affect

the latter. Now, as to the Game Laws, he was not prepared

to go as far as some gentlemen. The Chairman at the Col-

fliester meeting, a Conservative farmer, and his friend Mr.

Howard, a former Liberal niemlrer of Parliament, had saidthaf

they would have uo Uame Laws at all, but he li.imself, while

lie would like to bee gri>uud givme i;ut rid of, tlwught tlvat

winged g;tme would not dVj raacft harm to- anybotJy

He lelt, llpit, if they had no Game L.iws w'>atever, diffii>-

culties might ari>e in the question of trespass (Hear,
hear). He would' now deal with the competition wc
had to meet from America; of which they were continually

reading something astounding. He noticed a few days before-

that the increase of the area under wheat cultivation in one
year in Am-rica was Kjualto the whole area nndbr the same
cultivation in this country, while from asross the Atlantic also-

we had received in twelve months meat of the value ot

JESiD^OOO. From that he argued we were in a most peculiar

position, for while we had had several bad seasons we had had
to meet a competition which exceeded all past experience

(Hear, Itexr)^ That naturally led to the (iuestion was there-

anything in the foreign system which gave a greater advaut»ge

to the agriculturist 'i' An American had explaiHed the-

diJfcrencft by saying, " We brush away all your old-fashionedi

notions."' And there was doubtless seiHethia^ in that, although,

tlie Yankees went, perhaps, » little too fast for this country.

The great necessity was, ia faci, freedom- for the tenant and
freedom for the owner, and th« British agriculturist was bound,,

in duty to himself and his country, to see that h& was not

placed under dis-<dvantages which cauld be avoided (cheers).

Landlords and tenants were alike hampered by several laws

which had been referred to that evening (irenewed- ctieers)s

and unless both were made more free they could never hope-

to withstand foreign competition ^applause)'. He trusted

that out of the present dire calamity some great im«-

pjovements would p-oceed (lUear, hear),. Mr. Fowler

then proceeded at considerable length to deal with the law oi

entail, showing how it p^-evented lite proper cultivation of

large- estates, and he (juoted copious estracts from a speech of

Lord Carrington in support of his argument. He urged that

it was better for the general community that the owner should'

have absolate sontrol over his land, atid replying to the sug-

gestion that if entail- were aljolished some families might be

ruined through the gambling propensities of some scapegrace,

asked if many families in all classes we?e not frequently

broken up. by such means, and if the nation- were any the-

worse for it. Freedom would eaableirapoverisl>ed. families to

sel' portions of their estates to wealthy men who would be able

to properly develop them, and the rcMilt would be a wonderful*

change in the country in the course of twenty years. That
was a subject to which he had devoted much attention, he

very believed he had " freedom " on the brain—(laughter)—-

and he was strongly convinced that when there was freedom of

land tenure and freedom of cultivation every class would be

yastly benefited (loud- cheers).

The following resolution, moved by My. B. Wood, Ayles-

ford, seconded by Mr. Page, was carried unanimously ;.

—

" That this mee'ing approves of the formation of tile-

Farmers'" Alliivnc^", believin-g that the attdioment of its objects

wotiJd be advantageous to the interests of agriaultufe,"

The Penrith Mso-ifcr state* that, at a recent stocb

sale at Orton, a number of balf-bfeJ gimmer lambs were

sold for 2s. Gd. each, and a number of v»elher shearliujjs-

a^t 2s. a head.

•^REVOLUTIONARY" PROPOSALS.—It is an odd fact

ia. connection with the proposal fo? reforming the land laws,

which the Tories denounce a.^ revolutinnary, that it is accepted,

by some of the greitest landlords i«. Kngland.. Lord Harting-

ton, heir to the Cii'vendish estates, has already stated his

readiness to remove all restrictions ; and now Lord Tavistock,,

who inherits the Btdford estates, declares hiwself on the shug
side. He wouili abolis* primogeniture, and settlement

" except in favour of widows and younger sons
""—an odd'

exception—make laad as saleable as a chattel, establish an.

Kucumbered Estates Cbart, afld nvake the provisions of the

Agricultural UoMings Act compulsory.. It is clear that the

enfranchisement of the soil will not meet with passionate-

opposition from the landlords, and we wish we conid ex})ect

as little from the legal piofession. The solicitors, however,

have not spoken yet, and hitherto they have resisted any

change in the methods of conveyancing radical enough to

threaten the most profitable )iorlion of their business. Any
thorough reform will have to be accompauitdby a uewmeUiud.

of calculating l-^w-chasges.

—

Sjicululvr.
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AQ-HrCTSLTTnur. TABLE TALK.

On Outobfir 28th Lord C»rin(;ton entertained liis South

Bucks teuants at dinner in tiie VVel!iu«ton Kooin, Red Lioo

Ho'ei, Uifrh Wycombe, on the occasion ol the half-yearly

audit. Lord Sufiiej.k proposed the toast of the eveniuft,

'' Tlie Health ot Lord Cariugtou, your tVieud and Landlord,"

whicl\ was receive 1 with great cheerinj;. Lord Cakington
tinnked the tenantry lor ti'.e manner in which they iiiiil drunk

his health,, and after some local remarks,. said : W^e have

heard the opinions of the politioal leaders, but perhaps it whU

te of advantage to see what owners ofc land Iwve si'id on tlve

subject. The Duke of Rutland, a man conspicuous for liis

conscieutiou-sness ;md consistency, in a very remarkable

speech, .boldly advocates a 58. duty en all wheat tl>at comes

from America, and Is., or perhaps nothing at all, on Canadian

wheat. The Duke of Beaufort, lately returned from America,

writes to Mr. Daniel Owen : 'The result of ray consideration

of the subject is this—that climate, steam, and transport hy

sea and land, together with the labour question on both sides

of the ocean, have made it oitt of the power of our agricul-

lurints to compete wiih the groi<er8 of wheat on the American
continent, .and tliat they nwst turn their attention to cheaper

and better modes of growing beef and mutton.' The Speaker

ot the House of Commons says :
' I think we may fairly hope

tiiit with better seasons the depression may beonlytem--
porary. ;' and a landowner with 3,U00 acres on his hands

—

i.e.,

4>5 square miles—which he is cultivating himself, thinks ' not

a few country gentlemen will come down, and. that a social

revolutiun is- upoo us.' Here we have, gentlemen, four

different opinions of large landowner?.. lst._ Advice to return

to Proiection. iJod. Advice to lay down as much grass as

possible and trust to stock. 3rd. We are told to hope for

better seasons, ith. A dread is expressed that many land-

ownfrs will be ruined, and that a social revolution i» immi-
nent. It is on the first and hst of tliese opinions I ahall call

your attention. The repeal of tlie Corn Liws was followed

v»ii.h prosperity in the landed interest; the Tory prophets of

3vil, who foretold the ruin of the agricultural interest, were,

as the racing papers wcmld 8ay,fioored to a man. The price

of wheat in 1848 was 57s. 6A-1J., and if you take the average

of the next ten years you will find it exactly the same sum,
5.7s. G.^d., and the- hitrhest quotation of wheai' in that

time was in Miy, 18i7, when it stood at lOUs. 5d. per

quarter. The Governments of Lord John F-assell, . Lord
Paliiierston, and Lord Aberdeen, got the credit of tl'.e

good times as Governments atvyays do, and the extreme p^rtof

the Cobdeii school predicted better times for agriculturists than

had ever been known. But Tree Trade, though an iramen.se

benefi to the nation at large, like all other reforms, .affects

individual interssts. It is useless to deny that Free Trade,

liowever beneAcial to the country at large, does roajve the

prolit of the fariiier less than it was in the days of Protection.

(Jheap bread is of vital importance to the nation at large. Our
ports are open to the world, and we buy our cora.in the

cheapest market. The loaf is cheap,, and- ought to be cheaper,

and with our own yield, with America in the present and
Canada in the future, Euglaad is assured of a pleiiiifaL supply

of bread stuff.at low prices. This immense advantage is one
tiiat will never be given up out of coosideraiiou to- the agri-
cultural interest, and tlie question is, what are the circum-

stances tlial hamper landlords and farmers in additian to Free

Trade, and nutke it difhcult, .and in some cases impossible, to

larm withproSl? With regard to the dread of social revolu-

tiun, shall He for .'"..moment or two consider the position of

the ordinary lundowner of the present time—by that I mean
a man who derives tlie wJiole of his income from land — tenant

for life ofan estate more or less encumbered with settlements

and mortgages atid other fixed charges.- At the risk ol being

thought an egotist, liwill take ray own- case. Following the

advice of ray best friends during ray lather's lifetime, being

twenty-two years of age, .1 re-entailed the estate. I inherited,

eleven years ago, property in Bucks, in l/ncolnshire, and iu

Wales. I found property had been bought in this county, and
to pay for that property the Welsh estate had to be sold, and

the money reinvested in the land purchased in Bucks, The
farm Luiidiugs were so bad on the Welsh property that it .was

calculated that the purchaser would have to spend one whole

year's rental on them to put them in decent repair. . Mind, I

iltf aol blame my lather fortius ; but Iido blame the strictness

qI tlie uatail, wliicli prevented liim putting the buildings into

such a condition as to enable the tenants to dojuslice to them-
selves and the land hy which lliey got their living. The river-

Humber wa.shed away live acres of good land for sevcril years

at Winteringham, and formed an inland in the bed of the

river. A revenue cutter sailed round it and the Government
took it, and the sea laid up several acres of land at

Ilumberstone. As a- tenant for Ii(e I. couldn't aiford to

repel the attacks ol the river, or to accept the gifts of liie

ocean, fori could not cliarge the estate lor permanent im-
provements, nor could I sell a single acre of the thirty-four

square miles which 1.inherited. Under these circumstances
what are the landlords to do ? Un all sides we hear of
reductions and returns to- tenants. These are duly chronicled
in the papers with a certain grim humour as " liberality of a
laudlord." It keeps some tenants going, and saves the
landbrd having to cultivate the land, but 1(J per cent, reduction .

is no real use, and does'nt solve the question at all. Are tire

Game Laws to be abolished? Generally speaking, I don't

think that in Bngland any serious damage is done by game. .

Ten years ago there was a great outcry, but common sense

came to the-reseue. and the enormous quantity of ground game
was get. rid of. llabbits are considered 'vermiOj and they
might be with advantage destroyed, but all the ini([uitie8 of

the old Game Lhws are done away with. The absurdity of no .

ma» being allowed to carry a gun unless he owned 100 acres

of- land is a thing of the past. The sale of game is legal, and
sympathy with poachers is gradually dying out. I have yet

to learn that the word firmer is synonymous, with fool, and
certainly no one but a fool would take a farm where game is

preserved to an injurious extent. Labourers' pay—now can
Tou reduce that ? Lord Beaconsfield told ii'* at Aylesbury
that the farm labourers' wages have been raised 40 per cent,

within the last forty years. Thank -God that is so. But -

take the average wage of farm labourers, it is uoae too high,
there can be no retreucliment in that cuarter. The last

.

advice is that the laadlords are to cut down thair personal ,

expenditure, and farm the laud thrown or. their hands. How
can [ ofiFeE the land at .-» still lower rent to meet the hardnes
of the times, and still pay the unalterable chiirges and repai

of the estate ? THxaliou ;ind the rates have a great deal to d .

wiih the arisis. The expenditure of the country is appalling
,

and next year the bill will be a heavy one indeed. I will not
trouble you.with figures, but call your attention to the alarm-
ing increase of the national expenditure. The total expendi-
ture of 1872-73 was £70,714,000, that of 187S-7!) was
£85,407,7<8y. This shows a steady increase of over two
millions a year, or a total of fourteen millions in sis years. Sii-'

Stafford Northcote's estimate of the expenditure of the coming,
year is £81,153,573, b'lt this does not include the Zulu war,
the cost of which will be frightful. The English troops iu

South Africa were 2i2,000, as against 27,000, the fighting line

which ".veat to the Crimea. It is useless here to question who-
is to blame. The fact remains. The bill must be paid.

'I'axation may, gentlemen, have something to do with the

present agricultural crisis, but we must go deeper into it still.

It appiPars to me that now we must in(|uire into the system
of the Land Laws, the question of entail, and the dillicultyi

of the transfer and sale of lands, and whether it is right

that estates heavily mortgaged should be left tied up in-

such a manner that escape from tl'.e debt is rendered
impossible. People say take care how you, introduco.

this subject, . as you are sitting on a birrel

of gunpowder. Is there no danger at sen, when a vessel

hiis sprung a leak, if you sit with your hands folded and trust

to a fair wind to blow you into port—is there no danger, l.

.

say, .of the good ship settling down with her cargo and her.

crew in forty tathoms of blue water? With the (iu.estion of
simplifying the oper;',;>ions of transfer or mortgage of land, L
do not propose this evening to deal. The principles of Lord
Selborne'.s -bill are well known, and will be carefully di.^cU3sed,

nor need we argue whether the law which, jf a landowner
dies without giving .-vny directions a* to the disposal of Ins

property, ^ives all the land, without diminution or change, to

the landowner's next heir is just to the family, or bemliL-ial to-

the country at large. The time hits, however, come that the
great question of entail should be calmly discussed, whether.-

a man should have the riulit 10 re-entail property heavUjs
mortgaged. J\lany consider that, the laws which allow a
landowner, by hi« deed or by his will to prevent his landbeiiij;

sold, seized, or lessened iu ^iz.c, either during his own lite C5
for many years after hii death, arc necessary fat the. vctj;
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cxisterce of the landed ioterest of England. May these laws '

not Ije H posiiivt; daa;jer lo the cuuutry, and one oi tiie

reasons of the present agricultural distress? In no way do I

M'ish to introduce a principle that a living man may not do

what he likes with his own—buy^sell, let or farm as nanch as

he clioosen, leave it all to his eldest son, divide it auiongst his

children, or leave it entirely away. But tliougli we properly

respect the rights of the living, ought we not to curtail the

power of the dead? Tiie largest landowner in England and

Scotland has a total of l,358^54-8- acres. I see no harm in that ;

there is no reason why he should not own twa million acres ;

hut what I do think wroJig is that a landowner should, either

by his own act or by the deed of kis predecessors, be saddled

with an enormous tract of country of which it is impossible

for him to get rid of a stjuare yard, lioweveir necessary, how-

e\er beneficial the sale of a small portion of it would he to the

country, the estate, to his tenants,, or to himself, 1 will try

to show what the consetiiUence is. In the north of the

county I have two strong clay farms on my hands ; one I

cannot get a bid for, nobody will cultivate it at any rent. I

say to my agent, '' What am I lo dop" he aiiswers, " The
hiiildings must be rebuilt, tl&e worst land laid (iown in grass,,

the laud drained and cleansed,, and in two years yon may get

a tenant." Very good, but all this ought to have been done

years ago, and the tenant would have been saved, and the

laud would never have got into so miserable a condition. But
the same millstone is round my neck that hampered my
father, that I must wear till ray death, my brothers, as well, if

they succeed me, and the land is not free till after our deaths,

or the twenty-ikst birthday of an unborn heir. As tenant for

life 1 hoped against hops, trusted to the good season of 1879

to put things right ; that season failed, the tenant is mined,,

and the land starved. It is a small matter, one farm in hand,

you will say ; but look around ua. I hear of a proprietor

with ijOOO acres on his hands, a, Berkshire landowner with thir-

teen tarms, aud laud thro'an up in all directions. People

wonld improve their properties if they could, but the majority

cinuot^ as is sliown by the eoraraittee of the Uouse of Lords,

cniisisting of the Duke of Richmond, Marquis of Salisbury,

Earl of Derby, and Lord Egerton of Tatton, who reported, in

1870itliatof twenty million ceres in this country requirii^g

drainage, only three million had been drained, and that,

taking into account also all other necessary improvements,

only one-filth of tlie land had been properly dealt with., fe

not this a serious state of things ? Farmers say it is not so

much the low price we complain of, but the yield is so bad.

What else oaa you expeci, ?• We shall be told that these views

are dangerous to the Constitution, to the Queen,, to the House
ol Lords, and to the welfare of Eugland generally. Bitt,

gentlerarn, is it possible to, deny how mixh good has beea

dune by the gradual reforms that have been, brought about in

tlie present reign ? Is it not better that questions of this ira-

])ortaDce, should be properly and reasonably discussed on their

merits than that strong opposition should be oifered to their

very mention, that all the power of intellect, position, and

wealth should be brought against the idea that such laws may
be improved, r,ntil Euelaud wakes up suddenly to find the

measure of such reforms brought forward by those who ex-

p, ess IhemsL'lves most hostile to. them, a.nd a Laud Bill hastdy

jiassed through rarliament, with clauses that ma^ take away

from landowners the fee simple ol their land? We shall be told

t'lal these restraints are necessary owing to the temptations to

young meu coming early into ilieir eitates. But, as a rule

peers do not inherit before middle age ; it is the exception,,

and many of the young ones recognise the responsibilities of

pioperty. Are we, for the sake of protecting a few, a very

few, foolish men Iroin the couseqiuences of their own folly, to

inniper the whole of the landed proprietors of Eugland, and

to make living men, anxious to improve their estates and

benefit tlieir tenants, feel the "dead man's gaip,"irofn which

there is no escape ? I have reminded you of the disturbed

state of the country previous to the repeal of the Corn Laws.

In 1879 comes again a time of trial, aud we have distress, but

not disailiection ; disappointment, but not despair. Is it too

much to hope that the land laws will also be calmly con-

sidered with a view to their improvement;, that landlord and

landowners will become the owners and lords of the land ; and

that by free trade in land the agricultural difficulty will be

surmounted P The owners and cultivators of the land will

weather the storm together—the lamllords with their acreage

reduced perhaps, bu.t with tkcir iJiopcsties iji jjood ordcr,^ free

from crushing debts,, a credit as vrell as a pnoftt'ta fchemselve*

;

and the farmern, wim ilimr bilance^ at llniir liankers' re,.uictid

but still solvent, still able an 1 willing to fitrht asainst bad
seasons and low prices, till the good time coraes,^ and come it

will,, when the Almighty shall send us the fruit ol tiie earth
in due season,, and the country will hail the return of pros*
perity to the agricultaral interest of Old England.

la the coarse of a speech delivered at the dinner

followiug the Northmolten ploughing iiaatch.

Sir TnoMvs A€i.A.Ni\ M.P.,.9aid he- was ocfi of those who
thoright tiiat landlords and farmers had a great deal to learn^

but he at the same time believed that the farmers had a great

deal more in their heads than people gate them credit for..

After working with the Bath and West of Eugland AgricnU.
tural Society fs* twenty year?,, and editing their Journal, he
thought he knew something about farming, and it was not
until he himself took a farm ihAl he had any idea of how
ignorant he was. His advice to theni, as he had said before,

was not to look to Parliament to do their work for them.
Do not let them listen to those who said " The way for the
British farmer to get help.is to iteturn so and so to Parliament.,'*"

because really tiiere was but little Parliiament could do for

them. Let them remember this—that it wonld be cyiite im-
possibla for aey Parliament to take steps with the view of
making food dearer in England. They were frequently beingi

told that the burdens on agriculture were so. tremendous that

Parliament should take some of them of?, lie would not
argue this now, but he did think the British farmer had sense

suough to know that whatever was taken o£E the rates was
pretty sure to find its way in the end, not into the farmers'"

pockets, biit somewhere else. With regard to the pre.'ent

depression in agriculture—as. it was called—no doubt they

had read the Pa,rliam8ntary debates, and had seen what the-

different leaders had to say. lif he might venture to express

an opinion he would say—do not lei as be in a panic at

present about the future. He did noi think that any man,
could at the present moment predict what would be the

effect of the enormous growth of wheat in America, or what
might be the possible effect of the inifiortation of oattle from,

that country. It seemed to him that the wisest course lor all

would be to keep calm and quiet, prepared for whatever Godi

or the course of nature might send bhem. At the same time

they should look very straight and fearlessly at matters im-
mediately before them. To put things in more direct and'

practical language,, he might say that he thought it altogether-

premature—although hs. did not wonder at it, seeing the

panic that existed—to raise the cry of " Down with rents alii

round." He was not afraid to speak plainly on this qjiestion,

and he certainly did ihinlc that such a cry, as this was prema-
ture. On the other hand he must admit that of late years,

there had been quite snilicient to justify thera in looking very

attentively and asry dosely inta-the position and relations of
those who cultivated the soil. Various speakers had of hvte

sought to enlighten them on this subject. Sonne thooglit an.

entire change of the Land Laws necessary, and that the reali

reason why the British farmer could not pay his way was to.

be found in the existence ot eldest son«,. and in entails, and^

things of that kind. Then, an interesting theory had been,

propounded as to the three incomes that were to be got out of

the land. Hie had no do»ibt that this was a very fine and a very

scientific theory, but it struck him that probably it would turn,

out, like the scientific frontier—the more they ex.iended it aud^

the further thsy advanced il the greater would be the mess in,

vnhich they would eventually fiad themselves. He thought
they would fnad it far batter to he practica-ithan theoretical;

j(f wheat could permanently be grown chpi-^jer in America and,

imported into this country at a much hnver rate than we
could grow it in England there was no doubt the farmer would,

have lo. turn his mind to something eLe than wheat growing..

But the time of the establishment of this fact had not yet
arrived, a,nd he did not feel at all sure that they would ever

have to face such a fact. Should they have to do so of course-

it would be necessary to greatly alter the existing state of

things,, but at present it would be premature to jump at a con-.

clusion, and the best thing they could do would be to look at

things as they now existed, and see where they could improve
' them. There was plenty of room for improvement. No
doubt those who visited the Kilburn Show noticed willi.

iiitcrest the exJiibitiuu. ui dairy prudujue. Did they knuw- thai
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ill L-mdon fornigii UuUer was driving Eiiglisli butter out of the

mirket, uot because it whs cheaper—for it whs dearer—but

bccaU!<o it was better ? This was the fact. Eiiglisli butter was
falheij; in price and foreiiin was fifing, and if ar^ything could Ije

done to improve the English butter he advised tliuse whom
it concerned to see to it. Passing to another matter—the

rearing of stock^he biid no doubt that in this part ot the

country farmers were wise in refraining from spending much
muney in that whicli jiaid badly—wi»ter feeding of stock in

stalls ; a raan who devoted himself to bringing forward young
stock was much more likely to spend his means profitably than

those who followed the example set by the Somersetshire

farmers last year—that of buying young stock from the North
Devon hills at enormous prices and fattening them, but in the

*nd iiaviug to sell at very little mure, and in some caaes at less,

than the price they paid for the sattle. Let those in this

district stick to the breeding and rearing of young stock,, and
ti) selling them as well as they possibly could. Another tiling

was that ho tiiought theje was a great deal to be learut in the

improvement of grass land. At tlte time of the Kilburu

Show he had great deliget in going with forty farmers—none
of iliera Englishmen—to the Duke of Bedford's estate, and
also to Mr. Lawes's place, in Hertfordshire. Mr. Lawes was a

country gentleman, who for forty years had spent £3,0U0 a

year in niaking experiment for the good of ilie public and the

British farmer. Those who read the A(jncidtural Jotrna
knew the value of Mr. Lawes's experiments, and not content

with wl'At he had already done, Mr. Lawes had endowed his

laboratory with £10,000^ so that tiie experiments might go on
Jor ever. Now they might be sure that a gentleman, and one

who was a practical farmer, would not do all this unless there

was something to he learnt. One thing he had noticed as

pretty well proved—that overdoiiig land with dung, guano,

nitrate of soda, or nitrogenous manures had a tendency to

clioJie the clovers with coarse grasses, whilst mineral manures
tended to improve ^lie clovers—that was to keep them up—if

not smothered by coarse grass. They might say that this was
tut common sense,, and that they knew this be'ore, but he had

paid attention to this matter for 30 years, and felt that as yet

all were but in their infancy in connection with it.

One thing that was certain was this—that the "Ase of oil-cake

with sheep on grass land was most useful. Another thing of

importance to the permanent growth of their pastures was to

take care that tbey were act nibbled too tight,, and especially

when young, to give the grass time to grow. There was a
great deal to be learnt about the elements of food. Much had
been taught us about human food, and to a great extent this

same teaching was true in its application to the food of

animals. It, was a fact that very often too niucli of one kind

of food was given,^ and that a mixture would have obtained

better results at a less cost.. Do not, however^ let young men
take up an idea and fancy tlsey know better than their prede-

cessors. He advised then:, to remember that they had a lot to

learu before they could veiitore to put their fathers right, and

the very first thing to do was to learu all that their fathers

coiild trll ihem. Thanks to Earl Fortescue aud other gentle-

men, the young farmers of the present day had the opportunity

of getting a really pound education, but iLo not let them
imagine th;it booki, would teach them all tlie essentials of farm-

ing. A great deal of true knowledge was to bs derived from
practice, and let them remember that there was a great deal of

valuable fractic^l knoivledge in the old men's heads— let the

young men obtaia that knowledge belore they fancied

that by their book learning they could put the

old men right, lleverting to rarJiamentary work,, they

wjuld remember lba,t a great deal had bisen said about the

Agricultural Holdings Act. He did not like the Bill ; he did

his best to improve it, and he bronfjit in a Bill of his own.

His opinion theu was—and he had not since, sfca any rea«on

to, change that opini-ju—that the law should be so altered that

a farmer sliuuJd have real security—at least for the last two

ysars of his holding—so that he would reap the profit or be

paid for wlin.t he put into the land ia. the shape of food or

lu&nure. To that extent he was in, favour of compulsory

!<igi»laiion. But wiih regard to the largi r forms of improve-

ment, he thought it better that landlords should undertake

these themselve?, or in case they couJd not do this, then they

should majce inaependent agreeraeuts with their tenants for

these improvementa. lie thought that the law of the land

should be—aud here he might stirlle some of hi.^ friends

—

that wlieu aa estate was sold or diiuiged luunb by I'iiy oUicr

means, or by the death of one person and the succession of
another, the f«rmer who had made arrangements never expect-
ing a ciiange, should not lor at least two years, be disturbed ia
the terms ot his holding. That would be but, simple justice. At
the tame time they must not trust too much to legislation. Ho
did not believe that leases or lawyers could make a good
farmer. A raan might he hampered or bothered, but he could
not be made a good farmer by law. He did not know what
were the arrangements of his nolile friend in the chair, but he
had no doubt they were charat-terised by that prudence and
gord judgment which distinguished all his dealings in such
matters

\ but he knew of a good deal of land where there was
ample security, aud at the same time liberty to a farmer to
farm as he liked. There was % gooU deal of talk about the
liberty of cultivation. Now, what was wanted ? Did they
want to grow wheat every jear, and to grow weeds, when
American wheat was coming over here at 5a. a bushel ? Did
uot farnaers farm well at present ? He believed that there
were some arrangements as to the sale of hay and straw which
might be altered with advantage, and the sooiw^r the alteration
was made the better, but they could not alter these things by
law. It would be very difficult for everything to be arranged
by law, and he believed it very undesirable that any laud
should be so tied up that the tenant could uot do justice to the
soil he occupied. If it was true—as. he said the other day at
Exeter—there were a good many farmers who had more laad
than they could manage, aud if there were landlords who had
more land than they could do justice to, it would be better for
all if some of this land found its way into the market, and so
gave the parties selling more money to make a good job ofi

what they retained.

The Marquis of Ripon, presiding recently at the^
annual dinner of the H.ipon, Harrogate, and Claro Agricul-
tural Society, spoke at considerable length ou the subject of
the agricultural depression. His Lordship began by observing;
thrtt in that part of the country they had been agreeably dis-
appointed in the very gloomy anticipations as to the harvest
with which they were filled at an early period of the year..
Cautioning those present against anything in tiie nature of
panic, he said the most formidable of the causes of the
existing depression was foreign competition. It was some-
what dilficult to speak respecting it with any certainty. Two.
very eminent agriculturists—Mr, Read and Mr. Bell—had,
gone to the United States of America for the purpose of
investigating the condition of agriculture in that country, and
he hoped they would return laden with interesting intorma-
tion. Those gentlemen would find that there were plenty,
of persons who woald be ready to inform them that the-
United States were prepared at the shortest notice to feed,

the whole population of the globe, aiid that if they would
only give tliera twelve months they would feed the inhabi-
tants of the mooa aud the stars, if they should have any..
However, if he were frankly to give his opinion, he did
believe that the competition from our own colonies and from
the United States, and fsom other countries, would continue-
to be of a very keen and searching kind ; and he had no doubt,
that they must all of them, owners and occupiers of land,
alike,, face the difficulty that was likely to arise, and see in
what way they could best meet it. No doubt, such circum-.
stauc 'S might entail various sacrifices of by no means an
agreeable character upon all of thera. Ke very ranch sus-
pected that agricultural arrangements of all, kinds would have
to be conducted on a much more commercial footing than they
had been during the years that were passed, it was perfectly
possible,, he believed, in. agriculture as in. raanulactures, to
make fortunes by means ol small profits ; bui in the case of
the farmers it could only be done by availing themselvts ofi

every possible means, by keeping their eyea open, looking out
for every new invention, adopting every labon:,-saving machine,
and making the utmost of the capabilities of the land. He
foresaw one change, which perhaps he regarded more calmly
than he might have dona in the years when, he was yoiiuger,,
but he was very much inclined to believe tlvU in the present
day hares and rabbits ware not very compatible with agricul-
ture.. He did not suppo,se that any gentleman present wished
the hare to be entirely extinguished. That was a revolution-
ary change which he could scarcely contemplate. But lie was.
t]uite suxe of th.=s -Ikut these were liut liuies.iu which, it was
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riaht or wise to permit ground ftame to do any injury to the

occupiers of land, and, if he in the past h;id been open to any

criticism in the mJitter, he could only say that it would be his

endeavour to mend his ways. Tliey shw now and then, upon occa-

sions of this kind,2entleiiien throwing out all sorts of hints, as

if a return to Proiectioa was really the thin^ which would benefit

the agriculturists. That appeared to him to be a very mis-

chievous proceeding. He was not going to argrae the question

of Free Trade there; but he asked them, as practical nwin

—

meu who had the great advantage of living in the neighbourhood

of manu''acturing districts and close to large a-nd teeming popu-

lations, he asked them, as practical men, whetlierthey thought

it would be possible to reimpose a duty on the food of the

people. He asked thera whether they thowght tl»at in the

distress last year, which was borne so patiently by the great

mass in this country, they would have seen the same re»ult

if it had been possible to say that bread was dearer to keep up

the profits of the farmers, or the rents of the landlords ? He
had very little faith in anything legislation could do for the

benefit of trade or industry. I'n these matters men must

depend on thereiselves. They might remove restrictions—and

he held it highly desirable to remove any restrictions which

might stand in the way of the furthest and fullest application

of capital do the land, whether by the occupier or tlie owner.

He confessed that he was not one of those who looked forward

with fear to the future in respect to the agriceltural interests

of this ceuntry. He could quite believe that, with changing

circumstances^ changing Qr changed airrangemeats might be

required ; bat he believed also that, with good common

sense andi mutual friendship between the various classes

interested in the land, the farmers wottld surmount the

dilliculties they now encountered, and he heartily hoped, if

lie met them at a similar anniversary to this next year, he

might be aWe to congratulate thera upon, the improved state

of affairs.

AGRICULTURE OF CYPRUS.

Cyprus seen at a distance from the "West ha& the ap-

pearance of two large, oblong islands runn.iQg parallel to

one another in ^he direction from North-west to South-

east. These apparent islands are the two ranges of

mountains which run in that direction, the one along the

Northern the other along the Soutliern part of the

island, and belweeu which tberc lies a vast plain, the

highest part of which does not exceed 400 feet above the

level of the sea. The most fertile portion is equal in

extent to about 439,000 acres. Although one acd con-

tinuous it is commonly considered as consisting of three

separate parts, each having a partisular denomination. The

AVesternmost part is calM the I'lain of Morphia, that in

the centre the Plain of Nicosia, aad, the Easternmost the

Plain of Messaoraa. The last-mentioned part is the most

fertile ank the largest. It extends as far as ¥amagusta,

and its name is often given by the inhabitants to the three

parts of the plain taken together. This- vast plain of

Messaorea, which, both as to extent and to fertility is not

inferior to some of the plains in Prance and Italy, haa

' een neglected to such a degree that the traveller is

eized with a sense of melancholy at its aspect. Now and

ilien, and far between, villages are met with of au earthy

ipect, partly fallen to ruins, and the sight is rendered.

• ill more glbomy by the absence of any single tree to

, St the eye upon. The extreme length of Cyprus from

- ape Epiphnnia to Cape St. Andrea is 139 miles. The

drerae breadth from Cape Kormakiti to the shores of

.kroten, 59); and the narrowest from the anchorage of

jos Simeon to the roadstead of Larnaka, 27- The area

r f the island is 3,048 sqfiare miles, eqial to 2,334,720

., -res, and its circumference 3c70 miles. Such is the

cneral aspect of Cyprus, given in much greater detail

- id with accompanying maps in the report made to the

. overnor of Malta by Dr. G. G: Schinas-and Mr. E. L.

dizia, which, as will be seen hereafter, exercises a con-

- lerablc iuirucucc on the agriculture of the island.

The populutiua hatj much dimiuibhcd from. vAat it was

in former times under the rrrle of t&e Lusignana and the

Venetians, when all agree that there were ,^,000,000

persons, but the highest estimate at present does not ex-

ceed 250,000. With regard to the character, more es-

pecially of the rural population, the Turks, who are com-
paratively few in number, are honest but indolent, and

geu«rally poor. The Greeks are more industrious, they

are strong, tall and stout ia. person, of sober and quiet

habits, and very hospitable and courteous to strangers.

The peasants are veyy frugal, their food^ consisring prin-

cipally of bread made either of barley alone, or of barley

mixed with wheat. All kinds of domestic animals and
game arg abundant and excellent. Wine is not drunk

but in winter, and even then ia a very small quantity, and
only by the inhabitants of some of the larger villages.

The most important articles (wheat, barley, lentils, and
okra) forming the principal portion of the food of the-

country people are the produce of their own fields. The
same remark applies to almost all articles of clothing,

which are mostly made from cotton or silk

grown upon their own lands. It isoalculated that the-

cost of living of a country family composed of six persons,

does not axceed £18 a year. The i^ihabitants, generally,

are not a very active and inckistrious people ;. but this is,,

probably,. ;i natural conseq(ience of the misgovernment

under which they so long lived, deprived as they have
been of any prospect of reaping for themselves the fruits of'

their labour. Under such circumstances, it is not sur-

prising that the land is not well cultivsted, that the

plantation of trees is not impro-^d, and that trees and
even woods are suffered to be destroyed with very little or

no advantage to individuals, and- certainly to the great

detriment of the climate..

A large estate is very seldom, if ever, entirely cultivated

by its owner. He generally leasss it to be cultivated,

under his own superintendence, on the '' Metayer system."

There are, it is said, about 80 large estates called " Chif-

liks." The following are the largest:— The Chiflik.

belonging' to Ali Bey, in Polikrysokhc-; it. is irrigated, of

an extent- of from 10.000 to 12,000> seals., i.e. 3,030- to

3,636 acres ; the Chiflik belonging to Mohammed Pasha

Kobruski, in Koukliaof Baifo, of an extent of 7,000 to

8^,000. scaJe, or 2,121 to 2,424 acres ; the Chiflik be-

longing to the same Mohammed Pasha in. Ashelia, of an

extent of 2,424 acres. Some of the remaining Chifliks

vary in extent from 4,000-to 5,000. ssale. or 1,212 to-

IjSlaacres, and of this class is the estate of Kolossi, n-aar

Liinassol, once the property of the linights Templars.

There are, besides the Chiftiks, other estates of an extent

varying from 800 to 1,000' scale ; but, generally, farms

are- from 500 to 600 scale, and the extent ordinarily cul-

tivated by the owner and his family is from 10 to 200'

soale. Small farmers owaing very fertile lauds, of not

less than 300 scale in extent, are to be found in Messaorea,

.

but their number is not great, and, either from habit of

rigid economy, or from a desire to show that they are-

worse oil tlnu they really are, they do not evince such a

degree of comfort as is generally' enjoyed by the higher

class of farmers in Malta. They, hire, of course, some-

labourers, it being impossible for otie family to work and:

cultivKite 200. scale of laud. It is held in Cyprus-that an

active farmer with his family is well able to cultivate an.

extent of land of from 70.to 80 scale ; that a less active-

farmer (soil, number of labourers, of animals, and other

circumstances being equal') cultivates au extent of from.

40 to 5t) scale;, and that, as a rule, the extent which can

be cultivated by a family of six persons provided with a

pair of bullocks and the necessary implements is, upon

an average, 00 scale or 13 acres. A cultivator of 60
scale of land is a person holding 120 scale, because,,

generally speaking, au agriculturist in Cyprus tills no more

thau hull thi; laud hu occupiss. Au individual possessiug.
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120 scale oflanil is coiisiilcreJ to be in easy circutn-

stannes- Fur the workini; of a large farm of SOU scale,

or 242 acres, managed by the owner of it, no less than

live farin-servauts, viz., persons employed all the

year ruuud, and able to work as ploughmen, are

reijnired, besides a bailiff. A farm servant receives

IHO piastre a month (21s. 3d.) without food ; except

during the mowing and threshing season, when he re-

ceives the same amount with food. Wages are puid in

money, or partly in money and partly in grain, namely,

2 kilos or 2 bushels of barley, and 1 kilo or I Sushel of

wheat,'valuing these articles according to the market prices.

The bailifl" receives 200 piastre and 1 kilo of wheat a

month, without food. Persons employed occasionally in

certain seasons are paid differently. A woman or ahoy,

during mowing and threshing season, earns 3 piastre a

day, without food ; and a man 2 francs (Is. 7d) a day

without food. Many Arab fellahs, however, from Latakia,

repair in harvest time to Cyprus, and are employed at 1

frunc ('Ji-d.) a Jay, without food. In some localities, a

farmer, during certain seasons, obtains the assistance of a

neighbour, or that of two or more farm-servants of another

farmer. Generally, a large praprietor, if skilled in agri-

culture, retains a portion to be cultivated on his own
account, and lets out the rest on the " Metayer system,"

on the following conditions :
—"The landlord, besides the

land, to furnish the seed ; the tenant to provide labourers,

animals, and implements ; and the pj-oduce to be equally

divided between them, the tenant, however, in cases of

grain crops, to receive, in addition to. his share of the

grain, the whole of the straw. That is the system gene-

rally followed in Cyprus. The duration of leases varies,

according to circumstances, from four to ten years ; and

the month of September is generally the time of entry.

The principal, not to say the anly> agricultural imple-

ments for loosening the texture of the soil in Cyprus are

the plough, the spade, and the "tavola" (harrow), in a

very primitive form. The plough is very little difEerent

to that used in Malta ; its shape is very much the same

as that described in the Georgics. The draught-pole, the

handle, the upright, and the share-head, are ef oak ; the

iron share is attached to the extremity of the latter. It

is generally drawn by two oxen, by means of a long

draught-pole fastened to a yoke of a verv rough descrip-

tion— a plough which can never cut to a great depth and

turn over the soil. For the sowing of cotton, ia order to

widen the furrows,, and to prepare a receptacle for mois-

ture for the seed during the heat of summer, another form

of plough—double-winged, and with a bundle of rigid

branches of spray attached to it—^is used. It is hardly

necessary to add that the mo"ild hoards,, or wings, are

made of wood, and that their curve ia uuskillfully con-

tracted. The spaJic is employed in the mountainous part

of the island j it is sometimes made use of for weeding,

stirring the soil, and breaking clods of earth. The
" tavola " (harrow) is used for pulveri/Jng, and at the

same time impressing the surface of the soil, it is a

rectangular plank, Dft. 5in. long, 1ft. broad, and froui

2in. to 3iiu. thick, dsawn by bullocks ; a person stands

upon it, and sometimes other thmgs are placed instead, in

order to compress the land. U is much heavier than the

Maltese " -X-Hlba," wh-ch, with the "-tavola" used in

Cyprus, stands for the grubber and the roller, in use in

countries where the art of agriculture is better cultivated,

and which pulverises- and compresses the soi much m.ore

cITectually, and with less exertion of animal strength.

Lands in Cyprus are very seldom and sparingly

manured. Indeed, manure is very scarce, and the cost

of manacing, including that of the manure itself, is at

present disproportionate to the price of the produce.

\Vith tliii Calleuiui; and rearing o£ cattle greaJ adviuitagts

would acci'uv lu the i»kud. Tli'i duug ut' well-led caltls

would considerably promote and increase the growlh'of

forage, which, in turn, would largely contribute to the

multiplication of cattle, both for the shambles and the

dairy, yielding an abundance of mai ure matter, und

thereby securing an uninterrupted rotation of crops and
highly improving agriculture generally. An increased

(juantity of manure could not fail to secure great profit to

persons willing to undertake that branch of ruTivl

economy—the rearing of cattle, which, at present, is

almost totally neglected in the island. The importation

of manure, which might be procured at moderate prices

from France, Italy, and particularly from England, might
for a time supply the present scarcity. Doubts may be
entertained in Cyprus as to *-he fertilising property of
those manures, owing to the possibility of their bein

adulterated ; but the importance and v^lue of several o

them, more especially those procured from England, aref

unquestionable.

There is no place on the island where wheat and barley

are not grown ; the greatest quantitiiies come from the

districts of Messaorea, Morpho, Famagusta, Larnaka, and
Krisokhou. The produce, for several years, of wheat has.

been 51,GOO quarters, and of barley about 113,if28 per

annum. The vine is, beyond doubt, the most imjjortant

plant in Cyprus, and it would probably have been better

and more extensively cultivated but for the existence of an
exorbitant tax, which in the last few years has caused a
rapid decrease in this branch of agriculture. There are

principally two kinds of grapes—the white and the black;.

The white grape, which is grown for the fruit in its

natural state, is not so sweet as the black, from which are

obtained both the common black wine, and the other

superior reddish-yellow wine, known in Cyprus and else-

where by the name ol Coinmandcri(c,z. name originally

given to it because the vineyards in which it was pro-

duced were a Comnu-uda of the Knights Templars, near

Limasol.

Numberless flocks are to be seen in Cyprus, grazing in

the plains or on the slopes of the mountains, and very

often also in fields under crop. The breed, both of sheep

and goats, is beautiful, especially that of the broad-tailed.

They are all, however, the mere creatures of the soil and
climate, living only by grazing ; and it is a wonder how
they live io summer, when the land is parched up by the

sun, with only some thistle and holly on the surface.

The export of pelts during several consecutive years

amounted to 13.000 from kids and 20,000 from lambs..

Though the cheese is not good, yet, by improving the

breeding of sheep and goats, and by a better management
of the dairy, an excellent produce, with a good profit,,

might no doubt be obtained.

It niay almost be raaintaiiied that there are no roads in

Cyprus. In the pfeinsone may travel many miles with-

out seeing but now and thou some narrow strip of ground
not, like almost every other part of the plain, covered

with thistks. ITiis kind of cartway is very irregular,.

It starts,, for instance, ou evou ground, and^ at distances

of a few yards, ridges and furrows are met with, inter-

secting each other in ail mancers of ways-; the roid then

narrows, and gradually becomes invisible ;. it then re-

appears after a while, rugged and stony, again to disappear

all of a suxlden> Such are the roads, if they are- to be so-

called, which ars travelled over by the few carts in the

island. In crossing a stream,, the tra-veller meets,.

OGcasionally, a small old bridge, about twelve feet in span,

over which he passes not without some risk. The hill

and mountain roads vary in breadth ; by their track, how-
over, when visible, they may be said to be from one t»

four feet. They are all covered with turf and bushes, or

full of holes and protuberances. They are on loose vege-

table soil, with a precipice en one side. To pass through

caiob. and olive groves is no less dangerous, uo i^xissago-
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being cut across the branches of trees. Ravines often

bieak the w;iy, making it necessary for the mule to

desceud, almost vertically, to a considerable depth, to

walk some way in the water among spriijs and stones,

and to go up a very steep ascent to re-take the road. The

construction of a single line of railway, even if carried to

a considerable length, would not have the effect of greatly

improving the present means of transport, inasmuch as

the conveyance of goods to the railway from parts of the

island at a considerable distance from it would cost no

less in time and money than the old direct transport of

the goods to their destination. On the whole, the con-

struction of good and well-drained ordinary roads, made

to intersect in all directions the productive districts of the

island, would be preferable ; and if, in the plotting of

such roads, due attention is paid to their curves, gradients,

&c., all, or most of them, might at some future period be

easily converted into railways.

CANADA.
Our Canadian correspondent writes under date of Octo-

ber 17th : The " illimitable and fertile," which was the

burden of the Aylesbury romance, seems not to prove a

fascinating field for CanadiaibS, let alone Englishmen.

The newspapers keep printing paragraphs in this style :

"About 125 or 150 persona left Picton, Nova Scotia, for

Manitoba ; but some of them are already back with its

mud on their boots, poorer but wiser men." Another

paper says :
" We have ooa man back from Manitoba.

He went there and examined it carefally, and then came

back. It is sigaificant that he is now taking up a lot of

land in Dudley, Ontario, for his son. He doesn't say

much about Manitoba, but merely remarks that the prairie

province has many drawbacks." In fact, the enchant-

ment of distant wilds seems generally to fade away like a

mirage on closer acquaintance. Thus the St. Jolm Xcw^s

remarks : " Last spring Mr. Sylvanus Chinel, of Lacolle,

went to Leadville, Colorado, in hopes of bettering his

worldly condition. He has recently returned home a

wiser and more contented man, and repeats the old story

of disappointed expectations, encountered almost s>t every

turn, by himself and thousands of others. He does not

now take much stock in fictitious, exaggerated statements."

Again, we read in the Moith-eal Wit)iess :
" Many

young men from the Eastern Townships, who left for

Minnesota and Manitoba to make their ' fortunes ' last

spring, have returned and report times hard. No
employment for willing hands ; labour market over-

stocked." For all this, there is still a heavy exodus from

Clauada to the States—from Nova Scotia in particular.

This is a curious commentary on the prosperity somebody

baa been telling the &Iii;fficld Ti'/n/raph has come to the

Dominion from protection. In fact, never before in the

hisSory of St. John and Halifax were people leaving in

such numbers. The Globe says the steamer which left

Halifax for Boston on Saturday carried away I3©0, while

of 200 immigrants who left Ottawa and Brockville

recently for the North-West, 145 had tickets forDakotah,

and out of nine car-loads of freight, seven were for the

same destination. Twenty-five laboaring man left

Ottawa for Bay City, Mich. Yet desp'te the fact that

W3 cannot find work for our own people, each waekly

steamer from England brings 300 or 400 additions to

oar overcrowded labour market.

There are now about fifteen farmers' delegates in Canada

—five of them in the Quebec Eastern Townships, and

the balance in Ontario and Manitoba. I had hoped it

was a misstatement that anybody contemplated inducing

Snglish farmers to settle in the Eastern Townships.

But I'm sorry to say it is not. L have on several occa-

iious ssit forlli Uic circuiustauces audcr wliiuLthes!; dck-

gates are invited hither, aniJ my bona fido^ in Jhis matter
is sutftciently established by the following references to

Ontario farms and farming—pages 1 and 2 of the
Government Haudboo'k, issued April, 1869 :

—

" All through the earlier-settled portions of Ontario,

in the neighbourhood of all the. principal towns, and
in the spaces between Lakes Ontario, Erie, and Huron,
there are hundreds or ttiousands of good cleared farms
which can be purchased at from 20 dols. to 50 dols. an
acre. These arc generally 100 acres eacli, with from 40
to 80 acres eleastd, and all with buildings of some kind
or other. The goodness or badness of the buildings

usually governs- the price. There are plenty of such
locations to be bad within reach of churches, schools,

good roads, and often within ha)f-a-day's drive of a good
town or village^ Oiher places- vy.ith better busildings, ia

the most favoured localities, will be worth frOiC £500 to

fil.OOO' sterling. But either class- of farms can fee had in

any number."
Th* writer then describes the mode of farming, which

(ascording to the official presentment) is the cause of the
unprosperous condition of the occupisrs of these " good "

locations, and which leads to so continuous an esodus of
Canadian cultivators to the States, or elsewhere :—

" The course o£ a settler on new land is tirst to remove
the forest, then- to sow wheat among the stumps. Clover

and grass follow the wheat, and the land then remains
luitilled until the roots of the trees are rotted sulllciently

to admit of pioughing. It is then dragged, and wheat
again sown. Then follows j,ust such kind of cultivation as

it is believed will produce the best, immediate returns.

©rain follows grain as long as it vmU grow and praduce
even half a crop- Then the land is sown to clover, and
allowed to lie over and recuperate until it will bear other

crops, and as soon as it will again bear grain it is made to

do so. Thus the changes are ruag until the stumps are

all out, and thg fields are reduced to level surfaces. Then
the same system is pursued, varied by occasional naked
fallows, to kili the weeds which this system engenders.

Then grain crops again until the land will, bear no more ;

then rest, and so on round and round the cycle. A» a

rule, Canadian J and generally American, farmers do not
make one-fourth of the manure that is p,roduced on an.

English farm. The want of manure keeps the straw shorty

and the hay crops light." The writer proceeds to show
that the farmer finding his crops fail under this system-

blames the land, not himself^, and then continues :.

" Besides this cause of discontent, the family has in the

meantime grown to manhood and womanhood, they must
be provided for. . . , The father reasous thus:

—
'If,,

instead of this cleared farra. on which I live, I could

again go on to new land I could purchase enough wild

land for all my sons, I could have them around me, they
would help me to clear up a place for myself, and all

would help one another to clear up their several farms as

they are wanted, and as my sous marry and settle.' To
do this, however, requires capital—the only capital the

man has is tha cleared farm, and the extra stock not re--

quired on a new place—he sells the old homestead, buys
lorgst tract, and once more goes into the forest to carve-

out a new home. This is the reason why so many cleared

farms can always be purchased, and can be had at prices

so low that they are well worth the money. Now all.

these farms, though they have been so ill used, at once
spring into renawed. fertility by good farming, the soil is

good, it has never been deeply cultivated, there is a new
farm (so to speak), lying under the old one, and it only

wants to be brought to the surface by an inch at a time

to give new life to the injured but not worn out soil.

. . The ordinary Canadian farmer, if he has his

seed, his team of horses, or oxen, his plough tackle, two

or. three cowsj.a ftiw pigs, a.iid perhaps six shcup, Ihiuki
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himself well off, and lie does not hesitate to go into debt

lor tiic other necessaries of life, depeiidiiiij on the country

menrlirtiit tor his supplies and on the results of the coining

harvest te pay the merchant's bill. Of course, all this is

very bad, but it is the reason why Canada in general and

Ontario in particnlar holds out such favourable oppor-

tunities for the old country farmer, with moderate skill

and tolerable capital."

There Aoes not seem much room for " selling extra

stock" here. This ingenious ollicial's account of the

state of " any number" of Ontario farms is correct be-

yond doubt. Ills presentments on other points may
safely be left to the juJjcment of your experienced culti-

vators, who can determine, without any coaching,

the sort of favourable opportunities this state of

matters holds out to Kuijlish cultivators strange to our

climatic and agricultural conditions. Mr. Byrne, agent

for Ontario in England, must have forgotten, if indeed,

he eirer knew anything of his fascinating ofhcial present-

ment (which has since been sat wpon and suppressed)

•when be took exceptioa not long ago to my averment

tliat farmers in Ontario are generally a strugsjling class.

All that stuff anent the farmer wanting his family round

him, &e., is merely thrown in to help out the probabili-

ties of the otEcial version. The " forest tracts" of

Ontario (save the free grants), yet unsettled, are all in the

hands of speculators, who would ask as much or enough

to make " several farms" as would more than exhaust the

levanting cultivator's means ; and even if the lands were

cheap it would take half a life-time to clear enough to

make a bare liviug. St is instructive that no pretence is

madd by the writer that the farmer when done up on his

exhausted farm thinks of going to the Ontario free

grants ! And yet the agents and lecturers in England
siy " any quantity of ' the finest land' can be had in

Wuskokt gratis." Mow is it the farmer does not go

there? By the way it is a pertinent question—when the

outgoing farmer " sells the old homestead" (in the terribly

exhausted condition described above) to whom does he

sell it? Not to a Canadian. That is certain. The
uative not only ktcws all about the " improved" property

in question ; he has one of his own—in a similar condi-

tion—he too wants to sell. The English " greenhorn" is

the alone possible purchaser. In that fact you have the

key to the immigration position. The olficial narrative

throws enough light on the situation. It shows a shift

ing agricultural population, a heavy debt and high taxes,

and a half or two-thirds exhausted soil, from which the

climate and other unfavourable conditions compels a

speculative industry to force iu a hurry nearly all it cau

give, and then depart to fresh fields and pastures new.

Ilemember that Mr. Arch, Mr. Cla;,den, and Mr. Taylor

ptrsonally ins])ected these " good" cleared locations

where a " new farm lies under the old one. Yet Mr.

Clayden is now recommending New Zealand. i\Ir. Arch

said he would come and settle only for " other

engagements, " but has not turned up yet

—

nor did Mr. Taylor send ou the expected

purchasers. It is not safe to prophesy be-

fore one knows- Yet experts here do not in their

hearts, I believe, anticipate the visit of the delegates will

result difl'erently from those preceding them. For myself,

I will believe in a rush of emigrant farmers into Ontario and

the Eastern Counties when I see them here. And, in

saying this, I do not ignore the fact that the weather has

been almost unprecedentedly attractive, the Government

efforts prodigious, and the delegates themselves guarded

far more carefully from contact with the profane

than were Messrs, Taylor, Clayden, and others. I

was sorry to find Mr. Sidney Smith making a rather

disparaging allusion to Mr. Clayden in a recent number of

your journal ; for, in my view, a more conscientious, care-

ful, and qualified emigration investigator has not been to

Canada.

1 post with this the JFun/iprf/ Xor'.lFcsti)-, from
which you will get an inkling of the amazing and
organised puffery everywhere in vogue fc Man'toba and
the North- West, The articles in the Loudon Tinifs of

Sept. 2'.l and 30 are taken here to indicate that the lead-

ing journal is going to write up the Canadian " illimitable

and fertile." If so, I trust it will be careful to get correct

information. The details some one has given of the land

settlement conditions are ludicrously incorrect. When
they are true they refer to the former land conditions,

abrogated by the present Government. A settler cannot
get ICO acres of homestead and 160 pre-emption—only

80 of each, and for 5 miles on each side of the line he

cannot get either, but must buy at G dols. an acre. The
Tliiifs account is incorrect both as regards price and con-

ditions of settlement. However, in tny next I will send
you a full statement. The A'"/'- J^t.v^i ;• says that Mr.
Conolly (the TiDim correspondent) and Messrs. Pell and
Head were the only guests invited to the private dinner

given by the Manitoba Club at Winnipeg, except Mr.
Russell, the Surveyor-General. The Manitoba Club re-

presents all the leviathan laud speculators.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LA\E EXPRESS.

Sir,—Your Canadian correspondent is not a good
tactician, whatever his other good qualities may be. A
skilful debater always admits the good points of his

adversary's case, because he knows that, sooner or later,

they will come to light, and then does his best to show the

superiority of his own position. But your correspondent

admits nothing. From beginning to end of his letters I

cannot find a single admission of any one good thing of

which Canada is possessed. Her statesmen are mere
tricksters, whose mission in life is to deceive ; her citizens

are all men who are casting longing eyes to the flesh-pots

over the border ; delegates and her other visitors are mere
puppetts, nans eyes, sans brains, fans everything, in fact,

for which your correspondent is so eminently distin-

guished ; her cattle and sheep exist only in the minds of

crazy enthusiasts , her grain and fruits are mere abortions

unworthy of the name ; her immigrants are poor, deluded
wretches whom fools or knaves have wil-fully, and of

motive dark and mysterious, brought over to be a tax ou
the country ; her climate is either a furnace or a some-
thing below zero ; and her lands are either mere barren

inaccessible wastes, or " improved " locations from which
every trace of fertility has been sedulously extracted by the

holders in fee.

But what are the real facts when relieved from the
glamour of your correspondent's unreasoning and un-
reasonable hostility?

British North America comprises an area of over three

millions of square miles, of which at least one million lie

within a temperate zone, and are fertile and capable of

cultivation. One million of square miles comprise
040,000,000 of acres, and if we allow three acres (a

liberal estimate) as requisite for the maintenance of a
human being, and the animals necessary for his support,

we have a country capable of maintaining a population of

over 200,000,000. Its present population is certainly

under five millions. So much for capacity. This country,

again, has the finest fluvial system in the whole world, and
water power is no mean item in the world's economies.

Its land, again, is of a natural fertility which is so widely

and candidly admitted that it were the purest folly for your
correspondent to deny it ; and its mineral resource* are

proved already to be most varied and most extensive. Its

climate may have some disadvantages, but they are prob-

ably not greater in the aggregate than thoae to which any
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other spot under the sun is at some time or other subject.

That Englishmen live and thrive in it is proved beyoud

question, and that their intellectual activity is certainly

not blinded your correspondeat proves iu his owa

person.

These natural advantages granted, what can all the

cavilling and misrepresentation in the vrorld achieve

against them? Your correspondent is kicking against

the pricks. The land of broad expanse and unsurpassed

fertility is there. The maps show the expanse, number-

less explorers prove the fertility, and all that is required

is a practical and monstrous race to establish great, and

prosperous communities. Not one word that your corre-

spondent applies to Canada could not a few years ago

—

very few, as the world counts years—have been ajjplied

with equal or greater force to some of the now most

thriving of the Western States of the Union. Your

correspondent, in his cavilling and cantankerous present,

ignores alike the pregnant lessons of the past, and the

intvitable demands of the future. We do not live in an

age of Malthnsianism. The world goes on breeding, and

will do so to the end of the chapter. With all our sanitary

aids, the growth of life must more and more exceed the

inroads of death, and where are the yearly-iacreasing

millions to find homes and livelihoods?

The key-note of your correspondent's tactics, and also

of their failure, is sounded in his letter which appeared in

your issue of the 13th inst., wherein, after sketching the

life of a settler in the new lands, he winds up with the

epithet, " in short, a rude plenty." Good heavens 1 what

would he have ? Let me tell him that at this moment

there are in the British isles hundreds of thousands of

persons who, groaning under abject poverty, or writhing

under and rebelling against the almost more unendurable

" genteel poverty," would fall down on their knees and

thank God for that same " rude plenty" at which he

sneers, especially if, as I most honestly and fervently

believe, for all men with strong arms, reasonable industry,

and a fair amount of brains, that same " rude plenty" is

the prelude to comfort, independence, and a fair affluence.

I cannot help feeling intensely amueed at the cool way

in which your correspondent " sits" on the delegates.

Let me tell him that they are all shrewd, hard-headed,

practical men, who are not to be led aside from the honest

discharge of their duty; But they are strangers in a

strange land, and without some guidance would be also,

if I may be permitted the Hibernicism, at sea. Who
better qualified to show them the country than those

appointed to the duty ? No doubt your correspondent is,

far and away •, but then, you see, he would not accept the

duty. If he doubts the general capacity of the delegate

" greenhorns," as he terms them, I should advise hi in to

try his hand with one of them at a bargain, and I think

they could give him a wrinkle or two on any agricultural

or common-sense subject he likes to name.

With your correspondent's remarks on the working-

man in Canada, and surplus immigration of that class, I

joiu issue in toto. We know what excessive working-

class organisation in this country has done in bringing

about the present lamentable check to our industries. To

talk about " vassalage," as your correspondent does, is to

talk nonsense. A.s to the Dominion Government and its

agents being responsible for the present immigration of

destitute persons, a categorical and detailed denial would

take up too much of your space ; but I give the denial

none the less emphatically. There is no capitation grant,

and no government agent benefits one penny piece by

sending out these people. The Government has no

control over the steamship companies, and if, tempted by

the present low rates of passage-money, people of no

means manage to get across, at this season more espe-

cially, in the name of common justice why blame the

Government ?

I

Your correspondent in his letter of Oct. 10th, says :
—

" The deputies do not find land so cheap as they had

supposed ; this was my own experience when I came out,"

I and yet he complains that " improved " lauds are beii.g

offered to Britisfi greenhorn immigrants, out of which all

the fertility has been drawn by those who are now seek-

ing fresh homes elsewhere. Now this is arrant clap-trap.

The two conditions are antagonistic. The value of land

is no more fictitious there than it is here. Good land is

worth a large sum, and bad land a small sum all the

world over ; and the very fact that land is not cheap is

proof positive that, just in proportion to its dearuess it is

good or advantageously situated. Of course land of

inferior quality ten miles from Toronto would be worth
more than a picked section on the North Saskatchewan,

but when your correspondent attempts to upset the

inevitable laws of supply and demand he is a fool for his

pains.

In conclusion, I will take the liberty of quoting candid

opinions on Canada from authorities whose huna Jidcs even

your correspondent will not, I think, venture to impugn.
Ihe London Timet of the 24th of this month says :

—

" The Dominion of Canada has always invited immigrants,

but, till recently, that splendid country had nothing to

offer which could rival the prairie States of the Far West.

All this is changed, however, and the emigrant can now
find in Canada as great inducements to settle there as

Minnesota, or any other State in the Union, can offer.

The Canadians, if more scrupulous, are less energetic in

advertising their country than the citizens of the North
American Republic. Conterminous with Minnesota is the

Province of Manitoba. All that Mr. Andrews has said in

praise of the former may be truthfully repeated with regard

to the latter. The area of Manitoba is but small iu com
parison with that of some Western States

; yet it is twice

as large as Massachusetts, audit can support many millions

of people and furnish a large surplus of grain for exporta-

tion. Yet Manitoba is but a single province in a territory

which is open and ready for settlement— a territory cover-

ing 380,000 square miles, exceeding iu extent France and
Germany combined, and equal in fertility to any corre-

sponding tract on the globe. In the Canadian North-

West there is a Homestead Act under which the settler

is treated still more generously than in the United

States."

The Hon. David Wells (U.S.) says it " is as fair a

country as exists on the North American continent ;

"

and again, " Such a country is one of the greatest gifts

of Providence to the human race."

The Right Hon. W. H. Smith, First Lord of the

Admiralty, spoke to his constituents at Westminster upon

his return from America as follows :
— " I have spoken

about America, I want to say one word about Canada. Let

me say that, if America is prosperous and happy, I ven-

ture to think that Canada is still more prosperous and

happy."

Professor Goldwin Smith, who, like your correspondent

has made his home in Canada, and,,who, I am really in-

clined to credit with speaking his convictions quite as

sincerely as does your correspondent, says :— '' I have

found Canada a very happy and pleasant country to live in.

I don't think I can be deceived in saying the farmers of

Canada are a prosperous race."

Mr. T. B. Potter, M.P., speaking of Ontario, says:

—

" I had no conception of the richness of the soil or of

the climate, . . . and there is evidence of a thriving

and well-to-do and progressive people."

And so I could go on by the yard, quoting opinions of

both residents and visitors, but q/t/intum snff.

One word of advice to your correspondent, and I have

done. It is a well-known fact, as any mad doctor can

tell, that one of the commonest phases of craziness is to

doubt the sanity of other people. Therefore, when your
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correspoiulent calls evcryboily who has n. fjooil, or not a

bad, word to say for Canada, .tirceiihnnis, or iiiti-rcstcd

mendaoimis parties, let him take note of this particular

phase of Itmacy, and rellect.

With many thanks for your Ecreat courtesy and fairness

ia altowiug me to reply through your columns,

I aui, Sir, kc,
J. M.

FARMING IN JERSEY.

Channel Island farmini; is in its general character very

tlillerent, on the one hand, from that practised in

Scotland, and, on the other, from the si)ade husbandry

and crofter cultivation to which some well-meaniu|? but

unpractical people give so many worthless certificates.

The size of the holdings is reckoned not by aci^s but by

a measurement called a " vergee," two vergees and three-

quarters going to make an imperial acre. Of these

vergees, the farmer as rule rerfts or owns from twenty to

forty, paying (where tenant) on the worst land about &'i,

and on the best fully tfi a vergee—the latter rent equal to

£15 per acre. In the localityvisited, that lying iu the

centre of the island, the soil is raostly of lirst-rate quality

—a rich deep loam, resting on a gravel bottom, which is,

of course, preferred to an under stratum of c'lay. Of

cold stilV soils, such as many Lothian farmers have to

battle with, a Jersey farmer would take no account. " It

would not pay us to cultivate land like that here," said

one of them ;
*' but we have none of it." A question as

to tiliie prices obtained in Scotland for potatoes gives the

islander another opportunity for a chuckle. " Twenty-

five and thirty pounds an acre, with forty as top ?" he

repeats—"why, what do think of us sometimes drawing

£100 an acre ?'' In this statement, surprising to a

stranger, but so satisfactory to the host that it is over

and over again repeated, lies the secret of the islander's

prosperity. To inquiries about wheat growing and dairy

produce, but little attention is paid—" Oh, well, you
know, it is the potatoes that pay our rents," is a reminder

always added to any reply about these matters, in his

cultivation of the potato the farmer here does not find

the crop so speculative as it is in this country ; and the

{)art of the holding thus treated is always the basis upon
which the use of the rest of the land depends. On a

holding of 40 vergees, which was a common size among
those visited, I'Q vergees is devoted to potatoes. To the

preparation of this laud a great deal of attention is given.

For turning -over the soil, a light plough is first used,

after which there is brought into operation a heavy

cultivator, of a kind peculiar to the islands, which travels

along the drills on two high wheels, with the mould
board attached to a wooden frame. With this implement,

which the islanders assert is much lietter adapted to their

style of larraiiig than any English plough, the ground is

tilled to the depth of eight or nine inches, the draught

being so heavy that a team of nine or ten horses is

required. I'or fertilising, stable and byre manure,
supplemented with a dressing of guano, representing

about £5 per acre, is applied ; the seed costs very little,

as only one vergee is renewed in a year by purchases
;

for weeding and lifting, £3 an acre is generally sufficient
;

and, after being planted in March, the crop is ready for

marketing at the end of May or early in June. Coming
to maturity at this early period, the tubers are rarely

much injured by disease, and of the abundance of the

crop (mostly " Myatt's earlies ") a good indication is

afforded by the dissatisfaction which the grower feels if

at each plant he does not find twenty potatoes or more
—a very different calculation from that of the Scotch

farmer, who has for the most part to be content if he

takes four marketable tubers from a " shaw." This

year, as has been said, the yield has been exceptionally

profitable—one farmer stating that he had been iiifjrnieil

by the ollicials in chirge of the weights at St. lleliir, that

as much as £700,000 has been realised for the crop in

the island, though he was himself so much surprised at

these figures as not to be quite sure of their perfect

accuracy. It is not, however, to be understood that the

return is always so good. In 1873, when the crop was
looked upon as very fair, only £.300,000 was obtained for

it. L st year, again, as was explained iu rather a bitter

toBf, some sellers ascertained that they were not getting

from dealers the full market value of their produce.

Telegrams telling that the London market was glutted

were followed by great falls iu the prices current, and the

crop in the long run gave but a poor return.

Though reckoning so much upon the potato, the Jersey

farmer has one or two other very serviceable strings to

his bow. Here and there the land under tubers is made
to grow three crops, and that without additional mauure
— first barley and then turnips ; but as a rule the agri-

culturist is content with a second crop (mostly of tur-

nips), which,he calculates, is sulliiciently profitable to pay
the rent of the laud. On some holdings, where the

quality of the soil allows, the profits of the second crop

are increased by a little bit of the ground being

grown with carrots, for which, after a second dose of

miuure as much as £53 per acre is sometimes obtained.

In other instances, where the tenant does not find potatoes

always suitable, a crop of parsnips is grown with about

£4: worth of fertilising stuffs, but no farm manure ia

taken, giving in a fairly good year as much mnuey per

acre as carrots. With the remaining thirty vergees the

farmer has little trouble. After the potato year, he throws
the ground newly cropped with tubers into wheat, of
which he generally thrashes, without any manure having
been applied, about 2^ quarters per vergee, or nearly

seven quarters per acre. Regarding this crop the islander

cannot be got to congratulate himself. Some years ago,

when the price obtained averaged 12s. per bushel, wheat,
it was said, paid well enough ; but now that sales have
to be made at Gs. fid. to 7^. per bushel, the yield is not a
profitable one. After this cereal the land stands iu pas-

ture and hay for two years, still without manure, and at

the terminaiioa of the three years thus made up the

rotation is again begun with potatoes. In the byre, to

which considerable importance is attached, there are often

kept on a farm of the siee in question as many as twelve

head—four milking cows giving about three gallons of

milk a day, and representing from £12 to £15 of profit

in the year ; four heifers to sell, worth on an average

fully £15 a-piece; and four calves. Ou nearly all the

farms a few pigs are fed, and for this purpose a siuhU

patch of land is grown with the Jersey cabbage, a vege-

table which shoots up with a stalk of six or seven feet in

height, affording capital material for the manufacture of

those walking-sticks that our tourists are so fond of

carrying away from the island. The apple-trees which
grow on every part of the farm are another source of

income. Ou many holdings these trees are deteriorating

in consequence of their age , but few attempts are beiag

made to replace them with another growth, and, as a

consequence, the annual revenue derived from this fruit

has in some places fallen from £100 to £40, or less.

This season the crop is almost a failure, but this the

farmers don't trouble themselves much about—they are

satisfied, they say, to depend on their potatoes.

With one or two acquaintances half-au-hour was spent

in inspecting a forty-vergee holding which was in the

market, and which had the reputation of being one of the

most desirable places in the island. The proprietorship

of land, it should be explained, very often rests with the

occupiers themselves, or if uot with the farmers, with
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small lairds, who, poasessintr from 00 to 100 vergees, live

coinlortably on the G per cent, yielded by their rents.

Rcsiarding the property visited, one of the neighbouring

landlords explained that the purchase price would most

lii<ely run up to £4,QUO or a little more, and for this the

buyer might reckon ou becoming possessed of a holding

worth £6 per vergee a year, or £2i0 ia all. For the

stocking of this place other £350 would be all the sum

required, two horses, costing about £30 a- piece, being

quite able to overtake the v/ork of the farm. On the

steadiug, which was minus a barn, consisting only of a

stable, byre, and outhouse, some li'tle improvement

seemed to be necessary ; but as a set-otf to this it was

pointed out that there was in addition to the farmer's

house—a snug-looking cottage of two flats—a second

dwelling-house, from the letting of which as summer

quarters some little revenue might be calculated upon.

In the labour bill one considerable item would be the

majagement of the cows, which during the day are

tethered to different parts of the pasture (so that all the

ground may be uniformly grazed), and at night are housed

in the byre. The entire work of the place would, how-

ever, be easily overtaken by two men and a woman, whose

piy is not by any means extravagant, the men receiving

as a rule 23. and in a few favoured cases 2s. 6d. per day,

and the woman generally half that sura, both " iioding"

everything for themselves. In spring the tenants help

one another in preparing the potato land, four or five

piirs of horses being necessary, as has heea said, for

WJrking the heavy plough that is then used.

From a brief visit of this kind to Jersey farmers, it can

scarcely be determined whether or not the method of cul-

tivation adopted is the one by which the greatest amount

of profit is taken from the soil, the impression being that

a little more spirit imparted to the system would not be

amiss. The land is exceptionally rich ; the climate, in

place of having to be battled against, does everything for

the agriculturist ; the crops are never injured by game,

and rarely by blight ; and " Jersey farming," as one who

had had long experience of it said, *' is really a capital

business." It must be remembered, however, that it is

impossible to make this satisfactory state of matters

applicable in the consideration of any question as to the

relative merits of large and small farming in localities

where circumstances are altogether different. In Jersey,

the population is stated as numbering 57,000—30,000

resident in St. Helier, and 27,000 in the country dis-

tricts- The land under cultivation amounts to 20,000

acres; aud the proprietors are said to number 2,500, so

that the average size of one possession is eight acres. But

these figures give no accurate idea as to the way in which

the land is held. On a property worth £1,000 there are

often, for example, six or more proprietors registered,

while the right of possession really remains in the ha>jds

of one mau, who, having a share worth £500, farms the

entire holding, merely paying to his five fellow-proprietors,

or " renters," as they are called, a guaranteed sum of

interest every year. In the best part of the island, too,

a considerable proportion of the land is in the hands of

men who, out of the profits of their farming, have bought

as much ground as yields them a very fair rental.

—

Srotsntau.

COUNTER IRRITATION.—A joung wife in Michigan

had just got settled in her new home. All seemed fair and

promising, for stie did uot know her husband was a drunkard.

Uut one night he came home at a very late hour, and much
the worse lor liquor. When he staggered into the lioase tjie

wife, who was greatly shocked, told him he was sick, and to

lie down at once ; and in a moment or two he was comfort-

ably settled on the sofa in a drunken sleep. Ilia face was a

reddish purple, his breathing was heavy, and altogether he

was a pitiable-looking object. The doctor was sent tor post-

haste and mustard applied to his feet and hands. When the

doctor came and felt his pulse, an! examined him and found

that lie was only drunk, he said— '' lie will lj« alright iu the

morning." But the wife insisted that he was very sick, aud
tliat severe remedies must be used. " You must shave hi

head and apply blisters," she urged, "or 1 will send for some
one who will." The husband's head was accordinsjly shaved

closely aud blisters applied. The patient lay all niglit in a
drunken sleep, aud notwithstanding tlie blisters were eating

into his flesh, it was not until near moruiug that lie be[<au to

beat about, disturbed by pain. About daylight lie awoke to a

most uncomfortable consciousness of blistered agonies. " What
does it mean? " he cried, putting his liand to his bandaged

head. " Lie still—you mustn't stir," said the wife. " You
have been very sick." '* I am not sick." " Oh, yes you
are

;
yoa hnve brain fever. We have worked with you ail

night." " I should think you had," groaned the poor victim
;

" what's the matter with ray feet ? " " Tliey are all

blistered." " Well, I'm better now; takeoff the blisters, do,"

lie pleadea piteously. He was in a most uncomfortable state

—his head covered with sores, and ins feet and hands were

still worse. "Dear," he anid, gronning, " if I should ever

get siek in this vvay again, don't be alarmed and send for the

docter, and above all, dou't blister me again." " Oli, indeed

I will ; all that saved you were the blisters, and if you ever

should have another such a spell I should be more frightened

than ever, for the tendency I am sure is to apoplexy, and from

the next attack you will be likely to die, unless the severest

measures are used." He made no further defeuce ; suffice it

to say—he never had another attack

MISS I'LYNN AND HER LOVER.—Miss Mary Flynn
was studying medicine and being courted at the same time.

Mr. William Budd was attending to the Utter part of the

business. One evening, while they were sitting together in the

front parlour, Mr. Budd was thinking how he should manage
to propose. Miss Flynn was explaining certain physiological

facts to him. " Do you know," she said, " that thousands of

persons are actually ignorant that they smell with their

olfactory peduncle?" " Millions of 'em !" replied Mr. Budd.
'' And Aunt Mary wouldn't believe me when I told her that

she couldn't wiuk without a spluncter muscle;" "How
unreasonable; " " Why a person cannot even kiss without a

sphincter!" "Indeed!" "I know it is so!" "May [

try if I can ? " '• Oh, Mr. Budd, it is too bad of you to make
light of such a subject !

" Mr. Budd seized her hand and

kissed that. She permitted it to remain in his grasp. " I

didn't notice," he said, " whether a—a—what do you call iti*

—a sphincter helped me then or not. Let me |try again !

"

Then he tried again, aud while he held her hand she ex-

plained to him about the muscles of that portion of the iiuman

body. " It is remarkable how much you know about sucii

things," said ]\lr. Budd—" really wonderful ! Now, for

example, what is the bone at the back of the head called ?"

" Why, the occipital bone of canrse ? " And what are the

names of the muscles of the arm ?" " The spiralis aud iiifra-

spiralis among otiiers." " Well, now, let me show you what
I me in. When [ put mv iufra-spitalis around your waist so,

is it your occipital boue that rests upon my shoulder-blade, in

this way ? " " My bnck hair primarily, but the occipital, of

course, afterwards. But, oil, ilr. Budd, suppose pa should

come in and see us?" " Let him come ! Wlio carea P " said

Mr. Budd boldly. " I think I'll exercise a sphincter again,

and take a kiss." " Mr. Budd, iiow can you ?" said Miss

Flynn, after he had performed the feat. " Don't call me Mr.

tiudd, call me ' Willie,' " he said, drawing her clo.ser. " You
accept me, don't yon ? I know you do, darling ?'" " Willie,"

whispered Miss Flynn, faintly. "What, darling?" "I can

hear your heart beat." ' It beats only for you, ray angel I"
'• And it sounds to me out of order. The ventricular con«

traction is not uniform." "Small wonder lor that, when it's

bursting with joy !" " You must put yourself under treatment

for it. I will give you some medicine." " It's your own
property, darling; do what you please with it. Bui somehoiv

the sphincter operation ia the one that strikes me most

favourably. Let me see how it works again T' But why
proceed ? The old, old story was told aeain, and the old, old

performance of the lunscles of Mr. Budd's mouth was enacted

again. And, about eight years later, Mr. Budd was wishing

tliat Mary would catch some fatal disease among her patients,

and Ma.-y was tliinking that the best possible use Willie

could be put to would be as a subject for tlis dissecting table.

—Max ddeler.
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Jlgricultiinil (Sacitties.

ROYAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, WednesJay, November 5th, 1 879 .

Piwe.it: k.R.H. the I'.iiice of 'vVaies, K.G., tlie Duke
of Bedford (President, in the chair), F/ord Vcruoii, the

Hon. W. Kgerton, M.P., Sir A. K. Micdonald, Hart.,

SirW. Earle Welby- Gregory, Hart., M.l'., Sir IJrand-

reth Gibbs, Mr. Amos, Mr. Avcling, Mr. liowly, Mr.
Cantreil, Mr. Chandos-Pole-Gell, Mr. Davies. Mr.'Dent,
Mr. Druce, Mr. Forster, Mr. Gorringe, Mr. Hemsley,
Mr. C. Howard, Mr. J. Howard, Col. Kingscote, Mr.
Leeds, Mr, M'lntosh, Mr. Martin, Mr. Neville, Mr.
Odanns, Mr. Pain, Mr, Randell, Mr. llinsomc, Mr.
Ilawleuce, -Mr. Russell, Mr. Sanday, Mr. Sheraton, Mr.
Shuttleworth, Mr. Strattou, Lieut. -Colonel Pieton Tur-
fceririll, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Walcelield, Mr. Wells,

Mr. WilsoQ, Mr. Wise, Professor Simoads, and Dr.

Voelfiker.

LordSudely, of Toddington, Winchcomb, was elected

^^ a Governor, and the foHowiug new members wei'^

X'ilectcd :

—

/ Isbead, A. E., of Ulgham Grange, Morpeth,
Aldworth, Tliomas, of Dirtford.

Allsopp, George H., of Burton-on-Trent.

Anuibhl, Jolin, of i>Iottiughain,

liixsndale, Salisbv.ry, of Bonuiugton, Ware, Herts.

iiogler, B. H. C, of 6, Great. St. Helens E.G.

iJridges, Rev. Sir.BiookG., Bart., of Guodnestone Patk,
Winghara.

Cape, Joseph, of Seatoii, Workington, Caraberland.

Capon, Edward &., of Fiir View, King's Norton.

CarletoD, Major William Frederick, of Tlie Elms, Brack-

Cliappell, John Thomas, of 9, St MichaePs Place, Brighton.

'Cheese, Arthur, of Howey Hall, Llandrindod.

Christie, William LmgliaiE, M.P,, of Glyndenhourne,
Lewes.

Claphaai, Felix, of Tavistock Chambers, Covent Garden,
W.C.

Collins, Edward, of King\ Heath, Birmingham.
Craddock, Robert, of Hull Farm, Chipping Norton.

Creagli, S. Pierse, of Brook House, Stourton, BatI',

Dalton, Robert, of 38, Cumberland Street, Carlisle.

!)anes, George, of Compton Wynyattes, Kineton.

Daniell, John, of Sjmond's Hall, Wootton-under-Edge,

Darwin, Francis Al»ey R., of Creskeid Hall, Otley.

Davison, J, Thomas, of Whitley Lodge, Newcastie-on-Tyne,
Devvhursf, John Bouney, of Aireville, Skiptou.

Ecroyd, Edward, of Low House, Armathwaite, Carlisle.

Jussell, Henry J3., of Amroth Castle, Begelly, ll.S.O., Pem-
broke.

Gassiot, Charles, of Elmwood House, Upper Tooting, Surrey,

Oee, Thomas, of Broucilif, Denbigh,

Gibbins, William B , of Eaiington, Stratford-on- Avon,
Greene, J. Ball, of Ardkill, KiUiney, Dublin.

Gridley, William, of 9, Duke-street, Loudon Bridge, S.E,

Haniinand, Edward William, of Steel Cross House, Tun
bridge Wells.

Hart, Jabe/, of Bulkeley, Malpas.

Hedley, Gsorge R., of Elswick Grange, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Henkell, Piudolf, of Mainzon-Rliine, Germany,
lli-ywood, Lonsdale, Arthur Peraberton, of 23, Grosvenor

Square, W.
Hick-^, Franci.", ofBurrington Park, Plvmcu'h.

Uill, Richard Price, of Ronkswood, Worcester.

Uousman, William, ot 19, Gajton lload, Hamostead, N.W.
Howard, The Hon. Cecil M., of Osbas'oa Half, Hiuckley.

Ki^nyon, Jamef, of Ewbank Works, Accrington.

Kidstun, John fearson, of Nyn Park, Barnet.

Leslie, The Hon. George Waldegrave, of Leslie House, Leslie,

File, N.B.
Leverett, Frederick, of 2, Ladbroke Grove Road, North

Kensington.

Lye, John Gaunt, of 8, Lancaster Place, Strand, W.C.
McLean, Douglas, of Napier, New Zealand.

Mackintosh, Robert T., ofElinbnrgh.
Markham, Gervase, o( llarehills Gr.ive, Leeds.
Mead, Benjnmin, of Manor Farm, I'Mlesboro', Dunstable.
Mithuen, Ciiarles L,, of 87, Pembroke Road, Clifton,

Gloucester,

Miilard, James Henry, of C^ford Villa, Reading.
Morris, Christopher, of Upton Lawn, Chester.
Morrison, Allan, of Hall Barn, Beaconstleld.
Neild, Frederick, of Lower Lodge, Fenhurst, Sussex,
Nice, George, of Downshill 41ous.% Bithopstone, Hereford.
Nicholson, Henry, of 25, College Hill, E.G.
Northcote., Francis S., of Clapham, Lancaster.
Penny, Tbomas Stubbs, of Tone Villa, Taunton.
Penrose, W.M., of Birkdale, Lane.
Pexton, William, of Green Hiinmtrton, York,
Richardson, Wra, W., of South Park, Lincoln.
R ddell, David, of Blackball, Paisley.

Risen, Ebenezer Arthur, of 3, Manor Cottages, Sudbury,
Harrow.

Rouch, Isaac E., of Cleveland House, Chiswick, Middlesex.
RusselL, Thos., of Haremere Hall, Hurst Green, Sussex,
Savory, Francis fivance, of Aldiniiton Manor, Evesham.
Seckkara, Samuel Lipscomb, of Bletchley Park, Bletchley.
S'iuliouss, Humphrey P., of Netherhall, Maryport.
Shaw, Elijah, of Bryngvyn, Hereford.
Skinner, Captain T. Henry, of Tillington, Petworth.
Swanston, David, of Thonock, Gainsborough.
Syme, David, of Bangf.nlm House, Edinburgh.
Thornton, Robert, of High Cross, Framfield, Sussex.
Toller, Jami^s, of Winfold Tarn, Waterbeacli, Cambridge.
Verschoyle, Captain Robert H., of Springfield, Ross, Here-

fordshire,

Vokins, William, of 1, Porchester Terrace, W,
Wallis, John C ,of Home Farm, Didlington, Brandon.
Webb, Jubal, of Kensington Higli Street, W.
Whiteley, William, of VVestbourne Grove, Bayswater, W.
Wigram, James Richard, of Northlands, Salisbury,
Williams, D,P., of P. ubt^rry.St. DividV, Pembroke.
Williams, H. S., of South Brook, Chepstow,
Wilson, Courtenay, Freeman, of Tatchbury Manor House,

Tetton, Hants,
Wilton, Henry Staines, of 2€1, Oxford Street, W.
Woods, James, of Salisbury Hall, Barnet.
Woods, Thos. H,, of Durrants F«rm, Rickmansworth.

FINANCES.
Colonel KiNGScoTK, M.P. (chairman), presented the

report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's receipts
during the past three months had been duly examined by
the Committee, and by Messrs. Q,uilter, Ball and Co., the
Society's accounts, and found correct. The balance in the
hands of the bankers on October 31 was £1,287 4s. 6d.
'I he quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears to
September SO, and the quarterly cash account, were laid

on the table. The arrears then amounted to £1,318,
This report was adopted.

JOURNAL.
Mr. Dent (chairman) reported that the following

entries had been received in compel ition for the Farm
prizes offered by the Carlisle Local Committee in connec-
tion with next year's show :

—
Class I. Arable or mixed farm?, above 200 acres. Six

entries.

Win. Atkinson, Buruside Hsll, Kendal.
Rohtfrt G. GrahHra, Burufoot-on-Esk, Longtown.
Wm. H«ndley, Grfcu Head. Wilr.tl.orpe.

Robert Jeffer.«on, Preston Hows, Wliiti-haven.

Joseph Lowthia", W nier Hall, Tirril, Penrith.
Robert TinniswQod, Rose Bank Farm, Dalaton, Carlisle,

Class 2. Arable or mixed farms, not less than 50 and not
over 200 acre". Nine entries.

William Benson, Boumvood.Gosforth.
Thomas Donald, Sauden Honse, Abbey Town, Silloth.

Thomas Kitchen, Thomas' Close, Penrith.
Exors. of Rowland Parker, Moss End, Burton, Westmoreland.
Joseph Rothery, Stanger, Cockcrmouih.
Wra. Savage, Hanging Bink, Peuriiii,

George Shepperd, Kings Meaturn, Kirkbythore, Penrith.
Joseph Wagstaif, Skirsgill Farii, Penrith.

D D
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John Wilson, Fleatliam House Farm, St. Bees, Wliite.havpn.

Class 3. Stock or pastoral farms, above 200 acres. Two
en tries,

Wm. Lfathes, Lampln^h Ilall, Cockerinouth.

James Mounsey, Iligli Lorton, Cockerraouth.

Class 4. Stock or pastoral farms, not less than 80 and not

over 200 acres. No entry.

The Committee had to report that the Journal would

be issued in the course of the current month, and they

recommended that copies be forwarded, as published, to

the- SuperiatendtTit of the Government Farms, Madras

Presidency. Copies of Mr. Jeukins' paper on " Butter-

making "had been forwarded to each member of the

Society; about 5,000 had been sold, and the pamphlet

had also been translated into Welsh at the expense

of Mr. Joseph Peers, of Rnthin, who had bought 1,000

copies for gratuitous distribution.

This report was adopted.

STOCK PRIZES.

Mr. Chandos-Pole-Gell (Chairman) reported that

the Committee had arranged a prelimiuary prize sheet,

which would be printed, and sent to members of the

Council.

This report was adopted.

IMPLElIENfS.

Mr. Sanday reported the recorumendations of the

Committee, that at Carlisle, next year, the judges be

empowered to award gold and silver medals to any

implements or machines for the cultivation of the laud,

by steam or other mechanical force, which in the opinion

of the stewards and judges are new inventions, and have

not been previously submitted to trial by the Society
;

and that it be an instruction to the stewards and judges

that the gold medals be awarded only in cases of special

.merit, and for implements and machinery likely, in their

opiniou, to be practically useful. The Committee were of

opinion that the time had arrived when an effort should

be made to bring the machinery yard within moderate

compass; and with thi» object in view, they recom-

mended (hat the maximum size of stands be 150 feet,

and that the Committee be empowered to decide the space

allotted to each exhibitor, and to disqualify any of his

proposed exhibits ; and that the charge for space in the

miscellaneous department be doubled. The Committee

also recommended that exhibitors whoso desire be allowed

to exhibit the whole of their entries upon their stands iu i

the machinery-in- motion department. This report was

adopted, after a conversation in which several members

enforced the importance of curtailing the extent of the

showyard, so as to enable visitors to inspect the whole of

the exhibits shown ; and after an amendment, proposed

by Mr. Randell and seconded by Colonel Kingscote,

to strike out the following words:—"And that the

Committee be empowered to decide the space allotted to

each exhibitor and to disqualify any of his proposed

exhibits," had been negatived by 15 votes against 11.

SHOWYARD CONTRACTS.

Mr. Jacob Wilson (Chairmau) reported that the

Kilburn showyard had been duly cleared, and a continu-

ous fence put up, in accordance with the agreement, at a

cost of £179 163. 6d. The Society's plant had been

removed to Carlisle, and the entrance buildings erected.

.The plan of the Carlisle showyard, showing approved

embankments and general arrangements, had been con-

sidered by the Committee, and ordered to be forwarded to

the Carlisle local authorities.

This report was adopted.

chemical
Mr. Wells (Chairman) reported that the Committee

had received Dr. Voelcker's report on the Woburn experi-

ments, and that they had read and approved the financial

recommendations of the Woburn Sub-Committee. The

total sura received by Dr. Yoelcker to the 25 h Juie,

1879, for analyses and consultations was as follows :

—

March 39 10
April 98 15

May 97 8
June 40 5

£275 18

and a cheque for £137 19s. had been given to the Secre-

tary by Dr. Voelcker. For the fees for the quarter to

29th September, £102 53. had been received. The num-
ber of analyses for seven mouths was 815, exceeding

already by nearly 100 the number of analyses for the

whole of last year, 1878. Dr. Yoelcker had read to the

Committee a paper on the comparative value of soluble

and insoluble phosphates, which was ordered to be

printed, and sent to the members of the Chemical Com-
mittee, with a view to its discussion at the December
meeting.

This report was adopted.

EDUCATION.
Mr. Dent reported that twenty-three candidates had

been entered to compete for the Society's Junior Scholar-

ships at the forthcoming examination, on November 19tli

and 20th, from four schools; Bedford County School,

Devon County School, Saudbach Grammar School, and

Surrey County School. The usual examiners had ag'.eed

to act, and gentlemen invited had accepted the office of

Honorary Local Secretaries. The Comiuittte gave notice

that at the next Council Meeting they would move for the

renewal of the Educational Grant for 1880.

This report was adopted.

VETERINARY.
The Hon. W. Egeeton. M.P. ^^Chairman) reported that

the Committee had received a letter from Professor

Simonds, giving the result of consultations in writing,

and reports from Professor Axe upon cases investigated in

the country, of which they recommended that the follow-

ing be published :

—

REPORT OF AN OUTBREAK OF DISEASE IN A FLOCK O?
SWEEP, THE PROPEUTY OF JAMES UOWARD, ESQ.

On the nth of August I received instructions to inquire

into an outbreak of disease in a flock of sheep the proper'.y of

James Howard, Esq., of Bedford. The flock in question was
located at College Farm, and orieinally consisted of six lots,

co'nprisinK Go shearling wethers, 1-t ewe lanihs,16 ram lambs,

{) shearling wethers, 5 shearling ewes, and 10 we her lambs.

During the past winter the three first-named lots wer e

pastured on clover, and received a also a liberal supply of

cake. The three lots last referred to were housed, and receivt-d

as food corn, cake, and roots.

About the 15th of July the 65 wethers were turned on tares,

and about four days later the 141 ewe lambs and 16 ram lamb,
were likewise placed in the same pasture. It should, howevers
be stated that the several lots were kept separate from each
other.

About the 3rd of July the housed sheep commenced to re-

ceive tares, as well as corn, cake, &c. The lot of 10 wether
lambs were at this time having a liberal amount of cabbijie,

and therefore only a small proportion of vetches were allowed
hem. j

^ IThe disease first appeared on the 38th of July, among the

65 wethers, and by the 7th of August it had shown itself in

all the lots referred to, excepting the 10 wether lambs, which,
as just stated, were only sparingly supplied with vetches. At
tiie time of my visit 15 of the 65 wethers had been slancrhtered

on account of the disease, and a large number were then
sick.

The symptoms presented by the latter were characteristic of
the disease termed aphthae.

Early in the attack food was either refused altogether or

partaken of indifferently, and the general expression was dull

and listless. The mouth at first hot and clammy, soon dis-

charged a frothy saliva, the tongue was moved from side to

eide, and the lips and face became more or less enlarged.
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r TliP fonpcup nnd lliiinpc mpmliraiies of the month genprally
| In tho spring of I he prpspnt yoar Mr. Broughtoii purchased

Ht (iKft-rfiit liiiiCH ana of various persons, 111 calvps Irom
tlirre weeks to a iiiouUi o!J. All of tlieiu vere reared ou new
milk, and excepting oceawonal inslauces of slight ailiiieuts to
which pail-leil calves are liable, tlie whole of them nude good
progress and showed no signs of weakness or disease. The
process of weaning was got ov«r without difficulty, and about
the third week in May all of them were turned into a park of
fifty acres, during tli« day lime, and received, besides grass, one
pound of cikc, lialf a pound of pea-raeal, and the same 4uauiiiy
of Indian corn. In th« evening they were housed, until Ihfi

second week in June, when they were allowed to remain out
altogether. The ptrk occupies an elevated position, and the
soil is dry, and of a light loirny character. The water-supply
is derived exclusively from a ruuning stream, and there are uo
swampy places or staguant pools in the pasture. Up to the
third week in July ihey continued to grow and accuirmlate
llesh

; after that time many of them were noticed to shrink,
and gradually waste away. In the meantime, symptoms of
disease appeared, and by the first week in August several of
them were dangerously ill. The first animal died about a
fortnight later, since which time others have succumbed at
shorter or longer lutervals, until the day of my visit, whea
sixteen were reported dead.

During the last week in August they were removed on to
aftermath, but the cliauge had uo perceptible influence on the
progress of the disease. I had an opportunity of observing
several calves in an advanc J stage of the disorder, and
others wliich were then regarded as healthy. A very casual
examination of the latter, however, was required to satisfy me
that some iiisidious disturbance was going on within them,
and that they were all more, or less in a state of disease, in
several there were marked signs of unthrifiiness, and in some
actual symptoms of disease. The last-named instances were
disiinguisbed by their low coudiiiou, harslt and staring coat,
arched back, feeble movements, depending head, dull expres-
sion, and occa4onal cough, aggravated by exertion. That the
cough was not belonging to an ordinary cold and catarrh was
shown by the absence of dischar,{e from eyes or nose, and by
its peculiar husky cliancter. Those animals more advanced
in the disease were extremely emaciated ; ihe appetite was
capricious or entirely absent, there was diarrba;*, extreme
thirst, and other phenomena of fever; the back was arched,
the breathing quick, and accompanied by a frequent cough,
the movements were unsteady, and ou the che.^t sounds we e
unmistakably those of bronchial disease and lung cousoiidatioi .

Post-mortem examinations were made of t«o animils, one of

were beset with small round white bladJer-like spots, >ind pre-

sented also a swollen and infiarned condiiion. In some the

mouth was extensively ulcerated, and the eruption extended
over the |-ps and face, reaching as >iigh as the eyes. In such
cases the breath emitted an oHensive odour, and the salivary

discharge was blood-stainei and sticky. Inability to fecil, and
the consiitutional diaiurbaiice associated with the disease,

produced great prostra'ion and wasting, in the latter stage

of the di>order diarrhtct was sometimes present, and lung
complications were also frequently developed, giving rise to

couifliing, a discharge from the nostrils, anU embarrassed

breathing.

I had an opportunity of making a post-mortem examina'ion

of one of the shepj). In that case the lips and face presented

small pustules, and the skin was extensively ulcerated. The
membrane covering the tongue and the inside of the mouth
generally was studded with small round white vesicles, and in

some parts also with ulcers similar to those referred to in

connection with the skin.

The mucous membrane of the fourth stomach, as well as

that of the intestines, was redder than nntura), owing to

vascular eBgorgemeut, and it was besides infiltrated with

serosity, and slightly thickened.

The liver was pale in colour, softer in consistence than
normal, and somewhat friable.

The kidneys and spleen were congested. The lungs showed

p tclies of consolidation and exiravaaated blood spots. From
a full consideration of all the facts pertaining to tiie outbreak,

I came to the conclusion that the c luse of the malady was in

some way connected with the vetches. Accordingly I vis'ied

the field in wliich they were, and carefully examined them.
'I'he plant was generally strong, and in itself as good as could

be desired, but I noticed that it; was not only much blighted,

but that the heads ot the vetches *ere everywhere invaded

with grubs (insect larva:). In the majority of plants examined.
Hot less thau 4') or 5U ol Miese parasites were counted. In
what relatioii, if any, they stand to the disease, I have not been

able to determine. It may be pointed oat that, by the uni-

versal prefcncc of these creatures, the sheep were compelled
to partake of a large quantity of animal matter from d^y to day,

and to depart so far from their natural aliment as to become,
for the time, senii-carnivorouj. Whether these insect larvas

liHve any immediate connec'ion with the origin of the malady,

or whether the cause is to be found in the blighted condition

of the plant, or iu a combination of these with other conditions,

I am unable to determine. It is highly probable, however,

that wlien partaken of in snch quant lies as were here present,
|
which was exhumed and the other destroyed for the purpos--,

the grubs are capable of giviog rise to considerable disturbance
I
The lungs in both instances presen'ed extensive areas of con-

of the digestive canal, and lay the foundation for active
|
solidation, and parasites iu lar'^-e numbers or their dij'jris

A.. a^u.,i .1 ..„ „(,i.„ „„,i,.„„i, ..,„o ^ f„^ ..,;..,
1 ^.g^g f^^^j j,j ji^g bronchial tubes leading up'to the patches of
hardened lung. The raucous layer of the alimeniary cinal
throughout showed signs of cougestiori, more or less intense
but this was quite a seconday matter, and consequent upon
the vitiated condition of the blood from deficient aeration. I
had the pleasure to confer with Mr. Kittle, veterinary surgeon.

disease. That the cause of the outbreak was connected with

the tares is rendered probable by the fact that so soon as the

animals ceased to feed on them they quickly recovered, and no
further outbreak occurred.

It should be raentioaed that the stock ewes were pastured

on the lares on the 9ih of August—two days prior to ray visit

—and have continued free from the disorder up to the present of Market Drayton, who was in attendance on the stock ; and
time. This fact does not in anyway affect the conclusion

|

the course of treatment adopted by him I thought eminently
arrived at in respect ofthe cause, inasmuch as apiluc is a disease

j

adapted to do all that could be done to arrest the progress of
belonging essentially to young animals. Moreover, at that

' ''
'

time the insect larvte were changing their state, and
dispersing.

With reference to general management, it was suggested
that the use of the tares should be discontinued, and that the

sheep fhould be pastured on gras'<,. and receive also crushed

the disorder.

As to the origin of the malady, there can be but small
doubt that the larv<e of tlie lung parasites were in some way
or other connected wiih the pasture. The exceptional season
just past has been abundantly favourable to the lile and de-
velopment of these destructive creatures. Both in regard to

corn, cike, and bran. It was lurther advised, in the case of
;

lambs and calves we hear from all parts of the country of the
the sick animals, that nutritive gruel be administered, and

'

' ' •
• •

exposure to wet and cold scrupulously tvoided. A dose of

aperient medicine had already been given to each of them, and
this was supplemented by the daily administration of antacid

and antiseptic agents.

Astringent applications were prescribed for the eroded and
ulcerated mouth, and the advanlasje of good nursing pointed

out. J. WoKTLEY Axe, Professor.

Report on an Outbreak of " lIoosE " in a Herd of '

Calves the Pkopekty of P. Bkouc/Iiton, Esq , i

TuNsTALL Hall, Market Drayton.
|

On the ISth of September I was requested by Professor

Simonds, to visit Tunsiall Hall, and to inquire into the facts

relating to an outbreak of disease as above staL(d. 1

most alarming losses arising out ol parasitic lung-disease, the
on-n.ii^H " imst " or " lioose."so-called

'

J. WoRTLEY Axe, Professor.

REroRT UPON AN OUTBREAK OF DlPltTHERIA IN A HeUD
or I'lus, THE Property of the Rev. H. 11, Peel,
Auuutt's Hill, Hemel Hempjtead.

In accordance with instructions received, on the lOtli Ooto-
ber I visited Abbott^ Hill, and investigated the facts relating
to an outbreak of diphtheria in a herd of pigs, the property of
the llev. 11. R. Peel. The herd were of the Berkshire breed,
and consisted originally of 2t pigs, of various ages and of both
sexes. They were divided into nine lots, and occupied three
sheds. Ktch lot had a sepurate compartment.
Shed No. 1 contained a sow and five pigs in one comnart-

D D 2
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ment, one sow in anotlier, and a boar in the third. Shed 3
contained two sows and one boar, in separate sties. Shed 3
contained one sow, and two lots of young; pigs, three and eight

months old respectively, also in separate sties.

Shed No. 3 formed one side of an open yard, into which the

three ei}jht.montl\s-old piss bad access. These animals had
also the ran^p of a small paddock adjoininpr.

Sheds No. 1 and 2 were detached, and sitcated a small dis-

tance from each other, and also from No. 3.

The disease was first noticed on the morning of the 18ih of

September, in one of the three pies last referrtd to, and located

in shed No. 3. In the course of tlie same day it also appeared

in four other pigs, situated in sheds No. 1 and 2, and in a sow
occupying Wo. 3 shed. The pij first affected died on the day
of tlic outbreak, and a sow far advanced in the disease was
slaughtered at my renue«t on the following day for the purpose

of a post-mortem examination. It was pointed out by Mrs.

Peel in the course of the investigation that the op°.n yard and
paddock referred to, as well as No. 3 shed, were flooded in

July last, in consequence of the overllowing of an adjoining

river ; but a detailed inquiry into all tlie circumstsinces of the

flooding threw no liglit on tlie origin of the nialaily. The
lapse of time betneen the flood ond the outbreak of the disease,

taken together with the fact that the malady appeared almost

simultaneously in parts of the farmstead where the flood did

aot re(»ch, and whicli had no connection with it, are points

strongly opposed to any idea of cauaitive relation between the

two events. While inquiring into the general health of the

farm stock, I was informed that a cow, pasturing with otbeis

in an adjoining meadow, became seriously ill on the 11th of

September (eight days prior to my visit), and died the same
evening. Tlie carcase of this animal was opened in a yard

close by the sheds, and afterwards buried. In reference to the

cause of death, it was pointed out that, the day previously, she

had gained access to a small shrubbery skirting the pasture,

and partaken freely of deadly-nightshade. It was also noticed,

in confirmation of Ibis view of the matter, that others of the

same herd had suffered from the effects of the plant at the same
time but in a less degree. I was particular to inquire as to

the prevalence of human diphtheria in the neighbourhood of

Abbott's Hill, as it is somewhere recorded, on the authority of

l)r. Sanderson, that pigs have contracted the malady by de-

vouring the excrement of persons suffering from the disorder.

In this connection, however, I was not able to gain any cine

to the origin of the disease. In the circumstances of food and
water there was nothing to explain the cause of the ontbreak.

' The former cousisted of " toppings," and wash from tlhC house.

•It should be mentioned, in regard to the former, tiiat the
•- stock from which the supply was being drawn had been in use

for two or three weeks. The water-supply was obtained from
a spring, and is said to be of good qu-iiity. It was used not

only for pigs, but likewise for horses and catile, and in some
"instances also for human coiisumption. Notwithstanding a

most minute inquiry into all the circumstances and surround-
ings oftliis herd, I was unable to arrive at any conclusion as

to the channel through which the disease had been intro-

duced. No fre>h stock had been brought on to the farm for

any purpose whatever, nor had any of the pigs passed off the

premises at any time. Whether the malady can arise de tioro

or not is a question most interesting to consider^ But tiie

peculiar habits of the pig^-ender it altogether unfitted for such
an inquiry.

The symptoms of the malady were very characteristic of

diphtheria—so much so, indeed, that Mrs. Peel, who had had
some experience of that disease in man, at once recognised it.

Illness was invariably ushered in by shivering. This was
quickly followed by swelling of the throat. At first the en-

largement was soft, and pitted on pressure, but soon became
hard and resisting. The breathing was quick at first, and
afterwaids became embarrassed, and was with difllculty per-

formed. Each act of respiration was accompanied with a
wheezing sound, and the voice was thick and harsh. In this

condition the mouth was opened and the tongue protruded.
The gait was stiff and unsteady, and in the more advanced
state of the malady dulness and stupor were more or less in-
tense. The eyes and nostrils discharged a mucons or muco-
purulent fluid, and the general indications of fever were
^strongly marked. The lesions observed at the post-mortem were
•essentially those of diphtheria, and consisted more especially
c«jf iDfiltratkin and swelling of the tissues of the neck, tumefac-

tion of the tonsils and the presence of a dirty-grey cann.
lar-looking false membrane on the internal surface of the

throat.

The treatment consisted in the administration of saline

aperients, followed by antiseptic agents. A complete change
of food was also ordered to be made, and the whole of the

sties ahd tlieir fittings to be thoroughly cleansed and d s-

infected. After my visit tlie animals all quickly recnvfred,

end no further extension of the malady has since occurred.

J . WoKTLEY Axe, Professor.

Dr. GREENfiELD had attended the meeting of the com-
mittee, and stated that the investigations on splenie

apoplexy and quarter-evil are going ou at the Browa In-

stitution. Only four cases o quarter-evil had been re-

ported, and about £13 of the grant last made bad been

expended, leaving a balance in hand of £122 15s. 3d.

Dr. Greenfield specially urged the desirability of members
of the Society giving early iuformatiou of any outbreak of

splenic apoplexy or quarter-evil tiiking place, as frequently

notice was received too late to be ])ractically useful. The
Secretary had beeu instructed to make application to

owners of stock for professioual and other fees, and the

expenses incurred in visiting their farms. Professor

Sioionds had promised some notes on glanders for publi-

cation in the Jutirnal. The CoKiinittee gave notice that

at the next Council moeting they would apply for the re-

newal of the veterinary grant for 1880, which would not

be drawn till required.

This report was adopted.

SEED AND PLANT-DISEASES.

Colonel PicTON Turbervill reported that six speci-

mens of wheat had been forwarded for competition for the

prizes offered by the Society for the best new variety.

These had each been divided into four lots, aud forwarded

to four gentlemen, who had agreed to grow the samples

in accordance with the conditions laid down. A sample

of each variety had been retained at the offices of the

Society, in order to compare it with the new growth.

Samples of the straw were also retaiaed for the same pur-

pose.

This report was adopted.

The Secretary having made a communication in re-

ference to his appointment as an Assistant-Commissioner

to the Royal Commission on the Depression in Agriculture

to report on European Agriculture in conjunetiou with
one or more colleagues,

Lord Vernon moved, "That the appointment of Mr.
Jenkins as an Assistant-Commissioner to the Royal
Agricultural Commission be agreed to by the Council."

His lordship added, that if it was a compliment to Mr.
Jenkins to be asked to act in that capacity, it was a far

greater compliment to the Society that their Secretary

should have been selected to fill so important an appoint-

ment ; and, inasmuch as INIr. Jeukins was already possessed

of so large a portion of the information required at his

hands, aud was so well acquainted with men of science

and men of practice abroad, there could be no doubt that

he would be of the greatest possible service to the Cora-
mission. He (Lord Vernon) could perhaps testify better

to the manner in which Mr. Jenkins could bring his

powers and knowledge to a useful end iu the Commissiou,
by having been intimately connected with him in a great

foreign work in which the largest measure of success was
due to his ability.

Colonel KiNGScoTE seconded the motion, remarking
that after what Lord Vernon had said, and with which he
cordially agreed, he need only say that he trusted the

Council would unanimously pass the resolution.

Mr. Jacob Wilson said he had been requested by the

Duke of Richmond and Gordon to say that His Grace had
fully intended to be present at the Council to move the

resolution personally, so great importance did he place

ujjou the apjDoiiitmeat of Mr. Jerkins ; but he had beea
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prevented by business of nn urgent nature.

Mr. K.v.M>Er.r, said that the Couucil represented Ihe

members of the Society, the farmers of the country; and

he was sure they vvo'ild all feel that to no tnan con Id the

interests of the farmers be better encrusted than to Mr.
Jenkins.

The motion was unanimously adopted.

A letter from the Leicestershire Agricultural Society

was read, and referred to the Slock Prizes Committee, with

instructioirs to report to the Council meetin? in February,

as were also other letters relating to the stock priae sheet.

A letter was read from Sir Brandreth Gibbs, informing

the Council that he had transferred his interest in the firm of

Thomas Gibbs and Co. to his cousin, Mr. Thomas Gibbs,

and asking that the position of seedsmen to the Royal

Agricultural Society should still be retained by the firm.

Letters having also been read from Mr. Thomas Gibbs and
other seedsmen, it was moved by Mr. Dent, '' That it be

referred to the Seeds and Plants Diseases Committee to

consider and report to the Council whether in future it is

desirable to appoint any firm as special seedsmen to the

Koyal Agricultural Society." This motion having been

withdrawn, it was then moved by Mr. Randell, seconded

by Mr. Charles Howard, and carried unanimously,
" That the request contained in Sir Brandreth Gibbs'

letter be acceded to."

The General Meeting was fixed for Thursday, December
11th, at Doon ; and the Council then adjourned till Wed-
nesday. December 10 lb, at the same hour.

BRITISH DAIRY FARMERS.
The monthly Council meeting was held on Tuesday,

November 4th, at the offices, 416, Strand. Present

—

Mr. E. C. Tisdall in the chair, Professor Simonds, Dr.

Voelcker, Messrs. W. Tait, Garrett Taylor, T. Nuttall, C,

Bland, R. Dale, A. Tisdall, H. S. Holmes-Pegler (hon.

sec), and F. l\Iorrison (assist, sec.).

The following new members were elected :

—

Blaser, Theodor, 270, Waterloo Road, S.E.

Bagot, Rev. Canon, Tonstown, Kildare.

C'rosher, J. T., of Messrs. Tuiford and Nephew, Melton
Mowbray.

Hore, E., 4, Bisliopsgate Street Within.
Gates, J. S., 115, Caunon Street, E.G.
Jenkins, Eli Geortte, Marksbury, near Bristol.

Jones, il. P., Portway House, Warminster.
Myluis, Henry John, Italian Condensed Milk Company, Milan.
Rirfgeway, T., Bourlon Grounds, Padbury, Bucks,
llobiuson, A. A., 60, Leadeuhall Street, E.G.
Troughton, Agnes Charlotta, Garthmyl Hall, Montgoraery-

sliirp,

TuftoQ, Sir Henry J., Bart., Hopfield Place, Ashford, Kent.
Welch, Christopher, The Uai'ed University Club, S. W.
Whitcuinbe, George, 3, BaysliiU Villas, Cheltenham.

A resolution was passed that all firms, companies, or

societies elected members of the Association should supply

the name of a director, chairman, secretary, or other per-

son appointed by such body to represent it, and that the

name in question should be published after the name of

"the tirni or society in the list of members.
The Hoy. Sec. read the reports of the Show Com-

mittee and General Finance Committee, which stated that

the Dairy Show had been, as far as the Association was
concerned, a linancial success, that over eighty new mem-
bers had been elected^ chiefly from amongst exhibitors,

and that, after paying all expenses, there would be a profit

of nearly £100.

The report recommended that a certificate of merit and a
bronze medal be presented to Mr. Jalm Btnuett, of Wanstro'.v

frump, in testimony of the superior quality of the loaf cheese

esliibiled by him, which had been awarded first prize by tlie

judges, but subsequently disqualified through an error in his

eiilry ; the lirst prize m quesliou aubaequeiitly going to Mr.
T. Wiildt-n, ilie second to Mr. C. Crees, and the tiiird to Mr,
J. Hoddinott. A similar case was reported with reference to

llirtc, (ixliibits of Irisii butter, exhibited by Mr. 1), II. Leahy,
of Cork, which hud been erroneously entered by hira in the

Engliih class, and taken prizes. The Committee had decided

that the prizes in this cafe must be withheld, but recommended
tint a similar recognition of merit to the one previously pro-

posed should be given as an encouragement to the fanners who
sent the butter, it being through eo fault of theirs that the

prizes awarded were lust.

A recommendation from the judges in the class for Models
and DrawiQgs, that a supplemental iirst priie be awarded to

Mr. Richard Waite, of Uuilield, Derby, for bis plans and
drawings. No. 850, was also included. The recommendations
were unanimously agreed to, and the reports adopted.

A letter was read from Professor J. P. Sheldon, proposing
that Professor Alvord, of Eastliampton, Mass., U.S.A., who
had been instrumental in obtaining the collection of dairy

utensils which had been presented to the Society by American
manufacturers, should, in recognition of his services, be made
an honorary member of the Society. After some discussion,

an amendment was proposed by Dr. Voelcker, seconded by
Professor Simonds, that a vote of thauka, and a silver medal,

suitably inscribed, be sent to Professor Alvord.

The amendment was carried.

The question of a Dairy School—which had been brought
forward at the general meeting, and referred to a committee
to report—was again dealt with, and a committee, comprising
the whole Council, elected to consider the schemes to be sub-

mitted by Mr. Allender and Mr, Gilbert Murray, as resolved

at the annual meeting.

A letter read—from Mr, James Howard, of Clapham Park,

and bearing on the subject—was referred to the same com-
mittee for consideration.

The remainder of the time of the meeting was devoted to a
discussion as to the time and place for holding the Dairy
Show of 1880. It was reported that an application had come
from Birmingham for the Association to hold its next show in

that town instead of in London. A member of the Council
considered that this question was of too ranch importance to

be decided at any but a general meeting. It was resolved

that the subject be placed on the agenda for discussion at

the nest Council meeting, with a view to report to the

adjourned annual meeting in December.
The Ho^f. Secretary read a letter from Mr. Raffety,

managing director of the Agricultural Auction Agency Com-
pany, requesting that the Dairy Show of 1880 be held in May,
and that the cheese which could not be shown at that time of

year should be exhibited in October, as usual, with other

produce, as a cheese fair and produce market,

Mr. Tait considered it would be unwise to split up the sliow

into two section!', each to be held at a different season of the
year.

Mr, Nuttall strongly protested against such a proposition,

and moved that it be not entertained.

Mr. W. Freeman moved as an amendment that a cora-

mit'ee be formed of a few of the members present to meet Mr.
Ratfeiy, Hnd Ciiefully consider the question, and report ut the

next Council meeting.

On a show of hands being taken, the amendment was
carried.

It was decided that the adjourned annual meeting of the

Society be Used for Wednesday, December 10th, at two o'clock.

ENGLISH CART HORSES.

A Council meeting was held at the Inns of Court Hotel,
Ilolboin, London, November 4tii, at 2.30 p.m. The following

members were present, viz, :—Mr. Wells (in the chair). Major
Dashwood, Mr, Thomas Brown, Mr. \Vaiter Qilbey, and Jliir.

Fredk. Street.

The minutes of the last raaeting were read and confirmed.

The Editing Committee reported that they liad met at

Peterborough, and, at a subsequent meeting held that day,

had examined the printed proofs of all entries lor the btud
Book, numbering about 3»000, and in conformity with a reso-

lution passed at the last meeting, liad added the term " Shiro

Horse" to those they thouijht entitled to it. With respect to

several of Uiesc entries, turlLer iuq'iirj will have to be mad e.
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Theyhad instructed the Secretary to comninnicRte with the

vnrious owners and breeders at once, to obtain tlie necessary

iufurmatiou, whicli they hoped would be forthcoming with as

little delay as possible, and also to impress upon tliem the

ur"ent necessity for iiuraediate attention, as one of two things

would have to be doiie—either tlie publication of the book

delayed, or the pedigrees that are incomplete would have to be

left out. The latter coarse it was tliougtit must be adopted if

those interested did not respond to the cM at once. They

luiped io hold another meeting before the Council ffeet again,

am! to make a further report.

The following gentlemen were elected members:—

Mr. R. J. Epton, Newball, Lincoln.

Mr. George Slater, Canterbury.

A short discussion arose as to the desirabtlity of illustrating

the Stud-book. It was, however, thought best that the sulgect

should appear on the agenda, to be considered at tWi next

C )uncil meeting, to be held during 6ii& week of the Smithheld

Club Show.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL,
The first monthly meeting of the directors of this society

for the season was held on Nov. 5th in their chambers,. JVo.

3, George IV. Bridge. Mr. Ferguson,, Kinnochtry,, in the

The premiums awarded for mares in foal at the last show at

Dumlries (payment of which had been suspended till birth ot

f.ials was certified) were reported to have been finally awarded

as follow:— 1, Laurence Drew, Merryton^ Hamilton, lor

" Ilegina '
; 2, Alexander Galbraith, Croy-Cunningham, Kil-

i am for " Topsy "
; 3, David Buchanan, Garscadden Mains„

Uew'Kilpatrick, for "Maggie"; 4, no award, none of the

other animals having produced foals lu terms of the

regulations.
i. t> n

The board confirmed the awards at the late show at l/erth,

and the chairman was authorised to sign orders for the money

premiums, which the secretary was instructed to issue,, along

vLlh the medals, as early as convenient..

The Secretary stated that the show tickets of every kind

were marked " not transferable," but that two members and

two exhibitors had at the late Perth show transferred their

ticket?, and bad at once been detected. The directors resolved

not to '^report the names, but that an example would be made

in the event of similar cases occurring in future.

It was remitted to the Committee on General Shows to sug-

gest amount of prizes and adjust the regulations- lor tke show

to be held dt Kelso nex.t year.

Requisitions for a show to be held at Stirling in 18S0 were

reported, and it was remitted to the Committee on General

Shows to prepare the classes for which premiums should be

cffered. . . , . -j

The minute of the special committee appointed to consider

the rotation of the general shows was eubmitted, from which

it appeared that the committee met on the loth of October,^

and that bv a majority it wis resolved to recommend that the

existing arrangements regarding districts he adhered to.

The resolution at the general meeting held at Perth,, " that

the society subsidise their chemist,, so that he would be able

to give the members analyses at the same rates as local

associations do," was referred to the following committee :—

Mr. Mackenzie, of Portmore, convener; Professor Maclaijar,

Balfour, and Wilson ; Messre. Melvin, Bonnington ;
Swintou,

Holyn Bank; Hutcliinson of Carhmrie, Mouteivh, Tower

Mains; Munro, P-.irniu{it(m ; Smith, Stevenson Mams;

Ferguson, Ivinnochtry ; Cociirane, Waterside Lodge
;
Mylne,

JSiddrie Mains; Rilcliie of Middleton, Smith, Wliittingliiinie;

Murray ot DoUerie, Walker of Bowland, C.B. ; Sir Graiiam

Montgomery, Btrt. M. P.; Messrs. Hew Cricliton, S.S.C. ;

Miig of Newliston, Graham Binny, W.S.; Stewart of

Ingliston, George Auldjo Jamieson, C.A. ;, andT. G. Murray,

W.S. ; Mr. Hope, the mover of the motion, to be called to

the meeting.

The resolution at the same meeting—"That a committee be

appointed to revise the society's charter and consider any

cuannes which the altered state of matters now existing may

render necessary"—was referred to the I;aw and Finance

Committees, and Mr. Mollison, Uocbgarroch Lodge, the mover

of the resolution.

On the recommendation of the committee in charge of the

Argyll INuval Fund, of which Admira" Maillaud Duugidl, of

Scotsburg, is chairman, the following naval cadets wei-e-

nominated to the b^mfit of the fund, viz :—Mr. Edward
W. Elphinstone Wemyss and Mr. Edward Walrond de Well&

Brnce.

Dr. AlTKiN' reported that the crops oiv the experimental

stations h id been safely got in, but that owing to the iateness-

of the season thrasHing was not yet completed ; so that be

could give no definite details regarding tlie experiments for a

few week«^ He believed, however, that the lesults of tlve

barley crop would be found very salisJactory,. and form aa
important coutribation to the genecdl investigation that was
going on..

The SiCRETjMix laid on the table a report by Dr. Aitken

on a visit to llothamstead, and stated that a report on tlie

Kilburn Show v?as in progress The Secretary intimated that

Dr. Aitken proposed to give a course of sis. lectures on tire

subject of "Foiider and the Laws of Nutrition," in tlie

Society's Hall, No. 3, George IV. Ikidge, on Wednesday, at

two o'clock, beginning Wednesday, 12llv November. Members
of the Siiciety and tlieir friends are invited to attend. Ths-

Secretary reported that the examination for the Society's,

bursaries took place on the 2.yoh October, when Andrew
Chapman,. Breckonhill, Lockerbie ; WiUiam Craig, Monckton-
hill,, Ayr ; William Martin, Dardarrock, Dunscore ; Jamea
Sutherland, Wick ,- Wm. R. Tait, Wick ; and David Wallace,

Balgrummo, Leven, passed for bursaries of £20 each ; and
William Brown, Watten, Wick, and Alexander Reid, Watten,,

for bursaries of £10 each. The examinations, which were

conducted by Prolessors Balfour snd Wilson, embraced tlie

elements of botany, chemistry, physical geography, aai
geology.

SHORTHORN.
A meeting of the Council ot this Society was heliJat the'

Society's rooms, 12, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday,the

4th ult. Present :-—Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.j

(president), in the chair, the Earl of Bective, M P., Mr.

B. St. John Ackers, Mr. Hugh Aylnaer, Mr. W. H. Beaa-

forJ, Mr. John Bv Booth, Mr. II. Chandos-Pole-Gell, Mr.

S. P. Foster, Mr. Charles lioward, Mr. D. M'hitosh, Mr.

E. W. Meade-Waldo, Mr. H. J. Sheldon, Rev. T. Stani-

forth, Mr. R. Strattou, Mr. G. Murtoa Tracy, and Mr.
Jacob Wilson.

The following new members were elected :

—

Beauehamp, Edward Beauchamp, Trevince, Scorrier, Corn-

wall.

Dividson, James, Bank House, Acklington, Northumberland.,

Dundas, Charles Henry, Gerrichrew, Dunria,, Crieff, N.B.
M'Elderry, John, Ballymoney, Co.. Antrim.

iiallock, Richard,, Cockington Court, Torquay.

Mytton, Captain D. H. , Garth, Welshpool.

Nicho's, Join, Iron Acton, BristoL

Rankin, James, Bryngwyn,, Hereford..

Scott, Arthur J., Rotberiield Park, Alton, Hants.

Seaton, Mrs. F. M., Bdack Park, Dunaraanagh, Co. Tyrone..

Vivian, Henry liussey, M. P., Park Wern, Swansea.

EDITING COMJIFTTEE.

Mr. H. W. Beaufokd reported that the 25th volume

of the Herd-book was in a very aJ.vaaceJ state, and that

the Committee hoped its issue to the members would

comiiience before the nixt Cuiuicil meeting. The Com-
mittee, tlierefore recommended, that as soon as practicable,

advertisements, be inserted in the agricul'm-al papers,

stating that entries for Volume 2G coald be sent iii, ami

that the latest dale for receiving entries for that volume

would be Saturday, January 3.1st, ISSO.

That the Committee had considered the proof of the

entry forms for Volume 26, and that the new rule relating

to pedigrees, never before entered in the Herd book, had

been added to the regulations, and tha.t the Committee

recommended that a letter with reference to duplicate

names be prepared by the Secretary, and sent out with

the forms of entry.

That the Coiuuiittee further recommended that in those

cases where the dum, grauJ-daia, great graud-dam, oi;
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pr. gr. grmd-Jam of au animal sent for entry had not

been recorded iti the Herd-book, a certiCicaie of the date

of birth, &c., of each of the said dams should be required

from the breeder thereof.

That the Committee also recommend that the charge

for the entry in the Herd-book of a (.o.v, with tvvo calves

as produce, be 2s. Gd. to a member, and 5s. to a non-

member ; and for every additional calf above two, a fee

of 2s. Gd. to be charged for each calf.

That the Committee had considered several pedij^rees

sent for iusertiou iu the Herd-book, and had instructed

the Secretary to write to the parties who had made the

entries, iuformine; them that the pedigrees required further

confirmation and corroboration.

This renort was adopted.

GK.VERAL rUUl'OSES COJ[MITTEE.

Mr. T). JNI'Intosii reported that tiie Committee recom-

mended that for the ensuiiiij; year the General Purposes

C)mmittie consist of Lord Skelmersdale, Colonel Kings-
cole, C.B., M.F., Mr. Hugh Aylmer, Mr. H. 'vV. Beauford
Mr. Charles Howard, Mr.D. M'lutosh, Mr. G. Murton
Tracy, and Mr. Jacob Wilsou.

Tuat the accounts for the months of July, Angust, Sep-

tember, and October, had been e.tamiued by Meisrs.

Qiiilter, Ball, and Co., and the Committee, and were found

to be correct ; that the secretary's petty-cash account had
been examined and passed, and showed au expenditure of

£30 4s. 9d. during the past four months ; that the receipts

for the same period had been £106 17s., the balance of

the Society's current account at the banker's being £235
12s. 3d. ; and that the Committee recommended that

cheques be drawa for various accounts, amounting to

£G9 7s.

That the Secretary having laid before the Committee
an application from Mr- H. Craggs—who had been em-
ployed for considerable periods during the past four

years in copying pedigrees for the printer, and other work
incidental to the preparation of the Herd-book—asking

whether his engagement could be made a permanent one,

and that the Committee having heard the Secretary's

statement as to the necessity for an additional clerk, re-

commended that Mr. H. Craggs be appointed junior clerk

to the Society at a salary of 665 per annum ; this engage-

ment to cease by three months' notice being given on
either side.

That the Committee recommended that the names of

three members whose subscriptions were in arrear, and
whose addresses were not known, should be removed from
the list of members of the Society.

Ill accordance with the resolution of the Council of

June 3rd last, the committee recommended the following

additions to the J3ye-laws:

—

New Bye Liw.
The wives and husbands ot ni^imbers, widows and widowers

of deceased members upon beiuji tiiemselves elected members,
shall be exempted from tlie payment of the entrance fee.

Addition to Bi/e Laiv 7.

The privileges given to raeiiibers under this bye law are

limited to volumes which are purchased by them for purposes

c jnuected with their herds. No member sliall be entitled to

purchase more tliau oue copy of any volume under thi» bye
law, unless he satisfies the Council tiiat the additional volumes
are required for the above purposes.

This report was adopted.

In consequence of the alteration in the Articles of the

Association, increasing the imnihor of members of the

Council to 33, it was uecessaiy to re-arrauge the lists of

members of Council who retire, but are eligible for re-

election, at the annual general meetings. The following

order for the years 1880-82-82 was agreed to :

—

Li.sT A..

—

Members o? Council who Retiiie, uut ar
ELiiiinLE loR Re election at tub An:<i;al GiiNJiivAL

Meeting of JMembers in 188U.

jltiug-

Beauford, II. W., Sudborough House, Tlirapstone, Northamp-
toDshire,

B dton, William, Tiic Iilaiid, Oulart, Ireland.
Booth, Jolin B., Kdlerby Hall, Catlerick, Yorkshire.
Unnmore, E-»rl of, Dunmorr, Stirling, N.B.
Feversham, liarl of, Buncombe Park, llelmsley, Yorkshire.
Fizlhardinge, Lord, Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire,
G'liiter, Colonel, Wetlierby Grange, VV'etherby, Yorkshire.
Manchester, Duke of, Kimbolton Castle, St. Neoi's, Hunting-

donshire.

Polwarth, Lord, Mertona House, St. Boswell's, N.B,
Stanilurth, Uev. T., Storrs, Windermere, Westmoreland..
Slratton, R., The Duffryn, Newport, Munraouthshire.

List B—Members ob' Council who Retire, but are
Eligible for Re-election, at the Annual
General Meeting or Me.aibeks in 1881.

Aylmer, Hugh, West Dereham Abbey, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk,
Bective, Karl of, M.P., Underly Hall, Carnforlh.
Crosbio, W. Talbot, ArUfert Abbey, Ardfert, Ireland.
Foljambe, F. J. S., M.f., Osberton Hall, Worksop, Not

hamslure.

Foster, S. Porter, Killliow, Mealsgate, Carlisle.

Kiugseote, Couonel, C.B., M.P., Kingscute, Wotton-under-
E Ige, Gloucestershire.

Lawson, Sir Wilfrid, Bart., M.P., Brayton, Carlisle,
Cumberland.

Lindsay, Colonel Lloyd, M.P., Lockiuge Park, Wantage,
Berkshire.

Mcintosh, David, Havering Park, Romford, Essex.
Mitchell, A., Alloa, N.B.
Wilson, Jacob, Woodhorn Manor, Morpeth, Northumber-

land

List C—Members of Council wuo Retire, but are
F'ligible for Re-election at the awnual
General Meeting of Members in 18S2.

Ackers, B. St, John, Prinkuash Park, Paiasi*ick, Gloucester-
shire.

Bowley, E , Siddington House, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.
Chalouer, R, King's Fort, Moynalty, Ireland.

Chandos-Pole-Geil,l H, Hop on Hall, Wirksworth, Derby-
shire.

Cruickshank, J. W., Lettheny, Inverurie, N.B.
Howard, Charles, Biddeuham, Bedford.
Meade-Waldo, E. W., Stonewall Park, Edenbridge, Kent.
Penrhyn, L^rd, Penrhyu Caslle, Bangor, N, Wale?.
Sheldon, II. J., Brailes House, Shipston-on-Stour, Warwick-

shire,

Skelmersdale, Lord., Lithora House, Ormskirk, Lancashire.
Tracy, G. Murton, Retllar.ds, Edenbridge, Kent.
The President reported the receipt of a further lettei-,

with reference to the probable attempt to sell, in Belgium,
Shorthorns with fabricated pedigrees.

The President further reported that he had received

a commiuiicatiou from Monsieur l'\ Germeau, President

of the Societe des Eleveurs Beiges, announcing the forma-
lion of that Society, with aims analogous to those of the
Shorthorn Society, and asking for information on various

points connected with its constitution, publication of the

Herd-book, &c., and he stated that he had seut a suitabUi

reply to M. Germeau, congratulating him upon the forma-
tion of the Society, giving information upon the various

questions meutioued iu the letter, and assuring him that

the Shorthorn Society would at all times be glad to

render the new Society every asssistance in its power.
A letter of thanks from tlie lloyal Agricultural Society

of England for the grant of £100 towards the e.\pense.i

for adjudicating the prizes for Eoreign Shorthorns at

Kilburn was read.

A letter from ^Ir. J^ames Howard, of Clapham Park,
Bedford, was read, asking if it was within the scope of

the Society to offer a prize for the best Essay upon the

Management of a Shorthorn Herd.

The Secretary was directed to write aud thank IMr.

Howard for his couimuuicatiou.

The next incetiug of the Council was fixed for Tu«?2'J a ;

the 'Jlh of December, at 3.30 p.m.
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CENTRAL.
THE FUTURE AIMS OF THE FARMING INTSREST

A meeting of tlie Central Farmers' Club was held at the

Inns of Court Hotel, Holborn, on November S, Mr. P.

Phipps, M.P., in the chair. Mr. J. G. Edwards, of

Broughton, Stockbridge, read the foltowing paper on
" The Future Aims of the Farming Interest."

If I had foreseen, when I submitted this sabject last winter,

the ceaseless scratching of pens and wagging of tongues

bearmg npon it, I should have hesitated once, twice> and

tiirice in paying this small tribute to what I conceiye to be

tiie great cause of the tenant farmer. E,epetifions are in-

evitable in such a case. Thsse, however, though tedious^ are

not necessarily idle, but like the endless clods which thrown

into the quagmire form at last a permsnent way. Indeed,

when Messrs. James Howard, Ifear, Caird,. and others have

preceded rae, T may be excused for offering yoa little that

is new : at best, I can only hope for my paper that, proverb-

like, it may unite the wisdom of many with the wit ojf one.

The course of events has carried us on some way siace I

had the honour of addressing you in November lasi. It is

BO "onger needful to prove that the farmers are disunited, for

it is acknowledged that they are a rope of sand ; or that they

are in a bad way, for empty farms, falling rents, and Christ-

mas boxes of 10 or 15 per cent, reduction speak for them-

selves ; or that they are a power, for both parties have been

bidding for them ; or that their welfare only concerns them-

selves, for the public has at last discovered that they are aot

only of their iesh and blood, but^ what is more to the pur-

pose of their purse also.

But before adventuring upon the solution of our difSeuHies,

80 fat as a solution exists, tliere is a certain amount of rubbish

to be carted away in the shape of advice tendered to us by

outsiders.. Any man who has eves seen a turnip deems himself

qualified to advise the farmer ; and though each man sings to

a different tune, the burden of the soag always is the same

—

that the farmer is in fault and needs setting right. Now, to

my mindj theorists on farming are like a child pretending to

read, and holding the book upside down,. I cannot forget

John Stuart Mill, the best of them, talking about the '-^un-

earned increment" of land. What has become of it by this

time ? Bat let us see what the present generation of advisers

puts before us benighted folks. One man says, make Gor-

gonzola cheese, as if the four syllables had some magical

power; another says, plant trees, forgetting the eapease and

the capital lying idle; a third, pay with your ponhry, trying

to galvanise the delusion of poultry farms. A fourth suggests

market-gardening, a fifth more milk, disregarding the fact

that in both cases you must first mop up the middle maii.

Then we are threatened vulh the landlords taking up their

own farms, as if the sleeping partner were likely to sacrifice

his beauty-sleep, even if he had the capital and the know-
ledge required. Or that we must lay down on? land to grass,^

though Mr. Read has squeezed this bantli.ng rather hard. Or
that we should take refuge in scientific education (yet 1 believe

Cirencester could not make its farm pay). This kst suggestion

does not take into account that the leading results ol science,

as it stands, are already the common property of the best

farmers, and that as to our present ills, scientiSo education,

which dates from to-day, will be of more use to our sons thaa

to ou. selves. I will also quote a high authority on this point—" With the exception of the reKping-raachine and steam-

plough, and the more general us^e of steam power and imple-

ments and machines, there is really little tliat is new in the

practice of the last ciuarter of a century." In fact, an income

derived from science in farming is very apt to appear in the

shape of "deterred annuities." Then, again, some bold

spirits would shift our wives and daughters from the parlour

and their bread and honey to hanging out the clothes. Yet

even the niggardly mercies of the Agricultural Holdings Act

were supposed to admit the farmer's moral right of doing what

he will witli his own. These imbecilities are the fruits of

common minds. But what shall we say when so distinguished

a man as Lord Derby commits himself to statements nearly

as bad, and, coming from him, ialiuitcly more mischievous 'i

—for instance, that land couli be mfu?e to double its produce
which is true enough to be absolutely niisleailing ; that "no
one wishes to confiscate the tenant's outlay ;" and that far-

mers had better emigrate—whereas, if his former statement as
to doubling their produce were correct, they could very well
bold their own at liome. The noble lord lias not got liia

iesson perfeet. He reminds rae of some dever schoolboy,
who has caught up some words from his master, and goes
aboat the world talking of an iui:o. I say to these gentlemen,
do leave as alone. Become auti-vaccinators, sl«>kers, teeto-

tallers—anything yoa, like
;
preach peace to the clergy, reform

to. the lawyers, law to the Borne Rulers, but " do let h<s alone."
Tliere are two points more upon which I would dwell for a
moment. Leases are stiH prescri lied ^ But seeing how nuny
good men have at th& present time a lease hanging round their

necks, like the old man of the sea, I cannot think leases safe

yet. for who can estimate the rent of the future ? Lastly,
there is Protection. Mr. Head very wisely bids you wait.
So long as the millions of Englishmen are fed, or think they
are fed cheaper, thanks to Free Trade, so long the few thou-
sands of farmers will stem the tide in vain. If a wish for

Protection should spread to otiher classes, then, if ever, will be
our cliance. I may remark tliat the palnarshs of Free Trade
refuse to argue the matter. But they forget that two of their

leading prophecies have turned out dismal failures—one that

agriculture would not suffer, the other that Free Trade must
become universal ; so that this reopens the whole questioa
to any one who cares to renew the argument. I am afraid,

that this is a long preface, but at last I come to my subject.

What should be our future aims ? I think it will be wise

to see first the several points at whicli the shoe pinches..

These are bad seasons, low prices, restrictive covenants,, want
of secaxity as regards tenure and unexhausted improvements,,

dear and bad labour, undue preserva.tion of game, oppressive

taxation and highness of tithe renteliarge—these being all open
and above board. To these we must add the more insidious^

drawbacks of the law ot distraint, and of various legal

presumptions against the tenaxt.. I will take them in turn.

Bad Seasons and Low Prices^ I will join togetiier^

They are both of them beyond our control, and it is their

eoncurrence which has been so sharp a trial. But this very

concurrence has had one advantage, in tha-t it has brought to

a liead many evils which otherwise slowly, though surely,,

would have worn us oiit, and it has insured us that common
sympathy which arises from common misfortunes.. On both
points we are in search of information. Whoever can give

!is any trustworthy facts respecting the present ruinous com-
petition from America, its probable duration, and the margin
of price at which it can live, will be doing us a valuable

service. Mr. Read on his return may do it. So we ourselves,

can furnish what is wanted as to the effect of the late seasons,

if we will condescend to be articulate. The publia is too apt,,

remembering the old lines^

Full casks are ever found
To give, if any, yet but lifcile sonnd

to draw erroneous conclusions from the absence of suScient
data. What we want is, chapter aad verse, and farmers aae
very shy to give them. Yet a few duly authenticated balance
sheets from each county, made ap ia a business-like nay^.^

would open the eyes of many who are only too glad to be
blind. 1 say, in a business-like way ; for it is no good making
itp balance sheets with the cost of the household thrown into

the working expenses, as is so often done. It is worth noting,,

that there are persons who lay the present depression wholly
to tlie seasons, meaning thereby to damage our case. But
do they aot prove too much ? For bad seasons will always-

recur ; and if they alone can bring our agricultnral iudastry

to its present pass, what prudeut capitalist, looking at the
small returns eveu in prosperous times, will embark hi»

savings in such a rickety concern ?

RE.STKICT1VE CovENAN'is.—Tliis js an acknowledged
abuse, which, having originated in a different order of things,

has remained as it was, partly to save trouble, and partly to

keep a tighter hold upon bad tenants. Here we see the cloverL

hoof of artificial competition. However hard the covenants
might be, if a substantial man refused to be tied, the man o£

straw was ready to step in. The freedom of tenants to take

or to leave alone has constituted the defence of this system
from time immemorial, but they were only free much iti the

sense iu which a man with y. broken leg id free not to have it
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set, and tlut does not go for mncli. These restrictions, how-

ever, Bre d^ing, if nut actually dead—drowned by tlm late

rHius, and it will be our own fault if tliey are brought to

lite again.

t5i;cuiuTY OF Tenure and CoMrnNSMioN loa Unex-
hausted lM.rROVE;\iENTS.—Tlie loriiier has hitherto taken

the lonn of a ieaae ; but this tecurity, such as it is, appears

to have broken down. We must tlicrel'ore fall bick on that

Irailest of all supjiorts—the Agricultural Ikoldiugs Act. This

gracious statute also suggests tiie kiuilred ([uestiou of compeii-

batiou for unexhausted iniprovemenls, which it was supposed

to meet, llow far it has done so we know pretiy well by this

tune. But our agricultural charter has been so saccessluUy

mauled by others, that 1 should not care to add my humble

pebble, if the i'riiue Minister had not thouRhi fit to take it

under his wing. What does Lord lieacoustield say
—"That

Act, in the first p'ace, tor the first time in English legislation,

gave the presuniptiuu of all improvements in the land to the

credit of the farmer, and not the landlord." Now, does the

noble lord mean to say tiiat the Ac; removes all legal pre-

suniptiuns against the tenant—that, for instance, if he puts up

a shed, he is irte to take it away, making good any damage
doue P 0( course he docs not. We must suppose, then,

that a moral presumption is meant ; and what, pray, is a

moral presumption worth agaiust statutes aud precedents ?

You may as well ask a naked man to get through a holly

hedge. Besides, I fancy the moral presunaption that a man
kas a right to his own is older than the Agricultural Holdings

Act. Again, if Lord^iieaconsfield thiuka so highly of it, why
did he not give Mr. Samuelsou his committee ? The tnilli

IS that the Ir'remicr, in common with the vast ra:ijority of

landlords,, cannot or will not see that the new face whicii has

been put on the country, and the great rise in the value of

rents, is owing to the purse aad braius of the tenant farmer.

If greater security is not granted him, both of these will be

withdrawn. As to what this security should be, there is some
difference of opinion, biit on the question of compensation for

unexhausted improvements most of us are clear. We must
agitate for a cumpulsory measure. Qf course we shall be

called Trades Unionists, but that will not hurt us— indeed, it

is a compliment, for it implies that we are dangerous. When
a man begins to call names, the cliances are that he is afraid.

Equally, of course, all the ©Id platitudes about freedom of

contract, vested interests— even the liberty of the subject

—

will be brought out of their fusty cupboards to do duty in the

fight V but if you are stout and steadfast, you will soon re-

consign them to their friendly cobwebs. So, if you need

allies, they, too, will be forthcoming. Use them if you will,

but, above ail, trust yourselves.

Deaji and Bad L.vboue.—Most of us find the shoe

pinches here, though the labourer has suffered least of all

classes in the present distress, his wages having been high anS
liis food cheap. Yet I do not suppose that we should grudge him
his money, if he did not grudge us the sweat ot his brow.

The most provoking part of it is that this unwillingness is a

aon-natural growth. Till of late. Socialism was little known
in Euglaud. It suited, however, tlie purposes of a political

party to import the plant, aud it has so flourished that our

mechanics have long sat under its shade, and the peasant is

preparing to do the same. There is no wonder, then, that

labour is dear and bad. Hitherto the landowners have kept

aloof under the selfish notion that the farmers were a feather-

bed between tliemselves and the labourer. But the bed is

wearing thin, and sooner or later the landlords will be drawn
into tile fight. Stilly though we cannot cure, we may modi y
tlie miscliief. Economy ot labour is not enough studied, and
machinery is not substituted so lar as it might be. And if we
cannot insure good work, some of its baduess is due to our-

selves. It ol'tea happens that a man takes a job, strikes into

it, finds it not so good as he thought, and off tie goes. How
many farmers will make liiui come back ? Is it their duty to

others to do so ? Or a msn may throw up in the harvest

field, and get work next door without any questions being

asked. So long as, iudividually, we are negligent and, col-

lectively, we are seliish, so long we shall be to a great degree

in the hands of our men.
OrrKESsiVE Taxation.—As the chambers of agriculture

seem to have devoted their energies to this subject, I should

be sorry to appropriate their ewe lamb. I will only remark
that we may whinipir as long as we like, but until we send an

iullueutial section ol members lu the House of Commous we

shall get no redress. The lanj is a mule wliiiii hears niH';y

burdens, and it will continue to do so till it kicks. This

branch ol my paper illustr^ies as well as any the penalty

which men have to pay wlio ij;n()re their politictl riglit*. Tlie

maiiu acturers have made the laws, whilst we have slumbered

and slept. Q iite a])art, however, from the question of re-

modelling ta.\:ition, landlords should, 1 consider, under the

present system, pay some of the raies direct. This would
enable them to test the truth of their theory that they actually

pay them now. They will find an awkward gap between tlie

theory and the practice. Mr. James Howard has suggested,

and it sounds fair enough, that the sanitary and educdtional

rates should be placed on the footing of the property tax.

Does not, by-the-bye, the incidence of this veryjproperty tax

trench upon thesacred rights of freedom of contract?

Unuue Preservation ov Game.—This has been worn
rather threadbare. For myself I would not allow the tenant

to cjntract himself out of the privileges which tlu; law gives

him with regard to ground game. 1 may further express a

hope that the future historian may have materials lor the

following short chapter : "There are no rabbits in England."
The Tithe Rent-chakge.—According to Mr. Caird,

owners liave gained immensely from the Tithe Commutation
Act, yet the tenant has had to pay at the rate of three per

cent, above par ever since the Act was passed. This anomaly
is not made more palatable by ignorant persons turning round

on us, and saying, " Your agricultural depression is all fudge

:

look at the tithe !
" It is certainly odd that in these wretched

times the tithe rent-charge should be about elevea above par,

but it only shows that those who watched over the clerical

interests when tiie measure was framed were very adroit. I

would draw a hard and fast line at par once lor all.

The Malt Tax,— The late Mr. Corbet put this in a nut-

shell :
" Instead of getting up at farmers' clubs and other

meetings, and making fine speeches on the subject, farmers

will have to make straightforward speeches to their represen-

tatives. . . . When a county member comes before you and
asks you for his vote, you ought to say to him— ' Will you
vote lor the repeal of the malt tax P ' 1 saw some years ago,

as I see now, that the agitation in favour of its repeal lias

failed hitherto because the farmers have had no representative

in the House of Commons." The malt tax is a valuable test

of what we have to expect from either side. The principle of
its repeal was allowed by the early free traders ; the hope of

its repeal has continually fallen Irom the Conservatives—on
the eve of an election. There it rests, and there it will rest,

till you take Mr. Corbet's advice.

Distraint for Rent.—We have been weighted enough
by the simpletons with more money than wits, who must have:

farms, and whom we are not likely to get rid of, recruited as

the regiment is from the great bulk of the population. But
when, on the top of this, a law exists which enables a land-
lord to accept without risk the highest bidder, whatever may
have been his antecedents and however small his capital, the
tenant and the public must suffer accordingly. Such is the

Law of Distraint for rent, and such is its twin, the Law of
Hypothec. In both cases alike we find of the landowaerB
that theirs is

—

" The fault of the Dutch
Of giving too little and asking too much."

Yet these laws have their advocates. One contends that land
is of so special a nature that it needs special guarantees ; its

speciality really being a guarantee of itself—namely, that no
oue can run away with it. A landowner may lose his income
where other creditors lose all. Another says that a landlord
can I liereby give poor men a chance—but at whose expense?
I confess that I never rated highly the charity which gives a
servant another chance in a neighbour's house. And Lord
Airlie, in a very fair and clear essay, contributed to the
Furlnhjhihj of July last, states that, though no county in
Scotland contains more small holdings than Aberdeenshire
yet its members were uniformly pledged to the abolition ol'

hypotiiec. It is furthes alleged, that abolition will make
owners press more heavily on their tenants; but this has no
terrors for solvent farmers. As for the statement that rich
men are agitating to oust their poorer brethren, you may as
well decry a man who buttons his coat tight in a. c owd for
trying to defraud the poor pickpocket. These arguments are
quite worthy of a class privilege which injures men of capital
and tempts men of straw to their ruin ; which, further, Irom
Laving artilicially raised rents, will damage the landlords thcu>
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seWff, when, ss at the present, many causes uoite to send

(o VII rents with a run. It is a mere rent insurance, of which

the public, including tlie furnipr, p^js th-^ premium. If, as I

c'lntend, lliis law is so mischievous, do not let us play with it,

b It strive to get rid of it altO{;etlier. Mr. Read, i think,

asked who nowadays would dream of passing such au enact-

ment ? This argument liolds equally good against the gear

which he is for retaining.

Legax Presumptions.—J have already glanced at one or

two of these nuder another head. Though people are apt to

talk vaguely about feudalism in connection wnti land teuures,

yet I believe that we can detect traces of it here. Most of the

land was originally so lield, and the juj !es, long after the

essence of feudalism had evaporated, continued to decide all

questions between landlord and tenant from an historic il point

of view. Precedents having been once established, they were

n=4turally adhered to, and they have coloured the whole of the

relations between the parties, so that, though the i ntegrity

of the Bench is indisputable, yet its ruling has been that the

earth is the landlord's. Yet it is a favourite paradox that

landlord and tenant are partners. How is it, then that the

sleeping partner has all the privileges ? In a sense, no doubt,

they have a common interest, and so has a co^terraonger ana

his donkey. 1 leave the solution of such problems to those

who propound them. It is more to my purpose to show that

W : might have rid ourselves of these legal ties. I will give

you a case in point. Trade and aj^-ricultural fixtures were

oace on the same footing, but the triidera were keen enough to

see the mischief, and strong enough to care it. Their fixtures

are their own, ours still the landlord's. Such is the difference

biiween claiming and abjuring political rights.

There are a few other considerations which strike me as

germnne to this discussion. We must jealously watch over

the woi king of the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, and

wj may as well remember who are for and who are against us

in the matter. We must bear in mind that it will be futile to

tempt men to put capital into land under present conditions.

la any case, after the late panic, it would only come in in

dribblets, but, as we stand, it will not come in at all. I

would also produce another point in which we are behind the

times. If we are to be a real power we must have such a

centre to work from as are the Carlton and the Re'orra to

their respective parties. To this end we must have a house

(for lodgers are only respectable by courtesy), and this means
money when money is scarce. I would suggest that a

Farmer's Co-operative Society should be affiliated to the club-

house, and one would float the other. The field is clear, and

we have so many practical men in our ranks that success

would be certain. I am aware that co-operation is not a

grateful sound to all ears ; but we are needy, and the middle-

men have fleeced us unmercifully. By this m^ ans we should

be rid of them, and that we have not resorted to this simple

means of reducing our expenditure is only another proof, if

proofs were wanted, of the fatal absence of energy and enter-

prise which we show at every turn. If the present depression

lasts—and that, in the main, depends upon foreign competi-

tion—some alteration in the Land Ltws must come. As
tenants cannot hold out, landlords will be driven to vastly

lower rents, to greatly subdivide, or to cultivate themselves.

The first would entail a great reduction of income, tantamount

in many cases to bankruptcy ; the two others are risky and

deir experiments. There is, indeed, another course—that of

letting land under a strict tenant right ; but selling would be

more palatable to many. What, then, is the limited owner to

do? His choice is limited. He must seek the company of

fellow paupers abroad, or he must sue tlie Legislature for an

Eucurabered Estates Act. Even this will not sulfice. But

the Land Liws, excepting in a minor point, are too big for the

present occasion ; such subjects require plenty of field-room.

But, when we have a chance, we should make a push for the

easier transfer of land. Registration of unentailed and un-

burdened freeholds might be made a simple process, and their

transfer, /jflce the lawyers, as simple. This would conciliate

the labourer, who is, at present, on the ground of legal cost,

virtually excluded from the possession of land ; and it might

create a band of natural allies to the fanner. At all events,

such an alteration would have nothi;ig to do with peasant pro-

prietorship, though it has been purposely complicated with it.

Even if it had, peasant owners, spontaneuushj produced, might

be of lose to as in buying up some of the worst, and, therefore,

the cheape-t land ; and they could in no wise injure us, though
tlipy are held up as a bugbear by party [lamphleieers.

Wishing to keep as clt-.ar as lean of controversial qm'.slions,

I will say but a word about the lV.rmers' Alliance. My belief

is that the Society is an honest one, and likely to advance the

ciuse which we ail have at heart. Having juined it myself on
non-political grounds, so long as it. remains politically neutral

I shall continue to be a member, and no longer. But it would
be well for those who keep aloof to start something better.

Any force in the foregoing remarks rests upon the assump-
tion that we must have a section of tenant fanners, or of their

genuine representatives, in the House of Commons. If agri-

culture is a practical pursuit, if it is an important interest,

why are its spokesmen smatterers or nouenities ? If capital,

intelligence, and numbers entitle a class to be duly represented,

why are we virtually disfranchised ? Where railway directors,

brewers, and licensed victuallers have their lull complement,
why are we con3picuou< by our absence? If this chain re-

quired strength, our friends the Government have supplied us
during the last session with the material. What have they

done for us? They began with an imbecile County Gjvern-
ment Bill ; they tampered with the Bill on hypothec

;
played

with the motion on tne law of distraint, and extinguished Mr.
Samuelsou. The Royal Commission is a very sorry cloak for

such sins. It begins work by adjourning for six months, and
holds out no hopes of a report for at least two years, when the

pressure will be over, or we ourselves shall be gone. And here

is a fitting place for reply to a taunt which has been levelled at

us by idle or venal pens. '' Why do you farmers alone," it is

said, " weary us with your calls fur special legislation ?
"^

Bijcause other classes have already been heard, whilst those in

whom we have trusted have been unfaithful stewards. It is

not true that we ask for special favours. We ask not for a
monopoly, but, in the name of the public, for our rights.

I have finished. Speaking, as I have done, without author-

ity, I must throw myself upon your kind consideration. I feel

that I have only been able to suggest palliative?, and that,

after a certain stage, the physician must give way to the

uidertaker. This I regret, but I cannot help. I am no
miracle monger, and, if anyone challenges me as to what it all

comes to, I can only record my belief that ray suggestions, if

carried out, would enable the farmer of the future to start

fair.

Mr. T. BowiCK (Bedford) said it was usually considered

that, when tiiere were many doctors round a patient, the case

must ba very serious, and if they might judge from ttie number
of doctors who were prescribing for agriculturi.-ts their posi-

tion was a very serious one indeed. Ever since I87i the

agricultural patient had been in a c'lronic condition of disorder,

and some of the remedies suggested were not such as were
likely to benefit him. His fneul, Mr. Elwa^ds, though he
had promised not to touch on controver-ial topics, had, in

fact, introduced several. He (Mr. Bowick) hoped the day w .s

far distant when all the land of England would be

laid down to grass and the country po^iiilation depleted.

They were told that the class to which he himself

belonged—the class of middlemen—were to be swept
off the face of the land. He liad no desire to be swept
off. He meant to live as long as he could, and to work as

well as he could ; he did not intend to be emigrated olf or any
such thing. Speaking as an outsider, he did not believe

that farmers as a class needed direct legislation so much tts

many of them seemed to suppose. What had legislation to do
with arrangements between farmer and landlord ? Many of
the matters involved were matters for direct contract, matters

which without an Act of Parliyinent would very speedily settle

themselves. He was old enough to remember the lime when
Cobdeu and Bright succeeded m getting llie Corn Liws re-

pealed ; but it was famine- tliat forced Peel's hand after hII,

and there were agencies at wcM-k at the present day that

would settle the questions at issue more effectually than cotu-

pulsory legislation. It did not matter two straws to him
whether Lord Beiconsfield or Mr. Gladstone was at the head
of affairs ;,but he hoped old England's sun had not set, and
they would soon see a brighter and better condition of things
than they had seen lately. In ord<;r to secure this end farmers
should not be so much isolated as tlssy had been hitherto, but
should meet other classes for the purpose of discussion. If

one niember of the social body suffered the others must sutler

with it. Let liic ualiouul condition be better and tlu; I'armini;
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interest would sliare ii» the geurral prosperity. The subject

under di>cussiou iniglit be eonsidered under llirce points of

view—home, colonial, and foreign. As regarded home, he

would be very untrue to his priuciples if he did not s.ty they

iniglit di pend upon it that the (juestion of the m ilt ttx was
de,ud and buried (No, no). He thought lie C')uld justify his

sayiug that. Those who went to tlie Brewers' Show
which was lately held at the Agricultural lliiU might have,

Iciirut how brewers could make beer without hops, and he

miglit almost say witiiout malt (laugliler). lie now turned

to the colonial point of view. Emigration had been pat

forward again and again as a great panacea for agricultural

depression. He had no desire to see nhip-loads of his fellow-

countrymen sent to the colonies, whether those ship-loads

consisted of Kentish labourers or of farmers belonging to

different counties. The conditions of the colonial question

were practically settled by the late Lord Durham iu 18t0 on

what was then a fair basis; t)ut he did not foresee that the

A'lautic would in time be bridged over, that it would cost little

more to bring wliaat from New York to London than it costs to

bring it Irora Bedford. The farmers should make it a test

question that the colonies should be federated into one, with

tlie mother country, aud should notpursue the course they

weredoing. As regarded protection why should he and others be

treated as they were by the Canadians ? List August he found

that in sending seed wheat to Canada his tirm had to paya duty

ol 5?. a quarter. England too had to cherish the colonies iu

their infancy, to guide them in their youtli, to protect them
in their manhood, and she ought to be dealt with on
fair and equitable terras. Each Australian was worth

to our Trade sixteen Yankees, aud each Canadian
worth five-and-thirty Russians ; aud if this country

was treated lairly she need not fear the rivalry of com-
petitors. The question had been raised whether it was the dog
that wagged the tail or the tail that wagged tlie dog. He thought

thai iu their own case the last process was the proper one.

They should speak out their mind to their representatives and

tell them what were their views and leelings. He felt that

the farming interest was at present not properly re^iresented in

I'arliament. Three centuries ago England had a maiden queen

who was the last absolute monarch of this couijtry. A suc-

cessor ol hers tiied to make herself absolute, but his head

was cut olT in consequence. When the Government of the

day said they must have war what was that queen's reply ?

She said "No war, my lords, no war;" aud when they

promised to give her money to carry on war she said it would
be better lor the money to remain ia the pockets of her

subjects. In like manner, he protested against the expense

to which the nation had beeu put to bring au elephant's tusk

from Z.ululand (laughter).

Mr. Mechi (Tiptree Hall, Essex) said he understood that

the real question raised by tlie paper was how might the

British farmer improve his condition ? He would say to

agriculturists, as he would say to manufacturers, "Look
rather to yourselves for improvement than down to any legis-

lative protection or legislative action. Tliere could be no
doubt that agriculture had not progressed in the same ratio as

manufactures. But why was that? It was because agri-

culture had adhered to o'd aud bad practices, and had been

enthralled and restricted by feudal conditions, while manu-
Idctures had beeu set free—as free as the air. If landlords

and tenants were to act conjointly to remove such evils, they

might look forward to abetter state ot things. Of course

bad seasons might still occur, but there could be no doubt that

yrosperiiy of agriculture depended upon such iniproveraenls

as he was advocating. The practical bufiuess of agriculture

was in a very imperfect state at present, and if it was to be

improved there lu'ist be improvement in the system. Leases

should not be drawn up for fariaers as if such persons were

Dot able to take care of themselves, but must be kept in lead-

ing strings. If tlie same principle had been applied to raanu-

raetures,if a man who haii a manufactory had been bound to

act in a particular mauaer, told, Kow he was to conduct his

business, and compelled to follow old rules which were not

adapted to the times, raauufacturers would not be m the posi-

tion that they were now. Having been recently a good deal

among farmers, he believed they were being taught a great

lesson by adverse seasons. Such seasons had at !»11 events

dona good to agricuUure by giving them an opportunity of

IU living better terms lor tliem-.e.lves tliun they could have

tjbiained through auy Act ot i'-Arliamcut. Uc had remarked

that nerioulture was yet very i nperfect. Would anybody deny
that ? if they we:,t into certain districts of this country,

where intelligence was free to act as it pleased, and where

landlord and ten-tnt «o kei wkU together— iie miglit eipecially

allude to Nork-lk and Lincolnshire— th^y would Had very

dilferent results as rega'ded practical agriculture Itom those

which were to be, seen in districts which were without such
advantages. It was, in fact, chiefly to the internal improve-

ment of agriculture that they must look for better results. Ha
would not enter into deta Is, but o )servation had led him to the

conclusion that in many couulies (arming was in a very back-

ward state, and tliat there was an immense amount of room
for improvement. Farmers must give np protection ; that

was dead and gone ; and it only was by union of capital with

intelligence, and by freedom of action in cultivation, that this

country could be improved agriculturally. Tiiere was abun-
dance of capital that might be employed in the cultivation of

the land. This country received from foreign nations some-
thins like fifty or sixty millions a ycir in the shape of interest,

and bliiglish capital was tluwing over to foreign countries, and
being used in making gas works, water works, and railways

all over the world. All the capital that was required for the

development ol agriculture was therefore sure to be available

Mr.GrEORGE STREET (Maulden, \mpthill) said.therehadlbeen

a time, aud that not very far distant, when British agriculture

was said to be pre-eminent, when an eloquent writer in the

ymif* said if you wanted to find a man ot skill, energy, and
enterprise you must look for him among the farmers of this

country. And, perhap-;, if that writer had heard the paper

read that night he might have added, if )ou want an elo(iueat

speaker and writer, you will find hiin^ in the Farmers' Club
(Hear, hear). Since that time, however, a change had come
over British agriculture, and its progress, if he might be

allowed to use an Irishism, had been of a retrogressive

character. They all knew that during the last 4 or 5 years in-

stead of making progress, and being the admiration of the

world, as it was at the time to which he referred, its position

was one to be deeply regret' ed by all who were directly ac-

quainted with or interested in it. The aim of the agriculturist

during the last four or five years, as far as he could gather,

had been to get a living and pay his way. How far he had

been successful it was not for him to say. They came here

that evening anxious to look forward to the future, and to

learn how their prospects were to be brightened and bettered

,

But the conclusion lie feared most of them must come to was,

that their ditSculties seemed as great as ever. For his own
part he did not see how they could do more than they had
been doing or trying to do during the past, viz., getting a

living and paying their way honestly. It was true there were
some diificukies that required to be moved out of their path,

some difficulties they had had to contend with up to the pre-

sent, but even when these minor difficulties were removeu lie

did not see how they were to recoup themselves for the losses

they had sn»tained, how they were to get back that capital to

which. Mr. Mechi had referred, when they could not make the

land yield a profit. And if they could not get back the capital

they had been losing for the last four or five yearj, how was
money to be found for investment in the land. 1 1 capital were

invested with coup^ige and discretion it might make things

better, but when the best of thera found that the difficulty of

their business was so great that it was hard even to make a
li/ing, it was not likely that outsiders would come forward

with their capital. And this especially when they found that

no sooner did farming show signs of prosperity than the land

agents were sent round to notify an increase of rent. (Hear,

hear.) Men naturally under these circumstances buttoned up
their pockets and spent as little as possible. He wished to

allude to the malt tax. It had been said by some persons that

that had no very direct bearing on this question, and tliey

were told it would be of no benefit to the farmer to have it

repealed. But it was not merely a question of whether he
should be benefited by its repeal or not.. He looked on it

simply as a matter of justice and principle. (Hear, hear.).

When protection was taken away from the British agricul-

turist it was a most unjust thing to put a tax on the second

best crop, in a short time it may be the best crop, he could

grow. If they were to have free trade let them have it all

rounds FVea trade in land and farm:", freedom of
cultivation, and s.ile of produce. Let them have
lower rents and freedom of cultivation, and let

them get rid of some of those lji\c3 that pressed so uufaidy
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and so unjustly on the InnJ. Tliey were imposed on land, when

there w is no other kind ol property, and it was clearly unfair

to impose them now. Only let land be (reed and have a fair

chance and have a fair field, and he was not disposed to think

they X'ere going to bow to llie Yankei-s or to any oiher natiop.

They were not, after being the oest farmers in the world,

goiug to emigrate, but if the time Cirae when they would have

to go, they would go in very good company, and he had no

doubt the Americans would be very glad to have them.

(Cheer?.)

Mr. J. V^'^ooD (Oakley, Sussex) said he did not often express

an opinion on these mailers, but he had heard Mr. Mechi say

so much about putting capital in the land lliai he could not

help remarking that his impression had always been that

capital would flow in whatever direction it was likely to find

profiiable employment. He had invested some capital in land

himself more for pleasure than profit, and the pleasure was the

only thing he had received for the last few years, for there

certainly had been no profit. But unfortunately people

generally were not given to investing capital merely for

amusement, and this was the reason capital would not flow

into the land. It was said tiiat one great reason capital did

not flow into the land was that there were so many restrictions

on cultivation, and that was specially put forward by Mr.

Mechi. As far as he could judge if there were leases with such

covenants the reason was,that|tarraers did not apply foran alter-

ation, and he had no doubt that farmers would be allowed to do

as they liked when it was seen that they intended to farm the

land in a proper manner. He believed there were very few in-

stances in which liberty would not be granted by agents

representing landlords to enable farmers to work

the land to the best advantages. Ha had been

brought up a Tory in his youth and had always

voted for the Tories, and he had been a member

of a Protection Society. He did not think, however

they were entitled to protection beyond the amount of taxa-

aion put upon them. But when the Free Trade steamer ran

them down, he thought it was time to look out for himself,

and he jumped on board the steamer, and became a free trader.

He ceased to be a protectionist, and seceded from his party to

become one ol the other side. But then he did so on the

understanding that there should be, as M-. Street had said,

free trade all round. He did not suppose that there would be

free trade in imports, while native produce was taxed. He
understood that all those imposts that had been put on the

land would be repealed. He could not help feeling that the

malt tax was no more just than if they put

a tax on cotton or woollen yarns. He did

not think one raw material should be taxed more than

another. No doubt Cardinal Manning and our bishops

and the Quakers who united with them, where right in preach-

ing against drunkenness, but they were on the wrong tack.

One of the very best ways to check drunkenness was to repeal

the malt tax. (Laughter.) His impression wa.s that men who

were working in the haj field required a certain portion of

beer—not a great deal—but a fair share, and they should have

it of good quality, not like what they got from the brewers^

iut like what they made at home. He believed that beer was

improved when made with a proportion of unmalted biriey„

and if farmers could malt their inferior grain and use

it for this purpose, the refuse would afterwards prove very

useful for cattle. Tliat being the case, it was a very serious

tax on them. It was a serious tax in the sense that it pre-

vented the labourers getting pure beer, a thing so necessary to

men who worked in the open air. It was very unjust that

taxation to the amount of £(i,000,000 should l)e levied on them

on the principle merely that it was a tax very easily collected.

It was said that taxation should be put on those who could best

afford to pay, but this was put on the labourer or farmer

who could not afford to pay it. He did not see why a monopoly

that demoralises the people generally should be carried on to

the extent it was, although he did not complain of those

gentlemen who were engaged in brewing, as was their excel-

lent chairman, as long as this was the law. (Laughter.,) Al-

though he never grew barley for malting himsell, he thought

the malt-tax a. very unfair and unequitable tax—a tax that

took six millions oat of their pockets in this way. The gentle-

man who opened had spoken of tithes. He did not believe

tithes were an injury to the farmer ; they were a first charge

on the land, and were the same as a first charge on railways or

anythittg else. He was old caough to recollect when they

were taken in kind, and lie had stuck a bough in every tenth
shoi'k, when they bargained with the farmer ; and if they
could not agree as to payment, tliey took a cart and carried
them off. A relative of his, a ri-ctor, said to him that now
the tithes were commuted they had lost their iuHuence, and
tiiey had not got the people in their hands as they had
previously.

Mr. Caldecott (llalbrook Grange, Rugby) said he had
not tlie opporturiity of hearing the paper read, as he had been
attending the local taxation commiltee, but he wished to say a
few words as to tithes. He had never had tlie slightest doubt
that they should not be paid by tlie tenant. Tithes ouglit to

be paid by the landlord, and he had always paid them himself.

It was a variable charge. On the average of the past 20 years of

commutation it had been lOO.but now it was 113,and this vari-

ation ought not to be chargeable to the tenant, lie agreed with
Mr. Mechi that there was one benefit which would follow from
the bad seasons, and that was that persons intending to occupy
land had an opportunity of making their own terms. Five
years ago, when thirty men wanted to occupy every vacant
tarra, covenants were never looked at. The country was pro-
tected forty years ago, and the leases in use at that period had
been copied as a matter of course, as they had been iu land
agents' and solicitors' oflices for ceaturies, and it was hardly
to be expected that the landlords, unless where they were par-

ticularly anxious to benefit their tenants, should ask to have
those agreements altered. Five years ago there was not one
tenant in a hundred who looked at the agreement, so anxious
were they to take the farn>s, but now that there were five land
agents after every tenant, the latter could make his own
covenants, and see that they were not too restrictive.

Mr. W. BiiOWJN ( I'ring) said there were one or two points

in Mr. Edwards's paper to which he should like to refer. With
regard to titheSj he happened to be himself a titlie owner, and
he had found from experience that the averages of the last few
years had paid the rates on the tithes, so that he had received

the amount actually apportioned free and clear of all deduc-
tions. He might ask the question, whose fault was it that

the averages had amounted to what they had done. It was
the fault of the farmer in not returning the inerior corn.which
was sold at a low price. It was his firm conviction that if

the corn had been properly returned the averages up to the

present time would not have been above the amount originally

fixed. He did not think any farmer could deny that the doing
away of taking tithes in kind had been beneficial to the landed
interest generally. That question was a landlord's question,

and as an agent he had done all in his power to induce
landlords to pay tithes, and many did pay it. He thought ifc

was certainly an advantage that by the present system
the tithe-payer was not brought into contact with the clergy-

man. He did not hold the Agricultural Holdings Act at so
cheap a rate as Mr. Edwards, and lor this reason, that he be-

lieved great benefit had followed in the adoptioa
ot covenants which materially affected the interests

of tenants. He could cite several instances in which great
benefit had thus arisen from the Act, not to farmers alone, bat
to the public. He was rather disposed to caution those wiso
thought that the Act should be made compulsory to mini
what they were about. It should be remembered that, at

present, iliere was no clause in the A.ct wliich bound a tenant
to pay anything to the landlord ou leaving for what might be
considered bad cultivation. (Expressions of dissent). He be-
lieved it would be found lie was right. He thought that
unless the tenant made a claim, there was no clause to compel
him to pay anything to the landlord. FMr. C. Howariv: The
law of dilapidations has not been repealed.] He still thought
that he was right. H-e believed tiiat if the outgoing tenant
made no claim on the landlord, the landlord could make none
upon him, and he called that rather a one-sided affair. Wiih
regard to farming covenants, his experience led him to think
that they were seldom insisted on so long as a man farmed
properly. He did not suppose that anybody would insist on a
man's working a farm without being under any agreement,
beciuse,. if that were the case, he might, by his system of
cropping for the last, three or four years, leave the land in a
most dreadful state. With regard to the landlords paying the
rates, tliat would come to the same thing in the
end as it had been in cases where they paid the tithes. With
regard to the law ol distress, he believed the landlord ought
to have the power to distraiu for one year's rent only, and he

thought the sooner that Act of PariiamBut was altered in that
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iwnsn Ihc bettor. If a landlord chose to allow a tenant to jtet

iti'o arrear for two or throe years, he shovilil only he ahle to

cUim one year's rent, br.inij, a« regarded the remainder, in the

position of other creditors,

Mr, James Howard (Bedford) : Will Mr. Brown give a

reason why the landlord slionid liave a claim for one year in

preference to other creditors ? I have never heard one yet.

Mr. BiiowN said a man mijjht be plncfid in such circum-

stances that he cculd walk ofT with everything. lie now
remembered a strong case—one of a kind which mifjht happen

any day. Within the last month a landlord distrained for

so much rent. A person came forward and said to him, How
mnch money do jou want? and he replied, so much. The
inquirer then said, Well, there is the money ; and the result

was tliat before the day was over everything was sold to be

taken away.

Mr. AVELING (Rochester) said a few days ano at a meeting

of land agents was held in the county of Kent, and they

were unanimously of opinion that it was absolutelv necessary

that the Agricultural Holdings Act should be made compul-

sory. Tliose gentlemen were of dilferent politics, and were

thorouglily versed in the question discussed. If farmers

wanted to have jnstice in reference to that matter, they might
be reminded that they had the power in their own hands.

What other body of men was there in England who could

return nearly 200 members of Parlianipnt ? They possessed

enormous power, and all that was wanted was a determination

to use it. If ttiey had another three or (our years in succes-

sion like the last three or four, it would be impossible for

agriculture to go on. dale s the grain crops were better,

both in quantity and quality, farming could not possibly p ly.

lie did hope that the sun would soon shine out again, and
that there would be better times for the British farmer ; but

in his opinion agriculture cnuld not be put on the footing

that it ought to be unless there was some leuislation. The
Conservative leaders had promised them a great deal and done
nothing, while th.e Liberal leaders had promised nothing and
fulfilled their proraive— (laughter)—and the farmers must
now use, as a body, all the power they possessed to secure

jnstice,

Mr. James Howard (Bedford) said he had not intended

to take any part in that discussion, because he had not had
an opportunity of listening to Mr. Edwards's paper, nor seen

it before he came into the room; but one or two observations

had fallen from JMr. Brown and otiier gentlemen, to which he

could not refrain from alluding. He asked Mr. Brown when
that gentleman took exception to the repeal of the law of

distress, to give one reason why the landowner should occupy

a position superior to that of any other creditor. He had

never heard any intelligible reason for that distinction. He
had, however, heard many reasons why landlords should not

possess that privilege. One reason was that, owing to the

preference which they enjoyed landlords obtained higher rents

tiian they would if the law of distress were swept away. He
remembered remarking iu that room a few months ago that

landlords were often induced to accept a tenant with

insufficient means to farm the land solely because through

the operation of the law of distress they would be

safe as regarded rent. Another reason why he objected

to the law was thst it destroyed to a certain extent the credit

of farmers. On his left there was sitting one of the leading

bankers of his own county.and he was quite sure that however
pleasantly his friend Mr. Harris might look at his farming

clients when they [came into the bank, to ask for

accommodation to tide them over harvest or rent day tiie law

of distress was never absent from his mind for one moment.
For these reasons he (Mr. James Howard) advocated the

total repeal of the law of distress. Mr. Brown, in alluding

to the Agricultural Holdings Act—he was not then going to

discuss the provisions of that Act in detail, having availed

himself of opportunities of doing so on other occasions and in

other places—Mr. Brown said that that Act had produced con-

siderable advantage, because since it was passed landlords

had been induced to grant more liberal covenants and had

abolished many restrictions. He took exception to that

statement entirely (Hear, hear). He maintained that the

more liberal covenants assented to by landlords had
resulted not from the working of the Agricultural Holdings

Act, but from the pressure of circumstances (Hear, hear).

One gentleman in that room had truly remarked that owing

to that presMire instead of there being five farmers running
after one farm, there were now live land agents running after
one farmer. It was, in lac*, rather through the force of
circuiiiatai.ces than tiirough the passing of the Act in (|uestion

thatcbiinges in conditions had come about. Mr. Brown had
pointed out what he considered one of the shortcomintrs of the
Agricultural Holdings Act. He (Mr. James Howard) wished
Mr. Brown had pointed out other of its shortcominjis, because
it was quite suceptible of such criticism. In dealing with
the question of dilHpidaiions Mr. Brown forgot th^t the
Agricultural Hiddiiigs Act repealed nothing. There were no
repealing clauses in it ; all the old Acts still remained in
existence. Landowners could still bring an action for di-
lapidations, lie (Mr. J. Howard) had taken some trouble to
inquire into the operation of that Act, and so far as lie was
able to judije, and so far as tlie inquiries of Mr. Samuelsoa
and others had extended, the only conclusion he could arrive
at WHS that hitherto the Act had been a dead letter (" No ").

At all events he had all along contended that no possible advan-
tage could ensue from the passing of a law providing that the
landlords of England might give twelve months' notice
to quit might give compensation for unexhausted
improvements. That was all that the Agricuhural
Holdings Act did ; it simply said that landlor.ls might
give so and so or might do so and so. They had this power
before, and it was not necessary to pass a new law to declare
that they should have it. Mr. Brown and other gentlemen
had touched on the question of tithes. Up to the previous
week he (Mr. J. Howard) was under the impression that that
was entirely a landlord's question; but while staying iu Kent
he learned that in that county at all events it was to a great
extent a tenant's question. They had in that county what
were called " extraordinary tithes." If a man planted a
garden or added to his hop grounds, he had to pay an extra-
ordinary tithe of something like a pound an acre. In the
present year a great many [people had lost a great deal
through the failure of the fruit crops and had
a large quantity of hops which were not worth
picking, and yet the tenaut had to pay one pound an acre
under the name of " extraordinary tithes." Therefore until
the circumstancs ofthe whole country were known to him no
man had a right to say that the question of tithes was entirely
a landlord's quest'on. Mr. Brown had touched upon the question
of rates, and ieemed to think it was a matter of inditference
whether the owner or the tenant paid them. He (Mr. J.
Howard) thought that it made a very considerable differ-

ence. He quite believed in the doctrine that rates fell ulti-

mately upon the owner, and thought there could be no question
that in the long run whatever amount of rates was levied on
the land reduced to a corresponding extent the amount of rent ;

but in the case of new rates it was proverbial that rates placed
upon the shoulders of a particular class, had a tendency to
remain npon those shoulders, for a greater or less period.
For his own part he should like to see all rates paid by the
owner, for in principle rates were a tax upon property and not a
tax upon income, and therefore if the whole of the rates were
payable by the landlord a great deal of difficulty and a great
deal of misrepresentation with regard to local taxation would
pass away.

Mr. R. Lake (Oakley, Rochester) said he should not have
risen but for Mr. Howard's remarks about extraordinary
tithes. This charge, which varied from 8s. or IQj. to 20s. an
acre in different localities and parishes, was made on the
average growth. If a tenant happened to have a bad season
the worse for him, but if a good one he paid no more on that
account. The charge was known when the tenant took his
farm, like rates or other charges on the land, but unlike them
could be got rid of by discontinuing the cultivation of hops or
fruit if it was not profitable.

Mr. J. Dawso::* (Bearstead. Maidstone) said Mr. Lake
said in effect that the question of tithes was not a tenant's
question, whereas in reality it was nothing else. Mr. Mechi
spoke ol the want of more capital in the land. He believed
that the putting more capital on the land meant the raising of
rents, the doubling of rates, and the increase of the field for
taxation. As regarded tidies the extraordinary charge which
had been referred to caused very great pressure. The man
who laid out capital freely as l\Ir. Mechi had suggested reaped
nothing but loss. He believed that the hop farmers of Kent
had paid tithes out of their capital for the last three years.

Mr. T, Hose (Melton Magn'i, Norfolk) said he gathered
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from Mr. Bro's^n's speech tint lie considered on the whole

tenant tVmers were well and landlords badly tre.nted,

whereai the representative (armers th^n present would bear

him out in sajing that their class, as a body, employed a large

amount of capital in their farms, and \et could not make a

profit He was astonished to hear his friend Mr. Mechi say

that one cause of the depression was a lack of capital employea

in ao-riculture. Farming as a business was not at tins time

sufficiently good to attract c;ipital, and unless times improved,

he for one, instead of eraployins more capital, should be

inclined to withdraw his altogeiher from tlie land. As

regarded the tithe average, he was astonished to hear Mr.

Brown say it was tiie fault of the farmer that he had not made,

a return of his tail corn. He, tor one, had never thought of

doing so and he believed the remark was simply ridicu ous.

With resoect to tlie law of distress—as a tenant farmer he was

«ot at this time deriving any income from his lure, but

as a landowner, although a small one, he vfou d be

fflad to see that law abolished. It was a most

iniquitous law, giving the landlord precedence and pri-

vileges to the disadvantage of all other creditors, and very

i liurious to the tenant farmers in their calling, because it in-

disposed bankers and manufacturers to trust tliem. He was

very much surprised to hear Mr. Bowick say so much

about protection. They did not want protection ;
they wanted

reil free trade, and not a one-sided free trade. He did not

see whv the colonists should be allowed to charge heavy duty

on thei'r import^ taking the oyster and giving them the shell.

He should like to see foreign barley taxed as well as their

Mr. W. Brown (Tring) said he believed it was taxed.

The CiiAiiiMAN : Not unless it is used in malting.

Mr. Rose maintained that the admission of such a raw

material Iree of duty was a great injustice to English farmers.

Ml- Brown snid farmers did not want legislation. That was

the very thing they did want. Until they had more direct

representation in the Honse of Commons their class would

never be fairly treated in Parliament. If they had fifty men

there like Mr. Clare Sev ell Read, their cause would be suc-

cessful. Neither Tories nor Liberals had done them any good,

and infuture they should vote not for the politician, but for

the man. ,^ , , , i -^i

Mr. W. BoYP.R (Cottesbrooke, Northarapton) agreed with

those who thcusht that the question of tithes was not a ten-

ant's question ; tithes, being a rent-charge on the land, ought

in all "ascs to be paid by the landlord, and in his opinion it

would be much better if it was made a fixed rent-charge at

the sum it was originally commuted at. On an estate for which

he was agent, in nearly every case the tithe was paid by the

landlord, and many of the tenants did not even know that

their farms were subject to a tithe rent-charge.

Mr. Edwakds, in replying, said that during the debate

but very little exception had been taken to his paper, and he

had therefore but little to say in reply. Some of the speakers

appeared to have got a notion that he said something against

tithes & did nothing of the kind. He agreed with those

who thought that it was the landlord who paid tithes. It haa

been his intention to have concluded by moving a resolution

under the new regulation of the Club ; but the Committee had

not thought it well that the resolution which he had sub-

mitted to them for approval, should be submitted to the

meeting, and he had therefore been unable to propose his

intenced resolution.
.

Mr H. CuEFFiNS (Easton Manor, Dunmow), in moving a

vote of thanks to Mr. Edwards lor his paper, said that having

had some experience with respect to tithe averages, he thought

tlie justice of the case would be met by having the average

taken from one year, instead of being taken as it is at present

from seven years.

Dr. VoELCKEri having seconded the motion,

The Chmrmvn said he agreed with Mr. Cheffins, that it

would be better if the tithe averages ran for only one year.

As the matter stood at a time when the farmer was making

very little money, and perhaps losing money, he was called

upon to pay a large amount for tithes.

The motion having been adopted, Mr. Edwards returned

thanks.
^ <• -i i i tu

Mr. J. HoWAiiD in proposing a vote o- thanks to the

Chairman, said he wished to make one remark upon what fell

from Mr. Wood with reference to the malt tax. He was very

desirous that it should not go fi>rth to the world that it was
the opinon of that club that the malt ta^ was a daty on the

raw material. Thit was not the cise. I-Ie (Mr. J. Howard)
was an advocate for the repeal of the malt tax, but if they

went for repeal, it must be on sound ground, and not on false

reasoning. The malt tax was a tax on a manufactured article

and paid by the consumer ; but as he believed that the tax

acted in the direction of checking the consumption of barley,

and led to the substitution of sugar lor birley, upon those

grounds he advocated its abolition. The question of repeal

was purely a fiscal question—a matter very much for the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. A few years ago it would be

remembered there wxs a surplus of about £6,000,000, but the

advocates for the repeal of tlie malt tax forsook their post, and
left their supporters in the lurch, and he feared that such a

surplus and such an opportunity were not likely to recur very

soon.

Tiie motion, having been seconded, was adopted by acclama-

tion, and this terminated the proceedings.

(Ehanibei0 of Agriculture.
^

CENTRAL.
The first meeting of the Council for the Session of

1870-80 took place on November ith, at the Sjciety of

Arts, Adelphi, Colonel Ruggles-Brise M.P., in the chair;

the President, the Marqais of Iluntly, being unavoidably

absent.

At the commencement of the proceedings,

Mr. T. Wilson' said he was sure the members of the

Council must all feel very deep regret at the loss it had

sustained by the death of Mr. Henry Neild, who had for

so many years represented the ^Manchester Chamber. He
proposed, therefore, that by way of e.tpressiug their

sympathy with Mr. Neild's widow a letter of coadoleuce

should be written to her on their behalf.

Mr. Adkixs seconded the motion, which was adopted

without discussion ; and the vacancy in the Council was

filled up by the appointment of Mr. Lipscomhe, of Beech.

Lawn, Wakefield.

Mr. A. Startin, in the absence of the Chairman of

the Local Taxation Committee, Mr. Pell, M.P., who
in company with Mr. C. S. Head, M.P., is engaged in

America in collecting information for the Royal Com-
mission on Agriculture, presented the annual Report of

the Committee. It commenced as follows :
—

" In presenting their annual repor^, the Local Taxation

Committee note the increasing interest with which receut cir-

cumstances have invested the question of ratal burdens. The
Session of 1879 has not indeed produced any further instal-

mi n" of relief or any comprehensive administrative reform.

Although various measures have demanded attentive con-

sideration, no Bill of the first importance to ratepayers was
passed into law. The Committee have seen with regret another

Sessio 1 pass w thout a settlement of the qu'ifltiun of county

government. On the other hand, ratepayers will observe with

satisfaction the appointment of a Royal Commission, and the

prospect thus secured that, as one branch of a very exrensive

inquiry, we may at last have a systematic examination of the

unfair and impolitic pressure of local taxation in county

districts. This Commission will take evidence on the effect

of rates ' as a facior in increasing the cost of lood nroduc-

tion in England, and special reference is directed to the

position of the farmer with respect to local as well ?s

imperial taxation. Ten years ago local taxation reformers

aeked lor an impartial investigation, by a qualified Com-
mission, into the whole question alike in town and country.

Had this coarse been adopted by the Government of the day,

the Committee believed greater and more rapid progress would

have been made towards finding a satisfactory remedy. Certain

relief has been since then obtained in tlie direction indibated

by the resolution of Sir Massey Lopes in 1873. Public at-

tention has been secured to the complaint of the ratepayers to

an extent previously unknown. Successful resistance has been
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clTered to a large nnmb?r of adJitiop.fil charges wliicl\. from

lime to time, it whs proposed to place on local ratf.s. IVtore,

however, the Comiuitiee were able to oli'er this piTective

opposition, several new impoats were laid on the real properly

of the country. Tlie hurdeu of tlie E lucalioa Kite, tiie

charge for disturnpikfd ronds, and certain other maiters

(referred to in more detail elsewhere in tlna report) have thus

obscured the direct relief obt lined in otlie' directions."

Alter referring to the withdrawal of the Buuudary Bill in

the last session, the Committee turned to the increase of rates.

On this su'ijfct they remarked :

—

" It will be seen that the sums now levied as local rates

have reached £2t,575,00U, the highest figure yet accounted

for. The largest part ot this increase is no doubt due to the

rapid wrowth ol rates which are more correctly to be regarded

as voluntary local investments of capital in the urban

sanitary district". The following figures, grouped as in the

tables appended to the saccPi-sive annual repoits of the com-

niiitep, exhibit the rise of rates occurring in five years since

Authorities. 1873-3. 1877-8.

Poor Law 8,24.5,OOol 7,502,000

School Board ...I 163,000, 1.327,0(J0

Town 6,531,000 ll,78i,000

County ' 3,149.000; 3,499,030

Exceptional
'

387,000 463,000

Increase.

1,164,000

5,253,000
350,000

76,000

Decrease.

£
743,000

Total 18,475,000 24 575,0001 6.843,000; 743,000

The net growth of rates is therefore, £6,100,000 in this

period. With reference to the rapid development of the re-

turns coming from purely urb'-tn districts it is sufficient to

note that in round numbers £3,500,000 of the existing tovvn

rates are acknowledged to be levied for tlie improvement of

specilic privhte property or are payraeuts by the ciliiens for gas

and water." .... "It is, therelore, very desirable that every

elfort should now be made to place clearly beiore the prefent

Commission the exceptional position which agriculture still

occupies in respect of local taxation, the extreme iuequility of

the charges now levied as rates, and the effect of the excep-

tional and unbalanced taxation of land in deterring the appli-

cation of cipital to agricullurnl improvement and the production

of food. While the Committee venture, therefore, to ask

their supporters to help them in the task of preparing and
arranging evidence for the Royal Commission, ihey would at

the same time suggest that a definite endeavour might
no'*' again be made to secure further relief from charges

imposed on one description of property for the benefit of the

community at large. The circumstances of the present day

are in every way appropriate (or action of this sort ; and both

political parties in the State have acknowledged the pressing

importance of more thorough local taxation reform than has

yet been attempted. The Committee recommend, therefore,

that the opportunity afforded by what may be the last Session

of the present Parliament should be utilised by once more
directing attention to the mere urgen*, features of the general

question, and pressing for direct fiscal relie'', accompanied by

such administrative reforms as experience has shown to be

most emphatically called for. They hope that the establish-

ment of represent<itive county boards may be finallv secured

in the coming year; and they deiire, as a means of facili-

tating the readjustment of those conflicting local areas

whicli have so much retarded this reform, that a

favourable consideration should be accorded to the proposal

to form, with as little delay as possible, an Executive Boun-
dary Commission. The absence in America of two such pro-

minent members of the Committee as Mr. Pell and Mr. Read
—who are now undertaking intjuiries in that country on be-

half of the Royal Commission— prevents the definite enuncia-

tion in the present report of a complete Parliamentary pro-

gramme on which local taxation reformers might unite, but

they believe their best future policy to be in the direction they

now venture to indicate." Alluding to the paragraph in the

report relating to the Valuation Bill, Mr. Startin observed

thit ''.the Chamber had often sanctioned the idea of Mr.Uead
that rent should be taken at the basis of valuation,

aud in the last Sessioa that gentleman succeeded

in inducing the Government to accept the proposition.

Four \c.irs ago llie Commiltee appealed to Cnamhers of
Agriculture and their supporters freoerally for funds to

enable I hi'in to continue their work ; and this appesl was
satisfactorily re-pouied to. The results of their labours

are recorded in the reports they iiave issued annually.

Their endeavours to advance the cause of local taxation
reform have been rewarded by seeing the questions of local

finance and local government occupy a pr.minenceas poli-
tical (inestions whi.jh had been previously denied to them.
Their resistance to new chargi-s has been recognised as sav-
ing the ratepayers from many proposed additions to their
heavy burdens. Relief to a certain extent has been secure''

while the new imposts counterbalancing tlie transfers of
atioual duties to national taxation all owe their origin to

the period before the Committee received the support and
assistance granted to it of late. The statement of accounts
appended to the present report will, however, remind the
supporters of the Committee that the time has again arrived
wlien they must renew their periodic appeal for help. This
is now essential if the organisation is to be carried on, and
the campaign far further relief once more energetically

pressed. It is proposed, therefore, at an early date to invite

a renewal ot the assistance forthcoming on former occasions,
and the Committee confidently trust that this will again be
rendered, and tliac they will be placed in a position elfectively

to fi^ht I he battle of the ratppayers."

Mr. St.\.rtin having moved that the report be received and
be discussed at the meeting of the Council in December,

Mr. D. Lo.N'G in secondicg the motion said he was distp.
pointed at the labours of the Local Taxation Commitee not
having been more recognised ; for, whilst many measures had
been passed through Parliament which placed increased
burdens on local rates, the readju-itment of taxation, as be-
tween real and personal property, had not been carried as far

as was desirable. Referring, then, to the Boundary Cora-
mission Bill, Mr. Long said he hoped that every member of
the Chamber would bring his influence to bear on his repre-
sentatives in support of that measure, as it was a most useful
one. The overlapping of parishes and unions was a great
evil, and if there could be such a uniform rectification of are is

as to do away wiih the conflicting jurisdiction of poor-rates
and sanitary authorities it would be an excellent thing.

Mr. Caldecott, alluding to the decrease in the Poor Law
charges, and the small reduction in respect of police and
lunatics, remarked that the diminution in the former case
arose chiefly from the payment of 43. per head for pauper
lunatics, while on the other hand, the county rate received
very little benefit from that because there were poor lunatics,

lu Warwickshire the county authorities received about £550
a year only for lunatics chargeable to the county, aud the 4s.
per head (or pauper lunatics who had settlements in counties
came from that decrease in the poor-rate.

The motion for the reception of the Repoit was then
agreed to.

The next item on the agenda paper being that of corn
returns,

Mr. P. Piiipps, M.P., first read, and afterwards proposed
the reception of, the following Report of the Weights and
Measures Committee: —

" Your Committee have to report that, acting on the in-
structions of the Council, they issued on the 20t'i May last a
circular inviting the several Associated (Jhambers to furnish
thera with information as to the local opinion entertained of
the accuracy of the present system of corn returns, and par-
ticularly with reference to the following points:

—

(1) The increased prices returned owing to the use of
weighed measures, which are in excess of the natural
weight of the grain, and the failure of the local collec-
tors to convert the quantities sold into true imperial
measures before making the returns.

(2) The enhanced price of the Gazette averages resulting
from more corn than was formerly used being now con-
sumed on the farm in the feeding of stock and not brought
to market.

(3) The increased values returned due to the additional
price following on repeated sales—the prices quoted
often including the cost of carriage and the profits of
corn dealers.

(4) The towns, if any, in their districts which they would
recommend to be made returning markets.
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T IS Committoft have rpcsivpd a very c nsideraLlp number

of replies beuring on the general question, and statements

on tlie four (mints above named have been received from the

Lincoln, Leicester, Northampton, Bucks, York, Shropsliire,

West SufFiilk, GtoucestersUire, Worcestershire, Newbury,

Devon and Cornwall, and Warwickshire Chambers. Many

useful suirsiesVons have also been received from individual

correspondents. Many cf the replies have, however, only

come to hand in the course of the last few days, and tlie Com-

mittee do not feel themselves justified in presenting on this

occasion a comprehensive report without further deliberation.

They propose to defer making a final report until the December

meetioL' of the Council, and in the meantime would urge on

all Chambers which have not yet considered the matter to

favour them with practical suggestions as to the best method

of insuring accuracy in the official averages. On this occasion

your Committee will only state that the answers so far as re-

ceived express dissitisfaction with the present mode of making

coru returns, and that the Chambers generally are of opinion

that such returns should be made by growers only, and not by

dealers in corn. They may perhaps be allowed to direct atten-

tion to the fact that the basis of tlie present returns does not

appear to have been originally constructed with a view to the

payment of tithes, but was intended for the purpose of the

sliding scale dutv on corn, showing rather the prices ultimately

paid by the consumer than those obtained by the grower for

his produce in the first instance. Another point which perhaps

has not received the attention it deserves is the elfect on the

present figures of equal values being given to wheat, barley,

and oats in fixing the tithe averages.

(Signed)

S. B. RoGGLER Brise, Chairman."

Mr Hea-NLT having seconded Mr. Phippa's motion,

Mr! Caldecott asked for an explanation of the sentence—

" another point which perhaps has not received the attention

it deserves is the effect on tlie present figures of equal values

being given to wheat, barley, and oats in fixing the tithe

Mr. Pi'iFPS, M.P., said at the time of settling the matter a

certain price was put on wheat, barley, and oats, and the pro-

portion in which those different grains were grown was taken

into consideration. Since that time the growth of wheat and

oats had greatly decreased, whilst the growth of barley had in-

creased, and there was great increase also in the value of barley

over what it was when the arrangement was made in the

year 1835. This affected very materially the tithe average of

each year. There were many things connected with .the proper

taking of the average corn returns which had been discussed by

the Committee, and one matter which they had taken into

consideration was tV.e fact that, owing to the average of the

returns being made for seven years, this anomaly resulted, that

whilst the farmer was selling his produce at comparatively low

prices, he was paying a high tithe ; and, on the other hand,

when he was realising comparatively hi^h prices he would be

payin" a low tithe. Although the Committee had not finally

decide'd as to the course which slionld be adopted, it seemed to

be the prevalent opinion that, even if the present mode of

ascertaining the corn returns were continued, the tithe ought

to be calculated upon the individual year, and not upon the

basis of seven years. He said this in order to give the members

of the Council an opportunity, before the matter was definitely

settled at the discussion in December, of considering it among

themselves, and they might then express their approval or dis-

approval of that suggestion.

After some conversation, the motion was agreed to, and it

was further resolved, on the proposal of Mr. Duckiiam,

seconded by Mr. St. John Ackers, that copies of the two

official papers issued by the Board ofTrade on corn returns should

be sent to each associated chamber, with a request that the

same should be examined and considered with reference to the

accuracy of the figures, so far as they related to their several

Preparatory to the discrssion of a resolution of which Mr.

T. Bell had given notice, relating to the Royal Commission on

Ao-ricultural Depression, the Chairman read the following

leUer from the Marquis of Huntly, the President of the

Chamber, to the Secretary :

—

" Dear Captain Craigie,—I regret extremely that I cannot

be present at the meeting of the Central Chamber to-morrow,

but I am unavoidably detained here. 1 hope the Council will

endorse the action we took in sending the circular round to all

the local Chambers of AgriciiUurp, urjin? them to aiisisf, in

every possible way, the work of the. Commission inquiring into

the agricultural depression. Perhaps (he best conrs.e to pursue
would be to appoint a special committee to communicate with
the local Chambers to compile and prepare evidence, and to

bring forward competent wi^nesses to give evidence before the

Royal Commission. This Committee should watch the pro-

ceedings and evidence laid before the Commission as it goes

on. I believe that agriculture lias nothing to fear, but every-

thing to gain from the most searching and complete inquiry

into all matters influencing its system and progress. Our
object should be to assist and complete the inquiry in the

shortest and best possible way. 1 shall be very glad to be of

any use to the Council that lies within my power if they
desire ray services.

I see that there is a notice on the agenda paper about the

resolution of the House of Commons for the establisliment of

a Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce. Lord Salisbury

said at Manchester that the subject was occupying the atten-

tion of the Government, an'', at present I think we may wait

to learn their intentions.—Yours very sincerely,

Huntly.
Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire, N.B., Nov. 3, 1879."

Mr. Bell then moved his resolution, viz :—
" That this Council thanks her M<)jesty'8 Gtivernment for

acceding to the request of the Central and Associated

Chambers of Agriculture by appointing a Royal Commission
of inquiry iulo the existing depression in agriculture ; and has

seen with satisfaction the readiness of the Provincial Chambers
to facilitate the work of the Assistant Commissioners by form-

ing local committees to procure information rrgarding the

special features of their respective localities. That a Com-
mittee of this Council be appointed to submit evidence to the

Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression."

He believed that the Local Cliambers would be reiidy to do

whatever was in their power to help the Assistant Corainis-

sioners in procuring any information they might require as to

the special features of the respective localities in which those

Chambers were placed. But now that this Commission had
been appointed, and an opportunity was offered to the Council

for submitting evide^ice, he hoped that evidence would be

given in a clear and concise manner on the several subjects

which had so long occupied their attention. They had an apt

illustration in the passing through the House of Commons of

the Cattle Diseases Act of the kind of results which might

accrue from organisati-.n and determination. Had it not been

for the Committee, who watched every step of the inquiry and
every step in the passage of the Cnttle Diseases Bill through

Parliament, he had no hesitation in saying that the Bill would
not liave been an Act this day ; at any rate, not the Act that it

is. He urged upon the Council, therefore, the necessity of

appointing a Committee to procure and submit to the Royal
Commission evidence upon the various points upon which they

had been for so lonct engaged.

Mr. T. Duckiiam having seconded the motion.

The Chairman (no one having risen to continue the dis-

cussion, said lie had no doubt that the Central Chamber of

Agriculture was in a certain sense responsible for this Com-
mission of inquiry, and therefore that it was its bounden dutv

to give all the assistance it could to the Commissioners. It

was difficult to say how tliev, as the Central Chamber, could

assist them ; bat, at any rate, the first step would be the

appointment of a committee to confer with those gentlemen.

What that committee should be Mr. Bell had not mentioned :

but probably le wonfd wish it to be the Business Committee.
(Mr. Bell :

" Yes.") He thought that that committee would

be a fit and proper body to take the matter in hand. It

would be easy for the Local Chambers, however, to assist

the Commissioners, ranch easier, indeed, than for the Central

Cliamber to do so ; and they ought to impress upon the Local

Chambers the importance of collecting evidence and assisting

as far as they could by selecting the very best men in their

respective districts to give that evidence, in order to facilitate

the working of the Commission. To all practical men in the

Central and Local Chambers, the subject matter to be inquired

into appeared simple enough ; and naturally, on first looking

at the long list of queries they were invited to answer, they

might say, " We know all about this, and have heni quite

enough about that." Well, they did know all about it ; but

the public outside did not, and they were the persons to whom
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t lift inf irniation was to he pi'pn, and tlint could on'y bft dono

liy »ii|ipl)ia;^ the Assisl^uit Commissioners wi:li ({ooil aud

8trai|ilitr«rw«rd evi leiice wliicli would be llie means of porco-

latini; inform iiioa throughout ili« country. It was those very

Hialterswliichseeiriea to be so s tuple, to ajjriculturists that were

misunders'ooJ and nusiu erpreled by agricultural reformers

aud others wlio, like those rel'ormcrs, put a wrong iafcrpretation

upou tlie.iu, aud, not miderstaTiding the question, adopted very

erroneous vitws ou the points at issue It was their boundeii

duty, iherrf'ore, to assist the Colami^hioner3 to the utmost of

tlieir ability as a Central CnHHiber, aud to impress stiongly

upon the Locul Cuambers how vital a mattrrthis was lor their

interests aud lor the interests of agriculture generally (Hear,

hear).

Mr. Lll'SCOMBE thought that one of tlie subjects respecting

wliich iiiiormatiou mifjht be supplied to the Coinmissioners

was tliat of waste unenclosed lands. Every one knew what

rubbish was spoken by persons who were not well-wisliers of

the agriculturists as to the way iu which raoorlands;and wastes

were kept I'roiu being enclosed and cultivated by stalwart agri-

cultural labourers, who might there obtain their milk and

lioney (Inughter). That was an important question on which

the public reqiii'ed inforraslion, and in some particular

districts i' would (jive rise to a large inquiry. There were some

countib', such as Devonshire, for example, where con^id'r

able Waste existed, and where sperial information could bs

collected ; aud iu such counties there must be many gentle-

men well informed with regard to the adaptability or otherwise

for cultivation of the wa?te spaces to which attention has

been directed in so exaggerated a form.

Mr. S. B. L. Druce (Assistant Commissioner for the

Home Couiitie?, and S cret^ry to the Farmers' Club) said the

assistance required by the Cumnissioucrs could, no doubt, be

best supplied by the Local Cliambers ; but tlie resolution

before the Council would materially help them by bringing

the suhject treshly before tlie minds of the Local Chambers,

to whom it -^ould be an inducement and iiicen:ive to ^o

further in aiding the Coinmis>ioners in -their labours. The
work which the Assistant Conuuissiouers had to do was to

gather infornntion as to certain facts, and the instruttious

for the collection of those facts had been issned to them. lie

would state, however, that the work of the 11 lyal rjommissioa

was not entrusted en.irely to the Assistant Cinimissioui-rs.

During the last few nioutlis he had been askeJ on several

occasions what the subjects were concerning which the latter

were instructed to inquire, and there was then present in the

room a gentleman who had written to a public journnl rather

blaming him for not having specified certain sutgects as those

which ought to come within the scope of the inquiry. lie

was glad to have that opportunity of answering that writer.

One suhjectto which allusion was particularly made was the

Game Lisvs ; but that was a qufstion which the Royal Com-
mission had specially reserved for their owu cousideration.

Mr. DucKHAM : Tnen that ought not to be.

Mr. Dkuce said it would be the duty of the Assistant

Commissioners, liowever, to inquire into facta connected with

the management of farms aud dilferent b\ stems ot rural

management, and iu connection with the nianatemenlof farms

would corae the question, how lar game afl'ected tiie produce

of the farm. It would be observed that there was a distinction

between this last question and the one which the Commis-
sioners reserved for themselves. There wtre niany oiier

subjects to which his attention had been cnlleil, but all of

them won d be included in the inquiry of the Commission.

In conclusion, he returned his personal thauks to the

Chamber, its president, its indelaiig ible secretary, aud the

council for so readily and promp'ly iisuini; the circular which

had enabled the Local Cliarnbers to « id the Assistaint Com-
missioners in conducting their inquiries.

Mr. VV. C. Little (Assistant C^jiumissioner hr \\\f. Lincola-

sbire district) also thanked the Council for t<ie steps they had

taken to facilitate the task up u which the Assistant Com-
missioners had entered. Thej bad not, done as many gentle-

men had uone, who went ab'jut the country nnd decried the

Commission, declaring that it could teach nothing ih»t they

did not already know, nor reeomraend anything tiiat was likely

to do good. If the Commission was to have any beneficial

effect, it must have the confideuce of the tarmers. By that

he did not mean that they were to sit stll in pit rut cxpecta-

tJou of 30 r". sood that was to liippca to Ihcin, but that

they must confide in the Assistant Commissioners, and

open their iiearts, minds, and h'oks fo them, if any jsood

was to ensue (lauglner). Mr. D. uce had told them that

the Assistant Commisaioners wanted facts. These facts

miglit be didicult to obtain, but once obtained they

would be nui.-t useful, aud they should include

distinct and p:a-ticular evidence as to the depression which

at present existed in agriculture. He had been toidthat that

depression might be assumed to be a fact, and that they might

there'"ore pass on to c insider remedies. But, although those

who were fanii' ar wiih agriculture mi>;htbe perfectly convinced

of the depressimi, it should be remembered that the great hulk

of the puhic were prufouadly ignorant on the subject. Their

knowledge of it was derived from the newspapers, and when
the newspapers took up a fresh subject of public interest the,

interest in suc'i a question as agricultural depression ceased

alt'igether. If the 11 )val Commission was to do any good it

would bn partly by the record of facts which were indispntablo

as regarded the great depression prevailing in agriculture, ai d
the iiiemi.ersof the Chamber could, individually and collectively,

render a great service to the Assistant Commissioners by put-

tins; on record such (acts as bore upon the question. Among
the ficts I hey wan'ed proofs that lor the last few years they

had obtniaed a lower rate of pri fit than previously, and that

that resulted either from a dimiiished production or the lu-

cre ised c>ist of production. An immense number of facts

hearing on these points might be gathered together Iroui gentle-

men who were iu the liabit of keeping accurate accouut".

Tney could show whether during the past t-A'o years, fur

example, tiiey had made a jirofit or incurred loss in farming.

They could show whether the produce of the last two years

compared favourably or unfavourably with the previous jearc,

and whether the cost of production had in severnl items so

greatly increased as to have beooine much higlier Ihan it was

two or three years ago. I'liese were facts which he and liis

brother Commissioners were desirous of obtaininij, and the

way iu wliicti the nu^mbers of the Central aud Local Chambers
of Agriculture mitiht help tliein \yas by selecting inrn in

th^-ir several districts who could supply the information re-

quired. With regard to the point alluded to by Mr. Lips-

combe, lie could only reply that he must act under the

instructions of the Commission en the subject of waste or

unenclosed lands. In those parts of the country where sucli

spaces existed the Jjooal Ch imber and other agrieulc^iral

hocielics would, no doubt, consider t'-e subject and matner

an opii i-iu upou it ; but, as to the exact means by which
information was to lie obtained, he could not express an

opiniou.

Mr. CoLi^MAN (Assistant Commissioner for the norihern

district) concurred iu the views enunciated bv his colleagues

Mr. L.Miceaiid Mr. Little, and added that the Ynrk Chamber of

Agriculture had decided upon taking a somewhat similar

cour-3 to that pursued by the Central Chamber, and that

depa ations from all the Chambers and Inrmers' clubs in

Yorkshire having been invited to meet at York, the invita-

tion had been heartily responded to. CommiUfPs were being

formed throughout Yorkshire, and he was coulideut that he

should receive from impartial and trustworthy men informa-

tion which would lie most valuafde to the Curomissioner.s.

Wiiat he and what the public wanted Wis not one-sided

opinions and vifws, but that the whole question at issue

shou d be gone into thorousl'ly without prejudice or bias ;

and he 'elt iissiireU tl-.at from other portions of the country

cotj.mitted to their cliarge the Commissioners would receive

tiie same ready assistance as from Yorkstiire.

Mr. Manfi ;a,u alluding to the statement of Mr. Drnce,

siiguested that ir would he wiser and mote sntisfaetory if there

were no limit or restriction on the inquiry iLtotheGime
Laws, and that it should embrace their operation generally.

Mr, DUCK11.V.M said that as the writer of the letterto which

Mr, Druce liad alluded, he participated in the regret of Mr.
Maufield that the Assistant CumnusBiouers should be at all

trumielied in their inquiries respectin<; the Gmie Laws. la

his opinion those inquiries ou that suiject should be as full

and complete as possible. Happily lor liimself lie was not

placed on a game-preserviag farm; and he w«3 prompted to

write the letter in qu-stiuu bpcause, as a practical farmer, he

symp it!ii.-ed deeply with those cf his brother farmers who were

liss I'jivonrably situated. The exisiiu; game-preserving system

extended over so large au area iu Lis county (Hereford) that

E£
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if. matfirial'y increaspd fli'" r^ites wliicli fe'l npon ttie slinalders

oftlio;.e who did not ooeujiy 2»inp.-prc»ervi-ng faTms, inasmuch
asthosft farms were necrssHrily let lor Ifss rent iu consequence
of the destruction of the crops tlirooah the ravages of game.
The effect of the preservation of gune upon tlie practicnl
farmer throujihout the eonntry ouf;ht to be inqiiirfd into.

Abo\it two years sgo li" resolved to keep a portion of his crop
of svi'edes for seed. They were in tl\e middle of a l^rge field,

and it was quite impossible to pet within pnnsliot of the
wood piteous wliicli had greatly increased, and stripped the
leaves off the pl'ints, so thut he got neither qnantity nor quality,

and his ] .ss was considerable. Year by year his youaj; clrArera,

as well as other crops, were seriously damaged by these birds,

and no one cou'.d estimate the amouut of lo^s. In fact, wood
pigeons had increased so much within the last few years as to

have become a pest in the whole (•ountry. Into sn'ch matters
as that, in connection with the rating of woods and plantations,

hi thongh.t inquiry should be made by the Asbistant Commis-
Eioners.

In reply from a question from Mr. Trask,

Mr. Little explained that tlie Assistant Commissioners
were not empowered to take evidence on oath. What they
were to gather was information ; it could not be called

avidcuce. The Royal Commissioners themBelves would receive
evidence.

Mr. Tkask. observed that, altliougii the Business Committee
Was a ^ood on=, it could liardly be reirarded as a representi-

t on of the A^jriruUnral Chambers throughout the kingdom.
He suggested, therefore, that if tliat body were appointed,
it should havs power to add to its numbers, so that the whole
country might be lairly represented npon it.

Mr. Bell observed that, in moving his resolution, it was
not his intention tliut the Committee should give evidence
bafore the Royal Commission, or rather that its office should
he confined to giving evidence. Its more immediate duty
would be to watch over the evidence that might be tendered,
and to select witnesses who would be able to give concise and
clear information on the subjects which had so lonir occupied
the attention of the Chamber. The cominifees of the local

chambers would represent their several districts, and for that
r«asou there feeneJ to be no advantige in spreading.the
Committee over the entire country. The Committee would, he
i'uagined, charge itself with preparing the evidence to be
given directly Irora the Cenlral Chamber.

Mr. Jabez Tuenee. said it appeared to him that ail the
Committee would do was to s>ate what gentlemen they con-
sidered qualified to give evidence before the Royal Commission,
and that they would have no power to say that certnin gen-
tlemen should give evidence. There was much in Mr. Trask's
suggestion with regard to the distribution ot the Committee.
It .should, if possible, consist of gentlemen from different

parts of the coun'ry, who were acqiiainted with the represen.

titivemenof their respective localities. Such a body would
be better able than the Business Committee, as now constituted,

t ) recommend the geutiemen who should give evidence before

t'le Commissioners.

The resolutions were then adopted unanimously.

Mr. GLE:^!^^Y proposed that, iu order to give practical effect

to the resolutions that the matter should be placed in the

hands of the Business Comniitee, with power to add to their

number. Some members of the Committee were themselves

engaged in the work of the Commiosion, and would probably
be unable to assist in the work of the Committee ; but, at

any rate, they had in their Business Committee a most active

energetic, and representative body lo start with. It might
therel'orp, he thought, be left in their hands to add to their

number. Thus they would make it a strong Committee that
would be competent to select gentlemen qualified to represent

different parts of the country, lo appear and give evidence
before the Royal Commis ioners or help with their informa-
tion the Assistant Co'uinissiocjprs.

Mr, MuNTZ seconded the motion.
Tlie Secretary remarked that it was necessary that the

-Business Comraiitee should know definitely what was to be
the nature of their functions.

Mr. rnip?i considered that the Coran,ittee, when appointed
would be a Committee specially appointed for this particular
duty, just as much so as if it consisted not of members ol the
Business Committee, but of totally different persons. His
impressioa iu supporting Mr. Bell's resolution was that the

Comraitteeshonid have power to add to their aumher in theevent

of their finding persons well suited (or the position, and that

tlieir duty would be to keep an open eye upon the whole ques-

tion to which the inquiry would be directed, and, if necessary,

to submit evidence to the Royal Commission througti persons

whom they might select as qualified for that purpose.

Mr. MuNTZ said he had S'"c>nded the motion of Mr. G'enny
under the impression that the Business Committee, if appointed

,

would have power to add to their number and be a Committee

of observation.

Mr. Arkell thought that the Business Committee were

sufficient for the Central Chamber, and that any person with

a particularly strong case who resided in a district not repre-

sented on the Committee mijiht make his stitement to the

Assistant Commissioner, or even come up and give his evidence

before the Royal Commission.

The Ctiairman said he had cerae to the cenclusion that the

best course was to leave the matter in the hands of the Busi-

ness Committee if the Cliaraber had confidence in them,

adding that tlsey could always lay their fingers on that body at

No. 21, Arundel Street.

'I'he motion was then adopted.

Tl;e Secretary stated that thequestion of the appointment of

a Minister of Agriculture and Commerce which stood next

on the agenda, had been frequently before the various

Chambers of Agriculture, and that recently he had received

a coramuuicatiou from the Asso'iiated Chambers of Com-
merce asking what lielp that Chamber con'd give in the

matter. They would remember that in the last Ssssion of

Parliament, Mr. Sampson Lloyd carried a motion in the

House of Commons to the effect that a Minister of Com-
merce should he appointed, with a seal; iu the Cibinet. The
Chamber of Commerce had requested him (C<pt. Craigie) ia

his individual capacity to put in writing what the Central

Chamber of Agriculture would req lire in the Agricultural

Department of snch a Ministry, but he had not felt justified

ia doing that until he hid consulted the Council. I.' he had

done so, however, he should liave stated that they proceeded

on the lines laid down in the report of their Committee " on

Goveument Department for Agriculture," presented to and

adopted by the Council and Associated Chambers of Agri-

culture on the 3rd of November, 1874'. That report stated

that the Committee had come to the following conclusion :
—

1. Your committee are of orinion that the duties of a

separate and consolidated Agricultural Dapartisent of

the Government should embrace all matters specially

affecting agriculture, now dealt witli by various Govern-

ment offices, and that they should spec ally include

—

(a) All supervision connected with the importation, transit,

traffic, and diseases of live slock, (b) All supervision neces-

sary for arterial land drainage and in ctDunection with com-
missions of sewers and embankments, (c) The duties now
discharged by the Copyhold, Tithe, and Enclosure Commission,

(d) The collection, tabulation, and publication of agricultural

statistics and corn returns. 2, Your committee consider that

a separate department charged with tiiese duties s-hOuld be

presided over by a Parliamentary Secretary. 3 Your committee

having proceeded to conler witli tlie Association of Chambers
of Commerce on their proposals, arranged a meeting on the

4tli June, 1874. 4. Your committee, as the result of this con-

ference, are of opiaioa that the combined interest of agricul-

ture and commerce would be materially adTanced by tlie

creation of a new Ministiy embracing two separate and dis-

tinct departments, each presided over by a Parliamentary

secretary, and each possessing separate and permanent olficial

staffs, the one department dealing exclusively with agricultural

and the other with commercial matters. In such a case the

duties now lielonging to the Board of Trade might conveniently

evolve on the new commercial department.

After some remarks from Mr. Adkins, Mr. Caldecott
and Mr. St. John Acilers, turning mainly on the position

to be occupied by the proposed Minister,

The Chairman said he did not deem it necessary to inter-

fere with the prerogative of the Crown by proposing that the

minister should have a seat in the Cabinet- He was, there-

fore satistied with the resolutions arrived at in ISTi, and

believed that the interests of agriculture would not be neglected

if they had a Minister such as was proposed iu those resolu-

tions.

Mr. Muntz was of opinion that the report contemplated

thai the Minister should hare a seat in the Cabinetc
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' TJ'ti'nately the report of the Coraniiltec of 1874 was

adopiBd.

Jlr. AiiKKl.r. afterwards givR notice of liis intfiiitinn to

introduce the (|uestioa of tho m;ilt tHX at tlie IJecember triejt-

iii^, and ilie pruceediuga concluded with a vote of tliauks to

the ClHtirmaa.

COL. BRISE AND THE FARMERS'
ALLIANCE.

Mr. John J[o33, of Mesiini?, writes to the Chelmsford

Shronicle :.
—

I did not intend noticing finy letter or remarks made upon
the recent ineeetins of the Farmers' Alliance at Colclietitei},

but the remarks of Colonel Brise at the Cmservative meeting

at Castle llediughain, as reported in your paper of last Fridiy,

make it impossible for me to remnin any longer silent. Not
content with pouring out the vials of his wriih upon the

Farmers' Alliance, Col. Brise descended to what appears to

me a wilful misrepresentation of what I said at Colohesler ia

moving thrt first resolution.

My words, as tairly reported, were these :
" He did not

agree for one moment tiiat the movement was not a political

one ; it was a political movement. Tney were bound toiietlicr

in this Alliance^ unless he mistook their principles, to ask the

legislature of the land for that which they believe to be just

and right, auJ therefore it was a political movement, but it

was in no sen^e of the word a party movement." Now the

Colonel, who so grossly misrepresents the farmers of Eist

Essex, says, " I was clad to see, but not surprised to see, that

at the raeeimg of the Alliance at Colchester last week, the

mover of the first resolution openly admitted that he for &ne

was quite prepared that the association should be looked upon
as a Liberal association."

Will yon allow me, in fi«tly contradicting this unmanly act

of Colonel Brise, to repeat my assertion that the Fanners'

Alliance is in no sense a party political association, inasmuch
as it asks (and secures) tenant fanners, and their frionds of

all shades of politics, to join its ranks.

I venture to predict tiiat, notvvithstantUng the opposition of

Colonel Brise and of my professional friend Mr. Beauiaont,

vhoS'i Oiipositioa to the movement (in comniin with many,
if not most, of liis b<;st. friends) I sincerely regret, the Fariaers'

Alliance viiU grow aud fiourisli until its aims are fully realized

in freeing the tenant farmers Irotn all unjust restrictions aud
burd-ns, and securing their fair re'preseatat:ou in the

Parliament of our. eonti'ry. To this end, 1 hope and expect

to see Mr. Charles I'.tge Wood, who is a l>una Jiie tenant

farmer, returned at the nest election for East Essex, wliich,,

at the latest, must soou.be here.

THE CROPS OF 18?9..

Farmers hava harvested in tke Sontli aud are still cut-

ting and carrving in the later districts, including large

portions of the flortheni counties and of Scotland,

prDbabiy the worst wheat, crop on record since the year

1-SlG. The inference drawn two inonfbs ago from a con-

sideration of the backward and sodden condition of the

plant in spring, the exceptionally low mean temperature

of the summer, the absence of sunshine even on otherwise

mild days, the undue prevalence of excessive moisture in

the air, the extraordinary series of deluging downfalls of

rain, the incessant repetition of storms throughout the

summer, and the late cold and wet period for ripening,

hai been strictly verified in a tnost deficient Yield of

wheat. The favourable harvest-time then hoped for as

the remaining chance for mitigating by good, dry con-

dition the inevitable shortness in yield came not ; but, in

place of the hot, bright season of ingathering so earnestly

desired, a late, wet, winterly time has further damaged
the crops, almost to the point of destruction in many
cases ; and farmers in all parts of the kingdom have had
to strugjile against the delays aad disappointments of a
most diflkult time for reaping and carting. Early esti-

mates of th"! probable total prodiiction of Qrfs.\\\ were
puhlishi J by various authorities, all announcing a very-

great deli(;ieiicy in wheat and barley. But now the
repoits from all parts of the country, conllrmed by
personal observation in many corn-growing centres, in-

tensify the darknsss of the picture which those early esti-

mates drew; and the public do not yet seem awake to the
full magnitude of the calamity which has fallen upon
agriculturists, and, through them, upon the whole com-
munity.

In endeavouring to value roughly the wheat produce of
the United Kingdom for 1879, subject to correction to
some extent when thrashing has been further proceeded
with, we can fairly judge of the whole from the character
of thecrop in a large nutnberof sample or testlocalitiesdis-

tributed through tlie principal wheat-growing districts,

and from the proportion which the yield is considered to
bear to an average in the numerous situations furnishing
the data. And here the areas referred to are of im-
portance ; the average or normal yield per acre being
very different in one region from what it is in another,
varying according to diversities of soil, climate, altitude,

aspect, shelter or exposure, the style of farm-manage-
ment, and other circumstances which govern the quantity
ani quality of the produce. If areas of great normal
yield per acre have this year the most serious deficieacy,

while areas of light normal yield are less alFected, the
result is worse than if the contrary had been the case.

Hence it is itnportant to connect yield with acreage; aud,
in the absence of any m-easuremeuts of clays aud light
lands respectively, we have to take the only surveyed areas
we possess for the kingdom generally, and these are the
areas of land sown with wheat in each county as ascer-
tained by the Agricultural Returns.

According to statistics collected in the year 1871 from
as many as 40 to 50 growers in each county, aud those
scattered through the dili'erent Poor Law Unions so as t;i

embrace every district of each county under as many
separate estimates, the norm il or average yield of wheat
for each English county may be taken as in the followiag
table. Or rather, these quantities represent what wej-e

judged, nine years ago, to be average crop.s, a rnn of years
in which deficient seasons predominated haviug^modiiiad
and reduced these averages since that time. It will be
seen that the normal yield per acre is greatest in Kent,
Essex, Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire,
Northamptonshire, and Lancashire, in all these counties
equalling or exceeding 32 bushels per acre, Kent attaini-jg

the ma.vlmu)n county average—35f bushels per aore. The
yield is under 33 but up to 30 bushels in Norfolk, Not-
tinghamshire, Leicestershire, i.utiand, Yorkshire, ('hesKire,,

Wiirwickshire, Worcestershire, Oxfordshire, Berkshire,
Bedfordshire, and SH»;ex. The- standard average is 28-

and under 30 bushels per acre in Cumberland, Westmore-
land, Derbyshire, Siatfordsbire, Suffolk, Hertfordshire,
Buckinghamshire, Glocesterr-hire, Herefordshire, iMca-
mouthshire, Samersetsbire, Wiltshire, Djrsetshire, Hamp-
shire, and Surrey. X\A in Northumberland, Durham,
Shropshire, Nor^* V/a!es, South Wales, Devonshire, and
Cornwall it is below 28 busbids per acre. In Cornwall-
the normal crop is 23, and in Devonshire only 21^ bushels
per acre. Thd standard average wheat yield, as arrived,,

at from the inquiry referred to, is, for England, 2'J 9-10
bushels psr acre ; for Wales, 27 bushels T for Scotland,
29 busbtels ; making for Great Britain, 29 7-10 bushels.
The average for Ireland is takeu at 25 bushels ; for
Islands in the British seas at 28 bushels ;. bringing the
standai-d average for the United Kingdom to 29i- bushels
per acre. This general average, as already said, applies to
a lengthy period preceding 1871. aud held good for the
five jears 1866 to 1870; but, as will appear presently
an eicess of inferior harvests in the series of subseque.it
yaars down to 1879 is estimated to have lowered the
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mean yield by three busliels per acre, the last five years

having Kvprasied ouly 24 bushels, or 5^- below the standard.

In the following table the counties are arranged iu the

order of greatest acreage sown with wheat, and the fourth

column gives the estiaiated amount of produce in imperial

quarters which the present harvest would have realized

had it been a normal or standard average crop :

—
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dom tliis yoar yicMod 3 !• bushels ptT nrrc, as in ISfiS

the totil inoJui-e would have been 12,'J5S,()()0 quarters

and, for seed at 2^^ bushels per acre (supposing au equal

area to be sown lor 1880) would have l)een deducted

855,750 quarters, or 6^ per cent. Had it been an,

avera;ie crop of 20^ bushels per acre, the total produce;

would'" have been 11,27S,400 quarters; and the same

deduction for seed, 855,750 quarters, would have been 7

per ceut. And, taking the yield of 187',) «t 18 bushels pe

acre, the total produce is only 0,810,000 quarters ; and

the seed—namely, 855,750 quarters, is a deductiou of no

Kss than 12.^ per cent.

Among the general considerations affecting the esti*

mate of the present year 's harvest is the almost unpre-

cedented fact of at least some crops iu many widely-sepa-

rated parts of the couutry being almost worthless, some-

times offered by the growers for £1 per acre, or for

nothing, to anybody who would be at the expense of

cutting and carting the crop off the land. Cases are

very numerous in which the result from thrashing is more

wretched than has been reported before in the memory of

man. One farmer, after three days' thrashing by a steam

machine, weighed up only 21 stones weight per acre, or

six bushels per acre weighing but 4'Jlb. per bushel. In

the Cambridgeshire Feus there are scores of farms on

which considerable sections of the wheat crop have turned

out little better. A farmer lately showed in Peterborough

market a sample of stuff leaner than any rye—mere

shrivelled grains, comparable with some species of grass

seed—which represented the crop on 37 acres. Yields of

one to an imperial quarter and a half are common, and

the natural weight is so light that, where it is customary

to deliver the vvheat in sacks of 18 imperial stones each,

there is frequently a ditKculty in making the so-called

four-bushel bag hold enough for that weight. Apparently

good crops are thrashing out two or two quarters and a

half per acre. Another feature which tells terribly against

the aggregate result is that, so far as the season has shown

any favour, this is not a heavy land, but a light land year.

The proper wheat soils, y elding generally by far the

greatest proportion of ouri total wheat produce, have

suffered most ; and, still further, it is a fact that the most

bulky, long-strawed, and promising crops have been

smitten most heavily with blight and mildew. Many

thousands of acres of the finest wheast land in every county

have completely disappointed the growers even of the poor

promise which appeared just before harvest ;
and, if re-

turns from many hundreds of farms were to be collected

BOW, they would present a much more grievous picture

than did those of the Agrieultiiral Gazette printed in

September. Yet those were very much worse than any

other of the annual statements made by that journal during

the whole term of its existence—only one per cent, of the

farmers venturing to report their wheat as " over average,"

while 24 per cent, reckoned it as " average," and no

fewer than 75 per cent, said " under average." Univer-

sally, the testimony now is that the crop was never before

found so deceptive, the early thrashings revealing a degree

of deficiency not apprehended tX tbe beginning of

harvest.

To review in some detail the condition of the various

crops in different counties will require another article.

Meanwhile, the resulting general estimate arrived at as

the probable out-turn of wheat in the United Kingdom fo-

1870 may be stated at not more than 18 bushels per

acre for market and for seed, this being the net valuation

after making allowances for the severid considerations

above named. The following table gives the figures for

14 years :

—

Estimated Wukai I'ltoD'TTroN of tuk
KUNGDOM.

Year. Acres.

1866 ...
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ESTIMVTER COXSUMI'TION AND HoME AND FoREION
iSuiTLi OS Wheat run the Ujn'ited Ki>udom.

Average
price of

Home pro- Imports British

Harvest dace avail- of wheat aad Total avail- wlieat for

year, able for flour, able for 13 months,

Sept. 1 con- deductinsf c('n- July 1 to

to Aug. snmotion. exports. sumption. Juoe 30.

31. Qrs. Qrs. Qrs.

186fi-7 11,4.4.0,000 ... 7,600,000 ... 19.040,000 5Ss. Od.

1867-8 10,.3n0,OOO ... 9010,OtJ0 ... 19,4(J0,0(i0 (50s. 3<l.

18(58 9 15,790,0(J0 ... 7,S8.l,0(J0 ... 23.(570 000 bU. 8J.

lSf)9-70 13,4y0,0(J0 ... 9,580,0CO ... 32.070,0(10 4.5s. lid.

1870 1 14,100,000 ... 7,950,000 ... 32,050,(300 53s. 5d.

187L3 11,970,000 ... 9,320,000 ... 21,390,000 oos. 3d.

1872.3 10,110,000 ... 11,720,000 ... 21,8.30,000 67-i. Id.

1873.4- 10,550,000 ... 11,330,000 ... 21,7.80,000 6ls. 3d.

1874.5 13,700,000 ... ll.GtO.OOO ... 25,34i0000 46s. 4d.

1875 6 9,134.,000 ... 13,940,000 ... 23,004,000 46-. 3d.

1876"7 9,665,000 ... 13,156,000 ... 21,831,000 553. 3d.

1877.8 9,433,000 ... 14,508,000 ... 21.940,000 Sis. Od.

1878-9 11,835,000. ... 14^,417,000 ... 26,242,000 41.s. ItJd.

1879-80 5,990,000- ... 18,000,000?... 24,000,000? — —
Mean of— —
13 years 11,583,000 ... 10,843,000 ... 22,435-,000 53». 6d.

The mean of 13 years ending 1S7S-9 shows an annual

Iiome production of 11,5.83,000 qrs. and imports

10,842 (yOO qrs., making the total mean consumption of

wheat 22,425,000 qrs. While our horae production has

fallen olf 2S per cent., comparing the first five with the

last five years (in 14 years ending 1870), the imports

have hugely increased. In the first lice years we im-

ported on an average 8,404,000 qrs. , but in the last five

years (ending 1878-9) the quantity averaged 13,332,000

qrs. per annum, or an increase of over 58 per cent. Li

the last two years we imported 14,508,000 and

14.417,000 qrs. respectively.

The quantity for consumption according to this ei^ti-

mate has varied from 19,000,000 qrs. up to more than

20,000,000 qrs., the mean of 13 years being 22,425,000

qrs. For the hrst five years itaveraijed 21,246 000 qrs.

;

tor the last five years, 23,681,000 qrs. per annum.
Assuming that our population will need 24,000,000 qrs.

of wheat in the harvest year September 1, 1879, to

August 31, 1880, we must import, according to this

calculation, 18,000,000 qrs. in that time, or about 3^
million quarters more than arrived at our ports last year

or in the year before. This would be pai'chasing from

abroad double as much wheat as we have grown at home
during the present year.

From the prices givon in the last column, for periods of

12 months not very difi'erent from the harvest years, it

may be computed that the average for the first five years

ending 1870-1 was 55«. 7d., and for the last live years

48s. 9d. Thus, comparing the two periods, we Ege that

farmers have had 7s. per qr. less for their wheat ; and as

during the last five years they grew five bashels less of it

than in the first five, the diminution in the value of the

crop was £2 15s. 5d. per acre. If they make 48s. 9d.

per qr. of the present year's crop, it will realise no more
than £5 9s. Sd. per acre; and the crops of the last five

years preceding 1879 averaged only £-1 6s. Id. per acre.

Coniparina: these miserable results of the last six years

with the £10 Is. 6d. per acre made on an average of the

five years ending 1870-1, when the wheat yielded noj. mal
standard crops and at the same time commanded 7s . per

qr. better price, we perceive one great cause of the exist-

ing agricultural depression.^-Tiw^*.

Mr. Thos. C. Scott writes in reference to the subject :

—

If any proof were wanted to confirm the correctness of

the able rdsnme of the wheat crop of this eonntry in ib<r
riwfs of to-day, it wonld be the fact that whereas lasS
year the home deliveries of the first So days of the
cereal year were 1,922,000 quarter?, equal to 12,751,000:
quarters fur the year ; this year for the same period

—

that is, from thelslult. to 'the 25ih inst.— they have
only been 616,000 quarters, eqjial to 4,085,000 quarters-
for the year.

To show how foreign imports adjust themselves to our
want.i, in the same period in 187v^ they amounted to
2',2o3,600 quarters, equal to I4,933i000 quarters—being,
with [he home deliveries, at the rate of 27,704,000
quarters for the year.

This season for the same period they have beea
3,282,000 q.uarter3, equal to 21,7.82,000 quarters, which,
with the home deliveries as stated above, would make
25,867,000 quarters for the whole year, or nearly
2',000,000 quarters more than ourcomputed consumption.

I may also state that there is 2.342,000 quarters ou
passage,, against 1,413,000 quarters last year.

" L. A. C." vrrites :

—

A slight error occurs ia your art4cife this day on " Tho
Crops of 1879." The required imports of wheat and
flour, estimated at 18,000,000 quarters, amount to thrca
times and not merely " double" as much as the 6,000,00Q;
quarters of horae-grow^n wheat which are available foi

consumption,

THE ENGLISH LAND SYSTEM.
In previous aiticles we found that owinsc (o the

expenses incident to the transfer of land, the law of
primogeniture, and, above all, to the custom of strict-

settlements, it was almost impossible for the practical-
agriculturist to secure the freehold of a farm. We also
found that the limited owner was na,tural!y averse to
spending money on an estate that was not alwolutely his
own, and that even when he desired to eflect improve-
ments he was frequently debarred from doing so by
financial difSculties. We aow propose to consider
whether the position of the occupier before the law i*

such as enables liim to develop the full capacity of the
soil, notwithstanding tha embarrassment of the limited-
owner.

Like every other man of business, an agricnlturist
requires as.a first uecessily that the capital employed ia
carrying on his trade shall be secure. Before the position
of the tenant-farmer can be such as will call forth all his.
energies, he also requires to be free from the fear of
sudden or arbitrary terminatio^i of his tenure, and to be
allowed unrestricted freedom of cultivatian. The most
important of these conditions is security to the capital
invested in the soil. In this respect the "law is singularly
deficient. From the nature of the industry it is impos-
sible for a farmer to begin to develop tha resources of tha
soil v^ithout to a considerable extent locking up his
capital in improvements. These may be of a temporary
nature, like manures, or more permanent, as drainage
and. buildings. But of such improvements the law takes
no cognisance ; all, with perhaps the sole exception cf
growing craps, are presumed to be done by the landlord
The borough population long ago used their political

influence to get "trade fixtures" exempted from th',«

injustice of the law ; and if [the lessee of a cotton mill or
a coal miae puts- in a piece of machinery or a stearu
engine,, he is. allowed to remove it at the end of his
lease. That a similar protection is not allbrded to
agricultural fixtures, subject, of course, to leaving the
property of the owner unimpaired, is a proof of the
political- impotence of farmers. The Agricultural Hohl-
j^ngs Act was professedly passed to give security to the
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tenant's rnpital, but by a special proviso in the Act if a

tenant erects a steam-enaiue, without first oI)lainini; his

landlord's consent, it is forfeited on the terininatioii of

his tenure. Our agriculturists have lately beeu iir^ed to

turn their attention more to dairy produce ; but cows

require to be housed warmly, a^d iiuiuy landlirds are

unwilling to incur the expense of erecting the necessary

buildinsji. The tenants are de'errod from doing the

work themselves by the knowledtre th:it whenever their

occupatioa terminates their improvements will be

sacrificed. A Committee of the House of Lords, consist-

ing of the Dnke of Richmond, and Lords Siiiisbtiry,

Derby, and Egerton of Tatton, reported iu 1870 that of

20,000.000 acres iu the United King.iom to which

drainage could be pnifitably ap[)lied only 3,000,000 had

jet been drained. Nutwithstaiiiiing the weiglity names
attached to this report, it would appear incredible that

agriculture ran be in such a backward slate until we
realise the effect of the law as it now stands. So long as

it continues ULichanged it is useless to point to the need

of investing more capital iu the soil. The case of Mr.
Poxton, of Weiburn, in Yorkshire, affords the latest

example of the operation of the law. Mr. Foxton had

enclosed and drained a part of his farm. He had erected

buildings, and altogether executed iniprovements of the

value of £3,000. Last year the estate came to the

hammer, and he has since been evicted by the new owner
without any compeusatiou. The wrong lies, not in the

eviction, but iu the law that declares the improvements
made bv one man to belong to another. The purchaser

paid full value for the estate, but that part of the value

produced by Mr. Foxton's caf'ital and enterprise was
taken from him and given to the landlord.

The Law of Distress (Hypothec in Scotland) is the

other great legal disability under which the occupier is

placed. This law gives the landlord a prior claim for

rent over all other creditors. Also, in case of non-pay-
ment at the proper time, he can at once enter the farm
without the delay of an action of law, and seize as much
of the stock-in-trade as will pay the arrears. In the

event of bankruptcy he will frequently recoup the rent

out of the capital of some trader who has sold the tenant

cattle, manures, &c., on credit, and to whom ti)e goods still

in equity belong. The partiality of the law comes ont more
strongly when we remember that rent is but the interest

on the landlord's capital. The land, which is his capital,

is never in j''opardy. An extreme case happened in

Kent a short time ago, as we mentioned in the Jiconomist

of Sept. 13 h. Here, a landlord had allowed several pay-

raeuts of rent to fall behindhand. A neighbouring

farmer bought the herbage of the tenant and turned his

«heep on to graze, when immediately the landlord seized

the flock of the innocent third party to pay his tenant's

rent. The case was tried, and the verdict declared that

the landlord had acted within his legal right. The effect

of this law is to put the landlord iu such a position that

he can safely accept a needy tenant at a higher rent than

a ca])italist would venture to offer. Whatever happens
the rent is secure. Hundreds of farmers have been ruined

by the failure of the crops in the last twelve month-!. It

would be instinctive to know iu how many cases the land-

loid has lost his rent. The Scotch farmers, wiser than

their brethren South of Tweed, have long been aware of

the disadvantage under which their capital is placed by

the Law of Hypothec. They justly complain that not

only are they pitted against men who have nothing to

lose, but that their credit with the outside trader is im-

paired by the fact that the landlord takes precedence over

the common creditor. This law is generally supposed to

be a relic of feudalism, but it did not attain its present

stringency until after the downfall of the Stuirt Mon-
archy, when the power of the laudowuing class had

become predomiafkut in farliament-

From the vantage ground of these two presumptions of

the law, coupled with the artificial way iu which the

inheritance of land is regulated, the landowners have been

able to insist on their own terms. It is impossible that

arbitrary restrictions on cultivatioa and tenure from year

to year could have been forced U[,on tenants had not the

law already placed the landlord in an imprei^nable posi-

tion. Any attempt to create Tenant-right by Act of

Parliament has hitherto been met by the cry cf " freedoni

of contract." But those who raise this cry seem to have
forgotten that the landlords have already protected theni-

selves from being put upon that level. We quite agree
that before any artificial protection is given to the
occupier it would be well to s.veep away those laws that

confer exceptional legal privileges on landowners. When
both classes—landowners as well as tenants—stand on
the same fcioting of " freedom of contract," it js probable
that very little else will need be done.

The Game Laws are considered by some farmers to be

their heaviest grievauoe. They differ, however, in

England from the Law of Distress and the question of

compensation for improvements, iu that where there is

no agreement to the contrary the game belongs to the

tenant-, in Scotland, however, the presumption of the

law leans to the landlord. Also, the evil of game pre-

serving is of partial incidence ; in some districts it is not

felt at all, while in game counties like Norfolk and
SifToik it often rises to an intolerable burden. Where
the ground game is strictly preserved it is impossible for

the tenant to risk his capital iu high farming. He is

constantly harrrasred by the uncertainty of having

to contend against an unknown head of game. Success

in his business depends less ou his industry and skill than

on the caprice of his landlord, or the landlord's eldest

son, or head gamekeeper. lie will probably hire the

land at a few sbillinns an acre less than it would fetch if

the game was included in the lease. This, however, is

a poor offset against damage that may exceed the whole

amount of the rent. Redress at law is costly, and the

compensation obtained is pretty sure to be inadequate.

Lord Derby told the Lancashire farmers last summer that

no reasonable man could expect to have a food factory

and a game warren on the same laud ; but since battue

shooting came into fashion this is precisely the grievance

that farmers complain of. Taken by itself, it is not so

easy to suggest a remedy. It has been proposed to

abolish grouud game, to which the damage is mainly due,

or to make the game the unalienable property of the

occupier. But even if the Game Laws were done away
with entirely, it would be impossible to prevent the

landlord shooting over the laud with the tenant's per-

mission, and unless fair sport was obtained a six months*

notice to quit might follow. If, however, the tenant was

placed in an independent position by the abolition of the

Law of Distress and by compensation for his improvements,

he would perhaps be sufliciently protected by the heavy fine

that the landlord would have to pay for arbitrary disturb-

ance. S^ich a law would have the furthtr adfantage

of allowing the owner to keep as much game as he pleased

on the land that he occupied himself.

It is far from our intention to imply that landlords as

a class have acted with harshness. In England, at any
rate, except in the matter of game, they have generally

beeu moi"e lenient than the law required. If it had been

otherwise the position of the occupier would have been

intolerable. Iu the instance to which vre have alluded

Mr. Foxtou wa3 safe enough as long as the estate

remained in the old family. All we urge is that the law

itself leans uudulv to^vards the landowners.

—

Eco7ionmt,
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THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT
MAIDSTONE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—It occurred to me, and no doubt to many others

who were present at the Alliance meeting on Thursday

evening, that it was not the time to discuss the various

subjects touched upon by those gentlemen who succeeded

the seconder of the resolution. It seemed to me the

meeting was called to give Jlessrs. Howard and Fowler

an opportunity to explain the origin of the association

and the objects desired to be attained, and to induce, or

endeavour to induce, the Kent farmera to join
;
and I

think all present will admit that both gentlemen per-

formed their parts well, and that after their full and ex-

haustive addresses there was li' tie more to do but propose

a resolution inviting the meeting to say aye or nay, and

in the former case assist the promoters by joining a

legitimate combination of tenant farmers for the purpose

of redressing grievances. At the same time the impor-

tant question of tithe, touched upon by the subsequent

speakers, is one which requires full and free discussion,

but which T venture to think it will be better to discuss

at a council meeting of the Association or at the Farmers'

Club or Chamber of Agriculture ;
and my object in

addressing this letter to you, Sir, is to offer a suggestion

as to making of returns of British corn sold, upon which

the tithes are based, and which I think aie very erro-

neous. At the present time, I venture to say, there is not

oue-third of the corn purchased in the markets in this

county returned, and of that third the greater proportion is

the best description of corn, and not the inferior. This

tends to increase the average prices of corn sold, and

consequently the value of the re.it-charge. There is this

season (as there was in those of 1877-78) a very great

difference in the value of corn. For example,^barley has

been sold in the sime market, one parcel for 25s. per qr.,

and another at 50s. The lower quality was sold to a

farmer and never entered in the returus ; the other was

sold first to a merchant, who paid Is. 6d. per qr. for

railway carriage, and sold it to a brewer in his district,

with, I should presume, a profit added to the Is. 6d., and

the barky would be returned by the brewer at the

enhanced price, and the tithe-payer would be actually

paying tithe upon a merchant's and railway company's

profits. This is only one instance out of hundreds. I

have advocated for some time that the seller make the

return in place of the buyer, aud it would soou be found

to have a marked effect. Let the .millers, merchants,

and factors keep return papers in their desks, and the

farmer, as soon as he sells his corn, enter it on the return

paper and put it into a box, placed in the market for that

purpose. The same will apply to corn sold in the town

or country not during market hours ; and let all corn be

returned—inferior as well as the best—at all events

daring the time the reut-charge continues to be based on

the corn returns. As regards the extraordiuary tithe on

hops, it is quite time some pressure should be brought to

hear, in order to remove such an unjust imposition. Let

the land be fairly tithed, a I presume it is, and the occu-

pier plant it with anything he feels disposed, without

having an additional tax. This subject I must leave to

others who have more time and greater ability to discuss

it than I have. I wish to make one suggestion to the

landlords and lay rectors. They all know how unfruitful

the season has been, and the great difficulty many farmers

will have to find the money needed to pay rent and tithe.

Where they have security to give they can borrow ; but

ninety per cent, have not such security to offer, and they

are compelled to sell stock at a great sacrifice, thrash and

sell their corn (the little they have) before it has had time

to get dry, and upon a market over-supplied with such

produce. If the landlords feel any interest in the well-

beiug of their tenants, let them issue a circular, witliout

loss of time, and say they will not collect the half-year's

rent now due, nor the half-year due iu April uext, but
let it stand over to be repaid by three instalments in three

years—the first at the Michaelmas audit, 1S80, the
second in 1881, and the third in 1882 ; aud let the lay

rectors do the same. I say the lay rectors, as many of
the clergy who receive only the vicarial tithe cannot
afford to wait. They can, however, forego the er^tra-

ordinary tithe, and thus take some pait of the losses

sustained. This would enable the faime-s to pay a
portion of their trade bills ; also to employ more labour
during the winter, which they actually require, but are

unable to have, and to retain their bullocks and sheep,

for which they have plenty of keep, instead of forcing

the market and selling at a low price. Unless this or

something similar is done, many must fall and bring dowu
others with them. There is one class of tradesmen par-

ticularly who will suffer, namely, blacksmiths. They, as

a rule, seud iu their accounts yearly, and are the last to

be paid. They work hard during the year, and if they
cannot get the money of the farmer cannot in their turn
pay the iron merchant, aud then what is to be done for

another year ?

Landlords are at all times safe, as there is plenty on a

farm to pay a year's rent, and they have yet the Liw of

Distress iu their favour. Those amongst them who h ive

raised the rent so much of late years, will have an oppor-
tunity of reducing it, so that those tenants who have piid

the higher may continue in the farm at the less aud more
fair reut, instead of being turned on the world ruined

men. I have heard of a case, and there are many stdl

living in the neighbourhood of Maidstone who cm vouch
for the facts, where an hon. Baronet in a ueighbouring
parish to this, had a tenant who went to him at a time of

severe depression, like the present, and requested that his

rent might be loA'ered. The hon. liironet replied :
" My

friend, but you have not paid any for four years ; how-

can you expect me to lower it?" The tenant said he

could not go on any longer, even if he had not any rent to

pay. The kind-hearted Baronet rejoined, " Perhaps we
can manage to farm it together." He sent the tenant

seed corn, and found capital to pay for labour, and the

result was that the change came, aud the tenant prospered,

paid the back rent with interest, iu after years saved a

fair sum for the benefit of his family, and died, with a

blessing on the head of his kiud and liberal-hearted

landlord.

How is it that the landlords are so different now ? I

haveheard of several distraints for rent lately, and in one

case, iu our own couuty, the landlord, a member of the

House of Commons, applied for the rent of a farm before

Michaelmas, and was told by the tenant to wait until it

was due.

Surely it is time even for the Kent farmers to move
and, by supporting the Alliance, aod at the coming
election use every fair and legitimate means to return a

candidate to represent their interests in the House of

Commous, independent of party politics.

I am. Sir, &c.,

Thomas Clark.
Fairhourne, Harrietshani, Nov. 3.

THE SEED CROP.—The seed crop of 1879 is one of the
worst, pertiaps the very worst, iu the experience of the present

generation. A season that ("nils to ripen wheat, and that

equals 18i5 in the universality of potato disease, cannot be

expected to briug mauy kinds ot seed t o pr rlection Tberefor

good seeds will realize prices abjve the averiige, and bad seed

will I e brought into the market to meet ordinary demands,

aud also to satisfy the cravini( for apparent cheapness that ia

the ruling passion of mankind.

—

Gankner's Jli^axiue,
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THE FARMERS" ALLIANCE AT EDIN-
BURGH

On November 12 a meeting called to hear an explanation

of ihc objects of the F.irmers' Alliance was held at

Edinburgh. There was a Lirj;e attendance. Jlr. Good-

let, JSolshau, occupied the chair ; and amongst others

jiresent were—Sir George Balfour, M.l'. ; Mr. Barclay,

1\I.P. ; Sir David Wedderburn, M.P. ; Professor Biackie,

Mr. John M'Laren, advocate; Mr. Charles Cowan, Mr.

Smith, West Drums; Air. Bethune of Blebo, Mr.

lliddell, Uuudalee; Mr. Guild, North Berwick Abbey
;

Mr. Wilson, Ghapelhill ; Mr. Nicol, Lililcton ; Mr.

Scott Dudgeon, Longiiewton ; Mr. M'Cuiloch, Denbie

Mains; Mr. Melviu, Bonnington ; Mr. Boyd, Siinprim

Mains; Mr. Steuhouse, Turnhouse ;
Mr. A. C. Pagan,

Crietf; Mr. Clay, Kerchesters; iMr. Forman, Duacrahill
;

]\lr. Lindsay, Meadowlicld ; Mr. Gray, Duddiugston
;

Mr. D. Curror, S.S.C. ; Mr. Smith, Stoue o' Morphie
;

Mr. Jack, IJeimiston; Mr. Jack, Gyle; Mr. Brock,

Overton; Mr. Paton, Standingstane ; Mr. Belfrage,

Samnclston ; Mr. Taylor, Seton Mains ; Mr. Mark,

auctioneer; ISIr. Lyall, Caddonlee ; Mr. Thomson,
llulms; Mr. Elliot, Blackhall ; Mr. Russell, Greendykes

;

Mr. Stewart, Selms ; Mr. Alexander, Denoon ; Mr.
Paterson, Bailliciuores ; Mr. Stein, Eroomhouse ; Mr.

Proudfoot, ilussflburgh ; Mr. Glendinning, llatton

^Mains ; Mr. Andrew Potts; Mr. Harper, Snawdon
;

Mr. Sellar, Ilartlield ; Mr. W. E. Bear, Secretary of

the Alliance, &c. An apology for absence was received

from Mr. James Howard, Chairman of the Alliance.

The CiiAiKJi.vN said—I could have wished, gentlemen, that

one belter qualified than I am had been appointed to take the

ciiair oa llm orcasion ; but the duty has been imposed on

me, and 1 hope you will extend to me your forbearance and

assistance in tlie perlorniance of it. The Farmers' Alliance

has been organised in Englnud to promote certain'abjects cal-

culated to free the business of farming from the trammels of

unjust laws, and tie cultivation of the soil from the unwise

and, in many cases, absurd restrictions which obstruct its im-

provement. These olji-cts will be fully explained to you by

oilier speakers. 11 therto the English farmers have been

more intent en obtaining the redress of what I may call

fiscal grievances, such as the Malt Tax, local rate?, &c., with

which Ihey consider agricuLure unduly burdened ; and they

have not given the same attention to the reform of the land

laws as we in Scotland have dene. We have long seen the

necessity of a reform of these laws (applause). The Scot-

tish Chamber of Agriculture and otiier clubs throughout Scot-

land have for many years been exposing the evils ii.tlicted by

them on farmers; but although our Scotch M. P.'s a most to

a man are for the abolition of Hypothec, their efforts in Parlia-

ment have invariably been frustrated by the votes of the Eng-
lish members. Bui once get the English farmer to realise the

fact that the root of tie evils affecting agriculture lies in

these unjust laws, and a different state of matters will ensue

(applause). I say, then, gen'lemea, we caiinot do better

than give to this Alliance, which is doir'g a noble wurk in

England, our support, so that by combined action the resist-

ance to our just demands, wliich heretofore has bhfiled our

utmost efforts, will speedily cease to operate against us

(ipjdause). The objects v/liich the Alliance has set itself to

accomplish are of so much importance to farmers, and are so

reasonable in themselvci, that it is not easy to see how any one

Ciu t.ike exception to them. Even Mr. Chaplin, in his great

speech on moving for the r.ppoiutraent of a royal commission,

wliile objecting to ihc A'diance as representing a class, was

constrained to say that he gUdly recognised the justice and

propriety of most of its oLj; cts— (Hear, hear)—but he ex-

pressed his belief that even if they were adopted in all tlieir

integrity they would fail to remove the present distress. That

may be to a certain extent true, but nevertheless their adop-
tion is of vital importance to t!ie successful and efficient culti-

vation and improvement of the soil. What was wanted, he

said, was not a farmers' alliance—the alliance of a clafs—bnt

one great uatioual league and agtijullural alliance. On the

land, he added, they ail depended, and any lasting or destrnc-

tivfi blow to land would destroy them all; and having traced

the diktress to bad seasons and low prices owing to the vast

iniportati)ns of fool from America, he hinted that a tax oa
imported I'ood might have to be resorted to rather than that

the production in our own country should cease or be greatly

diminished. Now, gentlemen, we all know that whatever may
become of agriculture, the people em ployed iu the great trading
and manufacturing industries of this commercial country will

never again sllow a tax to be imposed on imported food ; and
if agriculture can only exist by a return to protection, its doom
is inevitable (applause). But, gentlemen, I apprehend this

Alliance en'erlains more hopeful views of the future of agri-

culture iu this country. It may be that no immediate remedy,
except iu a reduction of rents, which during the inflation of
trade a few years ago were unduly raided, can effectually meet
the present emerKencv ; and doubtless much distress and suf-

fering among all classes connected with land may have
ti be endured before the existing depression is removed

;

and this all the more as the present crop, 1 fear, will

he found to be the worst to many farmers that has yet
been experienced. I belie.vCj gentlemen, that agriculture

can only be permanently relieved by a thorough reform of our
land laws, not merely as they affect owners, but especially as

tliej bear on farmers. So long as the tenants' capital ewiployed

iu the cultivation and improvement of the soil is insecure, and
the Law of Hypothec with other legal preferences in favour of

landlords are permitted to exist, the business of fanning must
ba carried on under disadvantages, which in tiinf.s like the
present cauuot fail to end in disappointment, and even in the
ruin of many families. Tlie royal commission which has beeu
appointed is to gather in''ormation from all corners of the

land, and even to extend its investigations to the uttermost
ends of the earth, that we farmers may be instructed as to the

kind of culitvation most profitable to be followed in order to

meet and overcome the competition from America to which we
are exposed. But there is one subject which to tlrs Alliance

seems the most important ot all—namely,ho^v best our land laws,

as they affect farmers, can be reformed and improved, which
h not directly recognised in the commission as needing
enquiry, although it cannot fail to occupy the minds of many
men who are unwilling neverthe'ess to admit that there is any
necessity for enquiry being made regarding them. I shall not,

however, enlarge on this topic, as doubtless it will be fully

discussed by the speakers who are to address the meeting.

Before sitting down, howevef, I should like to siy a word in

vindication of the formation of this Alliance. Mr. Chaplin
thinks he has said enough to condemn it when he calls it a
class alliance ; but, gent'emen, you all know that we have
been taught by the head of Ilcr Jibijpsty's Government to

believe that three profits must come from the land, and that

in this country these profits ouglt, on constitutional as well as

on social grounds, to be enj 'ved by three different classes—
landlords_ (armers, and labourers. To this classilica'iou no
objection need be taken, provided sufficient profits can be got

for all of them ; but it is obvious that if this be so, we
farmers, as one of the three classes interested in these profits,

on^jht not to be frowued upon, as setting class against class,

because we have seen fit to form an alliance, which we hope
will see that our interests are not overlooked by the Royal
Commission in its investigations, more especially as we find

the landowner fully represented in it, the farmer but poorly,

and the labourer nut at all (applansf). Had each of these

classes been represented according to their respective interests,

surely the two last deserved bett r treatment than they have
eot ; and when it is considered that of all the three classes

interested, that of the fanner is the one which of necessity

must first bear the brunt of these had times, and may even be

ruined by them before either h.ndlord or labourer can seriously

suffer. Hence it is the height of unreason to complain of our

having formed an alliance through wiiich to give e.spression to

our V ews, and to briug before the country wiat we believe to

b'. the crying evils of the present land h.ws, under which the

practical farmer at all times suffers, and by which, in times

like the present, his sufferings are greatly intensified and pro-

longed (applause). Mr. Brassey, who seconded Mr. Chaplin's

motion, has just 'published a volume iu which he enumerates

many subjects, of more or less consequence, requiring the

attention of the Royal Commission, but not one of them, in

my opinion, is of half the importance of the one which lie

onlv notices incidentally at the end of his book. " If," he

F F
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Bays, " we are to depend on the foreiga supply of wheat, the

cultivation of our soil will require readjustment, and the

period of transition may be a severe trial ; but by the united

action of landowners and tenants, and by relieving agriculture

of the trammels of an antiquated system of land laws, we
sh.all triumph in the end ;

" and he adds in a closing sentence

—"The action of economic laws may be impeded by narrow
and illiberal legislation, but tlie only laws by which the value

of the land will be enhanced are tliose which promote the

happiness of the people." These are weighty words. Let ns

hope Mr. Chaplin and his friends in Parliament will ponder

them, and profit by them (applause).

Mr. Barclay, M.P,, said that he had very much pleasure, as

vice-president of the association, and being otherwise deeply

interested in agricultural reform, in submitting; to this numer-
ous and highly representative meeting of Scottish farmers the

objects of the Farmers'^Alliance, and tlie purposes lor which
it had been called into existence (applause). It was unneces-

sary for him to enlarge on the present calamitous position in

which the agriculture of this country bad found itself, as they

were only too sensible of the severe crisis through which the

farming interest was now passing. Indeed, he believed he
might say with truth that the late disastrous season was the

most disastrous which had been experienced for a century.

Alter referring to the proceedings in the House of Commons
in reference to the adoption of Mr. Chaplin's motion, and
having taken occasion to remark that lie did not think there

was in the House of Commons any hon. member possessed of

a sounder judgment or a cooler head than the Marquis of Har-
tingtou, he went on to say that he should have liked to have
expressed his views on the question of " the three profits."

The necessity of dealing with the various other subjects to

which he had to allude v/ould, however, prevent him from

entering on that question. He presumed tliat the explanation

that three profits must come out ot the land was very little

comfort, and no advantage to the farmers in their present dire

distress (applause). But was there any farmer in the belief

—

and he spoke with deference in the presence of one of the gen-

tlemen who formed the Royal Commission—a gentleman whom
they 1 eld in the very highest respect— (applause)—was there

any farmer in Scotland or England who had hope of any
benefit arising from tlie proceedings of the Royal Commission ?

(Hear, hear). He liad had the experience of a former Royal
Commission, before which he was examined a g-ood many years

ago as to the Law of Hypothec. That commission reported in

favour of the maintenance of that law. Indeed, the report of
that commission had been one of tlie principal arguments used
in Parliament against the removal of the law. Judging from
that, he tliought that the result of this commission would be in

accordance with the predilectious of a majority of its member?,
just as in the case of the Law ci Hvpolhec. He would suggest

to any gentleman who was to be a v/itnesa before the commis-
sion that he should decline to do so unless the proceedings

took place in public, and uadt r the protection of the represen-

tatives of the newspaper press (applause). That was one
point that he had learned from his experience as a witness

giving evidence with closed doors. He thought it was likely

that the report of the commission would be carried over nest

general election, and that it would be a very convenient reply

for candidates to say that they would «'ait for the report of
the Royal Commission,and then they would see what would be
done (a laugh). Be that as it might, he was afraid that the

endurance, the patience, and the purses of the farmers would
be exhausted before there would be much advantage to the

farmers from the Royal Commission (applause). V/hat had
struck him -very much was thefact that the chosen representatives

of agriculture had declared in the crisis that had arisen that

they were altogether powerless, and that they were utterly

unable to discover any remedy. In these circumstances it

aeemed to him that the time had arrived for the farmers to

take the matter into their own hands, and to see whether
they were abl« to discern the causa of agricultural distress, and
what would be a remedy for that state of matters. Had tiiey

aot complained for many years tl.at the custom whereby any
improvements by the tenant on his holding were appropriated
from time to time by the landlord had a highly discouraging
effect on agriculture^ and that such a system was entirely

inimical to, and a great injustice and legal robbery of the
tenant farmers ? Did not the Tory party get into Parliament
by holding out hopes that one of the first things they would
do would be th ; corapeasalitc of farmers for unexhausted

improvements ? Now, they were all aware how their antici-

pations had been de'rauded by the Agricultural Holdings Ac^,

which had been of no real value whatever. They had also

complained that in consequence of the conditions imposed on
leases in regard to the cultivation of land, the farmer was n( t

in a position to make the most of the land. They were tied

down by antiquated conditions, very many of which were
extremely absurd, and as injurious to the landlord as they

were to the tenant and the public. They had had various

attempts at modification of the Game Laws. He thought
almost every member from Scothnd was pledged to relorm of

these laws, but a most remarkable fact was that while every

member was prepared for a reform, he could not get a bill

brought into Parliament to suit his views (laughter). He had
not the ingenuity to bring in such a bill. There was a pre-

sumption of law against a tenant of agricultural subjects

assigning his lease without the assent of the landlord. Why
should not the same law exist in resjard to agricultural as to

urban subjects that a tenant should have the right, unless

actually prevented by the lease, to sublet his house if it so

suited his convenience? There was the further presumption

of law that the father could not transmit a valuable lease to

any other than the heir-at-law. It might be that many
landlords did not exercise the right which was theirs by law

of refusing to accept the tenant in the will of tlie deceased
;

but he knew a case where a tenant had expended from £2,000
to £3,000 on improvements, and because the heir-at-law was
a clergyman, and could not give personal residence, tho

clergyman was ejected from the farm ; he was prevented

giving the farm to the second or third son, and the whole of

the improvements were assumed by the landlord, who profited

by them in the shape of increased rental (cries of" Sliame ").

Then, again, they had complaints as to additional taxation

during the currency of a lease. There were some amateur

political economists among the landlords in questions which

suited themselves, who declared that all taxes ultimately tell

upon the land, but none of those gentlemen had ever been able

to point out how a tenant was to be relieved from taxation

during the currency of his lease. He might refer to what was

the practical effect of the Education Act for Scotland. What
tenant-farmers complained of in regard to it was, that land

was relieved from its fair burden of the maintenance

of the schools and schoolmasters, and that the whole

expense was divided between the landlord and tenant

instead of being borne by the land, as had been the practise

under the old law and use and wont of Scotland.

The nex question was that of local government. Nearly fifty

year^ ago the ratepayers and people of the towns of Scotland

obtained the right of self-government; bnt although the people

in the country had since then very greatly, he hoped, improved,

and were by this time far more capable of self-government

than the people of the towns were fifty years ago, no attempt

had been made—or any attempt that had been made was simply

in the nature of a fraud similar to the Agricultural Ho'dinjs

Act—to give the tenant-farmers throughout the country a voice

in their own local self-government. That was an objection

which was forcing itself more and more upon the country, more
particularly with the view of reducing local taxation, because

he contended that if the farmers and ratepayers throughout

the country had a voic3 in the expenditure of the money it

would do more to reduce local taxation than any subsidy Gov-
ernment could give. There were the objects for which the

Farmers' Alliance had been called into existence. He did not

say that the redress of all these grievancs would remedy the

agricultural distress under which farmers laboured at the

present moment. There was no doubt whatever that the first

step towards the recovery of agriculture, and towards the in-

fusion of new hope and energy into the minds of farmers, was
a very large reduction of the present rents (applause). It was
not for him to say howmuchthat reduction would be,but it might

be of service to them and other farmers if he told them some

general conclusion at which he had arrived in the course of

vsits which he had made to America. He spoke with the

greatest confidence in saying that for some years to come at

least, with average seasone, they might expect larger supplies of

not only grain and beef but all kinds of agricultural produce

from the western States of America, he had almost said, what-

ever the price might be in this ooantry. He was afraid that

they had not seen the turning in tlie lane of agricultural adversity

Tlie question of rent was one with which no outside body could

interfere, It was a question to be decided between landlord
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and fonanf, but wliat they snij na* this, that if these class

lawn were repealed, if this one-sided logisUtion did not exist

ia support of the landlord dictatinR his terms to tenants, the

tenant would be sooner on an eijuilitv witli tiie lindlord, and
that would result not only in advantage to the tcuan', but

ultimately prove as advantafreous to the landlord himself, and
be a great benefit to the country at large (tpplauoe). He
had no doubt that the pnpulitiou of the burgli«, when they

were fully made alive to the circumstances of the case, and
liow their interests were affected by these laws, would give

them help when they found the farmers beginning, as they

were by liiis Alliance, to help tlieuiselves (applause). As to

the means by which these results were to be accconi-

plished, they had put first the securing of a

better representation of tenant; farmers in Parliament,

That Was the cardinal point in I he matter. It would not do
to declaim against these laws if they were not prepared to

pive ptr.*ct to their views and conclusions by returning to

Parliament members rea ly impressed with the grievances

which farmers complained of. It has been said as an objection

to the Farmers' Alliance that the? were a political party, lit

hoppd that I hey would be a political party. The objects which
they had been (ornied to de il with were political objei;ts, and
they could only be accamplished by political means. Bat then

S)me gentlemen he might refer to, some of the Tory members
for England, omp'ained of them, that the Farmers' Alliance

was composed of gentlemen who belousred to one side of

politics, and that there could be no doubt that the Alliance

Was formed for party and political purposes. As one who
assisted in organising the Faraiers' Alliance, he was prepared

to contradict tliat statement. He was glad to say that it had

.iprun? entirely from the farmers' views of the question, from

the farmers' anxieties to be represented in Parliaraeat, not

from any of the two great political parlies of the State. He
suspected that those who made this objection feared that the

members ol the Alliauce w^^re toi muah in earnest to suit

their views (laujliter and applause). They heard at one time

a trreat deal about the Malt I'ax, but when the 'I'ory party got

into power there was no more heard of it ; the time was con-

sidered inopportune. He thought that .the Alliance should

follow the exanp'e of Cobden and the early free-trad ts,

decline to ally tliemselves with either of the great political

parties in the State, but be prepared to accept reforai from

eitlier otthe t vo great parties (applauje). As a very decided

Liberal irmseP, he must say that he was not in very ranch

liopeof receiving very much reform from the Tory party ; bu-

in saying so, history, he must admit, contradicted the assump
tion. They all knew how tiir Robert Peel sacrificed his party

for the gool of his country, and gave free trade to the nation
;

and they also knew how the present Prime Minister sacrificed

Tory principles— he did not say his principles— (laughter

and applause)—to give household franchise. And it

might be possible in the various combinations which
might arise, in the necessities which might fall

upon the country, tiiat the gentlemen of the Tory
Tory party -some patriot, let them say, of the Tory party

—

would come forward and save the country by granting these

reforms—by giving such encouragement and fr>'ed un to

farmers as would a^ain stimulate the agricu'tnre of the country.

He was sorry that he could not say much in lavour of the

should bring forward statements in regard to the questions of
i iimediate interest to them (jheers), As regarded the question
of the better representation, the Alliance did not intend to say
by that the farmers only should be elected to represent farmers
in I'arliaaienr. He would himself prefer a farmers' represen-
tative, but on ace )unt of expense, not only of election, bufc

afterwards, he feared very nincii that they could not liopeta
iiave any large farmer representation in Parliament. And in
regard to the (juestion of landlord representatives, ho felt

called on to say that, judging from past experience, there was
little to be hoped for froni them. He did not say that tliosa

questions motft interesting to them should be made testing

questions at elections, but ho would'.say th;U farmers ought not
to be satisfied with a candidate from whom only pledges could
be coerced in favour of tliose views. They should insist oti

securing a c ndidate who they believed fully sympathised witli

their grievances, and would exert himself honestly and zeal-

ously for the promotion of those reforms which they believed

would not only be of the greatest benefit to thsraselves, but
also to the nation at large (cheers).

Sill George Balfour, M.P., after some introductory re-

marks referring to the e'forts made in Parliament during tha
last seven years to abolish the Law of Hypothec, expressed his

opinion that their non-suceess was due to the tact of the
farming interest not being sulliciently represented in the Housa
of Comntons. nov/ could they expect to contend against .300

landowners ranged against the abolition of the Scotch
Hypothec and the English Law of Uestraint ? He believed

tliat there was not a single landowner in the House of Cloai-

rains who did not but believe, or would hesitate to stand up
anil say, that he knew much more of farming operatiam than
the farmers themselves (a laugh). He had no doubt that they
were sincere in tlieir views, and that they thonght they were
doing good to the farmers by opposing their demands for

freedom fro n the shackles which restrain and injure the farm-
ing operations. But he would appeal to the experienced
farmers now present whether the farming interest diil not
suffer under many and great disadvantages, and that the farm-
ing interest was injured, not merely by the stat? of the

weather, but in a tar more severe manner by other causes

besides, all of which are capable of being removed. Hs
thought that much good would be done by their sending a
greater number of men to Parliament to represeiit the agri-

cultural interest and advocate their cause (applause). Never
was there a time iinre favourable to the promotion of their

intorests than the presftnt. If they neglected their oppor-
tunity, not only were their interests sacrificed, but the welfare

of Scotland aud the world at large was deeply endangered.
Although Mr. Barclay had told them of the great resources

of America, still Scotland and England had great resources

also, and he hoped that the farmers would not allow these

resources to te destroyed for want of due aud sullicieat repre-

sentation in Parliament. The k»y to the wiiole position

depended on the measures which they were now to carry out
to secure this representation. He believed that if they had
got rid of the Law of Hypothec before this time, all the im-
provements they asked for in getting rid of the injurious

conditions inserted in leases, and in withholding compensation
wou!il have followed tlierel'rora. The question ot hypothec
was therefore a symbolical one. He h;d good reason for saying

Whig party ir. the State. They, so far as appeared to him, ' that some members of the Government were in favour of the
had been very indifferent on the whole subject (Hear, hear).

| aboliiion of tlieLiw of Hypothec, aud he had been tolJ by
But he thought there were signs of a change. If it was not ' one of them that the d.lheulty was Ciused by those who sat

presumptuous in him to offer an opi'nion to a gentleman so in- • • •
o,,,,

,
i

, , . 1..1 ,

finitfly superior in judgment to himself, he should say that,

ia his opinion, it was the duty of the right lion, gentleman,

Mr. Gladstone, at the coining meetings here in Eiinburgh, to

to make a declaration on belialf ot the Liberal party of what
they proposed to do in regard to these questions (applause).

Ue tbouglit he might further say that if he did make some
such general declaration in regard to the questions they had

hrouulit before them—he had no doabt the farmers of Mid-
Lothian would recognise it to be their duty, not only to theiu-

selvf s but to the countryat large.and those who came after them,

to reii'rn as their representative one whom he did not hesitate to

say was one of the nohlest men, and unquestionably tiie greatest

8'a'esman of this great generuMon (cheers and loud hsses.) He
did not intend to evoke any demonstration of party politics.

He would carefully avoid raising ([aestions of party piliiics,

and they would see that ho stated as a condition of the elec-

tors of Mid-Lothian so acMup; that the right lion, gentleman

bdiiud—tlie 30'J landowuiTS who at present held the key of
the position, in resisting the friendly wishes of the Ministers.

(A disturbance here took place at the btck of the hall, and
on the Chair.nan inquiring what was the matter, he, was told

that some one was being removed for pocket-picking.) lle-

suming. Sir George Bilfour said there were many ways cf

pockt-t picking—-(laughtjr)—one of which had been alluded

to by Mr. 1),relay—that of taking possession of the improve-
ments effect d by farmers without compensation (laughter and
applause). After referring to the operation of the Law of

Hypothec in France, which resembles the law as declared by
tiie Seotoh Court of S'ptember, 1756, and is also equally as

i'ljiirious iu France in retarding tlie progress of agriculture,

he said he believed that many landowners were prepared to

vote for a cliang", as many of them were in very distressed

circumstances from tiie fact that a large portion of the land

w:iicli thry held was embarrassed with settlements and
mortgages, Tne present meeting would see lliat a change

F F 3
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was about to take place in the position of political parties ; and

at such a time they would always engage the attention of

tlie one political party or the other. The town people and

the manufacturing people were fully as much interested

in the matter as were the farmers ; and they were not merely

to look to the question as affectin;; farineis and landlords, but

the country as a whole. The reason why he wished them to

hrinjf about the changes that at present were required was to

enable tlie farmers to pay their rents—not to lower the opera-

tions of farming but to extend the present insufficient capital

by giving greater secnrity for its investment, i.nd so to improve

tlie farming and increase the productions of the soil as to

meet the demands made upon the land. He had found that

since free trade ingrain was established, the value of land had

•within 30 years advanced to the ex'ent of 22 per ceut, in

England and 35 per cent, in Scotland. The value pf the

Scotch land alone w'as two millions higher than it; was

thirty years ago tlirough the improvements that had taken

place. He was willing to admit that the landowners had

aided in extending those improvements, but no doubt can

exist that tlie tenant fanners of Scotland had largely con-

tributed towards this great result. He meant by that tliat the

interests of landlords and farmers were capable of being both

joined together ; and he would ask them not to separate those

interests, but to do away with those obstacles which_ land-

holders imposed on the cultivation of the soil and so unite the

interests of both parties as to be beneficial to all parties

- (applaus3).

b;r David Wedderburn, M.P., said he had always taken

-'a great inteiestin the hypothec question, and supporting every

measure for its abolition. But Mr. Agnew, Mr. Carnegie, or

' any other independent member, would be perfectly powerless

so long as in the Houseof Commons the opinions, the feelings

the desires of the tenant-farmers were so poorly represented

(applause). In order to carry out the agricultural reforms

which this Alliance-had in view, it was quite- certain that legis-

lation was necessary, ^'hey knew what the House was where

legislative work w-as done. They also knew that they, the

• electors of Great Britain, kept the key of the House, and if

they wanted to get work done there they must be careful

• whom they let do it (appbtuse). If those re-forms the Alliance

endeavoured to promote were ever to be carried out it would
• not be owing to the iuqairies or report of the Royal Cora-

mission, but due to the action of the electors, and more par-

ticularly the tenant-farmers, at the polling-booths at the next

election (applause). He did not say elect Liberals nor elect

Conservatives, but elect gentlemen heartily in earnest ingoing

the full length with them in those agricultural reforms which

were necessary, and in once more re-establishing the prosperity

of agriculture in this country (applause).

Mr. John M'L.vren, who was next called on to ^,ddress

the meeting, said he thought he could beat occupy the time

for a few minutes by referring to a subject not much touched

• upon as yet—he meant the rerorm of the property laws

>• (applause). That important subject had -not yet been taken

' up by the Farmers' Alliance as one of t-lie points upon which

they had resolved to educate themselves ; but he understood
" that a large number of the members of the Allie.nce both in

England and Scotland v/ere highly favourable to that subject

being dealt with and pressed on candidates for election to Par-

liament. While he heartily agreed with all that Mr. Barclay

and other speakers had said on the question of the abolition of

the Law of Hypothec, and in regard to compensation for un-

exhausted improvements to farmers, he had great faith in the

principle of free Trade in the sale and transfer of

land—(ipplause)— and leaving all natural forces that

tended either to the accumulation or dispersion of land to

liave free play, in the belief that under snch a system the land

would find its v/ay into the hands of those who were able to

make it profitable (applause). He considered that on this

' question some little assistance might be obtained from loo-king

- at the state of the law in other countries. He was not going

-into the question of peasant proprietorship, but v/hen he

found that in this country the agricultural interest was in a

state of extreme depression from one end of the kingdom to

the other, and that in the older states of America, where land

was about as high as it was in England or Scotland, farmers

•were certainly not suffering so much from competition, it

became th^ni to consider whether there might not be some-

thing in the tenure of land which prevailed in these countries,

«£ distinguished from tenure of laud ia this country, which

migh!, account for the difference in the results. What they

found in Western Europe and America was that they had the

land about equally divided between proprietary and tenant

farmers, while in this country such individuals as the former

were comparatively unknown. He should infer from that that in

countries where there were no restrictions in the sale of land,

and no limited interests were allowed in land, the natural

operation of the economic forces was to encourage the two

8} stems of tenant fanning and proprietary farming as systems

which might meet side by side competiug with each other,

and at the same time mutually assisting each other (applause).

When he asked why they did not have both systems in opera-

tion, the answer would at once occur to every one that by
their laws nearly the whole lands in Scotland, probably one-

half of it in England, were so tied up by settlement that it

was simply impossible to obtain for purchase a piece of land

of the size for a farm, were an agriculturist ever so willing

to make the experiment of cultivating his own land. They
were often told that the entail laws of this country had been

very much modified. No doubt they had been altered in tl>e

direction of benefitting the landed proprietors and heirs in

possion who were under their restraining power ; but while

proprietors were enabled to borrow money for v^nrious pur-

poses, family provisions, &c., the result was that under this

relaxed system of entail law the land did not come into market

any more than it did before. And why? Because tliey could

not disentail the smallest portion of Innd except by giving .

compensation sometimes to three and sometimes to two nearest

heirs of entail, fdenerally it would be a very bad bargain

for a landed proprietor to disentail if he h^d to pcy away half

the price he got for his land in the sliape of compensatioti.

He was not saying anything against the existing lav/s of dis-

entail. A great deal of good had been done by
them, but he thought a more sweeping measure
necessary if land was ever to become a more mar-

ketable commodity. What he would suggest was that

whoever was'io the actual possession of land, whether as heir

of entail or life renter, or having any other limited interest,

should have tlie power of selling that land, the price, of

course, being subject to the same trust or limitation as the

laud was. If the land were free, and large quantities fell into

•the rcarket, they would have along with the tenant-farmers a

number -of farmers possessed of capital sufficient to enable

them to purchase their own farms, and the existence of that

class would induce landlords to be more reasonable and less

stringent iu the conditions which they offer to tlieir tenants.

•For if a landlord knew that the conditions of lease on his

estate were too hard—and it was possible for his tenants to

go into the market and btiy land of their own, borrowing

money on the security of it—he would be likely to modify

these condition-", or else be in the position of not being able

to find a tenant at all. It was from the competition of

persons willing to ssU their property, and those offering to

lease their property, that he thought the best remedy was to

be found for the somewhat severe exactions to ^vliich farmera

generally were subjected. He believed that the mnjority of

the present proprietors were favourable to the removal of the

disabilities to the sale of land. No class could benefit more
by the removal than the landed proprietors themselves

(applause). He would only venture to make one other

observation, and that was on the subject of compensation for

improvements. They had been told by many men, whose
opinions were well entitled to cansideration, that what they

proposed was against freedom of contract. They said that no
relief the Legislature could offer would be of any use, becan-se

it would always be in the power of landlord and tenant ta

contract together end avoid the ope ation of the law. He
for one would be oppo-ed to any interference with freedom of

contract between landlord and tenant, or any other class of

the community, but he thought they must give reasonable

meaning to the word contract. He could not quite sec that

a law under which the one party took the whole benefit -of

the improvements effected by the other, without any con-

sideration deserved to be called a contnict (laughter and

applause). It was open to question whether the Legislature

should lend support and enoourageraeut to that kind of

contract. It must be determined by the consideration of the

general interest of the public. In that interest a true

solution might be found (applause).

Mr, NicoLL (Littleton) then moved ; ^'That this meeting
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npiiroves of the olijpcls of the Farraers' Alliance, believinft

tliat iheir accoinpli-ihrneiit would reiiiuvi' sonieof the princiiiai

liHidrances to the urosperity of af^ricullnre.'' lie expresspd

the pleasure which he had in giving iiis adiw.sion to the
Farmers" Alliancp, because lie found in its programme no
i-evolutionary proposals, bii-t only the domauda of right and
justice (appbiise). Indeed, he had heard no ohjpction taken
to its programme

;
and tlie only objection he had heard urged

against it was its title of a Farmers' Alliance. It liad been
held that that implied antagonism to landlords. Now^liehad
heard ever sioce lie could remember of th# interests of the

tenantry being identical with those of the proprietor. If that

was so, surely it stood to reason thistthe interests of the laud-

lord must be the same as the tenant's (appl inse). He was
uut a landlord, and therefore he was not qualified to speak of
landlords' interests ; but he had been a tenant-farmer for over
20 years, and might therefore be presained to know his own
interests, aud he presuoed he found them expressed in the

demands of the Farmers' Alliance (applause), lie trusted

that the iUliance might receive a large measure of success

north of the Tweed ; and he was satisfied that the realisation

of its objects would bring in tiie end some degree of peace

aud true prosperity to the greatest and most important of our
national industries (applause).

Mr. M'CuLi.ocii (Denbie Mains) in seconding the resolu-

tion, said he would address himself to three topics on which
tliere was considerable indistinctness of opinion, and which
were not seemingly well understood ; indeed, the first was
somewhat repugnant to some ears—trades' unions, the repre-

sentation in Parliament of agricultural consfitu neies^ and the

principle of freedom of coutract (applause). The Farmers'

Alliance was neither more nor less than a trade's union,, and it

was only the other day a tenant farmer, who, he believed, was
also a landlord in a small way, held land largely from the Duke
of Buccleuch, and lived near the ducal mansion in Dumfries-
shire, lamented the prospect of the tenant farmer* becoming
unionists, and attaching themselves to an alliance in London.
Shortly after, one of tlieir local M.P.'s implored farmers to

unite—not themselves—but with tlieir landlords ; not (or the

purpose of keeping the tenants out of the Bankruptay Court,

but the landlords out of an encumbered estates one (laughter).

Unions are good or bad, legitimate or illegitimate, in accord-

ance with the objects they have in view, and the means adopted

for securing them. When tenant farmers combine for the

purpose of buying in the cheapest and selling in tha dearest

market, or for the removal of laws which in the words of the

Alliance, hinder the prosperity of agricultiire.then such a union

is a proper and legitimate one; but had fixity of tenure,

maximum rents per acre, the superseding of pre-ent landlords

for the purpose of establishing a peasant proprietary, ar even

interference by law with freedom of cantract, been any section

af the programme of this or any other Alliance, then the

abjects would have been outside the proper limits, and liable

to the condemnation even of every right-thinking individual

within the class. So with landowners ;
when they by every

fair means direct indivi iial and united etTort to the improve-

ment of their estates, their annual iacome, or social status,

these objects are not only legitimHte and proper, bat highly

laudable ; but if they use their iufluence and their social— it

may be their judicial— position for the purpose of tyrannising

over an unforiunate wretch who has offended in the slightest

tittle the class laws which regulate their pastime?, or in the

sphere of representative in the House of Commons used their

position for the purpose of misrepresenting the opinion of the

constituencies, the perpetuation of their own class privilegec,.

or the establishment of new one8--then such unions, even

although not bearing the outward semblance of such, are base

and illegitimate (Applause), It might appear harsh language

to charge members of larliaiiient with such conduct; but he

thought he could rrfresh their memory to an extent which

would be a convincing proof of their guilt. When the measure

introduced by Mr. Carnegie into the House of Commons for

the abolition of hypothec was being discussed, the English

members voted and spoke openly against the r>ill ; for with.

yearly tenure and fairly prosperous times,, they had their

tenants well in hand. The Scotch members, however, knew
that on this question public opinion was matured, and that

their constituencies were in earnest ; therefore reiourse had to

be taken to some specious argument which would give an

appearance of consistency to their vote. They told the House
that it was uo preference to the landlord, and that it was a law

wise in conception, sound in principle, and in operation the
succour and support of a class of small farmers wh-, as the
lean kiue of old, would be eaten up by the fat kine, the large
farmers, the bloated capitalists, then evidently a very common
fpecies, but now, in accordance with the geological gospel,
although not requiring geological epochs, fast becoming
extinct (laughter and applause). Anotlier proof was to be
had in the Education Bill, and it was not a solitary one in
the 8 ip.'of some £50,000 or £80,000 which they took to pass a
measure which was believed had the approbation of the
majoriiy of the people of Scotland, even of that section whose
vested interests were forgotten, and who had been saddled with
half the rate. Those tenants who were in the middle of leases
as happened in Scotland, had in this a far greater grievance
than their yearly tenure brethren in England, who could at
the end of any year make a new bargain. Tbat brought him
to Parliamentary representation, and it behoves them to
examine themselves in that direction, lie could not well
speak of the House of Lords, for they were told that thev
powessed a hereditary right, and he supposed a hereditary
ability to use it in making laws for the guidance of those who
do not possess those qualifications, and who are told that
they should bless themselves they have in the Upper House
such a chamber of appeal (laughter). But he would contrast
the self-abnegation and sound judgment which directed Lord
Huntley to go «o far from the prejudices of his class as to
advocate and support reforms in land tenure, with the
prostitution of high-class education and training in the
affairs of State by the Duke of Argyll, for the purpose—the
mean purpose—of denying even an equitable right to a tenant
to compensation for unexhausted improvements (applause)
In consulting an authority on the composition of the House o.
Commons, Ire found tenant-farmers credited with five members

;
but he could not recall to memory any hona fide ones'
except Mr.. Read,, the member for South Norfolk,
and Mr. Barclay, the member for Forfar (applause).
The former had lost his respect— (applause and hisses)— for
eithsr his honesty or judgment must be at fault when ha
would tinker snch an iniquity as the Law of Distress, and
compromise its total abolition by restricting its vile operatioa
to only two years. Of the member for Forfar he was proud
to speak in the highest possible terms (applause). He had
proved a good member for the country, in a special degree for
his own county and the class which he might be said to re-
present; but, nevertheless, had the statesmanlike qua'ification
of subordinating every class interest—even that of the tenant
farmers—to the general weal (applause). To the now Eirl
of Fife and some others the thanks of tenant farmers weio
due for their action in regard to reforms (applause). He
wished he could say it of tliein all. Dealing with the east
coast,..he by some chance alighted on a county once cek-
brated for leading the van in agricultural progress. He wished
he could compliment the (armers of Eist Lothian on the
choice of tlieir representative (Hear, hear). Of all others he
had the most systematically opposed everything which tended in
the direction of the removal of class privilege ; aud he hoped
that the time had come when his constituents would say to
him, " Not this man, but one who \\.\\ not betray us"
(laughter and applause). Looking westwards, he turned his
thoughts to his native county, and bewailed his representative,
misery. Few constituencies could boast of such a representa--
tive as the county of VVigtown had at one time at its com,
mand

; but such was the state of the farming mind at thafe
time—it was di&rent now—that the claims of the one to
whom he. referred were set aside ; they chose a namby-
pamby, because he was supported by the landowners of the,
one and tacitly acknowledged by those of the other party"
(laughter). In concluding, Mr. M'Culloch said—I hold
that under existing circumstances free contract is impos-
sible.. It might as well be said that slaves could freely
contract for their labour, or that any one signing a.
document under force and fear with a free contractor, as that
B landlord thirled by entail, expensive transfer, and limited
G^vnersbip, is a free contractor ; much less is a tenant, over
whose efiects a landlord has a legal priority as against other
creditors, whose credit is thus injured, and against whom
operate unjust legal presumption.s in regard to the disposal of
his lease, and the reaping the fruits of h=3 improvements.
No

;
the contractors must first be set free if we are to compete

succe:8''ully with the foreigner, and for this purpose—a per-
fectly legitimate one—Ihis^Alliance should co-operate with-
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tenant farmprs, their candidates and representatives, for tlie

abolition of existing entails, the prohibition of new ones, tlie

abolition of hypothec, distress, and coenate Court of Session

enactments, the alteration of those unjust legal presumptions

which hinder assignation and free disposition of leases, which

do not liold a repetition Jof the cost of improvements good

against a purchaser or singular successor, and which rather

tlian in the maxiiu, " As ye sow, so shall ye also reap," drifts

away from the old imperial code of Rome in " What is mixed

with and fixed to the soil, goes with the soil." Wlien tliese

reforms are carried out, I have no hesitation in predicting

that agriculture will attract to it vastly additional capital, and

enter on a new era—more prosperous than any by which it

has heen preceded ; and in the benefits of increased production

consequent on free growth, and which has not been over-

stated by Lord Derby, all classes, but especially those more

closely connected, will share. And if the results should not

Ibe as I hive predicted, even then legislative interference

with freedom of contract is not the proper remedy. There yet

remains a sound economic one—that advocated by Lord

Darby, perhaps unsympathetically, perhaps unpatriotically,

but nevertheless the most poweriul one—Betake yourselves to

other industries ! Emigrate to other climes ! (applause).

Mr. Cross (Glasgow) compared the present btate of matters

\tith that before the repeal of the Corn Laws. At that time

there had been three bad harvests, a potato blight ia Ireland,

and a depression of trade, and under these circumstances a

new light was thrown upon the operation of the corn laws.

There was a like state of matters now, as the agricultural

depiejsion threw new light on the operation of certain laws

under which land was held (applause). These land laws all

came down hoary with the mists of centuries. They were laws

made at a time when the power of making laws belonged to a

very small party (Hear, hear). The heart which beats below

the breast of a landowner was very like the heart of everybody

else, and he would be very much texpted to look after No. 1

in the first place (Hear). Was it possible that laws made to

suit a set of things which were now wholly dead could possibly

suit the present day ? What security could they have for the

safety of a class in legislation passed when that class had not

come into existence ? (applause). This was no party question.

It was a question for the nation. It was a question for their

great cities— (Hear, hear)—for the landlords and for the

tenants. The landlords onght not to oppose the objects of

this Alliance, as they would derive as much good from it

as the tenant-farmsrs. He asked why capital, which

was so plentiful, did not reach the land ? and he replied

because of the Land Laws (applause) .'They wouldneverobtain

reform unless they set about it in a methodic and determined

manner. Farmers did not know their power, and he

counselled union in all matters connected with land reform,

Mr. Bear, Secretary of the Alliance, said that the Alliance

was doicg a good work in England in stirring up the tenants

and inducing them to select candidates who would truly

represent them in Parliament. The present coirEty members,

he said, were the chief opponents of the reforms which Scottish

farmers desired to obtain, and the Aili:mce might fairly ask for

support in Scotland if only on the ground that its efforts were

likely to have the effect of rendering English farmers dis-

satisfied with their present representatives. Scottish farmers

were very generally in favour of the objects of the Farmers'

Alliance and the promoters of the Association had from the

first, confidently expected thatthey would be largely supported

in Scotland. He concluded by stating that he was ready to

enroll members, on which Professor Blackie said amid loud

applause—
" Here's the money then !

"

The motion was then carried unanimously,

Mr. Smith (West Drums) moved :—
" That in the opinion of this meeting the Farmers' Alliance

deserves the support of the farmers of Scotland, and of all who
are in favour of agricultural reform,"

He said that the aims of the Alliance very much resembled

those of their own Chamber of Agriculture (Hear.hear). They
had accomplished a very great work in their Chamber. They

had returned to Parliament for a number of years—he might

say chiefly from the instructions they had sown broadcast

over the land—nineteen-twentieths of their members to sup-

port agricultural reform. He urged them to break down the

English Toryism, the organised Conservatism which prevailed

to i-nch an extent there, and which had hitbrrlo formed a

great barrier to the a'v r.ce of iheir cause. He had uk great

hopes of this agricultural cumniissiun, bec-ime he learned botli

from history and from piTsoiial experience that the commis-
sions hitherto appointed had not resulted in rny good. Ti.e

present agricultural depression resolved itself very much into

this, that the expense of production had really gone beyond

the value of the article produced (applause).

The Chairman stated that Mr. Wilson, Eddington Mains,

was to have seconded the resolution, but having caught cold at

the meeting of the previous day, he whs unable to be present.

He had, however, sent a letter in which he expressed his

gratification at the action which was being taken in connec-

tion with the Alliance, and urged the importance of getting

rid of distraint and hypothec.

Mr. RiDDELL fHundalee) in supporting the resolution, said

that nothin? could be more natural for farmers tlnii, like

other people, to look after their own interest. The Alliance

aimed at having tenant-farmers better represented in Par-

liament. He dared say few would deny that the county

representatives of Scotland, as a rule, were not ths men
whose interests were identical with farmers. Had it been the

case that propr'etors and farmers were sailing in the same

boat, undoubtedly the best arrangement would have been that

proprietors who had, or ought to have, a permanent interest

in agriculture should be the representatives of counties, having

botli time and money for the proper discharge of such onerous

d'lties. However, he did not hesitate to say—and the fact

was notorious—that the interests of the two parties had not

h'therto been identical; lience it was most reasonable,

wherever possible, that farmers should be represented by one

of their own number. There was no fear that too many would

be sent to Parliament, as the expense of contesting counties

was so exccessive that few were eligible. But if the Scottish

farmers only willed it they could send men to Parliament who
would thoroughly represent them, selected either from amongst

themselves or otherwise. As the darkest hour was just before

the dawn, he thought the darkest hour of agriculture was ap-

proaching, from which they would emerge into a brighter

state of things. On that subject he would quote what had

been said by Lord Randolph Cliurchill. He said " that tre-

mendous foreign competition was beginning to make itself felt

and, to meet that competition, they must effect great changes

in their agricultural system. If the landlord and tenant

were to compete successfully with the foreigner, they

must be absolutely free and unshackled. In America,

thtir most dreaded and formidable competitor, agricultural

enterprise was free as the air. So long as they willingly, and

with the eyes open, allowed theraselses to be tied down and

weighted and handicapped by old laws and old customs, they

would be inevitably beaten in the race. He would like land-

lords to look upon their estates as a business and upou tiieir

tenants as managing partners of the business, and the owner
himself might invest capital in the cultivation of the land.

He was tied down by regulations unsuited to the times ; and

a great obstacle to the investment of capital in the cultivation

of the land was to be fonud in the law of entail. The limited

owner, as he was called— the man who had ouly a life inte-

rest in his property, which might end tomorrow—could not

enter into extended operations for the development of the pro-

ductive powers of his estates. If landlords and tenants were
anxious to effect a transfer of land to each other's advantage,

no anticiue traditions should be suffered to interpose. Sucli

arrangements, on the contrary, should rather be facilitated by

the State and encouraged by tlie law. Lord Beaconsfield had
told them to be not " precipitate in anything they did ; but.in his

opinion, it was the case of the drowning man, and help must
come quickly. He should advise the farmers to support tliose

men who are prepired with a definite policy, and with distinct

and definite remedies, which should solve the dilfioulii'S in the

agricultural world, and wauld repair the disasters sustained in

late years." These statements, being uttered by a Conserva-

tive Lord, were well v.'orthy of due consideration, and would
be endorsed by almost every agriculturist in the country

(applause).

Mr. Betiiune (of Blcbo) also svipporfed the resolution.

He was glad that England had aroused itself to the matter,

as from the small number of members sent to Par. iiment from

Scotland they were apt to he shunted aside. It they had uot

had the much larger aud ri;hcr country along with them, he
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did not believe tnat tlipy would have had the programme

—

tlie iiicierate, sensible, aud absolutely necessary progra'Miiie

—

or the Eiisflish Alliance, lie trusted that they would llnd the

laaded proprietors, farmer*, and other interested in true and
sound farming jiiiniiig the Alliance in Urge numbers. A great

deal had been said about landlords and tenants helping each
other. He read tliat iu this way, that when a man was doing
well he should give all the help he could to good men through-
out the country. Tenants ought to take very good care when
they did not want help not to ask it, l)ecause landlords had a

great deal to do in all directions. In the future he had the

most perfect confidence that if they eudeavouied to carry out
those matters in which they were interested as brought
before them that day, the matter of rent would set itself right,

and a real dawn of agricultural prosperity set ia (applause).

Cries here arose for " Professor 151ackie."

ThePROFESsoii said it would be premature in him now fo

speak. He had only come here to learu, but if after thinking

over the matter he should he thought to be a useful ally, lie

would take the opportunity of speaking on a future occasion
(applause).

The resolution was thereupon carried.

Mr. Sell.vr (llartfield, Tain) moved a vote of thanks to Mr.
Goodlet for presiding, and the meeting separated.

THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE AT
HITOHIN.

On November 11 a public meeting in connexion
with the Farmers' A.liiance was held at the Town Hall,

Hitchin.

Mr. E K. Fordlmm, of Ashwell, occupied the chair

;

and amongst those present were:—Mr. John Smyth,
Mr. J. W. Smith, Mr. Charles Crouch, Mr. James
Ciouch, Mr. Trethewy, jun., Mr. C- W. Wilshere,

Mr. Cranfield, Mr. Partridge, Mr. Whitbread
Roberts, Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Gresham, Mr. Porter,
Mr. A. Ransom, Mr. E. Marsh, Mr. C. Davis,

Mr. Davis, jun., Mr. W. Hanscombe, Mr. N. Iline,

Mr. G. Moules, Mr. Doggett, Mr. M." H. Foster,

Mr.; W. Lucas, Mr. S. Lucas, Sir, J. C. Priest,

Mr: p. Franklin, Mr. Crouch (Ridgemouiit), Mr.
Arnold, Mr. Sale, Ur. Miller, Mr. R. Peddar, Mr. Simp-
kins, Mr. Norman Taylor, Mr. J. C. Allen, Mr. Masters^
Mr. Edgington, Mr. A. Jlarsli, Mr. James Wright, Mr.
Swain, Mr. Pearmao, Mr. Chapman, Mr. John Lewin,

Mr. Tuke, Mr. Seehohm, Mr. W. Ransom, Mr. Shillitoe,

Mr. Liudsell, Mr. F. A. Wright. Mr. Shilcock, Mr.
Joyce, Mr. Steed, Mr. James Lswin, Mr. W. Carliog,

Mr- G. F. Baker, Mr. Dowdesweil, Mr. Smith, Jan., Mr.
T. Cook, Mr. Reed, &c.

The Hall was densely crowded, many of the audience

kaving to content themselves with standing x'oom.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings said :—Brother

farmers and geiitlemen,—I am here this evening filling a

ratlier responsible and very honourable position in presiding

on the occasion at the request of the Committee

of the Farmers' Alliance^ I only wish they had

selected a better man for the pos^ The compliment they

have paid me I am afraid you will find is one paid to me at

your expense. I must throw myself on your mercy; and I

am quite sure you will regard rac with charitable eyes. This

association eschews politics, ;uid I hope any observation having

a political character will be left out in the cold.. To speak

for myself, I think I am, as a farmer, iu some measure qualified

for this post ; for I farm, or endeavour to farm,, six hundred

acres, i have, moreover, fanned on my own account for

more than half a century, aud I served an apprenticeship of

fouiteen years to the business before that. I think I may be

recognised as a farmer and a farmers' friend. My sympathies

have always been with the agriculturist in his struggles ; I

have always taken great interest in agriculture and have striven

to promote its success in every way (applause). Farmers

have indeed had a hard time of it lately ; but they have had

the advantage, if advantage it be, of plenty of advice from

tliose who know little or uolhiug about f^rmiug (laughter

and applause). Critics who know very little are, I believe,

g( n-rally found to give more advice than tho^e who know
more. You have been advised to produce more poultry. That
is one of the things. i\Iore geese, I believe (laughter). I am
not at all sure that in the giving of this advice there is not a
follow feeling between the geese iu broadcloth and the geese
in fenthers (laughter). You have been advised to
convert your pianos into pigsties, and your hunters
into plough horses. Some of our advisers have
said that the road to success is to double your
capital. As some of you have lost half your capital it seems
an inopportune moment to give such advice (Hear, hear).
There is one evil I would like to bring under your notics, if

I might be allowed to give you a little advice in addition to
what you have already received. Tiie evil to which I would
like to direct your attention is one that affects both landlord
and tenant. I refer to the inequality of local taxation (Hear,
hear). Local taxes press very heavily on agriculturists, and
there is every prospect of their pressing yet more heavily than
they do at pr.<sent. The more I look at tiie subject the more
I am convinced of the inequality aud injustice of the present
system of local taxation (applause). Some people say the
landed interest has no right to complain of burdeus put on
iu the reign of Queen Elizabeth ; the landed interests, they
say, have borne these bnrdcns since then and they shall con-
tinue to bear them. They seem to thiuk that because the
burdens have been borne so long the laaded interests have no
right to complain of them now. I am quite content to meet
such people on their own ground. In a clause of the Act to
which they refei it is stated that everybody should contribute
to taxation in proportion to his ability to do so. In the time
of Elizabeth the onlv property, or almost the oaly property,
was land ; and therefore it was only laud that could he taxed.
If they rely on the clause I have mentioned—and a very fair

and just clause it is—then all property should contribute now,
as it did then. Since that clause was passed cotton-spinnins^
and many other industries have sprung up. All who derive
income, from whatever source, should contribute in propor-
tion to their means and ability to bear the public burdens.
Landowners are also told, ''You ought not to be relieved from
such burdens, because you bought your property subject to

these taxes." I say I did not. I bought mine forty or firty

years ago, and then the only tax was the poor-rate proper.

Since then charges other than those connected with the relief

of the destitute have been put ou the poor-rate. Then with
regard to roads. It was quite right that at one time the
farmers should make roads for each other ; they did not make
them for other people, for almost everybody was a farmer.
Within the last forty years there has been a gradual growth o f

local taxation. First came the New Poor-law, and orders
were given for the spending of I don't know ho* much in

building union workhouses. Then in our o.va neighbourhood
we were ordered to spend a quarter of a million of money in

building an asylum for the three counties. Tiie land was not,

I suppose, responsible for the lunatics—(laughter)—aud
ought not more than any other source of income to have been
made responsible for the care and support of such lunatics.

Then as regards the education of the people. 1 do not see

why farmers should be called upon to pay for that education,

aud why all other classes of the community should not be
required lo pay their share (applause). I yield to no one in

my regard for the advantages of education iu themselves

;

education adds to the happiness of the individual and to the
advantage of society ; I do not know on which to lay the
greatest stress. On one particular class—one particular inte-

rest, representing about a fifth of the property of the country
—the cost of educating the people was thrown. That, I
thiuk, was entirely wrong (applause). Manufacturing and
other philanthropists said, " The education of the people of
this country is much behindhand. The labouring classes

ia England are worse educated than the labouring
classes of any other country." And it was said that
the manufacturing interest suff-red because of this want of
knowledge, as English manufacturers had not so well educated
workmen as the manufacturers on the continent of Europe
had. They made this just complaint to the Government,
and the Government passed the Education Bill. But the
Government instead of making all classes pay their share,

threw the cost on the landed interest alone. It should be
borne in mind that in France and Germany the cost of educa-
tion ia paid out of Imperial and not local tusation, and
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seqiiently thai cost is not laid on any particular interest. It

is not the landed interest that supports education in those

countries, but the whole people (applause). Of the way in

which the cost of education was defrrtyed in this country I ara

able to give an iustaoce. I am assessed at £3,000 in my
pariah, and when the Education Bill passed 1 had to pay my
proportion of the expense of carrying out the Act in that

parish. The r»te is now teupence in the pound ; say a shilling

for convenience' sake, and it will be fouud that I hive to pay

£100 a year; and 1 have, perhaps, in addition to this, to pay

dearer for labour tlian before. If this charge for education be

not opposed by you the tax will, so to speak, become chronic.

The longer you leave it unopposed you will find it the harder

to get it taken off. That £100 I spoke of just nort' repre-

sents a charge of £3,000 ; that is, it would take th it sum to

redeem the property from the tax. I think that is a very

unjust thing. I should not, of course, object to pay my share

of the cost of education if other property were taxed as well

as landed property. I should pay willingly under such circum-

stances. The tax would then be about a halfpenny in the

pound ; now, as 1 have said, it is nearer a shilling. The
question is, Is the agricultural interest to pay a shilling in the

pound while other property pays nothing? Look at Bass's

great brewing establishment at Burton ; I am told that the

profits are £300,000 ; and yet the firm pays no appreciable

sum towards the education of the people. Why is land to

pay and other kinds of property to escape ? It seems to me
that the agricultural interest do not realise the wrong to which

they have been subjected (applause). The Chairman went on

to illustrate his argument as to the inequality of local taxation

by what he called a fable. Suppose, he said, five persons

lived together and four of them said to the fifth, " We want a

leg of mutton
;
you go to the butcher, as you are a good

judge of meat and a capital hand at a bargain ; but you must

pay for it yourself." The farmers were asked to bear the

burden of local taxation because, as some people said, they

were such good administrators. " farmers," they said,

"spend as little as they can help when dealing with the Poor

Law, as the money is raised by local taxation; but if it

comes from imperial taxation they will sp-ind it rather care-

lessly." The agricultural interest reminded hira of a camel.

The farmers bore their burdens patiently ;
grumbled a little

now and then, but did not say much. People said to them,
" you have always been loaded, and we don't see why you

should escape." The last part of the load had been put on

very recently, and it was but a small part. One of the pro-

visions of the Highway Act was that the Local Government

Board appointed auditors lo audit the accounts, as they did

not think farmers could keep tiem well, and these auditors

were paid out of the local rates. After speaking of the

Valuation Bill which iial been introduced into Parliament

during the last three sessions, and condemning one of its

clauses on the ground that it would add still further to the

burdens of the local taxpayer, the Chairman went on to say

that the object of the Alliance was to get farmers to combine

and work together for the redress of the grievances they

wished to see removed. He pointed out that " union is

strength," and said that if they wished to rid themselves of

the burdens of local taxation, wliich at present pressed unduly

on them, they would have to take this for their motto (loud

applause).

Mr. James Howaud, who was received with applause,

said:—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen—I would say at the

outset that the Farmers' Alliance has not put forth its pro-

gramme as a complete panacea for all the evils which at

present afflict our "agriculture. To do so would be an iusult

to the common sense of this meeting, to have done so would

have been an insult to the common sense of the country. As

practical men we know full well that there have been forces

at work o?er whicli human effort could exercise no control.

We also know that there are forces in operatiun which are of

that inexorable cliaracter which govern markets and pricfs

over which no remedial legislative measures which are

practicable can touch. At the same time we believe the coun-

try is entering upon, if it has not catered upon, a new era

so far as agriculture is concerned. Changes seem to be, so to

speak, in the air ; the upward tendency in the value and rent

of laud whicii has prevailed for generations past has received

a very sudden and very unexpected check, a clieck which I

believe it will not recover for many a year to come (Hear,

liear). Seeing that we are upon the eve of clianges we think

it desirable rn starting fresli to start I'air (applause) ; that
whatever changes in our oustuins and in our laws whicii ex-
perience has taught us to be n^eles-^, or worse tlun useless,

sliould be thrown overboard, and that whatever tends to check
prosperity in agriculture slioald be abandoned (Hear, liear).

So grave, so important, are the issues at stake affecting the
great industrial pursuit of our country tliat it behoves all

concerned iu the welfare of agriculture to consider calmly
wliat is best to be done, I say calmly because I apprehend
that agriculture is of so much moment that any changes
should be looked fairly in the face, and that, as the Chair-
man has said, without any party or political bias. I say thatl

they should be looked in tlie face calmly and witliout any politica

bias because some of my friends in my neiglibourhood have
written to me stating that tlie Alliance is regarded by many
as a mere party affair—a political move. In other places we have
liad to meet the same charges, but when charges of this

character are made without any attempt to justify the state-

ment, any attempt to substantiate, perhips it is scarcely

worth while to spend much time in rebutting those charges
(applause). On the present occasion I would content myself
by simply pointing to the first obj !Ct on our programme,
which is to secure the better representation of the farmers iu

Parliament (loud applause). 1 will ask you, as sensible men,
is it likely that if the object of the Farmers' Alliance was
simply to streagthen the Radical party that we should appeal
to the farmers of the United Kingdom to send men of their

own class to represent them in Parliament ? The thing is so

puerile it is idle to spend much time in refuting it. I

hold agriculture to be too serious, too important a
matter, to be made a shuttlecock of by either of the two
great political parties (cheers). Again, be it remembered
that the farmers of England have the Alliance entirely in

their own hands. It is for them entirely to mould its

future, and if the present programme is not all they want,
if it goes too far, or if it does not go far enough, it is for

them to curtail or enlarge the programme at their

pleasure. Again, if the present Committee does not
manage the affairs of the Association to their satisfaction, if

they do not carry out the objects of the Association, then
as I have stated before, their remedy is entirely in their own
hands ; they have it iu their power to appoint a fresh Com-
mittee. There are no wire-pullers in this movement, and I

say again the farmers of England have the matter entirely in

their own hands. They have now the opportunity of forming
an association so strong, with a membership so numerous, that

no ma'ter what Government may be in'power the voice of the

farmer must in future be listened to (cheers). We are here to.

night to make a plain and straightforward statement as to the

objects of the Alliance—to justify its formation and to defend,

if necessary, its programme. We simply ask the gentlemen
we see before us to dismiss from their minds anything that

they have heard to the prejudice of the Alliance, and to depend
upon their own judgment alone, whether the objects of this

Alliance are wortliy of their support or not. It may be asked,

and it has been asked, what need there is for another agricul-

tural association seeing that so many already exist. Tlie

answer to that question I take to be two-fold. The first is

that not one of the existing agricultural associations has ob-
tained, or even souglit to obtain, the principal objects set

forth in our programme. Furtli;'r, not one of the existing

agricultural associations, numerous as they are, are charged
with the special duty of looking after the interests of tenant-

farmers. Tliat is a startling fact, and one which I

challenge the opponents of the Alliance to deny ; if tliere hi
such an association let it be named (Hear, liear). The Alliance?

h^s been started to supply this want, to look alter the interests

of tenant farmers both n and out of Parliament, to see that no
additional bnrdens are placed upon their ' shoulders, at all

events without raising the cry of alarm. AVe have no wish to in-

terfere or decry existing associations—we think most of

t \eni are doing useful and good work, but not the kind of work
which tlie Al.iance proposes to carry out. Now, some having

doubted the necessity or the propriety of starting the Farmers'
Alliance, I would ask you, are not the interests of the great

te lant-farming class, numbering 600,000 in England and
Scotland, and employing a capital of something like

£300,000,000, of sullicient inipoitance to warrant the establish-

ment of an Association to look after those interests. The
wonder to me is, not that such an association lias been formed

but that a similar association was not Ibrmcd years ago
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(.il'plaufc). Tlic tciiiint farmors liavecoiiiplaineil, aud I think

justly conipluiiu'd, tliat uo inntter what they liKve demanded,
no matter wlial Government has been in power, tlieir demands
have cither been rejected or evaded. The Farmers' Alliance

believes this will continue to be the case until the farmers of

the United Kinjidora make up their minds to one or otiier of

two cunraes. The most obvious course is to send men to re-

present their interests in Parliameut from their own class

(ciieer.''). The alternative course is to agree upon a pro-

gramme and refuse to vote for any candidate who will not

pledge himself to support such programme. The programme
of the Alliance has been framed with this object in view, and
I believe it is a programme which, upon mature consideration

and apart from prejudice, will commend itself to the great

jnHJority of the tenant farmers of England. I know there are

dithculties in the way of sending tenant farmers to I'arliaraen^.

The difficulty is, not in finding fitting men— I know fit men
iu almost every county in England, and I know fit men in

my own county— (applause)—and I see men before ine who
are quite fit to be sent to Parliament, but the difiiculty

is that of expense (Hear, hear). But there is no reason that

the expenses of contesting a county sliould amount to the

euormous suras they do. They ou^ht to be reduced, and if tiie

tenant farmers of England determine to do so they very soon

will be reduced. ATe believe that if the affairs of the tenant

farmer are lo be efliciently and well looked after in Parliament

the work will best be done by men of their own class^
(cheers)—for independently of the greater practical know-
ledge which liiey will bring to bear upon the subjects sub-

mitted to Parliament, they will naturally feel a greater inte-

rest and a wider sympathy in the views of men of their own
class. Not many years ago the farmers of Norfolk set an
example to the other counties of England in returning as

thtir representative to Parliament Mr. Clare Sewell Read,
and I will ask, with some degree of confi^dence, has not the

wisdom of that course become apparent ; has not Mr. Read
proved how usefal a sagacious tenant farmer may be in Par-

liament ; has he not proved how influential a sagacious tenant

farmer member may be out of Parliament ? (applause). 1

very much cjnehtion whether Mr. Read's views upon public

questions would have exercised greater influence outside

Parliament than those of some gentlemen I see" before rae but
from the fact of his being a member of Parliament. What we
want is a number of such men so^thatnot only opinion inside

Parliament may be influenced but public opinion outside the

walls of Parliament (applause). The effect of sending a dozen

or twenty tenant farmers to Parliament would not be confined

to the effect which their statements inside would make, but

they would go very far to mould the public opinion upou all

agricultural subjects out of doors, and which no tenant

farmer, however eminent, however sagacious, or however
clever he might be, would have the power of exercising so

long as he remains outside the doors of Parliament (ap-

plause). The present depression in agriculture has brought

more prominently forward the subject of direct representation

in Parliament. You are most of you aware that the county of

Warwick and the neighbouring county of Ejsex have each
determined to bring forward a candidate of the tenant farmer

cla^s, and tliey have in both instances determined to pay the

expenses of those candidates (applause). It so happens that

Mr. Laue in Warwickshire is a Conservative and Mr. Page
Wood in Essex is a Liberal, but the Alliance, notwithstanding

this difference in political sentiment, has determined to use

its influence and whatever power it possesses in returning both

candidates at the next Parliament (applause). Notwithstand-
ing anything that may be said to the contrary our motto from

the first has been " Agriculture first and politics afterwards,"

and when that ceases to be the case I hope the Alliance will

soon become defunct (applause). Can any one deny the

right of the great tenant farmer class of England and
Scotland to a larger share in the government of the country

than they already possess ? There are 187 members from

English counties and only one out of that great number is a

bona fide tenant farmer. The tenant farmer class is the only

great class in the community which is not directly represented

in Parliament. There are the great railway and the shipping

interests, there is the banking and tbe moneyed interest; then

again, the great industries connected with iron, coal, cotton,

wool, enginecrinir, shipbuilding, and other trades are

all repn scute d, 1 must not forget tiio brewing trade to wliich

our Uhuirmuu belongs—(uppUuiijC aud Uuighltr)—aud 1 am

sure we may congratulate him thai lie has something besides
the 600 acres of land from which he is able to pay the
increased taxation of which lie complained (applause). Tl ere
are other classes represented in Parliament. The coal
miners—the men who work in the bowels of the earth

—

thought it necessary to send two of their own order
to represent thera in Parliament, and not without cou-
siderable effect njwn their interests. I have sometimes
thought during the last few years that the agricultural
labourers would lie represented in Parliament before the
tenant farmers bestirred themselves. However, the signs of
the times appear to point in a different direction. If the com-
position of the liouse of Commons be analysed it will be seeu
that there is no siuglfl class of any importance in tiic

community that is not very amply and very elKeiently re-
presented, and I would ask the tenant farmers of this
county if it is not worth while to follow the example set
by Essex, Warwick, and Norfolk ? The main leading objects
of the Alliance are the removal of all existing impedimenta
to the success, the prosperity, and welfare of agriculture, and
we believe this can beat b« secured by sending men to Par-
liament who are acquainted with the practice and the
requirements of that great pursuit (applause). In advocating
the direct representation af farmers in Parliament, 1 would
have it distinctly understood th-at we entertain no hostile
feeling towards the great territorial class of the country

; we
have no wish to set class against class, and we should deprecate
any such result. We believe it is quite possible to be opposed
to the views and opinions of another class of the community
without being inimical to its interests. I have luul experience
which falls to the lot of few men of becoming acquainted with
landowners of other countries as well as my own, and I have
always said that our own landlords—and it is not an opinion
formed yesterday—will compare most favourably witli the same
class in any other country with which I am acquainted. But
although I entertain so high an opinion of the landlords of
England, that is no reason why I should think it desirable to
fill the House of Commons with men of this class (Hear, hear).
I would remind you that the House of Lords is composed
almost exclusively of the great territorial class, and, therefore,
there is less reason why the representation of the counties
should be monopolised by men of the same order or wlio belong
to those great families (cheers). I would ask, is it reasonable,
is it to be expected, that the landowner should look at this
great public question from a tenant's standpoint ? Further, has
that been your experience in the past ? Even so candid aud so
fair a man as Lord Derby is reputed to be, and I believe him to
be, in making that great speech of his to the Lancashire farmers,
never once descended from the landlord's pinnacle. There can
be no question that the three classes of which we heard a good
deal froma very high authority not long ago—(cheers),—the
landlord, the tenant-, and the labourer, have a common interest
in the prosperity and wdfareof agricnlture—(Hear,hear),—but
I hold that the tenant, in a certain sense, has a distinct, a
separate and well-defined interest apart from his landlord.
The interests of landlord and tenant on certain questions are
not more identical than are the interests of farmer aud
labourer. It is no use to blink the question because of its
being a delicate one ; it had better be "looked fairly in the
face

; it is no use to be satisfied with such plati-
tudes as the identity of interests of landlord and
tenant. I need only name just two or three questions to show-
that I am justified in saying that the tenant has separate and
definite interests apart from his landlord. Take the question
of rates, on which our Chairman spoke so eloquently,
of taxes, of restrictions, of covenants, the Game Lawi
and the Law of Distress, I will not say anythiu*
about rents, because we believe they are better left to the
action of supply and demand (cheers). That law will exercise
its influence and bring the value of land, as every other com-
modity, to its natural value. We have not mentioned
the subject of rents in our programme, for 1 will say we have
no sympathy with the agitation going on across the Channel
by Mr. Parnell and his coadjutors (applause). The popular
talk about the identity of interests will not, at all events, bear
the scrutiny of Parliamentary history. The A?ricultural
Holdings /.ct is too fresh in the memory of you all to need
more than a passing allusion. I would ask if the House of
Lords, in considering that question, carried out the principle
of this identity ol interest between landlord aud tenant. Did
the House of Lords give practicul effeut to that principle ? Lid
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not the Diiks of Richmond assnrn the House of Lords that

the Bill ifpnssed would not iuterfere vvilli those sacred rights

that iMd aiways attached to property (cheers). The sacred

rights of ttie landowuer were to be secured under the Act, but

the sacred ri^hta which should f qually attacli to the property of

the teuuil were to be left to the individual caprice of every

landlord in Euglaud. Before tlie passing of this Act, some pre-

sent will remember I was one of the deputation to the Prime

Minister upon this very question, and I was asked to place br-fore

Lord Beaconsfield the views of the Farmers Club. I remember

that l\aving done so, I concluded by stating that the Farmers'

Club, as practical men, could not ^ee the value ot troubling

Parliament to pass a measure to say to the landlords of

Enfjhnd, you may give twelve months' notice to quit, or yonmai/

give compensation for unexhausted i'nproveraeuts (applause).

I would ask, is the Agricultural Holdings Act the only one in

which the views of the tenant farmers of England have been

ignored ? I would point to the measure briefly alluded to by

the Chairman—the County Government Bill. For very many
years farmers have maintained that as they paid the county rate

they had a clear right to a larger share in expenditure in county

government. Well, the Government has recognised that right by

bringing in a bill to deal with that question, but I think any

sensible man who looks into the provisions of the Bill laid

before the House of Commons last Session can arrive at no

other conclusion than that it was an insult to the ratepayers of

England. Then there is the question of valuation. Session

a'ter Session the Government has brought in a Bill to deal

with this question—a question of great importance to the

rural districts of England, bat Session after Session that Bill

his been broU;;htiu only to be dropped. Is it conceivable that

if the farmers had been adequately and fully represented in

Parliament two snch important measures as these, bearing

upon the financial interests of the farming community, would

have been allowed to drop in this way ? I think not, Irora

what I know of Parliament. Then again, I would ask, were

the views of the farmer listened to upon that very important

piece of legislation upon cattle diseases? Were not millions

of the tenant farmers' capital wasted and the national wealth

destroyed before the views of the more intelligent farmers

prevailed as to the efficiency of the means to be employed in

keeping out foreign disease and for dealing with it when they

had it ? I think no subject could have been of more vital con-

Bequence to the tenant farmers than tliat (Hear, hear). What
was the history of legislation upon this subject ? Was it not

one long catalogue of blunders ? Few of you but remember

the timidity of Mr. Forster upon this question, aud fewer still

but will remember the obstiocy of the Duke of Richmond.

Before the Duke of Richmond and the Government would

listen to reason upon this question Mr. Read had to resign his

ofEje in the Government and it was only then that efficient

means were adopted. Has not the wisdom of the views

which had been held from the beginning by the naore

intelligent class of fanners become apparent by the

immunity we have since enjoyed from these fatal and

dire diseases ? I would just for two or three minutes touch

upon the question raised by our Chairman, that of local taxa-

tion. I will not follow him to the principles of local taxation,

which would take a whole evening to discuss, bu' I will simply

raise the question to show that the financial interests of tenant

farmers have not been looked after in Parliament, and I will take

the Education Act which the Chairman has named. Tlie bill was

brought in in the interests of the labouring classes and in the

interests of the general community. What may be the effect of

the Bill in the future we are not met to discuss, but the

provisions of the Education Act, although bearing hardly upon

tliem, have been loyally carried out by tiie farmers of England.

It has been a measure which has not only dealt hardly with the

farmers financially but it has withdrawn from them a good deal

of juvenile labour, the value of which in certain seasons can

scarcelly be measured by money. It has always appeared to me
that instead of thai; education rate having been put upon the

shoulders of the tenant it ought in fairness to have been put

upon the shoulders of the landlord. Then, again, there is the

Sanitary Rate. The permanent improvements of a village ought

to be paid for by those who have a permanent interest in the

place, aud not by the tenant who in many cases has but a very

temporary or ephemeral interest inthe village (cheers). One of

the objects of the Alliance will be to watch and see that no such

burdens are imposed upon the shoulders of the tenant farmer

iu future. I kuow that the political econouiistB aud aome very

learned landowners maintain that all rates and taxes are pvph-

tually paid by the owner. I am not here to dispute that;

doctrine, but I know full wel' that when new ratt^sare imposed

upon the shoulders of a certain class there they are like y to

remain for a longer or shorter period (Hear, hear). Tlie

Property Tax is the only tax which can be legally deducted for

rent. The authors of the Property Tax saw the danger in pass-

ing that measure there would ba in putting that tax upon ths

shoulders of the tenant, aud they made, it illegal for any land-

lord to enter into an agreement with a tenant to pay it. This

step was a notable instance of interference by
Government with freedom of contract. The Alliance

has been blamed by some for including too many
subjects in its programme, and by others for including too

few. The farmers in the eastern counties blame us very con-

siderablv for not including in our programme the repeal of the

Malt Tax. That was not omitted without full consideration.

The tenant farmers upon our Committee were about equally

divided as to tlie policy of repealing the Malt Tax, and from my
experience of the farmers of Bedfordshire and the farmers

of Hertfordshire I believe if they were polled they

would also he found to be about equally divided.

Therefore we came to the conclusion that as there was this

difference of opinion upon the subject we had better confine

our programme to those subjects upon which we coul 1 agree. I

have always been in favour of the repeal of the Malt Tax
simply upon the ground that siich an impost checks the demand
for home grown produce and leads to the substitution of ioreiga

sugar for barley. I have taken up so much of your time

that 1 must leave Mr. Fowler to deal with the other objects

named in our programme. In conclusion, however, I would

observe that at no former period in the history of this country

has the fuiure of the land of England been looked forward to

with so much anxiety and apprehension as at the present time.

Not only are the landlords and tenants inquiring what is amiss

and what are to be the remedies, but every class in the com-
munity is joining in the inquiry. The enormous and ever

increasing sums required for the purchase ot foreign agri-

cultural produce, coupled with the long depression in tradej

has caused the general community to recognise the great im-
portance of our own agriculture as well as the importance o

removing every impediment which exists to its progress. That
important changes are pending must be obvious to the most

casual observer. The laud law reform is no longer left to

philosophers and speculative writers. When such men as

Lord Carington, Earl Cowper, the Marquis of Tavistock, and

more lately Lord Holmesdale come forward to attack the

present land system from public platforms, it must be obvious

that these subjects must occupy the attention of I'arliament at

no very distant date. No class is more interested than tenant

farmers in the passing of laws for relieving impoverished

owners from the burdens and obligations imposed upon them
by their ancestors, and to enable such owners to sell their

estates to men of capital who could make all needful paima-
nent improvements upon the estate without impoverishing the

junior members of th«ir families.. We believe these

great defects in our land system, as well as those in

which the farmer is more directly interested—the security of

tenure, the security of capital, local rating, the abolition of the

Law of Distress,, the reformation of the Game Laws, will best

be dealt with by a I'arliament which shall con'ain a number of

practical and intelligent farmers who will bring to b?ar their

knowledge of the practice and requirements of agriculture upon
these great and important subjects (loud cheers).

Mr. Fowler said if the Alliance was a party organization

to deal with the laud question he would not he there. The
land question was not a party but a national question

(applause). It was a question in which all were interested,

'ihe question before them was, is it or is it not wise for them
to associate themselves in a new alliance to get the law

altered so far as the law hinders the progress of agriculture?-

That was the whole question. Was the law right or wrong?
If the law was wrong why should they not meet together and

discuss how it should be altered ? It had been said by a

member for a neighbouring county, Mr. Rodwell, that the-

Alliance was Radicalism in disguise. He (Mr. I'owler) aenied

that there was any foundation for that statement. It was not

true; and he was quite as ready to say so in Mr. Rodweirs
presence as in his absence (Hear, hear). From the very first

the Alliance was a combination of men of various parties

but with oue comuion object which they placed above party.^
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No wonder iiipii were associated totceilirr to consider tlie land

(jiifsliiiii ;it the preseut time. He could aot rpiuenibcr any
bexson so disastrous as this : never since 1616 li:id tin-re, I,

c

\v .s t Id, been so bad a harvest as the one we had ttiis year.

ft might be said no Act of I'arliamp.nt could niitke ){ood

reasons ; but what they had to consider was what rarliameut,

could do (Hear, hear). He was very glad to see such a

larfce meeting, lor it showed the interest taken in this question

by the people of this neighbourhood. If it were true that in

the multitude of councillors there is wisdom the farmers must
be the happiest people in the world (laughter). A good rnauy

jH'ople said " You must lower the rents," Well, he dared say

there were cases where the rents would have 'o comedown
But he regarded the question of rents as a question of con-

tract between man and man. It was not a question of law

but of agreement (Hear, hear). Many landlords had, as they

all knew, dealt very liberally with their tenants this year as

regards rent. Again, some said " You must repe;il the Malt
Tax," but as loug as we had wars in hand neither the Mall Tax
nor any otiier tax would be repealed (Hear, hear). Some
said " All will be riglit if you get a protective duty ou corn."

He believed he should never see rrotection revived, and more-

over, he believed the farmers did not wish to see it either

(Hear, hear). But they wanted to be able to fight with their

hands untied (applause). Some said "Lower the rates." The
Chairman seemed very sensitive on this point. He (Mr.
I'owler) did uot wonder at it when he had to pay so much on

account of schools. Mr, Fordham, he thought, was hardly

used, but he was thankful that he was able to pay it so

coml'ortably (laughter). Other people said " It is a question

of readjustment of rates." Well that was one of the things

ou tlie Alliance programme, so he must say nothing against

that. Then farmers were told that they ought to rear more
poultry. This, no doubt, would be a very good thing, but it

only touched a small part of the question. Some people

said if farmers did not spend so much, things would be

right; but surely farmers were as much entitled to

spend their iucoine in their own way as any other people

(applause). It put him out of temper to hear men with lar;;e

incomes saying farmers spent too much. Another arunment

used was this: Let us wait till we get the report of the Royal
Commission (laughter). He believed this Royal Commission
would tell them a great many things they knew already, and a

few things they did not know, and would leave Ihinjjs exactly

where it found them (applause). No doubt the Commission
would give to the world an enormous blue book (laughter),

and some people would perhaps read it. Some good might
result from the Commission, but it would be a long business if

they waited for it. He did not object to the Commission, for

the information gained by it might be very useful. But the

farmers would have to act for themselves and they could do
what they wanted without a Royal or any other Coiimission

(applause). There was no body of men in England so power-

ful as the farmers if they only knew it. But they were dis-

organised ; they did not act together and they were often

afraid of otfeuding somebody or other. The great use of the

Alliance was that it enlightened people not only as to the

matters mentioned in its programme but also on those questions

regarding the ownership of land (Hear, hear). Mr. fc'owler

went ou to speak of the paper read by JNIr, Edwards of

Broughton, Stockbridge, at the Farmers' Club last week, and,

witli reference to what Mr. Edwards urged concerning
security for unexhausted improvemeuts, he said tliat was the

Agricultural Holdings Act without that nasty clause at the

end giving the landlord power to coutract himself out of it.

Having mentioned the other remedies for agricultural ills

m utioned in the paper Mr. Fowler said they agreed almost

entirely with the programme of the Alliance. He had been

very much interested in the paper as it showed wh^it were the

opinions of a real farmer, expressed when talking to other

farmers. Gaing on to criticise the speech o( Sir Thomas
Acland, delivered the other day, in whicti tenant farmers were
advised not to bother their heads about sending men ot their

own c'ass to Parliament as Parliament could do nothing for

the farmers, Mr. Fowler said this was the question : Could
Parliament do anyihing for them ? Th^y said it could. Sir

Thomas Acland said it could not, and they would have to try

whether it could or not (applause). Sir Thomas said every

tenant ou^^iit to have a two years' holding, after he had a

noiico to quit. Now this would be a great change for the

better (applause). If Parliament did ao luuch as this many

would think it had djne a great deal. Parliament could not
make good farmers any more than it could make good land-
lords, but they s lid ttie law can and does liinilcr farmers. The
pio/ruumc of the Alliance was then co nmeuted on by Mr.
Fowler. Concerning the first item—the belter repre.wntatiou
of tenant farmers in Parliament—he said he could not see
what harm there could be in assoociating together to consider
this question. As regarded the second item—to stimulate the
improved cultivation of the land, especially by obtaining
security for the capital ot the tenants invested in the improve-
ment of their holdings— he said that was the Agricultural
Holdings Act wilhout the clause he had before referred to.
That Act he maintained was h sham (loud applause), it had
done nothing for the larmers (renewed applause). What harm
lift said, could there be in the third item of the programme .

To encourage greater freedom in the cultivation of the soil and
the disposal of its produce. Some people said, and it was
true, that this was a question of contract ; but it was for
the farmers to discuss what contracts are reasonable
and what are unreasonable. As for the fourth item— to obtain
the abo'itiun of class privileges involved in the Law of Distress
and Hypothec—he asked if any man could show what good
had been done by the law as it at present stood to anybody
except the landlords. There was no reason why the landlord
should have priority in the case of claims against the tenant.
The law too raised rents very much ; for it enabled very poor
men to bid for farms—men who would not be accepted as
tenants if the law were not what it is. There were cases where
farmers did uot get the credit they ought to have because it

was well kuown that the landlord had power to take the stork.
Was the law reasonable ? Was there any reason for the
priority given to the landlord ? Speaking ot the fiftli item—to
promote the reform of the Game Laws, Mr. Fowler remarked
that the chairman of the meeting held recently at Colchester
in connexion with the Alliance, though a good old Tory, said
he would get rid of the Game Laws altogether. He (Mr.
Fowler^ would not go so far as that, but he thought something
out;ht to be done to protect the farmers from the ravages of
ground game (applause). Having touched on the sixth item—to obtniu the alteration of all presumptions which operate
unfairly against the tenant farmers—lie passed on to speak of
the seventh, which has reference to the obtaining for rate-
payers their legitimate share in county government. The
Government had, he said, brought in two bills to deal with
this question, and Mr. C. S. Head had declared that the last
was worse than the first. It was only reasonable that those
who paid the rates should have something to do with the
spendiiig of them (applause). After a few"words on the last
item in the programme, namely, the fair apportionment of local
burdens between landlord and tenant, Mr. Fowler began to
speak on a subject which was not included in the programme

;

that was the laws relating to the settlement of land, Wliea
the Alliance was first formed, he said, he did not care to have
anything to do with it unless the promoters were prepared to
go further. He said the programme was all very well so far
as it went, but they would not get the land question settled
until the law wiiich almost compelled so many owners to
remain in a bad condition was altered. He was anxious to
have the great question of the settlement of land form part of
the programme, but a farmer [Mr. Howard : The gentlemau
on your riglit, Mr. Long] said " Let us mind our o>^'n business

;

that is the landlord's busiuess." It was decided not to include
this in the programme. How land was settled was a matter
of importance to everybody because on the condition of land
depended the condition of the community to an extent of
which they had no idea. The great mass of land under
cultivatiou in Eufiland was held on tenancy for life, and it

often happened that the tenant for life could not do full justice
to the land. In most cases they could not get rid of the land
even if they felt that thry could not do justice to
it. The law which kept the land in this condition was bad
for the landowners, bad for the farmers, and bad for the whole
community. They wanted the farmers to be free, and they
wanted the owners to be free ; until the owners were free as
well as the fanners there would not be that true freedom
which was necessary for cultivating the soil to the very best
advantage (applause). 'J'nc farmers of England could make
the land free if they liked ; the landlords would not be hurt
if this were done, but on the contrary they and the whole
community would be benefited (loud applause).

Mr. JLoXG (lienlow) was called onto move a resolution. Ee
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ndmitted that lie did not exactly approve of aP the objects of

the F.irraera" Alliance He was uot au extreme person n th;

views he. entertained, still he helieved a diange in the law wa->

desirable, necessary and just. Some security should be given

to the tenant farmpr for the capital he puts into the land
;
bttt

}ve ninat coiifess that as he saw it, the question was not so

mnch between the landlord and tenant as it was a national

matter (applause). He did not mean to run down landlords

as a class—thpy were as good,^ taking them on the whole, as

the tenant farmers were as to the qualities of humanity. Many
of them were, he believed, placed in a very painful and

difficult position, A man who let his land go to rack and

ruin might go to his landlord and say, " My land does not

pay
;
you must lower the rent ;" but, on the other hand, the

tenant who put improvements into the land could not do so,

because he knew his landlord would soon find a fresh tenant,

who would benefit by the capital put into the farm by the

former tenant (Hear, hear). In conclusion, he referred to the

Game Laws, remsrkhig that he did not see in what way they

could be altered. A man has as rancht right to keep pheasarut*

and hares on his own property as the tenant had to keep pigs and

poultry on what he rented. He concluded by moving the

following resolution :
—" That this meeting approves of the

formation of the Farmers' Alliance, believing that the accom-

plishment of its obiects would remove some of the principal

hindrances to the prosperity of agriculture " (applause)..

Mr. Croxjcu seconded the resolution with much pleasure

suid without any reservation whatever. He advised farmers

not to trouble their heads about settlement and entail,, feeling

that the landowners would soon do what was necessary in that

direction. He said the principal gainers under the present law

were the family lawyers, and afterwards spoke of the necessity

of direct representation.

The resolution was then put by the Chairman andanani-

snously carried.

Votes of thanks were then passed to Mr, Hoicard, Mr.
Fowler, and the Chairman, after which Mr. Howard explained

his views upon the Game Laws, to which reference had
been made by Mr. Long.
The meeting then ended.

THE STATE OF IRELAND.
Colonel E, R. King - Harman, M.P., writes to the

Times :
—

Sir,—I have read with great interest the letters of Lord

Lifford and Mr. Bagwell and your leading article thereon.

As a resident Irish landlord hiid as one who has striven

earnestly to arrive at a true estimate of the present state of

affairs in Ireland I ask the favour of a space in your colnmns

for a few remarks.

I wish most heartily that I could agree with the gentlemen

whose letters appear in The Times of to-day or with that

portion of the report of the Local Government Board which

expresses a belief that the present system of Poor Law relief will

be adequate to meet the distress which now hangs over a- large

portion of the Irish people.

I iinhesitatingly say that not only dire distress but absolute

famine is impending in many parts of Ireland, and x am
reluctantly, but firmly, convinced that this can only be averted

by Government assistance.

Lord Lifford and Mr. Bagwell are well known as excellent

landlords and good men of business, and their evidence, as far

as their knowledge serves them, must carry great weight.

They write, however, from parts of the country which are, I

hear, exceptionally prosperous, and except so far as Mr. Bag-

well relers to the chronic state of poverty in Ennis and

Tyrawley, cannot be taken as giving any idea of the state of

affairs in the West.
The statement frequently made that the potato crop is one-

half the average certainly does not apply to many parts of

Ireland, and such potatoes as have escaped the disease are

generally small, watery, and wanting in nutriment. The oat

crop h»8 generally been good, and has been well saved, and

liay is tolerably plentiful, except in low-lying lands, where

it has been destroyed or swept away by the floods, but is of

very inferior quality, owing to the wet season, while the root

crops are generally miserably poor.

The last few weeks of beautiful weather have done wonders
in many parts of the country towards saving the tnrf, and the

fuel famine will not be ao general as vvaa to ho feared a short

time ago. In many places, however, the turf, especially where
the bogs are of inferior quality, bad already sutfered ao much
from the continuous vfet that the recent fine weather came tv>o

late to save it.

All this is bad enough, especially when the stagnation oi
the cattle tride and the low prices for all descriptions of farm^

produce—with the exception during the last few weeks of
butter—are taken into ;;<;count ; but the most serious matter,,

and the one which will bring famine to the doora of thousands ,
is the sudden collapse of the credit system.

For several years past credit has almost been forced upoo
the people; the Gombeen man, or village usurer, has wovea
his webs in every neighbourhood, and shopkeepers have vied>

with each other in giving long credit for frequently inferior

and adulterated articles, but, worst of all, banks have set up-

their branches in every small town, and have freely advanced
money at interest seldom under and olten ejiceeding 10 per
eeat.

Suddenly the whol& of this ceases ; the usmrer, the shop-
keeper, and the banker flood the country with processes.;, not-

a shilling will be advanced, not a mouthful of meal nor a birg.-

of manure will be supplied without ready money.
Well, the majority of the smill farmers in the v/est have no-

ready money ; the large farmers have been so hard hit during
the last three years that they cannot pay for labour, and the

sequel, I fear, is too simple. In the west, speaking generally,,

the potatoes will not last till Christmas ; the people have not

a shilling, and credit for a bag of meal will not be procurable.

What can the people do? They must work for wages er

starve. Who will give the work P Some landlords will, hut
many cannot ; and many,, frightened or disgusted with the-

present senseless agitation, will not,. I will not now discuss

the political side of the question, nor will I enter into the

question as to whetl\er the people might not now be better off-

if prudence and economy had prevailed in past years. lean,
only state a sad and terrible fact. Famine is abroad in the-

west, and r see no means of averting a terrible catastrophe-

if the Government does not intervene,

I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do not ask for

wholesale relief, nor do I believe that the state of matters h
have endeavoured to describe is the case all over Ireland, but

I give it as my sure belief, founded on the closest examination,,

that there are several districts in the w«st of Ireland where
famine is impending, where the present system of Poor Law
relief will be utterly unable to cope with the disaster, ani
where, if it be attempted, an additional or supplemental rate-

will only be the last straw which v«ll swamp many who at

present may just weather the storm.

I do not, Sir, wish to be an alarmist. On my own property

there will be poverty this winter, but, I trust, no crisis that

landlord and tenant working together v/ill not be able to tide

over; but it will cost us a sore struggle. What I say, how-.

ever, of other parts of my neighbourhood and tlie country

further west is of my own personal knowledge, and while L
deprecate the conduct of those who would exaggerate the state

of affairs in more favoured portiois of the country, and while

I denounce as heartless traitors those who would set class

against class and make political capital out of the sutferiugs

of our fellow-countrymen, I deem it my duty to let the people

of England know that starvation threateas—nay, is absolutely

in the mid^t of thousands of their fellow-citizens across the

Channel.. If you will allow me, in a future letter, to make
some suggestions as to the best means of meeting the evil, L
may be glad to avail myself of the privilege. At present I

must apologize for the extreme length of this communication,
and trust that the urgency of the occasion will plead as my
excuse,

20, Duke-street, St, James's, Nov. 10.

ADVICE GRATIS,—A man piling wood on the wharf
near the foot of Third-street yesterday., fell into the river, and
whea hauled out one bystander advised him to be mora
careful' in the future. A second one advised him to take a

stout drink of whiskey to keep a chill off,. A third thought

he had better hurry home and change his clothes, and a-

fourth cautioned him to get the water out of his ears. When
all had spoken a bootblack came forward and said, " I hain't

got much to say about this 'ere case, but ray advice to this

feller is to do more kickin' with his heels and less holleria'

with his mouth if he ever (alls in again. Shine yer butes lor.

five cents
! "

—

Detroit Free Press,
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(Eliambci'5 of ^L3ricultitvc,
SCOTTISH.

A conference was held on Monday Nov. 10, under tke

auspices of the Scottish Cliamber of Ajfricultnre lor the pur-

pose of consideriuj; the best means by wliich evidence might
be hiid before tiie Uoyal Atcrieuitural Commiss-ion recently

appointed—Mr, p^icoll, Littleton, president of the Chamber,
in the chair. Tiie meeting was private, but we understand that

an unanimous desire was expressed that the Royal Commissiou
would see fit to visit KJinbur^h and receive the evidence, whicli,

it transpired in the course of the discmsiou, the Chamber
were, througli representative men of the various districts and
oystems of fHrining, prepared to lay before them. A small

committee of directors was appointed to assist the secretary in

prepiralion of the tvideuce should it be required or accepted

by the Koyal Commissiou.

The annual general raeetiuir of the Scottish Chamber of
Agriculture was held in Ediuburgh on Tuesday, Nov. 1 1^ in

one of the side rooms of the Corn Exchange. i\Ir. XicolL,

Littleton, rorfarsnire, occupied the chair. There was com-
paratively a small attendance-

The Secretary (Mr. Curror) read the Counties Com-
mittees' report, recommending the ofuee-bearers for the coming
•year, the president being A. M^Neel Caird, Gi-rioch ; A.
i5ethune, of Blebo, senior vice-president; an] John M'CuUoch,
uDenbie Mains, junior vice-president.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON /LGRICULTURE.
The Secretar-Y also read thefollowingshort report respect-

ing the conterencps iield yesterday on the subject of the agri-

cultural depresjtion^

—

" The confereuce resulted in Mr. Melviu, of Bonninglon,
pointing out the advantages of having the evidence taken

before the Commissionere-in-Chief, and moved that the

•Chamber offer evidence to the Chief Commissioners; aud the

secretary was directed to correspond with the secretary of the

Commission, and ascert'tin how best this cnuld be gone about
;

• and a remit was made to a committee of five to aid the secre-

'tary in adjusting the :juestions to be issued to proposed wit-

'Uesses, to receive their answers, aud to consider the same.

THE RETIRING I'RESIBENt's ADDRESS.
Mr. NicoLL, before vacating the chair, delivered the usual

•retiring address. Since the last meeting of the Chamber, he
said, questions whose discussion was formerly confined to

farmers' clubs and Chambers of Agriculture had received au

attention and achiev'^d a prominence which went far to atone

for long years of indifference and neglect. After a lapse of

'five-and-thirty years, the state of agriculture had been revived

as a subject of Farliaraeutary debate. A Commission of Inquiry

which, when asked for in the House of Lords by the I^larquis

-of Huntly, was refused at the instigation of the Premier, only,

however, to be unanimously granted a few weeks later on by

the House of Commons, had now begun its work. He was
not forgetful of, and did not depreciate— it would, indeed, be

hnrdly possible to exaggerate— the inllnence wliich the past

disastrous harvests had liad in awakening the community to a

sense of its interest in the laws effecting the ownership aud
tenancy of land. In considering the question, he wished in

•the first place to dismiss in a word the impertinences which in

some quarters had been indulged in towards farmers as a class.

All classes had been suffering from the general depression of

trade, aud all had, he imagined, taken such steps towards its

mitigation and removal as seemed most suitable and available.

But farmers were in some quarters assumed as incapable of

doing so ; they must be treated differently from others, and
how far that was due to the past attitude of their class he left

every man to judge for himself. They were told that they

must conduct their affairs more economically ; that they must
relinquish the gig that conveyed them to market ; and that

their wives and daughters must betake themselves to the byre

9nd dairy. It would be quite as pertinent to the discussion of

the land question and the agricultural situation were he to

recommend that proprietors' daughters should gather the

fruit in their gardens, or that the wives and daugliters of their

agents should char their busiuess oflices. A cheering sign

was the movement among their neighbours south of the

Tweed. The recent past would not have been so unpro-

ductive after all if it had raised into life the tenantry of

England, and inspired them with personal and politieal

independence. Tiieir former political altitude often reminded
him of an anecdote of ttie poet Rogers, who, when asked about
his religion by a lady, replied, " I am, madam, of the religion

of all sensible men."' " And what is that P" asked the lady.
" All sensible men," replied.Rogers, " keep that to themselves."
Tbo analogy was scarcely complete, for instead of keeping
their politics to them^-elveB, the English tenants hitherto had
allowed their landlords to " keep " tliis for them. But ther«
had been a stirring of the dry bones, and their derainds as

formulated by the Farmers' Alliance proved that the English
tenants desired tiiat an end be put to that system of depend-

ence and trust on the honour and good faith of the landlord,

wliieh the Dnke of Argyll described as " inagiiificeiit, but not
business.'' In the Parliamentary session of 1878-9—a session

singularly barren of results and of interest to the agricultural

community

—

the matter which must bulk most largely was the

appointment of the Royal Commission to inquire into tlie

causes of the present depressed state of agriculture. He did

not express an opinion of the utility or otherwise of such aa
inquiry. Were he a tenant called on to express an opinion,

he should say that the present crisis in tlie farming interest

was due to bad seasons, which had seriously diminished tenantg'

capital; to too high rents ; to capital withheld from cultiva-

tion by entail on the part of the proprietors, and want of

security oH the part of the tenants. Should, however, the

result of the Commission be barren and worthless, it was
hardly possible to over-estimate the importance of the debate

in the Commons to which the proposal gave rise. In a
remarkable and important speech on Mr. Chaplin's motion^
remarkable as the utterance of a represeatative of a great
" revolution family "—important because of the position

which the speaker held towards one of the great parties in

the State—Lord Hartington said that if Mr. Chaplin had
proved his case, had proved that the agricultural distress was
such as to call for a Royal Commission of Inquiry, that then

it might be held that the land system of this country had
broken down; and by an unanimous assent to his

motion the House of Commons admitted that Mr.
Chaplin kad proved liis case. He would in a sen-

tence or two recount some of those laws or presumptions ef

law which handicapped the tenant in making his contract, or

interpreted it unequally against him when the lease was silent.

First, there was their old friend Hypothec—a law which had
its origin in a time when land was occupied by bondmen, who
were themselves the property of the landlord, and were not

able to hold any property of their own—which the House of
Commons had condemned by a majority of 137, and whicli

had been deelarsd indefensible by the law-ollicers, the Lord
Advocate and the Solicitor-General of the present Govern-
ment, whose views on the subject, he ceuld state on high

authority, were shared by the Home Secretary, Mr. Cross.

This question might now be regarded as removed from the

category of controversial questions, Jhe abrogation of the law
only awaiting the convenience of Parliament. But, at tke

same time, he should like to ask if the commercial classes

would not support farmers in their demand for liberty to re-

move at least the buildings which they had erected if payment
was denied ? By law a tenant could not transfer his lease,

even though he might be willing to continue responsible, in

addition to the liability of the new tenant, for the due fulfil-

ment of its conditions, without the landlord's consent. A
hundred years ago the village feuars laboured under a like

disability. The feu was intransferable without tlie superior's

consent. The Legislature in their esse abolished such a con-

dition as at once impolitic and absurd. By law the lease

went to the eldest heir male, or, failing heirs male, to the

eldest female. A more just and natural law would be that

the lease should go to tlie widow, to be worked out for the

benefit of the family. Why a tenant could not will his lease

as he willed his money or his movables was utterly anomalous.

Then, again, by law they had a whole host of shields thrown
around wild animals, which though not property, were—
because their slaughter formed in these days the favourite

pursuit of the idle- -treated as more sacred than the

property of other clasnes. These laws— fruitful of crime,

of ruin to the farmer, of demoralisation to the

peasantry—were maintained by and for the land-

owning class. But he might occupy the whole time

at his disposal in multiplying proofs of the partiality

sliown to landowners by a Legislature principally composed of
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landowners. He asked them now to cnusul.r the resuUa of

the lanri sv.tem as disclosed in the condui .n of tl.05.e classes

more directly interested-the owners, occupants, and labourers.

In the case of ihe owners, they had «n ever-increasing absen-

teeism, a lessened interest in their estates, and a gradual cessa-

tion ol all efforts for the developnient of their resources, due

partly to want of means and partly to want of knowledge.

They had properties under a system of management— or, more

correctly, of no management-by lawyers and accountants,

whose duties were indeed not unfreciaeutly delegated to subor-

dinate clerks. They had many large estates whose rents were

uplifted by the agents of mortgagees. And, last of all, they

had the astounding statement-though under such circum-

Btanees it would indeed be astonishing were it otherwise-that

in England the mortgages amounted to 58 per cent, of the

value of the laud. The position of the tenantry was now, and

had been for years past, matter of notoriety. Ue did not

think that, on the whole, the embarrassments of farmers had

been over coloured. But he asked if the laud system did not

receive its own and its strongest condemnation in he heavily

mortgaged condition of the proprietors, and in the tenantry ot

this country being brought to the verge of bankruptcy by the

recurrence of a few bad harvests? Mr. Chap m and Lord

Airlie said bad harve.ts-and low prices. Bad harvests were

indisputable ; but a review of the whole of the valuable tables

obtained by Parliament on Mr. Fuijarabe's motion suggested

tliat larmers were suffering from bad seasons rather than from

low prices, since there was scarcely one of their products,

excepting wheat, wool, and cheese, which was not now con-

siderably liigher in price than it was in the days when the pros-

Derity of tlie agricultural interest was as much a subject ot

national congratulation as its depression was a eommiseraiion

at the present time. That there was a reason why the

tenantry any more than the commercial and trading

classes should through a series of bad years become the

obiects of chantv, of Royal Commissions, and of emigra-

tion, he firmly believed. Lord Airlie hit the mark wlien he

Bpoke of the undue rise in rents fostered and maintained by

law • of rents raised by competition stimulated to so high a

point as to admit no margin, no surplus to meet a ime ot

temporary disaster and depression ; of rents which could only

he paid under a continued concurrence of favourable circum-

Btance All honour to the landlords who, m cases ot great

and unavoidable mislortunes, came voluntarily forward to

assist their tenants. He cared not to inquire whether such

assistance was prompted by expediency or generosity
;
but as

a Scotch tenant farmer, he was inclined to hang his head at

the spectacle of a whole body of tenantry coming forward to

crave such assistance. It was not a healthy state of matters

when the prosperity, not to speak of the existence of one

class was dependent on the generosity of another. It was a

most important question, " Can the extent of the over-renting

which Lord Airlie admits be approximately arrived at f lie

humbly thought it couliL The land rental of the country had

durin.^ the last twenty years increased bv twenty-one per cent.

If it had but increased, as by natural causes and fair competi-

tion they were entitled to hold it wou'd only have increased

by eleven per cent., here would have been a lund in the

tenants' hands to meet a period of depression. Every tenant

Bavin- rent to the amount of £500 would at the end of a

liineteen years' lease be in possession of £1,000 more than le

now was ; ins'ead of which they had the applause o the pubbc

demanded for the benevolence of the proprietor who granted

an abatement of ten per cent, for a year-£50 returned by a

man who during a lease had unfairly received fil^OO. As to

the condition of the labouring classes connected with farming,

the fact which most forcibly struck them was that disclosed by

the last census, that within ten years more than one third ot

their farm labourers had been transferred to other employ-

ments, had emigrated, or at all events had been lost as cultiva-

tors of the soil. But it might not be so generally known that

the number of persons in these islands occupied in the tillage

of the soil was actually less now than sixty years ago, in the

face of a general population nearly doubled. Partly owing to

the Law of Entail, and in part due to the law of parish

settlement, their ploughmen had been driven to the emigrant

ship or to the towns. The law of parish settlement had on

the class of farm labourers inflicted a grievous wrong. Hovv

long, then, were they to submit to a land system which had

proved destructive to the forethought, industry, and providence

of their labouring classes ; which encouraged the aggregation

of land in few hands, and which threw all manner of ob-

stacles in the way of its transfer and dispersion, when thfy

considered the power wielded by landownership ? It belonged

not to the Legislature to encourage either the accumu'atiou or

the dispersion of land. That should be left to natural causes,

and if that were so, there would arise hundreds of liappy homes
for one there now was, which could not be destroyed and up-
rooted by the caprice and whim of one man, or, what was
still far worse, of an arrogant subordinate. The next best

arrangement to what he advocated was a gradation in tiie size

of farms, of holdin^js increasing in extent, and forming as it

were rounds in the ladder by which the careful ploughman
rai;fht ascend. They asked the willidrawnl, he r^pHated, from

the landowning class of all that special legislation which had
made land a practical monopoly, and enabled its possessors to

impose conditions of tenancy under which no inlustry could

exist and prosper. Some there were who would seek to remedy
this by restrictions, by a limitation of freedom of contract

;

they would, in fact, neutralise one economic heresy by the im-

posiiion of another. Freedom of contract there could not be

where the subject bargained for was a monopoly ; but

land would cease to be a monopoly when those ex-

ceptional laws were removed. While the existing

system was maintained, the tenant could not bargain on
equal terms with his landlord. There leases would be, as

they almost invariably were, not a stipuhtion of rights but a

surrender of them. There was but oneway in which these

reforms could be secured. They must prove the earnestness of

their purpOoC and the sincerity of their faith at the polling

booth. At present, what was boastfully but truly denominated

the greatest of all their interests was wholly unrepresented in

Parliament. If tiieir meetinas and discussions were to bear

fru't, the tenantry of the United Kingdofu must return to

the House of Commons a number of men thoroughly in earnest

—so numerous as to hold the balance between the two great

political parties, and wlio would give orwiihhold their support

from any Government which refused to redress our grievances.

They ou^ht not to insist upon, nor wait for, a great striking

measure of land reform. Let their debt be paid, if it was pre-

ferred, by instalments. Each instalment received would so far

reduce the amount ol their demands. In concluding, Mr.

NicoU said that in their newly-elected Presilent, Mr. MNeel
Caird, who, unfortunately, was unable to be present, the

Chamber had at its head the man who, of all Scotchmen, was

best acquainted with the land system of the country.

In the absence of Mr. Caird,' Mr. B^thune, of Blebo, the

senior vice-president, tlien took the chair, and a vote of thanks

was passed to Mr. Nicull for his conduct in oHice.

THE CAUSES OF THE AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION.
The next subject on the programme was " The Agricultural

Depression—its Causes and Remedy."
Mr. M'CuLLOCK, Denbie Mains, reid a paper in which he

took up tlie question of tenant-riijht for unexhausted improvee

ments, and explained how the necessity for such a right arose-

The almost universal leaseholding of Scotland had, perhaps,

more than any otiier cause, militated against the inauguratioa

of tenant-right. The fallacy that the lease was a security

for uuexliausted manures and improvements had been assidu-

ously preached by those interested in their confiscation— with

extraordinary zeal by the Duke of Argyll. The lease was

only a security for lengthened tenure—in itself a powerful

element in production, and on that account met by a corres-

spondingly higher rent—but was in no way a compensation

lor value left to the successor. On the contrary, it took,

when most needed (at the end of the terra), a form of an

exactly opposite character—a handicap in the keener com-

petiton which the added value induced. Thus it was that

yearly tenure with tenan'^-right was advocated in preference

to a leise without. In those countries where the principal

wealth and occupation of the people were derived from

agriculture, or whereas, in France, a revolution had disposed

of a lindowniug aristocracy, the " landlord and tenant" were

usually merged in one individual, and thus there was no

antagonism of interest. This system, however much general

comfort it might give to those employed in the c:iltivatioD,

never could for large production be compared with i\\t r/rande

cvlture. The increased use of costly implements and farm

stocking, as cheaper elements of production, must always place

the peasant proprietor at a disadvantage, and no country gave

a better proof of this than America. In this country, with

only a portion of its population attracted to agriculture, chtap
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aiiii coDsequpntly large production would certainly, ratlier

than the comforls of liie producer, control tiie ruintls of the

conauniiii^ community ; und thus it was impossible to discuss

this sul'ject soundly from any other standpoint than that

ol increased production, for vvhicli purpose the security

of the tenant reapinij the full fruits of his industry

—

one of the oldest and most potent of incentives being self-

interest—became sound pul)iic policy. The landowner— often

tor other cofisiderations tliaa direct profit—would continue to

furnish land at a low rate of interest •, the tenant for his skill

and capital would almost certainly be able to reap fair re-

muneration, and would rather increase his hired acres than

become a peasant proprietor. Tlie three incomes of tiie

Premier liavin;; a connec-tion with this question, he would

show the absurdity, to his mind, ol such a division and cl >ssi-

fication. The owner of tiie soil who let, and tiie ( ccupier wlio

hired it, could not be more than two individuals or parties.

Tiie labourer, althougli coming into more direct contact with

the cultivation, iiad no greater interest than lliose furnishing

any other means of production, such as the blacksmith or

carpenter, the implement maker or manure vendor ; thus it

was clear that, on the same principle, the number of incomes

could be almost indefinitely extended. If the hhourer's wages

had a relation to profit or Ijsa, then the connection would be-

come apparent ; but as their tenure existed, the produce of the

soil was—a'ter all legitimate charges had been liquidated, and

labour was just one of thera—divided between tiie landlord

and tenant ; the former gettin? his rent, the latter his profit,

if any. Landlord and teuant liad thus a separate interest in

increased production, stimulated on the one hand at a new
hiring, on the other during its currency ; but the means used

by the tenant became so intermixed with and inextricable from

the soil, tliat there was no possible method of dealing with

them but valuing them over to the tenant's successor. Here
they had a good illustration of the hackneyed phrase of the
*' iuterebts of landlord and tenant being identical." In the

direction of increased production the one was safe to get a

higher rent, the otlier higher prufi;s, and thus arose a com-
mon interest. But it was just as apparent that in the

matter of rent and compensation for tiie tenant's improve-

ments, their interests were antagonistic—in the language

of political economy, tiiey became natural enemies: thus,
j

wiiile part of each of their individual interests had a com-
mon end in view, part had a separate and opposite one.

At some length Mr. M'CuUoch went on to examine the "land
creed" of the Duke of Argyll, from which he indicated he

disagreed to a considerable extent, and afterwards made some
remarks on the practicability of any compensation scheme. As
to freedom of contract, he was a firm advocate of this principle

—

one much misrepresented and misunderstood—but he would

not deny the abstract right of the S'ate to define the objects

and regulate the scope of its application. But it could not

perfectly api>ly until the contractors themselves were emanci-

pated from the slavery in which at present liiey were bonded

by legal interference. They might just as well say that the

slaves of the Southern States of America were free to contract

for their labour prior to their independency as maintain that

either a landlord bound by the thongs.of entail, limited owner-
ship, and expensive transfer, or a tenant battling against the

illegitimate coinpetition induced by Hypothec and those legal

presumptions which confiscated one portion ot his property,

prohibited the assignation of another, and put him in the worst

possible credit, was in a position of perfect freedom to con-

tract. In order that tlic contractors might be made free, there

must be legislative reform. He hoped he had enough know-
ledge of econoiiiics to keep him from asking that anything of

the nature of protection should be efforded, and that a compul-

sory tenant-right should be a back weight on the balance which
was at present unduly weighted to tiie other side by class legis-

lation. He believed he had tlie mJijority of the members with

him when he said that they would not

Balance wrong with wrong,
And physic woe with woe

;

but rather leave the balance a perfect power to oscillate freelY

•—only possible by the removal of present legislative interfer"

enee. Let these existing entails be abolished, the creation of

new ones prohibited, and the nature of land transfer be

simpler and lass expensive ; let legal presumptions be altered

80 that a tenant could assign iiis lease, and leave it by will to

other thtiQ the htir-at-law; that he could charge an agreed-

on repetition o' coat to the prnprirfor in possesion, nnd that
the old regulator sliould, in rejrard to improvements, be.-iltered
froiii "whrit is mixed with or iUed to the soil goes with the
soil " to " the increased value goes to him who added it."
Abolish the Law of H>pothec, and its even worse helpmate,
the Act of Sederunt, 1756, so that the landh)rd should cease
to have priority over the otl,er creditors of his tenant. But
tliefc n forms required, not only at the iiands of this Chamber
but the teuant larmers of Sc.itland, a powerful and united
effort—one which could not be withstood by any political
party. When they took a retrospect of their position in
regard to representation, it was enough to humble them. Only
one county in Scotland—and that a noble and laudable
example—had sent up a tenant-farmer representative, and he
thought in this respect tliey owed a high eulogy to Forfar.
Notliin,' but apathy had prevailed in regard to the objects to
be attained, but it tiiey were heard by their own voices -those
of tenant-farmer representatives—tlipy could then reckon on
justice, Inng delayed, being at last within their reach.

Mr. Gooiii.ET, Bolshan, said he was sure they were all
obliged to Mr. M'Culloch for his paper. After what they
had sot to meditate on, he thonght they should go home,
thiiik over the matter, and make up their mind on the subject
against to-morrow. They shou'd take up no more time in
mere talk.

The Chairman said they had never heard two more excel-
lent papers tlian those they had heard that day. It was a
well-known fact in the history of the world tliat nations,
individuals, and classes were only really moved by necessity,
and he was one of those who believed that from this agricul-
tural depression great good would ensue. They were indebted
to the Chamber of Agriculture for the position it had taken
up in this matter, for if they had been left to themselves they
might have remained exactly where they were. Asriculture
was one of those subjects that a man could not conceal much
about, let him be as reticent, clever, or cunning as he pleased.
The land was there, the farmer was known to his neighbours,
aud agriculture was perhaps one of the only things in the
world which it was advantageous there should be no sesrets
about. As there was to be a discussion to-morrow, they need
not go into the subject that day. He was glad to see some of
their English friends present. He lelt confident that if they
could get England enlisted in the cause of proper agricultural
reform, there was a reasonable prospect of getting not a few
of their grievances taken out of the away.
A vote of thanks to the chairman terminated the proceed-

ings.

The Earl of Morley was present on the 4;h inst. at the
annual dinner of the Chudleigh District Agricultural Associa-
tion, which was presided over by Sir J. H. Kennaway, Bart.,
M.P. In responding to the toast of " The County Migistrates,"
his Lordship, an agriculturist, admitted that agriculture was
not a very pleasant subject to touch upon in the present year

;

one would like, and was rather inclined, to shirk the question,'
but they knew there was no use shirking disa<;reeable facts,
aud he was afraid that they must all admit that 'the last vear
was one which had been unusually disastrous to agriculture ia
all parts of the country. At the same time, he might say that
he had been travelling a good deal about the country in the
lavt feiv mouths, and he confessed that comiui; back to
Devonshire it seemed to him to be rather a land of Goshen—
at auy rate, he believed people in Devonshire had very little
idea of the amount of sulfering and the amount of losses thia
had occurred in the Eastern part of the country, where the
cultivator depends almost entirely upon his corn crops. It was
hardly possible to conceive the condition of some of the most
fertile valleys, which many of them had gone through in a
railway or other jouruey, for they could see quite lately hay
and corn crops floating about in the water still. The hills of
Devonshire might be difficult to till, but they did give the tiller
the advantage tliat tiie water ran off very quickly. If we
were to go into the whole subject of agriculture and" the cause
of tiie depression he was afraid he should occupy them till to-
morrow morning ; but he was not going to do it. They had
liad a great many doctors prescribing to them lately, and, as
very often happened with doctor?, a good many of them diffe'red
in opinion. Some doctors considered that the agricultural
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disease was almost a mortal one, and they were rather inclined

to tie up the chin of the patient and wish liim good spee.d.

Others told them that it was merely a cold, and that with finer

weatlier tiiey would all recover. Others, again, took a still

more hopeful view, and said it was all their own fault, and that

with a little more exertion, and a little less grumbling—we

should get over tliis attack. Ue confessed that he did not

take ai'y of tliese views exactly. He beliaved that at the

present moment, although some parts had suffered more severely

than otliers, that they were suffering from—what should he

call it?—agricultural fever. If they went into the causes,

they were told by some people that it was the Lino Laws,

which affected the nourishing of laud. Tliat was a very large

question, but he confessed he did believe that the depression

was in part owing to those laws. He would say he should like

to see certain alterations made with regard to our law ot entail

He should like very much to see in all cases the power to sell,

in order that landlord and tenant should get as much out of

the land as they could. Then, again, people said, and he be-

lieTed rightlv that the weather was the cause ot it, and he

believed that that was the cause of the depression, for they

must remember that only two out of the last six years had not

been unsuccessful and very bad year<i. He believed he was

rinht in saying that the average yield of wheat throughout

En^'lanfl taking the last six years, had been 13 per cent, below

the'^average. But that was not all. The average yield had

dimmished, hut, what had never before occurred, with the

shortened yield they had not had higher prices, and the actual

-value of the gross value on the fai-m below the average during

the last six years had been something like 20 per cent. Ihey

had heard a great deal about foreign competition, and he had

not the least doubt, without going into a question which would

take up considerable time, that they must look forward to the

time when they would get enormous supplies of wheat troni

America There were various circumstances, lately exceptional

in theii kind that had stimulated the production of wheat in

America The extreme stagnatiaa of commerce in thatcountry

had diniinished the demand in the States themselves and

therefore given them a greater raargiii to send abroad i hen,

again the same cause had driven people away from the towns

where they could not make money to the prairies m the West

where they could; whilst the same cause had also reduced the

cost of transport very enormously. Now, they could not

expect trade and the cost of transport-he was speaking of

averages which it was extremely dilhcult to judge from withou

very deliutie data-would keep down as low as they were at

Bresent so Ih^L he did not believe they in this country would

get wheat at a lower price than at present. At the same time,

there was no doubt that in the West wheat could be grown

cheaper than in England, and the whole question of the future

would be whether the cost of transport would be such as would

make it i;ay the American producer to export his goods, but

that aga n was subject to so many various changes th;i it was

very difficult to get an opinion upon it. It seemed to him

nretty clear that the process which had been going on lor some

Ue would continue, and that was that less wheat vvould be

iZn especially upon poor, heavy laud, which they al knew

froduced less than the average, and cost more to cultivate

Then they would ask-What were they do? He would

answer that they must admit that the present was an exceptiona

tirar when landlords and land occupiers must endeavour to pull

t L'selves through tins crisis, and help one another asfar as

thev could Hb believed that the true way ot helping oneS er w'as to endeavour as far as they could to -c-ase the

Broduction That sounded a simple thing. It was very easy

For peep e to say, as it had been .aid, that the land could pro-

duce double as much as it did at present, bu the question was

not as to whether they could produce double the amount, but

«£ther the double am'ount would pay. If they could do that,

well and good. The Americans were very go-ahead people
;

They invented machines for diminishing labour, and had all

sorts of ingenious contrivances for lessening the cost of pro-

duction He thought they in England must set to work and

endeavour as far as they could to do the same, for therein ay

the great safeguard of agriculture l^'^y
"^^^f/'"?„

>

necessities of the case, and in case of poor land cultivate what

crops would pay. It rather surprised him, in /""king over some

statistics the other day, to find that no less than ^jO.OOO 000

was spent annually on dairy produce from abron^. He did not

wish to cast any imputation on the energy or the ability of the

En-hsh farmer, but it seemed to luffi that in this particular

matter they ought not to let the foreigner outstrip them. They
heard it sometimes talked about of a return to Trotectiou, or

a ghost of it which was c.iUed Reciprocity. He did not think

it was necessary for him to argue against that. Agriculturists

were an important int^re3t, but let them remember this—that

they only comprised about one-tenth ol the population. Now,
did they think it was probable ihat nine-tenths of the population

would buy bread and meat from them when they could get it

cheaper from anybody else ? They heard a great deal about the

relations of landlord and tenant, and two main points were
generally raised about this relation. One was security for im-
provements, and the other was freedom of culivatiun. He
was strongly in favour of both these principle", with certain

limitations. He believed thnt a good farmer would be allowed

to cultivate a good farm exactly as he liked, and it would psy
him best; but the landlord, for his own sake and for the sake

of the public, imposed restrictions upon individuals for his own
protection. They kaew that all farmers were not good any
more than any other class of men, and the landlord must be

protected against a man coming into his farm with the intention

of not staying there, rack his land, and then go away and
leave it in a condition in which it was impossible for any other

tenant to farm after him. He believed that covenants in land

were very little good, and the great point was this, that a man
should be left to farm much as he liked, provided that at the

end of the tenancy he should leave the farm undeteriorated in

quality. So, again, about iraprove.nents. He felt most
strongly himself that the buildings, and, as a rule, drainage,

should, with the consent of the tenant, be done by the landlord,

which would be generally found to be more satisfactory to both
parties. With regard to other improvements, such, for instance,

as unexhausted manure, ke thought that was a matter, whether
there was a lease, or whether there was no agreement, in which
the tenant should have perfect security, and that whenever he
left that farm lie would uot have lost money by having farmed
it to the end of his tenancy. There was no gentlemati in that

room but would acknowledge the necessity of clean farming,

and it was never more necessary than in the season just passing.

He had observed iu one or two cases that farmers were rather

inclined to take larger farms than their capital would allow

them to cultivate properly. He believed firmly that a farmer

would make a better thing of it by taking a smaller farm,

thoroughly stocking and thoroughly working it, than by taking

a larger holding which he had not cipital or strength to farm

properly. In conclusion, his Lordship again expressed the

pleasure he felt at being preseat, and added that if he had the

happiness of seeing liis friends again this time next year he

hoped their acute attack of illness which he had mentioned

would have passed away to make way for a more beautiful

summer and a more favourable season.

SEEING A MAN HOME.—I picked Simmons up pretty

near dead drunk, and took him home. When I got to his

house, as I thought, I shook him a bit, and said, ' Here you

are." " llisht," said he, and gave a big bang at the knocker.

Up went a window. " Wha's there ?" screamed a woman.

' I have brought the old man home," said L " All right,"

she cried, and came to the door. She immediately seized

hold of Simmon", and gave him such a shaking that his teeth

seemed to rat'le in his head. '-Who are you shaking of ?"

says he. "Goodness gracious," cried the woman, "that is

not my husband's voice." I struck a match, and she found

she had been shaking the wrong man. "There," said the

woman furiously, "I've been sitting up here expecting my

husband home drunk, and now I've wasted my strength on a

stranger." "Don't he live here? "' said I. " No," said the

woman, "he dcn'i" " What male you knock ? " said I to

Simmons. "Knock," said he, "you told me to." "I

thought you lived here," said 1. " Glad I don't," said he.

I suppose he was thinking of the shaking he'd had. At last

I found where he did live, and got him home. Mrs. Simmons

was sitting up for him. As soon as ever we knocked, out she

came. "Oh!"' ssys she, " you're the wretch as makes my

poor husband drunk, are you? " and she caught me a slap

across the face. I've never seen a druukea man home since.

'^Cope's Tubacco Plant.
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VEGETAliLE AND DAIRY FARMING IN
MINNESOTA.

The special correspondent of the I'iiiifs writes :

—

Market - gurileniiip-, flourishes on tlie liglit, friable

loatii aro\md St. Paul, and is pursued chiefly by Germans, who
have recently been pajiiig I'M to £10 an acre, and generally

cultivate five to ten acres, tjome have advances to about half

the value of tJieir purchai-e, aiconimodatioa for which tliey

have to pay 10 per cent. Most of the smaller farmTs also

grow tlio comtnoiier vegetables fur sale iu St. Paul and

Minnpapfilif, succeeding particularly well with potatoes, which

produce 200 to 300 bushels au acre, and sell at about 25c. per

hushel, with cabbages, which bring 4c. or 5c. per head, and

with onions, wliich lelcli 35c. per bushel. There is nothing

special to note in the management of tliese vegetables. Tiie

growers as yet are, ho\»ever, the only farmers who appreci.ite

the value of snd find time to apply manure. By otliers it is

regarded as a waste product, to be got out of the way as

clieaply as possible. When it accnmalates several feet high

around the building!", a stream is sometimes turned on to carry

it away, or the hovel itself may be moved. Il the raauuie is

carted, it is generally to fill up some hole or make a road.

Wheat straw sells (or a dolltr a ton in St. Paul, but a few

miles out it is valueless, and tliousands of tons are annually

burnt throughout the State. When the paper mills which are

in contemplation iu various districts are in full operation,

straw may become of some value iadepeudenlly of its agri-

cul:ural uses.

Owing to the abundance of common lands and grazings in

the woods or on occupied prairie laud, rent free or at nominal
ratei", many cows are kept in the ueiKhbourhood of St. Paul.

Tliey are seen in herds often numbering 100, and are looked

after, as the law iusis^ts, by a lad. Some are turned out with

their calves at foot. Many ate decorated with a bell hung
round the neck. All are brought in and distributed to their

owners at night. Mdk sells about lOd. per gallon. Butter

is of good quality, usually made rather salt, and worth Is. to

Is. 4d. per lb. ; cheese is rarely made. All the considerable

dairy folks have " spring houses," usually built of stone,

situated on some stream or lake, sheltered by a few trees,

with the water flowing throu«h rrde clay, stone, or iron

tanks, iu which the tins of milk are placed so soon as drawn
from the cow. Ail these people are comfortable and well-to-

do. Their common history is " 10 or 20 years ago they had
nothing."' Now they own, often without encumbrance, their

land and what il carries.

Coramissioned to write of corn and cattle, of laud, its capa-

bilities and its value, I cannot stiy to describe this beautilal

and varied country ; the woodland drives by the banks of the

Mississippi ; the crystal bays of Minnetonka Lake, on which
four large steamers carry excursionists ; the delicate, lace-like

tracery of the Minnehaha falls, or tlie grand commanding posi-

tion of Fort Snelling, built iu 1819,70ft. above the meeting
of the waters of the Minnesota and Mississippi, famous in

many an Indian campaign, and now the chief United Stales

fort of the North-We.-t. Beyond this are wonderful upheavals
of the displaced sandstone and limestone rocks. At Mandota,
hard by, General Si'dey 40 years ago built the first private

residence in the country, having no white ntighbours, except-

ing in the fort, for 300 miles. No one has been more
intimately concerns din the progress of this State than General
Sibley, who informs me that his love of wild sports bruught
him here in 1834. As head of a great fur-trading company,
he travelled widely over the north-west, with a faithful white
servant; he lived much among the Indians, receiving from
them uni'orra kindness, often supplied with the best their

slender resources could furnish. In his hunting expeditions

he constantly encountered herds of elk, moose, and buffalo.

With Indian troubles looming he was rightly regarded the

fittest mnn to command at Fort Snelling, and more recently he
was appointed the first Governor of Minnesota. Although
the eik, buffalo, and other big game have retired betbre

the advance of colonisation, there is siill abundant sport
in the woods and prairies, and during the past ten

days, from trains, Irora carriages, and when on foot,

I have raised countless prairie chickens, grouse, quails,

golden plovers, wild ducks and geese, great sand-hill

cranes, weigliing 201b. and fat as turkeys at Christmas, with

riibbits and Imre9,_the latteroddly termed Juckass-rabbitj. A

sportsman desirous of striking into nr.vr but pleasant quarters
for either shooiing or fishing might do much wotse thaa
come to Minnesota, lie can reach St. PhuI within 15 days
from LonJon, and at a moderate cost of £25. Solicitous to
preserve good sport, Minnesota, in common with other State.';,

has enacted game laws. There are no penalties against shoot-
ing or trapping on other people's l;.nd. The sportsman can
8h( ot or tish where he lists. The small owner or tenant ha<
liimsielf to blame if any dam:ige is snstaim-d from game; but a
close lime is rigidly prescribed, and inlringement of its provi-
sions is punished by fine or imprisonment. Il is unlawful to
kill or tnftic in the subjoined descriptions of game, exi-epfiug
during the following periods :— VA'oodoock, July 4 to Novem-
ber 1 ;

prairie chicken, August 15 toOe.foher 1
;
quail or part-

ridge, September 1 to December J ; rutilsd grouse or pheasant,
September 1 to December 1 ; aquatic fowl, September 1 tu
May 15 ;

elk, deer, &<•., November 1 to December lo ; brook
trout, April 1 to October 1.

Sulijoined are a few notes of two farms visited in the neigh-
bourhoid of St. Pan), and which may afford some idea of
the farming of the locaHty. Mr. Smith, of the Meadows,
purchased his 300 acres three miles from town 11 years ago*
at 20 dol.«. an acre. The land is undulating, and was chiefly
underwood and scrub, which has been grubbfd up at a cost
of 20 dollars an acre, with 5 dollars more for clearing off
the timber and doing the first ploughing. These items
forcibly set forth the expenses of bringing woodland under
thorough cultifation. The farm is enclosed and conveniently
subdivided. Before it was enclosed 500 cattle occasionally
strayed over it, devouring everything almost as closely as the
locusts did iu some districts in 1874 and 1875. Draining of a
few springy, wet places has been effected with 3:n. pipes
placed 4 ft. deep. Eighty acres are still in wood, with a lake
of ten acres, which it is proposed to drain. A stable with a
barn overhead has been built of stone and limber, 40 ft. long
and 20 ft. wide, covered with wooden shingles, or thin slips
of wood cut and put on like slates. The building, which is
22 ft. to the eaves, is divided into two stories ; the lower is

partitioned the long way, allowing four rows of cattle to be
tied up. Accommodation is said to be provided for 100
animals; but such a number would necessitate close packing.
A well 20 ft. deep is sunk in the middle of the shed, and with
pump and iron piping the water is conveniently distriluted.
T-n feet of head room are secured below, and in the barn
floor shoots and openings are provided, through which th«
food, wiih little labour, is supplied to the cattle beneath. A
very nice, well-finished dwelling-hou'e of wood, with fen
rooms has been erected at a cost of 2,000 dols. Around ihei

honse evergreen shrubs have been planted, and several
hundred apple trees, but many of these have perished front
frost. Mr. Smith frankly confesses that he would have
had a much better return for his labour and capital had he
gone to a western prairie, where, without clearing expense and
expenditure of time,he might at once have struck in his ploughs

;

with a liberal education, and anxious to attend science and
other lectures at St. Paul, he preferred to remain near the
town. The increased value of his estate, which would now
sell for 60 dols., would, however, repay outlay. About 100
acres are still under the plough, and 120 are in grass. Tho
crops are good. On the newly-broken land Indian corn is

first taken, produciag 50 bushels of shelled corn, which [a

used for the stock. Wheat follows, sown in spring, and
leaving 15 to 25 bushels an acre. Potatoes have occupied a
variable but considerable breadth, do well on the peaty loam,
help to clean the land, get rid of the prairie grasses, and bulk
250 bushels. Portions liave beeu sown with oats, yielding 40
to 50 bushels au acre. No very definite rotation is followed,
but Mr. Smitli is gradually sowing most of his land with
clover and Timothy, intending, for the present at any rate, to
let it remain permanently, graze it with cattle, or cut hay and
sell it in St. Paul for 5 dels., which can be got for good
samples of " tame " grass, as this ciiltiv'ited variety is aptly
termed. The stock of the farm, reduced by recent sales,
consists of seven horses, four two-) ear-old colts, five cow.",
about 20 cattle of various ages, and some good pigs ; but
there are no sheep. Four labourers are regularly employed
at a cost of 1 dol. a day for each, excepting iu harvest, when
rates are doubled.

Mr. Sara Deeriug, of Bluffdale, a mile from St. Paul, is a
capital specimen of a W^estern settler. He came to his present
abode as a tenant 12 years ago with a wagou drawn by four

G G
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b'.ilIock«, 'ollowed by sevrn small cows, snd containing a pnor

stock ot goods. By thriit and industry he nuw owns his 75

acres, has built a good house and preinisea, and is nii^tsr of

120 ijood caitie, of which about 20 are superior pedigreed

Shorthorns, lie lias seven nseful Gywnne cows and heifers
;

llie oldrr ones bon,-.lit at Mr. Gibson's «ale—one. Miss Gwynne,

TOiiD, of April, 1873, following Snd Duke of Oueida, from

Atlautic Gwynne, purchased by Lord Skelraersda'.e at the

tamous New York Mills sale. Besides these are an old

Prince.=s cow and her smart roan heifer calf, and several prize-

winning sorts of lass notable ptdigree. Bull calves are scld

readily at 25 to 50 guineas. The young stock are from the

deep, massive, useful 3rd and 5th Marquis of Oakland, the

best of these two from a Gwynne cow sent to an AirdrieDnke.

From the grade cows, now three and four times crossed with

Shorthorn, the bull calves, no matter how promising, are

wisely sent to the bu'cher whenever they are worth 10 or 12

dols. ; a few heifer calves are disposed of to breeders at two
or three weeks at 25 to 30 dols. The stock are well kept

;

none are forced, but all are doing well. Mr. Deering sensibly

in.sists that nothing pays unless done well. Several

ten - months heifers the useful steelyard show to

weigh already 700ib., and th«y are steadily gaining 1001b. a

month. The cows are expected to produce 2-1 to 25 quarts

per day ; several calved six months are still giving 15 to 16

quarts; the milk is chiefly sold new at St. Paul for 5 cents, a

quart. The cows, mostly good grades, are milked at 6 a.m.

and 5 p.m. So steady is the demand for the milk, even of 70

cjws, that little butter is made. The annual milk sales reach

7,000 dols. ; the sales for stock hitherto ha»e been irregular,

owing to the herd being steadily increased, but it has lately

averaged 3,000 dols. ; and as the pedigree Shorthorns increase

and more young bulls are so'd at advancing figures, higher

averages will be reached. Natural and artificial grasses con-

stitute the chief food in summer, the heavier milkers receiving,

however, a few pounds of bran and corn. Besides the farm of

75 acres, some common and woodland afford grass during

summer. From November until March the chief food of the

cittle is Indian corn—sown after the middle of May, put in

thickly on land well manured, and producing the biggest crop

of stuff I have yet seen in Minnesota. lleaching 6ft. high,

and thickly covering the ground, there seemed to rae to be five

tons of valuable (odder on every acre. On this corn, given in

the straw, t! e cattle of all ages—the Shorthorns iis well as the

grades, the milkers as well as the feeders, thrive equally well.

A small quantity of clover (which, being a'so manured, yields

fully three tons for the first cutting) and some prairie hay are

also used. Eighteen tons extra of hay were purchased last

winter, costing 3 dols. delivered ; but the chief extraneous food

is bran, of which 200 tons are used, costing 3 dols. 75 cents,

or 15s., per ton of 2,000lb. I do not anywhere remember 75
acres of land producing such heavy crops of fodder and con-

tributing so largely and profitably to feed 120 cattle and nearly

as rainy hogs. What Mr. Deering has done others surely

may do.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The preliminary

arrangements for the show of the Royal Agricultural Society

at Carlisle in 18S0 are making good progress. Of the local

guarantee fund of £6,000 over £5,000 has already been

subscribed. The show will be held upon the Sauceries and the

Willow Holme, two large meadows close to the city and clos^

to the Caledonian Railway, from which a siding may be made

into the showyard. The ground is intersected by the river

Caldew, over which two bridges will be thrown, the central

bridge being 40ft. wide in line with the main avenue of the

show. The main entrance being on the side nearest the city,

the first field, the Sauceries, will he devoted to the implement

and machinery in motion department, and the second field,

the Willow Holme, across the bridges referred to, will be

arranged for the display of live stock. The Corporation of

Carlisle, to whom the land belongs, have begun to prepare it

for the show. As it is 24 jears since the Royal Agricultural

Society's show was held at Carlisle, much interest is taken in

the matter, and the local agricultural societies will not hold

* heir usual shows nest year, but will promote the success of

that of the Royal Agricultural Society.

A MILLERS" EXPOSITIO:^.

The most important purely commercial exposition ever

attempt^d in this country, or indeed in any country, has just

h '.e.a undertaken by the National Millers' Association of the

United States. The Executive Committee of this Association

held a meeting in Milwaukee on Wednesday, Oct. 15'.h.

Messrs. George Bain and Alexander Smith are the St. Louis
members of this committee, and both were present at the
Milwaukee meeting. Mr, Bain is President of tlie National

Association.

The proposed Millers' Exposition owes its origin to the

fertile brain of Mr. Smith, of this city. The proposition is

to have a grand international exhibit of mill products, mill

machinery and mill furnishing supplies. Bakers of national

and foreign repute will also test flours on the spot. Vast ovens

will be provided for this purpose. The details of the exhibi-

tion have not been fully determined upon as yet. The Secre-

tary of the Association will correspond with tlie raill-furnishers

of Europe and America, and every inducement will be offered

for all climes and tongues to be represented. It is not ex-

pected that the wheat growers or milhrs of the Old World
will send their samples for exhibition, as they have no market
whatever in this country ; but to make the display a universal

one, samples of flour will be brought from all the four centres

of the world and put in with the American exhibits.

A very important matter not yet determined upon is the

place of holding this exposition. The parties wlio have in

augurated the movement are St. Louis men, and they are

naturally anxious to have ttie Exposition take place in St.

Louis, But there is no building iu this city at all adequate to

the dema'idsof the display. To put up such a building would
require a very large central lot and a great deal of money.
Moreover, there is a very little time yet remaining before the

date when the Exposition must take place. The time set is

June, 1880. It seems to be the opinion of Messrs, Bain and
Smith, and everybody else, that this grand and unique Exposi-

tion will have to take place in Chicago, for the reason that

that city alone offers a suitable buihiing. Unless St. Louis

will put upon a building in all respects suitable, the Chicago
Exposition building will be secured. It will be unfortunate

if this great international affair cannot take place in St. Louis,

for this is without doubt the chief market of the world for

fine brands of flour. Hardly a day elapses that some flour

dealer of England, Ireland, or France does not appear on the

floor of the Exchange in search of information in regard to

St. Louis mills and their products. It is expected that the

Exposition proposed will attract thousands of European
merchants, for at it the foreign dealers will be able to meet
every American ra'Uer of trade importance. Eich American
miller will be allowed to exhibit one sample barrel and this

will be divided up into pound packages ready for eaaminatioa

or for practical tests.

It is proposed that the Exposition be of two weeks' duration,

with a very small admittance fee, just sufficient to defray

actual running expenses.

Mr. Bain, as President of the National Association, is em-
powered to BO ahead and make every arrangement for the

exhibition, lie will appoint a number of sub-committees, so

as to lessen the great labour of preparation. Mr. Bain will

himself go to New York and Washington City, and endeavour
to make arrangements for half- rate transportation for exhibitors

and machinery from Europe to this country.

The Secretary of the Association is already at work indict-

ing letters and circulars to the mill furnishers of this country

and Europe, There were qtiite a number of mill furnishers

present at the Milwaukee meeting last Wednesday, and they

were unanimously in favour of the Exposition. There can be

no doubt that it will be an extensive affair. Tho only regret con-

nected with it will be tlie fact that it may take place at some
other place than St. Louis.— iS^. Louis Globe.—Democrat,

NpRFOLK AGRICULTUR&.L SOCIETY.—The annual
meeting of the Norfolk Agricultural Association was held at

the Royal Hotel, Norwich, on Saturday, the retiring President,

Mr. R. T. Gurdon, in the chair. It was agreed that the

summer show for 1880 should be held at Downham, on the

16th and 17th of June, Mr. Henry Villebois was appointed

President for 1880.
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The following amusing contribution, from the pen of

Mr. G. T. Turner, appears in the eurreut number of tlie

National Live Stuck Journal of Chicago :

—

It is, to me, a source of satiafucliou to read American
accouuts of Shorthorn matters (letailt'd iu pi'iin bu>iiie>>s-like

phraseology. It may be taken lor granted tiial there aie good,

pure-bied Siiortliorus iu the United States, jet they are

modrstly described. Iu Eiighiud, on the cou'rary, one is

accustomed to read of beauty, loveliness, grandeur, :ind luag-

luticence as cumiriDn attributes of fasliioiiabiy-bred S lortlioru

cattle. To outhiders these terms are meanin^jless when so

applied, and luauy ol 1 lie animals spoken of iu thi» way are,

iu Kpiie of their pedigrees, very plain to look at. Their
Domeuclature, too, is of the most pretentious character ; one
Queeu had a Litin poem co'iiposed iu her liouuur,.and Prioci's,

trincesses, Duki-!i, Djchessc'', Eirl-, Barons, B.irouesses,

Count'-', CuUutesses, Lords, hud Lidiea are the titles ot »hai
is supposed to be a bovine aristocracy, far removed from the
level of plebeian cattle of other brerds.. This u.ay be all very

well lu its way, but the praetice of na.uinjt animals a'ter

persons in high life is, after all, but.qneitionable tas e. The
simple auuouucemcut, for example, that Priuce-s —— is " su-

j'luruiiig" wall the Duke of -, which appeared in one of

lUe agnculiural pinpers the other day, does not sound well.

And yt-r, iu tlie stime paper—famous for its Siiorthoro lure

—

t' e lact of a Siiortiiura co)V cjmng agiin and again iu s-asou
whilst in cilt, Wiis described as a matter of sui h iinportauce

that uo " lalse uotious uf delicacy" could be allowel to over-
rule its mention. We read of a coflf aud call as " Lady
aud her haudsoine daughter" ; of a cow havintc " grow n bigger,

if not more lady-iike" ; of another as being " light around the

waist, aud of lad)-like bearing"; of a "'sweet, uioherl}-
lookiug cow" ; of another as having " settled down iu'o the

position of a buxom mother" ; of a heiter as possessing
" Lvfly style, and a chastely-moulded form" ; of another as
" blooming luto heifer-liood" ; aud of a heifer calf as a

"sweet youngster." We read, too, of the " Luke of

and his two nephews"; of a bull described as " the illustrious

uncle" of Duke ; of auotiier bull beinj " gentlemanly in

liis gait" ; ol Prince having "completed his eleventh

birthday"; aud of a bull having "ended tiis days somewhat
abruptly iu the prime of life." I could fill a page with siiuilar

es'racls, in which Shorthorn -cattle are daily spoken of in

terms usually applied to humau beings. I have belore me a

newspaper cutting—and I aiu not stating anything which I

have not now before me in print—iu which a Shorthorn's

name is styled a " b.<ptismil paronymic" ; another describes

a. young bull as the " scion of a lordly race," and an old one
as a " inouarcli ot the yard." The ioiluwin;^' description of a

bull call is unique :

—

" No sooner does-the eye catch sight of him tlian it becomes

iuipressed with his rare ehgance and beauty of style, and the

b^ho.der involuntarily excUims, ''fins is a little uiblemau !'

His handsome head aud finely-cliiselled ccjuiitenancs are

features worthy of special admiration, aud he comes down rich

and full to the bo-om, with a beauiiiul coutnur of neck and

»Uoulder. * * * Nor niu«t it be forgotten that he has

gaiety of carriage and lordly style. * * * We have

analysed our treasure aud iiud it will stand tlie test of the

most scrutinising examination, but we do not siop to set down
minutely what is to be computed to the s ae or I'.irm of the

diamond, the beautiful setting, or the lashion, when we fully

know that the whole together ravish.-'s all eye?, and makfs the

possessor generally envied and world-renowned ;
* * * is

entirely a jewel ot this nature, wliioh every Englishnian must

feel regretlul to lose Irom this country ; but being destined to

adorn the bosom ot the Sju'hern Ocean, we only hope it will

blazon there iu brilliant lustre, and for many years attract

attention from every part of the ciwlired globe."

This bull is, unfortunately, dead—he was a real good, one, 1

am told—and the bosom of the Southern Ocean has oae jewel

the less to adorn it.

The points ol Shorthorn cattle are often described in similar

style. They are nearly nil " grand," of course, aud sometiuies

their grandeur and magnificence appear to be loo great lor

expression. I shall not soon forgt-t lioaring aud *<??»'/(;/ a

brecdir dtliytr himself of dcp sculimcut when looking at i^ue

of the most noted prizf-winners nf the day. " Eh ! but h 's

a gr-r-r-r-a-a- lud uu" I The word seemed niucii too b g for

his mouth. Some of the descriptive terms are uot a li'tle

rtiuarkable. If an aoimal is good over the loin, it is wriitm
down as having a " broad expanse of tab e-laud" ; tlie h:i;r

on a Siiorthorn beast is described as " downy," " uiolc-like,"
" velvety," •' mossy," and " like llut ol tjie Esquimaux don" ;

the toucii like that of the " sea-otter," " superb," " luscious,"

"lovely"; and the newest delimtion of a Shonhoro's hide n
an " el.istic wrapper." I have seen the word " grand" uai d
'vith rej^ard to evtry part of a Shortho n, except tlie ear aiil

the tail ; t-na I li-ve seen the lorme.r described as " beautilul,"

and tlie latter as " ari:>tofr ;tic." One ivntcr, who gives long
reports ot noted herds, describes iieaily every other animal as

being '• lu'iul'ir" and yet most of them have a " table-land"

of back or loin. It is evid'iit he cannot mean that they ara
cylindrical - he must iuteud to convey the idea that they are

hollow, or at least have a passage through them of some sort.

As may be sujipuse
',

poetry sometimes crops up in lie more
flowery paths ol Stiorthoru literature, Tue following is q'li e
classical :—

'• Waves nonr tlie Reld for ' Warlaby' as Vesper Star

comes in,

And, silent though the Bates men are, the Booths maia-
ta'u the din.

A Croibie wins the maiden for a thousand gniuen'' down;
Nor rues the lucky bid that claimed her lor his owu."

Aud quite recently 80m.e one describes a " (/roivtliy" (! ) calf

as being—
" Fair as a star, when only one

Is shiuiug in the sky."

This sentiment is very beauti iil. To crown all, an enthu-
siastic admirer of Shorthorns, and all pertaining to them, uses

the word " immoriai" m counectiv-n with the uame ol a well-

known auctioneer.

All this is, to me, simply ridiculous. I have an old-

fashioned liking for calling a spade a spade, and I like to have
a cow called a cow—not a " queenly matron," a '' buxoai

female," or a " maternal ancestress" ; if stie has bred good
stock, I should prefer using simple words to that i ffect, ralhrf

thau speaking of her as " t'le progt-uitress o) m.uy lair sons

and daughters." lu the phraseology ot our " tuiular" Irieud
;

and I tail to see why the brisket ol a beast should be called a
'• boioiu," or its hide a " wrapper." Iso one can have *,

greater appreciation of the me.iis and great usetuiness of the

Shorthorn breed of cattle thau I have, nor a grea er dislik'

to the purely arbitrary and artificial rules by which '" fanciers
'

breed tliem. "J^'asuiou" is now centred in one family only,

aud none but its near relatives can coramaud prices much
beyond those of ordinary pure-bred ca'tle. No one si-ems t >

knov/, or to be able to form any idea as to how long it will

rest with the Duchesses, or where it will go uext. i have

seen many ol them, but there is nothing vviiich can bf seen

or lelt about tlh-in—uotiiing apparent to the eye or ameuabie

to the touch—which gives tiirm superiority over otlu r sir in.

s

of blood. Their value appiars to rest ou their thereticil

purity, and not by any me-ms on ihrfir corpote'l merits. Too
" uninfeiligent" and tiie "unschooled cities" have hern

ridiculed by Shorthorn fanciers for predxtiug the a)in_-out.

of the ishorthorn mania, aud lor exjjressing tlie opinion lli^r,

like other manias, it would have its ddy aud disappear. I, itir

one, ain a firm believer in this coliMpse, becausi- J see it rapidl/

taking place, and because I do not tomk sncll arilficial cundi—

tion cm be maintained by the breeders ot such uudeuiably-

uselul stock. When that time shall come, I sluU be prepared

to see great improvement made in tlie general stHndard of

Shorthorn excellruce, a wider field of uscfuluess establi-.hel

lor the breed, and the total disappearance of ridiculous,

phraseology truiu Shorthorn reuorus in agricultural jouruaU>

SCULPTURE EXTllAOllDINRY.—The Exchange ad
Jl :>/, undoubtedly a most useiul piper iu its way, rn s thi

so-callrd comic papers rather chisely .sOiUetime'". A curres*

pondint has lorwardid me a rtcent number in whicli appears

the lollowiiig advejtisemeut. " Waned a wab.ut wood cotiag«

pianoiorie by a widow-lady with carved legs!" Tin re hasn't;

been anything so rich as this, aud certainly not so oUninal,

in Viuich this many a yeui.—JI-tir/air,
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BEVIEW OF THE CORN TaADE.

From The Mark Lam Kvjjrcss for the week ending

November 24.

The sharp spell of frosty wer,t'.:er whicli ushered

jn the week proved uf short duvatiuii, as the teiuper-

nture rose cousiderably on Tuesday and speedily

obliterated the signs of winter. Since then the air

has a;j:aia become colder, aud some quantity^ of

Buow has fallen, thus again atoppir.fr wlieat-sowing

and the carting of mangels. Furtanately wheat-

sowing had made cousiuevdble progress before the

interruption came, and it is also to be observed

that it will go on all the faster after the freezing

iiud moistening of the soil if we get a return of

mild and tine weather. Fears are, however,

expressed that in some districts the prospects of the

futire crop is beiug jeopardised by the quality of

the seed corn, really goid samples have been

aid still are, exceedingly dillicult to obtain.

Mangels are yielding badly; in leed it maybe said

of ro'ots generally that about half an average crop

js all that will reward growers this year. In Scot^

land agricultural affaii-s are more backward ,
but

everv exertion is being made to make up for

lost time, and and if the weather only prove pro-

pitious for another fortnight we may expect to

Lear of a fair breadth of land under winter crops.

The outstanding cereals hive now been secured in

the later districts, with results indicating a good

bulk of straw, but little grain, and that by no

means of the choicest quality. Supplies of English

wheat at the country markets have been on a rather

j
more liberal scale, as the home cop, such as it is

sbeino- rapidly pushed f rvvard. The results of the

the thrashing day by day have served but to em-

phasise tho tale of deficiency, while as regards

quality and condition the less said the bett,er.

Dalness has been the prevailing feature in pro-

vincial trade for wheat aud spring corn, a

decline of Is. per qr. having been quoted on the

former in many important Exchanges. The imports

of foreign wheat into Loudon have been again un-

usually heavy, last Monday's return showing an

arrival of over 118, 000 qrs , which, with subsequent

supplies up to Friday of 87,280 qrs., have for the

moment destroyed the natural balance of the local

trade. A large proportion of the imports have

consisted of Russian wheat, the shipments of which

miv yet be prolonged should weather prove mild,

as no' definite news of the closing of the Baltic

ports lias vet been received, aud there are many
steamers now loading at Cronstadt. America is,

however the observed of all observers, and upon

ber action alone will depend the future course of

prices. The shipments from Atlantic ports show

considerable diminution, both to United Kingdom
and the Continent, but the gigantic visible supply

fetters the trade in spite of the fact that England

has reaped barely half a crop of indigenous wheat.

It is worth renuirkiug that recent advicf^s from the

other side of the Atlantic estimate that 00 per cent

of export surplus has already passed out of farmers'

bands, aud if this statement be true the depressing

power of the visible supply should be materially

weakend. Of course the large imports now ar-

riving arc cousidirvably in oxclss of uur immediate
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requirements, but, notwithstandiug surface llac-

tuations, there is a strong undercurrent of con-

fidence observable iu the trade, the outlook for

holders being decidedly a hopeful one; and, with
disappciutment [varamouut as regards the English

crop, the stoppat:e of liussiau supplies by winter

may \dvy probablj^ turn the scale in sellers' favour.

Very little business has been done during the past

week, as it is evident the wheat trade is being

severely tested. The pressure to sell ex ship has

caused prices to give way about Is. per qr., aud
CHintry millers have not been loth to avail them-
selves of the concession, which has, however, been

made more with the view of avoiding landing

expenses than of overcoming the reserve of buyers.

The arrivals of grain laden vetsels at ports of call

have been moderate during the past week. ^Vheat

off coast has been iu fair demand, and although
prices declined during the early part of the week
a better feeling has since pervaded the trade. A
good many cargoes have been disposed of both for

the United Kingdom and the Continent at improv-
ing prices, the decline having been fully recovered.

Maize has given way slightly, but the demand has

somewhat improved. Very little business has

been done in forward wheat, owing to the high
prices asked in America. Resellers have offered

very sparingly, and generally at figures beyond the

reach of buyers, but some sales of red winter on
passage have been made at 53:?. 6d. to 635. 9i. and
65s. for December-January shipment. The sales

of English wheat noted last week were 40,065 qrs.,

at 47s. lOd. againt 49,580 qrs. at 41s. 2d. iu the

previous year. The London average for the week
ending November 21st was 51s. 4d. on 947 qrs.

The imports into the United Kingdom for the

week ending November 15th were 2,110,944 cwt.

of wheat, and 301,035 cwt. of Hour. With the

exception of some slight return of firmness, there

was but little change in the trade on Monday last,

and the day's business was on the whole of a
decidedly disappointing character, as the steadier

feeling which marked the close of the previous

week led holders of wheat to anticipate increased

activity. The attendance was above the average,

but in the presence of large arrivals of wheat and
flour the market was depressed, and millers showed
no inclination to add to their stocks, the day's sales

being confined to the supply of the retail wants of

country dealers. There were 3,051 qrs. of home-
grown wheat, and a rather larger supply fresh up
on factors' stands. Notwithstandiug the improved
condition of the offerings, sales were effected with
ditiiculty at nominally unaltered currencies, and
many samples remained unsold at the end of the

day. Of foreign the imports were excessive,

exceeding 11 8,U00 qrs., more than one-half of

which quantity was from American Atlantic ports.

Russia furnished 37,573 qrs., and Germany 7,090
qrs., the remainder of the supply being from
Australia and the East Indies. Factors held for

the full rates of the previiuis Monday, but buyers
declined to operate, and scarcelv anything was
done until late in the day, when asmafl consump-
tive demand was experienced, at an occasional

decline of 61. to Is. per qr. for both Russian and
American sorts, where sales were pressed ex ship.

The exports were 1,415 qrs. against 1,920 qrs. iu
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tbe preceding week. There were 4,58o qrs. of

home-grown" Jkrloy and 51,877 qrs. of foreign.

Fine malting sorts were steady, and fully as dear,

but Kriiuling qualities could only be moved at Od.

to Is. per qr. kss money. Maize, with an arrival

of only 1,400 qrs. from"Suliiia, was very inactive,

and, in spite uf the scarcity of spot corn holders

•were unable to realise anv advance. Tlie imports

of oats slightly e.Kceeded_"91,000 qrs,, and although

Bome portion of the previous week's decline was

recovered the trade was overweighed by the con-

tinued heavy arrivals, sales being only practicable

at a reduction of 3d. to Gd. per qr. On Wednesday

the return showed 1,740 qrs. of English wheat and

73,300 qrs. of foreign. The trade relapsed almost

into stagnation, and with a very meaijre attendance

the few sales of wheat which took place showed a

decline of Is. per qr. on Mondoy's prices. Feeding

corn was also dull, and the turn lower to sell. On

Friday tbe supply had increased to 1,840 qrs.

of home-grown wheat and 87,280 qrs. of foreign.

The demand was very inactive, but Wednesday's

prices were nominally maintained in the small

retail busine.-(3 which was done.
_

Maize

was dull, and Spring Corn the turn easier. Tiie

imports of Flour into the United Kin<rdom for the

week ending November luih were 301,035 cwt.,

against 234,801 cwt. in the previous week. The

receipts into London were 18,111 sacks of English,

and 20,820 sacks and 2,922 barrels of foreign. A
slugt;ish demand has been experienced for all

Tar'ieties throughout the week, and both sacks and

barrels have moved off slowly at barely previous

quotations. The weeii's arrivals of Beans were

G8,651 cwt. and of I'eas 110,824 cwt., "showintr an

increase of 6,188 cwt. on the former, and 25,511

cwt. on the latter. But few transactions have taken

place, and where sales have been pressed prices

hrtve given way Is. per qr. for both these articles.

The week's deliveries of Malt were 13,981 qrs.,

and the exports 1,797 qrs. The trade remains in a

quiet state, and quotations have undergone no

change since last week. A fair amount of activity

has characterised the agricultural seed trade, red

Clover iu particular having met a good demand at

fully late rates, while white Clover and Alsike have

also'ruled steady. There has been no fresh feature

to note iu the trade for white Mustard or Oaiiary,

but Hemp continues iu request at the moderate

price of 32s. per qr. The country markets are now

beginning to be fairly supplied, as the recent dry

weather has enabled "farmers to thrash more freely.

The condition of much of this year's produce is

still, however, unsatisfactory, and considerable

ditliculty is experienced in obtaioiug really choice

parcels "of seed Wheat. Damp lots have been

practically unsaleable, while fairly-conditioned

samples have given way Is. per qr. Spring Corn

has ruled quiet, but prices do not appear to have

altered much. At Liverpool, on Tuesday, a quiet

tone prevailed throughout the graiu trade, and with

only a dull retail inquiry Wheat receded Id. per

cental. Flour moved slowly at about previous

rates, while Beans and Peas, with increased pros-

pective supplies, were the turn a<rain.<t the seller.

Maize was not very active, but wi h small arrivals

a shade more money was obtainable, new mixed

American closing at Oi. Od. to -js. 9Ad. per ceiitaL

The week's imports included 105,000 qrs. of Wheat
and 8,000 qrs. of Maize. At Newcastle Wheat has

been liruily held for last week's prices, but the de-

mand has been very inactive. Maize and Spring

Corn remain unaltered, and Flour has favoured

buyers. At Leeds sellers have had to accept Is.

Fss money for Wheat, and the same reduction has

been necessary to effect sales of lower qualities of

Barley, but other articles have supported last

week's currencies. At Edinburgh the market has

been well supplied with grain from the farmers,

and all articles have met a quiet but steady sale at

last week's prices. At LeitU the weather has been

seasonable, and farmers have been enabled to make
good progress in Wheat sowing. The past week

has been a very dull one in the grain trade, which

has been a good deal depressed by the large arrivals

of American Wheat off coast. The week'.s imports

have been small of Wheat and Oats, but liberal of

Barley and Flour. At Wednesday's market Scotch

Wheat sold readily at previous prices, while foreign

met a dragging sale at a slight reduction on last

week's curieucies. Both malting and grinding

Barley sold slowly at unaltered rates, and Maize,

Beans, and Peas were in moderate retail demard
at former values. At Glasgow the arrivals from

abroad have been large of American Flour, but

small of other articles. The trade has been dull

and depressed, and with only a li^'ht retail inquiry

prices closed a shade weaker for Wheat and Flour,

but Barley and Oats were unaltered. At Dublin

Wheat has met a slow sale without much variation

in value, while Barley has been the turn cheaper,

even for the choicest samples. Maize has ruled

dull, the demand having been quite of a retail

character. At Cork the weather has been fine, and

a limited business has been done in Wheat at un-

altered prices, but a firm tone has prevailed in th*

trade. Maize still meets with little consumptive

inquiry, and last week's values have been barely

maintained.

The following are the reports from Mark Lane duriug

the past mouth :

Monday, November 3.

The arrivals duruig the past weeek have been : English-

Wheat 3,lu9 qis. ; foreifju 64,248 qrs. ,
E.xpnrts 1,361 qr?.

There was a rather better supply of English Wheit at

market this morning, and some improvement was notice-

able in the condition of the samples. Sales progressed

steadily at last Monday's currencies. Of foreign tha

a.-rivals were liberal, although not excessive, and with a

hige attendance ol' millers, an improved demand was expe-

rienced at the full prices of this day week, the intervening

depression of Friday having been recovered.

Cnntry Flour 15,581 sacks, Foreign 5,579 «acks, and

30-i bin els. Both barrels and sacks m^t a slow sale at.

about late rates.

English Barley, 2,619 qrs. ; Scotch, 3,044 qrs. '>

Foreign, 25,097 qrs. Holders asked rather more nnney,

but the trade was slow and sales dithcull to eifcct at any

advance.

English Oats, l,5.i3 qrs. ; Scotch, 80 qrs. ; Irish, 370
qrs. Foreign, 66,003 qrs. Export.*, 17 qrs. All varieties

were iu fair request at the full currencies of this day week.

English Hean.'i, 878 qrs. Foreign, 761 qrs. There

was a stvaly demand and pi ices occasionally favoured;

sellers.
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Linseed, 4,986 q«. Exports, 2 qi-s. Firm, and fully

as dear.

Malt: English, 15,609 qrs. ; Scotch, 1.496 qrs.
;

Exports, 998 qrs. There was a fair show of new samples,

and a quiet trade was done at unaltered prices.

Maize : The decline of OJ. per qr. which look place

towards the end of last week was recovered, and prices

closed the same as on Alondiy last, with a moderate

inquiry.

Monday, November 10.

The arrivals during the past week have been : Englis"

"Wheat 6,274 qrs. ; foreign 69,507 qrs. Exports 1,926

qrs. The supply of Euglisli Wheat fresh up to market

this morning was again small, and although many of the

samples were in better condition, the trade ruled dull at a

decline of Is. to 2s. per qr. Of foreign the arrivals were

liberal, and with a moderate attendance of millers a°qniet

consumptive demand was experienced at a decline ot 6J.

per qr. on red and Is. per qr. on white descriptions.

Country Flour, 17,585 sacks; foreign, 7,016 sacks

and 450 barrels. Prices were nominally unaltered far

both sacks and barrels, bnt where sales were pressed,

hulders had to submit to a slight reduction.

English Barley 2,104 qrs., Scotch 1,978 qrs., foreign

37,934 qrs. Malting sorts met a slow sale at about, late

rates, while grinding qualities were neglected and 6J. per

qr. cheaper.

Malt: English, 12,861 qrs.; Scotch, 560 qrs. Ex-

ports, 1,819 qrs. lu moderate request at about former,

quotations.

Maize, 2,934 qrs Exports, 373 qrs. In rather better

demand at last Monday's prices, 28i. to 28s. 6d. per

4801b. being the value of mixed American.

English Oats, l,i53 qrs. ; Scotch, 116 qrs. ;
foreign,

81,784 qrs. Exports, 57 q'S. With large arrivals from

abroad, the trade rnled quiet, and sales were only piacii-

rable at a leductijn of Is. per qr. ou swedes, and 6d. per

qr. on other sorts.

English Beans, 792 qrs.; foreign, 5,153 qrs. A,

steady consumptive demand was experienced at last

week's currencies.

Linseed : 9,309 qrs. Exports, 727 qrs. Unaltered

ja;,value, but very firmly he:d, owing to scarcity.

Monday, November 17.

The arrivals during the pa^t week have been :—English

Wheat, 3,757 qrs.; Irish, 194 qrs.; Foreign, 118,119^

qrs.; Exports, 1,415 qrs. There was a rather larger

supply of English Wheat at market this morning, and

si 8 progressed very slowly at about last Monday's rates

Of foreisjn the arrivals were excessive, and the trade

proved disappointing, as notwithstandi.ig the large nttcnd-

ance of millers only a few retail sales could be ettVcted at

the same prices as were obtainable on this day week.

'Country fl.ur, 18,111 sarks. Foreign 26,820 sacks,

and 2,922 barrels. The demand was inactivs, but in the

limited business passing both sacks and birrels maintained

former currencies.

Eugli sh Barley, 1,942 qrs. ; Scotch, 2,543 qrs. ; Irish

100 qrs"; foreign, 51,877 qrs. Malting descriptions

sold slowly without change in value, aud grinding

qualities were very dull, and a shade cheaper.

Malt, Ensilish, 13,255 qrs.; Switch, 623 qrs. ; Irish

103 qrs. Exports, 1,797 qrs. Buyers operated with a

good deal of caution, but where sales were made previous

rates were, obtainable.

Maize, 1,400 qrs. Exports, 50 qrs. Prices were

nominally unalteied for both round and flat -.prn, but not-

withstandiug the scarcity ou spot buyers w.ere hard to

tiiid.

Enjjlish Oats, 1,666 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,218 qrs. ; foreign,

9i,06o i|rs. Some poruou uf lust week's decline was

I recovered, although continued heavy arrivals from abroad
depressed the trade, and prices favmred buyers to the

extent of 31. to 6d. per qr.

English Beans, 871 qrs. ; foreign 6,037 qrs. Quiet
but steady at about last Monday's quotations.

Linseed, 11,615 qrs. Exports, 1,093' qrs. Unaltered

in value or demand.

Monday, November 24.

The arrivals during the past week have been:—Ease-

lish Wneat, 5,364 qrs. ; Irish, 100 qrs. ; Foreign, 99,323
qrs.; Exports, 2,121. The arrivals of English Wheat at

market this morning were again moderate, and the trade

ruled slow at about last Monday's prices ; of foreign the

imports were very heavy, and, with a fair attendance of

millers, a quiet consumptive de nand was experienced at

about late rates for all except Wm'er American descrip-

tions, which were Is. per qr. cheaper on the w^ek.

Country Flour, 18,921 sacks; Foreign, 5,762 sacke,

and 9,581 barrels. In limited request, aud the turn ia

buyers' favour for both sacks ami barrels,

English Barley, 3-329 qrs.; Scotch, 408 qrs ; Irish,

12 qrs.; foreign, 15,475 qrs. Inferior malting sorts

gave way 6J. to Is. per qr., but grinding qualities, al-

thoiitfh slow, were not quotably lower.

Malt: English, 15,886 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,423 qrs. Ex-
ports, 1,173 qis. The demand being very limited,

holders had to accept rather less money to effect sales.

Maize, 7.263 qrs. Exports, 200 qrs. There was ve^y

little corn ottering on spot, and scarcely any business w^^s

was done, prices reraiiiiing nominally unaltered.

Endish Oats, 2,276 qrs. ; Scotch, 201 qrs. , Foreign,

&1,529 qrs. ; Exports, 50 qrs. With a somewhat in-

creased demand, holders were enabled to establish an ad-

vance of 3d. to Gd. per qr, on the depressed prices of last

week.

English Beans, 730 qrs. ; Foreign, 790 qrs. A quiet

trade at shout previous currencies.

Linseed, 3,358 qrs. Dull and unaltered in value.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shil'in(f J per Quarter.

WHEAT, Essex <fe K&at, vrhita old — to — new 51 to tii

,, ,, red old — — new 46 57
Norfolk. Linclnsti., and Yorksh. red old — new 50

BARLEY Ohevaiernew 42
Grinding 35 t'> 43 Distilling 3tf

MALT, pale neweS to 74 old brown 52
RYE 32
OATS, English, feed 23 to 25- Totato 25

Scotch, eed — — Potato —
Irish, fee.d, white 26 2.5 . Fine —
Ditto black 2.5 20 Potato —

BEANS, Mazagan .. 31 37 Ticks 35
Harrow — — Pij,;eon,old 42

PEAS, white boilers 3 V 38 Maple !8to40 Grey 35
FLOUR, per sack of 2801b., town ho jseholda 41

Best country households 42
Norfolk and Sutfolk 40

FOREIGN GRAIN.
f l<,i.Ui"jf < per Quarter

57
5;^

48
54
36-

2»

WHEAT, Danzig, mixed 62 to 63 extra.,

Konigsoerg 59 63 extra, —
Rostock .56 60 o^d —
Pomera, Mockberg, and Uckermrk red 56
Ghirka ."ie to 57 ..Russian, hard, 50 to 5.^,Saxonska 54
Daniisb and Holstein, red — —...red American 63
Chilian, white, 00 ..Oa ifornian 60 63... Australian 60
East Indian, No. 1 Club white 55 to .56; No. 2 ... 51

Old. whii€4w to 61 ; red 47 to. 49; hard 47
BARLEY, grinding, 25 to 26 distilling 36
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 22 to 24 feed 21

Danish and Swedish, feed 21 to 22 ..Straslund ... 23
Canada OOtoOO Rigal9 to 20. Petersburg... 19

BEAN.-*, Friesland and Holstein —
I alian 37 to 39 ..Egyptian 38

PEAS, Canadian 36 37. ..Prussian 37
MAIZHl, Black Sea 30 31. ..Mi.xed American 28

FLOUR, per sack, (Trench 3^ 44. ..Sp nish, p. s.-ick —
Hungurian, per sack. ..45 60 ..American barrel 26

TARKS, .Spi-ing —

6*

53
f6

69
62
53
40
48
23
21
23
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CHAMPAGNES.

GRAND VIN DE L'EMPEREUR

TRADE ilMiilBlWMi MARE.

nonpareil:
Splendid Wine equal to the Finest Brands, at half the usual Price.

Sole Importers of the Celebrated-

GRAND V/N DE CHAMPAGNE

m
TRADE JK^f MARK.

ROUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS.

MADEIRA
Of the FINEST aUALITY, in Quarter Casks and in Bottle and every

other description of Wines at the

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRTCE,
CAN ALWAYS BE HAD OF

TUXFORD AND CO.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

48, Fenehurch Street London, E.C.

EstabKshed 1847.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.



THE

ROYAL FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE LIFE

AND HAIL INSURANCE OFFICE.
ESTABLISHED 840

TO INSURE AGAINST LOSSES BY

FIRE AND HAIL STORMS,
AND TO GRANT

INS URANCES ON L IVES.
DIRECTORS:

Chairmaa—ALFRED DENISON, Esq., 6, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly.

Deputy-Chairman—B. P. SHEARER, Esq., 47, Gloucester-place, Portman Square.

Thorcas Henry Burroughes, Esq., 16, Lower Berkeley
(
Richard L. Loveland, Esq., 4, Hare Court, Temple.

Street. John Reddish, Esq., 9, Highbury New Park.
William Glutton, Esq., 7, Clifton Villas, Penge. Major F. Anderson Stebbing, 4, Cleveland Gardens,
A. J. Duff Filer, Esq., 10, Aberdeen Park, Highbury. Castle Hill, Ealing.

E. J. Hawker, Esq., 37, Cadogan Place, Sloane Street

FIRE.—Insurances at moderate rates.

LIFE.—Insurances on equitable terms. Profits divided every five years.

HAIL.—Crops insured against Hail Storms at 5d. per acre.

LOSSES,—Settled promptly and liberally.

AMPLE CAPITAL AND LARGE RESERVES.
Prospectuses and Reports may be obtained of the Secretary, JOHN SHARP, 3, Norfolk Street, Straed

London, W.C., or of the Agents.

J. C. NESBIT & SON,

Analytical, Agricultural, and Consulting Chemists

(Manager A. ANTHONY NESBET, F.C.S., &c,)

Undertake the analysis of

MANURES, FEEDING STUFFIS, SEEDS, SOILS, WATERS,

And all Agricultural Requisites.

And may be consulted upon the cause of the failure of crops, or any questions

in scientific agriculture.

Laboratory : 88, Graceehurch Street E£.

A list of fees sent on application.






